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Preface to the Translation

J acob Adlung, the author of Musica mechanica organœdi, was born in Bindersleben 
near Erfurt in Thuringia (central Germany) on January 14, 1699; he died in Er-

furt on July 5, 1762. Happily, quite a lot is known about his life and career, since his 
comprehensive autobiography was published in the Foreword to Vol. II of Musica me-

chanica organœdi. As a result of his native intelligence and disciplined lifestyle, Ad-
lung rose from humble beginnings to become a musician and scholar of considerable 
erudition. After preparatory studies in Erfurt, he matriculated at the University of 
Jena, where he pursued the study of philosophy, mathematics, languages and theol-
ogy. Having already undertaken musical studies in Erfurt, he came under the influence 
of Johann Nicolaus Bach (J.S. Bach’s cousin), organist of the Jena Stadtkirche. Im-
mediately upon his return to Erfurt in 1727, he won the post of organist at the Predi-
gerkirche, upon the death of the incumbent, Johann Heinrich Buttstedt. That post he 
kept until his death, supplementing his income by teaching keyboard and languages, 
by making and selling keyboard stringed instruments, and by offering courses in phi-
lology, mathematics and philosophy.

What sort of man was Adlung? The picture that emerges from his autobiography 
and his writings reveals a character at once ambitious, energetic, inquisitive, and multi-
talented: in mathematics, theology, teaching, and mechanics, as well as in music. Yet it 
also reveals a man who was rather officious and a bit of a pedant (consider his belabored 
explanation of deriving a square whose area is the same as a circle, §.97-99, an expla-
nation undertaken, as §.99 shows, only to reveal his mathematical prowess); a man me-
thodical to an extreme (who in §.177 lists any number of places where a 16 �  Principal 
may be found) and possessing a stunted sense of humor (read his comments on the cat-
organ in §.554). Adlung’s pedantic streak, however, together with his fascination (one 
might say, his obsession) with mechanics, is much to our benefit. It is they that we have 
to thank for the exhaustive and invaluable information about 18th-century organs that 
he gives us in his publications.

In addition to some organ compositions that survive in manuscript, Adlung pub-
lished a number of treatises; these are listed in the Foreword to Vol. II (pp. XV-XVI). 
There are a number of smaller items, as well as two major ones, Anleitung zu der musi-

kalischen Gelahrtheit (Introduction to Musical Learning, Erfurt, 1758; hereafter referred 
to as Anleitung) and Musical mechanica organœdi (Musical Mechanics for the Organ-

ist, Berlin, 1768; hereafter referred to as Mmo). Of the two, Anleitung has by far the 
broader scope; it includes information on music history and bibliography, music and 
mathematics (including problems of temperament), organ history, registration and 

ix



construction (largely plundered from the yet unpublished manuscript of Mmo1), other 
instruments (both keyboard and non-keyboard), the art of singing, figured bass, Ital-
ian tablature (modern score), improvisation and composition.

Mmo’s field is far more limited than that of Anleitung; for that reason, Mmo treats 
in considerably greater detail the matters it addresses. It focuses primarily on the or-
gan, from the perspective of the information an organist might need to know about the 
instrument. More specifically, it encompasses the following:

Praetorius, Werkmeister, Mattheson, Niedt, Kircher and others

-
builder’s art, including definitions of several hundred organ stops.

to go about choosing what stops an organ shall have

testing, maintenance and repair 

-
chord and clavichord with pedal

Germany).

One of Mmo’s most valuable features is its attempt to be a compendium of infor-
mation from earlier sources. Adlung not only recorded his own ideas and observations, 
but incorporated those of every previous major German publication that treats the or-
gan, beginning with Praetorius’s Syntagma musicum (1619). This attempt at compre-
hensiveness is interesting for two reasons: first, because it gathers information from so 
many diverse sources, and second, because in commenting on his predecessors Adlung 
offers yet another perspective (closer to the sources than any commentary from our 
time) on the matters they treat. Mmo is therefore, more than any other contemporary 
publication, a mirror of the state of knowledge and preferences concerning the 18th-
century German organ. This statement is all the more significant in that during this 
period the organ in Germany (more specifically in Thuringia) was undergoing rapid 
and profound changes, resulting in characteristics that set it in marked contrast to ear-
lier organ types: a reduction in the number of reed stops, especially in the manuals; the 
abandonment of the Rückpositiv; the proliferation of colorful flue stops at 8� pitch; the 
early appearance (before 1700) of narrow-scale string stops; little concern for the case 
as a sound-reflecting enclosure; the predilection for prominent third-sounding ranks, 
both independent and as components of mixtures; less emphasis on higher-pitched 

1. See the Foreword to Vol. II, p. XVII.
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2. For a more detailed analysis of these characteristics, see: Quentin Faulkner, “Jacob Adlung’s Musica 

mechanica organœdi and the “Bach Organ,” in: Early keyboard Studies Newsletter (pub. by the West-
field Center for Early Keyboard Studies), Vol. V, No. 2, May 1990. See also: Winfried Schrammek, 
“J.S. Bach und die Aufklärung,” in: Bach-Studien 7 (Leipzig: VEB Breitkopf & Härtel 9c.1982]), 
pp. 192-211.

3. See: Peter Williams, The European Organ 1450-1850 (London: Batsford [1966], p. 166.
4. See: Gerald David Frank, The Life and Work of Johann Traugott Wandke (Harrisville, New Hamp-

shire: The Boston Club Chapter of the Organ Historical Society, 1990), pp. 35f. & 59f.
5. See the Foreword to Vol. II, p. XVI.
6. Ibid.

stops in the pedal; and the appearance of a Glockenspiel. In retrospect, it is evident 
that 18th-century Thuringian organ design was the most progressive of its time, often 
foreshadowing typical romantic organ traits by 100 years or more.2

Those profound changes, resulting in a whole new epoch of organbuilding (the 
nineteenth century), are the most persuasive explanation for Mmo’s limited influence 
on succeeding generations. Radical new developments in pipe scales, in bellows (maga-
zine bellows), in reeds (free reeds), in mechanics (octave couplers, detached consoles), 
as well as the introduction of various means of swelling and diminishing the tone 3—
all these were just around the corner in 1768. Johann Ulrich Sponsel’s Orgelhisto-

rie (Nürnberg, 1771) is indebted to Mmo, but then Adlung’s work was fresh from the 
press. The only other treatise that bears the trace of Adlung’s work is J.J. Seidel’s Die 

Orgel und ihr Bau (Breslau, 1843). The order in which Seidel treats the various aspects 
of organbuilding is clearly derived from Mmo (Seidel’s purpose in writing his book 
was similar to Adlung’s: to acquaint organists and church officials with sound organ-
building practices without, however, offering sufficiently detailed information to build 
organs). Its actual contents, however, unmistakably identify it as a work of the early 
nineteenth century. A quirk of history did, though, extend Mmo’s influence to an ob-
scure by-way of American organbuilding history. Johann Traugott Wandke (1808-70), 
who emigrated from Silesia to Round Top, Texas, in 1855, built seven small pipe or-
gans in central Texas. A notebook in Wandke’s hand contains, among other miscella-
nea, excerpts from Mmo, specifically portions of chapters 9 and 13.4

Unlike Anleitung, Mmo is a posthumous publication. The complicated tale of its 
genesis and circuitous route to press is told in the Foreword to Vol. II. The title page of 
Adlung’s manuscript stated that he began to write it in Jena in 1726,5 and (in the words 
of the book’s first editor, J.L Albrecht) “the work grew to be a manuscript of 820 very 
clearly written…pages.”6 Several clues in the work itself suggest that Adlung contin-
ued to pursue the project for at least a quarter of a century. In Adlung’s enumeration of 
the organs in Hamburg that are to be found in Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt (Chap. 
10, §.301), the organ at St. Michaelis is listed as “d),” followed by a statement in paren-
theses, “This organ has been destroyed by fire.” If this remark is part of Adlung’s work 
(as it appears to be) and not that of a subsequent editor, then it suggests that Adlung 
was still collecting and recording stoplists as late as the early 1750’s (the Schnitger or-
gan at the Michaeliskirche in Hamburg, the instrument whose stoplist appears in Mat-



theson’s Appendix to Niedt, was destroyed by fire in 1750). Adlung also mentions the 
destruction of this organ in Chap. 7, §.146 (under “Flute à bec/Flute douce”). In 1753 
Johann Mattheson gave the money for a new organ to replace it. The stoplist of that 
new organ is found later in the list of organs at Hamburg; it was added to Mmo, how-
ever, not by Adlung, but by J.F. Agricola, the book’s second editor. In §.285, under St. 
Stephani in Bremen, there is a Nota Bene stating that the organ there was destroyed by 
fire on Dec. 6, 1754. Although it is impossible to be certain, this N.B. looks very much 
as if it were added by Agricola. These various bits of circumstantial evidence suggest 
an approximate terminus for Adlung’s work with the stoplists, and indeed on Mmo as a 
whole. Such a terminus also tallies with the publication of Adlung’s Anleitung in 1758; 
the author may well have abandoned work on Mmo in the early 1750’s in order to con-
centrate on producing Anleitung.7 Adlung’s closing remark concerning the stoplist of 
the organ at St. Maximi in Merseburg, §.309, confirms that he was still collecting sto-
plists as late as 1752.

Although Adlung continued to work on the project throughout most of his life, it 
was still in manuscript form at the time of his death. His heirs turned the manuscript 
over to Johann Lorenz Albrecht.8 Albrecht (1732-73) was an author, composer, Cantor 
and Music Director at the Marienkirche in Mühlhausen; like Adlung, he held an M.A. 
in philosophy. We do not know why Albrecht undertook the task of editing the manu-
script and preparing it for print; he must have enjoyed a close friendship with Adlung, 
and perhaps also with Adlung’s family. The task must indeed have been burdensome, 
and lengthy as well, since Albrecht found the manuscript overrun with marginal notes 

9 and had to copy out the entire work (of course by hand) to fashion a suitable printer’s 
copy.10 In this process, Albrecht added a considerable number of editorial notes (label-
ling them with Arabic numerals: 1, 2, 3, etc.); both the character of these notes, how-
ever, as well as Albrecht’s express testimony,11 make it clear that he did not alter in any 
way the original text. This copy he submitted to the Berlin printer Friedrich Wilhelm 
Birnstiel to consider for publication.

Birnstiel was not entirely satisfied with the manuscript as he received it (for what 
reasons, we do not know12); therefore he turned it over to Johann Friedrich Agricola 
for further editing.13 Agricola (1720-1774) was a student of J.S. Bach from 1738-41, 
during his student years at the University of Leipzig. Thereafter he moved to Berlin, 
working with J.J. Quantz and C.P.E. Bach. Frederick the Great eventually named him 

7. Chapters 6-10 of Anleitung are largely duplicated in the later Mmo; Adlung apparently plundered his 
Mmo manuscript to include this material in Anleitung.

8. See the Publisher’s Preface to the First Volume, as well as the Foreword to Vol. II, p. XVII-XVIII.
9. See the Foreword to Vol. II, p. XVI.
10. ibid., p. XVII.
11. ibid., pp. XVIII-XIX.
12. The reason may lie in Albrecht’s relative youthfulness (he was only 36 years old when the volumes 

were published in 1768), in Agricola’s greater professional and social stature, or in Birnstiel’s long 
association with Agricola.

13. See the Foreword to Vol. II, p. XIX.
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Royal Prussian Court Composer. Birnstiel had a longstanding connection with the stu-
dents and admirers of J.S. Bach in Berlin. It was he who first published Bach’s chorale 
settings, under the title Vierstimmige Choralgesänge, in two volumes: a volume of 100 
published in 1765 (ed. F.W. Marpurg and C.P.E. Bach), and a second volume of 100 in 
1769 (ed. J.F. Agricola). Agricola must have been working on the second volume at the 
time J.L. Albrecht submitted Adlung’s work for publication; it was quite natural for 
Birnstiel to seek Agricola’s editorial assistance with Mmo.

Agricola adopted the same editorial policy in the second editing process that Al-
brecht had followed in the first. He did not alter the original text, but added a number 
of additional notes and supplementary material, labelling his contributions with (**) or 
(less often) with letters of the Greek alphabet. His notes reveal just how faithful a dis-
ciple of J.S. Bach Agricola was. It is only in Agricola’s notes that Bach is mentioned, 
and in every instance Bach is cited as an authority to modify or refute an opinion Ad-
lung has expressed. As a result, Agricola’s notes are of major significance in under-
standing Bach’s views on organ design and construction. In a broader sense, however, 
the inestimable value of the entire Mmo as a mirror of Bach’s opinions is assured, since 
by undertaking the task of editing the work Agricola gave it his tacit stamp of approval. 
We may thus assume that, aside from Agricola’s relatively few contradictions, Mmo is 
in some measure a credible witness to J.S. Bach’s ideas about the organ.

The multiple levels embodied in Mmo are a feature that many subsequent readers 
have missed; some modern scholars, for example, have quoted Agricola’s remarks con-
cerning J.S. Bach and attributed them to Adlung. To prevent this sort of confusion in 
the translation, each original editorial note (in addition to being labelled with the same 
sign as in the original text) ends with the name of its author in brackets. The added 
notes, creating three clearly defined layers of material, contribute greatly to the value 
of the work, since they represent ideas and opinions both 40 years later than Adlung’s 
and (in Agricola’s case) markedly more sophisticated and cosmopolitan (cf., e.g., Ad-
lung’s remarks on the cornet in §.132 with Agricola’s lengthy note following). The 
modern translator’s commentary, a fourth layer of material, appears as side-notes at 
the right of each page of the translation.

Although the Publisher’s Preface to the First Volume suggests that the two volumes 
of Mmo were intended to be bound separately, in the surviving exemplars the two vol-
umes are bound as one. The first volume ends with an extensive list (almost 100 pages) of 
17th- and 18th-century German organ stoplists. It appears that Adlung’s original inten-
tion was to assign a new paragraph number to each stoplist. Subsequent additions to the 
stoplists eventually rendered those numbers meaningless and superfluous.

Y � Y � Y

One of the greatest challenges the translation has presented is the achievement of 
a written style that communicates some of the flavor of the original text. Although Lu-
ther’s translation of the German Bible (1521f.) laid the foundation for modern Ger-
man literary style, German was just beginning to come into its own as a literary lan-



guage during the 18th century. To cite an illustration: Praetorius’s learned, scholarly 
treatment of the history of music is published in Vol. I of the Syntagma musicum—in 
Latin. It is only the practical advice on making music, in Vols. II & III, that is written 
in German (with a liberal lacing of Latin and Greek terms to express that which the 
prevailing German vocabulary lacked). Adlung’s German is marked both by regional 
peculiarities and by the use of colloquialisms that would never pass muster in a mod-
ern scholarly publication—for a particularly striking instance of this, see “Bourdon,” 
§.124. Albrecht tacitly acknowledges the distance between Adlung’s German and that 
of the next generation when he writes, “Perhaps many readers might have wished to 
see in this Musical Mechanics this or that place more precisely worded or more ele-
gantly written, and I cannot deny that I myself often expressed that wish during the 
process of copying the work.”14 Adlung’s sentences are at times cryptic, and at times 
he quotes sources without understanding them.15 His train of thought is at times inter-
rupted by parenthetical observations that he fails to enclose in parentheses. The trans-
lation makes an attempt to interpret the more confusing of these instances, either by 
means of the modern footnote apparatus, or by supplementing the text with additional 
words or phrases in brackets. The process of translation has made it clear, however, 
that in some instances we are unlikely ever to know precisely what Adlung meant.

Since Adlung intended Mmo to be a compendium of information on the organ, 
he quotes extensively from earlier publications. Yet, despite Adlung’s expressed fear 
of being accused of plagiarism,16 his quotes are often not enclosed in quotation marks, 
and they frequently take the form of close paraphrases. Since Adlung is normally con-
scientious about citing his sources, the translator has not felt obliged to indicate the 
extent of the quote or how literal it is.

In its manifest attempt to adhere to empirical scientific methodology, Adlung’s 
work betrays the influence of the dawning Enlightenment. Due to the publication’s 
early date, however, it is not surprising that many of Adlung’s scientific and etymolog-
ical explanations are naive, fanciful and at times entirely mistaken. Some of the most 
obvious errors and misunderstandings have been identified in footnotes, but no system-
atic attempt has been made to correct the text.

Y � Y � Y

A number of peculiarities about Adlung’s text need further explanation. Consider 
first this sentence from the Foreword to Vol. II, p. XVI: “…Anleitung zu der musi-

kalischen Gelahrtheit.…2 Alphab. 9 Bogen in 8vo…” The literal translation is “Anlei-

tung…2 Alphabets [and] 9 sheets in octavo.” The meaning of this cryptic description 
requires further elucidation.17 A common way of referring to the size and extent of a 

14. Foreword to Vol. II, p. XVIII.
15. See Chap. 7, note [159].
16. See §.429.
17. The translator is indebted to Mr. James Wallmann for his kindness in supplying the explanation 

that follows.
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book in Adlung’s day was by how it was printed. One large sheet (Bogen) of paper was 
folded once across the long side to produce two folio leaves or four pages; folded a sec-
ond time across the first fold to make four quarto (4°) leaves or eight pages; or folded a 
third time across the second fold for eight octave (8°) leaves or 16 pages. In a duodec-
imo (12°) book, a sheet was folded to make twelve leaves or twenty-four pages. Each 
gathering or signature (that is, one printed sheet) was signed by successive letters of the 
alphabet, twenty-three letters in all (A to Z, omitting J, U and W). Within a gather-
ing, the recto of each leaf—at least in theory—was distinguished by a numerical suf-
fix indicating that leaf ’s position in the gathering or signature: A1, A2, A3, etc. (In 
practice, the first leaf of a gathering was signed by the letter alone, without “1,” and 
the leaves at the end of a signature were rarely signed at all.) Once twenty-three sig-
natures had been reached and the first alphabet exhausted, letters were doubled (Aa) 
or tripled (Aaa) as necessary. This would have been readily understood by the read-
ers of Adlung’s day, a time when books were commonly purchased unbound, in signa-
tures or gatherings, the purchaser seeing to it that the book was finished by the book-
binder. Thus the reference to “two alphabets plus nine signatures in octave” means 
that Anleitung required a total of 53 signatures: twice through the alphabet (for a total 
of 46 sets), plus 7 additional signatures, Aaa1-8 to Ggg 1-8. The other two signatures 
(to bring the total to 9, as recorded by Albrecht) are occupied by the title page, dedi-
cation, foreword and introduction at the beginning of the volume, a total of 15 leaves 
or two signatures (minus one leaf ). For all practical purposes this numbering system is 
often irrelevant, since the pages of the text are also numbered with consecutive Arabic 
numerals.

Throughout Mmo Adlung makes constant reference to old units of measure and 
money: Schuh (foot), Zoll (inch), Elle (ell), Rthlr. (Reichsthaler), Ohm, etc. In the case 
of the first three, for each of which there is an exactly equivalent word in English, 
the translation adopts the English word. In the case of many others, the translation 
retains the original German. In any case, the reader must not think that the unit of 
measure, whether in English or German, is identical to its modern counterpart (if in-
deed it has one). Before the advent of standard systems of measurement (gradually ad-
opted across Europe during the 19th century), units of measure with the same name 
could vary quite widely from one country or region to another. Therefore any attempt 
to give modern equivalents would rest on guesses (likely inaccurate ones) on the part 
of the translator. A compact source that offers documentable modern equivalents for 
old units of measure is: Fritz Verdenhalven, Alte Maße, Münzen und Gewichte aus dem 

deutschen Sprachgebiet. Neustadt an der Aisch: Verlag Degener & Co., 1968.
Finally, there is the matter of the generic and technical senses of the term Flöte. In 

§.145, under “Flöt or Flöte,” Adlung writes: “… in the past, before reeds became fash-
ionable, all wind instruments (Pfeifwerk) were called “flutes”. Later on, when reed in-
struments were introduced, the word “flute” was used for all wind instruments that 
were not reeds. Thus Praetorius divides all stops into flutes and reeds; consequently 
principals, mixtures, gedakts, etc., are actually flutes in the general sense.” Though he 



does not make it clear in §.145, Adlung also adheres essentially to this method of clas-
sification; by this time, however, the term “flute stop” seems to be applied more specif-
ically to all flues except principals (i.e., both flute and string stops).18 For an example, 
in §.172, under “Offenflöt,” Adlung writes: “Offenflöt means aperta [open] or tibia ap-

erta [open flute] in Latin… There is also an Offenflöte in the Marienkirche at Danzig, 
where it is called Viol at the same time and is a 3�; thus it would be an open Quintflöte; 
see Praetorius, l.c., p. 162.” Defining “Offenflöt” as meaning merely “open,” as well 
as equating a Viol with a Quintflöte, are both indications that Adlung (and Praetorius) 
use the word “Flöt” in both a generic sense (i.e., “flue stop”) and a technical sense (i.e., 
“flute”). Thus the translation distinguishes between the generic and technical senses 
of the term Flöt or Flöte, wherever this distinction is clear from the text, by translating 
“Flöt” as either “flute” or “flue”, and “Flötwerk” as either “flute stop” or “flue stop.”

18. J.F. Agricola, Mmo’s final editor, is quite specific in this regard. In a lengthy article concerning 
organ stops and registration, Agricola divides flue stops [Pfeifenwerk] into principals and flutes 
(p. 491), and then indiscriminately lists both flute and string stops in the category of “flutes” (pp. 
493ff.). See: Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Historisch-Kritische Beyträge zur Aufhahme der Musik, Vol. 
III, Part 6 (Berlin: Gottlieb August Lange, 1758), pp. 486-518.
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Notice

Mmo’s complicated genesis, and in particular its posthumous publication, are the most 
likely reasons for a large number of words and passages whose meaning is ambiguous 
and/or unclear.  Even with the generous, patient counsel I have received from those 
with special expertise, I have all too often been unable to arrive at an incontestable 
translation of Adlung’s text. 

These instances are indicated in dark red type in the electronic edition of the 
translation ( http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/zeabook/6/ ), and show as gray in the 
printed version (3 volumes; available from http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/unllib ).

Among the advantages of electronic publishing is the opportunity it affords to 
alter and correct such words and passages.  The translator and publisher would be 
grateful for suggested corrections and clarifications, but they reserve the right to accept 
or reject them as they see fit.

Quentin Faulkner
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Publisher’s Preface  
to  

the First Volume
    

The book whose first volume you see before you is not 
only written for use by prospective as well as more ad-

vanced organists, many of whom have long held positions, 
and for all other admirers of the organ, that greatest, most 
perfect and artistic of all musical instruments; but it is also 
written for the best among the performers and friends of 
the harpsichord, clavichord and other instruments that are 
made to sound by means of keys. The author of the book 
is, as the title indicates, the late Mr. Jacob Adlung, Profes-
sor and Organist at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt, a man in 
whom were united sound learning and great insight into 
theoretical and practical music.

The publisher was at first of a mind to deliver the entire 
work at once, accompanied by a lengthy preface written by 
Mr. Johann Lorenz Albrecht, M.A., of Mühlhausen, who 
received the manuscript of this book from Adlung’s heirs, 
augmented it with various notes, and entrusted it to the 
publisher to print.

However, since a single quarto volume would be too 
weak for the entire book, the publisher has decided to di-
vide it into two volumes, of which the first is before you. 





† The two volumes seem to have been 
bound as one when the treatise was 
finally published.

Preface.
Thus not everything that pertains to the organ could be 
included in this first volume; otherwise the second volume 
would have been too insubstantial. The sympathetic reader 
will, we trust, understand this inconvenience and excuse it.

The second volume will follow without fail, God will-
ing, by next Easter, together with Mr. Albrecht’s preface 
and an index to the entire work.†

In addition it should be noted that, at the publisher’s 
request, the Royal Prussian Court Composer, Mr. Johann 
Friedrich Agricola, has not only contributed a number of 
necessary notes and comments here and there, but has also 
added various other organ specifications (some of which 
have not yet appeared in print, others that appear in other 
books, but were not or could not be included by Mr. Ad-
lung) to the chapter on organ specifications, that is, Chap-
ter 10.

The contributions of Mr. Agricola may be distinguished 
from the rest of the book by the (**) preceding them, or by 
small Greek letters. Thus has been created the most com-
plete collection of organ specifications that has appeared to 
date; thereby we hope that connoisseurs and admirers of the 
organ will not be displeased. 
     Berlin, October 1, 1767. 

       the Publisher.





MUSICAL

M E C H A N I C S
FOR THE ORGANIST





PRELIMINARY MATTERS
concerning

the Art of the Keyboard in General.

I  do not intend to speak about music in general, since all musi-
cal textbooks are full of this sort of thing. Music is divided into 

theoretical and practical matters. The former indicates the rules 
and procedures governing melody and harmony, and is based upon 
physics, ethics and mathematics (at least as far as harmony is con-
cerned). The latter however, puts this instruction to practical appli-
cation, and consists of actual composition, or the execution of such 
matters as pertain to composition according to given principles. 
Among the many instruments upon which the results of such activ-
ity may be realized, pride of place must be accorded to those that are 
provided with keyboards, since they are capable of producing the 
most perfect harmony. These instruments are, for example, organs, 
clavichords, harpsichords, clavicitheria, spinets, lute harpsichords, 
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 1) The well-known Nordhausen organist Schröter‡ is of the same opinion; he writes: “An accom-
plished organist must understand no less than a proficient Kapellmeister. The same saying holds true 
for both: “Not everyone who carries a long knife is a good cook.” See Mizler’s Musikalische Biblio-
thek, Vol. 3, Part 2, p. 252. [Albrecht]

* meaning accompanying any 
monophonic congregational 
singing.

†  Adlung’s Anleitung zu der 

musikalischen Gelahrtheit, pp. 699f., 
tells us that by this term Adlung 
means learning to read notes 
on staves (i.e., modern musical 
notation), as opposed to the letters 
of north German tabulature, 
particularly in keyboard works (in 
contrast to figured bass or chorale 
playing).

‡ Christoph Gottlieb Schröter (1699-
1782).

keyed gambas, and the like. For this reason, more is demanded from 
one who plays such instruments than from others. Due to the com-
plexity of the subject, it was long ago divided into four areas: stu-
dents must be instructed 1) in figured bass, 2) in hymn-playing (in 
Choralen*), 3) in Italian tabulature,† and 4) in improvisation. To 
be honest, as I see it, an organist (if he is competent) must be just as 
knowledgeable as a composer.1) For what indeed is improvisation? Is 
it not continuous extemporaneous composition, that must be just as 
orderly and refined as other types [of composition]? Playing hymns 
can also be called extemporaneous composition, if one plays them 
not out of a hymnbook, nor from memory, but using his own impro-
visatory skills. One could only wish that teachers would impart to 
their students everything that pertains to these four areas in an or-
ganized, clear and thorough fashion; we all know, however, how in-
frequently this happens. Even supposing this instruction were prop-
erly given, though, I do believe that there is yet one other area that 
needs to be imparted very accurately in any general introduction to 
music, and that is usually forgotten, namely, the area of mechan-
ics. Chapter 1 following addresses whether this pertains to organ-
ists. For now I will say only that an organbuilder must of course un-
derstand these things more thoroughly than an organist (hence we 
refer to the “art of organbuilding”); nevertheless, an organist must 
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* “Was zu der Orgelmacher=Kunst 
gehöre” (“That which pertains 
to the Art of Organbuilding”), 
pp. 1-3.

† i.e., 16 pages; for an explanation of 
this method of book manufacture, 
see the Translator’s Preface.

2) Mr. Johann Adam Jacob Ludwig, Postal Official in Hof, has written an excellent treatise on the at-
tributes of a genuine organbuilder; one would be well-advised to read it. It was published in Hof in 
1759 as a quarto in two signatures.† [Albrecht] 

also be familiar with them. We call it the “art of organbuilding,” 
even though we thereby are referring to other instruments in ad-
dition to the organ. Why? For the same reason that an organist is 
called an organist, and not a spinettist; because the organ is the most 
distinguished instrument, and thus its name is given pride of place. 
Johann Caspar Trost’s book, Beschreibung der Orgel zu Weissenfels, 
Chap. 1,* describes what is included in the art of the organbuilder. It 
demands a good background in mathematics, because it is constantly 
concerned with measurements and dimensions. There is a great deal 
of handwork connected with it; one must be a good wookworker, 
metalworker, blacksmith, etc. No less must a good organbuilder un-
derstand the physical properties of various types of metal and wood. 
He must be skilled at the lathe. But it is especially necessary that he 
have a thorough understanding of architecture.2) For this reason or-
ganbuilders have garnered special recognition (Privilegia), and their 
work is called not a craft, but an art. Concerning the privileges and 
responsibilities of the organbuilder one should consult the treatise 
de Iuribus et Privilegiis Musicorum by Johann Caspar Trost, which 
he refers to in Chapter I, p. 3, of [the treatise on] the Weissenfels 
organ.

 In this book I have sought to be of service to students who 
are not blessed with proper teachers from whom they can learn 
these things. But since admirers of fine music may well also study 
my work, with God’s help I have determined to sketch out the re-
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3) The late Prof. Adlung’s promise is already fulfilled in his useful Anleitung zu der musikalischen 

Gelahrtheit, published in Erfurt in the year 1758; in its section on practice he treats quite adequately 
what is required for the training of a competent organist. [Albrecht]

maining aspects of the art of the keyboard, so that everything that 
pertains to a competent organist may finally be treated more clearly 
and in more adequate detail,3)  [a topic] in which regrettably there 
is a great deficiency, in part due to ignorance, in part due to jealousy 
and malice, in part due to the laziness of organists who consider it 
by no means a great honor to let others intrude upon their expertise. 
Of such there have been and continue to be a great number in the 
world. But be that as it may, we will consider each thing in its turn.





* sic; should be ��������	.

Chapter I.

Concerning the Nature, Uses, Methods and Aids  

of Mechanics.
Contents:

§.1. Etymology and homonyms for the word “mechanica.” §.2. Synonyms. §.3. Is it necessary to 
learn about mechanics? §.4. Choosing the [appropriate] stops proves its necessity. §.5. Oth-
erwise the organ might easily be damaged. §.6. I do not seek to do any harm to organbuilders. 
§.7. Concerning the methods and classification of this knowledge. §.8. Concerning the aids 
[in gaining this knowledge], especially travel. §.9. Concerning Praetorius’s Syntagma. §.10. 
Werkmeister’s Paradoxal-Discurse; Organum gruningense; Orgelprobe. §.11. Boxberg’s Gör-

litzer Orgel; Mattheson’s [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre; Niedt’s [Musicalische Handleitung], Part 
II. §.12. Kircher’s Musurgia; Janowka; Bendeler’s Organopoeia; Trost’s Weissenfelßische Orgel.

§. 1.

The word “mechanica” is Greek by origin; for �����
 means, among 
other things, the same as “machine” or “implement”. For example, 
a clock-work can be called a machine, ������	 . Thence is derived

���������, mechanicus, the feminine form of which is ���������	,* by which is im-
plied ����, ars, “art”; thus �������������	 is the art of constructing all sorts of 
machines or implements. ���������, mechanicus, refers to the artist who possesses 
the knowledge and skill to construct all sorts of machines. The word mechanica is often 
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4) see Andreas Reyher’s Theatrum Latino-Germanico-Graecum, p. 1393, where the word mechanicus is 
defined as “a worker with his hands.” [Albrecht]

* Johann Philipp Bendeler, Or-

ganopoeia, oder Unterweisung, wie 

eine Orgel nach ihren Hauptstücken 

. . .  zu erbauen. Frankfurt und 
Leipzig: Calvisius [c.1690].

† Praetorius, Michael, Syntagma mu-

sicum, Vol. II, De Organographia. 
Wolfenbüttel: Holwein, 1618/1619.

applied to a number of arts; who could be ignorant of its use in mathematics, or who 
could be unaware that a skilled goldsmith is called a mechanic, or a fine cabinetmaker, 
or indeed any qualified artist who constructs any of the machines that one can see? 4) I 
define the word, however, somewhat more narrowly, and understand it to mean know-
ing how to make, preserve and repair those implements that are of service to an organ-
ist and that can indeed be called “machines.”

§. 2.

I can think of no other name to give this branch of keyboard science that could 
express what I mean. I could not call it organopoeia, or organbuilding, although this 
term is certainly not unfamiliar; in fact, Bendeler has used this term as the title of a 
treatise on such matters.* Here we are not so much concerned with building organs, 
or learning to build them, as we are to report in some measure how they are made, or 
should be made. In addition, we intend not only to speak about the organ, but also 
about other instruments that an organist in particular needs to know about. For this 
very same reason I also could not use the word organographia, since it connotes a de-
scription of the organ, while we have set our sights rather more broadly than that. I am 
aware that Michael Praetorius in his Syntagma, Vol. II,† has used this term to denote 
not only matters pertaining to the organ, but to other musical instruments as well. If 
one considers the actual meaning of the word ������� [organon], then one might re-
gard it as synonymous with mechanica, since it [basically] denotes any instrument, be it 
an organ or anything else. I want to make it clear, however, that here I will speak pri-
marily about those instruments that an organist as such is likely to use. One need only 
remember that the use of the term mechanica here excludes any discussion of, for ex-
ample, the structure of a harp, a lute, a violin, etc., even though these and many others 
besides must be considered under “musical mechanics,” if one wishes to consider the 
term in its broadest sense. The following chapters of this book will continue to clarify 
what I mean.

§. 3.

Here one might ask, “Is it necessary or even useful for an organist to be knowl-
edgeable about mechanics?” Without a moment’s hesitation I answer, “Yes.” Practical 
experience will verify, however, what rare birds such [well-informed] organists are. As 
I have already observed (see the Preliminary Matters [above]), it is not usual, at least 
in these parts, for a teacher to introduce his charges to anything beyond figured bass, 





* See the footnote in the Foreword 
that explains this term.

† i.e., few contracts require an un-
derstanding of the mechanics of 
the organ and other keyboard 
instruments.

hymn playing, something about Italian tablature* (though they may never give a de-
scription of an actual piece) and something about improvisation. Lest anyone think, 
however, that students are at fault for forgetting what they have learned, thinking it 
to be so much old-fashioned baggage, one need only take note of the contracts that re-
quire an organist to exercise his art for a given sum of money. I will wager that few or 
none of them mention a single word about this subject.† There are a number of rea-
sons for this: many [organists] are simply lacking in this knowledge; or if the contract 
stipulates expertise in this area, an organist will soon try to get out of it; or an appli-
cant may think that such expertise would call for a higher salary and thus cause him to 
lose favor. Yet it is often the case that organists simply do not adequately appreciate the 
usefulness and necessity of such knowledge.

§. 4.

Here is why such knowledge is absolutely necessary: every artist, every crafts-
man, must surely be acquainted with his tools. For example, one would surely think 
ill of a cabinetmaker who could not name or distinguish between his various planes, or 
who did not possess the expertise necessary to draw his plane in first one direction and 
then another as required. In order to tickle his listener’s ears, an organist must serve 
up constant variety by letting the listener hear first this and then that stop. How is he 
going to be able to fulfill satisfactorily this obligation if he does not know the stops, if 
he does not know the sound each of them produces nor what he should do with them? 
Someone may say, “Of course the stops must be learned, but that can be accomplished 
through practice and observation as the teacher uses them.” My answer: “Fine! That 
belongs to the area of mechanics as well; the necessity of this matter is thus proven.” 
I simply cannot imagine, however, that a student could learn discrimination merely 
through observation; for one does not often use the stops singly, so that one can per-
ceive how each of them actually sounds, and furthermore, a student cannot be con-
stantly at his teacher’s side. In addition, there are often very few stops in an organ; how 
then is the student to learn the qualities [of all sorts of stops] by listening? The result 
is that on an unfamiliar organ such a student knows only to pull those stops that he has 
been used to pulling where he practices. He therefore unavoidably embarasses himself 
in the presence of knowledgeable people. 

§. 5.

Above and beyond a knowledge of stops, however, I also require an acquaintance 
with other matters, in order that a keyboard practitioner may not damage his instru-
ment through carelessness, but rather understand how to preserve it, and even be skill-
ful enough to execute minor repairs on it, so that he does not put the church or him-
self to the bother and expense of calling the organbuilder, the mechanicus, for trifling 
repairs. Ignorant people often do this without thinking, thus making a mountain out 
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5) The bunglers especially embarass themselves when in drawing up a stoplist they have only an im-
perfect understanding of the qualities of various stops. To an “Octave” they add a “Koppeldone,” 
a “Thubal,” or a “Jubal,”† not realizing that these are all the same stop, and then marvel at their 
clever choices. Mr. Mattheson is quite right in saying that it would do an organist no harm to in-
vestigate the art of organbuilding; see his [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre, Part III, Chap. III, p. 259. 
[Albrecht]

* i.e., organists who act as consultants.

† see the descriptions of these stops in 
Chapter VII below.

of a molehill and incurring considerable expense to boot, especially when [the organ-
builder] must be summoned from a distance. In addition, an organist is quite often re-
quested to draw up a stoplist, prepare a contract, act as an organ consultant, exam-
ine an organ, string a clavichord or some such. O what a sorry excuse many of them* 
are, committing such blunders that it takes a congregation years to recover from them. 
When the final examination of the new organ is carried out, then the consultant’s out-
rageous ignorance comes to light. The honest organbuilder must to his dismay suffer 
his work to be criticized by an ignoramus, who wants to have something to say so that 
he can pocket his few dollars.5) Enough about the necessity of such knowledge; I�ll say 
no more. Music lovers need only peruse this treatise themselves to awaken their inter-
est. Since I cannot deny that some chapters treat matters that are necessary for oth-
ers to know, I cannot blame any organist for reading these the most carefully; the rest 
however ought not to be completely ignored. Being informed about the stops is more 
important [to an organist] than anything else in organbuilding; but knowing about or-
ganbuilding is more important than knowing about the history of the organ, etc.

§. 6.

It is a legitimate question whether organbuilders will thank me for my pains. 
Many of them are very concerned about having their affairs made public, because they 
are afraid of having trade secrets betrayed. Yet I will not let myself be detered, but will 
rather inculcate all my students with this knowledge, if they want to take the time and 
trouble to learn it. If an organbuilder is honest, and as a consequence does not try to 
cheat churches in any way, then my efforts to educate organists will do him no harm. 
I will not teach so much that anyone would be able to build an organ, and thereby di-
minish the livelihood of an organbuilder. On the other hand, if any builder has out of 
malice or ignorance made a mistake in his work, then he must blame himself if an or-
ganist made knowledgeable by what I have taught discovers the fraud. Anyway, I have 
undertaken this work primarily for the sake of such [organists], and do not really care 
if it pleases organbuilders or not.
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* The word found here is Temperatur, 
but the heading of Chap. 18 reads 
“Reparatur.” This error is noted in 
the errata at the end of the book.

† This instrument is listed in the ti-
tle of Chapter 22 below; it seems 
to have been inadvertently omit-
ted here.

§. 7.

Concerning the classification and procedure followed in this treatise, note that 
for purposes of reference I intend to number paragraphs consecutively, so that in re-
ferring to a passage I will be able to cite only the number of the paragraph in question, 
without mentioning the chapter. As an aid to the memory, however, the entire work 
has been divided into various chapters, as follows:

Chapter 2.  
Concerning the outer case of the organ

Chapter 3.  
Concerning the windchest

Chapter 4.  
Concerning the other internal parts of the 
organ, except the pipework

Chapter 5.  
Concerning the bellows and wind ducts

Chapter 6.  
Concerning the pipework in general

Chapter 7.  
Concerning the stops in general and each 
of them in particular

Chapter 8.  
Concerning the use of the stops

Chapter 9.  
Concerning contracting for and building 
an organ

Chapter 10.  
Concerning the stoplist

Chapter 11.  
Concerning the cost of an organ

Chapter 12.  
Concerning the exterior decoration of an 
organ

Chapter 13.  
Concerning the merits and faults of an 
organ

Chapter 14.  
Concerning temperament

Chapter 15.  
Concerning the tuning of organs

Chapter 16.  
Concerning the delivery and examination 
of organs

Chapter 17.  
Concerning the windgauge and other me-
chanical tools of [use to] an organist

Chapter 18.  
Concerning the maintenance and repair* of 
organs

Chapter 19.  
Concerning the history of organs

Chapter 20.  
Concerning other instruments an organist 
needs to be familiar with; also about positivs.

Chapter 21.  
Concerning regals of all types

Chapter 22.  
Concerning the harpsichord, clavicytherium, 
spinet, instrument, [arpichord]† and cem-
bal d�amour

Chapter 23.  
Concerning the Violdigambenwerk, Clavier-
gamba, Geigenwerk and hurdy-gurdy

Chapter 24.  
Concerning the organon portatile, the water-
organ and Hänfling’s claviatur, as well as the 
xylorganum

Chapter 25.  
Concerning lute harpsichords and carillons

Chapter 26.  
Concerning the clavichord and the 
pedal-clavier

Chapter 27.  
Concerning other instruments, and the tun-
ing of stringed [keyboard] instruments

Chapter 28.  

A discourse on certain curious matters.
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6) There has come into my hands from the author’s estate a manuscript of Praetorius, the one men-
tioned on p. 341 of the Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, that concerns the Delivery and 

* i.e., on the spot, by a teacher to a 
student.

† In fact, Adlung almost always refers 
to this source as “Praetorius”.

§. 8.

I have my work cut out for me, as is evident from the foregoing sketch. I hope 
to impart the essentials of it all. Yet, because it is impossible to explain everything in 
writing, I want to mention briefly those extra means that may help to make this trea-
tise even more useful. First, an organist ought to travel; travel is especially necessary to 
understand fully the knowledge imparted here. For figured bass, improvisation, hymn-
playing, Italian tabulature and such, are governed by exact rules from which one may 
proceed to a complete understanding; but in matters pertaining to musical mechan-
ics, especially as regards the study of organ stops, many things can only be understood 
by seeing and hearing. These things are seldom found together in the same city, and so 
one must travel to hear them. This is why I have listed the places where the more un-
usual registers can be examined. I do not deny that (as sometimes is the case) it is pos-
sible in the course of extemporizing to gain a conception of all sorts of stops and de-
signs of organs and pipes; but my ability to understand these will not help to reveal 
or clarify what is really meant by the various stop names in this or that organ. These 
things can only be explained by word of mouth,* or experienced by actual visits to or-
gans. So that one may know where to hear various [stops], Chapter 10 contains a num-
ber of stoplists, together with the names of the cities where the organs in question are 
to be found. If anyone has the opportunity to observe an organbuilder (a mechanicus), 
or to examine an organ as it is being built or repaired, he should by all means take ad-
vantage of it.

§. 9.

But even all this is not enough. The writings of famous men, men experienced in 
these matters, will also shed much light on the subject. I will now proceed to describe 
in turn whatever I know at the present about each of these.

Michael Praetorius, the late Kapellmeister to the Duke of Braunschweig-Lüne-
burg at Wolfenbüttel, wrote a book in quarto in the year 1614, entitled Syntagma mu-

sicum. He divided it into 4 volumes, although only three were published; of these, vol-
ume 2 deals with organographia, that is, with the description of musical instruments. 
In it one may find information about the characteristics of old as well as new organs, 
and may see for oneself sketches of pipe structures. This is the primary book for musi-
cal mechanics. For brevity’s sake I will refer to it as “Præt. Synt. Vol. II.”† Praetorius 
himself promised on the final page of vol. 2 a treatise on contracting for, building and 
delivering an organ, but this was not forthcoming.6) My treatise on Italian Tabula-
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Examination or Testing of an Organ.¶ It is only three manuscript signatures in length, yet contains 
much of value. Since the writing style is similar to that of Praetorius, I consider it to be the very 
same treatise that is mentioned above. Perhaps in the future I will resolve to snatch this useful little 
remnant of a past age out of oblivion and make it available to all in print. [Albrecht]

7) The treatise on Italian Tabulature mentioned here by the author no longer exists. It was burned in 
1736, as may be noted in his autobiography, sketched by Adlung himself, which I have had entered 
in [Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg’s] Kritische Briefe über die Tonkunst (see the fourth part of the sec-
ond volume of the Kritische Briefe, p. 454f.**). [As a substitute for it] it would be useful to consult 
what is written about Italian tabulature in the 16th chapter of the Anleitung zu der musikalischen 

Gelahrtheit, although one will not find there what the author here mentions having written about 
Praetorius. [Albrecht] 

8) The description of the organ, together with the title page and dedication, encompasses no more 
than 3½  signatures.†† In addition there is one extra signature on which there is a description of the 
palace and the great cask at Gröningen. [Albrecht]

9) The author [Adlung] relates that at that time some people accused Werkmeister of appropriat-
ing another man’s work and publishing it under his own name; see Anleitung zu der musikalischen 

Gelahrtheit, p. 342, note p, as well as §.429 below. [Albrecht]

* “Paradoxical Discourses on the No-
bility of Music.”

† A palace east of the city of Halber-
stadt in Thuringia; not to be con-
fused with the city, Groningen, in 
the Netherlands.

‡ sic; should be redivivum.

§ “The Gröningen Organ Reborn; or 
a Short Description of the Famous 
Organ in the Gröningen Palace 
Church, how it was first Built and 
Constituted, and how it has now 
been Renovated and notably Im-
proved;” English translation and 
commentary by Marcos Fernando 
Krieger (Doctoral Document, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1998; VDM Verlag, 2009).

|| “Examination of an Organ,” or 
“Organ Testing.”

¶ The treatise has been published 
in a modern edition as : Michael 
Praetorius and Esaias Compe-
nius, Orgeln Verdingnis. (Kieler Be-
iträge zur Musikwissenschaft, hrsg. 
Friedrich Blume, Heft 4. Wolfen-
büttel & Berlin: Georg Kallmeyer, 
1936). A second modern edition 
with an English translation and a 
helpful preface has also been pub-
lished: Vincent Panetta, “An Early 
Handbook for Organ Inspection: 
the ‘Kurtzer Bericht� of Michael 
Praetorius and Esaias Compenius” 
(in: The Organ Yearbook, Vol. XXI 
(1990), pp. 5-33). Mr. Panetta has 
also published a detailed account 
of this treatise’s influence on subse-
quent manuals regarding the test-
ing of organs: “Praetorius, Compe-
nius, Werckmeister: A Tale of Two 
Treatises” (in: Church, Stage, and 

Studio: music and its contexts in sev-

enteenth-century Germany, ed. Paul 
Walker. Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Re-
search Press, c. 1990, pp. 67-85). 
See also §.239.

** The lengthier autobiography that 
Albrecht includes in the Foreword 
to the MMO, Vol. II (below) like-
wise records the destruction of this 
treatise.

†† i.e., 28 pages; see Translator’s 
Preface above.

ture imparts some information about Praetorius that you may wish to consult. The first 
volume of the abovementioned Syntagma musicum is entirely in Latin, but the second 
one, the one we are using here, is in German, and thus anyone can read it.

§. 10

Andreas Werckmeister, former Royal Prussian Inspector of all organs in the 
Principality of Halberstadt and Organist at St. Martini in Halberstadt, who died in 
1706, has cited some [information] from Praetorius in his Paradoxal-Discursen von 

der Hoheit der Musik,* published posthumously at Quedlinburg in quarto in 1707, in 
the 16th chapter, pp. 83f., where he speaks of the lack of sophistication of old organs. 
Of even greater use, though, is his description of the organ at Gröningen,† published 
in quarto in 1705 under the title Organum gruningense redivinum,‡ oder Kurze Besch-

reibung des in der grüningischen Schloßkirchen berühmten Orgelwerks, wie dasselbe An-

fangs erbauet und beschaffen gewesen: und wie es itzo ist renoviret und merklich verbes-

sert worden,§ in which he has indicated very honestly and clearly the faults and merits 
of organs. It is in German, and not large, and thus (like his other writings) it may be 
purchased quite cheaply, read with little trouble, and often be of considerable use. The 
same author has also written an Orgelprobe,|| which is another of the main works on 
the subject of mechanics (Mechanica). This treatise was published in 1681 in duodec-
imo, but very defective. Therefore the author published an expanded version in 1698 in 
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10) This Orgelprobe was again reprinted in 1716, and Mizler made use of this edition when he reviewed 
the book; see Musikalische Bibliothek, Vol. I, Part 4, p. 28.|| This little volume was republished a fi-
nal time in Leipzig in 1754, but this time on 7 sheets in octavo; this edition is preferable to all the 
others. No additions have been made to it, and the dedication, preface and complimentary poems 
have been omitted. [Albrecht]

11) More on this subject is to be found in chapter 24 of the third part of his Volkommene Kapellmeister. 
[Albrecht]

* “The Expanded and Improved 
“Organ Testing” of Andreas 
Werkmeister, Musician from the 
Cheruskan [Village of ] Benneck-
enstein, presently Organist at St. 
Martini in Halberstadt.”

† All of this is a quote from the title 
page of the Orgelprobe.

‡ “Description of the Organ at Gör-
litz.” The full title reads Ausführli-

che Beschreibung der Grossen Neuen 

Orgel In der Kirchen zu St. Pe-

tri und Pauli allhie zu Görlitz… (A 
Detailed Description of the Large 
New Organ in the Church of St. 
Peter and Paul in Görlitz), Gör-
litz: Johann Gottlob Laurentius, 
1704. A facsimile may be found in: 
Die Sonnenorgel der evangelischen 

Pfarrkirche St. Peter und Paul zu 

Görlitz: Festschrift zur Orgelweihe 

am 12. Oktober 1997 (Görlitz, 1997). 
English translation and commen-
tary by Mary Murrell Faulkner 
(Doctoral Document, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2000; VDM 
Verlag, 2009).

§ “Musical Handbook on Variety in 
Performing Figured Bass.”

¶ i.e., 204 pages; see Translator’s 
Preface above.   

|| actually pp. 27f.

quarto. It is entirely in German and bears the title: Andreä Werkmeisters, Benic. Cher-

usci p[ro].t[empore]. Musici und Organisten zu St. Martini in Halberstadt, erweiterte 

und verbesserte Orgelprobe,* “being a proper Description of how and in what Form One 
should Accept an Organ from an Organbuilder, Try it Out, Examine it and Turn it 
Over to a Church; also What must necessarily be Considered in Contracting for a New 
Organ or for an Old One (in Case it Needs Renovation), not only to Advise those Or-
ganists who are Requested to Examine an Organ, but also very Useful to those Author-
ities who Wish to have an Organ Built or Renovated.”† Quedlinburg, 1698. 11 sheets 
in quarto, not counting the title page, dedication, preface and complimentary poems, 
which together occupy another two sheets plus three quarto leaves.10) He has divided 
the work into 32 chapters, [and the reader may profitably] consult them when they are 
mentioned at the appropriate time [in this treatise]. His points are well made; on the 
other hand, much of it could be better organized. His remaining writings are described 
in Mr. Mattheson’s Das Forschende Orchestre, p. 143; they do not contribute anything, 
however, to matters under consideration here.

§. 11.

Another important aid is the Beschreibung der Görlitzer Orgel,‡ published by the 
organist there, Christian Ludwig Boxberg, in quarto in 1704, prefaced by a dedicatory 
sermon [delivered] by Gottfried Kretschmar, M.A., as well as a copper plate of the or-
gan façade. It certainly contains some fine remarks, which we will not forget to men-
tion at the appropriate time.

Mr. Mattheson has spoken only briefly [on the subject of organ mechanics] in 
his [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre, Part III, chap. III, §.3.11) Of greater use in this regard 
is the second part of Niedt’s [Musicalischer] Handleitung [von der]Variation des Gen-

eral-Basses,§  especially the second edition, the publication of which was supervised by 
the abovementioned Mr. Mattheson in Hamburg in 1721, on 26½  signatures in oblong 
quarto.¶ This edition contains many additions and improvements, as well as an appen-
dix enriched by more than 60 organ stoplists. Good remarks are found here and there 
[throughout the appendix], remarks that can contribute much to an understanding of 
organ stops.

§. 12.

Athanasius Kircher, the well-known Jesuit, has also spoken somewhat of these 
matters in his Musurgia, published in folio at Rome in the year 1650, in 6½ alpha-
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12) To the abovementioned writings must be added the following:

�) Werner Fabricius, former organist at St. Nikolai in Leipzig: Unterricht, wie man ein neu Or-

gelwerk, obs gut und beständig sey, nach allen Stücken, in- und auswendig examiniren, und so viel 

möglich probiren soll.** Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1756. 5½  signatures in octavo.

�) Johann Adam Jacob Ludwig, Postal Official at Hof: Gedanken über die grossen Orgeln, die aber 

deswegen keine Wunderwerke sind.†† Leipzig, 1762. 2 signatures in quarto.

�) By the same author, a treatise: Den unverschämten Entehrern der Orgeln.‡‡ Erlangen, 1764. 2½  
signatures in quarto. [Albrecht]

* For an explanation of this term 
and the method of book manufac-
ture from which it derives, see the 
Translator’s Preface above.

† “Key to the Treasury of the Great 
Art of Music.”

‡ In older German documents, the 
word “schlecht” may also mean 
“simple” (cf. modern German 
“schlicht”).

§ “Concerning the Art of 
Organbuilding.”

¶ “A Detailed Description of the 
New Organ at the Augustusburg at 
Weissenfels.”

|| at the Augustusburg in Weissenfels.

** “Instruction in how to examine a 
new organ internally and exter-
nally, whether it is good and du-
rable in all its parts, and to test it 
insofar as is possible.” Fabricius 
died in 1679; this publication ap-
peared posthumously, 77 years af-
ter his death.

†† “Thoughts upon Large Organs 
that nevertheless Leave Much to 
be Desired.”

‡‡ “To Those who Shamelessly De-
fame Organs.”

bets.* This work is divided into 10 books, of which the sixth is of special interest to us, 
more particularly [Vol. I], Part III, chapter III, p. 506, in which he treats the struc-
ture and characteristics of organs. He also speaks about harpsichords and other instru-
ments, and his remarks will be noted at the appropriate places in this book. The work 
is in Latin.

Furthermore, [Thomas Balthasar] Janowka includes something about the organ 
in his Clavis [ad Thesaurum Magnae Artis Musicae],† pp. 90f; among other things he 
teaches how to be skillful at registration. He has also treated other instruments to some 
degree; these can be found easily since they are in alphabetical order. The book is in 
poor‡ (schlecht) Latin.

Johann Philipp Bendeler’s Organographia§ was published at Frankfurt and 
Leipzig (without date) in quarto.

Johann Caspar Trost [ Jun.] has published a description of the Weissenfels or-
gan in duodecimo, the complete title of which reads as follows: “Ausführliche Besch-

reibung des neuen Orgelwerks auf der Augustusburg zu Weissenfelß,¶ “in which is also 
Contained: What Pertains to the Art of Organbuilding; how an Organ is Arranged in 
All its Parts; how it is purely Tempered and Tuned by means of the Monochord; how 
the Stops are varied in all Sorts of Ways; how a New Organ should be Tested, etc. By 
Johann Caspar Trost, Jr., Nuremberg, 1677, in duodecimo.” This is already an old or-
gan. Trost was the son of the elder Johann Caspar Trost, Official Counsel to the Hal-
berstadt Electoral Curia and Organist at St. Martini. Christian Förner of Wettin built 
the organ,|| however, the stoplist of which is found below in chapter 10. The elder 
Trost promised to publish a book Examen organi pneumatici contra sy[n]cophantas with 
copper plates, as well as a “Description of many organs,” but these writings must have 
remained in the manuscript stage. Finally, the writers on temperament also are use-
ful to this subject; we will name several of these later on, when we discuss the subject of 
temperament in chapter 14.12  Any additional sources will be mentioned at the appro-
priate place in this treatise.
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* This word also has the connotation 
“re-creation,” “making anew,” 
“restoration.”

† i.e., those who belong to the 
Lutheran Church.

‡ Dedeken, Georg, Thesauri 

consiliorum et decisionum. . . Jena: 
Hertel, 1671.

Chapter II.

Concerning the Outer Case of the Organ.
Contents:

§.13. Definition of an organ. §.14. Whether [the organ] is useful?  §.15. Whether the splendor of 
organs is objectionable?  §.16. The etymology of the word “organ”. §.17. The classification of 
organs. §.18. The base of an organ. §.19. Case levels, pipefields, etc. §.20. The divisions of an 
organ. §.21 The keyboards. §.22. The couplers. §.23. The number of keys. §.24. Their classi-
fication and names. §.25. The designation of octaves. §.26. Other parts of the keyboard. §.27. 
The pedal. §.28. The pedal springs, and the number and name of the keys. §.29. Positioning 
the pedals; the [organ] bench. §.30. The stopknobs. §.31. Doors and panels.

§. 13.

An organ is a musical instrument in which keys, being depressed, bring pipes into 
operation through wind pressure, and thus produce a certain sound for the de-

light (Ergötzung*) of the sense of hearing and the advancement of God’s glory. By this 
description I hope to distinguish the organ from all other musical instruments, since 
the only instruments an organist plays are those operated by keyboards and keys, and 
among these the one called “organ” is the one in which pipes are made to sound by the 
pressure of wind from bellows. A certain amount of experience will reveal that such an 
instrument can delight the ear; but our time is better spent [on other matters] than de-
veloping that topic.

§. 14.

It has appeared questionable to some, however, whether this [instrument] does in-
deed advance God’s glory. Herein those of the Reformed persuasion differ from us,† 
in that they consider music and the organ of either little or no value. Not all of them, 
though, are of the same opinion. The Reformed Church of Anhalt considers the or-
gan among those objects that are banners of Roman idolatry or of Baal (cf. Dedeken’s 
Consil.,‡ P. I., p.m. 1146), but the Reformed in Berlin, as well as in Hanau and else-
where, have organs in most of their churches. Even among the Lutherans there are 
those who have gone so far as to greatly disparage the organ. Most of these have been 
misled by the great abuses that have crept into our churches; often devotion and God’s 
glory are not the aim, but merely the carnal delight of the ears and the glory of the or-
ganist. Yet this abuse ought not to invalidate the correct use of the organ, because such 
a modus operandi has never been approved of; for otherwise one would have to object to 
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* sic; should read “Vol. I”.

† cf. I Chronicles 15:16f.; 16:4f.; 23:5; 
25:1f.: II Chronicles 5:12f.

13) The following three sermons are recommended as being especially worthwhile to consult in this 
regard:

�) Gottlob Kluge, an Organ Sermon on the 150th Psalm, delivered on the 15th of December 1754, 
the third Sunday of Advent, on the occasion of the dedication of the long awaited new organ in the 
Protestant House of Worship in Neumarkt. Breslau, 1756. Five signatures in quarto. This sermon 
is a powerful defence of voices and instruments in worship. In addition it also contains all sorts of 
noteworthy information and useful remarks about several organ stops, as well as the stoplist.

�) Jonathan Hellers, A Sermon on the wise and faithful handiwork of God evident in the conscientious 
exercise of worship that is acceptable to God, delivered publicly before a great throng in the Main 
Parish Church of St. Mary, Danzig, on the fourth Sunday of Advent, 1760, upon the occasion of 
the dedication of the newly-built great organ. Danzig, 1761. 3 signatures in quarto, not including 
the dedication, which occupies yet another signature. This sermon is in no way inferior to the one 
above [by Kluge], but it includes nothing about the organ itself, not even the stoplist. 

�)Bernhardt Sebastian Große, Holy Acts in the House of the Lord, a sermon delivered on the 10th 
Sunday after Trinity 1763 at the dedication of the new organ in the Stadtkirche at Ilmenau, and 
then printed together with a brief history of the new organ. Eisenach, 1765. The sermon occupies 2 
signatures, and the brief history of the organ together with the stoplist another half signature, all in 
octavo. Both cannot fail to move and delight the reader. [Albrecht]

the most innocent things. This sort of abuse is also not everywhere prevalent; here and 
there upright organists are still to be found who know how to conduct themselves quite 
differently. And even if the hearts of all organists were so possessed by devilish arro-
gance that they only sought to bolster their own egos through their playing, how could 
that harm the music?  If no jolly or profane tunes are heard (and these should surely 
be forbidden our more merry colleagues), then the arrogance hidden in an organist’s 
heart can do no more harm than the ambition of a preacher. It would be desirable if 
greater devotion could also be sensed in this aspect of the worship service; but it would 
be just as wrong to do away with organs for this reason as to do away with preaching. 
Yet why should I go on about this, when others have already clearly established the 
truth of it. It would be best to consult the authors who have treated the value and ne-
cessity of music in general; in regard to the use of the organ, however, the following 
are especially worthwhile: Gottfried Kretschmar, M.A., in the dedicatory sermon for 
the Görlitz organ, particularly pp. 20f. as well as p. 12; Praetorius, Syntagma, Vol. II,* 
part I, Membr. IV, chapter 15, [p. 346;] as well as vol. II, part II, chapter I, [pp. 82f.]  
I will forbear mentioning other sources for the sake of brevity.13)  

§. 15.

Most people will finally come to the conclusion that organs really ought not to be 
condemned, in particular since godly men such as David and Solomon have both de-
vised many musical instruments and also used them in the temple.† For the same ob-
jections that are lodged against the organ must also be applied to other instruments as 
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14) It is worthwhile to read what Caspar Calvör writes in his de Musica, ac speciatim ecclesiastica, Chap. 
5, §.11, p. 61, published in 1702 in duodecimo. He asks if perhaps both this work and also the [in-
strument] itself might be of Greek origin. And in contrast to the way others explain the word it-
self to mean “a most elegant and excellent creation” (���������, pro opere elegantissimo et exel-

lentissimo), he says: the Greeks celebrated the orgia (�����) in honor of Bacchus; these were carried 

* i.e., King David and King Solomon.

† John 12:5.

‡ cf. I Chronicles 22:6f.; 23:2f.; 

§ see above, §.11.

¶ See the Book of Esther, Chap. 5f.

|| Becmann, Christian, De originibus 

latinae linguae. . . Wittenberg, 1609.

well. No one will lightly object to the latter, nor blame the men cited above* on their 
account. The question also arises whether it is fitting to construct such large instru-
ments at such great expense and with such excessive splendor?  In that same vein is 
yet a stronger protest, in that many consider how the disciples rebuked the woman at 
Bethany: “This could have been given to the poor,”† and thus ought not rightfully be 
applied to [the purchase of ] an organ. These objections appear to be well-founded, 
and I would indeed agree that it would be irresponsible to neglect caring for our Sav-
ior’s faithful poor, and to put all [the money] into organs. When the poor are appro-
priately cared for, however, and through the blessing of God a certain amount remains, 
why should this not be applied to the service of God in worship?  I will indeed ad-
mit that it is not essential that an organ have a shiny, expensive appearance; but it is 
not wrong if it does. Is it not appropriate that an article of clothing, if its cloth should 
cost 2 or more Talers, be decked with shiny golden sequins and buttons?  And yet, all 
things being equal, such attire is held to be consistent with an attitude of devotion. Or, 
still speaking about worship, is it not considered appropriate that an altar or pulpit be 
resplendent with statues, valuable paintings and elegant cloths; yet no one seems to 
consider this improper. God has given ample evidence through the institution of wor-
ship in the Old Testament (which at his command was assuredly arranged in an expen-
sive and splendid way such as we never encounter nowadays‡) that a proper and heart-
felt observance of the sabbath is not inconsistent with [outward splendor]. And even if 
there is no command to this effect in the New Testament, there is certainly no prohi-
bition; at least one may see from the Old Testament that it does not displease God, as I 
have just tried to demonstrate above. Note Kretschmar’s dedicatory sermon:§ “Just as a 
humble and pious heart could exist within the beautiful dress of Queen Esther,¶ so may 
true devotion exist within a beautiful house of God and a proper service of worship.”

§. 16.

The German word “Orgel” [i.e., organ] is derived from the Latin organum; this in 
turn originates in the Greek �������.  �������, however, means any instrument or 
tool by means of which something is made, and is derived from �����, opus, or “work” 
(as though the word were �������).  ������can in turn be derived from the Hebrew 
 texuit, oparatus [sic] est, “he has worked,” which may therefore be the root of the ,אָרַג
word “organ.” (cf. Becmann’s Origin. lat. Linguae.|| p.m. 787).14) The term organum 
or ��������is used to refer to the organ itself, however, both because of its excellence 
and because it is the ideal for most musical instruments, in that it contains the trom-
bone, trumpet, bassoon, viol da gamba, etc. The word Werk is also used in its absolute 
sense in referring to an organ or Orgelwerk, e.g., “They are building a fine Werk,” by 
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out with leaping dances, for which the “��������”, the celebrator [celebrant] of such orgies, was 
necessary. This person was doubtless a minstrel, and the director of the whole choir. — — Thence 
come the other Greek words, �������, ���������, orgia celebro [I celebrate the orgies], as well 
as ��������, ceremoniae [ceremonies], and the like. Now, since the ���������with his piping and 
dancing must have preceeded the whole choir, so I conjecture (says Calvör) that our artists, be-
cause they perform before the populace on the pipes of their instrument (Maschine) at the celebra-
tion of a feast (especially when singing is involved), got the old name ��������, which in time was 
transformed into “organist”; the instrument upon which they play likewise got the name Organon. 
[Albrecht]

* de Chales, Vol. III, pp. 17-21.

† Adlung writes canticum canticorum, 
“Song of Songs”; Praetorius, 
Adlung’s source, writes Canticum 

Organorum, “the song of organs”.

‡ Adlung’s paragraph up to this 
point is a free quote, heavily 
abbreviated and partially translated 
into German, from Praetorius, 
Syntagma musicum, Vol. I, p. 108. 
The material it treats is obscure and 
inconsequential, as Adlung states in 
the next sentence.

which is meant “a fine organ.”  Beyond this I know of no synonym. Organum pneu-

maticum ( a “wind instrument”) amounts to the same thing. De Chales in his Mundus 

mathematicus, Vol. III, often refers to the Organum pithaulicum.*
The Hebrew names for the organ are said to be עֻגָב and עיּגָב, as mentioned in 

the book of Genesis, Chap. 4, v. 21, Job, Chap. 30, v. 31, Psalm 150, v. 4, etc., from  
עָגַב , “to love”, because by the sound the burning affections and passions, called עַגָכִים, 
are set in motion, whence the Targum refers to the song of organs† in Ezekiel, Chap. 
33, v. 31; [all of this is from] Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum,], Vol. I, Part I, Mem-
brum IV, chap. VIII[, p. 108]. Others try to derive it from חָרִיר, from הוּרר or חָרַר, 
“to deprive of ”, “empty out”, because the pipes are hollow; or from Isaiah, Chap. 5, v. 
12 [and] Chap. 30, v. 29, by which some have explained [the term] organum.‡  None 
of this is sufficiently well proven, however, and [anyway] who knows what sort of in-
struments they understood [these words] to signify. Cf. Kretschmar’s dedicatory ser-
mon for the organ at Görlitz.

§. 17.

With regard to their various sizes, organs are categorized into large, small and 
middle-sized. The small ones have a specific name, “Positiv, “ and are dealt with in 
Chapter 20 below. Only regular “organs” are discussed here. The parts of an organ are 
many and various, both exterior and interior. The next chapter treats the interior; now 
we turn our attention to the exterior form of an organ, and note the following parts:

§. 18.

At the bottom lies the base/lower case, the foundation of an organ, which must ful-
fill the same function as the joists of a house. It is fashioned out of strong pillars or 
beams on all four sides, anchored at the corners according to the techniques of carpen-
try. In order to make it all the sturdier, however, the opposing joists are braced by sev-
eral diagonal beams, a technique well-known to craftsmen and thus not necessary to 
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* i.e., divisions.

† “upper-division”.

‡ “breast-division” or “breast”.

§ “back-positive”.

¶  “middle-division”.

|| “primary manual”, “primary 
division”, or simply “the 
instrument”.

describe here. The front beam is built in the shape that the organ is to assume, either in 
a straight line or bent inwards or outwards on both sides in the form of a crescent.

§. 19.

Upon this footing perpendicular pillars are erected, each following the prescribed 
form required by the organ. The entire structure is normally divided into levels, of 
which the lowest extends from the footing to the first windchest; the second is built 
on top of it in the same way. If the organ is to have more than one keyboard, then the 
second extends as far as the second windchest, and so forth. On the very top sits the 
“crown,” which is a cornice; in fact, it is customary to demarcate all the levels with 
heavy moldings. The arrangement of the levels is however quite variable; in a two-
manual organ, for example, sometimes the chests stand one above the other, at other 
times the one in the middle is rather more prominent/slightly raised and the other is 
divided on both sides, etc. Likewise the façade pipes are either displayed in a single un-
divided field/flat, or they are divided into distinct flats and towers, each group of pipes 
separated by a wooden divider. If the pipes stand in a straight line, then they are re-
ferred to as a “flat;” if, however, they appear as a half-circle or a triangle, then they 
are known as a “tower.”  Chapter 6 will discuss the actual pipes themselves.

§. 20.

Wherever there is more than one keyboard, it follows that several organs* are 
found together; these are then distinguished by their size and their position. What-
ever belongs to the upper keyboard is called the Oberwerk;† whatever stands directly 
in front of the organist is called the Brustwerk or Brust;‡ that division occasionally 
built behind the organist’s back is called the Rückpositiv.§  Rückpositivs were much 
more in use in earlier times than at present; the entire organ is nowadays in one case, 
which is much better. The name meanwhile continues to creep into use, in that smaller 
divisions or the least substantial manual of an organ with everything belonging to it is 
often called the Rückpositiv. If there are more than two manuals, one of them may be 
called the Mittlere Werk¶ [“middle-work”].

One keyboard normally contains the most prominent and aggressive stops, and is 
therefore called the Hauptmanual, Hauptwerk, or simply the Werk,|| no matter where 
it is located. In the organ at St. Stephen’s in Bremen, for example, there are three key-
boards, the Werk, the Oberwerk, and the Brust. “Oberwerk” does not always connote 
the most prominent manual, but only that it is located on top. The most important 
stops, the ones used  for improvising in full textures (recht vollstimmig), as well as for 
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* §.177.

† Later in the treatise Adlung treats 
automatic instruments that have an 
internal keyboard; see §.549.

‡ Johann Limberg’s Das in Jahr 1708 

lebende und schwebende Eisenach 
(Eisenach, 1712, p. 150) helps 
to clarify this curious assertion: 
“Two years ago [the organ in the 
Georgenkirche] was made much 
more splendid. It has five manuals, 
together with the pedal. Four of 
the manuals lie together in front, 
above the pedal. The fifth has its 
action (Angehänge) behind the 
instrument (Wercke), so that two 
of the manuals can be played upon 
simultaneously;” see §.288.

§ see §.16, note 12.

¶ This assertion is more 
understandable if one takes into 
account the shape that keys assumed 
in early organs, depicted in §.486.

|| In Chapter 26, the chapter dealing 
with the construction of the 
clavichord and pedal clavichord, 
there is some inconsistency in the 
meaning of the term “Tangent”; see 
the note to §.572.

other types [of improvisation], are found in the Werk. I only mention this as an aid 
to a better understanding of registration. Furthermore, an organ is also referred to as 
a whole-, a half- or a quarter-organ; this stems from the length of its principal pipes, 
and is thus treated under the discussion of Principals.*

§. 21.

The keyboards are ordinarily visible outside the case,† either above, where they 
are played with the hands, or beneath, where they are operated by the feet. The for-
mer is specifically referred to as the manual, the latter as the pedal. At times one of the 
manual keyboards lies within the organ, as for example at Eisenach.‡ 

The word Claviere [“keyboards�] is derived from the Latin word Clavis, a key, be-
cause it is by means of keyboards that the windchests are opened so that wind may blow 
into the pipes. A single one of these keys is called clavis (from claudo; see Becmann, 
Orig. Lat. Ling.,§ p. 365), also palmula (see Becmann, ibid., p. 800; also Janowka in 
his Clavis, p. 96) from palma, a little hand, also an oar (since the shape of a key is not 
unlike that of an oar¶); it may also be called a Tangent,|| etc. This Palmula is an ob-
long strip of wood, about the width of a thumb, but of no standard thickness (organ-
builders follow no rules in this). It is made of linden wood, which is easy to work, does 
not warp, and is light as well. However, it is faced with a better-quality wood or a thin 
ivory wafer for neatness and durability. Each key moves upon an iron or brass pin, ei-
ther in the middle or at the back end. Since this can easily be observed at any time, 
there is no need to say any more about it. All of these together, an entire row of keys, is 
called a keyboard. Where there are more rows, then, there are more keyboards. Such a 
row [of keys] is also known as a Claviatur, Claviarium, Tastatura, Abacus organicus or 

Abacus polyplectrus (cf. Janowka, loc. cit., Kircher’s Musurgia, Book VI, Part III, chap. 
III, §. 1 [, p. 506]. At several places in his book (described in §.16), de Chales simply 
says abacus. Claviatura and Claviarium are also derived from clavis. Tastatura, how-
ever, is not to be found in a Latin dictionary; it comes from the Italian tasto, a grasp or 
touch, or the key of an instrument. Abacus otherwise means a credenza, vault, desk or 
board-game; Abacus organicus is therefore an abacus on the organ. Abacus polyplectrus is 
a compound of �����, multus, “much/many”, and plectrum, �������, the imple-
ment that a zither player uses to pluck the strings; this term is then applied to organ 
keyboards.

§. 22.

The keys are of the same width and the various keyboards must fit together pre-
cisely one atop the other, since keyboards are often coupled; in that case when one is 
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15) This is also the case with the organ in the Obermarktskirche of the BVM here,‡ in which all three 
manuals can be coupled together and played from the middle one. [Albrecht]

* These seem to be something 
different from the blind keyboard 
mentioned by Werner Fabricius 
(Unterricht,wie man ein neu 

Orgelwerk, obs gut und beständig 

sey, nach allen Stücken, in- und 

auswendig examiniren, un so viel 

möglich probiren soll. Frankfurt 
and Leipzig, 1756, p. 18), a device 
Fabricius says is designed to keep 
the Brustwerk from projecting so far 
forward as to hinder performance 
on the keyboard.

† i.e., on the key cheeks.

‡ in Mühlhausen, where the author of 
this note, Johann Lorenz Albrecht, 
was Cantor and Director of Music.

being depressed, it must operate a second and at times even a third. The most common 
means of coupling is this: small blocks, about the width and breadth of a finger and an 
inch long, are glued to the underside of the keys. Identical blocks are then also glued 
atop the keys of the keyboard beneath. They are so constructed that both sets of cou-
pling blocks usually pass by each other; thus when the upper keyboard is played it does 
not come into contact with the lower one. If, however, the upper keyboard is shoved 
backwards, these blocks move into position exactly above those of the other keyboard; 
thus when the upper key is depressed, then the lower one must fall as well. The same 
sort of arrangement is used to couple more than two keyboards together. Naturally, if 
one plays the lower keyboard the one above it is not affected, since the lower key is de-
pressed. In addition, it is obvious that one must be careful not to depress the upper key-
board while shoving it, or else the blocks will collide and finally break off. No damage 
will occur, however, if the hands are depressing [keys on] the lower keyboard, since 
the blocks will simply slide into position one atop the other. The manual coupling sys-
tem may also be constructed so that, when the upper keyboard is shoved [into posi-
tion], [its keys] are pulled down when one plays on the lower manual; in this case the 
upper manual’s trackers have special little nuts or eyes that the lower [manual’s track-
ers] hook into. St. Wenceslaus and St. Ottmari in Naumburg have this sort of arrange-
ment. No key must be depressed on any manual [while this coupler is being engaged]. 
Others build their coupling mechanisms using blind keyboards;* with this [system] the 
keys do not move. Nowadays this arrangement is in disfavor, since it causes all sorts 
of inconveniences. The blind keyboard, as it is called, is drawn between the keys by 
means of a drawknob; since there are [already] so many drawknobs [on an organ], 
one needs to be careful not to miss the right one. Sometimes it is included as one of 
the manual drawknobs, while at other times there are moveable wooden [knobs] that 
the organist must simultaneously push or pull on either side of the keyboard† to cou-
ple or uncouple the manuals. At times there are also two pegs that protrude from one 
keyboard’s thumper board, and these must be shoved outwards to engage the coupler. I 
have seen the first of these three types, for example, in the Michaeliskirche at Erfurt; 
the second in the University Church at Jena as well as in Zwesen; and the third at the 
St. Andreas� Church in Erfurt. There are other ways to construct couplers as well. It is 
also quite possible to couple three manuals together; in this instance one plays on the 
middle manual, as for example at Gera and also at Waltershausen.15) 

§. 23.

The number of keys varies from organ to organ. Primitive organs had only 15 keys, 
and gradually this number has been increased to 49, although some have only 48, since 
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* The publication has “D and C,” but 
this is surely an error (probably a 
misreading of Adlung’s manuscript). 
What Adlung is describing here 
is the short octave, a common 
arrangement for the lowest octave 
of keyboard instruments up through 
the 17th century that was rapidly 
becoming obsolete during his day.

† at the Georgenkirche; see §. 288.

‡ This remark only makes sense in the 
German original —”Es ist einerley 
ob ich cis oder ç mahle; und so mit 
andern.”—since Adlung recognizes 
two equivalent ways to write 
c-sharp:  cis or ç. 

§ The word Adlung uses is “bloss;” 
the English equivalent in this 
instance is “tenor:” “tenor c, tenor 
d,” etc.

¶ Adlung indicates the strokes that 
accompany the pitch letters as lines 
above the letters; the more usual 
practice today is to place small 
strokes after the pitch letter.

|| 35 Modern English labels these 
notes “c one, d one, d three,” etc.

they lack the low C#. Some organs also lack the low D#, or even F# and G# as well. 
In this last instance the notes D and E* occupy these chromatic keys. There are also 
organs that lack some of the notes at the top of the keyboard; thus the lowest as well as 
the highest octave is shorter. Hence it is said, “It has a short octave.”  Today, though, 
one encounters this only in old organs, in which this or that is lacking. Newer organs 
normally have 48 or 49 keys, and some have even more, when c#��� and d���, or even 
d#��� and e��� are included, e.g. at Eisenach.†

§. 24.

There are two kinds of keys, lower and raised, the latter lying between the for-
mer and projecting upward the thickness of a finger above them. The most conve-
nient term for the latter is “chromatic keys,” and for the former “diatonic keys.”  The 
[chromatic keys] are also referred to as semitonia, or better in Greek, hemitonia; but 
there is no specific name for the [lower keys]. The names of the keys are identical with 
the names of the notes, being distinguished one from the other by the letters a b c d e f 
etc. And now, beginning with great C, here are the 49 keys in order, including the in-
tervening chromatic keys:

 C C# D D# E F F# G G# A B-flat B
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

 c c# d d# e f f# g g# a b-flat b
 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

 c� c#� d� d#� e� f� f#� g� g#� a� b-flat� b�
 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

 c�� c#�� d�� d#�� e�� f�� f#�� g�� g#�� a�� b-flat�� b��
 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

 c���
 49

How one depicts c# or any other note is immaterial.‡

§. 25.

We will say more about this subject elsewhere. You will note that the series of notes 
keeps repeating itself. In order to avoid any confusion, however, each series has been 
given a special name. The keys from C up to but not including c are given the name 
“great,” so that one speaks of “great C, great D,” etc. [The keys] from c to c� are re-
ferred to as “plain,”§ e.g., “plain c, plain d,” etc., because there is no line above them.¶  
From c� to c�� is called “one-stroke,” e.g., “one-stroke c, d, e,” etc.||  Note that the 
lowest keys are distinguished by the use of capital letters, while the succeeding series 
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* Thus it is discussed in succeeding 
chapters instead of here.

† see §.52.

‡ Adlung continues to refer to this 
old unit of measure throughout the 
book. The word may be translated 
as “yard,” but such a translation 
would be misleading. Just like many 
other old standards of measure, 
this one varied considerably 
according to time and place, but 
in central Germany it would have 
been between .564 - .579 meters 
(cf. Fritz Verdenhalven, Alte Maße, 

Münzen und Gewichte aus dem 

deutschen Sprachgebiet. Neustadt 
an der Aisch: Degener, 1968, pp. 
21-22).

§ i.e., under the back of the bench.

of notes all use lower-case letters; thus to label the notes of the third octave one makes 
over them a small stroke, and so they are called “one-stroke.”  The notes of the fol-
lowing series, from the fourth c up to the fifth c, are called “two-stroke.”  The fifth c 
alone has three strokes, and is thus called the “three-stroke c”. If the keyboard extends 
higher, the notes following also bear three strokes. Organbuilders call great C in an 
8-foot division “8-foot C,” the next c “4-foot c,” then “2-foot c,” “1-foot c,” and fi-
nally “  ½-foot c;” the smaller pipe is always half the size of the larger. These series [of 
notes] are called “octaves,” and so we speak of “the tenor octave,” the “one-stroke oc-
tave,” the “two-stroke octave,” etc.

§. 26.

On both sides of the keyboard that shifts there are sometimes knobs, screws or 
some such [device] to operate the coupling system. A strip of fabric is glued beneath 
the keys, so that the keys do not strike bare wood when they fall and thus create a clat-
ter. A strip of wood is fastened or screwed between the keyboards, called the thumper 
board. Pins are driven into the keys, to which the trackers are attached by means of 
screws; but this belongs to the inner [workings*]. Beneath the keys of the lowest man-
ual there is found at times a row of stickers, of an unspecified length; these constitute 
the so-called sticker action which, since it belongs to the inner [workings], will be dis-
cussed elsewhere.†  At times, though, a front panel is fastened or screwed on to cover 
them, so that one can get at them when necessary.

§. 27.

The pedal derives its name from [Latin] pes, “foot”, since it lies under and is oper-
ated by the organist’s feet. Just as the manuals, the notes of the pedal are called claves or 
keys; they are a row of long pieces of wood lying parallel to each other. They are usu-
ally oblong in shape, two finger-widths broad and deep, but of unspecified length, since 
it makes no difference whether they are 1, 1¼ or 1½ ells‡ long. Just as in the manuals, 
some of these keys are lower and some are raised; the latter are called “chromatic,” the 
former “diatonic” keys. The outer ends of them, under the bench, are set upon pins in 
a frame, upon which they can be moved. A board is placed over this row of pins to keep 
them from getting dirty. At this point§ the keys are all of equal height, elevated about an 
eighth of an ell from the floor; this height is arbitrary. The other ends, however, travel 
within square or oblong slots or sheaths that are cut into a board. The slots of the dia-
tonic keys, however, are sometimes placed a bit lower, rather like this:        
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* Adlung seems to have this exactly 
backward. If the tabs extended from 
the risers, then the slots for the 
chromatic keys would have to be 
higher than those for the diatonic 
keys. If, on the other hand, the tabs 
on all the keys extended directly 
behind the slats, the slots could 
indeed all be at the same height.

The chromatic keys must then be built up, so they are raised. Then the diatonic keys 
might look something like this:
     

while the chromatic keys look like this:
     

Although if the tabs at a were to extend from the raised portion, as in the following di-
agram:   

then the slots could all be at the same height; this is how it is sometimes done.*

§. 28.

Under the inner end of the [pedal] keys lie springs of brass or iron wire. At times 
one, at times two or more of these springs are found under each key; when the key is 
depressed, they push it up again. The springs take the following shape:   

The pointed end a is inserted into the key, while the pointed end b is 
fastened to a cross-board anchored beneath. At c the wire is bent two 
or more times into a circular form. Whenever springs are mentioned 
in this treatise, it is this form that is meant; therefore please take care-
ful note of it now. They look like this under the [pedal] keys:

     

          or:
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* Thus there were no chromatic 
pitches.

† Low C# was commonly omitted up 
until the 18th century, since low C# 
pipes were expensive to build and 
were seldom required to play the 
music of the time.

‡ in the Augustusburg; see §.354 and 
the stoplist of this organ in Chapter 
10, §.315.

§ The total number of pedal notes 
Adlung gives here is 27, a number 
that contradicts the one he has just 
given several sentences earlier as the 
most common number, i.e., 24.

¶ see §.21

|| i.e., tenor c.

This [cross-]board at b extends under the keys from one side to the other, and 
rests at both sides upon rails that connect the rear frame and the slotted board. This 
structure forms a rectangle (parallelogrammum) that holds the pedal keys in position. 
The number of pedal keys is not the same [in every organ].

The invention of the pedal is ascribed to Bernhard, a German, who brought it from 
Germany to Venice in the year 1470, as Praetorius reports in Syntagma musicum, Vol. 
II, Part III, chap. V, p. 96. Printz, in his Historische Beschreibung der Edelen Sing= und 

Kling=Kunst, chap. 10, §.29, [pp.113-4,] gives the year as 1472. At that time there were 
only 8 keys, B to b.*  Over the course of time the chromatic keys were added, and the 
[total] number [of keys continued to] increase, so that nowadays the most common 
number is 24: C to c�, usually without C#.†  If the C# is included, then there are 25. 
Sometimes c#� and d� are added, in which case there are 27 keys. Some organs go even 
higher, for example, the one at Weissenfels‡ that extends upward to f�. Some old or-
gans also lack low D#. The most common [pedal] keyboard, however, is as follows:§

 C C# D D# E F F# G G# A B-flat B
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

 c c# d d# e f f# g g# a b-flat b
 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

 c� c#� d�
 25 26 27

From the first C to the second is called the “great octave,” from the second to the 
third the “tenor octave,” and from the third to the uppermost key the “one-stroke oc-
tave,” just as with the manuals. The slots in which the keys travel are called “sheaths” 
(Scheiden); these are usually lined with cloth to prevent clattering. The pedal keys are 
made of linden wood, just like the manual keys, and for the same reason[s].¶

§. 29.

The best position [for the pedalboard] is such that the c in the middle of it|| lies di-
rectly under the middle c� of the manuals. For since the organist sits at the midpoint of 
the manual keyboard, why shouldn�t the two octaves of the pedal be divided equally on 
both sides of him?  After all, one leg is just as long as the other.

The organ bench (Pedalbank) is placed over or in front of the keys: its length, 
breadth and shape are arbitrary. In this region they are ordinarily built shorter on top 
than at the bottom, rather like this:
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16) This arrangement is not found on all organs without exception. For example, it is not the case with 
the organ of the Principal City Church of the B.V.M. here in Mühlhausen;† here the drawknobs 
for the Rückpositiv stops are arranged with the other stops in front [of the organist].‡ [Albrecht]

* This statement reflects the 18th 
century’s increasing abandonment 
of the case as a sound reflector, one 
of the primary characteristics of 
organs prior to this time; the organ 
case entirely enclosed except at the 
front was by Adlung’s day a rapidly 
vanishing phenomenon.

† Johann Lorenz Albrecht was 
Cantor and Music Director at the 
Marienkirche in Mühlhausen.

‡ i.e., on the main case at either side 
of the keyboards.

The height should be the average distance at which the feet can most comfortably 
reach the pedals. A strong board is fastened to both of the bench’s side-supports, a and 
b, a bit above the keys, but not too high, so that the [organist’s] legs may rest on it.

§. 30.

The last of the exterior parts [to be discussed] are the drawknobs that oper-
ate the stops; these appear on both sides of the keyboards in various configurations. 
The most common way to build them is to make knobs of wood, quite sturdy, insert-
ing the [stop-]rods about an inch into them and fastening them with pins. They are 
found, however, in other shapes as well. By pulling them out, the stops are made to 
sound; by pushing them in the stops are shut off. One seldom finds the reverse; in fact, 
I can remember only one organ in which the ranks of pipes were made to sound by 
pushing in the stops. “Manubrium” comes from [Latin] manus, hand, and means 

a grip or handle. The most common shape is this:   Drawknobs may 

also be made of brass, iron, etc. There are also other shapes; many of them look like 

this:  , about the width of a thumb and about half an inch thick. If they 

are not made of wood, however, but rather out of brass or iron, then they can be very 
thin. These [metal drawknobs] are at times pulled outwards; or sometimes they are 
shoved upwards, downwards, or sideways within long slots. Sometimes there are sev-
eral varieties of drawknobs on the same organ. But all these variants are not much in 
use anymore.

§. 31.

All of the parts thus far described are also found in the Rückpositiv, [a division] 
that is located behind the organist. Its keyboard is situated in the main case with [the 
other keyboards], but the stops are on both sides behind the organist’s back.16) Finally 
there are, of course, the exterior boards and panels that cover those parts of the organ 
not occupied by [display] pipes. In order that one may gain access to the organ when 
necessary, doors are constructed in front, on the sides and in back. On top of the organ 
case there is built at times a cover of boards, or a cloth is stretched over it, to prevent 
filth from falling into the pipes.*
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* Cf. §.358

† Adlung in fact discusses the spring 
chest’s toeboards at the end of §.45.

‡ Janowka, pp. 96-7, says, “Canon 
Musicalis à Vitruvio sic dictus, aliàs 
secretum Organicum, est principale 
membrum totius Organi, aut positivi 
etc., quod ab Auditoribus secretum 
Harmoniae abscondat (The Canon 

Musicalis, so called by Vitruvius, 
otherwise known as the secretum Or-

ganicum, is the principal component 
of the entire organ or positiv, etc., 
because it conceals the secret of the 
harmony from the listeners).

§ i.e., those covered by the pallets.

Chapter III.

Concerning the Windchest.
Contents:

§.32. Its name. §.33. Its sizes. §.34. Its dividers,* bars and channels. §.35. The sponsels and slid-
ers. §.36. The spacers and pins. §.37. The table (Polystomaticum). §. 38. Making the windchest 
airtight. §.39. The pallet box. §. 40. The pallets, their springs and their guide-pins. §. 41. The 
pouches. §.42. The bungboards and their stays. §.43. Divided chests. §.44. The toeboards and 
their screws. §.45. Spring chests. §.46. Their toeboards,† stop pallets, stop-pallet pins, stop 
rods, etc.

§. 32.

T he primary component of an organ is the windchest, the container that holds the 
wind, from which the wind proceeds directly into the pipes. It is also called the 

canon musicalis [or] secretum organicum, the “organ’s secret,” because it conceals the 
secret of the harmony from the listeners, as Janowka explains in his Clavis, p. [9]6,‡  
Secretum organi means the same thing. It is also called the Secretum ventorum, be-
cause it hides the wind within itself; see Kircher’s Musurgia, Book VI., Part III, chap. 
III, §.1, [p. 506,] and especially p. 512. It is necessary, however, to distinguish such a 
windchest from the pallet box; the latter is the antechamber into which the wind passes 
from the wind ducts, and which feeds the former through certain openings.§

§. 33.

One may read what Werkmeister writes about the windchest in his Orgel-

probe, e.g., Chapters 5, 8, 17 and 18, and in Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum,] Vol. II, 
pp.107f., as well as pp. 159f. Here is what one ought to know about it. The most com-
mon construction is as follows: oak planks that have been stored for several years and 
are well-cured are joined together into the shape of a box, using the skills of cabine-
try. This box is barely 4 or 5 finger-widths high, in cross-section, but of indeterminate 
length, depending on whether large or small pipes are to be set on it, and how much 
room they require. It may be 2, 4, 5, 6 or more ells in length. The width is determined 
by the number of stops. There are often several chests within the same organ, and they 
usually vary in their length and breadth. The windchest normally takes the shape of 
a square or a rectangle, and consists of the following parts: the bottom, the side walls 
(Seiten-Rahmen) and the upper part.
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* either to build or to understand (or 
both); Adlung writes “leichter,” 
thus even leaving open the possibil-
ity that he might mean “lighter, less 
in weight.”

† See §.358.

‡ See §. 23 & §.24 above.

§ See §.28 above.

¶ See §.42; the German word 
“Spund” has two equivalent Eng-
lish meanings: sponsel and bung-
board.

§. 34.

There are two primary types of windchests: slider chests and spring chests. The 
latter were invented before the former with much effort, and were used in the Low 
Countries and elsewhere. But spring chests are still encountered now and then in new 
organs. Since the slider chest is however far more usual, easy* and comprehensible, I 
will discuss it first. Its bottom board is constructed of sturdy planks, tightly joined to-
gether. Oak side walls are erected on all sides [of it], and then the bottom board is 
divided into as many sections as the keyboard has keys. These sections are separated 
from each other at all points by carefully fitted wooden dividers, that are just the same 
height as the side walls and run for the most part parallel to them; these are called bars 
(Schenkel).† The resulting cavities or small chambers on the chest are called channels. 
There are as many of these as there are keys on the keyboard, that is to say, nowadays 
usually 49 for a manual chest‡ and 25, 26 or 27 for a pedal chest.§  Each channel is as 
long as the chest is wide. Its width, however, is variable, according to whether large or 
small pipes (claves) are to stand on it, and also according to the greater or lesser length 
of the windchest itself.

§. 35.

At one end (or at times at both ends) of the bottom board of each channel there is 
an oblong opening, about a quarter or a half an ell long. Its width is sometimes hardly 
equal to that of a thumb; at other times, however, it may be up to 2 fingers or more 
in width. Through this opening the wind can flow out of the pallet box into the en-
tire channel. The channels are sealed on top by grooving the bars on both sides us-
ing the techniques of cabinetry, and then inserting long oak slats into these grooves 
and fastening them tight, so that no wind can escape. These [slats] are called spon-
sels (Spünde), and so it is said that the channels are sponselled on top. For a spon-
sel in organbuilding is a covering board or piece of wood, of which we will encoun-
ter yet other [types].¶  As many holes are bored into the sponsels as there are to be 
stops on that chest. Then when the wind passes into the channel, it blows through all 
of these holes that have been bored, and consequently into all the pipes set upon them. 
Thus the pipes of every stop that stood on the same key and channel would sound si-
multaneously, were it not for the sliders (Registraturen) that lie atop [the sponsels], 
by means of which certain holes may be opened and others stopped at will. These slid-
ers are likewise of oak, and of oblong, rectangular shape, about half the thickness of a 
thumb and 2, 3 or even 4 fingerwidths wide. Their length is identical to the length of 
the chest. These wooden strips are set crosswise over all the channels, so that each strip 
covers one hole of each channel. However many holes each channel has (that is, how-
ever many stops stand on the chest) determines the number of such overlying strips 
that are necessary.
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* sic; should be �!��.

§. 36.

These sliders (Register) are called Registratura, Canones, or Systemata. In Kirch-
er’s Musurgia , l.c., they are called Regulae, since they are not unlike a ruler, and also 
Parallela, since they lie parallel to each other. DeChales calls them ordines (in Vol. III 
[of his Cursus] de Musica [pp. 20-21]). Into these sliders are bored as many holes as 
there are channels, in such a way that all the holes in the underlying channel-spon-
sels line up precisely with all the holes of the slider lying over them. Then when the 
holes are aligned, wind passes from the channel through the slider and into the pipes. 
If, however, the sliders are drawn one way or the other, then the holes are not aligned; 
rather, the solid spaces between the slider holes come to rest over the holes of the 
channels, and cover them. Thus the wind is held back [from the pipes]. In order that 
the sliders do not shift to one side or the other, they are anchored on both sides by 
blocks or spacers, likewise of oak, between which they may be drawn back and forth. 
These spacers are of the same thickness as the sliders, or a tiny bit thicker; their length 
is arbitrary, and their width is as great as the space between two sliders. In order to 
save space, 2 sliders are usually set right against each other, with spacers on either side; 
then another set of 2 sliders, etc. To prevent the sliders from being drawn beyond the 
holes, strong brass or iron pins are driven into the far end of the chest, or a spacer is 
extended and the same sort of pins are driven into its sides. Thus the sliders are pre-
vented from being drawn out too far, but rather only precisely as far as is required to 
allow the holes to be aligned or not.

§. 37.

Instead of [individual] sponsels for each channel, [some builders] set a sheet of 
wood over the entire chest, by which all the channels are covered. Into this sheet are 
bored all the same holes that would otherwise be found in the sponsels. The sliders 
are then set in place upon this sheet. Sometimes such a sheet is made and laid atop the 
sponsels, with the holes of each of them corresponding precisely; the sliders then lie 
on top. This sheet is called the table (Fundamentalbrett), or the cribrum, sieve, and is 
itself ½ or ⅔ of an inch thick (see Janowka, p. 31). In his Musurgia [p. 506], Kircher 
calls it a polystomaticum, from ���", “many” and �!��* os [mouth], since it has so 
many openings. Such a wooden sheet is seldom used anymore, however, since it causes 
many problems.

§. 38.

In place of the large opening on the underside of the channel, there are at times 
bored as many holes as stops on the channel. In each of these holes is set a tube or wind 
conduit. These conduits extend up into the sponsels, and are covered on top by the 
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* See §.41 below.

† See Boxberg, pp.[8-9]; for a further 
discussion of this arrangement, see: 
Ernst Flade, Gottfried Silbermann.  
Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1953, 
p. 29, n. 80.

‡ Eugen Casparini (1623-1706), the 
organbuilder.

§ A soft, fine red clayey earth found 
in Armenia, also used as a coloring 
material in the making of size for 
soldering; Adlung refers to it else-
where as “rothen Bolus;” see §.323.

¶ See Boxberg, pp.[11-12]; this en-
tire passage is loosely quoted from 
Boxberg.

sliders and underneath by pallets in the pallet box. This system is found in the organ at 
Görlitz, and is quite fine; more about it later.* This same organ is also reported to have 
a windchest with a terraced construction. Since I have not seen it, however, and since 
Boxberg does not describe it clearly, I do not have a clear conception of it.† Finally, 
the entire windchest is to be liberally smeared with glue, so that the wind does not es-
cape through the pores of the wood. It is even better if this glue can be mixed with 
some other [substance] to prevent [damage from] borers. In the Görlitz organ Mr. 
Casparini‡ has used a substance for this purpose called Invetriatur. Boxberg mentions 
this in his description of the organ, but says nothing other than that it is a substance, 
putty or varnish consisting mostly of Armenian bole,§ camphor and many other similar 
ingredients, prepared for use by being dissolved in strong spirits.¶  Several others have 
tried to copy it, but their attempts have not stood the test, since Mr. Casparini’s Inve-

triatur is not shaved off when the edges of a board that has been impregnated with it are 
planed. — Leather is then glued onto the upper surface of the chest, to insure a per-
fectly even surface. This [procedure], however, is not really necessary if the chest has 
been constructed precisely [to begin with]. Enough about the windchest.

§. 39.

Next comes the pallet box, called by Kircher, l.c., the “abode of the wind” (Re-
ceptaculum ventorum). This is the container into which the wind flows from the wind 
ducts. It lies underneath the windchest, taking up a space about ¼  or ½  an ell or more 
wide within it. Its length is the same as the length of the chest. Its depth (Dicke) var-
ies, according to how much wind it must hold, that is, how many stops there are. The 
interior of this pallet box is constructed deep enough to allow a hand to reach into it. 
It is made of strong boards, just as tightly fastened together and smeared with glue as 
the windchest. It is lined with paper, upon which the pallets strike [when they close]. 
This pallet box has one or more large rectangular openings, the size of the wind ducts, 
through which the wind enters; the wind then passes through the openings in the 
windchest and into the channels or tubes. 

§. 40.

These openings are covered by [what are generally speaking called] ventils, so 
that all the channels and stops, or all the keys, do not sound at once. There are many 
types of ventils in an organ; anything is called a “ventil” that admits or blocks the en-
trance of wind. [The word] is derived from [Latin] Ventus, “wind.”  The ventils of 
the pallet box are specifically called “pallets” (paraglossae); see Janowka, [Clavis,] p. 
96. They are long strips lying parallel to each other, that cover the openings into the 
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* protruding from the front of the 
pallet.

† in connection with the organ at 
Görlitz.

‡ i.e., they are not fastened to the bot-
tom of the windchest by a piece of 
leather, as described above in §.27.  
See: Flade, Silbermann, p. 29, n. 80.  
Adlung’s presentation might give 
the impression that this sort of ar-
rangement was common; in fact, it 
was quite unusual, and Agricola in 
a note to §.365 reports some experts 
as having asserted that this feature 
was to blame for the Görlitz organ’s 
heavy action.

§ See Boxberg, p.[9] (who explains 
the matter no more clearly than Ad-
lung does).

windchest. Thus they are slightly wider than the openings. At their back ends they are 
fastened [to the underside of the windchest] with leather and glue, and are barely the 
thickness of a thumb, to keep them from being too heavy. Their sides are beveled, to 
keep the wind from pressing so hard against them. So that they close [the openings] 
more tightly, they are covered with leather or cloth. They are fashioned out of knot-
free pine wood, with the grain running vertically/crosswise, since in this form the wood 
is not as prone to warp as when the grain runs horizontally/lengthwise. Under these 
are placed springs such as have been described in Chapter 2, §.28; the springs press 
them upward, but not so firmly that they are difficult to pull down. One ought to think 
twice before placing more than one spring under each pallet. In order to keep the pal-
lets or “paraglossae” from warping or slipping sideways, brass pins, each almost a fin-
ger-length long, are driven in on either side of them; between which the pallets then 
can travel. At times only one pin is driven in front of each pallet, and this [single pin] 
moves in an eyelet.*

§. 41.

Wires are affixed to these pallets, that pass through the bottom board of the pal-
let box and are connected to the keys of the keyboard by means of trackers. When the 
keys are depressed, the pallets are drawn open, thus allowing the wind to enter [the 
channels]. So that no wind can escape through the small holes drilled into the bottom 
board of the pallet box to allow passage of the wires, leather pouches are set around the 
wires; these are attached to the wire and to the bottom board. Normally the pallets are 
pulled down long-ways, thus:

N.B. a b  is the pallet, c the 

spring, d h the wire that pulls 

[the pallet] open, e the pouch, 

and f g the bottomboard of the 

pallet box
If, however, each key has its own conduit for each stop, as mentioned in §.38,† then it 
is best to cover these tubes with pallets that admit the wind into all of them simultane-
ously. In that case the pallets are drawn down sideways, since they can be held in place 
by just the pins and springs,‡ something like this:  

This cannot, however, be made 
clear by this sketch; consult 
Boxberg’s Beschreibung der 

Görlitzer Orgel.§
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* cf. §.35.

† See §.37.

‡22 cf. §.259.

§. 42.

The side of the pallet box that faces forward is not shut up tightly in frames, as 
are the other sides; rather it is closed up with bungboards.*  These are oblong rectan-
gular boards or strips, covered with leather for a tighter fit. They are provided with 
rings or straps so that they may be pulled out, thus allowing access to the pallets if 
needed. To keep the wind pressure from forcing these seals out, however, they are fas-
tened with bung stays, which are small iron hasps. 

§. 43.

Slider chests are also referred to as “sponselled” chests if they have no table.†  
Sometimes they used to be made of solid oak planks, chiseled out across the breadth [of 
the plank] in place of channels, and with holes bored through on top in place of the 
holes in the sponsels. This procedure, however, is no longer in use.

It is by no means necessary that each keyboard have only one chest. It is much 
more usual to encounter organs with divided chests, one on each side of the organ, but 
with drawknobs that operate them both simultaneously. At times the chest is divided, 
but the sections stand right next to each other, and each section has its own drawknob; 
in this case, if an organ actually has only 4 stops, then there are 8 drawknobs to draw.‡

§. 44.

The pipes cannot stand directly on the sliders, or otherwise the sliders could 
not be moved back and forth; rather the sliders are covered by the toeboards, planks 
about 1F12  “ thick (N.B. The strokes “ after a number mean “inches,” and one stroke 
‘ means “a foot”). The sliders slide back and forth under the [toeboards], and thus it 
is called a “slider chest.”  The toeboards are made long enough to accommodate the 
pipes of a number of keys, in such a way that the board together with its pipes can eas-
ily be lifted out and removed. If the pipes are very small, then the toeboards are made 
wide enough to hold more than one stop (though not always). If the pipes are very 
large, so that they have to be lifted singly, then they must be removed before the toe-
board is unscrewed and lifted off. With all this in mind, the toeboards are made the ap-
propriate length. At times a stop has more than one pipe to a key; consequently the 
toeboard must have only one hole underneath (corresponding to the single hole in 
the slider, through which the wind passes into the pipe), but as many holes on top as 
there are pipes. In this case the [upper] part of the toeboard, where the pipes stand, is 
drilled in such a way that the wind may proceed from the common hole beneath into 
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* to make them airtight.

† See also §.356.

‡ Johann Hermann Biermann, Or-

ganographia Hildesiensis Specialis 
(Hildesheim: Schlegel, 1738).

all the pipes. When these chambers in the toeboards are completed, then all the sides 
are again sealed up.*  A toeboard should look something like this:

These toeboards are set atop the sliders, but rest for the most part upon the spacers, 
so that the stops may be drawn more easily. They are affixed to the windchest with 
wooden screws to keep them from falling over. The holes on the underside must cor-
respond exactly to those in the sliders when they are drawn out. They of course always 
stand directly over the holes in the sponsels. If the pipes stood too close to each other, 
they could become too crowded; thus the holes are not bored in a straight line, but in 
the following fashion:

The holes in the sliders and sponsels must then also conform to this 
configuration.

§. 45.

Now we come to the spring chest,† which many people make a great deal of and 
treat like a secret. Indeed, many an organist would demand a pretty penny for show-
ing it to someone, and Werkmeister in his Orgelprobe, Chap. 17, says that not all or-
gan builders are familiar with it. There is only one example in Erfurt, at the Cathe-
dral. Praetorius [in his Syntagma musicum], Vol. II, pp. 170 and 179, reports that such 
chests are found in Lüneburg in the Johanniskirche and at the Collegiate Church of St. 
Blasius at Braunschweig. In the Augustusburg at Weissenfels there are 3 chests of this 
type. And Biermann in his Organographia Hildesiensis,‡ pp. 2, 4, 6, 23 and 24, reports 
that spring chests may also be observed [at Hildesheim, Woltingenroda and Heinin-
gen]. They are fine when they are constructed by a competent master, since it is then 
certain that they will be free of irritating runs. When a poor craftsman undertakes to 
make them, though, they can be extremely annoying, as Werkmeister remarks in his 
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* See §.356.

Orgelprobe, Chaps. 17 and 18, and it is hardly possible to describe the disgust they en-
gender. The difference between this chest and the slider chest is as follows: only the 
upper part of the chest is altered; the other parts remain just as they have been de-
scribed above. Instead of the channels being covered with sponsels, the toeboards sit 
directly on top of the channels. Since both channels and toeboards thus extend across 
the breadth of the chest, each key then has its own toeboard, upon which the pipes of 
every stop belonging to that specific key stand. In contrast to the slider chest, where 
each register is set upon its own toeboard, i.e., across the length of the chest, here [in 
a spring chest] the toeboards lie across the breadth [of the chest]. This means, for ex-
ample, that on one toeboard sit the C of the Principal, the Gedakt, the Quint, etc., 
while on the next toeboard sit the C# of the Principal, Gedakt, Quint, etc.

§. 46.

On the toeboards there are many tiny [stop-]pallets, one for each individual 
pipe; otherwise the wind would blow into all the pipes of a given key at once. The pal-
lets however cover the holes. If a stop has more than one pipe per key, all the pipes to-
gether still have only one pallet. For example, in a Mixtur there may be 4 pipes for 
the note “d”; but on the underside of the toeboard on which they sit there is only one 
opening, and it is covered by only one pallet. If one of these stops is to sound, then 
for each toeboard the pallet under the pipes of that stop must be opened. This is ac-
complished by means of stop rods, but now (as anyone can deduce from what has been 
said above) these must move between the feet of the pipes. For each [stop-]pallet there 
is a stop-pallet pin in the toeboard, a pin that passes through the board and contacts 
the [stop] pallet. By means of the stop rods these are made to operate the pallets, and 
consequently the stops may be sounded or silenced. Under each pallet there stands a 
spring that provides a counter-pressure, so that the pallets once again snap shut over 
the holes in the toeboard; this is why it is called a “spring chest.”  Werkmeister re-
ports on these chests, l.c., Chaps. 17 and 18. The inconveniences that arise from them 
will be discussed below,* but for now we will continue to become familiar with all the 
components of the organ. At times the pipes are positioned so that the toeboards may 
be taken out without removing the pipes; see Werkmeister, l.c., p. 40. So much for the 
windchest.





* Adlung’s use of the word 
“between” becomes clearer after 
considering what he has said about 
the arrangement of pipes on the 
toeboard, at the end of §. 44 above. 
The pipe rack would then pass 
between the two rows of pipes that 
comprise a rank.

† presumably one of each of the types 
mentioned immediately above in 
this paragraph.
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Chapter IV.

Concerning the Other Internal Components of the Organ,
with the Exception of the Pipes.

Contents:
§. 47. The pipe rack. §.48. The trackers. §.49. The rollerboards. §.50. Frames may be used in 

their place. §.51. How the trackers are attached to the keyboards. §.52. Concerning backfall 
actions. §.53. Interrupted backfall actions. §.54. The walkways, stairs, etc., and in particular 
the wind ducts. §.55. Other wind conduits. §.56. The trace-rods and other components of the 
stop action.

§. 47.

B y the “internal components” I mean the pipe rack[s], the trackers, the roll-
ers and rollerboards, the trace-rods, etc, about which, by the way, you may read 

more in Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, Chap. 7, p. 15. 

There are several kinds of pipe racks. Their primary purpose is to prevent the 
largest pipes from falling over, thus smashing the smaller pipes and also damaging 
themselves. There are a number of ways, however, to keep this damage from happen-
ing. One way is to erect a frame or wooden rail between a row of pipes,* on which the 
pipes are hung. To accomplish this, the strip (which may also be a board) is provided 
with small hooks and the pipes with eyes, or vice versa. The little hooks are also called 
eyelets ; see Werkmeister’s Organum Gruningense redivivum, §.14 and 29. Another way 
is to take a piece of wood and cut as many round holes in it as there are pipes on a toe 
board. This is then fastened beneath onto the toe board with two feet, and the pipes 
pass through it; then it can be lifted off together with the toe board. If the pipes are 
very long, then there must be two pipe racks for each toe board.† Werkmeister men-
tions that the pipe rack has a number of names (see his Orgelprobe, Chap. 8, p. 20), but 
does not say what they are. Above, in Chapter 3, §. 44 of this treatise, I have attempted 
to present a drawing of a pipe rack; in it, the pipe rack is designated a b, while c and d 
are the feet that are fastened to the toe board e f.

§. 48.

The pouches in the pallet box, together with the wires that pass through them 
and draw open the Paraglossae or pallets, are discussed in §. 41. These wires are con-
nected to the keys of the keyboard by means of trackers (Abstrakten) (Abregés in 
French). The name comes from [the Latin] abstrahere, “to pull away.” These are the 
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* literally “combs;” in his Anleitung, 
p. 356, Adlung calls these “Füßgen” 
(literally, “little feet”)

† Adlung does not mention guide 
rails in §. 49, nor does he depict 
them in the accompanying Table I. 
Apparently he is merely suggesting 
that the reader look at the entire 
mechanism (shown in Fig. 3) to 
note how easily the trackers might 
become entangled.

long thin wooden shafts that are fastened at the top to the wire under the pallet box, 
and hang down. They are about a finger’s width broad, and are cut only about a quar-
ter of that width thick, so that they may be as light as possible. It is necessary to be 
careful when planing them, however, lest they get too thin and break or are inadver-
tently damaged. The whole complex of trackers is called “the action” (die Traktur), 
from [Latin] trahere, “to pull.”  The trackers themselves are also called pilotides; on 
p. 97 [of his Clavis] Janowka describes them thus: “Pilotides sunt fila intra organum, 

qua inter palmulas et paraglossas mediana,” that is: “The pilotides are cords within the 
organ, that lie between the keys and the pallets.”  When they are very short they are 
sometimes made of wire, but the long ones are of wood. Because they are at times 1, 
2, 4, 5 or more ells long (according to how high the chests lie above the keys), they 
can cause a lot of trouble by swaying and wobbling, or becoming entangled, and giv-
ing rise to ciphers. These are all remedied by the guide rails (Kämme*), boards of ar-
bitrary width that are fastened behind the trackers. Notches are cut into these boards, 
and in each notch one of the trackers is free to move up and down without friction. 
In this way [the trackers] cannot become entangled; consult the figure below in §. 
49.† To keep the long trackers from becoming too heavy and pulling the pallets open 
against the organist’s wishes, delicate springs like those in the pallet box are sometimes 
(though not always) fastened to them. These springs help pull them up again, so that 
the pallet spring presses more lightly on the pallet. In order to keep them from being 
damaged by anyone climbing around inside [the organ], small boards are sometimes 
installed to protect them.

§. 49.

If chests were never any wider than keyboards, and could always be placed di-
rectly above the keyboards without being divided, and if pipes were always arranged 
on chests from largest to smallest in the same order as the keyboard, then the track-
ers could hang down from the pallet box and be fastened directly to the the keys with-
out any further complications. This, however, is never the case; it would be impossible, 
especially in larger organs, or if it might at times actually be possible, it would never-
theless be the cause of much trouble. Therefore the channels and pipes are arranged 
at will, and the trackers hang down under them, but they are connected to the keys, 
wherever they are, by means of special rollers beneath [the pallet box]. These roll-
ers are round cylinders of varying thickness (about the thickness of a thumb, if they are 
made of wood). They are provided with pins at either end that rotate in small eyelets at 
both ends. [These eyelets are held by] a board mounted at an appropriate place in the 
organ, to which are fastened small arms of wood, iron or brass, of the shape indicated 
in Tab. I, fig. 1. The round eyes are fixed to these arms, and in them rotate the pins in 
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* This seems to be the correct 
sense of this obscure phrase; cf. 
its use in §.575, where it clearly 
means “across the breadth of the 
[clavichord’s] soundboard.”

† Adlung’s meaning is unclear. 
The expression as translated here 
(corresponding to the phrase “in 
die Breite…” in the preceding 
paragraph) would seem to apply 
to an organ whose keyboard is on 
the side of the case. Such organs 
do indeed exist, but Adlung never 
mentions them. It is also possible 
that “in die Breite…” refers to 
rollerboards perpendicular to the 
ground, while “in die Länge” 
denotes rollerboards parallel to the 
ground (i.e., under the chest).

‡ Cochlea means “snail” in Latin, in 
reference to the spiral threads on 
the screw.

the rollers. In fig. 2, a b is the roller board, to which the arms e and f are fastened; c d is 
the roller, g and h the pins that rotate in the arms. Each of these rollers has two arms, 
e.g., at i and k. The tracker that hangs down from above is connected to the first of 
these, while the second holds a tracker that hangs down from it. The first of these arms 
is attached under the [appropriate] channel, and the second is attached over the key 
that belongs to that channel. Thus, no matter where the channel is located, its key can 
open it, since depressing the key turns the roller, [transferring the pull] to the tracker 
[attached] to the other arm, and thus opening the appropriate channel. In Tab. I, fig. 
3, I have depicted this [action] from the pallet box all the way to the keyboard. Organ-
builders will of course laugh at this diagram, for it is not skillfully and precisely drawn. 
I only intend to show learners, though, how channels are connected with the appro-
priate keys, no matter where they might lie, by means of the rollers . [In this figure,] r 
signifies the pipes, while the other letters underneath signify the pitch names; a b is the 
pallet box, q is the trackers hanging down; x are the rollers, [running parallel] to the 
broad side [of the case]*, y the other trackers from the roller to the keyboard; m and 
n form the bounds of the keyboard, under which stand the names of the keys. At times 
even this is not sufficient and even more offsets and roller boards are made to connect 
[the pallet box and] the keyboard.

§. 50.

Instead of a roller board, an oak frame may at times prove very serviceable and 
advantageous, a frame to which the rollers are fastened. The rollers are also not [al-
ways] made of wood, rather [they can be] long, thin, round iron rods that do not take 
up as much space [as wooden rollers]. In this case the arms or pins in which they ro-
tate are made of brass or iron (see [Boxberg’s] Beschreibung der Görlitzer Orgel, [p. 9]). 
Sometimes the roller boards and rollers lie [parallel to] the narrow side [of the case] 
(in die Länge†), according to whatever the organbuilder’s inventiveness finds most ad-
vantageous. There are often a number of rollers and roller boards or frames in an or-
gan, some for the manuals, some for the pedal, especially if the chests are divided, as is 
almost always the case with the pedal.

§. 51.

Finally the trackers in the lower part [of the case] are fastened to the manual or 
pedal keys. A wire is driven into the key directly behind the thumper board, and then 
bent into a hook or loop; the same thing is done at the end of the tracker, and then one 
is hung on the other. The wire can be bent up or down with pliers until the key stands 
at the right height. At least this is the way it is done in certain old [organs]. Nowadays 
it is all done by means of screws. A thin brass screw is driven into the key, the so-called 
“male screw” or cochlea mas[culina].‡  Above it on the tracker there is a loop, [set] 
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* It is common today to use the term 
“suspended action” to describe 
any action in which the keys are 
pivoted at the tail, even those with 
stickers (such as the Druckwerk 
described here), so that the weight 
of the key helps the player to open 
the pallet and likewise prevents the 
pallet from closing too quickly. 
Apparently this distinction was not 
important to Adlung.

† from the pallet box or rollerboard.

‡ i.e., the stickers.

§ Here Adlung is describing a backfall 
action for a division in the main 
case; later in the paragraph he 
mentions this type of action in 
connection with the Rückpositiv 
(where backfall actions are often 
found in modern mechanical 
organs).

¶ i.e., the action as well as the chest 
and the pipes.

|| Where the music rack is located.

horizontally, through which the screw is inserted. A nut or cochlea fœmi[ni]na is then 
screwed onto the screw; [it is] made of thick, heavy leather and is narrow enough to 
fit between the trackers. It is illustrated in fig. 4: a is the tracker; b the key; c the male 
screw; d the wire loop on the tracker, through which the screw is merely inserted, not 
screwed; e is the leather nut that is screwed on above the loop. Instead of a wire loop on 
the trackers, some builders make a leather loop and then screw the nut on over it; this 
prevents any rattling.

§. 52.

If there is more than one keyboard, then the lower keyboard is fitted with long 
screws that pass through the keys of the upper manual, behind the screws of the lat-
ter; these [long screws] are then connected as has been described above. This is how, 
for example, the organ in the Collegenkirche at Jena is built. The result is a pure sus-
pended action (Zugwerke), in which the trackers pull directly downwards. But there 
are also backfall actions (Druckwerke*), that work as follows: the trackers hang down-
ward†  behind the keyboard, and are fastened [at the bottom] to squares. Onto [the 
other side of ] these squares are attached [lever-]rods that reach forward under the 
keyboard. A small round hole may be seen in [the forward end of ] these rods. [The 
action is] then [completed by] thin wooden rods,‡ seldom more than a ¼ of an ell 
long;§ their tops contact [the underside of ] the keys, and to their bottoms are affixed 
male screws. A nut is put on the screw, and the screw is set into the abovementioned 
hole. Then the nut is adjusted so that the key stands at the proper level. Now when 
the key is depressed, it presses down upon the rod; this in turn depresses [the forward 
end of ] the long [lever-]rod down below. This causes the square at the rear [end of 
the lever-rod] to move, and the tracker then transmits this action to the pallet. This 
is illustrated in Tab. I, fig. 5: a is the keyboard (or rather, a single key), b is the thin 
[wooden] rod, c is the nut [set upon] the screw, d is the rod that passes under the key-
board, e is the fulcrum, the point at which the rod is affixed and pivots, f is the square, 
and g is the tracker. Such backfall actions are common where there are Rückpositivs 
that stand behind the organist’s back. But they are also to be found at times in two-
manual organs, even though the instrument is contained within a single case. I have 
also seen small new one-manual organs in which there were backfall actions, because 
the builders had no room above, and so had to construct all of the interior compo-
nents¶ under the keyboard.

§. 53.

The keys themselves lie in part within the organ, since their levers (Stangen) are 
normally quite long. At the back end they move upon pins in a frame which is well se-
cured at both sides and set upon posts. In order to permit easy access to everything 
and to allow the keyboard to be lifted out, the outer panel above the keyboard|| is con-
structed so that it may be lifted out.
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* See §.133, under “Cymbel.”

The keys or palmulae are sometimes interrupted within the case, as is illustrated 
in Tab. I, fig. 6. When the key a is depressed, its back end b rises, bearing with it the 
rear backfall. The back end of the backfall, at c, moves downward, since it is fastened 
to a stationary point d (but it can of course move upon that point). Because c falls, 
the tracker e that is connected to it must also move downward, and consequently the 
roller, the trackers beyond it, and finally the pallet in the palletbox. Organbuilders 
have come up with many other inventions such as this, but I will not dwell on them, 
since other matters are of greater importance to an organist.

§. 54.

To the interior components belong likewise the posts and supports upon which 
the chests and other parts rest, as well as the props that steady the organ case from 
the inside. There are also the walkways, beams or boards that are constructed about 
the chest as room permits, to grant access to all parts of the organ. Likewise there are 
stairs or ladders that lead upward from one level to the next. Inside the organ one may 
also see the wind ducts that run out of the bellows to the pallet box. Usually just one 
large trunk runs from the bellows, that then branches into as many smaller ducts as 
there are windchests in the organ. Thus the wind is distributed evenly to all the chests 
of the organ. The size of the ducts is proportionate to that of the chests. Sometimes 
there is only one duct [to a given chest], sometimes 2, 3 or more, so that the supply of 
wind may be more rapid and steady. The pallet box must be provided with the requi-
site number of openings to receive the ducts, and [the points at which they meet must 
be] tightly sealed with leather so that no wind may escape from the pallet box at these 
joints. Such a duct is also called a portavento, an Italian name coming from portare, 
“to carry”, and vento, “the wind”, since the wind is carried or channeled where it is 
needed by means of such a duct. It is also known as canalis ventorum or anemotheca, 
from ������, ventus, “the wind”, and 	
���, pono, “I place.”  See Kircher’s Mu-

surgia, loc. cit. [p. 506].

§. 55.

There are also other wind conduits inside the case, for example, the one lead-
ing from the duct to the tremulant; also the one leading to the Zimbelstern, which is 
a long tube from the duct to the revolving star (more on this below*). There are also 
wind conduits running out of the chest, since not all pipes sit [directly] on the chest, 
but in the façade, in the towers or the like, at times above, at times below the chest. 
In this case the channel belonging to a pipe is fitted with a wooden or metal tube that 
bears the wind to the pipe; thus when the channel is filled with wind, the pipe sounds 
immediately.
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* i.e., those of a slider chest, in 
contrast to the stop levers of a 
spring chest or to the other varieties 
Adlung discusses above.

§. 56.

The only thing now remaining is to discuss the stop [action]. It consists of the 
following parts: [attached] to the stop knobs are the trace-rods (now I am speaking 
only of the ordinary kind, where the knobs are drawn outward horizontally*). These 
trace-rods are attached to trundles by means of arms and [center-]pins. The [trun-
dle’s] other arm or rotating peg pulls the slider in the chest outward, sometimes di-
rectly, but most commonly by means of further rods and trundles, according to the in-
ventiveness of each organbuilder, who must understand how to dispose each of these 
internal parts to best advantage. The internal parts differ, though, in accordance with 
how the stop knobs are operated (see §.30). The trundles are fitted at the top and bot-
tom with very strong pins, that rotate in boards.

* i.e., single-fold.

† That brace the boards.

Chapter V.

Concerning the Bellows and Wind Ducts.
Contents:

§.57. Parts of the bellows. §.58. Their boards. §.59. Their bindings. §.60. Multi-fold bellows. 
§.61. The bellows valve. §.62. The wind duct valve. §.63. Braces for the boards. §.64. The bel-
lows pole. §.65. The bellows frame. §.66. The slots, steps and cross-rails. §.67. The latches 
and the bellows stop. §.68. The bellows-weight. §.69. Pedal and manual bellows. §.70. The 
number of bellows and their structure in old organs. §.71. The bellows-pumper. §.72. The 
counterweight. §.73. The wind ducts. §.74. The duct ventils.

§. 57.

E veryone already knows what bellows are, since they may be seen at any black-
smithy. Indeed, bellows are kept in almost every kitchen to fan the fire, and their 

principal parts there are just the same as the ones found in organs. Organ bellows are 
of two types: multi-fold bellows and wedge* bellows. I shall begin by discussing the 
wedge bellows, since they are the most common. They are rectangular in shape, and 
have the following parts: the top and bottom boards, the sides, the bellows valve, the 
opening into the wind duct, the wind duct valve, the strips† and the bellows pole.

§. 58.

The boards, both top and bottom, are made of thick planks joined together; very 
small ones may be made of boards instead. They are the same dimensions as the bellows 
themselves. The length is for the most part half again the width, but there are bellows 
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* i.e., there are some bellows that are 
twice as long as they are wide.

† for further information about the 
bellows.

‡ i.e., narrower than those of the 
wedge bellows.

that are 5� wide and 10� long or 6 �  wide and 12� long* (the stroke above the number 
means “feet”). They may be either shorter or narrower, however, since it is not neces-
sary that the length always be twice the width. The larger they can be the better, par-
ticularly as regards length.

§.59.

The forward edges of the two boards are bound together by strong leather and 
horse veins as well as by iron hinges. Horse veins are in part straps of horsehide, in part 
actual dried horse veins, tendons or sinews taken from the feet. These are more dura-
ble than common leather, that soon splits and lets the wind escape. The sides are also 
joined together, but in this way: a board is fastened onto the top board with leather and 
horse veins. This board is very narrow in front, growing increasingly broader towards 
the rear, thus:

     
The other side [of the top board] is given the same treatment, and both boards hang 
downward. They are fastened to the [top] board only with leather and horse veins 
in order to remain movable. The same sort of boards are also fastened to the bottom 
board, in the same way, but [extending] upwards. Finally the two side-boards [on each 
side] are connected to each other in the middle, in the same way. Thus when the bel-
lows collapses, it becomes a fold. The back edges of the boards are likewise fastened 
together with two boards, one above and one beneath, in the same way as above. The 
boards are usually constructed to fold inward, rarely outward. See §.375.† This com-
pletes the shape of the body.

§. 60.

What is said in paragraphs 59, 60 and 61 also applies to the multi-fold bellows, 
the only difference being that the sides [of the multi-fold bellows], instead of having 
one fold, have smaller boards‡ fastened to the top and bottom boards. To each of the 
two boards on each side are affixed yet two more boards, then others to these and so 
forth, depending on whether the bellows is to have fewer or more folds. The middle 
folds are finally bound together, and then the entire process is repeated at the back. 
The inflated multi-fold bellows looks like this:

     
When it is collapsed it looks like this:
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* This word literally means 
“pasteboard” or “cardboard.” 
Adlung may have intended to 
write “Klappe” (flap), since he 
subsequently uses that word several 
times in this paragraph without 
explaining it.

An inflated wedge bellows, though, looks like this:
     

And when it is collapsed it looks like this:
     
All the bellows are thoroughly smeared all over with glue, just like the chests (see in 
this regard what has been said in §. 39), for otherwise some of the wind would escape 
through the pores. Some bellows are not fastened together with horse veins, but these 
are not as durable as others.

§. 61.

When the bellows are inflated, wind is drawn into them through an opening in 
the lower plate, proportionately larger or smaller according to the size of the bellows. 
This opening is usually a rectangle:  A sturdy paste-board flap (Pappe*) is fas-
tened on the long side [of the rectangle], in such a way that it can flop up and down. 
Another material may be used instead. It must be attached on the inside, however, so 
that when the bellows is inflated the wind being drawn in forces it inward as it rushes 
into the bellows. Then when the bellows begins to compress, the pent-up wind presses 
the flap shut, so that none can escape. This [flap] is the bellows- or feeder valve (con-
sult what has already been said about valves in general in §. 40), since it lets the wind 
into the bellows. If the bellows is large, then the opening must also be large, so that the 
bellows may immediately be filled with wind. Consequently the flap must be very wide. 
But because it is then prone to warp, it is customary to make a double valve, with flaps 
on both sides that are attached in the middle, thus:

     

In this way the wind is held captive.

§. 62.

Since this feeder valve is located at the back end, where the bellows expands, it 
is customary to put another rectangular opening at the other end, through which the 
wind is channeled out of the bellows into the wind duct. Since the expanding bellows 
would inevitably draw the wind back out of the duct through this opening ( just as eas-
ily as it can through the feeder valve), here again valves are attached at the opening. 
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* i.e., spots that might be prone to 
leak.

These are flaps fastened into the duct, opening into it. Thus the wind in the bellows 
can blow them open to enter the duct, but when the bellows begins to draw the wind 
back from the duct, then due to its elasticity that wind forces the valve back against 
the bellows and thus closes the hole. This is the wind duct valve. If something gets into 
this flap that keeps it from fitting tightly, then it can happen that the bellows draws the 
wind back out of the duct, and robs the wind from the other bellows through the duct.

§. 63.

 At this point the bellows is complete. However, so that the boards do not split, 
get out of alignment or warp, strong strips are fastened over them at the top and bot-
tom; or even better, solid timbers are screwed onto them to prevent any kind of trou-
ble. Then any suspicious spots* are covered over with leather.

§. 64.

The inflation of the bellows is acomplished in a number of ways. With little pos-
itives or regals they are at times lifted manually. Ordinarily, though, a bellows pole is 
attached, whose name derives from [Latin] calcare, “to tread.” This is a pole of vary-
ing length and thickness that passes at times over, at times under the bellows, and then 
out of the bellows frame. If the bellows pole passes over the bellows, its far end is fas-
tened to the top board of the bellows by a chain or rope, although at times a wooden 
rod is used for this purpose. In the middle of the bellows pole, or wherever else is con-
venient, there is a hole, and through this [hole] passes a wooden (or better, an iron) 
nail. By this nail the pole is attached to a post, an immobile fulcrum. If the treading 
pole is then pushed or trodden down at the near end, its midpoint remains fixed (rotat-
ing upon the nail), and thus the far end of the pole rises, lifting with it the top board. 
In this way the bellows is inflated; for example:

     

If however the bellows pole passes under the bellows, then the top board must always 
be lifted by means of a rod, thus:
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* i.e., since the stairs are somewhat 
raised above the floor level, the 
pumper walks back and forth on a 
bench, from which he climbs onto 
the stairs.

† Standing upon the pole with his 
feet.

§. 65.

A space is partitioned off for the bellows and closed in on all sides with boards, 
so nothing can get into it. When the bellows are few in number, then they are some-
times placed next to each other. Where space does not permit this, however, then a 
special frame must be erected, upon which the bellows rest, stacked 2 or more atop 
each other. Yet there must remain enough room between each that they may comfort-
ably be inflated; and the bellows may not lie directly over each other because of the 
bellows poles. This [structure] is the bellows frame. The bellows poles all lie in a line 
next to each other, each one under the bellows it operates; then the poles are moved up 
and down, thus making it possible to inflate the entire series of bellows. An opening or 
a door is provided into the bellows [chamber], so that they may be accessible in case of 
need.

§. 66.

The structure is also covered with boards on the side from which the ends of the 
bellows poles protrude; but on this side there are several other parts to take note of, as 
follows. First are the slots, clefts that are cut vertically from top to bottom through the 
boards covering the bellows frame. Through these the bellows poles protrude from the 
bellows chamber, so that they may be trod from the outside. The width of a slot is de-
termined by the thickness of the pole, and its length by the rise of the bellows. That is, 
when the bellows is sufficiently inflated, the pole is then at the lower end of the slot, 
thus preventing the bellows from being lifted [off its mounting] or torn apart. When 
the bellows is collapsed, however, the pole should then just touch the upper end [of the 
slot]. So that the one who pumps the bellows (the Calcant, from calcare, “to tread”) 
may get atop [the poles], a high bench is sometimes set in front of the poles, positioned 
so that the poles may be trodden downward right in front of it. Alternatively, small 
stairs are erected between every bellows or every two bellows, on which to clamber up. 
At times the steps are there (though somewhat raised) as well as the bench.* In order 
to allow the pumper to exert greater force and to keep him from tumbling down, thick 
rails are erected up top for him to hold onto. They are high enough above the bellows 
poles for the pumper to hold onto with both hands as he rides the pole downwards.†

§. 67.

At times latches are provided, wooden hooks that are placed in front of the bel-
lows to latch them down. Most bellows do not have these, however, but simply collapse 
when they are not being used. Occasionally there is a special post or board that locks 
either the bellows or their poles, so that no one may tread them. There are also organs 
where a drawknob either releases or locks all the bellows at once, either to allow or to 
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(17) Such is the case here in Mühlhausen in the Hauptkirche B.V.M., in which there are three of each 
type. [Albrecht] 

* See §.460 below.

† Chap. 16, §.441-3. Adlung also 
discusses matters pertaining to 
bellows in Chap. 13, §.370ff.

‡ i.e., manual and pedal.

§ Perhaps Adlung means a type of 
feeder bellows: two wedge bellows, 
one of which moves, the other of 
which is stationary.

prevent the pumper from operating them. This is such [a device] at Bückeburg, or at 
least there was in Praetorius’s day, since he mentions it in his Syntagma, Vol. II, Part V, 
p. 185 (pp. 161ff. of this publication contain many organ stoplists).

§. 68.

Not every motion of the air produces a sound; otherwise voices of humans and 
other animals would be heard continuously, since they constantly inhale and exhale. 
Rather, sound is produced by modifying the air in certain ways, by means of the throat, 
the tongue and such, but also by forcing the air into motion, first by compressing it and 
then by forcibly expelling it and letting it expand. This is the case with organs. For if the 
wind were simply to creep out of the bellows without being forced into the wind chan-
nels, then it would accomplish little or nothing. Rather the wind must be forced out of 
the bellows into the pipes. Therefore a weight is placed on the back end of the bellows, 
to forcibly press it downwards. This weight may be ordinary stones, bricks, lead, etc. An 
equal amount of weight is placed upon each bellows, so that the wind is perfectly even 
(it goes without saying that the upper boards of all the bellows are likewise constructed 
to be of the same weight). Slats are nailed on to keep the imposed weight from sliding 
downward as the bellows are drawn upward. Exactly how much weight must be set upon 
them is determined by the wind gauge.* By this means it can be ascertained whether the 
wind keeps the required degree [of pressure], and whether it is perfectly equal in every 
bellows. The wind pressure, though, is not the same in every organ; it must be greater 
or less (and thus the weight must be heavier or lighter) depending on the nature of the 
pipes, the size of the church, etc. More about this later;†  now we are simply becoming 
familiar with all the components of an organ in summary fashion.

§. 69.

The bellows are at times divided into pedal and manual bellows.17) In this case, 
some bellows (at least 2) deliver wind only to the manual chests, while others (again 
at least 2) deliver it only to the pedal chests. Sometimes the wind runs to all chests but 
can be divided by a stop, as for example at Waltershausen. Sometimes, however, all 
the bellows serve all the chests. When the bellows are divided and the entire organ is 
to be played, both manuals and pedal simultaneously, then both types of bellows must 
be pumped, for then only one bellows [at a time] is serving [each chest]. There must 
be at least 2 bellows, or 2 of each type,‡ or otherwise there would be no wind while 
the bellows are being inflated. One might consider constructing double bellows§ of the 
type that blacksmiths have in their smithies, but these are neither fashionable nor ser-
viceable in large organs.
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* actually p. 84.

† See p. 173; but there it appears that 
Mattheson’s note refers to the organ 
at Elmshorn, not that at Gröningen.

‡ Organum gruningense redivivum, 
§.6.

§ p. 190.

¶ This refers to a single feeder 
bellows that supplies a reservoir or 
well.

|| These correspond to the placement 
of the bellows, as Adlung has just 
described it. If the bellows are 
on the floor, they may be lifted 
manually; if they are placed high 
up, they may be drawn up by 
means of a rope and pulley; if they 
are somewhat elevated above the 
floor level, to allow the action of a 
bellows pole, then they are trod.

** p. 185.

§. 70.

There is no set number of bellows; it depends in part on their size, in part on 
the size of the organ, and in part on the wishes of the organbuilder. Our ancestors had 
very small bellows, and so there had to be all that many more of them. In describ-
ing the old organ at Halberstadt, Praetorius (loc. cit., Chap. IX, p. 103) says that it 
had 20 bellows, while the one at Magdeburg had 24, but these were very small, 3� to 
4� long in size and [of ] proportionate [width], almost like our present-day black-
smith’s bellows. They were not weighted with lead, but by assigning one person to 
tread every two bellows; while the weight of the treader collapsed one of them with 
one foot, the other foot would draw the other one upward. Thus there had to be 12 
people for 24 bellows. Or as Werkmeister (who also saw these relics) explains it in his 
Paradoxal=Discourse, Chap. 16, p. 83f.,* the pumper had to tread the bellows until they 
were collapsed, and then draw them up again by means of wooden treadles, like shoes, 
that were constructed on each bellows. — — Nowadays, though, bellows are made in 
a better way, so that one pumper is sufficient [to operate] any number of them. On the 
other hand, not as many bellows are necessary, since they are constructed much larger 
today. Thus in the palace at Gröningen there is an organ with 59 stops that neverthe-
less has only 4 bellows, according to Mattheson’s stoplist in his Appendix to the sec-
ond part of Niedt’s Handleitung zur Variation des Generalbasses.† Werkmeister, how-
ever, who has described this organ before and after its repair, gives the number as 8;‡  
subsequently they must have been made larger, thus requiring fewer of them. Like-
wise at Erfurt there are quite powerful organs with only a few bellows: at the Prediger-
kirche there are 3, at the Reglerkirche 5, while others have more of them. E.g., at St. 
Dominic’s in Prague there are 12 bellows, but of course that organ has 71 stops. That 
same number of bellows serves 50 stops in the Cathedral at Uppsala. At St. Mary’s in 
Lübeck there are 16 bellows for 54 stops; see Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt.§

§. 71.

In small organs where there is not enough room, the bellows may also be placed 
in the church’s attic, or at least high up enough that they cannot be trod, but must be 
pulled [upward] by ropes. Sometimes they are placed in the lower section of the organ 
[case], or behind it, and they are lifted. To insure that they are not drawn up too high, 
straps are attached between the folds. If in a small positiv there is really no room at 
all, then a double bellows is built, that provides a constant supply of wind even though 
only one bellows is being depressed or pumped.¶ In sum, a bellows may be trod, lifted 
or drawn up.|| The person entrusted with this task is called a “Calcant”, meaning a 
bellows treader. Some people call him “Sine me potestis nihil facere,” i.e., “Without 
me you can do nothing.” Beer, however, in Chap. 54 of his Musikalische Discurse,** 
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* John 15:5.

† Most of this vague sentence is 
quoted directly from Trost’s book; 
Adlung himself may not have been 
able to visualize the mechanism it 
describes.

‡ See §.371ff.; see also Adlung’s 
description of the organ in the 
Stadtkirche at Jena, §.302.

rightly criticizes this as a misuse of Christ’s words.* In the organ of the Collegiate 
Church of St. Severus in Erfurt, and also at St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg, there is yet 
another way to pump the bellows. There the bellows are located up high, but instead of 
ropes there are heavy slats [travelling] in slots, fitted with protruding pegs to be trod 
down, thus:

Up top these rods are fastened to the bellows-poles, and they travel down be-
tween two [guide-]strips when someone steps on the peg a. Steps are supplied 
to climb up [high enough to operate this apparatus]. There are other bellows 
mechanisms as well, depending on the organbuilder’s imagination. For exam-
ple, in the Augustusburg at Weissenfels the 3 bellows, each 9� long and 4½�

wide, are operated in a special way, by 9 iron chains that are wound back and forth 
around 3 great wooden rollers, drawn by 3 wheels; this is better seen than described;† 
see Trost’s Beschreibung der weissenfelssischen Orgel, p. 16.

§. 72.

Finally, the counter-weights or antipondia should not be forgotten, though here 
we will only become acquainted with them. These are pieces of wood, stone or some 
other easily available material, fastened to special posts or whatever surface is handy be-
hind the bellows. Each one, however, must be movable upon an axis. The upper part [of 
the weight] is linked with a rope to the upper bellows-board, thus

     

When the bellows collapses, then the counterweight falls, due to the force of gravity. 
As the bellows is drawn upward to point d, the rope c draws the weight upward with it, 
since the weight is affixed to the post e a f and moves at point g. Thus it helps to draw 
the bellows downward. This is what a counter-weight is. An evaluation of them will 
follow below;‡ see Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, Chap. 20, p. 46.
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18) The author has saved the description of the windgauge for chap. 17, where it will be found in §.460. 
[Albrecht]

* The list of ventils is taken directly 
from Boxberg, p.[5].

† This and the previous 3 divisions all 
belong to the pedal; see the stoplist 
in Chap. 10, §.301.

‡ On pp. [5–6] Boxberg reports: 
“The two small angels that sit 
above the Brustpositiv, in front 
of the middle Hauptwerk [pipe]
flat, are put to especially good 
use. Each one has a trumpet in its 
mouth, yet this single pipe produces 
eight absolutely clearly perceptible 
pitches of the 8� Hautbois that 
stands in the Brust[werk]…”

§ The device by which the organist 
signals the bellows pumper to 
begin or to cease winding the 
organ. It is of course not a ventil, 
nor does Boxberg list it as one; its 
inclusion here is the result either of 
misunderstanding or oversight.

§. 73.

Next are the wind-ducts that carry the wind from the bellows to the organ. 
When the bellows are provided with wind, then it is borne away through the open-
ing described in §.62 into the ducts. In these are found the duct-valves described in 
§.62. Thereupon these ducts all run together into one large trunk, two feet deep and 
wide, more or less. Or the pedal bellows may send their wind into a separate duct, and 
the manual bellows send theirs into another. Either within the organ or slightly before 
they reach it, these trunks branch out into smaller ducts, one leading to one windchest, 
one to another. Sometimes several of these branch-ducts lead to one chest; but all of 
the ducts end at the pallet boxes. The ducts are quadrangular, being made of boards or 
planks tightly joined, overlaid with leather at the joints, and thoroughly smeared with 
glue (as described in §.38) to keep the wind from seeping out. On the exterior of the 
main trunk a hole is bored, about the width of a finger, into which the windgauge is in-
serted18) whenever necessary, in order to measure the wind pressure. Wherever the hole 
is located, it must, according to the principles of mechanics, register the same result. 
When it is not being used, the hole is stopped with a plug until it is again needed.

§. 74.

In the ducts there are from time to time various ventils. Some organs have a main 
ventil by which the entire organ, manuals and pedal alike, is silenced, even though the 
bellows are being pumped, the stops are pulled, and the keys are being depressed. This 
ventil is located in the main trunk, and blocks the wind so that none of it can enter the 
organ. Wherever the pedal bellows are separate, there are usually two main ventils, one 
for all the manuals (set into the main trunk of the manual bellows) and the other for 
the pedal. Sometimes the ducts that lead into each separate chest each have a separate 
ventil, in which case one keyboard can sound while another cannot. At times a key-
board has more than one ventil, and at other times both the particular ventils as well as 
the universal ventils (described above) are provided, which is all the better. These ven-
tils are known collectively as cut-out ventils. They also receive more specific names 
from the divisions that they block off, for example, the “Brustventil,” the “Pedalven-
til,” etc. In the Görlitz organ there are 9 ventils, as follows:* 1) for the Hauptwerk, 2) 
for the Oberwerk, 3) for the Brustpositiv, 4) for the great Seitenbass, 5) for the small 
Seitenbass, 6) for the Hinteroberbass, 7) for the Hinterunterbass,† 8) for both angels 
above the Brustpositiv,‡ and 9) for the Calcant-bell.§ There could be others, as well. 
The organ in the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg has 4 cut-out ventils and one main 
ventil so that everything can be blocked off at once. Then there are those malicious or-
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* See also §.381 and §.240.

† See §.240.

ganbuilders who put secret ventils into the ducts, that they roguishly close halfway at 
some later time, without anyone being aware of it. Thus sufficient wind is denied the 
organ, and it sounds out of tune and completely ruined.* In this way they try to make 
the congregation believe that the chests are worthless and must be replaced. Then they 
proceed to replace the still sound chests with old ones, get well paid for their work, 
and carry off the good chests somewhere else. Such chicanery is far beneath honest or-
ganbuilders, and when the director† of the project is present for the construction and 
erection of the parts, then such deception can be avoided; see Werkmeister’s Organum 

Gruningense redivivum, §.71, as well as his Orgelprobe, Chapter 24, p. 59. The good 
ventils described above are opened and closed by stops that are usually located under 
the other stops, since the stopknobs are connected to rods, trundles and other parts un-
til they reach the location of the ventil and thus open it.

Chapter VI.

Concerning the Pipework in General.
Contents:

§.75. Which instruments were first. §.76. Names of the pipes. §.77. Sections of this chapter. §.78. 
79. 80. 81. Explanation of terms. §. 82. Proportions of the pipes. §. 83. 84. What F, Fach, 
Repetiren, Dito[sic], Aufschnitt, and Intonation are. §.85. Materials used for pipes. §.86. Silver 
and gold. §. 87. Iron, tin and lead. §.88. Casting the pipes. §.89. Proportion of the length and 
width. §. 90. Shaping, soldering and [fashioning the] upper lip of the [pipe] body. §.91. The 
foot. §.92. The cut-up. §.93. The voicing. §.94. Eyelets and beards. §.95. Materials [used] 
for wooden pipes. §.96. An illustration. §.97. Conversion of a circle into a square. §.98. Illus-
trated in a figure. §.99. The same [applied to] conical pipes. §.100. 101. Other wooden pipes. 
§.102. 103. The foot and other matters. §. 104. 105. Reed pipes. §. 106. 107. 108. Stopped pipes. 
§. 109. Various openings in them. §.110. Mitering the pipes, and stops that swell [in volume].

§. 75.

Since all pipes, or at least a number of them, have certain affinities in common, it 
is necessary to speak of these before considering each stop individually. It is not 

unreasonable to derive the origin of pipes from birds that humans heard singing; this 
suggested to them the invention of pipes. Holy Scripture cites Jubal* as the oldest art-
ist in this matter. Whether stringed instruments were invented before winds does not 
concern us. The latter would appear to be less complex, and thus easier to invent,† 

* Genesis 4:21: “His [ Jabal’s] broth-
er’s name was Jubal; he was the fa-
ther of all those who play the lyre 
and pipe.”

† This statement may reflect the less 
technically advanced state of wind 
instruments at the time Adlung was 
writing (the 1720’s), in contrast to 
the more highly developed strings: 
Stradivarius had already created his 
violins, while valved brass instru-
ments and the Boehm flute were yet 
to come.
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* Adlung uses this term throughout 
the following two paragraphs in a 
generic sense: “pipe” as the proto-
type of wind instruments.

† e.g., Hohlpfeife and Holpipe.

‡ The last two named are the legend-
ary inventors, masters and propa-
gators of the art of the Greek aulos, 
or reed pipe.  It is a subsequent mis-
translation of this term into Latin as 
tibia that caused Praetorius to link 
their names with the flute.

§ Fistelstimme in German signifies the 
falsetto voice.

¶ i.e., wind instruments.

although humans might just as easily have stumbled first upon the sound made by a 
string as by a pipe.

§. 76.

Regarding the name “pipe”* (Pfeife), Low German says Pipe, and thus Bärpfeife 
and Bärpipe are the same. It is the same with other [instruments or stops] as well.† 
Latin has two widely-known words, fistula and tibia. Some derive the first of these 
from #�$�, inflo, “I blow into.” The other means “shin-bone,” and may well have 
gotten this name from the shape of its pipes, that are not unlike long tubes such [as 
shin-bones]. Some make a distinction between fistula and tibia, using the latter term 
to denote pipes that have a number of holes to alter their sound (e.g., the oboe, trans-
verse flute, and the like), and the [former term,] fistula, for those without this capabil-
ity (e.g., the pipes in an organ). Others do not recognize this distinction. The Hebrew 
word is נֶֶקֶכ (nekeph), from perforare, “to perforate,” since all pipes are perforated. 
%&���� [syrinx] in Greek means the same thing, and may well stem from the hissing 
noise made by a pipe. In his Syntagma Musicum, Vol. I, Part II, Membrum II, Chap. 
III, p. 326, Praetorius treats the fistula; in Chap. IV, p. 331f., he treats the tibia, which 
he differentiates from the fistula by saying that it corresponds to the Hebrew חָדִיד, 
“hollow.” He credits its invention to Apollo, or Pallas [Athene], or Marsyas or Hyag-
nis.‡ Kircher, in his Musurgia, Book VI, Part III, Chap. 2f. [pp. 497f.], calls fistulas 
those [pipes] that have a number of holes; thus on p. 497 he treats the fistula tristoma, 
that has 3 holes, on p. 499 the fistula hexastoma that has 6 holes, etc. The transverse 
flute, that also has many holes, he labels tibia militarem. From fistula comes the well-
known expression fistuliren, meaning to sing in falsetto or, to say it another way, to 
sing in half voice;§ see Mattheson’s Critica Musica, Vol. I, p. 111, note g. Concerning 
whether brass or stringed instruments are to be given pride of place, see what Kuhnau 
says in his Musikalischer Quacksalber, p. 417[f.] and 431[f.].

§. 77.

Such matters need not concern us much; only take note that a great variety of 
pipes¶ has gradually been developed, and many new types are in use nowadays. Since 
the organ is not as old as other instruments, it is easy to understand how organbuild-
ers have seized the opportunity to introduce all sorts of pipes from other instruments 
into the organ. Here we will let the matter rest, since we are concerned only with or-
gan pipes. The rest of this chapter we will devote solely to general matters, by which 
the various types of pipes are distinguished from each other. Thus we will treat:
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* Agricola uses this designation in a 
more restrictive sense; see Supple-
ment to Chap. 10, p. 286, n. ‡ (Al-
tenburg stoplist)

† i.e., the characteristics that all pipes 
have in common.

‡ For more precise information on old 
units of measure, see: Fritz Verden-
halven, Alte Maße, Münzen und Ge-

wichte aus dem deutschen Sprach-

gebiet.  Neustadt an der Aisch:    
Verlag Degener & Co., 1968.  Ad-
lung is assuming that the rod is a 
constant measurement, and thus the 
size of a foot must vary, according 
to how many feet are in a rod.  Note 
that in Vol. II of the Syntagma mu-

sicum, on the verso of the title page 
of Theatrum Instrumentorum, Prae-
torius depicts a ruler half a Schuh in 
length, divided off into Zolle.

§ Adlung is writing only for the or-
ganist, not for the organbuilder; 
thus understanding differences in 
measurements is not essential.

¶ in §.97.

1). the characteristics that all pipes have in common.
2). the characteristics to be noted in metal pipes.
3.) those that appear particularly in wooden pipes.
4.) reed pipes.
5.) stopped pipes.

It is our normal practice, then, to make pipes either of metal or of wood; furthermore, 
they are either flue or reed pipes (Flöt-* oder Schnarrwerke); and finally, they are ei-
ther open or stopped.

§. 78

1.) Regarding the first of these,† there are a number of terms that need to be explained, 
since they appear from time to time in this treatise. A foot (Fuß) can be a number of 
different lengths. That of the Rhineland is normally a half-ell long, and there are 16 
of them within a rod (though at times only 15 or 14). Ells themselves, however, are also 
of various sizes. A geometric foot is larger, since the geometrists divide the rod into 10 
sections that they call “feet.” Thus one geometric foot must be considered equivalent 
to 1 3/5  Rhineland feet, in other words, nearly an ell, if the Rhineland rod is consid-
ered to be 16 �  long.‡ Here one need note only the signs:§ (°) means a rod, and thus 2° 
is 2 rods. (�) signifies foot, and thus 2� is 2 feet. Each foot is further divided into 10 sec-
tions or inches, which are indicated by two strokes above [and after] one or more num-
bers: 3” is 3 inches, 12” is 12 inches. 4°, 5�, 7” is 4 rods, 5 feet and 7 inches. We will 
adopt this method for the sake of brevity. For the most part we will follow the Rhine-
land [system], in which the width of a thumb is about one inch. When the calculations 
appear,¶ however, we will make use of the decimal system, since it computes by dec-
imals and is thus more convenient. Note that the word “foot” also means the lowest 
section of a pipe, where it is winded.

§. 79.

A circle is a round ring, any part of which is equidistant from a common center 
or midpoint. This line around the center is called the Peripherie or circumference. The 
greatest distance from one point to another upon the circumference is called the diam-
eter, a line that must always pass through the center. Half of the circumference, i.e., a 
line from the center to the circumference, is called the radius. A cylinder is a form that 
is circular in its width, yet not in its height, which is constantly of the same width, e.g.:
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Most pipes assume this shape. A cone is also round, but pointed at one end and wide at 
the other, rather like this:

If the tip of the cone is cut off on top, then it is a truncated cone, thus:
     

If all angles and all sides are equal like this illus., then it is a square 
 
; if however, 

the angles are equal and the sides unequal, then it is a rectangle, e.g.  or 
 
.

§. 80.

That is how to measure the body [of a pipe] and to describe its size and shape. 
But with organ pipes the pitch is also measured. Someone first sounded a pipe about 8� 
tall and of a normal width, and took note of its pitch. Now whenever anyone encoun-
ters a sound this low or high in another [pipe], he calls it 8�, even though the body of 
the pipe is [actually] shorter or longer than 8� due to the variable width. The same 
holds true for other [pitches]. This term will appear again and again in the follow-
ing chapters. With regard to it, take note that a stop is always designated by its largest 
pipe, the great C, if it goes down that low; for example, Principal 4�, or 4 F. or 4 Foot. 
In this case, the largest pipe, or the great C, is 4 feet long. The same is the case with 
Gemshorn 8�. This does not always mean an [exact] mathematical height, but rather 
that the lowest pipe produces an eight-foot pitch; thus [8�] suffices [as a designation]. 
For this reason, though, there is often added [the indication] 4� pitch, 8� pitch, etc. 
What may at times be lacking in the width is made up for in the height, and what is 
lacking in the height is made up for in the width. Thus there is a distinction between 
the expressions “4-foot” and “4-foot pitch.” The former indicates that the body of 
the pipe is of that size (more or less, depending on the width). The latter, however, de-
notes that the pipes have as low a pitch as is usual in a 4-foot pipe, but that their bod-
ies are much smaller. This way of speaking is often applied to stopped registers and 
to reeds. Thus a Gedakt is said to have 8 F. pitch, even though its largest pipe is only 
about 4� [tall], and it only attains the depth of an 8-foot pipe by being stopped. In the 
same way, the largest pipe of the16-foot Subbass is only 8� long. Thus also among the 
reeds the 8-foot Regal often has very small pipes, barely a few inches long. So every-
thing depends on the pitch.
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* See §.91 below.

† This remark reflects the fact that 
many old organs bear mutation stop 
indications whose fractional lengths 
are rounded off to the nearest whole 
number, resulting in the Quinte be-
ing labelled “6 �,” “3�,” “1 ½�.”  
Subsequently most builders adopted 
the more precise practice of label-
ling quints with fractional numbers, 
e.g., 5 ⅓�, 2 ⅔�, 1 ⅓�.

‡ i.e., the mixtures.

§. 81.

Yet one often hears these two expressions confused, so that open pipes are said 
to be at “__-foot pitch;” for example, Gemshorn four-foot pitch, Quinte 3-foot pitch, 
etc., that could be indicated simply by 4� and 3�. On the other hand, since the bodies 
of stopped pipes and reeds are seldom of the full height indicated by the pitch, but are 
usually much smaller, it is usual to speak of “8-foot pitch” or “16-foot pitch,” and thus 
to indicate that the pitch suggests a body of that size, but that it is actually not that tall. 
Yet the word “pitch” is often omitted, e.g., “Gedakt 8-foot” instead of “8-foot pitch.” 
Ordinarily this is also the way it appears on the stop-knobs. Anyone who is familiar 
with the stops, whether they are open or stopped or reeds, will then of course be able to 
judge whether the size indicated means only the pitch, or the body of the stop’s largest 
pipe as well.

§. 82.

The foot* of the pipe is never included in stating the pitch, but only the upper 
part from the cut-up to the top. Thus, for example, a pipe may be 1� tall, while its foot 
is nearly another foot tall (since the foot’s length is arbitrary). In addition the sizes of 
the other pipes in the stop can be determined from the largest pipe. That is, the foot-
age of the pipe is to be halved with every octave higher the stop rises. For example, 
when the lowest C is 16 �, then tenor c is only 8�, c� is 4�, c�� is 2�, c��� is 1�, c���� is ½�, etc. 
If the Quinte is indicated as 6 �  at low C, then it is 3� at tenor c, 1 ½� at c�, ¾� at c��, ⅜� at 
c���, etc., that is, consistently smaller by one half [the length]. [Pipes at] other pitches 
proceed by the same ratio as well. For example, if I know that the fourth above low C 
in an 8� Principal, that is the F, is 6 �  high, then the tenor f will be 3�, the f� 1 ½�, and the 
f�� ¾�. The monochord makes it clear that it is [actually] the fourth [above c], f, and 
not the fifth, g, that is this size.†

§. 83.

The [letter] F or f is sometimes the abbreviation for “foot.” But it may also stand 
for “ranks” (fach). The latter appears in stops that have more than one pipe [sound-
ing] for each note (even though it is in fact only one stop). For example, “Mixtur 6 
fach” means that this stop has six pipes for each note; “Rauschpfeife 3 fach” means 
that there are three pipes for each note. Consequently the latter stop is “3 ranks,” just 
as the former is “6 ranks.” Thus if [the letter] f is found on compound stops, it does 
not usually mean “foot,” but rather “fach.” At times these stops‡ are made [up of ] 
very small [pipes], so that the great C is barely 1 ½� or even smaller. Therefore the up-
per octaves would have to have such small pipes that they could not be made to speak. 
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19) By this is meant clay, such as is worked by a potter. The Frankfurter Zeitungen, 1751, No. 144, made 
mention of an organ with pipes of this material, that was constructed in a very artistic way by a pot-
ter named Weidner, at Mayenburg in the Priegnitz, near Pritzwalk. Its pipes were all made of clay, 
and they sounded as beautiful, clear and pure as those of tin in the best organs. This organ had three 
stops. [Albrecht]

20) Some time ago the famous elder Casparini|| built a positive of 6 stops in the the imperial Kunstkam-

mer at Vienna, whose pipes were entirely of paper; Boxberg reports this in his Beschreibung der Gör-

litzer Orgel [p. 1]. [Albrecht]

* Here and at other similar places in 
this paragraph it is unclear whether 
the breaking back is between b and c 
or between c and c#. 

† See §.184 and 134.

‡ The stoplist is given in Matthe-
son’s Appendix to Niedt, Part II, 
p. l59; see Chap. 10 below under 
“Bremen.”

§ But elsewhere Adlung seems to 
draw a distinction between filpen 
and überblasen; see Chapter 28, pp. 
179-180.

¶ i.e., wind instruments.

|| Eugen Casparini (1623-1706)

For example, some pipes in mixtures are barely ½� long at great C; therefore they are 
proportionately ¼� at tenor c, ⅛� at c�, ¹⁄��� at c��, and ¹⁄��� at c���. Now, if one were to di-
vide one foot into 32 parts, and take one of those parts as the body of a pipe, just how 
large would it be? Thus it is that these stops are made to repeat. In other words, when 
the pipes get too small, then they again assume the scale of the previous octave. For ex-
ample, a Scharf is carried up to c��; then from c��* to c��� it assumes just the same size 
that it had from c� to c��. Sometimes the ranks already begin to repeat at c�, and then 
again at c��. Other times only the lowest octave is used, repeating itself from tenor c 
to c�, then again from c� to c��, etc., so that the scale of the lowest octave is maintained 
throughout. From this one may understand what is meant by the “Repeating Zimbel” 
and other such stops mentioned in Chap. 7.†

§. 84.

You will also encounter the term dito. For example, at St. Ansgarius’s in Bremen‡ 
there stands: Trommet 16 �, dito 8�, meaning likewise a Trommet, but of a different size. 
The word dito thus always means “the preceding stop.” The “cut-up” is the opening 
made between the lips of a pipe. “Voicing” means giving the pipe its proper sound. 
Mis-speaking (Das Filpen) is when the pipe overblows (sich überblaset§). Mitering the 
pipes is explained in §.110. A number of [other] technical terms will appear now and 
then in the following [pages].

§. 85.

2.) Now the question arises, “Of what materials are pipes made?” For pipes apart 
from the organ¶ almost anything may be used: all [kinds of ] metals, such as gold, sil-
ver, tin, lead, copper, iron, bronze, brass, and other materials such as glass, earth,19) 
stone, wood, quill, horn, treebark, paper20), etc. Most of these could also be used for 
organ pipes, but it is not customary to use all of them. Quills are too small; earth (or 
pottery), as well as glass, is fragile and troublesome to tune. Treebark is not durable, 
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* §.5.

† When Adlung uses this term, here 
and elsewhere in the book, he al-
most surely means Weissblech, sheet 
iron that is plated with tin in or-
der to hinder rust, in contrast to 
Schwarzblech, sheet iron not plated 
with tin.  Occasionally he is specific 
in this regard, writing Weissblech; 
more often, however, he writes the 
generic “Blech.”

‡ See Praetorius, p. 189.  This or-
gan, built in 1610 by Esaias Compe-
nius, is now in the castle church in 
Frederiksborg, Denmark.

§ Götze (or Goeze), Johann Mel-
chior, Der Weit=berühmte Musicus 

und Organista Wurde Bey Trauriger 

Leich=Bestellung . . . Andreae Werck-

meisters . . ., p.4.

¶ The stopknobs of the Compenius 
organ at Frederiksborg, Denmark, 
are made of pure silver.

|| See Albrecht’s note 21) in §. 85 
above,

21 ) Sometimes ranks are made of other materials as well. In [his Syntagma], Vol. II, p. 185, Praeto-
rius reports that the open flute 4� at Bückeburg is of ivory, and the Kleinprinzipal 4� in the pal-
ace at Hesse‡ is of ivory and ebony. On p. 92 [of Vol. II] Praetorius mentions an entire organ with 
chests, pipes, keyboard and bellows of glass or alabaster. There is also said to be an alabaster or-
gan in Mantua; see Reinholdt’s Einige zur Musik gehörige Gedanken bey Gelegenheit einer neuen Orgel 
(Dresden, 1736, quarto), p. 23, note ddd. Notes 19 and 20 [above] reveal that pipes may be made of 
clay or paper, and the two following notes will report something about silver and gold. All of these, 
however, are to be considered rarities. [Albrecht] 

22 ) At Milan Cathedral in Italy there is said to be an organ of silver, as reported by Dr. Joh. Mel-
chior Götze in Werkmeister’s eulogy.§ The same holds true at Friedrichsburg;¶ see Reinholdt, l.c.||  
[Albrecht]

23 ) Yet Dr. Götze, just cited above, mentions [on pp. 3-4] that the Emperor Michael Curopalates had 
an organ of gold built at Constantinople. See also p. 14 of the Görlitzer Orgelpredigt by Gottfried 
Kretschmar, M.A. [Albrecht]

24 ) English tin is said to have been used in the Görlitz organ for all stops that stand in the façade, i.e. 
for the Principals 16 �, 8� and 4�, the great Principalbass 32� up to 24� F, the Tromba 8� and the 
Jungfernre[g]al 4�. See Boxberg’s Beschreibung der Orgel zu Görlitz [pp. 2-4]. [Albrecht]

nor is it easily available in such quantity, size or perfect form as would be necessary; the 
same can be said of animal horn. Making many pipes of stone is very tedious. Thus the 
usual materials to be used are metals and wood.21) Brass is very hard to work, and also 
very expensive; thus it is little used. There is, however, a goodly amount of it in the 
palace organ at Gröningen; the resonators of all the reed pipes are of heavy brass, to-
taling 6 hundredweight, which is very costly (see Werkmeister’s Organum gruningense 

redivivum*). On the other hand, such pipes will last much longer than others; indeed, 
they will never corrode. Several more examples will appear in the following chapter. 

§. 86.

Silver is even more costly, and so single pipes of silver are at times to be met with, 
but seldom an entire organ of silver22) Gold is even more costly, and is all the less fre-
quently used for organ pipes.23) Tin, lead and iron are most commonly used. [The use 
of ] wood will be discussed below.

§. 87.

As for iron, it is beaten into a wide and rather thin sheet (Blech†), and then given 
the proper shape. Because of its hardness tin is rather difficult to plane, but it produces 
good pipes, especially English tin--but the latter is seldom used here, since it is ex-
pensive.24) Normally we use native tin. Because tin is both expensive and troublesome 
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* See Vol. II, §.383, and Chap. 28, 
pp. 173f.

† See also §.245.

‡ In contrast to iron that is beaten 
into sheets.

to work, lead is used most of the time for [making pipes]. It is cheap and the easi-
est to work, to bend, to plane, etc. It has, however, some shortcomings: it is not as at-
tractive in appearance as tin, it is very heavy, and most important, it is not very dura-
ble. Saltpeter* very soon sets in, especially at the foot, and eats away the lead, so that 
after a number of years it becomes totally unusable. Usually, therefore, tin is mixed in 
with it, to give it greater durability. Those pipes that are to stand in the façade nor-
mally get more tin, or even pure tin, while on the other hand the interior pipes may 
be fashioned of an inferior material. This alloy of tin and lead fused together is called 
“pipe-metal” (Metall). Indeed, this word (Metall) is also used to denote tin, lead, gold, 
etc., but when we speak of Metall in organbuilding, it is always this alloy that is meant. 
Whether more or less tin should be used in it depends on those who are building the 
organ. This is called the alloy (Legirung) or weight† (Loth); thus, for example, the 
expression “the pipes shall be 12-weight, 10-weight, etc.” In other words, 12-weight 
pipe-metal is 1/12th lead, 10-weight is 1/10th lead, while the rest is pure tin. Others say 
12-weight is when the metal is 12 parts tin and 1 part lead, thus 13 parts total. There-
fore one ought not to be misled by organ contracts.(*) 

(*) This is unclear, and appears to be totally incorrect. The most common usage is that the stated num-
ber indicates the number of parts of tin, with 16 being the greatest number of parts in the alloy, that 
is, [the greatest number of parts] for the whole. Thus 16-weight tin is completely pure tin, and 
14-weight is 14 parts tin and 2 parts lead, and 10-weight is 10 parts tin and 6 parts lead. This is the 
case in all of the more detailed stoplists drawn up by famous master-organbuilders, such as Trost, 
Friderici and others as well. There are some who insist that completely pure tin cannot be made 
into organ pipes; others, for example Mr. Joh. Gottlieb Schramm in Berlin, demonstrate that it 
certainly can be made [into pipes], although with considerable trouble and diligence. [Agricola]

§. 88.

Both metal as well as wooden pipes have two main parts, namely the body and 
the foot. The ones of Metall are made from sheets (ones of iron or sheet iron have been 
mentioned in §.87). But tin and lead are made into wide sheets by casting.‡ This takes 
place on the casting table. A tray is fashioned, of the width and length required by the 
pipes; it is set upon legs, and filled with sand that must lie completely smooth, with-
out any unevenness, and perfectly horizontal —otherwise more of the molten material 
would run to one end than to the other, and thus one end of the sheet would be thicker 
than the other. Then the pipe-metal, having been melted and thoroughly refined in 
the fire, is poured out in sufficient quantity that the box or tray is completely covered 
by an even layer of the proper thickness. When the alloy has set, then it is removed, 
and the casting process is repeated. At times, however, grains of sand become imbed-
ded in the metal and subsequently damage the plane. Indeed, some actually get com-
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25) The author remarks in his Anleitung zur musikalischen Gelahrtheit, p. 371, [note n.] & p. 529, that 
the cast sheet may be made harder by hammering it before planing and cutting it, but he cautions 
that in doing this the tin not be allowed to get too brittle. [Albrecht] 

26) With respect to this situation, in the Anleitung zur musikalischen Gelahrtheit, p. 370[, note] m, the 
author writes the following well-founded remark, which I consider useful to repeat at this point. 
It reads thus: “The casting table must be much longer than the longest pipe is to be, and the width 
must be determined by that of the widest pipe, since it is not neat if the [pipe] body is patched to-
gether out of several pieces.” [Albrecht]

* as recorded in Beschreibung der Gör-

litzer Orgel, p.[7].

† i.e., the side underneath.

‡ Here Praetorius is speaking ex-
pressly of reed pipes, not flues.  The 
page citation should read “p. 143,” 
not “p. 142.”

pletely buried and afterwards cause a fluttering sound [in the pipe], to the extent that 
pipes often become completely unusable. Thus others make use of pure ashes in place 
of sand, which prevents such trouble. For the Görlitz organ Casparini made the casting 
table in a different way; he cast the metal onto a plain canvas cloth smeared with a sub-
stance he invented (otherwise [the cloth] would quickly have gotten damaged). Box-
berg says* that this method of casting does not proceed as quickly as upon sand, to be 
sure; yet he observed 3,800 lbs. of tin being cast in one day for the pedal pipes, without 
the canvas getting damaged. He praises it, since it avoids the abovementioned disad-
vantages, and moreover the sheets [of pipe-metal] turn out very smooth on both sides, 
having on the one side† no more pits than are on the canvas cloth, which are easily 
removed.

§. 89.

After this any unevenness is removed with a plane,25) and the sheets are cut to 
the dimensions required for each specific stop. Only the length and width of the larg-
est pipe are needed (as has been mentioned in §.82); from these are determined the pro-
portions of all the pipes in that stop. Take note, however, that the bodies of the small 
pipes are usually made [of ] somewhat wider [scale] in the upper octaves than the pro-
portion requires, and thus are made shorter in length. It is easier to voice the pipes by 
doing this, and they do not squeal so miserably. So that organbuilders may work all 
the more quickly, they sketch the proportions, the length as well as the width, of all 
pipes in one stop upon a board, and then cut the sheets for the pipes according to this 
[sketch]. Organbuilders call such a board a “scaling-board.” One may consult Kirch-
er’s Musurgia, Book VI, Part III, Chap. 3, p. 510 concerning the proportion of the 
pipes� widths to their lengths; but we will leave such things to the organbuilders. In 
general one discovers that a narrow scale produces a more pleasant sound than a broad 
one. The narrow pipes, however, are more difficult to coax into speech, and no organ-
builder likes to make them; see Praetorius, Syntagma, Vol. II, Part IV, Chap. II, p. 
142.‡ If a short casting table does not allow the sheets to get long enough, then several 
pieces of sheet are soldered together, although this is not particularly commendable.26) 
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* Menge = Mennige.  The context 
suggests that what Adlung means is 
Armenian bole; see §.38.

† i.e., the diameter.

§. 90.

Next the sheet is given its proper shape; some pipes receive a cylindrical shape, 
others a conical shape (or rather that of a truncated cone, as will be clear from §.79). 
The sheets are wrapped around wooden rollers of cylindrical or conical shape, that are 
thick enough so that the sheets can fit around them. (There are, though, other shapes 
for metal pipes, but these are described in Chapter 7.) Next the edges of the sheet are 
soldered together. This is accomplished in the following manner: a soldering iron is 
heated red-hot in coals, then tipped with solder and drawn over the joint, sealing it. 
Silver solder is used so that the is joint more durable. However, to keep the body of the 
pipe from melting when this is done, both edges of the sheet are smeared with red size 
(rother Menge*). The size can and should be washed off when the soldering is com-
pleted, for appearance’s sake; at times the stain is left on the pipes, especially inside the 
organ where no one sees it. Finally, the lip is formed. A wooden cylinder is cut wide 

at one end, thus: 
  

 and inserted into the pipe. The sheet is then pressed in to a 

height proportionate to the length of the pipe. This is the upper lip, or Labium. The 
lower [lip] is part of the foot.

§. 91.

The next thing to be concerned with is the foot, called “the cone of the pipe,” 

because in metal flue pipes it always looks like a truncated cone, thus: 
  

 

A sheet is cast for it, just like the body’s, but usually stronger, so that it can bear [the 
weight of ] the pipe. Next the sheet is given a conical shape by wrapping it around a 
wooden cone; then it is soldered and impressed with a lip, in the same manner as the 
body. The length is arbitrary, since it makes no difference to the sound whether the 
foot is an ell high or only a 14  ell. It may be made as short or long as desired, either to 
fill up space or for purposes of display. The pointed end is blunt enough to be set into 
the hole in the toe board. The broad end, though, is the width† of the body, and inside 
it sits the languid, a [circular] metal plate whose diameter is somewhat smaller than 
the circumference of the foot into which it is set. On the side next to the lip of the foot 
the languid is cut straight, so that it lies exactly parallel to the lip. Its edge, however, 
is somewhat sharp, so that the bottom of it protrudes further toward the lip than the 
top, [leaving just enough room] in a small pipe to see between the lip and the languid 
(in larger pipes, however, the slit may be larger). The languid is made quite strong, so 
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* i.e., the width of the mouth

† It is not clear whether Adlung in-
tends this remark to apply to all 
pipes or only to the stopped pipes he 
is discussing at the moment.

‡ in addition to the fundamental.

§ pp.[11] & [15].

¶ See §.38 above.

that the force of the wind does not bend it upwards, and it is soldered firmly [to the 
foot] all around. Finally, the foot and the body are soldered together in the manner 
described above, so that both lips touch each other; between them both, though, lies 
the languid.

§. 92.

Now comes the cut-up of the pipe; for an orificium or opening has to be made in 
it, and this is done by cutting a piece out of the upper lip, as wide as the lip itself, and 
of a height determined in part by the width [of the mouth] and in part by the kind of 
stop. Yet the height is never so great as the width. The lower the cut-up is, the keener 
the sound, though such pipes tend to be unstable and overblow (filpen oder überblasen 
sich gern]. In a Grobgedackt or other such dull-sounding register the cut-up is high, 
and therefore, since the width of the cut-up* is a quarter of the pipe’s circumference,†  
the height [of the cut-up] is sometimes a third the width of the lip, sometimes a quar-
ter, sometimes two thirds, all according to the nature of the stop (see Kircher’s Mu-

surgia, Book VI, Part III, Chap. III).

§. 93.

Next comes the voicing, by which is meant coaxing the pipes to sound properly. 
If the pipes are narrow, they are more difficult [to voice] than otherwise. Sometimes 
they do not speak, and must be helped by bending the lip and the languid. Sometimes 
they speak too stridently, and must be cut up further. Sometimes they sound very dull; 
then they are overcut, and this cannot be amended except by soldering a patch to the 
upper lip, thus allowing the cut-up to be altered. Instead of this patchwork, though, it 
would be better to make a new pipe. At times a pipe[‘s speech] may flutter; and there 
are other difficulties attendant upon voicing, as well.

Certain pipes, especially narrow ones, may be voiced to produce two tones at 
once, at times an octave,‡ at times a fifth. The latter is regularly the case with the 
Quintatön, whence its name. Metal pipes can be more easily coaxed into pure and 
beautiful speech than wooden pipes, which seldom sound as beautiful as metal ones. 
Some organbuilders, however, can voice metal pipes to sound like wooden ones, and 
conversely regulate the wooden ones so that they are in no way inferior to the sound of 
metal pipes. Casparini is especially praised for this art, which he studied for 40 years. 
Consult [Boxberg’s] Beschreibung der Görlitzer Orgel,§ which credits this mostly to the 
Invetriatur.(*)¶ 

(*) Mr. Gottfried Heinrich Trost used to glue thin tin plates onto the wooden languids of some wooden 
stops, especially in the pedal, for the purpose [of making wooden pipes sound like metal ones]. 
[Agricola]
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* See also §.47 and §.44.

† cf. Boxberg, Beschreibung der Gör-

litzer Orgel, p.[15].

‡ For a discussion of the characteris-
tic differences among fir, spruce and 
pine, as well as the linguistic equiva-
lents of these types of wood in other 
European languages, see: Frank 
Hubbard, Three Centuries of Harp-

sichord Making (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1967), 
pp. 202f.

§ See §.103 below.

¶ “Elsebaum” can also mean 
“alder-tree.”

|| See the discussion of individual 
stops in Chapter 7.

The most important thing is to make the pipe speak instantaneously. When a 
pipe is difficult to coax into speech, then beards are soldered to both sides of the lips. 
These are rectangular metal plates, sometimes the width of a thumb in large pipes, and 
twice that long, but smaller in little pipes. They are also called alae, “wings,” or auri-

colae, “earlobes,” and they channel the wind at both sides [of the lip]. They are mostly 
found on Quintatöns, Gedackts and narrow-scaled pipes, and sometimes also on the 
Violdigamba--though anyone who makes them without beards deserves more credit, 
since they are a sign that either the scale or the cut-up of the pipes is not quite right.

§. 94.

Eyelets or hooks are soldered to the bodies of the pipes; then they can be hung 
upon a strip or board so they do not topple over. These are not needed, though, if the 
pipes can stand in a pipe-rack.*

§. 95.

3.) Concerning wooden pipes: the first question is “What sort of wood should be 
used for them?” The characteristics of each of the woods gives us the answer straight-
way. Alderwood molds if it does not stay in marshy places. The hardness of ebony and 
brazilwood make them difficult to work with, and they are also very expensive. Ash 
and elm, as well as poplar wood, are likewise hard to work with. Fir remains nice and 
straight and is easy to work with, but worms get into it quickly. Cedar and cypress are 
also easy to work with, and are free of worms. There are other things as well that [the 
study of ] physics can tell us about wood. The three types last-named are well suited 
for making pipes, but fir wood must be protected from worms by the compound [de-
scribed in] §.38. Cedar and cypress wood are much too rare in this country to be em-
ployed extensively in building organs, and thus are seldom used. The Quintatön 16 � 
and the Onda maris in the Görlitz organ are mostly of cypress, especially the upper 
notes.† This wood is not subject to any change, either in cold, damp weather or in 
warm and dry. Thus fir as well as spruce‡ (which has the same characteristics) are used 
here. Oak wood can also be of some service.§ Stops have also been constructed of eb-
ony, pearwood, maple and wild service-tree (Elsebeern¶); more specific information 
about these will be given below.|| 

§. 96.

The wood is now cut into boards (or boards that are already cut are used) and al-
lowed to cure thoroughly, which sometimes takes several years. Both sides are planed 
straight, and then four of them are precisely joined together, using cabinetry skills, to 
create a rectangular channel of the length and width required by the stop. Those who 
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* Adlung is thus dividing a foot 
(Schuh) into 10 inches (Zolle) and 
each inch into 10 Tertiae or Linien; 
each of these, then, is 1/100  of a 
foot.  See §.78 above.

† i.e., on the upper right hand corner 
of the scale, marked by 0.

‡ i.e., the next previous vertical line.

§ Or, to explain it more clearly: posi-
tion the compass on the top of the 
scale and with one point on O and 
the other on 10; this is a foot.  Mea-
sure how many feet there are in the 
diameter of the circle (fig. 2); in 
this case there are 2 plus a remain-
der (it is this remainder that Ad-
lung is describing how to measure).  
Set the compass points on both ends 
of the the remainder; then transfer 
the compass to the scale and put one 
point on the upper right hand cor-
ner (at 0).  The other point turns 
out to fall not exactly on one of the 
inch marks, but between 5 and 6.  
To find out how many additional 
100ths of an inch the remainder 
is, drop the second compass point 
down on the scale until it meets the 
vertical line that descends from 5.  
It meets that line where the hori-
zontal line no. 6 intersects it.  Thus 
the diameter is 2 feet, 5 “inches,” 
and 6 “tenths of an inch.”

¶ whose pipe is represented by the 
circle.

|| i.e., each one of the four sides.

** sic; the number should be 1024, but 
the total below it is correct.

understand [how to give] round metal pipes their [proper] diameter and have learned 
adequately how to transform the area of a circle into a rectangle will know how wide to 
make the sides. One must first know the area of the circle of such a round pipe, which 
may be found by the following method: namely, I take the diameter of a circle or its 
circumference (Peripherie), and state according to the rule of pi: the diameter is re-
lated to the circumference as 100 is to 314, or as 7 is to 22.

§. 97.

I will clarify the entire matter by means of an example. I will sketch out a lit-
tle scale, representing a foot, showing the inches and Linien on it; see Table II, fig. I. 
A Tertia or Linie is a tenth of an inch,* and a foot is divided into 10 inches. If one now 
wishes to measure something with a compass, he should take it and position it so that 
one point rests on the right side of the upper line† and the other point touches one of 
the vertical lines in such a way that, if it does not exactly meet it at the top, it should 
come to rest wherever a horizontal line is intersected by another.‡ Then I note what 
[number] stands above the vertical line; this is the [number of ] inches. [The number] 
that stands in front of the horizontal line, however, gives the [number of ] Tertien or 
tenths of an inch.§ Although this will not be all that accurate, it will serve to solve the 
problem. Table II, fig. 2, shows the circle that represents the circumference of a metal 
pipe. The straight line b c is the diameter; whether it is drawn vertically or horizon-
tally, it is always of the same length, as long as it is always straight and passes through 
the center or midpoint a. Now the question is: If this stop¶ were to be made of wood, in 
order to save [on] metal, how wide would the boards|| have to be? (For the length will 
be just the same as that of the metal pipes.) And how large would the square pipes be?

According to the scale, the diameter b c will be found to be 2� 5” 6 � ��, or 2 feet, 
5 and �⁄��  inches. From this the circumference is computed by the rule of pi [in one of 
two ways], either thus: 
                                                                                      �   ��  ���                              As 100 is to 314, so is   2  5  6  to the circumference
                                                [×]      3 14

                                            1034**
                                           2 56
                                        768     
                                                                                   �   ��  ���  ����  �����
                                       8  0   3   8    4

                                      -1ØØ   
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* i.e., the second and third numbers 
just mentioned.

† i.e., 100.

‡ Here Adlung is referring to Table 
II, fig. 3, on p. 62.

The circumference is precisely 8 feet, 3 ¹⁄��� ths, 8 ¹⁄���� ths, and 4 ¹⁄����� ths. In every in-
stance the first and second principal numbers remain 100 and 314. The third principal 
number is the diameter, at the size it is computed to be. Then the last two [numbers*] 
are multiplied and their product is divided by the first [number].† 

Or in place of the first two principal numbers, 7 and 22 may be used; for example:
   As 7 is to 22, so is 2� 5���6 ��� to the circumference
    [×]   2 2

           5 1 2
        5 1 2           

�  ��������������������� 
          7         5 6 3 2        8 0  4    5     7.

              3 2
              2 8

                  4 0
     3 5

        5 0

The circumference will [turn out to] be a little bit larger than with the first 
method, but not enough to make any difference. The first [method] is more accurate.

Now I divide by 2 to find half of the circumference, and draw a straight line ex-
actly one half the length of the circumference; next [I place a line] half [the length 
of ] the diameter under it.                                             

 �    ��   ���   IV    V
      8   0    3   8    4

��   ��   ���  ����  �����
4  0   1   9    2           is half the cir-
cumference according to the first 
method.

    half the circumference.
     radius (semidiameter).

A mean proportion must be found between these two lines; it will be shorter than the 
longer [line] and longer than the shorter [line], and will be related to the smaller as 
the larger is related to the mean proportion to be computed. One draws a straight line 
a b,‡ measures the half-circumference with the compass, and transfers it to a b [begin-
ning at a], so that it ends at c. Next one measures the radius with the compass, plac-
ing it on the same line [a b] from c toward b, so that it ends at d. One bisects the line 
segment d a [naming the mid-point e] and constructs an arc from a to d, using e as the 
center. Then at c, where the half-circumference and the radius meet, one constructs a 
straight line or a perpendicular upward toward the arc, so that it intersects the arc at 
f. This line c f [from the line a b] up to the arc is the mean proportion and the proper  
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* i.e., the area.

† in order to construct square wooden 
pipes of an identical scale.

width of [each side of ] the square (the width of each board on the inside [of the pipe]). 
The figure is shown in Table II, fig. 3.

§. 98.

No one will expect me to set down all the details of such procedures, drawing 
perpendicular lines and making sections. I am presupposing such things, and only in-
dicating basic concepts. The line c f is one side of the square pipe, presuming that all of 
its sides are equal, as is ordinarily the case. If I want to make a square out of it, that is, 
to represent all sides of the pipe, then all I need to do is simply draw one straight line 
the length of c f, draw two equally long perpendicular lines, one at either end of it, and 
then connect the two perpendiculars with a line at the top. If I want to be sure that the 
content of this square is equal to that of the circular pipe, then I describe the initial 
circle around the center of the square, as illustrated in Table II, fig. 4.

The eye will then be able to perceive that the width* of the square is roughly that 
of the circle, since what the circle loses in some places is made up in others.

If an organbuilder understands voicing, then most of the ranks can be made less 
expensively out of wood (see §.93). Anyone who does not know how to imbue them 
with the sound of metal [pipes], though, should leave well enough alone, unless a par-
ticular register requires the sound that wood gives.

§. 99.

If the metal pipes have a conical shape, then the work is doubled.† For example, 
if an 8-foot Spitzflöte that looks like this:

     

is to be rendered in wood, then the area within the circumference of the upper circle 
a must be found and then [translated] into the upper square of the wooden pipe, ac-
cording to the method [described] above. Then in the same way the larger lower circle 
[b] must likewise be translated into a square. Then the boards must be cut according to 

these measurements, thus:  This is the way to compute the 

scale of the largest pipes. If however due to space [limitations] the body of the pipe 
must be made rectangular, the square can be transformed into a rectangle using the 
principals of surface measurement. Organbuilders, though, do not go to all this trou-
ble; rather they compute a square from a circle with the aid of mechanics, and indeed 
quite accurately. That is, they divide the diameter of the circle into eight parts, discard 
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one of those parts, and use the remaining seven parts as the width of each side of the 
square; in this way they can very serviceably derive a square, and from it a rectangle, 
if need be. The square that results from mathematical computation turns out to be al-
most exactly the same as that derived from this mechanical procedure.

§. 100.

On the other hand, [organbuilders] just as readily know how to make a round 
metal pipe from a square wooden one by using this mechanical method, whereby they 
divide one side of the square into seven parts, and then add yet one more of these parts 
to the length. The result is the diameter of the circle in question, by means of which 
the circle may easily be drawn. These two procedures in tandem constitute as it were a 
test of whether the computations have been done correctly.

§. 101.

There are also wooden pipes that do not present a flat, quadrangular shape ex-
ternally, but rather a round one. In Tondorf, a village belonging to Erfurt, a wooden 
Subbass stands in the facade, indeed shaped like round metal pipes and painted silver, 
so that from a distance it looks like metal. Internally, however, the sides are quadran-
gular, and the two corners exposed to view have simply been planed off. Yet I have also 
seen wooden pipes that are internally round, whose sides have been bored out in the 
shape of a channel and then glued together. These have the same internal dimensions 
as metal pipes. Bodies of wooden reed pipes are constructed in the same way; the only 
real difference between flue and reed pipes is in the foot. 

§. 102.

When the body is correctly [aligned], then it is liberally smeared [with glue], so 
that no wind can escape (see §.38); the same is done to the foot. The feet [of wooden 
pipes] are constructed in various ways, since the only thing that matters is that suffi-
cient wind reaches the pipes. One way is to make them conical, as in metal pipes. This 
is a peculiar characteristic of [wooden] pipes such as I have seen in Tondorf, [de-
scribed in] §.101. In this case, though, the feet are of one piece with the body, or rather 
with its side-boards, since they cannot be soldered. These [side-]boards come to a 
point under the lip, so that the planed-off corners devolve into a cone. Another way [to 
make pipe feet] is to end the body of the pipe under the lower lip, close up the end with 
a quadrangular board, bore a hole through the middle of this board, and insert a round 
tube into it, the other end of which rests on the toe-board.

§. 103.

The languid is usually of oak, quadrangular in shape, and its front edge is the 
same distance from the lip as is required in metal pipes (see §.91). The lips are cut into 
the wood above and below the languid, and to make it especially sharp and durable the 
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* a play on words in German.

† In this regard Adlung reveals him-
self as progressive; his apparent 
lack of enthusiasm for reed stops 
(as revealed in this remark) pres-
ages the gradual reduction in the 
number of reed stops, already ap-
parent in most “modern” stoplists 
Adlung reproduces; e.g., the Gar-
nisonkirche, Berlin (§.285), built in 
1725 by Joachim Wagner: 51 stops, 
of which 3 ½ in the manuals and 4 in 
the pedal are reeds.  This paucity of 
reeds became increasingly charac-
teristic of German organs in general 
until the advent of the 20th-cen-
tury Orgelbewegung (Organ Reform 
Movement).  It is to counter Ad-
lung’s remarks, then, that Agricola 
adds the note that follows.

‡ 58 stops, 17 reeds; see Mattheson’s 
Appendix to Niedt, Part II, pp. 176-
7, as well as under “Hamburg” in 
Chap. X below.

§ See p. 288, note � (Agricola’s note 
on his translation of Dom Bedos’s 
assessment of the new organ at St. 
Martin in Tours).

lip below the languid is a quadrangular oak board. There is nothing more to be added 
about voicing beyond what has been said in §.93.

§. 104.

Next are the reed pipes (Schnarrwerke), or “fool’s-pipes” (Narrwerke*), as some 
people call them, since they often get out of tune and thus cause a lot of fuss and bother 
for the organist.(**)† The bodies of reed pipes are, as in other pipes, usually of tin, 
pipe-metal, brass, wood or sheet iron; thus we need say no more about them here. Any-
thing in particular that may need to be said about this or that stop will be taken care 
of in the following chapter. The principal difference is in the foot, and in the rattling 
sound that is produced by its structure; in flue pipes this vibration or rattle is not per-
ceived so clearly. The components of the foot are: the boot, the shallot, the tongue, 
the tuning wire, the screws, the latches, etc. The boot is a quadrangular or round body 
of arbitrary height, all sides of which are constructed of boards or of brass. At the bot-
tom there is an opening to which a tube is attached, by which the boot is set into the toe 
board. It is open at the top so that the shallot can be inserted into it and thus receive 
wind from the boot. Into the boot is inserted the block, a quadrangular or round piece 
of wood or metal with a hole bored through the middle; a metal tube called the shallot 
is then inserted and fastened into this hole. [The shallot] is shaped like a goose’s beak, 
cast of tin and at times covered with leather to keep it from clattering and rattling so 
much (many ranks, though, especially small ones, do not have this). The shallot is 
covered by a brass tongue, identical in size to it. In large pipes [the tongue] is some-
times the width of a thumb, but barely a ¼ of a grain or barleycorn thick; the smaller 
pipes receive proportionately smaller and thinner ones. This tongue is not unlike an 
[animal] tongue in appearance, and when the wind blows into it, it sets up a constant 
vibration against the shallot, just as when a person pronounces a [rolled] “r” with a 
lively tongue (which is also a sort of constant vibration). For this reason, reed pipes are 
also called Zooglossa, from the Greek ��' ��, an animal, and ������, the tongue (see 
Kircher’s Musurgia, Book VI, Part III, Chap. III, Prob. VIII [pp. 513-4]).

(**) In many old organs in Germany, for example in the organ at St. Catharine’s Church in Hamburg‡ 
and in others as well, and also in many magnificent new organs in France,§ there is a relatively 
large number of reed stops. The greatest organist and organ expert in Germany, and perhaps in all 
of Europe, the late Kapellmeister [ J.S.] Bach, was a great friend of reeds. He knew very well what 
could be played on them and how to do it. Is the convenience of some organists and builders suffi-
cient cause to scorn, revile and eliminate such lovely stops? [Agricola] 
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* This may be a mistake; “Stock” 
means “Toeboard.”  But note: Box-
berg writes “Stöckgen” to refer to 
the block of the Posaune at Görlitz!

‡  Here Adlung is thinking specifi-
cally of a wooden boot.

§. 105.

Wooden wedges are used to prevent the tongue from falling out altogether. It 
is prevented from traveling too far from the shallot by the tuning crook wire, also 
called filum and aulozonum (see Kircher, l.c.). This tuning wire passes through the 
block (Stock*), making it rather stiff to raise or lower. At the middle of the tongue it is 

bent thus:

  

so that the crook a at the bottom, rather than the wire itself, presses 

against the tongue. A hammer is used to drive the tuning wire downwards at the hook 
b (which protrudes from [the top of ] the block), and the further down it is driven, the 
further down it presses the tongue. As this happens, the wind is more and more im-
peded and compressed, and the [pitch of the] pipe rises higher and higher. The pitch 
falls, however, as the tuning wire is drawn upward. Sometimes a screw operated by a 
tuning key is used to good advantage to raise and lower the crook absolutely precisely. 
Also on the block is a tube made of sheet iron or pipe metal, over which the resona-
tor is fitted. To keep the force of the wind from blowing the resonator off, it is pro-
vided with hooks or loops, through which screws pass into the block; then a leather nut 
is screwed [onto the screw] over the loop, in the same way that trackers are fastened 
to the keyboard (see §.51). Such screws are sometimes on one, sometimes on both sides 
[of the resonator]. To keep the block and resonator from coming out [of the boot] to-
gether, the block is fastened to the boot with latches, the same as with the bungboards 
described above (see §.42). The boot, however, is tightly glued together,‡ and never 
taken apart, for when anything needs to be adjusted the block and resonator are simply 
lifted off together.

Our purposes do not require reporting anything else about reed pipes, except that 
their resonators are sometimes very small and still produce a low pitch. This is caused 
by the structure of the tongue and the pressure of the tuning wire. The number of feet 
is written after [the name of ] such a reed rank, to be sure; yet the resonator is not that 
tall, rather the number must be construed as referring to the pitch. This is nevertheless 
often expressed in absolutes, for example, “Posaune 16 �,” even though it is only 12 feet 
high. It would be more proper to say “16-foot pitch;” but usage teaches us otherwise.

§. 106.

5.) All pipes are either open or stopped. The former have already been discussed; 
it remains to say a few words about stopped pipes. Stopped pipes are those whose up-
per opening has been sealed off, so that the wind cannot get out at the top, but rather 
must return and pass out of the lip. Thus it makes twice as long a journey, and as a 
consequence the pitch is heard approximately twice as low (um die Halfte tiefer) [as 
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* i.e., assigned a pitch in numbers of 
feet.

 

† in addition to the mouth.

‡ See: Kircher, Vol. I, p. 512.  Kircher 
writes: “a pipe . . . that the French 
call Achemenee,” an obvious refer-
ence to the French term “Flûte à 
cheminée.”

§ i.e., the chimneys on the pipes.

the length of the pipe would indicate]. For example, if c� is stopped, it produces the 
pitch c, an octave lower. Therefore such pipes are measured* by their sound and not 
by the length of their bodies. Thus a Quintatön is stated as 8�, even though its body 
is only 4� [tall]. Stopped pipes are always softer [than other pipes]; the column of 
air is thrust back down into the pipe by the cover before it reaches our ears by passing 
through the lip, and so the sound is much diminished. Another factor that contributes 
to this [softness] is that stopped ranks are given a high cut-up. [This practice] auto-
matically makes the tone dull (see §.92.), since a great deal of the wind passing between 
the languid and lower lip escapes and never enters the pipe. For that very reason beards 
are attached to most stopped ranks, by which the wind that otherwise escapes too copi-
ously is forced back [into the pipe]. 

§. 107.

Stopping a metal pipe is accomplished by means of a cap. A cylinder is fashioned, 
of variable height according to the size of the pipe, say, 2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, etc., tall. Its di-
ameter must be somewhat greater than the diameter of the pipe, since it must fit snugly 
over the pipe. The cylinder is soldered together, and one of its open ends is covered 
by soldering onto it a round plate of the same metal as the cylinder. It is then set upon 
the pipe, covering it. If its diameter is too great, then the cap (this is what the cover is 
called) must be lined with leather, so that it grips firmly. If it is drawn upwards, then 
the pipe is, as it were, lengthened, and its pitch lowered; if the cap is pushed down, the 
pipe becomes shorter and consequently its pitch rises.

§. 108.

For a wooden pipe a quadrangular stopper is fashioned, to be inserted rather 
snugly into the pipe. If it turns out to be too small, it is wrapped with leather before be-
ing inserted into the pipe. In order to allow the pipe to be tuned sharp or flat, that is, to 
enable the stopper to be drawn out or pushed in, the stopper is provided with a handle, 

thus: 
  

 a is the stopper in the pipe, b the handle.

§. 109.

Sometimes the stopped pipes are provided with other holes,† either in the cap on 
top or in the body. The cap is often provided with a small opening into which a tiny 
pipe is fitted, a little metal tube, proportionately longer or shorter according to the 
length of the pipe. This stop is called a Rohrflöte. The tiny pipe in the larger pipe is 
called a chimney (paraulum) or achimene.‡ Such a stop normally sounds louder than 
other stopped [pipes]. The size and proportion of the small pipes§ are left to organ-
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* i.e., the Rohrflöte chimneys.

† i.e., the chimneys extend down-
ward from the cap into the interior 
of the pipe.

‡ pp. 510-11.

§ i.e., wooden pipes.

¶ In the passage Adlung cites from 
Critica Musica, Mattheson is report-
ing on one of the earliest attempts 
at a swell division.  The organ at St. 
Magnus’s Church, London Bridge, 
built by Abraham Jordan & Son and 
announced in the Spectator for Feb-
ruary 8, 1712, had a small swell or-
gan, in effect an echo division with a 
sliding shutter operated by a pedal.

builders (see Kircher’s Musurgia, loc. cit., p. 512, Prob. 5). Sometimes the tiny pipes* 
stick up through the caps of the larger pipes; other times nothing can be seen on the 
exterior except the little round hole.† If reed pipes are stopped, their resonators are at 
times provided with little holes, especially the little Regals with brass [resonators], the 
Vox humana (constructed in certain ways), and others as well. In this way the sound is 
allowed to get out; otherwise reed pipes have no lips through which the wind can es-
cape. Kircher‡ calls stopped pipes fistulas clausas, i.e., “sealed pipes.” Very large pipes, 
not only in stopped ranks but also in open ones, sound somewhat weak. This is be-
cause the wind grows weak through encountering so much resistance in its long jour-
ney through such a large body. This, however, does not hold true for reed pipes.

§. 110.

Some pipes are mitered; this needs explaining. What it means is that pipes do 
not proceed upward in a [straight] line, but horizontally, due to a lack of room; for 
example:

     
or in the following:

This in itself does not do all that much harm to the tone; it is, however, undesirable. 
One must put up with it, though, when space is lacking. It is done to metal pipes as well 
as to others.§ Finally, to end the chapter, Mattheson’s Critica Musica, Vol. II, p. 150, 
mentions a swelling stop at St. Magnus’s Church in London, in which the longer one 
holds [a note or chord], the louder the sound gets; I do not know, however, how this is 
accomplished.¶





* Adlung considers “stop” and 
“slider” [the actual means by 
which the “stopping” is effected) 
to be equivalent, and writes the 
same term, Register, for both; thus 
he begins §.36 (where he is writ-
ing about sliders) with the state-
ment, “These sliders/stops (Regis-
ter) are called Registratura, Canones, 
or Systemata.”

Chapter VII.

Concerning the Stops in General, and Each  
One of Them in Particular.

Contents:
§.111. This chapter is arranged alphabetically. §.112. The various categories of stops. §.113. All 

the stops are not to be found here. §.114. The sources that have been used here. §.115-211. 
[The stops] arranged in alphabetical order, so they may be located easily. §.212. This is suffi-
cient for an organist. §.213. I have not investigated all the [stop] names in various languages.

§. 111.

This chapter is the one most necessary for an organist. What are reported here are 
the special properties of each stop that distinguish it from others as regards shape 

and sound. Common characteristics, however, are presupposed from Chapter 6, oth-
erwise this chapter would go on too long; it is already quite extensive without them. 
Since there is such a multitude of stops, it seemed best to me to arrange and explain 
their names here alphabetically; in this way information required about any one of 
them can be found immediately. At times one stop has several names, in which case 
the main entry stands in one place, and is then cited under the [synonyms]. For names 
that are synonymous with “stop”, see §.36.*

§. 112.

The difference between the stops is made clear in Chapter 6, since each one has 
a different nature, shape and sound. Thus the number of stops can be increased by 
each succeeding new invention. At times a stop has several forms; each organ builder 
follows his own very different principles. The names themselves are in part German, 
in part Latin, in part Dutch, etc., and have originated from the sound, shape, size, 
etc.[, of the pipes]. Up to the present a certain confusion has prevailed about some 
of them. For example, many call the Bordun stop a reed, while others call it a flue 
stop; this ought not to be.

§. 113.

All the stops in the world are certainly not to be found here, since I have nei-
ther read all organ stoplists nor seen [the organs] themselves; nor do the sources de-
scribed below provide instruction about all of them. Thus I will not be able to describe 
all types of structures [of pipes], since almost every organbuilder has something dif-
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27) This applies only to Volume II, since the first [volume] appeared at Wittenberg in 1615 and the 
third at Wolfenbüttel in 1619. [Albrecht]

28) To these are to be added [those by] Mr. Jo. Baptist Samber, which the author describes in the An-

leitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, p. 341. [Albrecht]

29) The names preceded by an * I have inserted here from the author’s Anleitung as a supplement, so 
that nothing might be lacking in this chapter. I have not, though, copied and placed here every-
thing word for word. I wanted only to indicate where in the aforementioned Anleitung the reader 
might inform himself about [the stop] in question, and thus in each case I have also cited the page. 
It would be most useful always to have the seventh chapter of the Anleitung at hand [when consult-
ing] this chapter 7. [Albrecht]

30) In §.153 below the author mentions a stop by the name of Aequal Gemshorn that can also be in-
cluded under this heading [Albrecht].

ferent. Many a stop is known to me only by its name and not by its character, and thus 
a great deal remains to be improved in the following pages; but there is still plenty of 
material to be found here. The use of the stops is reserved for Chapter 8, but the merits 
and faults of each stop in particular are set forth in this chapter.

§. 114.

The resources of which I have made use in part are as follows: Praetorius’s Syn-

tagma [musicum] is of the most value, since not only are the stops enumerated in it, 
but their structures are clearly described, together with the proportion of each stop in 
comparison with the others. He has even gone so far as to provide a sketch of the larg-
est pipe of each [stop]. Here I do not do that, but instead make reference to him, since 
it is not my intention to train organbuilders. Praetorius’s treatment is found in Vol. II, 
Part IV, chap. II, from pages 124 to 148. Certain stops that he describes are almost or 
completely obsolete, but they are still encountered now and again in old organs, and 
thus ought not to be passed over. Certain stops have become fashionable in more recent 
times, and thus he could not yet describe them, since his Syntagma was already pub-
lished at Wolfenbüttel back in the year 1618.27) Many stops are also described by Mr. 
Werkmeister in his Organum gruningense and in Boxberg’s Beschreibung der Görlitzer 

Orgel, as well as in those publications mentioned in §.10f. [above]28) Other stoplists in-
deed give the names [of the stops], but when there are no descriptions there is nothing 
left to do but to take the opportunity to hear and examine such stops if one happens to 
travel to the places where they are. Certainly it is impossible to understand everything 
without travelling. Knowing a sound depends on experiencing it, and where [experi-
ence] is lacking one cannot be certain of a stop’s characteristics.

[The stops] are now presented alphabetically.29) 

§. 115.

ACUTA. See Mixtur.
* Adler (an [Eagle]. p. 394.
* Aequal-Principal, is the same as the 8� Principal. 30)
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31) There have been continuous attempts to represent the human voice by means of an organ reed stop. 
It is also customary to attribute to angels a human voice, namely a treble or female voice, as charm-
ing as may be conceived. Such a reed, however, may not be built larger than 4� as regards pitch (if 
it is indeed the same as the author supposes), since the Vox humana [stop], if it is to represent a 
tenor or bass, is normally found at 8� pitch. It may attain a special charm, reminiscent of a human 
voice, through a special structure of its body, lips§ (labii), shallot, etc. I do not know whether it is 
really necessary to represent angels as women or trebles. For none of us has heard an angel speak 
or sing, by which we might judge the characteristics of such a voice. And actually their sound can-
not be compared to ours, since they as spirits may reveal their thoughts to each other in a far sub-
tler way than through coarse sound waves (Luftwirbel). If however in the Bible angels speak with 
humans, this comes about through their assuming human form. Nowhere does the Bible state, how-
ever, that angels present themselves in the immature stature of a boy or in female form; indeed, it 
states than they have been seen as mature males. Now if their assumed stature and nature is mascu-
line, and thus also the organs by which they speak and sing, why ought they not also to be assigned 
a mature and appropriately masculine voice, either tenor or bass? Mr. Mattheson adduces the same 
highly reasonable exposition of this matter in his Critica musica, Vol. 11, p. 319. And thus nothing 
especially angelic would be necessary; rather the human voice would be equivalent to the voice of 
an angel. [Albrecht]

* probably Johann Michael Stumm 
(1683-1747), founder of the Stumm 
family organbuilding dynasty.

† i.e., p. 395.

‡ Actually §.162; presumably by over-
sight, there is no §.163.

§ Albrecht’s meaning is not clear. Ad-
lung uses the term lip (labium) only 
in reference to flue pipes (cf. §.84; 
90-93; 102-3). Albrecht may be re-
ferring here to the reed tongue.

* Agges. ibid.
* Allerley Vogelgesang [various sorts of bird calls]. ibid.
* Alteration. p. 395.
ANGELICA, from angelus, an angel, angelica vox, the voice of an angel, is ap-

parently a sweetly voiced reed.31) I have never seen it or encountered it in any organ 
stoplist. It is said to be found, however, in several organs built by the organbuilder 
Stumm* from Sulzbach (see Anleitung, loc. cit.,† note “c”) .

* ANGUSTA. p. 395.
* ANTHROPOGLOSSA. ibid.
* Anzug. ibid.
* APERTA. ibid.

§. 116.

Apfelregal is, like all regals, a reed stop. It is also called Knopfregal, because 
it looks like an apple on a stem, or like a knob. The largest resonator is about 4” tall, 
yet it produces an 8� pitch. It has a small tube, the size of its shallot, upon which sits 
a round, hollow knob full of small holes, bored just like a braided button (Biesem = 
Knopf ), since the sound must [be able to] escape. It is gentler and quieter as compared 
with other regals. See Praetorius’s Syntagma, Vol. 11, p. 148. It is indeed to be distin-
guished from the Köpflinregal; see §.163 below.‡
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* Praetorius writes: “Assat uf die 
Quinten” (“Assat” at the fifth).

† of the “Theatrum Instrumento-
rum,” at the end of Vol. II.

§. 117.

Assat 2�. A stop at Hildesheim bears this name, as stated by Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 

199, in the Hildesheim stoplist. I do not know what to make of it. Since Praetorius does 
not describe it, I consider it to be a misprint, or incorrectly written on the organ, and 
that it should probably read “Nassat,” which is discussed in §.169 below. “2”� indeed 
does not seem to make sense with it; but there is more about this in §.169 just cited. On 
p. 194 [Praetorius] also lists Assat 1 ½�.*

§. 118.

Bärpipe, or Bärpfeife (Pipe and Pfeife are the same). Bähr-, Baar- and Behr-
pfeife are also found. This is a reed, built in many forms, that approximates the growl-
ing of a bear. It is normally found at 16 �  or 8� pitch, for if it were to be made smaller it 
would lose its name. It has quite a muffled sound, corresponding with its growling tone 
to the quiet growling of a bear. Its resonator is indeed not very tall, but on the other 
hand it is quite wide, and is built as two funnels thrust together, if it is made of pipe metal 
or sheet iron; if of wood, it is constructed somewhat differently. It may be constructed 
in many ways; its peculiar characteristic is, however, that it is narrow at the bottom and 
must gradually broaden out as it rises. Praetorius, loc. cit., gives five different shapes for 
this stop in Table 38;† these I have reproduced below for the reader’s convenience:

                  

An organbuilder must choose which of these types approximates most closely [the 
sound of ] a bear. This organ stop is not found frequently. It is encountered, for ex-
ample, in the large organ at St. Nicolai in Hamburg, and in the organs of St. Jacobi, 
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* i.e., in Praetorius’s stoplist. “St. 
Marien” (referring to the same 
church) reveals that the source is 
Mattheson’s stoplist.

† i.e., the quiet Gedackt on which fig-
ured bass is realized in ensemble 
playing; see §.150.

‡ Praetorius writes: “Barem is an 8� 
Gedackt (Aequalgedackt), very qui-
etly and gently voiced.”

§ Here Praetorius is describing the in-
strument, not the organ stop.

St. Catharinen, St. Petri and the Cathedral, all in the same city; likewise in Lübeck at 
St. Marien, St. Petri, and [Kirche zu] Unsrer Lieben Frau;* in Lüneburg at St. Johan-
nis and St. Lamberti. In all these places it is at 8� pitch. Werkmeister in his Organum 

gruningense redivivum, §.46, states that in Praetorius’s time Bärpfeifen or Krummhorns 
were called Vox humana (for further information, see the Anleitung, p. 396, note h).

§. 119.

Balgglocke, see §.125 under “Calcant.”
Balgregister. This is what I call the stop that leads to the bellows, unlocking 

them all at the same time, and also locking them again, so that the pumper can no lon-
ger pump them. That this is possible is shown by their effect, since Praetorius on p. 185 
in his stoplists reports that this stop is found in Bückeburg. I have never seen or heard 
of it anywhere else.

§. 120.

Barem is a Gedeckt; in particular, though, the quietly voiced 8� and 16 � are given 
this name. Stillgedakt 8� means the same thing. The Musicirgedakt† in the Stadtkirche 
at Jena is called Barem. See Praetorius, Vol. II, p. 164.‡ The Barem 16 � in the court 
organ at Eisenach, where there is a Stillgedakt [8�] in the same manual, is the same 
sort of thing.

Bass. No stop is ever called by this name alone, but it is often used in connection 
with other [stop names], such as Subbass, Posaunbass, etc. This is especially true in 
the pedal, where everything may be labeled “Bass,” no matter how small the pipes are, 
such as the Bauerflötenbass, whose largest little pipe is barely 1 or 1 ½� high, or Mix-
turbass, Detzehmbass, etc. If there is a 4� Flötedouce in the manual and also one of the 
same size in the pedal, then the latter is called Flötedoucebass.

BASSE DE CROMHORNE, see under Cromorne and under Fagotto.

§. 121.

Basson is the same as Fagott, and is thus discussed under Fagott.
Bassanelli are reeds that Werkmeister in his Organum gruningense, §.46, in-

cludes among those stops that have become almost extinct. Praetorius describes it in 
Vol. II, p. 41.§

* Bassaune and Bassune. Anleitung, p. 397.
* Basse contre. See Contrabass.
Bäuerlein, Bäuerlin, Bauerflöt are all the same. The stop is called Bauerflöt-

bass if it appears in the pedal. Some [authors] write Päurlin; see Praetorius, loc. cit., 
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* See Boxberg, p.[4].

† This final clause is not found in 
Praetorius.

‡ This should read “§.145f.”

§ i.e., the instruments themselves; see 
Praetorius, Vol. II, Theatrum In-

strumentorum, Table IX.

¶ i.e., between the instruments and 
their related organ stops.

|| In spite of Adlung’s quotation 
marks, this is a free quote.

** Praetorius labels the pipe he de-
picts “Blockflöte” (no. 12), and 
does not show a Spitzflöte—though 
the Blockflöte he gives is clearly 
conical.

p. 140. It is nothing other than a Gedeckt or Rohrflöt, but very small, about 1�, 1 ½� 
or 2� in size, but pleasant to listen to. At Bernau in the Mark [Brandenburg] there 
is a Baurpfeif or Blockflöt, but otherwise these stops are different. See Praetorius, p. 
177; also on p. 200 in the stoplist of the organ in the Monastery at Riddagshausen he 
has indicated a Nachthorn or Baurbässlein 2� or 1�. In Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, p. 55, 
the Bauerflöt is also called fistula rurestris or Feldflöt, the latter of which is otherwise 
something different according to §.142 [below]. See also Samber, [Vol. II,] p. 153. It 
is usually encountered in the pedal. See various citations in Part Two of Niedt’s [Han-

dleitung zur Variation des Generalbasses] in Mattheson’s edition, and Praetorius, p. 140 
and 141. In the Reglerkirche at Erfurt and at Colberg in the Heilig-Geisteskirche it is 
a 1� [stop]; at Königsberg in the Kneiphof or Cathedral it is called Bauerpfeife and is 
1 ½�, and thus a quint. In the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, at St. Mary’s in Lübeck and also 
in the Altstädter[kirche] organ in Königsberg it is found at 2�. The Bauerflöte is best 
constructed as a Rohrflöte, and at 1�. See Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 141. It is reported as a 
2 rank stop at Görlitz;* but that should probably read “2 foot”, or [perhaps] it is dou-
bled to give it adequate strength. In the Table, p. 126, Praetorius also mentions a Bau-
errohrflötenbass or Rohrschell 1�, in which the cap has a paraulum or little chimney.†

§. 122.

Beerpipe
Beerpfeife, etc. } see §.118 under Barpipe.
Blockflöt. §.144f.‡ explains in general what flutes are. Praetorius shows what 

they§ look like outside the [context of an] organ. It would be good to show the sim-
ilarity¶ here, but because this would be too lengthy we will consider them (as [we 
do] all other stops) only [as they appear] in the organ. Blockpfeife, Blockpipe and 
Plockpfeife are synonyms, as is Plochflöt. Here there is some disagreement; some give 
this name to the Gemshorn, but this is incorrect; see Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 135, who 
says that because of its sound a 4� Spitzflöt may be called a Blockflöt—it sounds like 
a Plockpfeife. In this connection one should read what he says about the Spitzflötes 
or Gemshorns. “A competent master,” he writes, “never builds them smaller than 2�. 
Some build another [type of ] Plockflöt, almost a sort of Querflöt, in which the body 
is twice as long as the proper scale would otherwise call for, yet not stopped; thus it 
must overblow at the octave.”|| Praetorius has depicted a Spitzflöt with a sketch in Ta-
ble 37,** thus: 

    

I have encountered this stop at Lübeck in St. Mary’s at 8�, and in St. Petri and in the 
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* This should read “Mark” 
[Brandenburg].”

† i.e., St. Cosmae.

‡ “Tibia” is properly translated 
“flute.”

§ p.[13].

¶ i.e., 16 �.
|| There is no entry for “Hassleben” 

among the stoplists Adlung gives in 
Chap. 10.

** Samber reads “Portunen.”

Cathedral at 4�; in Hamburg at St. Jacobi and in Bremen at St. Stephan, both at 4�. 
There is also one at 4�, of wood, at Buxtehude. At St. Mary’s in Danzig this stop is 
called Spillpfeif or Blockflöt, and is an 8�; see Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 163. At Bernau in 
the Markt* there is a Baurpfeife or Blockflöt. In the Löbenicht[kirche] at Königsberg 
it is a 4�. Beside these places, it is found in Prague at St. Dominicus, in Rudelstadt, and 
at St. Cosmi† in Stade, predominantly at 2�. There is also one at the Prediger[kirche] 
in Erfurt. The Blockflöt is also called Tibia vulgaris, i.e., “common pipe” [gemeine 
Pfeife‡]. In the stoplist of the organ at St. Petri in Lübeck Praetorius also indicates 
Blockflötenbass (loc. cit., p. 165).

Bock. See Tremulant.

§. 123.

Bombarda is a reed, and is almost the same as a Sordun, except that the tone is al-
tered as it emerges by little holes. It also requires a larger shallot and tongue than the 
Sordun, so that it can produce a louder tone. It is either a 16 � or 8�, and is more suited 
to the pedal than to the manual. See Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 147 and 127 in the Table. It 
is also written Pombarda, Pombart, Bombart, Bombardo and Bombardone. The name 
comes from bombo, a buzzing or growling; bombyces or bombi mean the same. It is actu-
ally the bass of the Oboe or Schalmei. It is no longer fashionable outside the [context 
of the] organ; see Mattheson’s [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, Part III, Chap. III, §.9, p. 
269, as well as [Fuhrmann’s] Musikalischer Trichter, Chap. 10[, p. 91]. In the organ, 
though, it rumbles like a Posaune, and is more penetrating than the Basson. It appears 
at 16 � in the Görlitz organ and at 8� in St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg. Pommer or Bom-
mer mean the same thing. But in the Görlitz organ just mentioned there is a Gedakt-
pommer 4� which according to Boxberg in his Beschreibung§ is a strong Quintatön, and 
thus cannot be understood as a reed stop. A drawing may be found in Praetorius, loc. 

cit., [Table Xl](**)

 (**) In France “Bombarde” is always understood as the 16 � Trompete. [Agricola]

§. 124.

Bordun is a rather common stop, and is nothing other than a large Gedakt, par-
ticularly at 16 �. The Dutch call the tall Gedakts “Bordun”, especially when they are 
of a narrow scale; see Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum II,] p. 139. Therefore at the Ca-
thedral at Lübeck there is a Bordun or Gedakt 16 �. It appears at the same size¶ in the 
manual at Hassleben,|| in the Stadtkirche at Jena, and at the Augustiner[kirche] at Er-
furt. Samber speaks of it several times, for example, p. 154 (of good tin) and p. 151; on 
p. 150 it is again mentioned at 16 �, open. He always writes Portonen,** though. It may 
also be found written Perduna, as Biermann does on p. 1; there it appears as Perduna 
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32) Mr. Mattheson is not content with this derivation, as can be seen in his Volkommene Kapellmeister, 
p. 464, note **). [Albrecht]

* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II.

† i.e., the drones.

‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II.

16 �, and on p. 11 as great Perduna 32�. Praetorius* on p. 165 indicates Borduna 24� in 
the manual in the organ at St. Petri in Lübeck, but this must be a printing error. For 
such a large Gedakt is not suited for the manual, and anyway it would only go down to 
F. It is also written as Borduna in the Kirche zu Unserer Lieben Frau, likewise in Lü-
beck. Burdo at Chambery is perhaps the same thing, since otherwise there is no Gedakt 
there. And I believe that Burdo, with the Latin ending, must be the same as Bourdon 
in French, which is derived from Burden,32) which among the people of lower Sax-
ony means crepitum emittere, to break wind; see below. Thus Bourdon means a bum-
blebee or wasp that makes a great buzzing, and in an organ it means the largest wooden 
pipes that usually rumble; see Frischen’s Dictionaire, whose general description agrees 
with ours. Afterwards the word Burdo was given to other deep rumbling instruments 
as well. Thus for example the two lowest strings on the hurdy-gurdy,† that are not 
stopped but rumble along in the bass on one pitch, are called Burdones (see De Chales, 
Vol. 111, de Musica, prop. 34). The rumbling horns or pipes on a Polish bagpipe (Pohl-
nischen Bocke) are also called Burdones (ibid., prop. 37). With regard to the stop un-
der consideration, it should only be added that it is of better service in the plenum than 
the Quintatön, in that it speaks more promptly in running passages; this is particularly 
true when it is a manual stop. In the pedal this stop is found, for example, in the Gör-
litz organ, where it is called Bordun-Subbass, since it is of the same size as a Subbas and 
thus can indeed take its place. It should indeed be distinguished from Sordun, for Sor-
dun is a reed, and thus both may be found together at the same pitch on the same man-
ual, as for example in the Heiligengeistkirche at Colberg. It is, however, often con-
fused with Sordun, and held to be a reed stop. For example, in the second part of his 
Handleitung, Chap. 10, p. 114, Niedt says, “Sordun, alias Bordun, a reed stop of 16 
and 8 foot pitch, a sort of Regal.” This, however, is not usual with us. [The Bordun] is 
usually made of wood, with a narrower scale than the Subbass has.

Bötze. Praetorius (l.c.,‡ p. 168) has made note of a reed in the Stralsund organ, 
with narrow resonators throughout; he records there “L. B. Bötze.” I do not know 
what to make of this. If the stop actually bears this name, again I do not know what 
sort of a word it is or what it means.

§. 125.

Bourdon, see Bordun.
Brummhorn, see Krummhorn.
Buccina, see Posaune.
Burdo, see Bordun.
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* i.e., pedal Trumpet 8�.
† presumably pedal Principal 16 �.

‡ Syntagma musicum II, p. 172.

§ Here Adlung writes that this 
stop appears to be the same as 
“Cromorne.”

Calcant is indeed sometimes a separate drawknob, but actually not a [speak-
ing] stop. The drawknob only serves to ring a little bell, by which the bellows-pumper 
(Calcant) is alerted and admonished to pump. It is also known as Calcantenglöcklein. 
This may be done by means of a drawknob, but sometimes there is to be seen under the 
drawknob[s] a special wire or some such, by which the bellows-pumper is given the 
signal. The Bellows-stop spoken about in §.119 above is something else. Bellows-bell 
(Balgglocke) in §.293, found in the Cathedral at Erfurt, is however the same thing.

Carillon or Campanett Glockenspiel. See §.155.
Chalmouii 8� was formerly to be found in the palace at Merseburg (§.309). It ap-

pears to be the same as chalemie among the French, that is, the Schallmey. But I cannot 
be certain of this. Chalumeau among the French is also the same as chalemie. In Merse-
burg a Salicet now stands in its place. (**)

 (**) In most Silbermann organs an 8� reed is called Chalümeau [sic]. [Agricola]

Choral. See Anleitung, p. 400.
Choralbasset 1� at Kindelbruck, see below, §.306.
Choral-Prästant 4� extending over half the keyboard at Lambspring is men-

tioned by Biermann, l.c., p. 10.
Chormass does not mean a particular stop, but indicates only the size of the stop 

to which it refers. For example, Chormassprincipal in the new (in Praetorius’s day) 
organ at Breslau means 8�; likewise Gedaktflöt Chormass means 8�; offen Chormass 
means Oktave 8�; Quinta de Tono (that must surely mean “a tono,” since I interpret 
it as referring to the Quintatön) Chormass means [literally] the “Quint above 8�,” as 
far as I can surmise. Mixtur Chormass means that there is an 8� in it, etc. On the other 
hand, Unterchormass means 16 �, for example, in that place where all these terms keep 
recurring, namely at Breslau, there is a Gedaktflöt unter Chormass, meaning 16 �; Dul-
cian unter Chormass, i.e., 16 �; Unterchorbass, i.e., Principal or Oktave 16 �; Posaune-
nunterchorbass, i.e., 16 �; Posaunenchormassbass, i.e. 8�; Trompetenbass Chormass,*  
i.e., 8�; Unterchormassbass, i.e. Bass 16 �.† Indeed there is even a Grobemixtur Un-
terchormass there, which must contain a 16 �, though this is almost unbelievable; yet 
Praetorius has expressly said it is there.‡ Unterchormass is 16 �; Chormass is 8�; Oktave, 
however, 4�. Chormass is probably understood to be the same as 8� because it has the 
same pitch as the human voice, or because the organ, figuring from the Principal [8�], 
usually has this pitch.

CHORMORNE [sic], BASSE DE CHORMORNE, amounts to the same thing as Fagotto. 

See below under “F”, as well as the Anleitung, p. 401.§

Cilinderquint. See Cylinder.
Cimbel. See Cymbal.
CLAIRON. See Anleitung, p. 401, as well as below under “T” at [the entry] 

“Trompete.”
CLARINO. See “Trompete”, as well as Anleitung, ibid.
CONUS, CONI, means Spitzflöten; see under “S”.
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* under the entry “Gedackt.”

† Adlung writes more about this in 
§.22 , without, however, ever ex-
plaining it thoroughly.

‡ i.e., a pedal key may remain 
depressed.

§. 126.

Contrabass is a stopped pedal register, and thus is normally called the 32� Sub-
bass; it is also called Grosssubbass, or Untersatz. It does not sound well alone, its large 
pipes producing hardly more than a gust of wind. But when it is played with other stops 
one does indeed sense its presence, and it imparts a particular gravity. The wider its 
scale is (as with all Gedakts), the more pompous and full it sounds; but it requires a lot 
of wind. It is usually made of wood. It is found at Jena in the Stadtkirche, and at Mühl-
hausen in the St. Blasius Church, where it is called Untersatz 32�. In the Görlitz organ 
the Contrabass is an open 16 �  of wood; but such a stop ought rather to be called an Ok-
tave when there is a Principal 32�. In this case, however, the Oktave 16 �  is also present, 
and thus the Contrabass must have a special tone due to the wood, since the Oktave is 
of metal. For more information see §.150 below.*

§. 127.

Contraposaune, see §.176.
Coppendoff 2 and 3 is [found] in the Kneiphof (or Cathedral) at Königsberg. 

I know nothing really conclusive about it, but I surmise that it is the same thing that 
others call the Koppel, if by that [term] is understood a stop that consists of two ranks 
of pipes, in particular the Rauschpfeife. See §.128.

Coppeldone (Koppeldone) is the same as Oktave. See below under “Oktave.”
Coppel, or Koppel. At times this word means the mechanism by which the man-

ual keyboards are coupled to each other, so that by playing on one the other moves as 
well. For this a blind keyboard† is actually used. Nowadays the keyboards are more 
frequently and conveniently coupled by shoving the upper keyboard. If, however, the 
manual is to be coupled to the pedal, this is accomplished by means of a special draw-
knob and mechanism, which is also called Windkoppel. Many are constructed so that 
the feet may remain on the pedals‡ when the coupler is drawn; but at times the oppo-
site is [the case]. The manual is seldom [directly] connected to the pedal by coupling; 
rather special trackers and other mechanisms operate to make the manual stops sound 
when the pedal is played. Concerning the keyboard coupler, see above, §.22. Some-
times the manual always moves with [the pedal], sometimes not. For the former, no 
drawknob is necessary; the pedal trackers are either fastened to the manual keys, which 
then of necessity move with the pedal, or the pedal trackers are led off to another spot 
[in the mechanism] and connected to the manual trackers. Where the manual does not 
constantly move with the pedal, however, [the coupler] is brought into operation by a 
drawknob. This is accomplished in a number of ways: the manual chest is constructed 
either with double pallets, or with one. If it is constructed with one, then sometimes 
the pedal keys are connected by special trackers and mechanisms to the manual keys, 
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* See Vol. II, §.390.

† should read “147.”

‡ Samber seems to mean “Gedackt 
8�.” Adlung’s presumption, “Oktave 
4�,” is inconsistent with his state-
ment that the Coppel is a compound 
stop, but is consistent with his asser-
tion that the stop consists of princi-
pal pipes, whatever its composition.

§ presumably of the Koppel; but this 
is not entirely clear from the text as 
it stands.

so that the latter are pulled down at the same time as the former. In the organ at St. 
Andreas in Erfurt the lower keyboard is connected to the pedal by a special mecha-
nism so that the manual keys do not move [when the pedal is played]. In this case, as in 
the former, the feet may not be depressing the pedals while the coupler is being drawn. 
In the Kaufmannskirche organ at Erfurt, as well as in several other places, this cou-
pler is [constructed] so that it can be operated by shoving with the feet; but it is bet-
ter to see how this works than to write about it. The other main method of coupling is 
with double pallets in the manual chest. These pallets sometimes lie at the front and 
back [of the chest], so that one set is drawn open by the trackers that are connected to 
the manual keys, while the opposite set [is drawn open] by separate trackers that are 
brought up from the pedal. These, however, are supplied to only as many wind chan-
nels as there are pedal keys. Consequently a separate pallet box must be constructed 
on the other side [of the manual chest], and the wind brought to it through a special 
duct from the manual duct. This method, however, has a particular disadvantage to 
it, about which I will speak elsewhere.* Therefore others place the pallets for manual 
and pedal on the same side and next to each other, so that, for example, there is only 
one channel for C, but in the pallet box it has two openings next to each other, each of 
which is covered by a separate pallet, one of which is drawn open by the pedal trackers, 
the other of which by the manual [trackers]. An organbuilder by the name of Weise 
has also constructed a coupler that allows the pedal to be played by the manual. Some-
times both manual keyboards are coupled separately to the pedal, as for example at St. 
Severi in Erfurt.

§. 128.

Coppel (Koppel) also means a specific stop with two or more ranks. Thus the 
term “fach” [i.e., “ranks”] appears with it, as Koppel 2 fach, 3 fach. This expression 
is indeed quite correct, since many pipes can be set on one stop, as happens in mix-
tures. Thus the Koppel is a compound stop, of two and sometimes 3 ranks. Samber, l.c., 
has mentioned this stop at various times, but he sometimes writes Copl, sometimes co-
pel or copula. For example, [in Vol. II] on p. 155 appears “Copl of Metal” 8�; on p. 
146 [& 147] he writes “Copel” or “Copula of wood”; on p. 146† there again appears 
“Copula or Copel of wood,” and there it must certainly mean the same as Oktave 4�.‡ 
In the Pfarrkirche at Königsberg there is a “Koppel 2-3.” This looks to be the same 
as the “Copendoff 2 and 3” in §.127; thus I consider it to be a single stop. Whether 
the “2 and 3” mean that the Oktave 2� and Quinte 3� are to be heard together, I do not 
know; this could well be the case. But then it would be like a 2-rank Rauschpfeife in its 
composition, one in which the Quinte is larger than the Oktave. Since, however, there 
ought to be a distinction between these stops [i.e., the Rauschpfeife and the Koppel], 
I do believe that it more likely means 2-3 ranks. In the lower octaves it is 2 ranks, but 
in the upper octaves, where the pipes become very small, it is 3 ranks. The distinction 
must lie in the smaller scale§. Thus at St. Dominicus in Prague the Rauschpfeife, Kop-
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* If it is correctly translated, then this 
statement is in error. All three of 
these stops do indeed appear in this 
organ, but the first two are in the 
Ober-Positiv, while the third is in 
the Brust; see Mattheson’s Appen-
dix to Niedt’s Musicalische Han-

dleitung, p. 194, as well as Chapter 
10 below.

† Probably the “Cymbel-scharf ” 
mentioned above.

‡ See §.167 below.

§ See §.197 below.

pel and Cymbel-scharf are found on the same keyboard*, from which I conclude that 
these stops are different. The Koppel there is 1 ½- 1�, and must indeed be the Oktave 
1� and Quinte 1 ½�, while on the other hand the Rauschpfeife contains at least the Ok-
tave 2� or 4�, as well as the Quinte 3�. The Scharf † has multiple ranks. What [is nec-
essary] to note about the doubling of pitches is described under the mixtures.‡ But to 
tell the truth, there is actually no limit to the variety of stops that an organbuilder can 
combine with each other in a Koppel. If he wants to call something Koppel, he is free 
to do so. Anyone who wants to know what the “2-3” mentioned above means should 
take the trouble to find it out from the incumbent organist. Likewise at St. Dominicus 
in Prague there is also in the pedal a Koppel 3 ranks, namely Quinte 3�, Superoktave 1�, 
and Terz 2�. N.B. One ought not to laugh about “Terz 2�”—that would not of course 
produce a Terz [sounding] “e”, but rather an Oktave [sounding] “c”. In doing this, 
however, the writer of the stoplist of the organ there intends to indicate that it is a Terz 
constructed above a 2-foot Oktave stop. For more on this, see “Terz”.§ According to 
Praetorius’s testimony, in times past the Grosshohlflöt 8� pitch was also called Subbass, 
Thunbass or Koppel; see his Organographia, Vol. II, p. 132.

§. 129.

Coppelflöt (Koppelfl.) is to be distinguished from the stop just described above. 
By it the Dutch mean the stop that is otherwise called Gemshorn 8�; see under Gems-
horn. Note also Praetorius, [Vol. II,] p. 134 and Table 38. Thus it is found at 8� in the 
Barfüsserkirche in Erfurt, where there is otherwise found no Gemshorn, since [this] 
Koppelflöt is indeed [a Gemshorn]. Koppelflöt 4� is also found at Braunschweig in the 
organ of St. Blasius Church, and at St. Gotthard in Hildesheim; see Praetorius, [Vol. 
II,] pp. 178 and 198, as well as the Anleitung zur musikalischen Gelahrtheit, pp. 405f .

§. 130.

Coppel (Koppel) has yet another meaning. For where there is limited space, or 
the church is poor, then sometimes several stops are constructed in such a way that, 
by means of special mechanisms and drawknobs they may be used separately both in 
the manual and pedal. Yet the name Koppel does not usually appear on the drawknob, 
rather the name of the stop itself. For example, in a village near Erfurt called Hohen-
felden there are two drawknobs for the Quintatön 8�. Both are called Quintatön 8�, and 
yet there is only one stop. If one is drawn, the stop is heard only in the manual; if the 
other is drawn, it sounds in the pedal. If both are drawn, then it speaks both above and 
below. In the Kreuzkirche at Dresden the Mixtur likewise speaks both in the pedal and 
the manual. This is an economy measure for poor churches; but if a mistake is made 
in the construction and the wind conduits, then many problems result. Such divided 
stops often speak falsely, especially the reeds, if the wind pressure is not completely 
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* i.e., the wind comes from two 
sources to the same pipe, one source 
being used when the stop sounds 
in the pedal, and one for the man-
ual; this is not the same as the dou-
ble-pallet system (Windkoppel) de-
scribed in §.127.

equal, or if the wind gusts about in the corners, or must travel further to the pipe from 
one location than from another,* and thus is not supplied equally. See Werkmeister’s 
Orgelprobe, chap. 19, p. 42, which does not seem to think much of this economy mea-
sure, and thus advises that one should carefully consider the whole matter in advance, 
whether the device will actually work where it is to be installed.

Coppeloktave (Koppeloktave). See below under Oktave, § .171 .

§. 131.

CORNETTO DA CACCIA.
CORNE PAR FORCE.       } is the same as Waldhorn. See Waldhorn.
CORNE SYLVESTRE.

CORNU.

CORNETTINO.

CORNETTO.          } 
are all the same as the Zink, if by this [term] is meant

CORNO.                  
 a certain reed stop. See Zink.

CORNETTO TORTO.   

CORNETTO MUTO.

CORNON.

§. 132.

Cornet[, however,] is something else, though at times it is also called cornu. By 
this is meant a reed that is used mostly in the pedal. It has the scale of a Regal, but 
somewhat narrower and longer. It is of 2� or 4� pitch, yet the resonator is a mere 9” 
tall when it is 4�, and only 4”-5” tall when it is 2”; see Praetorius, [Vol. II,] p. 146. 
It is, however, also found in larger sizes. In this area this stop is usually called Cornet-
bass. It is conical in structure, and usually of sheet iron, but the resonators may also be 
constructed of pipe metal. At times the Cornet is made at 8�; see Niedt, loc. cit., chap. 
II. Thus there is a Cornet 8� in the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg, and indeed in the 
manual, as well as in the Haberbergkirche there. Likewise at Sendomir there is a Cor-
net or litice 8�, litice meaning the same thing [in Czech]. At times the Cornet is con-
fused with the Zink, thus for example there is Zink or Cornet at the Kirche zu Un-
srer Lieben Frau in Lübeck, and at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg; see Praetorius, p. 166 
and 175, loc. cit.. The same [author] assigns the name “Spitz” to the Cornet; see p. 
163. The Zink is ordinarily 8� and is used in the manual. Cornetbass 8� in the pedal 
is to be found in Lübeck in the organ at St. Petri; see Praetorius, loc. cit.. There is a 
Singendcornet in the pedal in the Barfüsserkirche organ in Erfurt, where its voicing 
is supposed to be somewhat more pleasant than elsewhere. Just as the Singendregal is 
supposed to imitate a maiden singing, or the Geigenregal a violin being bowed, thus 
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* In the immediately previous sen-
tences Adlung, by considering the 
cornet separe to be related to the 
German reed Cornet (Kornett), 
clearly reveals his ignorance of con-
temporary French organs. If we 
presume the explanation here dates 
from 1726 or shortly thereafter, 
it is interesting to note that by the 
time Adlung published the Anlei-

tung (1758) he knew enough to say 
that the Cornet could also be a com-
pound flue stop (see the entry Cor-
net, pp. 407-8)—probably as a re-
sult of Gottfried Silbermann’s work. 
It is just such a spot as this that sug-
gests that Albrecht left Adlung’s 
text unaltered; perhaps it was Al-
brecht who added here the paren-
thetical reference to the Anleitung, 

or perhaps it was Adlung himself 
who entered it into his manuscript. 
Agricola’s note immediately follow-
ing shows, of course, that by the lat-
ter half of the 1750’s knowledgeable 
German organists were quite well 
aware of the characteristics of con-
temporary French organs. 

† i.e., c� - c���.
‡ i.e., to tenor c.

§ i.e., the Recit of the French clas-
sic organ.

¶ cf. the stoplist of this organ inChap-
ter 10.

a Singendcornet is supposed to be somewhat gentler than a Cornet is usually consid-
ered to be. Normally the Cornet 2� sounds like the bleating of lambs, while the Cor-
net 4� approximates the timbre of a Schalmey. Thus Praetorius mentions a Schalmey 
or Cornet 4� in the Cathedral at Magdeburg, and consequently considers these stops 
to be the same. Many organs contain examples of the Cornetbass 2�. Praetorius reports 
that there is a Cornet 1� in the Catherinenkirche at Magdeburg. The Cornettin 2� is to 
be found at Merseburg and at Salzburg. In the Pfarrkirche at Danzig there is a “hal-
ber Cornet 8�.” Question: what does that mean? Reply: I believe it means that the stop 
does not extend through the entire keyboard, rather from the top down to c� or g. Mat-
theson expresses a similar opinion in the Appendix to Niedt’s Part Two, p. 168, where 
he says the same thing about a “halber Zinken;” thus I conclude all the more confi-
dently that it [i.e., the “halber Cornet 8�”] must be considered as a Zink. The largest 
pipe, however, is not of 8� pitch, even though it is labelled that way. Rather one must 
understand that if the stop were completed, then the C would be of 8� pitch. In other 
words, it is constructed at 8� pitch. Cornet separe means a Cornet set apart (abgesonder-
tes), and is so called if it stands on a separate keyboard, usually the third. Otherwise 
“abgesondert” means something else; see §. 276 below. Cornet d�Echo is also such a 
stop [built as] an echo from a fourth keyboard (see the Anleitung, p. 408, note t.)* (**) 

(**) Cornet is also used in another sense, in which it is an entirely different stop from that above. In 
this second meaning, Cornet is a type of mixture stop, commonly 5 ranks, but also [found as] only 
3 ranks. It is found in France, and has not been common all that long in Germany. Nevertheless it 
is found in various newer organs in Germany. It normally extends only over the two uppermost oc-
taves of the keyboard,† though at times a few notes lower. It does not break back, and is usually 
composed of 8�, 4�, 3�, 2�, and 1 ³⁄5�, if indeed it is 5 ranks. It is of wider scale than the principal stops. 
In large organs, especially in France, there is one on almost every keyboard. The one on the main 
keyboard has the broadest scale, and is called le Grand (the great) Cornet. Another is called Cornet 
separé, or Cornet de Recit, and it sometimes extends downward [from c���] for 3 octaves‡ and has 
its own keyboard.§ It is of narrower scale than the great Cornet, but also normally goes a few notes 
lower. Yet another [Cornet] is called Cornet d�Echo. Again it has its own keyboard, and is located 
in the most distant and concealed spot in the organ [case], so that its sound gives the impression 
of coming from afar. Its compass and scale are the same as the Cornet de Recit, though sometimes 
it may be of a yet narrower scale. Both of these last kinds of Cornets are not yet very common in 
Germany. Yet the Cornet d�Echo is found in several organs, though it does not have its own sepa-
rate keyboard and windchest, but is commonly part of the Oberwerk. One of these is in the Dresden 
Palace Church organ, newly built by [Gottfried] Silbermann;¶ a few other organs have it as well. 
The Cornet d�Echo may be entirely enclosed within a special box of boards. In this case a pro-
longed tone may to some degree achieve a swelling effect, i.e., become stronger or weaker, if the lid 
of the box is movable and constructed so that it may be raised and lowered to a greater or lesser ex-
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* Adlung’s terminology is unclear; he 
may be referring to the jingles on a 
tambourine, which is called in Ger-
man “Schellentrommel.”

tent by a special mechanism. Consequently with it a cantabile melody may be performed quite con-
vincingly. Thus what the late author says at the end of the last paragraph about the Cornet separe 
and the Cornet d�Echo is to be understood [as referring to] this type of Cornet, and not to the reed 
he describes above, that is also called Cornet. [Agricola]

§. 133.

CORS DE CHASSE is the same as Waldhorn, which may be consulted below.
CORMORNE and
CROMORNE              } see under Krummhorn, §.164.

* CUSPIDA, from cuspis, a point, is the Spitzflöte; see below under S.
* Cylinder or cylindrical refers to a pipe that has the same width from top to 

bottom; thus cylinder Quint, as distinct from the conical or Gemsquinte. Cylinder-
quint 3� appears at Gera. A cylinder moreover means a body that is round, but not like 
a ball, rather at the same time long, and throughout its length it is always equally wide 

or thick, for example: 
 
 Thus I conclude that a Cylinderquint is noth-

ing more than an ordinary Quint, only that the pipes are cylindrical and not, as some-
times is the case, conical; in this way this stop is distinguished from the Gemsquint 6 � 
listed next to it [in §.301].

Cymbel means a number of things. For one, it means the so-called star or little 
tinkling bells; for the small bright and silvery tinkling little bells are properly called 
Cymbels, each of these being as large as round bells* and about as high and wide as the 
width of the thumb. But they come in all sorts of sizes. On the bottom they are open like 
bells, having numerous teeth around the lower [rim], and are made to sound by means 
of a small clapper, like bells. This sort of Cymbel is fastened to an axle in groups of 3, 
4, 5 or more, just like [large] bells on their yokes. This axle is set horizontally into a 
frame, like a bell mounting, and on the opposite side or end [from the Cymbels] a large 
wheel is attached, like the water wheels in mills. The larger it is, the less wind it needs 
to make it revolve. When this wheel turns, it then turns the axle together with the Cym-
bels ( just as an axle is driven by a water wheel), causing them to ring so that they pro-
duce a sound indeed confused, but agreeable. The bells are of course of various tim-
bres, according to the nature of their sizes. Since wind must drive the wheel, it must be 
made in such a way that it catches the [stream of ] wind. One takes an axle, rather thick, 
whose diameter may be 1” to 1 ½��, depending on the proportions of the bells, and cuts 

many slots into it, as close together as possible; for example,  In each slot is 
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* i.e., these paddles may be made 
shorter than 1�.

† As the following statement will re-
veal, the Cymbel may be placed 
anywhere in the organ. It appears 
that the Cymbel as Adlung has been 
describing it is intended to sit some-
where inside the case, but with this 
sentence he begins to describe an-
other variety of Cymbel that is visi-
ble in the organ façade.

‡ this being another axle, not the 
fixed one upon which the Cym-
bels swing.

§ i.e., the tabs.

glued a very thin board, at the most about 2–3 fingerwidths wide, and barely 1 1/10  of an 
inch thick. If it is to work properly, then they ought to be a good 1� long, though there 
are also shorter wheels.* If the wind now strikes their outer edges, then the wheel turns. 
Sometimes [a disk of ] paper or some other light material is glued over both sides of 
the wheel, so that each wooden board presents a chamber that is open at the top where 
the wind strikes. Then the wind catches it even more forcefully. Then at some point in 
the wind duct a round or square tube is placed, whose other end or opening leads to the 
wheel. The wind is let into this tube by means of a special valve, and then the wheel re-
volves. When the valve is shut off, the wheel again stands still. The valve is controlled 
by means of a special stopknob, which often bears the designation “Cymbel,” but some-
times “Stern” or both [words] together: “Cymbelstern.” This is because the revolving 
wheel is shaped like a star, but chiefly it is because a carved wooden star is affixed to the 
axle of this wheel.† In the Stadtkirche at Jena there is a “Tympani” that is the same as 
the stop just described. Thus this must be distinguished from Tympanum, about which 
more may be read in §.203 below. The axle is carried through to the exterior of the or-
gan case (since the Cymbel may be placed wherever desired), and the star, gilded and 
otherwise ornamented, is affixed to the outer end of it. This [star] thus revolves with 
[the axle]. Sometimes two or more stars may be seen turning on an organ that serve not 
only as decoration, but actually bear as many sets of bells as there are exterior stars. For 
example, at the Cathedral in Naumburg there are three stars, each with 8 bells. The 
Predigerkirche in Erfurt also has the same. The structure of the Cymbel mounting may 
also be made in the following way: each Cymbel in itself is made mobile upon an axle, 
while the axle [itself ] is immobile. Each Cymbal receives a small tab. Beside, or bet-
ter, on top [of the row of Cymbels] moves the axle that revolves with the wheel.‡ [on it 
are mounted] the same sort of small tabs. When the wheel makes this axle revolve, then 
the tabs on the axle engage those on the Cymbels. So that they do not all strike simulta-
neously, but one after another, they§ are affixed to the upper axle not in a straight line, 
but in an uneven line. The stars are faulty if the bells sound like cow or sheep bells and 
do not ring brightly; likewise if the star’s mounting is not well bushed and has to clatter; 
see Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, Chap. 16, p. 38. In the organ in St. Gertrud at Hamburg 
there is a remarkable star, in the middle of which (on the side facing forward, where it is 
heavily gilded) there is a rose of engraved steel, cut like a diamond. When the star turns 
and the sun shines upon it, it sparkles. On the star’s points there are likewise the same 
engraved roses, but smaller, and between these painted flames shoot outward; these give 
the impression of a rainbow when the star revolves. There are 8 little bells [on it]; see 
Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 181. Niedt cannot stand them during hymn singing, 
and calls them absurd; see the third part of his [book], p. 46. They do not always please 
others, either, hence in some places bells have been chosen instead of Cymbels, around 
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* See the stoplist for this organ in 
Chapter 10.

† i.e., presumably the small hammers.

‡ i.e., high-pitched.

§ i.e., this is why this stop must of ne-
cessity continually repeat.

¶ i.e., high mixture stops in the pedal.

|| i.e., of fifth- and octave-sounding 
ranks (the fifth sounding an inter-
val of a fourth lower than the octave 
above it), without any thirds.

4 bells that form the tones of a chord and strike somewhat [more] slowly [than those 
in a Cymbelstern]. The rest of their structure is like the Cymbelstern. The bells may 
be now large, now small, according to preference. In the Lutheran Augustinerkirche 
as well as in the Reglerkirche organ in Erfurt there are such bells, of which the larg-
est sounds g�, the next smaller b�, the third d��, and the smallest g��. The same thing 
is found at Alach; see §.284.* In what succession the bells sound depends upon the 
choice of the organbuilder. Small iron hammers are made [to ring them], under each 
of which is a spring so that it springs back and does not dampen the sound. They† may 
also be made of pipe metal like the bells, or of brass. The bells however must be prop-
erly tuned, otherwise they are of no better use than the Cymbels. One must be careful 
not to confuse these bells with a stop that consists of pipes and is called Glöckleinton; 
see §.156.

Communicantenglocke. See §.154.

§. 134.

Cymbel is also a stop composed of pipes, that is to be found in almost all organs. 
It gets its name from its bright, penetrating sound, and is usually a compound stop 
containing 2, 3 or more pipes [per key], all of them very small. Sometimes it is 1 rank. 
This stop is almost identical with a very small‡ mixture, or with the Scharp or Scharf; 
though the Scharf is usually composed somewhat differently. That is, if the Scharf is 
3 ranks, then its pipes ought to stick to the octave, quint and superoctave, while the 
3-rank Cymbel [is made up of ] the octave, third and fifth. Praetorius, loc. cit., makes 
yet more distinctions among the Cymbel stops. He says on p. 131 that the Grober Cym-
bel is made up of 3 pipes [per key], or 3 ranks; for example, on p. 171, l.c., Praetorius 
mentions a Zimbel grob at Breslau. Klingender Cymbel, he says in addition, is also 3 
ranks, but repeats [continually] throughout the entire keyboard, and is considered the 
most artistic; it is encountered twice at the Jacobikirche in Hamburg, as well as at Ber-
nau in the Mark [Brandenburg] and at the Nicolaikirche in Leipzig. For the meaning 
of “repeating” see §.83. For the Cymbel pipes are very small, barely a few inches long.§ 
The 2-rank Cymbel sometimes repeats almost every octave. Kleiner Cymbel is of one 
rank, and repeats frequently. Praetorius, loc. cit., reports that it is found at Breslau. 
Repetirender Cymbel consists of 2 or [less commonly] 1 ranks, and repeats constantly, 
thus this stop is properly called “repeating”; [see,] for example, St. Lambrecht in 
Lüneburg. Klein Repetir-Cymbel 1 rank is found in the palace at Hesse; see Prae-
torius, p. 189. Cymbelbass¶ stops are also made that repeat once if they are ½� high; 
others, if they are even smaller, repeat twice. All of these, however, are composed of 
fourths and fifths.|| The name may also be spelled Cimbel or Zimbel instead of Cym-
bel; Praetorius always spells it “Zimbel”. It is best to spell it “Cymbel,” though; see 
Mattheson’s note in Niedt’s tenth chapter of the second part, p. 114, that finds fault 
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33) Here the late author has allowed himself to be led astray by the incorrect stoplist of the Mühl-
hausen Obermarktskirche [organ] found in [Mattheson’s Appendix to] Niedt [second part, pp. 
192-3], and cites a 4-rank Cymbel stop that has never existed in this organ, as can be seen in the 
correct stoplist of this valuable instrument added, together with other [stoplists], to Chapter 10. 
[Albrecht]

* Mattheson prefers “Cymbel” over 
“Zimbel” or “Zimpel.”

† This seems to contradict what Ad-
lung has said earlier in the para-
graph, where he makes a distinction 
between the two.

‡ i.e., the Cymbelscharf.

§ i.e., Adlung is suggesting that Mat-
theson might have made a mistake 
listing them on the same manual; 
see Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
pp. 169-70, as well as the stoplist of 
this organ in Chapter 10.

¶ i.e., the pitch is rather low.

|| The Cimbel [sic] 4 ranks is found 
on the Werck, while the Cimbel-
Scharf 3 ranks is in the Brust; see 
Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
194, as well as the stoplist of this or-
gan in Chapter 10.

** apparently the Dreikönigskirche. 
The area across the Elbe River from 
Dresden was known as Altendres-
den until 1685, when it was renamed 
Dresden-Neustadt. See the stoplist 
of this organ in Chapter 10.

†† under the title Organum grunin-

gense redivivum.

with the last-named spelling.* Since Cymbels are almost the same as Mixtures, they 
are also called “Mixturcymbel”; see Niedt, loc. cit., p. 110, which reads, “Mixturcym-
bels are stops of three kinds: large, medium and small Mixture[s]. In times past there 
were indeed actually 30, 40 or more pipes for one key in the large ones, but now [only] 
10-12, the largest pipe of which is of 8� pitch. The small mixture may also be called 
Scharf, and is [made up] of only 3 or 4 pipes, of which the largest is 3” long.” Because, 
as has just been mentioned, it is often the same as Scharf,† the name Cymbelscharf is 
also found, for example in the Kreuzkirche in Dresden, where there is also a separate 
Scharf as well. Thus it‡ must sound like a Cymbel, or there is some other distinction, 
or they do not stand on the same manual.§ There is indeed a Scharf Cymbel at St. Pe-
tri in Lübeck, as well as at the Kirche zu Unsrer Lieben Frau there; see Praetorius, 
loc. cit.. In the Pfarrkirche organ at Königsberg this Cymbelscharf is actually 4 ranks, 
but [only] 3 ranks at St. Dominicus in Prague, the usual size at which the Cymbel is 
found. There is a Cymbel 1� in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig; that is rather large.¶ This 
stop is also found with 4 ranks under the name Cymbel; for example, at Mühlhausen in 
Thuringia,33) as well as at St. Dominicus in Prague, though on a different manual than 
the 3-rank Cymbelscharf mentioned above.||

Cymbeloktave is a bright, cymbel-like Oktave 1�. An Octave 1� under this name 
was to be found in the former Altdresdenerkirche** organ, as well as in the Palace 
Church organ there.

Cymbelpauke is found at St. Catherine’s in Danzig, though I do not know what 
it is actually supposed to be: whether by pulling a stop the kettle-drum and Cymbel are 
heard simultaneously, or why it is so called.

Cymbelregal. In the Gröningen organ (whose description Werkmeister has 
published††—this is what I am referring to anytime I mention it) there is a repeat-
ing Cymbelregal. What it is seems rather obscure. I believe that it is an ordinary Regal 
which, when it is drawn, causes a repeating Cymbel, which stands on the same toeboard 
as the Regal, to be heard at the same time. Concerning the term Regal, see [below] un-
der R (in this connection refer also to note c on p. 411 of the Anleitung). All that re-
mains to be said in conclusion about the Cymbel stop is that it imparts a genuine vital-
ity to the full organ.

§. 135.

DECEM, in other words, “ten.” Decembass appears at St. Petri in Lübeck; see 
Praetorius, p. 165, where this stop is also called Detzehmbass. I surmise that it is the 
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* i.e., if one draws the Decembass and 
plays the lowest C in the pedal.

† See Werkmeister, Orgelprobe, p. 55, 
and Samber, Vol. II, p. 153. At Sen-
domir (Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 196) the Superoctava 2� 
is called Disdiapason, the Superoc-
tava 1� is called Disdisdiapason, and 
the Quinta 112 ‘ is called Disdia-

pente; see the stoplist of this organ 
in Chapter 10.

‡ no. 1, Plate 38 of the “Theatrum In-
strumentorum,” at the end of Syn-

tagma musicum, Vol. II.

§ See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

¶ i.e., a cylinder, not (as the Dolcan) 
an inverted cone.

same as Decima, the tenth, or as the compound third, which amounts to the same 
thing. Thus, if the Principal is [at] 8� [pitch] in the pedal, then the Decembass will be 
the third above the 4� c.* See further under Terz.

DECIMA, see under Terz.
DECIMA QUINTA [“fifteenth”] is actually an octave, and may be found below un-

der Oktave.
DECIMA NONA [“nineteenth”] is a Quinte; see Quinte.
* DECUPLA, “ten-fold,” also indicates a Terz.

§. 136.

Detzem, Detzembass, see under Terz, and also under Decem, §.135 (see Anlei-

tung, p. 411, note e).
DIAPASON is the same as Oktave; see Oktave.
DIAPENTE is the fifth; see Quinte.
DIAPENTE PILEATA is a stopped Quinte; see Quinte, and also under Gedakt.
Diskantschwiegel, see under Schwägel.
* DISDIAPASON, a Superoctave.†

* DISDIAPENTE, an octave above the Quinte [3�].
* DISDISDIAPASON, a Super-superoctave.
DITO. This word appears in the stoplist of the organ at St. Ansgarius in Bremen, 

namely: Dito 8�. No one would be so naive as to consider it a specific name for a stop; 
rather it always means “the preceding.” For example, in this stoplist there appears first 
“Trompet 16 �,” followed by “dito 8�,” i.e., again a Trompet, but this time at 8�.

§. 137.

DITONUS is the Terz; see under Terz.
Döeff is the same as Principal; see Principal.
* Doiflöt, see Duiflöt.
Dolcan or Dulcan is not actually described by Praetorius, yet he has repre-

sented it among the drawings,‡ where it is a 4�, wide at the top, narrow at the bottom, 
and is a penetrating stop. There is one at Gera (see §.301§), where it is called Wald-
flöte or Dolcan 4�, and indeed has double lips. This last, though, is not common ex-
cept in the Duiflöt, which is however something entirely different. The Waldflöte is 
also something different, since its body is the same width throughout.¶ Some place I 
have also read “Doscan”, but in this case someone must have read Praetorius’s “l” as 
an “s”. And “Toscan” may very well also have come from “Doscan,” since the spelling 
of such things did not used to be very precise. I cannot be sure but that the word Dusan 
may have come from Dulcan, by reading the “l” for an “s” and dropping the “c”; ex-
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* i.e. two pipes per key.

† i.e., on the same stopknob, to lend 
the 32� the semblance of prompter 
speech.

‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, pp. 
171f; see also the stoplist of this or-
gan in Chapter 10.

§ i.e., Praetorius’s Syntagma musi-

cum, p. 171.

¶ of Praetorius’s description.

cept that the Dusanbass, mentioned by Praetorius in the organ at St. Petri in Lübeck, 
is a 16 �, a size that is just not found in the Dolcan. Dulzain and Dulzaen have the same 
meaning [as Dolcan]. Both names are to be found in Praetorius, pp. 126 and 136, loc. 

cit.. More about this may be read in §.140 below.
DOLCIANO, see Dulcian and Fagott.
DOLCE SUONO means a “sweet sound,” and is the same as Dulcian .
Dolzflöt, see Dulzflöt.
DOLZIANA, see Dulcian .
Doppelt is a word that does not denote any particular stop, but rather is used if a 

stop is doubled.* For example at Jena there is a “Contrabass 32� doppelt”; since an open 
16 �  is also present.† At Gera there is a “Vox humana doppelt”, as well as a Flötedouce 
8�; see §.301. I find it most difficult to comprehend what it means in Praetorius’s de-
scription of the new organ at Breslau‡ when it says “Grossprincipal, Chormass-Princi-
pal, i.e., Principal 8� and ‘doppelt Principal with one stop.�” It may perhaps mean that 
the Grossprincipal 16 �  and Chormassprincipal 8� are controlled by one stop mecha-
nism, which, since it activates two principals, is called “doppelt Principal”; or perhaps 
it is a stop in which each key has two pipes of the same size. Later on we find: “Ge-
dacktflöt unter Chormass; Gedacktflöt Chormass; Doppelflöt”, again all three with 
one stop. This much may be said about the Doppelflöte: it is not unheard of for two 
pipes to be placed on each key, and consequently this interpretation is indeed possible. 
In this case it would be the same as the Duiflöt if the latter is sometimes conceived in 
the same way; see §.137. “Duplicat” likewise means the same thing as these words; for 
it§ continues: “Offen Chormass of a special type, Oktave, duplicat this.” Once again, 
this means either that the previous 2 stops, Offen Chormass and Oktave, are upon the 
same hole, or that they are both controlled by one stop mechanism. And thus proceeds 
the rest.¶ One ought to consult Praetorius, loc. cit., for oneself.

* DORIS, see below under Flauto or Flute douce.
Drommel. Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 199, writes this instead of “Trommel;” see be-

low, §.203.
Duiflöt, Doiflöt or Doppelflöt, from “duo”, “two”, is a sort of stopped reg-

ister, normally of wood, with two lips exactly opposite each other, so that one may 
look across the languid through the 2 lips. Thus its tone is different than other Ge-
dakts. Praetorius, loc. cit., discusses it on p. 140. He says that 28 years ago (from his 
time) a certain E.C. (this must mean Esaias Compenius) discovered this type [of Ge-
dakt], about the year 1590. It is found rather infrequently. Previously it was in the 
Reglerkirche organ here in Erfurt. Since, however, the church roof collapsed several 
years ago, causing much damage and requiring the organ to be repaired, the Quinte 
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34) It would be well to remember what I have said in the previous note [§.134]. This stop is not to be 
found in any organ at Mühlhausen, not to mention appearing twice. [Albrecht] 

* i.e., Adlung.

† The reference is unclear. Matthe-
son’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 189, 
gives a stoplist for “The new organ 
in Leipzig,” but lists no Dulzian in 
it (see the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10).

6 �  and this Duiflöt were not considered as necessary as a Sesquialter and Oktave 4�, 
and thus they were replaced. This stop may still be seen at the Kaufmannskirche and 
at St. Severus in Erfurt, as well as at Udestädt near Erfurt. At Waltershausen there is a 
“Flöte dupla 8�,” and that may mean the same thing.

DULCEON, see Principal, §.177.

§. 138.

Dulcian, dolce suono, must be carefully distinguished from Dulzain, which will 
be discussed in §.140; the latter is a flue stop, while the former is a reed. The reed Dul-
cian is not the same as Fagott, or only seldom the same (as, e.g., in Praetorius, loc. cit., 
p. 166, who uses it twice in this way), just as both of these are distinct apart from the 
organ. Were one to distinguish the German Fagott from the French, as some do, by 
calling the German the Dulcian, then the French would be called the true Fagott. The 
Dulcian, like the Fagott, is a leathered reed; see Niedt’s second part, chap. 10, p. 110. 
What that means is clear from §.104 [above], where it is stated that the reed shallots 
are covered with leather to keep them from rattling so much. This is not the case with 
all reeds, but it is with this one. Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 147, writes about it thus: “The 
Dulcian is only [at] 8� pitch (but I* will also cite examples at 16 �; indeed, he himself 
gives it as 16 �  on pp. 166 and 173); some [builders] stop it at the top, thus allowing its 
sound to escape through a number of little holes on one side at the bottom, a charac-
teristic that is found in the regal stops that are made in Vienna, Austria. Some, though, 
leave it completely unstopped at the top, in which case, however, it is not so quiet, and 
is similar to the wind instrument that is called by this name. It belongs more properly 
in the pedal than in the manual.” This stop is found at various places, both at 16 �  as 
well as at 8�. At 16 �, for example, it is found twice in the Cathedral at Bremen; at El-
mshorn; at St. Nikolai, St. Petri, St. Johannis and St. Maria Magdalena in Hamburg, 
in almost every case twice. At Königsberg it is in the Altstädterkirche organ twice [at 
16 � ], and at 8� besides; the same in the Löbenichtkirche and Pfarrkirche organs there, 
and at St. Michaelis and St. Johannis in Lüneburg; twice in the new organ at Leipzig;† 
twice at Mühlhausen in Thuringia;34) at Sendomir, where it is also at 8� as well, and in-
deed appears twice at 16 �  under the name “Dolziana.” It is also a 16 �  at Stockholm, 
at St. Cosmae in Stade, in the Klosterkirche organ at Stralsund, at Tilse in Prussian 
Brandenburg, and in the Collegiate Church at Wurzen. Praetorius cites a 16 �  Dulcian 
unter Chormass at Breslau, a 16 �  wooden Dulcian in the Cathedral at Magdeburg, a 
16 �  wooden Dolcian or Rankett at Sondershausen (N.B. in other cases these stops are 
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* The sense of this comment seems to 
be that Praetorius cites all these 16 � 
examples.

† i.e., the traverse flute’s

‡ This should read “415.”

§ up to this point in this entry Ad-
lung has taken his information from 
Praetorius, Vol. II, p. 136; the rest 
of the entry is his commentary on 
Praetorius. Adlung has obviously 
never encountered the stop himself.

¶ i.e., the organbuilder who invented 
the stop.

not the same); a 16 �  wooden Dulcian-type Sordun in the Klosterkirche at Riddagshau-
sen. As just mentioned, Praetorius cites all of these.* It is also at 16 �  at Otterndorf in 
Land Hadeln; see Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 193. At St. Dominicus in Prague 
it appears twice at 16 �, once in the manual (again of wood). Thus I do not see how 
Praetorius comes up with 8�, as he says; he must have been speaking of the size of the 
resonator, which nevertheless produces a 16 �  tone. I have only a few examples of this 
stop at 8�, such as in the Cathedral at Bremen where it is 8�, but where it is also twice 
more at 16 �. It is also 8� at Insterburg in Prussia, and at 8� and 16 �  at the [Kirche zu] 
Unsrer Lieben Frau in Lübeck (it is there that Praetorius calls it Dulcian or Fagott). I 
know of no example beyond these; the writers of this or that stoplist must have wanted 
to express the size of the resonator.

§. 139.

DULCINUS is sometimes the same thing as Fagott; see Fagott. 
Dulzflöt or Dolzflöt, likewise Süssflöt and DULCEFLOIT, gets its name from 

the Latin dulcis, pleasant, and Flöt, because of the pleasant sound it has. It is otherwise 
called Querpfeife or Querflöt, except that it is voiced like a Blockpfeife. Anyone 
who wants to comprehend everything [about it] should combine what is said in §.122 
about the Blockflöte with what is stated below about the Querflöt. For its† characteris-
tics apart from the organ consult Praetorius, loc. cit., chap. VIII, p. 35 (see also Anlei-

tung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, p. 515,‡ note p). Tibia angusta is the same thing.

§. 140.

Dulzain or Dulzaen. Praetorius uses the latter name, loc. cit., p. 126; but the for-
mer on p. 136 where he describes the stop. It is wide on top, but a bit narrower below 
at the lip. In Praetorius’s day it stood in the new organ at Stralsund at 8� pitch; it can-
not really be any smaller because it is so difficult to voice. It sounds somewhat similar 
to the Dulcian, since the body is broader on top, just like the Dulcian, and is also nar-
rower at the lip.§ Yet it could hardly sound very similar to the Dulcian, since the latter 
is a reed stop, while the Dulzaen is a flue stop. The name the master¶ gave it at the be-
ginning is, however, the one most commonly adhered to.

Dunecken 2�, according to Praetorius, is to be found in the Marienkirche organ 
at Danzig; I do not know, however, what it actually is. As far as I can see, it must be an 
Oktave stop, since it is indicated as a 2�. But it might be a stopped register, or a reed—
I cannot say.

* DUODECIMA [“twelfth”], abbreviated Duodez, is a compound fifth.
* DUPLA SESQUIALTERA is a Terz.
Duplicat, see Doppelt, §.137. 
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35) It is also found here at Mühlhausen in the Oberstädtischen Hauptkirche B.V.M. at 16 �, where the 
lowest octave is of wood, but the others are of tin-plated sheet iron (von weissen Blech), with a 
compass of C-c”�. This stop must have seemed so insignificant (klein) to the over-clever author of 
the stoplist found in Niedt that he overlooked it. Apparently he also did not realize that this very 
stop also stands in the [organ of the] Hauptkirche St. Blasii here, a half-stop from C-c�, although 
he has been organist there.§[Albrecht] 

* See §.404. below.

† See §.287 below.

‡ i.e., Görlitz; see §.301.

§ The “over-clever author” whom Al-
brecht is criticizing is apparently 
Johann Mattheson. Similar criti-
cisms by Albrecht elsewhere in this 
book cast doubt on the accuracy of 
Mattheson’s stoplists as recorded 
in his edition of the second part of 
Niedt. There is no record of Mat-
theson ever having held a position 
in Mühlhausen, and thus the final 
sentence must mean that Matthe-
son at some time either visited and 
played the organ at the St. Blasius 
Church (where J.S. Bach was organ-
ist from 1707-8), or that he played a 
service or a concert there.

Dusanbass is cited by Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 165, in the stoplist of the St. Petri or-
gan in Lübeck, at 16 �. I can report nothing further about the nature of this stop, since 
I know nothing more about it. See Dolcan, §.137.

Echo is a stop in the manual that represents an echo; see Anleitung, p. 415. [For] 
Cornet d�Echo, see Cornet above.

Ellich is not a stop, but means “2 feet”, or an Ell long.
Engelstimme, see Angelica, §.116.
EPISTOMIUM means a Ventil; see below under Ventil.

§. 141.

Fagott, Fagotto in Italian, Basson in French, are all the same. It is also called dul-

cinus, dolce suono, and sometimes “Dulcian” is confused with it. It has already been said 
in §.138 (q.v.), however, that these two stops are distinct. It is also called the French 
Fagott. In the 10th chapter of the second part, Niedt says that in organs it is the Dul-
cian, and it may well be that some of the examples in §.138 may actually be Fagotts; 
therefore I can cite only a few examples of the Fagott. In chap. 10 of the Musikalischer 

Trichter[, p. 92,] Fuhrmann also calls the Fagott “Dolciano,” and distinguishes it from 
the Basson, which he calls the French Fagott, by saying that the latter is in chamber 
pitch, while the former is in choir pitch.* Thus by Dolciano he means the German 
Fagott. Now since chamber pitch is not used in organs,(**) thus the Fagott in organs 

(**) This is not altogether true; there is certainly more than one organ at chamber pitch in Germany, 
as, for example, in Dresden.† [Agricola]

may be understood as the German one, i.e., the Dulcian. Praetorius makes a distinction 
in the tone, [however,] and therefore I will also treat them separately. Concerning the 
Fagott, Praetorius says (loc. cit., p. 147) that it is at 8� pitch, has either broad or narrow 
resonators throughout, the largest of which is 4� long, and is a reed. In the [Neu-eröff-

nete] Orchestre I, Part III, chap. III, §.9, [p. 269], the Basson is also called the Basse 

de chormorne. I do not know what this actually means; but otherwise I do know about 
the Basse de cromorne, about which there is something to read in §.164 below. In the or-
gan some Fagotts are made of metal, others of wood. For example, at the Collegen-
kirche in Jena it is in the manual at 16 �, of metal;35) but at Görlitz it is a wooden 16 �  in 
the pedal. The stoplist of this organ‡ reads “Fagotti.” That is the Italian plural, and 
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* i.e., no toeholes are bored into the 
channels of the upper octaves.

is apparently so called and written because each pipe, as it were, represents one Fag-
ott. At St. Nikolai in Stralsund it is also at 16 �  of wood, and is also encountered at 16 � 
at St. Nikolai in Rostock. In Herbstleben there is a 16 �  wooden Fagott. The resonators 
are indeed 8� long, but very narrow, the breadth of a hand; yet they thunder almost like 
a 16 �  Posaune. The Fagott is often built only for half the keyboard, since it would lose 
its characteristic tone in the high [register]. The other part either remains unbored,* 
or a stop is put in the upper octaves that does not sound well in the bass, thus creating a 
special stop out of it. At Alach, for example, the two lower octaves of the Vox humana 
(Menschenstimme) are a Fagott 8�. Alternatively the Oboe is placed in the treble while 
the Fagott is the bass; the Oboe is indeed found in the organ, too (see §.159 below).

§. 142.

Feldpfeife, Feldpipe, Feldflöte (which is sometimes considered the same as 
the Bauerflöte; see §.121) is a type of traverse flute, and is likewise blown on its side 
apart from the organ. But this is the small fife, which is used with drums in the field; 
it has its own special fingering, which is not at all the same as the Querflöte. See Prae-
torius, loc. cit., chap. 8, p. 35. From this type of pipe someone took the opportunity to 
build a stop for organs and gave it the above name. Up to now I have found this stop in 
various places at 4�, 2� and 1�. For example, it is a 4� at St. Nikolai in Stralsund, but a 2� 
at the Marienkirche in Lübeck, as well as in the Heiligengeistkirche in Colberg, where 
it is called Feldflöt. It is a 1� [stop] at St. Lamprecht in Lüneburg; see Praetorius, loc. 

cit.. Many consider it to be the same as the Schweitzerpfeife, and thus one may consult 
in this regard that which is said about it in §.188 below. (See the Anleitung, p. 416.)

§. 143.

Feldtrommet, according to Praetorius, is a 16 �  [stop] at St. Petri in Lübeck. It 
is a reed stop (we will learn more about the Trommet below). I do not know whether it 
is so called because it has something especially wild about it, or because it sounds coarse 
due to its large pipes. Below, however, we will also find the Trommet at 16 �; see §.202.

* FIFFARO is the Querpfeife; see §.170.
* FISTULA, a pipe or flute, can mean various things according to the words joined 

to it, such as
* FISTULA LARGIOR [larger] or MINIMA [very small]; see Schwiegel, §.187.
* FISTULA RURESTRIS, see Feld- or Bauerflöte, §.121.

§. 144.

Flachflöte or Flachpfeife is a flue stop (i.e., not a reed stop; wherever in the 
present treatise it is not expressly stated that this or that stop is a reed, then it should 
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* p. 21, in the pedal at the monastery 
church at Grauhoff near Goslar.

† i.e., flute.

‡ Samber writes “Fleten.”

§ i.e., the final “a” is added to the 
word to make it into a feminine sin-
gular noun. In actuality this word 
has nothing to do with Latin; it 
is the normal word for “flute” in 
Czech.

¶ Adlung also adheres to this method 
of classification, though he does not 
make it clear here. This transla-
tion of the Musica mechanica orga-

noedi distinguishes between the ge-
neric and technical senses of the 
term flute, wherever this distinction 
is clear from the text, by translating 
“Flöt” as either “flute” or “flue”, 
and “Flötwerk” as either “flute 
stop” or “flue stop.”

always be considered a flue stop). Concerning the Flachflöte, see Praetorius, loc. cit., 
p. 136. It has almost the same scale as the Spitzflöte, not very wide below at the lip, 
with a narrow, low cut-up, but the lip itself is quite broad, and thus it sounds quite 
plain and unpretentious. It is a bit conical, and for that reason is also sometimes called 
Spitzflöte. For example, Praetorius reports that there is a Spitz- or Flachflöte 4� in 
the Klosterkirche at Riddagshausen. But otherwise there is a difference between these 
two stops. Likewise at the Cathedral at Magdeburg Praetorius gives Flachflöt 4� in the 
place where the resident cathedral verger in his description gives Spitzflöte. Its voicing 
is rather difficult. It sounds well, and smoother than the Gemshorn. A Grossflachflöt is 
8�, an ordinary one 4�, a small one 2�. I have not encountered many [examples of this 
stop], and most of these [are] at 2�, for example, at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt, in 
the Cathedral at Bremen, in the large organ at St. Nikolai in Hamburg, as well as at St. 
Petri there. Praetorius cites a 2� Kleinflachflöt at Bückeburg. At Pulsnitz and in Bier-
mann* it is indicated as 8�, and there it means “Grossflachflöt”.

* Flageolet is the same as Schwiegel 1� or 2�. “Flasnet” must indeed mean the 
same thing (see Anleitung zur musikalischen Gelahrtheit, p. 417).

§. 145.

FLAUTO, plural Flauti, is the Italian name for flute.
Flet† is what Samber writes on p. 145, where he speaks of “Flet of wood”, and 

on p. 146, where he speaks of “Flet of tin.”‡ 
FLAUTO PICCOLO [means] small flute.
FLETNA is the Latin ending § found in Janowka[, p. 43].
FLEUT is supposed to be French; but it is better to use Fluste, or Flute, according 

to the new spelling. All three forms are pronounced “Flüte”.
Flöt or Flöte are the usual German spellings.
All these words may have their origin from the Latin flare, “to blow”. Some may 

assert that most instruments are blown, including those that are not flutes; a sufficient 
answer for such people is that in the past, before reeds became fashionable, all wind in-
struments (Pfeifwerk) were called “flutes”. Later on, when reed instruments were in-
troduced, the word “flute” was used for all wind instruments that were not reeds. Thus 
Praetorius divides all stops into flutes and reeds; consequently principals, mixtures, ge-
dakts, etc., are actually flutes in the general sense.¶ Apart from the organ there are 
many [types of ] flutes, such as: Quartflöte, Altflöte or Flötedouce, Tenorflötedouce, 
Bassflötedouce, Flötetraversiere, etc. There are still more types within the organ, since 
with the exception of reeds, principals, octaves and compound stops almost everything 
can be called a flute. Indeed, some even call the Oktave a flute, e.g., Tubalflöt, Jubal-
flöt [q.v.]. Since so much is included under this name, it is impossible to indicate any 
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36) Likewise in the Blasiuskirche at Mühlhausen, where it stands in the uppermost keyboard. In 
[Mattheson’s appendix to] Niedt[, part two,] an Offene Flöte is mentioned that is supposed to be 
in the Obermarktkirche organ here [in Mühlhausen]; there has never been such a stop in this or-
gan, however, just as many other stops that are indicated there. [Albrecht]

* Adlung takes his spelling directly 
from Praetorius.

† It appears that this statement ap-
plies to all the 8� and 4� flutes in the 
organs mentioned directly above it.

‡ Biermann reads “Floit Bass”, at 1�.

common conception for it; for the varieties have very different natures, and correspond 
in nothing except that they are all flue pipes. The English also call the flute the recor-
dor; see Praetorius, loc. cit., chap. 7, p. 33.* The Querflöte will be treated separately 
later on, as well as the Hohlflöte, Holzflöte, Flötedouce, Sifflöte, Waldflöte, Offen-
flöte, Spitz- or Spintelflöte, Rohrflöte, Quintflöte, Pfeiferflöte, and Kützialflöte; each 
of these will appear in its proper place, and the general principles of the flute stated 
here may be consulted for each one of them. Some of them have already been dealt 
with, such as Bauerflöte, §.121; Blockflöte, §.122; Koppelflöte, §.129; Dulzflöte, §.139; 
Duiflöte, §.137; and Flachflöte, §.144. But the examples need to be dealt with here in 
which simply the word “flute” is found. For example, Flöte 8� stands in the pedal at 
St. Petri in Berlin, in the Heiligengeistkirche at Colberg, in the Marienkirche and the 
Neustadtkirche at Thoren, at St. Bartholomaus and St. Catharinen in Danzig, in the 
organ of the Haberbergkirche at Königsberg, where the Flöte 4� appears twice in the 
manuals; likewise at the Steindammkirche in Königsberg there is a Flöte 8� and 4� on 
one manual and Flöte 8� on another. What these actually are, stopped or open pipes, 
I do not know. There must be something special about them, since Gedakts as well as 
Principals and Oktaves 8� and 4� are found there as usual.† Anyone who has the oppor-
tunity to examine these organs will easily be able to make up for this lack [of informa-
tion]. There is a Flöte 4� at Eisenach.36) If this stop appears in the pedal, it is usually 
given the name Flötenbass, of which I will only mention for example the Flötenbass 
4� in the Stadtkirche at Jena. Biermann likewise makes mention of this stop on p. 19.‡

§. 146.

FLUTE ALEMANDE, or D’ALEMAGNE, means the same as Quer- or Soldatenpfeife; 
see below under Querpfeife.

FLUTE TRAVERSE or TRAVERSA   

}
 
see Querpfeife.FLUTE TRAVERSIERE

FLUTE À BEC  
FLUTE DOUCE   

}
 
are both the same. Bec in French means something’s mouth 

or 
beak; so this type of flute gains its name from its mouthpiece, which is a good inch 

long. In French douce means “quiet, pleasant,” from Latin dulcis, “sweet”. Accord-
ingly the Stillflöte that appears in organs is indeed the same thing. It is pronounced 
“flöt a bec” and “flöte duse”. The Germans often say “flötduse”. This stop is also 
spelled “Fleute douce.” Just as both large and small ones exist apart from the organ, 
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37) This is of wood, and stopped to the degree necessary by a board placed at a slant [over the top of 
the pipe]. The body is conical, and the sound is much gentler than a normal 4� Gedakt due to the 
very narrow scale. In this area it is very common. [Albrecht]

* See §.137.

† i.e., the sound of the recorder.

‡ p.[16].

§ “Doux” is the masculine form of the 
adjective.

¶ i.e. in the Beschreibung der Orgel zu 

Görlitz, p.[3].

|| i.e., strange and incomprehensible.

they may be met at various sizes within it, though they are normally found at 8� and 4�. 
For example, there is an 8� at St. Ansgarius in Bremen, and [also] in the new Michae-
liskirche organ in Hamburg (which, however, was destroyed in 1750 when the church 
burned); at St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg; in the palace or Cathedral at Merseburg, and 
also in Waltershausen. It appears twice in the Stadtkirche at Jena, in the Löbenicht-
kirche at Königsberg, in the Obermarktkirche at Mühlhausen in Thuringia,37) and at 
St. Nikolaus in Stralsund. It stands at 4� at Gera, doubled.* At Alach it is a conical 
metal 4�. Organbuilders prefer to make the pipes of wood rather than some other mate-
rial, in order to imitate insofar as possible the characteristic flute sound.† Just as men-
tioned, they are constructed conically, and are stopped [by a flap] at a slant, so they 
are neither completely open nor completely stopped on top. For the instrument apart 
from the organ, from which the one in the organ gets its name, is also almost closed 
at the bottom end. The pipes would not possess their quiet nature if this were not so. 
Thus the scale must also be much narrower than in Gedakts, and the cut-up not so 
high, by which they sound more charming and not so pompous as Gedakts. In the Gör-
litz organ there is a Gedackte Fleut doux 4�—this is the name Boxberg calls it in his 
Beschreibung.‡  It may well mean “Flute douce”, since Flute is otherwise feminine.§ 
There ¶ he writes that it is only a 4� Gedackt, but that it exactly resembles the instru-
ment from which it gets its name.

* FLÛTE DUPLA is half French and half Latin; see Duiflöt.

§. 147.

FOND D’ORGUE may look to many like [the name of ] some Bohemian village;|| 
this goes for me, too, let me assure you. One need only consult De Grigny’s Premier 

Livre d’Orgue; there he mostly requires 2 keyboards with pedal, and has three sys-

temata or staves (Linien). For each keyboard he names the stops that are to be drawn. 
Among others there is a Kyrie written on three staves, over one of which stands Cro-
morne, over the second Fond d�Orgue, and over the third Pedalle. Thus it appears cer-
tainly to be an organ stop. Orgue means organ, and Fond means foundation, thus com-
bined [they signify] the foundation of the organ. Both are French words. But what 
sort of stop the French give this name is unknown to me. Because it is in the manual, 
it seems to me that it could signify the Principal, since this is the main and fundamen-
tal stop. (**) 

(**) This is true to a certain extent. For it is not a separate special stop to which the French give this 
name. Rather they mean by Fond: 1) the Principals or flue stop that must be drawn with a reed; thus 
they say Fond de Trompette, Fond de Cromorne, etc. 2) by Fond d’Orgue, for which whole pieces are 
sometimes stipulated, they indicate that the Principal 8� and the Oktave 4� as well as the 16 �  Bor-
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* This should read “Propositio 15” 
(p.21).

† a “secondary stop”, i.e. not a princi-
pal. See §.215 below.

‡ in the “Werck” (Hauptwerk); see 
Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
198, as well as the stoplist of this or-
gan in Chapter 10.

§ i.e., Vol. II of the Manuductio. 

¶ i.e., the Præstant.

||  Latin “Do not touch me”; a ref-
erence to the words of the risen Je-
sus to Mary Magdelene at the tomb 
(John 20:17).

** See note to Fond d’Orgue, §.147 
above.

†† String-toned stops such as this one 
became common earlier in trans-
alpine Catholic territories than in 
Protestant areas.

‡‡ i.e., Janowka.

dun should be drawn, i.e., purely unison-sounding ranks, without fifths and thirds. It is in this sense 
that both of the De Grigny works cited earlier are to be understood. [Agricola]

§. 148.

FORNITURE, FOURNITURE, appears in the organ at Sandomir [sic] at 4�, and 
must mean the same thing as Principal. As is apparent from Frisch’s French diction-
ary, among the French it means a stop or series of pipes that serves as a strengthener, 
which is the name given to a mixture. At Sandomir, however, it cannot be the mixture, 
since one already appears elsewhere in the same keyboard; at any rate there are sel-
dom two mixtures for one keyboard, especially if it is not the main manual. This stop 
is at Chambery with the Latin ending, “Fournitura”; see De Chales, Vol. III, proposi-
tion 22.* The stoplist of the organ there, given below in §.287, shows quite clearly that 
it is not the Principal, but an ordo minus praecipuus;† for if it were the Principal, then 
DeChales would have included it in his [instructions about] combining [stops] among 
those stops that may be drawn alone, which however he did not do. Therefore it means 
something else there, probably the mixture. (**) 

(**) In France it means, incontestably, the larger mixture: Fourniture. [Agricola]

Französische Posaune 16 �  is found on the manual at Stockholm.‡ Doubtless it 
has something special beyond the common Posaune (which is dealt with below), but I 
do not know what that is. Perhaps it has a quieter character.

FRONTISPICIUM. Samber makes use of this word on p. 153 of his Continuation § 

when he wants to indicate the Principal that stands in the façade.¶

§. 149.

Fuchsschwanz is a trick stop, found occasionally among the other manubriis or 
stopknobs, to punish those who are curious enough to pull the stop out; it has nothing 
to do with the organ. There is such a stopknob in the organ at St. Andreas in Erfurt. 
The person who draws it out ends up with a foxtail in his hand, and since it cannot be 
put back in very quickly, those present get a chance to tease the curious one who wants 
to poke his nose into everything. Of course the name is not written on [the stopknob]. 
It is possible to invent other such tricks; perhaps the Noli me tangere|| at St. Gertrud in 
Hamburg is also one of them.

FUGARA again sounds to me like [the name of ] some Bohemian village.** On p. 
91 of the Clavis ad Thesaurum magnæ Artis Musicæ Janowka numbers it among the 
common stops.†† It may well be a common stop here as well, but who can guess what 
the Bohemian‡‡ intends to indicate with the word. In Waltershausen there is [a stop] 
spelled “Vogar 8�,”* which I do not know how to make anything of except to believe 
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* In Adlung’s stoplist of the Walter-
shausen organ, §.314, a stop listed as 
“Fugar” is found in the Oberwerk. 
The Oberwerk of this same organ 
today, however, holds a stop spelled 
“Vogar”. Perhaps either Adlung or 
Albrecht “corrected” the stoplist.

† See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

‡ i.e., as opposed to mutations.

§ i.e., 32� and 16 �.

that this altered spelling is the result of someone writing down this stop after only 
hearing it spoken, and never seeing its proper spelling. In Naumburg there is found a 
Fugara 4�. The pipes are very narrow and consequently the speech is rather slow; [this 
stop] is furthermore cutting and yet delicate. Thus this rank belongs among the open 
flue stops, and is little different from Violdigamba 4�.

* FUNDAMENTALIS, i.e., foundation stop. At Chambery it is the Principal.†

§. 150.

* Gar [“very”] is an accompanying word; look under the word to which it is pre-
fixed. For example, Gar kleine Flöt, see Praetorius, p. 172; gar grosser Untersatzgedakt 

32�, see p. 178 [ibid.], etc.
Gedakt. This word may be understood either in a broader or narrower sense. 

In the broad sense, all stops are so called that are stopped, be they flue ranks or reed 
ranks, metal or wooden; for example, the Subbass, Contrabass, Bordun, Barem, Re-
gal, Quintatön, Flute douce, etc. These types [of stops], however, often have their own 
particular structure, voicing and size; thus they also have their own particular names, 
and are best considered under their own heading. We will use the word somewhat more 
narrowly, understanding Gedakt stops as those that bear no special name but are rather 
simply called thus, or that are constructed according to just such a principle. All types 
of pipes, however, may be stopped, and since they thereby sound an octave lower, they 
therefore bear a numeral that is twice as large as their bodies. Thus the Gedakt 4� is 
only 2� long, the 8� only 4�, the 16 �  only 8�, etc. It is primarily the octave-sounding 
stops‡ that are stopped and called Gedackts. Thus we find: 1) a 32� Gedackt, whose 
largest pipe however is only 16 �. It has a special name, and is called Contrabass, Un-
tersatz, Subbas, [or] Grosssubbass; concerning these see §.126. 2) a 16 �  Gedackt. If it 
is in the pedal, it is also called Untersatz or Subbass. Sometimes it is in the pedal at 
both 32� and 16 �, for example in the Stadtkirche in Jena. It is also made [at a] some-
what broader [scale], so that it sounds more pompous and full, since it is a great de-
fect if the Subbass just wheezes. The bodies of these stops are only 8� tall. In the man-
ual it is simply called a Gedackt 16 �, or also (especially if it is of somewhat narrower 
scale) Bordun; see §.124. Moreover it must not be of the breadth recommended for the 
pedal, since it would not sound pleasant. The name Untersatz is the most usual one 
for these two types of Gedackts § if they stand in the pedal. At 16 �  it appears, for ex-
ample, at Waltershausen, at Elmshorn and in Butzfleth near Stade; at 32� in the Alt-
städterkirche organ at Königsberg. At St. Johannis in Lüneburg it is [found at] 32� and 
16 �, both bearing the name Untersatz; the former is half wooden and half metal. It 
is also both at 32� and 16 �  at Mühlhausen in Thuringia, under the name Subbass.38) 
Thus the name is not all that important. In the organ of the royal palace at Königs-
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38) To be sure, both of these appear in [Mattheson’s Appendix to] Niedt, p. 193, yet only the latter is 
[actually found] in the Marienkirche organ here. [Albrecht]

* See §.137.

† As Adlung has stated earlier in this 
entry, the Contrabass is normally a 
stopped rank.

‡ i.e., the one used for realizing fig-
ured bass for accompaniments. This 
stop is also called “Barem”; see 
§.120.

§ This last comment does not repre-
sent Adlung’s opinion, but is taken 
directly from Mattheson’s Appen-
dix to Niedt, p. 181.

¶ This statement seems to refer to all 
8� Gedackts, not merely the last in-
stance mentioned.

|| e.g., Blockflöte, Sifflöte.

berg there is an Unterbass 26 �. Unterbass is indeed the same as Subbass, since the Latin 
word “sub” means “under”. But it cannot be 26 �—this is surely a printing error in 
Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 186. It must be 16�, since Oktave 8� and 4� are there. 
The Grossunterbass 32� at St. Marien in Danzig, as well as the Doppelt Unterbass at 
the [Kirche zu] Unsrer Lieben Frau in Lübeck (see Praetorius, pp. 163 and 166) are 
both this sort of stop; or the latter may be a 16 �  with doubled pipes.* I believe the first 
[alternative is correct], since an Unterbass is there as well. Concerning Bordunsub-
bass, see §.124. In the Pfarrkirche at Danzig there is in the pedal an Untersatz 32�, Sub-
bass 16 �  and Gedackt 16 �. Thus there must be a difference in the scaling [between the 
two 16 �  stops], as has already been mentioned. In Stockholm there is also a Subbass 
32�, as well as at the Barfüsserkirche in Erfurt, to the best of my recollection. The open 
Contrabass 16 �  [at Görlitz] has already been noted in §.126.† At St. Bartholomäus in 
Danzig there is an open Subbass 16 �. It may be a wooden substitute for the Principal 
[16 � ], or intended for some other purpose, since normally a Subbass is a Gedackt, al-
though it does have other meanings. For example, in times past the Grossholzflöt was 
also called Subbass or Thunbass (i.e., Tonbass); see Praetorius, p. 132. The Gedackt 16 � 
is also called Grossgedackt in the manual at St. Dominicus in Prague. There is a Grob-
gedackt 16 �  in the organ at St. Michaelis in Erfurt, that can be used both in the man-
ual and as a Subbass in the pedal through separate drawknobs (cf. §.130). 3.) The Grob-
gedackt does not always mean a 16 �, though, since an 8� is so called if its scale and 
cut-up are wide and its sound pompous. For the Gedackt 8� is found on almost every 
manual, though in some it is more quietly voiced than in others. Thus some are given 
the name Still- or Gelindgedackt, which means the Musicirgedackt,‡ since it is most 
suitable for figured bass. This is also known as Lieblichgedackt, and stands at 8� with 
this name in the Pfarrkirche organ at Königsberg. If it is made to imitate a flute it is 
also called Humangedackt. Such a stop stands in the organ at St. Gertrud in Hamburg, 
made of wood and very lovely.§ The bodies of the 8� are about 4� tall.¶ 4.) There is also 
a Klein gedackt of 4� pitch and 2� bodies, as well as a 2� pitch, which is however named 
for other flutes.|| If one Gedackt is paired with another one, either larger or smaller, 
it is sometimes called Mittelgedackt; for example at St. Petri and at St. Catharina in 
Magde burg, where it is a 4�; see Praetorius, loc. cit.[, pp. 175 and 176]. A Grossholzern 
Gedackt 8� stands in the Klosterkirche at Riddagshausen, as Praetorius likewise men-
tions. The 1� Gedackt is the Bauerflöte, discussed in §.121; the 2� sometimes bears this 
same name, for example at Danzig in the Pfarrkirche. Concerning Gedackts, note fur-
thermore that they are given other names as well: for example, Pressior 16 �  at San-
domir is a Gedackt ( pressus means “pressed”). Obtusior 8� there is the Gedackt 8� (obtu-

sus means “weak, dull, thick”, and that is the way Gedackts sound). Pileata 4� there is 
the Gedackt 4� (pileus means “hat”, since Gedackts have caps on top to stop them). All 
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* i.e., “stop, register.”

† i.e., Regula pressa, Regula obtusa, Re-

gula pileata; see §.184 below.

‡ As this sentence later seems to sug-
gest, Adlung is speaking of the 8�; 
perhaps he means that the 32� and 
16 �  varieties are not normally called 
simply “Gedackt.”

§ i.e., 4�.
¶ i.e., no aliquot stops.

|| i.e., “Stopped Fifths.”

** “Geige” means “fiddle.”

three names apply to all Gedackts, large and small, and [the word] Regula* is under-
stood as preceding each term.† If one wishes to keep the names without appending the 
length in feet, yet still to distinguish among them, then the Gedackt, which is the larg-
est in our organs,‡ may be called pileata maxima, obtusior maxima, or pressior maxima; 
the smaller § [Gedackt] pileata, major or media, etc.; and the smallest pileata, minima 
or minor, etc. The Gedackts discussed up to now—1�, 2�, 4�, 8�, 16 �, 32�—are only oc-
tave-sounding stopped ranks, that produce the pitches of the Principals when they are 
drawn.¶ Sometimes, however, a Gedackt is tuned lower and still keeps the same name. 
For example, at St. Jacobi in Hamburg the organ is at choir pitch, yet in the Ober-
werk there is a Gedackt at chamber pitch, so that if it is necessary to play figured bass 
accompaniments the organist is spared the copying and transposing that are so often 
needed for chamber pitch. Other Gedackts are also there for normal music-making; it 
all works quite well. Among the flute stops there are also Gedeckte Quinten;|| see be-
low under Quinte.

* Gedackte italienische Quinte. See §.161.

§. 151.

Gedacktpommer, see §.123.
Gedackte FLÖTE DOUCE, see under Flûte a bec, §.146.
Gedackte Quintflöte, see under Quinte.
* Gedacktflöte is a sweetly voiced Gedackt 16 �, 8� or 4�. In Königsberg at the 

Löbenichtkirche it stands at 8�. Biermann mentions it as 4� on p. 25, and Praetorius, 
loc. cit., p. 172, notes a Gedacktfl. Oktav as well as a Gedacktflöt Sedecima.

As for other stops that originate from Gedackts, one should seek them under 
the appended word. For example, Gedacktfl. Chormass and Unterchormass, etc., see 
[§.]125.

§. 152.

Gedämpft Regal, see below [under] Regal, §.183.
Geigenprincipal, see Principal, §.177.
Geigenregal, or Geigendregal, is a special type of Regal that sounds almost 

like a violin [when it is combined] with the 8� Quintatön in the treble; this is how it got 
its name;** see Praetorius, loc. cit.[,p. 146]. It is also called Jungfernregal [maiden re-
gal], apparently because of its lovely voicing. More on this in §.161 (see Anleitung, p. 
423). Its name makes clear that it is a reed stop. It is either at 8� or 4� pitch. Praetorius 
also uses the name Geigendregälchen [“little Geigendregal”] 4�; see Vol. II, p. 199.
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* What Adlung writes here, labium, 
indisputably means “lip”; what he 
seems to mean, however, is that the 
circumference of the pipe (per-
haps the languid?) is divided into 
five equal sections, and the mouth of 
the pipe is made the width of one of 
those sections.

† It is not clear whether Adlung is dis-
cussing registration or the selection 
of stops for a stoplist.

‡ i.e., Viola.

§ i.e., Praetorius, p. 173.

¶ See §.308 below. Adlung’s remark 
must mean that the vergers have 
supplied him with the stoplist he 
publishes here. It is is hardly sur-
prising that the stoplist more than 
a century later differs in many par-
ticulars from the one Praetorius 
published.

§. 153.

Gemshorn is a category of flue stop whose body is tapered or conical on top, like 
Spitzflötes, but broader at the lip. The name comes from the fact that it sounds rather 
like a horn. Because it is conical, its body cannot be as tall as other open pipes that are 
cylindrical, since by being tapered it becomes half-stopped, and stopped pipes produce 
a deeper pitch than their bodies would otherwise deliver, given their length. There-
fore a Gemshorn 8� will be about 6 �  or 7� long [at low C]. Yet it is not totally stopped, 
only to the point where it is about half as broad on top as at the bottom. The lip* is di-
vided into five parts, and one of those parts is the width of the mouth; then the cut-up 
is made one half the width. See Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 134. I.) Gemshorn 16 �  is better to 
use in the pedal if other higher stops are not included.† In the palace organ at Grönin-
gen this stop is called Grossgemshorn [i.e., large Gemshorn], because there is already 
a Gemshorn 4� in the manual [i.e., the Rückpositiv]; the 16 �, however, is in the Pedal 
together with a Klein[-Gemshorn, i.e., small Gemshorn] 8�[, as well as a Gemshorn 8� 
in the] Oberwerk. II.) The Gemshorn 8� is also called Aqual Gemshorn; see Praeto-
rius, loc. cit., p. 134. It is a very lovely stop. The Netherlanders also call this Gemshorn 
“Koppelflöt”; see §. 129. It is longer than a Gedackt 8�, because it is open, yet shorter 
than the Principal 8�, since it is as it were half-stopped in that it is tapered. Praeto-
rius[, p. 134,] says that in view of its tone it might also well be called Violdigamba; yet 
that is a completely separate stop today as its description in §.206 below will reveal. 
For example, in the Reglerkirche organ in Erfurt and in the Marienkirche organ in 
Mühlhausen, Gemshorn 8� and Violdigamba 8� are both found on the same manual, of 
completely different structure and tone. The Gemshorn sounds far quieter and duller. 
The Violdigamba is cylindrical. In the Görlitz organ there is a Gemshornbass 8� in the 
pedal. That is the same stop, except that it stands in the pedal. III.) Gemshorn 4� is 
also called Oktavengemshorn as well as Koppelflöte (like the 8�), as for example at St. 
Blasius in Braunschweig. Most examples, though, are often, indeed ordinarily, called 
Gemshorn. Thus a Gemshorn 4� is found in the palace at Gröningen, as mentioned 
above, and another at Waltershausen. In the palace at Hesse this stop is called Gems-
horn or Klein Violn 4�; this would thus be a little Violdigamba or a Braccio,‡ as Prae-
torius would have it; see l.c., p. 189. According to this same source § there is also a 4� in 
the Cathedral at Magdeburg, which the cathedral vergers give as Spitzflöte 4�,¶ appar-
ently because of the similarity of their bodies with the shape of the Spitzflöte. The stop 
that Praetorius calls Grossgemshornbass they also call Spitzflötenbass. IV.) Gemshorn 
2� is sometimes called Klein Oktavengemshorn. It stands in the Kreuzkirche at Dres-
den, at St. Jacobi in Hamburg, at St. Stephani in Bremen, at Buxtehude, at Colberg in 
the Heilige Geistskirche, in the middle organ in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, at Königs-
berg in the Kneiphof, and at Eisenach on the same manual as a 1 ½� [Gemshorn] (see 
§.288). All of these are Gemshorns that speak octave-sounding pitches, yet there are 
also V.) Gemshorns made that speak the pitch of a Quinte 3�. For example, there is a 
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* Both mean “thin” or “fine” in 
Latin.

† p. 164; but Praetorius spells the 
stops “Spilpipe” and “Klein 
Spilpipe.”

‡ p. 233.

§ i.e., that they are not normally con-
sidered the same stop.

¶ p. 111.

|| Niedt actually says: “Gemshorn: 
ein Schnarrwerk in Orgeln, von 8, 
und 16 Fuß…” (Gemshorn: an organ 
reed stop at 8� and 16 �…)

Gemshornquinte 3� at Bückeburg; see Praetorius[, p. 185]. At Gera (§.301) it is at 6 � 
as well as 1 ½�, and called Gemsquint. There is a Lieblich Gemsquinte 1 ½� at Alach 
(see §.284). One also finds VI.) the Quintgemshorn 6 �. There was formerly one in the 
Reglerkirche organ at Erfurt, which has now been replaced with a Sesquialtera. VII.) 
Quintgemshorn 1 ½�, which some call Nasat, will be considered further under Na-
sat. VIII.) Gemshorn 1� is cited by Praetorius, p. 233, in the stoplist of the organ at St. 
Lambrecht in Lüneburg. Now to speak a bit about all Gemshorns in general: it should 
be noted that some call them “Spillflöte”, since they look very much like a hand spin-
dle; see Praetorius, p. 135. Spillpfeife and Spillpipe are the same [as Spillflöte]. Mat-
theson in his Volkommene Kappellmeister, §.86, p. 469, indicates that the word “Spill” 
means the same as tenuis, subtilis.* This word was later altered and made into Spielp-
feife or Spielflöte. The name Spielflöte is [found] at St. Petri in Berlin and at Inster-
burg in Prussia at 8�, and at 8� and 4� in the Kneiphofkirche at Königsberg. There is an 
8� Spielpfeife in the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg and at Naumburg in the St. Wenc-
eslauskirche; at 4� in the Stadtkirche in Weimar. Praetorius, loc. cit.,† cites a Spielpiepe 
8� and klein Spielpiepe 4� at St. Petri in Lübeck, as well as Spillpf. 4� at St. Lambrecht 
in Lüneburg.‡ Spielflöte appears twice at Danzig in the Pfarrkirche, as well as at the 
Dreifaltigkeitskirche and at St. Johannis there. It is also in the palace church organ 
and the Haberbergkirche organ at Königsberg, and in the new organ at Leipzig. In the 
stoplist of the organ at St. Nikolai in Stralsund it is also stated that there is a Spielflöte 
or Gemshorn 8�. Note furthermore that some call it Blockpfeife; thus at St. Marien 
in Danzig there is a Spillpfeife or Blockflöte 8�. It is indicated in §.122, however, that 
this is not correct.§ The Spitzflötes have almost the same structure, but they are dif-
ferent from the Gemshorn; see “Spitzflöte”. In the stoplist of the Pfarrkirche organ 
at Königsberg there is a Gemshorn 14�; but this is surely a printing error, since no stop 
can be 14�. 14� may, though, refer to the length of the body rather than the pitch. Or 
perhaps it might mean 4�, the same as is found at Gröningen. The same is found at St. 
Catherine in Danzig under the name “Spielflöt 4�”, at St. Catherine in Hamburg, and 
in the middle organ of the Pfarrkirche at Danzig. Finally, it should not be forgotten 
that Niedt in Part II, chap. X of the second edition¶ says: the Gemshorn is a rattling 
(schnarrend) stop of 8� and 16 �  pitch, like a Regal, yet somewhat milder.|| The word 
“schnarrend” may well indicate that it is a reed, wherefore it is compared with the Re-
gal. I am not familiar with this type of Gemshorn, however; the place where he is sup-
posed to have seen it is unknown to me. Perhaps it is an error on his part.

GINGRINA, see §.184.

§. 154.

Glocken, instead of the [Cymbel]stern, see §.133 under Cymbel.
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* Since the Glockenspiel is not un-
common in surviving 18th-century 
Thuringian organs (even in smaller 
village organs), one infers from this 
statement that Adlung wrote it rel-
atively early in the century, and 
that the Glockenspiel was just be-
ginning to become a popular “ac-
cessory stop”. Such a conclusion 
concurs with the growing popular-
ity of color- or effect-stops that is 
noticeable in the development of 
Thuringian organs during the 18th 
century.

† The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the sto-
plist of the organ at Eisenach in 
Chapter 10.

‡ i.e., “Blacksmith sound.”

§ i.e., “Sound of the blacksmith”; Ad-
lung is proving that he knows his 
Latin.

¶ p.[16].

|| i.e., “gentle.”

** Adlung is proving that he knows 
his French!

Communicantenglocke [Communicants� bell] is something other [than a stop]. 
There is one of these in Walschleben, a village not far from Erfurt, so constructed 
that a bell of a certain size is made to ring by a hammer, like a clock [chime]. It may 
be made in various ways, at will. The [Cymbel]stern wheel may also cause the striking 
as it does for the 4 bells (§.133), yet here there is just one bell. The wheel may be made 
to turn either by a weight, as in a clock, or by wind; both [methods], however, may be 
controlled by a stopknob. By this means the sign is given to the communicants there 
(at Walschleben) that they may go to the altar. The striking of this bell also means that 
the preacher is to proceed to the pulpit.

§. 155.

Glockenspiel, Glockenregister, Carillon, also CAMPANETTA (from campana, 

a bell). [Those] apart from the organ are discussed in Chapter 25, but [those] in the 
organ here. It is an expensive item, and thus a rare one.* I have not encountered them 
in very many organs. There is one in the new organ at St. Nikolai in Rostock which is 
played from the Hinterwerk along with other stops, and consists of 48 bells, as many 
as there are keys on the keyboard. It is at 2� pitch. According to §.288 †  there is also 
one in Eisenach, as well as in Gotha. It is immediately obvious that the bells are not 
winded by the bellows. Rather each one is provided with a hammer that strikes it, con-
trolled by the keyboard. It must always be played with a broken touch; a skillful or-
ganist can do beautiful things on it. Such keyboards, however, ordinarily have a heavy 
touch (schwer zu traktieren) compared with others. Pulling the stopknob connects the 
hammers directly to the keys. I have dealt with this more in my Anleitung, §.159[, pp. 
425 f.]. (**) 

(**)In the Schlosskirche organ in Altenburg there is one of these. [Agricola]

§. 156.

Glöckleinton is not to be confused with all of the above, since it is a normal stop 
with pipes, indeed a flue stop. It is also called Tonus faber ‡ (it would be better, how-
ever, if it were called Tonus fabri. § It is widely scaled, and sounds as if someone were 
striking a sonorous anvil with a hammer. It is a 2� in the Görlitz organ, and Boxberg¶ 

says about it that if it is drawn with the 16 �  Quintatön it lends itself well to running 
passages, along with a douxen|| (this should really be doucen**) accompaniment on an-
other keyboard. I have not heard anything else about it.

§. 157.

Grobgedackt, see Gedackt, §.150.
Grober Cymbel, see Cymbel, §.134.
Grob-Regal, see Regal, §.183. As for terms beginning with “Grob”, look under 

the accompanying word; e.g., Grobe Mixtur, Grober Posaunen Untersatz, etc. 
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39)This is indeed what appears in Mr. Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt’s second part, but there is no 
such stop in any organ in Mühlhausen. [Albrecht]

* i.e., “Birdsong” or “Nightingale”, 
another toy stop; see §.207.

† i.e., in the percussive speech of var-
ious narrow-scaled string stops, no-
tably the Violdigamba, that were 
still relatively recent developments 
in the organ at the time Adlung was 
writing this treatise.

Grosshohlflöte, see Hohlflöte.
Grossquintenbass, see Quinte.
Gross Ranket, see Ranket, §.181.
Grossgedackt, see Gedackt, §.150.
Grossgemshorn, see Gemshorn, etc. Any word [beginning] with Gross should be 

sought under the word it precedes.
Guckguck [Cuckoo] is also an organ stop, found for example at Sondershausen. 

It is practically worthless, however, and is even more foolish than the Vogelgesang.* It 
consists of 2 pipes, just as the bird for which it is named produces only 2 pitches, a third 
apart from each other. It is also [found] at St. Catherine in Magdeburg; see Praetorius, 
p. 175. It is also spelled Kuckuck, e.g., at St. Gotthard in Hildesheim. See Praetorius, 
pp. 199 and 201.

§. 158.

Halbellich, see below under Mixtur[, §.167].
Halber Cornet, see Cornet, §.132.
Halbprincipal, i.e., Oktave; therefore consult that entry.
Harfenprincipal. In the stoplist of the organ at Breslau in [Syntagma musicum 

II,] p. 172 Praetorius cites this [stop], but does not give its size. I really do not know 
what it might be. If I may be permitted to surmise: stops like this refer to [King] Da-
vid’s harp, whose rather twanging tone it has finally been possible to imitate.† There is 
also a Nachthorn 4� of this sort at Gera (see §.301) that produces the sound of a harp in 
its upper register.

Harfenregal is a separate type of Regal; but for what reason it has earned this 
name I do not know, since I have never before seen one (they are rare). There is one 
at St. Petri in Lübeck, if the stoplist of this organ that Praetorius reports, loc. cit., p. 
165, is still current; Praetorius, however, does not give its size. Mattheson, on the other 
hand, cites one at 8� pitch at Stockholm, as well as in the organ of the church at Bergen 
on the Island of Rügen, from the bottom [of the compass] up to e�, both upper octaves 
having, however, a Trompet 4�. At Mühlhausen in Thuringia it is at 16 �  pitch.39) The 
Geigenregal has the sound of a violin if it is drawn with a given stop; perhaps this stop 
makes the sound of a harp, either when the Regal is played alone or if a certain stop is 
drawn with it.

§. 119. [§. 159]

Hautbois is a French word, pronounced “Hoboä”, from haut, “high”, and 
bois, “wood”, since apart from the organ it is a woodwind (holzerne Pfeife) that has 
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* i.e., “Little Schalmei.”

† Jacques Martin Hotteterre, Prin-

cipes de la flute traversiére,…et du 

haut-bois. Paris: Christophe Bal-
lard, 1707.

‡ i.e., §.8 of Mattheson, the source 
just cited.

§ presumably as “Schalmei.”

¶ i.e., the Marktkirche.

|| Syntagma musicum, vol. II, p. 233.

** actually p. 132.

a higher range than the Schalmei in Germany. Since however the Hoboä has almost 
the same timbre and shape as the Schalmei, it is also called the Kleine Schalmei* as 
well as the French Schalmei. “Oboe” is the same thing in Italian. Hotteterre in France 
has written a little treatise on the Hautbois.† See Mattheson’s [Neu-eröffnete] Orches-

tre, part III, chap. III, §.11[, p. 271]. It needs to be blown delicately (§.8 ‡) and played 
by an artist; see [Fuhrmann’s] Musikalischer Trichter, chap. 10[, p. 92]. In English it 
is called Hoboys, in Latin Bombyces or Bombi. According to Praetorius Pommer is the 
same thing in German. Hautbois d’Amour sounds somewhat more gentle, since the bul-
bous bell is narrower and it is thus a bit more stopped. This oboe has been adopted into 
the organ, where it is a reed just as apart from the organ. Since it is almost the same as 
the Schalmei, it may be that some stoplists do not recognize this distinction, but con-
sider Oboe and Schalmei as the same and write it thus.§ Schalmei, though, is treated 
separately below; see §.186. There is an Hautbois 8� at Görlitz, in the Löbenichtkirche 
at Königsberg, in the palace at Merseburg, at Waltershausen and at Hildesheim. In the 
Marienkirche ¶ at Halle it stands at 4�. The bass for the Hautbois was [stated as] the 
Bombardo in §.123 or the Fagott in §.141.

§. 160.

Heertrummel [Military Drum] is also found in the organ; see Tympanum, 
§.203.

Heerpauke [Military Kettledrum], see likewise under Tympanum.
Hellpfeife, according to Praetorius,|| is encountered at St. Lamprecht in Lüne-

burg at 8� size. I have no further idea about it. It cannot very well be the common Ok-
tave or Principal, since the Principal 8� is already there separately.

Hintersatz was the mixture in old organs, because it was placed behind the pri-
mary stop, the Principal; see Mixtur.

Hohlflöt, Holpfeife, [“hollow flute,” “hollow pipe”] is an open flute stop, 
whose body is wide yet short in comparison with the Principal’s, yet not conical, al-
most like a Gedackt but with narrower lips. Therefore it sounds hollow and is called 
“Hohlflöt”. There are a number of them with respect to size. I.) Grosshohlflöt 8� is in 
the manual and pedal at St. Catharine in Danzig, under the name Holflöt. It is also at 
St. Nikolai in Hamburg and St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg. In the Pfarrkirche and the 
Marienkirche at Danzig there are a Hohlflöt 16 �  and 8� on the same keyboard. Now 
if Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 131,** calls the 8� a Grosshohlflöt, what should this [16 � ] be 
called? It appears there once again in the pedal at 8�. It is also at 16 �  and 8� in one key-
board and again at 8� in another in the middle organ of the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, and 
at St. Bartholomaus there it is an 8�. It is also an 8� at Greussen and at the Marienkirche 
in Lübeck, at St. Dominicus in Prague, at Pulsnitz, and at Rudolstadt. In the Cathe-
dral organ at Hamburg it appears at 8� and 4�, as well as in Buxtehude and at Königs-
berg in the Kneiphofkirche. Praetorius, p. 168, cites a Holpipe 6 �  in the organ at St. 
Jacobi in Hamburg, that either begins at [low] F (cf. §.213) or is a Holquinte; on an-
other keyboard [in the same organ] it is an 8�. For further information, see my Anlei-
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* actually pp. 428-9, note s.

† Adlung apparently can make no 
more sense of this than can we to-
day, but simply reproduces what 
Praetorius says, for the sake of 
completeness.

‡ The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the sto-
plist of this organ at Eisenach in 
Chapter 10.

§ pp. 168 and 169.

tung, p.429n.* The Grosshohlflöte is very resonant in the bass; cf. Praetorius, p. 132. 
II.) The Hohlflöte 4� is at St. Jakobi in Hamburg, at Butzfleth near Stade, at Col-
berg in the Heiligengeistkirche, in the Heiligendreyfaltigkeitskirche and at St. Marien 
in Danzig, at St. Gertrud in Hamburg, at Königsberg in the Kneiphofkirche, at the 
Marienkirche in Lübeck and at Pulsnitz (where it is also called Süssflöte). At Bernau 
in the Mark [Brandenburg] there is a Hohlflöt 4� or Oktave of large Gedackts (von 
groben Gedackten).† III.) Hohlflöte 3� is a Quinte with the scale of a Hohlflöte, and 
thus it gets this name; see Praetorius, p. 132. It is in the palace at Dresden and in the 
palace at Gröningen, along with the 4�. Hohlflöt 4� and Hohlquinte 3� are found on the 
same manual at Eisenach; see §.288.‡ The Hohlquinte 3� also stands at St. Catharine 
in Danzig. In the organ at St. Jacobi in Hamburg there is, according to Praetorius’s re-
port, a Quintflöte 3�. IV.) Hohlflöte 2� is also called Kleinhohlflöte or Kleinflöte, for 
example, at St. Jakobi and St. Petri in Hamburg; see Praetorius.§ Some call this stop 
Nachthorn, but that is something else, as may be seen by consulting “Nachthorn” be-
low. There is one at 2� in the palace at Gröningen. This stop is also called Kleinflöten-
bass if it stands at 2� in the pedal, just as it is called Hohlflötenbass when it appears at 
4� in the pedal at Gröningen; this is the same as Hohlflöte 4� or 2�. A 4� along with 
an 8� is found at St. Michaelis in Lüneburg. V.) The 1 ½� [Hohlflöte] is called Quint-
flöte, but may also be called Hohlflöte like all the rest. Such a Quintflöt 1 ½� is found 
at St. Catharine in Hamburg. This stop is also called Holquintlein, e.g. at Bückeburg; 
see Praetorius, p. 185. Vl.) Hohlflöte 1� is also called Suiflöte or Sivflöt, though some 
reckon the latter among the Principal ranks; see under Sifflöte. It is also called Klein-
flötenbass. Praetorius also calls it Waldflöte; see under that entry.

Hohlquinte, see above under Hohlflöte.
Holschelle is the same as Quintatön; see under that entry.
* Hölzern [wooden] is an accompanying word. For stops that begin with this, 

consult the entry under the primary name.
Holzflöte 8� is in the Cathedral at Bremen, and at St. Jakobi and St. Johannis in 

Hamburg. St. Petri there has a Holzpfeife, which is the same thing. It is obvious that it 
is a wooden flute stop; it also has a dark wooden timbre. At Reval there is a Holzflöte 
or Gemshorn; see §.313.

Hölzernprincipal, see Principal.
* Horn is the same as Sesquialter; see §.190. For the obscure description of it that 

Samber gives, consult the Anleitung, p. 429, note (t).
Hornbässlein 2� is found at Bückeburg; see Praetorius, p. 186. It must be voiced 

to sound like a horn; perhaps it is the same thing as Nachthorn, which may be con-
sulted in §.168.

Humangedackt is the same as Stillgedackt; see Gedackt, §.150 . 
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* p.[17].

† i.e., “fellow musician’s” or “fellow 
organbuilder’s.”

‡ p.[17],

* Hümmelchen apart from the organ belongs among the bagpipes; see Praeto-
rius, p. 42. But on p. 193 he names it among the auxiliary stops, as being intended to 
imitate [the bagpipe].

§. 161.

Italienische Quinte. What special types of Quints there are in Italy, I do not 
know; consequently I cannot guess what Gedackte Italienische Quinte 3� at Gera 
(§.301) is supposed to mean.

Infrabass, see §.126.
Jubal appears in Greussen (Kreysen), and in the Görlitz organ. Boxberg in his 

description of the Görlitz organ* says that it is an Oktave 4�; see Oktave, §.171. In the 
organ just mentioned it stands in the pedal and is made of pipe metal. It must deviate 
from the [normal] Oktave scaling, since an Oktave 4� stands on the very same chest. In 
spite of this Boxberg writes that it is an ordinary Oktave (**) 

(**) There are more cases like this, in which the organbuilder, wanting to honor Jubal, only succeeds 
in degrading his brother’s† name, rather than straightforwardly saying “Oktave”. See the stoplist 
of the new organ in the Cathedral at Königsberg in Marpurg’s Historisch-Kritische Beyträge, in the 
third volume, p. 514. The builder of the organ at Gera seems to have wanted to pay the same sort 
of compliment to the Italians with his Italian Quinte. This sort of unusual terminology for com-
pletely common stops is, among other things, also the fruit of many an organbuilder’s quackery. It 
is much more difficult to build the same old stop well than to give it a new name. [Agricola]

Jula is the Quinte 6 �. Since it is conical, this name is frequently used in place of 
Spitzflöte 8� (for further information see the Anleitung, p. 430, note “w”); see also be-
low under Spitzflöte, §.195.

Jungfernregal [Maiden Regal] also appears now and then. Whether it produces 
as pleasant a sound as a maiden, or why this type of Regal bears this name, is unknown 
to me. It is found in the palace at Hesse; at 8� in the organ of the Lutheran Church in 
the old city at Elbingen; in the middle organ of the Pfarrkirche at Danzig; at Inster-
burg in Prussia; in the Collegiate Church at Wurzen; and at St. Dominicus in Prague. 
It stands at 4� in the Pfarrkirche organ in Königsberg, as well as in the pedal at Görlitz, 
about which Boxberg ‡ says that the resonators and shallots have been soldered to-
gether, and that this stop is strong and well suited to perform a chorale [cantus firmus] 
in the pedal. In the Klosterkirche organ at Stralsund there is a Geigen- or Jungferregal 
4�; thus it is the same as the Geigenregal mentioned in §.152. Accordingly all of these 
examples also apply there, and what is said there also holds true here. Praetorius, loc. 

cit., p. 145[-6], also testifies to this when he writes: “Jungfrauenregal or [ Jungfrauen-
regal]bass is at 4� pitch, a small open Regal with a small, slight body, about one or at 
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* There is no §.163 in the original 
publication.

† Latin “curved horn.”

‡ Latin “trumpet.” This word ought 
to be in italics in the original publi-
cation, but it is not.

the most two inches tall. It gets its name from the fact that if it is used with other stops, 
flute stops in the pedal, it sounds just like a maiden’s voice singing in the bass register. 
Some also call such a small Regal at 4� pitch a Geigen- or Geigendregal because if the 
Quintatön 8� is drawn with it, it sounds to some degree quite similar to a violin (espe-
cially if it is used to play the treble in the right hand).” Singendregal in §.193 must also 
be the same thing. Praetorius, loc. cit., p. 189, also cites in particular a Jungfernregal-
bass 4� in the palace at Hesse. Jungferstimme (vox virginea), discussed in §.208, is per-
haps also the same thing.

§. 162.

Klein [“small”] is an accompanying word; whatever begins with it should be 
consulted under the primary name. For examples: 

Kleiner Cymbel, see Cymbel, §.134. 
Kleine Flöte 
Klein Flötenbass  see Hohlflöte, §.160. 
Kleingedackt [“small stopped flute”]. What it is may already be perceived from 

its name; it may be sought under Gedackt, §.150. 
Klein Oktavengemshorn is a Gemshorn 2�; see §.153. 
Kleine Hohlflöte, see Hohlflöte, §.160. 
Kleinregal, see Regal, §.183. 
Kleinschreyer, see Schryari, §.186. 
Klingender Cymbel, see Cymbel, §.134. 
Knopfregal, see Apfelregal, §.116. 
Köpflinregal must be distinguished from the Knopf- or Apfelregal, §.116. Prae-

torius, l.c., p. 148, says that it is a 4� pitch and has a little knob on top, like a button; this 
knob has a cleft in the middle, like an open helmet, so that the sound is immediately re-
flected back into the lower resonator. It is a reed stop that sounds lovely and well.

Koppel, see under C[oppel], §.127 and 128. 
Koppeldone is the same as Oktave; see Oktave. 
Koppelflöte, see §.129. 
Koppeloktave, see Oktave.

§. 164.*

Krumhorn [“crooked horn” or “curved horn”] is something remarkable. In 
[the Syntagma musicum,] vol. II, chap. 15, p. 40, Praetorius calls the Krumhorn apart 
from the organ the lituus,† in Italian storti or cornamuti torti. In another place he says 
that the Lituus is not as bent as a horn, but also not as straight as a tuba.‡ In the or-
gan it is always a reed; see Praetorius, l.c., p. 145. In his Organum gruningense, §.46, 
Werkmeister says that in Praetorius’s time the Bärpfeife or Krumhorn would have been 
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* i.e., half-length resonators.

† This statement still refers to Prae-
torius’s Plate 38, in which the 
Krummhorn 8� (No. 9) is pictured 
next to the Trommet (No. 8); it is 
obvious that the Krummhorn’s res-
onator is about 2/3 the height of the 
Trommet’s.

‡  It appears that this is still referring 
to Praetorius’s Plate 38, specifically 
to the 3 types of stopped Krumm-
horns (Nos. 16, 17 & 18). The sense 
of the phrase “in proportion” seems 
to be that these three have frac-
tional-length resonators, each of 
which is in some definite proportion 
to a full-length resonator.

§ which is what the Zink (cornett) is.

¶ i.e., the resonator.

|| DeGrigny, Premiere Liver d’Orgue, 
1699, tenth movement, pp. 16-17.

** The origin of the word, whether 
French or German, is still contested.

†† This is obviously fanciful and in-
correct, and shows Adlung’s lack 
of familiarity with the French clas-
sic organ.

‡‡ i.e., Cromorne + Fond.

§§ i.e., “growling horn.”

called Vox humana. It is not good to carry it down to 16 �  in the manual, where be-
cause of its intensity and lowness it does not sound beautiful; rather it is better to use 
it in the pedal [at 16 � ]. It is found, on the other hand, at 8�, 4� and 2�. Some organ-
builders try to achieve its timbre with an ordinary Regal resonator (covered with a 
lid on top, and with 2, 3 or more little holes bored either into the lid on top or [into 
the] lower [section of the resonator] near the shallot), or in some other way. The best 
type, however, is the one that is 4� high,* cylindrical and open. Not everybody can 
make it sound beautiful. Praetorius, l.c., Tabelle 38, No. 9, gives us a sketch of an open 
Krumhorn, and in the same place nos. 16, 17 and 18 show the forms of the stopped 
Krumhorns. One can examine both types[, open and stopped,] there. The Krum-
horn 8� is a third smaller than the Trompete 8�,† with the other stops being in pro-
portion.‡ It needs to be distinguished from the Zink, which is also a reed of the same 
size. But I cannot be sure that the Krumhorn is not confused with it in the follow-
ing examples, at least now and then. In fact, however, it is different from the Zink, 
and thus is not supposed to represent the sound of a curved horn.§ Thus the question 
arises, where does the name come from, since the pipe ¶ is straight. The answer? The 
word is derived from cromorne. Chormorne is something different; see under Fagott. In 
the Frenchman DeGrigny’s Premier Livre d’Orgue there appears a Fugue a 5 qui ren-

ferme le Chant du Kyrie, for 2 keyboards and pedal, on 3 staves, one of which is [desig-
nated for] the Cornet, the other for the abovementioned Cromorne. After that these 
3 staves recur with the stops to be used in playing them, such as Cromorne en taille, 
Fond d’Orgue, etc. Next there appears a Trio en dialogue, in which the stops Cromorne 
and Cornet alternate. In it also appears Basse de Trompette ou de Cromorne.|| When I 
consulted Frischen’s French dictionary, I found the following information: Cro-
morne is a stop in the organ that is trumpet-like, from Cor, “horn”, and morne, “dark, 
quiet, sad”. Cromorne has this very same meaning; it is a horn that has a very dark 
tone. German organbuilders who did not understand this French word interpreted it 
as Krumhorn, and thus gave the stop its name.** Cor morne comes very close to chor-

morne, as it is found in Mattheson’s [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre, part III, chap. III, §.9, 
where the Basse de chormorne is said to be the Fagott. The Fagott may indeed serve as 
the bass for the Krumhorn; thus what De Grigny calls Basse de Trompette ou de Cro-

morne is nothing more than the Fagott††. (**) In the organ at Sandomir the Krum-
horn is called Phocinx, and is in the main manual (im Werk) at 8�; but the one in the

(**)Here and [in the works of ] other French organists it means nothing more than a piece whose 
bass is performed on the Cromorne stop and its Fond, i.e., the flue stops drawn with it (see Fond 

d’Orgue). There is also the Cromorne en taille, in which the tenor is performed with these stops,‡‡  
the bass with an obligato pedal, and the rest of the accompaniment on a different keyboard with 
quiet stops. [Agricola] 

Brustpositiv is called Lituus, and is at 4�. Samber on p. 153 writes Cromhorne or Brum-
horn §§ of tin. At 8� the Krumhorn stands at St. Petri in Berlin; at Elmshorn; twice in 
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40) Krumbhorn [sic] 16 �  is also found; for example, in the organ at St. Jakobi in Hamburg, where it is 
in the pedal (see Praetorius, l.c., p. 169). [Albrecht]

* This comment refers to the discus-
sion Adlung engages in earlier in 
this entry.

† These are listed in the “Univer-
sal Tabel” including all stops to be 
found in organs, found as a fold-out 
insert opposite p. 126 of the Syn-

tagma musicum, Vol. II.

the palace at Gröningen; at St. Nikolai and St. Jakobi in Hamburg; in Buxtehude; in 
the Heiligengeistkirche at Colberg; in the Pfarrkirche organ and in that same church’s 
middle organ (twice), the Dreyfaltigkeitskirche and St. Johannis, all in Danzig; in the 
Cathedral (Kneiphof ) organ (where it also appears twice at 4�) and the Altstädter-
kirche organ at Königsberg; twice at the Marienkirche in Lübeck; at St. Johannis, St. 
Michaelis and St. Lamberti in Lüneburg; at Otterndorf in Land Hadeln; at St. Domi-
nicus in Prague; and twice at Rudolstadt. It is rarer, though, at 4�, for example at Sen-
domir and at Königsberg in the Cathedral (Kneifphofkirche), as already mentioned. 
It stands at 2� in the Collegiate Church at Wurzen, though the writer may have indi-
cated the length of the resonators and not the pitch. Thus 8� [pitch] is the most com-
mon, found again at St. Cosmae in Stade and finally at St. Marien in Thoren.40) If one 
listens to a Krumhorn or Cromorne and observes that it has the sound and structure of 
a Zink, then one may judge for himself whether or not they are the same.* There are 
numerous examples, all waiting to be visited in the course of a journey. It remains to be 
noted that at times “Krumhörner” is encountered in organ stoplists instead of Krum-
horn. For example at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg as well as at St. Blasius in Braunsch-
weig there stands Krumhörner 8�; see Praetorius, who also lists a Klein Krumhornbass 
4� and Gross Krumhornbass 16 �.† Biermann [in Organographia hildesiensis], p. 19, has 
the same thing through half the keyboard (halbirt), calling it “Hautboe” in his note. 

§. 165.

Kuckuck has already been [discussed] above under G[uckguck], §.157.
Kützialflöte is rare, and I really know nothing about its character. It is a flute 

stop, as the name indicates, sometimes at the fifth, other times at the octave. At St. Do-
minicus in Prague it is 1�, and thus [sounds] an octave; in the Kreuzkirche at Dresden it 
is 1 ½�, and thus a fifth.

§. 166.

LARGIOR, see Schwiegel, §.187.
Lieblichflöt, Lieblichpfeif, Lieblichgedackt, Liebliche Gemsquinte, and 

all words that begin with the prefix “lieblich” [i.e., “lovely, gentle”] are to be sought 
under the entry for the primary word. Here I will only mention that Lieblichpfeif 4� is 
to be found at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt, and Liebliche Gemsquinte 1� at Alach, not 
far from Erfurt.

LITICE, see under Cornet, §.132, since they are the same.
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* p. 173.

† See Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, 
Vol. II, p. 183.

‡ Ibid., p. 185.

§ i.e., Ibid., p. 198.

¶ i.e., in the same stop.

|| p. 165.

** p. 166.

†† The term is indeed obscure; see the 
note under “Tertia”, §.197.

LITUUS, if it is intended to signify the Krumhorn, then see §.164. But it also 
means the Zink; see under Zink. Liuto is something different; it means a lute, and thus 
does not concern us here.

Manualkoppel, see under Coppel, §.127.
Menschenstimme, see below, §.208, under vox humana.

MERULA, see Vogelgesang, §.207.
Messing [“brass”] is an accompanying word. Whatever begins with it is to be 

sought under the primary word. For example, Messingregal singend 4� is [found] 
at Magdeburg Cathedral; see Praetorius.* It is a Singendregal such as is discussed in 
§.183, except that it is of brass.

MINERICI 3� formerly stood in the Cathedral at Merseburg, and must have been 
an ordinary Quinte. A Quinte 6 �  now stands in its place.

§. 167.

MISCELLA, Mixtur, Mixten, and MIXTUM mean the same thing, and have their 
origin in the Latin miscere, “to mix”. Accordingly they indicate a mixture of ranks, 
since more ranks than one are placed on one stop. The term “fach” [ranks] appears 
with all such compound stops, i.e., “4 fach”, “2 fach”, “3 fach”, “5 fach”, “6 fach”. It 
would be well, however, not to use the letter “f ” alone for this [term], since it also 
means “foot”. [Fach] indicates how many pipes stand on each key. The word 
“Chöricht” has the same meaning, e.g., “Mixtur 3 Chöricht” means “Mixtur 3 fach”. 
This is the way it is found in the Barfüsserkirche in Halberstadt.† Praetorius writes 
“Zimbel 2 Chöricht”, but also just “ch.” or “chor.”; e.g., at Bückeburg Praetorius 
gives “Mixtur 8.10.12.14. chor.”‡ What this row of numbers means is explained below. 
One may also say, “It is a Mixtur of 12.14. Chören [“choirs”];” e.g., at St. Gotthardt 
in Hildesheim, mentioned later.§ It is indeed possible to combine many different sorts 
of stops with each other.¶ Thus there is, for example, a single stop in the Bergkirche 
on the Island of Rügen in which a Trompete 4� and Harfenregal 8� are combined. And 
we have mentioned elsewhere that a Vox humana and Fagott [combined] may form a 
stop in which each occupies one half of the keyboard (see §.141). Who would want to 
forbid an organbuilder to combine diverse stops, stops that are otherwise never en-
countered together, as long as they are suited to be used together? But as for whether 
many such combinations ought to be built, that is another question. I do not find it ad-
visable, since more variety [in registration] may be achieved if there are separate draw-
knobs [for each rank]. One ought not to call such [combinations] a “Mixtur”, since 
this term is ordinarily understood as a combination of ranks of Principal scale. Such 
[Principal] ranks come of course in many sizes: 16 �, 8�, 12�, 6 �, 4�, 3�, 2�, 1 ½�, 1 ¼�, 1�, 
etc., but not all are incorporated into a Mixtur. Normally the 4� is the largest rank in 
compound stops, although at St. Petri in Lübeck there is a Mixturbass 8�; see Praeto-
rius.|| Praetorius also mentions a Mixturbass at the [Kirche zu] Unsrer Lieben Frau [at 
Lübeck] “im Stuel** (I do not understand the term Stuel ††). In former times there 
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* i.e., a Blockwerk.

were very large mixtures, so that almost the entire organ comprised one stop, a Mix-
tur;* see Praetorius, l.c., p. 130. [In the course of time] more and more [ranks] were 
separated off. Mixtures, however, are always combinations of chord tones, comprised 
of thirds, fifths and octaves. If they are very small, they are called miscella acuta, and 
their largest pipe is about 2� or 1 ½�, or perhaps only 1� tall; on top of that follows the 
fifth, then the octave, the third or tenth, or whatever combination is desired. Certain 
mixtures are comprised of specific ranks, and so get other names. Thus the Sesquialter 
is a type of compound stop (see below under “S”); likewise the Cymbel, of which vari-
ous types are cited in §.134 (the Mixturcymbel is also mentioned there). The Scharp or 
Scharf is also a type of Mixtur; see below under “S”. The Rauschpfeife, Terzian and 
Coppel are also compound, and each may be consulted under its entry (see Praetorius, 
l.c., p. 130). We are speaking here about the actual Mixtures, as they are called in this 
area. These either repeat or proceed upward without repeating. If they are very small 
to begin with, then they repeat; for the meaning of “repeat”, see §.83. The ones that 
are made up of just a few ranks are also called Kleine Mixtur [“small mixture”], 
though some are labelled [simply] Mixtur. The ones comprised of many [ranks] are 
called Grosse Mixturen [“large mixtures”]. Old [examples] were as many as 50 ranks 
strong, but nowadays they are no longer built so clumsy. The smallest may be 2 ranks, 
but ordinarily they are 3, 4, 5, 6, sometimes even 8 ranks, and the appended “f ” means 
not “foot”, as elsewhere, but “fach” [ranks]. Thus for example the mixtures at San-
domir (called Regula mixta, another name for Mixtur), Jena and many other places be-
sides are 6 ranks. At St. Johannis in Lüneburg it is 6-7 fach, and in the palace at 
Gröningen 6,7 and 8 fach or chöricht. This means that the keys in the lowest octaves 
have fewer pipes, while those above have more, since 1 or 2 quints are omitted in the 
bass and the mixture is then only 7 or even 6 ranks for some [notes]. In a case like this 
some of the pipes must double pitches [already present]. Thus at St. Nikolai in 
Leipzig, for example, the Mixtur was 4 ranks in the bass, 6 ranks in the tenor, and 8 
ranks in the treble; see Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 179]. At Halberstadt in the Barfüsserkirche 
the Mixtur was 6 ranks in the lower octaves, 7 ranks at c�, 8 ranks at c”, and 9 ranks at 
c���; see Praetorius [p. 182]. At Riddagshausen in the Klosterkirche organ the Mixtur 
4� was 5 ranks at the bottom, 6 ranks in the middle, and 8 ranks on top; see Praeto-
rius[, p. 199]. The Mixtur 6-8 fach at St. Michaelis in Lüneburg is to be understood in 
the same way. The mixtures in the middle organ in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, [in the 
pedal] at St. Dominicus in Prague, and at St. Michaelis in Lüneburg are also 8 ranks. 
Although all of these are labelled simply “8”, it may well be that for certain notes 1 or 
2 pipes have gotten too small and have thus been omitted; it is not necessary to indicate 
this all the time, and this holds true for other mixtures as well. The mixture is 9 ranks 
at St. Cosmae in Stade, 10 ranks [in the Haupt Werck] at St. Dominicus in Prague, St. 
Catherine in Hamburg and St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg. Both these and the ones to 
follow are mostly in the manuals, yet some are also in the pedal. To continue, the mid-
dle organ in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig has one of 10 ranks in the Werck, as do the Ca-
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*See Boxberg, p.[18].

† cf. Sammlung einiger Nachrich-

ten, p. 61.

‡ i.e., having fewer ranks.

§ i.e., 1 3/5�, 4/5 �, 2/5�.

¶ i.e., if the Mixtur sounds no louder 
than a Mixtur composed without 
doubled pitches.

|| i.e., with so many ranks.

**i.e., in particular more foundation 
stops.

†† See §.78.

‡‡ The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the sto-
plist for the organ at Langensalza in 
Chapter 10

§§ i.e., the example mentioned just 
above: “Scharfmixtur 1 and 1½  
fach.”

¶¶ p. 174.

thedral (Kneiphofkirche) and the Altstädterkirche organ at Königsberg. Then in the 
large organ at St. Nikolai in Hamburg it is 8.9.10 ranks, and at Reval 6.7.8.9.10 ranks; 
see below, §.313.* It is 11 ranks in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, both in the manual and 
pedal, and 12 ranks in the pedal at Königsberg in the Kneiphofkirche, where 2 10-rank 
manual mixtures were cited above. At Stralsund and at Bernau in the Mark [Branden-
burg] the Mixtur is likewise 12 ranks; at Braunschweig it is 12 ranks in the treble, but 7 
ranks in the bass; see Praetorius, l.c., [p. 178]. In Görlitz there is also a 12 rank Mixtur 
in the pedal [the pipes of which] are distributed between the angel and the suns.* [The 
Mixtur] is 15 ranks in the Werck at St. Marien in Lübeck, and 12-15 ranks in the Ca-
thedral at Magdeburg (see Praetorius, l.c. [, p. 173]); [but] according to others† this 
mixture is indicated as 9.12.14-16 fach. At St. Gotthardt in Hildesheim the Mixtur is of 
12 ranks (Chören) in the treble, but weaker‡ below that; see Praetorius[, p. 198]. In 
the Marienkirche organ at Danzig, as cited by Praetorius[, p. 162,] the Mixtur is re-
ported to be 24 ranks. Now the question arises, “How is this possible?” After all, the 
largest pipe is not likely to be over 4 feet in length. The sum of all the octaves 2�, 1�, 1 
½�, 1 ¼�, the fifths 3�, 1 ½�, ¾�, ⅜�, and all the thirds § in no way equals the number [24]. 
The answer? As I have mentioned above, many pitches can be doubled 2, 3 or more 
times, until the required number [of ranks in the Mixtur] is reached. If anyone says 
that doubling pitches does not strengthen the tone, I cannot agree with him; the ears 
indicate the contrary (cf. §.233). Whether all the [doubled] pipes in Mixtures are 
sounding if they are not so strong¶ is another question. Some organbuilders, if they 
have trouble with tuning or voicing, press the lips closed so that they can quickly be 
done with it, thinking that the absence of one pipe will not be noticed in a loud stop. 
This however is not conscientious, and anyone who tests an organ must especially in-
vestigate whether the Mixtures are correct. Yet I do not want to suggest making such 
strong|| Mixtures; it is better to make more single or double stops,** for these provide 
more variety. What has been said about the Mixtur also holds true for the Scharp; look 
under “S”. Fornitura is the same thing; see under “F”, §.148. In the Görlitz organ 
there stands a Scharfmixtur 1 and 1 ½ fach, but the [word “fach”] may possibly mean 
“foot”, since examples make it clear that small mixtures often bear indications of feet. 
Moreover, the length of the largest pipe of the mixture is often stated; e.g., Mixtur 6 
ranks 4�. “Mixtur ellich” means 2 feet or a yard,†† which is the length of the largest 
pipe, e.g., at St. Andrea in Erfurt. At Langensalz[a] the “vellicht” (§.307 ‡‡) is the 
same idea, since “halbellich” is 1�. If one were to find written “Mixtur 1 f ”, though, 
that would unmistakably signify “foot”, since one rank is hardly a mixture, although 
Praetorius, l.c., p. 126, tries to pass off a single rank as a mixture in the Tabel[le]. Yet at 
Görlitz the 2 ranks§§ could well be a Mixtur. It is not surprising that the Quinte 1 ½� is 
larger than the little octave 1�; it is just as proper in mixtures to commence with the 
Quinte 1 ½� or 3� as with the octave ranks. At Magdeburg, as Praetorius reports,¶¶ there 
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* i.e., “skillful, full of artifice.”

† i.e., “heavy, grave.”

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, Vol. 
II, p. 172.

§  a reference to the Old Testament 
King; the common harp of Ad-
lung’s day.

¶  p. 138.

|| actually p. 132.

** Adlung may mean that the stopped 
pipe can be voiced more stably, or 
that it can be more readily voiced to 
sound like a horn.

is a “Mixtur graphicalis 10 fach” and a “Mixtur minoralis 8 fach” at St. Ulrich. The 
final word indicates that it is a smaller mixture, since minor means “small”. In the first 
instance, however, graphicalis must be derived from graphicus, meaning “artificial”* 
(künstlich), or from gravis,† a sonorous or strong Mixtur. This variety of terms would 
indeed be vexing; yet neither of them is much used. A Mixtur with “Bass 12”�, i.e., be-
ginning with F (cf. §.213) is at St. Jakobi in Hamburg (see Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 169]. 
There are a Grobe Mixtur Unterchormass and a Kleine Mixtur Chormass at Breslau;‡ 
for the meaning of this, see “Chormass”, § . 125.

Mittelflöte, see Flöte.
Mittelgedackt, see Gedackt.
* MONTRE; la Montre is said to be the Principal; see §.177.(**) 
(**) This is indeed the case, in the French language and in France. [Agricola]

Musette, see Schallmey.

§. 168.

Musicirgedackt is the Stillgedackt; see §.150.
Musikgedackt is the same thing.
Nachthorn is a stopped flute register, almost like a Quintatön, but never larger 

than 2�, 4�, or 8�. Thus the Nachthorn 4� at Bernau in the Mark [Brandenburg] is also 
called the octave of the Quintatön, and Praetorius, l.c., p. 138, says, “Some [build-
ers] broaden the scale of this little Quintatön to a certain degree, so that it takes on 
a horn-like sound and the fifth in it becomes less prominent.” Sometimes it is called 
Nachthornbass in the pedal, even though it is 4� or 2�. It stands in the pedal at 4�, for 
example at the Reglerkirche in Erfurt, and at 2� at St. Jakobi in Hamburg and the Ca-
thedral at Bremen. It is also a 4� at Sandomir and is called Pastorita there, from pastor, 
“a shepherd”—a “shepherd’s horn” as it were. In the Klosterkirche organ at Riddags-
hausen there stands a Nachthorn or Baurbässlein, as Praetorius reports, presumably 
because the Bauerflöte, like the Nachthorn, is often a type of Quintatön. At Gera (see 
§.301) there is a Nachthorn 4� [that sounds] like a harp in the upper register, namely 
like a harp of David,§ voiced with something of a twang. There is an 8� [Nachthorn] at 
Waltershausen. The Nachthorn sounds quite charming; at least I find it very pleasing. 
Praetorius ¶ says that in his day the Netherlanders constructed the Nachthorn open 
(see Table 37 of his second volume, where two types are illustrated) like a Hohlflöte, 
but somewhat conical, and built it with a diminishing scale; the lip also does not have 
a very high cut-up, and therefore it gets its particular sound. On p. 131|| he says that 
some also call the Kleine Hohlflöte 2� a Nachthorn, since it resounds with a horn-like 
sound; but the Quintatön type is much better suited for this.** Since the Bauerflöte is 
also at times constructed on this basis, it too is sometimes called Nachthorn. Thus for 
example there is in the pedal at Stralsund, according to Praetorius, a Nachthorn 1�. 
But it is also possible for a builder to assign a specific scale to each of these. I have also 
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* Praetorius’s use of the verb “nösselt” 
is unclear. Though the word does 
not appear in German dictionaries, 
there are a number of similar ones: 
nus(s)eln, nüs(s)eln, nuscheln. They 
all mean “to mumble or mutter, to 
talk indistinctly through the nose.”

† “Part III, Chap. III” is incorrect; 
the passage cited is in the “Supple-
mentum”, §.15, p. 299.

‡ The word “Nachsatz” is no lon-
ger in use in modern German. In his 
Critica musica, vol. II, p. 335, Mat-
theson defines the words “Vorsatz” 
and “Nachsatz” as “künstlicher 
Zu- oder Ab-nehmen” (i.e., “arti-
ficial arsis and thesis” or “synthetic 
rise and fall”). It seems that Mat-
theson was trying to derive “Na-
sat” from “Nachsatz” by assonance, 
and that by indicating “Nachsatz” 
he intended to cast the definition in 
rhetorical terms; but his meaning is 
obscure.

§ This would appear to be the oppo-
site of “Nachsatz.” again, the mean-
ing is unclear.

¶ This statement is not prepared by 
what Adlung has already said, but is 
further elucidated later in this entry.

|| in §.184.

** This should read “435-6.”

found in Praetorius a Hornbässlein 2� at Bückeburg; from this I judge that it is also a 
Nachthorn, except that it appears in the pedal. To be sure, the Nachthorn is normally 
stopped, yet in Praetorius I find an open Nachthorn of wide scale at Sondershausen, 
said to be lovely. [Nachthorns] are best made of metal.

Nachtigal, see under Vogelgesang, §.207.

§. 169.

Nasat, Nassat, Nassart, Nazard, Nasarde, Nasatflöte and other equivalent 
names met in print, is a flute stop that is sometimes open, but for the most part found 
stopped. Praetorius says on p. 134 [of Syntagma musicum, vol. II) that the little Gem-
shorn 1 ½� is most properly called Nasat, since due to its small size it imparts a nasal 
quality (nösselt*) to other stops, especially if it is voiced properly and not too penetrat-
ingly. But this explanation of the word appears somewhat far-fetched, just as there are 
sufficient other examples of incorrect derivation current. There is also a Nasat larger 
than 1 ½�. Some organbuilders construct the Nasat as a wide-scale stop with a narrow 
lip. Mattheson’s [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre, Part III, Chap. III,† §.15, explains Nasat 
(this is the most correct spelling) by saying that this word means the same as a little 
stop or register that gives a decrease (Nachsatz‡) or emphasis (Nachdruck §). Some-
times just the word Nasat appears; then it is not possible to judge whether it is an oc-
tave- or fifth-sounding stop until one has actually heard it.¶ At times, though, Na-
satquinte or Quintnasat appears, and from that one may clearly perceive (vornehmen) 
that it is tuned as a fifth. Some examples of this stop, perhaps not known to every-
one, are these: in the Cathedral organ at Hamburg there is a Nasat 3�. Since it is spec-
ified as 3�, it is a Quinte, just as when 1 ½� appears. It is also a 3� at St. Johannis and at 
St. Gertrud in Hamburg. The Nasatquinte appears at St. Nikolai in Hamburg and at 
Butzfleth near Stade at 3�. Quintnasat 1 ½� may be found at Görlitz, and Nasatquinte 3� 
at Otterndorf in Land Hadeln. In the Pfarrkirche organ at Danzig there stands a Na-
sat 5�, but this is surely a printing error, for 5� never produces a Quinte. This doubt-
less means a Nasatquinte, which is also found twice at 3� at Waltershausen as well as 
in the Stadtkirche at Jena, where there is also a Rohrnasat 6 �. This last has the usual 
scale of Nasat, but with a little tube in it like a Rohrflöte, discussed below.|| Assat 2� at 
Hildesheim (see §.117) must be the same [as Nasat], and this example shows that the 
Nasat is not always a Quinte, even though Niedt (in Mattheson’s edition) Part II, p. 
112, says “Nasat, to wit Nachsatz, is a stopped Quint register in the organ.” A Nasat 
may also be found in the Lutheran Augustinerkirche in Erfurt. Further information on 
this stop is found in my Anleitung, pp. 436-7,** in note “h”. (**) 

(**) In France all quints are called “Nazard”, without distinction. [Agricola]

Niederländische VOX HUMANA, see §.208. 
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* i.e., so the layout of stopknobs 
on both sides of the keyboards is 
symmetrical.

† i.e., the primary principal rank in a 
given division.

‡ i.e., Principal 4� and Oktave 4�, etc.

§ i.e., have a higher tin content.

¶ See the stoplist of the organ at 
Alach in Chapter 10. Adlung’s ex-
ample does not entirely confirm his 
statement; the 4� is not called Prin-
cipal, though it is of a more expen-
sive metal.

§. 170.

NETE is the same as Quinte; therefore see below under Quinte.
NOLI ME TANGERE is the title of a stopknob in the organ at St. Gertrud in Ham-

burg. Certainly this is a trick stop, just as the foxtail in §.149 above was. The words are 
Latin, and mean “do not touch me”. It may have been constructed for the sake of sym-
metry, in order to complete the number of stopknobs.*

§. 171.

Oboe, see Hautbois, §.159. 
OBTUSIOR is the Gedackt; see §.150. It is often written Obtusa.

Oktave is the most common organ stop among the open flues. As is well-known, 
the octave of any stop is in fact an Oktave; for example, the Gedackt 4� is the Oktave in 
relation to the Gedackt 8�, or the Principal 8� is an Oktave in relation to the Gemshorn 
16 �. The smaller [stop] is always called thus in relation to the larger if it is divisible 
one or more times into it; thus 8 goes into 16 twice. 1 also goes into 8 eight times, with 
no remainder. 3 likewise goes into 6 twice, and thus 3 is the octave of 6, although both 
are quints in relation to the principals. Yet those stops to which what has just been said 
applies usually have some special [characteristic] and therefore [are given] a specific 
name. Only those stops of principal scale will be considered here, and among those all 
that are 1, 2, 3 or more octaves higher than the Principal. Anyone may perceive from 
all this that the same stop may be called Oktave one time, but a Principal† another; as 
the Principal is established at a higher or lower pitch, so the Oktaves will vary accord-
ingly. Among the stops that have such a scale and voicing, the largest is always called 
the Principal; the other higher ones, on the other hand, are called Oktaves. The Prin-
cipal may be 16 �, 8�, 4�, or even 2�; when the Principal is 8�, then 4� and 2� are the Ok-
taves, as well as sometimes 1�; when the Principal is 4�, the Oktaves are 2� and some-
times 1�. When the Principal is 2�, only the 1� may be the Oktave. No one makes them 
any smaller [than this], although they do indeed exist smaller in compound stops. Yet 
there is [such a thing as] a Principal 32� in the pedal. In that case 16 �  also belongs 
to the Oktaves in addition to the others. There is no particular difference between 
Principal 8� and Oktave 8�, nor between the others,‡ except that the Principals usu-
ally (though not always) stand in the facade and contain a better [quality of ] metal § 
than the Oktaves standing inside the case. If the Oktave stands in the façade, it is of-
ten called Principal as well, just as for example in Alach the Oktave 4� as well as the 
Principal 8� stand in the facade, both of tin.¶ The name Oktavenprincipal 8� is found 
at Waltershausen, presumably for no other reason than to indicate that this stop, just 
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41) This Oktave may well also be called Halbprincipal, because it is only half as large as the Principal. 
For example, at Bernau in the Mark [Brandenburg] there is a Halbprincipal or Oktave 4� in con-
junction with the Principal 8�; see Praetorius, vol. 11, p. 176f. The author has also cited this term in 
§.177 below. [Albrecht]

* See Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 171, as well as the stoplist of the 
organ in the Palace [church] in 
Dresden in Chapter 10.

† i.e., in the Rückpositiv at Sendomir; 
see Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
Part Two, p. 196.

‡ In §.177 (under Prästant) Adlung 
does indeed suggest a reason for 
having an Oktave 8� with a Princi-
pal 4�.

§  i.e., in the façade. Adlung is pre-
suming that the 4� at Sendomir may 
have been called “Principal” be-
cause it stood in the facade.

as the other Principal, stands in the façade. An Oktave may at times be called Grossok-
tave if it is the next largest after the Principal.41) A Superoktave or suprema octava is an 
“octave above”; the highest [Oktave] in any given manual is given this name (it is al-
ways understood when talking about the Principal and [its] Oktaves that they stand 
together on the same manual). The name cannot be restricted to any specific size, but 
is determined by the Principal. If, for example, the Principal is a 16 �  pitch, then 8� 
is the Grossoktave, 4� the ordinary [Oktave] and 2� the Superoktave. If the pedal [is 
based on] a 16 �  Principal, the 2� Oktave is often lacking; in that case the 4� is called 
the Superoktave and the 8� either simply the Oktave or also the Grossoktave. When the 
Principal is 4�, 1� is the Superoktave, not 2�. Sometimes the term Kleinoktave is used, 
especially when referring to the 2�. Sedetze is the same as Sedecima, the 16th; however, 
if I proceed upward 16 keys from c, then I arrive at d” rather than c”. This cannot be 
the Superoktave, since [the Superoktave] is 15 tones higher than the Principal; thus 
some [authors] write more appropriately decima quinta, or the reverse, quinta decima, 

or just Quintez for the sake of brevity. But in order not to make this paragraph too 
lengthy, I will say more about Sedetze under “S”, and only note here that this name 
is given to the Oktave even though it is not correct. Koppeldone (some write Coppel-
done) is also the same as Oktave, for example at St. Johannis is Lüneburg; see Prae-
torius, l.c., p. 171. A Koppeloktave 4� stands at present in the palace at Dresden in ad-
dition to an Oktave.* Perhaps this means a Gemshorn 4�, just as Koppelflöte 8� and 4� 
were [both Gemshorns] in §.129; this stop must be able to be used in some way in both 
manual and pedal by means of 2 separate stopknobs. Koppeloktave is also found in the 
stoplist [of the palace organ at Dresden] that Praetorius gives, l.c., p. 187. By the word 
“Oktave” this author often means the 4� in particular, e.g., Offen Oktave, Thubalflö-
toktave, Gedacktflötoktave and the like, while calling 8� “Chormass”, 2� Sedecima and 
1� Supercedecima [sic]. The 16 �, however, is called the Principal; see Praetorius’s sto-
plist of the Breslau organ, l.c., p. 171f. I have found Oktave 8� where there is a Princi-
pal 4�,† but that is surely a printing error or some other oversight.‡ 8� and 4� are oc-
taves in relation to each other to be sure, but the larger of the two is called Principal, 
and as I have already mentioned, the Principal need not stand outside [the case §] in 
order to be designated as the Principal. In the stoplist of the Cathedral organ at Bre-
men Oktave 8� and Principal 8� appear on the same keyboard; that is even less felici-
tous. 8� versus 8� produces a unison, not an octave. It must mean Oktave 4�, for there 
is no Principal there larger than 8� since it it not the primary manual. One reaches this 
conclusion because an Oktave 4�, which always appears with a Principal 8�, is not pres-





* There are Principals at these pitches 
in the Altdresdener organ (i.e., the 
organ of the Dreikönigskirche); see 
Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
Part Two, p. 170, as well as the sto-
plist of the Alt-Dresdener organ in 
Chapter 10.

† The reference is obscure. There 
is no Oktave 16 �  in the Dresden 
Dreikönigskirche organ, only a 
Principal 16 �; there is likewise a 16 � 
Subbass, but not one at 32�.

‡ See Boxberg, Beschreibung der Gör-

litzer Orgel, p.[17].

§ Yet another obscure reference; Prae-
torius, p. 171, lists these stops, but 
says nothing about either of them.

¶ Boxberg, p.[17].

|| “S.” (i.e., “Super”) appears in the 
Sendomir stoplist in Mattheson’s 
Appendix to Niedt’s Second Part, 
p. 196; its omission here is an over-
sight, since Adlung discusses “S. Su-
peroctava” immediately below.

** i.e., the two Superoktaves? (this 
passage is equally confused in the 
original German).
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ent. In the pedal of the organ at Dresden there are Superoktave 1�, 2�, 4�, 8� and 16 �.* 
N.B. Although no 32� Principal is present, the Oktave 16� is still called just Oktave and 
not Principal; it must stand inside [the case] and be made of wood, and be given this 
name in view of the Subbass [32�?], though I do not recall encountering one of those at 
32� there.† Where there is a 32� Principal, then the 16 � is of course called Oktave, as e.g. 
at Hamburg in the large organ at St. Nikolai and also in St. Jakobi. There is a Grossok-
tave 8� at Görlitz, also called Tubal; Tubal or Thubal is the same as Oktave, as Boxberg 
reports in its description.‡ Thus at Breslau Thubalflötchormass (i.e., at 8�) and Thub-
alflötoktave (i.e., 4�) are according to Praetorius a flute-like Oktave, or just an ordinary 
Oktave.§ The Oktave 4� at Görlitz is likewise called Tubalflöte, concerning which Box-
berg mentions that this name is only for the sake of distinction.¶ The Oktave 4� also 
stands there under the name Jubal. Among the Greeks the Oktave is called�(�)����*��
[dia pason]; thus this name is also used in organs for the Oktave. Therefore at Sendo-
mir there is Regula diapason 4�, Superoctava or Disdiapason 2�, and [S.||] Superoctava 
or Disdisdiapason 1�. The 8�, the 16 � or the 4� may be called Diapason, according to the 
[length of the] Principal. S. Superoctava, however, should indicate an Oktave that is 
even smaller than Superoctava; some refer to this as “Supersuperoctava”. Also at Sen-
domir are Principal 4�, Diapason 8� and Disdiapason 2� in the Rückpositiv. This appears 
to be a misprint. It is the Principal that ought to be as 8�. Decima quinta (a name men-
tioned above) is actually the same as Octava composita or Superoctava. It is found thus at 
Chambery, where there is also a Vigesima secunda fortis; this [latter] would be yet an-
other octave higher. Fortis means that it is voiced strongly. Vigesima secunda suavis and 
Octava suavis, both of which are also encountered at Chambery, are voiced to be lovely 
and gentle-sounding. [The term] Oktavenbass is also familiar enough; it stands at 16� at 
Görlitz. At times both 32� and 16 � alike bear the name Principal. The 1 ‘ Oktave is also 
called Sifflöt; see below [under Sifflöte, §.192]. Cymbeloktave 1� is explained in §.134. 
In the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg there stand in the pedal Principal 16 �, Oktave 8�, 
Superoktave 4� and S. Superoktave 4�; the last must mean “2�”. At St. Petri in Hamburg 
there is an Oktave 6 �, i.e., counting from F upwards (cf. §.213); see Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 
169]. But this is enough to introduce the Oktave.

§. 172.

Oktavengemshorn, see Gemshorn, §. 153.
Oktavagiol appears in Praetorius in the organ at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg, [Syn-

tagma musicum, Vol. II,] p. 174. I know nothing more about it. Perhaps it is an Ok-
tave 4� there, since a Principal 8� and a Superoktave are present. The latter, though, 
appears twice in the same keyboard, with a Sedetz there as well. Perhaps [the Sedetz] 
stands for a 1�, though it is normally considered a 2�. Or perhaps they** are constructed 
according to two different scales. 





* Vol. II, p. 171.

† See Boxberg, p.[14].

‡  §.204 makes it clear that Quintviol 
is considered by some a synonym 
for Offenflöt; cf. the remark ear-
lier in this entry about the “Offen-
flöte or Viol 3”� at the Marienkirche 
in Danzig.

§ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, pp. 166 
& 185.

¶ This translation is incorrect; the 
Latin Unda maris means “wave of 
the sea.”

|| Adlung writes “annehmlicher,” but 
Boxberg writes “delikater,” making 
it clear that the Onda maris is softer 
than the Principal 8� on the Ober-
werk, with which it is paired.

** In his previous paragraph, p. [14], 
Boxberg has recommended the use 
of the Oberwerk Principal 8� “for 
figured bass in a moderately loud 
ensemble (Concert, das nicht allzu 
starck gebrauchet werden). He now 
proposes the Onda maris for the fig-
ured bass registration in soft ensem-
ble music, and continues by saying 
that its being tuned slightly sharp 
is not noticeable in ensemble music. 
It is clear that Boxberg is not pro-
posing that the Principal and Onda 

maris be drawn together for figured 
bass realizations.

†† See §.38 above. The entire passage 
in quotation marks is a (selective) 
quote from Boxberg, p.[15].
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Offen [open] is a word placed with certain organ stops, merely indicating that 
the pipes are not stopped, and having nothing in particular to do with the scaling. At 
times, though, it does indicate something particular. Thus in the Breslau organ Prae-
torius gives: “Offen Chormass besondere Art.”* For the meaning of “Chormass”, see 
above under “C”, §.125. In the same stoplist there is also “Offen Oktave”, i.e., 4�; that 
is surely nothing out of the ordinary. “Sedecima offen” likewise [appears] twice, as 
well as “Supersedecima Offen”; [the latter] may well be an ordinary Oktave [1�]. 
There [in the Breslau stoplist] is expressly stated: “Sedecima offen, principal-like, 
and also Sedecima and Supersedecima offen, of another sort.” Wherever the word “of-
fen” appears, consult the primary word found with it; e.g., Offener Subbass, see Sub-
bass, etc.

Offenflöt means aperta [open] or tibia aperta [open flute] in Latin; the Latin 
names are found at Sandomir, where this flute is at 4�. The name already indicates that 
it is not a stopped register. There is also an Offenflöte in the Marienkirche at Dan-
zig, where it is called Viol at the same time and is a 3�; thus it would be an open Quint-
flöte; see Praetorius, l.c., p. 162. It appears twice as a 4� in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, as 
well as at St. Marien and St. Johannis in the same city; at Insterburg in Prussia; in the 
Kneiphofkirche, the Altstädterkirche organ and the Pfarrkirche organ at Königsberg; 
at St. Dominicus in Prague; at Rudolstadt; and in Görlitz, concerning which Boxberg 
says that this open flute, drawn with the Gross Principal 16 �  and the Oktave or Vio-
ldigamba 8�, sounds particularly well in loud ensemble music, and does not stick out, 
since it is duller than the Oktave and Salicet.† Quintviol is the Quinte of the Viol; see 
§.204.‡ There is an Offenflöte at 8� and one at 4� at the Marienkirche in Lübeck, and 
also one at 4�, made of ivory, at Bückeburg; for both of these, see Praetorius.§

Offenquerflöte, see Querflöte.

§. 173.

ONDA MARIS, or better Unda maris, is a stop that represents swirling waves of wa-
ter in some organs. The words cited above mean “ocean water” in German.¶ At Gör-
litz this stop stands at 8�. Concerning it Boxberg gives us this description: “Onda maris 

8�, a stop that is a wooden Principal, sounds even more pleasant,|| and is more suit-
able for soft ensemble music than the Principal.** It is used with no other stop than the 
Principal, and is tuned a bit sharp to it, and thus produces a continuous, agreeable un-
dulation, just as water, when agitated by a gentle wind, produces small waves. Thence 
it gets its name. When it is played in figured bass above a gentle pedal registration, it 
is hardly noticeable that it is tuned somewhat sharp, since the undulating effect is per-
ceived more in chords if it is drawn with the Principal. This stop sounds as if it were 
of tin, an effect produced mostly by the Invetriatur.”†† At Waltershausen the Unda 





* actually p. 140.

† This should read “note (h).”
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maris 8� is a rank with double lips that produces two sounds, one of which is somewhat 
sharper than the other. This stop is also found at St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg, com-
mencing with tenor a. I have not seen or heard anything else about this sort [of stop].

§. 174.

Passunen, see §.176. 
PASTORITA is the Nachthorn; see §.168. 
Pauke, see below under Tympanum, §.203. 
Päurlin, see Bäuerlein, §.121. 
Pedalkoppel, see under Coppel, §. 127. 
PERDUNA, see Bordun, §.124.
PETITE is reported to be the name of an organ stop at Ansbach. This [French] 

word indicates something that is small, and perhaps [this stop] may be understood as a 
Flageolet, Schwiegel 1� or something of that sort.

Pfeiferflöte, as some call it, is a stopped Quinte of 3� pitch; see Praetorius, l.c., 
p. 139.* The Nasat, described in §.169, is in the opinion of some the same thing; see the 
Anleitung, p. 436, note (m),† where I have mentioned that Gregorius Vogel calls the 
stopped Quinte 3� a Pfeiferflöte. Since the Nasat is neither always stopped nor always a 
Quinte, if would be better to consider each of these as a separate stop.

§. 175.

PHOCINX, see Krumhorn, §.164. 
PIFFARO, see Schallmey, §.164.
PILEATA.

PILEATA MINOR.

PILEATA MAJOR.  } for all of these see Gedackt, §.150.
PILEATA MAXIMA.

PILEATA DIAPENTE.

Platterspiel is cited by Werkmeister in [his publication about] the organ at 
Gröningen, §.46; he does not have anything to say anything about it, though.

Plockflöte
Plockpfeife } see under Blockflöte, §. 122.

Pommer.
Pombart.
Pomart.  }  see variously §.159 under Hautbois and 
Pammert.      §.123 under Bombarda.
Pombarda.
Portunen, see Bordun, §.124. 





* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 142.

† i.e., the wood.

‡ See the stoplist of the organ at Jena 
in Chapter 10.

§ In the process of reheating the steel 
tuning wires to plate them with tin, 
they lose their temper and again be-
come soft.

¶ i.e., to attach the block and res-
onator to the boot. In §.105 Ad-
lung uses the term “Haken” to refer 
to the devices that anchor the res-
onator to the block, and the term 
“Vorschlage” (latches) to describe 
the devices that secure the block and 
resonator to the boot. Here the con-
text suggests that he means the lat-
ter, even though he writes “Haken”.
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§. 176.

Posaune or Posaunenbass is a very familiar stop, an open pedal reed, and is the 
strongest and most emphatic of all [reeds]. It comes in 32�, 16 �  and 8� sizes, but these 
are only with regard to pitch, for the resonators are seldom if ever found this long, nor 
is this necessary. Praetorius says the Posaunenbass 16 �  is best constructed with 12� res-
onators,* and in this way it acquires the requisite gravity. Note that a low pitch may 
be [achieved] with shorter resonators (cf. §.105). Thus according to proportion the 
32� could be about 24� and the 8� about 6 �  [tall]. Should someone ask “Why make the 
resonators so large if the low pitch can be achieved with smaller ones,” let this an-
swer suffice: this is indeed the case, except that the proper force and gravity cannot 
be achieved at such low pitches with the small resonators any more than a little boy 
can sing bass. Even if many [boys] sing that low, [their voices] most certainly lack 
strength and gravity. Some [builders] make [the resonators] smaller, [giving] a 16 � 
Posaune a 5� or 6 �  resonator. Then, in order more easily to preserve the voicing in 
the low register, they stop them to some degree, leaving a hole in the top. But since 
the resonators are so small, the sound goes accordingly quite flat and dull; see Praeto-
rius, l.c., p. 142. The material from which the resonators of Posaunes are constructed 
is sometimes tin, but [sometimes] also brass (which is however very expensive), some-
times sheet iron, in which case they have to be made very strong or otherwise the res-
onator rattles along, when only the shallot should sound. While these metal ones are 
made round, the Posaune is best and most commonly made of wood, and wooden ones 
are on the other hand made in a quadrangular shape. [The wooden ones] sound well 
and are stable; their resonators are not so easily set into vibration, and thus the mate-
rial† does not sound along with the shallot. The resonators are uniformly made nar-
row at the bottom and wide at the top. The blocks are quadrangular, as are the boots. 
The shallots and reed tongues must be strong so that they do not flutter. The reeds are 
usually provided with tuning wires, like other reeds, but if screws are available, all the 
better; these allow more rapid and accurate tuning. Crooks and screws together are 
even better, as e.g. [in the Stadtkirche] at Jena.‡ It is better to forge the crooks than 
to make them of wire. The iron ones are plated with tin so that they do not rust, but 
the steel ones are not, so that they do not become soft.§ If [the Posaune pipes] are ac-
cessible for tuning, it is better that they have no latches,¶ so that they may be taken 
out; see what is said in §.105. Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 142], mentions that the resonators, 
although they are not of the full length indicated by the pitch, must nevertheless be 
in proportion. Thus 24�, 16 �, 12�, 8�, 6 �, etc., can easily produce the required pitch, 
while on the other hand a number that looks awkward will not produce the pitch well. 
Thus a pipe 10 ½� long would produce a 16 �  pitch only with difficulty, whereas an 8�, 
which is shorter, would do it, as would a 12� which is longer. The reason for this is too 
detailed to examine here; suffice it to say that the proportion of the large resonators 
in relation to the small ones must be correct, otherwise they will sound proportion-
ately weaker or fuller. If the lowest pipe begins with an awkward number, then the cal-





42) In order to voice the Posaune magnificently, and not like some kind of Jungferregal,|| the tongues 
and shallots (Kellen) are better constructed long, narrow and strong than short, wide and weak, 
as may be seen here [at Mühlhausen] in the Obermarktskirche of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the 
Posaune 32� and 16 �, both of whose [shallots] are heavily faced [with leather]; thus they truly 
thunder and vibrate without that miserable rattling that one often hears elsewhere. However the 
size of the resonators is, as has been quite correctly noted above, the primary cause of this thun-
dering tone, for the wooden resonator of the Posaune 16 �  is 12� and indeed a bit beyond that, and 
the wooden resonator of the Posaune 32� is a full 24� tall, although due to lack of height some of 
the largest resonators have had to be mitered. Moreover, the resonators of both [stops] are very 
wide. The opposite of what has just been described is to be found in the Posaune 16 �  of the Unter-
marktskirche of St. Blasius here.** There the reed tongues and shallots are short, broad and weak, 
and the resonators barely 8� long at low C; furthermore they are also very narrow, so that in us-
ing this Posaune one indeed perceives a fluttering and rattling, but no Posaune tone. Heavier wind 
[pressure] also suits such pompous reeds; where it is found, the Posaune 32� and 16 �  may happily be 
drawn togther, as e.g. in the Obermarktskirche B.M.V. here, in which the three pedal bellows pro-
duce a full 40 degrees of wind and the manual bellows 36 degrees.†† [Albrecht]

* i.e., rather than an 8� Trompete.

† Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 173.

‡ See §.308; but it is obvious when 
comparing this stoplist with that 
given by Praetorius that the organ 
had undergone many changes be-
tween 1619 and the 1720’s.

§ The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the sto-
plist of the organ at the Johannis-
kirche in Magdeburg in Chapter 10.

¶ See the stoplist of the organ at Re-
val in Chapter 10.

|| i.e., too weak and thin; with too lit-
tle fundamental.

** i.e., the organ whose rebuilding 
and expansion J.S. Bach oversaw 
in 1708f. Albrecht’s remark seems 
to establish that Bach was not suc-
cessful in achieving all the changes 
he listed as desirable for this organ 
in his Memorandum to the Church 
Council in 1708; cf. David, Hans 
T., and Arthur Mendel, rev. & en-
larged by Christoph Wolff, The 

New Bach Reader (N.Y: W.W. Nor-
ton, c. 1998), p. 55 (Bach-Doku-
mente I, p. 152).

†† See §.441.
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culation will also be more difficult. Furthermore, if the shallots are oblong and nar-
row they will produce a much more gentle tone than if they are wide and short (so 
says Praetorius, l.c., p. 143); all narrow scales, on the other hand, are not as easy to 
voice.42) It is a virtue if a Posaune does not rattle or crackle so much, which happens 
if the strong brass tongues beat continuously upon the hard shallots. To prevent this, 
the shallots are best faced with leather. Buccina is the Latin name for the Posaune; un-
der this name Samber, p. 153, counts it among the manual stops, constructed of tin. If 
someone should perhaps think it strange to find an 8� Posaune,* since it should be a 
heavy bass [stop], he should consider that there are also small and large, alto, tenor 
and bass Posaunes apart from the organ, all of which are different from the Trumpet, 
having broader bodies and stronger tongues than trumpets at the same pitch. Yet some-
one who does not pay precise attention to this can easily confuse the names with each 
other, just as the Posaune 8� listed by Praetorius in the Cathedral at Magdeburg† is 
called Trompet by the Cathedral Sacristan there.‡ The Posaune 32� is rare; it is found 
in the Cathedral at Bremen, though, under the name Contraposaune, and a Posaune 
16 �  is also present. Posaune 32� and 16 �  are also at St. Johannis in Lüneburg, of which 
the former is half of wood. [Posaune] 32� and 16 �  are at Hamburg in the large or-
gan at St. Nikolai, at St. Jakobi and at St. Catharine; likewise at Königsberg in the 
Löbenichtkirche, St. Michaelis in Lüneburg; also at Mühlhausen in Thuringia in the 
Hauptkirche B.M.V. (there is a 16 �  [example] in the Hauptkirche Divi Blasii there). 
Both are encountered at St. Dominicus in Prague, at Magdeburg in the Johanniskirche 
(see §.308 §), at Reval (see §.313 ¶) and at the Cathedral in Upsala. Moreover, it appears 
only at 32� in Stockholm and in Waltershausen. In the organ at St. Marien in Lübeck 
there are Grossposaune 24� and Posaune 16 �. I do not know what 24� is supposed to 
mean. Perhaps the longest resonator is 24� long, but the sound 32�; or [perhaps] it be-





43) The word “Principal” refers not only to the size, but also at times to the quality of the material. If, 
e.g., there is a 4� stop in the façade of tin, and an 8� within the case of [pipe] metal, then the for-
mer is preferably called Principal, since it sounds better, partly due to the hardness of the material, 
partly also because it stays more constant and pure in its tuning, and the other stops may be tuned 
from it. The reader has doubtless grasped the origin of the word, since princeps [Latin “prince”] 
and primus [Latin “first”] often mean the same thing; in an organ this signifies [the rank] that 
stands in the façade. I have noticed this special meaning of the word in Praetorius, specifically in 

* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 187.

† This is Adlung’s interpretation of 
Praetorius’s term “Principalia”; by 
this term Praetorius means the pipes 
seen in the façade.

‡ See the stoplist of the organ at Gera 
in Chapter 10.

§ i.e., it has no tuning wire.

¶ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 186.
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gins at F (cf. §.213). The 16� at Breslau is called Posaunenbass Unterchormass, while 
the 8� is Posaunenbass Chormass. The term Posaunenuntersatz is also used; thus in the 
Marienkirche at Halle there is a Groberposaunenuntersatz 16�; see Praetorius.* In the 
palace at Schöningen, as Praetorius relates, there is a Posaune completely gilded, for 
the sake of appearance; moreover, it is said to be Krumhorn-like and is called the first 
and furthest forward Principal 8�† there. There are also Dolcian-like Posaunes; thus 
[Praetorius lists at Schöningen] a little Trompete or Posaune as the furthest forward 
Principal in the façade, belonging to the uppermost division; but it is mute, and in its 
place there is a Barpfeife 8�. At Gera are Posaunenuntersatz 32� and 16�; see §.301.‡ In 
the Kneiphofkirche at Königsberg stand 16� and 8� [examples], along with Trompete 
8�, in the pedal; thus one may see that Posaune 8� and Trompete 8� are not the same, 
since the Trompete vibrates more, and [its shallot] is not faced [with leather]. As stated 
at the beginning, the Posaune belongs in the pedal; yet they are also found in the man-
ual, though rarely. There is one at 16� in Stockholm, under the name French Posaune; 
whether this means that the intonation is perhaps more pleasant than usual, I do not 
know. Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 143], says, “In a monastery at Hesse is found a special type 
of Posaune in which a brass plate is soldered onto the shallot, with a somewhat oblong 
little hole in the middle of it. Only then is the actual tongue or reed laid on top of it 
and bound with red-hot wires. Thus it cannot rattle and howl too much, and behaves 
like an ordinary Posaune when it comes to voicing, since it is dampened and does not 
rattle. It must be tuned, however, by making the resonator above it it shorter or lon-
ger.”§ At Bückeburg there is a Posaune or Bombardbass 16�; see Praetorius.¶ Here they 
must be the same, though as a rule they are different (see §.123).

§. 177.

PRESSIOR, see Gedackt, §.150.
Prästant, Primaria, Principal, are all the same. This is the primary stop in an 

organ, and it is for this reason it is given these various names. Regula primaria means 
the primary stop, and this is the term used at Sandomir; see Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt[, pp. 196-7]. Principal means the same thing, and is the most common term.43) 
Prästant, from praestans, may mean the same as “useful, excellent”, yet it may also 





* In the stoplist of this organ this stop 
is called Octave, not Principal; see 
the stoplist of the organ at Alach in 
Chapter 10.

† This is the old spelling of Mon-

tre that became obsolete during the 
17th century.

‡ By this statement Adlung is not sug-
gesting that mutation ranks cannot 
be of principal scale (see, e.g., §.179, 
“Quinta”), rather that only octave-
sounding stops may bear the name 
“Principal”. 

§ i.e., they would become either 
strings or flutes.

¶ See Boxberg, p.[11].

|| i.e., at Sendomir; see Mattheson’s 
Appendix to Niedt, p. 196, as well as 
the stoplist of the organ at Sendo-
mir in Chapter 10.

** i.e., in the Cathedral organ at Bre-
men; see Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 158, as well as the stoplist 
of the organ in the Cathedral at 
Bremen in Chapter 10.

†† i.e., it is a printing error.

‡‡ in the stoplist given by Praetorius.

§§ sic; should read “3 Principalia.”

the stoplist of the Dresden palace organ[, p. 187]; a Trommet, completely gilded, stands there un-
der the name Principal[ia], along with a beautiful tin Oktave and a beautiful tin Principal. Next 
to them‡‡ stands [the indication] “3 Principale.” §§ Later there appears “Regal, completely 
gilded, 8�,” along with Superoktave 2� and Principal 4�. Next to them again stands “3 Principale”. 
[Albrecht] 
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mean “that which stands in front”, since Principals usually stand in the façade to in-
crease the impression of splendor. It is for this reason that the Oktave 4� at Alach is 
called Principal, because it is made of tin and stands in the façade.* Some call [the 
Principal] “Döeff”; see Praetorius, l.c., p. 127. At Sandomir it is also called Fourni-
ture, a term that normally indicates a mixture; concerning this, see §. 148 above. 
Whether Fond d’Orgue also means the Principal has already been discussed in §.147 
above. At Chambery it is called Fundamentalis or foundation stop (Grundstimme); see 
DeChales, Vol. III, p. 20, where he says that the Monstre is the same thing in French. 
This meaning is unknown to me, since this word otherwise indicates a monster. [Mon-

stre †] must be derived from the Latin monstrare, “to show, display”, for the reason 
that the Principal rank stands in the facade; but in this case it ought rather to be called 
montre (from [the French] montrer). Yet in verbis simus faciles, etc. [let us not quibble 
over words]. Principals are octave [-speaking] stops, and thus their proportions are al-
ways to be expressed in the following numbers: 32�, 16 �, 8�, 4�, 2�.‡ Their scale is the 
ordinary one, so that the widths are to be determined by the lengths indicated by the 
abovementioned numbers. But scales may indeed vary, and one be made wider than an-
other; this must not be overdone, however, or otherwise they would lose the name 
[Principal].§ At times one may discover that each manual in an organ has its own par-
ticular scale for the Principal. This is the way they are made in Görlitz, where one has 
a wider scale, the other a narrower one. Thus the Hauptwerk is splendid, the Ober-
werk very keen and sharp, and the Brustpositiv keen but gentle.¶ [The scales of ] all 
the octave stops, or other [stops] that normally have principal scale, are determined 
by the scale of the Principal. Thus the variation is to be perceived throughout the en-
tire organ. As is apparent from §.171 and from what has already been said, there is no 
great distinction between Principals and Oktaves, only that Principals get the best 
metal, so that their tuning remains purer, since the entire organ must be tuned from 
them. Yet the Principal is also the largest of the octave[-sounding principal] stops in 
each manual, and the names of the octaves are determined by it. Sometimes the name 
Prastant or Principal is also given to the Oktave; e.g., at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg there 
are Prastant 16 �  and Principal 8�, according to Praetorius, on the same manual. Each 
manual in an organ normally has a Principal. §.171 mentions that at a certain place 
there is a Principal 4� and an Oktave 8�,|| and elsewhere both are at 8�,** but as was 
stated there, this is not correct.†† The octaves are smaller than the Principal. Yet at 
times a congregation does not have the means to afford large Principals; in that case 
they are made of wood and set inside the case, and then they often lose the name Prin-
cipal, and are called Oktaves. The smaller [octave rank], however, the one [made] of 





* Cf. §.171 (“Oktave”), where Adlung 
censures calling an 8� (principal-
scale) stop an “Oktave” when there 
is a Principal 4�.

† i.e., because it is so expensive.

‡ Boxberg, p.[17], says that these 
pipes are C, D, D# and E.

§ Neither Praetorius’s nor Adlung’s 
stoplist show such a stop in this or-
gan. Praetorius lists one at the 
Marienkirche in Lübeck; see Syn-

tagma musicum, Vol. II., p. 166.

¶ The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the stop-
lists of these organs in Chapter 10.

||i.e., the two organs in Hamburg and 
the one in Magdeburg.

** This should read “p. 52.”

†† See Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 161, as well as the stoplist 
of the organ in the Marienkirche at 
Bremen in Chapter 10.
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good metal and standing in the case, is called Principal. In this manner it might indeed 
be possible to find an Oktave 8� with a Principal 4�.* In the pedal the Principals are 
sometimes 32�, sometimes 16 �, but seldom 8�, since this is usually called Oktave. In the 
manual they are never larger than 16 �, 8� or 4�, and never smaller than 2�. The 32� 
Principal is rare and very expensive, especially since it needs to be made of good metal 
for the façade, if it (like all Principals) is to be worth its salt. Thus† it is sometimes also 
made of wood, at least as concerns the largest pipes. It is not at all suited for the man-
ual, since it does not speak very quickly and is heard more as a gust of wind than as a 
perceptible pitch. Yet if it is used in combination with other stops it imparts a gravity to 
the ensemble. If this Principal stands in the pedal it is sometimes called Grossprinci-
palbass, but also only Principalbass or Principal. The name Grossbass is also found, 
e.g. in Breslau, along with Unterchorbass, Chorbass and Oktave, i.e., 32�, 16 �, 8� and 4�. 
The Principal 32� is found in the large organ at St. Nikolai and at St. Jakobi in Ham-
burg; at Görlitz, [made] of English tin (it stands in the façade, though, only down to F 
24� pitch, as Boxberg says; the pipes lower [than this] are wooden and stand inside the 
case;‡ at St. Catharine in Hamburg; in the Freiheiterkirche at Cassel; at Bückeburg 
the Subprincipalbass 32� is the same thing; at St. Marien and St. Petri in Lübeck; at St. 
Dominicus in Prague; and in the Cathedral in Upsala. At the Marienkirche in Halle 
the Grossprincipalunterbass is no doubt the same thing.§ The Grossprincipals at St. Ja-
kobi and St. Petri in Hamburg begin at 24� (cf. §.213¶). There is a Principalgrossunter-
bass from F 24� in the Cathedral at Magdeburg; for all of these|| see Praetorius, l.c.[, 
pp. 169, 170 and 172]. Principal 16 �  in the pedal is indeed more common than the 32�; 
at times they are both encountered in the same organ. The former should properly be 
called an Oktave 16 �  over against the latter, as often happens; yet sometimes it also not 
unjustly bears the name Principal. The Principal 16 �  is rarer in the manual, yet it lends 
an excellent gravity if only the player refrains from playing big chords in the bass. 
Naturally the 16 �  attacks more clearly and quickly than the 32�; Werkmeister prefers it 
to the latter, and calls the 32� ostentatious; see the Orgelprobe, p. 42.** The 16 �  is more 
likely to speak cleanly than the 32�. In the manual it is ordinarily placed in the Haupt-
werk. That is the way it is, e.g., in the Cathedral at Bremen, and therefore that man-
ual, or indeed the entire organ, is called “16-foot”. Where there is only a Principal 8�, 
4� or 2�, then the organ is called “8-foot”, “4-foot”, or “2-foot”. At the Marienkirche 
in Bremen there is a Principal 17�,†† but this is no doubt a misprint, and should read 
“16 �”. At this point I want to cite a number of examples where the 16 �  Principal is to 
be encountered. It is found at St. Johannis and St. Lambrecht in Lüneburg, at St. 
Nikolai, St. Jakobi, St. Catharine and St. Petri in Hamburg (it was also [found] there 
in the former Michaeliskirche organ], in the organs of the Pfarrkirche, the Dreifaltig-
keitskirche, St. Johannis and St. Bartholomai at Danzig—although at the last-named 
place 6 �  is printed instead of 16 �—, at Görlitz, where it is of English tin, at St. Petri in 
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44) In this regard see also note 41 in §.171. [Albrecht]

* i.e., at the Marienkirche in Lübeck; 
see Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 189.

† Adlung has already mentioned 
this above; the duplication proba-
bly arose because Adlung consulted 
consecutively both Praetorius and 
Mattheson/Niedt, who spell the 
name differently (“Lambrecht” vs. 
“Lamberti”).

‡ See the stoplist of the organ in St. 
Petri, Hamburg, in Chapter 10.

§ See the stoplist of the organ at Reval 
in Chapter 10.

¶ i.e., a printing error.

|| Adlung has just mentioned this two 
sentences above.

** Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 172.

Lübeck, and also at St. Marien there, where it is in the Werck. Here* the stoplist also 
gives a 16 �  in the Brust[werk], but that can hardly be correct. I have never known an 
organ to have two 16-foot manuals. Perhaps it should read 8�, especially since the Ok-
tave 8� is not listed. There is also a 16 �  Principal at St. Michaelis in Lüneburg, at St. 
Lamberti there,† at St. Dominicus in Prague, St. Nikolai in Stralsund, and in the Ca-
thedral at Uppsala. At Rostock it is called Weitprincipal; see Praetorius, p. 164. The 
Grossprincipal at Breslau is surely nothing other than a Principal 16 �. At St. Gotthard 
in Hildesheim it is found under the name Grossprastant 16 �. If it is cited as 12� in some 
organs, such as e.g. at St. Jakobi and St. Petri in Hamburg, then it begins at [low] F 
(cf. §.213‡), as has already been mentioned several times. At Reval there is a Principal 
16 �  of English tin; see §.313 § below. There is a Principal 8� in most organs, at least in 
one manual; sometimes also in 2 or more manuals. It is also called Aequalprincipal be-
cause it matches the range of the human voice. It is likewise called Chormassprincipal 
(see Chormass, §.125). It is the finest stop in an organ, and the most beautiful to use. 
The Principal 4� is not so pleasant in the upper register (in der Höhe) as the [Principal 
8�], and thus a Gedackt or Quintatön 8� is ordinarily drawn with it. There is a Still-
principal 4� at Waltershausen, as well as a Geigenprincipal 4� at the same place, in the 
façade and of very narrow [scale]. It is no doubt the same as a Viola, and sounds like an 
extension of the Violdigamba. The Principal 2� is even smaller. As has already been 
mentioned, however, nothing smaller [than 2�] is ever called Principal. A Principal 4� 
appears in the pedal in the stoplist of the organ in the Kreutzkirche at Dresden; but a 
[4� in the pedal] is never called by this name, and consequently this is a mistake.¶ It 
should read 16 �, since Oktave 8� and 4� are present. In the Brust[werk] at St. Bar-
tholomai in Danzig there are a Principal 4� and Oktave 8�; perhaps it should be the re-
verse. In the Dresden palace organ there is a Principal 8� together with a Lieblich 
Principal 8� of wood, both on the same keyboard. In the Altstädtische organ in the Lu-
theran Church at Elbingen there is a Principal 8� of metal and a Principal 8� of wood, 
as well as a Principal 4� of wood and an Oktave 4�, all on the same manual. There is a 
wooden Principal 8� in the palace organ at Dresden,|| and in the palace at Hesse there 
is also a wooden one at 8�, together with a Kleinprincipal 4� of ivory and ebony. At 
Sondershausen there is a narrow-scale wooden Principal 8�, together with a Schön-
principal 8�, the latter being made of tin. Concerning the Doppelprincipal, see §.137 
above. Halbprincipal is the Oktave.44) I do not really know, however, what Praeto-
rius** means by Harfenprincipal at Breslau; for what I surmise, see §.158 above. Dul-
ceon and Frontispicium are several names that have also been conferred upon the Prin-
cipal. At St. Petri in Hamburg there is a [Principal] 24� in the pedal; not that the 
[low] C would be 24� long, however (that would not suffice), but rather that it extends 
down only to F—the larger pipes are simply not there. If they were there, however, 
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* Cf. §.20, where this scheme is also 
mentioned.

† Latin “according to common/vul-
gar opinion.”

‡ actually pp. 112-3

§ i.e, the Unterwerk; see the stoplist of 
the organ at Jena in Chapter 10.

¶ i.e., octaves, fifths and thirds.

|| Adlung is referring here not to 
the pitch indication, “3”, but 
to the name “Quarta”, which 
means”fourth”. 

then the C would be 32�. In the Pfarrkirche organ at Königsberg there is a Principal 16� 
in the pedal of narrow scale. At St. Dominicus in Prague there is a Principal 12� and 8� in 
the Rückpositiv; 12� cannot be correct. At Sandomir there is a Principal 4� in the Rück-
positiv, but with an Oktave 8� and another [Oktave] 2�. Perhaps 8� and 4� have been re-
versed. As stated earlier, organs get their names from the manual Principal (and not 
from the one in the pedal), being termed 16�, 8�, 4� or 2� instruments (Werke). The des-
ignation comes from the largest of all [the principals] that are found in a given organ. 
There is, however, yet another way of designating organs, in which some are whole-, 
others half-, others quarter- or eighth-organs. Some explain these [terms] by the num-
ber of stops, calling an organ “whole” in which every stop is to be found. But such being 
the case, there is no whole-organ in the entire world, since people are always making 
new stops. Rather a whole-organ is one in which there is a manual Principal 16�; a half-
organ, one with an 8�; a quarter-organ one with a 4�, and an eighth-organ one where a 
2� is found.* This is only mentioned here to clarify the ways of speaking that have been 
established in this matter; see Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, Chap. 22, p. 54, and Samber, 
[Vol. II,] p. 156, as well as Fuhrmann in the foreword to his Musikalischer Trichter, p. 4, 
who calls a 32� a whole-organ (ex opinione vulgi †), perhaps trying to derive this from the 
pedal [32�], in which organ there would also have to be a 16� [Principal] in the manual. 
Where there is a Principal 16� in the manual, there the organ is also called a Grossprin-
cipalwerk; where an 8�, it is called an Aequal- or Chorprincipalwerk; where a 4� is, it is 
called a Kleinprincipalwerk; see Praetorius, Vol. II, chap. 1 of the fourth part, pp. 121f.‡ 
This much [information] about principals should suffice. Yet there is one other thing: 
one cannot always judge the [size of the] Principal and the organ by outward appear-
ance, since the Principal sometimes stands within the case, and the Oktave in the façade, 
due to lack of space. For example, at Jena in the Brustpositiv § there is a 2� [Su-
peroktave] in the façade, but the Principal 4� stands within the case, due to the lack of 
height. Inside the case very small feet can be made [for the larger pipes], or if necessary 
the pipes can be mitered. (**) 

(**) In France the Oktave is called Prestant, and the Principal is called Montre. [Agricola]

§. 178.

Quarta 3� appears in the stoplist of the middle organ in the Pfarrkirche at Dan-
zig. It appears, however, that an error has been made, for nothing other than chord 
tones ¶ are suited to the organ.|| Perhaps it should read Quinta 3�, especially since the 
Quinta is ordinarily designated as 3�.

QUARTA DECIMA (the 14th) I do not understand. And although a 3-rank example 
of this is cited at Ulm, encompassing half the manual, it may well be that an error has 
crept in and that quarta decima has been written instead of quinta decima. In that case 
it would be an Oktave, treated in §.171.

Querflöte, Querpfeife [Traverse flute], called Traversa and Fiffaro by the 
Italians, (**) as Praetorius says, Vol. II, Part II, chap. VIII, p. 35, is a familiar instru-
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* literally, “almost once, and almost 
yet half again as long.”

† i.e., the second overtone, an octave 
and a fifth above the fundamental.

‡ i.e., as the length called for by the 
pitch it produces; thus it overblows 
to its octave.

§ i.e., the actual instruments.

¶ i.e., made of gut wound with wire. It 
may seems strange that Adlung lik-
ens the sound of this stop both to a 
flute and a stringed instrument; he 
seems to be thinking of the stop’s 
incisive speech (similar to the organ 
stop Violdigamba).

|| See Musurgia universalis, p. 500.

** Praetorius neither lists a Tra-
versenbass 16 �  in the palace organ 
at Sondershausen (Syntagma musi-

cum, Vol. II, p. 197), nor does he la-
bel the organ “new”. There is no 
such stop, in fact, at any pitch any-
where in this organ. One might be 
tempted to think that Adlung in-
tended to write “Altenburg” (the 
stoplist of which is found on p. 286 
of the Musica mechanica organoedi, 
and which is the only ‘palace organ� 
with a “Flötetraversiere 16 �” in the 
pedal) instead of “Sondershausen”, 
except that Agricola added the Al-
tenburg stoplist as an appendix be-
fore publication in 1768, six years 
after Adlung’s death.

†† i.e., Organum gruningense redivi-

vum, §.3.

‡‡ pp. 189 and 200. Praetorius lists 
no such stop in the pedal at Riddag-
shausen; he does list one, however, 
in the pedal at Hildesheim (p. 199), 
the immediately preceding stoplist.

§§ Praetorius, pp. 197 & 199.

ment apart from the organ. It gets its name from the fact that it is blown on its side 
and must be held crosswise. A specific organ stop has been named after it, which Prae-
torius, l.c., p. 138, describes as follows: “It is based on the invention of the Quintatön, 
and is stopped. The Querflöte does not sound its fundamental pitch, but rather over-
blows to an upper partial. This happens because the body [of the pipe] is almost three 
times* as long as its scale would require. For example, if the pitch is [to be] 4�, then the 
body is long enough that it ought to produce a 12� pitch; but it is is voiced to speak only 
the Quinte† because it is so long. This type is good, yet there is also a kind that is open 
and is even more pleasing, but only twice as long.‡ These are made of wood and also 
of metal. It is more natural to overblow at the octave than at more distant and higher 
[pitches]. They are more similar in sound to the other Querpfeifen § than the stopped 
[variety]; some of them sound as if someone were bowing a viola (Braccio) with spun 
strings.”¶ The French say Traversiere, Flute allemande, or Flute d’Allemagne, i.e., 
“German flute”; see Mattheson’s [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, Part III, chap. III, §.11[, 
p. 270]. Kircher calls the Querflöte fistula militaris.|| This, however, is properly the 
little fife (Feldpfeife), discussed in §.142 above. Up to this time I have encountered 
the Querflöte at 16 �, 8�, 4� and 2�. Thus at Greussen and in the new palace organ at 
Sondershausen** there is a Traversenbass 16 �  in the pedal. At Waltershausen there is 
a Flöte traversa 8�. At Gröningen there is a Grossquerfl. 8� and Kleinquerflöte 4�, and 
again in the pedal a Grossquerflöte 4�, according to Mattheson’s Appendix [to Niedt, 
pp. 172-3]; this however must be a mistake, and ought to read 8�, since Werkmeister 
notes it as such in his Beschreibung.†† There is also an 8� [example] at St. Catharine in 
Hamburg, as well as in the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg. In the palace at Hesse, as 
well as in the Klosterkirche organ at Riddagshausen, there is a Querflötenbass 4�; see 
Praetorius.‡‡ It is at 4� at St. Gotthard in Hildesheim, and at Sondershausen.§§ Prae-
torius cites a Querpipe 6 �  pitch, 12� long, at St. Jakobi in Hamburg, counting how-
ever from [low] F (cf. §.213); at the same place there is also an Offenquerflöt 4� pitch, 
8� long. There is a Querpf. 8� at St. Lambrecht in Lüneburg (see Praetorius[, p. 233]), 
as well as yet another one at 8�, encompassing half the keyboard. It also appears twice 
at Breslau. It stands at 4� at St. Petri in Magdeburg, at 8� at St. Marien in Halle and 
St. Blasius in Braunschweig, twice at 4� in the Barfüsserkirche in Halberstadt, as well 
as at Cassel in the Freiheiterkirche and the Bruderkirche, and at 4� in Bückeburg, to-
gether with a Querflötenbass 8� of wood. To continue, it also stands at 4� at St. Jakobi 
in Hamburg, in the Heiliggeisteskirche at Colberg, at the Heiligdreifaltigkeitskirche 
and at St. Johannis in Danzig, twice in the Kneiphofkirche and in the Altstädterkirche 
at Königsberg. In the organ at the royal palace in Königsberg there is a 4� [Querflöte], 
and also a second one that is, however, labeled “half ”; perhaps it extends through only 
half the keyboard, just as the one at Stralsund also does, according to Praetorius’s tes-
timony, only in the treble, i.e., only in the 2 upper octaves or down to [tenor] a, since 
it does not retain its character well in the bass. It is at both 4� and 2� in the Haberberg-
kirche organ in Königsberg, also at 4� in the Steindammkirche organ there, 4� at St. 
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45) In this regard one may consult Wallisius� comparison of early music with that of his time, found in 
Mizler’s Musikalische Bibliothek, Vol. I, Part 2, pp. 1-27; likewise Marpurg’s Kritische Einleitung in 

die Geschichte und Lehrsatze der alten und neuen Musik, particularly in the chapter he has inserted 
into it, “von der Beschaffenheit der alten Musik.” § [Albrecht]

* See §. 259, as well.

† Adlung writes this form of the word, 
with a Latin ending, interchange-
ably with “Quinte,” the form with a 
German ending.

‡ the “antiquities of music”, i.e., vol-
umes describing the music of antiq-
uity, specifically of Greece.

§ “Concerning the Character of Old 
Music.”

Dominicus in Prague and at Sendomir, where it is called Tibia transversa, 4� in the Ca-
thedral and the Marienkirche at Lübeck. It stands at 2� in the large organ at St. Niko-
lai and at St. Petri in Hamburg. In the Marienkirche at Thoren a Querpfeife is listed, 
but without any size. [Querflötes] have also been constructed like Spitzflötes; thus, 
e.g., in the palace at Dresden there is a Spitzpfeife or Querflöte 4� of wood; see Praeto-
rius[, p. 187]. In figured basses there sometimes appears [the word] Traversa, which is 
to be played with this stop; yet in this regard see Chap. 8, §.238 [below].* 

(**) In Italian Traversa means “crossbeam” or an “apron”, etc., not a flute.  Fiffaro is not in use any 
more at all. The proper Italian name for the Querflöte is Flauto traverso. [Agricola]

§. 179.

Quinta† is a familiar organ stop, yet there are several things to be kept in mind 
concerning it. Ordinarily it is an open pipe of principal scale, but at times it is also 
stopped, in which case it is usually so labeled. There are Quints at 6 �, 3� and 1 ½”. In 
mixtures and other compound stops they are also smaller, say, ¾� or ⅜�� etc. Quints 
that are too large, though, create a crude sound, and for this reason 6 �  is not exceeded, 
for otherwise 12� and 24� could also produce a Quint. Indeed, the Quinte 6 �  is already 
very crude, especially in the lower register, and thus it is usually somewhat tapered 
so that, being half-stopped, it does not sound too harsh. The Quinte must always ac-
cord with the scale of the Principal, the latter always exceeding the former in size. The 
most common [size] is 3�; in small organs, though, 1 ½�. If the key c is played, then the 
Quints will sound g as the fifth of c, and so forth through all the keys. Quints are also 
called Diapente; thus there is a Regula diapente 3� and a Disdiapente 1 ½� at Sandomir. 
If, however, the Quinte 6 �  were there, then the 3� could be called Disdiapente. At San-
domir the Quinte 3� is called Nete. Whoever would like to understand more about this 
word [Nete] must make use of the antiquitates musicas.45) ‡  Some call the Quinte 1 ½� 
“Quintez”, but Quintez grew out of Quindecima which is no Quinte, but rather a Su-
peroktave (cf. Praetorius, l.c., p. 130). Some Quints are stopped; thus, e.g., in the pal-
ace at Gröningen there is a Gedackte Quinte 3� and [also one at] 1 ½� As a rule, how-
ever, these stopped Quints have a special name, being called “Nasat”; yet there is more 
to keep in mind about this [latter] word, as may be read in §.169. Gedackte italienische 
Quinte has been discussed in §.161 above. At Görlitz there stands a decima nona 3�, a 
name also found in Samber, p. 153. It is also a Quinte; but properly speaking it means 
the interval of a nineteenth, that is, figuring from the Principal that is in the same 
manual. If the Principal at Görlitz is a 16 �, then the Quinte is properly 12�; one octave 
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* This perhaps should read “C”.

† i.e., figuring from great C of the 
Principal 16 �.

‡ §.184 below.

§ i.e., this is the reason it has the word 
“bass” appended to it.

¶ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 174.

|| i.e., the stop may begin at F in-
stead of C.

** §.195 below.

†† §.133.

‡‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 177.

§§ i.e., 6 �  produces a pitch a fourth 
above an 8�.

¶¶ This appears to be a misprint; Ad-
lung writes “2 2/3� ” just below.

|||| Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 171.

*** Praetorius lists the Gross Principal 
in that manual as an 8�, not a 16 �; 
figuring from the 8�, the sedecima 

would indeed be an Oktave 2�.

higher, 6 �, is the duodecima, strictly speaking. Yet another octave higher is 3�, which is 
the nineteenth or, as has already been stated, the decima nona. If then c* is played, this 
stop sounds g�. Likewise at Görlitz there is a vigesima nona 1 ½�, the 29th; but that can-
not be correct, since the 29th note above the Principal 16� actually sounds c���.† The 
Quinte 1 ½� is rather the vigesima sexta, i.e., the 26th. If the Principal sounds some 
other fundamental pitch, then another set of numbers will result. For an 8� [fundamen-
tal], 3� will be the duodecima, 1 ½� the decima nona and ¾� the vigesima sexta. Quintna-
sat may be found in §.169 under Nasat. Rohrflötquinte is like a Rohrflöte, except that 
it sounds the fifth; see “Rohrflöte‡.” At Görlitz there stands a Grossquintenbass [6�], 
since it is in the pedal.§ At Königsberg in the Catheral or Kneiphofkirche there is not a 
single Quinte 3� in the entire organ, even though there are three manuals and 59 stops. 
There is a stopped Quintflöte 3� in the Altstädterkirche organ at Königsberg. Praetorius 
cites a Quintflöte 4� at St. Johannis in Magdeburg,¶ but that cannot be [correct], unless 
§.213 of this treatise be taken into consideration.|| Spitzquinte is a variety of Spitzpfeife 
or Spitzflöte, discussed under “S”;** it stands at 3� in the Kneiphofkirche at Königs-
berg. On the other hand, the non-tapered Quinte is sometimes called Cylinderquint; 
see above under “C”.†† Gemshornquinte 3� and 1 ½� (as well as 6�) is a type of Gems-
horn that sounds a fifth; see §.153. In the Altstädterkirche organ at Königsberg there is 
a Quinte of 2 ranks, 4� and 1 ½�. This is an exceptional combination of a Quinte and an 
Oktave that is almost [the same as] a Rauschquinte, except that the Oktave would not 
be so large in a Rauschquinte or Rauschpfeife; concerning the Rauschquinte, see §.182. 
Praetorius‡‡ says that at Bernau in the Mark [Brandenburg] the Quinte of the Grober 
Principal 8� (thus it would be a 6�) is called “Jula”; as a rule Jula is a Spitzflöte. Finally, 
the question arises, can a Quinte actually be 6�, 3�, 1 ½�, etc.? The answer: figuring pre-
cisely, these numbers come out to a fourth, §§ for if I shorten a 4-foot long string by 
one foot, by advancing the bridge, then 3 feet are left, which [when plucked] produce 
the fourth, f, above the 4� pitch. Thus the octaves [of 3�], 1 ½� as well as 6�, would also 
be f. The Quinte on the other hand, e.g., g against c, is 2¾�,¶¶ for if I divide the string 
into four 1-foot sections, taking 2� plus ⅔� of the third [foot], this produces a g. Con-
sequently the lower Oktave is 5⅓� and the higher Oktave 1 ⅓�. Because no one wants 
to be overrun with fractions, though, 2⅔� gets labelled a full 3� and the other [Quints] 
are figured from it. Concerning Sedetzemquint see §.189. There is a Quinta ex octava 

at Breslau, i.e., a Quinte 3�, since there it is the Oktave 4� that is meant [by ex octava]. 
There is a Quintbass 12� at Kindelbrück; see §.306.

§. 180.

QUINTA EX SEDECIMA is at Breslau; see Praetorius’s stoplists.|||| As far as I can 
comprehend, it must be the Quinte above the sedecima. There, however, with the Prin-
cipal 16 �  the sedecima should be the Oktave 2�;*** thus a fifth higher is the quinta ex 

sedecima, i.e., 1 ½�. But sedecima is not properly speaking an Oktave, as [I have ex-
plained] below [in §.189]. Therefore this [term Quinte ex sedecima] is also not prop-
erly phrased. Sedetzemquint is the same thing; [see] §.189. 
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* According to Mattheson’s Appendix 
to Niedt, p. 171; see the stoplist of 
this organ in Chapter 10.

† See §.189.

‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 197; 
but it is unlikely that Adlung’s as-
sertion is true. There are already 
two 2� stops in the same manual, one 
an Octav; see “Quintetz” below.

§ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 
174; but Praetorius spells the name 
“Quindetz”.

¶ in one of his sample stoplists.

|| See Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 170, as well as the stoplist of the 
Alt-Dresdener organ, under “Dres-
den” in Chapter 10.

** i.e., that this is a Quint stop.

†† i.e., the unison or fundamental 
pitch.

QUINTA DULCIS is at 6 �  in the palace at Dresden.* In German it means “pleasant 
Quinte”, though what about it is special and pleasant, I cannot say.

QUINTA DECIMA, QUINDECIMA, means the 15th note above the fundamental. This 
is exactly 2 octaves; thus it would be a Superoktave, and it is better to speak of it thus 
than as a Sedecima.† A Quinta decima 2� stands in St. Bartholomai at Danzig, while 
quindecima is at St. Catharine there. Quintadetz at Sondershausen is the same thing; 
see Praetorius.‡ The term “Quintetz” is also used, that follows just below.

Quintflöte 1 ½� is at St. Catharine in Hamburg; see §.160.
Quintetz no doubt arises from quinta decima, and thus is identical to it; see §.171. 

It is actually a Superoktave. This word, however, is also used for a compound stop, 
and then it is the same as Scharpquintetz, discussed in §.186. Thus in the Cathedral at 
Naum burg, e.g., there is a Quintetz 3 ranks in the Rückpositiv. At St. Ulrich in Mag-
deburg there is a Quintetz in the Brustpositiv, but without any indication of how large 
or how many ranks it is; see Praetorius,§ who records it once again on p. 191.¶ this time 
with the indication “1 ½�.”

Quintviole 8� stands in the organ of the Altdresdenerkirche.|| One may perceive 
from its name that it is a Quint stop, but of what kind, I do not know. Yet even the for-
mer [assertion**] does not seem to be all that certain, since 8� stands beside it, which 
would produce no fifth, but rather an octave[-speaking] stop. For what Viole as a rule 
is, see §.172 and 204.

Quintadön, Quintathön, Quintadena, Quintiden, Quintadeens, Quintite-
nens, QUINTA AD UNA, Quintadehn, are all better written as “Quintatön”, since one 
notes in [the spelling of the word] the sounding of the fifth, as though it were called 
“Quint-sound”. The name has arisen from the fact that, in addition to the normal oc-
tave sound†† the fifth above it is also heard to some degree. Yet this is not the pri-
mary fifth, as 3:2, but rather the secondary one, as 3:1, i.e., the “Superquinte”, as Privy 
Councillor Henfling says in Epistola de novo syst. music., §.14. The various spellings 
are the result of ignorance. Werkmeister’s Cribrum musicum, Chap. 3, p. 5, attests that 
an open pipe may be voiced so that one always hears an octave with [the fundamental], 
while a stopped pipe may be voiced so that one hears a fifth with [the fundamental]. 
Every organbuilder already knows this. Praetorius, Vol. II, Part IV, Chap. II, p. 137, 
says “they came into use 50 years ago (figuring from his time), and that some [people] 
call them “Holschelle”; they have 2 sounds, ut and sol (that is, from solmization; this 
is the same as c and g or, [based] on d, d and a, etc). Thus in the beginning it was called 
quinta ad una. It is somewhat wider in scale than the Principal, yet an octave lower, be-
cause it is stopped.” It appears that quint de tono at Breslau is the same thing, and in-
deed at 8�, since the word “Chormass” stands next to it in two instances; see Praeto-
rius[, p. 172]. The same holds true for Quintenor. In the Ulrichskirche at Magdeburg 
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* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 137.

† builder of the Görlitz organ.

‡ i.e., the wooden Quintatönbass 8�.
§ Adlung is extrapolating from Box-

berg, p.[15], who praises only the 
wooden Quintadena 16 �  in the 
Oberwerk.

¶ p.[13].

|| See Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, 
p. 197.

**i.e., the bore coils around a number 
of times within the resonator, and 
this coil is not visible from the exte-
rior of the pipe.

†† Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, “The-
atrum instrumentorum”, Table 38.

‡‡ i.e., the Ranket stop

§§ i.e., the invisible bore coiled within 
the resonator.

¶¶ See Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 173.

|||| i.e., each of the two names given 
for the three stops just mentioned 
(with double names) is ordinarily a 
different stop.

*** The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the sto-
plist for the organ at Reval in Chap-
ter 10.

it is called Holschelle 4�, but a Quintatön is also found there separately, and accord-
ingly it appears that it is sometimes necessary to distinguish [between] them; see Prae-
torius, l.c., p. 174. They are found at 16 �, 8�, 4� and also 2�, although Praetorius* says 
they ought not to be built smaller than 4�. There is an example at 2� at St. Bartholo-
mai in Danzig. This much is certain, that this stop is always difficult to voice, because 
of its low cut-up; it overblows easily to the fifth, and for that reason is constructed with 
beards. Mattheson’s edition of Niedt’s Second Part, p. 113, also mentions a Quintatön 
32�, but that is certainly rare, and moreover Mattheson says that he has never seen one. 
16 �  and 8� are the most common. It stands at 4� in the Altstädtische organ in the Lu-
theran Church at Elbingen. The Quintatön 4� is also often called Nachthorn; see un-
der “N”, §.168. At Görlitz there is a Quintatönbass 8� of wood in the pedal; otherwise 
they are usually made of metal, in order to make their regulation easier. Thus the or-
ganbuilder Casparini† has shown in it‡ a singular masterpiece, as also in the Quintatön 
16 �  that is there as well.§ Quintatöns speak somewhat slowly, especially the larger ones 
at 16 �; therefore they do not serve as well in running passages on the plenum (im vol-
len Werke) as the Bordun. At Görlitz there is likewise a Gedackt Pommer 4�, about 
which Boxberg¶ says that it is a strong Quintatön. At Sondershausen there is, accord-
ing to Praetorius, a Quintatönsubbass 16 �, i.e., it stands in the pedal.||

§. 181.

Racket. In the Organum gruningense[, §.46], Werkmeister mentions this stop 
among those reeds that have almost fallen into oblivion. It is not the same as Ranket. 
Rackets apart from the organ are described by Praetorius, pp. 39f.

Ranket is a reed stop of 16 �  and 8� tone, the former being called “Gross Ranket”, 
the latter “Klein Ranket”; see Praetorius, l.c., p. 147, who says that they are a beauti-
ful, lovely variety of reed, to be voiced very quietly. They all have small resonators, 
their largest being a good [hand]span or 9” long, and they contain within themselves 
a concealed body like the Sorduns.** Praetorius has provided a sketch of one.†† Werk-
meister in his Organum gruningense[, §.46,] says that there is a Ranket 8� at Gröningen 
and that it sounds very well, but it ‡‡ is found in few organs nowadays, since [the con-
struction of ] the bodies require[s] an exacting master. He also says that they have in-
terior tubes.§§ At Gröningen¶¶ it stands in the small Brust, and once again in the pedal. 
There is also a 16 �  [example] at Bückeburg, as well as at the palace in Hesse; see Prae-
torius, pp. 186 and [1]89. At Sondershausen there is a Ranket or Baerpfeife 8�, and at 
Riddagshausen in the Klosterkirche a Ranket or Krumhorn. Likewise at Sondershau-
sen there is a Dolcian or Ranket 16 �  of wood, though otherwise all of these stops are 
distinct.|||| At Reval there is a Ranket 8�; see §.313.*** Otherwise I cannot remember 
ever having found one anywhere else.
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* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 
164-5.

† i.e., because the “bass” in the title 
indicates location in the pedal divi-
sion and not size.

‡ There the word is spelled 
“Copendoff.”

§. 182.

Rauschpfeife, Rauschflöte, Rauschwerk, Rauschquinte, Ruschquint, Russ-
pipe are all the same. They all indicate a compound stop in which an octave and a fifth 
stand together on the same toeboard. The octave is 2�, and the fifth either 3� or 1 ½�, so 
that at times the octave is the lower [pitch] and at times the fifth. Pitches lower than 3� 
are never used, since this is supposed to be a penetrating stop. If there is someone who 
has never heard it, he need only draw the Quinte 3� and Oktave 2� together on his organ 
and he will get the same sound. It is constructed according to principal scale; see Prae-
torius, l.c., p. 130, who says that the name of this stop is already old. Some prefer to 
call it a Rauschquinte if the Quinte exceeds the Oktave in size, but Rauschpfeife if the 
Oktave is larger. Others use these words without distinguishing between them. Prae-
torius mentions only 2-rank Rauschpfeifen, but those of 3 ranks are also common; in-
deed, they also come with multiple ranks, composed of smaller and smaller fifths and 
octaves, and thus differ from mixtures in no other way than that they have no thirds. 
[This stop] stands with 2 ranks in the organ at Elmshorn, at St. Jakobi in Hamburg 
on 2 manuals, and at St. Catharine in Magdeburg (at both of [these last-mentioned] 
places it is called Rauschflöt), at the Marienkirche in Bremen, at Buxtehude, at Görlitz 
(where “from 2-foot pitch” appears with it, i.e., the largest pipe is 2�), at St. Stephani 
in Bremen, and at Otterndorf in Land Hadeln. Praetorius cites a Rauschquinte 4� at 
St. Petri in Lübeck.* Whether there is a 4� Oktave in it, or whether it is supposed to 
mean “above 4”�, or whether it is a misprint, I do not know. It appears twice at 3 ranks 
in the large organ at St. Nikolai in Hamburg, and twice at St. Johannis there, at the 
Marienkirche in Bremen, in the middle organ of the Pfarrkirche in Danzig, at St. Do-
minicus in Prague, in the St. Johanneskirche in Danzig, and in the Kneiphofkirche or 
Cathedral twice, in the Altstädterkirche organ and in the organ in the royal palace, all 
at Königsberg. Sometimes it is called Rauschpfeif, other times however Rauschquint. 
Praetorius, l.c., [p. 130,] says that there is also a Rauschpfeifenbass that is still in use, 
but [I] have never found such a thing under this name. It no doubt must belong to the 
pedal; there are several examples to be cited below in which this stop is found in the 
pedal. For that reason,† though, the pipes could be of just the same size [as] in the 
manual. At times it is not written on the drawknob how many ranks it is. This is the 
case in the Stadtkirche at Jena, and at Danzig. Yet in other stoplists it is stated, as may 
be seen in the examples cited above, to which may be added: 3 ranks at St. Petri in Ber-
lin, 3 ranks in the manual and pedal in the Cathedral at Bremen, and 3 ranks in the 
pedal at St. Ansgarius there, in addition to a “Rauchpfeife” 2 ranks in the [Haupt]
werk, but that is an obvious printing error, and should be called Rauschpfeife. Con-
cerning Copendorf, which also needs to be mentioned here, see §.127.‡ “Ruschquint” 
also appears in Praetorius, e.g., at the Marienkirche in Lübeck. That is however no 
doubt cast in a specific peasant dialect in place of Rauschquint. Through further cor-
ruption of this [word] may well have arisen the [terms] Russpipe, Russpfeif and Russ-
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* This should read “§.203.”

† “the instrument apart from the or-
gan”; i.e., the independent keyboard 
instrument, as opposed to the organ 
stop of the same name.

‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 74.

§ Syntagma musicum, pp. 179 & 181, 
and “Theatrum instrumentorum,” 
Plate 38, no. 15.

¶ See: Werkmeister, Organum grunin-

gense redivivum, §.3.

|| i.e., the type of Regal that has been 
discussed up to this point under this 
entry.

flöt, all of which names appear in the abovementioned Praetorius. Samber also does 
not refrain from mentioning this stop, but to avoid having to repeat again his obscure 
statements, I refer the reader to my Anleitung zur musikalischen Gelahrtheit, where 
what is pertinent here may be found on p. 454.

§. 183.

Rechte Heerpaucken [Military drums] are mentioned by Praetorius, l.c., p. 
197; here they belong in §.223.*

Recordor is English, and is said to mean the same thing as Flauto, a flute; see in 
this regard §.145 as well as §.122.

Regal, see Praetorius, Vol. II, Part II, Chap. XLV, pp. 72f., who has written a 
great deal about it. The term indicates a reed, either within or apart from the organ. 
The latter† belongs to Chap. 21, while the former belongs here. In the organ, he says, 
it may be called Regalpfeife to distinguish [it from the instrument]. “Regal” comes 
from Rex [Latin “King”], and means royal, since its first inventor offered it as a pres-
ent to a king, and thus it came to be called regale, dignum rege, regium, or regale opus. 

The pipes are very small and have 3, 4, 5 or more little holes; otherwise they are com-
pletely closed underneath. They are built at 16 �, but mostly at 8�, and also at 4�. Their 
squawking is not pleasing to everyone. Mattheson in a note to Niedt says, “It irritates 
me just to read or write about the Regal. Granted that such an infamous reed penetrates 
right through, yet [it does so] without the slightest charm;” see Niedt’s Second Part, 
p. 114, note i). They are also very prone to be out of tune. And although a certain per-
son (according to Praetorius‡) claimed he could make them stay [in tune] a year, his 
method of doing this has not been preserved. Ordinarily the pipes are of brass, but they 
may also be of sheet iron, as is the Trichterregal, since the pipes are made like a fun-
nel or like a Trompete [resonator] of sheet iron, yet barely 1� tall; concerning it, look 
under “T”, §.201. Concerning the Harfenregal, see §.158. Concerning the Singendre-
gal, see §.193; concerning the Jungferregal, see §.161; concerning the Cymbalregal, 
see §.134; for Scharfregal, see §.186; for Geigenregal, see §.161; concerning Knopfre-
gal as well as Apfelregal, see §.115. Köpflinregal is found in §.163. Grobsordunenregal, 
Grobgedacktregal and Gedampftregal are to be found in Praetorius,§ and Suptilre-
gal in Samber, p.153. Otherwise it remains to be said here that there is also a Grossre-
gal and a Kleinregal; the former is an 8� at Gröningen, as is the latter, but only at 2�. 
One might suspect [its being a 2�] to be a misprint, but this hardly seems likely; Werk-
meister makes this clear by calling it Kleinregalbass because it belongs in the pedal, 
while the 8� [Grossregal] belongs in the manual.¶ There is also a Kleinregal at St. Pe-
tri in Magdeburg, as well as at 16 �  at St. Dominicus in Prag; the latter should rather 
be called Grossregal. Because this Regal || is blown by wind, it is called Regale a vent, 
from ventus, “the wind”, and is to be distinguished from Regale de percussion, which is 
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46) and in the main manual of the Hauptkirche of the BVM at Mühlhausen, of wide scale and strong 
voicing. It has chimneys that project outward. [Albrecht]

47) Also here [at Mühlhausen] in the Oberstädtische Hauptkirche BVM, in the Oberwerk, of the 
same structure as the 16 �  mentioned above [in note 46]. [Albrecht]

* i.e., the normal pipe plus the chim-
ney in its cap.

† i.e. Rohrflötes in general.

‡ Adlung writes nothing in §.109 
about two pitches; presumably he 
is referring here to the quint that 
(along with the fundamental) is 
prominent in Rohrflöte timbre; cf. 
§. 180, “Quintadon”. 

§ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, pp. 186, 
197 & 199.

struck with mallets like a xylophone (Strohfiedel); see Mattheson’s [Forschende] Or-

chestre III, Part I, Chap. IV, §.16, in note [9] on p. 434.

§. 184.

REGULA[, Latin “rule” or “guide”,] means each single stopknob. Thus
REGULA MIXTA (i.e., a mixture) is to be sought above in §.167, and
REGULA PRIMARIA (i.e., a Principal) is met with in §.168 above. And so it is with 

the other [stops having names beginning with the word Regula], since Regula means 
in general a stop. One need only consult the words added to it, and one will find 
everything.

Repetirende Cymbel, see Cymbel, §.134.
Rohrflöte, Rhorquinte, Rohrschelle, and Rohrnasat are simply stops whose 

pipes are stopped, yet leaving in the middle of the cap a round opening, through which 
a little tube (Röhrchen) is inserted, so that [each pipe] is thus two pipes,* rather in the 
manner as follows:   

    
The little chimney at a) may project [upward] out [of the cap], or it may extend 

entirely down into [the pipe]. [The chimney] must observe the same proportion as the 
pipe itself; see Praetorius, [Vol. II,] p. 141. If the chimneys extend entirely down into 
the pipe, so that nothing is seen on the exterior except the hole, they are more dura-
ble, for otherwise something can easily damage them. Such stops† sound brighter than 
other Gedackts, and likewise speak two pitches simultaneously (cf. §.109‡). They are 
found at 16 �, 8�, 12�, 6 �, 4�, 3�, 2�, 1 ½� and 1�. Grossrohrflöte 16 �  is better to use in the 
manual than the low Gedackt 16 �, since it sounds louder and clearer and produces in 
addition a euphonious quint. It stands in the large organ at St. Nikolai in Hamburg 
and in the Stadtkirche organ at Rudolstadt.46) There is a Grossrohrflötenbass 16 �  at 
Bückeburg, a Rohrflötenbass 16 �  at Sondershausen, and a Grossrohrflöte 16 �  [avail-
able] separately in the manual and pedal in the Klosterkirche organ at Riddagshau-
sen; for all of these, see Praetorius, l.c.§ There is a Rohrflöte 8� in the Stadtkirche at 
Jena, at Gröningen, in the Altstädterkirche organ at Königsberg, and in the Prediger-
kirche at Erfurt.47) At St. Stephani in Bremen and at St. Johannis in Lüneburg it is at 
8� and 4� in the same manual. It also appears at 4� in the Cathedral and at St. Ansga-
rii in Bremen, at St. Jakobi in Hamburg, in the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg, in the 
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* See Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 189, as well as “The New Organ 
in Leipzig,” under “Leipzig” in 
Chapter 10.

† “Schelle” is a little bell.

‡ Presumably it is they who have sup-
plied Adlung with the stoplist he 
prints in §.308 of the original publi-
cation, in which there is a Rohrflöte 
1� in the pedal.

§ but spelled “Salcional;” see the 
stop list of the organ at Reval in 
Chapter 10. 

¶ Adlung is probably referring to the 
variant spelling “Salicional” men-
tioned in his previous sentence, 
which has since become the stan-
dard spelling for this stop.

new organ at Leipzig,* in the Cathedral and at St. Catharine in Magdeburg, and also 
twice at Waltershausen. I have never seen a 2� [Rohrflöte] other than in the Cathe-
dral at Magdeburg; but it is sometimes found at 1� in the pedal, where it makes a good 
Bauerflöte or Bauerflötbass (cf. §.121). This is the case, e.g., at the Reglerkirche and 
the Augustinerkirche (the Protestant part of it) in Erfurt. Some call this 1� Rohrflöte 
“Rohrschelle”† because it includes a bright quint within its [sound]; but Praetorius 
mentions on p. 141 that this term is inaccurate. Some call it Bauerflöt; e.g., whereas 
Praetorius cites a Bauerflötbass 1� (since it is in the pedal) in the Cathedral at Magde-
burg, the Cathedral vergers there write “Rohrflöt 1�” for this [stop].‡ 6 �, 12�, 3� and 1 
½” are Quints, and if they are built as Rohrflötes, then they may be called “Rohrflöte”. 
But it is preferable to state expressly that they are Quints and call them Rohrflötquint, 
as in the 6 �  that appears in Görlitz; or Rohrquint, a word that appeared in the new 
Michaeliskirche organ in Hamburg (which burned with the church in 1750), where 
it was indeed a 12�. There is a 6 �  at Jena that is called Rohrnasat. I know of no [ex-
ample of a] Rohrquint 3�. The Rohrflöte 2� is also called Superrohrflöte. Finally, the 
Rohrflöt must not be confused with the reeds (Rohrwerken), for “Rohrwerke” are 
reeds (Schnarrwerke).

RURESTRIS (namely tibia [“flute”]), from rus, “field”: see under Bauerflöt, §.121, 
likewise under Schweizerpfeife, §.188.

Russpipe is an unfamiliar stop, at least in these parts. I have seen this word men-
tioned in Praetorius, who says in his stoplists that it stands at St. Jakobi in Hamburg 
and other places as well. I believe it is a corruption of the word Rauschpfeife or Raus-
chpipe, discussed in §.182 above.

§. 185.

Salcional. See Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt’s Second Part, p. 168, where he 
says: “In connection with this word, provided it is of Italian origin (as may well be sur-
mised), it may be observed that it derives from Salcio or Salce, as a willow tree is called, 
and may mean the same as a whistle cut from a willow branch, or a shepherd’s pipe. 
This stop sounds similar to a Viola di Gamba.” It is best actually to see it in order to 
know what it looks like. It must be pronounced “Saltschonal” after the Italian fash-
ion. Salycional, spoken of further below, is perhaps the same thing. According to §.313 
there is a Salicional at Reval.§ At times people hear the pronunciation of a stop incor-
rectly, and in this way such variant names for things subsequently get established out 
of ignorance. ¶ I have encountered it at 16 �, 8� and 4�. It is of metal, open, and its scale 
is even narrower than the Violdigambe, yet it sounds duller and flatter than the lat-
ter. Because it is difficult to voice it is provided with beards on its lips. It is very weak 
in sound. I have found those that I have heard to be little different in sound than a 
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48) It is also found in Mühlhausen in the St. Blasiuskirche at 4� in the Rückpositiv. [Albrecht]

49) Here [in Mühlhausen] it is found in the aforementioned Hauptkirche BMV at 4� in the Ober-
werk, narrower in scale than a Violdigambe, yet lacking the strength of that stop, in that in spite 
of its penetrating character it nevertheless speaks somewhat dully, weakly and slowly. The various 
spellings of this word, such as: Salcional, Salycional, Salicinal, Salicet, Solacinal, Salcionale, etc., 
have occasioned the author of the musical dictionary‡ to make two separate articles in the diction-
ary under “Salicet” and “Salcional”§, giving definition[s] for both of them, definitions which the 
author of the compendious lexicon has cheerfully copied.¶ Salcional, Salicional and Salicet are 
the best spellings, and anything not spelled thus is fundamentally incorrect, in spite of its source. 
[Albrecht]

* This might appear to refer to the 
Salicet 4�, but Boxberg, p.[14] 
makes it clear that the Offenflöt 
is to be combined with the stops 
just listed (i.e., Principal 16 �, Ok-
tave or Violdigamba 8�) for (mod-
erately) loud ensemble music; cf. 
§.172, “Offenflöt.” Therefore “it” 
must be understood as referring to 
the combination of stops previously 
enumerated.

† See Boxberg, p.[14].

‡  i.e., Johann Gottfried Walther, 
Musicalisches Lexicon. Leipzig: 
Wolffgang Deer, 1732.

§ p. 538; the two entries are actually 
under “Salicet” and “Salicianal, 
oder Salcional.”

¶ i.e., [Barnickel?], Kurzgefaßtes 

Musicalisches Lexicon. Chemnitz: 
J.C. and J.D. Stößel, 1737, p. 327.

Violdigambe. It stands at 16 �  in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig, and twice at St. Domini-
cus in Prague. It is found more often at 8�, such as in the large organ at St. Nikolai in 
Hamburg, in the abovementioned Pfarrkirche, St. Johannis, the Dreifaltigkeitskirche, 
St. Bartholomai and St. Catharinen (twice) in Danzig, in the Haberbergkirche organ 
at Königsberg, at St. Michaelis in Lüneburg, at Stockholm, in the Marienkirche at 
Thoren and in the Cathedral at Uppsala. At 4� I have encountered it only at Königs-
berg in the Altstädterkirche organ, at St. Bartholomai in Danzig, and at Waltershau-
sen.48) Solacinal, which I have found written and examined in the Ottmarskirche at 
Naumburg, is the same thing. 

Salicet is of the same derivation as Salcional, namely from Salix, “a willow 
tree”, or from salce, the former being Latin, the latter Italian. I have never found it 
anywhere except at Görlitz [at 4�], about which Boxberg says that due to its narrow 
scale it resembles a willow pipe, that it is one of the most pleasing stops, and that it is 
well suited to use for running bass passages with the great Principal 16 �  and the Oktave 
or Violdigamba 8�; on the other hand, it* may be used with the Offenflöt 4� [to realize 
the figured bass] in loud ensemble music, and will not stick out in it, since [the Offen-
flöt] is voiced more dully than the Oktav [4�] and the Salicet.† 49) 

Salycinale. I do not know if this is supposed to be the equivalent of “Salicio-
nal”; to date I have never encountered one. Yet Janowka mentions it in his Clavis, p. 
91, counting it among the common stops.

Sanftgedackt, see Gedackt, §.150.

§. 186.

SCARPA. Samber, p. 155, cites this stop at 4� in the Salzburg Cathedral organ, spe-
cifically as a “Zungenwerk” (i.e., a reed (Schnarrwerk)). I have never seen it anywhere 
else, though, and therefore I have no further information about it. The word is not to be 
found anywhere in a dictionary. If by this [Samber] means a small harp, I find it strange 
that he did not hold to and use the proper name Harpa, which he has in fact recorded 
there in the second manual, writing: “Harpa with brass tubes (Rohren) at 16 foot.” 
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* i.e., it is never a mutation stop.

† Syntagma musicum, Vol II, “Theat-
rum instrumentorum,” Plate 38.

‡ Ibid., p. 142.

§  Adlung discusses this matter in 
§.270, but the organ at St. Ansgarius 
in Bremen is listed in §.285, and the 
actual stoplist is found in Matthe-
son’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 159.

¶ i.e., St. Wenceslaus—the organ 
built by Zacharias Thayssner.

|| Syntagma musicum II, p. 172.

** Ibid., p. 142.

†† See §.176, “Posaune.”

‡‡ This page number should be “l55.”

§§ i.e., presumably ones that are high-
pitches, with small pipes.

¶¶ This cryptic Latin statement 
seems to mean, “This is where the 
quote from Praetorius ends.”

Schallmey, in French chalumeau or chalemie, is, apart from the organ, almost 
identical to the oboe, and thus the oboe is also called a French Schallmey; concern-
ing this, see §.159. [It is] sufficient for us [to know] that in the organ it is an octave-
sounding* reed. I have encountered the Schalmey at 16 �, 8� and 4�; they can indeed be 
voiced [to sound] just like the instrument, since it is also a reed instrument. Praetorius 
provides a sketch of it,† and suggests that Schalmey resonators should always be half 
as large as the Trompete, and Trompete resonators half as large as the Posaune.‡ Yet I 
do not consider this absolutely necessary; see Chap. 10[, §.270,] below. In the stoplist 
of the organ at St. Ansgarius in Bremen, §.270,§ there stands Trompet or Schalmey 
4�, as if these were the same; however, they may indeed be different in shape, size and 
voicing. In addition the Schalmey 4� is found twice at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt, 
in the Cathedral at Magdeburg, where Praetorius however writes “Schallmey or Cor-
net”, twice in the organ of the great Stadtkirche¶ in Naumburg, and in the Cathe-
dral and the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg. It is at 8� in the Michaelskirche at Erfurt, 
and at 16 �  at Insterburg in Prussia. But if this stop is considered the same as the organ 
Oboe, then more examples may be seen in §.159. At Breslau there is a Schallmeybass 
that sounds like a violin, Chormass, i.e., at 8�; see Praetorius.|| I have never known a 2� 
Schallmey; yet Praetorius mentions it, as well as a 3�, when he says, “if the Trompete 
is 6 �, then the Schallmey must be 3�.”** This presumably refers not to pitch, but to the 
[length of the] resonators.†† The pitch of both is always at the octave, and in dou-
ble proportion: 2�, 4�, 8�, 16 �. Chalmonii is perhaps the same as Schallmey; see §.125. 
Piffaro in Italian and Gingrina in Latin are said to be the same as Schallmey, since the 
Latin is said to come from its gooselike honking, as Praetorius believes, l.c., p. 37. Ac-
cording to Praetorius, l.c., p. 3, Lituus is also supposed to be a Schallmey. Yet others 
use the names Musette and Pomart instead of saying Schallmey; see Samber, p. 55‡‡ 

where, among other names already mentioned, the usual name “Schallmey” is also 
found, with the addendum: “of brass, a reed, 4 ranks.” If “foot” (Fuss) does not belong 
there instead of “ranks” (fach), then I do not know what this means. In the same man-
ual he also has Piffaro 4�, but does not say that it is a reed.

Scharf or Scharp is a variety of compound stop; small mixtures§§ are called by 
this name. Praetorius says on p. 131 that it is a very penetrating stop, having only 3 
ranks (Pfeifen), an octave, a fifth and another octave; that some [builders] use very 
small pipes 3” long, or 3 or 4 pipes in unison and an octave higher, without a fifth; and 
that it repeats every octave (concerning this, see §.83 above), for which reason such a 
stop is not to be used alone. (Haec ille¶¶). The most common Scharp is 3 ranks, and is 
frequently met with in organs, but there is a 4 rank [specimen] at the Marienkirche in 
Bremen and a 4-5-6-rank at St. Marien in Lübeck. What was explained in §.167 about 
mixtures also applies to the stops just mentioned here, together with all like them. 
There is also a 4-rank at St. Ansgarius in Bremen. Biermann, p. 17, mentions a 5-rank 
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* See the stop lists of these organs in 
Chapter 10.

† the other three having been men-
tioned just above.

‡ i.e., many pipes duplicate the same 
pitch, since in such large mixtures 
so many of the pipes are so high-
pitched and tiny.

§ See the stoplist of the organ at 
Merseburg in Chapter 10.

¶ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 165.

|| p. 177.

** actually the Abhandlung von der 

Fuge, p. 154.

†† i.e., a bass schalmei or pommer.

‡‡ Marpurg is not referring to organ 
stops, but to the instruments, bom-
bardo or serpent, then still in use in 
French church music as an accom-
paniment to chant.

[at Goslar]. There is a 4-5-rank at Elmshorn, and also a 3-4-rank at St. Stephanus in 
Bremen. In the large organ of the Nikolaikirche in Hamburg it is 3 ranks in one man-
ual, 6 ranks in a second, and 4-5-6 ranks in a third; at St. Jakobi there it is 5 ranks and 
4-5-6 ranks. [There is a] 4-5-6-rank at St. Martini in Bremen, a 5-rank at St. Cos-
mae in Stade, a 5-6-7-rank at St. Johannis in Lüneburg, a 7-rank at St. Catharinen in 
Hamburg and at St. Johannis in Magdeburg; see §.308.* There is a 7-8-9-rank in the 
Rückpositiv of the large organ in the Nikolaikirche in Hamburg; thus this organ has 
the Scharf four times.† There is an 8-rank at St. Catharinen in Hamburg. Such strong 
Scharfs are in addition to the mixtures in a manual, and consequently they must be 
powerfully penetrating. It is easy to see that most of the pipes must speak in unison.‡

Scharf is also frequently a prefix; where this is the case, one need only consult 
the primary name. For example,

Scharfcymbel, see §.134 above, where Cymbelscharf appears, which is the same 
thing.

Scharflöte 2� is at Merseburg, §.309;§ i.e., it is keenly voiced; see also Flöte.
Scharfoktave, see Oktave.
Scharfregal, see Regal. The said Scharfregal is supposed to stand at St. Petri in 

Lübeck, as Praetorius¶ reported in his day. Perhaps it means that it has a special keen-
ness or power, and thus it could also be called Starckregal, a name than actually ap-
pears at Bernau in the Mark [Brandenburg]; see Praetorius, l.c.||

Scharpquintez appears at 3 ranks in the Predigerkirche at Erfurt, and is without 
doubt the same as any other Scharp. Quintez is written for Quinta decima, which is, 
as was mentioned in §.180, a Superoktave; Quintez is often just exactly that; see under 
that entry. Since the Principal there is a 4�, thus the Superoktave is a 1�, and the largest 
[pipe] of the Scharp is therefore about 1� high.

Schlangenrohr [Serpent]. For what this is apart from the organ, consult Kirch-
er’s Musurgia, the sixth book of which, p. 505, provides a sketch [of its] crooked 
[shape]. Regarding it, he says that it is very common in France, and sounds stron-
ger than the Fagott, but not as pleasing. Within the organ, it seems that Marpurg in 
the Anweisung zur Fuge** has found large [examples], since in the seventh chapter 
of the first part of this publication, §.3, he writes concerning the cantus firmus in the 
middle voice, that it should be made prominent by an instrument of 16 �  pitch, e.g., a 
Bassbrummer (bombardo),†† a Schlangenrohr (French serpent), or some such stop on 
the organ.‡‡

* Schön [beautiful] is to be considered a modifying word, the word that stands 
with it being the one to consult at its proper entry; thus

Schönprincipal, see §.177. 
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* Adlung takes this assertion di-
rectly from Praetorius, p. 42 (on p. 
41 Praetorius describes the “Corna 
Muse” as stopped at the end).

†  As is often the case when Adlung 
discusses obsolete instruments, this 
description is taken entirely from 
Praetorius; this explains why it is 
so imprecise (it is doubtful that 
Adlung himself ever saw such an 
instrument).

‡  Presumably Adlung is referring to 
the Kleinschreyer at Magdeburg, 
mentioned by Praetorius; at any 
rate, it is unclear why he is so sure it 
is an open flue.

§  In fact, Werkmeister in this source 
seems to include it among the reeds 
with short resonators.

¶  Adlung is speaking of the instru-
ment, not the organ stop.

|| Again Adlung has simply reported 
what Praetorius writes about the in-
strument in the Syntagma musicum, 
Vol. II, p. 34.

** i.e., of wider scale than a typical 
Gemshorn.

†† See Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 169.

Schreyer, Schreyerpfeife, SCHRYARI, is (apart from the organ) an open pipe, 
strong in tone, having holes back and front, almost like a cornamuse, but stronger 
in sound because it is open and plain at the end.* And although the treble variety is 
stopped at the end, yet it has auxiliary holes so that the wind can escape.† Praetorius 
describes it on p. 42, l.c.. Fuhrmann in his Musikalischer Trichter, Chap. 10, [p. 92,] 
says that they get their name from Schreyen, “to cry,” for they produce a lot of sound. 
On p. 174 in his organ stoplists Praetorius reports that there is a Kleinschreyer in the 
organ at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg, and that it is in fact two stops, i.e., there is one 
drawknob for the bass and another for the treble. Otherwise I have never found such a 
thing in an organ. It is without doubt an open flue stop.‡ Werkmeister in his Organum 

gruningense, §.46, counts it among the unfamiliar organ stops.§

§. 187.

Schwägel, Schwiegel, or also Stamentienpfeife; this is [reported to be] com-
mon apart from the organ, see Praetorius, p. 34. These pipes¶ have only two holes at 
the end and one at the back; they are similar in length to a Querpfeife, but blown (in-
tonirt) like a Blockflöte, etc.|| It also appears in the organ; see Praetorius, l.c., p. 133. 
There they are cylindrical, yet not so wide as the Hohlflöte. The Netherlanders call 
them by the name [Hohlflöte] because, compared with other pipes of narrow scale, 
they also sound hollow and yet gentle like a Querflöte. They are sometimes found built 
like a Gemshorn, yet somewhat wider below and on top,** though still conical. The 
lip is narrow, and the sound is quieter than a Spillflöte. It is not certain what causes 
the gentle tone. The great Schwiegel is 8�, the small Schwiegel 4�; but they also come 
smaller, and the ones I have found are all 1�. For example, there is a Schwiegel 1� in 
the Pfarrkirche and the St. Catharinenkirche in Danzig; in listing these Mattheson 
also includes some explanation of the word, namely that it is derived from Schweigen 

(to be still or silent), since it sounds so soft.†† At Königsberg in the Pfarrkirche or-
gan there is a Schwiegel 1�, as in the Pfarrkirche organ at Stolpe in Pomerania. At the 
Barfüsserkirche in Erfurt there is a Schwiegeldiskant that extends only over the two 
upper octaves. Thus the 2� could be called an alto Schwiegel, the 4� a tenor Schwie-
gel, and the 8� a bass Schwiegel, or whatever one likes—apart from the organ they also 
come in various sizes. The very small ones are called Fistula minima, and are often 
considered the same at a Flageolet. Largior is also a surname for the Schwiegelpfeife. 
Samber calls it “Swegl” in his Beschreibung der Orgel zu Salzburg, p. 155.

§. 188.

Schweitzerpfeife is the fife; see §.142 [above] and Praetorius, p. 35, but espe-
cially p. 128 where he describes it. In the organ it is of narrow scale. It gets its name 
from the Netherlanders and Hollanders, because it is so long and due to its propor-
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* i.e., a fife: a narrow-scale traverse 
flute, though not necessarily of very 
high pitch.

† i.e., the 4�.

‡ There is no such stop listed for the 
organ at Eisenach; see the stoplist 
of the organ at Eisenach in Chap-
ter 10.

§ Adlung has taken all of the above 
description from Praetorius, p. 128.

¶ i.e., the dissonance that re-
sults when C and d� are sounded 
simultaneously.

tionately narrow body resembles a Schweitzerpfeife.* The tone is gentle and keen, al-
most like a Viole, due to its narrowness. It is made with boxbeards, otherwise it would 
be difficult to voice due to its narrow scale. For the same reason it is also made [with 
a] somewhat wider [scale] in the small treble pipes. The great Schweitzerpfeife is 8� 
pitch; the small one, 4�. Some organbuilders only build the treble of the smaller vari-
ety,† which is then called Schweitzerdiskant. It is also found in the pedal at 1� pitch and 
gets the name Schweizerbass or Schweizerpfeifenbass, or also Schweizerflöte. There 
is a Schweizerbass 2� at St. Catharinen in Magdeburg (see Praetorius[, p. 176]), and 
a Schweizerflöte 2� at Eisenach (see §.288).‡ The great Schweizerpfeife in the pedal 
produces a sound like a bass viol. This stop must be used for slow tempi and with simple 
chords, without runs, otherwise it does not speak. This description§ is almost enough 
to make us believe that [the Schweitzerpfeife] is [the same as] the Violdigamba or 
rather the Salicet in our present-day organs, since we can say all the same things about 
these stops. Organbuilders often do not make them successfully. There is another type 
of Schweizerpfeife that is stopped on top (the former ones are open) and has a princi-
pal scale; thus it cannot help but overblow, and thus drops down to its proper pitch, 
just as if it were not stopped. At the Barfüsserkirche in Erfurt there is a Schweizerflöte; 
likewise at Stralsund, where it is a 1� (see Praetorius, p. 168). At St. Catharinen in Mag-
deburg, however, it is an 8� in the manual. The small [Schweizerpfeife] is found both 
in the palace [organ] as well as at St. Margarethen in Gotha. I know of it nowhere else. 
If the first type should be the Violdigamba, however, then it would be in almost every 
organ.

§. 189.

Sedetze, SEDEX, SEDECIMA, are indeed all the same, and are derived from Se-

decim, “sixteen”. Accordingly, if one were to proceed upward [from C] for 16 dia-
tonic notes, one would end up not on c[‘], but on d[‘], or a second above c[‘], which 
does not sound [well] on the organ.¶ Thus it is clear that this must be a mistake in the 
figuring, and that Sedecima is written instead of decima quinta [i.e., fifteenth]; for it is 
supposed to be an octave stop, because it is at 2� and 1�. Something more is said about 
this in §.171 [above]. The size of the Sedecima is in proportion to that of the Principal; 
with a 4� the Sedecima is 1�, with an 8� it is 2�, and with a 16 �  Principal it is calculated at 
4�. Thus in Praetorius, p. 174-75, there is a Sedetz 4� at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg. The 
Superoktave 2� or 1� is called Sedecima, e.g., in Danzig (see Praetorius’s stoplists[, pp. 
162-3]). At Colberg in the Heiligengeistkirche it is a 2�, as well as in the Pfarrkirche 
organ at Danzig and in the middle organ in the same church, at St. Johannis in Dan-
zig, and at Görlitz. At 1� it is at St. Petri in Berlin, at the Dreyfaltigkeitskirche in Dan-
zig, at Görlitz, in the Cathedral and Steindammkirche organs at Königsberg, at St. 
Cosmae in Stade and in the Neustadtkirche in Thoren. Anyone, however, who com-
pares the [pitch of the] Principal in these examples [with the pitch of the Sedecima] 





* Chapter 10, pp. 114, note (k). Chap-
ter 10 of Mattheson’s edition of the 
second part of Niedt’s Musikalischer 

Handleitung is a re-working of the 
material contained in Chapter 12 of 
Niedt’s original publication.

† Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 129.

‡  Here Adlung is referring to the (by 
now ancient) proportio sesquialtera, 
that signified triple meter in mensu-
ral music notation. 

§ Roughly speaking, as Adlung knows, 
since he has already discussed the 
accurate figure, 2 2/3�, in §.179.

¶ this term signifies the relation 10:9.

|| i.e., the larger rank; in the case of 
the Sesquialter, the Quint.
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will find that the figuring very often does not come out right. For example, a sedecima 

1� is found with a Principal 16 �, which is not at all accurate, since it should be thus with 
a 4� [Principal], and 2� with an 8� [Principal]. I also find a Sedecima 1� with a Principal 
2�, yet it is just a plain Oktave. It appears in §.172 that the Sedecima sometimes has the 
characteristics of a Principal, and sometimes not. For a Gedacktflöt Sedecima, i.e., 2�, 
look under “G[edacktflöte]”, §. 151. Sedex is the same thing by origin; although Niedt 
in the second part of his Handleitung, first edition, chap. XII, presents it as a Sesqui-
alter, Mattheson in the second edition* nevertheless corrects him by saying expressly 
that it is a little Superoktave at 1� or 2� pitch. The name “Sedetze” appears in Praeto-
rius when he deals with Oktaves.† Yet according to correct calculation it ought always 
to be called quinta decima, or Quintez for short. It is always possible to say Oktave, too.

Sedetzenquint [sic] is derived from Sedecima, which has already been dis-
cussed. The Sedecima as such, be it a 2� or a 1�, cannot produce any Quinte; thus by 
Sedetzemquint must be understood the Quint above the Sedecima. Thus in Praeto-
rius[, p. 233,] a Sedetzemquint 1 ½�, i.e., the Quinte above 2�, stands at St. Lambrecht 
in Lüneburg. Quinta ex sedecima, discussed in §.172, would be the same thing.

§. 190.

Serpent, see Schlangenrohr, §.186.
Sesquialter, SESQUIALTERA (PROPORTIO), is a familiar organ stop. “Sesqui-” 

means the same as “whole” (ganz), and “altera”, “half ”: [thus] “whole and a half ”. 
For the 3, which the Sesquialter is,‡ is divisible by the Oktave 2�, once and then half 
again.§ Thus 10 is sesquinona,¶ since it contains 9 once plus 1/9th; see [Mattheson’s 
Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, Part I, Chap. 1, §.8. Thus [the Sesquialter] would be an 
ordinary Quinte, i.e., mostly at 3�, as was indeed the case in the past; see Werkmeis-
ter’s Orgelprobe, p. 73, Chap. 30 in its entirety. Niedt states that the Sedex is the same 
as Sesquialtera, but it has already been mentioned in §.189 that this is false. Nowadays, 
though, the Quint combined with the Terz is called the Sesquialter; thus it is a com-
pound stop. The Terz may be larger than the Quinte, in which case it is called a spe-
cific name, Tertian; consult §.189 below. Many organbuilders do not know the differ-
ence, though, and thus also call it Sesquialter, which it should be called only if the 
Terz is smaller than the Quinte, since it gains its name from the more important rank.|| 

It is obvious that, since the Sesquialter consists of 2 ranks, [each speaking a different 
pitch,] it cannot be used without drawing an Oktave[-sounding] rank with it, and for 
this purpose the Oktave 4� is ordinarily used. To make things even better, however, this 
Oktave 4� is often specifically placed on the Sesquialter toe-board, thus making the 
Sesquialter 3 ranks. Then the Oktave 4�, however, must appear once again [separately] 
in that manual. Sometimes there are even further variants: the Quint is made a separate 
stop as well as the Terz. And, although it is completely inaccurate, many call this Terz 





* i.e., the 4/5�.
† See the stoplist of the Alt-Dres-

dener organ, under “Dresden” in 
Chapter 10.

‡ “sixth from [i.e., above] 2�.”

§ This would presumably be a 1 3/5�; 
but there is no such stop listed in the 
stoplist Adlung gives in §.306; see 
the stoplist of the organ at Kreyssen 
in Chapter 10.
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also Sesquialter 1 1/5� [sic] or 1 3/5�. Since this stop may be seen everywhere and always, 
I will not cite any examples. In small organs, however, where there is only a Princi-
pal 4�, the Sesquialter may have only a Quint 1 ½� and the Terz above the Oktave 1�.* 
The Altdresdener organ† has a Grosse Sesquialter im Alt und Diskant [great Sesqui-
alter in the alto and treble]; i.e., it does not go throughout the entire manual, since it 
sounds somewhat coarse in the lower register, due to the low Quinte and Terz. Yet usu-
ally they are carried all the way down, since in the plenum the Quinte 3� and even 6 � 
are carried to the bottom, as well as the Terz. At Görlitz the Sesquialter is called Zynk. 
Zink, however, is something entirely different, if it is spelled with an “i”. That the 
abovementioned Tertian is to be distinguished from the Sesquialtera may be seen from 
the fact that both of them may stand together on the same manual, e.g., at the Marien-
kirche and at St. Martini in Bremen. Samber also cites this stop on p. 155, calling it 
“Horn or Sesquialtra.”

§. 191.

* SESQUIQUARTA  and
* SESQUIOCTAVA,  see §.197 under Terz.
SEXTA is also an organ stop, and stands at 2� pitch at St. Petri in Berlin, at St. 

Catharinen in Danzig, in the altstädtische organ in the Lutheran Church at Elbin-
gen, at Cösslin, in the Pfarrkirche, the Dreyfaltigkeitskirche (twice) and St. Johan-
nis (twice) at Danzig, in the Kneiphofkirche, the Löbenichtkirche and the royal pal-
ace organ at Königsberg, and at St. Dominicus in Prague. It appears to be completely 
paradoxical, partly that a sixth should be sounding [at all], since it is well-known that 
all stops must be in chord tones (what would it sound like if I began with C, drew with 
it the Quinte that sounds g, and then also the Sexte, which would be a?), and partly 
that a 2� should produce a sixth, that would otherwise create an Oktave. But the fol-
lowing should settle the matter. As reported above, the Sesquialter was combined with 
the Terz, so that the Quinte 3� and the Terz above the 2� c thus usually comprise the 
Sesquialter. Some have called this Terz above the 2-foot Oktave a 2�; not that its larg-
est pipe would be a 2�, but because it is above the 2� Oktave, and if it were to be carried 
lower, down to c, then it would be a 2� Oktave. And this is certainly what people intend 
to indicate when they write not Sexta 2�, but Sexta aus 2�.‡ This is how it appears in the 
stoplist of the Altstädterkirche organ in Königsberg and in the Löbenichtkirche or-
gan there. The “Sexta von 2�” in the royal palace organ there no doubt also means the 
same thing. Later on this Terz was put into organs separately, and sometimes called 
Terz, but sometimes also Sexte; not that it would be a Sexte figuring from great C or 
from some other c, but rather counting upward from the Quinte with which it is united 
in the Sesquialter. For in the Sesquialter are found g and e�, these being a sixth apart 
from each other. Thus in Greussen there actually stands a Sexte aus 3�, or above the 
Quinte.§ Indeed, at times Sexte is meant to indicate both ranks of the Sesquialter, since 





* i.e., the compound stop.

† See §.190 above.

‡ This should read “Chap. 10”, p. 
114.

§ i.e., in Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 171.
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it is one rank within it, just as the Sesquialter* gets its name from the Quinte† because 
the Sesquialter or Quinte is present [within it]; see Niedt’s Second Part, Chap. 11,‡ in 
Mattheson’s edition. In the palace organ at Dresden there is a Sexta 2 5/4�; but that is 
certainly incorrect. Why would it not be called 3 ¼�? But that does not produce a Terz 
[either]. I do not know what to make of it; it reads that way in the stoplist.§

§. 192.

Sifflöt, Siefflöt, Siefflit, Suiflöt, Sufflöt, Subflöt, Zifflöt, and other 
such fanciful spellings, belong to the Hohlflöte family, §.160. If anyone should ask 
what the Sifflöt is doing among the Hohlflöten, since in §.171 I included it among the 
Oktave stops and thus assigned it a Principal scaling, this will serve as an answer: the 
Oktave 1�, since it is so little, is built somewhat wider, yet on the other hand somewhat 
shorter. Now since the Hohlflötes deviate from the Oktaves in that they are wider but 
shorter, thus the Hohlflöt 1� and the Octave or Sifflöte 1� are the same. The Sifflöt is 
found at various places, not only at 1�, but also at 1 ½�, in which case it is a little Quinte; 
indeed, it is also encountered at 2�. It is 1� in the Stadtkirche at Jena, in the palace [or-
gan] at Gröningen, and at St. Catharine and St. Petri in Hamburg. At 1 ½� it is in the 
Cathedral and St. Ansgarius in Bremen, in the large and small organs of the Nikolai-
kirche, at St. Jakobi, St. Johannis and St. Gertrud in Hamburg, at St. Marien in Lü-
beck, St. Michaelis in Lüneburg and St. Cosmae in Stade. In the palace at Schöningen 
there is a Sieflöt or Schwiegelpfeif 1�. It is at 2� in the middle organ of the Pfarrkirche 
at Danzig, and in the Marienkirche at Thoren. I believe, though, that the Sifflötes 1 ½� 
and 2� are nothing other than ordinary Quints and Oktaves at those sizes and at Prin-
cipal scale.

§. 193.

Singendcornet, see Cornet, §.132.
Singendregal appears in Praetorius’s organ stoplists. It is constructed of pipe 

metal, sheet iron, brass, etc. Thus there stands in the Cathedral at Magdeburg a Mess-
ingregal singend [i.e., singing brass regal] 4� and at St. Ulrich in the same city a Sin-
gendregal 4�. There is also one at St. Marien in Halle, and one is said to have stood at 
St. Marien in Danzig, yet that organ no longer exists. What there is special about this 
Regal that earns it the name “Singend”, I really do not know. For what a Regal is oth-
erwise, see §.183.

§. 194.

SOLACINAL may be found in §.185.
* Sonne; see Anleitung zur musikalischen Gelahrtheit, p. 464. 





* This should read “p. 39.”

† p. 146.

‡ For a further explanation of this, see 
“Ranket,” §.181.

§ as edited by Mattheson, p. 114.

¶ perhaps because it ends with “un” 
rather than with “in”.

|| Vol. II, p. 155.

** i.e., of low pitch.

†† This should read “p. 135.”

‡‡ at the Jakobikirche; Syntagma mu-

sicum, Vol. II, p. 169.
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Sordun, SORDONI in Italian (some call it Dolzianen) is, apart from the organ, 
almost identical to the Cornamuse in sound, or to a quiet Krumhorn; see Praetorius, 
l.c., p. 28.* Within the organ, it is a reed, and Praetorius has provided a sketch of it in 
[his Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, “Theatrum instrumentorum”,] Plate 38, about which 
he says that organ Sorduns ought not to produce anything higher than a 16 �  pitch,† 
since they are stopped, and contain within themselves a hidden body with rather long 
tubes.‡ Their outer bodies are about 2 feet tall, and their width that of a Nachthorn 
pipe (Nachthornkörper) of 4� pitch. It is very lovely and gentle if properly built by a 
master. It is used in the manual and in the pedal. In Niedt’s second part§ I have noted 
that it is also made at 8� [pitch], indeed like a Regal, and that the name is said to de-
rive from surdus, [Latin] “deaf ”, “quiet”, because it is quiet and gentle in tone. He 
also calls it, according to the usage of some, “Bordun”, but we have treated the Bor-
dun above as a Gedackt. It may well be that some out of confusion consider them the 
same; but others expressly distinguish between them. Since they both stand at 16 �  on 
the same manual in the Heiligengeistkirche at Colberg, they must be different. In ad-
dition, the Sordun 16 �  also appears twice at Gröningen (once in the pedal, called Sor-
dunbass). At St. Maximi in Merseburg there is a Sordin 8� that is perhaps this [same] 
stop. At St. Dominicus in Prague there is a Sordun 16 �; this approximates more closely 
the Latin [form of the word¶]. Samber|| writes “Sordun von Zungenwerk 2 fach im 
Pedale” [Sordun, a reed of two ranks in the pedal]; that is certainly an odd expression.

Sordunenregal may well get its name from Sordun. And because the Sordun ac-
cording to the above description is quiet and low [in pitch], thus this Regal may also 
be large** and quiet. There is a Grobsordunenregal 16 �, together with Regals 8� and 4�, 
at St. Nikolai in Leipzig; see Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 179].

§. 195.

Sperrventile [cut-out ventils] are also found among the stopknobs; for what 
these are, see §.74 [and §.204 below].

Spielflöt, Spillflöt, Spielpfeife, Spillpipe, are all the same, and are usually 
the same thing as a Gemshorn; therefore consult §.153.

Spitz, see Cornet[, §.132].
Spitzflöte, Spindelflöte, Spitzquinte, are once again all the same. The names 

come from the shape of the pipes, which are conical like the Gemshorns, or like a spin-
dle; see Praetorius, p. 153.†† They are wider at the lip, however, and come to more of 
a point on top than the Gemshorn. There is also a variety that is barely open on top, 
with a very narrow lip below; it indeed sounds gentle, but is difficult to voice purely. 
If the name Spitzquinte is used, then it is a Quinte constructed in this way. In Ham-
burg there was formerly a Spitzquinte (as may be noted in Praetorius’s stoplists‡‡); 





* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 178.

† p. 111, under “Flöten.”

‡ This last statement makes no sense; 
the entry appears to be quite cor-
rect, since there is no other 8� flute 
on the Hauptwerk. See Mattheson’s 
Appendix to Niedt, p. 196.
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there is still one in the Altstädterkirche organ at Königsberg and at Stockholm, at 3�, 
as well as at 1 ½� in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig. This Quinte, however, may simply be 
called Spitzflöte; this is why there is a Spitzfleut 3� to be found at Görlitz. According 
to Praetorius there is a Spitz- or Flachflöt 4� in the Klosterkirche at Riddagshausen, 
but otherwise these are different. There is a Spitzflöte 8� at St. Marien in Lübeck, at 
St. Lambert in Lüneburg, and in the Cathedral at Uppsala. It stands at 4� at St. Ja-
kobi in Hamburg. At 2� it is found in the Reglerkirche in Erfurt and at Halle; at the 
last-named place Praetorius records the name Spitzflöte,* but this organ is no longer 
extant. The word Spindelflöte may be seen in the second part of Niedt’s Musikalische 

Handleitung.† Jula often means the same thing as Spitzflöte; in the organ at St. Lam-
brecht in Lüneburg, found in Praetorius’s stoplists[, p. 233-4], there stands “Jula or 
Spitzflöt”. This same Jula appears in the pedal in the Klosterkirche organ at Riddags-
hausen. At Bernau in the Mark [Brandenburg] Jule is reported to be the Quinte of the 
Groben Principal [16 � ], and thus a 6 �, since the [ordinary] Principal is at 8�; see Prae-
torius[, p. 177]. The Latin name is Flauta cuspida, from cuspis, “a point”; this name 
appears at Sandomir, where it is a 4�. There is also a Flauta cuspida 8� recorded there, 
but it is easy to see that this is a printing error.‡ Samber on p. 153 calls the same thing 
Coni or Kegel.

§. 196.

* Stahlspiel appears in the Cathedral [organ] at Merseburg, where steel rods 
are struck instead of bells. It is located directly above the manual keyboards.

Stamentienpfeif is the Schwiegel; see §.187.
Stark [“strong, loud”] is a prefix; therefore Starkgedackt, Starkposaun, 

Starkregal, Starksubbass, etc., are to be consulted under the primary word.
Stern, see §.133, under Cymbel.
Still [“soft, gentle”]. If this accompanying word is prefixed to other words, 

then in each case the primary word that stands with it must be consulted.
Stillflöte is perhaps the German word for Flute douce, q.v., §.146.
SUAVIS [Latin “gentle, soft”] is likewise an accompanying word.
Subbass 32� and 16 �, see above under Gedackt, §.150. If however this word is used 

as an accompanying word, as e.g. Subbassposaune, then the primary word must be 
consulted.

Subprincipalbass, see Principal.
SUB is also an accompanying word, indicating deep [pitch]; in connection with it 

one only need trouble oneself with the primary word.
Suptil is an accompanying word; thus consult
Subtiles Regal under Regal.
Sufflöte and Suiflöt, likewise Suffloit, see Sifflöte.





* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, 

Vol. II, p. 166. Though there is a 
Detzembass in the pedal of both of 
these organs, it is only to the one in 
the Marienkirche that Praetorius 
adds “im Stuel.”

† The meaning of this word is no 
more certain today than in Ad-
lung’s time. The most frequent in-
terpretation of the word is “Rück-
positiv” (i.e., “Stuhl” (“chair”), in 
the same sense that the correspond-
ing division in England was some-
times called the “Chair organ”. But 
in his Orgelwörterbuch (3. Auflage. 
Mainz: Rheingold-Verlag [1949], 
p. 60) Carl Elis defines the word 
“Orgelstuhl” as follows: “The old 
term for the lower case (das untere 
Stockwerk) of the organ in which is 
located the mechanism, and where 
pipes, especially pedal pipes, may 
occasionally be placed.” This de-
scription suggests that “im Stuhl” 
(or “Stuel”) may also mean “in 
Brustwerk position” (cf.: J.F. van 
Os, “A l5th-century Organ recon-
structed in Switzerland…,” trans. 
James L. Wallmann. The Ameri-

can Organist, Vol. 24, No. 3 (March 
1990), p. 62, note 13). See also the 
note under “Mixtur”, §.167.

‡ sic; see Mattheson’s Appendix to 
Niedt, p. 199.

§ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
195; the term, however, is spelled 
“Ditonus.”

¶ “Sesquioctava” is the proportion 
9:8.
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Supergedackt, see Gedackt, §.150.
Supergedacktflöte, see Flöte[, §.145].
Supersedez is an octave higher than a Sedecima; thus see §.189. In the same way, 

everything that is prefixed by “Super” should be sought under the word that it accom-
panies. Thus

Superoktave, see under Oktave, §.171.
Swegl, see Schwiegel.
SYLVESTRIS, see Waldflöte.

§. 197.

Tambour, see Tympanum.
Tarantantara, see Trompet, §.202.
TERTIA is a familiar stop in the organ. It is also called Ditonus, as at Sandomir. 

The octave Tertia is also called Decima, which is also written as Decem. This word oc-
curs in Praetorius in the organ of the St. Petrikirche at Lübeck, where there is a De-
cembass, elsewhere spelled Detzehm; e.g., in the Cathedral and the Marienkirche one 
finds “Detzembass im Stuel.”* I do not know the meaning of “Stuel” as it applies to the 
organ.† There is a Decima in the Altstädterkirche at Königsberg. At Stockholm there 
is a Decima 2 3/5�.‡ In the Cathedral at Uppsala there is a Decima 4�. At Prague there 
is a Tertia 2� in the pedal; see above, §.128[, also §.191]. In the new organ at St. Niko-
lai in Rostock there are three examples of a Diatonus 1 3/5�,§ and at Sandomir two ex-
amples of this stop at 2�. At St. Nikolai in Stralsund there is a Tertia 1 3/5�. At Sandomir 
the Tertia 2� is also called Sesquioctava. The earlier terms are easy to understand, but 
I cannot understand what Sesquioctava is doing here [at Sandomir]. According to the 
explanation of the word “sesqui” in §.190, [Sesquioctava] should mean a whole plus 
one eighth,¶ but I cannot figure this proportion out. Moreover, the proportion of the 
Terz is indicated in many and various ways. The largest is 4�, but this must be a mis-
take; no one likes to make it this large, since it would sound far too coarse. Yet if it were 
of this size, the question arises, how could the Terz be 4� or 2�, since these produce oc-
taves? The answer: it is to be taken in the same sense as has been mentioned with regard 
to the Sexte in §.191, that the Terz comes from the Oktave in the size stated. Thus it 
would be smaller, which gets into fractions. It could also be expressed as”Tertia out of 
the 4�”, or “out of the 2�”, just like the Sexte out of 2� or from  2�. As concerns the true 
proportion, most of the previous examples indicate 1 3/5�. Others put down different 
figures, but we will not get involved in them. A Tertia 1 3/5� also stands in the Colleg-
enkirche organ at Jena. Moreover, it would be well to note that by the Terz is meant at 
times the Sesquialter, since [the Sesquialter] consists of the Quinte and the Terz. Fur-
thermore, at St. Andrea in Erfurt, as at Naumburg, the Terz is actually labeled with 





* See “The New Organ in Leipzig,” 
under “Leipzig” in Chapter 10.
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the name Sesquialter; see above under Sesquialter[, §.190,] for an explanation of this. 
Thus if one wants to have the complete Sesquialter, one must draw the Quinte 3� with 
it, together with the Oktave 4�; see Sesquialter, §.190. The same thing goes for “Ses-
quialter out of 2�” [as has been said above concerning “Sesquialter out of 4�”). Any-
one who wants to use other strange names (as Werkmeister says in his Orgelprobe, p. 74) 
may name the Tertia a sesquiquartam (from the proportion 4:5) or duplam sesquiquar-

tam (from 2:5), or figuring from the Principal 8�, quintuplam (from 1:5) or from the 
[Principal] 16 �, decuplam (from 1:10). Furthermore, it should be noted here that the 
Terz described here is an open flue stop of principal scale, and also that the name Terz 
always signifies the major third, which however must be tuned pure; otherwise it must 
beat sharp when it is tempered.

§. 198.

Tertian is a compound flue stop, almost like the Sesquialter, and is therefore 
sometimes called Sesquialter; see §.[1]90. Yet in it the Terz is lower than the Quinte, 
so that low C produces [the pitches] e[ �] and g[ �], while in the Sesquialter [low C] 
produces g and e above it. It is at least 2 ranks in size, e.g., in the Cathedral, St. An-
sgarii and St. Stephani at Bremen, at St. Johannis in Hamburg, in the new organ at 
Leipzig,* and at St. Cosmae in Stade. Yet it stands at 3 ranks in the large organ at St. 
Nikolai in Hamburg; perhaps the Oktave [2�?] is included with it there, just as the Ok-
tave 4� is sometimes included in the Sesquialter. What is meant by the expression “Ter-
tian 2 foot”, I do not know; perhaps it signifies the “Terz and Quinte above the Ok-
tave 2”�, or that they are made out of the 2�, as is the case with the Sexta in §.191. Thus 
there is a Tertian 2� in the Altdresdener organ, at Rudelstadt, and in the Stiftskirche at 
Wurzen. Perhaps several errors have been committed here, and “foot” has been written 
instead of “ranks”, as very often happens; or it may mean that it rises above the Oktave 
2�. Furthermore, Tertian 2 ranks stands at St. Martini in Bremen, at the Heiligengeist-
kirche at Colberg, and in the organs of the Sackheimkirche and the Pfarrkirche at 
Königsberg. At Kleinbrembach, a village near Erfurt, it is at 2 ranks under the name 
Sesquialter. At St. Petri in Berlin there is a Tertian 1 4/5�; what this is, I do not know. 
Perhaps the name has been taken from the largest pipe, that is, from the Terz; yet 1 4/5� 
is not a [proper] pitch.

§. 199.

Thubal, see §.171 under Oktave.
Thubalflöt, see the same entry. [The spelling] “Tubal” is also found.
Thunbass. An organ stop. According to Praetorius the large Hohlflöte at 8� pitch 

was also given this name, from “thönen” [“to ring, to resound], because it was broad 
and ringing. It is also called Subbass or Koppel; see Praetorius, p. 132. 





* i.e., this marks the end of Adlung’s 
remarks on the Tibia.

†  i.e., in the same manner as the 
larger board has been fastened above 
the wind duct.

‡ An old unit for measuring length 
(a hand-span), slightly over 20 
centimeters.
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TIBIA means in general “a pipe”, and thus does not actually signify any particu-
lar stop. But when it is modified by another word, then it becomes something specific. 
Each [of these specific meanings] may be sought under the [first] letter of the accom-
panying word, or under a [word] that means the same thing. For example:

TIBIA ANGUSTA is the Dulzflöte; see §.139.
TIBIA SYLVESTRIA is the Waldflöte or Waldhorn; see §.209 and 210.
TIBIA TRANSVERSA, see Querflöte, §.170.
TIBIA VULGARIS, see Blockflöt, § .122, etc.* 
Timbales, see Tympanum, §.203.
Tympani is the [Cymbel]stern; see §.133.
TONUS FABER, see Glockleinton, §.156.
TRANSVERSA. 
TRAVERSA.           } see Querflöte, §.170. 
TRAVERSIERE.
Toscan, see Dolcan[, §.137].

§. 200.

Tremulant, from Tremulo, is not a sounding stop, but rather something by 
which the sound of the pipes is made to flutter or shake. The structure is approximately 
as follows: an opening is made on the top of the main wind duct. On top of this open-
ing is placed an oblong rectangular board, about 1 foot long and of whatever width de-
sired. It is fastened to the duct with leather, somewhat broader in front than at the 
back. At the back the leather must bind it right against [the duct], but at the front the 
force of the wind must be able to lift it, just like a bellows. A smaller opening is then 
made in this board, and a little board must once again be fastened over it, as before,† so 
that none of the wind can escape. I have seen an even smaller board affixed to this little 
board, but do not believe that it is so necessary. If the wind forces this device upward 
like a bellows, then it is much too light to be able to drive back the wind. Now since 
the shaking arises from the device alternately being lifted by the wind and then clos-
ing again, this [action] cannot be sustained without a weight. Accordingly a wire or tin 
rod is fastened to the front of the little board, the side on which it expands. This rod is 
about a “Spanne”‡ long, sometimes longer, and is tipped with a piece of lead or some-
thing similar that is able to offer resistance to the wind. Then, because this weight im-
mediately begins to bob and shake from the first time the device expands, and contin-
ues to do this until prevented by an opposing force, the wind flutters, and consequently 
the sound of the pipes [flutters with it]. The organist, however, can stop the Tremu-
lant by means of a stopknob that causes the boards to be tightly pressed against the 





* i.e., by hearing the thumping noise 
of the mechanism, or by watching it 
bob up and down.

† i.e., the rod described above.
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duct so that the wind cannot inflate them. The weight is moved further back toward 
the Tremulant or away from it, according to whether a faster or slower beat is desired, 
and for this reason the weight must be moveable on the rod. [The Tremulant] may 
also be made without a weight, in which case the rod [alone] must serve in its place. A 
Tremulant must beat delicately and gently, keep an even beat, and must not suffocate 
an organ by working poorly or falsely, which happens if Tremulants are placed in wind 
ducts. Better that they should be located on the exterior [of a duct]. [The Tremulant] 
ought not to clatter, and therefore everything should be faced with cloth and leather. 
It ought also to be enclosed, so that it does not cause people to laugh.* It is possible at 
times to have two Tremulants, a slow one and a fast one. In the Cathedral at Naum-
burg, therefore, there is one with the bobbing spring† and one without. Indeed, every 
keyboard may have its own separate one, in which case they must be placed not upon 
the main wind duct, but rather on the ones that branch off to each [individual] chest. 
Werkmeister covers Tremulants in the 16th chapter of the Orgelprobe. Samber on p. 
153 writes “Tremulus”. The Tremulant is also called the “Bock”, [a term] that one 
sometimes encounters in Praetorius, especially in the Rückpositiv. He says as much in 
Vol. II, p. 201[-202]: “The Tremulant specifically for the Rückpositiv is otherwise 
called the ‘Bock�.”  He has also mentioned this “Bock” in the palace at Schöningen, 
where there is a separate Bock for the Rückpositiv alone. He also lists a Bocktremulant 
for the Rückpositiv in the Klosterkirche organ at Riddagshausen. I cannot fathom the 
origin of such a name. Perhaps it arose because there are ordinarily small, shrill and 
squawking stops in the Rückpositiv that bleat like billy goats (Böcke) when the tremu-
lant is going.

§. 201.

Trichterregal. From Regal; see §.183. This is a special variety in which the 
pipes look like funnels (Trichter). I have found this reed only at 8�, e.g., at St. Ansgarii 
in Bremen, about which it is reported that this [Trichterregal] is a newly invented va-
riety, almost like a Vox humana.  There are 4 of this new type in the organ in Bremen, 
and these must be distinguished from the ordinary Trichterregals, such as are discussed 
in the [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre 1, p. 299; this is what Mattheson says in the Appen-
dix to Niedt’s Second Part[, p. 160]. Otherwise there is nothing better about the ordi-
nary Trichterregal than other Regals. The new type is also [found] at St. Stephani and 
the Marienkirche in Bremen. Moreover, it is found (though, I believe, mostly of the 
old variety) at Elmshorn at 8�, in the large organ at St. Nikolai, at St. Jakobi, St. Petri, 
and in the organ at the Cathedral in Hamburg, at St. Marie Magdelena there (in which 
the pipes are very short and very wide at the top), at St. Marien in Lübeck, St. Michae-
lis in Lüneburg, Otterndorf in Land Hadeln, and at St. Cosmae in Stade, etc. All are 
at 8� pitch.





* in contrast to the Posaune, which 
may be made of wood in a square or 
rectangular shape.

† Cf. §.176.

‡ i.e., the organ by Arp Schnitger that 
burned with the church in 1750.

§ a misprint. Mattheson spells the 
word “Trommete”; see Matthe-
son’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 177, as 
well as the stoplist of the organ at 
St. Catherine, under “Hamburg” in 
Chapter 10.

¶ See Biermann, p. 7, as well as the 
stoplist of the organ at Hildesheim 
in Chapter 10.

|| This should read “§.186.”

** Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 142.

†† Musicalische Handleitung, Anderer 
Theil, p. 114.

‡‡ See also §.270 below.

§§ They might also be square if they 
were made with wood.
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§. 202.

TROMBA, Trommet, Trompet, Taratantara, Clarin, Clarion, are [all] to be 
distinguished from the Trombones or Posaunes. The trumpet is familiar enough apart 
from the organ. In the organ it is a reed stop at 16 �, 8�, 4, or 2� pitch. The resonators 
are made of sheet iron, narrow beneath and wide on top; yet they are long—a Trompet 
8� will have a resonator 6 �  long. They are not as wide[scale] as the pedal Posaunes, 
and for that reason they do not have that thundering quality about them. They are 
made of [pipe] metal in a round shape.* The shallots are not faced [with leather, like 
the Posaune], nor are the tongues as thick as [those] in Posaunes, and thus they vi-
brate more in the bass.† It is very common at 8� and 4�; therefore I will cite only ex-
amples at 16 �, or perhaps where several trumpets stand together in [the same] organ. 
Some would like to forbid it at 16 �, because [then] it would be a Posaune. But there 
is indeed a difference. [At 16 � ] it stands at St. Ansgarii in Bremen, together with an 
8� [Trompet], and in the large organ at St. Nikolai and at St. Jakobi in Hamburg. It 
used to stand at 16 �  and 8� in one manual of the organ at St. Michaelis there.‡ At St. 
Catharine [in Hamburg] there is a Trommel§ 16 �, 2 at 8� and one at 4� besides. At the 
Marienkirche in Bremen it is at 16 �, 8� and 4� in one manual. There is a 16 �  at St. Petri 
in Hamburg, and a 16 �  and an 8� in the Cathedral organ there. At Königsberg there is a 
16 �  in the Löbenichtkirche, and at St. Marien in Lübeck a 16 �  and 8� in the same key-
board. At St. Cosmae in Stade it is at 16 �  and 8�, as well as at Stockholm. It is at 16 �  at 
St. Johannis, St. Michaelis and St. Lamberti in Lüneburg, and at Sandomir, where it 
is called Tuba—there it is at 16 �, 8�, 4� and 2�. Furthermore there is a 16 �  at St. Niko-
lai in Stralsund, where there is also another one from c� to c���; the same holds true for 
the new organ at St. Nikolai in Rostock. There is a 16 �  and 8� in the Cathedral at Up-
psala. The Trompet 4� is almost the same as a Schallmey; thus at [St.] Ansgarii in Bre-
men there stands a “Trombet or Schallmey 4�”. These [two] can be different, though. 
At the Marienkirche in Bremen [the Trompet] is in the pedal at 8� and 4�, even though 
16 �, 8� and 4� were [mentioned] above in the manual. Often 8� and 4� are together [in 
the same division], e.g., in Hildesheim.¶ Feldtrommet 16 �  in Lübeck has been alluded 
to above in §.143. At the Dreyfaltigkeitskirche in Danzig there is a Trompet 9�; this 
should probably read “8”�, however. At Görlitz it is at 8�, [made] of English tin, and 
is called “Tromba”. It has already been mentioned in §.184|| that it is not really nec-
essary for the Trompete [resonators] to be half as small as the Posaune and precisely 
twice as large as the Schallmey, as Praetorius** and Niedt†† maintain.‡‡ The Posaune 
16 �  and the Trompete 16 �  are indeed found side by side [in the same organ]; their 
sound is most assuredly different. Both of the Trompetes in Jena are [supplied] with 
tuning wires, but may also [be adjusted with] screws as well. Ordinarily [Trompetes] 
are [provided] only with tuning wires. The blocks are mostly round.§§  Praetorius cites 
a Trompetenbass Chormass, i.e., 8�, in Breslau. According to §.301 there is a Trom-
metbass 8� at Gera in which the resonators are of tin-plate, but the shallots are made of 
wild service-tree wood that has been boiled in linseed oil. The tongues are coated with 
paper to prevent the crackling sound. At Grossgottern the resonators are half of tin-
plate and half of wood. At Kindelbruck [the Trompete] is doubled from e�. Biermann 





* sic; the Tympanum is mentioned on 
pp. 4 and 77 of the Syntagma mu-
sicum, Vol. II, and is pictured in 
Plate 23 of the accompanying The-

atrum instrumentorum; the volume 
has only 236 pages.

† There is an entry under “Timpano” 
in Niedt, part two, p. 114, but it 
does not mention the names Tam-
buro or Tambour.

‡ Musicalischer Handleitung, Part III, 
§.5, p. 46.

§ sic; Boxberg, p.[5], spells the stop 
“Tamburo.”

¶ Following the practice of his day, 
Adlung considers “U” and “V” as 
the same letter, and thus places this 
and the following two entries after 
“Violdigamba”.

|| “Cut-out ventils;” see §.195 above.

** i.e., one for the entire organ.

†† i.e., each division.
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records a “Trompet halbirt” on p. 26, and that is meant to indicate that it encompasses 
only 2 octaves. “Ganz übergüldete Trommet 8�” [completely gilded Trumpet 8�] is in 
the palace at Dresden under the name “Principal[ia]”, since it stood in the façade; see 
Principal[, § . 177].

* Trompeterzug at Giebichenstein near Halle is [listed] among the auxiliary 
stops; I know nothing about its construction.

§. 203.

Trommel, Trummel, see Tympanum.
TUBA, see Trompete.
Tubal     } 

see under Oktave, §.171.
Tubalflöt
TYMPANUM. Concerning this [instrument] apart from the organ, see Janowka in 

his Clavis[, p. 319] and Praetorius, p. 427* and also p. 77 where he deals with the Tym-

panum Hieronymi. This is the kettledrum [Pauke]. The Italians call it Tympani and 
the French Timbales; cf. [Mattheson’s Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, Part III, Chap. III, 
§.12[, p. 272]. It is also called Tamburo or Tambour; see Niedt’s Second Part.† [Build-
ers] have tried to imitate it in the organ by means of 2 low Subbass pipes. I do not 
think much of this, though. These two pipes produce the pitches c and g. Elsewhere 
the “Trummel” or “Trommel” [drum] is different from the Tympanum; in the organ, 
however, they may well be the same. Niedt counts it among the absurd stops.‡ That the 
Trommel may be the same as the kettledrum, I note from Praetorius’s stoplist of the 
Braunschweig organ, in which the Trommel consists of 2 pipes. One could construct a 
proper drum, struck with drumsticks and driven by a weight, but that has no business 
being in a church. There is also a kettledrum in the Heiligengeistkirche at Colberg. At 
Görlitz there is a Tambur§ 16 �, that is, it consists of 2 pipes from the 16 �  Subbass. At St. 
Catharinen in Danzig there is a Cymbelpaucke; concerning this see §.134 under Cym-
bel. There are also Tympani in the Stadtkirche in Jena, but there [the name] signifies 
the [Cymbel]stern. There is a Trommel at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt. Heertrummel 
at the Barfüsserkirche in Erfurt is the same thing. Moreover, this name Heertrummel 
is cited in Praetorius, p. 187, in the palace organ at Dresden, reported as consisting of 
two pitches, E and F. There is a “Drommel” at St. Gotthard in Hildesheim; see Prae-
torius[, p. 199]. “Rechte Heerpaucken” is also reported in Sondershausen; see Praeto-
rius, l.c., p. 197.

[Unda maris:¶ see below, §. 207.]
[Unterbass: see below, §.207.]
[Untersatz: see below, §.207.]

§. 204.

Ventils are also [found] among the stopknobs; by means of them the wind is re-
leased from the ducts into the chest, and so long as they are not drawn, no pipe will 
sound (for more about them see §.74). They are also called epistomia or Sperrventile.|| 
Many organs do not have them; some have a universal one for all the keyboards,** and 
some have one for each manual.†† This last arrangement is the best one, since shoving 
the ventil closed stops the ciphering more quickly than any other method. 





* This should read “§.179.”

† i.e., the one at 4�.

‡ i.e., a double bass.
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VIGESIMA NONA is intended to be a Quinte; see §.171* about this, however.
VIGESIMA SECUNDA, see Oktave.
VIOLA, or Viole, is an open flue stop that is intended to imitate the sound of a 

bow stroking a viola or a tenor violin. This stop is encountered mostly at 8� and 4�, 
and at times the smaller one† is given the name Violet, as for example at Kindelbruck 
and Greussen. The Viole 4� may also approach [in timbre] to the so-called Viole or 
Braccio, and would be the alto for the Violdigambe 8�, although it might also be called 
Violdigamba, since these appear at 4� as well. Some call the Offenflöte by this name, [a 
stop] that has been dealt with in §.172, which may be consulted in this regard. It would 
also be well to remember what has been explained in connection with the Geigenprin-
cipal in §.177 and the Schweizerpfeife in §.188. If the Viole is 3� in size, then it is called 
Quintviole. Concerning this [stop], consult Samber’s Continuation, p. 148.

§. 205.

Violone, the Violon or Violonbass, is an open pedal stop at 16 �  and 8� of metal 
or wood, that is intended to imitate a bow stroking a Contraviolon‡ apart from the 
organ. It has the same characteristics as the Violdigamba, in that it has a narrower 
scale than the Principals, and therefore the body is longer, while the cut-up is lower. 
It serves well in the pedal, purring just like a Violon or Bassgeige when it is properly 
built. It is difficult to voice, however; therefore organbuilders seldom make the scale 
really narrow, and as a result it does not produce the same effect. Metal ones are some-
times placed in the façade, and then one dare not put any beards on them; and even 
though [the beards] are not visible when [the stop] is inside the case, they neverthe-
less indicate a lack of skill. They often overblow at the octave or at the fifth; the lat-
ter is more harmful than the former, spoiling the harmony. If however they are built 
properly, then they are almost more useful than the Principalbass 16 �. At times both 
of these are present together [in the same pedal division]. As heavy as they are [when 
made] of metal, they are all the heavier in wood; yet there are also wooden Violon-
basses. Whether the scale is made narrow enough, though, is another question. In the 
Reglerkirche at Erfurt [this stop] is of tin and stands in the façade; it may be recog-
nized because it does not have such wide pipes as the Principal 16 �. At the Löbenicht-
kirche at Königsberg the name is found written “Violenbass”. And at Gera, §.301, the 
Violdigambenbass is the same thing; yet there one hears 3 pitches from every pipe; see 
§.206 following.

§. 206.

Violadigamba, Violdigamba, is a beautiful organ stop, open and of much nar-
rower scale than the Principal of the same size. It does indeed imitate a Violdigamba if 
it is properly made, and sizzles very penetratingly; it is as it were the tenor where the 





* i.e., principal-scale.

† presumably the tendency to 
overblow.

‡ Following the practice of his 
day, Adlung considers “U” and 
“V” as the same letter, and thus 
places “Unda maris” (writ-
ten “Vnda maris” in the book) 
after”Violdigamba”.

§ Syntagma musicum II, p. 174.
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Violon is the bass. It is equivalent to [the Violon] being difficult [to voice], the voic-
ing being more and more troublesome for the organbuilder the narrower the scale is. 
For this reason it is often made wider than is proper, which is a fault in that it loses its 
character and becomes more similar in sound to the Oktave* stops. Beards are often at-
tached to them to make voicing easier, but [when built] without beards they are the 
mark of an exacting master [craftsman]. They are made of metal. What has been cen-
sured as a fault with the Violon also applies here.† They are made at 8� and 4�—the 
latter may represent the alto. Anyone who compares this description with the descrip-
tion of the Schweitzerflöte in §.188 may well consider [these stops] to be the same. 
The second part of Niedt’s Handleitung, second edition, Chap. II, [p. 115,] reads as 
follows: “It goes without saying that the Violdigamba must be an 8�.” However, al-
though 8� is more common (and thus I cite no examples of it), yet the 4� is also quite 
familiar. Praetorius, l.c., p.134, says that with respect to timbre the Aequalgemshorn 
8� might well also be called Violdigamba, but there is a major difference between the 
Gemshorn and the Violdigamba: the former sounds much quieter and is conical, while 
the latter purrs more strongly and is cylindrical—at least the ones that I have seen. If 
the Viole is the same as the Violdigamba 4�, as it should be, then an example in Praeto-
rius’s sense appears in the palace at Hesse, where there stands a Gemshorn or Klein Vi-
oln 4�. Violdigambenbass could be this same stop, except that it would be in the pedal; 
yet one also finds [Violdigambas] built at 16 �. And in that case I believe it is the same 
as the Violon 16 �. Thus in §.301 there is a 16 �  at Gera, about which it is reported that 
each pipe produces 3 pitches. This is not impossible. Indeed, the Quintatön also pro-
duces a quint together with an octave, and with a narrow scale there is nothing easier 
than for pipes to overblow, [as happens] for example with the Querpfeife. Question: 
What would those [3] pitches be? Answer: They could be none other than the octave 
above, i.e. 8�, and the fifth[, i.e., 5 ⅓�]. Yet one would not hear these two pitches as dis-
tinctly as the 16 �  pitch, but rather in the way the Quintatön speaks them. Whether the 
workmanship in them has been so completely successful that a pipe does not occasion-
ally overblow and omit the fundamental entirely, those who have heard it will know.

§. 207.

UNDA MARIS,‡ see Onda maris, §.173.
Unterbass is indeed the same as Subbass; in this regard see §.150.
Untersatz is also the same [as the Subbass]; again, see §.150. It stands at 16 �  in 

the St. Andrea Kirche in Erfurt under this name. Otherwise this is a generic word, and 
thus Grober Posaunen-Untersatz is found at St. Marien in Halle; see Posaune[, §.176].

Vogar is apparently the same as Fugara; see §.149.
Vogelgesang [birdsong] is also called Nachtigal [nightingale]. The former 

name is very common. At St. Ulrich in Magdeburg there is a “Vogelgesang or Nachti-
gall;” see Praetorius’s stoplists.§ “Vogelgeschrey” [birdcall] is another name for it, 





* Ibid., p. 175.

† i.e., to make the proper twitter-
ing sound.

‡  §.5, p. 46. Niedt died in 1708; the 
volume was published in 1717.

§ See “The New Organ in Leipzig,” 
under “Leipzig” in Chapter 10.

¶ See the stoplist of the Alt-Dres-
dener organ, under “Dresden” in 
Chapter 10.

|| sic; this should read “��+�����.”

** Not a reed stop, rather an Italian 
“Voce umana.”
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e.g., at St. Catharinen in Magdeburg; see Praetorius.* It is a little box made of metal, of 
indeterminate size, about 4” square. At the bottom there is a short little tube, through 
which the wind blows into the box when it is attached to the wind duct. On top [of the 
tube] are set 3, 4 or more little pipes, several inches long, at the proper proportion.†  
Then the box is covered on top, etc., and [the pipes] are all blown at the same time. If 
one wishes to use the stop, then one fills the little box with water, for which purpose 
there is a funnel on top. [The system] can indeed be fashioned so that none of the wa-
ter gets into the duct. It produces a twittering sound, like the owls or whatever you call 
them that boys buy from the potter for a few pennies at fairs and then have fun with. 
In new organs it is omitted as an absurd stop; indeed Niedt already considers it so in 
the third part of his Handleitung.‡ Some make a distinction between the Nachtigall 
(nightingale) and the Vogelgesang; thus both of them have come to appear separately 
in the Görlitz organ. Wherein this distinction lies is unknown to me. In Praetorius, p. 
175, one finds “allerley Vogelgesang” (all sorts of birdcalls) written, which is doubtless 
the same as Vogelgesang written without a modifier. What the abovementioned Prae-
torius, however, means to indicate on p. 201 by “Vogelgesang durch das ganze Pedal” 
[birdsong throughout the entire pedal], I do not know. Since he does not list it among 
the auxiliary stops, but rather among the pedal stops proper, I conclude that it is a reg-
ular stop, perhaps something along the line of a Flageolet, or some other sort of thing 
that resembles it.

§. 208.

VOX HUMANA, the human voice, is a reed stop at 8�, since a man can normally 
sing at that pitch. I have encountered it in the Cathedral, St. Ansgarii and St. Stephani 
at Bremen, in the large organ at St. Nikolai in Hamburg, in the Löbenichtkirche at 
Königsberg, in the new organ in Leipzig,§ at St. Marien in Lübeck, at St. Johannis, St. 
Michaelis and St. Lamberti in Lüneburg. In the new organ at St. Nikolai in Rostock it 
extends from c� to c���, and in the Altdresden organ¶ from a to c���. Perhaps some of the 
others also do not go through the whole keyboard, although this is not reported about 
them. More examples of where the Vox humana may be found will be given in Chapter 
10. It is also called Anthropoglossa, from ��(�����|| “a human being”, and ������, 
“tongue”; cf. Kircher’s Musurgia, Book VI., Part III, Chap. III, Probl. IX[, pp. 514-
5], where he explains the proportion of pipes that are intended to reproduce the sound 
of the human voice. This [stop] is also found at the Augustinerkirche in Erfurt, as well 
as in Görlitz, where it is a flue stop.** How actually to make the resonators, together 
with the shallots, so that [the stop] produces a sound that resembles a human voice, is 
a good question. Nothing is more beautiful than the human voice, yet nothing is more 
difficult to imitate. Therefore all sorts of things have indeed been invented, but no one 
has ever fully achieved what needs to be, and there always remains a great difference 
between the sound of such a pipe and the natural human voice. Part of the reason for 





* all of this, presumably, to represent 
a very high female voice. It is likely, 
however, that Adlung has never 
heard the stop, and that he is mak-
ing these assumptions based on the 
stop’s name.

† The translation disregards the (su-
perfluous) paragraph numbers in the 
collection of stoplists; see the sto-
plist of the organ at Gera in Chap-
ter 10.

‡ in §.137 Adlung states that the 
Waldflöte has cylindrical pipes.
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this is that organbuilders have never delved into anatomy, and thus do not know how 
sound is formed in our throats. And then, which voice should be imitated? The treble? 
or the tenor, alto or bass? One can well see that there is a variety of things to consider. 
There are many types of [Vox humana stops] in the world, but I will not dwell on this 
topic. I am not familiar with each and every one of them individually, but will be con-
tent if an organist knows (as has already been said) that it is an 8� reed. I have gone into 
more detail about it in my Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, §.200, p. 476f., 
especially in note (w)[, pp. 477-8], about which I inform my honored reader to save 
having to copy it here again.

VOX VIRGINEA, the “maiden’s voice,” is perhaps the same as the Jungfernregal 
mentioned above in §.161. Its voicing must be gentler than that of the abovementioned 
Vox humana. It is likely of narrower scale, an octave higher, and also usable only in the 
upper octaves.*

VULGARIS TIBIA[“common flute”], see Blockflöte[, §.122 above].

§. 209.

Waldflöte, Waldpfeife (Tibia sylvestris) [“forest flute”] is an open flute stop, 
broader in scale and thus shorter in height. It sounds wooden, rough and hollow, 
whence it gets its name. I have seen it at 8�, 6 �, 4�, 3�, 2�, 1 ½� and 1�. The 6 �  is actually 
a Quinte, called Waldquinte, and is listed at the Marienkirche at Bremen. There is a 4� 
in the Pfarrkirche at Danzig. At Gera (§.301†) there is a Waldflöte or Dolcan 4� with 
doubled lips; see Dolcan, §.137 above.‡ The 3� is also a Quinte, and is found in the Alt-
städterkirche organ at Königsberg. The 2� is very common, e.g., in the Stadtkirche at 
Jena, the Augustinerkirche and the Collegiate Church St. Severi in Erfurt, and in the 
Cathedral and St. Ottmar in Naumburg. The 1 ½� is once again a Quinte, according to 
its pitch. On p. 131, l.c., Praetorius calls the Hohlquinte 1 ½� a Waldflöte, and there is 
indeed little or no difference between the Hohlflöte and Waldflöte. There is a Wald-
flöte 1� in the Cathedral at Uppsala, in the Marienkirche at Halle, and also at St. Lam-
bert in Lüneburg; see Praetorius, l.c.[, p. 233].

§. 210.

Waldhörner, CORNI DA CACCIA, Parforce-(Jagd-)horn, CORNU SYLVESTRE, 
CORS DE CHASSE, see [Mattheson’s Neueröffnete] Orchestre I, Part III, Chap. III, §.7 
[, pp. 267-8]. They are familiar apart from the organ. In the organ it is a reed at 8�, 
4� or 2� pitch intended to imitate this instrument. Since however the Waldhorn has 
not come into universal use until recently, it is also not yet common in the organ. It is 
an 8� in the pedal in the Heiliggeisteskirche at Colberg, and a 2� at Königsberg in the 
Kneiphofkirche. I cannot say anything about its character, since I have never seen it. 





* p. 168.

† i.e., 3 1/5�.

‡ p.[16].

§ p.[13].

¶ i.e. 1 3/5�.
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Weite Pfeife 8� is found in the large organ at St. Nikolai in Hamburg. It would 
seem to me to be a Principal of broad scale, but I cannot say conclusively because I have 
never seen nor heard it. Praetorius, l.c., p. 163, cites a Weit Principal 16 �  at Rostock.

Windkoppel at Waltershausen; by virtue of this stop it is said to be possible to 
bring a manual stop to the pedal without a second stop mechanism being necessary; see 
Coppel, §.127 above.

§. 211.

Zifflöt, see Sifflöte, §.192.
Zimbel, see under Cymbel, §.133 and 134.
Zimbelbass, see Cymbelbass, §.134.
Zink is also called Cornetto or Cornettino apart from the organ, plural Cornetti; 

cf. Praetorius, l.c., p. 35. In French, however, it is Cornet a bouquin; see [Mattheson’s 
Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, l.c.[,p. 269]. One also finds Litice, Cornetto torto, Cornetto 

muto, Corno and Cornon used in the same sense. This is a familiar curved instrument 
that is very hard to blow. [Builders] have long sought to imitate it in the organ; see 
Praetorius concerning reeds, Vol. II, Part IV, Chap. 2[, p. 146], [who says] it is a reed 
stop. He says that it is at 8� pitch, and is used only in the treble through half the man-
ual, that it has somewhat cylindrical resonators, tapered at the bottom and open on 
top, and thus it sounds rather hollow and does not rattle so much, this being prevented 
by the heavy tongues and high wind pressure that this stop requires. Up to the pres-
ent this stop has been somewhat rare; I have found it at 8� at St. Petri in Berlin, at St. 
Marien in Lübeck, twice at St. Marien in Danzig, at Otterndorf in Land Hadeln, and 
at St. Catharinen in Hamburg. At the Dreyfaltigkeitskirche and at St. Bartholomai in 
Danzig there is a “halber Zink 8”�, about which Mattheson mentions in his Appendix 
to Niedt* that this is apparently as much as to say that such a reed does not extend fur-
ther than over about half the keyboard, or over the so-called treble. The Halbe Cornet 
has been explained in the same way in §.132. That the Cornet and Zink are sometimes 
identical, see also §.132. There is also a special sort of Cornetti in [the Oberwerk at] 
Görlitz consisting of 3 pipes, Quinte 6 �, Oktave 4� and the Terz above 4� pitch,† that 
sounds as if it were an 8� reed yet has no 8� pipe in it; it does not go, however, any lower 
than a Vox humana, i.e., from a to c���, since it would otherwise become unpleasant. 
It lends itself well for use in the right hand with the Bombart 16 �  and other suitable 
stops, and produces an agreeable timbre, such as I (says Boxberg‡) have never heard 
in another organ. This would then not be a reed stop.(**) [The name] Zynk is also used 
there for the Sesquialter, and thus it is also not a reed, but a compound stop of 2 ranks, 
i.e., as Boxberg explains,§ from Quinta 3� and the Terz over 2� pitch,¶ just like an or-
dinary Sesquialter dealt with in §.190. I believe it is immaterial whether it is spelled 
“Zynck” or “Zinck”; at least I have read the word “Zinck” used for such a compound 





* See the stoplist of the Alt-Dresdener 
organ, under “Dresden” in Chap-
ter 10.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
p. 168, writes “a��;” “a�” may sim-
ply be a printing error in Adlung’s 
book.

‡ sic; cf. §.190, “Sesquialter.”
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stop, apparently intended to be the Sesquialter. Thus there is a Zink of 2 ranks in the 
Altdresden organ.* Praetorius has a sketch [of it] in Table 38, next to which he has 
written: “Zink; Cornetdiskant”, and in the Table at p. 126 he lists “Zinkdiskant 8�.” 
On p. 168 he has a Zink 8� from f to a�,† adding to it “as usual”, perhaps because organs 
at that time seldom went any higher. Anyone who encounters an organ [that has one] 
might well take the trouble [to find out] what is meant by “Zink”, whether it is a reed 
or a Sesquialter.                              (**) See above under Cornet. [Agricola]

Zyfflöt, see Sifflöte, §.192.
Zymbel, see Cymbel, §.133 and 134.
Zynk has been spelled with an “i” and explained just above; if it should be the 

same as the Sesquialter, then see §.190.

§. 212.

I have finally been able to [finish] imparting all of this [information] about or-
gan stops—thanks be to God! There are a great many of them, and it is for that rea-
son that this chapter has become so extensive. It would never suit me, however, to have 
an organist look up something in vain. For this reason I have adhered to an alphabet-
ical arrangement, so everything could be found that much quicker. I believe there are 
enough of them to keep an organist from going wrong when he gets to an organ and 
comes face to face with the stops.

§. 213.

Now and again a great deal of confusion has crept into the names, which I have 
in part cleared up, but in part not. [The derivation of ] many words from all sorts of 
languages could have been explained; sometimes I have taken the trouble to add some-
thing about this, but sometimes I have let it pass. But anyone who wants to use this 
chapter to learn how to use the stops according to the following chapter does not re-
ally need the derivations. Sometimes I also could not find the [meaning of ] words, 
since I am not conversant with low German, Dutch, etc.

All organ stops may be reduced to the following three classes (as has already 
been mentioned elsewhere), namely: 1) octave stops, i.e., those whose lowest C actually 
sounds C, be it a high or low one. Those are the ones that ascend or descend in dou-
ble proportion, such as ½�, 1�, 2�, 4�, 8�, 16 �, 32�. 2) quint stops, whose lowest C sounds 
a fifth higher, namely G. These are 1 ½�, 3�, 6 �, 12�, 24�. 3) Terz stops, that are seldom 
other than 1 1/5�‡ or, according to an alternate computation, 1 3/5�. One should take 
note whether a stop is by nature an octave stop or one of the others, for it is either a 
printer’s error or an author’s mistake if such a stop is sometimes, by incorrect numbers, 





* from the stoplists that Adlung gath-
ered while preparing to write the 
Musica mechanica organœdi.

† i.e., an organ’s compass extending 
only to low F.

‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 168.

§ sic; the length should read “8�.”

¶ i.e., beginning from low C.
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labeled as a stop that it either is not or cannot be. Thus when Principal 6 �, Oktave 5� 
and the like have at times appeared above,* I have often corrected them, since the Prin-
cipal and Oktave can never fit into 6 �, and 5�, in addition to other numbers not men-
tioned above, does not tally with any stop. I will not say, though, that I have always 
made the correction right, for at times the circumstances on which I have based my 
correction may have deceived me. In former times not all organs extended down to C, 
rather sometimes only to F. Praetorius has often figured the stops from this F upward, 
and so the number must necessarily be different. For example: if an organ goes down to 
F, and the Principal (figuring from C) would be 16 �, then he says 12�; for 8� he says 6 �. 
Otherwise these stops may be figured from C, however, to avoid confusion. This† may 
at times not have been taken into account [in the text] above. Then sometimes organs 
will go down to C, but some stops may not have been carried that low, and thus their 
size is indicated differently. For example, at St. Jakobi in Hamburg Praetorius lists a 
Principal 12� in the manual.‡ It would be a mistake to correct this; C is indeed not 12�, 
but this stop only goes down to F there. There is also a Quintatön 12� there instead of 
16 �, Hohlpipe 6 �  instead of 8� and 3� instead of 4�, Querpipe 6 �  pitch, 12� tall, open, 
instead of 12�§ pitch, 16 �  tall. Other stops there, though, are indicated correctly.¶ In 
the pedal there is a “Bassaune” (as he spells it) 16 �  and also a Krummhorn 16 �, etc., 
while on the other hand the Great Principal is 24�, namely it only goes down to F; oth-
erwise it would be 32�. It is the same with the Mixtur, next to which stands “Bass of 12”� 
instead of 16 �. Therefore at times C or F stands next to [the stop name] to show from 
which pitch one must figure. For example, at St. Petri in Hamburg there is a Gedackt 
8� C and a Hohlflöt 3� F. One needs to be careful not to correct a stoplist prematurely. 
Where 5, 7, 9 and the like appear, however, one can be more confident that these are 
wrong. If in the course of travel someone should note something that does not agree 
with this or that piece of information [in this book], he may correct it. Whether a ci-
tation comes from Praetorius or somewhere else is not always noted. Suffice to say that 
if it is not found in the organ stoplists that follow in this book, or in Mattheson’s Ap-
pendix to Niedt, it is for sure out of Praetorius, in which case one must entertain the 
suspicion that the organ [in question] has been altered. Finally, if anyone should won-
der why I have at times cited so many places where a stop may be found, let him keep 
in mind that it is helpful for travelers; one can get to know [the various stops] best by 
seeing and hearing them, but if one does not know where they are, then one has all the 
more trouble seeking them out. An organ builder might also sometimes doubt whether 
a [particular] stop is [customarily built] that large or small; the examples will then 
convince him [one way or the other]. But enough about these matters.

Kk
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* Cursus seu mundus mathematicus, 
Vol. III, p. 21.

† For Adlung these words are 
synonymous.

Chapter VIII.
Concerning the Use of the Stops.

Contents:
§.214. Why discuss this? §.215. Octave-sounding stops must predominate over fifths and thirds. 

§.216. Especially in the bass. §.217. Each keyboard must be considered independently. §.218. 
There must not be big gaps between stops. §.219. Concerning the Tertian. §.220. One must 
know the meaning of each name. §.221. Concerning Mixtures, Scharffs, Cymbels and other 
compound stops. §.222. Playing on several keyboards at once. §.223. How to make high stops 
low and low stops high. §.224. How to simulate compound stops. §.225. Concerning the reeds. 
§.226. Stops must be chosen with a purpose in mind. §.227. One must consider the customs 
of a place, §.228. as well as the occasion. §.229. Onda maris, Violdigamba and Vox humana. 
§.230. Soloing out a particular voice. §.231. Concerning the plenum. §.232. Whether 8� stops 
should be drawn together. §.233. Whether they intensify each other. §.234. Concerning 
pedal stops. §.235. Figured bass stops. §.236. Registrations for improvisation. §.237. Stops for 
[accompanying] chorales. §.238. Concerning echo [effects].

§. 214.

This chapter is solely for organists. Its intention is to indicate how each stop is 
to be used, according to its character. To be sure, this is not really a matter of 

mechanics, but rather partly of [accompanying] chorales, partly of figured bass, and 
partly of improvisation. But it may more reasonably be inserted here, since it is based 
upon the character of each individual stop. Now since this basic information has been 
explained to the best of my ability in the previous chapter, its application, the proper use 
of the stops, will be all the more easily understood here.

§. 215.

Here a basic distinction must be made among the stops that one might wish to 
use. This distinction has already been noted in Chapter 7 above, §.213. Here it will 
best serve our purposes to use the classification made by De Chales,* dividing the stops 
into “primary stops” and “secondary stops.” By “primary” I mean simply the octave-
sounding or principal stops; the compound stops, on the other hand, as well as the quints 
and thirds, are the “secondary” ones. When a mode or key† is indicated, it is always 
intended that the primary stops should be used, the ones that naturally sound at 32�, 16�, 
8�, 4�, 2� and 1�. Consequently these stops must always be the foundation and the chief or 
predominating element in the harmony. If, for example, I decide to play in the key of D, 
then I dare not use the Quints alone, since they do not produce the requisite pitch, but 
a fifth higher. The same holds true for the other [stops], such as Terzes or compound 
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* This rule and all that follow it are 
found in Vol. III, p. 21.

† i.e., a stop may be labeled 
incorrectly, or may begin at F 
instead of C; the organist should 
try it out.

‡ i.e., the notes played by the right 
hand in the treble. Adlung has in 
mind the typical texture of figured 
bass: a single bass note in the left 
hand, realized by chords played in 
the treble by the right hand.

§ By setting these notes an octave 
lower (C D E F G A), all of the 
following pitches are correct as 
printed; otherwise they are all an 
octave too low.

¶ i.e., the matter that Adlung has been 
writing about in this paragraph, 
§.216.

stops, in which fifths or thirds predominate. The octave-sounding stops, be they open 
or stopped, flues or reeds, may very readily be used alone, since they always produce the 
requisite pitch. If one wishes to use the Quints, then there must be a sufficient number of 
such octave-sounding stops with them to overpower the fifth, so that its rough character 
is not too noticeable. For this reason, the first rule in De Chales, l.c.* is: “combinations 
of secondary stops may never be drawn alone.” One of the octave-sounding stops must 
be lower than the Quinte and Terz. This is the intention of De Chales’s second rule, 
which reads as follows: “Quints and Terzes may not occupy the lowest pitch level.” For 
example, the 6� Quinte is not to be used without the Principal 8� or other 8� stops that 
have the same effect. If the Quinte 3� and Oktave 2� were to be drawn together on the 
same manual without any other stop, that would likewise be an error, since the Quinte 
is lower than the Oktave. At the least there must be an Oktave 4�, or some other [stop] 
that has the same effect, with the Quinte 3�. But we must not allow ourselves to be tricked 
by numbers,† as we have learned in §.213. 

§. 216.

Indeed, even if there is a lower Oktave with the Quints, and other stops are not 
drawn in sufficient number, then [the Quints] will sound simply dreadful in the bass, 
while in the treble the harmony‡ will seem much more bearable. For example, I have 
heard the Principal 8�, Bordun 16� and Rohrflöt 8� together with the Quinte 6�, [a 
combination] that sounded well in the treble; but in the bass the Quinte was much too 
unpleasant to listen to. If only the Oktave 4� had been added to it, the sound would 
have been noticeably improved. It is apparent, however, that a Quinte must be smaller 
than an octave-sounding stop, because otherwise the harmony would consist entirely of 
a constant progression of fourths. A string of successive fourths is not even permitted 
an amateur. Take, for example, the Quinte 3� and the Oktave 2�; if I play the keys c d 
e f g a,§ etc., the Oktave 2� would sound c� d� e� f� g� a�, etc., but the Quinte [3� would 
sound] g a b c� d� e�, etc., because it is lower. Aren�t those just plain old parallel fourths? 
If however the Oktave had been a 4�, then it would have sounded c d e f g a, and then 
there would have been [parallel] fifths. If anyone should object that fifths are indeed 
also forbidden, let this answer suffice: it is absolutely forbidden to figured bass players 
in performance, but not in registration. To avoid making this chapter too extensive, 
however, Chapter 28 will say more about this. De Chales explains this paragraph¶ with 
the following third rule: thirds and fifths should be combined with the primary stops in 
such a way that the primary ones predominate; thus, if the Quinte be drawn, at least two 
primary stops should be combined with it.

§. 217.

Do not misunderstand me. I am considering each keyboard separately, without 
regard to the other[s]. If anyone should, in following these principles, while playing 
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* presumably, in this instance, 
uncoupled: one hand on the upper 
keyboard, the other hand on the 
lower.

†  i.e., on the same channel with 
the Sesquialtera; see §.190 under 
“Sesquialter.”

‡  i.e., to pull another, independent 
4� Oktave.

§ the “Devil in Music”; Adlung’s 
understanding of this expression 
differs from its traditional 
connotation, the augmented fourth 
or tritone. The Tertian may indeed 
produce a more biting sound than 
the Sesquialter, since it sounds 
higher pitches, but the phenomenon 
of mi contra fa (as Adlung explains 
it) is created by the third in the 
Sesquialtera as well as the third in 
the Tertian.

¶ Mi contra fa, “mi against fa”, refers 
to the simultaneous sounding of 
the third and fourth degrees of the 
major scale, or of a half step. Its 
application to the simultaneous 
sounding of the major and minor 
third is obvious. 

|| i.e., the one from the octave-
sounding rank.

on two keyboards at the same time,* draw a Quinte 3� on one (without a 4� or an 8�) and 
hope to set it right by using a 4� on the other, that person will not have understood the 
matter very well. Each keyboard must be right in itself. Whoever has learned from the 
previous chapter what stops are included in the Quints will understand that what has 
just been said applies to all of them. Thus the Nasat is also a Quinte, and consequently 
must be used in the same way. Likewise, because the Rauschpfeife contains a Quint, as 
does the Sesquialtera, these are not to be used unless some other lower octave-sounding 
stops are present as a foundation. Yet the Oktave 4� is often on the same toeboard† as 
the Sesquialtera, and then it is not necessary to draw it again‡ separately. One should 
accordingly ascertain how many ranks [the Sesquialtera] is, if one wishes to use it.

§. 218.

The octave-sounding stops must not be too far distant [in pitch] from these stops; 
e.g., the Sesquialtera (unless the Oktave 4� stands [with it]) on the toeboard) sounds 
far worse if an 8� is drawn instead of a 4�. For the 8� sounds C, the Sesquialtera with 
the Quinte 3� sounds g (a twelfth removed from the 8�), and the Terz is even higher, 
seventeen keys removed from C. The great gap between these two stops is rather 
disagreeable, and with this [combination] the Quinte is less well absorbed. The same 
also hold true for the Tertian, which is little different from the Sesquialter. Even the 
octave-sounding stops will not sound well if they are too far removed from each other, 
e.g., 16� and 2�, or [16� and] 1�.

§. 219.

The Tertians are even harsher [than the Sesquialtera], especially since mi contra 

fa is heard in all minor chords; this is called the Diabolus in Musica.§ For example, if I 
play the chord of c minor, the Tertian sounds the major third of c, namely e (since [this 
stop] always has the major third); I am playing e-flat, however, the minor third. This 
is mi contra fa, the minor and major third [sounding] simultaneously.¶ Because of the 
Terz, the e-flat I am playing sounds g, and the fifth of the chord is also g. These two 
fit together better than the preceding, except that my g|| is tuned lower, since it must 
be adjusted to fit the temperament, while the tuning of the Quint and Terz stops is pure 
and untempered in relation to the octave[-speaking] stops. Furthermore the fifth [of 
the chord], g, sounds b-natural due to the Terz. Just think what it would sound like, 
now, if c�, e-flat�, e�, g�, b-natural� and c” were to sound together. Even a child would 
understand from this that the Terzes and the Tertian are never to be used except when 
they are adequately absorbed by other stops. Especially in minor keys they can spoil 
the harmony; in the major keys, though, [this problem] is not so vexing. To be sure, 
mi contra fa also arises [in major keys] with the fifth, but somewhat higher and not so 
coarse. Here the sound is composed of the following: c�, e�, g�, g#�, b-natural�, c”. In 
this case I play the chord c�, e�, g�, c”, but the Terz also sounds e, the third above c, as 
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* i.e., dissonant intervals.

† See §.211 above.

‡ i.e., the mixture.

§ i.e., if they were independent stops 
and did not break back.

¶ See §.223. What Adlung seems to 
mean here is “the lowest (octave-)
sounding pitch.”

|| i.e., the pitches played on each 
manual.

well as g#, the major third above e. That is of course not consonant with g, and is mi 

contra fa, though it is indeed higher than in the minor keys and consequently not so 
noticeable. B-natural, the third above g, is also dissonant against c, as before. This is 
one reason, among others, why the Sesquialter sounds milder than the Tertian, because 
in the latter the Terz is lower, while in the former the Quinte is lower. Thus the Terz 
is to be used exclusively in [combinations of ] many stops. It is ordinarily built [at a] 
very high [pitch], as may be seen in §.197, to prevent it from sounding too harsh. In the 
Sesquialtera the Terz is already high by the very nature of this stop. De Chales speaks 
about this in his fourth rule: two Quints should not be drawn unless 4 primary stops be 
added to them. For the secondary stops introduce any number of seconds and sevenths* 
that are unpleasant to listen to if they are not absorbed by the other octave-sounding 
stops. 

§. 220.

Anyone who visits an organ should carefully examine the [stop] names and ask 
[himself ], “What do they mean?” For example, if [the stop] is labeled “Zink,” he 
must ascertain whether it is a reed or a Sesquialter,† and so forth. It is for this reason 
that multiple meanings of a word have been cited in the previous chapter. Thus if [the 
stop] is labeled “Cimbel,” one must investigate whether it is a stop with pipes or the 
Cymbelstern, although the latter may normally be recognized by its drawknob, since 
the draw-rod hooks into a notch. The Cimbel stop,‡ however, may be drawn right out, 
just like other stops.

§. 221.

With Mixtures, Scharffs, Cimbels, and with all compound stops in general, one 
must likewise be guided by the above instructions. They must not be used alone, for 
most of them have as their lowest pipe not an octave but a fifth, and even if they had 
[an octave as their lowest pipe], there are still so many fifths and thirds, or at least they 
are so loud, that the octave cannot sufficiently absorb them. They may be used in the 
plenum. There is also this to consider: they repeat often. If I establish that an Oktave 
4� is to be the lowest pipe in a Mixtur, followed by the Quinte 3�, etc., then in the two-
stroke octave the Oktave 4� would be 1� tall. The Quinte 1½� and ¾� break back in the 
treble, and thus [become] lower than they ordinarily would be;§ yet the Oktave 4� and 
2� do not break back, and thus they become very high in relation to the Quints.

§. 222.

[An organist] who plays on more than one keyboard [simultaneously] must draw 
deeper stops in the one that goes the lowest (the one that he plays with the left hand) 
than in the other; the primary stops¶ must at least be at the same pitch level [in both 
manuals]. For if the hands|| are near together, or if the right hand passes below the left, 
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50) See the late author’s Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, §.209, p. 497. [Albrecht] 

* i.e., false relations.

† Adlung is envisioning a hypothetical 
situation here in which the right 
hand is playing the root of the 
chord in the upper voice with, e.g., 
16� as the lowest pitch, while the left 
hand is playing the third and fifth 
of the chord (below the root) on 
another manual at 8� pitch.

‡ i.e., for the realization of figured 
bass.

§ i.e., an octave higher; this is an 
incidental clue as to the range 
within which figured bass should 
ordinarily be realized: the one-
stroke octave.

then the result will be blemishes.* For example, if a progression of  6/3 chords is played 
in which the right hand plays on stops [an octave] lower than the left hand,† then the 
voices would no longer proceed in [parallel] fourths, which are permissible when a 
third lies beneath them, but rather in pure [parallel] fifths. [To avoid this] would mean 
that a player would have to remain constantly high up [in the treble] with the right 
hand and down low [in the bass] with the left, but players are not accustomed to restrict 
themselves to this. Anyone who plays consistently, though, in invertible counterpoint 
does not need such reminders. But where are such players to be found? — — —

§. 223.

Anyone who has [too] few low stops in an organ should play an octave lower; this 
works just as well. Thus anyone can get an 8� sound by playing an octave lower on the 
Principal 4�. It may well also happen that in some organ or another the Gedackt 8� is 
unusable, for whatever reason. Since this stop is necessary for ensemble music‡ (or the 
Quintatön 8� in its place), if there is not one fit to be used, or if there simply is not one at 
all, one should draw the Quintatön 16� and play constantly in the 2-stroke octave;§ this 
is just like playing on an 8�. Thus frequently one can (and must) make do by making low 
stops out of high ones and high ones out of low ones.

Here I want to show how it is possible to achieve a great deal of variety with a few 
stops by means of the art of combining, as long as one uses it so that, in varying and 
choosing the stops, the above rules are observed, and [as long as] hereafter good common 
sense dictates what combination is appropriate for this or that occasion, at this or that 
place, with this or that melody (more about this below). [The study of ] arithmetic 
shows that the ars combinatoria teaches [us] how to find all [possible] variations; this 
is done by determining the permutations of given numbers or objects. For example, 
if 12 persons may be arranged one way at one time and another way at another, and 
one wishes to know how many different ways they may be arranged without repeating 
any previous order--this is what the ars combinatoria teaches. Anyone may learn how to 
calculate it by arithmetic. We will merely show by means of an example how to apply it. 
We will first posit a manual with 8 stops, namely:

1) Principal 8�  5) Quintatön 8�
2) Oktave  4�  6) Mixtur
3) Oktave  2�  7) Cimbel
4) Gedakt  16�  8) Quinte 3�

Then we must distinguish the primary stops from the secondary. The primary 
are the first 5 of this manual, any one of which may be drawn alone; thus this already 
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* See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

produces 5 variations. Next we may combine by twos, and in this way the following 
combinations are formed, for which I will indicate the stops by their numbers, for the 
sake of brevity. The following may be combined:

   1. 2. as well as 2. 3.
   1. 3.   2. 4.
   1. 4.   2. 5.
   1. 5.   3. 4.
      3. 5.
      4. 5.

Furthermore, we may combine three voices at once, and come up with the 
following variations:

1.2.3.  /  1.2.4.  /  1.2.5.  /  1.3.4.  /  1.3.5.  /  1.4.5.  /  2.3.4.  /  2.3.5.  /  3.4.5./

By combining four stops the following variations result:

1. 2. 3. 4.  /  1. 2. 4. 5.  /  1. 3. 4. 5.  /  2. 3. 4. 5.  /  1. 2. 3. 5.  /

We may also draw all 5 primary stops together. These already produce altogether 30 
variations that conform to the rules. Now we may introduce the three secondary stops; 
in this way a great many additional variations will be formed, although they are not all 
good ones. Yet we may well use the following:

1. 2. 8.  /  1. 6. 5. 8.  /  2. 3. 8.  /  1. 4. 2. 8.  /

With the Mixtur added, e.g., 

  1. 2. 3. 6.  /  1. 2. 4. 6.  /  1. 2 .3. 5. 6.  /  etc.

The same holds true for the Cymbel, but I will refrain from writing it out, since what has 
already been said is sufficient to grasp what is meant by [applying] the ars combinatoria to 
the selection of stops. De Chales has treated this ars combinatoria [applied] to choosing 
registration very skillfully [in Vol. III], Prop. XV, pp. 20, 21 and 22. There he takes as 
an example an organ with 10 sounding stops, namely the one at Chambery, [the stoplist 
of ] which will be given below.* He notes that 10 stops such as these can afford over 300 
good combinations; the number swells to 1023 if the unusable [combinations], the ones 
against the above rules, are included. If this combining is extended to more stops, e.g., 
to 40, 50, etc., on more than one keyboard, so many variations result that an organist 
could not get through them all in some 100 years if he wanted to use them all. Thus I 
do not see why some organists keep on using the same few. Variety is and remains the 
soul of music.

§. 224.

If anyone wants to devise a registration with compound stops, but has none of 
them, he can sometimes create them by combining other stops. For example, if he wants 
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* i.e., the 1 3/5�.

† i.e., 3 1/5�.

‡ sic; the pitch should read “2�”.

§ i.e., by means of 2 keys on tempered 
keyboards.

¶ This statement seems to be exactly 
reversed; the major third would be 
wider when played on the tempered 
stops than in the Tertian.

|| See the stoplist of the organ at St. 
Dominicus in Prague., in Chapter 
10.

** i.e., the 1 3/5�.
†† i.e., on the same channel.

‡‡ See §.112 above.

§§ The extraordinary caution Adlung 
recommends in determining the 
character and condition of stops 
presupposes his imagining an 
organist doing it while others 
are listening (as for example in 
worship).

a Rauschpfeife, he should draw the Oktave 2� and the Quinte 3� together, and he has it. 
If he wants a Sesquialter 2 ranks, he should pull the Quinte 3� and the Terz above the 
Oktave 2�;* if he wants a 3 rank [Sesquialtera], then the Oktave or Principal 4� must be 
added to these. If no Terz is available, then it cannot be used in playing; yet it is possible 
to hear it [for purposes of demonstration] by drawing a Quinte 3� in one manual and an 
Oktave 2� in another. Then one hand commences at c while the other begins [either] 
a major third higher or lower, depending on which hand is playing the Quinte or the 
Terz. Anyone who wants to hear how a Tertian sounds may draw the Terz above 2� and 
the Quinte 1½�—the Terz above 4�† is not often available, otherwise [the sound of a 
Tertian could be reproduced by] adding the Quinte 3� to it. Or one could draw for one 
hand on one manual the Quinte of this size, draw the Oktave 4�‡ for the other [hand] 
on a second manual, and play it a sixth below the Quinte. Here a critic might object 
that [in doing this] one can not actually hear how [Terz stops] sound, since one stop is 
not tempered against the other, but rather one note against the other. Thus the major 
third played in this way§ will not be as wide as if it is played on a separate stop drawn 
for that purpose,¶ since it will lose a bit due to its being tempered. Let this serve as an 
answer: this [objection] is indeed valid, but I am only trying to instruct novices to some 
degree how to become a bit familiar with such stops, even if imperfectly. At Prague|| 
there is a Koppel (cf. §.128) in which the Quinte 3�, Superoktave 2� and Terz 2� (i.e., the 
Terz above [2�]**) stand together on one toeboard.†† This stop can also be imitated by 
[drawing] 3 separate stops.

§. 225.

Where there are reeds, one should be sure they are in tune before playing on them. 
If one cannot find out anything about [their tuning], or about that which has been said 
concerning multiple meanings of [the same] word,‡‡ he should draw on the manual 
the stops whose character he is familiar with, and play. While playing he should add 
first this [stop], then that one, in order to hear what kind of difference it makes in the 
ensemble. From that he can decide in what sense it is used [in the particular instance]. 
In doing this he will soon note, e.g., whether the Zink is a reed or a Sesquialter, etc. He 
can also try out the stops by drawing first one and then another on a second manual 
while playing, and then by tapping quickly on the keys (as we say around here).§§ This 
method may also be used if no names are found written on the stopknobs, or if it is not 
known to which manual each stop belongs.

§. 226.

 Some stops are better suited for runs than for slow playing, while others are 
the opposite. The Quintaton speaks slowly if runs [are played on it]; thus it ought to 
be omitted from the plenum or whenever one is playing quickly. A Grob Gedackt or 
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* than buying stops that the organist 
does not use.

† In his article in F.W. Marpurg’s 
Historisch-Kritische Beyträge, Vol. 3, 
p. 504, Agricola elaborates on these 
suggestions:

A reed is seldom used alone. One 
always draws with it a flue stop 
of the same pitch, to cover the 
reed’s rattling. Thus, for example, 
the Principal 8� belongs with the 

Bordun is better if one is available. Clear stops are better for playing quickly. Thus one 
should [either adjust one’s] playing to conform to the stops, or else choose stops to 
conform to one’s [style of ] playing.

§. 227.

If one finds oneself at a place where people are accustomed to loud playing and 
to a loud registration, then one would make a bad impression by frequently using soft 
stops alone. For [listeners] would think that you are incompetent or a gloomy sort, etc. 
Others prefer to hear soft stops such as Gedackts, Quintatöns, Gemshorns, etc. Thus 
one must know how to accomodate oneself in order to maintain favor; see Janowka’s 
Clavis, p. 92.

§. 228.

Variety is the soul of music. This is why so many stops are built, [both] flues and 
reeds, the better to achieve variety. One ought to use first this, then that [stop], first this 
combination, then that. This all depends, though, on one’s [sense of ] hearing—one 
must register according to one’s fancy. Accordingly one should at times go into the 
church alone and try out this and that; see Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, p. 72. I have lived 
at [various] places over a period of years, and can indeed assert that in all those years 
I never exhausted all the registrational possibilities, not even once. After all, why are 
they put in the organ? Couldn�t the money be put to better use?* — At the same time, 
however, one must take into account the occasion. One of course plays more brilliantly 
at Easter than at a funeral or on Good Friday, when it is customary to play far more 
quietly. One must also take the place into consideration. For example, in small churches 
the Gedackt alone may sometimes be used for a chorale; this would be ridiculous in a 
large principal church where one can barely perceive the plenum over [the singing of ] 
the congregation.

§. 229.

If I had gone through the previous chapter indicating for each stop its use, [the 
chapter] would have become far too extensive. A novice [should] already have gathered 
enough from the above discourse to easily make out the use of each stop, as long as 
he does not shrink from the task of investigating its character. It has already been 
observed in particular in §.173 that only the Principal of the same pitch is to be drawn 
with the Onda maris, and nothing else. For the particular use of the Salicet, see §.185. 
The Violdigamba is best used for running basses, for if it is not properly made it readily 
overblows if one dwells too long on one pitch. The Principal 8� is drawn with the Vox 

humana.(**) 
(**) A Hohlflöte 8� would be preferable, if it is otherwise available.†  [Agricola]

§. 230.

If one is playing on 2 manuals in such a way that the main melody is to be heard 
as a solo, it is self-evident that the manual on which the melody is played must have 

Trompete 8�. The Vox humana, in order to achieve any resemblance of the human voice, must always be joined, if not by the Principal (as Mr. [Gottfried] 
Silbermann calls for), at least by the Gedackt 8� or Rohrflöte 8�. Best suited of all for this purpose, however, is the Hohlflöte 8�, if it is available. Yet it is also 
possible to use an 8� reed with a 4� flue, and vice versa. Several higher-pitched stops may also conveniently serve as the foundation for such a reed.
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51) Werkmeister also does not approve of this, as can be seen from his Orgelprobe, p. 72, where he gives 
the reason for it. In this regard consult also [Werkmeister’s] Hodegus, Chapter 20, in particular p. 
52. [Albrecht]

* Gedackt 8� and Rohrflöte (8�? 4�?).

† Adlung continues to use this word 
in the following paragraphs (and 
indeed in the following chapters as 
well), but it conveys a meaning that 
can only be expressed in English 
by two words: to strengthen (i.e., 
to make louder; e.g., §.233) and to 
make brilliant (e.g., §.234). I have 
accordingly translated it in various 
ways, depending on its context.

‡ i.e., as the only stop drawn to add 
gravity to the plenum.

§ i.e., stopped flutes at 16� or 8�.
¶ i.e., by exposing its lack of ample 

winding.

||  p. 116.

** in discussions about organ 
registration.

stronger stops.  For example, if there were a Gedackt in one manual, then in the other 
a Gedackt and Rohrflöte* or something of the sort would be sufficient for the dominant 
voice. However, if I wanted to use, say, the Principal 8�, Rauschpfeife, Rohrflöte and 
such for the dominant voice, then the other manual may be reinforced with the Principal 
or Gemshorn so that it may also be heard.

§. 231.

Anyone who would like to know what to draw for a manual plenum need note 
only this: the required registers are those that intensify (schärfen†). The Principal, 
together with all the Oktaves, as well as the Quints and Terzes all serve this purpose, 
but the compound stops intensify the most: the Terzian, Sesquialter, Mixtures, Scharp, 
Cimbel, etc. If a less powerful combination is desired, then something should be 
omitted, whatever one wishes. If one wants an even louder [plenum], then one should 
draw the appropriate stops on the second manual and couple the manuals together. Yet 
it is also necessary to have stops that produce gravity. The stopped flutes serve to do 
this, [such] as the Quintatön 16�, or better yet, the Gedackt 16�, Rohrflöte 16� or Bordun 
of the same size; also the Gedackt 8�, Quintatön 8�, Rohrflöte 8�, Gemshorn 8�, etc. 
(according to what is available). I am not of the opinion that one should be satisfied 
with the Quintatön 16� alone.‡ One indeed can be (if one must), but if several of this 
sort of stop§ are available, why shouldn�t they be used? You may say, they are hardly 
audible and yet steal so much wind that they spoil the organ.¶ With regard to the latter 
[assertion], I am presupposing good bellows and an ample [supply of ] wind; where 
[ample] wind is lacking, I do not urge [drawing] so many stops. But where [ample 
wind] is available, the organ will not be spoiled by [adding a number of stopped flutes 
to the plenum]. [The assertion] that they are hardly audible, however, is deceiving. For 
example, anyone who hears a Subbass or Contrabass alone would suppose that it was a 
gust of wind with little sound. Yet when other stops are [sounding] with it, one indeed 
senses it presence. The same thing goes for all the stopped flutes.

§. 232.

This paragraph is concerned with whether two or more stops at eight-foot pitch 
may be drawn at the same time. Niedt has called this into question in the second part 
of his Handleitung,|| and even now there are some that subscribe to his opinion.(51) In 
the twelfth chapter of the first edition (the eleventh chapter of the second) he gives as 
a reason that they would always beat [out of tune] so badly. Thus one often sees** that 
the Gedackt 8� and Principal 8� should not be tolerated together, or the Principal 8� 
with the Trompet 8�. I knew an organist in Erfurt who simply could not tolerate having 
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* pp.[8] & [13].

† for drawing a 16� with an 8�, but not 
two 8’s together.

‡ i.e., about the combination of one 
entire manual with another.

the Subbass drawn with the Posaunbass; he always pushed off the former [when the 
Posaunbass was drawn]. —— If anyone should ask whence the beating arises, let this 
serve as an answer: one pipe robs another of wind if they are standing on the same chest 
(this is the heart of the matter). I hasten to concur with this opinion, if the organ in 
question is not winded amply enough; in that case what is dispensable should be omitted. 
But if there is an ample supply of wind and the bellows are large and well made, I see 
no reason to abide by this rule, and draw such stops of the same pitch together without 
a second thought. Mattheson likewise mentions in note [(m)] to the eleventh chapter 
of [his] second edition of the second part of Niedt, p. 116, that an exception to this 
[rule] may be made. In his description of the Görlitz organ Boxberg* considers this 
rule inapplicable there, since each pipe has its own channel and cannot steal the wind 
from other pipes. Even though the channels are not like [the ones at Görlitz], though, 
it is possible to have ample wind, and consequently to draw the Principal 8�, Gedackt 
8�, Gemshorn 8� and Rohrflöte 8� together on the same manual. The same holds true for 
16� and 4� stops, both in the manual and in the pedal. How does it happen that one 8� 
can rob wind from from another 8�, but a 16� or some other [stop] will not? Given the 
fact that this sometimes happens (if the organ has insufficient wind), why not forbid [16� 
and other stops] with the 8�? Now, I know right away what the answer to this will be: 
namely, that the 16� provides gravity and thus serves a purpose. Accordingly its use is to 
be preferred over another [stop] at the same [8�] pitch level that does not strengthen 
the ensemble, for stops of the same pitch do not strengthen. This excuse, however, will 
not hold water, and we will make short work of it in the following paragraph. A better 
reason† would be that the beats and out-of-tuneness are not as noticeable at the octaves 
as at the unison, and 8� versus 8� is unison, while 16� versus 8� is an octave. The further 
apart the pitches are, the less noticeable such trifles are—that would be a better excuse.

§. 233.

The assertion that 2 stops of the same pitch do not strengthen, however, is indeed 
a moot question. It should be tested and judged by someone who is impartial and is 
standing at some distance [from the organ]. After all, why build a Sesquialter together 
with an Oktave 4� on the same toeboard, when [the 4�] can easily be drawn in addition 
and thus money be saved? Certainly not for the sake of convenience, to save so much 
stop-pulling, but rather because it strengthens the plenum. Rejecting this [statement] 
inevitably means rejecting coupling manuals together, since in each of them there are 
to be found more or less a Principal 8�, Oktave 4� and 2�, and Quinte 3�, together with 
a Sesquialter and [other] such [compound stops] that (providing they are in tune) are 
at the same pitches as the stops on the other manuals. Yes, you may say, but they do 
not stand on the same chest. I answer: no one [standing] at a distance can hear that 
they are on 2 [separate] chests, but they do indeed perceive the [added] strength. Now 
what may be said about all of them in general,‡  that they redouble and strengthen the 
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* See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

†  §.232, note 51.

ensemble, may also be admitted for each [stop] in particular. Otherwise the plenum 
should consist of nothing but the Gedackt 16�, Principal 8� and the 4� Mixture, if it is, 
say, 6 or 8 to 10 ranks. The Sesquialter, Rauschpfeife, Quinte, Scharp, Oktave 4�, and 
Oktave 2� all must be omitted. Why? My answer: a Mixtur of that many ranks contains 
approximately the following pitches: Oktave 4�, 2�, 1�, ½�, Quinte 3�, [1]½�, ¾�, 3/8�, Terz, 
etc. Why would I need the Oktave 4� and 2� separately, when they are already contained 
in it? The same goes for the Quinte 3� and 1 ½�. The Sesquialter and the Terzian consist 
of the Quinte and Terz, that are also contained in [the Mixtur], etc. Is there anyone who 
would believe that as full and strong an ensemble would result from just the Quintatön 
16�, Principal 8� and the large Mixtur as [would result from] the Sesquialter, Quinte, 
Terz, Tertian, Rauschpfeife, Scharp, Oktave 4� and 2� being drawn in addition? These 
are, however, stops of the same pitch in relation to the 4� Mixtur; yet they do indeed 
strengthen, and with this I believe I have proved my point. Otherwise what sense does 
it make that, e.g., at Kindelbrück* the Trompet is doubled from c� upwards, or that the 
Principal 8� is made like this in other organs?(52) 

52) The disciples of the abovementioned† Werkmeister would perhaps at this point take exception, 
in that Werkmeister did not intend this rule to mean that one stop would rob the wind from 
another. Rather he was speaking about those stops that are not constructed according to the 
same principle or scale, e.g., a broad-scale Principal and a narrow-scale Violdigamba of the same 
pitch, and other such [stops] that cannot blend well because of their dissimilar proportions. Thus 
one would always be free to draw 2 Oktaves 4� or the like, that are constructed according to 
the same principle and are thus of the same breadth. This is actually Werkmeister’s opinion in 
the 29th chapter of the Orgelprobe, in particular on p. 72, and also in the 20th chapter of the 
Hodegus, p. 52f. In the first source he expressly writes, “It is not good to draw two stops of the 
same pitch together, ones that are not constructed according to the same principle, for no matter 
how accurately they are tuned to each other, the proportions of the pipes, as concerns their width, 
will simply not be compatible, etc.” In the Hodegus he says, “The broad[-scale] pipes get a higher 
cut-up and heavier wind; their sound is more pompous, while that of the narrow[-scale stops] is 
gentler. That is the reason, then, why two stops of the same pitch ought not to be drawn together 
in organs, for although the pipes are almost equal in length, it is their unequal width that causes 
the incompatibility.” Although no one would deny that the sound of two stops of the same pitch 
but dissimilar widths is different, in no way does it follow that they may not be drawn together, 
because the overtones never clash with each other if the pipes are carefully tuned. The difference 
in tone is indeed noticeable, but they do not clash. It sounds just the same as if two boys are made 
to sing next to each other, one of whom sings with a wider throat and a fuller sound than the other 
with a more constricted throat. If there is anyone who wants to forbid this, I should like to ask 
him where he is going to find singers who are perfectly identical in vocal quality. I maintain that 
the variety in voices is so great that one is no more likely to encounter two identical voices than 
two identical faces. Now I do not believe that Werkmeister has forbidden two vocalists to sing 
the same voice part together. In the same way, it is permissible for two violins to play together, 
one of which has a wider or longer body, or louder strings, than the other. Why should it be just 
the organists who are so disagreeable as not to allow stops [of the same pitch to sound together]? 
[Albrecht] 
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* Adlung is referring to the 
Windkoppel; see §.127 above and 
§.269 below.

† cf. §.150.

‡ As the following sentences confirm, 
the sense of this sentence is that the 
bass line needs to be reinforced by 
playing it on a louder registration; 
see also §.259 and §.266. If there is 
only one manual, this can only be 
accomplished by playing the bass 
line in the pedal.

§ in the context of concerted music.

§. 234.

What has been said about manual stops also holds true for the pedal; its plenum 
must also be loud in order to balance the manual. One pays more attention to its gravity, 
though at times also to its brilliance. The Contrabass 32�, Subbass 16�, Gedackt 8�, 
Principal 32� and 16�, Violon 16� and Oktave 8� all promote gravity. All of these may 
be drawn together if the organ has sufficient wind, and especially if there are several 
bellows provided specifically for the pedal. Sometimes brighter stops are included in 
the pedal, e.g., Oktave 4� and 2�, or even Mixtures. These may also be used. If these 
brighter stops are not available, then stops from the manual may be brought into the 
pedal by means of a coupler; but if the manual stops are also available in the pedal,* 
then coupling is not necessary. The Posaune 32� and 16� together with the Trompete 
[8�] may also be included [in the plenum], as well as the other reeds. But the Posaune 
16� can be sufficient. In particular, the 16� stops are more suitable for use in playing rapid 
[passages] than the 32�.

§. 235.

This should suffice for anyone who would like to know something in general 
about this matter. What stops to use in particular for improvisation, figured bass, hymn 
accompaniment, etc., could be the subjects of separate chapters for each of them. To 
mention a few important points about these: in figured bass there must be a difference 
[in registration] according to whether the full choir (or at least many voices) is singing 
or only a few [voices]. For one or several voices, the Gedackt 8� or Quintatön 8� may 
be sufficient. Where there are two kinds of Gedackts, e.g., Grobgedackt and Still- or 
Musicirgedackt, the Stillgedackt should be used.† If there is only one manual, then the 
Subbass in the pedal must be used with it, to which may be added the Violon [8�] or the 
Oktave 8�, or at least another Gedackt, unless the manual Gedackt is already sounding 
in the the pedal.‡ This may indeed [be sufficient to] provide support for church music 
[ensembles] in small churches. Then both hands [would] play on the Gedackt in the 
manual. If however a number of voices or an entire choir are singing, then the Principal 
[8�?] may be added to it. When chorale verses are being sung,§ the Principal may be 
retained and even a Quinte or Oktave drawn with it, since the congregation often sings 
along. Where there is only one manual the organist must do a lot of stop-pulling to 
vary the registration. Where two keyboards are available, however, a Gedackt [8�] may 
be drawn in one, while in the other Principal 8� or 16� plus (if desired) the Bordun or 
Quintatön are available, so that the player may quickly switch manuals and play more 
loudly if necessary, without a lot of stop-pulling. The left hand, however, may also 
play the bass line on the manual with the more prominent stops, instead of the pedal. In 
running basses the Violdigamba 8� may at times be used, with or  without the Principal 
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* i.e., there is no need to double the 
bass with both left hand and pedal.

† i.e., the pedal may double the left 
hand if the organist wishes.

‡ Presumably Adlung is thinking of 
an extended concerted choral piece.

§ e.g., a chorale or a choral work.

[8�?], since running passages cannot be performed as conveniently in the pedal as in 
the manual. With the return to slow notes the pedal may again be used and the manual 
relinquished,* e.g. in recitatives. Or both keyboards may be used as well as the pedal.† 
In difficult recitatives, if the singers do not hear the Gedackt and stray from pitch, the 
Principal or Gemshorn may be used with or instead of the Gedackt. The singers hear 
these better, and are again guided into the proper path. The close of a piece‡ is always 
the fullest; here one plays the most brilliantly, even with the plenum, especially at our 
village church festivals. But this often drowns out the ensemble; what I mean to say is 
that the singers and instruments cannot be heard, even though they are the essence of 
the concerted music. Normally the Gedackt is used on the subsidiary manual, so that the 
more prominent stops may play the bass on the Hauptwerk.

§. 236.

One is less restricted in improvisation; it may be done on soft or loud stops, 
according to one’s fancy, or according to whether one must prelude on a sad or cheerful 
piece or chorale. At the beginning and close of the service it is best to play on the plenum. 
If one is preluding on something,§ however, this may be accomplished either by a normal 
improvisation, in which case the plenum may be used, or by drawing soft-sounding stops 
for variety. Or one may play on two keyboards, each having a different registration, not 
too loudly; one of these normally predominates, and the predominating voice plays the 
chorale or some [motives or phrases] from it, if one is preluding on a chorale.

§. 237.

In [playing] chorales it is usual to vary the stops regularly; there is little [more] 
to mention about this; One need only observe the above precepts, so as not to use the 
stops [in a way] contrary to their nature. Moreover, whether a player uses a soft or loud 
registration depends upon his fancy and upon other circumstances [such as] occasion, 
Affekt and place. Anyone who uses stops that are simply too high, even though they 
are octave-sounding stops, provides no satisfaction, since it is necessary to give some 
consideration to gravity and charm. Anyone who wishes to feature one stop in particular 
must not draw too many other [stops] with it on the same keyboard. For example, the 
Vox humana would not be heard if the Principal 8�, Oktave 4� and 2�, as well as the 
Quinte 3� and the Quintatön 16� were sounding with it.

§. 238.

If an echo effect is desired, one manual may be registered more softly than the other; 
at times the Gedackt [8�] may even alternate with the plenum. If there is a Quintatön 
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* Adlung seems to have in mind a 
traverse-flute solo accompanied by 
a figured bass, the solo line of which 
is played by the organ stop of that 
name. See also the end of §.178, as 
well as §.259.

[8�] or some such [stop] available [to add to the Gedackt], it would not be so very quiet. 
If there is a piece to perform with figured bass and a Flötetraverse,* and this [stop] is 
not available, the Violdigamba may be used in its place, since it is somewhat similar. Or 
the Principal 8� might be used. If a performance with more brilliant stops is desired, the 
Sesquialter plus Oktave 4�, or the Tertian, or the Rauschpfeife may be used. The left 
hand, however, plays the chords on the second manual with the Gedackt [8�], and the 
pedal may growl along on the [bass] notes. Other stops may be used for such traverse-
flute [pieces] with figured bass, especially flutes. If the Rauschpfeife, Sesquialter or 
some such compound stop is not available, then other stops may be combined to produce 
the same sound, as has been discussed in §.224.

This is all I want to say for the present about the use of the stops. It is [intended] 
for the completely inexperienced and not for already seasoned organists who are more 
familiar with [such principles]. More details could have been added, but I was concerned 
that it would become too lengthy. Anybody who is not a complete featherbrain will be 
able to create more variations from what has already been said and from the character of 
each individual stop. Perhaps [a player] will not be so quick to become enamored of the 
Kettledrum, Birdsong, Drum and such [toy stops] if he has become familiar with their 
characteristics from the previous chapter.

Chapter IX.
Contracting for and Building an Organ.

Contents:
§.239. The need for this chapter. §.240. A director should be in charge of the work [of building 

the organ]. §. 241. Care must be exercized in choosing an organbuilder. §.242. A written 
contract should be drawn up. §.243. Dealings [with the organbuilder] ought not be too stingy, 
yet the church should not be cheated. §.244. The number of ranks in the compound stops 
should be prescribed to the organbuilder. §.245. The material for the pipes. §.246-247. Other 
details. §.248. The Rückpositiv, the moldings, and the keyboards. §.249. Spring- and slider-
chests. §.250. The number of bellows should be noted. §.251. Caution in [drawing up] organ 
contracts. §.252. Board for the organbuilder. §.253. Should the church provide the builder 
with the materials for [the organ]? §.254. An example [of a contract] is not provided. §.255. If 
there is no director for the building, the organbuilder must be trusted. §.256. The chest should 
be made wider [than needed], so that later more stops can be set upon it.

§. 239.

I know of no one who has treated this matter expressly.* To be sure, Michael 
Praetorius in Vol. II of his Syntagma musicum made mention several times of a 

treatise he intended to publish on contracting for, building and delivering an organ; 
e.g., p. 203 in particular, or Vol. III, Part III, p. 224. To [the best of ] my knowledge, 

* i.e., no one has written an entire 
treatise on it.
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53) I have already indicated in a note to §.9 that I have this manuscript in my possession and intend to 
publish it at a future date.† [Albrecht]

however, this never appeared. I have a manuscript of it.(53) Indeed, other [authors] have 
touched on some [aspects] of this matter in the books I have cited in Chapter I, but only 
in passing. Nevertheless it is incumbent on organists that they gain some acquaintance 
with these things, since it is usually they who have to specify and direct the building of 
an organ. The inspectors and administrators of the church often know little about such 
things; therefore they are accustomed to seek the organist’s counsel. Now were he to say 
that he did not understand [the matter], that would indeed be better than his assuming 
[the direction of the project] and through his ignorance causing the church [to incur] 
a loss. Yet on the other hand it is no honor to him if an expert has to be brought in from 
somewhere else.— Accordingly we will mention a number of things from which it will 
be easy to see how carefully one must proceed in building an organ. [Organs] are not 
built new again every year, and thus all these matters must be very well thought out, so 
that later on there are no misfortunes to regret.

§. 240.

The first thing to keep in mind is that a competent organist should be put in 
charge of the entire project. Such a director must then draw up a plan of the entire 
project according to the best of his understanding (N.B. He must first know in advance 
approximately how much the church wants to spend on it). He must specify all the 
stops, and he must know how to indicate very precisely what materials are to be used for 
each part of the organ. He may then hand this plan over to the church authorities to 
pass on to various outside experts, in order to learn from them whether all particulars 
are as they should be. This is in the best interests of the director, since it keeps him from 
being saddled with all the responsibility for it later, and there is all the more reason to be 
satisfied with him. After considering all criticisms [of the plan], a contract is drawn up 
with the organbuilder, specifying that he must carry out all his work in accordance with 
the director’s wishes. This is how the organ in the Jena Stadtkirche was built a while 
ago, in which the resident organist Mr. Johann Nikolaus Bach was assigned to direct 
the entire project. Yet it is also to be noted that the name of the director should not be 
revealed when sending out the plan,* so that no one may fault or praise the plan either 
out of enmity or friendship. And although one need not expect to get these criticisms 
without remunerating [the experts for them], one should not hesitate to do this, since 
the benefit that derives from them is very great. The director must also be admonished 
to be in constant attendance while anything is being built so that nothing is overlooked. 
Since it is unlikely that the organbuilder will thank him much [for this pains] and he 
will spend a lot of time [fulfilling his charge], some reasonable recompense must not be 

* Adlung has reverted to speaking 
about his suggestion, made several 
sentences earlier, to send the plan 
out to various experts at other 
places.

† The treatise has been published 
in a modern edition as: Michael 
Praetorius and Esaias Compenius, 
Orgeln Verdingnis. (Kieler Beiträge 

zur Musikwissenschaft, hrsg. Friedrich Blume, Heft 4. Wolfenbüttel & Berlin: Georg Kallmeyer, 1936). A second modern edition with an English translation 
and a helpful preface has been published: Vincent Panetta, “An Early Handbook for Organ Inspection: the ‘Kurtzer Bericht� of Michael Praetorius and Esaias 
Compenius.” (in: The Organ Yearbook, Vol. XXI (1990), pp. 5-33). Mr. Panetta has also published a detailed account of this treatise’s influence on subsequent 
manuals regarding the testing of organs: “Praetorius, Compenius, Werckmeister: A Tale of Two Treatises” (in: Church, Stage, and Studio: music and its contexts 

in seventeenth-century Germany, ed. Paul Walker. Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, c. 1990, pp. 67-85). See also §.9.
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54) The director must not however enter into collusion with the organbuilder for the sake of 
a recompense, to the detriment of the church; neither, on the other hand, should he get 
himself entangled in squabbling and wrangling with the builder without a pressing reason, 
for otherwise no good will come of it. [Albrecht]

denied to the director,(54) in particular since with such an arrangement the director will 
be responsible for everything at the final examination, and the organbuilder only need 
worry about doing whatever someone else tells him to do.

§. 241.

Next one must search out an organbuilder who has enough skill to construct 
everything that has been prescribed, especially one who has apprenticed with a worthy 
master and is well-traveled, so that he has seen for himself how stops are constructed 
and what their special characteristics are, also one whose past projects have passed their 
examinations. For although some one organ must be an organbuilder’s first, it would 
be better to let such test-cases be done elsewhere, or to entrust only small projects to 
beginners. It is also proper that an organbuilder be resident and subject to the governing 
authority in the same territory [where the organ is being built], so that there is at 
least some recourse if he turns out to be undependable. If he is not resident, or not 
under the same authority, one must see to it that he furnishes a performance bond. It 
is also necessary to take note if he is a good woodworker, or if he employs competent 
journeymen, since [the woodwork] is what makes an organ the most imposing.

§. 242.

If such an artist is available, then a formal contract should be executed with him. 
In it everything should be prescribed for him: what, how and also with what sort of 
materials [the organ] is to be built. He should be questioned about his board and wages, 
and an agreement on this should be reached. One may also inquire about the time it will 
take him to be finished with the work, as well as what sort of helpers he has, etc. Such a 
contract should be executed in the presence of the [church] authorities, especially the 
Inspectors, so that no unpleasantness later arises. When everything has been drawn up 
in writing, copies should be made and given to the organbuilder, the director and the 
congregation, and all copies should be signed by all parties. Prescribing to a [builder 
only] the size of the organ and its stops in general without determining anything more 
specific is inadvisable, due to the undependability of many an organbuilder and many 
other circumstances. 

§. 243.

Nowadays it has gotten to the point that organbuilders are paid almost [too] little 
for their work, giving just cause to wonder how many of them can make ends meet. So 
I would not advise that they be pressed too hard. It is a very difficult occupation, and 
demands a clever head and thorough consideration; thus it indeed deserves higher pay 
than a carpenter’s daily wage for building a pigsty. [Organbuilders] must also continue 
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* i.e., those that hold the builder too 
closely to expenses.

† beyond the price originally 
contracted.

‡ It is interesting to note that 
Adlung presumes Mixtures will be 
composed with thirds as well as with 
fifths and octaves.

§ This statement is somewhat obscure. 
When Adlung writes “. . . ob sie 
die Quinte 3� und die Terz über 
4� bekommen solle”, it is also 
possible that he has made a mistake, 
intending to write “. . .Terz über 
2�”. In any event, it seems clear 
that he is referring to the Quinte 
2 2/

3
� and the Terz 1 3/

5
�. See §.191, 

“Sesquialter”.

¶ Chapter 10.

to live on [the money they receive for an organ], since they are not continuously 
building organs. Now if they could earn no more than what is necessary to live on while 
they are employed, what would they have for the time[s] when there are no organs 
to build? If an organ is well made, it can indeed last a very long time. Such precisely 
specified contracts* give rise to the disadvantage that the poor souls get fed up with the 
work and do not make everything so accurately, durably and neatly as otherwise they 
could. Is not the church then the loser? So that churches are not too much overcharged, 
however, the expenses need to be roughly calculated: all materials and the time that 
goes with them, board and keep for the master together with his workers, the work--
all this must be taken into consideration, and beyond them also an honest and, indeed, 
justifiable profit must be included in the figuring and calculation. These may then be 
used as rough guidelines, since it is not possible to determine everything absolutely. In 
large instruments the total will not exceed 100 Reichsthaler.† It is possible to figure the 
cost of each stop separately, taking into acount both the metal or other material (since 
wood is of course not as expensive as metal) as well as weight and size. In this case one 
must have a thorough understanding of proportions, in order not to think, say, that 16�, 
since it is twice as large as 8�, will then cost twice as much as 8�. This would be incorrect. 
16� is twice the length of 8�, and if it were also of equal width, then it would indeed be 
twice as expensive. In truth, however, it is a good bit wider, and consequently it costs 
more than twice as much.

§. 244.

The contract must specify what is to be observed in constructing [the organ]. 
In it are established such things as: how many stops there are to be; what specific stops 
are to be [included]; how many ranks the compound stops are to be, and how large the 
largest pipe should be in each of them. A good deal of deceit goes on in this last point, 
if for example merely “Mixtur” or “Scharp” is stated instead of specifying whether it 
is to be 4, 5, 6, etc., ranks; as well as whether the Mixtur is to begin at 4� or 2� or some 
other length. It is also wise to prescribe the pitches [each Mixtur] is to have, e.g., c,e,g, 
or (6 ranks) c,g,c,e,g,c�.‡ Where they are to begin repeating should also be precisely 
specified. The examples in Chapter 10 below will make all this clear. It should also 
be indicated whether the Sesquialter should be 3 or 2 ranks, as well as whether it is to 
contain the Quinte 3� and the Terz above 4�.§ The same goes for the other compound 
stops. The most prudent alternatives will be reported in the chapter on stoplists.¶ Such 
matters ought not to be left to the organbuilder’s fancy; otherwise he may substitute a 
Terz for the Sesquialter, as Tayssner did at Naumburg and Jena, or seek his own profit 
in some other way. 
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55) The harder the material the pipes are made of, the better and purer the sound will be. If 
some of the organs built today do not sound as well as the old ones, this fact may be traced 
to making pipes of material that is too soft. It is also not possible to provide such poor 
pipework with good strong wind as [it is] good, hard pipes. [Albrecht] 

* See also §.87.

§. 245.

The material for each stop should also be prescribed to [the organbuilder], since 
the expenses are calculated from them. Thus an Oktave 8� of metal will of course be more 
expensive than [one] of wood. If nothing is specified, then the organbuilder cannot be 
held at fault if he makes them of wood, to his advantage. Many pipes sound better [if 
they are made] of wood, [while] others [sound better made of ] metal; consequently the 
director of the project must understand such things, and draw up the plans accordingly. 
E.g., a Flute douce is better made of wood, while the Quintatön is better made of metal. 
If the stops are to be made of metal, it must be determined whether they are to be of 
tin-plate (as the Cornetbass, Trompet, Posaune, Regal, etc., are often made) or of 
brass, tin, gold, silver or lead; also whether the tin is to be English or common native 
tin, or whether tin and lead are to be mixed, in which case the [resulting] substance is 
specifically referred to as “pipe metal.” Pure lead is never to be recommended, since 
saltpeter quickly corrodes pipes made of pure lead. Using pure tin for the whole organ 
is too expensive, and thus it is used nowadays only for the stops that stand in the façade 
(which are ordinarily the principals), while the interior pipes are of pipe metal. The 
ratio of lead to tin must also be prescribed to the organbuilder, or otherwise he will use 
too much of the former, since it is easier to work with. The alloy (this is the term for 
the proportion of tin to lead) may be chosen as desired, or as fine as can be afforded. 
Half tin and half lead is still acceptable, but if too much lead is used, the pipes are all 
the less durable. For at the bottom, where the wind enters, saltpeter sets in all the more 
frequently, and corrodes the pipes; and since it is sweet, the mice are quick to get to it 
and eat the pipes.(55) The façade pipes ordinarily get a better [quality metal], either 
pure tin or [tin] mixed with a little lead to make it more workable, something around 
10 pounds of tin to 1 pound of lead.* Tin also makes a better appearance, and it is also 
necessary for the principals; these must remain the best in tune, since the other stops 
must then be tuned from them. This alloy is expressed in terms of ‘weights�; e.g., it is 
said that the metal should be 10-weight, 12-weight, etc. 16-weight is the best, and the 
lower the number, the more admixture of lead there is. Since not everyone understands 
these terms, however, it is better to speak plainly and to say, “so many pounds of tin are 
to be added to so many pounds of lead.” Then everyone understands it. “Halbrecht” 
means that equal parts of lead and tin are used. For the sake of those who would also 
like to understand the tinfounders� language, it is useful to know that tinfounders say 
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* See §.87; in a note there, Agricola 
states that Adlung’s interpretation 
of the term “— -weight” as 
explained here is incorrect.

† i.e., the treble becomes too weak.

‡ The insistence on leaving ample 
space between ranks represents 
a change from the older ideal of 
keeping the case small and compact, 
thus making the organ’s sound 
focused and present. Adlung’s 
instructions are a first step in the 
direction of the 19th-century organ 
with its large, deep and spacious 
chests, often without any case, 
fronted by façade pipes. J.S. Bach 
concurred with Adlung in this 
matter; see: New Bach Reader, no. 
59, p. 75 (Bach-Dokumente I, Nr. 
85, S. 158).

“14-weight” when one part lead is added to 14 parts tin, or “11-weight” when one part 
lead is added to 11 parts tin. Many err in thinking that 14-weight means one part lead 
is added to 13 parts tin for a total of 14 parts. But that is incorrect; for 14-weight there 
must be 14 parts tin and 1 part lead for a total of 15 parts.* This depends on custom. If 
pipes are to be doubled, where this needs to be done must also be prescribed. Since a 
deep stop gets too weak in the bass, two pipes are sometimes provided for each bass note, 
to give strength. For example, at Sondershausen, according to Praetorius, [Vol. II, p. 
197,] C, D and E of the pure-tin Principalsubbass 16� each have two sounding pipes, so 
that the large pipes on both sides [of the case in the façade] correspond with each other 
in size and length. The same thing happens in the treble [of some stops†], and on that 
account mixtures are often reinforced in the treble; cf. §.167. In the palace church at 
Cassel the upper half of the Principal 8� is doubled; see Praetorius[, p. 184]. Ordinarily, 
however, this is not done.

§. 246.

Furthermore, the materials for the entire organ should be prescribed to the 
organbuilder: where he should use cedar, oak, firwood, etc.; where to use iron or brass; 
where to use screws or ordinary nails; where doors need to be placed, and the like. The 
best [material] to use for each part and how to make the entire structure perfect is 
presented in Chapters 12 and 13, however, and therefore I have nothing in particular to 
mention here.

§. 247.

The organbuilder also needs to be told to secure all the pipes on piperacks. He must 
use very dry wood for all parts of the organ, in particular for those that must contain the 
wind, such as the wooden pipes, sliders, spacers, windchests, wind conduits or ducts and 
bellows, for if these shrink even the least bit they are good for nothing. The wood must 
have aged for many years—the contract must insist upon this. If the organbuilder does 
not have this sort [of wood], then it is better to postpone the building long enough for 
the wood to get very dry and usable for it. He also needs to be told how wide the organ 
should be; the more he spreads it out, the better. Several organbuilders have the habit of 
crowding everything in the structure so close together that it is completely inaccessible. 
This is of course to their advantage, since they do not need to use so much material to 
build it. But it is a defect, and also inconvenient, since everything is inaccessible. One 
ought to be able to get around all the chests with ease.‡  
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* i.e., his view of the nave (and also 
the choir at the Predigerkirche in 
Erfurt, where Adlung was organist) 
is blocked by the Rückpositiv case.

† thereby obviating the need for a 
Rückpositiv.

‡ In §.351, Adlung calls the short 
octave a major defect in organs.

§ Agricola has not previously 
countered Adlung’s objection to the 
Rückpositiv.

¶ Chapter 14 makes it clear that the 
organ should at least be tuned in a 
well temperament, if not in equal 
temperament.

§. 248.

The organbuilder should not be permitted to build a Rückpositiv behind the 
organist’s back,(**)  unless there is absolutely no room elsewhere. It does not look 
well, and the organist cannot see anything.*Furthermore, if he plays on it he cannot 
hear any music for all the noise. Two keyboards may be accommodated on only one 
chest.† He should rightly be required to make heavy moldings, since these make the 
best appearance. The organbuilder also should be told whether to make the manual 
naturals of ivory and the chromatics of ebony (i.e., veneered with this wood), or what 
other type of wood he should use. It should also be noted how many keys are to be made 
for the manual as well as the pedal, and whether C# and D# are to be omitted, as well 
as the [upper] c#� and d� in the pedal. Chapter 13‡ discusses whether this is advisable.

(**) It has already been remarked [in Vol. II, §.324 and 344] above§ that not everyone is of the same 
opinion in this matter as the late author. [Agricola].

§. 249.

Moreover the contract should specify how many keyboards are to be made. The 
organbuilder must also arrange the stopknobs in a neat, orderly fashion. It should also 
be stated that he is not to construct the pipes too thin, [and whether] he is to make 
couplers and ventils, etc., as well as tremulants, a cymbelstern and the like. It should 
also be prescribed whether he is to make a slider or a spring chest, and that the former, 
if it is required, be very accurately constructed so it is free of runs. The latches on the 
bungboards are also to be mentioned; also that he is not to miter the pipes, pinch them 
in or patch pieces on the top, and the like.

§. 250.

[The contract] should also touch upon the number of bellows and their length and 
breadth, that they should have only a single fold, and that they are to be well provided 
with screws and horse-veins; likewise that they are to receive double intake valves, 
and whether some are to serve the pedal alone and others only the manual[s]. The 
approximate degree of wind [pressure] should also be indicated. The contract should 
specify that the builder give the organ a good temperament¶ at the close [of his work] and 
tune it precisely. The contract should also provide that [for a period of ] one year after 
the [final] examination he should repair anything that is wrong with the instrument. If 
anyone wishes to specify something in greater detail about a stop or anything else, there 
is ample information to be found in the pertinent place, namely Chapter 13 and Chapter 
7 (in which stops are discussed), from which to learn what is necessary and put it into the 
contract. The director or organbuilder should also be required to prepare a sketch of the 
organ as he envisions it, in order to see how it all will look.

§. 251.

The organ stops that are the most necessary will be explained in Chapter 10 below, 
in connection with the stoplist[s]. I will mention further that the money for the work 
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* The German text is quite clear. It 
unclear, however, why some stops 
would be spoiled for lack of others; 
perhaps Adlung means that the few 
stops would not sound well without 
their mates, or that pipes might 
be prone to collapse without a full 
complement of pipe racks; or he 
may simply be engaging here in 
rhetorical exaggeration.

should not be promised in advance, but rather at least a fair percentage of it withheld 
until after the examination, so that if anything is wrong there is some recourse to force 
[the builder] to rectify it. Some people make the contract so that each part of the organ 
and each stop is set at a specific sum, and as soon as [that component] is finished the 
money is paid for it. But this does not seem wise to me, and it is easy to judge what sort 
of harm may arise from it. For if the church does not always have the money at hand 
(as is usually the case), then the organbuilder is idle until what is due him is paid, and 
consequently the few stops that were first put into place would be spoiled before the 
others could join them.* If only people would think ahead whether they can produce 
the requisite means before undertaking something!

§. 252.

It goes without saying that the reeds must not be hemmed in so that they may 
be accessible for tuning without hindrance. It is also normal for the congregation to 
contract to furnish board for the organbuilder and his workers for a set [period of ] 
time, but it is necessary to stipulate precisely how long this board will last, as well as how 
many persons will be fed. It normally lasts only as long as it takes to erect the organ. 
Sometimes, however, the entire cost is agreed upon in a lump sum, so that [the builder 
and his workers] are responsible for providing their own food. This is almost better, 
since they have less temptation to be idle. 

§. 253.

The contract is either drawn up so that the organbuilder is to be responsible for 
all materials, including the wrought-iron work and all other labor, or the parish takes 
care of such things and he does only the [actual] work of organbuilding. Either one has 
its advantages and disadvantages. If the organbuilder procures the materials, they are 
often substandard; in particular, the wood is not always completely cured. He also often 
puts too high a price on them, and then afterward cuts all kinds of corners. If however 
the parish is responsible for the materials, then the parish authorities can procure them 
at the most opportune time, especially so that the wood may first have the opportunity 
to cure thoroughly. Then they know whether or not it is of suitable quality. Especially 
if the organbuilder constructs the instrument in his own shop, however, he sometimes 
switches materials, keeping part of them for himself, or as we say here, he plays loose 
with them. Or [organbuilders] misuse it and idly waste it, since they have nothing 
to lose. What is left over is of no use to the parish, since they have had to buy it in 
advance, and thus the organbuilder gets to use it somewhere else. But if the organbuilder 
constructs the entire instrument on site and not in his own shop, the safest procedure 
is for the parish itself to procure the materials when the opportunity presents itself. I�ll 
wager that pipework is never made so thin as when the organbuilder must procure the 
metal on his own! The same holds true for other parts. If there is a director, then he 
must constantly be in attendance. Thus it is best that the instrument be built on site and 
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* Chapter 13 below.

† i.e., sliders without holes.

‡ See §.362, and §.444.

§ Adlung mentions these again 
in §.444, together with 
“Sternlöcher”. He describes the 
latter in his Anleitung, p. 538: star-
shaped holes (instead of perfectly 
round ones) in which the pipe feet 
rest, creating tiny channels to 
let the wind escape. He does not 
describe “Fliegenschnäpper”, but 
the context suggests they are some 
variety of scoring/bleed groves.

not in the organbuilder’s shop. It is a sorry state of affairs, however, if the director and 
organbuilder conspire together in an attempt to swindle [the parish]. Yet in the final 
examination the experts will soon discover whether everything is in accord with the 
contract or not.

§. 254.

I could easily have provided an example of a contract to show how it must be 
[drawn up]; but it would have been too lengthy and furthermore of little use, since very 
few are well drawn up [that might be used as an example]. Anyone who reads attentively 
the chapter on the virtues and faults of an organ* will surely know what to specify and 
what not to.

§. 255.

If there is no inspector or director for the entire project, then it is necessary to put 
faith and trust in [the integrity of ] the organbuilder, while at least consulting an expert 
about the contract. N.B. In this matter it is not important whether a [director] is in a 
position of great authority, whether he is young or old, or whether he is an excellent 
organist. Rather what is required is that he has a good grasp of mechanics, at least in 
theory, and in addition is thoroughly acquainted with the principles of physics and 
mathematics, which is often not the case with the most renowned organists. He must be 
well-traveled, must have seen many organs and [various kinds of ] stops, and have good 
common sense as well, otherwise his counsel will be useless, if not downright harmful. 
A report has been given above of everything that the director of the project needs to 
keep in mind; one may judge for oneself that the person chosen for this [responsibility] 
must not be a blockhead, but rather a clever, intelligent and experienced man. That for 
which music is indebted to mathematics is especially [to be seen] in mechanics, and such 
a man must therefore have a thorough understanding of such principles.

§. 256.

It is also possible to specify that the chests should be made somewhat wider 
than the stops require and that a number of blank sliders† be placed upon them, so 
that a few more stops may be added when in time more money becomes available. The 
chief faults to be avoided, which are described in Chapter 13, should also be specified, 
e.g., that [the builder] not make any scoring or bleed grooves (schwedische Stiche‡) 
(these are also called “spanische Reuter” or “Laufgraben”), nor any “flycatchers” 
(Fliegenschnäpper§), etc.; these may be noted in Chapter 13 just mentioned.
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* cf. §. 235 and 266.

Chapter X.

Concerning the Stoplist.
Contents:

§.257. What is meant by [“the stoplist”]? §.258. The organbuilder ought not to draw it up. 
§.259. There should be two manuals. §.260. There are both penetrating and gentle stops. 
§.261. The low stops. §.262. Intensifying [stops]. §.263. Gentle [stops]. §.264. Other [stops]. 
§.265. What to do with 8� divisions. §.266. If there is one manual; if there are 3 manuals. §.267. 
Reeds are annoying. §.268. Additional stops. §.269. Stops should be available separately in the 
[manual and] pedal. §.270. The proportions of the Trompet, Posaune and Schallmey. §.271. 
One stop appears several times. §.272. Even at the same size. §.273. Compound stops. §.274. 
Quints. §.275. Principal 8� is a beautiful stop. §.276. Two drawknobs should be made for a stop, 
one for the pedal and one for the manual. §.277. Stops at chamber pitch. §.278. Chamber-
pitch couplers. §.279. Manual couplers. §.280. Cuckoo, birdsong, etc., are worthless. §.281. 
Tremulants. §.282. Ventils. §.283. About the following stoplists. §.284-315. Alphabetical 
arrangement of stoplists.

§. 257.

B y “stoplist” is meant the order and arrangement of the stops in an organ. Thus 
if the stoplist of an instrument is asked for, the information sought is: how many 

stops does it have, what are they called, what keyboard do they belong to, etc. What is 
necessary above all is that the director or someone else dictate to the organbuilder the 
stoplist of the organ he is to build. Thus it is also necessary to speak a bit about it [here], 
since foolish things are often done in dealing with it.

§. 258.

The organbuilder should not be allowed to draw up the stoplist according to his 
own wishes without it being critiqued by others; for otherwise he will put a lot of small 
and cheap stops into it that people often consider valuable because there are so many 
of them. Or he will include those [stops] that he finds the easiest to build. Rather this 
[matter] is best turned over to a knowledgeable organist, who must however always 
keep in mind how much or little the church is willing and able to spend and how much 
space is available.

§. 259.

If possible, the stoplist should be drawn up with 2 manuals, for thus more variety 
may be had, and stops do not constantly have to be put on or off. Indeed, 2 manuals are 
especially necessary when playing figured bass for an ensemble, because otherwise it is 
not possible sufficiently to reinforce the bass if it is an obligato part.* For chords may 
seldom be played with loud stops, since this destroys all the charm. They might be used 
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for the full choir, yet even there it is necessary to exercise caution. An organist simply 
must acquiesce in being moderate with registration so as not to drown out his fellow 
musicians by playing too loudly. In [playing] slow notes the pedal may reinforce the 
harmony, but not so readily in fast passages. Even if there were nothing but a Gedackt 
in the second manual, I would still advise making 2 manuals.* It is possible in that way 
to play an echo when improvising, and to play a traverse flute solo with continuo, by 
playing the chords on the second manual where the continuo-Gedackt is, the traverse 
flute [melody] on the main manual, and the bass part with the pedals.† In short, no one 
knows what inconveniences a single manual causes until he has experienced it. It is easier 
to arrange for 2 manuals, especially in poor churches, if in accord with §.256 space is left 
on the windchest so that in time, when more [financial] means are available, more stops 
may be added to it. To be sure, there are also divided keyboards that can serve to some 
degree as a substitute, but I am not in favor of them. This is how they are constituted: 
the chest is divided into two parts,‡ and the pipes of all stops from C to c� are placed 
on one half while those from c� to c��� are put on the other half. Consequently each stop 
gets two sliders, one for each half. If the stopknobs for the right hand are drawn, then 
only one section of the keyboard, 2 octaves, sounds; if the [stops on the] other side are 
drawn, then the other 2 octaves sound as well. Thus there must be 2 stopknobs for each 
stop, one on the right side and one on the left. Consequently such an organ will appear 
to have twice as many stops as it actually has. If the organist wishes to have a different 
registration in the treble than in the bass, the stops may be drawn accordingly. E.g., 
in playing figured bass the Principal [8�] or some such may be drawn in the bass along 
with the Gedackt [8�] in order to reinforce the bass [line], while the chords in the 
treble may be played on the Gedackt alone,§ since only one of the Principal stopknobs 
is drawn. Such divided keyboards may still be found nowadays, and at times Praetorius 
recommends them.¶ However: 1.) there is twice as much work changing registration, 
and 2.) the hands must be very much restrained so that they do not pass above or below 
c�. Thus it is better if at all possible to put even a single continuo-Gedackt on a separate 
chest and keyboard and (as already stated) leave room [on the chest] for several more 
stops to be added gradually.

§. 260.

In general the stops may be divided into those that are necessary and those that 
are not. For anyone who would try to put all the stops mentioned in Chapter 7 into one 
organ would be undertaking something that is impossible. Where would there be room 
for such an instrument? What would it cost? Tons of gold would not suffice to cover 
the expenses of such an instrument. Thus the necessary [stops] must be distinguished 
from the others. If we want to know what to consider necessary, we need only take the 

* Adlung considers it best to play the 
bass line on a louder manual with 
16� and 8� stops, while playing the 
realization above it with the right 
hand on a gentle 8� Gedackt; see 
§.235 and §.266 .

† See also §.178 and §.238.

‡ See §.43.

§ See also §.235.

¶ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 193.
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* cf. §.231

†  i.e., a 32� Subbass; see §.126.

‡ “schärfende;” see §.231.

§ The sense of this statement seems 
to be that without an 8� Principal 
there is too great a gap between 
the depth provided by a stopped 
16� and the higher center of 
gravity that results when a 4� 
Principal is the primary stop.

¶ cf. §.150.

|| The sentence following this one 
makes it unclear whether this 
statement refers only to gentle 
stops or to all manual stops.

ultimate purpose of [organ]playing as a guiding principle. From this it is evident that 
heavy or low stops are needed in order that the bass may receive its proper gravity.* 
Furthermore, intensifying stops must also be included, so that in chorales and such 
the instrument may be heard above the congregation. Quiet-sounding stops must also 
be included for the sake of playing figured bass. If we compare the character of the 
stops from Chapter 7 with these principles, it will soon become clear what to consider 
necessary or unnecessary. Among the low stops there would be stopped and open 
registers, both flues and reeds.

§. 261.

Reeds cannot be used as satisfactorily for playing figured bass as can the [flue 
stops], and therefore one should stick to the latter and omit the former. Among the 
stopped registers is the Contrabass 32�,† but because it does not sound well, especially 
in the bass, and is expensive to boot, one should assign it to the category of unnecessary 
stops, and begin with 16�, which is called a Gedackt in the manual and a Subbass in the 
pedal. If the body is somewhat narrow[-scaled], it is also called Bordun. If anyone 
wishes to have a 16� stopped flute in the primary manual, as would seem necessary for 
an 8� manual, he should choose [a 16� Gedackt or Bordun] over a Quintatön 16�, since 
the latter does not speak so promptly in running passages, while on the other hand the 
former always provides an excellent gravity.

§. 262.

Next come the intensifying‡ stops, since stopped flutes do not provide intensity. 
The higher-pitched the stops are, the more they intensify. However if there is a Bordun 
or Quintatön 16� in the primary manual, then an 8� must be included among the open 
stops, so that there is no gap between the stops.§ But if the 8� is very large[-scaled] and 
adds little intensity, then a 4� or even a 4� and 2� is used with it. Among these octave-
speaking stops the largest is called the Principal, while the others are called octaves and 
superoctaves. If more brilliance is desired, then the Quints are added [to the stoplist], 
as well as the Sesquialter, Terz, Tertian, Rauschpfeife, Mixtur, Scharp, Cymbel, etc.—
yet not all at once, rather according to how much brilliance is desired and how much 
can be afforded.

§. 263.

Gentle stops are also required, especially for the sake of playing figured bass. 
Therefore a Gedackt 8� is to be included, but more quietly voiced than is otherwise 
customary. This is called the Musicir- or Stillgedackt.¶ A Quintatön 8� may also be 
substituted for it. These would be the most important stops for a medium-sized 8� 
division. If the manual stops are made available in the pedal on separate stopknobs, or 
by means of a coupler, then nothing else is necessary.|| Yet if something more is desired 
in the pedal, it might be the Oktave 8�.   
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* i.e., twice mitered, as in the diagram 
above.

§. 264.

Then other stops may be added if finances are adequate. An open 16� stop may be 
placed in the pedal, e.g., a Violon or Principalbass 16�, or both, as well as an Oktave 4� 
and other stops. A Posaunbass 8�, or better 16�, can add a special power. A Trompete 
could stand in the primary manual, perhaps an 8�. An intensifying stop, perhaps a 
Principal 4�, [could be placed] in the second manual, as well as an Oktave 2�, Mixture or 
Scharp, or something else penetrating, so that it could also be used for [accompanying 
congregational] chorales.

§. 265.

If there is either insufficient space or money available for an 8� division, then of 
course a Principal 4� must be used instead of an 8�, with only an 8� Gedackt or Quintatön 
instead of a 16�. After these could come an Oktave 2�, Quinte 1 ½�, Mixtur, Sesquialter, 
Cymbel, etc. The second manual will then normally have a Principal 2� plus a few other 
stops. Yet it is also quite possible to build a large instrument in a small space, if the 
pipes are set very close to each other or a Rückpositiv is built, in the event that space 
(either height, width or depth) is lacking. If only width is lacking, then the chests may 
be placed one behind the other, if need be. Tubes may also be set upon the toeboards 
and the pipes set on these tubes, so they may expand into the space above [the other 
pipes sitting directly on the chest], as is the case in the Mittelwerk of the organ in 
the Augustinerkirche at Erfurt. If height is lacking, the instrument should be given its 
proper width insofar as possible, but the large pipes should be placed inside the case, 
since there the tall feet that are needed for purposes of display are not necessary, as they 
are in the façade. When they are inside the case the pipes can also be mitered. This is 
a shortcoming, to be sure, but one must sometimes make a virtue of necessity. Another 
solution to this problem is to hang the pipes downward, which can most conveniently 
be accomplished if the largest stop is on the edge of the windchest, either in back or in 
front; then [the largest stop] may be constructed thus;

    

Here the windchest is a, and the pipe b hangs down behind it. This does not look 
very elegant, of course, but what else is there to do if space is lacking? In his Beschreibung 

der Weißenfelsischen Orgel, p. 13, Trost reports that the 3 largest pipes of the Subbass 
there are turned upside down* and hung downward.   
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* Perhaps this “and” should be 
understood as “or”; see §.263.

† cf. §.235 and §.259.

‡ i.e., the second manual.

§ i.e., intensifying and unnecessary.

¶ Adlung is speaking not of the 
position of the chests, but of the 
arrangement of the keyboards.

|| Adlung is presuming the likelihood 
that only two manuals can be 
coupled. In his time, coupling 
three manuals was still unusual 
enough for him to make 
particular mention of this feature 
in the stoplist.

** See the alphabetical collection of 
stoplists beginning in Chapter 
10, §. 284.

†† See Chap. 2, §.21 and note 22.

‡‡ This organ is listed as having two 
16� divisions and two 8�.

§. 266.

Where there is only one manual, the stoplist should be drawn up in just the same 
way, except that the figured-bass Gedackt should not be forgotten, and* the Quintatön 
8�. If it proves impossible to have a Principal 8� in the manual, then one should at least 
try to include an Oktave 8� along with the Subbass 16� in the pedal. Where three manuals 
are built, one will be the Hauptwerk, in which the stops may be arranged according to 
§.261 and 262. The second [manual] will be [based] either on an 8� or 4� [Principal]. 
When it has a [Principal] 8�, then this is of good use in ensemble music, since the 
organist plays a prelude on the Werk [plenum]; then [he plays] the bass line on the 
second keyboard, while playing the chords on the third, where the figured-bass Gedackt 
is located.† The intensifying stops mentioned above may also be placed in the middle 
division‡ if desired; but other stops may also be included, ones that we have otherwise 
assigned to the [category of ] unnecessary [stops]. Sometimes both of these types [of 
stops§] are present, sometimes only one. Yet it is customary to make it less intense than 
the Hauptwerk, since it would be less useful. As to which stops to put on it, they may be 
chosen from Chapter 7. If these two largest manuals are [both] made loud, then one 
is placed on top and the other in the middle so that they may be coupled.¶ If however 
the second [manual] is not made loud, then perhaps the third will be; then the latter 
is placed next to the primary manual so that they may be coupled.|| The Principal of 
the last manual will be an octave higher than the previous two, since it is unnecessary 
to have 3 Principals of the same size. If the first and second manuals have, say, 8�, then 
the third will be a 4�. If the first is an 8� and the second a 4�, then the third will be a 2�. 
If however the first is a 16�, then the second will be an 8� and the third 8� or 4�. Three 
manuals are encountered rather frequently, and in the following [pages] one will find 
various stoplists of such organs: e.g., in the Wenzelskirche in Naumburg, §.310; at the 
Augustinerkirche in Erfurt, §.289; at Gera, §.301; at Görlitz, §.301; at Jena, §.302; at 
Langensalza, §.307; at Magdeburg, §.308; and at Reval, §.313; not to mention the many 
organs with 3 manuals that [both] Mattheson and Praetorius have published.** These 
may be taken as models and pondered thoroughly; they will reveal what is good and 
what is not. If the stoplist is drawn up with 4 manuals, the same [principles] are to be 
observed. The stops may be arranged at will, as long as the two loudest manuals lie one 
atop the other for the purpose of coupling. Four keyboards are indeed rare. I have cited 
one at Eisenach,†† §.288, and at Merseburg, §.309. Mattheson has also cited similar 
instruments with 4 keyboards in Hamburg at St. Nikolai, St. Jakobi and St. Catharinen, 
[all of ]which have one 16� [division] and all the others 8�; likewise at St. Petri there.‡‡ 
There is also one at St. Dominicus in Prague. It is easy to see that many stops are then 
required; this is why such organs have 40, 50, 60, 70 or even more stops.

§. 267.

Although one may choose whatever unnecessary stops one wishes, since some 
prefer this and others that (one prefers reeds, another Hohlflötes, a third Spitzflötes, 
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* In §.261 above Adlung suggests 
omitting the 32� Contrabass (i.e., 
Subbass), but there he may be 
thinking of a smaller organ.

† Johann Nikolaus Bach [1669-
1753], a cousin of J. S. Bach, 
whom Adlung came to know 
during his student years in Jena; 
see Adlung’s biography in the 
foreword to Vol. II, p. VI.

‡ This situation would create false 
relations between tenor and bass.

etc.), I would nevertheless advise against putting too many reeds into an organ because 
of the dreadful task of tuning them. If the organist is not very conscientious [in tuning 
them], then they are practically useless and cost a lot of money to boot; see Praetorius, 
Syntagma [musicum], Vol. II, p. 194. In the organ at Gröningen there are 14 reeds, 
enough to cause an organist at times to work up a sweat.(**) 

(**) In the organ at the Catharinenkirche in Hamburg there are all of 16 reeds. The late Kapellmeister 
Mr. J. S. Bach in Leipzig, who once performed for two hours on this instrument which he proclaimed 
splendid in every way, could hardly praise highly enough the beauty and variety of sound made by 
those reeds. It is also known that the renowned organist of this church, Mr. Johann Adam Reinken 
(now deceased), always kept them in excellent tune. There are also many reeds in the large organs 
in France. [Agricola]

§. 268.

[What has been said up to this point] could suffice. Yet I will touch on several 
other points as curiosities. I have placed the following stops above in the pedal: Subbass 
32�* or 16� or both, Principal 32� or 16� or both, Oktave 8� or 4�; Violon 16�. In addition 
to these, many other stops from Chapter 7 above could be placed in the pedal, such as: a 
Bauerflöte; reeds, especially a Posaune 16� or 32�, or both; a Trompete 16� or 8�; a Cornet; 
a Regal; a Waldflöte, etc. Do not forget to include a Subbass 16� with the Subbass 32�; 
the latter cannot so readily be used in rapid passages as the former, and also has less 
power than the 16� when playing with a few stops. The 16� is a great benefit for ensemble 
music. A Principal 32� is terribly expensive and is not of all that much use, and therefore 
I advise against it. Someone might object: if the foundation stop in the manual were a 16� 
(for a 16� Principal is often found), then the pedal must indeed play an octave lower. A 
certain organist once expressed this doubt in writing to Mr [ Johann Nikolaus] Bach† 
in Jena, by questioning him about two particulars: 1) whether the organ at Eisenach 
had 53 keys (clavos) in the manual and 29 keys (clavos) in the pedal (if he had learned 
his [Latin] declensions he would have said claves; what he wrote means “nails”), and 
whether the organ at Jena has the same, i.e., the manuals extending up to e��� and the 
pedal to e�; 2) whether it is necessary to have a 32� in the pedal if the foundation tone 
in the manual is 16�. This latter [was the opinion] he was trying to assert, but he gave 
no reason for it. I think he meant that since the pedal provides the bass for the manual, 
it ought to play lower. To give this argument more force, I will add to it that at times 
one plays lower in the manual than in the pedal; were then the pedal stops not lower, 
it would be the same as inverting the notes so that the bass becomes the tenor while the 
tenor in the left hand becomes the bass.‡ We know that many previously acceptable 
passages can become unacceptable by inverting the voices, and thus it could happen in 
this instance. With regard to this argument, it is true that faulty progressions may arise 
in this way. Yet: 1) through clever playing the organist may indeed prepare himself to 
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* Adlung presumes that the organist 
will be improvising.

† i.e., the pedal Principal 16�.

‡ Janowka says, “Since the cymbel 
and mixture, however, do not 
provide a grave sound suitable 
for a foundation or basis, not 
everyone approves of them in the 
pedal.”

§ i.e., by coupling the manual to the 
pedal permanently.

¶ i.e., the one Adlung writes about 
above, saying that “one can 
choose when to reinforce the 
pedal.”

|| Adlung is referring to the 
“Windkoppel”; each pipe or 
note of the stops that do double 
duty is provided with two pallet 
boxes (for manual and pedal), 
and has two stopknobs (manual 
and pedal).

seek out in such cases those passages that can allow the inversion of voices;* 2) [the 
stop sounding an octave lower in the pedal] need not necessarily be a Principal 32�—a 
Subbass 32� will serve just as well; 3) 32� stops are little perceived when many other 
[stops] are sounding with them; 4) in the final analysis, what should the 16� foundation 
stop in the pedal be? The Principal 16� is not the only one [possible]; other 16� stops 
do exactly the same thing by deepening the harmony. Thus it must follow that as long 
as there is a Quintatön or Bordun or some similar 16� stop in the manual there must 
always be a 32� in the pedal. [A 16� Quintatön or Bordun] is common in 8� divisions, 
and thus [a 32�] would always have to be drawn with it. Up to now, however, there is no 
one who has gone so far as to insist on this. Furthermore, a Principal 16� in the manual 
is no great virtue; one [stop] of that size† standing in the façade is sufficient. Now the 
question arises, should there be brilliant stops in the pedal, e.g., a Cymbel (which in 
the pedal would actually be called “Cymbelbass”), a Mixtur or a Rauschpfeife (which 
would then be called Rauschpfeifenbass)? Thus for example there is a 4-rank Mixtur 
in the pedal at St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg; at Görlitz there is one of 5 ranks, together 
with a pedal Scharp 2 ranks, and yet another Mixtur of 12 ranks. Praetorius, l.c., p. 234, 
[records] that among other pedal stops at St. Lamprecht in Lüneburg are a Spitzquinte 
3�, Rauschpfeife, Zimbel and Mixtur. The reason for doubting whether they belong in 
the pedal is because they detract from the gravity of the bass; it is not becoming that 
little boys should sing along with the bass; see Janowka’s Clavis, p. 91.‡ I concur with 
him in this matter, especially since I do not see what purpose they serve. The other stops 
have sufficient force to be heard in the plenum, and the squeaking does not sound at all 
well in the pedal, especially since the Quints sound more strident in the bass than in the 
higher range. If brilliant stops are desired in the pedal, then the manual stops may be 
coupled down to the pedal, or the stops may be borrowed. Why spend the money when 
it can be used to build other stops.

§. 269.

While I am speaking about the pedal coupler, let me mention that it would be 
a very good idea not to have the manual stops play automatically in the pedal,§ but 
rather to bring them to the pedal by means of a coupler, so that one can choose when 
to reinforce the pedal, and every squeaking stop does not automatically sound in the 
pedal. There are other types of couplers besides those in which separate trackers are 
run [from the pedals] to the keys of the lower manual and are screwed to them, so 
that the keys move up and down with the pedals. This is indeed a way to reinforce the 
bass. But as I have already said, it is seldom necessary unless it has been impossible to 
put enough stops in the pedal, either because of lack of space or the church’s financial 
restraints. The previous coupler¶ proceeds to the manual windchest, and the [manual] 
keys are not drawn down by the pedal.|| In old, small instruments there is often no pedal 
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* This is the permanent coupler 
Adlung has censured at the 
beginning of this paragraph.

† Adlung writes “Variation des 
Generalbasses”; this is the title 
of the second part of Niedt’s 
Musicalische Handleitung.

‡ The passage Adlung is referring to 
is on p. 114 of the 1721 edition 
of this publication (edited by 
Johann Mattheson); p. 114 is 
in Chapter 10, not Chapter 
12. In the first edition (1706), 
however, Chapter 12 is essentially 
the same as Chapter 10 of the 
second edition. Other citations 
from this source seem to indicate 
that Adlung was working from 
the 1721 edition (e.g., the 1706 
edition had no organ stoplists); 
but it is possible that at this point 
in writing his treatise he had 
access to the first edition.

§ i.e., a Schallmey has a smaller, 
narrower resonator and a thinner 
tongue than a Trompete, just 
as a Trompete has a smaller, 
narrower resonator and a thinner 
tongue than a Posaune.

¶ Praetorius writes that if these 
stops appear at the same pitch, 
they must have different scales 
and resonator sizes. Niedt 
misunderstood Praetorius and 
thought he was asserting that 
these stops must not appear at the 
same pitch.

[division]; in that case to make playing easier a pedal[board] may be appended that 
draws down the keys,* even though no separate pedal stops are there.

§. 270.

Furthermore, in the second part of his [Musicalische Handleitung†], Chap. 12,‡ 
Niedt says that if the Posaunenbass is 32�, the Trompete must be 16� and the Schallmey 
8�; if on the other hand the [Posaunenbass] is 16�, then the Trompete must be 8� and the 
Schallmey 4�. The question arises, is this to be believed? The answer: if it is presupposed 
that the resonators of the Trompete 16� and Posaune 16� are of the same size, and that 
the tongues on the shallots are also identical, then their tone would differ very little, 
and consequently one of each would be unnecessary. But since the resonators of the 
Trompete 16� are made smaller and in particular somewhat narrower than those of the 
Posaune 16�, it is quite possible that they could be of the same size and still have distinct 
tonal characteristics, since the Posaune has a fuller and more thundering sound than 
the Trompete and the tongues of the latter are not made as heavy as those of the former. 
For this reason it is not ridiculous to have a Posaune 16� and Trompete 16� in the same 
pedal [division]. And in the same way the Trompete 8� and Schallmey 8� could well 
appear together [in the same pedal division] with different resonators and tongues, 
for as the Trompete is related to the Posaune of the same pitch, so is the Schallmey 
related to the Trompete of the same pitch.§ Praetorius says the same thing in Vol. II, 
Part IV, p. 142, but he expresses it in terms of scaling, saying that the Trompete 16� and 
Posaune 16�, the Trompete 8�, Schallmey 8� and Posaune 8�, and the Trompete 4� and 
Schallmey 4� should not have the same scale or resonator size. One must not understand 
this incorrectly. Niedt did not understand Praetorius correctly.¶ Low pitch does not 
depend on resonator size alone. Thus these stops are often found at the same pitch in 
the same manual or pedal [division]; e.g., in the Kneiphofkirche at Königsberg in the 
pedal there is a Posaune 16� and 8� as well as a Trompete 8�.

§. 271.

Since I have just mentioned a Posaune 16� and 8� together, let me note further 
that in many stoplists the same stop appears multiple times at various pitches, either in 
the same manual or in different ones. If money allows, this may well be done, both for 
the sake of volume and for variety. E.g., in the Cathedral at Bremen as well as at St. 
Johannis in Lüneburg there is a Posaune at 32� and 16�. Several examples [of this] may 
be noted in the stoplists soon to follow.

§. 272.

Indeed, the same stop often appears twice in the same manual at the same pitch, 
but with different voicing, scale and material. Thus in the Dresden palace church, e.g., 
there is a Principal 8� of metal and also a Lieblich Principal 8� of wood, both on the 
same manual, and in the Altstädtische organ of the Lutheran Church in Elbingen there 
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* Boxberg, Beschreibung der Görlitzer 

Orgel, p.[11].

† in an organ contract.

‡ i.e., to provide it with any more 
ranks.

§ i.e., the instrument build by 
Thayssner in 1700. In §.310 
below Adlung notes that 
this organ was in all respects 
substandard and had to be rebuilt 
by Hildebrandt in 1743-46; only 
the case could be retained.

¶ presumably those that serve a single 
pipe.

is a Principal 8� of metal and also one at 8� of wood, as well as an Oktave 4� of metal 
and another at 4� of wood, all on the same manual. It is no surprise to find the same 
stop at the same pitch in two different manuals; this may be found almost everywhere. 
Sometimes the same scale is maintained throughout all keyboards; but at other times one 
keyboard is of wide scale while the other is of narrow scale, and therefore even though 
the identical stops are drawn in both, their sound is different. For this reason the Görlitz 
organ is praised: its Hauptwerk sounds broad and grand because its Principal and all the 
[other] stops of principal scale are wide-scaled, while the Oberwerk sounds very acute 
and penetrating due to its narrow scale.* One may take note of this and specify this† 
when the opportunity arises.(**) A wide scale always sounds fuller and thus should be 
preserved for the Hauptwerk; otherwise the instrument will have no gravity and power, 
as may be observed in the organ of the Lutheran Augustinerkirche at Erfurt.

(**) The organs of Silbermann, Friderici and Hildebrandt, etc., are all constructed like this. [Agricola] 

§. 273.

The compound stops should always be built with a generous number of ranks if 
money permits, and not be so very small. E.g., the Sesquialter should be specified as 3 
ranks, so that the Oktave 4� is in it along with the Quinte 3� and the Terz above 2� [i.e., 
1 3/

5
�]. If anyone should say that an Oktave [4�] may be drawn with [the Sesquialter] 

and that [the Oktave 4� within the Sesquialter] is unnecessary since multiple stops at the 
same pitch do not provide added intensity, let the following answer suffice: the organist 
may be spared so much stop-pulling if the Sesquialter may be used alone. It has been 
sufficiently proved in §.233, however, that stops of the same pitch do strengthen the 
ensemble. Three ranks is the best choice for a Cymbel. A Mixtur may be 4, 5 or 6 
ranks, according to the characteristics of the church and its size, and also according 
to the character of the other stops. I consider it unnecessary to make it any stronger,‡ 
especially if the manuals can be coupled. In addition, over-large mixtures seldom have 
ample wind, and therefore provide no more brilliance than another [of smaller size]. 
Thus I have found, for example, that the 10-rank Mixtur in the previous organ§ in St. 
Wenceslaus Church at Naumburg does not add any particular brilliance. The organist 
[there] blamed this on its beginning only at 2�, but that is not the reason for it, for 
then the Oktave 4� and perhaps the Quinte 3� might be added to it. Supposing now that 
these had been added to it, perhaps by coupling two keyboards together—they [all] 
would not have anywhere near the effect that I have observed in smaller mixtures. 
Everything is fine if the pipes are provided with ample wind; but [builders] put all 
[the pipes belonging to a given note] together and bore a single hole through the slider 
through which all the pipes are blown at the same time. When I compare this hole 
against others,¶ [I find that] it is ordinarily much too small. Thus it would be best 
in my opinion to bore a [separate] hole in the toeboard for each pipe, and also [to 
bore] the same number of holes across the breadth of the wind channels and sliders. 
Such mixture-sliders, however, must be made broader than other [sliders]; then each 
pipe would get ample wind, wind that is otherwise often lacking, especially if the wind 
pressure is low. Yes, one might say, but if the wind were not adequate the Mixtur would 
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* i.e., if the manual is coupled to the 
pedal, or if the Mixtur appears 
on separate stopknobs in both 
manual and pedal.

† §.28.

‡ i.e., they produce parallel fifths 
against the octave-speaking 
stops.

§ See Vol. II, pp. 177-79. Adlung has 
already written something about 
this matter in §.216. 

¶ See the collection of stoplists at 
the end of Chapter 10, under 
“Königsberg.”

not sound in tune, but off-pitch and too low; but this is not the case. The answer? This 
cannot be the case, because the pipes [of the Mixtur] are tuned according to this weak 
wind. If the Oktave 4� and the Sesquialter with its own Oktave 4� are present, I consider 
it all the more unnecessary to make the Mixtur begin at 4�. If the Mixtur is strong, 
the fifths [in it] may readily be omitted in the lower register so that they will not be 
heard in the pedal,* because they sound more unpleasant in the lower register anyway, 
and furthermore there is a separate Quinte [stop] as well as a quint included in the 
Sesquialter, the Rauschpfeife and such. Therefore in §.167 above mixtures were often 
seen with 6-7-8 ranks: that is, in the lower register it is 6 ranks, in the middle 7 ranks, 
and on top 8 ranks, and thus it goes with other [similar examples]. Praetorius states that 
the Mixtur in the Klosterkirche at Riddagshausen is 4 ranks down low, 6 ranks in the 
middle and 8 ranks on top, thus explaining this matter in an indirect way.

§. 274.

While we are speaking about Quints, let me mention that some call for them 
unwisely, while others avoid them too frequently. The Principal must of course be at 
a considerably lower pitch than the Quinte so that the latter may be better absorbed; 
and if the Principal is much lower, then there are also several octave ranks present to 
help absorb it. Thus it would be too harsh to put a low Quinte 6�, cylindrical and open, 
with the Principal 8�, since it is too grating and almost unbearable in the low register. 
Therefore it is normal in these parts to make [6� Quinte stops] conical, so that they are 
half-stopped and thus somewhat quieter. A Quinte 3� is proper for a Principal 8�; then 
there are the following Oktave stops to absorb it: 1) Principal 8�; 2) Oktave 4�; Oktave 
2�; Bordun or Gedackt [16�?]; three or more Oktaves in the Mixtur. For a Principal 4�, 
a Quinte 3� is somewhat too low, especially if it is made open and cylindrical, although 
Werkmeister in his Organum gruningense,† considers it a fault that in the Rückpositiv 
[at Gröningen], which is based on a Principal 4�, there is no Quinte 3�; therefore [he 
says that the Quinte 3�] should have been put into [the organ] instead of the 1½�. I have 
seen a number of stoplists like this, in which a Quinte 3� was put with a Principal 4�; in 
the Sesquialter there was another 3�, and then a Quinte 1½� on top of these. There were 
likewise two Quints in the Mixtur, and also in the Zimbel. The Quintatön also produces 
a Quint as part of its timbre. Now what kind of a sound would that make? And with 
all of these Quints there were hardly any octave-sounding stops such as Principal 4�, 
Oktave 2�, Gedackt or Quintatön 8� or 2 Oktaves in the Mixtur. Others [on the other 
hand] reject Quinte stops more than is necessary. Many would not allow a Spitzquinte 
6� with a Principal 8�, but this is quite acceptable. Thus there is an instrument in the 
Kneiphofkirche at Königsberg with 59 stops,(**) based on an 8� Principal, yet there is not 
a single Quinte 3� in the entire organ, much less a 6�. If anyone should raise the question 
why Quints should be put into [an organ] that are otherwise forbidden by the rules of 
harmony,‡ let him be advised that there will be something to read about this subject in 
Chapter 28 of this treatise.§ 

(**) The author is speaking about the previous [organ there¶]. [Agricola] 
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* i.e., a Windkoppel; see §.269 above.

† Ibid.

‡ In Adlung’s view, the “desirable” 
stops are those that have weight 
and gravity; see §.268, as well as 
§.269 with accompanying notes.

§ Adlung’s use of the word “doppelt” 
(doubled) is odd (cf. §.137), but 
both its context here as well as 
the stoplist (see the collection 
of stoplists later in Chapter 10, 
under “Erfurt”) make it clear 
that the stop is “abgesondert”, 
i.e., it also appears on a separate 
stopknob for the pedal.

§. 275.

Since there is something especially beautiful about an 8� Principal and yet cost at 
times prohibits its being built, at least a wooden 8� [Principal] should be built and placed 
inside the case. This does not measure up to the sound of a metal one, to be sure, yet it 
will provide good service and does not cost much. This is especially [true] if it is made 
available in the the pedal with a separate stopknob,* since in this way it is not necessary 
to make an independent Oktave [8�] in the pedal. I also consider it a fault that the organ 
at Büseleben (a village near Erfurt) has only a Principal 4� in the manual, and yet a 
pedal Principal 8� of tin in the façade; see §.286. The person who drew up the stoplist 
should have put the 8� in the manual; a wooden Oktave would have sufficed for the 
pedal. Or it should have been made available separately in the manual and pedal on two 
drawknobs; the cost would have been the same. If necessary the Oktave 4� that is part 
of the Sesquialter 3 ranks could have been omitted, since there was already a Principal 
4� present. Do I hear you saying, “Where there is a Principal 8� there must also be a 
Quintatön or Bordun 16�?” I answer in return, “Where do you find that written?” If it is 
not possible to have [a 16� in the manual], then that is how it has to be. An 8� stop could 
provide the intensity and depth in chorales and figured bass.

§. 276.

Moreover, it is recommended as a great advantage for poor churches that several 
stops in the stoplist be made available in the pedal and manual by means of two 
stopknobs.† For even though it is indeed possible to link all the stops on the manual 
chest with the pedal by means of a coupler, or to connect them permanently to the pedal 
without a coupler, yet these are attended by much inconvenience, and it is not possible 
to achieve the necessary variety, but rather all the little squeaking stops have to play 
along with the pedal. But if double stopknobs are made for those manual stops that are 
desirable for the pedal,‡ then it is possible to achieve all the variety one might desire. For 
example, in the organ at St. Michaelis in Erfurt there is a Principal 8� [in the manual], 
but no Gedackt or Quintatön 16�. In order to remedy this deficiency the Subbass 16� has 
been made available on a separate stopknob in the manual. The very same pipes that 
constitute the Pedal 16� Subbass form the manual Gedackt 16�. If I draw the stopknob 
that bears the name “Subbass”, it sounds only in the pedal; if I draw the other stopknob 
that says “Gedackt 16�”, then it sounds only in the manual. If both stops are drawn, then 
it plays both in the manual and pedal. In this way 2 stops may be had for the price of 
one. The Subbass must be somewhat narrow-scaled, however, so that the sound is gentle 
enough for the manual. Such divided stops must be extended throughout the entire 
manual, even though only two octaves would otherwise be necessary for the pedal, but 
the upper octaves do not cost much. In the Predigerkirche at Erfurt there is a manual 
Quintatön 16� that is doubled (doppelt§), but is only a single stop. In the Rückpositiv 
[of this organ] there stand a Trompete 8� and Schallmey 4� that may also be used in 
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56) The renowned [Gottfried] Silbermann has built an entire organ at chamber pitch in the 
Frauenkirche at Dresden; see Reinhold’s Poetische Gedanken bei Gelegenheit der schönen neuen Orgel 

…, p. 28 ([published in] 1736 in quarto). [Albrecht].
(**) The same [situation] prevails today, not only in Dresden, but at other places as well. [Agricola] 

* In the stoplist these two stops are 
listed both in the manual and the 
pedal.

† In the stoplist of this organ 
(Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, 
Vol. II, pp. 174-5) there seems to 
be no independent pedal division; 
all the pedal stops are borrowed 
from various manual stops.

‡ Praetorius may not be using the 
term “halbirt” to refer to the 
pedal stops; rather he may be 
using “halbirt” in the same sense 
that Adlung uses it in §.164, 178 
and 202: a stop that speaks only 
through half the compass of the 
manual.

§ cf. §.130 above.

¶ i.e., realization of the figured bass.

||  i.e., in the Cathedral.

the pedal by means of separate stopknobs.* Here and there are to be found yet other 
examples of this practice. Some of the stops at St. Ulrich in Magdeburg are “halved� 
(halbirt), i.e., provided with two stopknobs, e.g., the Posaune, Regal, Kleinschreyer.† 
Otherwise “halbirt” means something else.‡ To be sure, Werkmeister in his Orgelprobe, 
Chap. 19, p. 42, considers [the practice of borrowing stops] inadvisable, because [the 
stops] often sound out-of-tune, especially reeds, if the supply of wind is not identical, 
or if the wind gusts about in the corners, or must travel further to the pipe from one 
[wind source] than from another, and thus is not equally supplied.§ For poor churches, 
though, he still considers it a good means of economizing. As long as the organbuilder 
exercises the necessary intelligence and builds everything correctly, there is no need to 
worry; see §.130 above. 

§. 277.

Where circumstances permit, stops at chamber pitch may be included in an organ, 
i.e., stops that are tuned 1 or 1½� [whole] steps lower than the rest of the instrument, 
which must, as is customary, be at choir pitch. Question: why do this? Reply: not for 
the sake of improvising,, for then an organist may play in any key he will, and also 
not for the sake of accompanying hymn-singing, because it is simple to play [hymns] 
in a variety of keys, but for the sake of ensemble music.¶ For it sometimes happens 
that a piece that is set, e.g., with horns in d needs to be played with trumpets [in c]. 
Then either the figured bass has to be copied over to transpose it from d to c, or the 
organist must transpose [at sight]. One does not always have the spare time for the 
former, and not every organist can do the latter. For such cases it is well to have stops 
at chamber pitch, ones that are 1 or 1½� tones lower. On these stops the organist may 
play the notes as they stand. If for example the piece were in d, and he needed to play 
in c, then he improvises the prelude on the plenum in c, since c in choir pitch is the 
same as d in chamber pitch. Then he draws the Kammergedackt [in the manual] and 
the Kammersubbass [16�] and Kammeroktave [8�] in the pedal, plus whatever similar 
stops are available, and plays in d, as the notes are written. The other Subbass, Gedackt, 
Oktave, etc., he retires; in this way the ensemble is all at the same pitch, so long as the 
stringed instruments tune a whole step lower. This may also be done if the strings [of the 
stringed instruments] do not hold [their pitch] in damp weather. There must, however, 
be enough separate stops at chamber pitch so that the [figured] bass may accompany 
[the ensemble] with appropriate strength. It may be noted in §.309 below that in the 
[organ of the] palace at Merseburg|| there are reported to be several stops at chamber 
pitch. At St. Jakobi in Hamburg there is a single Gedackt at chamber pitch. That alone 
does not suffice, however, for ensemble music. The very same stops, though, [that are 
present at chamber pitch] must also be there at choir pitch.(56) (**)   If anyone should say, 
the organist must learn to transpose, let this answer suffice: this is easier to do with slow 
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* cf. §.22 and §.472.

† i.e., and screw or peg them to the 
key levers.

‡ “Druckwerke;” see §.52 above.

§ i.e., since the Hauptwerk usually 
has the stiffest action, better that 
it should be built with the more 
sensitive and lighter suspended 
action than as a backfall action 
(§.52).

¶ i.e., given the coupling system 
Adlung recommends, one could 
play the two manuals coupled 
together only on the upper 
manual, which in this case would 
contain the softer stops; thus 
the Hauptwerk would sound on 
both of the two manuals, making 
it impossible to achieve an echo 
effect.

basses than with others that are full of rapid flourishes. Of course they should learn to do 
it, but as the saying goes, “Not everyone understands this.” In many places choir- and 
chamber-pitch are only a [whole] step apart, in others a step and a half. Thus either of 
the two may be chosen [when building an organ].

§. 278.

It is even better if the entire organ can be transposed into chamber pitch. This is 
easy with harpsichords, since the keyboards are merely moved up or down. With this 
[arrangement] it is possible to transpose a half step, a whole step, or even a step and a 
half with the greatest of ease, since different keys come to lie under the jacks and strings 
each time. This is not only applied to the organ of today; already in former times an 
entire organ, or at least one manual, was shifted into chamber pitch by means of a coupler 
called the “Kammerkoppel”. To be sure, I have not seen one myself, but it is possible 
to imagine innumerable ways in which this could be done. I have been given absolute 
assurance that such a coupler is to be found in the Cathedral at Naumburg, even though 
this organ is not all that new. [The organbuilder] Mr. Wender of Mühlhausen has built 
a lovely instrument at Merseburg and is said also to have built a chamber coupler there. 
It is easy to see that such organs must be well-tempered if such a device is to work.

§. 179 [sic; should be “§.279].

With regard to manual couplers, I would advise it as preferable to specify that 
small blocks be affixed under the keys of the upper manual and atop the keys of the lower 
manual. When the upper manual is shoved back, these blocks come into contact with 
each other in such a way that one manual depresses the other.* Such couplers are more 
durable, and if one [of the little blocks] accidentally gets broken off, the manual can 
easily be unscrewed and the block re-glued. But to guard against this, some [builders] 
bore holes in [the blocks].† If a series [of blocks] is made with [regulating] screws, 
then the height can also be altered at will [in order to regulate the coupler]. If it is 
possible for the Hauptwerk to be the upper manual, I would suggest that this be done, 
since the lowest manuals are mostly backfall actions‡ that are not so easy to play.§ The 
second [manual] should be set in the middle, so that the two loudest manuals may be 
coupled. The least important manual should then be the lowest, if there are 3 manuals. 
The reason for this [arrangement of the keyboards] is that on a 2-manual instrument 
an echo can be played while the coupler is drawn if the secondary manual is placed 
beneath [the Hauptwerk]. This cannot be done when the Hauptwerk stands beneath 
[the secondary manual].¶

§. 280.

The Cuckoo, Drum, Tympani and Birdsong are omitted as tasteless in the most 
recent organs. They have no use except to make listeners laugh. The [Cymbel]stern is 
still sometimes built, but many find it inappropriate. Therefore they use bells, arranging 
them into chord tones, as has been mentioned among other things in §.133.   
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* See §.200 above.

† In the Appendix to the second 
edition of Niedt’s Musicalische 

Handleitung, Mattheson printed 
more recent stoplists of many 
of the same organs described by 
Praetorius, showing that most 
had been rebuilt or altered.

§. 281.

Tremulants, however, have been retained. They are not expensive, and thus several 
of them may be constructed in the same organ, so that perhaps each of the manual chests 
gets a separate one. It is not of much use in the pedal. Some regulate a tremulant with 
a bobbing spring, others without it.* Thus in the Cathedral at Naumburg there is one 
with a bobbing spring and one without, so that one beats slowly and the other quickly.

§. 282.

Anyone who draws up a stoplist for an organ should not omit the ventils that 
block the wind from the chests until [the organist] is ready to play. They prevent 
many a fault, since they are not opened until right before playing. If they are not there, 
a division often ciphers and makes all sorts of disagreeable [noises]. If one were [to 
have] to shove off all the stops, it would take too long; with a single ventil everything 
is silenced at once. One primary ventil would be enough for this purpose, if it were 
placed in the primary wind duct that holds all the wind from the bellows. If the pedal 
has a separate bellows, then a separate ventil must also be built in its main wind duct. 
But it is also nice to have a separate cut-out ventil for each chest and manual, so that 
not everyone can play around at will if he gets to the organ (see Praetorius, l.c., p. 202); 
more importantly, though, so that when one manual begins to cipher, it is not necessary 
to silence the entire organ, but only that particular manual. Other [organs] have more 
ventils than manuals; thus, for example, there are 8 ventils at Görlitz; see §.301.And the 
organ in the Löbenichtkirche at Königsberg has 4 cut-out ventils and a universal ventil, 
[the latter] so that everything can be shut off at once.

§. 283.

This is most of what needs to be noted about the stoplist of an organ. From this it 
may readily be seen that it is necessary to use one’s wits in such things. If anyone should 
require examples of stoplists for whatever reason, Praetorius has included a considerable 
number of them in [the Syntagma musicum], Vol. II, Part V, pp. 161-203 [and 233-4]. 
I will not bother to reproduce them here, although the book has become rather rare, 
in particular since only a very few of the organs still exist as he describes them. For his 
book, at least the second volume of it, was printed way back in the year 1619, and most 
of the organs he describes were built long before that; thus few of them could still exist. 
Anyone who compares them with Mattheson’s stoplists will be completely convinced of 
this.† Even so, I have cited the most noteworthy of [Praetorius’s stoplists] in Chapter 7. 
Since organs are always labeled by their city and location, I will cite [the titles of ] his 
stoplists alphabetically among the others, but omit the stoplists themselves. In this way 
anyone who finds a stop cited in this or that city in Chap. 7 may take note here whether 
the stoplist is in Praetorius and whether or not it is probably still standing. Anyone 
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* i.e., Adlung did not personally 
gather all of these stoplists, but 
got some of them by writing the 
officials of a particular church 
and asking them to send him the 
stoplist.

† In the 1768 edition, Volume 
I continued with a 95-page 
collection of stoplists. In the 
present publication, this collection 
of stoplists is augmented and 
appears following the end of  
Volume II.

may also easily read Mattheson’s stoplists in the second part of Niedt’s Musicalische 

Handleitung for himself, and these I will not bother to reproduce, since the book is 
easily obtainable. The locations at which he reports [the organs], however, will also 
be listed here alphabetically, so that whoever would like to consult a stoplist from this 
or that city can check here if I have it, or if he can find it in Mattheson, Praetorius or 
somewhere else. If there is just a single stoplist in some treatise I will insert it here, to 
spare someone buying or borrowing an entire treatise for the sake of a single stoplist. 
It there appears to be anything to praise or to censure, I will make a modest note of it 
from time to time. If the same thing occurs too frequently, however, then I will refer to 
the former [instance of it]. If the organs do not always stand as the stoplists indicate, 
then I ask the reader graciously to take into account that one may be led astray by 
correspondence.* The arrangement proceeds alphabetically by the German names of 
the cities and locations; this method has been chosen in order that everything may be 
found immediately.(**) 

(**) As has already been mentioned in the Foreword, many more stoplists have been inserted here, in 
part in their entirety, in part with just an indication where they may be consulted. In other respects 
I have attempted to carry out the intentions of the author. That which has been newly inserted is 
distinguished from Mr. Adlung’s work by smaller print and by the sign (**). [Agricola]

  

The End of Part I †
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Most Excellent, Most Learned
and indeed

Most Honorable Lord Privy Councillor,
Gracious Patron!

T
o place in deepest humility Your Most No-
ble Excellency’s honorable name at the head 
of a book such as this one, that is entirely con-
cerned with those things that have a great influ-

ence in music, might perhaps be viewed by some as a rash 
act. I would reproach myself for the same reason, if I were 
not perfectly confident in naming your noble Excellency 
not only a great patron of those who are obliged to practice 
music as their calling, but also one who possesses a degree 
of insight into musical knowledge that one cannot help but 
admire most heartily in a wise ruler and highly experienced 
statesman.





* “… bey hiesiger Oberstädtischen 
Hauptkirche B.V.M.,” (here at the 
Principal Church of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary in the Upper City). 
This church is the other major 
church in Mühlhausen in addition 
to the Blasiuskirche, where J.S. 
Bach was organist from 1707-8.

† Albrecht wrote both the text and 
music of a yearly cycle of cantatas; 
the texts were published in 1764.

Were anyone to question me, however, about the cause 
that engendered in me the idea to undertake this work, es-
pecially since I can in no way call myself the author, but 
only the editor of the present book, I trust that your most 
noble Excellency will most graciously allow me humbly to 
assure you, that I am able to cite various reasons for my rash 
undertaking that, while they cannot justify it, will at least 
be able to excuse it. Among them all, however, I will men-
tion only the following, so as to avoid displeasing your Ex-
cellency by advancing more of them.

Ever since the time that I assumed the office of Can-
tor and Director of Music here at St. Mary’s Church* to-
gether with the office of public schoolmaster, Your Noble 
Excellency has most kindly bestowed such gracious atten-
tion upon my unworthy person, and has not only most be-
nevolently permitted but also assisted with Your most in-
fluential support my paltry efforts that I have undertaken 
up to now with God’s help after fulfilling my two-fold of-
fice, so that I have been able to accomplish the work I have 
undertaken, in spite of manifold adversities(!), with sincere 
joy at all times. If I then take into consideration how much 
unearned favor has accrued to me through Your Excellen-
cy’s gracious intercession upon the occasion of the recently 
published sacred cantatas,† then I must simply blush with 
shame that I have not yet been in a position to create some 
tangible memorial, albeit imperfect, of my most sincere 
thankfulness for all this, and for yet many other particular 
manifestations of your great favor.





Accordingly permit me, most noble Lord Privy Coun-
cillor, by means of this most humble dedication, to make 
known to all the most sincere feelings of my grateful heart 
toward You, and thereby to prove in some measure that I 
have not been insensitive to the noble affection and to the 
great favors poured out upon me, although these sentiments 
of mine have been denied expression until now, due to a 
lack of opportunity.

Indeed I know very well that my imperfect scratchings 
will in no way increase the noble attributes and the exten-
sive merits that make Your noble Excellency the wonder 
of many; for worthily to depict and to exalt the merits of 
a Grasshof must be left to a more skilled pen than that of 
mine. In spite of this, however, the unalloyed trust that I 
place in Your Noble Excellency, allows me confidently to 
trust that I may be entirely spared from the danger of los-
ing Your inestimable affection due to the respectful dedica-
tion of this book.

Strengthened in this pleasant hope, I will now restrain 
myself from further flights, and append only the wish that 
the inexhaustible spring of eternal providence may pour out 
in copious streams every divine blessing with ceaseless bliss 
upon Your Noble Excellency and Your distinguished no-
ble house, so that Your name, worthy of all honor, and your 
famed family may blossom and flourish until the end of 
time. Not only all of Mühlhausen will concur with my wish, 





* b. 1732, d. 1773. Writer, composer, 
Cantor and Music Director at the 
Marienkirche in Mühlhausen. 
Albrecht, like Adlung, held an 
M.A. in philosophy. Beyond his 
qualifications and his love for 
church music, it is not known 
why Adlung’s heirs turned to him 
to prepare the Musica mechanica 

but also all those who have the good fortune to acknowl-
ege and to revere the exalted virtues of the house of Grass-
hof, and in particular the vigilance, impossible to praise ad-
equately, of Your Noble Excellency for the well-being of 
our city and land. For my part, however, I will consider it 
the chiefest portion of my earthly joy, if I am permitted the 
grace to name You for the rest of my life, in the most pro-
found respect and humility

Most excellent, most learned
and indeed

Most honorable Lord Privy Councillor,
Gracious Patron!

Your Noble Excellency’s
      

respectful, obedient
Servant                     

Johann Lorenz Albrecht, M.A.*
 

organœdi for print, or why he accepted such an arduous task. Nor is it known why the publisher, Birnstiel in Berlin, lacked confidence in Albrecht’s work to the 
extent that he submitted the volumes to Johann Friedrich Agricola for further inspection. The reason may lie in Albrecht’s relative youthfulness (he was only 
36 years old when the volumes were published in 1768), or in Agricola’s greater stature as Royal Prussian Court Composer and Birnstiel’s long acquaintance 
with him (see the Translator’s note †, Foreword, p. XIX below).





Foreword

In that I am submitting to the public in print the Musica 

mechanica Organoedi of the late Professor Jakob Ad-
lung, I have determined to give the most honorable

reader a detailed report in the present Foreword of three sections, 
namely:

I. Concerning the praiseworthy life and the scholarly efforts of 
the late author;

II. Concerning the nature of the manuscript from which this work 
has been published;

III. Concerning that which I have contributed to the edition.

* *





II                                                   Foreword

As regards number I., I believe the services of the late Profes-
sor Adlung, by which he has made special contributions to the belles-

lettres in general and to music in particular, make it my obligation to 
transmit his well-deserved fame to posterity, and in this way to per-
petuate his memory. I consider myself all the more bound to do this, 
because his widow has placed me in a position to provide the hon-
orable reader with a complete biography of the late author. To be 
sure, Mr. Walther has inserted a bit of it in his Musikalisches Lexi-

con, p. 9,* and I have had the life of this deserving man, according to 
his own short sketch, entered in the second volume of the Kritische 

Briefe über die Tonkunst, p. 451f.† In spite of this, however, I do not 
believe than anyone would consider it superfluous or even unprof-
itable once again to encounter here the said biography, albeit in a 
more complete form. If one thing or another in it should appear to 
many readers to be insignificant, let them not blame me, but allow 
me to say in my defense that I did not gain the right, just because 
the biography of the late Professor was delivered to me to publish, 
to proceed arbitrarily, but rather to communicate everything just as 
the late Adlung himself drew it up. His own essay, then, reads word 
for word thus:

“The circumstances of my life may inherently be divided into two parts, 

i.e.

 1) the good things that have befallen me from God and men; and

 2) how and wherein I have been of service to others in return.
As regards the first, I count among the gracious gifts of God my honor-

able‡ birth, that took place on the 14th of January in the year 1699, in a village 
called Bindersleben, belonging to Erfurt. My father, Mr. David Adlung, was 

* Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-
1748), Musikalisches Lexicon 
(Leipzig: Wolffgang Deer, 1732; 
facsimile reprint: Kassel & Basel: 
Bärenreiter, 1953). The entry on 
Adlung reads: 

Adelung (Jacob) was born on 
January 14, 1699 at Bindersleben, 
a village located an hour away 
from Erfurt, where his father 
David Adelung, who died in 
1722, was schoolteacher. From 
1711-1713 he attended the St.-
Andreas School in Erfurt, and 
from 1713-1721 the Municipal 
Gymnasium. Thereupon he 
attended the university located 
there for 2 years, but then 
attended the University of Jena 
from 1723-1727. After he had 
received his masters degree, he 
wrote as Praeses [i.e., Head of 
his class] a debate, de Obligationis 

veræ natura ac usu (Concerning 
the true Obligation of nature and 
use—[this title differs from the 
one recorded on p. X below in the 
Musica mechanica organœdi]). 
He then returned to Erfurt, 
succeeding Mr. Buttstedt as 
organist in the Predigerkirche 
there in January 1728. He 
has almost completed a work, 
Von den gesamten Theilen der 

Clavier=Kunst (Concerning All 
Aspects of the Keyboard Art), 
and intends eventually to have it 
published.

† Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg (1718-
1795). Kritische Briefe über die 

Tonkunst. Berlin: 1760-64, pp. 451-
455. Dated December 4, 1762, and 
entitled “The Biography of Jacob 
Adlung, M.A. (sketched by himself, 
and communicated to the Society 
by Mr. Albrecht, M.A.). Like the 
lengthier biography in the Musica 

mechanica organœdi, Vol. II, this 
biography is cast in the first person; 
it appears to be an abstract of the 
former.

‡ i.e., legitimate
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* “Meuerin;” the suffix “in” is almost 
surely a feminine ending, but it 
is just possible that the name is 
actually “Meuerin.”

† “Untertreter; “ modern dictionaries 
of proper names list the meaning of 
the name “Jacob” as “supplanter”.

‡ The biography that Albrecht 
submitted to Marpurg’s Kritische 

Briefe über die Tonkunst is more 
specific: “ My parents diligently 
continued to keep me at my school 
work;  … “ (p. 451).

§ The biography in Marpurg, ibid., 
reads, “ … because I was not one of 
the strongest, and was thus not well 
suited to household chores.”

¶ “auf dem Chore,” i.e., in the choir 
that sang from the loft.

|| April 5, 1711.

** September 29, 1711.

†† March 27, 1712.

‡‡ September 29, 1712.

§ § April 16.

the schoolteacher and organist there.  My mother was Dorothea Elisabetha, 
née Meuer,* from Tondorf. The name Jakob, “one who prevails”,† has at all 
times been a source of pleasure and reflection, as well as instruction for me.

I can recall little of my early years: people have told me that from the very 
beginning it was evident that I had an able mind. As long as I can remember, 
I have had considerable skill in singing in a rustic sort of way anything that 
I have heard several times, and I cost my father little trouble [i.e. in musi-
cal training]. In addition, that which was to be learned in school was not ne-
glected,‡ and I gave my parents a helping hand in other things as well, such as 
ringing [the church bells] and household chores, insofar as my strength would 
permit, for I was by no means one of the strongest.§ Thereupon my parents hit 
upon the idea to send me off to study, without having any idea of how to sup-
port it, since there were several other children. In the beginning the now de-
ceased Mr. Lüpke, M.A., the Pastor there (later Deacon of the Reglerkirche 
in Erfurt), taught me. My mother’s natural sister had married Mr. Ernst Rabe, 
who was previously Cantor and sacristan at St. Thomas but later at St. Andreas 
[both in Erfurt]. This man persuaded my father to bring me into the city to 
live at his house, in order to sing in the choir¶ and go to the St. Andreas School. 
In this school the abovementioned Cantor Rabe was the teacher of the fourth 
[i.e., the lowest] class. I entered his class at the the bottom after the Easter|| ex-
aminations in the year 1711. Already at [the Feast of ] St. Michael’s** in the 
same year I moved into the third class. At the Easter†† examination in the 
year 1712 the Pastor at that time, Mr. Tromsdorf, M.A., found that I had pro-
gressed far enough that he declared: dignus est, qui transferatur ad secundam (he 
is worthy to pass into the second [class]); and that is what happened. At St. Mi-
chael’s‡‡ in the very same year I entered the first class. At Easter 1713§§ I passed 
my examinations without any evident grammatical mistakes. During this time 
the then Co-rector at the St. Andreas School, Mr. Dreyse, M.A., had brought 
me quite far in arithmetic. Mr. Rabe was quite rigorous in singing [instruction], 
and after he moved to Magdeburg there came Cantor Adlung in his place, who 
kept me in his house for a while. 

My support entailed a good deal of trouble. Every third day I had to walk 
to Bindersleben, or my parents had to send something [i.e., food]. Arrange-
ments were made, however, for a number of free meals. I was shown much love 
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* Thus Adlung could no longer sing 
in the choir.

† more precisely translated, “Head 
of the City Council”; the usual 
German word for “mayor” is 
“Bürgermeister.”

‡ Probably Christian Reichard, one 
of the patrons to whom Adlung 
dedicated his Anleitung zu der 

musikalischen Gelahrtheit.

§ Son of Christian Reichard. During 
his university studies at Jena, 
Adlung served as his private tutor, 
and subsequently included him 
among the patrons to whom he 
dedicated his Anleitung zu der 

musikalischen Gelahrtheit.

¶ “Wäsche;” this may mean his 
underclothing, or it may mean his 
laundry.

|| according to the biographical 
notice in Walther’s Lexicon, the 
Gymnasium Senatorium, the 
Rathsgymnasium, where Adlung 
subsequently taught from 1741 until 
his death in 1762.

** April 1.

†† September 29.

‡‡ April 13.

§ § A student entrusted with non-
academic duties, such as directing 
the choir.

¶ ¶ i.e., money paid for involvement 
with the choir.

|| || sic; what Adlung must mean, 
though, is “Constance”; cf. Chap. 
11, note 13.

*** and thus not aspiring to go on to 
the university.

††† i.e., to return and take his father’s 
post.

from many Christian hearts—may they be rewarded in eternity. When in the 
course of time my voice changed,* these free meals also disappeared for the 
most part, and my parents once again had to provide, until through the inter-
cession of Mr. Lüpke, Mayor (Rathsmeister†) Reichardt‡ hired me as an In-
structor, giving me my full keep as well as lodging. At that time he was only the 
Organist, but since then he has been elected a member of the City Council, and 
now he is Head of the Council. At the time he had only one son, Mr. Christoph 
Reichardt§, who is also now Head of the Council. Thus my parents had to pro-
vide for nothing other than my wash¶ and my clothing.

At Easter in the year 1713 I graduated to the Gymnasium,|| and was en-
rolled by the Rector, Dr. Hogel. He was old, however, and right at that time 
Dr. Herrmann Nicolaus Stieler became his substitute. I continued to pursue 
music, and learned to play the violin a bit. From Cantor Adlung’s brother (who 
also taught me to play the kettledrums) I subsequently took keyboard lessons, 
in order to continue what my father had taught me. After I had also taken [les-
sons in] keyboard performance for a while under Mr. Arnold, I then went sev-
eral times a week to Marbach to the schoolmaster, Mr. Hufeld, until I moved 
into the home of Rathsmeister Reichardt, who subsequently brought me as far 
as the type of teaching at that time required. I pursued industriously my [aca-
demic] studies, and progressed in them to the point that I graduated into the 
second class at Easter in the year 1714,** and into the first class at St. Mi-
chael’s†† in the year 1715. I remained there until Easter 1721,‡‡ because I did 
not wish to enter upon my student years [at the university] without any money, 
and could not succeed to the office of an Assistant (Adjuncti) or Prefect (Prae-
fecti §§) right away, since there was no lack of fine and skillful people. When I 
finally succeeded to these offices, and had industriously accumulated my choir 
money,¶¶ I sought to gain a degree, and delivered a farewell address in Latin on 
the Council at Costnitz|| || and John Hus, translating it into German to please 
my father. I cannot deny that during my years in Gymnasium thoughts of be-
coming a schoolmaster*** hindered my diligence, but I prevailed over them un-
til, after I had been a student [in the university] for a short time, my father died 
and my support appeared to be at an end. The [authorities at] Bindersleben 
asked me if I could be persuaded to answer “yes.”††† Because I felt badly about 
it afterwards, it pleased me all the more that the [Erfurt] church authorities, 
who knew me well, answered the delegation [from Bindersleben], “We can put 
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* Elementa philosophiae instrumentalis, 
Halle, 1703. Buddeus (Johann 
Franz Budde, 1667-1729) was 
one of the earliest exponents 
of a transitional theology from 
Lutheran orthodoxy to Pietism and 
toward Enlightenment ideas. His 
theology developed the ideas of 
John Locke; revelation could not 
contain anything that contradicted 
the natural, reasonable knowledge 
of God.

† Historia juris naturalis, Halle, n.d.

‡ Danz, Dn.,  … Exercitatio critico-

litteraria. Freistadii, Litteris 
alethinis excusa, A.R.G.H., 1708. 
Sectio II. Grammaticas ut & Lexico 
Ebraea  … 

§ i.e., no. 10.

¶ It is not clear why Adlung was 
granted this privilege. Perhaps fees 
were waived because of his aptitude 
as a student (as they were later in 
Jena; see p. IX below), or it may 
have been due to his connection 
with Mayor Reichardt.

|| In his Anleitung, p. 114, Adlung 
states that Lehmann “ … played 
keyboard so well that he even 
sought the post of organist here (in 
Erfurt) at the Reglerkirche, before 
he received his masters degree; 
luckily for him, he did not get the 
post.” 

** “Convictorio”—apparently 
an establishment that provided 
students with meals.

the man to better use.” At that time I was attending anything that was being 
taught here in Erfurt that appeared to suit my purposes.

1) I attended lectures in Philosophy given by Mr. Motschmann, M.A., 
covering the entire book on philosophy by Buddeus;* I also practiced debating 
for one and a half years.

2) I attended lectures in Logic given by Mr. Sinnhold, M.A., subsequently 
Deacon of the Reglerkirche and Professor of Rhetoric at the [Erfurt] Munici-
pal Gymnasium.

3) Moral Philosophy given by Mr. Weingärtner, M.A., who subsequently 
became Pastor of the Reglerkirche.

4.) Natural Law from the book by Buddeus,† given by Prof. Stenger.

5) My Latin style I sought to improve under Dr. Stieler.

6) Geography lectures, especially of Germany, given by the same man.

7) I studied Hebrew from Dr. Danz’s Grammar‡ under the guidance of 
Dr. Schütt.

8) I sought to master Hebrew Accentuation under the guidance of Prof. 
Heuser.

9) I attended lectures on Sacred Hermeneutics given by the then Senior 
Professor, Dr. Joch.

10) I attended lectures on Ecclesiastical History of the New Testament 
given by the same man.

11) An Introduction to this subject§ was delivered publicly.

All of the classes named above I attended without charge.¶ After I had 
pursued my studies here almost two years, and had been shown much love by 
the Reichardt family, it came to pass that I made the acquaintance of certain 
professors from [the University of ] Jena. Prof. Lehmann came to visit the 
Reichardt household, because he was related to them, in the company of Prof. 
Wiedeburg. They were immediately drawn to me because of my musical abil-
ity, since Prof. Lehmann himself played keyboard.|| They urged me to move 
to Jena, and since I did not have the means to do it, they promised me all the 
help possible, as well as a position at the boarding school.** Thus I went there 
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* Easter Sunday 1723 was March 28.

† Johann Nikolaus Bach [1669-
1753], a cousin of J.S. Bach. He 
became organist at the Stadtkirche 
in 1694, adding to it the position of 
organist at the Kollegienkirche, the 
university church, in 1719.

‡ Johann Heinrich Buttstedt, b. 
1666 in Bindersleben (the same 
village in which Adlung was born), 
d. 1727; a student and eventual 
successor of Johann Pachelbel 
at the Predigerkirche. Adlung 
succeeded him as organist of the 
Predigerkirche.

at Eastertime, 1723,* since not everything could be learned in Erfurt. I prom-
ised Mayor Reichardt to return after two years. But man proposes and God dis-
poses. I took my lodging in the Lehmann house, and because the Lector of the 
boarding school, Mr. Grosch, M.A., was well inclined to me as a fellow Er-
furter, and let me enroll a year early on the waiting list, it took about half a year 
to be accepted as a member of the boarding school. I never squandered any-
thing in revelry, and was nevertheless as popular and had as many good friends 
as those who did. My strong constitution was a particular gift of God; not only 
from my second year of life up to my student years, but also throughout all my 
student years until 1742, I never knew any particular illness. Not even mea-
sles or smallpox inconvenienced me. At Jena I maintained my health, in part by 
a well-ordered lifestyle, in part by good exercise. I would pick up my notes or 
books and go into the fields, sometimes here, sometimes there; I always stayed 
clear of the inns. I did not miss classes, because I always thought there would 
come a time when what was taught would be worth knowing, especially since 
I was not fond of a lot of writing and also comprehended matters better when 
they were discussed than when they were read. Nevertheless I could copy down 
the entire discourse if it were a subject that required memorizing. Thus it came 
about that I accomplished a great deal, with God’s help, in music, philosophy, 
philology and theology, and I would have been able to do even more in the four 
and a half years I stayed in Jena if I had not had to support myself by teaching. 
In the beginning I taught various keyboard lessons, and after the two and a half 
years, when I was no longer homesick for Erfurt, there came to me in Jena the 
young Mr. Reichardt, whom I had to instruct several hours daily in languages 
and keyboard. Now, as regards

a) music: from time to time I received from Mr. Bach,† organist in 
Jena, permission to practice on the organ. In the course of time I also ordered 
a goodly number of musical theoretical books from Mr. Reichardt in Erfurt 
as well as from Mr. [ Johann Gottfried] Walther in Weimar, read them and 
took notes on them. My urge to do this was very strong, despite the fact that 
I had no idea what good it would do me, since the salaries of the Erfurt or-
ganists, aside from that of the Predigerkirche, would never have suited me. 
But [the organist] there, Mr. Buttstedt,‡ appeared to me to be still hale and 
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hearty; indeed there seemed no way that one day things would turn out for 
me as they nevertheless have in so miraculous a way. In Jena I also wrote a 
number of musical theoretical works, but in secret, so that my patron, Prof. 
Lehmann, would not notice it.

b) In philosophy I attended 1) the course [of lectures] on the philos-
ophy of Buddeus,* [given] by Prof. Lehmann, because his own [book on the 
subject] was not yet printed.

2) Lectures on Logic from Lehmann’s German book on logic.

3) Moral philosophy from Lehmann’s German book on morals.†

4) Natural law from Pufendorf ’s book De officio hominis & civis,‡ as well 
as natural law refuted, [given] by the same man.§

5) Political prudence from Pufendorf ’s little work in German, given by 
the same man.¶

6) I attended lectures in physics for a time given by Hamberger and Tei-
chmeyer, but in particular those by Wucherer.|| Public debates were held upon 
his Latin Elementa, in which I also took part.

7) When debates were held over Pufendorf ’s book De officio hominis & ci-

vis** with Prof. Lehmann as chair, I delivered a response publicly several times.

8) I attended the course of lectures in mathematics given by Prof. Wie-
deburg, taught from his Latin work;†† in this my skill in arithmetic that I had 
gained in school served me uncommonly well in comprehending everything, 
which was not possible for others.

9) I attended the lectures on Roman antiquities given by Prof. Walch on 
Nieupoort’s book.‡‡

10) I attended an Informatorium, concerning the education of children, 
given by Mr. Christ, M.A.
VIII

* See v. II, p. V, footnote *.

† Lehmann, Johann Jacob (1683-
1740), Neueste und nützlichste 

art, die sogennante morale oder die 

natürlich verbesserung des willens 

gründlich zu erlernen …  Jena, 
Meyers witwe, 1715.

‡ Samuel, Freiherr von Pufendorf 
(1632-1694), De officio hominis 

et civis  …  illustrati a Io. Iacobo 

Lehmanno. Jenae:  …  Bielckius, 
1721.

§ i.e., Lehmann.

¶ Ibid.

|| Johann Friedrich Wucherer (1682-
1737).

** See note ‡ above.

†† Wiedeburg, Johann Bernhard 
(1687-1766), Institutiones 

mathematicae in usum auditorium 

conscriptae. Brunsvigae: L. 
Schröderi, 1718.

‡‡ Nieupoort, Willem Hendrik (fl. 
c.1712), Rituum, qui olim apud 

Romanos obtinuerunt… Bassani 
[Vicenza, Italy]: ex Typographia 
Remondiniana, 1703.
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* “über die Hallische griechische 
Grammatik:” published at Halle? 
used at Halle (at the university)? 
written by a scholar named Halle?

† See v. II, p. V, footnote ‡.

‡ i.e., both practica, numbers 5) and 
6).

§ See v. II, p. V, footnote ‡.

¶ Buddeus, Johann Franz, 
Theses theologicae de atheismo et 

superstitione… Jena: Bielckius, 1717.

|| Buddeus, Institutiones theologiae 

moralis… Leipzig: Fritsch, 1711.

** Christoph Matthäus Pfaff (1686-
1760).

11) a Parentatorium under Prof. Walch.

 c) In philology, or languages

1) The fundamentals of Greek, from the book on Greek grammar from 
Halle* given by Adjunct [Prof.] Kromeyer, who afterwards died as a [full] 
professor.

2) A practicum on the Dialogues of Lucian, given by the same man.

3) The fundamentals of Hebrew, from the book by Danz,† given by Prof. 
Russ. O what an advantage I had over the others because I had brought a good 
grounding with me from Erfurt!

4) [Hebrew] Accentuation, together with Chaldean and Syrian, given by 
the same man.

5) A practicum on the Prophet Isaiah, by the same man, as well as

6) one on the 12 Minor Prophets. I copied down both of them.‡

7) I attended lectures on the interpretation of Danz§ by Adjunct [Prof.] 
Hofmann.

 d) In theology I attended

1) Thetic theology under Dr. Buddeus, from his major work¶ that had just 
been published.

2) Polemic theology given by the same man.

3) Moral theology, by the same man, from his Latin work.||

4) The ecclesiastical history of the New Testament, by the same man, 
from Pfaff’s** Compendium. This I copied down in its entirety.

5) Modern history, by the same man, for two hours per week.

6) An exegesis of the Gospel of John, by the same man.

7) Lectures on the harmony of the Gospels, by Adjunct [Prof.] Hofmann.

8) A Catechetical class, under the then Mr. Joh. Jakob Rambach, M.A., 
subsequently Doctor and Professor of Theology and Primary Superintendent 
at Giessen.
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* Accepting a masters degree from 
Erfurt would de facto have 
terminated Adlung’s pursuit of a 
masters degree at the University 
of Jena.

† Compare this amount with the 
figure of 60 Thalers that Adlung 
states below as the fee required for a 
masters degree from Jena.

‡ in Erfurt? in Bindersleben?

§ i.e., who receive the degree gratis.

In addition, because Pastor Brumhardt in Wenigen-Jena was at that time 
enjoying great popularity due to his edifying and learned sermons, I often at-
tended and copied them down. I was not required to pay for a single one of the 
classes enumerated above, since all the professors were well-disposed toward 
me because of my diligence and my good conduct, and they saw that their favor 
indeed bore fruit in me. Finally I was granted a masters degree in Jena, some-
thing I never dreamed would happen. It came about in such a remarkable way. 
The Professors [at the University] in Erfurt, in particular the late Prof. Heu-
ser, wrote me a number of letters in Latin, [inviting me] to come there and be 
granted a masters degree. Because, however, I had no extra money, and fur-
thermore [accepting] the masters degree from Erfurt seemed to me to be a hin-
drance to learning even more,* I persistently refused it, even though they of-
fered it to me for only 14 Thalers;† indeed, to save me from wasting time 
traveling, they would send me a theme to elaborate upon, in place of an exami-
nation. In November of 1726, however, I was visiting my friends,‡ and my 
brother came there with a greeting from Prof. Lehmann, together with a sum-
mons to return immediately to Jena; I was to be awarded a masters degree, and 
yet that very same day I should enter my petition for it. It was like a dream to 
me, yet I went along and learned that Prof. Teichmeyer, as referee, had to be 
transferred from the philosophical to the medical faculty. Now there is a cus-
tom at Jena that 20 masters degrees must be conferred at one time; 18 of those 
must pay, each of which can hardly get away for under 60 Thaler. Two, how-
ever, must pay only 12 Thaler for the banquet together with other negligible 
amounts. He [i.e., Prof. Teichmeyer] had gathered only 10 masters candidates, 
yet he nevertheless wanted to have the pleasure of holding a formal celebration. 
Thus my name was suggested to be among those who are called Gratuiti,§ and 
do not have to pay as much as the others. Immediately after my petition came 
the assent, and then came the examination, which each [professor] conducted 
with me in his discipline in his own house; e.g., Wiedeburg in mathematics, 
Lehmann in ethics, Wucherer in physics, etc. Finally there came the compre-
hensive examination, which was conducted by the adjunct professors in the 
presence of the faculty. I was assigned to Adjunct Professor Kromayer. When 
the ceremony took place on the 28th of November 1726, none of the masters 
candidates [beside me] was present except Mr. Gnüge, M.A., and Mr. Traut-
mann, M.A. (who indeed may have been the other Gratuitus). The new masters 
are to deliver two orations, which however they need not write themselves; the 
professors write them for 2 Thalers. That of mine was the thanksgiving ad-
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*) they were on the subject de Laudibus Jenae (Concerning the Praises of Jena)

dress, which Prof. Walch was supposed to have written in Latin verses. But 
upon the recommendation of Prof. Lehmann I received permission to write my 
verses myself *).* At this point it should be mentioned that we were granted not 
masters degrees, but Ph.D.’s,† and were invested with red doctoral caps. Mr. 
Harz and the then Mr. Reichardt‡ honored me with a poem. Now it almost 
seemed that I was bound to Jena. In order that I might acquire the right to 
teach classes and to post notices about them, I had to agree in 1727 to debate 
for the position, without which one is not allowed to lecture at Jena. On the ad-
vice of Prof. Lehmann I chose a subject in ethics, de obligationis vi & naturae 
[Concerning the Obligation of Force and Nature]. Custom demanded that the 
debate had to be judged by the professor in whose discipline it fell; thus my 
critic was Prof. Lehmann. I appended several mathematical corollaries that 
Prof. Wiedeburg had to judge. This debate was not so lively as was usual when 
one debates pro Loco whom the other Adjuncts and Masters seek to denigrate 
to prevent him from rising to their rank.§ The reason for this was as follows: 
this debate was scheduled for October 1st, 1727, and shortly before it I learned 
that Mrs. Reichardt, wife of the Mayor [at Erfurt] was very ill, and that Mr. 
Reichardt had need of his son. I was strongly pressured to return to Erfurt until 
Mrs. Reichardt was again well; then I was to go traveling a while with my 
charge,¶ and thereafter return to Jena when I wished. This became known, and 
no one|| in Jena believed that he had any reason to be afraid of me. Indeed, the 
coach arrived that very night** from Erfurt to pick us up. With sound bodies 
and cheerful consciences we travelled merrily to Erfurt. In Erfurt once again 
there were revealed countless evidences of divine protection; I once again took 
my ease upon the organ at the Reglerkirche, and people complimented me on 
my playing. I continued to instruct Mr. Reichardt for 3-4 hours every day. But 
instead of the hoped-for recovery, Mrs. Reichardt died, and my return to Jena 
came to naught. Immediately thereafter, toward Advent, the organist of the 
Predigerkirche, Mr. Buttstedt, died.†† My name was proposed as a candidate 
for the position, together with Mr. Buttstedt’s eldest son and a stranger, Mr. 
Völkner. 1) I had an advantage, since I had the parts of my Art of the Keyboard‡‡  

* Thus sparing Adlung the fee of 2 
Thalers.

† This seems highly irregular, but the 
German text is unambiguous.

‡ Apparently the young man from 
Erfurt whom Adlung was tutoring, 
and who later bore the title 
Rathsmeister or Head of the City 
Council at Erfurt.

§ and thus creating competition for 
students?

¶ the junior Mr. Reichardt, whom 
Adlung was tutoring.

|| i.e., no Adjunct.

** i.e., the night following the debate.

†† December 1, 1727.

‡‡ “Clavierkunst:” apparently the 
musical theoretical work Adlung 
mentions on p. XIII below as 
having completed while in Jena.
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* i.e., the debate pro Loco in Jena.

† presumably the church 
superintendents.

‡ literally “appetite;” i.e., to build 
further instruments.

§ i.e., the fire burned so hot that it 
even melted metal, so that Adlung 
could not even find a remnant of 
a tool.

¶ the “Johannis-Viertel”, one of 
the four traditional divisions or 
“quarters” of the city of Erfurt, the 
others being “Andreas”, “Viti” and 
“Mariae”.

ready for print, which I brought to Dr. Heitmann, who was a true connoisseur 
of the keyboard, in order better to acquaint him with my knowledge of music 
theory. The church superintendency had charged him to listen to the trials and 
to pronounce his opinions about them. 2) I had distributed printed [copies of ] 
my debate* among the gentlemen,† which they paid attention to, since I ap-
peared to be of use in other ways as well. 3) My trial went better than those of 
the other competitors. Thus I was called to the position. Others can better say 
(than is fitting for me to say) how much faithfulness and diligence I have shown 
since that time in serving the church. I was never satisfied with the old organ I 
played, yet I could never convince anyone to make changes until the matter was 
resolved in 1740. At that time they began to paint the organ [case], and also to 
undertake such a thorough rebuilding of the [organ’s] interior under my super-
vision, that I now count it one of the best organs here [in Erfurt]; this I con-
sider one of my great joys. From that time on I have become much more lively 
and skillful in playing, especially since I gave up almost entirely the idea of 
sticking with my studies. For I did not want to become a preacher, since I had 
given that a try several times in the villages surrounding Jena, to see if I were 
strong enough for preaching, but I never had enough stamina to do it right. 
There are indeed good positions available in the Erfurt schools, but they are 
poorly paid. Thus I resolved to remain an organist, and to teach on the side; the 
latter has progressed to the point that I doubt anyone has ever taught so many 
people in so few years, and has brought them so far, as I have, through diligence 
and God’s grace. From the year 1728 until 1762 I have instructed 218 persons in 
keyboard playing and 284 in languages, excluding those whom I may have for-
gotten about. And even though my fees were higher than others, yet the major-
ity came to me. Having purposed not to pursue my [academic] studies any lon-
ger, I decided to begin to build keyboard instruments and to develop my skill at 
cabinetry. I have constructed 16 instruments, all of which are sold with the ex-
ception of one that I still own. But in 1736 I lost my enthusiasm,‡ since my 
tools were completely destroyed on the 21st of October in the great fire at Er-
furt, together with my entire supply of rare wood, so that I could not even find 
a single piece of iron.§ In the abovementioned year I resolved to buy a house, 
and moved to St. Johann.¶ I had hardly been there for three months when a fire 
arose during a strong windstorm in the [house or inn] “At the Bottle” early 
Sunday morning. It was a good distance from me, and so we did not hurry to 
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evacuate. But when it had finally gotten out of hand and we had occasion to be 
concerned, a flaming brand blew onto my neighbor’s wooden shingled roof. In 
the twinkling of an eye both sides of the alley went up [in flames]. My house 
burned the entire day and night. My music, books and other furniture were al-
most entirely destroyed. What was not burned up was stolen, for there was too 
much confusion,* since the entire city stood in danger. Subsequently I had to 
begin all over, and not only rebuild my house, but also procure a library and 
other furniture.

I have earned a good deal by giving philological, mathematical and phil-
osophical seminars. I had never posted notice in Erfurt, and yet the faculty† 
chose to regard me in a surly manner and threaten me with interdiction.‡ But 
all the more students flocked to me in 1740, sixteen all told. By that time I had 
finally come to terms with the faculty, and gotten myself approved to teach in 
Erfurt; but they went too far by demanding 12 Thaler and not wanting to allow 
me to post notice publicly until I had actually held a debate for the position. 
The proceedings were instituted so close to Easter, however, that the debate 
could not be arranged. I applied once again at Easter 1741,§ and finally received 
approval to teach for 6 Thaler. I completed the debate, turned it over to the 
Dean for evaluation, and promised to hold it if a Respondent could be found; 
but this has not yet come to pass. Because one cannot depend upon the income 
from students here in Erfurt, I had long wanted to serve my fellow citizens by 
gaining a secure position from which to make use of my few [university] stud-
ies, especially since I was ever mindful that my patrons in Jena thought very ill 
of me that I had abandoned my primary work and become an organist. When 
therefore Prof. Heuser suffered a stroke in 1739 and was minded for the good of 
the Gymnasium to procure a substitute to teach for him, I let my distinguished 
patrons¶ talk me into applying to do it. He appeared quite willing, but then en-
tered into a partnership with Mr. Lochmann, who has subsequently been Dea-
con of the Reglerkirche since 1741. The city councillors, who were likewise op-
posed to me, made pretense that my position as organist was not compatible 
with that of a professor. I did not want to resign the former, however, because it 
brought in more [money] than the professoriate. I must confess, however, that 
they had no great reason to take note of me, since at that time I had conducted 

* to prevent the looting.

† of the University of Erfurt.

‡ Apparently Adlung had already 
been teaching unobtrusively for 
some time before this happened.

§ Easter Sunday that year was April 2.

¶ perhaps the men to whom the 
Anleitung zu der musikalischen 

Gelahrtheit is dedicated: Elias 
Friedrich Heitmann, Christian 
Reichard[t] and his son Christoph 
Reichard[t].
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*) This is the work that is here furnished in print to the honorable public. [Agricola]

neither private nor public instruction, nor debated, nor gained recognition as 
an author. To be sure, I had already written [several treatises] on music in Jena:

1. A vollständige Anweisung zum Generalbasse (Complete Instruction in Fig-

ured Bass), that was destroyed in the fire; what I have subsequently 
written anew is a trifle by comparison.

2. An Anweisung zur italienischen Tabulatur (Instruction in Italian Tabula-

ture), likewise burned.

3. An Anweisung zur Fantasie und zu den Fugen (Instruction in Free Improvi-

sation and in Fugues), also destroyed.

4. A Musica Mechanica Organoedi (Mechanics of Music for the Organist), still 
extant *); and various other things as well.

All of this was a greater disadvantage than an advantage to me, however, since 
no one believed that a competent musician could be a competent scholar. I had 
also gotten a work on the Latin language ready for print, but it likewise burned 
before it was published. It was called Parallelismus latinae linguae (Parallel-

ism in the Latin Language). Subsequently, however, my lecturing and my post-
ing notice, and the word about the popularity of my instruction in languages 
as well as other subjects, gradually made me better known. When Mr. Loz-
zen, M.A., was called to be Deacon of the Predigerkirche, I wrote a Latin let-
ter with the title Faber fortunae (The Shaper of Fortune). This man had already 
been called earlier to the professoriate at the Gymnasium but, being a Deacon 
at the Predigerkirche, he did not accept the office when Prof. Döring resigned. 
I was again urged to apply, and the objection about my holding the position of 
organist was dropped, but Prof. Besler was given the job over me, and at Eas-
ter 1741 I received the hoped-for call. Now everyone thought that I would have 
to wait a long time until one of the older professors passed away; but barely 
three months later God inflicted a fever upon the youngest of all, namely Prof. 
Loch mann, so that he died before the fall holidays*—to my great regret, since 
we were good friends. Immediately I was called in his place, and was installed 
on the 28th of August, 1741; on that occasion I delivered from memory a Latin 
oration, de otio litterario (Concerning literary pursuits). 

In the presence of the New Academy of Practical Sciences here I had pro-
pounded answers to seven musical questions, first in Latin and thereafter in 
German, under the title, Musikalisches Siebengestirn†, which was sent to Mainz 

* These were in July and August.

† a rhetorical title, roughly The 

Sevenfold Musical Constellation.
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to be examined. Thereafter a printed diploma was sent to me on December 21, 
1754, and I was accepted as a regular member.* During the entire summer fol-
lowing I had to attend the meetings at Mr. von Linkart’s house, since I had 
completed quite a few articles, especially about mathematics and music, that 
were incorporated into the [Academy’s] learned journal. 

This is the extent of the late Professor’s biography as he himself 
wrote it. To it I will append only two brief items:

1) In the year 1732 the author was married to the maiden 
Beata Elisabetha Ritter, a daughter of the Mayor of Gross-
wannsleben near Magdeburg. After almost eleven years of happy 
marriage, they were blessed and gladdened by [the birth of ] a 
young daughter. This only daughter, named Sophia Elisabetha, 
is still alive, together with the widow; as a virtuous little lady, 
well versed in various belles-lettres, she is a great credit to her late 
papa’s teaching.

2) On the 5th of July, 1762, in the 63rd year of his praiseworthy 
life, the author died of a consumptive disease.

It is easy to perceive from the above biography just how ar-
duous it was for the late Professor Adlung to gain a thorough ed-
ucation in his life, in order to put himself in a position to be able 
to provide useful service in turn to God and his neighbor. [His 
life] furnishes a powerful contradiction to those who hold the er-
roneous idea that the learning and practice of music excludes any 
other well-grounded learning; for the late Adlung possessed not 
only profound insight into philology, philosophy, mathemat-
ics and theology, and a thorough knowledge of the languages per-
taining to them, but he was also exceptionally able in musical theory 

* of the Mainz Electoral Academy of 
Practical Sciences at Erfurt, as the 
title page of each volume of Musica 

mechanica organœdi states. Erfurt 
had a longstanding connection with 
Mainz; it belonged to the territory 
of the Archbishop of Mainz, and 
the two churches on its Domhügel 
(cathedral hill) were a Roman 
Catholic stronghold in staunchly 
Lutheran Thuringia.
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and practice, as the writings he left behind bear ample witness. It 
would appear to be no exaggeration to place him in the company 
of those learned and renowned men whom he cites in his Anlei-

tung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, pp. 112-117, as men who, 
besides possessing a thorough mastery of other sciences, are also 
no strangers to music, and whose erudition is not in the least hin-
dered by [their knowledge of ] music. It is only to be regretted 
that not all of the writings the late author completed could be 
made known to the public, but rather (as stated above) the man-
uscripts of several substantial works were completely lost in the 
great fire that broke out in Erfurt in the year 1736. The above 
biography reveals those writings that he himself published, but 
since he has omitted several of them in it, I will list here Adlung’s 
complete writings* according to the order in which they appeared 
in print, in order to make up for those that one may have missed 
in the the biography.

�)†  Writings published by Adlung himself:

1) Epistola grat. lat. ad Reichardum (A Latin Epistle in gratitude to 

Reichardt). 1736. 1 signature.

2) Venus sub sole (Venus under the sun). 1740. 3 signatures.

3) Faber Fortunae (The Shaper of Fortune).‡ 1741. 1 signature.

“Likewise in the year 1741 he wrote a mathematical dispu-
tation upon the occasion of his certification in Erfurt, that 
treated “certain attributes of the second, third and fourth 
powers, etc.” (“de quibusdam affectionibus quadratorum, 
cuborum, biquadratorum &c.”); to the best of my knowledge, 
however, it was not printed.”§

* not including a number of musical 
compositions.

† The greek letters used from this 
point on do not appear to be 
additions by Agricola, but are an 
organizing device used by Albrecht.

‡ See p. XIII above.

§ It is unclear why Albrecht encloses 
this passage in quotation marks. 
It is not taken from either of the 
biographies (Walther or Marpurg) 
Albrecht mentions on p. 2 above.
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4) Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit (An Introduction to 

Musical Knowledge). With a Foreword by Kapellmeister Johann 
Ernst Bach. Erfurt, 1758. 2 Alphabets [plus] 9 signatures in 
octavo; together with 8 engraved plates.
�) After the author’s death I have published the following two 

writings in addition:

5) Musica Mechanica Organoedi (Musical Mechanics for the Organ-

ist), and
6) Musikalisches Siebengestirn (The Sevenfold Musical Constellation)

Both of them have left the press at the beginning of this year, 1768, 
and may be had from the publisher Birnstiel in Berlin.

From all of these writings shine forth diligence, insight, clarity 
and order; they bear witness to a man who has appropriately pon-
dered his subject before taking pen in hand to put it into writing. 

II. Now I must provide to the honorable reader a report on the 
nature of the manuscript from which this present work has been 
published. 

The manuscript of this work is the fruit of many years� dili-
gence, inasmuch as it had already begun to be written in the year 
1726, while the author was still living in Jena. What makes this clear 
is that the title page bears the inscription: Ienae 1726 inceptum in ae-

dibus Lehmannianis [begun in 1726 at Jena in Lehmann’s house]. 
The first draft of the work grew to be a manuscript of 820 very 
clearly written quarto pages. There was indeed no subsequent in-
crease in the number of pages; it remained the same. Yet as the years 
went by, the late author had written so much additional material 
in many a chapter that at times there was more in the margin and 
between the regular text than the space available on a quarto page 
would permit.
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* Chapters 6-10.

I have found that the author has taken note of everything that 
pertains to the discipline of music, and has diligently entered into 
his manuscript those things that he has either encountered scattered 
hither and yon in books, or has gradually become aware of through 
his own experience. These he has provided with specific signs that 
indicate where they belong in the text. If he has already touched 
upon a matter in the Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit that 
he published, or has covered it thoroughly, then he has simply re-
ferred to it in the margin or often (if the margin was already cov-
ered with writing) between the lines of the text [in the manuscript]. 
Sometimes, though, he has also repeated the treatment of a matter, 
although it may be read in almost identical words in the abovemen-
tioned Anleitung. One will note this to be the case here and there 
in reading through [the work], if one wishes to take the trouble to 
compare this or that chapter of the Anleitung with the present work. 
This could hardly have been otherwise, however, since several chap-
ters of the Anleitung* were taken from this Musica mechanica orga-

noedi, as may clearly be seen, and are thus to be considered simply 
as excerpts from it. It is no wonder, then, that the words are found 
to be identical in both books. After a bit of reflection, the reader will 
consider this situation to the credit of the late author, and gladly ex-
cuse it upon realizing that each of the two books is a book in itself.

III. Finally, my part in editing this work may be comprised un-
der the following three headings.

1) from the author’s manuscript I have prepared an entirely 
new printer’s manuscript, in which I have arranged in proper or-
der everything that was found, at times in the margin, at times be-
tween the lines, and even at times on separate sheets, in the manu-
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script delivered to me by Adlung’s heirs. In doing this I have taken 
great pains not to alter anything in the author’s writing style or 
expression, but to leave everything exactly as I found it. I hope 
that it will cause no one offense, however, that I have sought to 
maintain throughout this work the spelling that is usual and fa-
miliar to me. It was difficult to observe a uniform spelling prac-
tice, such as Adlung might have had in mind, in a manuscript that 
had been added to over so many years, in part because every page 
was filled with frequent abbreviations, in part because the author 
did not always have in mind uniform spelling rules, even where 
his manuscript was clearly written. Perhaps many readers might 
have wished to see here or there in this Musical Mechanics a mat-
ter more precisely worded or more elegantly written, and I cannot 
deny that I myself often expressed that wish during the process of 
copying [the work]. At one point I even had the idea of recasting 
everything that did not seem fluent enough for today’s taste; the 
only thing that kept me from it was the realization that as a mere 
editor I did not dare to presume that right without special permis-
sion. Furthermore, anyone who has become acquainted with the 
author through his Anleitung will certainly have no cause to com-
plain about his writing style, but will find that he has everywhere 
fitted the words to his subjects so skillfully as to provide complete 
satisfaction.

2) Here and there I have placed a number of notes of my own 
underneath the text, to explain this or that detail more fully, and to 
provide instruction now and then as to where one may find further 
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information about the matter being discussed. In these notes I have 
also occasionally corrected something, when I discovered that the 
author had depended upon dubious information. Where I have oc-
casionally expressed a conflicting opinion in the notes, I have done 
so in order that not a single syllable [of mine] may transgress upon 
that great respect in which I hold the author. I have purposely re-
frained from the proliferation of notes; rather I have been as brief as 
the matter would permit. Throughout the entire book [the notes] 
are marked with the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc.. I commend them to the 
honorable reader’s impartial scrutiny.

3) In addition to this foreword, I have also added to this work a 
useful index, so that with its help one may be able to find immedi-
ately this or that subject as desired. To that end I have attempted to 
make the index as complete as possible, so that the honorable reader 
will find nothing lacking in it, but may be able to find all the main 
subjects, words and names.

This is the extent of my efforts on behalf of this work.

Next, I cannot let it pass unnoted that the renowned Royal 
Prussian Court Composer, Mr. Johann Friedrich Agricola* in Ber-
lin, in response to the publisher’s† sincere request, was kind enough 
to furnish this work a greater degree of completeness, in part 
through various notes and in part through considerable additional 
material. Those who own this work have thereby gained a great 
deal, and without doubt they will not fail to render to Court Com-
poser Agricola their most courteous thanks for his efforts. For my 
part, I do not hesitate to express to him publicly my heartiest thanks 

* Agricola (1720-1774) was a student 
of J.S. Bach from 1738-41, during 
the time he was a student at the 
University of Leipzig. Thereafter 
he moved to Berlin, working with 
J.J. Quantz and C.P.E. Bach. In 
1751 Frederick the Great named him 
Royal Prussian Court Composer. 
The notes he added to the Musica 

mechanica organœdi confirm him as a 
faithful disciple of his teacher.

†  The publisher, Friedrich Wilhelm 
Birnstiel, had a longstanding 
connection with the students and 
admirers of J.S. Bach in Berlin. It 
was he who first published Bach’s 
chorale settings, under the title 
Vierstimmige Choralgesänge, in two 
volumes: a volume of 100 published 
in 1765 (ed. F.W. Marpurg and 
C.P.E. Bach), and a second volume 
of 100 in 1769 (ed. by J.F. Agricola). 
Agricola must have been working on 
the second volume at the same time 
J.L. Albrecht submitted Adlung’s 
work for publication; it seems likely 
that Birnstiel requested Agricola’s 
editorial assistance with the Musica 

mechanica organoedi.
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for the assistance he has afforded me in this work, and to assure him 
most sincerely of all possible service in return.

Here I must also mention, that whatever Mr. Agricola has 
added may be distinguished from my [notes] either by (**) preced-
ing it or by lower-case Greek letters.

To accommodate those who prefer flexible volumes,* the pub-
lisher has devised its convenient layout, and divided this work into 
two sections, so that each owner may have it bound into one or two 
volumes, as he wishes.

I commend this work of Adlung to the gracious judgment of en-
lightened connoiseurs, together with the wish that the labor I have 
expended upon it may not have been in vain.

       Mühlhausen,
in the month of January
     1 7 6 8.

  Johann Lorenz Albrecht, M.A.

* i.e., less thick and cumbersome, 
more convenient. Most publishers 
at this time did not provide books 
already bound, but rather the 
unbound sheets in signatures. 
Birnstiel could easily have arranged 
to have the sheets bound as the 
customer wished; the copies of the 
Mmo known to survive, however, 
are in two volumes bound as one.
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* i.e., the alloy of the metal.

Chapter XI.

Concerning the Cost of an Organ

Contents:

§.316. The cost of organs varies. §.317. Because the materials are not always the same price. §.318. 
One organ contains more materials than another. §.319. This is especially true with regard to 
the stops. §.320. The proportion* must be taken into account. §.321. And the voicing must also 
be considered. §.322. Also whether the organbuilder has time for it or not. §.323. The prices of 
other organs cannot always serve as guides, unless the way of calculating their cost is known. 
§.324. An interesting comparison between the organs at Naumburg and Jena. §.325. What the 
organ at Schwarzburg cost. §.326. Likewise the one at Büseleben. §.327. The carving. It is 
preferable to pay a good worker somewhat more.

§. 316.

This is indeed the most indefinite of all the chapters. It would be audacious 
of me to specify the price of an organ and its components, since 
organbuilders seldom get it right, much less I. Accordingly, anyone who

does not wish to read it, or considers it unnecessary, should turn past it. For that reason 
it should also be brief; I wish only to bring forward several matters that will serve those 
who are preparing to contract for an organ. Far be it from me to set a price on the work 
of upstanding organbuilders. Nor should anyone be so naïve as to conduct his dealings 
exclusively according to [my suggestions]. Rather I only want to arouse reflection, 
leading to the realization that building an organ is no easy matter.
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§. 317.

One hears at times the price of an organ stated; someone says that it has cost 
this or that much. In determining a price for a similar [organ], one would be misled 
unless one considers all the factors surround the former’s [price]. For there are various 
things that alter the price of an organ. For example: the materials are not always of the 
same worth; wood, lead, tin, brass, wire, ivory, leather, etc., are sometimes one price, 
sometimes another. Who would want to force the organbuilder to build one instrument 
for exactly the same [amount of ] money as another, when the materials must be bought 
at higher prices than they formerly were? Or how can the organbuilder with a clear 
conscience demand as much, if the materials are cheaper [for one organ] than for 
another? Furthermore, the materials are not always of the same quality, and thus their 
price rises and falls.

§. 318.

One organbuilder does more elegant and accurate work than another. Consequently 
one cannot demand that they build organs of equal size for the same price. A [given] 
organ will require more or less materials; how then can prices be identical? Perhaps a 
small village church will have an organ with such and such stops that have had to be 
crammed together because space is lacking. On the other hand, a spacious city church is 
to be provided with an instrument with the same number of stops; here the organ must 
be spread out as much as possible, for the sake of appearance. Should it cost the same 
[amount] of money? Of course not! It will require far more wood, leather, etc. that did 
the cramped village organ.

§.319

Since the stops are not of the same material, their value is therefore not the same. 
A tin pipe obviously costs more than a lead one of the same size, since a hundred-weight 
of lead (according to the prevailing economic conditions) will not cost more than 
4 Reichsthaler, while [the same amount] of tin will cost 10 Reichsthaler. And even 
though, on the other hand, tin weighs less, so that more pipes can be made out of a 
hundred-weight than from lead, nevertheless the difference is not so great as to bring 
the cost of a tin pipe down to that of a lead one (speaking in terms of material). What 
is more, one must also consider that working with tin pipes is much more difficult and 
troublesome than working with lead. Planing tin is very hard work, while planing lead 
is less trouble. Furthermore, one stop in an organ may have a greater or lesser alloy than 
another, that is, more or less lead is mixed in with the tin. Consequently prices have to 
be different both because of the material as well as the work, since the less lead that is 
used, the harder the metal is to work with.
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§.320.

One might also think that a Principal 4� in the façade should not cost any more 
than an Oktave 4� inside the case, given that they are of the same material and size. 
Once again this does not hold true, for façade pipes must be far more neatly wrought 
and planed than ones inside. The lips must be finer, and most of all, for the sake of 
appearance the feet must be made in proper proportion, much larger than is necessary 
inside the case. This requires more metal and more work, consequently it has to be more 
expensive. This is how to evaluate the difference between other [pipes] that stand in 
the façade and those inside the case. A Violon 16� in the façade must therefore cost more 
than one inside, even though the material is sometimes identical.

§.321.

There are also many stops that do not require as much material as others, to 
be sure, but nevertheless cost more because of their voicing, which in many cases is 
exceedingly difficult and causes the organbuilder a great deal of work. Therefore no one 
should be blamed for demanding more for a Violon, Violdigamba, Quintatön 16�, etc., 
on account of its voicing, than its size and material would seem to permit. 

§.322.

Calculating [the cost] also does not work by saying, e.g., that since an 8� Principal 
costs so much and a 16� is twice as large, consequently the latter ought to cost twice as 
much—this would be totally in error. For if a 16� Principal were the same width as an 
8�, it would indeed be twice as large and would indeed require twice as much metal, 
discounting the difference in the feet. But it is in fact much wider than an 8�, and thus 
requires much more than twice as much metal, as has already been mentioned in §.243. 
On the other hand, in some ways the work would [only] be double, such as in planing, 
soldering, etc.—but in the cut-up and the voicing the organbuilder would have quite a 
simple task. All of this must be taken into account. This is the way it is with all the stops. 
From this may be seen what sort of things have to be considered in part in determining 
the worth of an entire organ, and in part of single stops. Consider furthermore that the 
organbuilder may sometimes remain at home to do the building, while at other times 
this is impossible. His absence from home costs him business; for if any service work 
arises during his absence, he is out of it. Another [builder] might be given unlimited 
time to build, and can arrange everything at his convenience; whatever he earns in 
the meantime is his business. Other times a builder might be pressured to finish. That 
also affects the price. Likewise one hears an organ’s price specified, but does not know 
whether or not the organbuilder has gotten his board in addition, or whether he has 
been given an allowance for his board. How is it possible to build another organ using 
this as a guide?
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* “14löthig;” see §. 87.

†  i.e., Terz 135 ‘; see §.197.

‡  “Mollen” (=Mulden).

§ See §. 38.

§.323.

Sometimes it is also not known whether the organbuilder has been given building 
materials. Since all of this has to be considered, then I repeat that it is not good to 
specify [here] what the actual price of an organ or any component of an organ should 
be. Organbuilders themselves could teach us a great deal in these matters, but they are 
not always so quick to tell the truth. Thus I will merely state the prices of certain organs 
whose stoplists I have included in Chapter 10 above. I cannot always report, though, 
whether this or that condition is present, since I do not know. I also cannot say whether 
the organbuilder has been given the old organ as part of the bargain; this is another 
point that alters the price of an organ. Afterwards I will indicate certain stops and their 
prices roughly to the degree I have heard about them. The alloy, though, is not noted 
with them. Thus this is only an provisional report.

In the organ at Gera, §.301, Trost(**) has stated each stop’s weight, and then 
(**)Trost did not build this organ, but rather Fink[e] from Saalfeld. This must be a slip of the pen. 

[Agricola] 

specified the materials to be given him. I will record this so that the reader may know 
to some degree what goes into each stop—not that I do not believe that his amounts 
are at times exaggerated. Principal 8� 14-part* [tin] contains 184 pounds; Quintatön 
16�, 343 pounds of metal; Violdigamba 8�, 160 lbs.; Bordun 8�, 130 lbs.; Vox humana, as 
described in §.301, contains 140 lbs. of metal, without the sheet iron; Gemshorn 8�, 165 
lbs.; Rohrflöte 4�, 48 lbs.; Oktave 4�, 68 lbs.; Gemsquinte 6�, 70 lbs.; Cylinderquint 
3�, 28 lbs.; Sesquialter 1 3/5, 25 lbs.; Superoktave 2�, 28 lbs.; Mixture 6 ranks 2�, 82 
lbs.; Principal 4�, 11-part tin, 65 lbs.; Nachthorn 4�, 46 lbs.; Flöte douce 4�, 38 lbs. of 
metal; Gemshorn 4�, 60 lbs.; Italienische Quinte 3�, 34 lbs.; Gemsquinte 1½, 28 lbs.; 
Oktave 2�, 28 lbs.; Sesquialter from 2�,† 18 lbs.; Mixture 2�, 4 ranks, 60 lbs.; Quintatön 
8�, 68 lbs.; Principal 2�, 14-part [tin], 20 lbs.; Gedackt 8�, 64 lbs.; Nachthorn 4�, 36 
lbs.; Dolcan 4�, 38 pounds; Oktave 1, 18lbs.; Quinte 1½, 20 lbs.; Mixture 3 ranks, 1�, 28 
lbs.; Principal 16�, 14-part tin, 588 pounds. The reader may figure the total amount of 
each material for himself, keeping in mind that lead is figured in pigs.‡ On the other 
hand, bismuth, brass and iron wire, and sheet brass are figured by the pound, and tin-
plated sheet iron by the sheet. Tanned white calfskin and sheepskin are figured by 
bales; one bale has 10 pieces or skins. Tanned cow-leather comes by the pound. Glue 
is bought by the stone; one stone contains 21 pounds. Isinglass in the glue is likewise 
bought by the pound. In addition one must have oak, other clean lumber, as well as 
other wood; tallow for soldering; wax; stripped horse-veins for the bellows (these are 
bought by the pound); boxwood or ivory, or whatever kind of material the keys are 
to be made of; heavy leather; Armenian bole;§ resin; spirits; vinegar; not to mention 
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61) The bellows must also not be forgotten here, since they are also an expensive item. If one does not 
know precisely how many there are to be made or how large they are to be, then one can be misled 
in figuring, if one depends on the price of a given set of bellows to determine that of the ones in the 
new organ. [Albrecht]

62) On p. 530, note h, of his Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, the author promised to submit 
this comparison to his honored readers. Here he fulfills his stated promise. [Albrecht]

the parts made of iron. N.B. There must always be a tenth more tin and lead than is 
estimated for a stop, for one pound in ten is always lost in casting. One must also have 
firewood, lighting and coal.

In his Orgelprobe, Chapter 26, p. 65, Werkmeister relates that, in order to become 
informed about weights, he bought the pipes from an old organ, and discovered upon 
weighing them that an 8� Principal of tin, from C, D, E, F, F#, G, G# up to c���, 
weighed 165 pounds, while others weighed 200 pounds and still others 220 pounds (that 
is, according to whether the tin is pure or not; or according to how much lead in mixed 
with it; or according to how thin it has been cut. A 4� Principal with the same notes 
weighed 60 pounds, while others weighed 85 pounds. Gedackts of quite fine quality 
metal weighed 127 pounds (Werkmeister should have indicated in addition the alloy), 
while others weighed 120 lbs. and still others 140 lbs. A 16� Quintatön, 260-271 pounds; 
8� Quintatön, 116-125 lbs; 4� Oktave, 49-54 lbs; 3� Quinte, 22-25 lbs; 2� Oktave, 15-18 
lbs; 4� Gedackt, 72-76 lbs; 5-rank Mixture (the largest pipe being 1�), 60 lbs; 4-rank 
[Mixture] (the largest pipe being 2�), around 90 lbs; 1� Oktave, 10 pounds; 3-rank 
Mixture 1�, 32 pounds. Note in addition that variations in scale can cause variety in the 
[amount of ] material.61) 

§.324.

The organ at St. Wenceslaus Church in Naumburg, whose stoplist has been 
included in Chapter 10,(**) is said to have cost 10,000 Reichstaler—others indicate 

(**) Note that here Adlung is speaking about the old organ in this church. It has been completely melted 
down, however, by Mr. Zacharias Hildebrand, and replaced by a very beautiful [new organ], whose 
stoplist has also been included [in Chapter 10] above. [Agricola]

only 8,000. Either amount will suffice. To be sure, there are some heavy stops in it, 
such as two 16� Principals, a 10-rank Mixture, etc. But if one compares this amount to 
2,500 Reichsthaler, which is what the organ at the Jena Stadtkirche cost, considering 
the actual organs themselves, then either the former was too expensive, or the latter 
underpriced. Let us compare them with each other, first to see what stops they have 
in common, and then what the one at Naumburg has above [the one at Jena], and 
whether the extra was worth it.62) They have in common: Untersatz 32�; Posaune 16�; 
Tremulant; pedal coupler; Trompete 8�, both in the pedal and in the manual; Oktave 
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63) Not everyone would be content with this assertion. [Albrecht] 

(**) Many would go so far as to say that a well-built Rückpositiv is a beautiful thing. [Agricola] 

* See the stoplist for the organ at St. 
Wenceslas, Naumburg, Pedal, No. 
10, in Chapter 10.

† It is curious that Adlung includes 
the ventils among the stops, but 
he is obviously trying to make the 
organ at Jena look as superior as 
possible to the one at Naumburg.

8� and 4� in the pedal; Waldflöte 2�; [Zimbel]stern; manual 8� Principal occurs twice at 
Jena, and only once at Naumburg, but there is an Oktave 8� with the Principal 16�, and 
these we may consider identical; Oktave 4� twice in the manual; Principal 4�; Quinte 3� 
twice (three times at Naumburg); Rauschpfeife; Oktave 2� three times; the Mixture at 
Naumburg is 10 ranks, that at Jena 6 ranks; Quintatön 16�; Violdigamba 8�; Gemshorn 
8�; Quintatön 8�; Mixture 4 ranks; Gedackts at 4� and 8�, twice. What does the organ at 
Naumburg have in addition? A great deal—but the organ at Jena has a number of things 
as well. Let us see if we can indicate some of them. At Naumburg there is another 16� 
Principal. On the other hand, Jena has a Violon 16�, which is hardly inferior, and is also 
of metal; thus the only difference would be in the quality of the metal, and this does not 
amount to much. It might be said that the Violon has only a two-octave compass; but 
the other two octaves do not amount to much, because the pipes are small, from 4� to 1�. 
But in their place I shall count the Oktave 4�, which is in the Sesquialter at Jena, while 
Naumburg’s Sesquialter does not include it. In its place at Jena is the 8� Rohrflöte, and 
the score stands tied. Naumburg has a 16� Fagott; Jena has a 16� Subbass instead, and I 
doubt that the Fagott goes through the entire manual compass. Thus I consider them 
equivalent. Naumburg has one more Quinte 3� than Jena; in its stead I will take a 3� 
Quinte from the Sesquialter—the score is still tied. Naumburg’s Mixture is 10 ranks, 
while Jena’s is 6; but the former begins at 2�, the latter at 4�—thus they are almost 
equivalent. Or, to be generous, a 3-rank Cymbal could be counted in its stead. The third 
Mixture at Naumburg is also 4 ranks; for it we may count the Rohrnasat and the other 
3-rank Cymbal. Naumburg has a Flöte douce 8�; on the other hand, the Grobgedackt 8� 
at Jena counts for more. Naumburg has one more Waldflöte; for it I will count a Flöte 
douce 4�. Naumburg has an 8� Hohlflöte; for it I will count Jena’s Quinte 6� together 
with another 1½�. Naumburg has an 8� Quintatön; for it I will count an Oktave 4� from 
a Sesquialtera, since they are of the same value. Naumburg has three Sesquialteras, but 
they are nothing but thirds above the 2� Oktave [i.e., 1 3/5�]. For them I can count the 
2 Terzes from the Jena Sesquialteras together with the Sifflöte 1�. Naumburg has an 8� 
Bombard; for that there is a manual Bordun 16� at Jena. I do not see anything else [at 
Naumburg] except two 4� Schalmeis and one other reed whose name I do not know.* I 
recall, however, that the pedal Flötenbass 4� at Jena has not yet been counted, and also 
a Quinte 3� in the second Sesquialtera, a Cornetbass 2� and the ventils.† That accounts 
for everything. I must say that I see nothing superior in the Naumburg organ, unless 
it be the case. Yet consider, if you please: Jena has ivory keys, while Naumburg has 
wooden ones. In Jena the organ is conveniently built into one case, while Naumburg 
has a Rückpositiv, a detestable thing.63) **) The front of the organ at Jena is covered 
with oak boards, while the one at Naumburg is not. The former [organ] is constructed 
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* Now Adlung is speaking of the old 
organ at Naumburg as a thing of 
the past.

† See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

‡ See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

§ See Chapter 10 for this stoplist.

¶ See Chapter 10 for this stoplist.

|| i.e., the one at Herbstleben, 
mentioned above.

better and more durably in every way, so that no particular fault may be detected in it 
in a prolonged dry spell; in contrast, the latter [organ] became* almost unusable in hot 
[dry] weather, and was ordinarily of no use after Pentecost, since the wind leaked out 
everywhere. In Naumburg there were only 4 bellows, 2 for the manuals and 2 for the 
pedal; but all of them were of little use; they were patched over with paper, but still did 
not hold any wind even though they ran like crazy. At Jena there are 9 bellows, any one 
of which gives better service than all four put together at Naumburg. As far as tone is 
concerned, the organ at Jena sounds quite pleasant, and brisk as well. In contrast, the 
tone of the organ at Naumburg was dull and wooden, since it had no Cymbels and true 
Sesquialteras, that are the life of an organ. Its 10-rank Mixture alone was not enough 
to provide brilliance; perhaps many of its pipes did not speak. In short, I have always 
found the organ at Jena more pleasing than that at Naumburg., even though it was 
barely a third as expensive. Even if I were to give its cost at 5,000 Reichsthaler, the 
difference between [that sum and] 10,000 is far too great. Oh, yes—the Contrabass 32� 
at Jena also has an open 16� [that plays] with it.

§. 325.

The organ of the Reglerkirche in Erfurt† cost 600 Reichstaler, but they gave the 
old organ in trade, as well as supplying room and board [for the organbuilder]. The 
organ at the Augustinerkirche cited above‡ cost, to the best of my knowledge, 1,000 
Reichsthaler. The organ at Schwarzburg, §. 314, cost 400 Rthlr., as has been reported 
above. However, the organbuilder received in addition the following materials: 8 
hundred-weights of tin; 8 hundred-weights of lead; 25 pounds of brass wire and sheet 
iron; 1 hundred-weight of glue; 6 pounds of bismuth; 5 pounds of isinglass; 4 containers 
of alcohol mixed with the glue; 18 bales of leather (one bale has 10 pieces or skins); 6 
pounds of ivory; 8 little bells; 30 oak planks for the three windchests; 30 pieces of the 
same [kind of ] wood for the drawknobs and for sponselling the chests; 60 pieces of 
scots-pine lumber for the case; 30 pieces of spruce lumber for the trackers and rollers; 
30 scots-pine planks for the bellows-plates; 60 pieces of scots-pine lumber for the pipes 
and the wind conduits; 2 cords of [fire]wood for casting the sheets [of pipe metal]; in 
sum, everything necessary for the metal parts and other components. I have included 
this so that, if one wishes to procure the materials, one may know in some measure what 
sorts of things are needed. In this regard one might once again ponder what was quoted 
just above in §.323, from Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe. 

§. 326.

The organ at Herbstleben§ cost 1,100 Rthlr., not including the old organ, which 
was appraised at 37 Rthlr., 12 Gr[oschen]. The organ at Büseleben, whose stoplist may 
be found in §. 286,¶ was built by Mr. Schröter of Erfurt, so that these things were agreed 
upon in the contract in the following way: e.g., “manual chest of oak, upon which are to 
stand the stops named above, for 30 Rthlr.” I do not know about the other [organ||]. The 
case and molding cost 56 Rthlr; the two keyboards of ivory, the pedal and [its] action 32 
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* Both the stoplist in as well as the 
price stated below suggest that 
Adlung means 4� instead of 8�.

† This amount does not agree with 
that stated in the stoplist, 550 Rthlr.

‡ Syntagma musicum, Vol 2, p. 162; 
but there is no prior citation of 
Praetorius in this chapter.

§ Praetorius is referring to Constance, 
since he lists Hans Buch[n]er as a 
former organist there; cf. Vol. II, 
Foreword (above), p. IV.

¶ An Ohm is about 35 modern gallons 
or 168 liters; thus the pipe would 
have held about 140 gallons or 672 
liters.

Rthlr.; three bellows, each 10 feet long and 5 wide, as well as the stop apparatus, leather, 
vinegar, iron, screws, and horse veins, for 60 Rthlr.; Principalbass 8� in the façade, of 
fine tin, for 30 Rthlr., since it only goes through two octaves; Principal 8�* in the façade 
of fine tin for 18 Rthlr.; the same at 2� in the façade, 12 Rthlr.; Grobgedackt 8� for 18 
Rthlr.; Quintatön 8� for 18 Rthlr.; Violdigamba 8�, 30 Rthlr.; Quinte 3� for 16 Rthlr.; 
Oktave 2� of pipe metal for 10 Rthlr.; Mixtur 4 ranks for 25 Rthlr.; Cymbel 3 ranks for 
10 Rthlr.; Stillgedackt 8� for 16 Rthlr.; Nachthorn 4� for l5 Rthlr.; Spitzflöte 4� for 15 
Rthlr.; Sesquialtera 3 ranks for 25 Rthlr.; Scharp 3 ranks for 18 Rthlr.; Quinte 1½� for 
6 Rthlr.; Waldflöte 2� for 8 Rthlr.; Posaunbass 16� of wood for 25 Rthlr.; Subbass 16� 
of wood for 16 Rthlr. I would say that all this would amount to 650 Rthlr.,† without 
board. Whether these would be always be the prices, I cannot say.

I know little in particular as to what other stops cost. A manual 8� Principal in 
the façade might cost, say, between 40 and 46 Rthlr. A 16� Quintatön would be almost 
the same amount; a [Zimbel]stern, say with 6 bells, about 3 Rthlr.; a Tremulant, 2 
Rthlr.. At one place a Violon [16�?] in the façade of good metal was built for 50 Rthlr., 
but sometimes [such a stop] will cost more. It is, however, no wonder that such large 
stops cost a lot—they require a great deal of metal. Praetorius, l.c.,‡ indicates that at 
Costnitz§ the largest pipe is 24� tall (it only goes down to F) and weighs 3 hundred-
weights. One must consider not only the increase in the pipes� length and width, but also 
that the metal sheets must be thicker for large pipes. He also says in Vol. II, Part IV, p. 
162, that the largest pipe at Ulm holds 315 Ulmer Maass of wine (that is 157½ Stübchen, 
or 8 Eimer or 4 Ohmen.¶ Pipes like that cost a pretty penny.

§. 327.

The organbuilder must see to whatever pertains to the case itself, as well as to the 
cabinetry. But the church should have the woodcarving done separately by a sculptor; 
this is also an expensive item. Painting and gilding are also not part of the organbuilder’s 
work. Nothing else occurs to me at the moment, but I would advise the following: if you 
can find an organbuilder, the quality of whose work is assured, and who is also honest 
and upright, you should choose him, even though another (whose exactitude we set no 
great store by) might be willing to build certain stops for less money.

In Chapter 10 above I have noted in connection with many stoplists how much 
this or that instrument has ended up costing. You may consult these as guidelines 
for the approximate cost of building a new organ. It would also be worthwhile when 
rebuilding old organs to take into consideration the things I have imparted concerning 
new instruments.





* “Gegen welche Plagam;” Adlung 
also uses the Latin term plaga in 
Chap. 28, p. 166. For him, it seems 
to mean “hindrance” or “obstacle”; 
thus the literal translation of this 
phrase would be “Toward which 
obstacle,” i.e., toward which wall of 
the church.

† Adlung presumes the traditional 
orientation of Christian church 
buildings, with the main entrance at 
the west end, opposite the chancel 
with altar and pulpit at the east end. 
The early church fathers offer a 
number of theological explanations 
for this orientation, but never the 
practical reason that Adlung assigns 
to it.

‡ Adlung writes “die Eurythmie”. 
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Chapter XII.

Concerning the Exterior Decoration of an Organ
Contents:

§.328. The purpose of this chapter. §.329. On which axis* to place the organ. §.330. High or 
low? §.331. The organ must receive light. §.332. Whether the evening [sun]light should shine 
through [from behind the organ.] §.333. The organ should be spread out. §.334. The largest 
metal pipes should be set in the façade. §.335. The [façade] pipes are divided into flats and 
towers; the meaning of “Eurythmy.” §.336. The requirements of symmetry. §.337. Concerning 
blind flats. §.338. Concerning wooden pipes in the façade. §.339. The façade pipes must be neat. 
§.340. Concerning cornices. §.341. Concerning [wood]carving. §.342. Concerning angels, 
suns, etc. §.343. Pipeshades above the flats. §.344. Ivory keyboards; the Rückpositiv. §.345. 
Concerning the stopknobs. §.346. Securing the organ on top, behind, and on both sides.

§. 328.

In this chapter we will be considering not sound, but exclusively appearance. For 
our churches do not reflect merely what is necessary, but also take into account 

display or outward appearance, insofar as it can be reconciled with devotion, and this 
is observed especially in the building of an organ. To be sure, if an organ is properly 
constructed, then it is a particular ornament to a place of worship. We shall put forward 
several principles from architecture and optics according to which an organ should be 
erected, insofar as they promote [a good] outward appearance. Other principles we 
shall leave to carpenters and cabinetmakers, since they are also well acquainted with 
them.

§. 329.

One might ask: According to the principles of optics, where is the best place 
to position an instrument—in the east, the west, the south or the north? high or 
low? Concerning the first [question], the length of our churches from west to east is 
normally greater than their width from south to north. The high altar is usually erected 
at the east end, since the early Christians (and also we, in many places) conduct our 
worship more in the morning than in the evening. In doing this, preachers must chant 
and read in front of the altar, and consequently are most in need of light that falls upon 
them chiefly from the east.† Visually speaking, then, it is most convenient to erect such 
a large instrument at the opposite end, that is, at the west end. This is called for by 
eurythmy,‡ which means that the components of a structure are so arranged that one 
half has exactly the same components as another, but reversed; i.e., whatever is placed in 
one half of the façade appears mirrored in the other half; a solitary component is placed 

The English word “eurythmy” means “harmonious proportion”, but Adlung’s definition makes it clear that he means here the more specific word 
“symmetry”. He introduces the word “die Symmetrie” in §.336, however, with yet another meaning; therefore I have retained the English “eurythmy” for 
Adlung’s “die Eurythmie.” 
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in the middle. Since there are only two such structures in the church,* it is naturally to 
place one of them at the west end if the other stands at the east end. Moreover, then the 
entire breadth of the organ in its full splendor is visible throughout the entire church. 
On the other hand, if an instrument is built either on the south or north side, only 
those standing opposite it can see it. Those who are located further east and west of 
it have only a side view of it that does not strike the eye at all well, or indeed is not 
even visible. Yet if the organ stands at the west or the east end, everyone in the church 
can have a direct view of it. Occasionally one finds [organs] located at the east end,†  
but I would prefer that they stood opposite the altar, so that [the organist] can see 
the priest, something that is often-times required. But nowadays organs are no longer 
placed there. Our forefathers often erected their organs on the side of the church, but 
this [practice] has also been entirely abandoned.

§. 330.

Furthermore, if anyone should ask whether the organ ought to be placed high or 
low, the answer is: according to our system the pews for women are usually lower‡ and 
those for men are higher.§ Thus the organ should by right be located higher up. Yet I 
have also encountered them right on the floor, a practice that is no longer followed. In 
this regard one must merely keep in mind that it is most convenient for the singers and 
instrumentalists to stand around or in front of the organ, so that they can better maintain 
their harmony.¶ Therefore I consider it advisable that the organ stand where the choir 
sings. It is not convenient, however, to place the choir on the floor level, since singers 
sound harsh in the midst the congregation. For the same reason the pulpit is elevated, so 
that the preacher’s voice does not sound so harsh, and yet everyone can understand him 
better. Consequently the choir together with the organ must be located up high. Just 
how elevated the choir should be is to be determined by the size of the organ. It is not 
usual to erect a balcony above the choir area; thus the place chosen for the choir is the 
tallest in the church, yet the choir must be kept low enough to leave sufficient height for 
the organ without mounting the largest pipes inside the case, mitering them or omitting 
them altogether—such [compromises] spoil the appearance of the organ. For example, 
the organ in the Jena Stadtkirche should have had at least a few more feet of height; 
had that been the case, then not only could the Oberwerk Principal 8� have been placed 
in the façade (as is now there), but also the Unterwerk Principal 4�; that stop is inside 
the case and the Oktave 2� stands in the façade in its place. To be sure, the Mittelwerk 
Principal [8�] is displayed, but its largest pipes are inside the case, where such large feet 
are not required. The Violon 16� could also have been placed in the façade, whereas 
only the Pedal Principal 16� is [now] there. What a [splendid] appearance that would 
have made—if only the choir could have been lowered several feet. Even though a given 
locale may not be building a large organ at the present time, I would still recommend 
that the choir area be given some extra width, as well as some extra height, as if a large 

* i.e., the altar (with its customary 
elaborate reredos) and the organ.

† a reference to the German Lutheran 
practice, already begun in the 16th 
century, of vertically aligning the 
altar, pulpit and organ at the east 
end of a church. A famous example 
of this is the Frauenkirche at 
Dresden. See Chap. 28, p.168, note.

‡ i.e., on the floor in the nave.

§ i.e., in the balconies.

¶ This expression is vague; it may 
refer to ensemble, or harmony, or 
to both.
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* i.e., when one opens the rear panels 
of the case, either for tuning or 
repairs.

† Adlung seems to be posing this 
question in order to comment 
on the specific situation at the 
Augustinerkirche in Erfurt, which 
he then proceeds to describe. The 
practice of mounting drums more 
or less permanently on a gallery 
rail near the organ, however, was 
quite common in Thuringia during 
and after Adlung’s lifetime. A 
set of antique kettledrums is still 
to be seen mounted on a gallery 
rail at the side of the organ at the 
Predigerkirche in Erfurt.

instrument were going to be placed there. For perhaps our descendents might undertake 
such a building project [i.e., a larger organ], and it would be preferable to build only 
a new organ rather than a [new] church. If the church is already narrow, then this is 
a fault that cannot be corrected; but churches are seldom so narrow that they cannot 
accommodate the breadth of an organ, provided that everything is arranged properly. 

§. 331.

Furthermore, it is necessary to give some thought to [adequate] lighting. 
The entire choir, and in particular the organist, must have a great deal of light. An 
[ensemble] musician can set his score as near as he likes, but an organist must place it as 
the music-rack permits. He also must be able to read the figures while realizing figured 
bass. Thus light must certainly not be blocked, but must fall in appropriate quantity 
on the keyboard, the music-rack—indeed, upon the entire organ—not only for the 
sake of the music, but so that the organ may strike the eye more clearly and radiantly. 
One might ask, “Should the light shine down from the side, from the front, or from 
behind?” My answer would be: if the church is long, some light will indeed enter from 
the east windows, but it will be very weak; moreover, the organist sits between the organ 
and the east windows (here I am speaking exclusively of organs build at the west end), 
and blocks most of the rays. The west windows are behind the organ, and are necessary 
in order to see inside the organ,* but rays [from these windows] do not fall on the 
keyboard. Therefore there must be windows on both sides, or they must be be built, so 
that light falls upon [the keyboards], but [they must be] far enough forward so that 
from any point in a window a straight line may proceed to the keyboard and music-rack, 
since rays travel in straight lines.

§. 332.

In this regard one might ask whether it is advisable to leave open a section of the 
organ [case], through which light may enter the church from the west and thus perhaps 
fall upon the tympani?† In answer: the organ in the Protestant Augustinerkirche at 
Erfurt was originally built in this way. The pedal pipes were placed on both sides, the 
Positiv was above, and the main manual was in the middle on both sides; between the 
two sections of the latter there was an opening in which it was intended that the drums 
were to be played. At either end of the organ there were also small galleries for the 
trumpeters to stand on. Light streamed in through the opening in the middle, from the 
window behind it, but did not fall upon the other galleries. The person who specified 
this [arrangement] thereby revealed his ignorance of optics. For it is well known that 
radii reflexi, or reflected rays are not as bright as direct rays, those that proceed directly 
from the sun and strike an object. For example, the moon when it is at its brightest, or 
full, sometimes appears to be larger than the sun, because it is so near, yet it does not 
make the earth as bright as the sun does; on the contrary, even when the thickest clouds 
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* “A greater light prevails over a 
lesser one.”

† Adlung expands on this matter in 
Chap. 28, pp. 171-2.

‡ i.e., in §.333 above.

§ i.e., a hole is bored into it under the 
pipe.

veil the sun, its rays still make everything far brighter than the moon in the clearest 
sky. Why? Because the sun’s rays proceed directly from the sun, and come directly to 
us without striking any solid object (to be sure, there is a certain amount of refraction, 
but that does not weaken light as much as reflection). The rays that come to us from 
the moon are only reflected, since they proceed from the sun to the moon, and thence 
are reflected to us. If this be the case, let us note that, if we want to view the organ 
and its pipes from below in the church, then light must fall upon them through the 
windows, be reflected from the pipes, and enter our eyes. It is thus reflected light, and 
scanter or weaker than the light that enters our eyes directly from the west window. 
As optics informs us: lumen maius officit minori,* i.e., when confronted by a greater 
light, one cannot see a lesser one. Thus it follows that in broad daylight, with the sun 
shining through the opening in the middle, one would not be able see the organ any 
better than one can see the moon during the daytime. This was indeed the case at [the 
Augustinerkirche], and thus the thing had to be changed, and [the opening] blocked 
up. That is why the third manual was installed there, something that otherwise would 
never have been considered. O ye architects! Learn a bit of science beyond what you 
need for your architecture.†

§. 333.

Furthermore, it is helpful to the outward appearance of an organ to spread it out as 
much as possible, not only horizontally but vertically as well, as much as the height and 
width of the church permits. This is all the more advisable, since it makes it easy to get 
to all the parts of the organ to tune it and to repair anything that is defective. It is also a 
very good thing to leave space between the ranks from front to back; one ought at least 
to be able to get around on the windchest.

§. 334.

But something needs to be put inside the structure as well, and thus it is filled with 
pipes. In this regard, take note that the largest metal ranks, that is, the principals, are 
placed in the façade for the sake of display; wooden pipes do not appear imposing. If 
anyone should say that the chests are not as broad as I required the width of the case 
to be,‡ note that this is not necessary, since these façade ranks are seldom (or, in large 
instruments, never) placed on the chest anyway. They are placed on the case rail, which 
is hollowed out,§ and the wind from the chest is channeled into it. There is a separate 
tube [leading] to each pipe, and thus the pipes can stand as far apart as desired, and yet 
always be supplied with wind from the chest. In addition, the ranks on one chest do not 
have to be spread out across the entire case; rather, one chest may lie next to another. 
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64) Eurythmy is also promoted if some of the principal pipes [i.e., ranks] are partially doubled, so that, 
e.g., there is a C on both sides, also a D, etc.. Praetorius had noted this circumstance in describing 
the [organ] at Sondershausen, [Syntagma musicum, Vol. II,] p. 197, where C, D and E are found 
doubled in the Principalbass 16�. If anyone should say that all [the pipes] should then be doubled 

* i.e., with flats and towers.

† “conus:” in Vol. I, p. 53, Adlung 
defines the term conus as “cone”, 
but here he is apparently using the 
word as the equivalent of “triangle”.

‡ i.e., flats made up of non-speaking 
pipes.

§ Syntagma musicum, vol. II, p.190.

¶ The term Principalia signifies 
ranks standing in front of the case 
of each of the manual divisions. 
This is perhaps the most striking 
visual characteristic of Gottfried 
Fritzsche’s earlier work in middle 
Germany.

Sometimes the pedal has one large metal rank, other times it has none. If it has none, 
and [the organ] has only one manual, one must simply spread the pipes out as best one 
can. If [the organ] has two keyboards, then the chests may stand next to each other, 
yet one manual should be directly in the middle, while the other is divided on both sides 
of it, enclosing the first. If there is a pedal, then its largest rank may be placed in the 
middle, with one manual chest divided on either side of it and the other either above 
both on top, or in the middle as a Brustwerk. Alternatively the chests may be placed one 
over the other, and the pedal ranks divided on both sides.

§. 335.

The pipes are divided into separate flats. “Flat” is the name given to a series of 
pipes arranged one after another in a straight line, separated from other [sections of the 
façade] by wooden dividers. There are also towers, in which a certain number of pipes 
are enclosed in a half circle or in a triangular-shaped point. Eurythmy is to be observed 
in all elements [of the organ], but it is particularly necessary with these.* The right 
side must be designed to appear exactly the same as the left. If there is a circular tower 
on the far right, then the same thing must stand on the far left; if the next [section] on 
the first side were a wedge† or triangle, or a flat, then the same thing must appear on 
the other side, indeed so precisely that even the pipes on both sides must be identical to 
each other, insofar as possible. Thus it is customary to separate notes from each other, 
so that if c� stands on the right side, then c# stands on the left, since it is closest in size 
to the first [pipe] in that rank. This alternation is carried out consistently throughout 
[the entire façade]. Both halves of each flat and tower are also arranged symmetrically, 
so that among the pipes belonging to a tower the largest is placed in the middle, the 
second to the right, the third to the left, the fourth to the right, etc.64) Flats, though, are 
sometimes arranged differently, so that they stand thus, [with pipes becoming] smaller 
and smaller:

The same sort [of flat] is constructed on the other side of the organ. 
Blind flats‡ are [sometimes] also inserted, for the sake of eurythmy; 
see §. 337. Let me also note here that even whole ranks are sometimes 
placed in the façade for [the sake of ] appearance. This is the way 
it is, e.g., in the Palace at Schöningen, according to Praetorius,§ 
where the little Trompet or Posaune is placed in view as the  furthest

forward of the Principalia¶ [in the Rückpositiv] so that it corresponds to the Oberwerk; 
the pipes, however, are mute, and in their place stands an 8� Bärpfeife.
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* Here Adlung is expressing a vestige 
of the notion of the neo-Platonic, 
neo-Pythagorean doctrine of 
cosmic harmony, by this late date 
almost passé everywhere but in 
Germany, according to which 
musical consonances are held to be 
the perfect ratios, to which all other 
proportions in the universe must 
conform if they are to be perfect 
and pleasing. 

† This should read “§.335.”

‡ i.e., wherever there is no chest 
directly behind the façade. This 
comment is yet another indication 
that Adlung views the case as a 
decorative screen, independent of 
the organ’s internal structure.

for the sake of eurythmy, if the towers and flats of an organ are to be identical to each other, the 
answer is that this is not necessary; but where this sort of doubling is employed, it serves 1) to 
reinforce the sound, which is weaker in the bass than in the mid-range, [and] 2) to mitigate the 
decrease in pipe-length, which is far more noticeable and visible in the bass than in the treble; in the 
bass the decrease is by whole feet or [even] yards, but this is not the case in the treble. [Albrecht] 

§. 336.

It is fine to build either towers or flats, as long as eurythmy is observed in all 
elements; it is even better, however, if flats, wedges, and round towers are mixed together 
with each other. We must also not forget symmetry, though, by which is meant that the 
height and width of an object are in a proportion to each other such as will please the 
eyes. Thus we know that a window that is as wide as it is high, or even wider than high, 
cannot hope to please us, but rather if the height is approximately time and a half the 
width, i.e., the height to the width is in the ratio 3:2, or as the fifth to the octave,* then it 
pleases us; or if [the height] is twice as long as [the width], i.e., as 2:1, this also satisfies 
us. We cannot say why it does not please our eyes if the proportion is different than 
indicated here. Suffice it to say that we are not pleased whenever the proportion of the 
length to the width is not at least as 3:2. We must guide ourselves accordingly, and not 
make the flats too wide. 5 pipes may be enough in the lowest octave of large 8� ranks. If 
the pipes are smaller, then more of them may be included in a flat.

§. 337.

If there is a 16� pedal rank in the façade, I find it most pleasing if the towers or 
flats with the largest pipes occupy the extremities on both sides. The manual ranks [in 
the façade] may be placed wherever desired, according to symmetry and eurythmy. If 
the height or the width of a [façade] structure is so constituted that the ranks usually 
employed in the façade do not fill up the whole space, then blind flats may be included; 
see §.135.† That can happen most conveniently between the manual chests, or wherever 
there is a vacant place.‡ A certain amount of metal can be given over to the purpose 
of making dummy pipes that do not need any [painstaking] labor, languids, voicing, 
etc., since they do not sound. For example, at the Thomaskirche in Erfurt (§.300) there 
was not enough space for the Rückpositiv to be placed above, under, or to the side of 
the Hauptwerk; thus [the builder] Mr. Volkland, in order to spread out the Hauptwerk 
even further, introduced just as many dummy pipes in the façade as sounding ones; the 
Rückpositiv stands behind [the Hauptwerk]. If one wishes all the pipes to be sounding 
ones, and still at the same time to increase the outward splendor of an organ, then one 
may set some pipes of the octave ranks in the façade as well. Thus, e.g., at Alach the 
entire Oktave 4� stands in the façade, as well as the Principal 8�, in part occupying entire 
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* i.e., the desire to spread out the 
façade for a splendid display.

† p. 182.

‡ This is incorrect; in the stoplist 
(Syntagma musicum, p. 187) 
Prætorius lists”Trompete gilded 8�, 
Regal gilded 4�, Krümhorn gilded 
8�.”

§ Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, pp. 187 
and 190.

¶ i.e., presuming that there are five 
pipes in a tower.

towers, in part mixed in with the Principal 8�; ducts proceed from the toe-boards to each 
individual pipe. There is, however, an inconvenience connected with this, in that, if one 
wants to unscrew the toe-boards at some later time, one must disconnect all the ducts.

§. 338.

That* is also the reason why, if there are no large stops of metal, wooden pipes, 
the largest ones available, are placed out in front in many organs. Here, however, the 
forward edges are planed off, so that from the front they appear to be rounded. They 
are also made with conical feet, and with lips that are covered with tin foil to look like 
metal. Thus in some organs I have found the Subbass 16� erected on both sides; in this 
way the organ appears to be twice as large as before; one does not notice from a distance 
that they are wooden.

§. 339.

In order that an instrument may be all the more spread out, the pipes must not 
be set too close together in the flats and towers; in particular one must not make the 
circles of the round towers with such small diameters, but build them quite amply. 
The façade pipes must be planed especially smooth and must be polished, so that they 
appear like silver. Organbuilders know how to do this; more will also be said about it 
in Chapter 28.† The lips [of façade pipes] are made more artfully than [those] inside. 
The [façade] pipes are given longer feet, and consequently their lips proceed in a 
straight line across the flat, or form an arc, or a triangle; or these forms are employed 
alternately, but so that everything on one side corresponds to that which stands on the 
opposite side, according to the laws of eurythmy.

Many people also find it beautiful if the façade pipes are gilded. Nowadays this is 
not the height of fashion. However, it is encountered often in old organs. Thus, e.g., in 
the organ of the Andreaskirche at Erfurt some of the façade principal pipes are gilded 
and painted. In the Palace at Dresden there was a Trompete 8� as well as a Regal 8�, both 
entirely gilded.‡ In the Palace at Schöningen there is a Posaune that is completely gilded 
(for all of the above, see Praetorius, l.c.§ If the entire organ is painted, and especially if 
it has a lot of gold on it, this might fit. Otherwise I must confess that at least this [sort 
of ] painting does not please me. If someone insists on having it, however, then in doing 
it eurythmy must also not be forgotten, so that the towers that mirror each other are 
likewise in this respect identical. The largest pipe of a tower might perhaps be chosen 
for this [sort of treatment] if it is [the foremost pipe] in a wedge setting; perhaps its two 
neighbors as well, the middle-sized pipes.¶

§. 340.

The case must be made with strong cornices built above each flat, either in a 
straight line, or in the form of an arc or a wedge, according to how the pipe-flat under 
it is shaped. It is better to use such cornices than to add all sorts of trivia, such as scrolls, 
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65) Concerning the exterior façade and the decoration of organs, one may consult the copper engravings 
produced by Johann Jacob Schübler.§ I am familiar with 10 series of these in folio format, each 
comprised of approximately 6 engravings. He has written nothing additional [to accompany the 
plates], but been content to provide merely the engravings. [Albrecht] 

* Latin “semblance of solidity” or 
“semblance of stability.”

†  i.e., doors.

‡ See Boxberg, p.[18].

§ Johann Jakob Schübler, Sechs nach 

dem wahren Ursprung eingerichtete 

neu-inventirte Hauß- und Kirchen-

Orgeln. [Nürnberg]: Jeremias 
Wolffs Kunsthändlers seel. Erben 
[ca. 1724-30]. There are many 
editions of Schübler’s engravings, 
but only 6 depict organs.

plumes, cartouches, painting, etc. [The cornices] lend it a species firmitudinis,* i.e., 
they endue it with a sense of durability. We know from architecture that whenever 
anything has some species firmitudinis it looks better than where there is a hodgepodge 
of elements. It is satisfactory to use fir for the front [of the case], or whatever is being 
used for common lumber, but if it is possible to have oak for the façade, then that is 
all the better. If it is [simply] stained dark brown, it looks almost finer than if a lot of 
painting is put on it, since the species firmitudinis is spoiled by a lot of brushwork. The 
woodcarving however stays unfinished, and is executed in lindenwood.

§. 341.

Some follow the practice of affixing a great deal of woodcarving, such as, e.g., 
flames, roses, musical instruments, statues, etc. These cost a lot of money and are often 
overdone, so that the cornices are covered and the species firmitudinis is lost. It is enough 
to add flames or pyramids between the feet of the pipes, so that no one can see into [the 
case], since otherwise the wooden or other pipes would be seen, and these do not make 
a good appearance. Narrow carved wings are attached on both sides [of the case], but 
not the sort that used to shut up the entire instrument,† like some old organs, but rather 
only for the sake of display. I see no use for [such doors], and moreover there is seldom 
enough room available for them. Some [sort of ornament] may be added between the 
flats, as well as on the crown at the top.65) 

§. 342.

If statues, angels and the like are added, they may either be at leisure, or they may 
be given something to do by providing pipes inside them and conducting wind up to 
them through tubes so that at times they may be heard to sound. Suns, stars, scrolls and 
such, made of metal pipes, may likewise be added, either dummy or sounding. Yet any 
single arrangement must be placed in the middle, but whatever is to be on one side must 
be made double, so that according to eurythmy everything on both sides is perfectly 
identical. For example, in the Görlitz organ there are many suns, as can be seen from 
Boxberg’s description of that organ and the copper engraving that accompanies it; this 
is why it is called the “sun organ.”‡ In it, the smaller suns as well as the double suns 
provide many of the notes of the large mixture. The large scroll provides the highest 
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* Boxberg, [pp. 5-6] writes: “The 
two small angels that sit above the 
Brust-Positiv in front of the central 
Hauptwerk pipe-flat are put to 
especially good use. Each one of 
them has a trumpet in its mouth, 
and produces from that single pipe 
eight completely clear and distinct 
notes of the Hautbois 8� that stands 
in the Brust[-Positiv], i.e., from 
great C to tenor e.”

† “Bildern;” but what may be meant is 
“sculptures.”

pedal note, i.e., d; each of the angels has a note(**) There are also [figures of ] putti on 
(**) All of these splendid decorations are said to have become very undependable with the 

passing of time. It is therefore not advisable to imitate such follies anywhere else. [Agricola] 

it, each one of which produces eight notes from the trumpet held in its mouth.* In the 
Heilig-Geisteskirche at Colberg there is a flying eagle. A report is given in Chapter 7, 
§.133, about the splendid effect provided by the remarkable Cymbelstern at St. Gertrud 
in Hamburg. Concerning the cathedral organ at Magdeburg, the Sacristans report in 
their description of the Cathedral “that it is extraordinarily beautifully and artistically 
adorned with many life-sized paintings,† beautifully gilded and magnificently painted; 
among these, King David with his harp and King Solomon stand between the three 
Oberwerk towers, and their heads turn to and fro. Above King David there stands an 
angel with a lute, and above King Solomon one with a small cittern; both of these 
[figures] revolve. Above these are several trumpeters that lift their trumpets to and from 
their mouths, and above all these there is a black eagle that is lofting itself on high. On 
top of the Rückpositiv an angel stands in the middle with a book and a staff, keeping the 
beat. At his feet there stands a gilded cock that, after the organist has finished playing (if 
desired), beats his wings and crows. A little lower on the Rückpositiv stand 2 revolving 
angels with cornetts, and under these there are 2 with trombones, that draw the slides 
in and out. In addition there are other pictures with various musical instruments.” (**) 

(**) What nonsense! Are these things supposed to promote devotion? [Agricola]

§. 343.

Since not all the pipes in the flats and towers are of equal length to reach up to 
the cornices, the remaining openings on both sides are covered up with lattice-work or 
woodcarving [i.e., pipe-shades], so that no one can see into [the case].

§. 344.

Keyboards made of ivory and ebony are especially handsome. The thumper boards 
between each keyboard may be veneered. Some [builders] gild the woodcarving; the 
organ at the Collegiate Church of St. Severus in Erfurt cost 300 Reichsthaler to paint 
and to gild. The organ in Erfurt Cathedral cost 400 Reichsthaler [to paint and gild], 
as I have been told. It has already been mentioned above that a Rückpositiv spoils the 
appearance of an organ, and once again I advise against it.(**) 

(**) Once and for all, we must ascribe this opinion to Mr. Adlung. But it would be very easy to 
refute with good reasons his whole loathing for the Rückpositiv. [Agricola]

§. 345.

It also lends [an organ] a neat appearance if the stop-knobs are arranged properly. 
For that reason I would advise that they be made good and large, for the sake of species 

firmitudinis. [I would also advise] that they be made of good dark wood, and that they 
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* i.e., the knobs must be parallel 
horizontally as well as vertically.

† i.e., the organ by Thayssner at the 
Wenzelskirche, before the rebuild 
by Hildebrand; see §.310.

‡ see §.302.

be provided with the stop names by pouring metal into [their faces] and engraving the 
names on them, as it is at Jena. The main concern, however, is that they be arranged 
conveniently, in part so that the stops of each division are neatly grouped together, and 
in part so that they are easy to [reach and] pull with the organist remaining quietly 
seated while he does it. Therefore a [separate] row should be made for each keyboard, 
but on both sides, and the same for the pedal—not horizontal rows, however (as there 
were in the old organ at St. Wenceslaus in Naumburg), that forced the organist to stand 
up to draw them, but vertical ones, so that all [the stopknobs] can be reached from a 
sitting position. Once again, however, eurythmy must be observed, so that there are just 
as many stops in the row just to the right of the keyboards as there are just to the left. 
The [rows in the] middle must also be identical, and likewise the two outer [rows]. The 
stopknobs, which are made identical [to each other] within the rows, must also stand 
exactly parallel to each other.* If one division should perchance have too many stops, 
so that its row is too long and the others too short, then some of these [stops] may be 
transferred to a neighboring row. And since there are not as many stops in the pedal, the 
tremulants, couplers, ventils, kettledrums, etc., may be added to them, since they are 
common to the whole organ anyway; the same goes for the Cymbelstern, Birdsong and 
Cuckoo. Even though these stops are of little use, they nevertheless promote eurythmy.(**)  

(**) Eurythmy can be achieved, though, without necessarily putting such trifles into an 
organ, just for the sake of [an equal number of ] stopknobs. [Agricola]

Indeed, if the the number of stops is not suited to being divided equally, false stopknobs 
may be added. I have cited one example in §.149 above, a Fox-tail; also in §.170, the Noli 

me tangere in the organ at St. Gertrud in Hamburg. If there are too few stops in each 
division, then there can be fewer rows. In the case of Rückpositivs and Brustwerks, etc., 
the stopknobs should be grouped together with the others, since it is annoying to draw 
the stops behind one’s back(**) Now I will set down the arrangement at Naumburg,†

(**) This is very true. [Agricola] 

and afterwards the one at Jena.‡ One may judge for oneself which of them is more 
pleasing to the eye. 

c c are the 2 rows [of stops] for the main manual, that extend so far out that the organist 
cannot remain seated if he wants to draw them. dd are those for the Rückpositiv. bbbb 
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belong to the pedal, or they are general stops. aa are up top next to the Brust[werk], and 
are made of iron; the organist must stand up if he wants to draw them, since he cannot 
reach them while seated. In Jena [the stop-knobs] are arranged in the following way:

The organist need not bestir himself to draw any of them. 1.1. all belong to the main 
manual, 2.2. to the Mittelwerk (together with one from row 3), 3.3. to the lowest 
keyboard (along with 3 pedal stops), and 4.4. to the pedal and the general stops.

§. 346.

Finally, it is not good if the stops have to be drawn out so far. Three or four inches 
is best. It is even worse if they are crooked when they are drawn out. This is all that 
comes to my mind at this time about the exterior decoration of an instrument. If [an 
organ] were going to be built to be visible from the side or the back, then it must at least 
be faced with neat boards, so that it is covered. On the top, should it not reach to the 
ceiling of the church, a heavy cloth can be stretched [over it] to prevent to some degree 
dust and other dirt from getting into the pipes. In place of this, a wooden top may be laid 
over it, to keep a roof tile from breaking through and damaging the pipes, as happened 
to the organ in the Reglerkirche at Erfurt several years ago. There a northwest wind 
caused an entire section of the tower tiles to crash through the church roof into the 
organ. If the bellows are any place where they can be seen, they should also be screened 
off with boards, for the sake of decorum. But enough of this. Anyone who thinks it over 
can eventually find a way to improve [a situation].
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* §. 382 treats pipe alloys, not polish-
ing. Adlung does, however, discuss 
polishing façade pipes in Chapter 
28, p. 182.

† The last paragraph of Chapter XII 
is also numbered §. 346.

‡ i.e., an organ’s merits and faults.

§ i.e., contract and examination.

¶  Christian Ludwig Boxberg, Aus-

führliche Beschreibung Der Grossen 

Neuen Orgel . . . zu Görlitz. Görlitz: 
1704.

Chapter XIII.
Concerning the Merits and Faults of an Organ  

that have not yet been mentioned.
Contents:

§. 346. Organization of the chapter. §. 347. The organ [case] should be broad; it should have 
[entry] doors and wood-carving. §. 348. Concerning the keyboards. §. 349. They must be of 
the proper size. §. 350. The keyfall should not be too deep. §. 351. Short octaves, subsemitones, 
etc. §. 352. The pins and the position of the keys. §. 353. Concerning the pedal. §. 354. The 
springs and the number of keys. §. 355. The stop-knobs. §. 356. The spring chest. §. 357. An-
other type of the same. §. 358. Concerning the slider chest. §. 359. Its sponsels, etc. §. 360. The 
sliders and spacers. §. 361. One [stop] may draw another with it. §. 362. Bleed grooves. §. 363. 
The pallet box. §. 364. The pallets. §. 365. The springs and pins, etc. §. 366. Bung boards and 
pouches. §. 367. Wind ducts. §. 368. Trackers. §. 369. Rollerboards. §. 370. The bellows. §. 371, 
372, 373. Concerning counter-weights. §. 374. The bellows-valve. §. 375. Several additional 
points concerning bellows. §. 376. Rattling inside the bellows. §. 377, 378. The bellows pole. §. 
379. The bellows chamber. §. 380. Wind ducts. §. 381. Their valves. §. 382. Polishing the pipes.*  
§. 383. Salpeter eats them away. §. 384. Other faults [in pipes]. §. 385. Soldering [the pipes]. 
§. 386. Sand holes, poor intonation, voicing, etc. §. 387. One [pipe] should not sound louder 
than another. §. 388. If a third pipe is heard when two pipes are sounding. §. 389. Concerning 
the reeds. [§. 390. Concerning wooden pipes; doubled stops.]

§. 346.†

This chapter is important, and rather lengthy; in it I will touch upon what is to be 
praised or censured in organs. A contract may be drawn up and an organ examined 

according to this and the previous chapter; therefore these things‡ must be treated be-
fore those [matters§] are even considered. The main [books] to use in conjunction with 
this chapter are Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, together with his Organum gruningense redi-

vivum, and Boxberg’s description of the Görlitz organ.¶ We will adhere to the organi-
zation that we established above, by first considering the merits and faults of the case, 
then the windchest, next the other internal parts (with the exception of the pipes), then 
the bellows and wind ducts, the pipes, etc. I will not repeat what I have said in previous 
chapters, however, but only refer to it.

§. 347.

First, as regards the case: one can easily perceive its faults by considering the op-
posite of what has been stated in Chapter 12. It is a major fault to build organs too 
cramped; moreover there should be no Rückpositiv behind one’s back. It is very good, 
indeed necessary, to provide a number of doors into the organ, so that all the parts of 
the organ are accessible, both from the front and from the back, and also so that light 
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66) Nowadays this practice is usually reversed, and the diatonic keys are veneered black, while on the 
other hand the chromatic ones are overlaid with an ivory wafer. [Albrecht] 

* see Chap. XII, §. 346.

† The wood of the tree also known as 
“Spindelbaum” or “Pfaffenkäppel;” 
Evonymus europaea or some other 
variety of the genus Evonymus. The 
wood is similar to boxwood.

‡ Literally “weak ivory;” evidently 
an inferior variety of ivory or an 
ivory substitute.

§ i.e, natural wood color.

¶ “Länge”—but the context makes it 
clear that Adlung is speaking here 
about the width of the keys (i.e., the 
total “length” of the keyboard), not 
about key length.

can enter if there is something to be done in the organ. Furthermore, the woodcarving 
should not be affixed after the tuning is completed; doing this puts the organ out of tune 
to some degree, since it is not always done carefully. The top covering* should likewise 
be put on before tuning.

§. 348.

There are a number of things to keep in mind in connection with the keyboards. 
If boxwood is chosen for the diatonic keys, deceitful organbuilders will use “Maßilien-
holz” or “Pfaffenmütze,”† as we call it in these parts. One must indeed be able to dis-
tinguish between the two, since these types of wood closely resemble each other. Ivory 
is also subject to deceit, by substituting “Elfenbein mou‡” for it. The chromatic keys 
are ordinarily black.66) If they are painted, then they soon become white§ again when 
the paint wears off; thus they are veneered with ebony wafers. But anyone who does not 
pay careful attention will be deceived here as well, since I am aware that sometimes only 
some keys are veneered in this way, while others are not.

§. 349.

It is also a major fault if the keyboards are not made the normal width.¶ For if [the 
span of ] an octave is of different sizes in different organs, then one must spread the fin-
gers further on one and contract them on another. Thus it is impossible to play with 
precision without first becoming accustomed to the particular organ. The customary 
[key] size should be maintained, even though some might think it would be better and 
more comfortable to make them smaller—but not all fingers are suited to fit [smaller 
keys](**) For that reason it is best to make them so that stubby fingers can also play on 
them. Playing becomes very onerous if they are made altogether too wide, and many 
players, especially younger students, cannot reach an octave. It is also a fault if one key 
is wider than another; likewise if they have large gaps or spaces between them, since 
they shift right and left, wobble, and make an intolerable racket when being played.

(**)It goes without saying that every key on a keyboard should be of a length and width equal to the oth-
ers of its type. What sensible organbuilder would deliberately do the opposite, and what sensible ex-
aminer would let such shoddy work pass? But Mr. Adlung’s criticism here of many who would like 
to have shorter keys is not very well thought through. Indeed, it it a good thing for the keys to be as 
short as possible, for if there are three or four manuals with short keys, the player can much more 
comfortably shift from one to another. He can remain seated in an upright position, even when play-
ing on the fourth or even the fifth manual. In contrast, he will get a backache from playing even on 
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the third manual up from the bottom for any length of time on many organs with long keys. Any-
one who is in the habit of holding his fingers properly will know that he need not stretch any fin-
ger straight out while playing. What need is there, then, of such long keys? As regards the width of 
the keys, it is common knowledge that especially in the Mark [Brandenburg] the keys are narrower 
than elsewhere, and yet no one has yet gotten his fingers caught between the semitones. Are there 
such giants in Thuringia? One organist who wore very wide shoes had the pedals of his organ (on 
which he couldn�t play much anyway) placed so far apart that if anybody else had tried to play any 
more on that pedalboard than the bass notes indicated for the little finger of the left hand, he could 
easily have ruptured himself. The French make even their harpsichord keys shorter than the Ger-
mans—and rightly so—and nevertheless no one has yet complained about it. Above all, the semi-
tones must be somewhat narrower on top than at the bottom. The late Kapellmeister [ J.S.] Bach 
required this, and for the same reasons mentioned above, he also preferred short keys on organs. We 
must allow Mr. Adlung this his opinion on this point, in consideration of his other considerable mer-
its, although at the same time we are not obliged to concur with it, or to accept it as gospel.

It is also a major fault to recess the keyboards far into the organ [case], as happens in many 
new organs, especially those with 3 manuals, so that the lowest keyboard does not protrude beyond 
the forward wall of the organ [case], while on the other hand recessing the pedal not at all, or only 
a bit, into the organ [case]. Some organbuilders allege that it does not look good for the enclosure 
that surrounds the keyboards to protrude out in front of the organ [case], making a little bulge in 
it. Concerning the pedal, however, they say that if it were shoved further into the organ, the organ-
ist could not look at the pedal keys. It is immediately apparent, however, how absurd this is. For if 
the organist wants to play on the uppermost keyboard with such a layout, he has to lean forward, 
and consequently he cannot play anything on the pedals except isolated sustained tones. For any-
one who wants to play the pedals correctly must sit absolutely erect. Any organist who cannot hit 
the correct pedal notes without looking at them (in the shadows, at that!) deserves neither the name 
nor the position of organist.

Should these parts of an organ be so botched up just to please these gentlemen [i.e., the or-
ganbuilders], so that no proper organist can play skillfully on it without great discomfort? Either 
the pedal must be further recessed, especially when there are three or more keyboards that do not 
protrude beyond the organ [case], or one must put up with what I consider the nuisance of having 
at least the lowest and half of the middle keyboard protrude beyond the forward wall of the organ 
[case]. Earlier generations did it this way, as may be seen, e.g., in the organs at St. Thomas and St. 
Nicolai in Leipzig, also in the organ built by Arp Schnitger at St. Nicolai in Berlin, and in general 
in most large old organs. It is still done today in the newest organs in France, as may be perceived 
from sketches of them. What greater fault could there be in an organ, no matter how many beauti-
ful stops it might have, than being unable to play comfortably on it anything one wishes and is ca-
pable of? [Agricola] 

§. 350.

Although too deep a keyfall is a major fault, it is worst of all when the chromatic 
keys fall so deep that they disappear entirely between the diatonic ones. Then, on many 
organs, one is almost forced to play the diatonic keys along with them, if one wants to 
depress them fully. To be sure, the chromatic [keys] can be adjusted somewhat higher 
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* i.e., the pallet design necessitates a 
deep keyfall.

† an arrangement normally applied 
to the lowest octave of keys on an 
organ or other keyboard instrument. 
The keyboard appears to begin at E, 
but in fact that lowest note sounds 
C. Low F# sounds D, G# sounds 
E, and then the diatonic keys ascend 
as usual up to B-flat, which is the 
first chromatic note. From there the 
keys usually ascend chromatically. 
Short octaves were common in key-
board instruments until the dawn of 
the 18th century.

‡ i.e., no notes.

§ This cryptic remark may mean that 
the keyboard should be placed on 
the front of the case (as opposed 
to the sides or the back), or it may 
mean that the keyboard should not 
be recessed into the case (in which 
case §. 352 could be considered a 
further explanation and refinement 
of the statement).

¶ See Mattheson/Niedt, p. 180.

|| See ibid., p. 198.

** i.e., the key levers.

in order to prevent this fault. Those that are plagued with them will know better than 
anyone else that, generally speaking, the keys should not fall [too] deep. If the fault 
lies in the windchest,* it cannot be altered after the fact, since if the screws on the keys 
are loosened, insufficient wind would enter the [wind] channels, and consequently the 
instrument would sound out of tune. From this we may perceive that right from the 
start the pallets must be made correctly, for in this way such faults will be prevented. 
It is even worse if one key has a deep fall and the next one not. Organbuilders would 
do well to screw the keys up to a certain height and tune [the instrument with] them at 
that height. And so that this chosen height does not shift and in time ruin the tuning, 
they should make a board or a strip that fits under the keys when they lie at the correct 
height, and leave this board or strip with the organist, so that thereafter he may screw 
his keys up or down; in this way the instrument will stay in tune. I have also encountered 
[situations where] one key falls deeper than the others, which is even more disgraceful. 
Nothing can be executed properly on such keyboards. The keys also ought not to clat-
ter, except for the unavoidable noise caused by the action points. Where the holes for 
the pins are too large, the keys are likely to rattle. Accordingly an organbuilder must see 
to it that he prevents this fault, as well as the others previously mentioned.

§. 351.

Short octaves† are also a major fault in an organ. Nothing‡ should be missing at 
the top [of the keyboard], right up to c���, and at the bottom the layout should be ar-
ranged so that C#, D#, F# and G# are present. To be sure, the C# is not built ev-
erywhere, but the others certainly are. Wherever new organs are to be built, it would be 
best to aim for completeness in these components as well, and to include the lowest C# 
in the manual[s] and in the pedal. It is very useful in today’s style of playing, and is as 
indispensable as any other key in the lowest octave. I have already discussed in §. 279 
above whether the main manual should be placed on the top or on the bottom. The key-
board should be forward,§ and should not have subsemitones at any point [in its com-
pass]. They cost a lot, and are more of a hindrance than a help. Anyone who under-
stands temperament will not become enamored with such quackery. Such subsemitones 
are, however, still to be found in many an organ, some with more, some with less. In the 
organ at St. Mary Magdelene in Hamburg there are two subsemitones in each octave 
(but [this organ] was built way back in 1629).¶ The organ in Stockholm|| likewise has 
two of them in each octave, etc.

§. 352.

If the keyboards** extend deep into the organ in relation to the chest, then the 
trackers are placed far toward the fronts of them. Consequently such keyboards do not 
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67) If an organ’s key action is too heavy, it is impossible to play elegantly, and one is constrained to omit 
the trills and mordents entirely. [Albrecht] 

68) It is also a major fault if one pedal key does not fall as deep as another. Werkmeister mentions this 
same fault in his Organum gruningense, §. 16. [Albrecht] 

* i.e., further back on the key levers.

†  i.e., tenor c.

‡  i.e., presuming that the compass 
is 4 octaves, C-c���, with middle c 
exactly in the middle.

§  i.e., presuming that the pedal 
compass is 2 octaves, C-c�, with the 
tenor c located in the middle.

¶ Here Adlung seems to be referring 
to the pierced board through which 
the levers of the pedal keys pass into 
the organ case. Adlung describes 
this board in Vol. I, §. 27 & 28, but 
refers to it as “das Kerbenbrett.”

fall as deep as others. On the other hand, if the [keyboards] are shifted further out, 
then the trackers are attached further inwards.* Consequently the keys fall deeper—
but they are easier to play. Now both of these [alternatives] are good, but both cannot 
be had at the same time. Thus it is best to choose a happy medium, and not attach the 
trackers too far back. [The study of ] mechanics proves that both of these facts are the 
result of the structure of the components, since each key may be considered as a lever 
resting on a fulcrum at one extremity. The lever’s power becomes stronger the closer 
the weight stands to the fulcrum; on the other hand, it [i.e., the lever] must also de-
scribe a larger arc if the weight is to be lifted.67) Furthermore, the pins in which the 
keys move should be of brass, in both [the manuals and in] the pedal, since iron pins 
rust easily and are not as smooth as brass. The upper keyboard must be capable of be-
ing lifted out to allow access to the other [keyboard], in particular when something is 
out of order in the couplers.

§. 353.

Once again, the pedal must be laid out according to the usual dimensions. A while 
ago I saw a pedal[board] in Rothenstein, a village not far from Jena, where the [pedal] 
keys were so crowded and narrow that the pedalboard was no more than a third of its 
[usual] width. First of all, one has to become accustomed to [the unusual dimensions]. 
But in addition one is never secure in pedaling. Consequently this situation must be con-
sidered a fault in an organ, that needs to be corrected.68) The pedal keys must also be 
provided with brass pins at their outer ends, in which they travel. They must fit exactly 
into the lined sheaths, so that they do not rattle as they move up and down, and do not 
shift from side to side. It is best to lay out the pedalboard so that its middle c† lies di-
rectly under the manual middle c�; see §. 29. Many would like to center it under c#, 
but I do not understand why. For if I place myself in the middle of the [manual] key-
board,‡ why should there not be one octave of pedals on one side of me and the other 
on the other side.§ The sheath-board (Scheidenbrett¶), as well as the entire pedalboard, 
must be amply recessed, since otherwise one cannot make any headway when attempt-
ing to play anything significant on the pedals. For sometimes one foot must pass behind 
the other, and then there is not enough room to do it. If one tries to help the situation by 
moving the bench, then the manuals would lie too far away; this also causes discomfort 
in playing, and is not advisable. To be sure, players who cannot do much with the pedals 
do not need such an arrangement—but an organ must be built to suit all types of people.
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* i.e., they must be covered by a knee 
panel.

† i.e., only these trackers are located 
far enough forward that the organ-
ist’s knees could reach them.

‡ Boxberg, p.[10]; Boxberg reports 
that the pedals are therefore rather 
hard to depress.

§  See §. 351.

¶ incorrect citation; it should read 
“§. 345.”

|| See Boxberg, p.[10].

§. 354.

Furthermore, the pedal trackers must be inside* [the case], since otherwise they 
would be crushed by the knees. To be sure, this cannot happen if there are no track-
ers that couple the pedal to the manual;† but even in that case [all the pedal trackers] 
should be built inside [the case]. The springs should be of brass; they should all have 
the same tension, and there should be the same number of them [for each pedal key]. 
Otherwise one key will be difficult to tread, while another will be light, and this is a ma-
jor fault in the pedal as well as in the manual. In large instruments one often finds 2, 3 
or more springs under one [pedal] key; but the number must be consistent throughout. 
Where one key has 1 spring, another 2, etc., it is a sign that either the springs are infe-
rior or the pallets do not fit well. At St. Petri & Pauli in Görlitz there are seven springs 
under each [pedal] key.‡ Just as it is a fault, however, when the manual keyfall is too 
deep, it is also unsatisfactory if the pedal keys travel too far. But they must travel deep 
enough to open the pallets fully and give the instrument enough wind. The organ bench 
should be movable, so that every player can move it forward or back as he prefers; for 
this reason, it must be stable. Its side supports must extend beyond the pedalboard on 
both sides; otherwise it may cause ciphering when it is shifted and the supports strike the 
keys. Both the side supports are now built at a slant, and the bench should be enclosed 
on all sides, so that things may be locked up in it. Finally, the number of keys [per oc-
tave] should be equivalent to those in the manual;§ but I have also found that pedal [di-
visions] are made complete even if there is a short octave in the manuals. Some organ-
builders follow the practice of putting C in place of D#, and beginning the pedal at the 
bottom with D, but this is unsatisfactory. The normal arrangement should be preserved, 
beginning with C at the bottom and ending with c� on top. If possible c# and d� should 
be added on top. This is not such a new practice; indeed, one finds that quite a number 
of old organs have several [pedal] keys above c�. The pipes for it cost very little, since 
they are not very large. At Eisenach the pedal extends upward to e� and has 29 keys; at 
Weissenfels it even goes up to f—but that is excessive.(**) 

(**) I do not know why it should be [considered] excessive. On the contrary, for certain types of pieces 
that require the pedals it is very good. [Agricola]

§. 355.

I have already mentioned in §. 335¶ how the stopknobs should be arranged. Here 
I will add that it is not good if they are made of iron, since then they create such an an-
noying clatter when they are shoved in and out, especially if this is done quickly. I will 
also mention that it is not a bad idea to differentiate the stops of each division by color. 
For it is not always possible to contain [each division] in one row, without for the sake 
of eurythmy placing some stops in a neighboring row. But this creates confusion for 
someone when playing such an instrument for the first time. Thus at Görlitz the stops 
are differentiated by color, each according to its manual.|| If in addition a sign of the 
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* keeping them from closing.

† This statement may be referring to 
the pallet hinges or to the leather 
linings of the chest.

same [color] could be set on the keyboard, so that one could see immediately which 
color corresponds to which keyboard, that would also be good and unobjectionable.

§. 356.

Next we come to the windchest, whose components were described in Chapter 
3. There [we stated that there] were two types, namely the spring chest and the slider 
chest. The former are very ancient, and were formerly built almost everywhere, es-
pecially in Holland. After builders learned to make slider chests accurately, however, 
[spring chests] have become almost totally obsolete in this area, and the Hollanders 
are also following suit, since slider chests do not have as many inconveniences as spring 
chests. Spring chests have the advantage of never having runs, but they have many 
drawbacks. Werkmeister describes these in his Orgelprobe, Chapters 17 & 18, p. 39[f.], 
and I will reproduce [his remarks] here, since thereby one can recognize and evaluate 
the faults of a spring chest when examining [a new organ]. He says: “Not every organ-
builder knows how to build them; they require a competent craftsman. For sometimes a 
sticker gets stuck, sometimes the toeboards shrink, or the wedges that fasten down the 
toeboards, sometimes a spring flies off (this happens quite often), sometimes a sticker 
slips past the pallet, sometimes a pallet fails to reseat itself and seal properly. Some-
times the stickers are not precisely aligned, and then they are bent entirely out of shape 
by the pallet rods; sometimes the pallet rods rise too high above the chest, so that the 
stickers (alas!) fly out. Sometimes the springs are so weak that the stickers jam and the 
pallets stay open; sometimes the springs fly out entirely. Sometimes something falls un-
der the pallets.* In sum, where there is a complicated mechanism, there is more often 
something to repair. Since there is much more handiwork and intricate detail in a spring 
chest than in a slider chest, there is consequently more often something to repair in 
them than in a slider chest. For example, the pallets in spring chests are usually fastened 
to the toeboards with tin-plated sheet iron; then when the metal rusts, the rust corrodes 
the leather.† Then the gentlemen who build organs again have something to do, which 
is to their advantage and to the loss of the church and parish. Therefore tin-plated brass 
and not tin-plated sheet iron should be selected and used for this kind of fastening.”

§. 357.

Werkmeister writes something about the other type of spring chest in the Orgel-

probe, p. 41, reporting that [with this second type] the pipes are mounted on a separate 
toeboard [above the main one] and the toeboards can be removed. But this system has 
the drawback that, since the upper board is in a fixed position and cannot be adjusted 
by screws, the wind escapes as the weather changes. And even if there were screws, who 
would want to have to tend them constantly with every change in the weather? Con-
cerning the windchest as well as the spring chest, one may also consult Praetorius [Syn-

tagma musicum] Vol. II, pp. 107f; this [source] indicates whence they originated. 
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* See also §. 23 of this source, the Or-

ganum gruningense redivivum.

† Adlung may be referring to the 
practice of cutting an oblong hole 
in the middle of a slider, into which 
a pin that is driven into the chest 
projects; thus the pin would prevent 
the slider from travelling too far in 
either direction. “In the middle” 
may refer to the mid-point in the 
width of the slider, rather than in its 
length. Cf. also §. 36 in Vol. I, which 
states that sliders are stopped by 
pins driven into the end of the chest.

§. 358.

Thus we will stay with the slider chest, above all mentioning about it that the most 
completely cured wood should be used for all the windchests. The slider chest must fit 
together precisely, and must be perfectly fashioned. It is customary to cover them with 
leather, but I would like them to be made so precisely that they are absolutely air-tight 
without leathering them. For the leather gets abraded or bunched up and creates prob-
lems. The chest simply must be able to stand the test without leather. The dividers in 
the chest that separate the channels from each other must be of oak, like the chest [it-
self ], and must fit tightly at all its edges; otherwise the wind passes from one channel 
into another and runs. That means that if I strike the key a, for example, the wind passes 
into channel a, but some of it passes through some cracks into the neighboring chan-
nel, and makes the adjacent note sound. Even though the sound is very weak, since the 
amount of wind is very little, it is still audible, and that is a fault. If one stop is drawn, 
it may at times be heard clearly; if several are drawn [at once], though, then the small 
amount of wind is distributed so widely that it does not maintain enough force to make 
a pipe sound. Anyone who wants to test whether a chest has runs should draw one stop 
and play one key after another.

§. 359.

The entire windchest must be thoroughly impregnated with glue. This is because 
wood is porous, and wind passes through the tiny pores; thus [the builder] must not fail 
to impregnate [the chest]. Some [builders] make a special substance for this purpose, 
but this [matter] is better left to the organbuilders. Casparini’s ingenious Invetriatur 
has already been mentioned in §. 38. It is a mistake to make a table (consult §. 37 to find 
out what that is). It has many drawbacks, such as becoming distorted from the screws or 
warping with changes in the weather, and then running. It is better to cover the chan-
nels with sponsels. Werkmeister also advances this idea in his description of the organ at 
Gröningen, §. 21,* since this fault also manifested itself there. The stops, or sliders, must 
fit very precisely on top, so that no wind runs from one [slider] hole to another—if that 
happens, then the toe-boards eventually become black, as if they were smoked. The 
[edges of the] holes in them [i.e., the sliders], as well as those in the sponsels, should be 
thoroughly burned out and rounded, so they do not abrade the leather. 

§. 360.

In order that the sliders do not move too far, they should be provided with strong 
brass pins on top/at one end and in the middle.† [The sliders] must be made of very 
good wood, indeed of the same wood that the spacers are made of. Normally very sound 
and well-cured oak wood is used to make these. For if two kinds of wood are used, the 
sliders and the spacers do not swell at the same time or to the same degree when the 
weather changes. If the wood employed for the spacers swells more in damp weather, 
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69) To which may be added, “if the wood in the sliders warps.” [Albrecht] 

* thus causing runs.

† See §. 463, Vol. II, p. 81.

‡ i.e., dry.

§ “als welche alles rauch macht.” 
Here “rauch”=”rauh.” Thus the 
sense of the statement is that damp-
ness causes all the wooden parts of 
the stop action to swell and become 
distorted; thus they become difficult 
to pull, no matter how carefully 
they have been built.

¶ Agricola is referring to the Vox 
humana on the Hauptmanual of the 
organ in the Stadtkirche in Gera, 
with doubled pipes (one a reed, the 
other a flue) for each note on the 
same toeboard; see the stoplist of 
this organ in Chapter 10.

|| Agricola is referring to the Contra-
bass in the Pedal at the Jena Stadt-
kirche, with a 32� stopped pipe and 
a 16� open for each note on the same 
toeboard; see the stoplist of this or-
gan in Chapter 10.

then the toeboards that rest on them will be raised further from the sliders, and then 
all the wind will not pass through the slider [holes] and into the toeboard [holes], 
but will become dispersed.* In this case the stop[knobs] are too easily drawn. If, how-
ever, the wood employed for the spacers contracts or shrinks more than the sliders in 
dry weather, then the toeboards will sit more heavily on the sliders, making them al-
most impossible to pull. In order to remedy this malady, it must be possible to tighten or 
loosen the toeboards with a screw-clamp.† If [on the other hand] the sliders swell more 
than the spacers, then the reverse situation prevails when drawing stops; in that case 
they are difficult to pull in damp weather, and if they shrink more [than the spacers in 
dry weather], then they are easy to pull. From this one may understand how it happens 
that in one organ the stops are difficult to pull in wet weather, but easy in dry, while in 
another organ, on the other hand, they are difficult in good‡ weather, but easy in damp. 
If, however, the same kind of wood is used for both spacers and sliders, then they swell 
and shrink equally, and consequently the toeboard always stays the same distance from 
them. As a result, the stops are always equally difficult to pull, except when dampness 
gets into them and makes everything uneven.69)§ The spacers must also be made so that 
the grain of the wood is not vertical, since wood swells and shrinks vertically hardly at 
all, but it does swell horizontally in all directions. The grain of the wood used for the 
sliders is made to lie horizontally, and thus the spacers must follow suit.

§. 361.

When one stop is drawn, it often happens that another [stopknob] retires all by 
itself. Question: How does that happen? Answer: On the chest there are ordinarily two 
sliders right next to each other between the spacers. If the weather is damp, and they 
bind each other a bit, then one will draw the other along with it. One slider, however, 
is drawn from the right side, while on the other hand the other is drawn from the left. 
Consequently one can draw the other with it. It may also happen that the pins of the 
rollers and arms [of the stop action] catch on each other, and cause the same situation. 
Furthermore, it is a fault if the screws do not fasten every toeboard to the chest, or if the 
[screws] are made of iron, since [iron] gets damp in humid weather and the chest com-
mences to rot. [The screws] also rust, and then it is impossible to turn them with the 
screw-clamp. The toeboards should not be so large that one cannot remove them with 
the pipes on them. It is also good for the pipes of only one stop to stand on a toeboard, 
unless the pipes or the chest are simply too small.(**) 

(**) Or unless certain doubled registers require the contrary. See, e.g., page 229¶ and 245|| of the first 
volume. [Agricola]
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70) Werkmeister in his Organum gruningense, §. 23, cites the opposite of this as a fault.** [Albrecht] 

* These are mentioned in Vol. I, §. 
256, where they are also called 
“Laufgraben”; see also §. 444 
below.

† i.e., so that it cannot cause a pipe to 
sound; see §. 444.

‡ i.e., it is so thick and compressed.

§ See §. 366 below.

¶ See the stoplists of these organs in 
Chapter 10.

|| i.e., makes the action hard to play.

** Werkmeister, Organum grunin-

gense, §. 23, says: “The impregna-
tion with glue was also very scanty 
[i.e., in the organ at Gröningen], 
and thus no small amount of wind 
escaped.

§. 362.

One must be able to get around on the chest for the purpose of tuning, and also 
so that one can adjust the screws of the toeboards at all points. In particular the pallets 
must be accessible, since it is necessary at times to shift one of them right away, or to 
cleanse it from dirt that has fallen upon it, or to adjust the spring, etc. The chest must 
lie on solid beams, and must not have any bleed grooves or holes.* These terms refer to 
the grooves and punctures that are made in the chest to allow the wind to escape when 
it runs, thus keeping it from getting into the pipes or at least weakening it.† Since this is 
a sign that the chest is not accurately constructed, it must be considered a major fault, 
and one ought not let the organ builder get away with it. Wind is precious, and it ought 
not be allowed to escape from the chest.

§. 363.

The pallet box must likewise be meticulously [crafted], and indeed of thoroughly 
cured wood that will not swell at all. It must also be thoroughly impregnated with 
glue.70) If anyone wonders why all the pores must be sealed to the wind, just consider 
that it is no ordinary wind, but is forced into the palletbox and the windchest by such a 
heavy weight that one can almost take hold of the air.‡ Under such pressure it forces its 
way through even the tiniest openings. If the chest is very wide, it is good to place pallet 
boxes and pallets on both sides, so that the wind may feed all the stops with the proper 
strength and uniformity. The pallets in the pallet boxes must be thoroughly covered 
with leather on their wider side, i.e., on top, so that they fit more snugly and do not clat-
ter so much. The leather on each individual pallet must be of the same thickness, other-
wise not all areas of the pallet will seal tightly. The leather also must not have too much 
lime or saltpeter, because these attract dampness. The pallets must be made of light-
weight wood, and of a variety that does not warp or become crooked. Some have tried 
to guard against warping by fastening the pallets with screws.§ That is how they are at 
St. Mary’s Cathedral in Erfurt and in Zimmern supra.¶ If one wishes to remove a pallet 
in those places, it is somewhat troublesome at first, to be sure, to remove the screws; but 
this inconvenience is not so great as to warrant scorning this invention on its account. 
On the contrary, I praise it, although I cannot deny that a meticulous master can pre-
vent warping without it, if he uses good wood and treats it well. The broad grain of the 
wood must not be on the upper surface of the pallet, but on the side. [The pallets] must 
be beveled or pointed underneath, for if they are broad, then the wind presses too heav-
ily against them and makes them difficult to pull.|| An instrument with this characteris-
tic is called “tough-winded.”
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71) The springs must also be positioned upright under the pallets, otherwise the pallets will twist to one 
side and the pins will gradually abrade them. [Albrecht] 

* There is no listing for an organ in 
this place, either in Adlung’s book 
or in the other sets of stoplists he 
integrates into his list.

§. 364.

If the pallets are not too wide, but narrow and thus proportionately longer, then 
the keys will be easier to play. On the other hand, they will travel deeper. If the trackers 
are connected far to the rear [of the pallet] toward the spring, then the keys will again 
be difficult to depress, but on the other hand they will not travel so deep before fully 
opening the pallet. If they are connected right at the front [of the pallet], the keys will 
be easier to play, to be sure, but they will also have to travel deeper in order to open the 
pallet wide enough. One should find a happy medium. It follows from this that all the 
trackers must be connected an equal distance from the end [of the pallet], so that the 
keys have the same touch, and all the pallets open equally wide. The proof of this is al-
most the same as in §. 352 above.

§. 365.

The springs should be of brass, so that they keep their strength and do not rust. 
[They should] not be too weak; for then although the keyboard will be easier to play, 
it will sometimes cipher, since with weak springs the pallets will not seal properly. But 
[they should] not be too strong, since then the keyboard will be difficult to play. In or-
der that one key is as easy to play as another, [the springs] must all be well tempered 
and rebound with vigorous elasticity. But they must all be equally strong. It is even less 
tolerable if one pallet has one spring and another has two. That is evidence of uneven-
ness in the pallets. Even the finest artist cannot play well if one key is easy to depress and 
the next one difficult. Thus many reasons may be given why one keyboard may not be 
played like another71) The pins between which the pallets move serve to keep the pallets 
from shifting to one side. They should be made of brass, not so short that the fully open 
pallets catch on them, and not crooked, otherwise the pallets get stuck. For the same 
reason they must not stand too close together, so that the pallets have some play. If it 
is possible to have the sort [of pallets] like Casparini’s that are discussed in §. 38, where 
every note [of every stop] has a separate channel that ends at the pallet and where [all 
the channels] are opened simultaneously by the [same] pallet, then the pallets must be 
drawn open sideways; q.v. §. 41. This [system] is to be recommended.(**) This is the way 
the pedal pallets at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt and in Niedernissa* are made.

(**) Other experts in this art say it is for this very reason that the organ at Görlitz has such a heavy ac-
tion. [Agricola] 

§. 366.

The pouches must not be too short, otherwise they do not function as they ought 
(cf. §. 41.). The pallet box is provided with a bungboard at the front, with rings or straps 
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* i.e., the underside of the grid.

† i.e., what must be observed in facing 
the pallets with leather.

‡ and thus shrink.

affixed to it so that the board can be pulled out to allow access to the pallets. It is es-
pecially advantageous to be able to open the pallet boxes from underneath, so that the 
pallets may be more easily removed and adjusted by hand. Then, instead of glueing the 
leather attached to the back side of the pallets onto the top of the box,* it is particularly 
handy to screw them on with strips of wood, so that any pallet may be removed or in-
serted at any time. This is how it is at the Cathedral in Erfurt and at Zimmern supra; 
see what has been said about this matter† in §. 363. It is a fault for the bungboards not to 
be totally faced with leather, for then they let some of the wind escape; also if they are 
not provided with stays, since then the wind pressure can force them out when they be-
come dried out.‡ If a pallet box is long, then it must have a number of bungboards. The 
wind reaches the pallet box through tubes or large ducts. If these are not wide enough, 
then the supply of wind is insufficient, and the full organ sounds out of tune; also not all 
of the bass pipes speak with the proper promptness. This [situation] is also connected 
with that odious wobble that happens if the channels are too small to support many 
large stops. It is best for the wind to enter the pallet box through more than one open-
ing; cf. §. 363.

§. 367.

We come now to the internal components of the organ, with the exception of the 
pipes. First we encounter various wind tubes or conduits. Some lead to the pallet box, 
others however proceed from the windchest elsewhere. That is, some go to the pipes, 
suns, statues, zimbelsterns, etc., that stand in the façade, and others to [offset] pipes lo-
cated inside [the case]. For sometimes the width of the chest does not allow a large stop 
to stand directly on the toeboards, even though it should. In that case tubes of whatever 
length necessary are set into the toeboards, and the pipes sit on the tubes. Since the tubes 
lie at a slant and spread out from each other atop [the windchest], one going here and 
another going there, the pipes thus gain the [necessary] space. This does not look well 
and is likewise detrimental, but necessity knows no law. From this one may perceive just 
how important it is to give an organ adequate space. All of the wind ducts and tubes are 
made either of wood or metal; they must all fit exactly at both ends, and for this reason 
they are provided with leather. The wood used for them must be thoroughly cured, oth-
erwise they crack and do not hold wind. Following the example of the windchest, all of 
the wooden wind ducts must be impregnated with glue.

§. 368.

The trackers in particular must be made of good, flexible wood, so that they do 
not warp; otherwise the keyboard will never be level. They should also be light-weight, 
and thus neither wide nor thick, so that they do not require such strong springs to be 
placed under the pallets, making the keys hard to depress. If they are very long and 
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* Parts of this section are taken al-
most verbatim from chapter 7 of 
Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, including 
a number of vague expressions that 
Adlung does not attempt to clarify.

† = “versetzt?”; in this regard, see Vol. 
I, §. 49 & 50.

‡ See Boxberg, p.[9.]

§ i.e., the bellows and wind ducts are 
the fourth of the internal compo-
nents that Adlung began to describe 
beginning in §. 367.

tall, some [builders] follow the practice of fitting them into a guide rail, the so-called 
“comb” (see §. 48), so that they do not wobble or shake. Some [builders] are accus-
tomed to fitting them with springs as well, that help pull them upward, but then [the 
player] must pull against two springs for each key. They must be attached to the keys 
with brass screws; see §. 51. The stop-trundles should be strong, made of cured wood, 
with short arms so that the stop[knobs] do not come out so far. But if they are too short, 
and the stopknobs come out too little, then they [i.e., the stopknobs] are difficult to 
draw. The most usual distance is between 3-4 inches; see. §. 346. The trace rods must 
also be of an appropriate strength to keep from bending and becoming annoying when 
the stops are drawn and retired.

§. 369.*

The roller boards must also be meticulously fashioned, so that the rollers do not 
lie so close as to strike each other, or lie too near the board; otherwise one interferes 
with the other when the wood swells or dust falls between them, thus causing [the pipes 
to] cipher. Therefore there is nothing wrong with the roller boards being shifted (ge-
setzt†) or even with mounting the Rückpositiv rollers underneath [the rollerboard], so 
that dust cannot cause any harm. Some [builders] do not construct any roller board at 
all, but arrange the rollers on a strong oaken frame; then the keyboards are forced to 
remain in good alignment. Some believe in directing the trackers with squares, omit-
ting rollers entirely. Some feel that the direction of the wood grain in the roller boards 
should be shifted and the rollers set across the grain; in this way the keyboard is also 
forced to lie straight and even. But this creates an even greater danger; for if the wood 
shrinks together, then the rollers bind so tightly between their pins that all the key-
boards get stuck, unless ample play is left. The rollers that are long must also be stiff, 
otherwise they bow. It is also good to bore 2 or 3 holes in a roller arm, so that one can 
control the tension [of the tracker]. These holes must not be too big, however, so the 
pins that move within them do not rattle. If the rollers are made of long, thin iron rods, 
then they are not as thick as wooden ones and do not take up as much space; this is espe-
cially to be recommended where many roller boards have to be constructed, and there 
would not be enough room for them all if they were made of wood. These [iron rollers] 
are to be found in the Görlitz organ‡ (see §. 50 above). Wooden rollers must not have 
any knots, otherwise they will warp when the weather changes. This is enough about 
the internal components. Let every organbuilder construct everything so that the fi-
nal purpose of each part may be achieved; it is good thus, and he will reap blessing and 
honor from his handiwork. The parts themselves have been described in Chapter 4.

§. 370.

In fourth place§ follow the bellows and wind ducts, whose structure and compo-
nents have been described in Chapter 5. Nowadays there should be only wedge bellows, 
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72) In this regard, consult Chapter 20 of Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe. [Albrecht] 

* i.e., how should these conflicting 
demands be reconciled?

† Orgelprobe, Chapter 20.

‡ see also §. 373.

i.e., those that have only a single fold. In times past multi-fold bellows were widely 
used, but these have the shortcoming that every time a fold collapses it may be perceived 
in [the sound of ] the organ. Wedge bellows must be carefully fashioned of solid wood, 
and thoroughly impregnated with the substance mentioned in §. 38; otherwise the wind 
will seep through them. They must be large enough—normally they are made 5� wide 
and 10� long, or 6� wide and 12� long. They must rise far enough to capture ample wind. 
Werkmeister has imparted the most essential [information] about bellows in his Orgel-

probe, Chapter 1, p. 2[f.]. Concerning the extent of the rise, though, there is something 
else to keep in mind. Since the bellows plates are inseparably joined at the front end, 
then the upper plate must of necessity, as it rises, describe a circle, or an arc (a segment 
of a circle). The higher the arc rises, the less force the bellows-weight has, since it ex-
erts its weight more toward the center (which in this case is further forward). For, given 
that the arc passes through a quadrant or 90°, so that the upper plate stands perpendic-
ular [to the lower], and given further that the weight is firmly fastened to it and can-
not fall off, then the weight would not force the plates together, but remain still, be-
cause it would be pressing toward the center, with its line of travel proceeding to the 
point where the bellows is immobile. The smaller the arc is, the more force the weight 
retains to force the plates together, since in mechanical mathematics the theory of vec-
tors proves that the closer the force (in this case, the weight) comes to the fulcrum (here 
the place where the bellows plates are fastened), the less force it has; the higher the bel-
lows rises, the nearer the weight approaches this point. For this reason it is not advis-
able for a bellows to rise too high. For wherever the weight does not press the plates 
together with the same force, there the wind will not have the same pressure, and con-
sequently the pipes will fluctuate between sounding sharp and sounding flat—that will 
not do.72) Yet the bellows must be allowed to travel a reasonable distance as it rises, or 
they must be pumped constantly, which once again is unacceptable. Now the question 
arises: What should be done?*

§. 371.

The arc cannot be avoided, and thus one must consider a means by which the wind 
can remain at a constant [pressure]. Thus I recommend, [in agreement] with Werk-
meister,† that the end of the bellows, where the wide folds are, should be set lower than 
the other end.‡ It is better, however, to make really large bellows; they hold a lot of 
wind because they are long and wide, and do not need to rise so high as small ones. Fur-
thermore, large bellows describe a large circle, and in a large circle the curve at a given 
height is not as noticeable as the curve of a smaller arc at the same height. For example, 
sketch an arc whose radius (the line from the arc to the center) is only 4� long; by the 
time the upper plate rises only a yard, the arc will already reach about 30°. That is al-
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* i.e., the shallow arc.

† i.e., to make the bellows especially 
air-tight; see Vol. I, §. 59.

‡ See the second sentence of this 
paragraph, above.

ready a considerable curve. If however the upper plate is 12� long, and describes an arc as 
it rises one yard, the arc will amount to about 5°. In an arc, 5 degrees form a curve that is 
hardly noticeable, and the difference in the weight’s distance from the center in the ex-
panded and collapsed bellows is of little significance, hardly anything in relation to the 
length; such a line* can almost be considered straight. Thus the weight does not move 
far from the forward edge of the lower plate toward the rear edge (where the plates 
meet), and, as may be understood by imagining the center of the arc, thus it looses lit-
tle of its power to force the plates together. For this reason many [organbuilders] disre-
gard any other [means of equalizing the bellows� pressure], and reject counter-weights. 
For example, on p. 46[f.] of the Orgelprobe Werkmeister says that the multi-fold bel-
lows had no counter-weights; wedge bellows may indeed have them, but they must not 
be made too powerful. Also [he says that] nowadays bellows may be made without them 
whose wind [pressure] does not deviate by more than 1 degree, no matter how high the 
bellows expands; this may be accomplished by using horse veins.† [He also says that] 
such bellows have their own built-in counter-weights, no matter how they are placed, 
especially since nowadays [lower plates] are set at an angle.‡ To be sure, for every or-
gan with counter-weights one is likely to find 10 organs without them. Here in Erfurt 
they may be found in [the organ of ] the Reglerkirche.

§. 372.

Now we may ask: What conclusions are to be drawn from this? I hold that such a 
trifling deviation in the wind is insignificant, especially since the bellows are seldom at 
the same point in their cycle when they are in operation; the weakness of one [that is 
fully expanded] is little perceived, since others that are more nearly exhausted are pro-
ducing full wind [pressure]. Nevertheless one should not criticize those who do not 
wish to dismiss these trifles, and thus favor counter-weights and build them into their 
organs (especially those whose bellows are not very large). I would only advise that they 
be made correctly. Anyone who is not well-versed in mathematics, and particularly in 
mechanics, ought to refrain from designing them. They must be laid out according to 
correct principles. From these [principles] one must determine the differences between 
the distances, and how much of its force the weight will lose, and then adjust the coun-
ter-weights accordingly to begin to slacken their counter-pull to exactly the degree 
that the bellows increases in weight as it falls.

I have already mentioned briefly in §. 72 that [to construct counter-weights] a 
post must be erected behind each bellows. Through it passes a peg on which cords hang 
down. A brick or some such [weight] is attached to the bottom [of the cords]. Other 
cords hang from the upper plate of the bellows, and are attached to this same weight. 
As the bellows is raised, it draws the weight upward with it; as the bellows falls, the 
weight draws the bellows downward with it. Alternatively, two posts are erected, with 
an axle running between them. On this axle moves a piece of wood, several feet long. 
The wood is hollowed out to hold a weight so that it does not fall off. This piece of wood 
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* in §. 442.

† i.e., a quarter of a circle.

‡ i.e., it is too heavy.

§ Here Adlung is speaking as if the 
lower bellows plate were lying 
horizontally, not on an incline as he 
advises in §. 371.

rises and falls with the bellows. Then all the counter-weights can lie in a row, no mat-
ter whether the bellows are placed high or low. It is necessary to have an accurate wind 
gauge at hand, in order to see to what extent the wind fluctuates as the bellows rises and 
falls, and [in order to insure] that the counter-weight helps pull to the degree that the 
bellows weight (when it is in a higher position) exerts less pressure. And since the bel-
lows produces more and more pressure as it falls (as the wind gauge shows—we will say 
more about this below*) thus the counter-weight must pull proportionately less and less 
as it falls with it. This is exactly how it must be, and so the weight must be hung at just 
the right height to rise exactly as high as necessary, and it must have the proportionate 
weight to exert just the right amount of pull. And since the bellows all rise to the same 
height, all of the [counter-weights] must be made exactly the same. The method of po-
sitioning them accurately by means of the wind gauge is a mechanical one. It is possible 
to determine the matter by measuring the arc and by procedures that tend somewhat to-
ward higher mathematics, but for the sake of brevity I will not treat these.

§. 373.

If a number of holes are bored at equal heights in [each of ] the upright posts, then 
the peg or the axle may be raised or lowered at will. Such counter-weights are faulty if 
they fit too tightly/loosely? on the axles, for in that way they lose some of their weight. 
If they have become worn down and slack in the course of time, then their weight in-
creases. Thus one must be attentive to their deterioration. It is also a major fault if they 
do not help pull exactly in proportion to the decrease in the bellows weight. Since it is 
not possible to add or subtract very accurately from bricks or other stones to achieve 
precise adjustment, I am more in favor of the counter-weights in the organ of the Jena 
Stadtkirche that were designed by Mr. [ Johann Nikolaus] Bach, [the organist] there. 
There we find a quadrant† fastened on an axle inserted in a wide slot on an upright post. 
There is a groove around the outer edge of the quadrant, and into it fits a cord that pulls 
the quadrant, turning it. Affixed to the quadrant is a piece of wood of a given length that 
rises up as the quadrant turns. A compartment is hollowed out in the base of the quad-
rant, filled with sand and covered with a sliding top to keep any of the sand from fall-
ing out. If one discovers that there is too much sand in it,‡ then one may remove what-
ever amount is necessary without trouble. If the counter-weight is too light, then sand 
may be added until it is accurately adjusted. Counter-weights move less and less as bel-
lows collapse, since the arc and the difference in weight amounts to absolutely nothing 
when the bellows is almost closed, and thus the pull of the counter-weight is not neces-
sary.§ From what has been said in §. 370, however, it is clear that the counter-weight has 
to exert more pull when it is raised than when it is hanging almost straight down. The 
center [of the counter-weight’s pull] is the axle. The further the weight departs from 
the line that is drawn from the center of the axle to the center of the earth, i.e., straight 
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* Adlung has already suggested this 
in §. 371.

†  i.e., the hymn “Wir glauben all� 
an einen Gott,” Martin Luther’s 
versification of the Creed. The 
passage from Trost reads: “In-
deed, by treading all three bellows 
I can make it through the entire 
“Glauben,” all three verses, over 
one hundred eighty measures; but 
one must not draw all the stops (das 
gantze Werk) at the same time, or 
too many heavy 16� stops.”

‡ i.e., the lip.

downward, the heavier it becomes, or the more pull it exerts. The nearer it is [to that 
line], the less capable it is of replacing weight lacking in the bellows. The furthest it can 
be from the line is 90°, a horizontal position; but it never gets that high, since the bel-
lows never rises that far. But enough about counter-weights, since many people do not 
think much of them anyway. Everyone is entitled to his own opinion. I want to men-
tion only one other thing: counter-weights may not be used with bellows having 2, 3 or 
more folds. In order to maintain the steadiest possible wind pressure without counter-
weights, some [builders] set the back end of the bellows, the end that rises, lower than 
the front end.* In this case, it is best if it is lowered one half the distance of its maximum 
rise. As an example of this situation, inspect the organ at Alach.

§. 374.

The bellows, furthermore, must have a precisely even, gentle, slow movement, 
so that no noticeable thumping/clattering is heard beyond what arises in the normal 
course of movement. It is easy to see that they move more quickly when the organ is be-
ing played—but they ought not operate too quickly, since that is a sign that wind is es-
caping somewhere. In his Beschreibung der Weissenfelßischen Orgel, p. 17, Trost says that 
he is able to play the entire Creed,† all three verses—over 180 measures—before the 3 
bellows are exhausted (providing they are trod at the same time), but that not too many 
16 � stops may be drawn together. Some say, to be sure, that large pipes do not need much 
wind, no more than can pass through the narrow passage between the languid and the 
lip. But [let me say] in passing I do not see how this [proposition] follows: [i.e.,] the 
opening is small and not much more wind passes through it than through other [smaller 
pipes], therefore the pipe needs little more wind. Consider that such pipes have large 
feet that must first be completely filled with wind, to the same pressure as prevails in the 
chest, before the pipe will speak. I will grant [the proposition] in the case of wooden 
pipes, since there is usually a long slender tube that stands on the chest and guides the 
wind to the opening‡ without requiring so much wind to fill the feet. With regard to 
the bellows, it should further be noted that they ought not shake; this happens when the 
valve does not stay open as the bellows is slowly raised, but flops open and shut, creat-
ing a rattle. The bellows also ought not creak, since this [sounds] horrid in the church, 
and can easily be avoided, partly by joining both plates together precisely and partly by 
making the bellows pole correctly. They ought to draw in the wind nice and quickly; 
otherwise the bellows will not fill up if they are pumped quickly. This often happens 
with a large bellows whose intake valve is somewhat too small; it is easily noted if the 
bellows falls a bit more quickly just after it has been raised than subsequently. This be-
trays the fact that it was partially empty. I would not advise, however, making the feeder 
valve lid too large or too wide, since large ones easily become warped. It is better to 
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* see Vol. I, §. 59.

† Orgelprobe, Chap. 1.

‡ see §. 374.

§ see §. 200.

make the opening with a strip dividing it in the middle, and then to make two flaps next 
to each other that open and close simultaneously. The entire feeder valve, together with 
its frame, should be easily removable, to allow access to the bellows� interior in case any-
thing needs to be repaired. The bellows ought also to hold the wind tightly; impregnat-
ing them with glue helps insure this.

§. 375.

The bellows also ought not extend very far out beyond the frame, otherwise they 
are likely to become separated from the wind duct. Their plates are normally made of 
2” thick planks, well secured with heavy timbers and screws. If the horse veins* are 
omitted, then they will not be very durable; Werkmeister† says it is even better to drill 
them through and fasten them on with wooden pegs and glue. They must also be cov-
ered with strips to keep the leather from coming loose. They are to be covered with 
tawed cows leather, or with a double layer of sheep’s leather in its place. They should be 
fitted with crossbraces so that they do not crack open, since they must be able to with-
stand a lot of stress. They ought not to shake a lot; this can be prevented in large mea-
sure by providing the pedal with its own separate bellows. All of them must have ex-
actly the same wind pressure, which is ascertained with the wind gauge (discussed in §. 
442 below). The duct valves must also be large enough, and identical for each bellows. 
Their flaps must not be too stiff, and must be of the same type for each bellows. If they 
are not large enough, then the supply of wind will not be sufficient. If one is larger than 
another, then one source of wind will have greater pressure than another, and its force 
will keep the flap of the other bellows closed, thus trapping its wind. As a result, one 
bellows will not be able to operate until the other is exhausted. Thus it often happens 
that one bellows is immobile until the other is exhausted; this is a fault. It is likewise a 
fault if one flap is looser than that of another bellows, because as soon as the other [bel-
lows�] wind presses a bit heavily, the [first] bellows stops moving.

§. 376.

At times it happens that a bellows begins to rattle internally, especially when it 
is almost exhausted. This rattling is of the sort that arises when the bellows are being 
pumped slowly and the intake valve keeps flapping open and closed, or it resembles the 
beating of a tremulant. I observed this in several organs, and became very curious as to 
the cause of it. Finally I hit upon the idea that the same circumstance that causes this 
[rattling to happen] with the feeder valve‡ is also at work here. In that case it is the ex-
terior air that presses the valve inward; the air inside resists that outside with almost the 
same [degree of ] force, and thus the valve is driven first outward and then inward, so 
that it flutters. The tremulant§ is likewise first raised by the wind and then depressed by 
the exterior weight [that rests on it]. In this case, the [internal] fluttering must arise 
from the wind in the chest forcing its way back through the duct to the flap. And this 
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* i.e., the crossbeam serves as a ful-
crum.

† i.e., the nails prevent the poles from 
slipping to one side or another.

‡ i.e., the end furthest from the opera-
tor, nearest to the bellows.

§ Here Adlung is still presupposing 
that the midpoint of the bellows 
pole is resting on the crossbeam.

¶ i.e., toward the pumper.

|| at the operator’s end of the pole.

cannot be avoided unless the wind pressure from all the bellows is exactly equal, the 
valves to the ducts are of the same size, and the flaps offer equal resistance. This the-
ory is corroborated by the fact that one perceives no rattling if one of these bellows is 
pumped alone. If anyone objects that this would also have to happen when the bellows is 
expanded, and not only when it is exhausted, here is the reply: the wind from a bellows 
that is almost exhausted is much weaker than it would otherwise be. In the end, let any-
one doubt this as he will; suffice it to say that this situation is a shortcoming, and ought 
not to be overlooked in the examination [of the new organ].

§. 377.

The bellows ought to have strong and rather long bellows poles, that rest upon 
crossbeams* and move between iron nails.† The crossbeams should lie much further to-
ward the far end of the pole‡ than toward the near end, since the bellows will then be 
easier to pump. For let us suppose that the beam were exactly in the middle, with the 
weight resting on its far end and the force that is to raise it on the near end. If the force 
had the same weight or power as the weight on the far end, then neither would move 
the other, as happens with a scale. If the force on the near end is mightier than the 
weight, then it would raise the weight by pressing down on the opposite end, as hap-
pens with a scale. The weight of the bellows, however, is often very heavy, and conse-
quently the force—the pumper—in that case must also be heavy, say, a fellow 15 or 20 
years old. [Younger] boys may pump the bellows, too, but the operator must be con-
siderably heavier [than the weight of the bellows] in order to be able to raise it with-
out difficulty. Thus if the weight amounts to half a hundred-weight, then his weight 
must be at least 30 pounds or more greater,§ since the material of the apparatus offers 
some degree of resistance as well. Let us suppose, on the other hand, that the cross-
beam lies further forwards¶ than back; then the weight would be heavier in proportion 
to the amount by which the rear section exceeds the forward one. Let us suppose, for 
example, that a 50 lb. weight lay twice as far from from the fulcrum (the crossbeam) as 
the pumper. It would then require twice as much weight on the other end to balance it, 
i.e., 100 pounds. If the operator is to stay the pole, then he must weigh 100 pounds. In 
order to move it, he must weigh 30 pounds more, due to the resistance of the appara-
tus. If, on the other hand, the pumper were twice as far from the fulcrum as the weight, 
then half of his weight would be able to raise the weight on the other end. This should 
make it clear than one position of the fulcrum will make it impossible for the strongest 
man to pump the bellows, while another position will allow the smallest child to move 
it. Where it turns out that there is insufficient room [for a long bellows pole], then the 
fulcrum must be placed all the further toward the far end, otherwise the bellows will 
be very difficult to pump. But this situation requires a longer path of travel|| than oth-
erwise. For if the crossbeam lies exactly under the middle of the bellows pole, then the 
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* “Balghaus:” this word means both 
“bellows chamber” and “bellows 
frame,” since the bellows frame-
work was commonly covered with 
boards, turning it into an enclosed 
chamber, to prevent any possible 
damage to the bellows.

forward edge of the pole goes as far down as the back end of the bellows rises. The fur-
ther forward the fulcrum moves [toward the operator], the less distance the pole must 
travel to lift the bellows. The further away it lies, the greater distance the pole must 
travel. I will sketch three figures, the first showing the fulcrum lying in the middle, 
the second lying further away, the third further forward; note figures 1, 2 and 3 below.

   

a c b is the expanded bellows; d e is the rod that shoves it up it (or if the pole is situated 
above the bellows, then the rod pulls it up); e f g is the bellows pole that is fastened to 
the fulcrum at f. In figure 1, if the bellows collapses, then the rod together with the pole 
must fall the same distance as the upper plate, from c to b. The line k indicates that same 
distance, since the pole travels from e to h. The distance the pole travels at its far end 
is always the same, wherever the fulcrum f stands. But [the arc] g to i in figure 2 illus-
trates how high the pole must travel when the bellows closes, i.e., twice as high as in fig-
ure 1, since the distance from the fulcrum f to point e is only half as great as that from 
f to g. Figure 3 illustrates just the opposite situation. [In all three cases,] in the same 
time that the weight travels from b to c, the force [at the other end] must move the pole 
from i tog. Since in figure 2 the distance from i to g is is twice as great, thus the force 
must also move twice as fast. The force is related to the weight as the speed at one end 
of the pole is related to the speed at the other. Thus the force exerted by the operator 
is twice as great. Figure 3 illustrates the same situation in reverse (refer to the mechan-
ics of mathematics.)

§. 378.

So that the bellows always rises to the same height and is not torn apart or lifted 
out of position by being pulled too high, it is necessary to indicate in the bellows cham-
ber* the upper and lower limits of the pole’s travel, figured according to the principles 
given above, and to mark them off`with boards. The bellows pole must protrude a con-
siderable distance beyond the bellows chamber, especially if it must trace a large arc at 
the forward end; otherwise in making the arc it will move so far inward that it just can-
not be pumped. The longer the pole is, and the further forward the fulcrum lies, the 
larger the arc will be and the further the bellows pole must extend. It is to the opera-
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* i.e., not directly under the roof.

† “Pflaumfedern” = Flaumfedern.

‡ i.e., to latch the bellows down and 
prevent their unintended operation; 
see §. 67.

tor’s advantage if it extends an excessive distance outward, since in pumping the near 
end of the pole his force is increased, as may be deduced from the previous paragraph.

§. 379.

The bellows chamber must be located in a favorable spot where the air is not too 
damp and the sun’s warmth does not penetrate too much. The former makes the glue 
soft and rots the leather; the latter makes the [bellows] plates shrink and the bellows 
leak. They do very poorly under the eaves, for it is very hot there; rather they should be 
in a place that is mostly enclosed by [stone or brick] walls,* especially in towers. The 
bellows chamber must be secured and closed off on all sides, so that no damage occurs 
through puncturing the leather, shifting the weights, etc. If someone holds just a single 
handful of down feathers† under the [intake] valve, they will be drawn in with the air 
and scattered among the pipes, and it will be a long time before the pipes can be cleared 
of them. There must be a door into the bellows chamber, allowing quick access if some-
thing is out of order. The treader must have a bench or a set of stairs between the bel-
lows, on which to climb, especially if [the poles] rise up high. A bench is better, be-
cause it allows him to get more quickly from one bellows to another. On top there is 
a rail for him to hold on to to keep from falling; it must be no higher, however, than 
a person of average height can reach (figuring from the bellows pole’s lowest point of 
travel). The other matters mentioned in §. 67 are of little importance. I also think very 
little of hooks.‡

§. 380.

The wind ducts must also be quite ample (albeit in proportion to the organ and 
the bellows), so that the wind supply is powerful enough. For the same reason, the wind 
from all the bellows ought first to be directed into one broad duct, from which sepa-
rate conduits pass to each chest. Otherwise when one low key after another is played, 
the wind is not always immediately available, and some pipes simply do not speak, es-
pecially if in addition the pallets are too narrow. If, however, the wind channels are too 
broad, then the wind cannot immediately fill them up, and consequently it is impossi-
ble to play rapid passages on organs that have them. §. 442 below describes what to note 
about the Windkoppel in connection with this situation. The wood used for the ducts 
must also be thoroughly cured; it must be impregnated with glue, and then completely 
covered over with leather and parchment. They must not be laid on a damp floor, and 
if they happen to lie in an exposed location where people have to pass over them, they 
must be carefully shielded with boards so that no damage is done to them. The duct 
valves must also be accessible.
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73) as well as in the Orgelprobe, Chap. 24, p. 59[f.]. The author [i.e., Adlung] has already made mention 
of this deceit above in §. 74. [Albrecht] 

74) In the Fourth Part of Volume I of Mizler’s Musikalische Bibliothek, p. 45, one may read concerning 
this matter that [Mizler] has promised to reveal a secret, by means of which lead may be made 
almost like tin, and tin may be made like silver; Adlung has quoted him on p. 528[-529] of the 
Anleitung [zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit]. [Albrecht] 

* This statement is to be found neither 
in the Orgelprobe nor in the Orga-

num gruningense redivivum.

† Here Adlung works a subtle im-
provement on Werkmeister, who 
states that a good metal for pipes in-
side the organ is 2 parts lead to one 
part tin; a higher grade metal for 
principals is half lead and half tin, 
but principals are better yet if they 
have 2 parts tin to one part lead.

‡ Here again, as in §. 369, Adlung 
borrows a term directly from Werk-
meister, pp. 67-8, that is unclear in 
the original; it apparently refers to a 
substance refined out of antimony.

§ i.e., iron disulfide.

¶ i.e., this is the end of this particular 
reference to Werkmeister (Orgel-

probe, p.67).

|| Orgelprobe, p. 182 (in the original 
edition).

** §. 39.

†† Adlung expands on this matter in 
Chap. 28, pp. 173f.

§. 381.

Concerning the valves on the bellows into the ducts, it has already been mentioned 
in §. 375 that they must all open with equal ease. Otherwise the bellows whose valve is 
stiff will stop moving, since the other bellows will press this valve completely closed, 
even if the first bellows were to be driven by a weight greater than the others. Werk-
meister says, however, that the reason why one bellows will not move until the others 
are exhausted is often not known.* If the valves open far too easily, then they flutter; 
§. 376 also speaks about this. In §. 71 of his Organum gruningense73) Werkmeister dis-
closes a roguish trick [perpetrated by] organ builders; they often install secret ventils 
in the main duct, by which the ducts to this or that division may be partially blocked, 
rendering the wind insufficient for the full organ. This they do in order to take the old 
windchest for their own use, and thus induce the people to have a new one made. That 
is a wicked deed!

§. 382.

Now we come to a general commentary on the pipework. Considering each stop 
separately would be too lengthy, and it usually works out that each of them sounds just 
as it has been described in Volume 1, Chapter 7. Pipes should be given their proper al-
loy, and not be made of inferior metal, otherwise they will not last long. Mixtures are at 
times made of better metal for the sake of brilliance; for example, in Merseburg they are 
all made of tin (see §. 309). Façade pipes are made of [pure] tin, or at least tin [alloyed] 
with a bit of lead. On p. 67[-68] of the Orgelprobe Werkmeister says that two parts tin 
and one part lead produce a good [pipe] metal.† [He says that] a metal of poorer qual-
ity may be used, and upgraded and improved by the regulus,‡ so that it [the metal] be-
comes as white and hard as tin; but not everybody can extract the regulus from antimony, 
and the process is also a health hazard. Some have tried to improve it with marcasite,§ but 
that does not work. So says Werkmeister.¶ 74) It is well known how to produce a pleasing 
color without such methods; there is some information on this in Chapter 28.||

§. 383.

It should be noted, as Werkmeister has mentioned in his Organum gruningense,** 
that saltpeter does not attack any parts of the pipe other than the feet, where the wind 
bursts in and deposits materials that corrode the feet.†† If [the pipework of ] an in-
strument contains too much lead, it can disintegrate completely in 24 or 30 years. In 
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* Here, as elsewhere, when Adlung 
cites a source, he often quotes it 
almost verbatim without using quo-
tation marks.

†  “eingeknippen” = eingekniffen.

‡ cf. §. 383.

this connection it has occurred to me that it might be advisable to use tin, or at least 
very high quality metal, for the feet, rather than for the [bodies of the] pipes, since in 
that way this calamity might be remedied, with the additional advantage that the pipes 
would not be so prone to settle, since high-quality pipe metal is harder and better able 
to bear the weight of the pipe than lead is. There would not be much [extra] cost, since 
all the façade [pipes] are of fine [tin] anyway, and the pipes inside the case do not need 
large feet. I would think this suggestion might be a good one. The feet could be made 
stronger even when using inferior metal; but there is a difference of opinion on this 
point. Some assert that if the feet of pipes were of the same thickness as (or even thicker 
than) the bodies of the pipes above them, then those pipe bodies would not produce as 
fine a sound and would be more difficult to voice than if the feet were thinner. Let any-
one who wishes investigate this. Up to this point I have not been able to convince my-
self of the validity of this assertion.

§. 384.

The pipes should be exactly round on top, not bent in and with nothing attached 
to them; these [faults] indicate that the scale of the pipes is incorrect, or that they were 
poorly cut. It looks disgraceful when they resemble a pinched-up priest’s cap, or as if 
they had been gnawed by puppies or kittens (see Trost’s Ausführliche Beschreibung deß…

Orgelwercks…zu Weissenfels, p. 22*). Neither ought they to be cut out, nor have little 
holes in the feet, nor be pinched in.† These [faults] betray an inaccurately built chest, 
and are intended to prevent running or bleeding. For if a little wind manages to get into 
a pipe, it is channeled off in part by such a hole, so that whatever reaches the lip is not 
strong enough to produce a sound. [The pipes] also ought to have eyelets or hooks so 
that they may be attached [to a pipe rack] and not topple over (provided they cannot 
stand in rack boards; see §. 94; also Werkmeister’s Organum gruningense, §. 14). The 
pipes ought not to be made too thin; otherwise they get dented when someone takes 
hold of them. They also become warm too quickly when someone picks them up to tune 
them, and thus get out of tune. In addition, such pipes often can never be voiced prop-
erly, since they vibrate and their whole body quivers and buzzes. In this case, it is not 
the material that should be sounding, but the interior air column should produce a given 
sound arising from the air striking the lip. Furthermore [when the pipes are too thin] 
saltpeter corrodes them sooner; see Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, Chap. 2; also Trost’s …
Beschreibung deß…Orgelwercks zu Weissenfels, p. 22). I have often seen pipes that had to 
be wound round with tape to inhibit their vibrating and promote [good] voicing. That 
is simply irresponsible.

§. 385.

The pipes should be planed thoroughly smooth, and the red size spread on for sol-
dering should be washed off. The feet must be strong to keep the pipe from settling.‡ 
The lips and cut-ups should be absolutely neatly formed, not as if someone had knawed 
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* see also §. 84 and Chap. 28, p. 180

† i.e., the Dreikönigskirche, that re-
ceived a new organ in 1711.

‡ by implication more widely than 
the Hauptwerk; the stoplist in 
Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt’s 
Musicalische Handleitung, p. 170, 
lists the Haupt-manual as being 
of wide scale, the Oberwerck as be-
ing scaled two pipes narrower (um 
eine Secunde mensuriret) than the 
Haupt-manual, and the Pedal as 
having a very wide scale.

them with his teeth. They ought not to have beards, unless they are stops that require 
them, such as the Quintatön, Gedackt, and the like. On the other hand, if a Viola da 
Gamba has them, then it is a sign that the builder did not fashion it meticulously. The 
same holds true for the other [stops]. Chapter 7 will indicate which stops ought to have 
beards. Gedackts have them, as do some open stops that have a very narrow scale, such 
as, for example, the Salcional. The pipes should receive their proper length and width 
when they are cast, since it is a fault if they have to be patched together. They should 
also be firmly soldered with silver solder, so that no gaps remain. If the solder is not 
firm, then the pipes get crushed easily when they are tuned. If the languid is not well 
soldered, then the pipe sizzles and flutters. The languid must be inserted precisely at a 
right angle.

§. 386.

If the pipes have sand holes, then they vibrate. Sand holes are the result of sand 
getting mixed into the metal during pouring. For this reason, some organ builders cast 
the pipe sheets on [a bed of ] ashes, and some on a sheet of canvas; consult §. 88 about 
this. Concerning stopped pipes in particular, the caps should fit tightly, so that they do 
not drop and cause out-of-tuneness. If stopped pipes misspeak (filpen*), they are either 
not cut up far enough, or their languid is positioned too high. In open pipes [the lan-
guid] should be positioned so that the lower lip is just a hairs-breadth below it. With 
metal pipes the languid can be bent to some degree, but with wooden ones it is diffi-
cult to adjust. It is also a fault if the lower lip that directs the wind stream over the lan-
guid is not straight; this has to be corrected with a flue tool. Every pipe should have the 
scale that its character requires, according to its length and width, as described in Vol. 
I, Chap. 7. In particular, it is possible to achieve exceptional variety among the various 
divisions by means of scaling; concerning this, see §. 272. Furthermore, one might fol-
low the example of the organ in the church in Dresden Neustadt,† in which the Ober-
werk is scaled two pipes narrower than the Hauptwerk, while the pedal is scaled more 
widely.‡ Narrower scaling produces a more beautiful sound (see Praetorius [Syntagma 

musicum], Vol. II, Part IV, Chap. II[, p. 143], but pipe scales normally increase in the 
upper octave, to allow for better voicing. All the pipes should be given their proper cut 
up; they should have a lively and consistent speech.

§. 387.

It is a fault if within the very same stop one pipe sounds soft and the next one loud. 
That indicates that one has been cut up until it is dull; this cannot be amended with-
out soldering something onto the upper lip. But it is better to make the whole pipe over. 
The cut up must be done by using a compass and calculating the height [of the cut up] 
of each pipe according to its width. But take note! It might often seem as though one 
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75) Because of this fault it is a good thing to distribute [part of ] the wind at the pallets for the reeds by 

means of dividers.‡‡ [Albrecht] 

* Adlung discusses a related matter, 
i.e., why a pipe may sound good 
when the listener is located in one 
place, and poorly when the listener 
is at another, in Chap. 28, p. 170f.

† e.g., to put them both near each 
other on the same chest

‡ p. 21.

§ p. 30.

¶ Werkmeister states this in Chap. 15, 
p. 36, in connection with reed stops.

|| p. 7f.

** p. 8.

†† i.e., thick tongues are more durable 
than thin ones.

‡‡ i.e., to place a divider in each 
channel separating the wind source 
for the reeds from that of the flues.

pipe sounds different because it is standing in another place, and because more [ob-
structions] that deflect the sound elsewhere may be standing between our ears and one 
pipe than another.* Thus it may happen that a pipe sounds soft to us from one location, 
while the same pipe produces a bold sound in another location. In order to judge cor-
rectly in such a case, it is necessary to remove the pipes and compare their sounds.† The 
pipes must also speak promptly, and not overblow to the fifth or octave, which is a ma-
jor fault often noted in narrow-scale pipes such as the Viola da Gamba, the Violon, etc. 
Anybody who knows how to create a silvery tone has mastered a beautiful art. For other 
good voicing characteristics to take note of, consult §. 93.

§. 388.

Finally, it is also a fault if not every stop is made of the material specified in the 
contract. In Chap. 9‡ of the Orgelprobe, Werkmeister says: “In general, bass pipes and 
lower pitches of a broader scale and trebles of a narrower scale are considered best, 
according to a radices proportionum (geometrically proportional scheme); the treble 
then sounds pleasing and bright, and the bass splendid and sonorous. But stops should 
be even throughout their compass, according to their required character, and the bass 
pipes should not overpower the trebles.” And in Chapter 13§ he says that if two pipes 
sounding a pure consonant interval in themselves are played together, a dissonance is 
often heard with them, as if there were a third pipe sounding. This is not the result of 
a run; rather the proper proportion of [one of ] the pipes has been disregarded. One of 
them should be cut open and its width made to match the other, heeding the [correct] 
proportion. The root of this fault is the same one described by [Werkmeister] in Chap-
ter 15, i.e., bodies that are out of proportion cannot be brought into pure tune with each 
other.¶

§. 389.

The oft-cited Werkmeister has more to say in Chapter 4|| of the Orgelprobe about 
the reeds in general, namely that the resonators should be large enough, in keeping 
with each particular variety, both as regards length and width. For although fractional-
length resonators can attain a low pitch, they will have no gravity. [He also says** that] 
if the resonators of bass pipes are very wide, they will overpower the treble; this also 
sometimes occurs if the wind supply is unsteady,75) or perhaps if the tongues and shal-
lots do not match, or if one is straight and another not, or one is broad and another nar-
row. Because they must be tuned frequently, [reed] pipes must not stand too close to-
gether; after all, the reeds that stand behind the one in front also have to be tuned. The 
boots must be wide enough that the tongues do not strike them. Heavy tongues are more 
durable than weak ones:†† but they must have the same proportion throughout the en-
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* i.e., in their voicing.

† i.e., at the top of the wire, the end 
opposite the contact point with the 
tongue.

‡ to adjust them—i.e., wires with 
hooks.

§ i.e., in addition to tuning wires.

¶ See the stoplists of both organs in 
Chapter 10.

|| p. 143.

** The word Adlung uses here is 
Stöcke (toe boards), a term taken 
directly from Chapter 4 of Werk-
meister’s Orgelprobe, on which much 
of this section is based. By com-
paring the context of this passage 
with §. 104, (Vol. I, p. 66), it seems 
reasonably certain that what Adlung 
means, both here and in the follow-
ing sentence, is Köpfe (blocks)

†† on the Hauptmanual; see the sto-
plist of this organ in Chapter 10.

‡‡ See Boxberg, p.[11.]

§§ See the stoplist of this organ in 
Chapter 10.

tire range of the stop, so that they are consistent* from treble to bass; this is a sign of 
their being precisely crafted. The tuning wires must be strong and precisely bored so 
that they fit snugly against the tongue; they must fit neither too tightly nor too loosely. 
And since the tuning wires sometimes need fixing but cannot be removed because of the 
hooks,† others have hit upon the happy idea of making tuning wires without hooks, re-
placing them with screws instead. The ones at Erfurt Cathedral are made in this way, 
for example, as is the Posaune at Alach (see also §. 105 above). Tuning wires that are 
struck‡ are prone to bend easily, especially if they are very thin. It looks neat if the tun-
ing wires are all of the same length, or increase and decrease proportionally. Brass ones 
do not rust as quickly as iron ones, but they are not as stiff. Iron ones are plated with tin 
to keep them from rusting, but this is not done to steel ones, since it would make them 
lose their strength. If it is possible to have screws,§ this would be better, especially in the 
case of large reed stops. At Gera (§. 301) and at Jena (§. 302¶) there are tuning wires to-
gether with screws, which is really very fine. For the sake of a pleasing [tone] the shal-
lots ought to be of narrow scale (see Praetorius, l.c.||). The shallots should fit tightly 
into the boots, so that they do not fall out while being tuned. Brass shallots are the most 
durable. Shallots may also be plated with pipe metal that is soldered on, to prevent the 
tongues from rattling so loudly. It is not good to put wooden blocks** into metal boots, 
for when the wood shrinks the wind forces the pipes out [of them], and when it swells 
the boots burst. In large stops the blocks are attached to the boots to keep them from 
falling out; this should be done all the more to small pipes, since often the wind (or even 
more likely the upward beating of the tuning wires] drives them out. Thus I am pleased 
to see that at Zimmern supra the [blocks of the] pedal Cornet [2�] and the Trompete 
[8�]†† are screwed onto [the boots]; in this way they keep their tune. The large shal-
lots, e.g., those in the pedal Posaune, are best covered with leather, to keep them from 
rattling too much. Tanned leather is better for this than tawed, for the latter attracts 
dampness, loosening the glue and causing [the leather] to fall off. Some [builders] are 
in the habit of making wooden shallots, as is the case with the pedal Posaune at St. 
Thomas in Erfurt and likewise at Zimmern supra.

§. 390.

It is to be considered a fault for wooden pipes not to be thoroughly impregnated 
with a solution of glue, since [otherwise] the wind seeps through [the pores of the 
wood]. If the pipes are entirely of wood, it is a great merit if they can be made to sound 
like metal, as Casparini has done at Görlitz.‡‡ The glue solution helps somewhat in this 
regard, as does using hard wood such as pearwood or the like. Plating the languid and 
lips with tin (as seen in the Gedackt 4� and Principal 8� at Gera, §. 301§§) also helps; but 
no [organ builder] will do this unless it is specifically contracted. Being able to unscrew 
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* i.e., stops with two pallet boxes, 
one for the manual and one for the 
pedal.

the lips of wooden pipes, in order to be able to adjust them at any time, is also a good in-
vention. For example, this is how the Subbass 16� [in the organ] at St. Thomas in Er-
furt is made.

Concerning stops with a Windkoppel,* §. 276 has already mentioned that the wind 
must be conducted at equal pressure to both pedal and manual. With regard to [stops of 
this construction that sound in] the pedal, it must furthermore be noted that the method 
of putting the manual pallet on one side and the pedal pallet on the side opposite (as has 
been described in detail in §. 127) is accompanied by the following weakness: when [the 
pedal drawknob] is not drawn, then the force of the wind forces the pedal pallet open 
when the manual is played, and the wind passes into the pedal pallet box. Thus there of-
ten arises the fault that when the lower pipes are played the instrument gulps/gasps and 
the treble pipes do not speak, because there is insufficient wind. This [fault] may be pre-
vented by the second method [of construction], in which both pallets are placed on the 
same side; see §. 127. Whichever method is chosen, I would recommend that the pedal 
trackers be able to be uncoupled by a stop mechanism, so that one does not hear a con-
stant rattling when the organ is being played softly, which is a definite fault.

Chapter XIV.

Concerning Organ Temperament.
Contents:

§.391. Concerning temperament and [interval] proportions in general. §.392. Specifically, how 
they were discovered. §.393. All fifths are not to be tuned pure. §.394. Subsemitones are of no 
value; an instrument must be tempered. §.395. Kircher has written about this. §.396. Likewise 
Werkmeister. §.397. Praetorius; Neidhardt. §.398. Mattheson; Bümler, etc. §.399. The proper 
distribution when tempering. §.400. The various systems of temperament. §.401. Should the 
monochord be used when tempering the organ?  §.402. The inconveniences connected with 
it. §.403. These have been experienced by Mr. Neidhardt himself. §.404. Concerning the ba-
sic pitch of an organ. §.405. Tempering succeeds better with two pipes. §.406. How to do it 
by ear. §.407. Which stop to use. §.408. Thirds may be used to check accuracy. §.409. How 
other instruments sound in comparison to the temperament. §.410. Concerning stops at cham-
ber pitch. §.411. Some use dissonances to set a temperament. §.412. The basic pitch should cor-
respond to that most commonly prevailing.

§. 391.

Here we must divide the subject into two parts. First, we must consider to some de-
gree temperament in general, and second, apply the discussion to the organ, since 

it is a major fault for organs not to be tempered and tuned correctly.
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 76) as well as [how much] broader or narrower. [Albrecht]  

 77) The noted Kapellmeister Scheibe, in a learned and extensive note on p. 16 ‡ of his 
Kritischer Musicus, proves that one must consider this pretense as nothing more than a 
legend, offering such reasons that no one could fail to agree. [Albrecht]  

* Adlung reads “höher” (higher).

† Meibom, Marcus, Antiquae musicae 

auctores septem. Amsterdam: Elze-
virius, 1652.

‡ The note begins on p. 12 and ex-
tends to p. 16.

With regard to temperament in general, many a beginner will not comprehend 
immediately what is meant by it. Thus the following may serve as an introduction. If 
we take a pipe of a given length and breadth, this [pipe] will sound at its own particu-
lar pitch, determined by its length and width. As an example, I shall take a pipe 8� long 
(from the lip upward), of principal scale; this pipe produces a C. If the organbuilder 
wants other pitches, either higher or lower, he has to know how much longer or shorter 
76) than the first the pipe must be. Now it has been discovered how pitches are related 
to each other, and what relative length and width each pipe must have over against the 
others. Organ builders indicate these proportions on a board, from C to c���. The same 
holds true with strings; for if I place a bridge under a string that sounds, let us say, C, 
thereby shortening it by one third, it will sound the fifth [above the C]. If I choose [to 
divide it in] half, then it will sound an octave [above C], etc.. These proportions or re-
lations between pitches have been expressed by certain numbers, beginning with 1; twice 
the number always indicates an octave [lower]. Thus if 1� is a c���, twice that number is 2� 
and sounds c��; twice the latter is 4�, c�; twice that 8�, c; again twice that, 16�, C, etc. Or 
moving upward from the bottom: if a string (that is one entire unit) sounds C, and I di-
vide it into two equal parts by placing a bridge under it, then each of these two sections 
will produce for me a c, i.e., the octave. If each of these sections is again divided into two 
parts, each of those new parts will sound c�, since then the entire string is divided into 4 
sections. If each subdivision is once again divided into two equal parts, each will sound 
c��; when the whole string is divided into 16 [equal] parts, each one of them alone will 
sound c���. Likewise, if I begin with the number 3 [as the putative length of the string] 
and double it, making 6, then the latter is an octave lower* than the former. If the 3 is 
an f �, then 6 will sound f, 12: F, etc.. Or conversely, if 12 is F, then half of it, 6, is f; half 
of that, 3, is f �; half of that, 1 ½, is f ��; half again, ¾, is f ���, etc.. The procedure operates 
like this with all numbers.

§. 392.

If anyone should ask, “How were these proportions for octaves and other inter-
vals discovered?,” here is the answer: this did not happen all at once. The origin is at-
tributed to Pythagoras (cf. Nicomachus, ein musicus Pythagoraeus, p. 10, from the edi-
tion by Meibom,† and excerpts from him in Neidhardt’s Temperatur des Monochordi, p. 
8ff.), who, noting by chance a harmonious sound produced by hammers in a forge, in-
vestigated their weights, and is said to have discovered some, though not all, of these 
proportions.77) We will not concern ourselves further with this, since enough has been 
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* i.e., dividing it into 2 parts versus 
1 part.

† The proportions Adlung gives for 
the less fundamental intervals are 
Pythagorean; they only approxi-
mate the actual proportions.

‡ i.e., if all the fifths were tuned pure.

§ i.e., the circle of perfect fifths.

¶ i.e., to modulate.

written about these matters; if we wished to elaborate on it, it would turn into a separate 
treatise, but it is really not necessary for an organist or organbuilder to know anything 
more about it other than how to temper, say, an organ or some other instrument. Here 
we will only set forth the proportions in their original [untempered] form. The octave 
is to its fundamental as 2:1; that is, if a string produces a given pitch, and that string is 
divided into two parts, one part will produce the octave, as has been said in §.391. The 
fifth is as 3:2; that is, if a string is divided into 3 parts by measuring it off with a compass 
and placing a bridge under it,* then the 2 parts will produce a tone, and when the third 
part is added in it will produce the fifth below it. The fourth has the proportion 4:3. The 
major third is as 5:4; the minor third as 6:5; the second as 9:8; the major sixth as 5:3; the 
major seventh as 15:8; the minor sixth as 8:5; and the minor seventh as 9:5.†

§. 393.

It is not possible to hear precisely whether the tuning of a pipe is exactly correct; 
an occasional small error is unavoidable. Yet it may be heard more precisely in octaves 
and fifths than in other [intervals]; in the former a flutter is perceived if they are not 
exactly in tune. It is not possible to set a temperament using octaves, however, since one 
would never leave the same spot, remaining on c if that were the starting point. Thus 
people have turned to the fifths, since the beating or fluttering is not so perceptible in 
the rest of the intervals as in these. If I were to tune the fifths pure, so that none of them 
fluttered, then the proportio sesquialtera or 3:1 would be exact; but when I had passed 
through all the fifths and returned to the key where I started, [I would find] the final 
fifth much too small. If I were to return and alter the first [fifth], then the next would 
again be wrong, and so forth ad infinitum. Neither would the octaves correspond.‡  If I 
let it§ stand, then the minor thirds would be too narrow and the major thirds too wide.

§. 394.

Using subsemitones to improve the situation would cost a great deal of money, 
especially in large organs, and would also cause the organist much vexation; and yet 
they would only be a patch-up job, since they would not permit [the organist] to pass 
through the circle of fifths,¶ together with all the other inconveniences coupled with 
this limitation. Subsemitones are the name for the recessed keys, so that there are 2 c 
sharps, two g sharps, etc.; although the second [key of the pair] is given a different 
name, whence [the expressions] d flat, a flat, etc., arise. This could also go on ad infi-

nitum without ever reaching perfect tuning. Thus [musicians] began to be concerned 
about temperament a long time ago; by that [term] is meant that the amount lacking in 
the final fifth is distributed proportionately so that no one fifth must suffer [the lack], 
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but rather the others must also relinquish a bit, so that the loss is thereafter not so per-
ceptible in any given spot.

§. 395.

Authors are not in agreement, however, as to how that small amount should be 
distributed, and there are almost as many opinions as authors who have written about 
temperament. It is impossible for me to go through and elaborate on all of it here; rather 
I will cite a number of authors where one may find extensive information about temper-
ament. These will be more recent authors who refer to the ancient [sources] now and 
then, however, so that one may gradually become acquainted with the latter through 
the former, since I intend to say very little about such matters in this chapter.

Athanasius Kircher, a noted Jesuit already mentioned in §.12 above, has dealt with 
the doctrine of harmonic numbers in the third book of his Musurgia universalis, sive ars 

magna consoni et dissoni, pp. 82-158, where he describes and classifies all the propor-
tions. There he also shows how to proceed with harmonic arithmetic, or music, since 
musical calculations are far different from others. In Book IV, pp. 159-210, he has dealt 
with the geometrical division of the monochord; here it is mostly the monochord that 
comes under consideration, on which everything* is measured off with a compass. Not 
everyone has his work, however, since it costs 10-12 Reichsthaler; it is possible to com-
prehend such matters almost better from shorter writings, and dispense with this book 
altogether.

§. 396.

Andreas Werkmeister, who is too well known through various treatises to require 
much more to be said about him, has also written about temperament in his Harmonolo-

gia [musica] that was published in quarto in 1702, pp. 37, 39 [and 140, §.] 223; likewise 
in the [Musicalische] Paradoxal-Discourse that appeared in 1707 after his death, Chap-
ters 13, 14 and 23; likewise in Hypomnemata Musica, Chapters 9, 10 [ff.], p. 29f.†  He has 
dealt expressly with this subject, however, in his Musicalische Temperatur, that appeared 
in quarto in 1691. He has not refrained from mentioning this subject here and there in his 
other writings, either: e.g., in the Orgelprobe, Chapter 32, pp. 78ff.; in Organum grunin-

gense redivivum, §.51-64; and in Hodegus musicae mathematicae curiosus.‡  These sources 
provide an ample amount to read on this [topic], as well as on the monochord.

§. 397.

Even earlier than Werkmeister is Michael Praetorius, who in his Syntagma mu-

sicum, Vol. II, Part IV, Chap. 3, pp. 149§-158 has dealt with how an organ should be 
tuned according to a temperament. He makes no big thing of it, however. The same may 
be said of Trost, who also deals with this subject in his Beschreibung der Weissenfelßischen 

* i.e., all the interval proportions.

† This should read “p. 26f.”

‡ Chap. 22, pp. 58-62.

§ This should read “148”.
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78) Since the author has not mentioned here even half of the authors who have written on this matter, 
the honored reader would do well to read in conjunction with this passage the fifth chapter of 
[Adlung’s] Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, where is imparted a complete report on all 
the writings about this subject. [Albrecht]  

* pp. 67-76.

† “Theoretical Preliminaries;” pp. 
85ff.

‡ Gioseffo Zarlino discusses tempera-
ment in Le istitutioni harmoniche 
(1558), Dimostrationi harmoniche 
(1571) and Sopplimenti musicali 
(1588).

§ A Greek music theorist of antiquity. 
While none of his writings are ex-
tant, his ideas on temperament are 
discussed in Ptolemy’s Harmonics.

¶ Claudius Ptolemy, a Greek math-
ematician and music theorist of 
antiquity. His three-volume Har-

monics (mid-second century, A.D.) 
had great influence on subsequent 
music theorists.

|| This is indeed the main topic of the 
book.

** i.e., how is the comma to be distrib-
uted among all the fifths within the 
circle of fifths.

Schloßorgel, pp. 31-40. Wolfgang Caspar Prinz has dealt with temperament with partic-
ular good judgment and circumspection in Chapter 7 of the third part of his Satyrischer 

Componist,* as well as in his Exercitationes musicae theoretico-practicae curiosae. With-
out doubt the best known of all is Mr. Johann Georg Neidhardt, former Royal Prussian 
Kapellmeister in Königsberg, who has written 2 treatises solely on temperament; one 
appeared in 1706 in Jena, while the author was still a student of theology there, under 
the title Beste und leichteste Temperatur des Monochordi, and the other, called Sectio can-

onis harmonici, appeared in 1724 while [Neidhardt] was Kapellmeister in Königsberg. 
His Gänzlich erschöpfte mathematische Abtheilungen des diatonischen temperirten Canonis 

monochordi eventually appeared in print as well, of which the second printing was pub-
lished at Königsberg and Leipzig in quarto in 1734. He writes economically, and any-
one who wishes to read them to his profit (especially the second treatise) must already 
be grounded in higher mathematics.

§. 398.

Mr. von Mattheson has also presented the proportions of the intervals in his Or-

ganistenprobe, specifically in the theoretische Vorbereitung.†  In addition to him and the 
above-mentioned authors on [the subject of ] temperament, the following remain to be 
mentioned, to wit: Sinn, who has treated it in his Temperatura practica; Bümler (con-
cerning his temperament, see Mattheson’s Critica musica, Vol. I, p. 52[f.]; one may 
compare this with what Neidhardt states in his Sectio Canonis harmonici, p. 28ff, and also 
with [Mattheson’s] Critica musica, Vol. II, p. 234);  Treu, the mathematician from Alt-
dorf, has also written a disputation De divisione monochordi; not to mention the more 
ancient writings of Zarlino,‡ Didymus,§ Ptolomaeus,¶ etc. One may read in Matthe-
son’s Critica Musica, Vol. II, p. 246[f.]78) what Bulyowsky de Dulicz, Kirchenrath of the 
Margrave of Badendurlach and Professor of Philosophy at the Gymnasium, has written 
about it. It should be noted in passing that with regard to these proportions or numbers, 
a controversy has arisen over the question, “Which ought to pass judgment on harmony 
or discord in music, the ears or the numbers?”  Mr. von Mattheson has discussed this 
matter in the greatest detail in his Forschende Orchestre.||  

§. 399.

Speaking of temperament proper, the first question that arises is: “How much 
does the final fifth lack, and thus how much must be subtracted from the other inter-
vals.”**  Neidhardt shows this in his [Beste und leichteste] Temperat. [des] Monochordi, 
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* Sic; the ratio should properly read 
“81/80.”

† Prof. Raymond H. Haggh, my 
colleague on the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln music faculty, 
has kindly prepared the following 
explanation of this matter: Various 
theoretical solutions offered to de-
rive equal or unequal temperaments 
proceed from Pythagorean tuning 
based on the pure octave (2/1), the 
pure fifth (3/2) and the pure fourth 
(4/3) as a point of departure. Ad-
lung here derives the Pythagorean 
comma, 531441/524288, the dif-
ference between enharmonic notes 
in the system by the addition of a 
spiral of perfect fifths, for example, 
built on C and ending on B#: (3/2) 
to the 12th power = 531441/4096. 
His ratio 128/1 results from (2/1) to 
the 7th power, seven pure octaves 
above the assumed reference note C; 
subtracting 128/1 from 531441/4096 
(B# in frequency is higher than C) 
is obtained as follows: 531441/4096 
× 1/128 = 531441/524288, the 
Pythagorean comma, which has 
the value of 23.5 cents. 81/80 is the 
Didymic or syntonic comma (a dif-
ference of 21.5 cents), found, for 
example, between like intervals in 
the Pythagorean and just intona-
tion systems. The minute differ-
ence between the Pythagorean and 
Didymic commas is expressed in the 
ratio 32805/32768, known in tuning 
theory as the Schisma.

‡ Sic; should read “81/80.”

§ Phrynis, Part 3, Chap. 7, pp. 67-76.

¶ in the Paradoxal=Discourse, Chap. 
13, p. 66.

|| i.e., in the circle of fifths.

** Prof. Raymond Haggh again offers 
the following explanation: To Did-
ymus, a theorist of late Antiquity, is 
reputed a system of just intonation, 
and the ratios given at the beginning 
of this paragraph are those of that 
system. A great failing of the system 

p. 29, where he adds up the fifths separately and says that [the ratio] 531441/4096 is 
the sum of the fifths; he likewise adds up the octaves separately, whose sum is 128/1. 
The latter [ratio] subtracted from the former yields the excess 531441—524288, the 
amount by which the sum of the fifths is greater than the sum of the octaves. This ex-
cess amounts to [the syntonic] comma (80/81*), 32805/32768.†  Most authors differ on 
the method of distributing this excess, partly because they believe that the keys should 
vary according to their differently proportioned intervals, partly because they are more 
concerned about the most common keys than about the others, e.g., f#, c#, g#, etc.

§. 400.

This is how Didymus did it: he made one second greater than the next, so that 
c-d was as 9 to 8, d-e as 10 to 9, f-g as 9 to 8, g-a as 10 to 9, a-b as 9 to 8. Thus 
the lesser interval, 10 to 9, is smaller than the greater interval, 9 to 8, by 80/81,‡ or 
a comma; in this regard see Neidhardt’s Temperatur [des Monochordi], pp. 21f. But 
this system harbors many impurities, since the minor third d-f is a comma too small, 
while on the other hand the fourth A-D is one comma too large; see l.c., p. 25. Printz§ 
follows another formula that takes into account only the most common keys. This is 
what Werkmeister suggests:¶ each of the fifths should beat a twelfth of a comma low; 
since there is one comma too many, and there are 12 fifths in the octave,|| namely 
c
�

g    g
�

d    d
�

a    a
�

e    e
�

b     b
�

f#    f#�c#    c#�g#    g#�d#    d#�b flat    b flat
�

f     f
�

c; 
   1.           2.            3.          4.           5.            6.                7.                  8.                  9.                  10.                           11.            12.  

thus each fifth could relinquish a twelfth part, and then all of the fifths would be equal. 
[Werkmeister continues by saying that] consequently the other intervals would also 
beat equally, with each of the minor thirds beating ¾ of a comma low and each of the 
major thirds 2/3 high.**  In his Anmerkung über den Generalbaß,†† on the other hand, 
he holds that the most common keys should be made somewhat purer. Neidhardt has 
followed his [i.e., Werkmeister’s] formula, albeit rather more precisely; one may pretty 
much adhere to it. But in the meanwhile the minute excess above the comma (see §.399) 
that was lacking in Neidhardt’s formula in the fifth f#-c#, which turned out to be a 
Schisma too small, has been forgotten; this is known as the “wolf ” ‡‡ (see Neidhardt, 
l.c., p. 73f., where he says that wolves howl, and so do out-of-tune organs). Where the 
entire comma discussed above is lacking, this is the “old wolf ”;§§ the Schisma, on the 
other hand, causes only a “young wolf ”¶¶ (Praetorius spells the word “Wulff”||||). Con-
cerning organ-wolves, Trost in his Beschreibung der Weissenfelsischen Schloßorgel*** re-
ports that in former times a “wolf ” described a situation in which the pipes did not have 
the proper proportion and thus could not be brought into tune; [he says that] such 
“wolves” cannot be gotten rid of, and the pipes must be discarded.

§.401.

In his Sectio canonis Neidhardt has factored the Schisma as well into the distribu-

is the fifth D-A which has a ratio of 40/27; consequently the minor third lacks a comma (81/80) and the fourth is too large by the same comma. A characteristic 
way of obtaining an equal temperament is by dividing the Pythagorean comma into twelve parts and shrinking each fifth by that amount. At one point in the pro-
cess, in order to obtain a closed system, an enharmonic change must take place; Adlung chooses D# as that place, making it equivalent to E flat. Since each fifth 
is reduced by 1/12th of a Pythagorean comma, the process is cumulative; the small numbers under the intervals shown indicate the number of twelfths a particular 
fifth has been reduced as compared with the note C, the note that serves as a point of departure.

†† in an appendix, “Kurzer Unterricht und Zugabe, wie man ein Clavier stimmen und wohl temperiren könne” [“Brief Instruction and Supplement on how to 
Tune and Well-temper a Keyboard Instrument”].

‡‡ The term for the ill-sounding effect evident in certain intervals that results from the more severe tuning systems.

§ § 29 i.e., the comma that results from a severe meantone temperament (e.g., ¼-comma).

¶¶ i.e., such a slight out-of-tuneness that it hardly “howls” at all.

|||| Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 155; this remark is purely parenthetical, and has nothing to do with the substance of the discussion.

*** pp. 35-36.
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* i.e., to stop the string accurately.

† i.e., presuming that the organ is in-
tended to play in an ensemble with 
this instrument.

‡ i.e., tuning an organ using the 
monochord.

§ as a student.

¶ The organist of the Jena Stadt-
kirche, and Adlung’s former organ 
instructor.

tion. The question further arises, “How is this temperament to be applied to organs?” 
For this most people resort to the monochord, suggesting that organ temperaments 
should be set by it. The word is constructed from [the Greek] monos, h, on, “one” and 
cordh, “a string”, since it is strung with only a single [string]. It is a long, narrow box, 
about 4 finger[widths] broad and high. Its length is immaterial; but the longer it is, the 
easier it is to divide.*  It may be either 4� or 8� long, but the majority are built 2� long. A 
string is stretched upon it, and the intervals are divided off on the box’s sounding board 
with a compass and marked with lines or dots. A bridge placed under the string allows 
it to produce a tone when it is stopped at one or another of the points indicated and the 
[resulting] section of the string is struck. “Canon” is the same as “monochord”. I will 
not mention any more about it; one may consult the authors cited, in particular Nei-
dhardt’s Temperatur des Monochordi, c. IX, p. 70, where he he gives an adequate descrip-
tion of the instrument.

§. 402.

If you want to tune [an organ], first tune the string [of the monochord] in and 
of itself to the desired pitch, according to a trumpet† or a pitch pipe, let us say, c. Next 
one takes the bridge and places it under the g, that is, under the dot that divides off a 
section of the string that produces g. Next come each of the other intervals in turn, 
and each pipe is tuned to the string. I find, however, several inconveniences with this 
[method of ] temperament. First, one must constantly keep testing the string itself to 
make sure it is still in tune with the first note, for a string goes out of tune easily. In the 
second place, a string is very ill-suited for tuning a pipe, since the two have very differ-
ent sounds, and their wavering or beating will never be alike. Indeed, when the string is 
struck it is somewhat higher than when it has almost stopped vibrating, and thus it never 
maintains the same vibration. And even though [this difference] amounts to very little, 
it is nevertheless there. For by striking the string it is set into vibration from side to side, 
so that it creates an arc, though this is not visible to the naked eye, in which the longest 
side is never as large as the sum of the two remaining sides. Let anyone say what he will; 
suffice it to say that it‡ does not work, as experience teaches us.

§. 403.

[The truth of ] this [assertion] was brought home to Mr. Neidhardt himself while 
he was in Jena.§  He was a student there when the organ at the Stadtkirche was being 
built and was about to be tuned. He applied to the council to be allowed to set the tem-
perament for the organ, since Mr. [ Johann Nikolaus] Bach¶ was not in a position to 
grant this permission himself. The council did not agree to this, fearing that it would 
not be successful; they wanted an assurance that the damage would be covered in case 
it did not succeed. Finally Mr. Bach took a Gedackt on one manual and Mr. Neidhardt 
took one on another. The former tuned his by ear, while the latter tuned mathemati-
cally using the monochord that he had with him. When the work was subsequently put 
to the listening test, Mr. Neidhardt’s Gedackt did not sound well, but Mr. Bach’s did. 
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* i.e., not subject to decay, as the 
sound of a plucked or struck string.

† i.e., after being set down.

‡ i.e., the device Adlung is proposing 
should be used to set the first pitch.

§ the extra exertion of singing at a 
higher pitch. In the 18th century, 
chamber pitch was essentially used 
for instrumental performance 
(chamber music, for entertain-
ment), while choir pitch was used 
for church music that was primar-
ily vocal.

¶ “mit mehrerem;” this might also 
mean “with further information.”

|| The chapter begins on p. 14, but 
the reference to lower pitch be-
ing helpful to singers is on. p. 15. 
Prætorius discusses choir pitch and 
chamber pitch on pp. 15-16.

Neidhardt could not object to setting a temperament by ear, but did not know how it 
worked, and continued to insist that it had to be better when done mathematically. But 
then they had someone sing one of the verses of the chorale “Wir glauben all an einen 
Gott” in the key of b-flat minor; this person sang directly from his throat, without [any 
concern for] temperament, and he produced the same pitches as Mr. Bach’s tempera-
ment. Thus one must take into consideration the human voice, in which God admittedly 
has placed the [various] pitches. Mr. Neidhardt therefore had to let the matter rest; 
Mr. Bach however continued to set temperaments by ear, which proceeded smoothly 
and turned out successfully.

§. 404.

It would be a better suggestion to tune and temper pipes from [other] pipes. It is 
impossible, however, to carry so many pipes around. And even if they were all available 
and were all actually tempered exactly correctly, the wind pressure is not always the 
same, since one blows through one’s mouth with greater force one time than the next, 
and consequently the pitch is sharper one time than the next. Thus the beating is not 
the same, and consequently it is useless. This may even be noted with the pitchpipe; or-
ganbuilders carry these to give the first pitch for an organ, so that it will correspond in 
pitch to other organs. This seldom succeeds though, since their breath is more force-
ful one time than the next, and consequently one of their organs may be as much as one 
or more commas sharper than another. Thus it would be desirable to have for this pur-
pose something consistent, and this could indeed be possible. For one could fasten a 
pipe of a suitable size onto a toeboard, and place under the toeboard a bellows that pro-
vided a consistent wind pressure. This [pressure] could be constantly checked by the 
windgauge, and in this way the pipe would produce time and time again a prolonged* 
and consistent sound, by which one could tune the first organ pipe precisely. Someone 
might object that this [pitch] would change with the weather, since a metal pipe gets 
sharper in warm weather; hold a pipe in your warm hand, and you will see that it rises 
in pitch, but subsequently† it returns to its original pitch. Thus I would advise simply 
placing the pipe‡ within the organ, so that it gets to be the same temperature as the or-
gan pipes. Even though it would go somewhat sharp in warm weather, so would the 
other organ pipes as well, and they would again sink to the lower pitch in cold weather. 
If one were to place the tuning-pipe in a warmer place than [that of ] the organ pipes, 
however, then the instrument might well be somewhat too high in pitch. One ought not 
to set the first pitch by a trumpet, again because of inconsistent pressure [of the breath].

Organs are tuned in choir pitch, as it is now called, which is 1 or 1½ steps higher 
than chamber pitch. But it should have been the other way around; chamber pitch 
should be higher than choir pitch, and organs should be tuned in chamber pitch (this 
gets its name from being used at table in chambers for entertainment), so that vocalists 
might be spared.§  In this regard see (among others¶) Praetorius’s Syntagma musicum, 
Vol. II, Part II, Chap. II, p. 14.||  It is not possible to state the exact pitch of our choir 
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* of choir pitch standards in use.

† See note in Chap. 28, p.175 below.

‡ presumably vibrations per second.

§ p. 166 below.

¶ i.e., perfectly cylindrical.

|| i.e., a winding system.

** cf. §.404.

†† to mark the divisions.

‡‡ on its cylinder.

§§ than the first pipe’s cylinder.

pitch, however, due to the variety,* and any unity in this regard is scarcely to be hoped 
for. The Frenchman Mr. Sauveur† wanted to set a specific pitch by which a standard 
tuning might be established throughout the entire world. He rejected pitchpipes, be-
cause 1.) the materials they are made of are variable; 2.) the breath of the one who blows 
them is uneven; 3.) even an organ pipe, which is yet truer than a [pitchpipe], does not 
produce an exactly constant pitch. He gives beats‡ by which the vibrations of an organ 
pipe are to be timed, and Sauveur decrees that the pitch that is produced by 100 vibra-
tions per second should be a universal standard pitch. But this has not caught on; not ev-
eryone finds it easy to carry out his timing [procedure]. See the Histoire de l’Academie 

Royale de l’annee 1700, from which Mr. Mattheson quotes in his forschende Orchestre, 
Part I, Chap. 4, §.10, p. 428[f.]. Anyone who does not know what vibrations are may 
read something about them below in Chapter 28.§

§. 405.

What is to be done about the rest of the temperament, however, once the first pitch 
has been set?  Here is the answer: I heard the following suggestion a while ago from Mr. 
[ Johann Nikolaus] Bach in Jena, which I thought a good one, to wit: take a pipe of uni-
form width,¶ and then have a cylinder turned that fits into the pipe precisely and can be 
inserted into the pipe. Set the pipe upon a toeboard, and put a good, stable bellows|| un-
der it, one that provides the same wind pressure at all times.**  Insert the cylinder into 
the pipe, stopping it in such a way that the first pitch, the one that results from the cyl-
inder being inserted a very short distance into the pipe, can become the first pitch for 
the organ, replacing, say, a trumpet or pitchpipe. Then a pipe can be tuned according 
to it. The cylinder or stopper, however, is divided according to a ruler, just as is done 
on the monochord; then either paper [strips] are glued to the stopper,†† or lines are 
drawn on the stopper itself with a compass. When you are ready to tune, keep pushing 
the stopper in from one dividing line to the next, tuning each note in this way from c to 
b, one half step after another. This method obviates tuning by fifths. If anyone thinks 
that the stopper would have to go too deeply into one single pipe, he can construct two 
pipes side by side, the first commencing, say, at c and the other at g or f. Then each of 
them need rise only a fourth in pitch by means of the stopper. The second pipe must, 
however, be of somewhat narrower scale, and also shorter, and thus the dividing lines‡‡ 
must be different.§§  Both pipes, though, must be strong. If this method were adopted, 
then a temperament could be set for 1,000 organs with such an instrument, and it could 
be carried about from one organ to another. But the dividing lines must be accurate. If it 
is once correct, then it will be correct from then on; and since it employs pipes that pro-
duce protracted tones, one can hear properly the beating of one pipe against another. 
But good wood must be used for the stopper, wood that does not shrink or swell; other-
wise it would either let the wind escape around it, or it would squeeze open the pipe. It 
must also be perfectly round, and of a uniform thickness throughout.
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* Tract 22, “Musica.”

† “Musicians say “quintam accipere” 
when they are angry because the 
fifth always irritates them.”

‡ i.e., to set a temperament.

§ see §.406.

§. 406.

If you want to undertake setting a temperament without such an instrument, you 
may tune by fifths, and in that case each [of the fifths] should beat a twelfth of a comma 
low. Using this method, one may begin at c�, tuning it precisely according to a pitch-
pipe. Then g� is tuned to the c�, but with the beating; then g is tuned pure to g� (octaves 
should not beat); then d� to g, though beating a 1/12 [of a comma] low; then a� to d, with 
beats; then a to a�, pure; then e� to a, beating 1/ 12 low; then b� to e, beating 1/12 low; then 
b to b�, pure; then f#� to b, beating 1/12 low; next f# to f#�, pure; next c#� to f#, beat-
ing 1/12 low; next g#� to c#�, beating 1/12 low; then g# to g#�, pure; then d#� to g#, 
beating 1/12) low; then b flat� to d#�, beating 1/12) low; then b-flat to b flat�, pure; and 
finally f� to b-flat, beating 1/12 low. At that point we would be finished, except for tun-
ing c�� to f�. Next c�� needs to be tested against c� that was tuned at the beginning, to see 
if it is exactly in tune. If it is, then the temperament is for the most part good, as long as 
none of the fifths is too false. If, however, c�� is not in tune with c�, it may be either too 
high or too low. If it is too high, then the fifths have been made too wide; then one must 
go back and make them a bit narrower, so that they finally become uniform, while al-
lowing c�� to c� to be pure. If it is too low, then one has made the fifths too narrow (per-
haps not all, but just some of them); then they have to be touched up. Thus it is no won-
der that setting a temperament is a slow and troublesome process, since one’s hearing, 
especially if it is inexperienced, does not so readily perceive a [beat with a duration of 
a] 48th or a 60th of a second. It was from tuning by fifths that the saying originated, 
“Quintam accipere,” which means among musicians “to become cross or angry,” since 
tuning fifths is so annoying. De Chales, Vol. III,* p. 20, Propos. 14, says, “musici di-
cuntur quintam accipere, dum irascuntur, eo quod quinta saepe ipsis bilem moveat.”†  
On the other hand, there is only one octave to be tuned in this way; the remaining notes 
are tuned by octaves. 

§. 407.

It is best to take the 8� Principal, if there is one, for this [purpose],‡ if there is one, 
and to set a temperament on it, beginning with c�. The pitch is not as perceptible in the 
bass, because the lower pipes rumble too much. The higher pitches in the treble are also 
not easily perceptible, and there the comma amounts to almost nothing. The Principal, 
being the main stop, is also made of better metal, and does not go out of tune so quickly. 
Where there are several keyboards, a temperament must be set on only one of them, and 
the others tuned to it. In order to keep from rising too high [in the treble], one should 
occasionally drop down an octave. Thus for example, if g has first been tuned pure to g� 
above§ [in §.406], then d� is tuned to it, and so forth.
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* i.e., without occasionally checking 
for accuracy.

† See §.400 above.

‡ i.e., other than the organ.

§ i.e., to retain a meantone tempera-
ment.

§. 408.

Since, however, it would be anoying to [have to] go back after completing the en-
tire [circle of fifths], the [intervals of ] thirds may be adopted as guides. That is, when 
one reaches a note while setting a temperament that forms a third with a note that has 
already been tuned, one should play them together and listen whether the said third 
(if it is major) beats 2/3 [of a comma] high, or (if it is minor) if it beats 3/4 of a comma 
low. Thus if c�-g�, g�-g, g-d�, d�-a�, a�-a [and] a-e� have already been tuned, then the e� 
is the third above the c� that has already been tuned—a major third, to be precise. This 
[interval] must beat 2/3 [of a comma] high. If this does not prove to be the case, then 
one must again pass through the already-tuned fifths and adjust them. The e� is like-
wise a minor third below the already-tuned g�. These two pitches [when played to-
gether] must also not be perfectly in tune, but the g� should be 3/4 [of a comma] low. 
The same holds true for the rest [of the circle of fifths]. Consequently one must not 
tune straight through.*  Here is a similar instance: if b� has been tuned to e�, then one 
may test whether [the interval] b�-g� beats 2/3 [of a comma] high. One may read about 
this process of setting a temperament in somewhat greater detail in Neidhardt’s Tem-

peratur [des Monochordi], p. 102, as well as in Werkmeister’s Anmerkungen zur General-

baße.†  Experience also counts a great deal in this matter.

§. 409.

Since setting a temperament in an organ is absolutely necessary, it must be done 
with great diligence. One ought not to put up with anyone who wants one key to be 
more in tune than another, but one should have them all tempered equally; this is be-
cause of transposition, and also so that the other keys do not become unusable. If any-
one should ask how trumpets, horns, and other instruments will sound against it, here is 
the answer: string instruments can be tuned and fingered to conform to a temperament. 
Thus it is improper to tune all strings on other instruments‡ by fifths as pure as possi-
ble. One should likewise tune the fifths ½ of a comma short, and finger them in a simi-
lar manner. A craftsman can arrange the holes of wind instruments that produce pitches 
by stopping holes, such as flutes, oboes, etc., according to a temperament. Tempering 
horns and trumpets does not work. But since temperament is so necessary and useful, 
it is better to introduce it anyway than to leave it out§ because of the trumpets. Anyone 
who does not like the sound of a trumpet—and it does sound wretched against an equal 
temperament—should leave it out. [The pitch of ] a horn can be somewhat more easily 
adjusted by the breath than [that of ] a trumpet.(**)

(**) Only one minor matter should be verified in this regard: whether it is possible that a 
trumpet can be—and is—played more in tune by someone who knows how to play it well 
than usually happens with someone who is inexperienced. [Agricola]

§. 410.

If there are stops at chamber pitch within an organ, it is not necessary to temper 
them from scratch. Rather they should be left untuned until some stops on another key-
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* i.e., the dominant seventh chord in 
its third inversion.

† i.e., to check the completed tem-
perament.

board are in tune. Then [the former] can be tuned to the latter by always playing a sec-
ond lower, so that the chamber-pitch c is the same as [the choir-pitch] b flat, c# is the 
same as b, etc. Or, if chamber pitch is to be 1½ steps lower, then c will be the same as a, 
c# the same as b flat, etc. If there is no 8� Principal, then the 4� [Principal] may be used, 
but one must stick to the lower register in tempering it. If it is a 16� Principal [that is to 
be tempered], then one must stick to the treble, in accord with what was said in §. 407.

§. 411.

Let me mention in addition that others do not like to set a temperament using 
fifths, because 1/12 of a comma is all too easy to get wrong, but would prefer to tune by 
dissonances. Beginning with c, they tune the second, the tritone and the sixth to it, since 
a small degree of out-of-tuneness is more easily noticed in dissonances, especially if the 
complete Tritonus major 6/4/2,* as this chord is called, is sounding. They likewise play 
2, 4 and 7; if they tune 2, 4, +7 and then 3, 5, -7, then both the minor and major sev-
enth are in tune. Thus c, d, e, f#, f, g, a, b-flat, and b are already tuned (the 7/4/2 chord 
contains the f a perfect fourth [above c]), and only c#, d# and g# remain. But one 
need only begin with d, playing the 2, 4, and +7 with it, and then c#, the major sev-
enth, is quickly in tune. By playing 6/4#/2 together with d, then g#, the #4, gets in 
tune. By tuning the octave below b (the latter already being in tune), and playing with 
it the 7/5/3#, the resulting chord will allow the d# to get in tune. This method of tun-
ing has the advantage of not requiring so much tuning by octaves, and thus not so much 
correcting when something has been overlooked. All that is left is to proceed through 
all of the fifths,† listening whether their beating is tolerable, or [alternatively] testing 
the temperament by playing in all keys.

§. 412.

Finally let me mention yet again that an organ should be tuned according to the 
most usual way prevailing—here I am referring to setting the first pitch—so that it is 
not necessary to buy new instruments just for the sake of the organ. If there are two or-
gans in the same church, it goes without saying that their temperament and tuning must 
be absolutely the same.
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Chapter XV.

Concerning Tuning Organs.
Contents:

§.413. When should one tune?  §.414. Concerning the tuning cone. §.415. How should open flue 
pipes be raised or lowered [in pitch]?  §.416. The wind must be steady. §.417. What to tune 
each stop to. §.418. Concerning the Terz and Quinte. §.419. Concerning compound stops in 
general. §.420. [Concerning] specific [compound stops]. §.421. A benefit. §.422. Concern-
ing stopped flue registers. §.423. Concerning reeds. §.424. How should one division be tuned 
according to another?  [What to do] if pipes vibrate. §.425. Concerning the pedal. §.426. 
Concerning the Onda maris, and other remarks.

§. 413.

Here I shall briefly indicate how to continue tuning once a temperament has been 
set. First of all, let me mention that one should neither begin to set a tempera-

ment or do any other tuning until the organ is completely finished, even until the carv-
ing has been attached, since it fits close around the pipes and affixing it after tuning of-
ten causes out-of-tuneness. But when the temperament is correct, then stick with the 
stops that were first tempered, tuning all [the rest] by octaves, up and down, from C 
to c���. And since octaves must not beat at all, this [part of the] tuning is all the easier. 
The slower a pipe beats, the more in tune it is. When it is completely “in”, so that no 
more beating is heard, then it is perfectly in tune.

§. 414.

Tuning is done with a tuning cone made of wood or brass, or of wood overlaid 
with brass. It is made in the shape of a cone, pointed at one end, broad and hollowed

out at the other, something like this:           If large pipes are to be tuned with it, then

it must also be large, and if it is to be used with small pipes, then it is small. The larg-
est pipes, however, are better bent in or out by hand. When pipes are being tuned they 
should be left where they are and not touched, since they get warm right away in one’s 
hands and thus go sharp. If they are tuned thus and again grow cold after tuning, then 
they go flatter and consequently out-of-tune. If a pipe must be lifted out, though, per-
haps because it does not speak properly, then it must be left sitting a while and allowed 
to grow cold again before it is tuned.
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§. 415.

If a flue pipe that is open on top is too low [in pitch], then the point of the tuning 
cone is inserted into it and [its top] is pushed outward. If it is so low that this does not 
suffice to bring it up to pitch, then a bit has to be snipped off all around [the top rim], 
but very carefully so as not to cut off too much. The larger the pipe is, the larger the 
piece that may be removed; only a little bit needs to be snipped off a 2� pipe if it is a half 
step too low, but in the same situation 8 times as much has to be taken off a 16� pipe. If 
the pipe is too sharp, however, then it has either been made too short in casting, or too 
much has been snipped off it. Then there is nothing else to do but to solder something 
on it, or (as is more commonly done), to press the top rim of the pipe inward with the 
hollowed-out part of the tuning cone. This last operation may also be done by hand. 
It is also possible to suspend something [in the pipe], or to cover a portion of the pipe 
with a [partial] metal [lid]. But this must be considered a fault.

§. 416.

The wind from the bellows must be perfectly steady when tuning, and the keys 
must also be depressed the same distance, completely to the bottom. Otherwise one 
[pipe] will be sharp and the next flat. And since it is also very important that the pal-
lets open the same distance, thus the keyboard must be adjusted perfectly evenly. Oth-
erwise, if the keyboard is subsequently adjusted to be even, the instrument will con-
stantly be out-of-tune. In this connection note what has been suggested in §.350.

§. 417.

The octaves should be tuned immediately after the [8�] Principal has been tuned, 
by drawing the 4� Oktave with the 8� Principal and tuning it. Here take note of a gen-
eral rule: if stops that are far apart from each other [in pitch] are tuned together, it is 
difficult to hear the beating properly. Thus I would not advise tuning the 2� or 1� Ok-
tave from the 16� or 8� Principal. Rather, each stop should be tuned to its equivalent, 
i.e., 8� to 8�, 4� to 4�, etc. Or [each stop should be tuned] to one that is an octave higher 
or lower that it is, e.g., the 2� Oktave to the 4� etc.

§. 418.

After the Oktaves come the other single open stops; thus the Violdigambas, the 
Gemshorns and other octave-sounding stops are tuned as the paragraph above indi-
cates. Concerning quints of all sorts, stopped and open, all of them are tuned 5 steps 
higher than the octave-sounding stops; thus the lowest note of the Principal sounds c, 
but the Quint sounds g, etc. The 6� Quinte is tuned to the Principal, or to the 8� Ok-
tave (which amounts to the same thing). The 3� Quinte, however, is best tuned to the 
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* i.e., the perfect fifths they create in 
harmonic progressions.

† This is not precisely correct, but 
drawing the quint does make it eas-
ier to perceive whether the third is 
in tune.

‡ i.e., the pipes that are not being 
tuned at the moment.

§ i.e., the one in the Sesquialter; see 
§.190.

Oktave or to the 4� Principal, but in the end an 8� will work, as well. N.B. The quint 
stops are tuned exactly pure, without being tempered, so that each note sounds a per-
fectly pure fifth in relation to the octave-sounding stops of the same note, and does not 
beat a 1/12 of a comma low. Thus [when combined] with the octave-sounding stops 
they sound almost like one pipe, and so they are tolerated in the organ,* while other-
wise they are forbidden in performance. The Terzes, if there are any, are also tuned 
perfectly purely, without being tempered. By these are meant exclusively major thirds. 
It is not possible to hear if they are in tune without the Quint being present,† and thus 
it may be drawn for that purpose.

§. 419.

Now we come to the compound stops. Just as it is never advisable to draw sev-
eral stops when tuning, but to tune them singly in order to hear the beating, likewise 
the screaming of many pipes in compound stops is also a hindrance. Therefore damp-
ers must be used to silence them.‡  [For this purpose] one takes thin wooden sticks and 
fastens a wad of tow on them, inserting them into the pipe so that the cut-up is covered 
by the tow, and thus the pipe is silenced. No pipe over 3� is ever dampened, however, 
for although 4� ranks do appear in mixtures, the largest pipes are tuned first and thus 
do not need to be dampened. When all [the pipes of the mixture] except one, i.e., the 
largest, have been silenced, an octave-sounding stop is drawn with it, according to the 
directions in §.417, and it is tuned pure. Each of the other ranks is then tuned in turn, 
ending with the smallest. It is not necessary to dampen again the ones that have been 
tuned, since they will not disturb the beating.

§. 420.

The Sesquialter, if it is 3 ranks, is tuned in a like manner. The Terz and Quinte 
are dampened. Then the 4� Oktave§ is tuned to the 8� Principal or, in its absence, to the 
4� [Oktave]; next the Quinte is added in, and finally the Terz, thus completing [all 
the pipes sounding on] one key. One then moves to the next key and proceeds in this 
way through the entire compass. If [the Sesquialter] is 2 ranks, then it is best to tune 
the 3� Quinte to the 4� Oktave, and then the Terz as well. The same method is used 
for the Terzian. In it the Quinte may first be tuned to the 4� Oktave (even though it 
is smaller than the Terz), and then it is easier to deal with the Terz. After [tuning the 
Quinte] the Terz is added and tuned pure. The Rauschpfeife is also tuned in this way; 
it does not matter whether the Quinte or Oktave is tuned first. If the Quinte is 3�, then 
it should be tuned to the 4� Oktave, and then the [2�] Oktave should be added. The 
mixtures, Scharp, Cymbel, Koppel, and the like, are also tuned like this, by damping 
all the pipes but one and then tuning one by one.
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* Here Adlung is referring to pipes 
that stand in the façade.

§. 421.

In general it is an advantage to omit every other note when tuning, for the pipes 
stand in alternation, first on the left and then on the right side. To obviate the neces-
sity of running back and forth from side to side, one should tune C, D, E, F#, G#, 
A#, c, etc., up to c���. Then one should go to the other side and tune C#, D#, F, G, A, 
B, c#, etc., up to b��. Then even though the pipes do not always stand in order in every 
tower,* it is not necessary to move so far to reach them. If  there are a number of per-
sons [involved in the tuning], one can tread [the bellows] while another depresses the 
key, until the tuner raps as a sign that [the pipe] is in tune and he is ready to go on [to 
the next pipe]. If only one person is doing the tuning, then he must depress the keys 
with a lead weight or something similar, transferring it to the next key when the note 
is in tune.

§. 422.

The stopped flutes are generally tuned in this way: if they are too sharp, then 
the cap is drawn upward a bit, since in doing this the pipe is made longer. When it has 
been pulled up as far as it can go, however, and the pipe’s [pitch] is still too sharp, 
then the pipe must be lengthened by an extension. If the pipe is too flat, the cap should 
be pushed further down, making the pipe shorter. If it cannot go in any further, then 
some of the pipe must be cut off. If the pipes are of wood, then the stopper should be 
drawn further out to make the pipe flatter, and pushed [further in] to make it sharper. 
If the stoppers or the lids (which are also called caps; see §.107) are too loose, so that 
they easily shift out of place, then the metal pipes should be wrapped with leather; or if 
the pipes are wooden, the stoppers should be wrapped with leather to make everything 
fit snugly.

§. 423.

Reeds are [tuned] either by screws or tuning wires. If there are screws one makes 
use of a tuning key, that looks like our tuning hammer, and turns the screw right or 
left, according to whether the pipe should be sharper or flatter. Tuning wires, how-
ever, must be driven in; in that way, the tongue is pressed more tightly against the shal-
lot, so that less wind can pass between them. By drawing the tuning wire outward, the 
opposite happens, and the pipe becomes flatter (cf. §.105). The reeds are located at the 
back [of the chest], and are tuned last, since they are easily put out of tune again by 
[the tuner] moving about.

§. 424.

If the second manual is to be tuned to the one above it, the coupler should be 
drawn and the Principal tuned pure to the one on the upper manual. After that the 
other stops may be tuned to the Principal. But if the Principal is too high-pitched, 
e.g. 2�, and there is an 8� Gedackt to be tuned, then it is best to couple the manuals and 
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* i.e., the note in the main manual.

† The fact that Adlung advises de-
pressing the pedal and not the 
manual keys reflects the particu-
lar situation with his organ in Er-
furt (several reed stops are avail-
able in both manual and pedal, on 
separate stopknobs; see the stoplist 
of this organ in Chapter 10); but it 
also indicates that by now the ma-
jority of the reeds found on organs 
are in the pedal.

‡ i.e., from the tuning.

tune it from one of the larger stops of the other manual, according to the instructions 
in §.417. If perchance one note of a stop speaks poorly, or vibrates, one cannot tune 
the other pipe according to it, and thus must draw another stop. Let us say, for exam-
ple, that I am tuning the 8� Violdigamba from the 8� Principal; if one of the pipes in the 
Principal is faulty, then I retire the stop and tune that note from the 4� Oktave.

§. 425.

If one happens upon a manual that cannot be coupled, then one must hold the 
keys of both manuals down at the same time, either with the fingers or with a lead 
weight. In the case of the pedal, the 8� Oktave should first be tuned from the 8� Prin-
cipal of the main manual, either by drawing the pedal coupler and playing the pedal 
alone, or by setting a weight on it;* or one could hold both down at the same time. The 
16� and 4� stops are tuned from the 8�, the 32� from the 16�, and the 2� from the 4� (e.g., 
the 2� Cornet from the Oktave 4�). Anything else necessary to know has already been 
mentioned in [discussing the method of tuning] the manuals. I have often tuned the 
reeds by myself, by grasping the tracker with one hand (that is, if I can reach it) and 
pulling the pallet in the windchest open, and then tuning the reeds with the other. But 
I would advise depressing the pedal,† or if the personnel is lacking, setting a weight on 
it. For with one’s hand, one draws one pallet further open than another, and thus the 
pipes are allowed more wind one time than the next; consequently the organ is always 
out of tune when it is played. Some tune the 16� Posaunenbass from the 16� Subbass, but 
this is accomplished more successfully with the 8� Oktave, since this makes the beat-
ing more audible; it is also expected that open pipes hold their tune better than stopped 
ones, whose stoppers and caps at times shift. 

§. 426.

This is what needs to be remembered about tuning. Everyone understands that 
the Onda maris by nature must beat a bit sharp to the other stops, as has been said 
above in §.173. It often happens in tuning that a pipe flutters, misspeaks/overblows, 
simply does not speak at all, or has some other minor problem, but that has nothing to 
do with tuning; rather, Chap. 18 has something to say about this. All that din‡ makes 
the ears almost insensitive, and therefore the tuner does not perceive a negligible beat-
ing as well as one who stands below in front of the organ, or who is some distance from 
the pipes. Thus is is best to check the tuning in front of the organ. All sorts of strange 
things happen in tuning. For example, I have seen the 16� Posaunenbass being tuned 
from the Mixture. But how is it then possible to hear the beating?  The reason [for 
such odd practices] is that not everyone knows [about listening for] beating. 
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Chapter XVI.

Concerning the Delivery and Examination of Organs
Contents:

§.427. Organs must be examined.. §.428. This is good for the organbuilder.. §.429. The lit-
erature pertaining to this chapter.. §.430. Persons present at the examination.. §.431. 432. 
Whether organbuilders or organists should carry out the examination.. §.433. It should be 
conducted impartially.. §.434. The expenses involved.. §.435. Whether an examiner should 
be under contract.. §.436. One must be free to speak truthfully.. §.437. [Sufficient] time 
should be allowed for it.. §.438. One must proceed according to the contract.. §.439. One 
must maintain modest behavior.. §.440. The keyboards must be examined.. §.441. [Likewise] 
the wind, whether it is sufficient.. §.442. Is it steady? Is the supply ample enough? §.443. 
Do the bellows shake? §.444. Are the chests properly [constructed]? §.445. How to detect 
running in the channels.. §.446. External runs.. §.447. 448. 449. Are the pipes properly 
[made]? §.450. Is the instrument wind-starved? §.451. Are the pipes [made] of the proper 
material? §.452. Especially the metal pipes? §.453. The examination cannot be superficial.. 
§.454. Does one pipe speak more promptly than another? §.455. Concerning the scaling.. 
§.456. Other remarks.. §.457. Incorrect scaling.. §.458. What to do after the examination.

§. 427.

Now we have arrived at the point in our discussion of the organ when it is brought 
to completion. Several other chapters that concern the organ will follow, how-

ever, among which the one concerning the examination of the organ is by no means 
the least important. If one were to trust unquestioningly the work of some organbuild-
ers, many a church would be defrauded in its organ’s construction. Since these people 
exhibit at times great carelessness, even though their work must ordinarily undergo 
critical scrutiny, how would it be if their work were not examined at all? Thus consis-
tories, town councillors and inspectors are to be praised for having a newly built organ 
checked over to ascertain if it has been constructed in accordance with the contract.

§. 328. [i.e., 428.]

It is also safer for the organbuilder to have his worked checked, and then be 
given a certificate attesting to his workmanship, so that no ignorant organist can sub-
sequently damage the instrument and then put the blame on the builder. A portion of 
the money must be held back until after the examination, though, or otherwise many 
[builders] will not show much concern afterwards, and will leave unrepaired the faults 
that have been uncovered. If it is ascertained, however, that the work has turned out 
successfully, then no one should withhold from the organbuilder the wage he has 
earned.
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79) A number of [other] authors are to be found mentioned in the author’s Anleitung, pp. 337-342. 
Most of them have already been mentioned in the first chapter of this book. [Albrecht]. 

* p. 149.

† Preface to Part I of the 1696 edi-
tion, entitled “An den Leser.”

‡ Phrynis Mitilenæus, oder Satyrischer 

componist . . .

§ Should read “Jr.”

§. 429.

In connection with this chapter one must consult a number of treatises that have 
already been cited. Werkmeister has expressly treated this matter, as is well-known, in 
his Orgelprobe. His Organum Gruningense redivivum should also be mentioned here, 
since he enumerates the shortcomings that were found in that organ. He also relates 
how it was examined. Matthäus Hertel has also written an Orgelprobe which Prinz 
mentions in his Historische Beschreibung der edlen Sing= und Klingkunst, Chap. 12, 
§.83.*. There he relates that someone else has printed the work under his own name, 
withholding [the name of ] the true author. Some thought that he was referring to 
Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, but Prinz refuted that and rescued Werkmeister’s honor in 
the preface† of his Phrynis.‡ Hertel’s treatise is entitled Examen Organi pneumatici.  
Prinz excused the one who published it as not having known the true author. Yet be 
that as it may, it hardly seems proper to put one’s name at the head of a treatise if one 
has had nothing to do with its creation. Werkmeister himself complains about this 
matter in the preface to his Musikalischen Temperatur, published after the first edition 
of the Orgelprobe (1691), saying that it was calumny, and it had caused him much grief. 
[The preface states that] he never saw such a work, except for perhaps ½ a sheet on 
which a good friend had sketched for an amateur what should take place in such an 
examination, nothing more than childish nonsense. [He further states that] he has ex-
amined many organs, has watched them being built, and had them built and rebuilt 
himself; he is well traveled, has sought out the faults, and has eyes, ears and good sense 
just like anyone else. If the same thing should happen to me in connection with this 
present treatise as happened to honest Werkmeister, I would defend myself in exactly 
the same way. After all, what kind of reasoning is that? Just because he writes some-
thing that this or that one has already noted, does that mean that he has taken it from 
them? If I am considering the organ, it is indeed possible that I might perceive this 
or that defect or merit that someone else has also perceived, without my having the 
least acquaintance with him or his writings. Nevertheless, in order to safeguard myself 
[against any of this], I have cited almost everything I have found in other published 
books, even though I was just as well-versed in the matter as those authors. I would 
rather ascribe this or that to others, even though I knew it already without them, than 
be called a plagiarist. Johann Caspar Trost, Sr.,§ also has excellent observations in his 
Beschreibung der Weißenfelßischen Schloßorgel, Chap. 7, p. 53f. He had intended to pub-
lish an Examen Organi pneumatici contra sy[n]cophantas with various copper plates; see 
Walther’s musikal. Lexicon, p. 620. Janowka also has a little bit on the subject in his 
Clavis, p.94; not to mention others.79). It seems to me to be necessary, though, that an 
aspiring organist seek the opportunity to sit in on an organ examination, since that will 
encourage him to emulate it; he would also see what happens during it.
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* “Take your hands off the table!”—
i.e., don�t concern yourself with 
that which you know nothing 
about.

† i.e., ones in a larger organ some-
where else that he may be called 
upon to examine.

§. 430.

The persons whose presence is required are as follows: 1) the organbuilder who 
has built the instrument; 2) one or more [persons] who will examine it; 3) someone 
who faithfully writes down the faults that are noted, so that they may be turned over 
to the Inspectors to insure their repair. This scribe, however, just like the person who 
carries out the examination, must be impartial and honest; otherwise he will leave 
out what is most important, and then the church together with the parish will be de-
frauded. It is preferable to use two scribes, plus a few deputies from the parish and even 
from the consistory or the town council, in addition to any others who might be pres-
ent.  As concerns those who are to carry out the examination, though, there is yet more 
to keep in mind.

§. 431.

Here the question arises, “Ought it be an organbuilder or an organist who ex-
amines the organ?”. Werkmeister discusses this question in his Orgelprobe, Chap. I, p. 
1. One time I witnessed an examination conducted by a person who was a pastor by 
profession; he had never served as an organist, but only knew a bit about the keyboard. 
Such people as this should never even come under consideration. There is more to it 
than this good pastor could ever imagine. He would undoubtedly have succeeded bet-
ter in writing a sermon than in undertaking such an examination. Someone should 
have called out to him, “Manum de tabula!”* One who is not an organist can carry 
it out, to be sure, but he must have an understanding of the principles involved. This 
the pastor did not have—he knew nothing about matters pertaining to it. To address 
the question above, we must consider to what degree an organist or an organbuilder is 
suited for such an examination, and what the advantages and disadvantages of each one 
are. An organbuilder has the best understanding of mechanical concepts, especially 
scaling. He knows what sort of blunders are likely to be committed in various places, 
because he himself perhaps has a few of them hidden in his past. Neither of these mat-
ters is very familiar to an organist as such (we are using the word “organist” always in 
the broad sense of the term, to include those who understand the art of the organist, 
whether or not they are practicing organists). The organist, on the other hand, who 
deals more with the sound [of the instrument], and can take note of the variations that 
come about with the changes in the weather, has a better understanding of what sort of 
trouble will arise in the future from this or that error. Up to this point the advantages 
are almost equal, and when the only people available are those who know nothing of 
the other’s area of expertise, it would seem almost necessary to bring in both persons. 
Anyone who suggests that every organist should know what goes on inside an organ, 
since they are always involved with it, should realize that in many places the organist 
is so ignorant of his organ that the organbuilder must even tune the pedal Posaune for 
every feast day. Many an organist also has only a few stops in his organ; how is he to 
evaluate others† that are unknown to him?
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§. 432.

Nowadays, however, organists are sometimes available who have also achieved a 
good understanding of organbuilding, so that, even though they are not able to build 
an organ, they nevertheless know how to evaluate correctly everything that takes place 
in an organ. They are also familiar with the stops; in sum, with everything that has 
been explained in this treatise to instruct an organist. Such people are suited to carry 
out an examination by themselves. No less suited to examine an instrument unaccom-
panied by an organist, though, are those organbuilders who have contracts to take care 
of organs, in which they can observe everything—changes related to the weather or 
anything else—that might otherwise be noted only by an organist. This is especially 
true if they are able to play and know something about mathematics, physics and other 
such sciences. Which one of these two is to be chosen? I say, “The organist.” And this 
is almost exclusively the way it is set up these days. For there is yet another disadvan-
tage with organbuilders: one always has different principles than another, and thus is 
quick to censure the other’s work. It generally comes down to jealousy; one tries to 
malign another in order to steal his business. This is why one organbuilder is reluctant 
to let another inspect his work, since both of them get emotional about it, and then a 
lot of unnecessary arguing goes on, not to mention other excesses.

§. 433.

One should guard against biased examiners. For when the organist is in league 
with the organbuilder, then he never opens his trap at the right time, excusing the 
faults or remaining silent about them. This is especially true if he has been promised 
something for his sudden friendship. This trouble is best prevented by choosing for 
the examination persons who do not have a very close acquaintance with the organ-
builder. For the same reason, several may be chosen who do not know each other very 
well. Then each one must be wary of the other, and what one does not note the other 
will discover. And it will not be so easy for the organbuilder to entice them all over to 
his side, especially if (as I would advise) one is not so quick to tell the builder who is to 
carry out the examination. One should set a date with him shortly in advance, and then 
appear unexpectedly with persons whom he could not be sure [would conduct the ex-
amination]. But do not choose unwisely!. Sometimes organists are rashly chosen who 
are famous for their art, without troubling to investigate whether or not they under-
stand organbuilding; often it is the thing they are the weakest in.

§. 434.

Anyone who says that it costs a lot of money to summon several persons, and dis-
tinguished ones to boot, to examine an organ, should be told that this is unavoidable. 
Either the examination should be dispensed with altogether, or it should be conducted 
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* pp. 9-12.

† i.e., the one in the Palace at Grönin-
gen; see this stoplist in Chapter 10.

‡ i.e., to spend a lot of his own money 
on being an examiner. Adlung con-
tinues by listing the disadvan-
tages of the task, including cer-
tain financial ones; if the examiner 
were to undertake the work with-
out compensation, he would inev-
itably incur certain expenses that 
would have to come out of his own 
pocket.

§ i.e., as a virtuoso.

properly. An organ is not soon altered the way other things may be changed around, 
and so one must proceed with caution. In his Organum gruningense redivivum* Werk-
meister relates that the examination of this instrument† was conducted by 53 persons, 
of whom some were organists and some were other musicians. The whole crowd of ex-
aminers received 3,000 Reichsthaler. This will show what others have spent on exam-
ining organs. Nowadays nobody wants to put out a number of Thalers;‡ after all, an 
examiner ruins his clothing and swallows plenty of dust, often making enemies in the 
process and neglecting many of his duties at home; see Werkmeister’s Orgelprobe, p. 
68. But it is not useful [to involve] a great many people in an examination; one only 
gets in another’s way. It is far better to summon two or three upright men, paying each 
of them a just and generous fee. I know schoolteachers who are quite knowledgeable 
about organbuilding, and in that case they also might well be used for an examination. 
But no, [people] such as these do not even rate a second glance. If an organist has a 
great reputation,§ that is all that counts. One more comment: many a one understands 
the matter well, but does not have the courage to speak the truth. Such people are also 
worthless. But let me state that a person who seeks to make himself useful in such work 
and to do himself credit must understand well the art of organbuilding, and especially 
the mechanics of it, if he wishes to pronounce sound judgment on all the components 
of an organ.

§. 435.

Here the question occurs to me: would it be advisable to appoint a single man 
to examine all the organs in a territory? This is my answer: if there is someone in a 
city [within the region] that understands the instrument properly, and in addition is 
also honest, then it would not be a bad idea to commission him to examine all the or-
gans. But he must be bound with an oath that he will not withhold anything that would 
be a detriment to the church, or try falsely to flatter the organbuilder. For that rea-
son a person from somewhere else can be present at [the examination of ] important 
instruments.

§. 436.

The examination should not be arranged until everything is completed, includ-
ing the tuning, so that it need not later be said, “This should have already been done.” 
For the tuning must be part of the examination. The examiner must be allowed com-
plete freedom to express his opinion. More than once I have heard that the Inspectors 
themselves have asked the examiner to be a bit lenient with the organbuilder, either be-
cause they have received or hope for a handsome bonus from him (say, a clavichord or 
a harpsichord), or because of connections; or so that the congregation does not become 
rebellious and refuse to pay the money yet owed, which they will then have to make 
good on. But that will not do. The examiner cannot in all good conscience be swayed 
by them; far less can he provide the organbuilder a good reference at their bidding if he 
does not merit it, because other churches will thereby be defrauded. What Werkmeister  
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* §.13.

† Chapter XIII above.

‡ i.e., the final banquet celebrating 
the successful completion of the 
examination; see §.458.

§ “… in etlichen Stunden ist es nicht 
ausgericht.” The use of bold type 
for this statement suggests that it is 
a direct quote; that is not the case, 
although Chapter 17, p. 38, does 
indeed contain words to this effect.

¶ i.e, the church.

|| Chapter XIII above.

relates in his Organum gruningense* is even worse, that someone had to endure a kick 
in the pants for daring to speak the truth in an examination. If the Inspectors or others 
only want to have the instrument praised, then it is not necessary to bring in strangers 
to do it; this is an art they can manage for themselves. But doing it does not amount to 
a critique or an examination. I want nothing to do with this sort of complimenting!

§. 437.

Anyone who has read the Chapter “Concerning the Merits and Faults of an Or-
gan”† and who notes what is about to be said will easily be able to judge how much time 
this task takes. Often the entire instrument is gone over in one hour: but how much 
examining can take place in that short time? How is it possible to test all the stops, and 
all the notes of each stop? Examining large instruments should take a day or more—
but normally everybody is content to get it over quickly and get on with the eating.‡ 
They would rather spend more time at that than at the examination of the organ. In 
Chap. 17 of his Orgelprobe Werkmeister says, “It cannot be accomplished in several 
hours.”§ And since I for my part am experienced as well, I say the same thing.

§. 438.

With regard to the examination itself, with the contract at hand one investigates 
whether it has been adequately fulfilled in all particulars. The organbuilder must be 
present from start to finish. If a fault is discovered, it should be recorded. One may ask 
the organbuilder at any time why he did or did not do this or that. Perhaps he has dis-
covered something superior to what the other contracting party¶ required, and conse-
quently this cannot be counted as a fault. The examination will of course be even more 
successful, and the organbuilder all the easier to convince, if the contract is detailed. 
Thus in Chap. 9 I advised that all the principal considerations be prescribed in it. If 
this has not been done (alas, how often it happens that even simplest and most neces-
sary things are not noted), then the chapter on the merits and faults of an organ|| needs 
to be kept at hand, and everything investigated according to it. In doing this, though, 
one must distinguish the things that are necessary from those that have been done only 
for the sake of display or convenience. One must simply insist on the former, but not 
on the latter unless they have been expressly prescribed.

§. 439.

In general, not only must the present condition of the organ as it is discovered 
in the examination be taken into consideration, but also those things that might hap-
pen in the future. That is the reason for checking if the wood is thoroughly cured, and 
if the same wood is used for the sliders and the spacers. For such faults are not easily 
detected at the outset, but become very evident with a change in the weather. An in-
strument ought then to be examined twice, once during or after a dry spell, and once 
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* thus revealing the organbuilder’s 
deceit.

† Much of this paragraph is taken 
from Chapter 25 of Werkmeister’s 
Orgelprobe.

‡ §.460.

again after damp weather. This is in no way an absurd suggestion. What a pity that it 
is not customary! One should not make a mountain out of a molehill. I will say this 
much: wherever there are minor faults that may be corrected easily and without undue 
expense, and that also do not have an adverse effect on the instrument itself, then one 
ought not to make a big fuss about them (cf. Organum gruningense, §.74). One ought 
then to carry out the entire operation in complete moderation, and to question the or-
ganbuilder about it [in such a way] that he sees one is speaking out of love for the truth 
and not impulsively or out of hatred toward him, or to flaunt one’s experience and au-
thority before others (one encounters such foolish people at times). Anything that is 
brought up should be supported with sufficient reason and cause, in order to convince 
those present as well as the organbuilder that the matter has not been mentioned idly.

§. 440.

One should investigate whether the wood- and iron-work, as well as all the 
metal-work, is good, and whether the ivory and ebony have been properly [applied to 
the keys]. In this regard. The latter may be ascertained if bits have been cut off some of 
the keys, in one octave or another and on all manuals, but at the back so that it cannot 
be noticed or damaged. For where [a key] is only stained black, the stain can easily be 
scratched off it.* Observe whether the number of keys are as contracted, and whether 
their size is correct (this may be achieved with dividers). Is the key action heavy? Can 
mordents and trills be played without working at it harder than those who knead pum-
pernickel [bread] (as it is called) in Westphalia (see Trost, l.c., p.63)? Is one key harder 
to depress than another? If so, one must investigate whether one spring is stronger than 
another in the pallet boxes, or whether one pallet has two springs. This should not be 
tolerated, since it shows an error has been made in the pallets (and other shortcomings 
as well). The 13th chapter of this treatise may be kept at hand and used to judge such 
matters.

§. 441.†

One should further investigate whether there is sufficient wind. For this a wind-
gauge is needed; it will be described in the next chapter.‡ This windgauge is filled with 
water and the glass tube is inserted at the proper place. The gauge is inserted into the 
little hole in the wind duct that is designed for this purpose, and a ruler is held next 
to the glass tube to see how high the wind forces the water. The larger the church, 
the louder the instrument must be and consequently the stronger the wind, since the 
greater the wind pressure, the louder the organ sounds. But the pipe work plays a 
role in this, as well. Good pipes can endure a heavier wind pressure than poor, thin[-
walled] ones. But if the wind [pressure] is too weak, then there is even more reason 
to investigate it. Is it perhaps so because the pipe work is of poor quality? Runs in the 
chest are also more [easily] detected when the wind [pressure] is heavy, and thus it is 
a sign of an inaccurately built chest if the wind [pressure] is too weak. Various organs 
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* perhaps due to greater wear on the 
wind system.

† Vol. III, Tract 22.

‡ cf. §.366 and §.380.

have 15°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 45° or even 50°. This means that the ruler is divided into de-
grees, 60 degrees over about 6 inches (although there is no universal standard in this). 
Sometimes the wind drives the water 15 or 20 of such sections or degrees high, but that 
is a feeble wind. 30° is acceptable. 35° or 40° is the best. For too loud a roar is not pleas-
ant and causes the organ to deteriorate faster.* A heavier wind [pressure] is of course 
necessary when there are large stops than when there are little ones, because otherwise 
there is not an ample supply of wind.

§. 442.

This same wind gauge is used to investigate whether the wind from one bellows 
is exactly as strong as that from another. If one bellows drives the water in the glass 
[tube] higher than another, then the wind is not equal. For this [test] each bellows 
must be pumped totally by itself. Thereafter the weights on the bellows must be ei-
ther decreased or increased until the wind is equal. De Chales, l.c.,† Prop. 13, says he 
has discovered that pumping two bellows makes the wind stronger, and thus the pitch 
higher, than [pumping] one; therefore the wind should be conducted into a reservoir 
before it reaches the organ, and the hole through which wind is dispatched into the 
organ should be much smaller than the holes from the bellows; thus one bellows will 
provide enough wind, but the hole will partially restrain the wind when both are in op-
eration. But this theory is not really correct. The wind need only be made equal using 
the wind gauge, and then it makes no difference whether one or more bellows is being 
pumped. It has already been mentioned at the appropriate spot‡ that the wind ducts 
must be wide so that there is an ample supply of wind. If the wind is exactly balanced 
and made equal from all available bellows, one must then investigate and determine 
whether the supply of wind is ample. This is done in the following way. One draws 
all the stops and plays staccato, playing full chords, pedal included (where appropri-
ate), doubling notes, and in doing so one takes careful note whether the brilliance is 
still there, and also whether the instrument stays in tune (provided that each individual 
stop is already in tune). If the instrument sounds out of tune, then the wind is assuredly 
weaker than when only a few stops were being played. Consequently an ample quan-
tity of wind to feed all those pipes is not reaching the channels. Here should also be 
included (since it is to some degree the same [shortcoming]) large pipes robbing wind 
from smaller ones. This may be detected by playing runs in the lowest octave on full 
organ (or if the pedal has no separate bellows, runs may be played in the pedal) while 
holding octaves in the treble. If the smaller pipes then begin to gulp or do not sound at 
all (this also happens if runs are played on the treble keys), then it is once again a sign 
of the fault indicated above. Such a defect is not easily remedied, and where such dif-
ficulties appear they do not speak well of the organbuilder. If there is a Windkoppel on 
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† i.e., when the stops are drawn and 
played in the manual, and then 
drawn and played in the pedal.

‡ i.e., away from the bellows.

§ i.e., any motion the bellows makes, 
including any shaking.

¶ See §.78.

the organ by which manual [stops] are brought to the pedal, then one must also inves-
tigate whether the wind is equal;† or does it perhaps make the instrument [sound] out 
of tune? One should [begin by] playing, say, the manual that can be coupled, but by it-
self, without the coupler, and observe whether it is in tune. Then the full pedal should 
be drawn together with the Windkoppel. If any out-of-tuneness is encountered in this 
procedure, then the wind is being disturbed by the coupler. For if the manual is in tune 
when all the stops are pulled and the pedal is in tune with it, and it becomes out of tune 
when the coupler is drawn, then the defect must of necessity be in the Windkoppel.

§. 443.

Furthermore, one should investigate whether the bellows shake too much. This is 
done as follows: several examiners stand next to the bellows and watch, while another 
sits at the organ and plays big choppy chords on both manual and pedal on the full 
organ. Then it becomes obvious if the bellows-pole makes large jerks and jumps up and 
down. If this happens, it is a defect. Much deceit is connected with this, however, and 
no two organs are alike. To observe this it is usual to stand next to the bellows-poles, 
but these do not rise the same distance in every organ, even though the bellows travel 
the same distance; this is clear from what has been explained in §.377, whose usefulness 
is revealed here. Thus an organbuilder may make only short poles, or he may set the 
fulcrum-post far forward,‡ and then the bellows� travel§ will be far less noticeable. It 
would be better to stand next to the bellows themselves and take careful notice what 
is occurring. Here there also arises a difference between large and small bellows. For 
since the latter are exhausted sooner than the former by loud playing and thick tex-
tures, they must therefore rise more forcefully. In this connection it is most important 
to distinguish the normal rise of the bellows-pole or the collapse of the bellows from 
their shaking. The former cannot be prevented, since it is natural for a bellows to lose 
more wind and collapse more quickly if a thick texture suddenly deprives it of wind 
than if the player blocks [the wind] by playing abruptly. Shaking is a defect, however, 
if it causes the bellows-pole to rise and then to fall somewhat again, or [if it causes] 
the bellows to fall and then to rise again. In the examination this must be noted as a 
defect, for it indicates a major error in the windchest. The bellows themselves must be 
measured [to ascertain] their length and width, and it must be determined if some of 
them feed the pedal separately, according to the requirements of the contract. In mea-
suring, though, it is important not to confuse the Rhineland foot (which contains ½ a 
yard) from the geometric [foot], which is larger.¶ Contracts ordinarily presume the 
first type.

§. 444.

The windchest should be examined for any bleed grooves or any other defect 
(cf. §.362), since the chest has runs because it is not properly constructed. In order 
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† i.e., schwedische Stiche; but else-
where (§.362) schwedische Stiche 
seems to refer to bleed holes, while 
spanische Reuter seems to refer to 
bleed grooves. See also §.256.

‡ Both of these are types of incisions 
in the chest to bear off unwanted 
wind and prevent runs. On pp. 349-
50 of his Anleitung zu der musika-

lischen Gelahrtheit, Adlung writes: 
“Inaccurate craftsmen attempt all 
sorts of tricks to bear off the un-
wanted wind, such as spanische Re-

iter, Fliegenschnäpper, or other inci-
sions, Sternlöcher, holes in the feet 
of pipes, nipped/pinched pipes, and 
whatever other unacceptable tricks 
they can dream up.” Adlung de-
scribes Sternlöcher in his Anleitung, 
p. 538: star-shaped holes (instead 
of perfectly round ones) in which 
the pipe feet rest, creating tiny 
channels to let the wind escape. He 
does not describe Fliegenschnäp-

per, but the context suggests they 
are some variety of scoring/bleed 
groves; cf. §.256.

to prevent these runs, grooves that bear this name† are incised into the chest; they 
are also called Laufgraben and spanische Reuter. They assume these shapes, among 

others:                              In order to detect these defects, someone should loosen some 

of the toe-board screws, sometimes in front, sometimes at the back. The organbuilder 
must allow this, even though some of them grumble about it. Organbuilders likewise 
try to prevent runs (for the meaning of this term see §.358) by nipping/pinching the 
bottom of the pipe, or puncturing it (cf. §.384); therefore the examiner may lift out 
pipes here and there and look them over. It is easy to see that this should be done after 
the tuning has been examined, since in doing it it is easy to put something out of tune. 
I would think it would work just as well whether one nips/pinches the foot or makes a 
little incision with a tool in the toe-hole in which the pipe sits; in either case the wind 
could escape at the side of [the pipe]. But I do not know whether someone actually 
practices [the latter]. An examiner may also observe whether the toe-holes are per-
fectly round. It is of course impossible to remove all the pipes and all the toe-boards, 
but it should be done with several of them, something that is commonly done to give 
the organbuilder a fright. One should also look for Fliegenschnäpper and Sternlöcher.‡

§. 445.

Moreover, the chest should be tested for runs, in this way: a single stop should be 
drawn, a little one that does not use much wind, and someone should play a series of ma-
jor thirds very slowly, or rather play through every one of them [on that stop], and note 
whether [with any of them] a third pipe also sounds. For organs are ordinarily laid out 
with one pipe, e.g., c, at the right side of the right tower, the next, c#, at the left side 
of the left tower, the third, d, again in the right tower, but at the left side of it (thus its 
channel does not lie next to the previous [pipe]); the fourth, d#, at the right side of the 
left tower (this channel also does not lie next to the previous pipe in that tower). The 
fifth [pipe] again sits at the right side of the right tower, and therefore its channel lies 
next to that of the first pipe. This makes it clear that it is necessary to proceed by major 
thirds if one wishes to ascertain whether wind is seeping into the neighboring channel. 
One may hear it even better, though, by proceeding by minor sixths (providing that the 
arrangement of the pipes is as described above--but it is not always so). Then there is an 
empty channel between the two that are being winded, and therefore some wind may en-
ter from both sides if the neighboring channels are not well sealed; thus it is more likely 
that running may be heard in the empty channel. But it is advisable to move by thirds if a 

tower has this shape:                 or this:              but not this:                    ;  it is likewise  
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* i.e., how well it is cured.

† in §.439.

[advisable] to proceed by thirds if the largest pipe of each tower is used as the lowest 
[note].

§. 446.

Another type of run produces a weak whistling when [a note is played and] yet 
no stop is drawn. This indicates that the outer walls of the chest or the sliders are not 
precisely [made], and that the sliders do not fit tightly everywhere; thus the wind in 
the channels seeps out under the sliders, causing a whistling noise. An examiner may 
determine this by pushing in all the stops (being careful to do that completely so that 
the holes do not nibble a bit of the wind), and depressing all of the keys of a manual, 
the chromatic as well as the diatonic, with his arms, or even better, with a board; then 
he should have the bellows pumped, and observe whether any hissing or tinkling may 
be heard. For hissing also indicates that the wind is passing under the sliders. This 
[procedure] should be done with each chest separately, both manual and pedal. Here, 
though, we ought not to pass over a roguish trick of organbuilders in silence. Many of 
them (not all) have a secret ventil in the main wind duct; this has already been men-
tioned in §.381, although there a different use for it was described. If they see that the 
method stated above is about to be used to check for runs, they close off the wind from 
the chest with it, and thus the hissing and running disappears. But this deceit may be 
countered by proceeding without warning, playing first on the full organ to hear if the 
wind is fully present, and at the same time ordering that everything connected with the 
organbuilder, as well as he himself, move in front of the organ; then this test may be 
carried out without anyone being able to shut off the wind, even if there were a secret 
ventil (NB. If the ventils are controlled by stopknobs, these must be drawn for the test, 
otherwise no wind will enter the chest). If it is impossible to keep the organbuilder and 
anything else suspicious in the presence of the examiner for the test, then [the exam-
iner] may occasionally draw one of the sounding stops during the test to check if wind 
is still in the chest. This must also be kept in mind: if this test is being conducted in dry 
weather, the examination might not proceed without problems, and one must be more 
easily satisfied, in order to spare the organbuilder any dismay over something that can-
not be avoided. For wood warps and shrinks in very dry weather, no matter how many 
years old it is.* For that reason I have advised above† that such things should be tested 
twice, both in damp as well as in dry weather.

§. 447.

Furthermore, the temperament should be tested by testing the [8�] Principal 
alone. One should proceed through [the circle of ] fifths, or play in all sorts of keys, 
to hear if one key is as pure as another. Next the Principal should be entirely gone 
through in octaves. Any out-of-tune pipes found [in these tests] should also be noted 
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80) To supplement what the author has expounded, I would like to add the following: in this regard 
one must consider that even though one stop may be absolutely identical to another in materials 
and workmanship, it may well be that it nevertheless does not sound like one that the examiner 
has heard and according to which he must now evaluate the same stop in another organ. Speaking 
in general, the church, the location of the organ and also the place where the stop lies within the 
organ case can alter the sound; and in particular the winding may contribute a great deal to this 
[difference]. For if the stops in one instrument do not have exactly the same winding as in another, 
then the two of them will not sound exactly alike. Or if the wind has to be conducted further to one 
stop, then it will not sound as loud as another where the wind need not go as far. Those who are 
familiar with physics and understand the theory of air will easily see the correctness of this asser-
tion, without making it necessary to prove it from the character, the elasticity and the pressure of 
air. [Albrecht]. 

* i.e., they are easier to get to and to 
tune than the flue pipes.

for correction. Above all the instrument must be examined to determine if it is tuned in 
proper Chorton, unless it has been expressly stated in the contract that it should be in 
Kammerton. Next all the stops should be gone through, comparing them against the 
Principal to ascertain if they are perfectly in tune. The same goes for the compound 
stops; in testing these one must carefully observe whether there may be some pipes that 
do not speak, or whose lips may even have been pressed shut because they could not be 
successfully voiced. In Sesquialteras, Rauschpfeifen, Koppeln, etc., this can be heard 
immediately, but not as readily in Mixtures, Scharffs and Cymbels, and therefore pipes 
should be removed now and then and blown by mouth to perceive for sure if they are 
sounding. Thus one may see just how much time is rightfully required to examine an 
organ. During the examination it should (and simply must) be noted whether any pipe 
flutters, misspeaks, or perhaps overblows at the octave or fifth. Such defects must of 
course be rectified; or if this cannot be done, then the organbuilder must supply new 
pipes. It is not possible to demand that the reeds be precisely in tune, since they so eas-
ily go out of tune. This is of no great consequence, since they may be tuned again at 
any time.*

§. 448.

In the same examination it can be noted if one pipe sounds louder or softer than 
the nature of the stop requires; likewise if each stop sounds in conformity with its nature 
and character. In this regard let me mention that few organists have inspected organs 
other than their own, and thus they are not familiar with, for example, what a Bärpfeife, 
a Krumhorn, a Salcional, etc., are supposed to sound like. If somebody has never heard 
such stops, how can he know what their nature is? Some stops get their names from in-
struments, but few can be made to sound identical to their namesakes. Now if someone 
has not heard such a stop several times somewhere else, how can he make any judgment 
about it? Should he assert that it does not sound exactly like the instrument for which it 
was named, his criticism would be ridiculed, since no one can demand such a thing.80) 

It is also a part of the examination to determine whether any pipe within a given stop 
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 81) The same goes for the Quintatön, Salicional and Fugara. [Albrecht]. 

sounds louder than others. Where one encounters this, then one must inquire into the 
reason for it, since it is a major defect. If the pipes do indeed sound louder than the na-
ture of the stop requires, their lips may easily be cut up higher, so they become duller. 
But when they sound too soft and are already cut up, then they are beyond alteration, 
and the organbuilder should be bound to remedy this defect by [supplying] other pipes. 
I have heard of organbuilders who say of soft pipes, “It is inherent in the stop.” When 
someone asked why another [pipe] had a loud sound, the answer came, “It is impossible 
to make it strong enough for [these] people.” That was deceitful!

§. 449.

There is a caveat to note if one pipe sounds louder than another, and it has already 
been touched upon in §.387: namely, our ears are sometimes fooled. It is necessary to 
move close to the pipe, or to remove it and listen to it separately. All the pipes of each 
stop should be tested separately, noting whether they speak with appropriate prompt-
ness. But in keen stops, ones that are open and of narrow scale, the same promptness 
as other stops cannot be required without robbing the pipe of its keenness. Thus a Vio-
ldigamba, if it is really of narrow scale, will not speak as promptly as other stops.81)

§. 450.

It is also necessary to investigate whether the instrument is wind-starved, that is, 
does one stop rob the wind from others? This comes about from the channels being too 
narrow, the pallets too small, and the resulting lack of a sufficiently strong wind sup-
ply. Thus the wind is not sufficient for the large pipes if the others are also using their 
share of it. This [fault] becomes evident if, in the course of the test, one has checked 
all the stops against the Principal or against each other and has found them to be in 
tune, but subsequently detects out-of-tuneness in some [combination] of them, or in 
all of them together. For if each stop by itself is in tune, then the full organ must also 
be in tune, unless there is insufficient wind.

§. 451.

One should inspect the pipes [to ascertain] first if every stop, and all the pipes 
of every stop, are made of the materials specified in the contract. In examining the 
metal pipes the quality of the metal should be tested, or whether the alloy is as pre-
scribed. This can best be done by a tinsmith, but sometimes organists know the method 
of investigating this as well. It is sometimes done with a touchstone. I would also find 
[the alloy] by means of water, by taking, for example, one pipe that is supposed to be 
of pure tin and weighing it. After that I would take a piece of solid tin from elsewhere 
that weighs the same [as the pipe being examined], and then fill a vessel with water 
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* “8-weight” does not seem to make 
sense in this context. See Agrico-
la’s note on this matter in Chap. 
6, §.87, where he contradicts Ad-
lung’s explanation of this term, 
calling it “totally incorrect.”

† i.e., the vessel, being of approxi-
mately the same dimensions as the 
pipes, need have only a relatively 
small amount of water in it. Since 
there is then a lesser proportion of 
water to metal, the water will rise 
higher when displaced.

and set the tin in it, noting how high the water rises. Next I take it out and lay the pipe 
in the water. If it is equal in weight to the piece of tin and is also of identical material 
with it, without any lead being mixed into it, then its total substance is the same size 
as the piece of tin; consequently it will cause the water to rise to the same height as 
the first time. If it does not rise as high, then lead is mixed in with the tin. To be sure, 
the languid is made of lead, and thus one may ignore a minor discrepancy. The reason 
behind this phenomenon is that tin is much lighter than lead, and consequently a lump 
of tin must be much larger than a piece of lead of the same weight. Thus with a piece of 
tin the water will rise higher than with a piece of lead of the same weight. Short pipes 
may be used to keep the vessel from having to be so long; but the test should be run 
with several pipes together, since the difference becomes more noticeable the greater 
the mass. I could also compute from the different heights of the water just how much 
lead was mixed into a pound of tin, by setting more pipes of the same stop into the 
water until it reaches the same height as that reached by the piece of tin. Then the ad-
ditional pipes are weighed separately; they will amount to the weight of the lead. For 
example, if the piece of tin weighs 12 pounds and some pipes of the same weight do not 
force the water high enough, then other pipes should be added until the water reaches 
the proper height. If these added pipes together amount to 3 pounds, what is the al-
loy of lead mixed into one pound? Answer: roughly 3 pounds = 3/12 or ¼ [lead]; thus 
1 pound would be ¼ pound or roughly 8-weight* lead. There is yet more figuring that 
could be done, but it would be too lengthy for me to do here. You may think the matter 
through for yourself.

§. 452.

This is how it is done with pipes made of pipe metal: several pipes are weighed 
and then placed in the water. Then they are removed and the vessel is again filled to 
the previous point (since some [of the water] may easily get spilled or cling to the 
pipes). Next the same quantity of pipe metal [as contained in the pipes] is placed [in 
the water], pipe metal of the alloy of tin and lead that has been contracted for. If the 
water does not rise as high when the pipes are placed in it as it does with the quantity 
of metal, even though they are of the same weight, then there is more lead in the pipes 
than in the quantity of metal. Cheating has thus been uncovered. An oblong vessel may 
be used, in which the rising of the water becomes more noticeable.† This should be 
tried with large pipes as well, and also with a number of stops, since organbuilders fol-
low this practice more often with some stops than with others. There are other things 
to keep in mind when weighing the pipes, but I must endeavor to be brief. It is enough 
to state that in general this deceptive practice may be exposed by the method indicated 
above. If pipes of a greater tin content than contracted for are encountered (though 
this is hardly to be expected), this is no fault, but is to the good of the organ. The same 
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* pp. 22 & 65.

method may be used to reveal whether the pipes have received a good admixture of 
English tin. Or pipe metal of the sort contracted for can be [melted and] poured into 
a mold, making a ball, and the sprue may be filed off smooth. Next pipe-metal may be 
cut from a pipe and a ball cast in the very same form; it should also be filed off smooth. 
Then both balls should be weighed. If the latter weighs more than the former, then it 
contains more lead than it should. In this test the mold must be rather large to reveal 
the difference clearly.

§. 453.

I have witnessed a test in which the examiner only inspected the façade pipes and 
handled them a bit; thereupon he declared his full approval. As if that were possible! 
—one could hardly [test an organ by] merely looking at the pipes; it could well be 
that they have been artificially painted the color of tin. And as regards feeling [the 
pipes], a lead pipe may be artificially tempered. And what about the pipework inside 
the case?

§. 454.

One should also inspect whether the pipework has been planed too thin. This 
may be discovered by handling the pipes. If in taking hold of them dents are easily 
pressed into them, it is a sign that the builder has scrimped on the metal. Trost, l.c.,* 
has noted that some [builders] try to prevent such thin pipes from falling over in the 
following illicit manner: they solder metal stays on the insides of the pipes, so that 
they do not topple over, even though they are so miserably weak they can hardly stand. 
A pipe thus propped up can never sound properly. One should observe whether some 
stops or individual pipes [within a stop] have beards that they perhaps should not have. 
Has all the red size been washed off? Are the pipes perfectly round? Are they straight? 
Are any of them hung up? The holes in the windchest and the sliders should also be 
examined to see if they match precisely, and all at exactly the same point. To do this, 
one stop should be drawn very slowly while the keys are being depressed. One should 
listen if one note sounds sooner than another. If this is noticed, then it is a defect, be-
cause if one of the holes reaches the one beneath it sooner, it will also move somewhat 
beyond it when the other holes are fully open, and thus it will not receive full wind-
ing. But if the large pipes begin to speak one after the other in a neat sequence, this is 
not improper. For their holes are larger than those of the small pipes. If all the holes 
reached the holes of the windchest simultaneously, so that they began to sound at the 
same instant, then the small holes in the sliders would subsequently pass beyond those 
in the windchest before the large holes had moved entirely over the ones beneath them. 
After all, a slider moves as far at one end as at the other, and thus it is apparent that one 
edge of a large hole [in the slider] has further to travel to the other edge of the hole 
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* This should read “p. 66.”

† i.e., using an exact proportion; cf. 
§.388.

‡ i.e., the first time the organ is exam-
ined; see §.439.

§ i.e., for payment to the organbuilder 
after the terms of the contract have 
been certified as fulfilled.

beneath it, and thus it must begin to pass over it sooner than one edge of a small hole 
to the [further] edge of the one beneath it. It is sufficient if they reach their positions 
simultaneously, with the holes lined up directly one over the other.

§. 455.

Some try to measure the scale of the pipes mathematically, e.g., Trost in his 
frequently cited Beschreibung der Weissenfelßischen Schloßorgel, p. 61.* But take note 
that organbuilders do not always dispose their pipes according to the musical radical 
proportional numbers.† They add a bit in the treble, so that the smaller pipes can be 
voiced more easily, but in the bass they decrease the width somewhat so that the sound 
becomes more agreeable. Temperament also alters the proportion.

§. 456.

One pallet should not be permitted to have more springs than another, nor 
should one pedal key have any more than one spring.  Precise attention should be paid 
to the size of reed resonators. For although low pitches may be attained without large 
resonators, the Posaunenbass, e.g., will be lacking in gravity if it is supposed to be 16 � 
and yet is barely 9 or 10 feet long. Reed tongues should be inspected to make sure they 
are in proportion; this has already been discussed in §.389. This may not be noticed at a 
given time,‡ but will be evident when it is re-examined after a change in the weather. If 
one bellows robs wind from another, or creaks, this is also to be noted as a defect.

§. 457.

If two pipes forming a pure consonance with one another are played together, 
it often happens that they create a dissonance, as if a third pipe were sounding. This 
comes about because they do not have the proper proportion in relation to each other. 
Therefore the organbuilder is to be required to alter one of the pipes and make it dif-
ferently, so that they attain the proper proportion to each other. In [examining the] 
interior of the organ special attention should be paid to whether all [the metal parts] 
are of brass, if that is what has been contracted for. Everything else that should be ob-
served during an examination may be found in Chapter 13 of this book; I do not con-
sider it necessary to repeat it all here. Sometimes the organbuilder is not involved in 
the examination at all, as when a director has had everything built according to his 
ideas. Then [the examiner] must deal with him.

§. 458.

After all these things have been examined, the defects that have been discovered 
are submitted to the Inspectors in writing, indicating whether they are to be corrected 
or not. The organbuilder must repair those that are to be corrected, and should not 
receive the money held in reserve§ until he does. If a later time, after the examiner 
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82) Mr. Johann Georg Ahle attests to the same in his Unstruhtinne, oder musikalischen Gartenlust, 
p. 24, citing Dr. Joh. Olearius’s Dedicatory Sermon for the organ built in the year 1667 in the  

again inspects whether everything has been set right, he finds it all in order, then [the 
builder] receives his money. If, however, defects appear that cannot be corrected with-
out altering the entire chest, and the organbuilder is not willing to do this, then he he 
has no right to become angry if part of the money is withheld, or if the authorities are 
asked to intervene in an attempt to force him to set things right at his own expense. 
For example, if the wind supply is too weak, and the fault lies in the channels being too 
narrow, then he must alter the chest. If in the end he has righted everything, then the 
examiner draws up a testimonial, giving it to the organbuilder as insurance that no ig-
norant organist will ruin some [part of the instrument] and blame it on the craftsman. 
After the test the examiner receives his payment, and also a special bonus together with 
the journeymen. In many places the latter also receive as much wine of the finest qual-
ity as the largest pipe will hold. And at the conclusion everyone together is ordinarily 
treated to a banquet.

Chapter XVII.

Concerning the Windgauge and other Mechanical 

Tools of [Use to] an Organist.
Contents:

§.459. What to be found in this chapter. §. 460. Concerning the wind gauge. §.461. Concerning 
the spring forceps. §. 462. Concerning the tuning key. §.463. Concerning the screw clamp. 
§.464. Concerning the cylinders; also the lip tool.

§. 459.

This chapter will be very brief. In it we do not intend to describe the sorts of tools 
that an organbuilder needs to build an organ, since there are so many of them. 

Rather you will find here only a brief description of the few tools that an organist 
needs to take proper care of those things to be presented in the following chapter on 
the maintenance of an organ.

§. 460.

In particular, the wind gauge must be described in greater detail, even though 
Werkmeister has already done this in his Orgelprobe, Chap. 25, p. 63. Christian Förner 
is said to have invented it; Trost reports this about him in his Beschreibung der Weissen-

felßischen Schloßorgel, p. 5f.82) First a box is constructed of metal, 2 or 3 inches long and 
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* on the frontispiece; the box depicted 
there is round.

† facing p. 542.

‡ pp. 542f.

§ Orgelprobe, Chap. 25, p. 64.

¶ p. 6.

|| Adlung makes no mention of this in 
Chapter 28.

** to patch wind leaks.

†† See §.469.

Cathedral Church at Halle by the abovementioned Christian Förner; this sermon bears the title 
Das fröhliche Halleluja. [Albrecht] 

half as wide and deep (it may not only be made rectangular, however, but also round). 

To it is soldered a conduit, a short metal tube, but at a right angle, like this: 

When a round hole is bored into the wind duct [of an organ], this box may be plugged 
into it by means of this tube. Next to it [on the metal box] is placed another short 
conduit, on top of which is fastened a glass tube, about ½ inch in diameter (sometimes 
it is made even narrower). It is easy to find an illustration to take a look at; Werkmeis-
ter has depicted it on the copperplate in his Orgelprobe.* I have also done this on the 
third chart† in my Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit, Fig. 23 & 24. In con-
nection with it, however, one must carefully consult §.240‡ of the said Anleitung in 
order to understand everything properly; merely looking at it will not suffice. The box 
is filled with water. Then when it is plugged into the wind duct, the wind from the bel-
lows forces the water up the glass tube. By holding a ruler beside it, one can determine 
whether the wind from one bellows is as strong as from another (something about this 
has already been mentioned in §.441). By means of it, the organist can also restore the 
wind pressure to equality if a bellows weight or a counterweight has gotten shifted. 
Both Werkmeister, l.c.§ and Trost, l.c.¶ relate that a young child can blow the water 
out of the wind gauge, while on the other hand a heavy bellows weight cannot. Perhaps 
I will speak somewhat on this phenomenon in Chapter 28.||

§. 461.

One must also have calf leather at hand,** since the wind at times finds ways to 
escape. And consequently [one must have] also glue and isinglass. Heavy leather is 
also needed for screwing.†† The spring forceps is a very necessary tool, since the pallet 
springs in the windchest may be adjusted and inserted with it. Its purpose makes it clear 
that, although it can be made just like other pliers, with two prongs, these [prongs] 
must nevertheless be very long, since it is necessary to reach very far back [into the 
pallet box]. Half a yard [long] is sufficient; but the length should be determined by 
the depth of the pallet box. Furthermore, ordinary pliers are certainly indispensable, 
since they are handier than the spring forceps when working with the pins and other 
wire [components] at close range.

§. 462.

The tuning key is almost like a tuning hammer, and can also be used for tuning a 
[stringed] keyboard instrument. But a tuning hammer cannot be used so well in [tun-
ing] an organ in which there may be a Posaunenbaß that needs to be screwed [to tune 
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* i.e., using it as a screwdriver. As 
painful as this comment may be to 
modern woodworkers, the transla-
tion is correct.

† Adlung is speaking here of wooden 
screws (cf. §.44) that have square 
heads (cf. the last sentence of this 
paragraph).

‡ i.e., mandrels. 

it], since the top of it is so wide that it cannot very well be turned without removing the 
pipes. For that reason the top of the tuning key is made only moderately wide, so that 
one can grasp it and turn it.

There are also many screws in an organ, of brass or iron, that one can screw in 
and out with a chisel* or some other such broad and sharp instrument. If one wants to 
get into the highest chest, it goes without saying that ladders and steps must be avail-
able. The tuning cone has been described above in §.414, and an organist must also 
have some of these, both large and small. Tapping down the caps of stopped pipes may 
be done with a [stick of ] wood, and no special [tool] is needed for it.

§. 463.

A change in the weather sometimes necessitates that the toe-board screws be ad-
justed differently. Since they are not always accessible to the hand, a screw-clamp is 
especially necessary. This is a long iron tool, somewhat broad at the top to allow the 
hand to control it well; at the bottom it has at least two strong prongs, like a fork, 
spread apart so that the heads of the screws fit precisely between them. When they are 
turned, the screw is forced to turn with them, since the diameter from one edge [of the 
screw] to the other is greater than the spread of the prongs.† It is even better if [this 
tool] has three prongs. Whether all screws in organs have heads of equal size, I do 
not know. [An organist] should have the screw-clamp made to fit [the screws of ] his 
organ. Otherwise, if the heads should turn out to be smaller, [the screw-clamp] would 
keep turning around them without twisting them. And if they were broader, then one 
would have to shove the prongs into them and force them to turn, which does not work 
very well. The three prongs must not stand in a straight line, but form a triangle—not 
an equilateral one, but one that will fit onto three sides of a square (which is the shape 
of the screw heads).

§. 464.

It is necessary to have a rail to place under the keyboards to determine the level 
at which the keys must be adjusted; this has already been mentioned in §.350. Some-
times dents are pressed into the pipes by handling them. For this reason wooden rollers 
or cylinders‡ are necessary, to put them back into shape. It is sufficient to have a few 
of them: a very small one for the smallest pipes, another for the pipes of moderate size, 
and a rather hefty one, since it is not really necessary that they fit into the pipes ex-
actly. The lip tool serves to adjust the lips during voicing. But anyone who is not very 
skillful in using one had better leave this final adjustment to the organbuilder.
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* i.e., how large and complex.

Chapter XVIII.

Concerning the Maintenance and Repair of Organs.
Contents:

§.465. This is a job for the organbuilder. §.466. Organists should receive some recompense 
[for doing it]. §.467. [Organists] should not hasten the ruin of organs by playing violently. 
§.468. What to do if the stops are difficult to pull. §.469. …if the keys drop but there is no 
cipher. §.470. …if a key has dropped and there is a cipher. §.471. …if the organ ciphers with-
out any key having dropped. §.472. How to repair a broken coupler. §.473. [What to do] if 
the pedal ciphers. §.474. Concerning sticker mechanisms. §.475. [What to do] if the keys 
become warped. §. 476. Concerning running. §.477. How to repair pipes. §.478. The bellows 
pumper should pump gently, etc. §.479. §.480. Other faults in the bellows and how to rem-
edy them. §.481. Conclusion.

§. 465.

This chapter will likewise not be lengthy, since what has already been said will so 
enlighten an organist that only a few minor matters need to be mentioned here. 

To be sure, an organist as such has nothing to do with the repair of the organ; rather 
he should concern himself with his playing. Therefore no one can force him to repair 
any defects that occur; rather this is a matter for the organbulder, and it is also not my 
intention to deprive him of his livelihood. Rather I would counsel that an organbuilder 
be retained under contract, to repair in a timely fashion whatever damage occurs, to 
keep the instrument in tune, etc. I have no reason to show [organbuilders] how to do 
their job, for they know it better than I. But in many places an organbuilder is seldom 
or never available, perhaps only for the main holy days—but something often goes 
wrong in the meantime to cause the organist annoyance. Thus it is good and praise-
worthy if in such a situation the organist himself can repair such problems.

§. 466.

But it is better to entrust this duty to the organbuilder who built the organ than 
to another, paying him a special [fee] above and beyond his maintenance contract if 
extraordinary situations should arise. It is also necessary and only right to recognize 
an organist’s skill [in repairing the organ] and pay him for his trouble by giving him 
a yearly maintenance fee. Consequently it must be ascertained whether he understands 
what is involved, and does not damage the organ instead of repairing it. The amount 
of the maintenance fee is determined according to how important* the organ is. 4, 5, 6 
or more Reichsthaler is not too much to pay. If an organist understands the job, then 
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83) In this instance the wind is also likely to escape between the sliders and toeboards. Therefore this 
must be prevented by tightening the screws. [Albrecht] 

* i.e., wood strikes wood.

he can repair a defect at any time he notices one; consequently he justly merits such a 
fee. Many stingy church elders think they are enriching the church by avoiding paying 
such a fee. But when some small defect arises somewhere, it can gradually do the organ 
so much injury that the church must later spend double the money to restore every-
thing to good condition. If a church is poor, though, and defects arise such as can be 
repaired without extra expense, then the organist should not shirk it, but do it free of 
charge. Christian wardens of a church or parish will not fail to repay the generosity of 
the organist many times over in other ways.

§. 467.

Organists ought not only to repair organs when defects accidentally arise through 
no fault of theirs, but they ought also to be especially careful that they do not dam-
age them through carelessness. Thus it is essential that they play moderately and not 
thrash around violently on the organ, for this will rip the pouches in the pallet boxes, 
yank the pallets too far down, causing them to spring off their pins, pull apart wires, 
strip the leather nuts on the trackers, and such. And what good does this horrid thrash-
ing on the manuals or unrestrained tromping on the pedals really do? Some [organ-
ists] want to make themselves look important by doing it; but anyone who witnesses 
such posturing can only laugh at it, to see some organists throwing up their hands and 
arms and swinging them about as if they were trying to beat a Polish ox to death. One 
can certainly play rapidly without making such foolish grimaces; it just takes getting 
used to a quiet demeanor in playing. If the pedal is too heavily trod, it clatters* and 
makes an annoying rattle when it sounds.

§. 468.

If the stops cannot be drawn easily, one should not use force on them, but merely 
take a screw-clamp, go on back into the organ, and loosen the toeboard screws. If [the 
stops] are too easily drawn, then the screws should be tightened. §.360 explains the 
reason for this. If one were to use force in the former instance, then the pins in the stop 
rollers could easily get bent and break; even the [roller] arms themselves could easily 
be forced until they break. In the latter instance, tightening the screws certainly ought 
not to be ignored, since otherwise the wind will escape under the sliders.83) 

§. 469.

It often happens that several keys drop of their own accord, either partially or 
entirely. Then one must observe whether or not they cipher when a stop is drawn. If 
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* i.e., the lower.

the latter is the case, then the leather nut between the key and the tracker may have 
slipped, and then one need only screw it on again. Or if it is worn out and unusable, 
take a piece of heavy leather, cut it into the same shape, and pierce a hole in it with an 
awl, small enough so that the little brass screwthread on the tracker can just fit into it. 
Then screw it on properly, and the defect is corrected. If the key is too low, then screw 
it up to the height of the other ones, using §.350 as a guide. If the trackers are attached 
to the keys with wire, however, and not with screws, then pliers may be used to bend 
and compress the wire to whatever length necessary to repair the fault. If the wire is 
broken, then another must be attached that is just like the rest.

§. 470.

If a key drops and causes a cipher, however, then something may have fallen be-
tween the keys; this may easily be removed with a feather quill. If it happens in the up-
per manual, then it should not be forced through, but drawn out, otherwise it will fall 
into the other* keyboard, which is not easily accessible. Or the trackers may have got-
ten entangled, or something may have fallen into the roller board, causing the roller 
to lose its play. These things must be checked out. Or the reason may be that the pal-
let is not properly seating, perhaps because something has fallen on it. Then the only 
thing to do is to open the bungboard into the pallet box and brush off the pallet with a 
feather. If it still will not seat properly, then the problem may be that the spring under 
it has gotten too slack, or has come out entirely, and this can easily be corrected by 
means of pliers. It could also be, if the pins are short and the pallet has been yanked 
hard, that it has gotten caught on its pins, and then it can easily be put back into posi-
tion. Or the pallet may have swollen and gotten stuck between the pins, thus sticking 
open. Then the pins need only be pressed a bit to the side. Or [a pallet] may just not be 
seating itself properly due to poor workmanship.

§. 471.

Sometimes it happens that a cipher arises even though none of the keys has 
dropped. Then it may be that a key is adjusted too high. This may easily be tested 
by screwing it lower. For when the keys are screwed too high, they then strike [the 
thumper board] before the pallet is completely shut. If the cipher does not cease when 
the key is screwed lower, then one should proceed immediately to the pallet box to see 
whether perchance the pallet has gotten twisted, i.e., whether it has turned to one side. 
This may be ascertained right away if setting it straight and pressing [upward] on it 
silences the cipher. If it has gotten twisted, then spread the back end of it with glue, 
press the pallet upward against the leather (setting it into its proper position), and al-
low it to dry before using it again.
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§. 472.

 An organist should be careful not to depress any keys on the upper manual while 
drawing a shove-coupler, otherwise he will shear off the coupling blocks. This can also 
happen if the keys are not adjusted high enough; then the coupling blocks do not sim-
ply make contact, but rather collide with each other, and since they are merely glued 
on, one of them breaks if force is used. As long as a coupling block that has broken 
stays in the same position no cipher will arise, but when it gets turned on its side, then 
the organ will cipher when the Oberwerk is being played. This is soon detected, in 
part by hearing something break apart, and in part by noticing a cipher on the other 
manual while one is playing on the upper one. Now the question arises, what to do? 
The answer: for the time being keep on playing on the lower manual. After the wor-
ship service unscrew all of the Oberwerk trackers from their keys, and also unscrew 
the keyboard on all sides, and then (if the defect is in a key of the middle or lower 
keyboard), lift out the upper keyboard. Then remove the [broken] key from the other 
keyboard and glue the coupling block back onto its proper place; let it dry, and then 
put everything back as it was. If perchance the trackers pass directly behind the track-
ers of the upper manual, so that the pins pass through the upper keys, then the trackers 
must be unscrewed in order to be able to lift out the upper manual. If the defect is in 
the upper manual, then unscrew only the one defective key from its tracker, loosen 
from the inside the thumper board under which the ends of the keys move, and remove 
the key. Glue [the coupling block] back on, and put everything back as it was. This is a 
lot of trouble; therefore be careful not to place a hand on a key when drawing the cou-
pler. But one may play on the lower of the two manuals, of course, without doing any 
damage. This is how to fix the cipher.

§. 473.

If a cipher is heard in the pedal, then check out the same things that were noted 
in §.470 and 471 above. But it may also happen that a spring under a [pedal] key be-
comes weak, or falls out, or breaks entirely. In the first and last instances, one can 
make a new spring, then loosen the cross-strip across the pedals and remove the key, 
and thus repair the defect without any special effort. If the spring has merely fallen 
out, then insert it again. A cipher may arise from a key rubbing against the bench; in 
that case simply move [the bench] away [from it].

§. 374. [i.e., §. 474.]

If a cipher occurs in a manual with a poorly adjusted sticker mechanism, or if 
otherwise one wants to adjust such a keyboard straight, then unscrew a board under-
neath the keyboard in order to get at the key shafts and the screws; or do anything else 
necessary to get at them. It often happens that during a prolonged drought it is hardly 
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* i.e., either the keys themselves or the 
key levers that extend into the case 
behind the thumper board.

possible to screw the keys high enough to make them open the pallets, since the track-
ers have gotten too long. This is indeed possible, because then the beams on which the 
chest sits shrink, and consequently the chest settles, so that the trackers are a bit too 
long for the lesser height. This is impossible to repair, unless one wishes to remove 
a section of each tracker. Otherwise it must be left alone until the weather changes. 
Then it will correct itself. But if the beams have settled, then it would be perceived 
throughout the entire keyboard. Therefore others say that a screw nut has given way; 
if this is indeed so, then it could be adjusted properly. At times, of course, there have to 
be other reasons for it, e.g., that [a tracker] has gotten warped, etc.

§. 475.

It may also happen that in dry weather the keys become warped and rub against 
each other either outside or inside;* in this way they get stuck and cause a cipher. It is 
easy to find out whether the cipher is a result of this, by simply lifting the keys upward 
and noting whether this silences the cipher. In doing this one also notes whether they 
are rubbing. In that case one may shave off a bit to give them their play again. Or a 
damp cloth may be laid on top of the keyboard, both inside and out, and the keys will 
pull back into place overnight.

§. 476.

If an organist detects any running, then he had better shove all the stops com-
pletely in, since sometimes the stops are not entirely off, and in that case it is no won-
der that such a defect shows up. Something similar happens in that when they are not 
entirely pushed in the organ is perceived to be out of tune. But this only applies if 
the stops can be pushed in fully. If they cannot, then the toeboards must first be ad-
justed differently. It is easy to perceive if this is the cause of the defect. If, however, the 
stop[knobs] are all in the proper position and [the running] is still heard (even though 
the pallets are properly seated), then it is the sort of running in which the wind is forc-
ing its way from one channel into another. First of all, then, a virtue must be made of 
necessity, and punctures must be made in the chest, as was discussed in §.362. For it is 
one thing to reprimand an organbuilder because of such defects, but quite another to 
adopt a lesser evil to cure a greater one. Where it does not happen all the time, how-
ever, but perhaps only in dry weather, then it should be left uncorrected; it will take 
care of itself. If the channel is not at fault, but rather the slider has become warped, 
then I have seen someone shake several drops of water into the hole in the toeboard; 
that took care of silencing the cipher. But the stop must first be shut off. For if the holes 
are all lined up, then the water would run into the chest, where it is of no use. But if it 
falls onto the slider and dampens it, then it can cause it to come straight again. Indeed, 
I have also seen someone shake it down into the top of the pipe instead of removing 
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84) Running also occurs if the pallets are not planed flat, so that they let the wind enter at various 
points. In that case it is best to take them out and modify them. [Albrecht]

* caused by the running.

† cf. §.385.

‡ cf. §.88 & §386.

the pipe and shaking in into the hole in the toeboard. That person was grossly naïve 
to think that the water would fall through the pipe into the toeboard, since it falls on 
the languid. And one never shakes enough into [the pipe] to make it flow through the 
slit and beneath the languid. Perhaps, however, the pipe subsequently has more trouble 
speaking, so that the weak stream of wind* cannot manage to accomplish it, and the 
running is forced to stop. I have never tried this. If it accomplished anything, it would 
apply in both cases, whether the running originated from the channel or the slider. It is 
useful in either case for a little hole to be bored in the foot of the pipe, or for a snippet 
to be cut out of it at the bottom [of the foot], whereby the pipe requires more wind to 
speak; see §.384. To be sure, these are things that are to be considered as faults, but a 
sensible person will choose the lesser of two evils. But make sure to treat the right pipe, 
by noting the pitch and then experimenting on the keyboard to find out which note it 
is. Thereafter it is also necessary to investigate which stop is doing the running.84)  

§. 477.

At times a pipe will not speak, or it misspeaks, or it overblows at the fifth or the 
octave. A number of causes could be cited for this, and consequently one must try out 
a number of ways to remedy the defect. Lift out the pipe (if it is not too large) and ad-
just the lip differently, either in or out, with a knife. Or perhaps something may have 
fallen between the languid [and lip]; then just remove it. Or the languid itself may 
be cleansed from any dust or filth that may have fallen onto it. Perhaps the languid is 
positioned too high; in this case it should be pressed downward. If all of these things 
are as they should be, and the pipe [still] flutters, then the languid may have lost its 
solder somewhere and gotten a hole; it should be soldered shut again.† If the [tone 
of the] pipe still flutters, then it may have a little sand-hole.‡ If it can be found, then 
remove the sand and solder the hole shut again. If that does not help either, then a new 
pipe should be made. In this connection it is usual to lift out the pipe and, after making 
the correction, to blow it by mouth, testing whether it speaks properly, so that it is not 
necessary to keep taking it out and putting it back in. But I am not entirely in favor of 
this practice, since our breath is very moist and warm, and greatly affects the pitch [of 
the pipe]. If it is tuned immediately, then subsequently, when the pipe cools off again, 
its pitch is different. Therefore it is necessary to let it sit a while, which is annoying. 
Indeed, the very warmth from the hands makes it sharper. Christian Förner discovered 
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an exceedingly useful method while he was building the organ in the Ulrichskirche in 
Halle, whereby the pipes need not be sounded by the mouth while constantly being 
tuned, but he did not reveal this discovery; see Trost’s Beschreibung der Weissenfelßer 

Schloßorgel, p. 8. In my opinion a separate bellows together with a miniature windchest 
would be best suited for this task. A hole would have to be made into the top of it, to 
set the pipe in so it could be blown. For if organ pipes are to be tuned, they have to be 
set on their windchest anyway. Perhaps someone will ask, “Should the hole be large 
or small?”— the former is not suited for small pipes, and the large pipes will not fit 
into the latter. Here is the answer: upon such a hole there could be set a strong metal 
tube, perfectly round, but cone-shaped, i.e., very narrow at the bottom and growing 

gradually wider, something like this:                                                 In this way the feet 

of either small or large pipes would fit into it. It would also be possible to set two of 
these next to each other, so that one could serve for the very large [pipes] without the 
tube needing to be made so long. The wind pressure could be made the same as that of 
the organ, using the wind gauge, since it is well known that some pipes speak well on 
heavy pressure that would not do so on a light pressure. Other pipes, on the contrary, 
need to have a light wind pressure. Chapter 15 describes how otherwise to proceed with 
tuning if anything has gotten out of tune. If dents have been pressed into the pipe from 
handling it, these may be removed with a mandrel (as reported in §.464). If in pressing 
the lips some of the solder breaks out, it should be re-soldered according to the proper 
method.

§. 478.

An organist should pay careful attention to the bellows. Just as he should keep 
everything on the whole organ locked up, so also should he secure the bellows so that 
no one can play a prank on them. It is also necessary to have a bellows pumper who is 
familiar with the job. For if first this one and then that one is allowed to do it, one can 
never be sure that nothing will be damaged. The organist should admonish every bel-
lows pumper to pump the bellows nice and gently, since they can be badly damaged by 
operating them violently. They often rip apart, or come loose from their ducts, etc. 
[The pumper] should also pump them all, and not work one bellows too hard while 
ignoring another; after all, that is why a number of bellows have been provided. He 
ought also not to run constantly from one to another, but let them exhaust themselves. 
So that he does not get confused [when pumping] the bellows, however, but keeps 
both pedal and manual bellows supplying wind, one type may be distinguished from 
the other by special signs.
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* i.e., the bellows poles rise without 
offering any resistance.

† Vol. I, §.74. 

§. 479.

If the wind has forced a hole in a bellows, or if it is escaping from a duct any-
where, the organist can easily repair the damage with glue and leather. And since this 
defect can also arise from mice getting into the bellows, he can set out rat poison both 
in the bellows chamber as well as in the organ, to keep such vermin from damaging the 
organ. If the bellows creak, he can quiet them [by lubricating them] with olive oil. If 
one bellows is drawing wind back in from the duct, or robbing wind from another bel-
lows, the fault lies in the duct valve. It is easy to find out about this, since when one of 
the bellows is pumped the others move quickly upwards. As soon as this is noticed, that 
bellows should be put out of operation for the time being. Later on it should be lifted 
off the wind duct, and this will reveal that the valve leading to the duct has either torn 
off completely (in which case it may be glued on again) or has gotten crooked (in which 
case it should be properly adjusted). Or even more commonly, something has fallen 
into it [that impedes its closing]. When the [object] is removed, the defect is remedied. 
Thence it follows that an organist ought not to allow so much filth to accumulate un-
der the bellows, since when the bellows is exhausted [and then lifted], it forcibly draws 
everything into it along with the air. Such [foreign objects] later foul the duct valve, 
or even get into the pallet box and the pipes. But if all the bellows that belong to the 
same chest react identically when they are pumped, i.e., they rise rapidly* without any 
one of them robbing wind from the others, then either the wind duct has come apart at 
the chest or, as more often happens, one of the pallet-box sponsels has fallen out. This 
may again be driven in, fastened with leather, and secured with latches, to prevent its 
inclination to pop out a second time. If each keyboard or chest has a separate [cut-off] 
ventil, then the one that is defective may be shut off, and the other keyboard or chests 
may be used in the meantime. If there are no [separate ventils], however, or only one 
for all the manuals together and also one for the pedal, then all the manuals or the 
pedal, and thus the entire organ, will be unusable for a time. This is the reason I have 
recommended above† making many ventils; they are useful in all sorts of ways.

§. 480.

If a bellows weight has been disturbed, the organist can again equalize it with 
the other bellows by using the windgauge. If a bellows has come loose from the duct, 
he should connect it again. One can determine that this has happened if the bellows 
pole rises instantly but does not rob wind from the other bellows, and this does not 
happen with the other bellows. Sometimes this same situation can happen not from 
the bellows coming loose, but from the bellows valves not shutting tightly, and re-
maining open after being pumped, so that the wind again rushes out where it en-
tered. Something may have propped the valve open, or the valve may have become 
warped. Either problem is easy to repair. §.376 mentions something about the duct 
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* in Chap. 9

† i.e., without pay.

valve rattling, and I should think that if the wind were perfectly equalized, then this 
defect would be done away with.

§. 481.

There are yet other things to correct, some of which may easily be recognized 
through [familiarity with] Chapter 13, while others may be discovered and repaired by 
any knowledgeable organist without particular effort. It is good if an organist under-
stands something about woodworking, since the arms of the rollers sometimes break 
off, or something else wooden breaks down. If a professional is not immediately avail-
able, then necessity demands that the organist himself take a hand in it and undertake 
the work.

If too many defects gradually accumulate, then it is sometimes necessary to un-
dertake a major repair. For example, the bellows may become dilapidated from the 
leather gradually being worn away, or the wind ducts may no longer contain the wind, 
or the instrument gets too far out of tune. In this the church superintendents, or the 
organist as their representative, need to keep in mind almost the same things that were 
noted above* in connection with contracting for a new organ. If the organist himself 
is willing and able to carry it out, that is fine; but he should even less be expected to 
do this ex officio† than to repair isolated defects. Thus he must be paid extra for such 
[an undertaking]. Fairness demands that this be so. If however he is unwilling or un-
able, then a conscientious and knowledgeable organbuilder must be sought out, and 
the work must be entrusted to him; this may be contracted either by the day or as a 
whole. In either case it is necessary for the organist to conduct the inspection, and—
take note!—to understand thoroughly the defects, where and how many they are, and 
how to correct them, and whether it is troublesome and tedious to fix them. Otherwise 
unscrupulous organbuilders make all sorts of [extra] business [for themselves]. They 
prolong the job, pretending there are so many defects present that it will cost a great 
deal of time and effort to repair them. Indeed, they act as if it were something very 
dangerous, when it may only be something minor. For it is one thing for there to be 
a major defect, but quite another whether it is easily repaired or not. For example, it 
is major fault if one bellows robs wind from another. Anyone who does not know how 
this happens may easily let himself be talked out of a lot of money, and the organ-
builder can make it look like it will cost him a lot of hard work. But anyone who has 
learned better from §.479 will not allow himself to be fooled. This is how it is with any 
number of defects. Major flaws can sometimes be repaired in no time at all, and there-
fore one need not pay all that much for it. In his Organum gruningense, §.69, Werk-
meister reports that some organbuilders boast about demanding and getting a ducat for 
repairing a pallet that has gotten caught on a pin (see §.470 above), a problem that can 
be repaired in less than 10 minutes. Such things as this ought to be an incentive for ev-
ery organist to undertake the study of mechanics, in order to prevent the church (and 
sometimes himself as well) from being so shamefully swindled. 
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* i.e., repairing any runs in the chest; 
see §.476 above.

Other [organbuilders] make defects in order to increase the work for them to do. 
They throw away things that still work, and make delays wherever they can. Indeed, as 
Werkmeister has already complained in his Orgelprobe, p. 59, many of them are so un-
scrupulous that they partially block the wind from the duct (as I have also reported in 
§.381) and then pretend that the chest is good for nothing, so that they may have some-
thing to do—see also what Werkmeister says in his Organum grüningense, §.71—not to 
mention other things. Thus it is necessary to proceed with great caution, to keep from 
being taken in.

It is usual for new organs to need such repairs a few years after they have been 
built, since the pipes have settled a bit, or the wood shrinks, no matter how dry it was 
when procured, etc. Sometimes other occurrences force such repairs, such as the wind 
casting a piece of the church tower into the Reglerkirche organ at Erfurt a few years 
ago. The organist himself must be in constant attendance while the work is in progress, 
so that nothing is done superficially, no pipes of the compound stops are pinched shut 
while they are being tuned, and also that the temperament is done correctly right from 
the beginning. It is normal sometimes to make some changes to the stops while such 
repairs are being carried out, if [the organist] wants to have them removed and others 
put in their place. In such a case these stops should not be priced as high as when a new 
organ is being built, since here no toeboards, no stop mechanism, no [toe] holes, etc., 
are being made, and furthermore the builder is often given the material from the old 
stops either partially or entirely in exchange for the new ones desired. Indeed, the old 
pipes often need only be cut off, made shorter or narrower and re-soldered, and the job 
is done. That ought not to cost as much as if everything were being made from scratch.

At times new bellows are made for an instrument. In this case, the wind pressure 
is either exactly equivalent to the former [bellows], or it is not. In the first instance re-
tuning may be dispensed with, providing the instrument has not otherwise gotten out of 
tune; in the second instance, however, the instrument must be completely re-tempered 
and thoroughly tuned, since its pitch will be altered with the change in wind pressure.

The organbuilder must know, however, the proper method of correcting defects. 
One may read about this for the most part in Chapter 18; but then one should also 
consult what Werkmeister says in his Organum gruningense, §.30f., where ways to re-
pair many major flaws are clearly indicated. For example, pipes that have no hooks 
must be given them, and pipes that have split open must be re-soldered. If the supply of 
wind has not been ample enough, then the wind ducts must be enlarged and made good 
and tight, together with the bellows, so that there is no more jolting or wobbling in 
the instrument. A new pallet box may also be added on the other side, and new pallets 
constructed in it. If the pipes are perforated, then after preventing any running* they 
should be soldered shut. If the holes in the slider chest are ragged, then one should at-
tempt to make them smooth with a blunt drill, so that the stops are more easily drawn. 
If the leather has been worn away, then it should be replaced with new. The channels 
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* to lengthen them.

* p. 3.

of the chest may also be opened, in order to halt the useless leakage of the wind from 
one channel to another by smearing them with glue. If the screws are no longer tight, 
then new ones should be screwed in to replace them. If the pallets in the pallet box are 
too small, then the pallet box should be dismantled, larger opening should if possible 
be chiseled into the channels, and larger pallets should be placed on them. If the pallet 
springs are either not good or uneven, then others should be made. Everything needs 
to be re-coated with glue. If the pipes are pressed shut, they should be re-straightened. 
If anything is defective or worthless, it should be replaced with a part newly made. 
If any [pipes] are cut too short on top, new pieces should be soldered onto them.* If 
saltpeter has corroded the feet, then they must be given new ones. If any stop is simply 
useless, then it should be made over. Everything should be well tuned. If filth or any 
sort of matter has fallen into the pipes, then they need to be cleaned again. If hol-
lows have been worn into the manual keys, or if the pedal keys have been worn away, 
then new ones must be made, or they must be re-covered with new slips, especially the 
manuals. If anything is broken, it should be repaired.

Sometimes a formal contract is drawn up in advance of such repairs; sometimes, 
however, the craftsman is paid what he has earned after the work has been completed.

Chapter XIX.

Concerning the History of Organs.
Contents:

§.482. Writers on this subject. §.483. Who invented organs? §.484. When were they invented? 
§.485. Originally they were inferior. §.486. When was the pedal invented, as well as the an-
cient [type of ] keys and bellows? §.487. Everything was gradually improved. §.488. The 
number of stops has kept on increasing.

§. 482.

This chapter is not so necessary as to be indispensable. But I will now report just a bit 
about the subject, as a bonus. For if I were to go into detail about it, I could relate 

how one part after another came into existence. But of what particular use would that 
be, especially since no one is absolutely certain about most of it. Praetorius has reported 
on this matter in [his Syntagma musicum,] Vol. I, p. 143[f.] (in Latin) and Vol. II, pp. 
89f. (in German), so that one may always consult him if need be. Werkmeister has inter-
polated the most important passages from Praetorius into his Paradoxal-Discourse, pub-
lished after his death, on pp. 83f. Johann Caspar Trost, Jr., also promised in his Besch-

reibung der Weissenfelßischen Schloßorgel, Chap. I,* that he would give a detailed account 
of this matter, but up to now his promise has remained unfulfilled. Gottfried Kretschmar, 
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* “but the inventor of our much 
celebrated organ is not known, due 
to the grave loss of his name.”

† i.e., Chap. 18.

‡ Volaterranus, Raphael, 
Commentariorum Urbanorum 

Raphaelis Volaterrani, octo & 

triginta libri. Basel: Froben, 1544, 
Book XXII, p. 251.

§ The “Arakin” treatise of the 
Babylonian Talmud. See: Jean 
Perrot, The Organ from its 

Invention in the Hellenistic Period 

to the end of the Thirteenth Century. 
London: Oxford University Press, 
1971, pp. xx-xxi.

¶ i.e., into the Christian Church.

Senior Pastor in Görlitz, has also summed up the history of organs in his dedicatory ser-
mon for the Görlitz organ, about which notice is given in §.11 of this treatise.

§. 483.

No one knows who first invented organs. Polydorus Vergilius laments this in 
Book I of his De rerum inventoribus, [Book V,] Chap. XV, saying: at auctor nostri tam 

concinni organi non proditur, cum magna eius nominis iactura.* He mentions this once 
again in the final chapter of Book III.† But at any rate history was not recorded in 
ancient times as accurately as it is today, and thus it is no wonder that [ancient histori-
ans] were negligent in noting who invented the organ, especially since there was noth-
ing very significant about it at that time. 

§. 484.

Since the inventor is not known, it is also no surprise that historians cannot agree 
on the time at which organs came into existence. Volat. lib. XXII ‡ records that Pope 
Vitalianus introduced them into the church in approximately the year 660 A.D. Others 
say that they were in use in the year 820, and yet others say 997. Indeed, some say that 
organs were not yet in use at the time of Thomas Aquinas, who did not live until the 
13th century. But these set a far too recent date for the organ’s invention, since other 
historians reveal that they are far older, and that they were discovered approximately 
in the 6th or 7th century, and then quickly came into use in the church. To be sure, 
someone might object that organs were already in existence in the time of David, King 
of Israel, since they are mentioned in the Psalms. But other [scholars] have found a 
great deal to take exception to in this opinion, and §.16 has already discussed how to 
interpret the Hebrew עוגכ. Mr. Kretschmar, l.c., has imparted various information 
about this, saying that they [i.e., organs] are without doubt ancient, but it is no longer 
possible to know whether there was a magnificent organ in the Temple in Solomon’s 
day, as the rabbinic writings§ allege; lacking such an instrument, the [ancient rabbis] 
assert that they prefer to have none at all (cf. Lundius, Jüdische Heiligthümer, Book 
IV, Chap. IV, no. 11. p.m. 746.b.). Later on [Kretschmar] indicates the approximate 
date at which organs were introduced in the New Testament;¶ the reader may consult 
this source for himself. Anyway, who knows what sort of instruments there were that 
were being considered as and called organs?—perhaps ones that were completely dif-
ferent than ours in their essential features. But I do not want to discuss this matter fur-
ther. What would [King] David say if he were to see our organs?

§. 485.

No invention, however, possesses at the outset the degree of perfection that it 
eventually attains (since it is easy to add something to what is already invented), and 
this is especially true of the organ, as may be learned from Praetorius’s [Syntagma mu-

sicum,] Vol. II, Chap. IIIf., pp. 93f., as well as from Werkmeister’s Paradoxal-Dis-
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* This should read “16.”

† i.e., a Blockwerk.

‡ This should read “p. 103.”

§ i.e., into stops.

¶ counting from Prætorius� day.

course, Chap. 6.* For in the beginning only very small instruments were made, that 
clung to the heights of churches like swallows� nests. These organs had no stops or 
sliders, rather when there were a number of pipes for one key, they all sounded at the 
same time. Thus the organs of that time were constituted like our mixtures are.† The 
largest pipes were placed in front for appearance’s sake. They sounded shrill. They 
had no Hemitonia, or chromatic keys, and there were also only a few diatonic ones, 
so that the entire keyboard had a compass of about one or 1½ octaves. The keys were 
frightfully wide, so that 9 keys, [a compass] that we can now reach with one hand, 
would easily have occupied a space of 1½ yards. They were also difficult to depress, so 
that it was necessary to do it with the fists, giving rise to the still familiar expression, 
“to beat the organ”—but this does not hold true any more today, since we no longer 
beat organs, but play them. Some organ keyboards were arranged like this: b natural 
c d e f g a b natural c d e f; some like this: c d e f g a b-flat c d e f g a; while others fol-
lowed another [scheme]. And although soon after the time of Timotheus Milesius the 
number of notes [Claves] used for music had been increased to the point that there 
were 14 or 15 of them, yet one soon discovers that they were not so readily introduced 
into organs. For the reason, read Praetorius [Syntagma musicum], Vol. II, p. 95.

§. 486.

The pedal was discovered 350 years ago or more by a German, Bernhardo, who 
brought it to Venice in the year 1470. This pedal had only 8 keys: b natural c d e f g a 

b natural. The manual keys were shaped somewhat like this          or            .

Subsequently the number of keyboards was increased to two. One, called the treble, was 
beaten with the right hand, and upon it was played only the melody of the [Gregorian] 
chant. The other, called the bass, [was played] by the left hand, and used instead of the 
pedal. The old-time bellows were deplorable. They were small, and thus a great many of 
them were needed. No weights were set on them; rather the bellows treader had to tread 
upon one of them and press it down, while at the same time lifting the neighboring bel-
lows with the other foot. Therefore there were 2 bellows per pumper, or 24 for 12 pump-
ers. What a mess that must have been! Since the personnel do not all weigh the same, 
consequently the wind pressure is unsteady; see Praetorius, l.c., p. 105.‡ There he has 
depicted all of this in a plate. As for the windchest, there were neither slider nor spring 
chests, since there were no stops. Subsequently the spring chest was discovered, since it 
was deemed desirable to divide up pipes.§ Thus spring chests are something ancient, and 
have already been in use some 100 years;¶ see Praetorius, l.c., pp. 107f.

§. 487.

The instrument gradually developed further, and chromatic keys were also in-
vented. The keys were also made smaller and smaller until by now they have been 
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* i.e., stops other than principals.

† in the Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, 
pp. 161-203.

‡ Vol. II, Part III, pp. 81-118.

§ i.e., the Musica mechanica organœdi.

* see §.540.

reduced to one inch. Furthermore, more and more octaves were added, more key-
boards, etc. The ranks have gradually been divided off one from another, and this is 
how stops originated. Several hundred years ago other stops* began to be made, such 
as Spitzflutes, reeds, and such. The pedal was also constantly expanded, until it now 
finally extends from C to c�. In earlier days the [pedal] C# and D# were missing, but 
now they are built everywhere, especially the D#. The [pedal] c#[ �] and d[ �] are 
sometimes added, sometimes not. Finally the fine wedge-shaped bellows began to be 
made, and [bellows] weights were invented.

§. 488.

Anyone who considers what a great quantity of stops there are cannot help but ad-
mire the diligence of today’s craftsmen. It is true that 150 or more years ago a great many 
of these stops were already in existence, as Praetorius’s organ stoplists† show, but nowa-
days there are even more of them, such as Glöckleinton, Vox Humana, Violdigamba, Fu-
gara, etc., that were unknown in earlier times. And more stops are being discovered every 
day. It is not my intention to go into when and by whom this or that item was discovered, 
because I am not furnishing here a complete history of the organ, but only intend to bab-
ble a few words to help an admirer of music at least realize that old organs were not the 
same as those today. More about this subject may be found in the second volume of Prae-
torius’s [Syntagma musicum‡] and in other writings mentioned here and there in this 
treatise.§ It has already been reported in §.460 that Christian Förner of Wettin invented 
the windgauge in the past century (some also call it “Windwaage”).

Chapter XX.

Concerning other Instruments in general that an Organist  
needs to be familiar with, and in particular Positivs.

Contents:
§.489. The purpose of this chapter and the one following. §.490. Not all instruments are yet 

known to me. §.491. It is not my intention to teach anyone how to make them. §.492. They 
are not all of the same sort. §.493. How the Positiv got its name. §.494. How large they ought 
to be. §.495. Some have the appearance of a table. §.496. What to observe about them. §.497. 
Some contain an Instrument.* §.498. A special method of pumping the bellows. §.499. A 
Positiv described by Praetorius. §.500. Conclusion to the above [paragraph].

§. 489.

My Musica mechanica would be very incomplete if the previous discussion, which 
was directed solely toward the organ, were the only one in it. For an organ-

ist must be familiar with and be able to play other instruments as well, and thus these 
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* i.e., in this treatise.

ought rightfully to be considered here, too. To be sure, if I were to describe all the in-
struments that are originally based on the science of the keyboard, then only a very few 
would go unmentioned. For I dare say that anyone truly knowledgeable about the key-
board could learn most musical instruments by himself, given time and practice. Here, 
however, I will not spread myself so thin, keeping rather only to those that are closely 
related in their structure to the organ, in that they are either provided with many pipes 
or with a keyboard; but the latter will be given particular attention.

§. 490.

Since mechanical craftsmen have everywhere developed their art nowadays to 
such a high degree of perfection, and invented such things as one would hardly think 
possible from human hands, thus the number of such instruments about which we are 
now about to speak continues to grow. Consequently no one can require of me that I 
give a description of every one of them. Indeed I will not even tell about all those that 
have been discovered up to this point, since I am not yet familiar with all of them; and 
there are many to be encountered in other lands that are not to be found among us.

§. 491.

Some people will not be satisfied with the brevity of the following chapters, espe-
cially if they seek from them a detailed report of how to make each [instrument], how 
to measure off everything with a compass and ruler and how to measure the scales. But 
since every written work ought to be judged according to its author’s purpose, I beg the 
gracious reader to observe [this precept] with this work as well. My purpose is to give 
general instruction in the science of the components of instruments to an organist or to 
other admirers of the keyboard; likewise [to impart] what their virtues and faults are, 
so that [an organist] may be able to keep them in mind when evaluating and selecting; 
as well as [to teach] how to use and maintain such instruments. If I had intended to 
teach how to build them, then I would have had to express myself entirely differently. 
But that has not been my intention either with regard to the organ or with regard to 
those instruments that follow it.*

§. 492.

Such instruments are not all of the same sort. For some deviate little, if at all, 
from the organ in their principal components, in that they are made with pipes, 
windchests, bellows, keyboards, etc.. Others, though, deviate very widely indeed, re-
sembling the organ only in that, like it, they have a keyboard. For now we will follow 
this natural order, and since the components of the organ are now fresh in our minds, 
we will immediately proceed to the instruments that resemble it most closely.
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* i.e., small organs.

† i.e., organs that do not share the 
distinguishing characteristic of a 
Principal that is 2� or smaller.

‡ i.e., facing away from the player.

§. 493.

The instrument that deviates the least from the organ is the so-called Positiv, which 
differs from it only in size; for this reason the Italians call it organo piccolo, i.e., “little or-
gan.” Thus it is also customary that the lesser division in an organ is called the Positiv, 
and indeed the Rückpositiv if it is located behind [the organist’s] back, the Brustpositiv 
if it is in front [of the organist] yet underneath [the Hauptwerk], or the Oberpositiv, if 
its windchest stands above the others. It is obvious that such Positivs have the same com-
ponents as the other manuals. For this reason small village organs also bear this name, 
or wherever else small instruments are to be found. The word “Positiv” comes from [the 
Latin verb] ponere, “to place.” Why this name was given to them* in particular, I do 
not know. It is commonly known that large instruments, that are also stationary just like 
them, nevertheless do not bear this name, but are called “organs.”

§. 494.

As we have said, these Positivs share the same principal components in common 
with the organ, namely pipes, a windchest, stops, keyboards, bellows, etc., and every-
thing works the same as in organs. Since they differ merely in size, the question arises: 
how small must a Positiv be to be called such? The answer: in such small instruments 
the open stops are the determining factor. If the largest of these, the so-called Princi-
pal, is not larger than 2� pitch, then [the instrument] is usually called a Positiv; if this 
stop is larger, then it is an Organ. This distinction was already established in Praeto-
rius’s day. In that regard, consult his statements in Vol. II of the Syntagma, Part IV, 
Chap. I, p. 123. But sometimes other instruments† are so designated, especially in or-
gans, since the Positiv is often at 4� pitch.

§. 495.

Since the components of a Positiv are almost identical to those of an organ, espe-
cially if the pipes stand erect, it would be superfluous for me to enumerate them, since this 
has already been done in connection with the organ. Rather I will let the matter rest after 
relating only what particular types of Positivs it is customary to build. There are those 
that assume the appearance of a table, in which the tabletop slides back to reveal the key-
board. In such Positivs the pipes are set at the back.‡ I have seen [instruments] such as 
this, among which one had a double bellows; its pipes were wooden, and it had two stops, 
an 8� and a 4�, both stopped. One of them, namely the 8� Gedackt, was permanently on, 
but the stopped 4� Oktave could be shut off by a mechanism that took this form:
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* i.e., above the keyboard; this seems 
to be a remark that distinguishes 
this placement of pipes from that 
described in §.495 & 496, i.e., ta-
ble positivs.

† see §.540.

‡ i.e., the Instrument.

§ i.e., this combination of a Positiv and 
an Instrument.

¶ after having described a combina-
tion Positiv/Instrument, Adlung 
now returns to speaking specifi-
cally about the Positiv.

The teeth b b b fit into holes into the wind reservoir (since the windchest could not 
lie lengthways, but sideways), and were wrapped with thread and leather, so that they 
were identical [in size]. They were round, and barely half the thickness of a finger; 
and if one rotated them on their axle by means of the knobs a a, then they moved in-
ward, and each tooth blocked the wind from its assigned pipe.

§. 496.

[Positivs] are convenient to use because they are portable, especially since they 
can do us further service as a table. If they have a double bellows, it is also possible to 
play at will alone, without a bellows pumper, as long as [the player] is accustomed to 
pumping precisely so there is always sufficient wind. If the instrument had two small 
bellows whose poles protruded, allowing [the player] to pump by himself, then it 
would be somewhat troublesome to play; indeed, some players would find it absolutely 
impossible to produce anything decent if they had to provide the wind for themselves. 
The 8� Gedackt is well suited for [playing continuo in ensemble] music; at any rate I 
consider that [stop] a necessity for every Positiv. Be careful not to pull the stops out 
hard, or to break off the teeth, or to make one thick and the next thin. Rather by us-
ing twine and leather they should be made to fit precisely, so that no wind can escape 
around them. If one were to add a pedal to [the instrument], then it would indeed be 
all the more suited for practice; but this would not be worth the trouble, unless it were 
only attached to the manual. And this might well make rollers necessary, to prevent 
the keys from being pulled sideways by the slanting cords. If economy is a necessity, 
however, not even trackers, screws and such things have to be made for it, but rather 
the same result may be achieved with good-quality twine. 

§. 497.

Furthermore, I have seen a Positiv of almost the same sort, in which the pipes 
stood up top,* and above them was built an Instrument,† operated from the very same 
keyboard. Since the Positiv was controlled by its own stops, it could be used by itself, 
or it could be shut off, allowing the stringed instrument‡ to be played by itself, since it 
could also be silenced by a stopknob or again be made to sound (as may be seen below 
in §.528 in connection with the harpsichord). If one had wanted to set a harpsichord 
above it, then its pointed tail would have hung over too far. How it§ works is easy to 
comprehend. The jacks could extend downward behind the pipes to the keys, as is the 
case with the harpsichord. Chapter 22, in which the Instrument is discussed, will relate 
what in particular to pay attention to. The faults, maintenance, etc.¶ are the same as 
the organ’s. Such Positivs most assuredly cannot be placed in living quarters, where 
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* i.e., turned on a lathe.

† This translation suggests a pejora-
tive meaning for “schreyend,” but 
it is possible that Adlung intends 
just the opposite, i.e., “sharp” or 
“ringing.” There is no context or 
further development of the remark 
that would make it clear.

‡ Adlung again reproduces the es-
sence of Praetorius’s text with-
out quoting it directly. The pas-
sage in question is in Praetorius, 
Vol. II, p. 80.

§ i.e., the one Praetorius had seen at 
that time and provided a plate of; 
the plate is No. I in the “Theat-
rum Instrumentorum” at the end 
of Vol. II.

the constant alternation of warm and cold [temperatures] would cause their pitch to 
vary continually. Such Positivs can be made quite cheaply, since they are normally 
provided with wooden pipes, either rectangular or round* and hollowed out, and other 
expensive components need not be used. It is a good thing and a convenience if they 
are divided into a number of levels that may be taken apart. Thus I have seen one that 
was divided into three levels; in the lowest was the bellows, and on it a case was set 
containing only the rollers and trackers, the keyboard, etc. This [case] could be lifted 
off merely by disconnecting the trackers from the keyboard; they then had to remain 
attached to the windchest which, together with the pipes, was in the uppermost level, 
and which could also be removed by itself.

§. 498.

If the pipes are made of metal and are rather small, then a Positiv may well be 
shrill.† Moreover I have seen any number of types of Positivs, but I will not cite them 
all, since each organbuilder thinks up this or that invention, and there would be no 
end of describing them. At times a Regal is included with [the other ranks]. Instead of 
a bellows pole there is sometimes another invention that takes up less space. Namely, 
a cord is fastened to the upper plate of the bellows, and above it a roller is fastened 
on [the underside of ] the lid or on a post, over which the cord passes. A hole is made 
on the side [of the instrument], where the bellows pole would have protruded, and 
through it is threaded the cord; then it may subsequently be used to draw up the bel-
lows by hand. Or a rod is affixed to the end of the cord, whose lower end is fastened to 
an axle, and the bellows is lifted by pulling [the rod]. A chain may be attached next to 
[the rod], along with a lock, to fasten the bellows closed and keep anyone from play-
ing it except when desired.

§. 499.

Praetorius has described a special type of Positiv in his Syntagma, Vol. II, Part II., 
Chap. 48, p. 79f. Since this book is not always available, I will reproduce his entire text 
here. It reads like this:‡ “This old Positiv§ (which [Praetorius] had at that time seen 
and depicted in a sketch] is of fine and delicate workmanship. It was made by a monk, 
and then brought to King Christian IV of Denmark. There are only a few pipes in it, 
namely a small open Principal at 2� pitch; and even though there are only 38 keys, from 
F to a��, there is an extra octave of pipes, set high in the middle of the case and wound 
about in the shape of a circle. From this single batch of pipes are derived 3 stops: the 
first at the proper pitch of the lowest pipe, the second at the fifth [above], and the third 
at the octave above. Each stop may be used alone by itself, separate from the others, so 
that from the same pipes two or even three distinct pitches may be heard from each key, 
namely the unison, the fifth and the octave. I will leave it to a qualified organbuilder to 
judge how such a thing works, and would only wish that a craftsman might undertake to 
reproduce such an instrument. There is yet another clever feature in this little instru-
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* i.e., concrete information as to how 
the Positiv described by Praetorius 
actually works.

† see §.183.

ment: if half the lead weights (which have been divided in half just for this purpose) are 
taken off the bellows, then the instrument produces a gentle, quiet tone, similar to a 
traverse flute, and sounds just like a consort of traverse flutes being blown and sounded 
together.” This is the end of the quote from Praetorius. Thus it is evident that it is not 
only we moderns who are clever. I imagine this situation as one pipe getting wind from 
three sources by means of separate wind ducts; if, for example, a key has caused the 
largest pipe to speak, then a tube leading from the same pallet can permit the wind to 
enter the channel that sounds the fifth, causing it to sound as well; the same procedure 
could produce the octave. The tubes could be shut off by stops. That must have been the 
reason for the extra octave of pipes beyond the number of keys, to serve the additional 
octave of notes. Thus each pipe did not produce three different sounds. It is also easy to 
understand how a weaker wind pressure could produce a weaker tone.

§. 500.

If anyone should be possessed of more ample information than I,* I do not be-
grudge it him in the least; at least I have explained how such a thing would be possible.

Chapter XXI.

Concerning Regals of all Types.
Contents:

§.501. Their structure. §.502. Their use. §.503. They are made with wooden pipes, in the shape 
of a book. §.504. Various types of regals could be made.

§. 501.

This chapter will be very brief, since Chapter 7 has already dealt with the most  
important matters.† It was regals found in organs that were being discussed there, 

to be sure, but most of what was said also applies [to regals] that are independent from 
[larger] organs. As reported in §.183 above, the name comes from [the Latin] Rex, a 
king (refer to this paragraph for the reason). There are many different types of regals 
that exist independent from the organ, and, like the positiv, their structure very closely 
approximates that of the organ. They have a windchest, bellows, keyboard, pipes, 
etc.—but they are normally furnished with wooden or brass pipes that are very small. 
They may be either open or stopped; in the latter case the pipes have small holes in 
their sides, in order to let the sound escape. They are reed [pipes], and consequently it 
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* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 73.

† i.e., stretching backward from the 
keyboard.

‡ probably a variety of feeder bellows.

§ Niedt, Musikalischer Handleitung, 
Part II, p. 114, note i.

¶ Such an instrument is sometimes 
referred to as a “Bible regal,” due 
to its shape. There is an illustration 
in Praetorius, Syntagma 

Musicum, Vol. II, “Theatrum 
Instrumentorum,” Plate IV/2.

|| Johann Gottfried Walther, 
Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 641.

is easy to see how they are tuned. Praetorius* suggests that they could be referred to as 
“Regalwerke” when independent from the organ, but as “Regalpfeife” when a part of 
the organ, in order to distinguish them; but that is not the custom at present.

§. 502.

They are of service for ensemble music in chambers, or in places where there are 
no organs that are portable. It would sound more pleasant, to be sure, if a harpsichord 
were used, but their sound is rather too quiet unless they have 2 or 3 choirs of strings. 
Furthermore, their tones also cannot be prolonged, and at times their strings also break 
and ruin the performance at the most crucial moment. For these reasons regals deserve 
some degree of praise. But because of their sound I personally have little regard for 
them. In order that they may be conveniently transported, their pipes are usually laid 
horizontally.† But sometimes they also stand upright, since they are barely the length 
of a finger anyway. The entire instrument is then built into an oblong rectangular case; 
the bellows may also be detached, and the stand or table on which [the instrument] sits 
may also be transported separately. They may be made with 2 bellows, pumped either 
from behind by a second person, or alternately with both legs by the player himself. 
This effort may be reduced by using a double bellows.‡ This is the usual type of regal.

§. 503

In Praetorius’s [Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, De] Organographia, p. 73 (which 
Mattheson refers to in his notes to Niedt, Chapter 10§) there is some report of a small 
regal with wooden pipes, not only of good, quiet and lovely tone, but also said to be ex-
tremely easy and convenient to transport from one place to another. “If I,” says Mat-
theson, “could get such an instrument, I might once again become reconciled with the 
regal.” A good deal of inventiveness has been applied to regals. Among other things, 
it is rather well known that they are at times built in the shape of a book the size of 
a folio: the whole instrument and the keyboard are constructed as two separate sec-
tions, which are then put together. The bellows are also part of the ensemble, serv-
ing as the covers of the book. They are very convenient to transport [when built] in 
this fashion. A Nuremberg organbuilder by the name of Georg Voll was the first to 
build regals in the shape of a book;¶ this man died back in 1565, as Walther|| cites from 
Doppelmayer’s Historische Nachricht von den Nürnbergischen Künstlern, p. 290. Such 
a regal resembles an ordinary folio volume, being 2 to 3 handbreadths thick. It opens 
up from the middle like a book. The keyboard lies within, half on either side, which is 
taken out and carefully fitted together; the windchest is directly under the keyboard, 
and the pipes as well, all of them very small. The book is then turned around and at-
tached at the back, becoming the bellows; both covers end up being the 2 top boards by 
which the bellows is expanded. Inside is the intake valve. The book is about a half ell in 
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* i.e., another organ in the church or 
chamber that is not portable, as is 
the regal.

† i.e., only larger pipes could produce 
the type of sound more agreeable 
to Adlung.

* A number of passages from this 
chapter and others follow-
ing are translated in Frank Hub-
bard’s book, Three Centuries 

of Harpsichord Making. (Cam-
bridge: Harvard University Press, 
1967), together with informative 
annotations.

† i.e., Cristofori’s pianoforte.

width. The [bellows] weights have to be carried separately along with it. The bellows 
are pumped by another, or a stand is made so that the player may pump them himself. 

 It is also possible to have two such reed ranks together, say, one 16� pitch 
and the other 8�, or any other arrangement one might care to think up. A [rank of ] 
stopped or open [flue] pipes can also be added, but then [the instrument] becomes 
large. Moreover, it is very nice if a pitch pipe is included, that sounds c accurately ac-
cording to the pitch of the organ,* and that can be made to sound by a separate stop, 
when and as long as desired.

§. 504.

In Chapter 7 we have mentioned so many kinds of regals by name, such as Trich-

terregal, Geigen- or Jungferregal, Apfelregal, Cymbelregal, Singendregal, and such, that I 
am surprised no one has been inclined to make pipes of a sort that sound more agree-
able than the usual type. The reason is probably that in most cases the pipes [would] 
take up more space because of their width and length† than ordinary regals, and con-
sequently they would not be as convenient to use.

Chapter XXII.

Concerning the Harpsichord, Clavicytherium, Spinet,  
Instrument, Arpichord and Cembal d’Amour.*

Contents:

§.505. Description of the harpsichord. §.506. The case. §.507. The keyboards. §.508. The 
soundboard. §.509. The jacks. §.510. The strings. §.511. The stops. §.512. The quills §.513. Con-
cerning a light playing [action]. §.514. The buff stop. §.515. Transposing harpsichords. §.516. 
Harpsichords [with mechanisms for] shifting [stops]. §.517. Two-manual harpsichords. §.518. 
Another variety. §.519. Their tuning. §.520. Change due to weather. §.521. Cleaning the strings. 
§.522. How to play on them. §.523. Concerning the wood for the soundboard. §. 524. How to 
relieve the pressure of the bridge [on the soundboard]. §.525. The inventor of the harpsichord. 
§.526. Other names for the instrument. §.527. What Kircher says about it. §.528. Concerning 
the claviorganum and Pantaleon. §.529. Cristofali’s harpsichord.† §.530. Its characteristics. §. 
531, 532, 533, & 534. Its components, and a sketch. §.535. Location alters the tone of harpsi-
chords. §.536. The strings vibrate with a certain sympathy. §.537 & 538. The clavicytherium. 
§.539. The spinet. §.540. The “instrument”. §.541. The arpichord. §.542. The cembal d�amour.

§. 505.

All these instruments are very similar, and therefore we will treat them all together 
here. Concerning the harpsichord, the French call it Claveçin or Clavessin (both 

are pronounced “clavissäng”). It is an instrument strung with brass or steel wire strings 
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85) It is also possible to omit the pins* at the rear, and to allow each key to travel between two wire 
prongs, thus leaving it free at the rear. It seems to me that this method is more common and familiar 
nowadays than that described above by the author. [Albrecht] 

(here I am using the word “instrument” to mean a musical instrument in general, while 
in §.540 below, on the other hand, it is applied specifically to a certain type). It is dis-
tinguished from the clavicytherium and the actually so-called “instrument” in that its 
strings stretch from front to back, or from the keyboard toward the tail, while all the 
strings of the clavicytherium are strung perpendicularly from bottom to top, and those 
of the “instrument” stretch from right to left (if one is sitting at the keyboard). The 
spinet has fewer than four octaves, and thus it is easily distinguished [from the others]. 
In the broad sense some call all these instruments “spinet”.

§. 506.

Let us first take note of the case of the claveçin or harpsichord. It is sometimes 
made of soft wood, but those of hard wood are more durable. At the front where the 
keys are they are built broad, so that they normally have space for four or (even better) 
five octaves; but at the back they come to a point, almost like a right triangle. Painting, 
veneers, and the like, are at the discretion of the builder/an artist. Their depth is about 
half an ell, but some are a bit deeper, others a bit more shallow. If the former is the 
case, then they sound more weighty and pompous, while the latter causes a more del-
icate sound. Whether the sides are of soft or of hard wood, the bottom board is made 
of fir wood to improve the tone. For when sound is produced and sets the air moving, 
then both the soundboard as well as the bottom board are to some degree set into mo-
tion; but more depends on the soundboard than on the bottom. The instrument re-
mains open in front to allow the keyboard to be installed.

§. 507.

Its keyboard is like that of the organ, consisting of 4 or sometimes even 5 oc-
taves. I would advise never to build such an instrument with less than 5 octaves, since 
a great deal of keyboard music is composed in such a way that it cannot very well 
be played with 4 octaves. I will mention this now once and for all, for this situation 
must be taken into account not only with the harpsichord, but also with the clav-
ichord and clavicytherium. The keys all lie parallel, extending back to a [given] 
point [within the case]. A quarter of an ell or a bit more may well be sufficient, not 
counting the exterior portion upon which one plays. Leather or cloth is glued on 
the back of each key, so that the jacks do not create a clatter by falling back directly 
onto [bare] wood. At the rear they travel in slots, like the keys of clavichords; at 
the back end they also rest in a frame, that likewise may be covered with cloth.85) At 

* i.e., the slips that move in the slots.
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the front they travel or move on pins hammered into a stationary cross-frame* that 
stretches from one side of the harpsichord to another.

§. 508.

Next the soundboard (die Decke) of thin fir† wood is built across the entire harp-
sichord, since this wood is lighter than most others and is thus most easily set into mo-
tion by the air; consequently it propagates the tone the best. It must, however, be thor-
oughly cured, or else it will shrink and split in dry weather, and thereafter the sound 
will be hampered by the resulting cracks. The soundboard (Boden) (at times it is also 
called by this name) is rabbeted into the sides [of the case]; it is supported at the front, 
and from the front right side back to the tail there extends a bridge, not far from the 
side wall [of the case], over which the strings are subsequently drawn. Even further 
toward the sides little pins are driven in (as is also the case on the aforementioned 
bridge), and the strings are hitched onto them. In front next to the keyboard wrest 
pins of heavy iron wire or forged steel are driven [into the wood], one for each string. 
These must be made good and strong, so they do not bend and also so that they grip 
more firmly. An oaken beam‡ must be secured under them, into which they extend af-
ter passing through the soundboard,§ so that they grip more firmly. Brass pins do not 
hold very well. The strings are drawn across yet another bridge¶ in front of these pins.

§. 509.

Not far from this [last-mentioned] bridge [i.e., nut] lies the point where the 
strings are plucked by the jacks. These are thin slips of wood, fashioned out of hard-
wood, about a tenth of an inch in thickness and a fingersbreadth wide. They are 
[made] long enough to reach from each key below, upon which they strike [as they 
fall], up through the soundboard|| and right next to the strings. So that they remain 
standing perpendicularly in a row, a so-called “sieve”** is set into the soundboard, that 
looks something like this:

     

Each jack passes through this jack guide, which prevents it from shifting from side to 

side. The jack is slotted at the top, something like this:            In slot b is wedged a bit of

cloth, that falls onto the string when the jack drops and dampens the sound. Into slot 
a is inserted the tongue. This is a thin piece of wood that pivots on a little pin driven 
through it†† and is fitted at the top with a quill, long enough to reach under the string 
and pluck it. At the rear of the tongue there is a pig bristle serving as a spring; this must 
be quite strong. These are the components that one must be the most familiar with.

* Here Adlung seems to be referring 
to the balance rail.

† or “spruce.”

‡ i.e., the wrest plank.

§ i.e., after passing through a veneer 
of soundboard wood glued to the 
upper surface of the wrest plank.

¶ i.e., the nut.

|| Adlung seems to be describing an 
arrangement, not uncommon in 
early German harpsichords, in 
which the soundboard continues 
all the way to the front of the wrest 
plank (which is sometimes “hol-
low” so the soundboard is resonant 
under the nut). See, for example, 
the description of such a harpsi-
chord at the Bayerisches Nation-

almuseum, Munich, described in: 
John Henry van der Meer, “A Lit-
tle-Known German Harpsichord,” 
in: Early Keyboard Studies Newslet-

ter (Westfield Center, Easthamp-
ton, MA), Vol. V, No. 3 (March 
1991), pp. 8ff.

** i.e., the jack guide, a strip with slots 
to receive each jack.

†† The pin is then anchored in either 
side of the slot in the jack.
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§. 510.

I would like to discuss this matter further, however, since I shall subsequently 
refer back to it when I am speaking about the other instruments. To continue: the 
strings are of tempered wire, either steel or brass. The former are said to sound some-
what more pleasant and to be more durable; the latter, though, do not rust, and con-
sequently last all the longer. I personally prefer to string with brass. In the upper reg-
ister they must be thin, with their thickness gradually increasing as they descend. It 
is not possible to specify all that precisely, however, what gauge the strings should 
be. Some harpsichords will stand thicker strings than others. On some it is possible to 
string c��� with no. 8, but others will demand no. 9 or even 10.* They are not much use 
smaller than this, since their sound is weak. If anyone wants to know the reason for 
this, it lies in the fact that harpsichords are not all the same size, or that on one the dis-
tance between where the strings are attached† and the bridge is greater than on oth-
ers, and thus thinner strings must be used. For a long, thick string cannot be drawn 
as tight as one that is shorter. If for the sake of the tone a harpsichord were indeed to 
be made somewhat longer, my advice would be nevertheless to position the bridge so 
that the strings would not be all that long. It would be too lengthy to elaborate on the 
proportion‡ here. An organbuilder would distribute it so that no. 1 would probably be 
used for C. It is better to use thicker strings for the low notes; these, however, must be 
bought by the span.§ If they are overspun, say from the bottom up to c, then the bass 
will be all the more weighty (**) It is easy to get to see this and learn about it; therefore 
I will not dwell on it. Take note that many organbuilders or craftsmen give the strings 
a somewhat thinner proportion than they can normally tolerate. For example, if I were 
stringing a harpsichord that would tolerate no. 9 at c��� but not 8, and no. 8 from f��[?] 
to c�� but not 7, etc., then I would be well advised to use no. 10 for the upper c���, and 
no. 9 instead of 8, no. 8 instead of 7, etc., because in damp weather [the instrument] 
will inevitably go sharp,¶ since then the strings break easily and create more work and 
bother. If however a harpsichord is strung so that it can be tuned a half step higher 
without any risk [of breaking a string], then one is safe. The [gauge] numbers that are 
used when first [stringing the instrument] should be recorded, from top to bottom, so 
that when something breaks it may be replaced with the proper size, since it is a fault if 
one string is thin and the next is thick. 

(**) But the quills wear away far too quickly the wire that is wound on; thus many people do not think 
much of overspun strings on harpsichords. [Agricola] 

§. 511.

Some harpsichords have one choir [of strings], while others have two strings for 
each key, and yet others three. The structure of single-choir instruments is that de-
scribed above. If a [harpsichord] has two choirs, then two rows of jacks are set paral-
lel to each other, so that one key lifts both of them; one of them then plucks the string 
on one side, while the other plucks the string on the other side. Thus the quills of the 

* Adlung’s gauge system seems to have 
been the usual continental system, 
also used in France; for an expla-
nation of this system, see: Hub-
bard, pp. 207ff.; also G. Grant 
O�Brien, “Some Principles of 
Eighteenth Century Harpsichord 
Stringing and their Application,” 
in: The Organ Yearbook, Vol. XII 
(1981), pp. 160-175.

† sic; Adlung must mean the distance 
between the nut and the bridge, 
i.e., the speaking length.

‡ i.e., of string size to length.

§ or fathom (i.e., about 6 feet). Adlung 
seems to suggest that the larger 
string sizes were purchased not on 
spools (as were smaller sizes), but 
in short lengths.

¶ Concerning this suggestion, Hub-
bard (p. 281, n. 113) says:

… the process of drawing steel 
into fine wires seems to produce 
a structure composed of a hard 
sheath around a softer core. 
This sheath is always roughly 
equal in thickness, and thus oc-
cupies a larger percentage of 
the diameter of a thin string 
than of a thick one. Therefore, 
a thin string will actually stand 
a slightly higher pitch than a 
thick one ….

The phenomenon that thinner 
strings are relatively stronger (i.e., 
have greater tensile strength) is 
known in metallurgy as “tensile 
pickup.”
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one jack face right, while those of the other face left. This is the most common type 
[of harpsichord], since if there is only one [choir of ] strings and one breaks (which 
easily can happen), then the key will not produce any sound at all. It is self-evident 
that its sound is twice as loud as harpsichords with one choir. But in order for it to be 
made softer, as well as for convenience in tuning, the jack guides described in §.509 (of 
which there are now two, lying parallel to each other) are so constructed that they can 
be moved back and forth a bit. This is done by means of the ends that protrude [from 
the cheek piece or spine of the harpsichord], that serve as stops. Sometimes iron [le-
vers] are installed inside, by which this can also be achieved.

If both stops are on the same side [of the harpsichord case], then one should 
be drawn out and one pushed in, in order for both stops to sound. If one [stop] is on 
the right and the other on the left side, then both are drawn out (or, on other harpsi-
chords, pushed in) in order to play. If the strings are to be silent, then the stops must be 
drawn in the opposite direction; the same holds true if one stop is to be silent. If there 
are three choirs of strings, then three jacks rest on each key. The third string, however, 
is ordinarily a 4-foot octave, that does not pass over the bridge nearest [the keyboard], 
but through it; thus its jacks must pluck somewhat lower than the other two. It is not 
proper to do it any other way. I am indeed fond of such triple-strung harpsichords; 
they have a fine, penetrating tone. But if a craftsman does not know how to build them 
precisely, then they have a rather heavy touch. In rapid passages, of course, the third 
choir may be retired. I have played some three-choired harpsichords that had a very 
light touch, from which I note that it is certainly possible to provide such harpsichords 
with a light action, providing that one knows the proper procedures.

§. 512.

Furthermore, it is necessary to take note of the quills that are used to pluck 
all harpsichords and like instruments. Goose quill would be too soft, and not pluck 
sharply enough. At times I have used fishbone;* it soon breaks, though, and is alto-
gether too hard. Ostrich feathers work better, but they also cause too heavy a touch, 
and if that is the case, then the strings easily break in two. Raven quill is the best of 
all, if the strongest ones are sought out and installed. They should be coated with ol-
ive oil to make them tough and keep them from snapping or splitting so easily. It re-
quires a great deal of diligence to snip off all the quills to exactly the same length, so 
that they all spring back equally quickly. The same holds true for making them all the 
same strength; it is a major fault if one key is harder to depress than the next. The same 
also holds true for setting them [i.e., the quills] near enough to the strings, so that the 
keys do not have to fall so deep [before the quill plucks the string]. Some [builders] 
have tried installing something more durable than quill, since in time the latter does 
get dull or wears out, requiring repair here and there. These [builders] have inserted 
a rather strong brass wire through the quill hole, fastened at the back into a thin brass 
tongue attached to the jack; this tongue is forced backward by the wire, but then im-
mediately pushes the wire back [into position for plucking], just like a quill. It is easier 

* i.e., whalebone (baleen).
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to demonstrate this than to describe it. But it does not produce as pure a sound as quill, 
since the attack causes the string to begin to vibrate before the pluck takes place. For 
this reason no harpsichords of this type are now being made. Mizler in the second part 
of the first volume of his Musikalische Bibliotheck, p. 76, relates that a skillful organ-
builder from Ansbach by the name of Wiclef has a remarkable invention, by which the 
raven quill in the jacks of harpsichords may be dispensed with. He makes small devices, 
of which brass is one component, that last as long as the harpsichord itself, and pluck 
the strings brightly and pleasingly;* one is thus spared the onerous [task of ] quilling.

§. 513.

I have seen harpsichords [built] by renowned craftsmen that had a light touch 
as well as a shallow keyfall, both of which are fine virtues. Precision in fashioning the 
quills is by-and-large responsible for this, as well as the back part of the keys (behind 
the pins) not being too heavy in relation to the forward part. I consider it sufficient for 
them to be balanced, since then only a slight force is necessary when depressing the 
forward part in order to lift the back part together with the jack. Or, if the back part 
has to be long and heavier (which is really not necessary, since it can always be made 
thinner [than the front]), then the front part can also be made somewhat heavier.

§. 514.

Above the jacks lies a board† lined with cloth, so that the jacks do not jump up 
too high or fly out altogether, and yet also do not thump when they strike. If there is 
something [about the jacks] that needs correcting, then the board may be removed. 
Next to the bridge [i.e., nut] there is sometimes a buff stop, which, when it is shifted, 
lifts up the piece of cloth attached to it and dampens the strings, making them sound 
like gut strings. I have also seen a row of jacks installed between the bridge [i.e., nut] 
and the jacks, again in a jack guide, at the top of which are glued upright [pieces of ] 
cloth.‡ These also dampen the strings, in that by means of a hand stop the jacks are all 
raised up to the strings or lowered from them, at will. I am more in favor of this [ar-
rangement] than the former. So that the jacks do not shift to one side or the other in-
ternally, they pass through the same [sort of ] jack guide that is in the soundboard.

§. 515.

Sometimes one encounters a transposing harpsichord,§ an excellent invention, 
especially for those who are not in a position to transpose every figured bass [realiza-
tion] to any key (indeed, this sometimes cannot be avoided). By shifting the keyboard 
of such harpsichords it is possible to play at choir pitch as well as at pitches a half step, 
whole step, or even 1½ steps lower [than choir pitch] (the last-named is the true cham-
ber pitch), or even a ½ step above choir pitch. In this case¶ it is necessary to string 
a greater number of sets of strings than there are keys, so that the ones at either end 
[of the keyboard] still have strings to play when they are shifted. Thus a few [sets of 

* There is a harpsichord in the Bayer-
isches Nationalmuseum in Mu-
nich with a set of brass jacks that 
may correspond to the ones Mizler 
mentions; see: John Henry van der 
Meer, “A Little-Known German 
Harpsichord,” in: Early Keyboard 

Studies Newsletter (a publication 
of the Westfield Center for Early 
Keyboard Studies), Vol. V, No. 3 
(March 1991), p. 11.

† i.e., the jack rail.

‡ i.e., dampers.

§ There is such a harpsichord 
(thought to be Thuringian) at the 
Bach-Haus in Eisenach. It has a 
hollow wrest plank and a buff stop, 
just as Adlung has described earlier 
in this chapter.

¶ i.e., with a transposing harpsichord.
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* i.e., they are dogleg jacks.

† i.e., endblocks.

‡ i.e., they are dogleg jacks.

strings] are always out of use, plus an equal number of jacks. The structure itself is as 
follows: the whole keyboard is enclosed within a rectangular frame that [fits within the 
case] without touching the sides. It is set into the case, and consequently the entire as-
sembly can be pushed from side to side under the jacks, right inside the harpsichord. In 
order not to stand in the way, the jacks are notched in at the inner jack guide,* so that 
they can never drop down. Small blocks are inserted between the keyboard and the 
sides, either above or below, that are removed when the keyboard is shifted. If the jacks 
all remain stationary and the keys are shifted, then the key C moves under the jack C# 
or D, C# under D, D under D#, etc. Or if they are shifted just a bit downward, then 
c��� moves under b��, b�� under b-flat��, b-flat�� under a, etc. Or if the keyboard is shifted 
further, then c��� moves under b-flat�� or a, b�� under a�� or g#��, etc. In [his Syntagma 

musicum,] Vol. II, Part II, chapter 40, p. 65, Praetorius makes mention of a harpsi-
chord that can be transposed to seven different pitches, so that the key c may stand at 
times under c, or under c#, d-flat, d, e-flat, d# and e. Among these are several sub-
semitones, which he is much in favor of; on p. 63 [& 65], chap. 40, loc. cit., he calls 
this perfectissimum instrumentum [the most perfect instrument].

§. 516.

We are still far from finished. I intend to deal with everything at length, so that 
I can be all the more brief later on. I once saw a keyboard that could be shifted in and 
out, making stops unnecessary. The [harpsichord] had three choirs. If both sides† of 
the keyboard were shifted simultaneously to a certain position, then only one set of 
jacks would pluck, the ones at the rear; the other [ jacks] were not moved. If it were 
shifted to a different position, then only the middle jacks would pluck; at another spot 
only the front jacks plucked, or the rear plus middle, or the rear plus front, or the mid-
dle plus front. Finally, [at one spot] all three rows plucked all the strings together. 
This pleased me very greatly, since the stop [levers] have this inconvenience, that they 
sometimes do not engage or release properly, and thus the quill plucks differently than 
it did before. It is easy to conceive how the [arrangement] described above works. Vi-
sualize the rear section of a key in cross-section (the notches can also be made in the 
side [of the key]). The jacks are so constructed that they do not drop down [into the 
notches].‡ Thus conceived, a key looks something like this:

 

    

Here the various possibilities are represented quite simply. If abc are under the 3 
jacks, then all 3 strings will sound; if I move [the key] a bit, then def will be under the 
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* Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, p. 63.

† See §.540.

jacks, and then e, the middle jack that rises above the key, drops out [of operation]. If 
[the key] is moved further, then it sits under the jacks ghi, and then g, the rear jack, 
drops out [of operation]. Subsequently come klm (the keyboard continues to be shifted 
inward), and then m drops out, the front jack. Thereafter follow nop, at which (as can 
be seen) only n, the rear jack, sounds. At qrs the front jack sounds, and at tux the mid-
dle one. If this [mechanism] were to be applied to a harpsichord with two choirs, then 
only 3 variations would result, namely 1) both together, 2) the front [ jack] alone, and 
3) the rear one alone. Praetorius* says (and this is indeed possible) that he has seen 
[harpsichords with] four choirs, among them one that had two “äqual” choirs (by 
that he means 8� pitch), and an octave, as well as a quint. These third and fourth [sets 
of ] strings cannot be as long as the 8-foot [sets], and thus they have to have a closer 
bridge. The two 8-foot [choirs] are located in the usual position, and their strings lie 
across both bridges (if they are overspun, they could be at 16� pitch), but the octave and 
quint pass under and through the front bridge [i.e., nut]. Since there must also be 2 
jacks that pluck at a lower level, one plucks to the right and the other to the left. If this 
is built properly, it will not even have too heavy a touch. If in addition it is desired that 
a keyboard [of a harpsichord] of the magnitude just described be able to shift, then 13 
variations would result. I have never seen the shifting and transposing [mechanisms] 
combined. I should think, though, that such a thing would be possible, by simply plac-
ing a second frame under the rectangular frame that can be shifted forward and back-
ward; this second frame would make it possible to shove the entire keyboard [mecha-
nism above it] from one side to the other. If anyone can accomplish this with a single 
frame, all the better. I have seen the seven-fold variation described above put into op-
eration by Mr. [ Johann Nicolaus] Bach from Jena.

§. 517.

It is also possible to build a harpsichord case with two keyboards, so that the two 
of them can play together. An instrument of normal length is built, or perhaps a foot or 
so longer. But its width is constant, thus forming a rectangle. A soundboard is placed 
across the entire [instrument], but a divider is built on top of it from corner a to corner 
b, something like this:

This then forms a double harpsichord, one of whose keyboards extends from a to c 
and the other from d to b. Everything else is build as described above. If, however, one of 
the keyboards were to be placed on the side, say between a and d, [the harpsichord belong-
ing to] that keyboard would become an “instrument”, which we will talk about later on.†
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* See §.559.

† See §.516.

‡ i.e., a two-manual harpsichord.

§ extending out of the back end of 
each key-lever.

¶ Hubbard (p. 267, n. 65) identi-
fies only two makers who might 
have built the instrument Adlung 
saw: Johann Heinrich Harrass (d. 
1714) and H.W. Langguth. Dieter 
Kricheberg attributes the “Bach” 
harpsichord in Berlin to Harrass; 
see: Dieter Kricheberg and Horst 
Rase, “Beiträge zur Kenntnis des 
Mittel- und Norddeutschen Cem-
balobaus um 1700,” in: Studia Or-

ganologica, Festschrift für John 

Henry van der Meer…, ed. Frie-
demann Hellwig (Tutzing: Hans 
Schneider, 1987), pp. 285ff.

|| i.e, to the pitch than an open organ 
pipe 24� long would produce: FFF.

** i.e, the part of the soundboard over 
the (hollow) wrest plank.

†† The sentence previous to this one 
must be considered parenthetical. 
This final sentence, then, does not 
refer to an instrument with three 
manuals, but continues to describe 
the two-manual instrument made 
in Breitenbach.

‡‡ See §.402 and §.404.

§§ See §.406, 408 and 411.

§. 518.

It is also possible to construct harpsichords with 2 or 3 manuals, one above the 
other; with this arrangement it is best if the jacks of all the keyboards pluck the same 
[choir of ] strings. Chapter 25 on the Lautenwerk will discuss of what value this is and 
how it is possible that one keyboard can nevertheless sound stronger than another.* 
But it is also feasible to provide separate strings for each keyboard, especially if there 
are [only] two keyboards. Then the jacks of the second [keyboard] can stand next to 
the other jacks, and indeed somewhat lower, since if there are two choirs the jacks must 
pluck on opposite sides, as was the case above† if three or more jacks were to stand next 
to each other. With this type‡ it is also possible to install a coupler, by making the up-
per keyboard so it can be shifted; everything else would then be just like a coupler of 
this sort on an organ. Then it would be necessary that the rear end of the key not be 
held in place by pins,§ but move between two pins; I have seen this sort [of construc-
tion] quite often. I have also encountered a two-manual harpsichord made in Breiten-
bach¶ that had three choirs. It consisted of Octave 4�, [unison] 8�, together with over-
spun strings that produced a 16� pitch. It extended down to F below low C, though, all 
the way down to the 24� [pitch].|| The Octave 4� plus the 16� were on the lower key-
board, the 4� [choir of strings] lying beneath [the 16�] and also having its own sep-
arate bridge [i.e., nut]. The 4� did not extend as far as the other wrest pins in front, 
nor as far as the curved bridge at the rear. Rather it had its own curved bridge, a good 
deal further forward, yet low, so that the other strings of the 8� and 16� [choirs] passed 
over it without touching it. Behind the low bridge, pins were driven into the sound-
board, upon which the 4� strings were hitched (at that spot an oaken wrestpin rail is re-
quired beneath the soundboard**). Those strings then extended forward to the straight 
bridge [i.e., the nut], at which a separate row of wrest pins was driven in between the 
other strings; [the 4� strings] were wound on these pins. They were operated from the 
lower keyboard by the furthest [row of ] jacks, and gave forth a pleasing tone. The up-
per keyboard operated the 8� strings with the nearest [set of jacks]. So that the loud-
est sound could be produced by the lower keyboard, the manuals could be coupled to-
gether, but not as described earlier (where by shifting the upper keyboard the lower 
one would be depressed by it, thus making it necessary to play on the top manual), but 
by shifting the upper keyboard and playing the lower, then the upper played along 
with it. For the lower keys lifted [the back ends of ] the upper keys upward; this was 
achieved by gluing small wooden blocks on the top [of the lower key-levers] and the 
bottom [of the upper ones], like an organ coupler. An instrument with three manu-
als can be made in just the same way. The keyboards themselves are placed so that the 
upper one lifts the front row of jacks, while the second reaches somewhat further back 
and lifts the others.†† 

§. 519.

Concerning tuning, it is first necessary to establish a pitch, as with the organ.‡‡ 
Next a temperament is set, as with the organ,§§ and then everything else is tuned by oc-
taves. In this regard, note that if the wrest pins slip, then they need to be hammered in 
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* i.e., between the string and the 
soundboard.

† Here Adlung is speaking about 
strings bending off to one side.

‡ in §.4, p. 463.

§ p. 464.

¶ The spot Adlung seems to have in 
mind may well be outdoors; cf. the 
second sentence of §.520.

further. When stringing a harpsichord, be careful not to wind the strings so far [down 
the wrest pin] that they reach the soundboard; this causes the strings to press too heav-
ily on the bridge and the soundboard by creating a triangle* or at least an angle where 
they lie on the bridge; thus the strings are more prone to break. Be careful also not to 
string them so high that they do not lie firmly across the bridge, causing the strings to 
lift off it and the pins to be more prone to bend. When strings are drawn at an angle,† 
they not only get somewhat bent, but they also get stretched. Thus in positioning the 
wrest pin one must guard against the strings being positioned at too great an angle; it is 
sufficient for them to angle off just enough to rest firmly against the pin on the bridge 
[i.e., nut]. Kircher says something about tuning the harpsichord in his Musurgia, Book 
VI, Part II, chap. I, p. 462. After he has passed through the circle [of fifths] in §.3, 
he has something very curious to say about the proportion of the strings.‡ He says it 
would be good for [the string of ] each key to have its own thickness. He gives a ta-
ble§ for this, containing the diameter of the strings. Furthermore, let me mention that 
the strings are less likely to break (especially if a considerable angle is created between 
the [bridge] pins and the wrest pins) if they are tightened before being laid in place 
over their respective pins, rather than first being set at an angle and then tightened. 
An instrument must be tuned just before it is used, and should not be carried to the spot 
where it is needed until just before it is to be played.¶

§. 520.

Otherwise the change in temperature and humidity will quickly put it out of tune. 
If the spot is likely to be more humid than the place where it is tuned, then it should be 
left covered, especially if it is sitting on a lawn. Alternately, it should be brought to its 
destination a good while in advance, and only when it has become acclimated should it 
again be tuned. Nighttime is cooler than daytime, consequently the shift [from one to 
another] can easily cause a change [in tuning]. The soundboard, you see, is very ab-
sorbent and expands; the strings also absorb the damp air and become slacker.

§. 521.

It is also good to clean the strings if they are rusty, especially if they are iron/
steel. This is necessary if such instruments sit in damp places, and for this reason they 
do not do well in damp rooms. The cleaning is done with pumice, or in cases of ne-
cessity with chalk. Old strings should not be ripped out unless it is necessary, since 
they hold their tune far longer and sound better than new ones. If a given string does 
not hold pitch, even though its wrest pin fits tightly, then it may not be wound tightly 
enough around the wrest pin, or the string was not wound tightly enough at the hitch-
pin; thus it needs to be re-strung.
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* See Hubbard, p. 274, note 91.

† i.e., rose holes or sound holes.

§. 522.

Playing on this sort of stringed instrument is different than playing on the organ. 
One must endeavor to use more arpeggios and such, rather than striking the keys to-
gether or playing too slowly, since the strings cease vibrating right away. Kircher [in 
his Musurgia], loc. cit., p. 465 [§. I], says that toccatas, sonatas, ricercars and such are 
best suited for the instrument. It is necessary to play nice and gently, though, so as to 
avoid breaking the strings needlessly by thrashing about violently.

§. 523.

The wood for the soundboard must not be oily. Some instrument makers, there-
fore, are in the habit of thoroughly boiling the boards that they intend to use for the 
soundboard; this is most conveniently accomplished in a brewer’s cauldron. Next they 
are glued together precisely. They cannot be any thicker than about a sixteenth of an 
inch,* to allow the soundboard to be set into motion and vibrate easily. If something is 
set on the bridge, then the sound becomes quieter, since vibration is hindered. If some-
thing is laid on the soundboard, e.g., a key or some such, then it rattles; it is clear from 
this that the soundboard is always set in motion by plucking the string. You will ob-
serve that new harpsichords (as is the case with most musical instruments) do not sound 
as agreeable and brilliant as those that have been played a while. The main reason for 
this is that the wood keeps getting dryer and lighter. Thus some [makers] are not do-
ing anything improper by using old boxes, etc., for [soundboards], wood that has been 
left lying in dry places for a long time and has thus had a chance to dry out thoroughly. 
It is customary to make the soundboard somewhat thicker in the bass, for the sake of 
gravity. A cross-brace is placed under the soundboard. 

§. 524.

While pressure from the bridge also hinders the vibration of the soundboard, 
this decreases with time, and thus the tone ultimately gets better. With regard to the 
bridge, would it not be possible, though, to do things differently? I do not consider 
such a thing to be impossible: instead of the nearer bridge [i.e., the nut], a long iron 
[rod] could be anchored to both sides [of the case], that did not reach completely 
down to the soundboard, and thus did not press on it. It would need to be somewhat 
narrow on top, so that notches could be filed into it (instead of pins), in which the 
strings would fit tightly. Making such a device of wood would not be advisable. If the 
piece of iron were to sag in the middle due to its length, then a support or prop could 
be set under it, passing through the soundboard. This would do very little harm to the 
soundboard, since there are already plenty of holes in it for the jacks, and holes (either 
round or in whatever shape desired) have to be made in the soundboard anyway.† The 
other bridge next to the [bent] side could also be lifted off [the soundboard], by at-
taching the strings to the case wall and then mounting an iron bridge resting on iron 
posts, if one did not wish to retain both bridges, but did not wish to let the sound-
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* i.e., holes in the belly rail.

† i.e., the suggestion to omit the open-
ing in the soundboard, found in 
Mattheson’s Critica Musica, vol. 
II, Part VIII, pp. 340-41. The in-
tervening sentences appear to be a 
parenthetical statement expressing 
Adlung’s experience in the matter.

‡ see: Mattheson, Critica Musica, Vol. 
II, p. 321 (bottom); cf. ibid., p. 345 
(bottom).

§ i.e., Cristofori’s pianoforte. Maffei’s 
description is found on pp. 335-
342 of Mattheson’s Critica Mu-

sica, Vol. II.

¶ §.529f.

|| p. 109.

** i.e., wing, referring to its shape.

board extend to the [bent] side and not quite up to the bottom of the bridge. In this re-
gard it should not be forgotten that, since this procedure would provide no connec-
tion between the vibration of the strings and the soundboard, it would be necessary to 
run a so-called soundpost between the raised bridge and the soundboard, to stimulate 
its vibration. Such a soundpost, however, would not exert as much pressure as would a 
bridge lying across the entire width of the soundboard. Concerning the [sound]hole 
mentioned earlier: it is questionable whether it ought to be put into the soundboard, in 
this as well as other instruments, since dust falls through it. It seems to me it would be 
a good thing to leave [the soundboard] covering everything on top, and to open up the 
front by means of several small holes.* For there has to be an opening; otherwise the 
air is trapped and the case does not vibrate freely. Therefore the instrument does not 
resound very long, and furthermore the tone is completely dull and without charm. I 
have seen clavichords that had an exceedingly lovely tone, yet had no opening, or so-
called “Rose” through the top of the soundboard. This observation,† together with 
several others, is from Mattheson’s Critica Musica, Vol. II, in the 22nd section‡ of Part 
VIII, where there is a description by Scipione Maffei of an unusual harpsichord§ (more 
about this later¶) together with a number of similar remarks. Furthermore, with the 
description of the clavichord in Chapter 26 below, various other comments may be 
found that are not recorded here, but may profitably be consulted and applied here.

§. 525.

Let us ask, moreover, who the inventor of this beautiful instrument is. If we con-
sult Prinz’s Historische Beschreibung der edlen Sing- und Klingkunst, we read in Chapter 
10, §.14,|| that the well-known monk Guido d�Arezzo invented the harpsichord as well 
as the clavichord, together with yet other instruments of this kind. If this is true, then 
at the beginning it must certainly have been very crude indeed. Polidorus Vergilius, in 
his de rerum inventoribus, Book III, Chap. 18, expressly says that the inventor of mono-
chords and harpsichords is totally unknown to us. His exact words are: Item alia id genus 

sunt, quae monochordia, clavicymbala, varieque nominantur, eorum tamen aeque inventores 

magno quidem suae gloriae damno in nocte densissima debitescunt [There are also others of 
that kind, that are variously called clavichord and clavicymbel, but their inventors are 
likewise, in fact, consigned to deepest obscurity due to the grave loss of their remem-
brance]. I will not get involved in this matter, since up until now I have not had the op-
portunity to investigate the sources from which Prinz took his information.

§. 526.

There are yet other authors who treat the harpsichord as well, but mostly very 
briefly. Here, however, I will cite some of their information, to learn from it about 
things that have not yet been touched on here. Praetorius [in his Syntagma musicum,] 

Vol. II, Part II, chap. 39, p. 63, says: “Some call it Gravecymbalum; other a Flügel** 
because of its shape; others a pig’s head because it comes to a point (but this is crude).” 
In Chap. 40, p. 63, he discusses the “universal or perfect harpsichord” (Clavicym-
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* p. 262.

† Probably the German equivalent of 
the Dutch staartstuk, “tail piece;” 
cf. the translation of a passage from 
Quirinius van Blankenburg’s Ele-

menta musica (The Hague, 1739), 
in: Hubbard, p. 237.

‡ p. 256f.

§ Kircher has “prismata . . . 
curvilinea.”

¶ sic; the word should be “subsilia.”

|| Johann Leonhard Frisch, Noveau 

dictionnaire . . . françois-allemand 

et allemand-françois. Leipzig: 
Gleditsch und Sohn, 1712. 

** Cursus seu mundus mathematicus, 
Vol. III, Tract 22.

†† i.e., other information from 
Kircher.

‡‡ referring ostensibly to Kircher.

§§ i.e., a “musical wing.”

¶¶ This should read “Praetorius’s 
Syntagma musicum.”

|||| L. Ribovius, Enchiridion musicum. 
Königsberg: 1638.

*** see §.603.

††† The Panteleon, a type of dulci-
mer developed by Pantaleon He-
benstreit in 1697; one of the fore-
runners of the piano.

‡‡‡ p. 280.

balum universalis sive perfectum), by which he means an instrument on which chro-
matic pieces can be played. He wants to see subsemitones mixed in with it, but with our 
modern temperament these are superfluous. Mattheson in his [Neu=Eröffnete] Orches-

tre I, Part III, chap. III, §.4,* calls these [instruments] “clavicembali” (which is Ital-
ian; “Cembalo” means the same thing), clavessins or claveçins in French, as well as Flü-
gel or Steertstücke,† and praises them above all other instruments. Moreover I recall 
that in §.3 of the same source‡ he also uses “Clavier” to mean the clavessin, but not the 
organ, preferring it (and not the organ itself, as one would think) above all other in-
struments. Consult what he has to say there.

§. 527.

Kircher also describes the harpsichord in his Musurgia, Book VI, Part II, Chap. 
I, pp. 453ff. He calls its keyboard “abacus” or “tastatura.” His word for wrest pins 
is “claves.” The forward bridge [i.e., nut] he calls “prismata triangularia,” and the 
curved bridge on the side “prisma corvilineum.”§ In his book the jacks bear the name 
“subsilia.” The quills that pluck are called “plectra pennacea.” In §. 2 he says that the 
Italians call the jacks or “sublilia”¶ “saltarelli,” while the French call them “Sauter-
aux” (the word “Sauterau” is derived from “sauter,” “to leap into the air;” see Frisch, 
Lex. gall.;|| de Chales,** Prop. 36, uses “sauterelle” instead, but elsewhere, in Prop. 
34, he calls the jacks “pinnae”). The tongue is called “epiglottis,” the quill “festuca 
ex penna corvina vel aquilina ([shaft of ] raven’s or eagle’s feather). The rest†† has 
in part already been presented; in part it will appear below. The spinet, clavicythe-
rium, etc., he sometimes refers to there as a “harpsichord” (Clavicymbel). Janowka in 
his Clavis, p. 39, has also incorporated a small part of the information he‡‡ gives. In 
Der musikalische Trichter, Chap. 10[, p. 90, Fuhrmann] mentions only that it is called 
a “musikalischer Flügel,”§§ and that it is charming though unstable [in pitch]. The 
latter is certainly true; it can never be made as stable as pipes. The jacks he calls “Tan-
genten,” from tangere, “to touch.” De Chales also has something about it in his [Cur-

sus seu] mund. math., Vol. III, p. 217, calling it “Fidiculare organon.”

§. 528.

If a harpsichord or spinet is found as part of a positive [organ], then [the re-
sulting instrument] is called a Claviorganum. This matter has already been mentioned 
in Chap. 20, §.497. In Kircher’s Musurgia¶¶ [it is treated] in Chap. 42, p. 67; like-
wise in Ribovius� Enchirid. mus.,|||| p. 155, this name is found assigned to it. If one were 
to choose the harpsichord’s structure for a pedal, then it would be called “Clavicym-
belpedal;” but this is treated in Chapter 26 below.*** There is also such a thing as Pan-
talon’s Cembalo,††† but although it bears the same name as the instrument we are dis-
cussing, it is nevertheless not a keyboard instrument that an organist (as such) could 
play. Therefore I will not describe it here. It is also called Pantaleon, and resembles to 
some degree the dulcimer, though strung with gut strings. It is difficult [to play], but 
beautiful; cf. [Mattheson’s Neu-Eröffnete] Orchestre I, Part. III, chap. III, §.17.‡‡‡ It 
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* Adlung reports Cristofori’s name as 
“Cristofali”, an error stemming 
from Maffei’s description, men-
tioned below in §.529. I have cor-
rected the spelling each time the 
name appears subsequently in the 
text.

† Here, of course, Adlung is begin-
ning to report the invention of the 
fortepiano. A clear distinction in 
terminology between the harpsi-
chord and fortepiano became com-
mon only at the end of the 18th 
century.

‡ Scipione Maffei, Giornale de’ letterati 

d’Italia, Venice, 1711. Parentheti-
cally, it should be noted that Maf-
fei’s description differs somewhat 
from the action of the three surviv-
ing Cristofori instruments.

§ Vol. III, pp. 81-104.

¶ Schröter’s letter of Sept. 22, 1738, 
which Mizler printed in his Musi-

kalische Bibliothek, Vol. 3, No. 3 
(Leipzig, 1747), pp. 473ff.

gets its name from the great master Pantalon, also called Hebenstreit. For somewhat 
more detailed information about this instrument, see Mattheson’s Critica Musica, Vol. 
II, p. 236[f.], where Kuhnau speaks of it in a letter to Mattheson; there is also more 
about it on p. 248. Accordingly it does not concern us here.

§. 529.

The bowed instruments have this advantage over the keyed ones, that it is possi-
ble to play loudly and softly on them, a thing that is most beautiful in ensemble music. 
Therefore people have taken special pains to see if such a thing might be possible for 
keyboard instruments. This is how the Geigenwerk came into being, about which the 
following chapter speaks. If there are two manuals [on a harpsichord], then it is pos-
sible to make at least one of them soft. A keyboard [instrument] maker by the name of 
Bartholomeo Cristofali* [sic], born in Padua and in the service of the Grand-duke of 
Florence, has also invented a type of harpsichord† of ordinary size, a description of 
which we have in Italian from the Marquis Scipio Maffei,‡ together with several obser-
vations on musical instruments. König has translated it into German, and Mattheson 
has inserted it into his Critica musica, Vol. II, pp. 335f.(**) Since this instrument is oper-
ated by means of a keyboard, I will include it here.

(**) Mr. Christoph Gottlieb Schröter, organist at the principal church in Nordhausen, 
claims to have invented this instrument. One may read about this matter chiefly in the 
139th, 140th and 141st letters of [Marpurg’s] Kritische Briefe über die Tonkunst,§ where a 
many details are given, not to mention a certain communication from Schröter to Privy 
Councillor [Lorenz Christoph] Mizler.¶ It would be very unfair to doubt the truth of 
a statement made by a man whose integrity is unquestioned (and Mr. Schröter is recog-
nized as such a man), especially when it is stated publicly with so many specific details. 
Meanwhile it has not been determined whether Mr. Cristofori necessarily had to have 
made use of Mr. Schröter’s invention, or whether he simply hit upon similar ideas. In or-
der to decide this, it would be necessary to know infallibly: 1) not only if Mr. Cristofori 
had at least built the earliest of these instruments, but also when he had begun to think 
about his invention. For the present it is not possible to determine this. It would be very 
helpful in the matter, though, if one could know the year in which the Marquis Scipio 
Maffei had written the description of the instrument that was translated into German by 
Privy Councillor König. This I also cannot investigate at present. 2) It would be nec-
essary to have from Mr. Gottfried Silbermann a declaration, on his word, as to which 
model or whose specifications he based the construction of the first of these instruments 
in Germany on. No one ever requested such a declaration from Mr. Silbermann during 
his life, and by now he has been dead for several years. Consequently this second point 
is altogether quite impossible. And yet even it would not rule out the possibility that Mr. 
Schröter’s invention had not reached Italy at some earlier time. Rather that would have 
to be accomplished by a comparison of the first question above, if that could be answered, 
with Mr. Schröter’s report and description.

Nevertheless, however this investigation might come out, in all fairness it would not 
put Mr. Schröter at the least disadvantage. Since he had already begun to think about his 
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* actually his nephew, Johann Dan-
iel Silbermann, who became Gott-
fried Silbermann’s heir; see: 
Ernst Flade, Gottfried Silbermann 
(Leipzig: VEB Breitkopf & Härtel 
[c.1953]), p. 87.

invention in the year 1717 and had demonstrated it at the royal court in Dresden on Feb. 
11, 1721, it is difficult to believe that as a student at the Kreuzschule in Dresden he would 
have had an opportunity to get information about the latest inventions in Italy. Further-
more it seems to me that the increase in strings in the treble, as indicated by Mr. Schröter 
in the Kritische Briefe über die Tonkunst, no. 140, i.e., stringing the instrument in question 
with 2 strings from FF to c#, 3 from d to b-flat�, and 4 from b� to g���, or [alternatively] 
with two from FF to b and three from c� to g���, is far superior with respect to a consistent 
strength [of tone] throughout the compass to those that Mr. Silbermann and his succes-
sors have built, which are strung throughout with only two strings per note and thus nat-
urally cannot have as strong a tone in the treble as in the bass. Not to mention other mer-
its of Schröter’s invention. 

Thus I consider it best not to pronounce judgment in this matter. Furthermore, may 
I be permitted to comment on the note that I made on p. 212 of Vol. I, line 4f., of this 
Musica mechanica. There I was speaking according to the prevailing opinion on this un-
settled dispute. In the meantime I note that on p. 561 of his Anleitung zu der musika-

lischen Gelahrtheit Mr. Adlung has already made mention of Schröter’s objections. 
This instrument, however, especially in the version that Mr. Silbermann produced 

toward the end of his career, as well as his now deceased cousin,* the Commißionsrath Sil-
bermann in Dresden, etc., possesses truly great beauty and charm, no matter who its in-
ventor may have been, provided one is willing to overlook its somewhat weaker tone in 
the treble (in this regard it must be granted that Mr. Schröter’s direction to increase the 
strings in the treble has in all probability some merit). Therefore I do not consider it su-
perfluous to impart some of its history here.

In the beginning Mr. Gottfried Silbermann built two of these instruments, one of 
which the late Kapellmeister Joh. Sebastian Bach saw and played. He praised, indeed 
admired its sound, but criticized its weak tone in the treble and its heavy action. This 
greatly affronted Mr. Silbermann, who could not stand for any of his work to be criti-
cized. Accordingly he was angry with Mr. Bach for a long time; yet his conscience told 
him that Mr. Bach’s criticism was not unfair. He thus considered it best, and this must 
be said to his great credit, not to issue any more of these instruments, but rather to ap-
ply himself all the more diligently to improving the faults noted by Mr. J.S. Bach. He 
worked on this for a number of years. I doubt all the less that this is the true reason for 
this postponement, since I have heard Mr. Silbermann himself honestly admit it. Finally, 
after Mr. Silbermann had devised many improvements, especially with regard to the sen-
sitivity of touch, he again sold one to the ducal court at Rudolstadt. That instrument is 
presumably the very one that Mr. Schröter mentions in [Marpurg’s] Kritische Briefe über 

die Tonkunst, no. 141. Shortly thereafter His Majesty the King of Prussia placed an or-
der with Mr. Silbermann for one of these instruments, and when it received enthusias-
tic approbation, he ordered several more. Especially those who, like me, had seen one of 
the two earlier instruments saw and heard very readily just how assiduously Mr. Silber-
mann must have labored to improve all these instruments. Mr. Silbermann also had the 
commendable ambition to show one of these instruments, his more recent work, to the 
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* Christian Ernst Friderici (1709-
1780), who worked in Gera.

† i.e., “inwendig”.

[now-]deceased Kapellmeister J.S. Bach and to let him examine it, and it now gained his 
complete approval.

In the meantime other skillful instrument makers had also been working on this type 
of instrument, though with a somewhat different arrangement for the key action, even 
before Mr. Silbermann came forth with his more recent work. How many of them have 
had any success, I cannot say. But it seems to me that the work of Mr. C. E. Friderici,* a 
man who is always accustomed to combine the highest [degree of ] inventiveness with the 
highest quality of workmanship, is in this type [of instrument] also pre-eminently wor-
thy of note.

I have held it necessary to record all this here, at least for the sake of this instrument’s 
history. Beyond that I do not take the slightest interest in the whole contest over the 
actual inventor of this instrument, or over what could and should have been improved 
on it or not, and whose instructions should or should not have been followed for these 
improvements.

I beg to be allowed, however, to state or to wish that a skilled instrument maker might 
resolve at least once again to investigate increasing the [number of ] strings in the treble 
as indicated by Mr. Schröter. I should think that one could take Mr. Schröter at his word 
concerning the feasibility of this undertaking.

Anyone who has had the opportunity to examine a more recent Silberman pianoforte 
internally (einwendig†) can see, however, that Mr. Adlung’s description following below 
does not entirely tally with the way Mr. Silbermann has designed and constructed these 
instruments, at least in more recent times. [Agricola] 

§. 530.

[The fortepiano] sounds more pleasant when [the listener] is at a distance from 
it (note that this holds true for most instruments, including the organ; I do not wish to 
elaborate on the reasons here). Producing a softer or louder sound on this instrument 
is purely the result of the player’s exerting different amounts of pressure when attack-
ing [a key]; it is the same on a violoncello. It is an instrument for chamber music, not 
getting as loud as other harpsichords, and thus is not to be used in any loud musical en-
semble.(**) It requires an accomplished performer, one who has practiced diligently on 
it, if he wishes to be heard with approval and pleasure.

(**) It was nevertheless used once quite successfully in the opera at Berlin. [Agricola]

§. 531.

In place of the usual devices that spring upward (i.e., the jacks), that pluck other 
harpsichords with quills, this instrument has a series of small hammers that strike the 
strings from below. These hammers are covered on top with heavy moose leather. 
Each hammer turns upon a little wheel imbedded in a row into a comb-shaped wooden 
[rack]. Beneath the hammer shaft, near the point where it leaves the wheel, is located 
a protruding post that is struck from beneath. This impels the hammer upward so that 
it strikes the string with the degree of force given it by the finger (von der Hand) of the 
player, thus producing a loud or soft sound at will. It is possible to play all the more 
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forcefully, since the hammer receives the attack very near to where it is anchored [in 
the wheel]: near to the midpoint of its radius. In this case any moderate attack causes 
a sudden rotation of the wheel, in this way: beneath the point on the outer edge of the 
aforementioned protruding post where the hammer is struck, there is a little wooden 
tongue* (Züngelchen) that rests upon a lever, and is driven upward when the player 
initiates the attack. This little tongue or peg, however, does not rest upon the lever, 
but is raised a bit above it, cradled in two thin lateral supports, one on each side. Since 
however it is necessary that the hammer retreat from the string the instant it has struck 
it, even though the player has not yet lifted his hand from the keys, thus it is necessary 
that the said hammer is instantaneously again set free to fall back to its [original] po-
sition. Thus the tongue that gives it thrust is movable, and constructed in such a way 
that it flies upward and strikes [the post on the hammer shaft] sharply. But as soon as 
the blow is delivered, it instantly flies past [the post] and changes direction, returning 
and again coming to rest under the hammer.

§. 532.

The builder has accomplished this action by means of a brass wire [spring] fas-
tened to the lever, whose point stretches out to contact the bottom of the tongue. By 
providing a certain amount of resistance, it forces the tongue up tight against another 
brass wire that stands upright and right next to it. By the tongue’s constant stabili-
zation from the spring under it, and by its confinement on both sides, it remains sta-
tionary or responds, as required. To keep the hammers from bouncing up and striking 
the strings again after rebounding from the attack, they fall to rest upon silken chords 
strung crosswise that catch them very gently. The sound is forced to cease by giving 
each of the abovementioned levers an extension, upon which are found a row of up-
right posts that in view of their use could be called dampers.† As soon as a chord has 
been released, these devices touch the strings with the cloth that is affixed to the tops of 
them, and prevent [any further] vibration. 

§. 533.

Furthermore a sketch [of this action] may be found in Mattheson’s Critica mu-

sica,‡ resembling the one that can be seen in Table III, Fig. I.§ In connection with 
it, let me mention that I have not sketched everything according to precise measure-
ments; it is sufficient to see in general how it works. A signifies the string; B the bot-
tom of the keyboard or keyfall. C is the key or the first lever that pushes the sec-
ond one upward with the small block. D is the block that delivers the attack. E is the 
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second lever, on each side of which supports are affixed that hold the tongue. F is 
the pivot or pin in the second lever. G is the movable tongue that strikes the hammer 
when the second lever thrusts it upward. H are the supports on both sides in which 
the tongue is cradled. I is the stationary brass wire, the top end of which is pounded 
flat, that holds the tongue stationary. L is a brass wire spring lying under the tongue 
and pressing it firmly against the stationary wire behind it. M is the wooden rack into 
which the row of hammers is set. N is the little wheel connected to the hammer, the 
wheel that is imbedded in the wooden rack. O is the hammer that strikes the string 
with moose leather (with which it is covered) when it is struck from beneath by the 
tongue. P are the silken cords strung crosswise, upon which the shafts of the hammers 
lie or rest. Q is the extension of the second lever that drops when the other end [of the 
lever] rises. R is the row of upright posts or dampers, that drop the instant the fingers 
attack the keys, allowing the strings [to vibrate] freely; thereafter they immediately 
spring back into their [former] position, to dampen the sound. S is the heavy cross-
brace that reinforces the wooden rack.

§. 534.

In addition to all of this, it must be mentioned that in this instrument the wrest 
plank, into which the wrest pins that hold the strings are driven, sits above the strings 
with the wrest pins hanging downward, while on other harpsichords it is beneath the 
strings. Thus [on the pianoforte] the strings are attached beneath it, since it is neces-
sary to gain more space beneath to allow the entire action to be fitted in. The strings 
[of this instrument] are much thicker than usual, and, to keep their tension from 
harming the soundboard, they are not attached directly to it, but are mounted some-
what higher.* Anywhere a clattering might arise is fitted with leather or cloth to pre-
vent it,† especially in the holes through which pass the nails or pins; in the latter ev-
erything is faced with moose leather, so that the pin protrudes up through it. I cannot 
report anything more about it than I have read, since I have never seen it in person. If 
there is anyone who does not conceive from my description how it is possible to pro-
duce a forte and piano, I cannot provide any further help. He should seek an opportu-
nity to inspect the instrument.

§. 535.

Finally it should be noted in general in connection with harpsichords and other 
stringed as well as non-stringed instruments that the place they are played plays a vital 
role [in their tone]. If the room is built so as to reflect sounds from all sides and to pro-
duce an echo [i.e., reverberation], then the power and delicacy of the instrument will 
increase a great deal. In buying or evaluating such instruments, then, one must not al-
low oneself to be deceived into preferring a certain instrument due to its sound or reso-
nance, when a given place lends it an advantage that it would not have somewhere else.
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§. 536.

Strings vibrate sympathetically (as some say who are still ardent admirers of oc-
cult properties*), that is, when one string is struck another that has not been struck be-
gins to sound simultaneously, provided they are tuned to the same pitch. If there are 
several harpsichords in a large room, and one of them is played, then the others will 
sound along with it, increasing the resonance and the harmony. This [phenomenon] 
is the result of the motion and impact of air. Given that such and such a pitch strikes 
the air this or that strongly, then that air is not likely to excite any other string than 
one that can accept an equivalent stroke and harmonize with it, one that is proportion-
ally related, i.e. tuned to the same pitch. Some believe that despite the air’s thinness, 
it is possible to assert that it is divided into many types; the motion of one type would 
produce one sound, the motion of a second another sound, and there would be as many 
types of air as there were sounds. One type would have the capacity to excite a string 
of such and such a length and thickness, a capacity that other types did not possess. 
On the other hand, other types would hold power over strings of other thicknesses and 
lengths that the first [category] would not have. We will leave these thoughts to their 
author and set them aside. In any event such types are not yet proven, and the mat-
ter is difficult to comprehend; and moreover much in the theory of sound remains as 
yet hidden from us. The explanation offered by de Chales [Cursus seu mundus mathe-

maticus], Vol. III, [Tract 22,] Prop. 2, is more satisfactory to me; it runs as follows: if 
air sets a pipe or string of such and such a size in motion, and this vibrating motion is 
launched into the air and encounters another object that it concords with, then it must 
set that same [object] into a vibrating motion, for this reason, that the air has just the 
same force as at the outset, and thus can move objects of the same proportion with the 
same force. For example, if one object is related to another as 1:1, then the second ob-
ject has to sound with it. For the one object repeatedly strikes the air with every vibra-
tion, and by striking the second object both objects will continue to move in exact con-
formity with each other. When one strikes in a certain way, then the other will not 
strike in opposition to it, for if they were to strike contrary to each other, then one vi-
bration would cancel out the other. Such a sympathetic vibration would also happen if 
the vibrations were related to each other as 2:1, in this way: the first body, when struck, 
would make one vibration in the time that the other would make two. While the vi-
bration of the first was going in one direction, then the other’s would be going both 
backward and forward in conformity with it. While the first’s vibration was returning, 
then the second’s would again be moving both backward and forward. Neither would 
be moving contrary to the other, and consequently neither would hinder the other. But 
if the first object had 2 [vibrations] to the second’s one, then the vibrations would be 
impeded, since when the second vibration of the first [object] encountered the sec-
ond [object], then the second would be returning for the first time, in contrary mo-
tion to the first, and one would impede the other. Should the question arise, which of 
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them would then be silent, the answer is that the one to continue sounding would be 
the one that was struck first. But I do not wish to go on at length about this. Everyone 
should think it through for himself. In any event that is more reasonable than simply 
making reference to “sympathy” without anyone being able to say what it consists of. I 
also do not wish to discuss [the phenomenon of ] echo at all, but rather refer the reader 
to Kircher’s Musurgia, Book 9, Part 4,* where the author has explained very curious 
things about it from [the viewpoint of ] physics and mathematics. He has entitled his 
discussion phonocamptica, from #��,, vox [voice] and �$���, reflecto [to reflect] (I 
have also mentioned something about this in the final chapter of this book†). I remem-
ber having read in a certain place that there was once a room laid out in such a way that 
the corners and sides were highly reflective; when harpsichords perfectly in tune with 
each other were placed in each of its four corners, and someone played on one of them, 
it was impossible to tell which of them was actually sounding, since the actual sound 
[source] seemed to be whichever one the listener was standing next to. This could very 
well have come about through echo and through the action of the air from one string 
to another. At any rate one may conclude from this that if a clavichord or harpsichord 
is to resonate well it must be tuned often and always be kept in tune.

§. 537.

Let us turn from the harpsichord to the clavicytherium. Most of what has al-
ready been said applies here as well, and for that reason I will not repeat it here, but re-
fer to the previous discussion. A clavicytherium is different from a harpsichord in that 
its [case] rises vertically to a point. In its major components, though, it is in reality a 
harpsichord, and thus is often grouped together with it. Praetorius has already spoken 
about the clavicytherium in [Syntagma musicum,] Vol. II, chap. 41, p. 66[-67]; from 
this discussion one may perceive that this structure and designation were already cur-
rent at that time. Following him, Kircher in his Musurgia, Book VI., Vol. I, p. 454, 
describes the structure as he is discussing harpsichords, without however mentioning 
the name. He writes: Non desunt, qui dicta instrumenta (clavicymbala) ita ordinant, ut 

harpam verius quam clavicymbalum referant; chordæ enim non horizontalem situm, sed 

verticalem obtinent. Hujusmodi instrumenti frequens in Germania usus est; commoda 

enim sunt, quia parum loci occupant, & serviunt ad ornamentum conclavium: duplicem 

præterea usum habent & Harpæ & clavicymbali. Translation: “There are those who 
construct the said instruments‡ in such a way that they look like a harp rather than a 
harpsichord; the strings do not lie horizontally, but they rise vertically. Such instru-
ments are much in use in Germany, since they are convenient in that they occupy lit-
tle space and also serve to decorate the room. Moreover they have a double use in that 
they may be used as a substitute for both harp and harpsichord.” [Fuhrmann’s] Musi-
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* i.e., as April weather.

† i.e., experiences mechanical 
difficulties.

‡ Iconismus IV, fig. II, following p. 
454 of Vol I.

§ following p. 454.

¶ p. 90. Fuhrmann writes that the in-
strument is suited “for proper lit-
tle ladies.”

|| ibid.

kalischer-Trichter has a bit about it in chapter 10[, p. 90]. There it reads: “Clavicythe-
ria are harpsichords that rise vertically like a harp. It is an unstable, inconstant* instru-
ment, and gets hung up† here and there.” With regard to its instability, it is little more 
so than a harpsichord. If a clavicytherium is durably made according to the method 
that I have called for above in connection with the harpsichord, then the instability 
will be negligible, causing no more inconvenience than a harpsichord. Nevertheless 
the harpsichord has many advantages over the clavicytherium. 

§. 538.

Concerning its structure, the keyboard lies horizontally, but the strings rise ver-
tically. The jacks are also horizontal, but the rest is all laid out like a harpsichord. 
Kircher, l.c., represents it in a drawing.‡ 

§. 539.

Next comes the spinet, that deviates in size and shape from the harpsichord. That 
is, it has only 2 or 3 octaves, or if the three upper octaves are made complete, then the 
lowest is only a short octave in contrast. The strings all stretch from right to left, and 
therefore it does not come to a point in the back, but is rather round or oval; or it may 
be made in trapezoidal shape, as in Kircher (Musurgia), Iconismus IV, Fig. III, Vol. I, 
folio 455,§ rather like this:

    

The wrest pins are driven in at [letter] a; at b the strings are looped around the 
pins and laid over a bridge. The soundboard, as with other [harpsichords] lies un-
der the entire instrument, but the jacks extend from d to a, and there is normally only 
one set of strings. Such spinets sound childish, as [Fuhrmann] remarks in his Musika-

lischer-Trichter, l.c.;¶ he also reports that they are tuned a fifth or octave higher than 
Chorton. The strings get very short. In general it is like an “instrument”, which will 
be discussed in the next paragraph. The Italians call it “spinetto” or “spinettino”; see 
Musikalischer-Trichter, l.c.|| The latter could refer to the spinet proper, with the for-
mer referring to the so-called “instrument”; cf. Kircher’s Musurgia, l.c., Vol. I, p. 
454, where he includes it among the harpsichords. He assigns 18 keys to it, and thus it 
would be far smaller than our spinets. Although the shape is different from the preced-
ing [harpsichords], nevertheless the construction is identical, with the jacks plucking 
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* p. 62.

† p. 90.

‡ Because this volume is falsely pagi-
nated from p. 104-128, the page is 
numbered 141, but it is actually 121.

§ i.e., it would be possible for it to 
have 5 octaves, as Adlung advises 
in §.507.

¶ cf. §.506.

|| i.e., Vol II.

in just the same way. Thus the merits already described by and large apply here. I will 
not dwell further on it; it would not be worth the trouble, especially since Praetorius 
has discussed it in [Syntagma musicum,] Vol. II, Part II, chap. XXXVIII.* Take note 
from that [discussion] that they sound an octave or fifth higher ([Fuhrmann in his 
Musikalischer-] Trichter† says the same thing); but especially that in England they are 
called “virginal”, in France “espinette”, in the Low Countries “clavicymbel”, and in 
Germany “instrument”. The French pronounce it “epinette”. In addition it also bears 
the name “magadis” and “pectis”; see Praetorius, Vol. III, Part III, chap. V, p. 121.‡

§. 540.

Next comes the “instrument”. In a general sense this word means “a thing with 
which something is accomplished,” or “a tool.” In music it is applied to all sorts of 
categories of musical instruments. At present we use it for a specific category of key-
board instrument and harpsichord in which the strings, like the spinet, are strung from 
right to left. In all other ways it is identical to the keyboard instruments [discussed] 
previously, differing from the spinet only in that it has as many keys as a normal harp-
sichord. True, I have never yet seen one that has had more than 4 octaves, but there 
is nothing to prevent anyone from applying most of the characteristics already noted 
in connection with the harpsichord.§ They are ordinarily made with very deep cases, 
and therefore sound full and rich.¶ Most of them have a single choir [of strings], but 
I would advise making them with two. That would make them rather wide, to be sure, 
but after all that is the way clavichords have to be if they are unfretted. These instru-
ments are now almost scorned, but if they are made properly, and if the suggestions 
made [above] in connection with harpsichords are heeded, then they are of just as 
much use as the latter, and should not be despised. The word “instrument”, since it 
has so many different meanings, is not very well suited to it; Praetorius mentions this in 
[Syntagma musicum], Vol. II, Part II, chap. XXXVII, p. 62, where this keyboard in-
strument is also called “symphonia”; in Vol. III, Part III, chap. V, p. 121, he also calls 
it “magadis,” “pectis” and “virginal,” just like the spinet.

§. 541.

Praetorius, l.c.,|| p. 67, makes mention of the arpichord, [an instrument] that is 
hardly unique, since it is merely a “symphonia” or “virginal” (i.e., a “spinetto” or “in-
strument”) that has a special mechanism of little brass hooks under the strings that 
give it a harp-like sound; this is how it gets its name. It is relatively rare, and there-
fore I will only mention it in passing. Any number of additional inventions could be 
dreamed up and applied to harpsichords, but I will refrain from discussing possibilities 
that I have not actually seen in practice.

§. 542.

I am including the cembal d�amour here only for the sake of completeness, since 
I have no specific information on it. Mr. Mattheson mentions this invention in his 
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* note b.

† The inventor is in fact Gottfried 
Silbermann of Saxony.

‡ on p. 564. Ernst Flade (among oth-
ers) has located the sketch; see: 
Flade, Gottfried Silbermann; ein 

Beitrag zur Geschichte des deutschen 

Orgel- und Klavierbaus im Zeitalter 

Bachs (Leipzig: VEB Breitkopf & 
Härtel [1953]), plate facing p. 230.

§ Critica Musica, Vol. II, pp. 243 and 
380.

Critica musica, Vol. II, p. 243,* but does not include a description of it. Anyone who 
has the opportunity to see one while traveling should take advantage of it. Its inventor 
is the famed Mr. Silbermann of Strassburg.† My gracious readers will find something 
more [about this instrument] in my Anleitung, §.251, p. 563f., which I will not bother 
to repeat here; thus I beg them in general to consult the said Anleitung, in connection 
with this and the following three chapters.(**) 

(**) Since this instrument deserves to be more well-known and common, in spite of a few imper-
fections that it exhibits (which with continued reflection it may well be possible to remedy), 
I am including here a drawing and a short description of it, as imparted to me by a skilled 
instrument maker who has frequently seen Silbermann’s cembalo d�amour and taken careful 
note of its layout and construction. If this description is not sufficient for someone to build 
such an instrument from it, a skillful craftsman will at least be able to derive a good deal from 
it, especially since [the sketch] is drawn exactly to scale, albeit in miniature. This description 
will surely be sufficient to furnish a proper conception of the entire instrument.

I consider this all the more necessary, since I have been unable, despite an intensive 

search, to find the sketch that the Anleitung refers to‡ (following Mattheson§) in the Bres-

lauer Sammlungen, and thus conclude that it was never submitted there, even though this was 
promised.

The cembal d�amour, as Mr. Adlung correctly states on p. 564 of the Anleitung zu der 

musikalischen Gelahrtheit, belongs not to the category of harpsichords but to the category of 
clavichords. The strings are twice as long as those of ordinary clavichords. Unlike the tan-
gents on a clavichord that contact the strings not far from their left ends, [the tangents] on 
this instrument strike the strings exactly in the middle. And this contact, in order to insure 
perfectly accurate tuning, must indeed occur absolutely precisely in the middle of the string. 
Otherwise the tangents on the key [levers] and the keys themselves, are shaped exactly like 
those in a clavichord. Thus each string produces a sound from both sides. 

In order to make this possible, it of course follows that the keyboard must be placed not 
on the left side, as in clavichords, but almost in the middle, yet somewhat more to the right for 
the sake of the treble strings. It likewise follows that there must be soundboards and bridges 
on both sides, but the soundboard on the right is smaller and of a different shape than that on 
the left.

Instead of the strings being dampened by a long, narrow length of cloth threaded snugly 
between them, as on an ordinary clavichord, the strings [on this instrument] rest on both sides 
of the tangents only on two lengths of cloth that are attached to small posts placed there espe-
cially for that purpose. The strings, however, are not attached to the cloth. The keys, [oper-
ating] like those in a clavichord, move within a notch in these posts. Thus if a key is struck, it 
lifts the string a bit; the string, which is then completely free [to vibrate], consequently pro-
duces a louder and, insofar as is possible from such a string, longer lasting sound than a clav-
ichord string. It is then dampened only when it falls again onto the cloth, after the finger has 
released the key.
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* i.e., Bebung.

Since the strings are much longer than those on clavichords and, being struck in the mid-
dle, are thus free on both sides, they can be made to produce a much more pronounced trem-
olo* than on a clavichord, by gently moving the key. In doing this, however, the string can 
very easily be made to sound too sharp by pressing on it too hard. It is precisely this that is this 
instruments’s greatest unsolved imperfection, of which I spoke above. Furthermore the strings 
are strung on wrest pins on the right side, as in clavichords, and are hitched to small pins on 
the left side by means of small loops. It goes without saying that the space under the keys must 
be vacant, just as in clavichords.

It will be possible to envision this all the more easily and clearly by examining the sketch 
of the cembal d�amour seen in its entirely in Fig. I, together with a detail of a certain part of it 
found in Fig. II.

a-a is the keyboard.
b. is a single key, more specifically one of the bass ones.
c. d. are the two soundboards.
e. f. are the two bridges on which the strings rest.
g. the pins on which the strings are looped.
h. the wrest pins.
i.i.i. is the lowest string.
k. one of the treble strings.
l.l. the row of small posts covered on the top with cloth, on which the strings lie. In each of 

them the key that belongs to it terminates, and as in the clavichord, can move up and down 
in a notch by means of a narrow pin of wood or fishbone protruding from its end.

p. is the [tool] box at the bass end of the keyboard, just as in clavichords.





* The length of a mile varied greatly 
from place to place in the eigh-
teenth century; nevertheless this 
distance cannot be correct. Il-
menau is approximately 40 km. 
from Erfurt.
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Fig. II depicts, singly and enlarged, one of the posts indicated [in Fig. I] in the row from 
l.-l. m. is the post itself; n. the brass tangent as it contacts the string; o-o. are the two strings 
stretched [across the post]. These posts are covered on top with cloth, as has already been 
mentioned.

One may see from this that the merits of this cembal over the clavichord consist in 1.) its 
ability to produce a louder sound than a clavichord, although it cannot get as loud as a harp-
sichord, but holds the mean between them; 2.) its ability to sustain the sound longer; thus it 
can be played in a more singing fashion than a clavichord; 3.) its ability to produce a louder 
or softer tone by striking the keys, although in this it exceeds the clavichord only to a certain 
degree, and falls far short of a pianoforte. Each thing should, however, be judged according to 
its own standard.

In addition let me remark that Mr. Hähnel in Meissen once constructed just such a cem-
bal that could produce the sound of the so-called cælestin- or pantalonclavichord, but even 
louder than this instrument, by placing two strong brass pins on either side of each tangent 
that could be engaged or released by a stop at will. This same Mr. Hähnel also installed a 
long strip covered with cloth that could be placed upon the set of strings over one or the other 
soundboard, by which half of the strings could be dampened, rendering the sound similar to 
an ordinary clavichord. [Agricola]

Chapter XXIII.

Concerning the Violdigambenwerk, Claviergamba, 
Geigenwerk and Hurdy-gurdy.

Contents:
§.543. The inventor and the characteristics of the Violdigambenwerk. §. 544 Praetorius de-
scribes this instrument. §.545. What Praetorius says about it. §.546. It has gut strings. §.547. 
Concerning the hurdy-gurdy.

§. 543.

T his chapter, as well as the one following, will not detain us as long as the previous 
one. Its intent is to consider the Violdigambenwerk, a term with which Geigen-

werk as well as Claviergamba are synonymous (as the words themselves indicate). Gei-
geninstrument and Geigenclavicymbel are also the same thing. In Mattheson’s Crit-

ica Musica, Vol. I, p. 254, among the news about musical matters from Ilmenau in the 
Thuringian Forest, 4 miles* from Erfurt, it was reported that the organist there, Jo-
hann Georg Gleichmann, had invented an entirely new musical instrument, in about 
the year 1722. He called this instrument a Claviergamba, since it consisted of a com-
plete keyboard that to everyone’s astonishment not only faithfully imitated an actual 
violdigamba as though it were being stroked with a bow, but also could be played with 
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* This paragraph is a free quote from 
Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, 
Vol. II, pp. 67-72.

† The name is actually Hans Haiden.

‡ Vicenzo Galilei.

§ i.e., before Hayde.

¶ or “keyshafts”; c.f. §.572 (note) and 
§.598.

|| “oleum spicæ vel lavendulæ;” these 
are essentially the same substance: 
an oil used today in liniments and 
pharmaceutical preparations.

** i.e., pumping a treadle.

†† “auf dem Basse;” Praetorius writes 
“BaßGeigen.”

‡‡ i.e., to Ilmenau.

exceeding charm because of its incredible delicacy and nimble speech, in that it was 
disposed so as to play loudly or softly at any moment, without the slightest adjustment 
to the instrument.

§. 544.

The specific type of invention that Mr. Gleichmann had developed is unknown 
to me. It is possible, though, to imitate a bowstroke by means of wheels operated from 
a keyboard. If this was the extent of the invention, then there is nothing very new 
about it; this sort of thing has been around for a long time. It is of course not possi-
ble to achieve the delicacy with a keyboard that one can with a bowstroke that permits 
so many gradations of loudness and softness. Therefore this new invention is worthy 
of praise. Praetorius has already described the structure of this instrument in his Syn-

tagma musicum, Vol. II, Part II, chap. XLIV, pp. 67–72. I will reproduce the most 
important things he says, leaving the reader to look up the rest for himself.

§. 545.*

The Geigenwerk, Geigeninstrument or Geigenclavicymbel is like any other or-
dinary harpsichord. It was conceived by a citizen of Nuremberg, Hans Hayde.† 
Galiläus‡ and others assert that it had already been invented.§ In place of jacks¶ it 
has 5 or 6 steel wheels covered with smooth parchment and coated with rosin or spike 
oil/lavender oil.|| The wheels are turned by means of a large wheel and various roll-
ers placed under the soundboard, operated either by both of the organist’s feet** down 
below on the ground, or alternatively driven by hand by a pumper up top next to the 
strings, that keep the wheels turning at full speed. If one of the keys at the front end is 
depressed, then a string comes into contact with a wheel, and sounds as if it were be-
ing bowed with a violin bow. The large strings are of thick brass, almost as thick as the 
large ones on a bass viol.†† This [instrument] allows a composer to express all affects, 
piano or forte, at will, according to how firmly he depresses a key. This will not work 
with other harpsichords, and not even with organs. It is also possible to sustain a long 
note, just as on the organ. One can achieve an echo as if several different voices were 
present, and one can also use it for fun as a hurdy-gurdy or cittern. It also has drums 
built in, operated by a stop. But it requires diligent practice to become accustomed to 
pumping it and to achieve a light touch without fumbling about. All of the above comes 
from Praetorius.

§. 546.

It is not possible fully to conceive the instrument from this description; there-
fore it is necessary to take the trouble to travel there,‡‡ in order to compare this de-
scription with Mr. Gleichmann’s work and see whether it is something new or merely 
something revived. If it is to be recognized as a true Violdigambenwerk or Clavier-
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* The reference is obscure. It may be 
referring to elaterium, a medicine (a 
strong purgative) prepared from the 
juice of cucumis elaterium, the wild 
or squirting cucumber, but its ap-
plication and effect in this situation 
are unclear.

† Haiden wrote two pamphlets about 
the instrument, Commentario de 

musicali instrumento (Nürnberg: 
1605) and Musicale instrumentum 

reformatum (Nürnberg, 1610); the 
latter was quoted in its entirety by 
Praetorius in his Syntagma musi-

cum, Vol. II, pp. 68f.

‡ i.e., using horse hair to sound the 
strings instead of parchment.

§  Anleitung, §.262, p. 577.

gamba, then the strings must be gut, since metal strings rubbed by wheels will also pro-
duce a loud and soft sound. But it is sufficient if an organist gains some basic knowledge 
of each subject, although at times only superficial, from my treatise. In Vol. III of his 
[Cursus seu] mundus mathematicus, Part I, [Tract 22] “De Musica”, proposition 34, 
de Chales records the same invention, which he derives from the hurdy-gurdy and rep-
resents as something entirely new. Perhaps Praetorius’s description was not known to 
him. For the sake of those who do not possess this work, I will translate some of it from 
Latin into German and quote it here, paying more attention to the sense rather than 
a literal translation. He says: I have heard a hurdy-gurdy that in addition to the usual 
keys has other ones that are mostly used at cadences. By means of these [extra keys] 
several strings that have not previously been sounding are forced against the wheel 
and made to sound. This [invention] has provided me the occasion to conceive a spe-
cial instrument that appears to be very good in theory, but I do not know whether it 
would work in practice. I would take a rather large [keyboard] instrument, let us say, 
a harpsichord, and string it not with wire strings, but with ones of gut. Instead of jacks 
I would install a large wheel or three smaller ones, turned by a handle and coated with 
rosin to make the strings sound. The strings must be mounted in such a way that they 
do not touch the wheels. Normal keys such as those on organs or harpsichords would 
be above the strings, and when the keys were depressed they would force the strings 
against the wheel, causing them to sound. This shortcoming it would have: gut strings 
do not hold pitch, and it is almost never possible to get them into perfect tune; or at 
least they do not stay in tune long. Some have tried to get around this defect by [us-
ing] elateria.* If this shortcoming could be overcome, then such an instrument would 
be truly beautiful, far preferable to our harpsichords. Here ends de Chales. As regards 
the shortcoming, he has pictured it as more major than it really is. The strings on a vi-
olin and other such instruments have to remain in tune, and if they go out of tune, one 
tunes them again, just as must also happen with our ordinary harpsichords. In addition, 
[I] have also heard of Heyden’s description of the Nuremberg Geigenwerk.† Perhaps 
there is more information [about this instrument] to be found therein, but I have never 
seen it.(**) 

(**) The invention‡ of Mr. Hohlefeld in Berlin also belongs here; see the Anleitung [§.252, p.] 567 
and elsewhere.§ This [invention], if ever brought to perfection, would perhaps surpass all of the 
types previously described. [Agricola]

§. 547.

Next comes the hurdy-gurdy. It should come as no surprise that even this de-
spised instrument appears among those with which organists should be familiar, for it 
is also operated by a keyboard, as everyone knows. Praetorius treats the hurdy-gurdy 
[in the Syntagma musicum], Vol. I, Part II, Membr. II, chap. XI [pp.361f.], as well as 
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* “Leyer;” The fact that the German 
names for the hurdy-gurdy and 
the Lyra are identical obscures the 
fact that they are entirely different 
instruments.

† Iconismus VIII, Fig. V.

in Vol. II, Part II, chap. XXIII, p. 49. He does not, however, discuss the small beg-
gar’s hurdy-gurdy, but rather the Italian [Lira]. This [discussion of the] Italian Lira* 
is further subdivided into two parts, of which the first speaks of the large one (Lirone 

perfetto, arciviolira, or, as Ludovico Zacconi calls it, arci viola di lira. It is also called 
Lira da gamba, ������������(��), which is like a viol di gamba but wider due to its 
many strings. All sorts of pieces may be played on it, since it often has 16 strings, of 
which two are strung off the fingerboard. It has its own special tuning. The small one 
is called Lira da braccio, and has 5 strings on the fingerboard and two beside it. It also 
has its own [special] tuning. In his Musurgia, Vol. I, Book VI, p. 487,† Kircher has a 
sketch of the Italian [instrument], to which he ascribes only 12 strings; he also does 
not agree with Praetorius as to the tuning. He praises the instrument because it makes 
pleasant music, like the character of the ordinary hurdy-gurdy with its mournful mur-
muring, arousing the affections. He also discusses there our so-called “beggar’s hurdy-
gurdy”, about which we will [now] speak. He depicts it in a sketch, saying that it is a 
common instrument, to be sure, but its structure and division of the strings (of which 
there are 2 or 4) is most ingenious, producing all variations of harmony. It has plec-
tra[?] and keys (it is because of these latter that we include it here). Since it is so very 
common and can be seen with any beggar, I will not dwell on it. I will say only this, 
though, that the keyboard found on a hurdy-gurdy is played with only one hand, since 
the other one turns the wheel that makes the strings sound.

De Chales [in Mundus mathematicus,] Vol. III, p. 2, calls the common hurdy-
gurdy Basse de Viole, and the French call it Violon, while they call the large hurdy-
gurdy Viole; [see] ibid., p. 17, proposition 12. (**) 

(**) Nowadays in France this splendid instrument is called La Vielle. Compositions are even [written] 
for it there. [Agricola]

Chapter XXIV.

Concerning the Organon Portatili, the Water Organ and 
Hänfling’s Claviatur, as well as the Xylorganum

Contents:
§.548-549. Organon portatile . §.550-551. The Water Organ [Hydraulos]. §.551 [sic]. Hänf-
ling’s Claviatur. §.552 [sic]. The Xylorganum. §.553 [sic]. An appendix concerning the 
Katzen clavier [cat keyboard instrument].

§. 548.

The Organon portatile is a type of organ that a person can conveniently carry about. 
This instrument is made with pipes, to be sure, and therefore in this respect, as 

well as in its windchest and other necessary components it resembles the positiv. But it 
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* Adlung’s sketchy account of this in-
strument is based on Kircher’s de-
scription, which is itself rather 
inaccurate.

†  Vol. II, pp. 334f.

‡  This should read “p. 430f.” Both 
of the subsequent quotes are in-
deed from Praetorius, but neither is 
taken from Vitruvius.

has no keyboard played with the hands, and thus does not actually concern organists. 
I am mentioning it here, however, since the name suggests that it involves matters or-
ganists might think pertinent to their profession; these [matters], though, will prove 
to be very few [in number].

§. 549.

Inside [the instrument] is a keyboard, or at least something that resembles one 
and takes one’s place. In front of it stands a wooden roller or cylinder in which are in-
serted wooden tabs that depress the keys. These tabs are so arranged that when they de-
press [the keys] they create a regular melody, such as the treble and bass of a chorale. 
On the exterior there is a handle that turns the roller, like a hurdy-gurdy. The roll-
ers can be made in such a way that a single one of them plays many chorales. In his Mu-

surgia, Book IX, Vol. II, p.312f.,* Kircher has explained how to arrange the roller or 
cylinder, with several examples; I will not include any of them here, though, since, as 
I have said, it does not actually concern organists. The above-mentioned Kircher calls 
such instruments Automata.† It is also possible to make stringed instruments sound by 
means of such cylinders. But there is neither time nor space to discuss this here.

§. 550.

The water organ is also called hydraulos, from -(��, “water” and .��/, “a 
reed”. This instrument is rather similar to the one just discussed; it also consists of 
pipes, but the wind is supplied not by a bellows, but by water. The keyboard is likewise 
played by a cylinder, and therefore an organist as such is not much concerned with it. 
But because the term appears rather organistic, I have included it here for the sake of 
reference. This water organ is so old that the ancient Vitruvius already describes its 
structure in [his De architectura,] Book X, chap. 13, from which others have subse-
quently drawn, such as Praetorius, who expressly treats the hydraulic organ as well as 
its inventor in [Syntagma musicum,] Vol. I, Part II, Membrum II, chap. XX, p. 432f.‡ 
There he writes: erat arae rotundae simile, & canales sive fistulas in aqua tenebat: qua 

per puerum mota, illae anima seu vita replebantur, nervulorum quorundam, seu lingula-

rum inclusarum medio; atque ita suavissimum edebant sonum [it was similar [in shape] 
to a round altar, and it had tubes or pipes in water; when [the water] was set in motion 
by a boy, [the tubes or pipes] were filled with breath or life, by means of certain little 
sinews or little tongues that were inside; and so they produced the sweetest sound]. In 
Vol. I, Part I, Membrum IV, chap. XIV[, pp. 144-5], he demonstrates the difference 
between hydraulic organs and our organs, nam illius corpus una cum cicutis ex aere fu-

sum unico cicutarum ordine constabat, & sonum per aquam infusam diversimode reddebat 

… [For the body [of the hydraulic organ] together with its pipes was cast of brass, the 
pipes being arranged in a fixed order, and it gave forth sound of various sorts by means 
of the water poured into it …].

§. 551.

In his Musurgia, Vol. I, Book IX, pp. 330f., Kircher has gone to even greater 
lengths in expressly discussing the hydraulic organ. He includes Vitruvius’s text, which 
is rather obscure in many particulars, and then has endeavored to make it clearer, in-
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* i.e., on other keyboard instruments.
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er’s terminology, see the transla-
tor’s preface.

‡  or “a natural from an accidental”?

§  or “a natural”
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sofar as he is able. In order to promote a better understanding of this obscure and diffi-
cult matter, he has included a sketch of it. I therefore refer the reader to his book, say-
ing only that Vitruvius does not mean that the instrument uses water in place of wind; 
rather [the instrument] gets its name from the fact that the lowest reservoir is filled 
with water to produce the air pressure. He demonstrates how they are to be made. See 
[my] Anleitung, p. 344.

§. 552.

Privy Councillor Hänfling’s Claviatur has a better right to be included here 
[than the instruments just discussed]; it is too bad that we know all too little about it. 
Until more is known, I will set down here that which Mattheson’s Critica musica has 
imparted [in the report] from Onolzbach in Vol. I, p. 51. [A description of ] the Clavi-

atura (as it is called there) of Privy Councillor C. Hänfling could not be published due 
to his death. In summary, take note: 1) that it was necessary to learn to play in only two 
keys, while otherwise* 12 or 24 were needed; 2) it was possible to reach [the interval 
of ] a twelfth with one hand; 3) it was possible to transpose up or down 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 
whole tones higher and lower without changing any fingering or imagining any other 
[clef ] sign, except that one could not look at the keyboard, since it was easy to become 
confused when one realized that one was playing in another key than that notated; 4) 
if it were possible to play fugues and toccatas on it, it would have been a wonderful 
shortcut; this would need to be tested. Here ends [the material taken from] the Critica. 
In addition there is the first report about the Claviatura of C. Henfling from his letter 
de novo suo systemate musico [concerning his new system of music], from Onolzbach, 
dated April 17, 1708, which may be read in Miscellaneis berolinensibus, ad incrementum 

scientiarum, ex scriptis societatis regiae scientiarum exhibiti, editis, that was published in 
quarto with various plates in Berlin in 1710, amounting to somewhat more than two al-
phabets.† It is to be found in that publication in Volume I, Part III, mathematica & 

mechanica continente, No. XXVIII, p. 265–294, where in §.43f. he criticizes our [pres-
ent] keyboard instruments for these reasons, that it is not always possible to distinguish 
a note that belongs to a key from one that does not‡ by different colors of keys, and 
also that intervals of the same size nevertheless do not lie the same distance from each 
other (e.g., e–f are further apart than c–c#), and thus it is necessary to extend the fin-
gers further for one than another, and to learn a new fingering and arrangement for 
each key. Therefore he has had constructed a positive in which all these [shortcom-
ings] are remedied. On it it is possible to distinguish perfectly a diatonic note§ from a 
chromatic,¶ and all intervals [of the same type] call for the same finger position. Mel-
odies in all twelve keys are realized in only two different ways, so closely related that 
they could be perceived as one. It is possible to reach an octave and a fifth or sixth with 
one hand. The publisher of the Miscellaneorum promised that the configuration of this 
keyboard would follow in the second volume, together with an explanation, but I have 
been unable to find anything about the matter in it.
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§. 553.

Next comes the Xylorganum. Kircher describes this sort of keyboard instru-
ment in his Musurgia, Vol. I, Book VI, p. 518, always spelling it Zylorganon, even 
though it is derived from �����* “wood.” Instead of pipes, in this type of instru-
ment bars of wood, either cylindrical or hexagonal, are arranged harmonically in 
such a way that when the keys are depressed their hammers strike the bars of wood 
and create a harmonious sound. Cylindrical wooden bars, 26 in number, must be 
made of resonant wood that is completely smooth and straight, so that there are ex-
actly two octaves† (but it is also quite possible to make it larger or smaller). The 
proportions of the wooden bars are identical to the proportions of pipes in an organ. 
The bars are set above a hollow resonator without ever touching it except along a 
single line. Hammers are attached to the far end of the keys. [Kircher] has included 
a sketch with it. Alternately, the wooden bars, skillfully fashioned for this purpose, 
are laid on straw, and struck with wooden mallets, similar to a dulcimer. The Ger-
man name for this instrument is “Strohfiedel.” Instead of cured wood, charcoal‡ 
[rods] many be used. But it would be even better to use resonant steel bars, which are 
very pleasant to listen to.

§. 554.

As a postscript I will describe here yet another curious keyboard instrument 
that I have taken from Kircher, l.c., p. 519. He writes: not long ago a famous and 
cunning buffoon fashioned an instrument of a sort intended to banish the melan-
choly of a great lord. He took cats of various sizes and shut them up in a chest, dil-
igently made just for this purpose, in such a way that their tails protruded through 
openings cut through it and were secured in certain channels. Then he arranged the 
cats pitch by pitch, according to their size, assigning each key to a particular cat’s 
tail. For the amusement of his prince he concealed the finished instrument in a con-
venient spot, and then when it was played, it produced harmony of the type created 
by the cat’s cries; for when the organist’s finger depressed the keys, the thorns on 
the end of them stuck into the cats� tails, driving the animals wild and making them 
yowl piteously both high and low, for the purpose of making people laugh. This is 
what [Kircher] says. In this regard let me mention that I would never have gone to 
this trouble, since a cat does not produce a single tone, but a variety of them; there-
fore it would be fruitless to try to arrange them pitch by pitch. I remember having 
read something about a similar [sort of ] music in Printz’s Historie,§ Chap. 17,¶ §. 7, 
but created by pigs instead of cats. It no doubt must have sounded quite charming as 
well. But enough of this. (**)                                                  (**) Oh yes, indeed! [Agricola]
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 (**) Not everyone would be of this opinion. [Agricola]

* See also §.549.

Chapter XXV.
Concerning Lute Harpsichords and Carillons

Contents:
§.555. Concerning the lute and theorbo. §.556. Whether they are to be preferred to keyboard instruments. 
§.557. Mattheson’s and Barons’s opinions. §.558. The case and strings of the lute harpsichord. §.559. The 
bridge and the tone. §.560. The theorbo octave. §.561. The lute harpsichords of Gleichmann and others. 
§.562. Two courses. §.563. Carillons. §.564. How they are operated. §.565. By keyboards. §.566-567. A 
description of a curious clock and a glockenspiel [connected with it]. §. 568. Wiclef ’s Invention. §.569. 
Something about carillons from Franciscus’s [Geschicht-Kunst u.] Sittenspiegel. §.570. A note concerning 
automatic instruments.* 

§. 555.

After the organ, the lute harpsichord is the most beautiful of the keyboard instru-
ments,(**) and gets its name from the fact that it simulates the lute in its sound, both 
in range as well as in delicacy. The lute itself is called [by the Latin name] Testudo, 
because it is shaped like the turtle that bears the same name; it is similar to that ani-
mal in that its back or rear section has a bowed shape, like an arch. The lute is strung 
with 10, 12, or even 14 strings, or sometimes with 11; for not all lutes are identical. In 
his Clavis, p. 283 (or rather 183, since the book is incorrectly paginated from p. 158 to 
the end), Janowka writes that in his area the instrument is so common that there are 
hardly as many tiles on the roofs as there are lutenists. The instruments he is familiar 
with have 11 courses of strings (all of them being animal or gut strings); the two high-
est ones are single, the others doubled, but in such a way that the [doubled] strings of 
[each of ] the next 3 courses sound at the same pitch, or in unison, while the remaining 
6 courses are tuned in octaves at various pitches. He has also discussed its range, C - d�� 
or c - d���, and its tuning. Figuring from the bass, the strings should be tuned C, D, E, 
F, G, A, d, f, a, d�, f�. The highest string is called the canterella, or chanterelle in French 
(the same name given to the highest string of the guitar, the violin and the mandolin). 
He further writes that the lowest two courses are never, and the third from the lowest 
very rarely, stopped with the fingers of the left hand. The courses are tuned sometimes 
this way, sometimes that, according to the make-up of the key in which one wishes to 
play; e.g., if the key requires c#, f#, g#, etc., then the strings must be tuned accord-
ingly. The lute is also called chelys, and among the Italians it is named liuto. Praeto-
rius has expressly discussed the lute in [his Syntagma musicum,] Vol. II., Part II, chap. 
24, p. 49[f.], and I refer the reader there, since this is actually of no concern to an or-
ganist except insofar as it helps to clarify the character and structure of the lute harpsi-
chord. In his Musurgia, Vol. I, Book VI, chap. II, p. 476f., Kircher also treats the lute, 
presenting a sketch of it with 10 courses of strings, whose tuning may be seen there as 
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‡  p. 476
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well. He states that lutes and theorbos normally have 10, 12, or 14 courses of strings, 
and the theorbo (some write Thiorba, some Tiorba, and out of carelessness Kircher has 
three spellings within a few lines) is distinct from the lute only in that the lute has only 
one neck while the Theorbo has two; this he also depicts in a plate.* The French call 
it Tuorbe, Téorbe, and Theorbe. The name is said to come from a Neapolitan who first 
constructed a lute with a neck twice as long; †  read Kircher, l.c.‡ Hieronymus Caps-
perger, an eminent German, so refined the theorbo and brought it to perfection that 
today it contests other instruments for pre-eminence.(**) 

(**)That is going too far. Perhaps this should read, “[other] lute instruments;” and even then not ev-
eryone would be satisfied with it. [Agricola].

§. 556.

Kircher§ also has a lengthy treatment of the strings, their length and arrange-
ment. He depicts the theorbo with doubled strings, with the exception of the Canter-

ella. But Praetorius says that the theorbo is the same as the lute, except that it extends 
an octave lower and has single strings exclusively; he discusses the theorbo further¶ 
in l.c., Chap. 25, p. 52. Concerning its invention, Prinz writes in his Historische Be-

schreibung der edlen Sing-und Kling-Kunst, Chap. 12, §. 20[, p. 135], that it was in-
vented by a town crier, about the year 1614. Many people hold the lute and theorbo 
in very high regard, and anyone who can play them properly (which involves a great 
deal; and to play the theorbo requires by right a knowledge of figured bass) will derive 
much pleasure from them. But some exalt them to high heaven, even above keyboard 
instruments, and that is going too far. Keyboard instruments are the most perfect and 
noblest of all, and for anyone to contest their pre-eminence over the lute, harp, and 
the like, would suggest that his judgment has been led astray by emotion and rashness/
undue haste. I will admit that their many strings permit much variety, and that one 
can also play loudly and softly on them, since the fingers of the right hand pluck the 
strings while the left stops the strings; thus [Fuhrmann in] the Musikalischer Trichter, 
Chap. 10, [p.90,] speaks well in saying that the lute is quite enchanting if played by a 
master. The variety [they can achieve], however, is far less than that on a keyboard in-
strument, where there are four times as many strings, and where variety in key is in-
stantly available, something that can be achieved on the lute only by re-tuning. Fur-
thermore no one would presume to match on the lute the rapidity [of execution] and 
the ornaments that a true master can achieve on a keyboard instrument. Indeed, since 
technology has made it possible today to imitate most instruments on the keyboard, 
the [sound of the] lute itself can also be had on one, as I will later explain. In addition 
there are also lute pedals (see Chap. 26||). The organ can imitate the oboe, trumpet, vi-
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oldigamba, traverse flute, etc; and other varieties [in timbre] are available on other in-
struments as well. But what good is a lot of fuss about this? Suffice [it to say that] it is 
possible to play the lute from a keyboard. And no matter how big a thing anyone wants 
to make of it,* up to the present time they are still far inferior to keyboard instruments.

§. 557.

In his [Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, P. III, chap. III, §. 14[, pp. 274-6], Mr. Mat-
theson speaks thus of the lute:† “The cajoling lutes (says he) have more admirers than 
they deserve; their practitioners are so wretched that they don�t give a fig for true mu-
sical understanding as long as they can scratch/plunk? out a few allemandes in the Vi-
ennese or Parisian fashion, but are confident in their pathetic bit of knowledge. Fur-
thermore, if a lutenist attains the age of 80 years, he has assuredly spent 60 of them 
tuning. The most annoying thing of all is that out of any 100 of them (amateurs in par-
ticular, not professionals), there are hardly two who are capable of tuning precisely. 
Beyond that, there is always something wrong, either with the strings being faulty or 
becoming unwound[?] (especially the chanterelle), or with the frets, or the wrest pegs; 
indeed, I would go so far as to say that in Paris it costs as much money to maintain 
a horse as a lute.” These and many other such statements were hardly calculated to 
please admirers of the lute. In particular, during my time in Jena there was a student 
of law, Ernst Gottlieb Baron, a good lutenist, who could not abide Mr. Mattheson’s 
derisive remarks about the lute; therefore he wrote a tract on the history of the lute, 
sharply attacking Mr. Mattheson in it. The tract was published in 1727 at Nuremberg 
in 14 sheets in octavo, with copper plates, under the title Historisch- theoretische und 

praktische Untersuchung des Instruments der Laute. This book reveals that Mr. Baron is 
every bit as zealous a defender of the lute as a capable performer on it. He now lives in 
Berlin, being the Royal Theorbist, after previously having spent some time serving as a 
lutenist in Eisenach.(**) I will not recount here the dispute between him and Mr. Mat-
theson, since I have already done it in my Anleitung, §. 265, p. 580[–81], although 
availing myself there of all possible brevity. 

(**) He died in Berlin about the year 1760. [Agricola] 

§. 558.

But up to this point perhaps there is someone who does not believe me [when I 
say] that it is possible to imitate the lute on the keyboard, and thus I will come right 
to the heart of the matter. Up until now I have never seen any except the ones built by 
Mr. J.N. Bach of Jena; those did indeed turn out very beautifully. Some are almost like 
a harpsichord in shape, with strings strung from front to back. Their strings are like 
those of the lute, being different from each other in thickness but not in length; or at 
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least the differences in their length are not as great as those of the harpsichord. Con-
sequently the tail of the case is not so narrow and pointed as the harpsichord’s. Every-
thing else about the body is identical, as are the soundboard, the keyboard, the jacks, 
the pluck [accomplished] by raven quills, the wrest pins, etc. The difference consists 
chiefly in the strings and bridges. The strings must be exclusively of gut, else it would 
not have the sound of a lute, and their length must be precisely in proportion to those 
on the lute. By right each key should have its own separate string with its proper thick-
ness, just as each choir on the lute has its own particular thickness; but where is one to 
find as many [sizes] as there are keys from C to c���?* Thus the string lengths of the 
lute have to be measured with a compass, from the bridge to the point at which the fin-
ger stops the string to play the pitch, and this length must be transferred to the lute 
harpsichord. The nearest pins [i.e., the wrest pins] are placed [in a straight row] from 
side to side, as in a harpsichord, and consequently there can be no such bridge set at 
the back as there is in a harpsichord. Rather each string has its own separate bridge 
that is set on the soundboard, not over an inch long and sometimes not even as long as 
an inch. When beginning at low C (which is where the lute begins), one measures the 
length of the lute string from the neck down to the bridge, and then makes the string 
on the lute harpsichord that same length from the bridge nearest [the keyboard] back-
wards; where that length ends, there the small bridge is set. The C# needs to be a bit 
shorter, but the same ]length of ] string can be used for it, by placing the rear bridge 
somewhat further forward, i.e., the amount equal to a ½ step on the lute. The D on the 
lute is a separate string, and thus gets its full length on the lute harpsichord; but the 
D# is somewhat shorter, i.e., the amount the string is shortened when the lute string 
is stopped at D#. This is how it works with the rest of [the strings] as well. Where a 
string on the lute is stopped a number of times, strings [of the same length] are also 
used on the lute harpsichord [the same] number of times, [each successive] one being 
made shorter† by the same distance that the lute string is shortened when stopped. It 
continues like this up to c���; the reader can furnish the rest.

§. 559.

The strings on a lute should not be resting on any wire, but exclusively on 
wooden bridges at both ends. Thus if the tone [of the lute harpsichord] is to be au-
thentic, no wire [guide] pins can be driven into either the back or the front bridge, 
as in the harpsichord. The strings are merely strung over the wooden bridge and at-
tached to the wrest pins, thereby preventing them from breaking by avoiding any an-
gles. Another reason for avoiding angles is that the strings should lie unconstricted on 
the bridges; but it is permissible to make slight notches for them to lie in. To keep the 
force of the pluck from lifting the strings, they are screwed down in groups of two un-
der a narrow rectangular little slip. Now if the soundboard has been planed good and 
thin (as is the case with lutes), and the length of the strings is in proper proportion 
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* i.e., in a lute harpsichord with three 
keyboards.

† cf. §.518.

to their thickness, if they lie across wood, and if the pluck is carried out by the jacks 
in the same way that fingers would do it, then [a lute harpsichord] of necessity will 
sound exactly like a lute, and indeed far more authentic and charming; for the reso-
nance [in a lute harpsichord] will be more intense, since the soundboard is larger and 
since there are so many strings sitting there completely undampened, producing sym-
pathetic vibrations when other strings that harmonize with them are plucked. Thus 
Mr. J.N. Bach, in playing this instrument out of sight, [was able to] deceive the fin-
est lutenist; one would have sworn that it was a regular lute. But it is necessary to keep 
playing rapidly and in arpeggios, as skilled lutenists are accustomed to play. It is also 
necessary to stay in the same key; any modulation will immediately be noticeable, since 
one cannot depart from the key on a lute without retuning it. For example, if I have 
played a suite in G, in which f# appears, and thereafter I immediately begin to play 
in A major, in which c#, f# and g# appear, a competent lutenist would easily notice 
that it was not a lute, since no retuning was necessary. There is only this shortcoming, 
that the keyboard cannot produce a forte and piano, while a lute can do this according 
to the strength of the pluck by the finger. If there is only one keyboard, then this lim-
itation is unavoidable. In order to imitate this characteristic on the lute harpsichord, 
the abovementioned Mr. Bach built two or three keyboards, one forte, the lute’s nor-
mal dynamic level (though the tone is rather weak, even at its loudest), the second pi-

ano, and the third even more piano; by doing this he was able to improve the situation 
somewhat. But the question arises, “How do the strings all fit?”* The answer: It would 
not do at all to use two or even three choirs of strings, as on the harpsichord; rather the 
jacks of all the keyboards pluck the same set of strings. The jacks stand next to each 
other, three by three, as in a harpsichord; they are of the same height.† The quills are 
of equal stiffness, and yet one row of jacks plucks more loudly than another. How is 
this possible? Answer: the nearest row plucks not far from the bridge, and therefore the 
sound is loud; the second row, operated from the middle manual, plucks further back 
from the bridge, and this already causes a softer sound; the row furthest back stands 
the furthest from the nearer bridge, and consequently plucks the softest. I apologize 
that, for the sake of brevity, I cannot explain here the physical cause for this. But any-
one who wants to experience this phenomenon can try it out on his violin. There he 
will find that the nearer he approaches the bridge with his bow, the louder the string 
sounds, for it is there that the string’s tension is the greatest, the most intense.

§. 560.

If anyone were to introduce the bowed back of a lute under the soundboard and 
above the bottom [of the instrument], that person would discover that the tone would 
be even more distinguished. Earlier we learned that the theorbo provides the bass for 
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the lute. Thus in order to perfect his lute harpsichord even more, Mr. Bach added a 
fifth octave in the bass, since the theorbo extends an octave lower than the lute. In this 
case it is necessary to derive the scale from the theorbo with a compass. Mr. N. J.* Bach 
built his lute harpsichords very precisely, so that they sounded exactly like a lute. He 
also built everything neatly and veneered. Like his harpsichords, his lute harpsichords 
had an unusually light touch. If such instruments are taken care of, then the strings 
last a long time. As on the harpsichord, the quills are made tough by olive oil. I have 
seen [ J. N. Bach] make lute harpsichords in another shape; I observed one the shape 
of an oval at his [home]. But anyone who wants to take the trouble can also make them 
in the form of a clavicytherium or any other type of keyboard instrument described 
above. An instrument such as the lute harpsichord requires indescribable labor and 
precision. On the other hand, it also commands a goodly price. I remember Mr. Bach 
getting 60 Reichsthaler for one with three manuals (it was, however, made entirely of 
boxwood and ebony). (**) 

(**) A frightful sum of money by today’s prices! [Agricola]

§. 561.

Mr. Joh. Georg Gleichmann, who was commended above for his Claviergamba,† 
and who is indeed a good craftsman, also makes keyboard lutes that can be played 
forte, piano, and pianissimo, as is credited him in [Mattheson’s] Critica Musica, Vol. 
I, p. 254. I have, however, not ever seen one of these instruments, and therefore do not 
know if they measure up to Mr. Bach’s. To be sure, there is a buff stop on the harpsi-
chord, as noted in §. 514, but it sounds completely different, the only similarity to gut 
strings being that it impedes the bright ring of the metal strings. But the proportion 
[of the strings] is not the same as on the lute. The harp of David‡ is likewise strung 
with gut strings, yet the sound of the harp is not at all like that of the lute.

§. 562.

Lutes have 2 strings for each course in the bass, but only one in the treble, and 
the lute harpsichord should follow this model. How much of it should be with sin-
gle or double strings can be learned from the lute; in some of the double courses the 
strings are [tuned in] unison, but not in others§—heed all of this. Then on every 
key there are 2 jacks, one plucking on the right side [of the string] and one pluck-
ing on the left. Lute harpsichords do not have soundposts, as do harpsichords, nor do 
they have bridges,¶ since the strings do not rise up at [as sharp] an angle here as they 
do in a harpsichord, and consequently they cannot press the soundboard down. It is 
only necessary to be careful not to wind them down too far on the wrest pins. Violins 
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cation of the Westfield Center for 
Early Keyboard Studies), Vol. V, 
No. 3 (March 1991), p. 11.

§ probably Christian Ernst; he is men-
tioned in another note by Agri-
cola elsewhere in this treatise, in 
connection with the Trost organ 
at Altenburg, in the Zusatz zum 

Zehnten Kapitel, Vol. I, p. 286.

¶ p. 273-4.

|| The list of errata at the end of the 
book corrects the text, which reads 
here “a half a ton.”

** cf. §.565. This sentence sug-
gests that the carillon in question 
is at the Nikolaikirche in Ham-
burg, but Adlung is in fact refer-
ing to the one at the Nikolaikirche 
at Rostock.

and other like instruments, for example, must have soundposts,(**) since otherwise the 
soundboard receives so much pressure that the air set into motion by the vibration of 
the strings cannot adequately set the soundboard moving (yet it is essential that this 
happen). 

(**) A soundpost in a violin is a small wooden support between the soundboard and the back plate, that 
must be placed at a very specific spot, not just wherever one wishes. Violinists know this, of course, 
but many other people do not. [Agricola]

If anyone should wish to build a keyed harp or a Harfenwerk,* [here is how to do 
it]: first take note of the proportions and the structure of the harp, and then build the 
instrument according to these. This would be much easier that building a lute harpsi-
chord. Indeed, a keyboard can be incorporated into other instruments as well. But I 
cannot dwell on this, because my intent extends only as far as imparting to an organist 
a general knowledge of such things.(**) 

(**) The author of these notes marked by ** remembers having seen and heard a lute harpsichord in 
Leipzig about the year 1740, designed by Mr. Johann Sebastian Bach and made by Mr. Zacha-
rias Hildebrand. This instrument had a shorter scale than an ordinary harpsichord, to be sure, but 
in all other particulars it was constituted just like any other harpsichord. It had two choirs of gut 
strings, together with a so-called “little octave” of brass strings.† True, in its normal setting (when 
only one stop was drawn) it sounded more like the theorbo than the lute. But if the buff stop, as it is 
called in the harpsichord and also cited here in §. 561 (which operated just like the ones on harpsi-
chords), were drawn with the Cornetzug,‡ one could almost deceive professional lutenists with it. 
Mr. Friderici§ has also made such an instrument, but with several differences. [Agricola]

§. 563.

Next come the mighty carillons (Glockenspiele), as [Mattheson’s Neu-eröffnete] 
Orchestre [Vol.] I calls them, such as are found in Darmstadt, Stockholm, and Ham-
burg—in particular in the tower of the Nikolaikirche there. This last-named instru-
ment has a pedal as well, and an accomplished master can play beautiful arpeggiated 
pieces on it; see Vol. I, Part III, [Chap. III,] §. 13¶ of the [Neu-Eröffnete] Orches-

tre just mentioned. In his appendix to Niedt’s [Musicalischer Handleitung anderer Teil, 
p. 195], Mattheson says that this carillon has 48 bells, the largest of which weighs two 
tons,|| and that it is operated by the Hinterwerk manual** [of the organ]. Such caril-
lons are also to be found in Deventer, Zwolle, Amsterdam, Enkhuizen, Berlin, Pots-
dam and a number of other places. Some of these are played with a keyboard, though 
not with the fingers but with fists. Others are played by barrels [driven by] suspended 
weights, whose release is triggered by a clock. The bells are cast in brass or bronze 
(silver would be far too expensive), but they must be made very precisely so that their 
breadth, height and thickness are in correct proportion; otherwise their sound becomes 
muddled and not equal or balanced throughout [the entire compass]. They must also 
be tuned absolutely perfectly, which can be accomplished to some extent by grinding 
down the ones that have been cast too large. If a carillon is to be precisely [in tune], 
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* Iconismus XIX.

† cf. §.549.

‡ i.e., 4 octaves.

the temperament must also be carefully attended to. These bells are suspended in order 
[of their size], but in such a way that they do not swing; and underneath each bell (or 
sometimes outside it) is mounted a mallet that strikes it. The sound would soon be sup-
pressed, however, or a rattling would arise, if the mallet were allowed to remain rest-
ing on the bell. Thus under each mallet is mounted a spring that immediately thrusts it 
back away [from the bell]. If anyone would like further information about the propor-
tions of the bells, consult Kircher’s Musurgia, Book VI, Vol. I, p. 519f. For specific in-
formation about bells in carillons, see Vol. II, Book IX, p. 336,* where Kircher pres-
ents a sketch of the components of a carillon.

§. 564.

There [i.e., in Kircher] it is evident that the movement of the mallets and the op-
eration of the entire instrument may be effected by the wind. In that case a camera æol-

ica or wind chamber must be constructed, and [Kircher] offers some information about 
how to do this by teaching various ways of making such a chamber (pp. 308f.). But this 
is of little concern to an organist. Alternatively [Kircher says] the instrument may be 
operated by means of barrels or rollers mounted either horizontally or vertically, as in 
an Organon portatile;† pins or pegs are driven into these to produce the melodies. When 
this barrel is driven by a weight, like the gears of a clock, then these pins or pegs come 
into contact with the [keys or levers] that are connected to the mallets by trackers, ac-
tivating them [i.e., the mallets] and causing them to strike. Dividing off the barrel [to 
position the pins] requires great precision and seldom comes out correctly.

§. 565.

But this last matter would be of little concern to an organist, if carillons could 
not also be operated from keyboards, just as §.563 has cited one operated from an or-
gan [keyboard]. Carillons are also built apart from organs, but as you can well imag-
ine, they are rather difficult to play (especially the ones with large bells), in that the 
mallets are forced back by springs. Sometimes their compass is as great as the entire 
keyboard,‡ but sometimes they extend only 2 or 3 octaves. Several years ago I saw a 
delightfully clever device. Within a clock there was a carillon, and I am going to tell 
about it for curiosity’s sake, since it is worth the trouble to do so.

§. 566.

The case was 9 feet high and 2 feet wide and deep. On top was depicted the moun-
tain Golgotha with the arrest and crucifixion of Christ, and [the gears of ] a clock 
caused the entire scene to move. Among those who were attempting to take the Lord 
Christ prisoner was Judas who, as he passed by, bowed down before the Lord Christ in-
stead of kissing him, whereupon the soldiers surrounded the Lord Christ. Then Pe-
ter slashed with his sword at the ear of Malchus, the High Priest’s servant, who made 
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* Musurgia, Book IX, Vol. II, p. 343f.

† presumably on the wheel.

‡ The reference is unclear. The festi-
val of Christmas traditionally lasts 
for 12 days. December 25 is Christ-
mas Day, Dec. 26 is the Feast of St. 
Stephen, Dec. 27 is the Feast of St. 
John the Apostle, and Dec. 28 is 
the Feast of the Holy Innocents. It 
is possible that Adlung’s statement 
should be interpreted in the sense 
of “…three of the festival days…”

strange contortions for fear and pain. Another led with a rope the Lord Christ bear-
ing the cross, and struck him several times while they were passing by. On top was the 
large striking-clock, around which the 12 apostles revolved. They struck the chime 
the requisite number of times, according to the hour, with mallets that they held in 
their hands. On the left side there stood a cock that flapped both its wings (which were 
made quite naturally, with feathers) at the half hour, and at the same time stretched 
out his neck, opened his beak and let out a proper cocks-crow. This could not have 
been more realistic. At three quarters of the hour a blackbird standing on the right side 
sang with very natural motions a praeludium, something like this, if my memory serves 
me correctly:

The blackbird was very realistically made, even with feathers, and its voice was excep-
tionally beautiful. Both the blackbird’s song and the cocks-crow were accomplished by 
means of a bellows lying inside [the case] together with a number of pipes that were 
mounted there (there were 5 of them for the blackbird). These pipes were operated 
by wire trackers, and the whole [operation] was accomplished by barrels and gears. 
(Kircher, l.c., in discussing the automata* [i.e., mechanical instruments], also shows 
how to imitate the sounds of roosters and other animals by fashioning wooden bod-
ies and limbs; but [this device] was different [than his].) On the 25th of December the 
Mother of God appeared with our Savior on her arm. On the inside there was a large 
wheel that rotated only once in a year, and this is what brought her forth together with 
the Christ child at Christmastime. She was small, about 1½ fingers long, and stood in 
a shrine that revolved.† After Mary had remained visible for the 3 festival days,‡ the 
clock caused the little shrine [containing her] to revolve and again hid her. On Epiph-
any Herod came into view for a day. The clock consisted of a minute hand and an hour 
hand, and the wax and wane of the moon throughout the entire year were also beauti-
fully displayed, exactly as in the sky. The course of the sun was likewise displayed, this 
being indicated by an ordinary hour-hand, together with the lengths of days and nights 
and sun’s rising and setting. There was also a hand that indicated the months, holidays 
and name-days throughout the whole year, as well as the 12 signs of the zodiac, thus 
presenting a perpetual calendar. In addition there was a large hand with a small one on 
top of it pointing backward[?]; both of them, however, only indicated the hour.

§. 567.

Finally—and this is what concerns us and why we are describing [this device]—
there was a carillon [Glockenspiel] in it, consisting of 29 brass bells of which the 
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largest was not even a quarter of an ell in diameter. It had a keyboard consisting of 
three octaves, on which one could play anything one wished; its [action], though, 
was rather stiff, as I noted when playing it. On the other side there was also mounted a 
barrel that operated the glockenspiel. Every time the clock struck the hour, the barrel 
was turned by the gears, causing the glockenspiel to play a sacred chorale, a different 
one each hour for 12 hours, after which it began again. Thus there were 12 chorales, 
among which could be heard the following: Jesu, meines Lebens Leben; Freu dich sehr, 

O meine Seele; Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist; O Gott du frommer Gott. Yet there was 
only one barrel, which could not be positioned differently until 12 hours were past. It 
stood upright, being about 3/8 of an ell in diameter and about 2½ ells long. The pins 
were just very small [pieces of ] wire driven into [the barrel], like [the hitchpins] be-
hind the cloth on a clavichord, on which the strings are hooked. It was by means of 
[these pins] that it operated the mallets. As best I remember, the barrel had to rotate 
only once before a verse was finished, and while it was rotating it sank ever so slightly. 
Thus when it was again set into motion an hour later, other pins were in a position 
to operate the mallets. It played not only the treble [i.e., the melody], but the bass 
and the inner voices as well; the latter, though, were mostly arpeggiated. The clock-
maker living at that time in Gotha who was in charge of that principality’s clocks 
built this skillful piece of work. He intended to travel with it to Vienna and sell it for 
600 Reichsthaler, if I remember correctly. On the way he traveled through Erfurt with 
it, thus offering the opportunity for it to be seen at the Gasthof zum Propheten, where 
he was lodged. This man was self-taught, i.e., he had never served a normal appren-
ticeship; he seemed so naïve and humble that no one would ever have expected such a 
thing from him. There were many curious things to see in the piece of work described 
above, but everything worked realistically and comprehensibly, without having to at-
tribute anything on it to witchcraft. Some people did indeed cry out at that time, try-
ing to accuse that honest man of dealing with demons.

§. 568.

Mizler’s Musikalische Bibliothek, Vol. I, Part II, p. 76, reveals that it is possible to 
install a glockenspiel in a harpsichord. [Mizler] reports that the organbuilder Wiclef 
in Ansbach has made an unusual invention by installing a glockenspiel in a harpsi-
chord, in which he not only cast the bells out of a material he himself compounded, so 
that they sounded bright and clear, but also knew how to tune them expertly by filing 
them off. This must be something beautiful indeed; I wish I owned such an instrument 
myself. But since I have never had the chance to see an example of one, I beg the kind 
reader to be satisfied with the mere notice [about it].





* Adlung uses this word to denote a 
tuned set of bells, whatever their 
size; he does not distinguish be-
tween a glockenspiel and a caril-
lon, as is done in English.

† The following quote from Francis-
cus, like other quotes in this trea-
tise, is not exact. Adlung takes 
some liberties and also omits some 
sentences without indicating he has 
done so.

‡ “Real” is “royal” in Spanish, and 
the Netherlands were Spanish ter-
ritory until 1648; but the meaning 
is obscure.

§ actually a variety of celesta.

¶ Marin Mersenne, Harmonie univer-

selle, Book VII, p. 42.

|| Franciscus reads “Antwerp,” as does 
Mersenne (Harmonie universelle, 
Book VII, p. 42).

** Plate no. XXIX, p. 1036, shows 
bells on the offsets of a tower. Plate 
no. XXXIV, p. 1317, shows the car-
illon at Antwerp.

†† See §.546.

‡‡ Vol. III, Tract 22.
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Chapter XXVI.

Concerning the Clavichord and the Pedal-clavier.
Contents:

§.571. Concerning the name of the clavichord. §.572-573. Its history. §.574. Its body. §.575. 
The other main components. §.576. Some sound loud, others weak; and concerning stops. 

§. 569.

I would like to add something else about carillons (Glockenspielen*) from Eras-
mus Franciscus’s Geschicht-Kunst-u. Sittenspiegel, Book IV, p. 1316f.,† where he says: 
“The Chinese make instruments of bronze to give them a ringing sound like bells. They 
assume various shapes and sounds, according to whether they are smaller or larger, and 
sound quite lovely together, [wafting] clearly over the meadow like the bells that ring 
in the church towers in the Netherlands; although the latter are arranged quite art-
fully and played like an Instrument or a royal keyboard (Real Clavier‡). It is by these 
that the church towers at Deventer, Zwolle, Amsterdam, Enkhuizen, etc., greatly de-
light those who pass by, whenever the clocks strike… The keyboards of such instru-
ments must be struck with the fists, to be sure, since fingers are too weak; but it is pos-
sible to construct a harpsichord with 49 little bells, on which the keys are just as light 
and easy for the fingers to play as those on spinets and organs. If the bells are struck 
gently with wooden mallets, by giving each key its own clapper or striker to raise or 
lower, then such a glockenspiel§ greatly exceeds the sweetness of strings. Mersenne¶ 
writes that the carillon in the tower of St. Mary’s Church at Deventer|| consists of 33 
bells, with an equal number of ropes and mallets or strikers, the lowest [bell] of which 
produces a rough (groben) sound. The clapper in the largest [bell], like that of all the 
others, is also tied to a rope. The [carillons] at Enkhuizen and Zwolle, though, sound 
far lovelier, if they are still as perfect as [they were] in my day. The Chinese hang lit-
tle bells on the offsets of towers, which are rung by the wind, making a sweet clangor.” 
This is the end of the quote from Franciscus. He has also depicted it in an engraving.**

§. 570.

Concerning automata, [instruments] that are operated by rollers or barrels: one 
should realize that it is also possible to set the barrel in front of the keyboard in such a 
way that it depresses the keys by teeth. The barrel can be rotated by hand, by means of 
a water wheel, by weights, or by elateria,†† etc. It is possible to have a number of roll-
ers, for the sake of variety (cf. de Chales, l.c.,‡‡ Prop. 39.)
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* N.B. Albrecht’s footnote previous to 
this one, to §.507, was also num-
bered 85.

† i.e., the derivation of the word  
clavis.

‡ There is some inconsistency in the 
meaning of this word. In Vol. I, 
§.21, Adlung states that keys may 
also be called “Tangents”. Here 
and in §.576 and §.589, however, 
he seems to use the word to sig-
nify the blades that strike the clav-
ichord strings (this is consistent 
with the modern sense of the term). 
Elsewhere Adlung uses the term 
“Blechplatte” (§.575) or “Blatt” 
(e.g., §.584, §.589) for “blade”. 
When he arrives at discussing the 
pedal clavichord (§.598), Ad-
lung consistently uses “Tangent” 
to mean the key levers within the 
pedal case, and “Blatt” to mean 
the blade that strikes the string. 

§ This statement is not as improba-
ble as it might initially seem. For 
example, in the Smithsonian Mu-
seum in Washington, D.C. there is 
a painting by Januarius Zick (1732-
97), entitled “Die Familie Remy 

§.577. The buff/lute stop. §.578. Transposing on them. §.579. What does “unfretted” mean? 
§. 580. Sometimes the strings are tripled, and also even overspun. §.581. The strings should be 
neither too thin nor too thick, §.582. and sound sweet. §.583. The keyfall should be deep. §.584. 
How to achieve this. §.585. The proper form for the bridge. §.586. Concerning the long sound-
board. §. 587. Faults with the tuning pins. §.588. [Faults] with the [hitch]pins and keys. §.589. 
How to fix [keys that] stick. §.590. Merits of the balance rail. §.591. What to do if the scaling 
is not correct. §.592. The clavichord needs to be protected from grease, dampness and the heat 
of the sun. §.593. How to simulate two manuals. §.594. [Building it in] the shape of a harp-
sichord, and other matters. §.595. One should play moderately on it. §.596. The lower parts 
of the pedal. §.597. The [pedal] case. §.598. The [pedal] keylevers. §.599. [Should] twine or 
trackers [be used?] §.600. The case for the former. §.601. The case for the latter. §.602. Con-
cerning the maintenance of a [clavichord] pedal. §.603. A pedal for a harpsichord. §.604. The 
pull-down pedal. §.605. A few words about the Pandoret and Orval’s clarinet keyboard.

§. 571.

Both [the clavichord and its pedal] are very common and well-known. But in order 
to avoid omitting anything from the Musica mechanica organœdi that pertains to it, 

I will impart something about each of them. The clavichord gets its name from chorda, 
a string, and clavis, a key; or [alternatively] from cor, the heart, in which case the name 
must be spelled “clavicordium”. The latter derivation would have come about because 
the “clavicordium”, if it is of the proper sort and is well played, sounds so very touch-
ing, and far more charming that most other instruments.85) * For by means of the force 
[exerted] by the player it is possible in some measure to achieve forte and piano on it. 

85) For the derivation of this word, see Fuhrmann’s Musicalischer Trichter, Chap. 10, p. 90. The author 
[i.e., Adlung] has also dealt with it† above in §. 21. [Albrecht]

§. 572. 

It is far different from the harpsichord and the other instruments hitherto de-
scribed, in that the tangents (Tangenten‡) do not pluck the strings, as in those previ-
ously described, but only strike them from beneath, as their structure shows. But for 
that reason they have the advantage that one need not bother with quills. Their tun-
ing is also more stable and, if the scaling is correct, they are also far quicker and eas-
ier to tune than [harpsichords], since ordinarily 2, 3 or 4 keys strike one string, and 
thus when one [note] is tuned, the others are immediately in tune as well (see Praeto-
rius, Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, Part II, Chap. 36, pp. 60f.). Anyone who has learned 
well on a clavichord can also handle an organ, harpsichord, or such, all things being 
equal; that is why these instruments are used for teaching. Some spurn them because 
they are so muted, and it is indeed true that many of them turn out too soft. But there 
are some that will hold their own in an ensemble of several violins.§ And even if they 
are more muted than other instruments, the fact remains that [their tone] is delicate; it 
is not possible to express the graces (Manieren) as well on any other [instrument] as on 

in Bendorf bei Koblenz, 1776,” that shows a clavichord being played in ensemble with several violins and a cello. C.P.E. Bach includes the clavichord among 
the instruments to be used for accompanying, and mentions that some singers prefer to be accompanied by the clavichord; see: Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, 
Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, Part II (Berlin: G.L. Winter, 1762), p. 2 (§.6); translated by William J. Mitchell as: Essay on the True Art of 

Playing Keyboard Instruments (N.Y.: W.W. Norton [c.1949]), p. 172 (§.6).
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* Adlung is quoting freely; Matthe-
son’s actual words are “… die vor 
andern beliebten Clavicordia, kle-
ine und grosse, unter welchen al-
len die Flügel und Clavicordia den 
Preis behalten [… the keyboard in-
struments large and small, pre-
ferred to other [instruments], 
among all of which the harpsi-
chord and clavichord take the 
prize].”

† p. 109. This assertion is doubtful. 
The clavichord seems to have de-
veloped during the later Middle 
Ages out of the monochord, whose 
origin is lost in antiquity.

‡ i.e., p. 60.

§ Adlung reads “h” (German “b natu-
ral”), but that is surely an error.

¶ Here Adlung finishes his free quote 
from Praetorius. The final state-
ment embellishes upon Praetorius, 
who gives the upper limit of the 
compass as a”, c” or d”, and occa-
sionally f ”. (This should almost 
certainly read “a��, c���, d��� or f���;” 
Praetorius’s plate XV, no. 2, has 
the compass C/E to f���. Thus Ad-
lung perpetuates Praetorius’s con-
fusion.)

|| While this statement is doubtless 
correct, it should not be construed 
to mean that all clavichords were 
built in this way. It is certain that 
fretted clavichords with short oc-
taves in the bass continued in use 
well into the l8th century; thus 
various types of instruments existed 
simultaneously for quite some time.

the clavichord. Thus Mr. Mattheson’s dictum ([Neu-eröffnete] Orchestre I, Part III, 
Chap. III., §.4[,p.262]) is correct when he says that the much-loved clavichords are 
to be praised above other [instruments].* [Human] temperaments vary; gentle music 
pleases some, while others like loud. Thus some cannot abide the rattling harp, while 
others like to listen to it. This is the way it is [with the clavichord], as well.

§. 573.

Guido d�Arezzo is said to have invented the clavichord, as Prinz reports in his 
Historia musices, Chap. X, §. 14.† Thus they would already have been in use for many 
centuries. But just as all inventions do not achieve perfection at the beginning, but 
later attain that state after diligent deliberation, so one can easily deduce that clav-
ichords of old were not like those of today. Praetorius, l.c.,‡ testifies to this when he 
says that the clavichord was derived from dividing off the monochord (according to 
Guido’s scale, which had only 20 notes (Claves)). In the beginning, he continues, there 
were only 20 diatonic notes, of which only two were black (that would be referring to 
the raised or chromatic ones), bb§ and bb�. There were only three types of semitones: 
a-bb, b-c, and e-f, as may still be seen in very old organs. Later more chromatic ones 
were added, resulting in the following keyboard: F G G# A Bb B C C#, etc., up to f�� 
f#��. Now (i.e., in Praetorius’s day) they extended from C to f ”¶ [sic]. After Praetori-
us’s time organ keyboards underwent a major transformation, and this change was also 
applied to other keyboard instruments. For a long time now clavichords have had all 
semitones, or more properly speaking, all chromatic notes from C to c���.|| Their key-
boards were gradually extended, and many notes were added, only a bit in the treble, 
to be sure, perhaps to d��� (but very seldom), but a good deal in the bass, some even ex-
tending down as far as the 16-foot C; thus there are 5 whole octaves on these instru-
ments. The structure of the other parts has gradually been improved as well, so that 
the difference between old and new ones is quite evident. But the new ones do not al-
ways turn out well, and many [builders] make them very badly indeed.

§. 574.

Let us proceed to the point and examine the essential components of the clavi-
chord. The case is ordinarily rectangular; at least, it is unusual to deviate much [from 
this shape]. The four sides are made of soft wood, normally of fir/spruce. But if they 
are made of walnut, pearwood or some such, they will be more durable and last lon-
ger. The bottom board is made of soft wood, as in a harpsichord. The case is divided 
into three sections along its length, the space beneath one of them being occupied by 
a compartment, several inches wide, in which are stored [extra] strings, the [tuning] 
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* for damping.

† i.e., in the next section.

‡ i.e., a triangle, when viewed in cross 
section.

§ and into the wrest pin block, 
mounted below the sound board.

¶ i.e., the hitch pin block.

|| here “Mensur” refers specifically 
to the proper length of the strings. 
In §.581 and §.588 Adlung calls 
the hitchpin block the “Men-
sur” as well, since the scalings are 
marked off on it, and in §. 578 he 
also uses the term for the keyboard 
back guide rack. The German term 
“Mensur” can also mean the rela-
tionship of string length to string 
thickness (as Adlung intimates in 
§.579). English has no exact equiv-
alent for this variety of meanings; 
the usual translation, “scaling,” 
refers only to the proper string 
length.

** i.e, whalebone (baleen).

†† i.e., further forward, toward the 
player.

‡‡ i.e., the mute.

§§ presumably by some sort of lid.

hammer, cloth* and such. Next† comes the keyboard, about the same size as on an 
organ, or longer or shorter as you wish, according to the number of keys. Thereaf-
ter comes the third section for the soundboard (Decke oder Sangboden). Where the 
keys end, there the soundboard begins across the top, and extends to the end [of the 
case]. Thus it does not extend under [the entire length of ] the strings, as in a harp-
sichord. Furthermore, [the soundboard] must be of the same sort as that of a harpsi-
chord, which was discussed in §. 523.

§. 575.

Across the breadth of the soundboard there lies a bridge, that either forms a 
straight line or is bowed into a curve. Its shape is that of a prism‡, provided on top with 
as many pins as the clavichord is to have strings. Beneath the soundboard is a rib [pass-
ing diagonally] from one corner to the other. The tuning pins are driven through the 
soundboard,§ as in a harpsichord. A plank of oak¶ is fastened on the back side, from 
right to left, on which the scaling|| (Mensur) is marked off. Into this strip the pins are 
driven around which the strings are hooked. The keys are like those in a harpsichord, 
except that instead of jacks, brass blades (meßingene Blechplatten [i.e., tangents]) are 
driven into them, and these are what strike the strings. To keep [the keys] from shift-
ing to the side, however, slips made of metal or fishbone** are driven into the middle 
of the back ends; these slips travel in slots cut into [the oak strip], preventing the keys 
from shifting to one side or the other. The key [levers] lie in part straight, in part at an 
angle, according to the requirements of temperament and scaling. [Further] forward 
they move on pins that lie atop the balance rail, as in harpsichords and other keyboard 
instruments. This balance rail is almost prismatic in shape, but slightly rounded off on 
top. To keep any [key] from popping out there is a nameboard above the keys (but not 
above the pins††). The part of the keys on the outside [of the case] are finished off and 
polished like those on an organ. Then the strings are put on as in a harpsichord. One 
uses brass strings for this. In order to dampen the sound right after the upwards pres-
sure [of the tangent ceases], cloth [listing] is woven through the strings.

§. 576.

These are the principal components. Next follow the merits and shortcomings. 
Some clavichords have a bold sound, while others sound weak. The former is praise-
worthy, but the latter is not. As concerns volume, though, someone might well want to 
play more softly at times, when in a meditative mood or for some other reason; then all 
that is necessary is to set something on the bridge, as is done to the violin,‡‡ and [the 
sound] will be muted. It is said, though, that this is harmful to the resonance of such 
instruments; this is something that I have never tested. But [the damping] could also 
be accomplished in this way: the entire clavichord could be covered,§§ with the excep-
tion of the keys, and then it would sound far softer than usual. The more of the sound-
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board that is covered, the quieter the sound will be. Or a clavichord could be con-
structed with stops. This is how that might work: the strings would be strung in pairs, 
somewhat separated from each other. To keep the case from being so wide, however, 
the two strings for each key would be set as close together as the design will permit. 
The keyboard could be shifted forward by inserting each side of the balance rail (the 
ridge beneath [the keys], into which the pins are driven) into a horizontal channel. By 
grasping it at both sides at the same time, the balance rail together with the keyboard 
could be shifted forward a bit, allowing the tangents (Tangenten) to contact only one 
string. The [mechanism] must be positioned exactly, though, and not shifted too far; 
therefore the nearer and further limits [of travel] have to be marked with pins, so that 
they block the balance rail, keeping it from being moved too far. Great precision is re-
quired for this. The metal tangents cannot be wide, otherwise they would not easily 
clear the string behind without nicking a neighboring string belonging to a key on the 
other side. Even though the shift is tiny, hardly amounting to the width of the back of 
a knife[blade], it is necessary for this reason to cut the slots [in the hitchpin block,] 
where the scaling is, a bit deeper [than usual]. Then longer slips can be set into the 
[back of ] the keys, so that they remain in [the slots] when the keyboard is shifted 
outward. It would be better, though, if that [oak] strip shifted forward with the slots, 
and this is also easy to do. In this way the back string [of each pair] could at times be 
used alone. Indeed, clavichords sometimes have three courses, and in that case it would 
also be possible to play at times on only the nearest and middle strings, or at times on 
all three, by adjusting the keyboard in a certain way (as described in §.516 concerning 
the harpsichord). If [the tangents] are to strike [various combinations of ] all three 
[strings], then the keyboard must be made so it can be adjusted to three positions. I 
have never seen any instrument furnished with stops, but it could surely be done.

§. 577.

I have occasionally seen clavichords that have buff/lute stops. In that case the 
tangent blades are made rather wide, so that if the width were divided into two halves, 
either one would be wide enough to strike both strings. A layer of leather or cloth, 
as thin as possible, is laid over the back half of each blade and glued to each side of 
it. Then the keyboard is made movable, according to the method described above. In 
its normal position the sound is created by the bare half [of the blade], just like other 
[clavichords]. When however the keyboard is shifted to bring the half covered with 
leather under the strings, then the [normal] harp-like sound will disappear, the same 
as happens in a harpsichord (see §. 514). It requires an exacting craftsman [to con-
struct] this [mechanism], as well.

§. 578. 

In §. 515 the transposing mechanism was [cited as] a virtue in the harpsichord. 
The question is, should this also be built into the clavichord, as some believe? In an-
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* see note accompanying §.575.

† sic; should be c�.

swer: I have pondered this a great deal, but up to this point I have not yet discovered 
anything that is successful. At first I thought the keyboard could be made movable 
from left to right, as can be done in a harpsichord. But the keys are set into slots [in 
the hitchpin block] at the back . The board upon which the strings are attached above 
the keyboard back guide rack (Mensur*) could be made separate from the strip with 
the notches, so that the latter could be shifted back and forth underneath, with [the 
keyboard]. But that will not work, either, for the basic principle should be that the 
tangents should then strike the same strings as usual, yet at a distance equivalent to 
a half or a whole step higher or lower. This distance, however, is not the same for all 
the strings. In the lowest octave, a half step amounts to a good 1½ inches, so that the 
keyboard would have to shifted that far down in order to transpose a half step down. 
Barely a half inch is needed in the treble, though. Consequently, since the entire key-
board is shifted the same distance, the treble keys would never be in tune with the bass, 
because a half step amounts to much less in the treble, as can plainly be seen. The in-
tervals vary proportionally from C to c���, and none of them is equal to any other. 
Someone might suggest drawing the keyboard forward [thus striking the next set of 
strings], as [happens] with the stops in §.576; this I do not consider impossible, but it 
would require particular pains in measuring it off, positioning the bridge and string-
ing [the instrument]. And it would likely create even more problems, if the keyboard 
were drawn any further forward than one set of strings, not to mention other inconve-
niences. It would indeed be possible to indicate a method for doing this, but in practice 
it is likely to turn out to be very difficult. Therefore I will not dwell on it any longer; 
we have other things to consider.

§. 579.

Furthermore, it should be considered a virtue if a clavichord is unfretted. Many 
[clavichords] are [built] so that 3 or 4 keys strike the same string or the same pair of 
strings. “Unfretted”, in contrast, means that there is a separate set of strings for at 
least every diatonic key together with its chromatic [neighbor]. For example, c��† and 
c#� would strike the same string, as would d� and d#�; e would stand alone; f� and f#� 
would be together, etc. Or the d� could stand alone while d#� and e� strike the same 
string, etc. The lowest [octave of ] strings from C to B-natural all have separate sets 
of strings; at least on those instruments that I have seen and played, even when three 
keys struck the same set of strings in the middle and upper octaves. Someone will ask, 
“Why should clavichords be unfretted?” I will admit that if the scaling is correct, [the 
instrument] can be tuned precisely, even when it is fretted. Indeed it is a great benefit 
in tuning, since when one note is in tune, the others that strike the same string are ipso 

facto in tune as well. However, if a [single] string goes out of tune, then three notes 
are right away out of tune, and this is a major inconvenience. And if suspensions/slurs 
are played in which major or minor seconds that are fretted together are struck, then 
only the upper [tone] on the fretted string is heard, since [both] are striking the same 
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* i.e., at the back, where the tangents 
are located.

† i.e., adjoining pitches.

‡ See note accompanying §.575.

string. These inconveniences are such that they spoil the harmony. For that reason I 
would never advise [getting] a clavichord unless it is unfretted. If one were to inter-
pret the word “unfretted” in the narrower sense, however, meaning that each and every 
suspension could be played, then every chromatic note would also have to have a sepa-
rate set of strings. That is a good thing, for then the harmony could never be disturbed 
in any way. But this would require more strings, as well as more time for tuning, and the 
case would have to be much wider, due to the great number of strings. But such clavi-
chords are being made everywhere these days, and people are sparing neither the trou-
ble nor the expense that such a clavichord requires, because they have finally perceived 
that this type [of instrument] is much to be preferred above all others. It is necessary to 
keep in mind, however, that the strings cannot be placed too close together, otherwise it 
would be difficult to get the tuning hammer [to fit] between the pins, and the tangents 
would often touch the neighboring strings—both of these [faults] would be annoying 
to the owner of such an instrument.
 

Then the question arises, “Why are the lower notes always unfretted? Would it 
not be more appropriate, for the sake of the harmony, to make the ones in the treble 
unfretted, for suspensions/slurs, mordents and other graces, but not the lower ones, 
since one does not readily perform slurs and other ornaments down there?” Here is 
the answer: this is true, if only it would work. The greater the distance the tangents are 
from the bridge, however, the larger the section of a string is required for a half step, to 
say nothing of a whole step. Thus the key [levers] would have to stand very far apart,* 
and they would finally get to be at an extreme angle at both ends, making them almost 
unusable. If the key [levers] on the left side beginning at [low] C are set at an angle 
and as close as possible to each other, up to the point where a chromatic and diatonic 
note are produced by the same string (this normally begins at e), then at that point the 
keys are spread apart and a half step is not as great as lower [in the bass]. Nevertheless 
by doing this the upper keys gradually come to be at a great angle to the left. Wherever 
the tangents lie far apart from each other, there a diatonic and chromatic note† are al-
ways produced from one string. The more fretted an instrument is, the more the tre-
ble keys will lie at an angle. But wherever each diatonic and chromatic note has its own 
separate set of strings, it is not necessary for the keys there to stand apart from each 
other; consequently they are not laid at an angle.

Marking out the length and thickness of the strings, or the scaling,‡ is a mat-
ter for the craftsmen. If this is not correctly [done], then [the strings] are either too 
short, which preserves the strings better, or they are too long, and then the strings will 
break, especially when they also form a sharp angle at the bridge. Thus everything 
must be measured off with a compass, using the monochord as a model, and taking into 
account the thickness of the strings. If the clavichord is long, then the bridge or even 
the tuning pins may be shifted back. In particular the half steps must be measured off 
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* There is no mention of weather in 
connection with reed tongues in 
the Mmo; in §.118 of the Anleitung 
(p. 373), however, Adlung does in-
deed treat this subject:
… reeds, however, are not sta-
ble [in tuning]. The colder the 
weather gets, the more the tongue 
bends toward the shallot, and 
the higher the pitch rises. The 
warmer the weather gets, the more 
the opposite happens. There-
fore under the latter conditions 
the tuning wires must be driven 
downwards, forcing the tongue 
against the shallot; under the for-
mer conditions the tuning wire 
must be drawn upwards, allow-
ing the tongue to bend away from 
the shallot. The smaller the stop 
is [i.e., the smaller the pipes], 
the more easily they go out of 
tune (y). 

(y) a thin sheet is more easily warped by 
the sun than a thick board; therefore a thin 
tongue will be more affected by heat or cold 
than a thick one. A [reed] stop may well be in 
tune with itself, if built by a master, but not in 
relation to the flue stops …

† the oak strip described in §.575.

86)  Keyboard builders of today are seldom accustomed to building this arrangement; instead of boring 
holes through the large bridge and drawing the octave strings through it, they fasten the strings right 
behind the small bridge and string them from right to left. They drive the necessary tuning pins into 
the hitchpin block (Mensurbalken†), and thus the octave strings must be tuned at the left side, at the 
bass end. [Albrecht]

exactly, and everything must be measured very precisely according to the best temper-
ament. The correctness of the scaling on a clavichord or other stringed instruments 
will reveal itself by the instrument staying exactly, or at least mostly, in tune. But this 
should happen proportionately, so that all the strings drift out of tune at the same time 
and in proper proportion; in that way they stay in tune among themselves, and the 
shortcoming is not noticed until other instruments play with it. This requires that not 
only the length of the strings be in proper proportion, but their thickness as well. But 
how many [builders] get it right? True, tuning pins that slip are sometimes to blame 
for the out-of-tuneness, but not always! Rather the weather is the major factor, as has 
already been mentioned above in connection with the tongues of reed stops.*

§. 580.

I have never yet encountered a clavichord without doubled strings, since these 
[instruments] are feeble enough [in volume] to begin with. They normally have 
paired strings for each set. These strings are either brass or steel. The latter are said 
to sound more beautiful, but the former do not rust. And if brass strings have been 
properly hardened, they likewise produce a good tone; thus I prefer them, in gen-
eral (see §.575). Pairing a brass and a steel string in the same choir is not a good idea; 
they will seldom be in tune, since [changes in] the weather affect them just as differ-
ently as two different kinds of wood, one of which shrinks more readily than the other. 
This [point] should also be noted with regard to the instruments already discussed. 
Furthermore, one string in a choir should not be thicker than the other, or they can-
not possibly sound the same, since the thinner one is less tense than the thicker, and 
thus its vibrations are entirely different. The proportion must be adhered to exactly 
from top to bottom; this will be discussed further below. Sometimes clavichords are 
made with three strings per set. This is to be found particularly in the lowest octave, 
from C to c; or if the instrument extends lower, e.g., to contra F, then those additional 
notes are also given three strings. The third string is sometimes of the same pitch as the 
other [two], 8� pitch at low C; but sometimes it is tuned an octave higher, and conse-
quently thinner strings must be used, depending on the length of the clavichord. Con-
cerning the scaling of these strings, they are given the same length as the other strings 
of that thickness. But if clavichords are long, they must have their own separate bridge. 
[These 4� strings] pass over their own bridge, and then not over the large one, but 
through it, directly to the tuning pins.86.) For example, if my clavichord were short, 
and I wanted to string an octave [string] for [low] C, whose gauge is normally No. 1, 
then I would observe what gauge (N[umme]r) the octave, c, was. The way I build, it is 
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* i.e., excessive sharping caused by the 
use of strings that are too thin.

† i.e., those whose strings are too thin.

number 4. But it is evident that at c the strings are not fully the length [of the instru-
ment], while at C they are full-length. Thus I cannot simply use a number 4, rather 
I must have it pass over a separate bridge to make the sounding portion of it shorter, 
namely, as short as it is at c (the sounding portion extends from the tangent to the 
bridge). If I had used number 5 or 6, then I would scarcely have had any need for the 
bridge. This same treatment is applied to all the other notes, as well.

Sometimes the deeper strings are overspun with silver wire. If the string that nor-
mally belongs there were overspun, then it would have to be tuned an octave lower, 
making it a 16 �. If thinner strings are overspun, however, then they can be [tuned] in 
unison with the other ones that are not overspun, namely at 8� pitch. For each set of 
strings has only one string that is overspun, the others remaining not overspun. If the 
bass is to be given three strings per set, then there are two overspun strings and one that 
is not overspun, this last normally being tuned an octave higher, as has already been 
mentioned. I will refrain from describing the [process of ] overspinning [the strings] 
here, for the sake of brevity. Ordinarily overspun strings are strung only up to b-nat-
ural (counting up from the bottom), and because of them the bass assumes a particular 
gravity. But when the weather changes they do not stay in tune with the other strings.

§. 581.

Concerning the thickness of the strings from the top [of the compass] to the bot-
tom: it is a defect if they are too thick, and especially if the bridge rises too high, and 
the strings bend sharply as they pass over it, so that they make too noticeable an angle. 
It is often such conditions that cause the strings to break. But it is also a defect if the 
strings that are too thin are used, since then they will not be tense enough when tuned. 
Therefore if the instrument is played gently, the strings will produce a very weak tone, 
while on the other hand if the notes are attacked forcefully, then the strings are pushed 
upward and their pitch becomes sharper. For the strings of one pitch to sound at times 
sharp and at times flat is indeed a great defect. But this cannot be avoided, since if they 
are pushed upward, they form an angle at the tangents, since the two ends of the string 
are fixed. Thus the string is lengthened and stretched more tightly, and consequently 
gets somewhat sharper, sometimes as much as a half step. To prevent this fault,* the 
instrument maker must write the numbers [of the strings that have been used] on the 
keys in a timely manner when the instrument is built, so that the correct ones are al-
ways [used when] restringing. If the strings are already ruined, then they must be re-
moved and [the instrument] restrung with thicker [strings]. Or to economize only the 
treble strings may be discarded and the lower ones may be moved upward [into their 
place]. If only certain [strings] are too thin, then these should simply be removed; 
otherwise the same thing will happen with this note (clave) as has happened with all 
the others.† But the strings must not be too thick, otherwise their tone will lack sweet-
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* i.e., the top string.

† i.e., the thinner strings have to be 
more tense to sound well.

‡ i.e., for the higher notes.

§ i.e., the length of the strings.

¶ See the note concerning the phe-
nomenon of tensile pickup, accom-
panying §.510.

|| See note accompanying §.575.

** See §.575.

†† i.e., to make the instrument suc-
cessful. This sentence serves to 
modify Adlung’s statement in the 
previous paragraph that “clavi-
chords seldom turn out as they are 
envisioned.”

‡‡ because the tangents do not have 
enough travel to reach a veloc-
ity that allows them to strike the 
strings sharply.

ness. Thus many a clavichord contains a number 7 for c��� in the treble;* but it is better 
to string this thinner and, to compensate, to tune it sharper.† If however the bridge at 
the top‡ lies too far [from the tangents] and the thick strings [therefore] do not hold, 
then one must move [the bridge] back [closer to the tangents], so that the scale§ be-
comes shorter.¶ In extreme situations where the strings do not hold, the pins on top of 
the hitchpin block (Mensur||) can be driven in further up.

§. 582.

A clavichord must have a robust sound, but not percussive, rather, [the tone must 
be] lovely, in the manner of a harp. It must also continue to vibrate sweetly and at 
length. This is the very matter that causes the instrument maker much trouble; clavi-
chords seldom turn out as they are envisioned. Indeed, I have seen a maker build two 
clavichords, both with cases of identical width, length and thickness, with identical 
woods throughout; the soundboard[s] were good, the strings absolutely identical—
and yet the sound of one was twice as loud in comparison to the sound of the other. It 
was also far more pleasant—whichever you might consider more important. The ques-
tion arises, “How did this happen?” Here is the answer: there could be several rea-
sons that cause the difference. Even though many a person might think that everything 
was identical, there might be some unsuspected difference in one of the parts [named 
above], e.g., in the bridge or the soundboard, although the master craftsman did not 
notice it. The position of the rib** under the soundboard must also be taken into ac-
count; it need only be placed at a certain point, and the tone will not be what it [oth-
erwise] might. This can be very clearly noted in [the positioning of ] the soundpost in 
a violin. Some say that if a soundboard is not installed at dawn, when the sun rises, it 
will not sound as well as others. Such astrological observations, however, are not worth 
much, in my opinion.

§. 583.

A craftsman, however, should do as much as he can.†† He should boil the wood 
for the soundboard, use completely cured wood, plane it thin, and position the bridge 
and the rib correctly. In particularly he should promote a robust tone by [using] thick 
strings, as has already been said, and by positioning the tangents to strike properly. 
Let me say this: the tangents ought not to sit so high that the blades almost reach up 
to the strings; if they do, then they strike if the player barely touches the keys. This 
feels good to play, but I am not in favor of it, because 1) the volume [of the instrument] 
is thereby greatly diminished.‡‡ If anyone doubts this, let him perform this test: ad-
just the keys so that their fronts fall lower, and thus that their back sections must rise 
higher—this will convince him. 2) they create more extraneous attack noise than other 
instruments. 3) If students become accustomed to it while they are being taught, and 
later transfer to the organ, where the key fall is of a different depth (ungleich tiefer), 
then they have to relearn everything from the beginning. If they become accustomed 
to clavichords with a deep keyfall, on the other hand, then the organ will not seem so 
foreign to them.
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* i.e., not to drive them in or snip 
them off too far.

† i.e., the guide pieces, driven into the 
backs of the keys, that move in the 
notches.

‡ i.e., the listing; see §.575.

§ there is a layer of felt on a ledge that 
protrudes from the bottom of the 
hitch pin block, which silences the 
far ends of the key levers as they 
fall (upon the release of notes); this 
is the first time that Adlung has 
mentioned this feature of the clavi-
chord’s construction.

¶ i.e., a rose.

§. 584.

Now the question arises, “How do you adjust a clavichord with too shallow a key-
fall?” The [remedy I will describe] will only work if their [tangent] blades lie [too] 
high. In that case, they need only be driven in further, or snipped off, and the mat-
ter is taken care of. But they have to be set at the same height, since it is a defect if one 
key falls deeper than the others. The [tangents] in the lowest octave can be left pro-
portionately somewhat longer, since their [tangent] blades are not situated so far back 
[on the key levers] as in the treble. But be careful not to go too far,* because sometimes 
this lets the slips† strike the tops of their notches, causing a thumping. The remedy for 
this is to set the slips lower [in the key levers]. Sometimes the far ends of the key [le-
vers] in the lowest octave strike the cloth;‡ this fault is the result of letting the keys 
fall too deep. If cloth§ should lie too high under far ends of the key [levers], then some 
of it should be removed; that will also help [the keys] to strike [properly]. But noth-
ing should be allowed to create a thumping or rattling, which happens if wood strikes 
bare wood, or if the cloth is too thin.

§. 585.

Concerning the tone: observe that the higher the bridge is on a violin, the louder 
and fuller the strings sound. If the bridge is low, though, then they sound somewhat 
more brilliant and delicate, like a harp. Since the bass register of keyboard instruments 
is generally preferred to be rich and full, with the tone becoming gradually more deli-
cate and harplike toward the upper octaves, the bridge can be made low in the treble at 
c���, gradually thereafter increasing in height until it is noticeably higher at low C than 
in the treble. As concerns the shape of the bridge, this does not much matter—though 
I am in favor of straight ones. The shape of the bridge, however, should be determined 
according to the scaling. The top of the little bridge for the 4� octave (discussed in §. 
580) may be covered with a long [strip of ] wire, if a brighter sound from the strings is 
desired. 

§. 586.

For the sake of tone, some [builders] make the soundboard very long, so that, 
while earlier generations made them barely a ¼ of an ell long, now they are usually 
built more than twice that long, so that they resonate better. An opening is made on 
top;¶ but I have also encountered many sonorous clavichords that did not have such 
an opening in the soundboard. Then, however, there must be an opening in the belly 
rail. Note what has been said [about this matter] in §. 524. Others make soundboards 
as much as 1-¼ ells long or more, but then they adjust the bridge as well as the tun-
ing pins accordingly, so that the strings do not become too long. Or they add a bit to 
the length and thickness [of the strings], but tune them 2 or 3 steps lower. Such instru-
ments sound brilliant and majestic, but they are not as well suited for ensemble playing 
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* See §.579 and §.586 above.

† i.e., wrest pin block.

as others that are tuned higher. There are those that make the cases much deeper than 
usual, for the sake of the tone; indeed, at times some install yet another soundboard 
underneath the keys. By positioning the bridge to allow a considerable space between 
it and the tuning pins, so that the treble strings are allowed to sound brightly (like 
the shrillness of an ordinary harp) between the bridge and the pins, the pleasant reso-
nance of a clavichord is considerably increased, especially if the correct proportion is 
achieved so that their pitch is fairly close to the actual [sounding length of the] strings. 
For strings vibrate sympathetically, as has been demonstrated in §.536 above, and when 
a note sounds, then the strings on the other side of the bridge, as many of them as har-
monize with that note, will resonate with it, in the manner of a harp. The more such 
sympathetic strings are in precise tune with a note, the more pronounced the resonance 
will be. Thus it is understandable how it happens that at times some notes resonate 
longer than others, since more of the sympathetic strings are in tune with them. Thus 
no pieces [of cloth] should be set on top of them [i.e., the sympathetic strings], since 
these strings will not resonate if they are interlaced [with cloth]. If one wishes to pre-
serve this [sympathetic vibration] exactly as it is, then neither the bridge nor the tun-
ing pins can be moved. Otherwise the resonance will disappear, and perhaps shift over 
to another note. The strings between the tangent and the cloth cannot resonate much, 
since the cloth dampens them.

§. 587.

It is a major fault for the tuning pins to stand so close to each other that it is diffi-
cult to get between them with a hammer and pliers (see §.579). It is also a fault for them 
not to be strong enough, since they are soon bent crooked by the pull of the strings. If 
they are already weak and cannot be changed, then the strings must be wound as close 
to the bottom as possible, because in that way they exert far less pressure. But they 
must not come into direct contact with the soundboard, since this causes too great an 
angle in the strings, and also because they can easily cut right into the soundboard—
that is not good. With such weak pins one must also be careful not to twist them apart. 
It is also a fault for the pins to be made of brass. Such pins do not rust, it is true, but 
they are too smooth, and [thus] are too easily turned by the pull of the strings. Iron 
is better, but it must not be wire, but rather forged iron; pins of this type hold up bet-
ter. If they are not sunk deeply enough, then the holes into which they are driven must 
be bored deeper; or if they are not tapered enough at the bottom end, then they must 
be filed more to a point. There are various arrangements for the tuning pins; but they 
should be laid out so that the proportion of the strings is maintained.* It is also a ma-
jor fault for the pins not to have an oak foundation† that holds them tight; the spruce 
or fir wood that some use for this [purpose] soon lets [the pin holes] spread, and then 
the pins do not hold, and get driven further and further in. In order to avoid this latter 
problem, the pins should also not be too drastically tapered.
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* See §.575, note 16.

† i.e., §.507.

‡ i.e., whalebone (baleen).

§. 588.

The [hitch] pins driven into the top of the hitchpin block (über der Mensur*), 
around which the strings are looped, should not be too short, and should in addition 
stand at a bit of an angle; otherwise the strings are liable to slip off. In my discussion of 
the harpsichord† I suggested adding a few keys below C. This applies here, as well; in 
fact, it would do no harm if it extended all the way down to 16 �  C.  §.25 explains the 
origin of this [system of labeling pitches]. It is a defect if clavichords have too heavy 
an action. This shortcoming arises from the rear portion of the key being too heavy in 
relation to the forward portion. If the rear [portion] is made too heavy and thick, and 
is long in addition (as happens in wide clavichords), and the forward portion is short, 
then the action will inevitably be heavy, since a disproportionate amount of weight 
falls on one side [of the balance rail], and both sections—the one behind the bal-
ance rail and the one in front of it—are so far out of balance. Everything, both behind 
[the balance rail] and in front of it, needs to be fashioned as lightly as possible, consis-
tent with the need for durability. In this regard, if the rear portion has to be long and 
heavy, then the forward portion must be made longer and heavier, not to the point that 
they are equal in weight, to be sure, but so that the imbalance is not too great. The two 
dare not be in perfect balance, otherwise the [rear portion of the] key would not fall 
back after being played. Thus it is a defect if the rear portion is not somewhat heavier 
than the forward one; this is why it will not drop down again very rapidly. If this fault 
exists, then some [molten] lead must be cast into the rear portion of the key, but only 
as much as is necessary to make it noticeably outweigh the forward portion. The for-
ward portions of the chromatic keys are shorter; consequently they have far less weight 
in comparison to their rear portions than do the diatonic [keys]. This makes it clear 
that the rear portions of chromatic keys should be made thinner and lighter than those 
of the diatonic keys, if the keyboard is to have an even touch throughout [its compass]. 
Occasionally a keyboard is sluggish to play because the holes above the balance rail in 
which the [keys] pivot [on the] pins are somewhat [too] tight. If they are drilled a bit 
bigger and cleared of dirt, this shortcoming will be relieved.

§. 589.

Sticking keys are also a fault. This is sometimes the result of their being too close 
to and rubbing against each other. Then a bit has to be shaved off their sides. Or they 
may have gotten warped; in that case sometimes the same remedy works, or the pin 
needs to be shifted toward the side that has the greatest amount of play. Sometimes 
the reason is that the rear slips in the slots or notches encounter unevenness; some-
times, if they are made of fishbone,‡ they splinter; or if they are too short, they [al-
low the keys to] shift to the side. That is why they are best made of metal. They must 
be long, but not too long, or they will again be the cause of sticking. Sticking also hap-
pens if the tangents (Tangenten) get caught between the strings. This can be reme-
died by re-adjusting the tangents (Blätter), or the cloth [listing] can pull each pair of 
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* i.e., the balance rail.

strings closer together—but not too close or they will rattle. If [the tangent blades] 
are still so broad that they touch the neighboring [strings], their corners should be 
filed off. Sometimes [the key levers] strike at the rear, and in that case the balance pins 
should be moved forward, or some of the back [of each key] should be cut off. If dust 
falls between the keys, it must be removed. Sometimes [a key] gets caught at the front, 
and then a bit has to be removed either from the front edge of the key, or better, from 
the board beneath or in front of the key.

§. 590.

The pins on which the keys pivot are driven into a board, with the chromatic 
ones placed a bit further back [than the diatonic ones], in order [for them] to come 
closer to being balanced. I have previously called this board the hypomochlium, the 
support*. It needs to be made quite sturdily, so that the pins that are driven into it can 
be all the stronger. Its upper surface is rounded, and at times a layer of leather, cloth or 
parchment is glued over it. Sometimes nothing rests on that layer, but at other times a 
length of very heavy wire (or sometimes just a piece of twine) is stretched very taut on 
it, and then fastened at both ends, so that it lies on the fulcrum, in order to mark the 
point more clearly where the forward and rear portions [of the key] meet. Some attach 
the twine in a straight line, which is better than making it crooked, since the latter will 
cause one key to have a heavier action than another.

§. 591.

Sometimes it happens that the blades of the tangents are sharp on top, and cut 
through the strings rather quickly. Sometimes the strings also make little notches in 
the blades; these can be removed with a file. The blades must always be straight; if they 
are bent to the side, it is a sign that the scaling is not right. If they stand [too far] for-
ward or backward, they can easily be pulled out and driven in further forward or back, 
so that they come to stand directly under their strings. Otherwise they do not strike 
both strings of the set with equal force. But if I were to cover everything here, I would 
have to write down much more than this. Each [reader] can think [these matters] 
through for himself. As concerns tuning, the following chapter will mention some-
thing about it.

§. 592.

In maintaining a clavichord one must be careful not to get grease on the sound-
board, for it will ruin the instrument. The grease soaks into the pores, and because it is 
viscous it stays there and even keeps penetrating further. Thus air cannot pass through 
at every point. Water on the soundboard is not any good, either; it does not so much 
harm the tone, though, as cause the sections to come unglued and the bridge to pop off. 
Otherwise it evaporates into the air and disappears, since it does not hang together like 
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* See §.579.

† §.596.

‡ i.e., too far beneath the level of the 
strings. The reason for this warn-
ing will become obvious when one 
compares the action of a harpsi-
chord (relatively long jacks, resting 
on key levers) with that of a clav-
ichord (relatively short tangents, 
driven into the key levers).

grease or oil. All instruments of this sort should be kept away from damp places, since 
the dampness softens the glue. They should also be kept out of direct sunlight, since 
the parts dry out mightily, and the soundboard is likely to split; this is all the more true 
if the wood was not thoroughly cured [to begin with]. The cracks in the soundboard 
that are sometimes caused by the sun’s heat will ruin the tone; this defect cannot be to-
tally remedied without [installing] a new soundboard. But they may indeed be par-
tially remedied by gluing shims into the cracks, sealing them up again as well as possi-
ble. The tone of the clavichord will improve after it has been played a while.

§. 593.

To prevent dirt and the sun from affecting it so much, [a clavichord] may be 
closed up in a case, or at least a lid may be placed over it. A nameboard is placed above 
the [balance rail] pins; it may be fastened by pins to keep it from pressing the keys 
forward. It may be veneered, just as other parts of the clavichord may be [decorated 
by] overlaying them with gold paper, and embellishing them according to one’s fancy. 
Sometimes the corners of the case are left off, [resulting] in this shape:

     

If anyone wishes to take his ease on clavichords with 2 or more manuals as on an or-
gan, then he may either set two of them together, one atop the other, or have 2 of them 
made identically, of the same wood, size, scale, etc. I favor the latter, because if they go 
out of tune, they go together, either sharp or flat (providing the design (Abtheilung*) 
is correct), and thus remain more in tune between themselves than when 2 are joined 
that do not belong together. If there is also to be a pedal, it should be built following 
the instructions below.† 

§. 594.

Clavichords may also be built in the shape of a harpsichord or some other shape; 
but the keyboard cannot be placed too low.‡ There is yet more that could be men-
tioned if I wished to dwell (on this topic); no craftsman would undertake building one 
of these lightly. What was said in §.524 above about the bridge also applies here. A 
bridge could also be installed in a clavichord following those instructions. It is easy to 
deduce from what has been said that the tone is unavoidably altered by [any kind of ] 
pressure [on the soundboard], so that any little thing (say, a key) lying on the sound-
board causes a rattle right away. If anything is set on the bridge, the [tone] will be 
dampened. There is yet more of what was said above about the harpsichord that could 
be applied here, which the reader may may consult for himself; and certain [informa-
tion] that was not imparted there may be applied there from this chapter.
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* 24 of these equal a Taler.

† depending on which of these instru-
ments it is attached to.

‡ There is a correction to the printed 
text here that is noted in the errata 
at the end of Vol. II.

§ instead of trackers.

¶ i.e., to stop the fall of the pedal 
keys, since the action is stopped by 
the contact of the tangents with 
the strings.

|| i.e., the pedal case.

** i.e., from the surface of the pedals 
to the manuals.

†† i.e., arising from the weather.

‡‡ i.e., either simultaneously (as with 
suspensions) or slurred.

As concerns the price of a clavichord, it varies a great deal according to the qual-
ity of the work. Sometimes it is possible to get one for 16 gute Groschen* (ggl.), but one 
like that is only good for firewood to cook fish, especially if it is provided with sub-
semitones. For we [today] are not accustomed to them [i.e., subsemitones], and the 
scaling is likewise arranged for such contraptions. But there are also instruments avail-
able for 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 30 thalers or more.

§. 595.

To maintain a clavichord it is also necessary to play it regularly, and not to be too 
timid in doing it. But on the other hand one should not beat on it as if killing a draft-
ox; the strings will soon be ruined, and if they sound soft to begin with, one cannot 
force them. The necessary [steps] to string and tune them will follow in Chap. 27.

§. 596.

For our final instrument [to consider], let us turn to the pedal. It will not de-
tain us long, since most [of its features] correspond to the clavichord, or to the harp-
sichord.† First the pedal keys are constructed, just like those of an organ in number, 
size, width and position, and they are provided with springs, pins, etc. Consult what 
is said in Chapter 2, §.27, 28 and 29; most of that applies here as well. It is good if the 
parts are all put together with screws, since then they can be disassembled and trans-
ported. The next thing to build is the stand, which looks rather like a trestle, except 
that sheaths [for the pedal keys] are cut into the front of it, just as in the organ (see 
§.27). The difference here is that‡ they must be cut deeper, since it is not possible to 
determine the lowest point to which they [the keys] will drop, as [one can] in the or-
gan; this is especially true if the [pedal] instrument is operated by twine.§ Thus it is 
not necessary to line [the bottom of the sheaths] with cloth.¶ The stand should be 
high enough that with the box|| sitting on it and the clavichords resting in turn on top 
of the box, [the entire assembly] is of the same height** as the manual[s] of an organ, 
so that the player becomes accustomed to the same [dimensions in both].

§. 597.

The case can be made like that of a clavichord, but somewhat longer, so that a 16 � 
can conveniently be strung in it. The case should also be deeper, and the bridge high, so 
that it sounds fuller and richer than a clavichord. Here, finally, soft wood may be used for 
the case, since changes†† in it are not as readily perceived as in the manual. The sound-
board, bridge, strings, cloth [listing], and tuning pins are just like those in a clavichord. 
As far as its faults or virtues, they are those described in connection with the clavichord 
or with the harpsichord. Take note that it is not really necessary to make the pedal un-
fretted, since [notes] fretted [with each other] are seldom played together.‡‡ Thus one 
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* i.e., fewer strings to install or tune; 
see §.608 below.

† i.e., three per note.

‡ i.e., the tangents propelled by the 
feet will strike much more force-
fully than when propelled by the 
fingers.

§ it is not evident today why this 
would be the case.

¶ Here Adlung is envisioning key le-
vers just below the strings in the 
pedal case, with tangents rising 
from them ( just as in a normal 
clavichord), but instead of extend-
ing beyond the forward edge of the 
pedal case, they are connected (by 
means of twine or trackers) to the 
keys of a pedalboard that lies below 
the pedal case.

|| See note, §.572.

** i.e., the pedals that lie on the floor 
and extend forward under the 
player’s feet.

†† See §.577.

‡‡ See §.596.

can take advantage of the benefits that [fretted construction] offers in tuning, string-
ing,* etc. On the other hand, it appears more necessary here to make the instrument 
with three sets of strings,† so that it sounds louder and can withstand the force of the 
feet;‡ this applies throughout the entire compass. If you wish to use overspun strings 
for the 16 �  choir, this will produce an especially weighty [tone]. I have nothing else to 
say about the strings that has not already been discussed in connection with the harpsi-
chord and clavichord.

§. 598.

It is good for the pedal to extend up to d�, since at home one plays things that go 
up to d� more often than on the organ.§ It is also good to put a lid over the case; but if 
the lid remains open, at least one section of it, then the instrument will sound louder. 
For this reason the [section of the] lid over the soundboard should be removable sepa-
rately. The strings are struck by keylevers¶ (Tangenten), like those of the clavichord, 
provided with [guide] pins in notches, and with tangents (Blättern||) (which have to be 
especially strong and broad here). It is only the forward part [of the key],** where it is 
played, that is different, since it is operated by the feet. All [the keys] can lie straight, 
since there is more space available, [the compass] being only 2 octaves. The key levers 
here occupy the space that 4 octaves take up in the manual, and thus the scaling can be 
made uniform. The keys must also be somewhat sturdier due to the force [exerted on 
them]. If you wish, it is possible to make the balance rail movable in order to install a 
buff stop, as in a clavichord. Consult what has already been said about this in connec-
tion with the clavichord.†† 

§. 599.

There must be something between the part of the keys controlled by the feet and 
the key levers, so that the one can operate the other. The simplest, easiest and cheapest 
method is to use a good-quality twine here, instead of trackers as in an organ, tying the 
[key levers] to the pedals behind the sheath-board.‡‡ One need only cut a slot in each 
of them, tie a knot in the twine, and then insert the twine into the slot; the knot, being 
underneath, will prevent the twine from slipping through. The twine is then threaded 
through the bottom of the case, which must have an opening for this purpose. A hole is 
bored through the front of the key lever, not far from the end. Into this hole is inserted 
a peg that is somewhat wider on top, so that a hole can also be bored through it. The 
twine, this end of which is also secured with a knot, is threaded through this hole, and 
wound around the peg until the twine is drawn taut—but not so taut as to lift the [rear 
portion of the] key levers. A slot must be cut into the front end of the key lever and the 
twine guided through it, so that it does not pull from one side or the other, since that is 
harmful. Whenever the twine becomes stretched and slack, it should again be twisted 
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* See §.575.

† i.e., whalebone (baleen).

around the peg. But it may happen that the peg rotates from the force [exerted on it]; 
thus it is better to tie the twine to it, once it is adjusted properly. Or the knots may be 
tied tight against [the top of the peg], to prevent any rotating from taking place and 
harming [the action]. In that case, though, the peg is not really necessary, either; the 
twine need only be tied to the key lever.

§. 600.

The method [described above] has a number of advantages. It does not cost 
much; at times such a pedal [instrument] may be had for [as little as] 3–4 Reichs-
thaler.(**) If a piece of twine breaks, then one need only tie another one on. It also 
does not give rise to any rattling. Its disadvantages are that the pieces of twine not only 
stretch, but also that the peg rotates. But all of these may easily be remedied. These 
disadvantages are not as significant as the fact that sometimes the pieces of twine do 
not drop perpendicularly, but at a considerable slant, since the keys take up much more 
space than the key levers. This causes the pedal keys to be pulled sidewards, and also 
the tangents and [guide] slips* to bend to the side. This can be prevented to some de-
gree by making the tangents, and in particular the slips in their slots, good and strong, 
so that the force [exerted on them] does not bend them to the side. Fishbone† will not 
serve very well for these slips in the back [of the key levers], nor will ordinary sheet 
metal; rather [they call for] a strong [piece of ] wire or iron, hammered flat. If low C 
is positioned almost directly under the key lever C, then the twine from the upper keys 
will end up having too great an angle. Therefore I would advise that it is better to dis-
tribute [the angle] by placing the middle [pedal] c under its key lever and then con-
tinuing [outward] on both sides. Thus both the lower as well as the upper keys will get 
twine at an angle, but by this method it would not amount to much. On the other hand, 
the clavichord would cover a considerable portion of the pedal’s soundboard. The 
structure [of the pedal as described] makes a door in the front [of the pedal case] nec-
essary, in order to be able to reach in and re-attach the twine to the key levers. There 
also needs to be one in the top of the case, so that the pegs are always accessible without 
needing to lift off the clavichord or to remove the entire pedal. It is good if the pieces 
of twine are at some distance from the forward sheath-board, so that no one’s knee can 
press it against the [pieces of twine] and stretch them.

(**) This is certainly no longer true today. [Agricola]

§. 601.

Other [builders] make ordinary trackers, as in the organ, instead of [using] 
twine. That means that they must install roller boards, pins, arms and the like; these 
you may read about in Chap. 4, §.48–51 above. Like the pieces of twine, these track-
ers must be placed behind the roller board; if they were in front, the feet could harm 
them. The disadvantage of this arrangement is that they make such an audible clatter, 
especially since the sound of the pedal is more delicate than that of the organ. It also 
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* i.e., at the ends of the wire.

† i.e., glued.

‡ See §.540.

costs a great deal—such a pedal cannot be built for so cheap a price as was reported 
in §.600. But it has this advantage: the rollers allow the trackers to pull the key levers 
straight down.

§. 602.

[Clavichord] pedals will hold up well if their parts are made according to the ex-
acting standards that were prescribed for organ pedals in §.27, 28 and 29. In particu-
lar take note of the information imparted in §.353 and §.354. In addition it should be 
mentioned here that one must pedal much more cautiously than at the organ, or the 
strings will snap. In contrast, one can play the organ pedals with full force, since the 
sheaths prevent the pedal keys from falling any deeper than necessary; this is not the 
case [with the clavichord]. Tuning [the instrument] will be discussed in the follow-
ing chapter. If the springs under the keys are of brass, they will be quite stable and de-
pendable; if on the other hand they are of iron wire, they will soon rust and break. In 
that case it is necessary to replace them with new ones from time to time, being care-
ful to use wire of the same size and thickness so that they continue to offer the same re-
sistance to the feet. Anyone can make such springs if only he has a file to make points.* 
Some anneal the wire first, but I cannot advise doing this, since the untreated wire has 
not only consistently given better service, but also has been more durable. If at some 
point the springs let the pedals sag, then they must be re-regulated. Sometimes they 
fall out of the holes [in which they are anchored], a fault that ( just like all their other 
faults) is easily remedied. The [pedal clavichord’s] case should not be affixed† to the 
stand, but only screwed to it, or fastened with pins, so that the entire [assembly] may 
be taken apart.

§. 603.

The case need not always be constructed as a clavichord; it may also be made in 
the form of a harpsichord, with the strings being plucked by quills. This is called a 
harpsichord-pedal. Such a pedal produces a beautiful sound, just as a harpsichord does. 
It needs no special description, since it is made like a harpsichord, except with only a 
two-octave [compass]. The jacks are just the same, except that they are spaced further 
apart, since 2 octaves occupy the same same space [in the pedal] as do 4 octaves [in 
the manual]. The key levers are just the same as the clavichord-pedal’s, and the [pedal 
board] beneath is like any other pedal. In the same way [such a pedal] may be built in 
the form of a clavicytherium, an “instrument”,‡ etc., or even a Glockenspiel.

§. 604.

A more economical way is to build the pedal without a separate case, and to have 
trackers or twine pull down the actual [manual] keys of the clavichord, harpsichord, 
“instrument”, lute harpsichord, etc. This is quite common; it requires nothing more 
than driving eyelets or screws into the [undersides of the] keys of such instruments, up 
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* i.e., manual and pull-down pedal.

† pp. 575–76.

as far as the two lowest octaves. This is sometimes done in organs as well (cf. Chap. VII, 
§. 127). But in this case rollerboards and trackers would seem even more necessary than 
previously, since the two octaves are not as spread out as before, and therefore the twine 
would end up being at far too acute an angle. Otherwise, of course, it is a good way to 
save money. (**)  If anyone wants to disconnect the two units,* he need only disconnect 
the twine at the top or the bottom. Mr. [ Johann Nicolaus] Bach in Jena also used to 
make pedals for his lute harpsichords, that sounded just like a real theorbo (see §.560).

(**) It is, however, sometimes quite inconvenient, especially if pieces with an obligato pedal part are 
being played. Then at times a note appears that needs to be played in the manual that is already be-
ing depressed by the pedal. Thus it does not sound again, although it surely ought to. Thus this 
economy [measure] can be excused, as in organs, by nothing other than an absolute necessity to 
save money. [Agricola]

§. 605.

I ought also to mention something about the pandoret, and about Orval’s key-
board applied to a clarinet. But since the former is now seldom built these days, and the 
latter is of little use, I will let [these topics] rest with what I have imparted about them 
in my Anleitung, §. 259 and 260,† referring the reader to those sections.

Chapter XXVII.

Concerning other Instruments, and the Tuning
of Stringed [Keyboard] Instruments.

Contents:

§.606. Should an organist be familiar with other instruments, ones that do not have a keyboard? 
§.607. Temperament for [stringed keyboard] instruments. §.608. if they are unfretted. §. 
609. The most convenient way to string [these instruments]. §.610. A few additional points 
about stringing. §.611. How to extract tuning pins. §.612. The fingers must always exert an 
equal pressure [on each note when tuning a clavichord]. §.613. How to tune the pedal from 
the clavichord, and how to tune one clavichord from another.

§. 626. [i.e., §. 606.]

Now the question is, “Should it be necessary for an organist, as a lover of the key-
board, to know about other musical instruments?” The answer: being an organ-

ist, I am not conversant with others. The art of the organ does not require [an organ-
ist] to learn anything else about other instruments, such as oboes, flutes, harps, etc., 
other than their range, in case he uses one or the other of them in a composition, and 
what sort of melodies sound best on them. This [knowledge] has nothing to do with 
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87) The author has made the writings that are here pertinent available in alphabetical order in his An-

leitung, from pp. 580–585. The gracious reader is kindly requested to consult them there for him-
self. [Albrecht] 

* In Parts I & II, pp. 1-79.

† i.e., after the first octave of pitches 
has been established.

‡ See §.516.

the mechanics [of the instruments]. Information about most of them may be found in 
Praetorius’s Syntagma musicum, Vol. II,* as well as in other treatises pertinent to this 
topic.87) If other types of keyboard instruments should appear, however, then admirers 
of Musica mechanica organoedi should supply [information about] them at the appro-
priate point [in the text].

§. 607.

I would like to mention some other things about temperament and tuning for 
stringed instruments [in particular]. The positiv and the regals are treated like or-
gans, but stringed instruments have special characteristics. Anyone who wants to tem-
per them must first take the trouble to establish the first pitch, and indeed so that it 
is always tuned as it has previously been, either in choir pitch or chamber pitch, or 
at some other [pitch]. Since the weather causes the pitch level to change, one should 
have at hand a flute or some other stable instrument,(**) in order to establish again the 
correct pitch. Then tempering [the instrument] proceeds as has been shown in con-
nection with the organ in Chap. 14. The monochord could very well be used for this, 
since strings tune well to other strings. But it would be better to temper according to 
the method presented above, either by tuning by fifths or (as I rather prefer) by disso-
nances, as described in §.411. Thereafter† everything is tuned by octaves. If there are 
stops, as on harpsichords, etc., or where the keyboard can be shifted forward,‡ then it 
is best to tune one stop completely, every note. Then the second choir is tuned to the 
first, the third to the second, etc. This does not work with clavichords; there all the 
strings of each note must be tuned pure together. 

(**) In England rather large steel [pitch]forks are made for this purpose, that maintain their pitch 
most reliably and also produce it very clearly. [Agricola] 

§. 608.

If a clavichord is completely unfretted, then the job is the same as with the harp-
sichord. If it is fretted, though, it saves some work, since 2 or 3 notes are in tune every 
time one set of strings is tuned. In that case one need only tune, for example, f–c�, c�–g�, 
g�–g, g–d�, d�–a�, a�–a, a–e�, and at the most e�-b-natural� beyond that, and everything 
else is automatically in tune—with c�, c#� is tuned, with d�, d#[ �], with e�, f � (or d� is 
a single note, and d#� is with e�), with f�, f#�, with g�, g#�, and with a�, b-flat� (or a� is a 
single note, and b-flat� is with b-natural�). If [a set of ] strings produces three notes, one 
need only tune 1) c�, and then c#� and d� are automatically in tune, 2) e�, and d#� and f� 
are in tune, 3) g[ �], and f#� and g#[ �] are in tune, and 4) a�, and b-flat� and b-natural� 
are in tune. If [the tuning] does not sound well, and nothing is wrong with the temper-
ament, then incorrect scaling is at fault. This is a defect that cannot be remedied in any 
other way than bending the tangents sideways until [the notes] are in tune.
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* i.e., at the hitch pin.

† i.e., because the strings will exert 
too much downward pressure on 
the bridge; see §.519.

‡ i.e., off the bridge.

§ i.e., at the height of the bridge.

¶ i.e., resilient.

|| i.e., snug against the tuning pin, so 
they catch.

** i.e., the key would have to travel 
further to contact one string of the 
pair than the other.

†† i.e., the one that is being replaced; 
this procedure allows the new 
string to pass through the lattice-
work of the listing cloth, thus obvi-
ating the tedious work of removing 
and re-weaving the listing.

‡‡ Here Adlung is speaking specifi-
cally about the clavichord.

§. 609.

Note that in stringing [the instrument] the strings should not be tightened too 
quickly; they will last longer if they are stretched gradually. If a string does not rise 
[in pitch] when it is tightened, but stays at the same pitch no matter how much [the 
tuning pin] is turned, or even goes completely slack, then the string may not be wound 
tightly enough around the tuning pin. Thus it just keeps slipping around [the pin], 
remaining at the same level of tension. In that case it must be rewound. At times it 
comes loose at the other end,* if the loop is not twisted properly, and then another 
[loop] must be made in [the string]. I would also suggest that the string not be an-
gled around its pin [on the bridge], but that it be tightened in a straight line until it is 
almost taut, and then angled over the bridge pin. In this way the string will hold bet-
ter. Twisting the loop [in the string] must be done deliberately. The strings should 
not be wound too low on the tuning pins; this will cause too much pressure to be ex-
erted on the soundboard.† They should also not be wound too high, or the tuning pins 
will bend or the strings will lift.‡ Rather the pins should be wound in a straight line.§ If 
the strings are so strong¶ that they cannot be held with the hand|| while they are being 
tightened, then they can be bent in the shape of a loop and held with the pliers long 
enough for the tuning hammer to do its duty.

§. 610.

With clavichords, the strings must pass through [a latticework of ] cloth [list-
ing]. For if the cloth were simply threaded once [between the pairs of strings], they 
would thereafter have an unequal height, and as a result they would have an uneven 
touch.** With a large hatter’s needle you can conveniently thread the entire string††; 
but the needle cannot have a point, otherwise it gets caught in the cloth. Be careful 
when stringing [an instrument] not to wind the string backward around the tuning 
pin, or to get the strings confused. If overspun strings are mixed in with the others, and 
the weather is causing [the instrument] to go out of tune, then one kind [of string] 
will be more out of tune than the other. I cannot cite the physical causes of this here, 
since I must endeavor to be brief.

§. 611.

The tuning pins must be extracted with a special set of pliers, and must be drawn 
out absolutely straight, so that the holes are not widened. Before beginning to set a 
temperament, the tuning pins should be hammered in a bit, to keep from having to 
hammer [them in] in the middle of tuning; this causes many a clavichord and harpsi-
chord to lose its tune again.

§. 612.

Do not forget that in tuning one note to another, the fingers must exert an equal 
pressure when playing both [notes].‡‡ If I tune, e.g., c� to f, and strike the c� somewhat 
weakly, then I must of necessity tune the strings sharper, since in striking it [weakly] 





88) Consult in this regard what Mr. Joh. Michael Schmidt, M.A., has written in his excellent Musico 
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* These notes do not appear in the 
pedal. Adlung seems to be refer-
ring to the octave in the manu-
als from which the pedal tempera-
ment should be taken. The octaves 
that Adlung recommends tend to 
be the most stable and thus would 
recommend themselves as a refer-
ence for tuning over lower octaves 
that would sound in unison with 
the pedal, but might be less per-
fectly tempered.

† i.e., exerting equal force on the keys 
of both notes that are being tuned.

‡ Though Adlung is clearly predis-
posed to follow the research meth-
ods of empirical science, he reveals 
here, as elsewhere, the vestiges of 
pre-scientific beliefs.  “Aether” is, 
in the pre-scientific worldview, the 
upper regions of space and the rar-
ified element that is supposed to fill 
them.

it sounds lower than usual. If I go further and tune g� against c�, striking the g� more 
forcefully than the c, then I will have to tune the string lower in order to make the 
fifth perfect; and it continues in that way. Therefore it can very easily happen that 
someone tunes all the keys, each one after the other, and then in playing them (during 
which the fingers ordinarily employ an even touch) discovers that everything is out of 
tune. This remark is an important one; if it is neglected, one will have [to endure] the 
considerable annoyance of having to begin the tuning all over again from the begin-
ning. This is especially true if the strings are somewhat thin.

§. 613.

The pedal is tuned from the clavichord, and the previous remark also holds true 
here: the feet must exert an equal force when playing each note, just as on the manual. 
Otherwise [the instrument] will not be in tune. It is possible to tune only one [pedal] 
note from the clavichord, or at the most only one octave (say, the middle one from  
c� – c��, or from g – g�*). The same holds true if 2 clavichords are to be tuned together. 
Subsequent notes may be tuned in octaves, each instrument to itself. If one [of the in-
struments] is in good tune, and the temperament is correctly set and the tuning prop-
erly completed on the second, then the pedal and manual clavichords should be in 
perfect tune. Sometimes this is not successful, and therefore one ought not to disdain 
tuning all the notes of one keyboard from those of a second—but with precise atten-
tion to the remark above.† Since I am endeavoring to remain brief, each person may 
observe for himself anything else that might happen during tuning.

Chapter XVIII.

A Discourse on certain Curious Matters here pertinent.

It has sometimes been reported that a [given] church or place does not promote as 
good a tone from an organ or other instruments as other [places do]. Or that an 

organ pipe or a string sounds different when one is standing in one place than in an-
other. The question is, “Why does this happen?”  In this connection, [this chapter] 
will show why thick or thin air changes the sound. To do this, we must above all have 
recourse to the nature of air and its movement. Air is a thin, fluid entity, somewhat 
heavier/thicker than aether,‡ but not as heavy/thick as water.88)  Whether, however, 
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* Lot: an old unit of weight that var-
ied widely according to time and 
place; often 1/32 of a Pfund. 

† See Chap. XII, footnote 1.

‡ i.e., Tract 22.

air is related in weight to water in the proportion 1:800, 1:900, or even 1:1,000, we 
will leave for the physicists to investigate. It is not so helpful to us at this point. Any-
one who knows how to operate an air pump need only weigh a hollow ball [filled] with 
air on a scale. There is no need to put air into [the ball]; it is already everywhere. The 
weight should be noted, and then the very same ball filled with water, weighed, and the 
weight noted. In such a way the weights of both may then be compared to each other, 
to discover how many times heavier water is than air. It is also possible to pump all the 
air out of a container and weigh the container alone, and then subtract [its weight] 
from both weights. For example, if I had a glass ball, I would make it airtight, and 
then draw the air out of it by means of an air pump. Then, using a scale, I would deter-
mine its weight without air; it would amount about 24 Lot.* Next I would again allow 
air into it and weigh [the two of ] them together; it would turn about to be about 25 
Lot for the glass and the air. Then I would fill the ball with water, as much as would go 
into it (thus displacing the air formerly in it), and weigh it as well. Let us say I found 
the weight to be 972 Lot. Next I would subtract 24 Lot, the weight of the glass, from 
that figure. Thus the weight remaining, 948 Lot, would be the weight of the water.  
For example:     972

    – 24 

    948

By subtracting 24 Lot from 25 Lot, 1 Lot would remain as the [weight of the] air. 
Consequently the weight of the air is related to that of the water as 1:948. That is, if I 
imagine a unit of air, and then a unit of water of the same dimensions, the water would 
weigh 948 times more than the air.

This [element called] air entirely surrounds the earthly sphere on which we 
live. Any space that is not occupied by another object is filled with it, unless it is artifi-
cially removed. Air is in constant motion, but it is set into further motion by any thrust 
[against it]. This is how sound [from an organ pipe] is created: when wind surges into 
pipes under force, it forces its way through the slit between the lower lip [of the pipe] 
and the languid, and thence into the body of the pipe, setting it into vibration. Thence 
it proceeds into the open air, which is pressing against it on all sides. The thrust pro-
ceeds into the air in a vibrating motion, unless it encounters an obstacle (plaga†) that 
causes the vibrating motion to cease. Consequently it passes into our ears and creates in 
us a sensation that we call ‘sound� (cf. many places in de Chales, Mundum mathemat-

icum, Vol. III, Part I,‡ proposition 3, also prop. 41f ). If the air as modified by the or-
gan pipe assumes this sort of motion, and it strikes hard objects, then it rebounds, just 
as a ball will rebound when thrown against a wall. From this we can deduce this much, 
that an organ or any other instrument must sound more intense in an enclosed loca-
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* “Pflaumfedern” = “Flaumfedern.”

tion than in an open one. For if I take a violin out into an open field where there are 
no mountains, houses, etc., and I draw a bow across it, then I do perceive a sound, to 
be sure, but only from the initial motion of the air and from its reflection by the flat 
earth [beneath]. If I draw the bow across a violin in a room or a church, though, it is 
not only the initial motion of the air that strikes my ear and makes a sensation in it, but 
also the air that has struck all about the room—the walls, the vault, etc.—and thence 
rebounds, striking my eardrum many times and causing a stronger sensation in it. Thus 
the more surfaces there are in a place that reflect the thrust back to our ears, the louder 
the sound seems to us. Therefore, since it is unlikely that one location is arranged in 
every respect just like another, the sound in one [location] is likewise not the same as 
in another.

Moreover, if air were a solid object, then the thrust would continue with the same 
[degree of ] force. If, e.g., someone were to take a staff and strike it on one end, one 
section of the staff would drive the next, right to the [other] end, and with the same 
[degree of ] force, since no section, being solid, would yield. On the other hand, if 
someone were to lay a wad of wool or down feathers* on a table in such a way that they 
were in contact with each other, and then struck them sharply at one end, very lit-
tle or even none of that blow would be noticed at the other end. For the feathers yield. 
The first, when struck, bends at all points due to its porosity, and thus strikes the next 
with less force than the hand delivered to it. Consequently since the second feather 
also yields, it strikes the third with even less force. This continues to the fourth, etc., 
until the final blow becomes extremely weak. If this [action] is repeated many times 
over a distance, then no motion at all is perceived any more. This is just how it is with 
air; since it is porous, it yields when struck, allowing itself to be compressed and there-
after, being an elastic entity, to expand. From this may be deduced many reasons why 
the sound at one place is better than at another. If a [given] location is larger than an-
other, then it takes a long time for the blow to arrive at its distant reaches; and since 
one air particle keeps on striking the next, which then yields, the blow gets weaker 
and weaker. Thus the further [the listener] is from a pipe, the weaker the sensation 
or sound. Thus sound in narrow, small places is more intense (schärfer) than in large 
ones, all things being equal, since no matter where [the listener] stands in a small 
place, the sound does not have very far to travel to reach his ear, and thus does not 
loose much of its force. Therefore, e.g., people can stand an cannon being fired a ¼ of 
a mile away, but anyone who is standing right beside it is in danger of losing his hear-
ing, since its thrust has lost little of its force and moves the hearing apparatus far too 
violently, thus damaging it severely. A pair of kettledrums [being struck] in a large 
church does not affect us, but if they were to be struck with the same force in a small 
chamber, then our ears would hurt. The same holds true for all instruments.
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* This is particularly true if the or-
gan has no reflective case, as became 
more and more common during the 
18th century in central Germany, 
and as Adlung seems to presume; see 
§.31 and §.346.

† i.e., if a great deal of open space is 
left behind the organ.

‡ “dem Kirchenhimmel”; the German 
word can signify either an (essen-
tially) flat ceiling or vaulting.

§ Presumably this comment envisions 
a situation in which a church has 
no ceiling hung below the roof raf-
ters, or perhaps it envisions a very 
high, vaulted church; in either in-
stance, the organ will be far below 
any upper barrier that might reflect 
its sound.

¶ Already in the 16th century Lu-
theran church architecture had 
begun to evolve characteristics 
that distinguished it from Catho-
lic church architecture.  One of the 
most distinctive Lutheran charac-
teristics was the presence of mul-
tiple balconies surrounding three 
sides of the church, the fourth side 
being reserved for the altar (on the 
floor), the pulpit (behind and above 
it) and the organ (often above the 
pulpit).  This arrangement can al-
ready be seen in the chapel of the 
Wilhelmsburg Palace at Schmal-
kalden, dating from 1585-90.  Al-

It follows from this that an organ will inevitably sound more intense if there is a 
wall directly behind it than if a great deal of open space is left behind it.*  For in the 
first instance the air that strikes the rear [wall] will rebound strongly, increasing our 
perception [of the sound]. In the second instance the thrust will be rather weak be-
fore it reaches the exterior or interior wall, and will be returned to us correspondingly 
weakly. Thus at least in such cases† it is a good thing to enclose organs completely at 
the back, at the sides and on top.

This also makes it clear that an organ sounds more intense if there is little or no 
space between it and the church ceiling.‡  For then the air strikes the ceiling with the 
greatest force and rebounds downward to our ears, while otherwise, if the air must first 
be thrust so far upward, it [i.e., the thrust] becomes weak before it reaches [the ceil-
ing]. If there is no ceiling at all present,§ then the sound will be far less, since there 
will be very little, or at least less, rebound from above.

For the same reason, an organ usually sounds more intense if it is located on the 
side of a church than if it is at the west or the east end. For in the first instance the wall 
opposite stands very close, and reflects the [organ’s] peal with the greatest force. It 
is also advisable not to place an organ too low, since then its sound cannot reach the 
church ceiling very well, to say nothing of other inconveniences.

Furthermore it must be understood that the harder the object against which a ball 
or some other object is thrown, the more forceful is the rebound. For example, if a ball 
is thrown against a hard stone, its rebound is greater than from a board, since the board 
yields a bit, no matter how little, and everything that yields results in a weakening of 
the thrust. If the ball is thrown against a cloth, then it rebounds even less, since [the 
cloth] yields even more. Therefore if the surfaces in one room or church are harder 
than in another, then they will reflect the air more sharply; consequently a wooden 
church, or even one in which only the ceiling is wood, cannot have as live acoustics 
as one build of masonry. Likewise in a masonry [church] the acoustics cannot be as 
live if wooden balconies are built around it as if they are not present. Thus Catho-
lic churches are ordinarily more pleasingly resonant than ours, since ours have more 
wood in them than theirs.¶  Furthermore, a masonry church will have better acoustics 
if hard stone is used to [build it] than if soft stone is used. A building whose walls are 
built of large square stone building blocks will perforce have better acoustics than one 
built of small building stones; for between [the stones] there are many cracks filled 
with mortar, which is not as reflective as the stone itself. It is even better, though, if the 
entire [church] is whitewashed, since this seals the pores in the stone. From this [dis-
cussion] it is apparent that a silver pipe must sound better than a tin one, and tin pipe 
better than one of lead, for the harder the metal that is used in the alloy, the better 
the sound will be. It makes it clear how it is possible to improve the tone of lead pipes 

though the balconies at Schmalkalden are of masonry, such balconies were ordinarily constructed of wood.  They were not only a feature of new churches 
(e.g., the Frauenkirche at Dresden), but were installed in older gothic churches as well (e.g., the Marktkirche at Halle, or the Thomaskirche at Leipzig).  Such 
balconies served not only to increase the occupancy, but also to allow the congregation to be gathered more closely around the pulpit, in order to hear more 
clearly the Word of God as it was being preached.  They also tended to break up the space within the building, thus diminishing the reverberation (and perhaps 
as a result improving the clarity of sound).
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by hardening them, which some accomplish by using marcasite, others by some other 
[material]. It likewise [makes it clear] how wooden pipes may be voiced [to sound] 
like metal ones, by sealing their pores with a varnish. This makes the wood, ordinar-
ily a soft material, hard; see §.92.*  Finally, it makes it clear why soundboards of clav-
ichords and other instruments do not sound good and bright if they are [made of ] wet 
or green [wood], because then the wood is softer than [when it is dry]. If grease gets 
on [a soundboard], then it cannot be removed, and it will keep the wood soft; this is 
why it is so harmful. Water [on a soundboard], on the other hand, will evaporate (see 
§.592). Other conclusions could be drawn as well from the above precept. In the same 
way, it is apparent that it is very harmful to install panelling in a room for making mu-
sic, or to cover it with wallpaper or some such. Such a room must at least be plastered 
and whitewashed; otherwise it will not be resonant.

Let us further examine why organs do not sound the same in cold or damp 
weather as they do when it is dry and warm. It is manifest from the laws of nature that 
the warmer it is, the more air expands, since it is an elastic substance. On the other 
hand, the colder it is, the more air becomes compressed. Out of respect for brevity I 
will not set forth any a priori proofs for those who do not understand or know about 
this; rather I will make it comprehensible by an example that happens every day. Ev-
eryone is familiar with the glass containers (die Gläser) on oil lamps. Anyone who has 
carried one will surely have noticed that if such a glass is not full, and the room is warm 
or it is set on a stove, the oil runs back down into the lamp, sometimes even causing it 
to overflow. What causes this?  Answer: the warmth causes the air in the empty por-
tion to expand, just as water does to a sponge. Consequently it does not have any more 
space, and pushes the oil downward to get it. No one will deny that air that is thick 
would have to behave differently than when it is expanded and thin. Thus in damp air 
the thrust will encounter more resistance, since the air is then heavier than otherwise. 
If anyone should further ask what type of air promotes the best tone, I would answer, 
“Warm and dry.”  For wherever warmth is, everything can move more actively and 
freely than where it is cold; thus air can much more easily be set into motion. Wherever 
it is dry the air is easier to move, and it also continues its motion more easily. When the 
sky is blue, and especially when it is warm, a clock [chime], a shot, a bell, etc., can be 
heard far further and more clearly than in damp or cold weather. Thus it is indeed pos-
sible that an organ or some other instrument might sound different at one time than at 
another. To this may be added that there may be people in a church at one time, but 
not at another; and there may be more or fewer [of them]. Now consider what sort 
of variations take place in the air because of this. They give off a great deal of vapor. 
Their breath is damp, and it causes the air to become damp. If anyone does not believe 
this, he need only observe the damp windows in a room in cold weather, where noth-
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ing is damp other than the vapor of human beings. By their breath they likewise warm 
the air to some degree, aided by the vapors [given off] by their entire body. If you are 
wearing clothes, touch them; [you will find that] they are warm. Where else does the 
warmth come except from the body?  Were there no clothes present, then it would 
pass directly into the air, modifying it. Indeed, the rebounding of the air is greatly 
impeded by cloth or clothing. For cloth yields to whatever sound falls on it, reflect-
ing it little or not at all, while otherwise, when the church is empty of people, the air 
at least strikes the wooden pews/choir stalls and the stone floor, and rebounds better 
than from cloth. Other trivia could also be mentioned— e.g., that it is a good thing 
for a church to have good clear-glass windows through which the sun can warm it up 
better—but these would make my remarks too lengthy. Each person may reflect on 
these things for himself.

Now we must also touch upon why a pipe sounds better [when it is placed] in 
one spot than in another that is nevertheless hypothetically just as nearby. If it [actu-
ally] were nearer, then this would be clear anyway. Here I am presupposing that when 
an object strikes another object and rebounds from it, it does so either perpendicularly 
(straight), or at an angle. By perpendicular, I mean that the line [of the object’s travel] 
creates a right angle with the surface of the object [that is struck). For example, in fig-
ure 2 of Table III,* a - b is supposed to represent a flat wall. A ball is thrown from c, 
striking the wall at d. The line in which the ball travels from c - d is perpendicular, 
since the angles on both sides of d are equal, and the line c - d leans no more or less to-
ward b or a. The same holds true for concave and convex objects; e.g., in figure 3, Table 
III, the line c - d, were it to be extended, would pass directly to and through the cen-
ter of the ball, and thus it is perpendicular. If the ball travels from c to d, i.e., perpen-
dicular, then it will bounce back perpendicularly and return to it original location. The 
air does the same thing: its thrust returns perpendicularly if it has traveled hence per-
pendicularly. This is how an echo is created: a house, or a mountain, etc. presents a flat 
surface in such a way that the thrust of air coming from us falls upon it perpendicularly 
and returns to us by the same path, once or several times. This rebounding is not par-
ticularly helpful to us unless we are standing next to the organ pipe, or have a violin or 
some such [sound source] in our hands; for when surfaces are present upon which the 
air can fall perpendicularly, then the thrust returns to us, once or many times. And since 
the reflected sound reaches our ears later than that which arises from the primary at-
tack, we are accustomed to say, “This church is beautifully reverberant,” i.e., the rever-
beration greatly multiplies the sound and makes it strong. If the church is long, then we 
often perceive the sound’s return quite late, so that in making music we have created a 
second [sound]. This causes confusion, to the point that [listeners] sometimes cannot 
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tell what is being sung. But a pronounced reverberation makes work easier for the musi-
cians, since they need only be able to perform a few embellishments; the rest, including 
weakness in the instruments and voices, is compensated for by the reverberation.

Air, however, does not always strike a surface perpendicularly, and consequently 
it cannot [always] return to our ears. Rather it rebounds somewhere else, but of course 
at the same angle of incline. For example, if there were a wall a - b (see Table III, fig. 
4),* and I were to stand at c and throw the ball toward e, that would be at an angle, 
since c leans more toward a than b (thus it is not perpendicular). Consequently the ball 
would not return to c, but would travel from e toward d, creating an angle a-e-c that is 
the same size as b-e-d. The ball cannot end up at any other spot. The position of a wall 
in a church will determine the angle of the air’s rebound. But there are so many walls 
and so many surfaces—pews, pipes, etc.—that they greatly modify the [air’s] thrust. 
It may well be that the parts of a building are so laid out that if I am standing at a given 
spot many such thrusts reach my ears, while at another spot this is impossible. Conse-
quently the sound will often be different at one spot than at another. In this regard it 
is not only the surfaces of all the walls, vaults, etc., that have to be taken into account, 
but also the unevennesses that are often found in such surfaces that, no matter how mi-
nor they might be, immediately direct the thrust somewhere else.

Taking all of this into account, architects/master builders ought to decide how 
to design the layout of organs as well as choirs, churches and the pulpits in them, etc., 
so that no one is vexed [by an inability to hear]. A great deal more could be said about 
such things, but it would get too long-winded. Anyone who requires more [informa-
tion] can leaf through books on the mathematics of physics that contain plenty of this 
sort of thing. I will not cite any of them, since there are more than enough of them. 
Concerning the perpendicular and oblique rebounding of air, and how it may be used 
to direct the sound like the sun’s rays, consult Kircher’s Phonurgia† as well as his Mu-

surgia,‡ not to mention other such as de Chales, l.c.§

§.332 above mentions that a feeble light is not visible against a bright one, and 
for that reason no window should be placed behind the organ for the purpose of let-
ting light pass through the organ. If anyone wishes to investigate the reason for this 
truth more thoroughly, he may refer to analogies in the other senses. For with all the 
senses—hearing, smell, taste, feeling and also with sight—we find that a weak sensa-
tion is not perceived above a strong one. For example, if someone stands beside bells 
while they are being rung briskly altogether, that person can understand it only barely 
or not at all when another person is talking to him. For in order for us to hear any-
thing, the air must set the eardrum in motion. But the pealing of the bells has already 
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set it into the most violent motion, and thus it cannot perceive such a minor thrust of 
air as is created by our speech. Thus a director of music would be acting absurdly if he 
were to combine a thundering kettledrum with a lute. As regards [the sense of ] smell, 
it is well known that one should take snuff to combat polluted air. Why is this?  Will 
it not make the air stink even more?  The answer is, “Yes; but the [smell of the] snuff 
masks the vile smell of the air, since the former so strongly affects the nerves, and ag-
itates the juices in them so much, that the latter is not perceived. With regard to taste: 
if one is eating heavily salted foods, the taste of other [foods] is very little perceived 
above the salt. The same holds true with [the sense of ] feeling. For example, if some-
one has an itch, he immediately (s.v.*) tries to alleviate it by scratching, so that [the 
itch] might not be felt above the stronger sensation [of the scratching]—not that the 
itch is always stopped by doing this. If someone gets a sound thrashing, he feels noth-
ing at the moment in which he is attacked. It is the same with [the sense of ] sight. 
For example, anybody who tries to see the stars during the day will trouble himself in 
vain, even though the sky is just as full of stars [then] as at night. For the strong sun-
light makes such an impression on him that he cannot perceive the feeble light of the 
stars. Even an actual light, if it is too weak, will not be seen above a reflected or re-
fracted light. At dusk, after the sun has fully set, we do not see all the stars at once, but 
only the major ones at first. If anyone come inside out of bright daylight, even though 
the place is not entirely dark, he will not see the light that is actually present in the 
room. Rather, everything will be black to him until the activity caused in his nerves 
by the bright light has past, and then he will see. If someone kindles a light by day, it 
will not throw off any noticeable glow. Likewise, if someone enters a fashion accesso-
ries shop (Galanteriekram) and encounters many interesting things, his eyes will be so 
focused on what is unusual that he does not perceive the ordinary things that are there. 
There is a saying, “Clothes make the man;” i.e., a man in fine clothing makes a better 
impression than one in inferior clothing. Why is this?  Because the clothing strikes our 
senses, making an impression on us. Thus his face cannot make as strong an impres-
sion on us, and we notice his scars, his poorly proportioned limbs, his color, etc, very 
little, if at all. For the senses focus on that which affects them the most strongly. Thus 
it is said that love is blind, and as Luther says in his Commentary on Sirach 25, many 
a fellow thinks he has a beautiful [woman], who later turns out to be a nasty old bag.†  
For the intensity of the emotions corrupts the senses, so that we take more regard of 
that which tallies with sensual pleasure than of other things; these we notice only later, 
when the intensity of the emotions has settled. Thus many a man is so intent with all of 
his bodily and spiritual desire upon a woman’s money, high standing and beauty, that 
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he is in no condition to evaluate the rest of her qualities. This is why the authorities 
have had to make a rule that, when a man is intent upon marriage, he must never allow 
himself to get worked up emotionally, and must likewise avail himself of the advice and 
suggestions of other people. But to the point: the less the light of the sun is reflected 
[before we perceive it], the stronger it is, and it is at its strongest if it is not reflected at 
all, but reaches us in a direct line from the sun (how burning glasses and concave mir-
rors affect it does not concern us here). If there is a window behind the organ through 
which light shines into the church, passing through the organ, then in the morning 
(if the organ is at the east end) or in the evening (if it is at the west end) the light will 
proceed directly from the sun. The rays of the sun that fall through the side windows 
upon the [façade] pipes and the organ [case], however, have already been deflected 
many times and are reflected off the organ. Consequently they are much feebler than 
the light [that proceeds directly through the organ]. Thus the rays that are reflected 
by the organ do indeed reach us, but the direct light prevents us from perceiving them, 
or at least from perceiving them properly. If the sun is not directly behind the organ, 
then [the reflected rays] can indeed be seen, but still not as well as if no light at all 
were passing through the organ. For the darker the place from which a light shines, 
the more brilliant the light will appear. This observation also serves to clarify for us 
the reason behind what was said in Chap. 8* about not drawing fifth- and third-sound-
ing stops before an ample number of unison-sounding stops, so that the latter do not 
outweigh the former, i.e., so that we do not perceive them especially intensely. For the 
more sound the other stops† make, the more our faculty of perception will be drawn to 
them, and the less strongly it will notice the others.‡

Moreover, there might be someone who would like to know why mice attack metal 
pipes, since we do not find anything similar happening in homes. It may be for this rea-
son: saltpeter is found on metal pipes,§ sometimes more, sometimes less. It is sweet and 
the mice like its taste, and this is why they diligently seek it out, immediately gnawing 
on the pipes at every opportunity. This gives rise to another question: where does salt-
peter on the pipes come from?  The answer to this is that all sorts of vapors or tiny par-
ticles—aqueous, sulfurous, metallic, saltpetric, etc.—are constantly rising up out of the 
earth. The atmosphere is thus constantly filled with these, according to the character-
istics of the [particular] region of the earth, in greater quantity in some places than in 
others. Even though there is not all that much saltpeter in the air in many places, the 
ceaseless movement of the air can bear it in from other places. This, just as other air-
borne vapors, clings to objects, especially to damp and cold ones such as those of metal. 
The more inferior and impure the metal is, the more readily the saltpeter clings to it. 
Consequently its effects are noticed more in inferior metal that has a large lead con-
tent¶ than in tin pipes, since lead is more impure and damp, and is more liable to attract 
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the vapors in the air, such as saltpeter, than tin is. This is the reason for the advice given 
above* not to use too much lead in pipes, not merely for the sake of tone, but also be-
cause of saltpeter. True, other vapors will also cling [to pipes], but the mice are not at-
tracted by these. They also do not penetrate and corrode the metal as saltpeter does; it 
can eat through the feet of pipes in 30 years or less, causing them to settle and finally ru-
ining them entirely. Saltpeter is found mostly on the insides of the toes of [pipe] feet, so 
that anyone who puts a pipe [foot] to his mouth gets a mouthful of sweet taste and salt-
peter. [The reason for this is] that the wind [traveling] from the bellows strikes here 
[first], bearing such tiny particles with it. This is why I have advised above† that it is 
better to make the feet of tin. For granted that saltpeter also clings to tin feet, neverthe-
less it cannot so easily corrode them, since [tin] is so hard. The less lead that goes into 
pipes, the longer the pipes will resist [the growth of ] saltpeter. 

Next we should investigate why a short string sounds higher than a long one, and 
why one that is tightly strung sounds higher than one that is not as tight. It is easy to de-
duce from this that small, narrow pipes must sound higher than large ones, and also that 
stopped pipes produce a sound almost twice as low [as their lengths would indicate].

It is to be presupposed that the sound will be higher in proportion to the in-
creased energy with which the air is propelled toward our ears. For example, if a flute 
is blown forcefully, it produces a higher pitch than it otherwise would, sometimes 
amounting to as much as a ¼ or a ½ step. Sometimes, though, if the force [of the wind] 
is great, it overblows by an octave or more, even though the same [finger]holes are left 
unstopped. (**) If you take a slender willow switch and strike the air with it, the more 
forceful the motion, the higher the pitch will rise.

 (**) Mr. Quantz has demonstrated in his Anw.,‡ p. 45f.,§ that this is not caused by the increased force 
of the air. [Agricola]   

Moreover, it is to be presupposed that the strength or force of the air’s motion 
is the same as its speed. For what does a person do if he wants to play a flute force-
fully?  He forces the air into it with the greatest rapidity, causing it to make its vibra-
tions quickly. If someone wants to strike the air [more] forcefully with the switch, he 
will move it more quickly.

Any string, when it is touched, is set into motion, making it vibrate or beat back 
and forth. The sound will last as long as the vibration. These beatings back and forth 
are called vibrations or diadromos. The faster this motion is, the more forcefully the 
string strikes the air, since speed and force are the same. The senses perceive that a 
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tightly stretched string beats much faster, making more vibrations per second than an-
other that is not as tightly stretched. Therefore [such a string] awakens in us a more 
intense sensation, which we call “higher.”  The string actually does become shorter 
when it is stretched more tightly, since part of it is wound around the tuning pin. The 
greater or lesser tightening or loosening of a string can vary infinitely; thus there are 
countless levels of thrust [of which the air is capable], and consequently the pitch may 
vary infinitely. For the same reason we call high pitch sonum acutum, since it makes 
a more intense sensation in us, and since it is more penetrating. Just as the motions of 
a pendulum vary in speed according to whether its cord is made tighter or looser by a 
greater or lesser weight, so it is [with pitch]. I could cite many [other] perceptible ex-
amples of unequal vibration, but they would become too lengthy.

Furthermore, as concerns a short or a long string: a short string will vibrate 
faster in proportion to how much shorter it is than the longer string. If the vibrations 
are more rapid, then it strikes the air more sharply, and therefore the sound is higher. 
The speed of the vibrations are just like a pendulum; the longer the pendulum is, the 
slower it swings from one side to another. Therefore some have attempted to calcu-
late the proportion of the vibrations by positing that if, e.g., such and such a string of 
this or that length vibrates at a certain rate, creating a pitch that we call “c”, then how 
many vibrations would there have to be to make it sound a fifth higher, and how much 
shorter would the string have to be, or how much more tightly stretched, to increase 
its speed by so much. Such calculations are indeed possible, but anyone who is not con-
versant with mathematics will not comprehend any of it. Mathematicians can figure it 
out for themselves, though, and thus I do not feel constrained to do it here. It works 
the same as with a pendulum. Mr. Sauveur in France has taken the trouble to calcu-
late how many beats or vibrations each pitch makes in the course of a second. This may 
be read in the Histoire de l’Academ. Roy. des Sciences, 1700 and 1713;* cf. Mattheson’s 
Forschende Orchestre, Part I, Chap. I, p. 79, note “s” to §.54. An hour is divided into 60 
minutes, while a second is a 60th part of a minute. [His argument] is subtle, but not to 
be disdained. §.152 of the Organisten-Probe† has its genesis in Sauveur’s work. But it 
is not really necessary to count the vibrations. It is enough that a proportion is estab-
lished, so that if, e.g., “C” makes 8 vibrations, “D” will produce 9 of them; see also the 
Organisten-Probe, §.154.‡

From this it is easily deduced why a narrow pipe is taller that a wide one, and why 
a short one produces a higher pitch than a long one. Since a larger object vibrates more 
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slowly than a small one, the air that is struck by that object makes slower vibrations, af-
fecting the ear less intensely. Another contributing factor may be that the air does not 
get tossed about as long in short pipes, but proceeds sooner out of the top [of the pipe], 
reaching our ears before losing very much of its force, while on the other hand the air 
is greatly weakened in a long pipe before it reaches our ears. This may be seen by the 
fact that if the wind blows more forcefully into the pipes, they then sound higher than 
they do with a gentler wind, since then the air in them is in more intense motion, and 
affects us more. If anyone doubts that this motion varies, he will at least have to ad-
mit that vibration is in the sound [itself ], that there is no sound without vibration. De 
Chales has already dealt with this at length in his Mundum mathematicum, Vol. III, 
Part I,* prop. 3, it. 41 & 42. This [vibration] is even perceptible in large pipes; e.g., 
when a 16-foot pipe is sounding, then the entire choir area will very often vibrate per-
ceptibly, no matter how soft the sound may be—providing that such bodies† are in 
[proper] proportion to the pitch [being sounded]. Also, one need only touch the pipe 
to be sufficiently convinced of its vibration. As the pipes become smaller the vibrations 
finally become so rapid that one does not perceive them, but thinks that the sound is 
continuous. The vibration is heard in the large reed pipes—indeed, it is also felt—but 
not so readily in the smaller ones. Simply place your mouth on a reed pipe and blow; 
the tongue will vibrate readily enough. Hearing has this in common with the other 
senses, that the vibrations are not perceived in high sounds. Your eyes also cannot see a 
ball shot out of a cannon, even though it passes right in front of your face. Why is this?  
Because it is moving so rapidly. Think about this as well: if fireworks are presenting a 
revolving wheel, it looks like a fiery circle or a round disc, yet [in reality] it is merely a 
[revolving] line [of light]. These vibrations in a pipe ordinarily remain constant from 
one time to the next, so that a pipe will produce the same pitch tomorrow that it pro-
duces today. The force of the wind’s attack, though, will cause a noticeable change, no 
matter how slight, since the great force of the wind sets the body of the pipe into more 
rapid motion, as is evident by the rise in the pipes� pitch if the bellows are pumped 
harder, or if a pipe is blown forcefully with the mouth. Thus I do not know how De 
Chales, l.c.,‡ p. 4, can assert that force cannot bring about any variation. He is refer-
ring to the pendulum, to be sure, explaining the entire theory by means of it. But it is 
well-known that if a pendulum is struck sharply with the hand, it will travel more rap-
idly at the moment the blow occurs than its weight and length would call for.

Stopped pipes ordinarily sound an octave lower [according to their length] than 
open ones. Why is this so?  The answer: the wind passes through the opening [i.e., the 
flue] into the body [of the pipe], setting up its vibrations and movements right up to 
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the cap. But because it finds no exit there, it returns and passes out through the cut-up. 
Thus it has exactly twice the distance to travel, and accordingly becomes twice as fee-
ble. Consequently the only impact it can make on our ears is one that is twice as deep 
and much weaker than other [open pipes].

It can likewise be deduced from this why an instrument that is lightly strung does 
not sound as brilliant as another: namely, because the strings become wobbly and can-
not give a sharp thrust to the air. If on the other hand strings that are too thick are 
used, when they are drawn taut and are set into motion, they strike the air forcefully. 
But such strings are difficult to pluck, just as pipes are difficult to wind if they are very 
wide, making the sound very wild.

Furthermore, this question should be raised here: why do certain intervals sound 
good?  Why are they consonant, when other intervals are not?  The answer: this is ex-
plained by the theory of vibrations, of which we have already spoken several times in 
this chapter. You may also consult what was said in §. 536 about sympathetic vibra-
tion. If the vibrations that arise from two objects (which is always the case if there are 
two or more sounds present) repeatedly encounter each other at compatible speeds, so 
that at one point they coincide perfectly, then [the resulting interval] is pleasing to 
the ear, failing which they are dissonant. The more often the vibrations coincide, the 
more perfect the consonance. Thus if two objects—two strings or pipes—are by vir-
tue of their length and thickness possessed of such vibrations that all their beats exactly 
coincide, then they are in unison. If one beats twice in the time that it takes the other 
to beat once, then they form an octave. If one beats four times in the time it takes the 
other to beat once, then they form two octaves (die Superoctave), etc. If they beat so as 
to coincide at every third beat, or so that one beats twice in the time it takes the other 
to beat three times, then they form a fifth, etc. The further the deviation is from a sim-
ple [ratio], the greater the amount of time it takes for them to coincide. That is how it 
is with dissonances; they coincide very seldom.

Next, someone might want to know why octaves and fifths have deliberately been 
placed in organs, since they are so completely forbidden in performance and in com-
position. The answer: there is a distinction between the octaves and fifths found among 
the stops and those that are created by playing two or more of them in succession in 
the same voices. When they are brought into the organ they are not tempered, but are 
perfectly in tune, and fifths and octaves such as these then sound together as one pipe. 
Thus they are not as conspicuous as fifths that are played with the fingers, which are 
not pure, but tempered, since the impure sound is more penetrating. This explana-
tion could give rise to objections, however, since some [authors], such as Werkmeis-
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ter in his Hodegus,* say that movement by two [consecutive] fifths is forbidden be-
cause of their perfection, since nature prefers variety, a thing they do not have. But if 
this were true, then the fifths created by the stops, being even more perfect than those 
played by the fingers, ought all the more to be avoided. The reply to this is that they 
are little perceived, due to the many stops drawn with them. This is why it is possi-
ble for them to give good service in providing intensity. At this point I cannot offer 
any better [explanation] to anyone who is not satisfied with this solution, since I know 
of none better that does not give rise to at least as many objections, and perhaps even 
more.(**) Concerning [consecutive] octaves, they might well be explained by the con-
flict of rules.†  We should surely avoid octaves, although it is desirable to intensify the 
harmony, something that cannot be accomplished without octaves. [The sound] must 
not growl so much, and thus clear stops are necessary; it should not squeak so much, 
but have a masculine gravity, and thus one must have low stops. But there are not any 
other intervals better suited for these purposes than octaves and fifths. Consequently 
they must be included, since avoiding octaves is not as important as achieving a good 
harmony, and furthermore less necessary precepts must always yield to more neces-
sary ones. After all, music directors combine a violoncello with a large bass viol, letting 
them proceed in parallel octaves [in playing the continuo]; a cantor sings chorales in 
octaves with his boys; composers deliberately set many consecutive octaves. Therefore 
it must not be considered a deadly sin and an absolutely evil thing to play [consecu-
tive] octaves. Thus the prohibition of [consecutive] fifths and octaves is so constituted 
that if another precept stands opposed to it, that prohibition must yield. Meanwhile I 
will not yield to any patron or advocate of such progressions, even though someone 
might construe it as obstinacy on my part. I maintain that for the sake of variety they 
ought to be avoided as much as possible in performance. If anyone develops an appetite 
for hearing a defense of these horse-fifths and horse-octaves, he should betake himself 
to the lawyers, who are better suited as advocates than I am. For example, [they could 
turn] to Dr. Treiber in Erfurt, who in his odd inventive urge has used these miserable 
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octaves and fifths in all seriousness in composing an aria in all keys.*  This is not the 
place to say more about this, since it is more properly introduced as part of instructions 
for playing figured bass.

Next we should discuss a bit why it is that a pipe overblows; e.g., the organ stop 
Querpfeife overblows an octave or even more, and the Violdigamba, Violon, etc., over-
blow a fifth or at times even an octave if they are not accurately made. [We should] 
also [discuss] what causes pipes to overblow, as well as how it is possible for a Quin-
tatön to produce two tones at once. These are unrelated matters, yet we ought to 
speak a bit about them, representing the [proposed theories], though, as only prob-
able [causes]. We do not want to prevent anyone from holding that there is more to 
it. We may imagine the [column of ] air within a pipe from one end to the other as a 
long string, that completes its vibrations according to its length (which is the same as 
the pipe’s) within a given time. The shorter the string or pipe is, and consequently the 
shorter the column or line of air in the pipe is, the faster [the vibrations] occur. If the 
winding is somewhat increased, such a tone† will become ever so slightly sharper than 
it previously was (this will amount, though, to barely a tenth of a step or even less), be-
cause the force of the wind sets the air in the pipe into somewhat faster motion, caus-
ing its vibrations to pass from one end to the other more quickly than previously. If 
the rush of the wind into the pipe is too strong, though, then the air inside it, due to 
its length, finds it impossible to transmit the vibration to the other end, since it is after 
all an object, and such vibrations require time, albeit very little. Due to its length, the 
body of the pipe also cannot vibrate as quickly as the force of the wind blowing into it 
requires. Therefore something else has to happen. The question is, what?  Here is the 
answer: a division of the pipe and the column of air becomes inevitable. For of neces-
sity a sound must occur, since the motion of the air and of the pipe is a vibration, and 
this cannot be altered by the speed [of the wind]. The whole pipe and the air, however, 
cannot vibrate that quickly, as has already been said. Therefore the result is a division. 
A division is most easily accomplished if something is divided into two equal parts; this 
is quite obvious to our senses. [The division may] also be into 4 equal parts, or quar-
ters, though this is not as obvious as two halves. It is still relatively easy to conceive of 
8 parts, and likewise quite natural for a thing to be divided into 3 parts in a ratio of 2:1. 
This also holds true for the ratio 3:4. These are the ratios of the consonances: 1:2, 1:4, 
1:8, 2:3, 3:4. We also encounter these sorts of divisions in the sounds of pipes; indeed, 
the larger the pipe, the more often such a division takes place, by these leaps: octave, 
fifth, fifteenth, seventeenth, nineteenth, etc.‡  For in large pipes the division must be 
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repeated many times in order for them to make such rapid vibrations and thus pro-
duce such high pitches. So many divisions are not necessary in small pipes, but several 
of them do indeed occur. Therefore if a pipe is very large and the attack of the wind is 
very strong, it sounds an octave higher; then we say “it is overblowing.”  This is what 
happens, e.g., with the organ stop Querpfeife, which is [purposely] made very nar-
row but also very long, in order for it not to make such rapid vibrations, but to dou-
ble them, thus producing an octave. In other pipes this [overblowing] happens against 
our wishes, as e.g. in the Violdigamba, Violon, etc., especially when they are made of 
soft material* and their pipe walls are very weak. For a thin, wobbly object cannot be 
moved back and forth as rapidly as a solid one. For example, it would not be possi-
ble for someone to swing a whip back and forth at the same rate of speed as a rod that 
is rigid. Consequently there is not much that can be done with such pipes. There are 
several [other] phenomena connected with this. For example, the Violon and the Vi-
oldigamba sometimes sound their proper pitch at the moment of attack, but overblow 
if [the tone] is held longer. But it is obvious that if I were to touch upon everything 
[concerning this topic], this final chapter would become a separate treatise, which 
would not be consistent with my purpose.

If the sections of air, string or pipe are still too large after the first division, then 
in very large pipes there is a second division into halves, producing the fifteenth. Next 
it happens at the fifth (in smaller pipes this occurs at the second division). Some Quer-
pfeifen behave this way, especially stopped ones; see §. 178. If one were to increase the 
force [of the wind] even more, it would produce the octave above, and then a third 
above that, etc. Anyone can try this out on an ordinary flute, creating an octave [above 
the basic pitch] and sometimes the superoctave, the fifth, etc., without changing [fin-
gers on] the holes, merely by the force [of the breath].

Poor speech (das Filpen†) in a pipe is nothing other than a type of overblow-
ing in which the air from a pipe is propelled too forcefully through the outside air, due 
to the incorrect placement of the languid and the lips. If faults such as these are cor-
rected, then the poor speech ceases. If I were to explain/illustrate this in greater detail, 
this discourse would become too lengthy.

Sometimes such a division also occurs within the human throat, producing a 
higher pitch than its length and width could otherwise produce. Once again the pitch 
that results is just an octave [higher]. Thus a tenor can sing in the treble range, and a 
bass can sing alto or even treble. Because of this division, this is called “singing in half 
voice.”  It is also called “falsetto,” and those who sing in this manner are called “fal-
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settists,” from falsus, “false,” since they do not produce their natural pitch, but one 
that is forced.

Here are some experiments regarding other matters. Take a large sheet of metal 
and tap it softly; then you will be able to see it vibrate with your eyes, and hear the 
low pitch. Then hit it harder, and you will observe that the whole sheet does not vi-
brate and sound, but only half of it. Galileo already carried out this experiment [many 
years ago]. If you fill a glass with water and rub its rim with your finger, you will hear 
a pitch; rub it harder, and you will perceive the octave above it. A bell that is very thick 
often sounds higher than another that is thin, even though the latter is no longer, and 
sometimes not even as large, as the former; the thickness causes it to sound its octave, 
since it cannot vibrate as rapidly. With bells, as well as with other objects [that are 
struck], it is frequently the case that they produce more than one pitch, so that it is not 
clear what pitch to assign to a bell—the octaves, fifths, etc., sound as well [as the fun-
damental]. The question arises, “What causes this?”  The answer: with many divisions 
only one section [of the division] is heard, but [in a bell] all the sections sound simul-
taneously. This happens if thick bells are struck too sharply, for if you tap a bell with 
your finger, you will perceive only one sound. This [phenomenon] may also be ob-
served in flutes; if they are blown forcefully, they also produce several pitches at once. 
You will also find this to be the case with the organ stop, the Quintatön, in which the 
fifth sounds simultaneously with [the fundamental]. I will leave other matters for the 
reader to investigate at will. Regarding such matters, though, you may consult what 
De Chales says, l.c.,* prop. 16, where he explains the leaps† of a trumpet in the same 
way; he does the same for other wind instruments in prop. 17 and 18.

It is well-known that [the following] phenomena connected with the trumpet, 
the hunting horn, the trombone, etc., have exercised the ingenuity of physicists to a 
considerable degree. Such instruments do not ascend stepwise in the bass, but only by 
leaps, in such a way that only when they are blown harder do they produce an octave, 
then a twelfth (Decime‡) or fifth above that octave, then a fifteenth, then a major third 
[above it], then a minor third [above that] (or a fifth above the [super]octave). Next 
they leap upward a fourth to an octave,§ and only then do they ascend by step (al-
though these days is is also possible to produce the b below c on the trumpet depend-
ably—the c last mentioned above, that was arrived at by the leap of a fourth.¶  De 
Chales explains this leap in a trumpet in l.c.,|| p. 23f. by means of a tromba marina, 
which exhibits the same phenomena. He demonstrates it very nicely, dividing up the 
entire [length of ] the tromba marina’s string into such leaps. Then he says that if an 
ordinary trumpet is blown gently, all of the air in it vibrates, just like a string, accord-
ing to how long it is. If however the trumpet is blown more forcefully, the air is forced 
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* i.e., of the tromba marina.

† If the correct spelling of the word 
is saturnum, then perhaps Adlung 
means “red lead,” Pb3O4, some-
times used to protect metals from 
corrosion.

‡ Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus), 
Epistles I.6 (To Numicius, on How 
to Be Happy), “nil admirari” (fi-
nal lines).

§ Translation: The Complete Works of 

Horace, ed. Casper J. Kraemer, Jr.  
New York: Modern Library (Ran-
dom House, Inc.), 1936, p. 324.

[Pages 183–185 of Volume II of the 
Mmo contained “Yet another sup-
plement to Chapter 10.” These 
pages have been transferred to fol-
low the stoplists of Chapter 10 and 
the first supplement to Chapter 10, 
following page 291 of Volume I.]

to vibrate more rapidly than it is capable of doing, considering its length, just as a long 
pendulum cannot move very rapidly. He continues by saying that the entire string* is 
accordingly divided into two sections, so that each part makes its own vibrations. It is 
more likely to divide into two sections than in any other way, because the string offers 
the least resistance to this division. Furthermore it has to divide into sections that are 
consonant, since the whole string is set into motion, and cannot then divide itself into 
sections that are mutually opposed to each other, causing the motion of one to hinder 
that of the other.

In closing, there might be someone who would like to know how to polish the fa-
çade pipes of an organ to give them a silvery sheen. The cheapest way is this: take a 
piece of marble (plenty of them may be found out in the fields), as white a one as you 
can find, and bake it in a potter’s kiln [until it turns] to powder. Do not, however, let 
it get black. Then mix this powder with water and scour the pipes thoroughly. Another 
way that works is this: take some saturvum [sic] or lead and melt it, mixing mercury 
with it, and brush it onto the pipes. But note: the saturnum† must be allowed to cool a 
bit before doing this, or the mercury will evaporate.

With this I will bring my Musica mechanica organœdi to a close, taking leave of 
each of my honored readers with the following words from Horace:

Vive:  Vale. Si quid novisti rectius istis;

Candidus imperti: si non, his utere mecum.‡

[Farewell! and if my doctrine seem amiss,

With candor set me right:—if not, take this! §]





1. In §.152, under “Gemshorn,” Adlung hints at one instance of this; he states that a stop in the Magdeburg 
Cathedral organ, reported in Prætorius’s Syntagma musicum as a 4� � Gemshorn, is given as a 4� � 
Spitzflöte by the cathedral vergers. The vergers seem to have sent him (presumably at his request) an 
up-to-date stoplist of the organ.

2. Adlung seems to have ceased collecting stoplists in the early 1750’s; see the Preface to the Translation.

Preface to  

Chapter X: Collection of Stoplists

The stoplists found in Jacob Adlung’s Musica mechanica organœdi (Mmo),  pp. 
196-291, are the most extensive collection of German organ stoplists assembled dur-
ing the 18th century. The majority of entries in the Mmo merely direct the reader to 
another source for the actual stoplist. This translation, however, includes complete 
stoplists transcribed from all the sources. The reasons for printing complete stoplists 
in the translation are two in number: first, not all the sources are readily available to 
modern readers, and second, most of the stoplists in their original sources are diffi-
cult to read; at times the quality of the printing is poor, and the stoplists are not usu-
ally arranged in standard modern format (the presentation of stoplists in this volume 
has largely been standardized).

The formation of the collection of stoplists as it appears in the Mmo was clearly 
a gradual and complex process; the collection consists of elements from many sources:

1. Adlung himself collected a number of stoplists of organs in the process of compiling 
information for the Mmo, evidently either by visiting the organs in person (if they 
were in the region where he lived) or through correspondence with someone at the 
place where the organ was located.1  These stoplists, largely of organs in Thuringia 
and especially of organs in the vicinity of Erfurt, appear in full in the Mmo. They 
include many smaller instruments as well as some large ones, most of which date 
from the first half of the 17th century.2  The stoplists appear to be quite accurate, 
though in §.283 Adlung makes a disclaimer to protect his reputation: “If the organs 
do not always stand as the stoplists indicate, then I ask the reader graciously to take 
into account that one may be led astray by correspondence.”

2. Adlung also reproduced in full the stoplists of several other organs (e.g., the Caspa-
rini organ at Görlitz) that were included in other contemporary publications that 
he considered somewhat rare and difficult to procure.

3. There were a number of other widely available published collections of stoplists with 
which Adlung was familiar (they were evidently in his library). The existence of 
the organ stoplists found in these collections is noted in the Mmo, in that the places 
where they are located are interfiled in alphabetical order. The stoplists themselves 
are omitted, however; all that appears is a statement indicating in which publica-
tion each of them is to be found. These published collections include:

a. Michael Prætorius’s Syntagma musicum, Vol. II (1619), pp. 161-90, 197-200 and 
233-4. These are the oldest organ stoplists Adlung deals with; many of them 



date from the 16th century. Prætorius’s collection includes mostly organs in 
Protestant churches of central and northern Germany, as well as a number of 
smaller chamber instruments in palaces.

b. The second part of Friedrich Erhard Niedt’s Musicalische Handleitung, in the 
edition by Johann Mattheson published in 1721. Mattheson included a collec-
tion of more than 60 organs in an appendix to his edition, pp. 157-204. This 
collection comprises organs (mostly large ones) located primarily in major cities 
in northern and central Germany (thus it provides newer stoplists for a number 
of the organs in Prætorius), but also in Pomerania and East Prussia. There are 
also a few organs located in Bohemia (e.g., Prague) and Silesia (e.g., Sendomir). 
Most of the instruments Mattheson describes date from the latter half of the 
17th or the beginning years of the 18th century. Mattheson evidently collected 
many of the stoplists by correspondence (cf. his remarks following the stoplist 
of the organ in the Royal Palace at Königsberg). Either for this reason or due 
to a lack of careful proof-reading, the collection exhibits many obvious errors.

c. Johann Ludwig Biermann’s Organographia Hildesiensis Specialis… (1738), a col-
lection of stoplists of organs in churches in and around Hildesheim.

In §.283 Adlung himself describes the formation of the collection up to this point. 
This translation of the Mmo includes all of the stoplists from the above collections, re-
produced in full, together with accompanying commentary.

4. Johann Lorenz Albrecht, patently irritated at Mattheson for including an entirely 
incorrect stoplist of the organ at Albrecht’s church, the Marienkirche in Mühlhau-
sen, supplied an accurate stoplist (with much additional information); he also re-
placed Adlung’s faulty stoplist of the organ at the Blasiuskirche in Mühlhausen 
with an accurate one.

5. The final layer of contributions consists of those stoplists added by Johann Friedrich 
Agricola, in his capacity as final editor of the Mmo. The heading of each of these 
stoplists (naming the organ’s location) is always preceded by “(**)” in the original 
publication, and the entries in their entirety are set in smaller type than Adlung’s 
original entries (this distinction is not reflected in the translation). Agricola inter-
filed the new headings alphabetically into Adlung’s original collection; but since 
these entries postdate Adlung’s death, the organs they describe are never mentioned 
in the text of the Mmo. Agricola includes stoplists from the following sources:
d. The Sammlung einiger Nachrichten von berühmten Orgel-Wercken in Teutschland, 

published in Breslau in 1757 by Carl Gottfried Meyer. The publication claims 
to be authored by “an admirer of music”; but in Vol. 3 of F.W. Marpurg’s His-
torisch-Kritische Beyträge, p. 487, J.F. Agricola seems to suggest that Meyer 
himself was the author. This collection represents mostly organs in Silesia, in 
territory that is today largely in southwestern Poland and (to a lesser extent) 
northern Czechoslovakia. Since Meyer lived in Breslau, stoplists of organs in 
that city are especially numerous. Meyer includes, however, a considerable 
number of smaller instruments (some with only one manual and pedal). The or-
gan stoplists in this collection are among the most recent to be included in the 
Mmo.
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e. A review of the Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, authored by J. F. Agricola, that 
appears in Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg’s Historisch-Kritische Beyträge, Vol. 3, 
Part 6 (1758), pp. 486-518. At the conclusion of this review (pp. 506-18) Ag-
ricola records the stoplists of 6 large organs at Freyberg, Halberstadt, Halle, 
Königsberg, Magdeburg and Meerane.

f. A number of stoplists added by Agricola himself. These include the organs at Al-
tenburg and Tours (France), found in the Supplement to Chapter Ten (Vol. I, 
pp. 286-91) and three organs in Danzig, found in the Additional Supplement to 
Chapter Ten (Vol. II, pp. 183-5).

The complete stoplists of d. and e. above are not found in the Mmo—only a 
heading appears indicating the source in which each of them is to be found—but this 
translation incorporates each of these stoplists in its entirety.

The original difference in type size that distinguishes Agricola’s contributions is 
not reflected in the translation; a footnote appears with each stoplist, however, indi-
cating that stoplist’s source.

As mentioned above, in the original sources there is no standard format for the 
stoplists, even within a given publication. Occasionally a list will conform to the mod-
ern order of listing stops within divisions, but there are many lists that exhibit no logi-
cal format within divisions whatsoever. The translator’s purpose in compiling this col-
lection of stoplists from many different sources was not only to gather them into one 
convenient volume, but also to re-order the listing of stops within divisions accord-
ing to modern editorial practice, for greater ease of comparison. Therefore the trans-
lation has re-ordered almost all lists of stops within divisions to conform to the follow-
ing format:

1. First the flue stops are listed, followed by the reeds, each according to size (e.g., flues 
16 ′, 8 ′, 4 ′, 3 ′, 2 ′, Mixture, Cymbal, reeds 16 ′, 8 ′, 4 ′). 

2. In the case of multiple stops at the same pitch, the most powerful stop is listed first, 
then the next most powerful, etc. (insofar as this can be conjectured from the stop 
names). Furthermore, as a general rule principals are listed first, followed by flutes 
and then strings. But no attempt has been made to adhere slavishly to this policy . 
In some cases the stoplist in the original source deviates only slightly from modern 
practice; for example, it lists principals, then strings, then flutes. Where this is the 
case, the list has been transferred to the translation in its original order.

3. In both Prætorius’s Syntagma musicum, Vol. II, and the Sammlung einiger Nachrich-
ten, there are a number of stoplists in which no stop sizes are given (or only a few 
stops are labelled). If the stop names reveal a plausible order of sizes, this has been 
suggested in brackets, or the stops have been re-ordered to suggest a possible pro-
gression in size. If no plausible order is suggested by the stop names, each division 
has been transferred to this volume exactly as it appears in its original source.

Names of churches present a problem. In their case no uniform procedure has 
been followed. Most of them have been left as in the original source, but the translator 
has at times used an alternate name for a church when he considers it more common or 
sensible. It is the policy of the translation, however, to tamper as little as possible with 
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names of divisions and stops. Thus it does not attempt to modernize the names of divi-
sions (Werck; Rück-Positiv, Brust, etc.). Neither does the translation adopt any stan-
dardized spelling of stop names, choosing instead to reproduce the names exactly as 
they appear (Salcional, Salicinal, Sallicinall), with conjectures or question marks (in 
brackets) following some of the more unusual and obscure ones.

There are several stop names frequently encountered that call for explanation:
Coupler or Pedal Coupler,  with no other modifying words, signifies a coupler from 

the primary division (Werck, Hauptwerk, Manual, Hauptmanual, etc.) to the 
pedal.

Schwebung: is a gentle tremulant, analogous to the French Tremblant doux, that ap-
pears primarily in organs built by Gottfried Silbermann and his disciples. At times 
it is indicated as “Schwebung zur Vox humana,” at other times “Schwebung ins/
zum Oberwerk;” in either case it seems to have been intended for use with the Vox 
humana stop.3

Sexta: in §.191 Adlung offers a convoluted explanation of the derivation of this word, 
but its meaning is clear. It refers to the Terz 1 3/5 ′, whether it appears alone, or in 
phrases such as “sexta aus 2 ′,” “sexta über 2 ′ (or simply “Sexta 2 ′”). In order 
to avoid confusion on this point, the translation consistently supplies [1 3/5 ′] in 
brackets.

It appears that almost all the Vox humanas listed in Sammlung einiger Nachrich-
ten are undulating, principal-scale flue stops (adaptations of the Italian Voce umana, 
probably due to Eugen Casparini’s influence4) unless otherwise specified (e.g., Oll-
mütz, Brustwerk), with the exception of Weingarten (a reed stop, though that is not 
specified in the stoplist). On the other hand, those in Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt 
and in the Mmo proper seem to be reeds. This rule of thumb determines whether a Vox 
humana stop has been listed with the flues or with the reeds; but the reader should be 
aware that in many cases there is no definitive evidence one way or the other.

It is evident that some of the stoplists in the Mmo contain errors (even the editors 
point this out; cf. Agricola’s remark about the organ in the monastery at Guhrau), and 
comparison with other sources of the more famous stoplists reveals differences (some-
times considerable). In general, the further away the organ is from the publication’s 
place of origin, the more likely fanciful elements are to creep into it. The translator 
has occasionally corrected an error if a more reliable stoplist is immediately available, 
but has not felt obliged to engage in extensive verification of each stoplist’s accuracy. 
The monumental work of comparing all available sources to reach the most probable 
correct form of early organ stoplists is a task that awaits a future (very numerous) gen-
eration of scholars.

There is a copy of Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt in the possession of the U.S. 
Library of Congress (call no.: MT 40.A2N47 case). 32 corrections have been entered 
into this volume.5  The authorship of these corrections is uncertain, but the bottom of 
the volume’s title page bears the name “Mich. Richey” and the date 1736. Almost every 

3. See: Ernst Flade, Gottfried Silbermann (Leipzig: Breitkopf u. Härtel [c.1953]), pp. 109 & 192.
4. When Gottfried Silbermann and his apprentices begin to build this stop, they call it “Unda maris.”
5. The translator is much indebted to Mr. James Wallmann, both for alerting him to the existence of the 

corrections and for supplying him with a list of them.
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correction is such that a person with a competent grasp of the principles of organ de-
sign might well conjecture the same correction. (In several cases, the corrections that 
have been made seem less plausible than what is printed (e.g., Stralsund, Thoren RP). 
Are we to presume that “Mich. Richey” in 1736 had enough first-hand information to 
amend Mattheson definitively?  The translator believes it is more likely that Richey al-
tered his copy in the same way a knowledgeable reader might alter it today: he saw a 
number of entries that he identified as mistakes, and he changed them according to his 
understanding of the principles of organ construction and according to common sense. 
Therefore where the translator has agreed with Richey, he has included the suggested 
corrections in brackets (without, however, citing Richey as the authority on which the 
correction is based); where Richey’s corrections seem less plausible than the original 
text, however, the translator has ignored them.

The list of corrections is as follows:

pg. no. location div. original correction

159 3 Bremen Cathedral OW 5. Octava 8 4
161 5 Bremen St. Stephani BW 2. Block-Flöte 8  4
161 6 Bremen U. L. Frauen W 1. Principal 17 Fuß 16
162 6 Bremen U. L. Frauen RP 6. Wald-Flöte 6 2
163 9 Buxtehude W 3. Gedact 9 8
165 12 Danzig Pfarr-Kirche RP 11. Nasat 5 3
167 14 Danzig H. Dreyfaltigkeit Ped 9. Trommete 9 8
168 16 Danzig St. Bartholomæi OW 1. Principal 6 8
168 16 Danzig St. Bartholomæi OW 8. Spiel-Flöte 8 4
169 17 Danzig St. Cathar. Ped 5. Octava 8 4
170 18 Dresden Creutz-Kirche Ped 1. Principal 4 16
170 18 Dresden Creutz-Kirche Ped 5. Kützial-Flöte  1 1/1 [?] 1 ½ ′
171 20 Dresden Palace Church UW 4. Octava 4 2
172 22 Elmshorn Ped 4. Octava 2 4
173 23 Grüningen Ped 4. Groß Querflöte 4 8
175 26 Hamburg St. Jacobi W 7. Principal 4 ′ 8
183 36 Königsberg Altstädter… OW 9. Quinta 4 und 1 ½ ′  3 und 1 ½ ′
184 36 Königsberg Altstädter… RP 11. Waldflöte 3 Fuß 2
186 38 Königsberg Royal Castle Ped 1. Unter-Baß 26 16
188 42 Königsberg Pfarr… OW 11. Gemshorn 14 4
189 44 Lübeck St. Marien BW 1. Principal 16 8
190 44 Lübeck St. Marien Ped 6. Groß-Posaun 24 32
190 45 Lüneburg St. Johan W 7. Octava 4 2
190 45 Lüneburg St. Johan Ped 4. Octava 4 8
192 48 Mühlhausen OP 2. Salcional 16 4
194 50 Praga St. Domenico RP 1. Principal 12 16
198 54 Stade Ped 4. Nachthorn 1 2
199 56 Stolpe Ped 5. Schwiegel 1 2
200 57 Stralsund St. Nicolai Ped 1. Principal 8 16
202 60 Thoren W 2. Bordun…6 16
202 60 Thoren RP 5. Salcional 8 4
204 63 Würtzen BW 1. Principal 16 4
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196                                   Ch. X.   Concerning the Stoplist.

* See §.141.

§. 284.

Alach
(a village near Erfurt)

The Organ in the church there has 30 stops.

       Hauptmanual                    Second keyboard
 1. Quintatön 16 � 1. Stillgedackt 8 �
 2. Principal of tin, in the façade 8 � 2. Quintatön 8 �
 3. Grobgedackt or Bordun 8 � 3. Principal 4 �
 4. Gemshorn 8 � 4. Koppelflöte 4 �
 5. Violdigamba 8 � 5. Nachthorn 4 �
 6. Flötetraverse 8 � 6. Flöte douce of metal, conical 4 �
 7. Oktave, also of tin, in the façade 4 � 7. Nasatquinte 3 �
 8. Quinte 3 � 8. Spitzflöte 2 �
 9. Superoktave 2 � 9. Liebliche Gemsquinte 1½ �
 10. Sesquialtera II 10. Tertian   [sounding] e [and] g II
 11. Mixtur 2 �  breaks back twice IV 11. Scharf 1½ � III
 12. Cymbel breaks back three times III 12. Vox humana, doubled  8 �
 13. Trompete 8 �   [combined] with a Flöte douce 8 � on 
          the same toeboard.  In the lower 
    octaves [this stop] is a Fagott.*
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* See “Supplement to Chapter 10,” 
pp. 286-7.

† 15 kilometers.

‡ “The Church of the Barefoot [Fri-
ars]”; the name signifies that at 
some point before the Reforma-
tion this church belonged to the 
Franciscan Order.  This church is 
not to be confused with the “Neue 
Kirche”, where J.S. Bach was 
organist from 1703-7.

        Pedal                    Auxiliary stops
 1. Violon 16 � 1. Manual coupler
 2. Subbass 16 � 2. Pedal coupler
 3. Oktave 8 � 3. Tremulant
 4. Hohlflöte 4 � 4. Ventil
 5. Posaune 16 � 5. Cimbelglocken [composed of 4 bells,]
             g �, b �, d” & g”

Mr. Johann Georg Schröter, a citizen and official organbuilder of Erfurt, built [this or-
gan].  It cost 850 Reichsthaler, and has turned out quite decently.

 [Altenburg*
(in Meissen)

The Organ in the Castle Church there.]

Andisleben
(a village 4 hours† away from Erfurt)

The Organ in the church there has 23 stops.

      Hauptwerk                                   Brust                                   Pedal
 1. Quintatön          16 �� 1. Stillgedackt 8 �� 1. Subbass     16 �
 2. Principal 8 �� 2. Quintatön 8 �� 2. Oktave       8 �
 3. Bordun 8 �� 3. Principal 4 �� 3. Hohlflöte       4 �
 4. Violdigamba  8 �� 4. Nachthorn 4 �� 4. Posaune      16 �
 5. Oktave 4 �� 5. Gemshorn 4 �� 5. Cornetbass             2 �
 6. Oktave 2 �� 6. Oktave 2 �
 7. Sesquialtera           II 7. Tertian II
 8. Mixtur                   IV 8. Mixtur             III
 9. Cymbel                 III
 10. Trompete    8 �

        Mr. Schröter built it in the year 1735, for 320 Reichsthaler.

§. 285.

Arnstadt
(in Thuringia)

The Organ in the Barfüsserkirche‡ there has 22 stops.

 all of w
ood}
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* This choice of words suggests that 
the Brustwerk might have been 
in its customary location, but had 
no separate keyboard; rather the 
stops of the Brustwerk may have 
been played from the Hauptwerk.  
This arrangement is common in 
early 17th-century central German 
organs; the stoplists in Praetori-
us’s Syntagma Musicum, Vol. II, 
exhibit it a number of times.

†  See “Posaune”, §.176.

‡  See “Stoplists”

§ This stoplist seems to have been 
copied from: [Carl Gottfried 
Meyer,] Sammlung einiger Nach-

richten von berühmten OrgelWercken 

in Teutschland (Breslau, verlegts 
Carl Gottfried Meyer, 1757), pp. 
2-3.  The closing commentary is 
identical to that in the Sammlung, 
which however states further: 
“The present organist’s name is 
Friedrich Rudolph Lüdecke.”

                   Hauptwerk             Rückpositiv
 1. Quintatön            16 � 1. Gedackt 8 �
 2. Principal 8 � 2. Rohrflöte 8 �
 3. Gedackt 8 � 3. Principal 4 �
 4. Violdigamba 8 � 4. Quinta  3 �
 5. Oktave  4 � 5. Sexta                      above 2 �    [1 3/

5
 �]

 6. Sesquialtera            III 6. Oktave 1 �
 7. Mixtur V 7. Regal 8 �
 8. Cymbel III                                                Pedal
               With it belongs* the  1. Subbass           16 �
   2. Flöte 1 �
                              Brust  3. Posaune           16 �
 9. Rauschpfeife  II                             with screws† 
 10. Krumhorn 8 � 4. Trompete 8 �
   5. Cornet 2 �
   Tremulant; Cymbelstern; 4 bellows.

The instrument is old, and was repaired in the year 1708.

Bergen‡
(on the Island of Rügen)

 The stoplist of this organ may be found in Mattheson’s Appendix to the second part of 
Niedt’s Handleitung zur Variation des Generallbasses [p. 157].

Berlin

The Organ at St. Petri § there has 50 stops.
                      Primary manual        Upper Keyboard
 1. Principal 16 � 1. Quintatön  16 �
 2. Bordun           16 � 2. Principal 8 �
 3. Oktave 8 � 3. Gedackt 8 �
 4. Rohrflöte 8 � 4. Salicet 8 �
 5. Quinte 6 � 5. Oktave 4 �
 6. Oktave 4 � 6. Spitzflöte 4 �
 7. Flötetraverse 4 � 7. Fugara 4 �
 8. Quinta 3 � 8. Quinte 3 �
 9. Oktave 2 � 9. Oktave 2 �
 10. Cornet V 10. Waldflöte 2 �
 11. Scharff       1½ �       VI 11. Mixtur V
 12. Cymbel     1 �           IV 12. Trompete 8 �
 13. Trompete           16 � 13. Oboe 8 �
 14. Fagott            16 � 
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* These, together with the features 
mentioned after them, are decora-
tive elements in the façade.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ This stoplist as printed in Sam-

mlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 1-2, 
also indicates a Schwebung (Trem-

blant doux) in the upper keyboard; 
its closing commentary adds: “The 
present organist’s name is Leop-
old Christian Schmaltz.”  Other-
wise it is the same as the stoplist 
given here.

                           Lower Keyboard                                                              Pedal
 1. Gedackt 8 � 1. Principal  16 �
 2. Quintatön 8 � 2. Violone  16 �
 3. Principal 4 � 3. Quinte  12 �
 4. Rohrflöte 4 � 4. Oktave 8 �
 5. Nasat 3 � 5. Gemshorn 8 �
 6. Oktave 2 � 6. Quinte 6 �
 7. Terz     1 3/

5
 � 7. Oktave 4 �

 8. Quinte            1½ � 8. Quinte 3 �
 9. Cymbel       1 �         IV 9. Mixtur 2 � VIII
 10. Vox humana 8 � 10. Posaune 32 �
              Schwebung  11. Posaune 16 �

  12. Trompete 8 �
   13. Cornet Clairon 4 �

This lovely organ has 8 bellows, each 10 � long and 5 � wide; four ventils; Tremulant; a cou-
pler between the Hauptmanual and the Upper Keyboard; two suns*; trumpets that angel [fig-
ures] raise to and lower from their mouths; kettledrums that are realistically beaten by angel 
[figures].  Mr. Joh. P. Migent began to build it in 1748.

Mattheson described the previous organ at St. Petri in Berlin in his Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 158.†

The Organ in the Garnisonkirche‡ in Berlin  has 51 stops  
and 64 stopknobs

 Hauptmanual (middle keyboard)
 1. Bordun           16��� 48 pipes
 2. Principal                                                      8��    of English tin    48    “
 3. Rohrflöte 8��� 48    “
 4. Violdigamba 8���  48    “
 5. Oktave 4���  48    “
 6. Flötetraverse 4���    48    “
 7. Spitzflöte 4���    48    “
 8. Quinte 3���    48    “
 9. Oktave 2���    48    “
 10. Cornet                                                        V      from c��� to c���, of rather broad scale     125    “
 11. Mixtur     1�������������������������������             IV     c�� g��� c��� g����              192    “
 12. Scharff    1���                                               VI     c g c c g c                          288    “
 13. Fagott            16���    48    “

                                                                                                                               total  1085 pipes
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     Upper keyboard
 1. Gedackt        8���      48 pipes
 2. Quintatön        8���      48    “
 3. Principal        4���      48    “
              of English tin 
 4. Rohrflöte        4���      48    “
 5. Nasat        3���      48    “
 6. Oktave        2���      48    “
 7. Flageolet        2���      48    “
 8. Quinte                 1 ½���   48    “
 9. Terz                    1 3/5  ���   48    “
 10. Cymbel             IV   192    “
 11. Vox humana     8���      48    “

                                                 total     672 pipes

     Lower keyboard
 1. Quintatön        16���      48    “
 2. Principal    8���      48    “
             of English tin
 3. Gedackt      8���  48    “
 4. Salicinal      8���      48    “
 5. Oktave      4���      48    “
 6. Fugara      4���      48    “
 7. Quinte      3���      48    “
 8. Oktave      2���      48    “
 9. Waldflöte      2���      48    “

 10. Sifflöt                       1���      48    “
 11. Scharf         1 ½���           V     240    “
 12. Cymbel       1���  cgc     III    144    “
 13. Trompete                         8���       48    “
 14. Trompete in the treble     8���        24    “

                                                      total    937 pipes

      Pedal
 1. Principal           16��� 26 pipes
               of English tin 
 2. Violon, of wood        16���� 26    “
 3. Oktave 8��� 26    “
 4. Gemshorn 8��� 26    “
 5. Quinte 6��� 26    “
 6. Oktave 4��� 26    “
 7. Nachthorn 4���  26    “
 8. Quinte 3��� 26    “
 9. Mixtur            VIII     208    “
                 c g c g g c c g
 10. Posaune of wood 32��� 26    “
 11. Posaune of wood     16��� 26    “
 12. Trompete 8��� 26    “
 13. Clairon or
   Trompete 4���      26    “

                                total       520 pipes

      sum total     3214 pipes

to these are added:   4 ventils
 1 tremulant
 1 bellows signal bell

The three manual keyboards can be coupled together.
There are 7 bellows, [each one] 11��� long and 5 ½�� wide.  Four of them are for the manu-

als and 3 for the pedal.  The former produce 36 degrees of wind, while the latter produce 40 de-
grees.  They have pressure springs that serve in place of counterweights.  

In addition, this instrument possesses two suns, toward which two eagles realistically fly; 
two angels that soar somewhat aloft, and by means of the stop designed for that purpose raise 
their trumpets to their lips; furthermore there are also two separate stops, whereby these angels 
again descend and lower their trumpets.  The kettledrums are also struck quite realistically by 
angels.
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* Drawn by its organist, J.F. Wal-
ther, in Die Gute Hand Gottes über 

der Garnisonkirche (Berlin, c.1729); 
see: Peter Williams, The European 

Organ, 1450-1850 (London: B.T. 
Batsford [1966]), plate 54 (fac-
ing p. 151).

† J.F. Agricola added this stoplist to 
the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”

This unusual organ was brought to a state of perfection by Mr. Joachim Wagner in De-
cember of the year 1725.  There also exists an engraved sketch of it.*

(**) The Organ at St. Nicolai in Berlin has 40 stops†

                      Hauptwerk                                                    Brustwerk
                    The middle keyboard                                           The upper keyboard
 1. Quintatön           16��� 1. Gedakt 8���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Flöte douce 4���
 3. Gedakt 8���  3. Oktave 2���
 4. Octave 4��� 4. Waldflöte 2���
 5. Spitzflöte 4��� 5. Sesquialtera II
 6. Nasat 3��� 6. Scharf             IV
 7. Oktave 2��� 7. Hoboe 8���
 8. Spielflöte 2��� 
 9. Tertian             II                                                   Pedal
 10. Mixtur  IV-V-VI 1. Principal           16���
 11. Cymbel            III 2. Violon           16���
 12. Trompete 8��� 3. Octave 8���
   4. Oktave 4���
     Oberwerk  5. Nachthorn            2���
      The lowest keyboard  6. Rauschpfeife             II
 1. Principal 8��� 7. Mixtur            VI
 2. Flöte douce 8��� 8. Posaune           16���
 3. Salcional or Viola da Gamba 8��� 9. Trommete 8���
 4. Octave 4��� 10. Cornet 4���
 5. Rohrflöte 4���
 6. Quinte 3���                                   Auxiliary stops
 7. Octave 2���  Ventil and Tremulant
 8. Sifflet            1 ½ ��         for the Hauptwerk
 9. Sesquialtera             II   Ventil, Tremulant and 
 10. Scharf            IV         Zimbelstern for the Oberwerk
 11. Vox humana 8���  Ventil for the Brustwerk
    Ventil for the Pedal
    Bellows signal bell

This organ was built by Mr. Arp Schnitger from Hamburg, and was finished and deliv-
ered in 1708.

The Organ at St. Marien in Berlin‡ has 40 stops and 3 keyboards.
The stoplist of this [organ] may be found in the Sammlung einiger Nachrichten von berühmten 

Orgelwerken in Teutschland, [published in] Breslau by Carl Gottfried Meyer, 1757, in quarto[, 
pp. 3-4].  From now on this book will always be indicated by the 3 letters “S. e. N. 
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The Organ in the Reformed Parish Church in Berlin has 32 stops.
                   Hauptwerk                                                             Oberwerk
 1. Bordun           16��� 1. Quintatön  of metal                16���
             the lowest octave is of wood,  2. Principal of English tin 8���
             the other three of metal  3. Gedackt 8���
 2. Principal 8���                           the lowest octave of wood,
             of English tin, brightly polished                                         the other three of metal

 3. Rohrflöte   
}
  

metal
 8��� 4. Octave  

}
  

tin
 4���

 4. Quintatön 8��� 5. Fugara 4���
 5. Octave 4��� 6. Rohrflöte 

}
 
metal

 4���
 6. Flöte Traversiere 4��� 7. Nassat 3���
 7. Quinte 3��� 8. Octave 2���
 8. Octave 2��� 9. Quinte            1 ½���
 9. Cornett from c��to c����}� tin V 10. Terze            1 3/5 ��
 10. Scharff  1�½�� V 11. Mixtur  1���            IV
 11. Cymbel  1���            III 12. Vox humana 8���
 12. Trompete 8���

                           Pedal                                                    Auxiliary stops
 1. Principal of English tin            16���                                 Tremulant
 2. Violon, open, of wood            16���                                 Schwebung for the Vox humana
 3. Gemshorn 8���                                 3 ventils
 4. Quinte         } tin 6���                                 bellows signal
 5. Octave 4��� 
 6. Mixtur            VI
 7. Posaune  of wood                16���
 8. Trompete   tin 8���

 [The organ] is provided with 5 large bellows, each 10�� long and 5�� wide.
Mr. Joachim Wagner built this organ in 1730.  The following [instrument] is also his.

The Organ in the Jerusalemskirche in Berlin has 26 stops.

           Hauptwerk                                 Oberwerk                                Pedal
 1. Bordun                16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Principal                 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Octave 8���
 3. Rohrflöte 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Octave 4���
 4. Principal 4��� 4. Rohrflöte 4��� 4. Rauschquinte          6���[?]
 5. Quinte 3��� 5. Nassat 3��� 5. Mixtur                     VI
 6. Octave 2��� 6. Octave 2��� 6. Posaune                  16���
 7. Cornett                 III 7. Quinte                  1 ½��� 7. Trompete 8���
 8. Scharf V 8. Terze                    1 3/5��� 
 9. Cimbel                 III 9. Mixtur                  III 
 10. Trompete 8���
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* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”  This stoplist is 
printed in Praetorius, Syntagma 

musicum II, pp. 178-79.  It seems 
to be a mere oversight that Adlung 
does not list this instrument in the 
original collection of stoplists in 
the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists”

¶ Adlung, Mmo I, pp. 203-4.  Sam-

mlung einiger Nachrichten also 
gives the stoplist of this organ, with 
a number of particulars Adlung 
does not provide; see “Stoplists.”

|| This may indicate that the Glocken-
spiel begins at c’.

Bernau
(in the Middle Mark [Brandenburg].)*

Praetorius gives the stoplist of the organ there in Volume II of his
Synt[agma musicum,] Part IV. [pp. 176-7].

[Braunschweig]†

Bremen
 5 stoplists of important organs located in Bremen‡ are found in Mattheson’s Appendix to oft-
cited Niedt.  They are:
 1. in the Cathedral                               an instrument of 50 stops p. 158
 2. at St. Ansgarii                                    “          “               42    “ p. 159
 3. at  St. Stephani                                  “          “               42    “ p. 160
                                 (NB. This [instrument] was consumed by fire on December 6, 1754 [Agricola])     

 4. at U[nsrer] L[ieben] Frauen        “         “                 40    “ p. 161
 5. at St. Martini                                     “         “                 26    “ p. 162

Breslau [Wroclaw, Poland]

  The new organ in Prætorius’s time: see his Synt[agma] Mus[icum], Vol. II, p. 171.§

The Organ at St. Maria Magdalena¶ in Breslau has 56 stops.
                  Primary Manual                                     Upper Manual
1. Principal, of tin, in the façade           16��� 1. Principal 8���
2. Quintatön           16��� 2. Gemshorn 8���
3. Oktave 8��� 3. Rohrflöte 8���
4. Quintatön 8��� 4. Salicet 8���
5. Salicet 8��� 5. Oktave 4���
6. Flöte dous 8��� 6. Spitzflöte 4���
7. Oktave 4��� 7. Salicet 4���
8. Rohrflöte 4��� 8. Quinte 3���
9. Quinte 3��� 9. Superoktave 2���
10. Superoktave 2��� 10. Blockflöte      3��� [2���?]
11. Rauschquinte II 11. Mixtur                        VI
12. Mixtur          VIII 12. Cymbel                    III
13. Scharf            IV 13. Vox humana 8���
14. Trompet 8���                             from a to c����
15. Glockenspiel                                             2�� || 
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* See §.277, §.404, and §.410

† apparently the mechanism by which 
the Lower Manual was shifted 
between Chorton and Kammerton.

‡ a valve to empty the organ of air.

§ Two types of pieces for trumpets 
and tympani.

                Lower Manual                                                             Pedal
 1. Principal, of tin, in the façade 8��� 1. Principal           32���
 2. Flöte, of wood 8���                          of tin, in the façade 
 3. Violdigamba, of  metal 8��� 2. Oktavenbass           16���
 4. Oktave, of metal 4���                        of metal 
 5. Flöte, of metal 4��� 3. Chorbass, stopped, of wood      16���
 6. Nasat, of wood 3���                         the same stop as no. 15 [below]
 7. Superoktave, of  metal 2��� 4. Salicet, of wood           16���
 8. Quinte, of  metal            1 ½ ��                         in its place there was previously
 9. Sedecime, of metal 1���                           a 16��� Quintatön
 10. Sesquialter, of metal II 5. Oktave, of metal 8���
 11. Cymbel, of metal             III 6. Rohrflöte 8���
 12. Oboe, of metal 8��� 7. Quinte 6���

     N.B. This manual [may be played in   8. Oktave 4���
     both] choir pitch and chamber pitch;  9. Nachthorn 2���
     for this there are also 2 stops   10. Mixtur X
     at chamber pitch in the Pedal.  11. Posaune           32���

   12. Posaune           16���
                Auxiliary stops  13. Fagott           16���

Bellows signal bell  14. Trompete 8���
4  ventils  15. Kammerbass*           16���
Tremulant  16. Kammerflöte 8���
Transposition†  17. Glockenspiel, that is struck by 
Wind exhaust [ventil]‡                           angel figures activated  

                                                                                                        by the pedal.
         18. A pair of copper kettledrums that are 

likewise struck realistically by angels.  
These can play anything that real ket-
tledrums can; [in combination] with 
the trumpet stop they can play both in-
tradas and  processionals (Intraden…
Aufzüge§).

The stopknobs lie on either side [of the keyboards] in 4 horizontal rows, 33 of them on 
each side, a total of 66.

A renowned master by the name of Johann Röder, born in Berlin, built this very splendid 
organ within a period of 5 years.  It has 10 large bellows, and contains a total of 3,342 pipes of 
tin, metal and wood.

There are two sketches of this instrument.  One is in small Regal [format], under the title 
“Illustration of the large Organ at St. Maria Magdalena in Breslau, built by Mr. Johann Röder 
in 1725, consisting of 56 sounding stops, to be had from the Organist, Michael Kirst (and, after 
his death, from his successor).”  (On it is a scale [to measure its size].)  There are 15 towers [of 
pipes].  The other sketch is in large Regal format, and bears the inscription, “Begun in 1722, 
completed in 1725.”
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* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
21-22.  See “Stoplists.

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| See “Stoplists.”

(**) In addition to the stoplist [of the organ] in the St. Maria Magdelena Church in Bres-
lau,* provided above, you will find the following stoplists of organs in Breslau† in the 
S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten]:  (Agricola)

 1. in the Cathedral,                                   an instrument of    35 stops,          3 manuals. p. 5
 2. at Holy Cross ”  26   ” 2      ” p. 6
            at chamber pitch
 3. at U. L. Frau ” 36    ” 2      ” p. 6
 4. at St. Vincenz ” 20    ” 2      ” p. 7
 5. at St. Matthias ” 21    ” 2      ” p. 8
 6. at Corpus Christi ” 21    ” 2      ” p. 8
 7. at St. Catharine ” 14    ” 2      ” p. 9
 8. at the Jesuits��� Church ” 17    ” 2      ” p. 10
 9. at St. Adalbert ” 20    ” 2      ” p. 10
         at chamber pitch
 10. at St. Dorothee ” 18    ” 2      ” p. 10
 11. at the Franciscans��� Church ” 15    ” 2      ” p. 11
 12. the old organ at St. Elizabeth  ” 35    ” 3      ” p. 11
 13. the new organ at St. Elizabeth  ” 56    ” 3      ” p. 11
        at chamber pitch

 Mr. Michael Engler, an organbuilder in Breslau, built it, beginning in 1751.
 14. the old organ at St. Maria Magdalena,          of              36 stops,           3 manuals. p. 14
 15. the organ at St. Bernhard  ” 31    ” 2      ” p. 16
 16. the middle organ at St. Bernhard ” 18    ” 2      ” p. 17
 17. The organ at 11,000 Virgins ” 23    ” 2      ” p. 17
 18. at St. Barbara ” 21    ” 2      ” p. 18
 19. at St. Christoph ” 14    ” 1      ” p. 19
 20. in the reichen Hospital ” 14    ” 1      ” p. 19
 21. in the new funeral chapel ” 15    ” 1      ” p. 20
 22. in the Reformed Church ” 30    ” 2      ” p. 20

Braunau‡ [Broumov, Czech Republic]

 1. The organ in the Benedictine Monastery of     31 stops          3 manuals  S. e. N.  23
 2. The organ in the Parish Church there of          20   ”              2        ”        S. e. N.  23

Brieg§ [Brzeg, Poland]

 1. The organ at St. Nicolai there has                       56 stops           3 manuals  S. e. N.  21

Brünn¶ [Brno, Czech Republic]

 1. The organ at St. Jacob                            of           15 stops            1 manual  S. e. N.  24
 2. The organ at St. Thomas                       ”           38 stops             3       ” S. e. N.  25

Bückeburg||

For this [stoplist] consult Praetorius [Syntagma musicum] p. 185[-6].
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* i.e., sometime during the first half of 
the 18th century.

† See §.275.

‡ i.e., to move it from the Hauptwerk 
to the Oberpositiv.

§ See §.190, “Sesquialter”.

¶ See §.326.

§. 286.

Büseleben
(a village near Erfurt)

 The organbuilder Schröter built the following instrument there [sometime] in this century*.

                Hauptwerk                          Oberpositiv                Pedal
 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Stillgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass of wood      16���
 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Nachthorn 4��� 2. Principal 8���
 3. Violdigamba 8��� 3. Spitzflöte 4���            of tin, in the façade
 4. Principal 4��� 4. Principal 2��� 3. Posaune                 16���
 5. Quinte 3��� 5. Waldflöte 2��� 
 6. Octave 2��� 6. Quinte                  1 ½ ��      
 7. Mixtur                  IV 7. Sesquialtera          III      
 8. Cymbel                III 8. Scharp                  III      

There are 3 bellows, 10��long and 5[ � ] wide. The instrument cost 550 Reichsthaler.

N.B. It is a shame that the 8� Principal is not also available in the manual; a wooden 
pedal [Principal] would have been adequate†.  If anyone should say that the Positiv Princi-
pal would then have to be a 4��, my answer is that that simply does not follow.  Even granted 
that it would have to be [a 4� ], it would have been possible to transfer the upper Principal 
4� of tin‡. It seems obvious to me that since there is a 3-rank Sesquialtera on the main man-
ual, its Oktave 4��could have been separated from it§ so that it [i.e., the Oktave 4��] might 
have been available independently on the main manual.  In short, it could have been an 8��
instrument for the same [amount of ] money.  Alternately, the Quinte 3�, Nachthorn 4��or 
Spitzflöte 4� could have been omitted so that the same result could have been achieved.  Fur-
thermore a Quintatön, Bordun or Rohrflöte 16��could have been included without the cost 
rising above 650 Reichsthaler¶.

§. 287

Buttstädt
(four miles from Erfurt in Thuringia)

The Organ in the Town of Buttstädt has 24 stops.
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* The sense of this remark seems to be 
that the Principalbass was added to 
an already existing organ.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists”

            Hauptmanual                          Unterwerk                                  Pedal
 1. Quintatön            16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Principalbass     16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8���      
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Principal 4���      
 4. Gemshorn 8��� 4. Gedackt 4���       
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Principal 2���       
 6. Quinte 3��� 6. Sesquialtera       
 7. Oktave 2��� 7. Terz                    [1 3/5�]      
 8. Terz                      1 3/5 �� 8. Quinte                 [1 1/3�]        
 9. Mixtur                  VI 9. Trompete 8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
 10. Cymbel               III   3. Flötenbass 2���
     4. Posaune                  16���
               Auxiliary stops    5. Cornetbass 2���

Tremulant              Manual coupler
Pedal coupler         Cymbelstern

Bützfleth†
 (near Stade)

has an organ of 23 stops, which Mattheson describes [in his Appendix to Niedt], p. 163.

Buxtehude‡
(in the territory of Bremen)

Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt], p. 163, describes the organ of 36 stops and 3 manuals.

Calbe
(in the territory of Magdeburg)

The Organ in the Stadtkirche there has 32 stops.

of wood, first built around 
1724*; it is rather inef-
fective, however, since 
the 3 bellows do not pro-
vide sufficient wind.  This 
Principalbass ought to 
have its own separate 
bellows.
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* p. 21.

† i.e., they are octave-sounding stops, 
and not all that high in pitch.

‡ See §.215.

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

                Hauptwerk          Rückpositiv                             Pedal
 1. Grobgedackt,      16��� 1. Gedackt, of wood 8��� 1. Principal, of tin   16���
                     of wood  2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass, of wood  16���
 2. Quintatön            16��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktavenbass 8���
 3. Principal 8��� 4. Gemshorn 4��� 4. Oktavenbass 4���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 5. Quinte 3��� 5. Oktavenbass 2���
 5. Oktave 4��� 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Bauerflöte 1���
 6. Quinte 3��� 7. Spitzflöte 2��� 7. Mixtur   2���         IV
 7. Waldflöte 2��� 8. Quarte II 8. Posaunenbass       16���
 8. Superoktave 2��� 9. Mixtur                  IV 9. Trompetenbass 8���
 9. Sesquialter            III 10. Dulcian 8��� 10. Cornettin 2���
 10. Mixtur         2���  IV-V-VI      
 11. Dulcian              16���    
 12. Trompete 8��� 

 This instrument was built in the year 1713. It has 32 [sounding] stops (38 stops [in to-
tal]) and slider chests.  There are four large bellows, doubled wind-ducts, doubled channels, 
and ventils for every chest.  Its pedal compass is C D D# to c� c#� d� e� f� �.  See: Joh. Heinr. 
Hävecker, M.A., Chronika der Städte Calbe, Aken und Wandsleben, p. 43.

Cambery [Chambery, France]

[Chambery], whose Latin name is Camberium, is the capital of Savoy.  Perhaps this is 
why the Jesuit [Claude] De Chales, who has often been mentioned above, calls himself “Cam-

beriensem.”  In his [Cursus seu] Mundus mathematicus, Vol. III, Propos. 22*, he provides the 
stoplist of the organ at Chambery, small and old to be sure, and probably long since torn down 
as well; but for the sake of reference it is included here, as he gives it.  It has only one keyboard, 
on which are found the following sounding stops:

 1. Fornitura [Mixture] 6. Vigesima secunda fortis [Octave 1���?]
 2. Fundamentalis [Principal 8���] 7. Vigesima secunda suavis [Flute 1���?]
 3. Cornu [Trumpet 8���? Cornet?] 8. Duodecima [Quinte 2 2/3��]
 4. Decima quinta [Fifteenth 2���] 9. Octava suavis [Octave 4���?  Flute 4���?]
 5. Quinta [Quinte 1 1/3��]  10. Burdo [Bourdon 8���]

Of these [stops], 2, 4, 9 and 10 may be drawn alone.† He has also indicated combinations 
for these and the other stops as well. ‡ In case anyone does not understand these terms, consult 
Chapter 7 above.

Cassel§

Praetorius reports on three organs in Cassel,¶ i.e.,

  1.) in the Freyheiterkirche.            2.) in the Brüderkirche.                       3. in the Schloßkirche
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* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J.F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See Agricola’s second supplement in 
Vol. II, p. 183.

|| See Agricola’s second supplement in 
Vol. II, p. 184-5.

** See Agricola’s second supplement 
in Vol. II, p. 184.

†† See “Stoplists.”  J.F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡‡ Döllstadt” is the modern spelling.

Colberg* [Kolobrzeg, Poland]
(in Pomerania [Pomorze, Poland])

Mattheson (Appendix to Niedt), p. 164, describes the organ in the heil. Geisteskirche at 
Colberg.

Cösslin† [Koszalin, Poland]

Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt], p. 164, describes an organ there of 24 stops.

(**) Czenstachau‡ [Czestochowa, Poland]

The organ in the monastery has 2 manuals 33 stops S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten, p.] 26.

Danzig§ [Gdansk, Poland]

Some of the organs to be seen and heard there may be found in Praetorius and some in 
Mattheson.  It is sufficient simply to indicate here which one to consult, i.e.:

1.) in St. Mary’s Church; regarding it, see Praetorius [Syntagma musicum II, p.162-3].
2.) in the Parish Church, see Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt], p. 165.
        [The large new organ in the Primary Parish Church, St. Marien¶]
3.) the middle organ in the same church. [Mattheson] p. 166.
4.) at the Dreyfaltigkeit[skirche].  This instrument has 42 stops and three manuals.  

Mattheson provides us the stoplist [in Appendix to Niedt], p. 166.
5.) at St. Johannis, [Appendix to Niedt], p. 167

                     [The Organ at St. Johannis in Danzig||]
6.) at St. Bartholomäi [Appendix to Niedt], p. 168.
7.) at St. Catharinen [Appendix to Niedt], p. 169.

                     [The Organ at St. Petri in Danzig has 40 stops.**]

(**) Diersdorf ††

The organ there has    23 stops   2 manuals    S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten, p.] 28.

Döllstädt or Tüllstädt‡‡
(a village belonging to Gotha, in the District of Tonna,

between Erfurt and Langensalza)

The organ there has 20 stops.
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* More accurately 1 3/5  ‘ and 1 1/3  ‘; 
see Adlung, §.198.

† See “Stoplists.”  J.F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists” for both these 
organs.

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| See “Stoplists.”

** J.F. Agricola added this sto-
plist to the Mmo.  Agricola writes 
“Schlosskirche,” but this church 
is usually referred to as the 
“Katholische Hofkirche” (Catho-
lic Court Church).

                 Oberwerk                       Brustwerk                             Pedal
 1. Quintatön            16��� 1. Barem 8��� 1. Violdigamba 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Principal 4���            of metal, standing in the

 3. Bordun 8��� 3. Flöte douce 4���            façade; it works well

 4. Octave 4��� 4. Oktave 2��� 2. Subbass 16���
 5. Gemshorn 4��� 5. Tertian II 2�*   3. Posaune 16���
 6. Quinta 3��� 6. Quinte                   1 1/3��
 7. Nasat 3��� 
 8. Superoktave 2���             [The following stops] are borrowed from the
 9. Sesquialter           1 3/5��             Hauptwerk to the Pedal with separate stopknobs.
 10. Mixtur       2���      IV 1. Quintatön                16���
 11. Trompet 8���    2. Principal 8���
   3. Bordun 8���
        4. Oktave 4���
       5. Trompete 8���
             Auxiliary stops
 Oberwerk/Pedal [Cymbel]stern Birdsong
 Brustwerk/Pedal Kettledrums Tremulant
 Brustwerk/Oberwerk Ventil Bellows signal

Mr. Gottfried Heinrich Trost made it in the year 1709, and it turned out very well for him.

(**) Dombsel†

The organ there has 14 stops    1 manual   S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] [p. 104]

[Dorstadt‡

The stoplist of the organ of the Collegiate Convent at Dorstadt.]

Dresden
Praetorius [Syntagma musicum II, pp. 186-8] and Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt, p. 

171] have the stoplist of the organ in the Dresden palace,§ but with a number of differences; 
therefore I do not know for sure whether the latter is the same organ as the former (�).  Matthe-
son likewise reports on the organ in the Kreuzkirche¶ (�) and in Altendresden|| (�)

(�) (**) It has been moved to the church at Friedrichsstadt near Dresden. [Agricola]
(�) (**) This [organ] has been burned [Agricola]
(�) (**) This has been torn down, and a new one build in its place, whose stoplist will fol-

low below on p. 213. [Agricola]

(**)The Organ in the new Catholic Palace Church** at Dresden
has 45 stops.
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* Actually in Kleinbobritzsch, a vil-
lage near Frauenstein.

† Frauenstein is more than 20 km. 
(14 miles) from Freiberg; perhaps 
Agricola’s text should read “20 
miles.”

                           Hauptwerk                       Brustwerk
        Of large and sonorous scale                                  Of delicate scale
 1. Principal [in the façade]           16��� 1. Principal, of English tin 4���
 2. Principal, also in the façade  8��� 2. Gedackt 8���
 3. Viola da Gamba or Spillflöte  8��� 3. Rohrflöte 4���
               These 3 stops are of English tin  4. Nasat 3���
 4. Bordun, the lowest octave                   16���                The 3 above of metal

                of wood, the rest of metal  5. Octave 2���
 5. Rohrflöte, of metal 8��� 6. Quinte             1 ½���
 6. Oktave 4��� 7. Sifflöt 1���
 7. Spitzflöte 4��� 8. Sesquialtera
 8. Quinte 3��� 9. Mixtur             III
 9. Oktave 2��� 10. Chalümeau 8���
 10. Terze        above  2���                 [1 3/5��]                The 6 above of English tin

 11. Mixtur      2���            IV 
 12. Cimbel      1 ½ ��            III                         Pedal
 13. Cornett     through half the V        Of strong and penetrating scale
                keyboard, from c��-d���, on a  1. Grossuntersatz            32���
                   separate mounted block with  2. Principalbass 16��
                   tubes                                                                                                both of these of wood

 14. Fagott            16��� 3. Octavenbass 8���
 15. Trompete 8��� 4. Octavenbass 4���
             The above 10 stops of English tin  5. Mixtur            VI
   6. Posaunenbass                   16���
                      Oberwerk  7. Trompetenbass 8���
        Of keen and penetrating scale  8. Clarinbass 4���
 1. Quintatön            16���           The 6 above of English tin

 2. Principal 8��� 
 3. Unda maris 8���                       Auxiliary stops
 4. Quintatön 8��� Tremulant and
                    The 4 above of English tin         ventil for the Hauptwerk.
 5. Gedackt 8��� Ventil and
 6. Rohrflöte 4���    Schwebung for the Oberwerk.
 7. Nasat 3��� Ventil for the Brust[werk].
                 The 3 above of metal   Ventil for the Pedal.
 8. Octave 4��� Bellows signal bell.
 9. Octave 2���  
 10. Terze           [1 3/5��]  The manual keyboards extend 
 11. Flageolet 1���     from CDD# to d���.
 12. Mixtur             IV The pedal [extends] from CDD#-c���
 13. Echo for the Cornet  V The manual keyboards are black
                    from c� to d���, also on a separate       with white accidentals.
                    mounted block with tubes.    In addition there are 6 single-fold
14. Vox humana 8���     bellows and 10 windchests.
               The 7 stops above of English tin  This organ is at chamber pitch.

This instrument was built [between 1750-54] by Mr. Gottfried Silbermann, born in 
Frauenstein* in [the territory of ] Meissen, 2† miles from Freiberg [in Saxony], who learned 
the art of organbuilding from his brother [Andreas Silbermann], a renowned organbuilder in 
Strassburg.  Since he sensed in advance, however, his approaching end due to his [advanced] 
age, he took as his assistant right from the outset of the project his best student, Mr. Zacharias 
Hildebrandt, whose own large instruments in Naumburg and in Dresden were subsequently to 
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* See “Stoplists.”

† J.F. Agricola added this stoplist to 
the Mmo.

achieve distinction.  The said Mr. Z. Hildebrandt then brought the instrument now being de-
scribed to successful completion after the death of Mr. Gottfried Silbermann, which did indeed 
occur [in 1753].

Mr. Gottfried Silbermann is otherwise famous as well for his beautiful harpsichords and 
clavichords, for the invention of the Cembal d���Amour, and for improvements made to the pi-
anoforte.  The first attempt at this pianoforte was conceived and executed in Italy, to be sure; 
but Mr. Silbermann made so many improvements to it that he may almost be considered as 
much the inventor of it.

True connoisseurs of the organ find nothing to fault in his organs except: the overly uni-
form stoplist[s], which originated only out of an exaggerated reluctance to attempt stops that 
he was not absolutely sure of, so that nothing would turn out badly for him; also the overly id-
iosyncratic temperament; and finally the overly weak mixtures and cymbels, due to which his 
instruments, especially those in large churches, do not have an amply brilliant and penetrat-
ing character—three things that he could very easily have altered.  On the other hand, con-
noisseurs admire: the excellent neatness, quality and durability of the materials as well as the 
workmanship; the great simplicity of the interior layout; the uncommonly magnificent and full 
voicing; and the exceedingly light and easily playable keyboards [i.e., key action]. [Agricola]

(**) The Organ in the Frauenkirche* at Dresden has 43 stops  
[on] 3 manuals.

S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 27.

 It is at chamber pitch, and Mr. Gottfried Silbermann built it.

(**) The Organ in the Sophienkirche† at Dresden has 31 stops.

               Hauptwerk                      Oberwerk                            Pedal
 1. Bordun                16��� 1. Quintatön            16��� 1. Principal                 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Principal 8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
 3. Spitzflöte 8��� 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Posaune                  16���
 4. Rohrflöte 8��� 4. Quintatön 8��� 4. Trompete 8���
 5. Octave 4��� 5. Octave 4���
 6. Spitzflöte 4��� 6. Rohrflöte 4���           Auxiliary stops
 7. Quinte 3��� 7. Nasat 3���         Tremulant for the Hauptwerk
 8. Octave 2��� 8. Quinte                  1 ½��          Schwebung for the Oberwerk
 9. Terze                   [1 3/5��] 9. Octave 2���         Coupler from Hauptwerk to
 10. Cornet  10. Octave 1���            Pedal, with separate pallets.
 11. Mixtur                 IV 11. Mixtur III          In addition there are 4 bellows. 
 12. Cimbel                III 12. Vox humana 8���         
 13. Trompete 8��� 13. Unda maris 8���
 14. Clairon 4���              from a on up 
            the top octave is flue pipes

  Mr. Gottfried Silbermann built this instrument about 1722.
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*  J.F. Agricola added this stoplist to 
the Mmo.  Mattheson’s reference 
above to the organ in “Altendres-
den” and Agricola’s to the organ at 
“Dresden-Neustadt” refer to two 
successive instruments in the same 
church: the Dreikönigskirche.  
The area of Dresden across the 
Elbe River north of the city cen-
ter was known as Altendresden 
until 1685, when it was renamed 
Dresden-Neustadt.

† This is surely a mistake; it should 
read “1 3/5  ‘”.  Perhaps that is the 
significance of Adlung’s “NB.”

(**) The New Organ in the Church at Dresden-Neustadt*  
has 38 stops

             Hauptwerk                      Oberwerk                                Pedal
 1. Principal              16��� 1. Bordun                16��� 1. Subbass                  32���
 2. Quintatön             16��� 2. Principal 8��� 2. Principal                 16���
 3. Octave 8��� 3. Unda maris 8��� 3. Violon                    16���
 4. Violadagamba 8��� 4. Quintatön 8��� 4. Octave 8���
 5. Gemshorn 8��� 5. Rohrflöte 8��� 5. Prästant 4���
 6. Gedackt 8��� 6. Octave 4��� 6. Mixtur
 7. Octave 4��� 7. Rohrflöte 4��� 7. Posaune                  32���
 8. Gemshorn 4��� 8. Nasat 3��� 8. Posaune                  16���
 9. Quinte 3��� 9. Octave 2��� 9. Trompete 8���
 10. Octave 2��� 10. Weitpfeife 2���
 11. Sesquialtera  11. Quinta                1 ½��             Auxiliary Stops
 12. Mixtur                VI 12. Flachflöte 1���     Tremulant for the Hauptwerk
 13. Cornett  13. Cimbel V       Schwebung for the Oberwerk
 14. Fagott                16��� 14. Vox humana 8���      Manual to Pedal Coupler[s?]
 15. Trompete 8���                                                          The ventils are the usual ones.
                                                                                                                       There are also 7 bellows.

Mr. Zacharias Hildebrand[t] (and after his death his son [ Johann Gottfried]), who sub-
sequently built the new organ at St. Michaelis in Hamburg, completed this admirable instru-
ment [in 1754]. [Agricola]

Egstädt
(a village near Erfurt)

The organ in the church there has 19 stops.          
        Hauptwerk                    Positiv                          Pedal
 1. Principal 8��� 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Gemshorn 8��� 2. Nachthorn 4��� 2. Oktave 8���
 3. Quintatön 8��� 3. Spitzflöte 4��� 3. Hohlflöte 4���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 4. Principal 2��� 4. Posaune                  16���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Quinte                   1 ½�� 
 6. Quinta 3��� 6. Cymbal II
 7. Oktave 2���
 8. Sexte  NB.            1 1/5�†
 9. Mixtur                  IV 

Mr. Volkland from Erfurt built this organ in 1729.
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* Adlung, Mmo I, pp. 214-15.  The 
stoplist recorded here is essentially 
identical to that in the Sammlung 

einiger Nachrichten, pp. 28-29 (see 
“Stoplists”), but each offers several 
particulars not found in the other.

§. 288.

Eisenach*

The Organ in the Principal Church at Eisenach, St. George  
has 58 stops.

                    Manualbrustwerk                                Lower Side Manual Division
                         (The first keyboard)                                                 (The fourth keyboard)
 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Barem           16���
 2. Kleingedackt 4��� 2. Stillgedackt 8���
 3. Principal 2��� 3. Quintatön 8���
 4. Supergemshörnlein 2��� 4. Principal 4���
 5. Sifflöte 1��� 5. Nachthorn 4���
 6. Sesquialtera from g-e��[���]  II 6. Spitzflöte 4���
   7. Spitzquinte 3���
                   Manualhauptwerk  8. Oktave 2���
                     (The second keyboard)  9. Rauschquinte              1 ½��[II?]
 1. Bordun           16��� 10. Superoktave 1���
 2. Principal 8��� 11. Cymbel            III
 3. Violdigamba 8��� 12. Regal, of lead 8���
 4. Rohrflöte 8���
 5. Quinte 6���                                     Pedal
 6. Oktave 4��� 1. Grosser Untersatz              32���
 7. Flöte 4��� 2. Principal           16���
 8. Nasat 3��� 3. Subbass           16���
 9. Sesquialtera c g e[���]  4���        III 4. Violon           16���
 10. Mixtur 2���        VI 5. Oktave 8���
 11. Cymbel            III 6. Gedackt 8���
 12. Trompete 8��� 7. Superoktave 4���
   8. Flöte 4���
                Upper Side Manual Division  9. Bauerflöte 1���
                        (The third keyboard )  10. Mixtur V
 1. Quintatön           16��� 11. Posaune           32���
 2. Grossoktave 8��� 12. Posaune           16���
 3. Gemshorn 8��� 13. Trompete 8���
 4. Gedackt 8��� 14. Cornet 2���
 5. Principal 4��� 15. Glockenspiel 2���
 6. Flöte douce 4���
 7. Hohlflöte 4���             Auxiliary stops
 8. Hohlquinte 3���           Two ventils for the manuals
 9. Superoktave 2�������������Three tremulants
 10. Blockflöte 2���           Two stopknobs for the Cymbelsterns
 11. Sesquialtera    c� g��e��                       2���       III
 12. Scharf            IV
 13. Vox humana 8���
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The Hauptwerk and the Oberseitenwerk can be coupled together.  There is also a cou-
pler from the Hauptwerk to the Pedal.  The compass of the 4 manuals* is from C to e���, and 
each has 53 keys.  The Pedal compass is C to e[���], and has 29 keys.  There are 12 bellows, each 
9 feet long and 4 ½�� [feet] wide, that belong to this instrument.  There are two bellows for the 
Grosser Untersatz alone, since it stands on a separate chest.  This organ was built in the year 
1707 by the elder Sterzing;† it did not turn out very successfully, however, and thus always re-
quired repairs.  Several years ago the irksome counterweights were removed from the bellows 
and pressure rods (Schiebestangen‡) were installed in their place, which give better service.

(**) Eisenberg§

The Organ in the Castle Church there has 21 stops.

                  Oberwerk                      Brustwerk                          Pedal

 1. Quintatön            16��� 1. Stillgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Principal 4��� 2. Octave 8���
 3. Offene Flöte 8��� 3. Sufflöte 4��� 3. Posaune                 16���
 4. Flötetraversiere  8��� 4. Spitzflöte 4��� 4. Trompete 8���
 5. Gedackt 8��� 5. Nachthorn 2���
 6. Octave 4��� 6. Quintflöte             1 ½��        Auxiliary stops
 7. Rohrflöte 4��� 7. Regal 8���             2 ventils
 8. Gemshorn 4���                1 tremulant
 9. Quinte 3���
 10. Mixtur                VI

Mr. Donat from Zwickau built this instrument¶, and Mr. Gottfr[ied] Heinr[ich] Trost 
repaired it in 1732.

* In actuality there seem to have been 
five manuals; see Chap. 2, §.21, and 
note 22.

† i.e., Georg Christoph Sterzing. 

‡ Adlung employs this term elsewhere 
(§.56 & §.368) to mean “trace 
rods”, but nowhere other than here 
does he use it in connection with 
the bellows mechanism.  He may 
be referring to the pieces of wood, 
hollowed out to receive weights, 
that rise and fall with the bellows, 
replacing more conventional coun-
terweights (see §.372).

§ J.F. Agricola added this stoplist 
to the Mmo.  For information on 
Trost’s rebuild and an accurate 
stoplist, see: Felix Friedrich, Der 

Orgelbauer Heinrich Gottfried Trost 
(Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Härtel 
[1989]), 129-30.

¶ The organ was built in 1687-88 by 
Christoph Donat the Elder (1625-
1706), from Leipzig.  His son 
Christoph was an organbuilder at 
Zwickau.
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Elbingen [Elblag, Poland]*

The organ in the Lutheran church in the old city at Elbingen has 31 stops, and is de-
scribed by Mattheson (Appendix to Niedt), p. 171[-2].

Elmshorn†

The organ there has 24 stops, whose names and arrangement Mattheson tells us (in his 
Appendix to Niedt), p. 172.

Elxleben
(a village belonging to Erfurt, commonly called Langen-Elxleben)

The organ there has 28 stops.

               Hauptwerk                              Positiv                                       Pedal
 1. Quintatön            16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Violone                  16���
            the lowest octave of wood  2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktave 8���
 3. Violadagamba 8��� 4. Nachthorn 4��� 4. Violone 8���
 4. Gemshorn 8��� 5. Quinta 3��� 5. Hohlflöte 4���
 5. Traversiere 8��� 6. Nasatquint 3��� 6. Posaune                 16���
 6. Gedackt 8��� 7. Octave 2���
 7. Oktave 4��� 8. Sexte                    1 3/5��
 8. Quinte 3��� 9. Mixtur                   IV
 9. Oktave 2���
 10. Sexte                  1 3/5�� Auxiliary stops are not recorded [here], but they
 11. Mixtur      2���         VI      are indeed present.
 12. Cymbel    3/4��[sic] III There are 3 bellows, [each] 12 feet long and  
 13. Trompete 8���      6 feet wide.  The diatonic keys are of ivory
             and the chromatic ones of ebony.
             The compass of the manuals is C D D# to c���.

Mr. Volkland from Erfurt built it and delivered it completed in 1750, in which year (in 
June) I‡ also examined it.

* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ i.e., Adlung himself.
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Elxleben on the Längwitz
(belonging to Rudolstadt)

The organ there has 25 stops.

  Upper or Main Keyboard       Lower Keyboard                        Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Violonbass            16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                 16���
          7/8   tin and 1/8   lead   3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktavenbass 8���
 3. Violdagamba 8���               5/6 tin and 1/6 lead   4. Violonbass 8���
 4. Flötetraversiere  8��� 4. Nachthorn 4��� 5. Hohlflöte 4���
 5. Bordun 8��� 5. Spitzflöte 4��� 6. Posaunbass            16���
 6. Oktave 4��� 6. Oktave 2���
 7. Quinte 3��� 7. Sesquialtera II      In addition there are:
 8. Sesquialtera II 8. Mixtur                  IV Ventil;
 9. Mixtur      2���         VI          All other stops are   Main manual to Pedal
 10. Cymbel              IV           [made] of “Halbwerk”            coupler;
 11. Trompete 8���   Coupler between manuals;
        All other stops are    Tremulant;
         [made] of “Halbwerk,”    [Cymbel]stern: c e g c
         i.e. half tin and half lead.    [Cymbel]stern: g b d g
     A stopknob is prepared for the  
         Vox humana.
     Bellows signal bell
     Below at the right there is yet  
         another blind [stopknob]   
         prepared
     There should be a total of 36   
         stopknobs, but two knobs are  
         lacking.

Mr. Volkland from Erfurt built it in 1751. The main chest has 4 wind dividers (Wind-
fälle*), the second [chest] has 1, and the pedal has 2. Great C# is present in the manual[s] and 
in the pedal.

Erfurt
There is a great quantity of churches and monasteries here, and most of them have or-

gans.  Sixteen churches are in use.  I will report on as many of the existing organs as I have [sto-
plists for].  Those that I do not have are of little importance.  They are arranged below alpha-

* Literally “wind traps;” perhaps the 
intended meaning is “wind inlets” 
(Windeinfälle).
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betically, followed by [stoplists of organs in] the villages that belong to the city*, each in its 
place.  Among the 72 villages [that belong to] this city, there is hardly a one that does not have 
an organ; but I will indicate only the most important.

The Organ in the Lutheran Augustinerkirche in Erfurt
has 39 stops.

                     Hauptwerk                                                     Oberpositiv
 1. Quintatön           16��� 1. Gedackt 8���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Flötetraversiere, of wood 8���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Quintatön 8���
 4. Flötetraversiere 8��� 4. Principal 4���
 5. Violdigamba 8��� 5. Gedackt 4���
 6. Gemshorn 8��� 6. Oktave 2���
 7. Oktave 4��� 7. Flageolet 1���
 8. Oktave 2��� 8. Sesquialtera II
 9. Sesquialtera II 9. Scharp            IV
 10. Mixtur            VI
 11. Cymbel            III                         Pedal
 12. Trompete 8��� 1. Principal, of tin           16���
   2. Subbass           16���
              Middle Keyboard  3. Violone           16���
 1. Bordun           16��� 4. Oktave 8���
 2. Principal 8��� 5. Posaune           16���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 6. Trompete 8���
 4. Rohrflöte 8��� 7. Cornet 4���
 5. Hohlflöte 4���
 6. Spitzflöte 4���           There are in addition:
 7. Nasat 3���                  2 ventils
 8. Waldflöte 2���                  1 tremulant
 9. Quinta            1 ½  ���                  pedal coupler
 10. Sifflöte 1���                  Cymbelstern bells at all pitches
 11. Vox humana 8���                  There is also a Glockenspiel installed                                                
                                                                                                          in it, that extends from g to c���.

Mr. Sterzing from Cassel began [to build] the instrument, but Mr. Schröter of Erfurt 
completed it, and Mr. Hartung from Schlossvippach altered many things in 1753.  It is however 
an instrument of no particular gravity.

§. 290

The Organ in the Allerheiligenkirche in Erfurt has 14 stops.

* This remark suggests that Adlung 
originally intended to provide the 
stoplists of organs in these vil-
lages immediately following those 
of the city organs.  The volume 
as published, however, (edited by 
Albrecht and Agricola) does not 
follow this plan, but records these 
stoplists alphabetically according 
to the name of the village.
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* “Elle” may be translated “yard”, 
but in the older German systems 
of measurement an “Elle” was 
divided into two feet (“Füße” or 
“Schuhe”—corresponding only 
roughly to a modern English 
“foot”).  See “Ellich”, §.140.

† See §.149, “Fuchsschwanz”.

            Hauptmanual                            Positiv                                        Pedal
 1. Quintatön 8��� 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 4��� 2. Gemshorn 4��� 2. Oktave 8���
 3. Nachthorn 4��� 3. Nasatquinte 3���
 4. Waldflöte 2��� 4. Principal 2���        There is space left on
 5. Quinte                   1 ½�� 5. Scharp                  III         the chest for 2 more stops.
 6. Sesquialtera II                breaks back three times

 7. Mixtur 1���              IV
           breaks back three times

Mr. Schröter of Erfurt erected the instrument in the year 1724.  It has ivory keys, and 
cost 200 Reichsthaler.

§. 291.

The Organ in the Lutheran Church of St. Andreas in Erfurt
has 18 stops.

           Hauptmanual                          Rückpositiv                               Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Stillgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Posaune                  16���
 3. Grobgedackt 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Cornet 2���
 4. Oktave 4��� 4. Oktave 2���
 5. Quinta 3��� 5. Spitzflöte 2��� 
 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Quinte                   1 ½�� 
 7. Sesquialtera          1 3/5��� 7. Cymbel                  III 
         actually only a Terz 
 8. Mixtur                  III              Auxiliary stops
           “ellich”, or one ell long,                     Two Cymbelsterns
            i.e., 2���                                                 Tremulant
           A regal has been removed.                    Birdsong
                                                                     Pedal coupler
                                                                     Manual coupler; although the Hauptwerk is permanently 
                                                                        coupled to the pedal.  It is the Rückpositiv that is coupled
                                                                        [to the Hauptmanual].
                                                                    Foxtail: an actual fox’s tail, [intended] to shame the  
                                                                       overly curious.  If the stop is drawn, it is troublesome  
                                                                       to re-insert it†.

§. 292.

The Organ in the Lutheran Barfüßerkirche in Erfurt
has 33 stops.
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* See §.187.

† See §.203, “Tympanum.”

            Hauptmanual                       Rückpositiv                                 Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Quintatön 8��� 1. Principal            16��� 
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Principal 4��� 2. Subbass              16���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Gedackt 4��� 3. Oktave 8���
 4. Koppelflöte 8��� 4. Oktave 2��� 4. Oktave 4���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Spitzflöte 2��� 5. Schweitzerflöte
 6. Rohrflöte 4��� 6. Schwiegel-diskant*  6. Nachthorn
 7. Quinte  7. Quintflöte        2���� [1 1/3��?] 7. Sifflöte
 8. Superoktave 2��� 8. Mixtur  8. Mixtur
 9. Mixtur  9. Cymbel       1��� 9. Cymbel
 10. Cymbel  10. Regal 4��� 10. Posaune                 8���[16���?]
 11. Regal in the Brust,  11. Trompete 8���
           with a separate ventil.  12. Singendcornet

  There are in addition:
 Military drum (Heertrummel†) Tremulant
 Birdsong 3 ventils
 [Cymbel]stern Bellows signal bell

 The instrument is old, but sumptuous, and is beautifully voiced.  It also has short octaves.  
Some of the keys fall almost 2/10ths of an inch, while others [fall] barely 1/20th of an inch.  
There are those who would like to have it repaired, but no organbuilder has been willing to do 
it for less than 1,000 Reichsthaler.  Therefore it has stood for a long time in this condition.

§. 293.

The Organ in the Cathedral at Erfurt, St. Mary’s, has 28 stops.

             Hauptmanual                        Unterwerk                                Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Principal                 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
 3. Violdigamba 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktave 8���
 4. Gedackt 8��� 4. Nachthorn 4��� 4. Oktave 4���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Nasat 3��� 5. Mixtur
 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Spitzflöte 2��� 6. Posaune                 16���
 7. Quinte                   1 ½�� 7. Quinte                   1 ½�� 7. Trompete 8���
 8. Sesquialtera      8. Cymbel  8. Cornet 2���
 9. Mixtur  9. Trompete 8���
 10. Cymbel        
 11. Fagott                 16���                                                                 Bellows signal bell
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 This is a rare instrument; it has spring chests, which are something unusual in these 
parts.  It was built in 1683 by Mr. Christoph Junge, but he died before it was completed.  Some 
years ago the Canons [of the Cathedral] has this organ painted and gilded, which cost 400 
Reichsthaler.

The Organ in the great Hospital at Erfurt has 24 stops.

             Hauptwerk                           Positiv                                      Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Stillgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Oktave 8���
 3. Gemshorn 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Blockflöte 4���
 4. Flötetraverse 8��� 4. Spielflöte 4��� 4. Posaune                  16���
 5. Violdigamba 8��� 5. Nachthorn 4���
 6. Barem 8��� 6. Spitzflöte 2���             Manual coupler
 7. Oktave 4��� 7. Quinte                   1 ½��             Pedal coupler
 8. Oktave 2��� 8. Tertian II              Tremulant
 9. Sesquialter II 9. Mixtur                  III               3 bellows, [each] 12 feet
 10. Mixtur                IV                                                                              and 6 feet wide
 11. Cymbel              III      

    Mr. Schröter in Erfurt built it in the year 1735 for 600 Reichsthaler.

§. 294.

The following instrument of 24 stops is in the 
Kaufmannskirche at Erfurt
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* See §.276.

                Hauptwerk                        Brust[werk]                              Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Duisflöte 8���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktavenbass 4���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 4. Spitzflöte 4��� 4. Mixtur                     IV
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Nasat 3��� 5. Posaune                  16���
 6. Quinta 3��� 6. Quinte                   1 ½�� 6. Cornet 2���
 7. Oktave 2��� 7. Cymbel                 III 
 8. Terz                     [1 3/5��] 8.Trompete 8���          [Cymbel]stern
 9. Mixtur                  IV                  Pedal coupler,
 10. Cymbel              III                        operated by the feet

Mr. Wender from Mühlhausen built it; he died, however, before it was fully completed, 
and his journeymen completed it.

§. 295.

The Organ at St. Michaelis in Erfurt had 19 stops.

               Hauptwerk                          Rückpositiv                                  Pedal
 1. Grobgedackt       16��� 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
               NB. Identical to the Sub-  2. Principal 4���            to the manual by transmission

               bass, but with a separate  3. Nachthorn 4��� 2. Posaune                  16���
               stopknob*.  4. Oktave 2��� 3. Cornet 2���
 2. Principal 8��� 5. Flöte 2���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 6. Mixtur                                                    Tremulant
 4. Oktave 4��� 7. Schallmey 8���               Bellows signal bell
 5. Gedackt 4��� 8. Singendregal                                          Ventil
 6. Quinte 3���                                                                           Manual coupler
 7. Flöte 2���                                                                           Cymbelstern
 8. Mixtur                  III

In the year 1753 this organ at the Michaelis[kirche] was much altered by the two Wag-
ners from Teschnitz.  All the windchests were newly made; and instead of the previous 19 stops, 
the number is now 23, in the following order:
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            Hauptwerk                                 Positiv                                        Pedal
 1. Bordun                16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Violon                    16���
            (the same old Subbass, but   2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
          with only one stopknob)  3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktave 8���
 2. Principal 8��� 4. Flötedouce 4��� 4. Posaune                 16���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 5. Quinte 3���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 6. Waldflöte 2���              Tremulant
 5. Flötetraverse 8��� 7. Sexte                   [1 3/5��]               Pedal coupler
              (blown from the side,  8. Mixtur                  III               Manual coupler
              extending from c�� to c����      
 6. Oktave 4���
 7. Oktave 2���
 8. Sesquialtera II
 9. Mixtur       2���        IV
 10. Trompete 8���
 11. Glockenspiel

The Organ in the Nonnenkloster at Erfurt, [also] called the 
“Neuewerk” (or [Church] of the Holy Cross, has 27 stops.

                     Werk                                  Brust                                       Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Principal, of tin         16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Violone                   16���
           of English tin  3. Flautdouce 8��� 3. Subbass                  16���
 3. Violdigamba 8���            the upper 2 octaves of  4. Oktave 8���
 4. Gemshorn 8���            wood, the lower of metal  5. Oktave 4���
 5. Bordun 8��� 4. Principal 4��� 6. Posaune                  16���
 6. Traversiere 8���            of English tin                                                   All 5 of these [are] of wood.

 7. Oktave 4��� 5. Nachthorn 4���
 8. Quinte 3��� 6. Quinte 3���
 9. Sesquialtera II 7. Oktave 2���
           based on Quinte 3���  8. Terz                      1 3/5��
 10. Mixtur                 IV 9. Mixtur                  IV
           based on Octave 2���                               based on Oktave 1���
 11. Cymbel               III 
           based on Quinta   3/4��[2/3��]
 12. Vox humana 8���
            The metal throughout
             is half tin and half lead.

 This organ has a drawknob [for a Cymbelstern] with 4 bells, c�, e�, g�, c�[���]; a tremulant 
for the whole instrument; a coupler from the [Hauptwerk] manual to the pedal, and 4 bellows 
without weights and counterweights, each 12 feet long and 6 [feet] wide, that produce 30 de-
grees of wind.  They are not held in frames.  The folds are of 1 ½��inch thick planks.
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* This organ is now in the village 
church in Büssleben, east of Erfurt.

† This is the church that Adlung 
served as organist from 1727/8 
until his death in 1762.  The orig-
inal façade is still in place, but 
a new instrument stands behind 
it.  In §.203 under “Tympa-
num” Adlung indicates that this 
organ also has a kettledrum stop 
(Trommel).

 It was constructed from the year 1732 until 1737 by the official organbuilder Mr. Francis-
cus Volkland, a resident of Erfurt, and turned out very well.  The convent provided all the ma-
terials and arranged for the woodwork.  Mr. Volkland however received 765 Reichsthaler for 
building it.  The sound of this organ is incomparable.

§. 296.

The Organ at St. Petri* on the Petersberg in Erfurt
has 27 stops.

                Hauptwerk                         Brustpositiv                             Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Musikalisch   1. Principal                 16���
 2. Principal 8���              Gedackt 8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
 3. Violdigamba 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 3. Violone                   16���
 4. Rohrflöte 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 4. Oktave 8���
 5. Flötetraverse 8��� 4. Nachthorn 4��� 5. Posaune                  16���
            blown from the side, like  5. Kleingedackt 4��� 6. Trompete 4���
            the one at St. Michaelis  6. Waldflöte 2���
            [above].  7. Sifflöte 1���
 6. Quinte 6��� 8. Mixtur                  III
 7. Oktave 4���
 8. Quinte 3���        In addition there are 6 bellows, [each] 12
 9. Oktave 2���            feet long and 6 feet wide.
 10. Sesquialter          III
 11. Mixtur                VI        
 12. Trompete 8���
 13. Vox humana 8���

Old Sterzing built it in the year 1702.

§. 297.

The Organ in the Principal Lutheran church in Erfurt,
the Predigerkirche,† has 32 stops.
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* See §.276.

† See §.276.

‡ 3 Cymbelsterns; see §.133.

§ In his autobiography, Vol. II, p. XI, 
Adlung remarks that following a 
rebuild in 1740 the organ was com-
pletely cured of its deficiencies and 
as a consequence he was most sat-
isfied with it.  Thus these remarks 
appear to date this entry in the 
Mmo manuscript before 1740.

              Hauptwerk                        Rückpositiv                                    Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Principal                 16���
            also available in the pedal  2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Violon                    16���
 3. Rohrflöte 8��� 4. Nachthorn 4���  [4.] Quintatön              16���
 4. Flötetraverse 8��� 5. Liebliche Pfeife 4���            by transmission [from

 5. Violdigamba 8��� 6. Oktave 2���            the Hauptwerk*]

 6. Gemshorn 8��� 7. Sesquialter   3���      II 5. Oktave 8���
 7. Oktave 4��� 8. Scharpquintez      III 6. Quinte 6���
 8. Oktave 2��� 9. Trompete 8��� 7. Hohlflöte 4���
 9. Sesquialter II 10. Schallmey 4��� 8. Flachflöte 2���
 10. Mixtur  IV-V-VII-VII          N.B. These [last] two are also  9. Posaune                  16���
 11. Cymbel              III                    [available] as separate  10. Fagott                   16���
 12. Glockenspiel                                               stops in the pedal.†  11. Trompet 8���
      12. Schallmey 4���

2 ventils                                                                                                  [These last] two from the

3 Tremulants                                                                                          Rückpositiv

Bells‡
Manual coupler
Pedal coupler

This instrument is old, and was originally built in the year 1649 by Ludwig Compenius, 
an organbuilder from Naumburg.  Over the course of time first one thing and then the other 
was continually changed, and the [number of ] stops increased, until it gradually reached its 
present state.  Even now, however, it has insufficient winding.§

§. 298.

The Organ in the Reglerkirche has 25 stops.

             Hauptwerk                            Brustwerk                                  Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Violon                    16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8����� Stands in the façade, but did not turn

 3. Violdigamba 8��� 3. Principal 4���     out successfully, so that it had to be

 4. Gemshorn 8��� 4. Nachthorn 4���     turned into a Principal by revoicing

 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Spitzflöte 2���     it to remove its keenness.

 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Quinte                   1 ½�� 2. Subbass                  16���
 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Sesquialtera II 3. Oktave 8���
 8. Mixtur                  VI 8. Mixtur                  IV 4. Oktave 4���
 9. Cymbel                 III   5. Rohrflöte 1���
 10. Trompete 8���   6. Posaune                  16���
     7. Cornet 2���

Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler
Tremulant
Cymbelstern g��h� d�� g���
Sterzing built it in 1709
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* This statement may refer to the 
placement of ranks on the chests, 
or perhaps to the arrangement of 
the stopknobs (the confusion aris-
ing in trying to find and pull them 
before playing).

† sic; should read “1 3/5�.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§. 299.

The Organ at St. Severi in Erfurt has 24 stops.

            Hauptmanual                        Brust                                             Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt  1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Principal 8���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Duiflöte 8���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 4. Oktave 2��� 4. Waldflöte
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Spitzflöte 2��� 5. Rohrflöte 2���
 6. Kleingedackt 4��� 6. Quinte  6. Mixtur
 7. Quinte 3��� 7. Sesquialtera  7. Posaune                  16���
 8. Oktave 2��� 8. Cymbel  8. Cornet 2���
 9. Mixtur II
 10. Mixtur                III                                                             Pedal coupler
 11. Cymbel              III                                                             Another pedal coupler
 12. Trompete 8���                                                           Tremulant
      

Mr. Johann Friedrich Wender the elder from Mühlhausen built it [in 1714].  The stops 
stand mixed up in an odd arrangement, causing great confusion.*

§. 300.

The Organ at St. Thomae in Erfurt has 18 stops.

               Hauptwerk                       Lower Manual                           Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Grobgedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Oktave 4��� 2. Oktave 8���
 3. Violdigamba 8��� 3. Nachthorn 4��� 3. Posaune                  16���
 4. Oktave 4��� 4. Quinte 3���
 5. Quinte 3��� 5. Oktave 2���          Manual coupler
 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Sexte                        1 1/5�†          Pedal coupler
 7. Mixtur                  IV 7. Mixtur                                         Tremulant
 8. Cymbel                III               breaks back 3 times             Cymbelglocken
                 Ventil

Mr. Volkland built it for 380 Reichsthaler.

[ Escherde‡

The stoplist of a newly built 8-foot instrument in the Collegiate Convent at Escherde.]
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* J.F. Agricola added this stoplist 
to the Mmo.  The town (mod-
ern “Forst”) straddles the Neisse 
River; the eastern part is now 
Zasieki, Poland.

† See “Stoplists.”  J.F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

‡ J.F. Agricola added this entry to 
the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| Modern spelling “Freiberg.”  J. F. 
Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo. 

* J. F. Agricola added this stoplist to 
the Mmo.

(**) Forsta*
(in Niederlausitz)

The Organ there has 19 stops.

            Hauptwerk                               Oberwerk                              Pedal
 1. Principal  pure tin  8��� 1. Gedackt  of wood 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Unda maris of tin    8��� 2. Principal  pure tin  4��� 2. Octavenbass 8���
           from a��to d����   3. Gedackt  of tin 4��� 3. Posaune                  16���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 4. Nassat of tin 3���                  all 3 of wood

          the lowest octave of wood                         the highest octave is open,

 4. Rohrflöte 8���          the 3 lower ones are stopped.

 5. Oktave             2��� [4��] 5. Octave 2���
 6. Gedakt 4��� 6. Quinte                   1 ½��
 7. Quinte 3��� 7. Cimpel-Mixtur   1 ½��  II
 8. Octave 2���            these [last] 3 stops of tin

 9. Octave 1���
 10. Mixtur     2���        III
          repeats only at c, and then ascends without further breaks.

           These [last] 7 stops of tin

This organ stands at chamber pitch.  Its compass is C D D# etc., up to d���.  The Elec-
toral Saxon Court Organbuilder, Mr. Tobias Schramm, built it.

(**) Frankenstein† [Zabkowice Slaskie, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 25 stops   2 manuals S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 32.

(**) Frankfurt on the Oder‡

The Organ at St. Marien§ there has 45 stops  3 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 30.
The Organ at St. Augustin¶ there has 24 stops  2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 31.

(**) Freyberg|| (in Saxony)

The Organ in the Cathedral* there has 45 stops.
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* The Oberwerk of course cannot be 
coupled directly to the Brustwerk.

       Hauptwerk: the middle manual                   Brustwerk: the lower manual
 1. Bordun                       16��� 1. Gedackt of metal 8���
          the lowest octave of wood,  2. Principal  4���
          the other 3 of metal                                                                of English tin, brightly polished

 2. Principal 8��� 3. Rohrflöte of English tin 4���
          of English tin, brightly polished  4. Nasat of metal 3���
 3. Viola da Gamba 8��� 5. Octave of English tin 2���
 4. Rohrflöte 8��� 6. Terze of metal above 2���              [1 3/5��]
 5. Octave 4��� 7. Quinte            1 ½���
 6. Quinte 3��� 8. Sufflöt 1���
 7. Superoctave 2��� 9. Mixtur            III
          these 5 of English tin                     all 3 of English tin

 8. Terze of metal         above 2���           [1 3/5��]
 9. Cornett [sic] of English tin V                                         Pedal
           from c��to c����  1. Untersatz           32���
 10. Mixtur of English tin                         IV 2. Octavbass           16���
 11. Cymbel of English tin                     III               [these 2] are of wood, and are both

 12. Trompete of English tin 8���              drawn as one stop

 13. Clairon or octave of the  3. Principal           16���
          Trompette, of English tin 4���               of English tin, brightly polished

   4. Subbass of wood           16���
          Oberwerk: upper keyboard  5. Octavbass 8���
 1. Principal  delicately voiced 8��� 6. Superoctavbass 4���
           of English tin, brightly polished                                               both [of ] English tin

 2. Quintatön                       16��� 7. Mixtur of English tin                        VI
 3. Quintatön 8���                the largest pipe [is] 4���
           both of English tin, brightly polished  8. Posaune of native tin                       16���
 4. Gedackt the lowest octave 8��� 9. Trompete 8���
           of wood, the others of metal  10. Clairon 4���
 5. Octave 4���                 both of English tin

 6. Spitzflöte 4���
 7. Superoctave 2���                         Auxiliary stops
 8. Flachflöte 1���                 Ventil for the Oberwerk
 9. Mixtur            III                  Ventil for the Haupt- 
 10. Cimbel II                       and Brustwerk
           these 6 of English tin                   Tremulant and Schwebung
 11. Vox humana 8���                      for the Vox humana
 12. Cromorne 8���
           both of English tin, and highly polished

 13. Echo Cornett of metal V

 There are 48 stops in all, arranged on both sides of the keyboard[s], that are very light 
and comfortable to pull without the organist having to move from his place [on the bench].

 This instrument has 6 large single-fold bellows, 3 for the pedal and 3 for the manual[s].
 The 3 manual keyboards are of ebony with ivory semitones. They extend from C D D# 

up to c���.  Any one of them may be coupled to another* as well as all 3 being coupled together.
 The pedal extends from C D D# up to c[���].
 The organist of the church at that time, Mr. Elias Lindner, who was also a good math-

ematician, specified the entire design of this instrument.  The case was built according to his 
sketch and model constructed for that purpose.  The entire facade (Facciata) is cast in the Co-
rinthian order, with 4 large statues mounted on it that represent musicians making music to-
gether, as well as two smaller ones that bear the city’s coat-of-arms.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J.F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”  J.F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

 The builder of this work, finished in the year 1714 and warmly approved  by its examin-
ers, the then-Cantor at Leipzig Mr. Johann Kuhnau and the former Court Organist at Alten-
burg Mr. George Ernst Pestel, is Mr. Gottfried Silbermann, who immediately established his 
reputation with it.

 The present organist at the Cathedral and at St. Jakob in Freyberg is Mr. Johann Chris-
toph Erselius, one of the finest organ-players in Germany.

(**) The Organ at St. Petri* in Freyberg has 32 stops [on] 2 manuals.
 Its stoplist stands in Volume 3 of the Historisch-kritische Beyträge zur Aufnahme der Musik 

by F.W. Marpurg, p. 506.  Mr. Gottfried Silbermann built it as well, approximately between 
the years 1734–36.

(**) Freystadt† [Karvina, Czech Republic]

The organ in the Lutheran church there has 53 stops 3 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 23.

§. 301.

Gera
(in the Vogtland)

The Organ in the Stadtkirche there has 42 stops.

                     Hauptmanual                                              Second manual
 1. Stopped Untersatz                 16���                       (in the cases at the sides) 
 2. Grossquintatön           16��� 1. Gedackt 8���
           voiced keenly in the treble                                                                 of pearwood with the languids and

 3. Principal 8���                  lips covered with tin  
            14-dwt. tin polished to resemble  2. Principal 4���
           dull-boiled silver  3. Nachthorn 4���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 4. Flöte douce 4���
 5. Bordun, wide[-scale] 8���                doubled pipes throughout [for a total

 6. Vox humana 8���                 of ] 96 pipes, 48 of metal, stopped, 
           with 96 pipes; half are flues of                                                          and 48 of pearwood, open

           metal, the other half are reeds of sheet  5. Gemshorn 4���
           iron; both are on the same toe-board.  6. Stopped Italian Quinte 3���
 7. Gemshorn 8��� 7. Oktave 2���
 8. Gemsquinte 6��� 8. Gemsquinte  1 ½ �
 9. Oktave 4��� 9. Sesquialtera          above 2��� [i.e., 1 3/5��]
 10. Rohrflöte 4��� 10. Mixtur                    2���             IV
 11. Cilinderquinte 3���                  c��g��c���e���
 12. Superoktave 2��� 11. Krumhorn or Hautbois 8���
 13. Sesquialtera            1 3/5 ��
 14. Mixtur                         2���            VI 
         c��g��c���e���g���c���; breaks back at c�� 
 15. Fagott           16���
        14��� high, of tin-plated iron 
 16. Trompete 8���
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(57) In this regard, consult the late author’s Anleitung [zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit], p. 470, note 
c)||. (Albrecht)      

* See “Violdigamba”, §.206.

† See §.269.

‡ See §.95.

§ See §.105.

¶ This instrument was built by H.A. 
Contius in 1734.

|| The pertinent comment in this note 
reads: “…In the contract at Gera 
[the tremulant] is indicated in six-

                                 Brust                                                       Pedal
 1. Narrow[-scale] Gedackt 8���    1. Principalbass, 14-dwt. tin                   16���
 2. Quintatön 8��  2. Subbass           16���
 3. Nachthorn 4���� 3. Violdigambenbass                       16���
              voiced in the treble like a harp                    of wood; each pipe (Clavis) produces

 4. Wald- or Dolkanflöte 4���                    three pitches*

               with double lips                 4. Principalbass 8���
 5. Principal 2��                  of wood; the lips and languids are

 6. Quinte             1 ½ �                  covered with tin

 7. Oktave 1�� 5. Posaunen-Untersatz           32���
 8. Mixtur   c���e���g����[sic] 1���        III 6. Posaunen-Untersatz           16���
   7. Trompetenbass 8���
“Windkoppel”† Primary manual/ Pedal                              of sheet-iron; the shallots are of

All three manuals may be coupled                                            wild service-tree wood (Elsebeerholz‡)

    together.                                                                                          boiled in linseed-oil.  The shallot is

N.B. Low C# is to be found in the Pedal.                                 
        covered with parchment.  It has both

Tremulant in 6/8   time (57)                                                            
tuning wires and screws§

5 wedge-bellows 10 ½�� long and 5 ½��  
8. Cornetbass 2���

   wide          Other stops brought by transmission from
2 large [Cymbel]sterns at both sides                            the Primary manual to the Pedal
Kettledrum       Quintatönbass           16���
Ventil      Bordun           16���
        Oktave 8���
       Violdigamba 8���

 Mr. Johann Georg Finke from Saalfeld built this instrument.

Giebichenstein
(a quarter mile from Halle)

The Organ¶ there has 22 stops.

               Hauptwerk                           Oberwerk                                   Pedal
 1. Bordun                16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Principal 4��� 2. Oktave 8���
 3. Rohrflöte 8��� 3. Rohrflöte 4��� 3. Nachthorn 4���
 4. Quintatön 8��� 4. Nasat 3��� 4. Posaune, of metal     16���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Oktave 2���
 6. Gemshorn 4��� 6. Spitzflöte 1���               Auxiliary stops
 7. Quinte 3��� 7. Cymbel                 III 1. Hauptwerk ventil
 8. Oktave 2���   2. Oberwerk ventil 
 9. Waldflöte 2���   3. Pedal ventil
 10. Mixtur      1 ½��    IV   4. Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler
         g c g c    5. Oberwerk/Hauptwerk
11. Trompete 8���                                                                   coupler
     6. Kettledrum stop
     7. Eagle
     8. Sun
     9. Trumpeter stop
     10. Tremulant

eight time, which sounds ridiculous.  For the beats (Bebungen) are equal (überein), and may be coordinated with any meter (und lassen sich nach allen Tacten 
abzehlen).
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† Adlung, Mmo I, p. 231.  The organ 
was built by H.A. Contius in 1751.

(**) Glatz* [Klodzko, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has   38 stops  3 manuals S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 34.

Glaucha†
(a suburb of Halle)

The Organ at Glaucha has 28 stops.

               Hauptwerk                            Oberwerk                                   Pedal
 1. Bordun                16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Principal, of tin 8���
 3. Rohrflöte 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktave 4���
 4. Gemshorn 8��� 4. Rohrflöte 4��� 4. Bauerflöte 2���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Nasat 3��� 5. Mixtur       2��� V
 6. Gemshorn 4��� 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Posaune                  16��
 7. Quinte 3��� 7. Spitzflöte 1��� 7. Posaune 8���
 8. Oktave 2��� 8. Cymbel cgcg  1���    IV
 9. Waldflöte 2��� 9. Schallmey 4���           Auxiliary stops
 10. Mixtur     2��� V   1. Hauptwerk ventil
 11. Cymbel    2. Oberwerk ventil
 12. Trompete 8���   3. Pedal ventil
     4. Oberwerk/Hauptwerk
                                                                             coupler
     5. [Cymbel]stern
     6. Tremulant
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* J.F. Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ Both Adlung and Sammlung eini-

ger Nachrichten (see “Stoplists”) 
give the stoplist of this organ.  The 
stoplists are identical, but (as J. 
F. Agricola remarks in a note to 
Adlung) each one includes a few 
particulars not found in the other.

|| According to Boxberg this stop 
had 3 ranks: 6 � [5 1/3�], 4� & 3 1/5�.  
Sammlung einiger Nachrichten 
incorrectly lists it as having only 
1 rank.

** Adlung gives this stop as 3�, but 
both Boxberg, p.[2] (the origi-
nal source) and Sammlung einiger 

Nachrichten list it at 4�.

(**) Glogau* [Glogow, Poland]

The organ in the Cathedral† there has 26 stops 2 manuals S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 35.
 It stands at chamber pitch.
The organ at the Jesuit [Church]‡ has 25 stops 2 manuals S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 35.
The organ in the Dominican [Church]§ has 20 stops 2 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 36

Görlitz

The Great Organ in St. Petri und Pauli Church¶ at Görlitz  
has 57 stops.

 Christian Ludwig Boxberg has described in detail in quarto [format] the beautiful organ 
at St. Petri und Pauli in Görlitz; his description is to be found together with the dedicatory ser-
mon of Mr. Gottfried Kretschmar, M.A., published by the firm of Johann Gottlob Laurentius 
at Görlitz in 1704. The organ has 3 manuals and 57 stops. As a courtesy to those who do not 
possess Boxberg’s description, I will insert here the entire stoplist as it stands in the original.

   In the Primary Manual are 16 stops  3. Onda maris 8���
 1. Principal           16��� 4. Oktave 4���
            of English tin, in the façade  5. Gedackte Fleut douce 4���
 2. Principal or Grossoktave 8��� 6. Spitzfleut 3���
 3. Vox humana at unison pitch 8��� 7. Sedecima 2���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 8. Glöckleinton 2���
 5. Rohrflötquint 6��� 9. Super Sedecima            1 ½ ��
 6. Superoktave 4��� 10. Cornetti 8��||
 7. Gedackt Pommer 4��� 11. Scharff 1��
 8. Offene Flöt 4���� 12. Cymbel II
 9. Salicet 4���                 these 9 stops of metal 
 10. Decima nona or Quinta 3���
 11. Plochflöt 2���            In the Brustpositiv [are] 8 stops.
 12. Vigesima nona            1 ½ �� 1. Principal 4���
 13. Rauschpfeife        2��� II                  of English tin, in the façade

 14. Mictur [sic]  1 ½ �, 1 ��& ½ ��    [III] 2. Gedackt 8���
 15. Zynk 3���& 2��� II 3. Oktave 2���
 16. Bombart                 16��� 4. Plochflöte 2���
          these 15 stops of metal  5. Quint Nassat            1 ½���
   6. Sedecima 1���
      In the Oberwerk are 12 stops  7. Scharf Mixtur   1��� & 1 ½ �� II
1. Principal 8��� 8. Hautbois 8���
        of English tin, in the façade                   these 7 of metal

2. Quintatön           16���
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* Boxberg describes this stop in detail 
[p. 18]; see also: Ernst Flade, 
Gottfried Silbermann (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Härtel [1953] ), p. 37, 
as well as the photograph of the 
organ case opposite p. 38.

† i.e., a Cymbelstern.  It is unclear 
how 4 bells could produce 8 
pitches, but Adlung has copied 
this information correctly from 
Boxberg.

‡ See §.203 under “Tympanum.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo.

|| See “Stoplists.”

   In the Pedal, specifically in the               In the Lower Back-Pedal [are] 3 stops
    Large Side-Pedal, stand 9 stops:  1. Bordun, Subbass  stopped                 16���
 1. Grossprincipalbass down to F            24��� 2. Quintatönbass 8���
              of English tin, in the façade  3. Fagotti           16���
 2. Oktavbass         16���                 these 3 of wood
 3. Gemshornbass 8���       Finally [there is a] large Mixtur in the
 4. Grossquintenbass 6���           Pedal, of 12 ranks, made up of the disks
 5. Tubalflöt 4���           and angels.*
 6. Bauerflöte II [2��?]           
 7. Mixtur V               The Auxiliary Stops are:
 8. Scharf II 1. A revolving sun† playing 4 [?]       
              these 7 stops of metal                                                            bells simultaneously at the                                              
 9. Posaunen of wood           16���                  following pitches: c e g� c� c� c� g� e��
   2. Nightingale
   In the Small Side-Pedal stand  �3. Birdsong
               4 stops  4. Kettledrum (Tamburo‡)         16��
 1. Jubal 4��� 5. Cuckoo
 2. Cymbel II 6. Tremulant        
       both of metal     
 3. Tromba 8���                       As well as:
 4. Jungferregal 4��� 1. Ventil for the Hauptwerk
       both of these of English tin  2.      “     for the Oberwerk
   3.      “     for the Brust[positiv]
  In the Upper Back-Pedal [are]  4.      “     for the Large Side Pedal
             4 stops  5.      “     for the Small Side Pedal
 1. Contrabass  open           16��� 6.      “     for the Upper Back Pedal
 2. Tubalflöt  open 8��� 7.      “     for the Lower Back Pedal        
      both of these of wood  8.      “     for both Angels above the         
 3. Superoktavbass 4����                           Brustpositiv
 4. Krumhorn 8���� 9. Bellows signal bell
      both of metal

 Furthermore there are 7 bellows that lie one above the other close to the organ; each one 
is 6 ells long and 3 ells wide.

 The special properties of this or that stop have been noted in the appropriate place in 
Chapter 7.

 (**)The stoplist of this organ is also given, together with several additional particulars in the 
S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 37[–38]. §

 Prominent organ experts complain that, as regards the keyboard [action], it has a very heavy 
touch.  [Agricola]

(**) Görlitz¶

The organ at the heilige Dreyfaltigkeit[skirche]|| there has 16 stops,  2 manuals, 
S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 39.
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* Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| See “Stoplists.”

** sic; in §.189 Adlung identifies this 
stop as invariably speaking at 
octave-sounding pitches, either 

2� or 1�.  Adlung does not cite this 
instance as an exception, and it is 
therefore unclear what this numer-
ical designation means.

†† i.e., either on a separate section of 
the chest, or on an entirely sepa-
rate chest.

 (**) Goldberg* [Zlotoryja, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 36 stops,† 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 41.

[Goslar]

[The stoplist of the artfully arranged new organ in the Principal Church …‡
The stoplist of the organ in the St. Jacobi Church …§

The stoplist of a … instrument  at the Collegiate Convent called Novi Operis …¶

The stoplist of the new Rückpositiv in … St. Stephani in Goslar …||    ]

Gotha

The Organ in the Palace Church there has 35 stops.

             Hauptwerk                                Brust                                  Pedal
             (the lower [manual], with  1. Lieblichgedackt  8��� 1. Subbass                  16���
           stopknobs in the middle row)   2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Oktave 8���
 1. Bordun                16��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Schweitzerbass 1���
 2. Quintatön            16��� 4. Kleingedackt 4��� 4. Posaunbass             16���
 3. Principal 8��� 5. Oktave 2��� 5. Trompetbass 8���
 4. Grobgedackt 8��� 6. Traverse 2��� 6. Schallmeybass 4���
 5. Violdigamba 8��� 7. Sedetz                  1 2/3����  7. Cornetbass 2���
 6. Oktave 4��� 8. Nasatflöt              1 ½ ��         beyond these there are:
 7. Spielflöte 4��� 9. Sesquialtera                                    Ventil for the Pedal
 8. Quinte 3��� 10. Mixtur                                             Ventil for the Brust
 9. Oktave 2��� 11. Dulcianregal 8���            Ventil for the last three
 10. Sexta                [1 3/5 ��]  12. Geigenregal 4���                 reeds of the Brust
 11. Blockflöte 1��� 13. Dulcianregal      16���            Birdsong
 12. Mixtur  14. Knopfregal 8���            Cymbelsterns
 13. Trompete 8��� 15. Singendregal 4���            Bellows signal bell
           The last three: Dulcianregal                    Tremulant
                  16��, Knopfregal 8�� and Sing-            Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler,
                                                                             endregal 4��, stand apart, ††                     permanently engaged.
                                                                           

  and also have their own ventil.

The Organ in the Principal Church of St. Augustine in Gotha
has 26 stops.
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* See §.191.

               Hauptwerk                            Brustwerk                                 Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Hohlflöte 8��� 1. Principal                 16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Lieblichgedackt  8��� 2. Subbass                  16���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Flötetraverse 8��� 3. Oktavenbass 8���
 4. Gemshorn 8��� 4. Quintatön 8��� 4. Oktavenbass 4���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Principal 4��� 5. Mixtur
 6. Gedackt 4��� 6. Oktave 2��� 6. Posaunenbass         16���
 7. Oktave 2��� 7. Spitzflöte 2��� 7. Trompetenbass 8���
 8. Sesquialtera  8. Mixtur                   IV 8. Cornetbass 2���
 9. Mixtur                  VI
 10. Trompete 8���                   Auxiliary Stops
                  1. Glockenspiel from c�� to c����
                  2. A damper for [the Glockenspiel]
                  3. Tremulant for both manuals
                  4. Ventil for the Brust
                  5. Tremulant for the Pedal
   6. Ventil for the Hauptwerk

 The instrument has a spring chest.

The Organ at St. Margaretha in Gotha has 26 stops.

                Hauptwerk                           Brustwerk                                Pedal
 1. Quintatön             16��� 1. Gedackt 8��� 1. Principalbass             16���
 2. Principal 8��� 2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                     16���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Oktavbass 8���
 4. Gemshorn 8��� 4. Gedackt 4��� 4. Schweitzerbässchen  1���
 5. Oktave 4��� 5. Quinta 3��� 5. Posaunenbass            16���
 6. Flöte 4��� 6. Spitzflöte 2��� 6. Trompetenbass 8���
 7. Oktave 2��� 7. Mixtur                  IV 7. Cornetbass 2���
 8. Sexta*
 9. Terz                    [1 3/5��]                      Auxiliary stops
 10. Mixtur                VI                          1. Tremulant
 11. Dulcian              16���                          2. Ventil for the Hauptwerk
 12. Trompete 8���                          3. Ventil for the Brustwerk
                            4. Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler
                            5. Cymbelstern
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* See “Stoplists.”

† Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo; see “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”  Agricola added this 
entry to the Mmo.

[Grauhoff *]

[… Collegiate Monastery of St. George the Martyr]

[Greussen: see Kreyssen]

(**) Grossburg† (Borek Strzelinski)
(in the Principality of Brieg [Brzeg, Poland])

The Organ there has 22 stops,  2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 42.

Grossgottern
(between Langensalza and Mühlhausen)

The Organ in the Upper Church there has 26 stops.

               Oberwerk                               Brustwerk                                 Pedal
 1. Quintatön one octave      16��� 1. Gedackt of wood 8��� 1. Principal                     16���
             of wood, three of tin  2. Quintatön 8��� 2. Subbass                      16���
 2. Bordun of wood     16��� 3. Principal 4��� 3. Violdigamba               16���
 3. Principal 8���            of 12dwt. tin, in the façade  4.  Oktave 8���
           in the façade, of 12dwt. tin  4. Oktave [sic] 4��� 5. Posaune                      16���
 4. Grobgedackt 8��� 5. Flötedouce of wood 4���
 5. Violdigamba 8��� 6. Oktave 2���             Auxiliary stops
 6. Gemshorn 8��� 7. Tertian  g  e�� II      Manual coupler, located under
 7. Oktave 4���   N.B. This is without                             the Brustwerk manual
 8. Quinta 3���          doubt a Sesquialtera                     Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler
 9. Superoktave 2��� 8. Mixtur                   III      Brustwerk/Pedal coupler
 10. Sesquialtera       1 1/3����[sic]        Two cymbelsterns
 11. Mixtur                VI          Tremulant
 12. Trompete 8���                                                       3 ventils, one for each chest
          half wood and half tin-plate             This is a successful, sonorous   
 13. Vox humana 8��          (gravitätisches) instrument.
            doubled [pipes]: a reed and a flue  
             [for each note] on the same  

             toe board  
The former Altenburg Court Organbuilder Mr. [Gottfried  Heinrich] Trost built it around 

the year 1708.

            

(**) Grossweigelsdorf ‡ [Kielczów, Poland]
(in the Principality of Oels [Olesnica, Poland])

The Organ there has 13 stops, 1 manual, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 104.
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* The modern spelling of the town 
(near Halberstadt) is Gröningen 
(not to be confused with the city in 
Holland).

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo.

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| Agricola added this entry to the 
Mmo.

** See “Stoplists.”

†† See “Stoplists.”

‡‡ See “Stoplists.”  Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

§§ See “Stoplists” for both of these 
organs.

¶¶ i.e., Halberstadt Cathedral.  J.F. 
Agricola includes the same stoplist 
in Marpurg’s Historisch-kritische 

Beyträge III, pp. 508-11, with min-
ute differences as noted.

Grüningen*
Praetorius, l.c., p. 188, has already described the organ in the palace† there. It was re-

paired during Werkmeister’s time, however, and he published a description of it in quarto in the 
year 1705, with the title: Organum gruningense redivivum, a description that will prove to be 
profitable reading. Mattheson, l.c., also provides the stoplist,‡ taken from Werkmeister.

(**) Grüssau§ [Krzeszów, Poland]

The organ in the Cistercian Monastery¶ there has 54 stops, 3 manuals,  
S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 42.

(**) Guhrau|| [Góra, Poland]

The organ in the Parish Church** there has 24 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten]  
p. 39.  A perfect example of an organ with an absurd layout and stoplist.

The organ in the Cistercian Monastery†† there has 54 stops, 3 manuals, S[ammlung]  

e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 42.

(**) Habelschwerd‡‡ [Bystrzyca Klodzka, Poland]

The organ there has 24 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 44.

Halberstadt
Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum, vol II,] p. 181-83, includes the organ at St. Martini in 

Halberstadt, erected with 39 stops by David Beck from Halberstadt, and still in good condition 
after a skillful repair in the late Werkmeister’s time, as well as the organ in the Barfüsserkirche, 
which Elias Winnigstädt built with 27 stops for 700 Reichsthaler, [both] as they were in his 
time. Please consult him to see both of these stoplists. §§

 However,

The Organ in the Hohenstiftskirche¶¶ in Halberstadt
has the following 74 stops:
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* Agricola labels this stop as 8 �, an 
anomaly that, however, is in accord 
with the Principals listed in the two 
auxiliary keyboards.

                           Hauptwerk                                              Upper Keyboard
 1. Ventil  1. Ventil
 2. Principal  of English tin           16��� 2. Principal  of English tin 8���
 3. Hohlflöte           16��� 3. Quintatön   [made of metal (Agricola)]  16��
 4. Octave 8��� 4. Gedackt 8���
 5. Gedackt 8��� 5. Flötedouce 4���
 6. Quinta  6���������������������the above 3 of wood

 7. Octave 4��� 6. Spitzflöte 8���
 8. Rohrflöte 4��� 7. Violdigamba 8���
 9. Nasat 3��� 8. Oktave 4���
 10. Oktave 2��� 9. Nasat 3���
 11. Flachflöte 2��� 10. Superoktave 2���
 12. Sesquialtera II 11. Mixtur V
 13. Mixtur         VIII 12. Scharf            III
 14. Cymbel            IV 13. Vox humana 8���
 15. Fagott           16��� 14. Trompete 4���
 16. Trompete 8������������������the above 9 of metal

            the above 14 of metal                                                        The Hauptwerk and Upper Keyboard
 17. Glockenspiel with a 4-octave                                          may be coupled by a coupler.
     compass, that can be shoved on                                         
     and off by a stop.
                                                                                             The Pedal consists of 4 pedal chests.
                                                                                             On the two upper pedal chests are the
               Lower Keyboard                                                following stops:
 1. Ventil  1. Ventil
 2. Principal  of English tin 4��� 2. Principal    of English tin           16���
 3. Oktave 2��� 3. Quintenbass  of wood           12���
 4. Gedackt 8��� 4. Quinta    6���
 5. Quintatön 8��� 5. Oktave    4���
 6. Nachthorn 4��� 6. Spitzflöte    3���
 7. Querflöte 4��� 7. Sesquialtera  II
 8. Flötetraversiere 4��� 8. Mixtur    4���         VIII
 9. Nasat 3������������������the above 5 of metal

 10. Oktave 2��� 9. Posaune           16���
 11. Sifflöte 1��� 10. Trompete 8���
 12. Tertian II                  the above 2 of wood

 13. Cymbel            III      On the two lower pedal chests there are
 14. Oboe 8���            the following stops:
             the above 12 of metal  11. Subbas, open   of wood           16���
     In addition there are 2 Cymbel-  12. Oktave 8���
     sterns and 2 Tremulants, one  13. Gedackt 8���
     slower and the other more  14. Choralflöte 2���
     rapid.                                                                                         the above 3 of metal

   15. Posaune   of wood           32���
   16. Trompete   of metal 4���
   17. Cornet   of metal 2���
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* presumably on both sides of the  
primary keyboards.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ J.F. Agricola includes the same sto-
plist in Marpurg’s Historisch-kri-

tische Beyträge III, pp. 512-13, with 
one difference as noted.

Two separate auxiliary keyboards are to be found on both sides,* one of them at chamber 
pitch and the other at choir pitch; thus three organists can play at the same time.

The division at chamber pitch                      The division at choir pitch has
   has the following stops:                                    the following stops:
 1. Principal   of English tin 4��� 1. Principal   of English tin 4���
 2. Bordun           16��� 2. Oktave 8���
 3. Oktave 8��� 3. Gedackt 8���
          both of wood  4. Quintatön 8���
 4. Gedackt 8��� 5. Nachthorn 4���
 5. Spitzflöte 4��� 6. Flötetraversiere 4���
 6. Kleingedackt 4��� 7. Sifflöte 1���
 7. Octave 2��� 8. Cymbel            III
 8. Scharp            III                       the above 7 of metal

            the above 5 of metal

 In addition there are 8 wedge-bellows, 9 feet long and 5 feet wide, together with a 
Tremulant that affects the pedal. Four bellows may be separated off from the others by means of 
a primary ventil, so that there are four bellows for the pedal and another four for the manual[s].

 This sumptuous instrument was built by Mr. Heinrich Herbst and his son from Magde-
burg, and was delivered completed on the 19th of July, 1718.

Halle
(in the Territory of Magdeburg)

 The organ of 31 stops described by Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum, vol. II,] p. 177, 
which formerly stood in the Liebfrauenkirche† [i.e., Marktkirche] in Halle, no longer exists; 
but in the year 1713 Mr Christoph Contius built another with 3 manuals and 65 stops, whose 
complete stoplist I will give here.‡
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* Agricola gives this as “IV.”

† For the stoplists of all the organs 
listed below, see “Stoplists.”

                         Hauptwerk                                                   Brustwerk
                        (The lowest manual)                                              (The upper manual)
 1. Principal           16��� 1. Quintatön 8���
 2. Quintatön           16��� 2. Gedackt 8���
 3. Oktave 8��� 3. Principal 4���
 4. Rohrflöte 8��� 4. Flötedouce 4���
 5. Gemshorn 8��� 5. Nachthorn 4���
 6. Quinte 6��� 6. Quinte 3���
 7. Oktave 4��� 7. Nasat 3���
 8. Spitzflöte 4��� 8. Oktave 2���
 9. Quinte 3��� 9. Waldflöte 2���
 10. Superoktave 2��� 10. Terz            1 3/5���
 11. Sifflöt 2��� 11. Spitzflöte 1���
 12. Terz            1 3/5��� 12. Mixtur            IV
 13. Mixtur            VI 13. Cymbel II
 14. Cymbel               III or IV* 14. Ranket 8���
 15. Trompete                       16��� 15. Oboe 4���
 16. Trompete 8���
                                                                                                                             Pedal
                            Oberwerk  1. Untersatz           32���
                         (The middle manual)  2. Principal           16���
 1. Bordun           16��� 3. Subbass           16���
 2. Principal 8��� 4. Oktave 8���
 3. Gedackt 8��� 5. Gedackt 8���
 4. Violdigamba 8��� 6. Quinte 6���
 5. Oktave 4��� 7. Oktave 4���
 6. Blockflöte 4��� 8. Nachthorn 4���
 7. Querflöte 4��� 9. Quinte 3���
 8. Quinte 3��� 10. Superoktave 2���
 9. Oktave 2��� 11. Waldflöte 1���
 10. Spitzflöte 2��� 12. Mixtur           VII
 11. Terz            1 3/5  ��� 13. Cymbel            IV
 12. Waldflöte 1��� 14. Posaune           32���
 13. Mixtur V 15. Posaune           16���
 14. Cymbel            III 16. Trompete 8���
 15. Fagott           16��� 17. Schallmey 4���
 16. Vox humana 8��� 18. Cornet 2���

                      Auxiliary Stops                                              together with 10 large bellows

Cymbelstern    
Tremulant     
Coupler

Hamburg
In his Appendix to Niedt, Mattheson has supplied all the stoplists of the organs there,† 

since he lives there. These are:

a)  at St. Jakob, p. 175. Praetorius [Syntagma musicum II], p. 168, also cites an instrument 
that stood at St. Jakob in Hamburg; the stoplist, however, does not agree with Matthe-
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* in 1750.

†  J. F. Agricola added this stoplist to 
the Mmo.

son’s.    [The church] doubtless undertook extensive repairs, and increased the 53 stops 
cited by Praetorius to 60.

b)  at St. Petri, see Mattheson, l.c., p. 177, which indicates 53 stops; on the other hand, Prae-
torius, l.c., p. 169, cites an instrument that consists of only 42 stops.

c)  at St. Nikolai, a large [instrument] of 66 stops, p. 173; and a small one of 27 stops, p. 175.
d)  at St. Gertrud, p. 181.
e)  at St. Michaelis, p. 178. (This instrument has been destroyed by fire.*)
f )  at. St. Johannis, p. 180.
g)  at. St. Catharinen, p. 176.
h)  at St. Marien-Magdalenen, p. 180.
i)  the Cathedral organ, p. 179.

(**) The New Organ in the newly [re]built St. Michaelis Church†

in Hamburg has 60 stops.

                         Hauptwerk                                                    Oberwerk
 1. Principal of English tin           16�� 1. Bordun of metal                16��
 2. Quintaton of metal           16�� 2. Principal, doubled from g-f���� 8��
 3. Octave, doubled from f to f���� 8�� 3. Unda maris, half-compass 8��
                of English tin                                                                     both of English tin

 4. Gedackt of metal 8�� 4. Spitzflöte of metal 8��
 5. Violdagamba of English tin 8�� 5. Quintatön of metal 8��
 6. Gemshorn of metal 8�� 6. Octave of English tin 4��
 7. Quinte of English tin 6�� 7. Spitzflöte of metal 4��
 8. Octave of English tin 4�� 8. Quinte 3��
 9. Gemshorn of metal 4�� 9. Octave 2��
 10. Nasat of metal 3�� 10. Echo des Cornets, half-compass V
 11. Octave 2�� 11. Rauschpfeife II
 12. Cornet, half-compass V 12. Cimbel   1 ½� V
 13. Sesquialtera II 13. Trompete, doubled from g 8��
 14. Mixtur   2��         VIII 14. Vox humana 8��
 15. Scharf   1 ½ �   V                       the last 7 of English tin

 16. Trompete           16�� 
 17. Trompete 8�� 
              the last 7 of English tin 
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* i.e., pipes for which the wind is pre-
sumably directed at a sharp angle 
across a round, oval, or rectangu-
lar hole, in the way a traverse flute 
is blown by the lips.

† a title conferred in 1744 by the 
Duke of Holstein.

‡ Georg Friederich Händels Lebensbe-

schreibung.  Hamburg: published 
by the author, 1761; a transla-
tion of Mainwaring’s biography of 
Handel.

                         Brustwerk                                                           Pedal
 1. Rohrflöte of metal            16�� 1. Principal of English tin            32��
 2. Principal of English tin    8�� 2. Subbass            32��
                doubled from g to f����  3. Principal            16��
 3. Flötetraversiere 8�� 4. Subbass            16��
               The 2 lowest octaves are of metal,  5. Rohrquinte of metal                 12��
                but c to f [�����] are actual flutes*  6. Octave  8��
 4. Rohrflöte of metal 8�� 7. Quinte 6��
 5. Kleingedackt of metal 8�� 8. Octave 4��
 6. Octave of English tin 4�� 9. Mixtur   3�� X
 7. Rohrflöte of metal 4�� 10. Posaune            32��
 8. Nasat of metal 3�� 11. Posaune            16��
 9. Octave 2�� 12. Fagott            16��
 10. Terze     above 2��                    [1 3/5 ��] 13. Trompete 8��
 11. Quinte             1 ½ � 14. Clairon 4��
 12. Sifflet 1��                  the last 9 of English tin

 13. Rauschpfeife         II-III
 14. Cimbel V                             Auxiliary stops
 15. Chalümeau 8�� 1. Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler
                  the last 7 of English tin  2. Tremulant for the Hauptwerk
   3. Schwebung for the Oberwerk
   4. Ventil for the Hauptwerk
   5. Ventil for the Oberwerk
   6. Ventil for the Brust
   7. Ventil for the Pedal
   8. Cimbelstern
                        In addition there are 10 bellows

Mr. Hildebrand junior [i.e., Johann Gottfried], the son of Mr. Zacharias Hildebrand 
mentioned [elsewhere] several times (e.g., under Dresden and Naumburg), built this instru-
ment.  Mr. Johann von Mattheson, Legationsrath†, bequeathed the cost of building this organ 
(as one may read from his own pen on p. 25 of the biography of G.F. Handel that he translated 
from English‡), and paid for it in advance in cash.

Among other extraordinary features of the stoplist of this superb instrument, it should 
be mentioned that, to the builder’s credit, he has always placed flutes of the same type together 
in each keyboard (insofar as they can be made at different sizes); e.g., in the Hauptwerk Gem-
shorn 8� and 4�, in the Oberwerk Spitzflöte 8� and 4�, and in the Brustwerk Rohrflöte 16 �, 8� 
and 4�.  This arrangement is significant for an organist who understands correctly how to al-
ternate manuals while playing.  In this instance it makes a much more noticeable and conse-
quently more beautiful diversity [of timbre] than when [varieties of ] flutes are mixed on each 
keyboard.

We should also mention that the organbuilder of his own free will carried the treble up to 
f [ � � �] in the entire organ, even though this was not previously specified.

It is not possible, however, for the author of these remarks [i.e., Agricola] actually to ap-
preciate what sort of advantage the pipe doublings in the 8�� Principals and Octaves, applied to 
each keyboard and always beginning at a different place, are intended to possess, without hav-
ing heard and examined the instrument for himself.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

§ See §.326.

¶ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

(**) Harpersdorf * (Twardocice, Poland)
(in the Principality of Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland])

The organ there has 26 stops    2 manuals    S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten]  p. 46.

[Heiningen† 

Stoplist of the Organ in the Collegiate Convent at Heiningen.]

(**) Heinrichau‡ [Henryków, Poland]

The organ in the Monastery Church there has 34 stops  3 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 46.

Herbstleben
(in the [territory] of Gotha)

The Organ in the church there has 32 stops.

                     Oberhauptwerk                                Brustwerk
 1. Quintatön,  of metal            16�� 1. Quintatön, of metal 8��
 2. Principal,  of tin 8�� 2. Still- or Lieblichgedackt, of metal 8��
 3. Bordun,  of wood 8�� 3. Principal,  of tin 4��
 4. Flötetraverse 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4��
 5. Violdigamba 8�� 5. Spielflöte 4��
 6. Gemshorn 8�� 6. Flötedouce 4��
 7. Oktave 4�� 7. Oktave 2��
 8. Spitzflöte 4�� 8. Quinte            1 ½��
 9. Quinte 3�� 9. Tertian II
 10. Nasat 3�� 10. Mixtur    1��            III
 11. Oktave 2�� 11. Vox humana 8��
 12. Sesquialtera     2 3/5 � [sic] II                    these 8 stops of metal

 13. Mixtur              2��            IV
 14. Trompete 8��                                            Pedal
                  these 11 [stops] of metal  1. Principal,  of tin           16��
   2. Violdigamba, of metal                       16��

Mr. Schröter from Erfurt built it, and  3. Subbass           16��
it has turned out well.§  4. Oktave 8��
   5. Posaune           16��
   6. Fagott           16��
   7. Trompete 8��
                                                                                                         these 5 [stops] of wood

(**) Hermsdorf ¶ [ Jerzmanice Zdrój, Poland?]
(in the Principality of Jauer [ Jaworów, Poland])

The organ in the Protestant Church there has 26 stops  2 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 47.
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* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| See “Stoplists.”

** See “Stoplists.”

†† See “Stoplists.”

‡‡ See “Stoplists.”

§§ J. F. Agricola added this entry to 
the Mmo.

¶¶ See “Stoplists.”

|||| See “Stoplists.”

*** See “Stoplists.”  J. F Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

††† See “Stoplists” for the 3 organs 
under this entry.  J. F Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡‡‡ See. §. 105 & 202.

Hessen
Praetorius describes the organ in the palace* there [Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II], p. 289. 

Hildesheim
The often-cited Praetorius likewise describes the organ at St. Gotthard† there on p. 198 

(Syntagma musicum II ).  Likewise Biermann, in Organographia Hildesiensi speciali, published in 
1738 in quarto, p. 3. The same [author] has entered the stoplists of all other organs in and near 
Hildesheim in the above-mentioned Organographia.  I refer the interested reader to that [source].

[ The Organ in the Church of St. Godehard‡ at Hildesheim.]
[ Stoplist of the Organ in the Great Cathedral Church§ at Hildesheim.]
[ Stoplist of the Organ in the eminent Collegiate Church of the Holy Cross¶.]
[ Stoplist of the Organ in the Primary Church of St. Andreas|| in the old section of Hildesheim.]
[ Stoplist of the … Organ at the Primary Church of St. Lamberti** in Hildesheim-Neustadt.]
[ Stoplist of the … instrument in the Church of the Collegiate Convent of St. Maria Magdalena.††]
[ Stoplist of the Organ in the Collegiate Church of St. Mauritius‡‡ near Hildesheim.]

(**) Hirschberg§§ [ Jelenia Góra, Poland]

The organ in the Protestant Kreuzkirche¶¶ has 53 stops. 3 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 48.
The organ in the Parish Church|||| there has  38 stops.  3 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 49.

(**) Jägerndorf *** [Krnov, Czech Republic]

The organ in the Parish Church there has  18 stops.  2 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 52.

(**) Jauer †††  [ Jaworów, Poland]

The organ in the Parish Church there has  24 stops.  2 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 50.
The organ in the Protestant Church there has 23 stops.  2 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 51.
The organ at the Franciscan [Monastery] has  15 stops.  2 manuals  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 52.

§. 302.

Jena

The Organ in the Stadtkirche there has 44 stops.
             Ober- and Hauptwerk        Mittelwerk
 1. Bordun           16�� 1. Quintatön           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 3. Grobgedackt 8��
 4. Quinte 6�� 4. Violdigamba 8��
 5. Oktave 4�� 5. Gemshorn 8��
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Rohrnasat 6��
 7. [Oktave] 2�� 7. Oktave 4��
 8. Sesquialtera            III 8. Gedackt 4��
 9. Rauschpfeife II 9. Flötedouce 4��
 10. Mixtur            VI 10. Quinte 3��
 11. Cymbel            III 11. [Oktave] 2��
 12. Trompete, with tuning wires  12. Sesquialtera            III
                   and screws‡‡‡ 8�� 13. Mixtur            VI
                                       This manual may be coupled to the
                                                      Hauptwerk.
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* See §. 133 under “Cymbel” and §. 
203 under “Tympanum.”

† Adlung’s remark suggests that in 
this instance the pedal coupler un-
der consideration is a “Windkop-
pel”, in which the channels of cer-
tain stops on the manual windchest 
have two pallets, one operated by 
the manual keys and one by the 
pedals; see §. 269.

‡ Adlung offers a more complete ex-
planation of these counterweights 
in §. 373.

§ See “Stoplists.”  The letters “I” and 
“J” are the same for Adlung; that 
explains the apparent misplace-
ment of this entry.

                     Unterwerk                                                          Pedal
 1. Barem, i.e. Stillgedackt 8�� 1. Contrabass, doubled; a stopped
 2. Quintatön 8��                  32�� and an open 16��, both on the
 3. Principal, inside [the case] 4��                  same toeboard
 4. Superoktave, in the façade 2�� 2. Principal           16��
 5. Quinte     [3��? 1 ½��?] 3. Violone, of metal           16��
 6. Sifflöte 1�� 4. Subbass           16��
 7. Cymbel  5. Oktave 8��
   6. Gedackt 8��
               All 3 keyboards are of ivory.  7. [Oktave] 4��
        [The pedal extends up to c�]  8. Flöte 4��
   9. Waldflöte 2��
                  In addition:  10. Posaune           16��
       Tympani, i.e. [Cymbel]stern*  11. Trompete 8��
    Tremulant                   also with both tuning wires and screws, like

    Bellows signal                   the previous [Trompete] on the Hauptwerk

    2 ventils and  12. Cornet 2��
    a pedal coupler                      

This [last-named], however, is linked only to the Middle manual, and then only to a few 
stops, due to the lack of space and [an adequate] wind [supply].†

There are 9 bellows, each 12 feet long and 6 wide.
The counterweights are in particular quite curious.  They consist of strong shafts whose 

ends, which hang from the upper [bellows] plate by means of a rope, are fitted with small boxes 
with sliding lids which can hold a few measures of sand.  Sand may be either added or removed 
from these little boxes until one observes that the wind is the same [for each bellows].‡

[Georg Christoph] Sterzing built this instrument in the year 1706, but the organist at 
that time, Mr. Joh[ann] Nikolaus Bach, supervised the entire project down to the smallest 
detail.

§. 303.
The organ in the Collegenkirche at Jena was repaired in 1704 by Zacharias Tayssner, 

an organbuilder from Merseburg.  It has 2 manuals, but an insufficient wind [supply].  Its 
pedal extends up to d�, while in the Stadtkirche organ described above [the pedal] only ex-
tends up to c�.

Insterburg§ [Cern’achovsk, Kaliningrad Oblast]
(in [East] Prussia)

Mattheson describes the organ there [in his Appendix to Niedt], p. 183.
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§. 304.

Kerspleben
A village near Erfurt where Mr. Schröter built the following instrument with 2 manuals 

in 1720 for 1000 Reichsthaler.

             Hauptmanual                             Positiv                                    Pedal
 1. Quintatön               16�� 1. Stillgedackt 8�� 1. Principal, of tin      16��
 2. Principal, of tin 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Subbass           16��
 3. Grossgedackt 8�� 3. Principal, of tin 4�� 3. Oktave 8��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4��                 both of wood

 5. Gemshorn 8�� 5. Octave 2�� 4. Waldflöte 2��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Quinta                      1 ½ � 5. Posaune            16��
 7. Quinte 3�� 7. Tertian II 6. Cornet 2��
 8. Octave 2�� 8. Scharp                     III
 9. Sesquialtera    3��      II                                                                 Together with:
 10. Mixtur            2��        IV               Cymbelstern
 11. Cymbel                 III              Manual/pedal coupler
 12. Trompet 8��                                                          2 ventils, and
             tremulant    

In addition there are 4 bellows, [each] 10� long and 5� wide.  The 16�� [pedal Principal] 
stands in the façade.

§. 305.

Kleinbrembach
Is a village belonging to Erfurt, where several years ago the above-mentioned Mr. 

Schröter of Erfurt built an organ with 2 manuals.  Its stoplist is as follows:

              Hauptmanual                           Positiv                                  Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Stillgedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Oktave 8��
 3. Grobgedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Posaune 8��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4��
 5. Oktave 4�� 5. Oktave 2��                Auxiliary stops
 6. Quinte 3�� 6. Quinte                      1 ½��         Positiv/[Haupt]Manual
 7. Oktave 2�� 7. Scharp                     III              coupler
 8. Rauschpfeife or                                                                                    [Hauptmanual]/Pedal
       Cymbel [?] II                                                                      coupler
 9. Sesquialtera             III                                                                 Tremulant
 10. Mixtur                   IV 
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* For the stoplists of all the organs 
listed, see “Stoplists.”

† For a genealogical table of the Cas-
parini family, see: Ernst Flade, 
Gottfried Silbermann (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Härtel [1953]), p. 3.

Königsberg [Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Oblast]

(in [East] Prussia)

Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt] has the stoplists of the organs there,* in the following 
order, thus:

a) In the Kneiphof[kirche] or Cathedral, an instrument of 59 stops, p. 182.  (**)

(**) In place of this new organ a new one has been built, that has 67 stops and 3 manuals.  The stoplist 
of this new organ is given in Marpurg’s Historische-kritische Beyträge…, Vol. 3, p. 513f.

We only note in addition that this organ was built by Mr. [ Johann] Mosengel (doubtless a son 
of the man whom Mattheson cites in the stoplists he has gathered for the Appendix to Niedt), and 
by Mr. Mosengel’s son-in-law, Mr. [Adam Gottlob] Casparini,† a son of Adam Horatio Caspa-
rini and grandson of Eugen Casparini. [Agricola]

b) The organ in the Altstädter[kirche], with 53 stops, p. 183.

c) In the Löbenicht[kirche], with 48 stops, p. 184.

d) the royal palace organ, with 43 stops, p. 185.

e) the Haberberg[kirche] organ, with 32 stops, p. 186.

f ) the Steindamm[kirche], with 24 stops, p. 187.

g) the Sackheim[kirche], with 14 stops, p. 188.

h) the Pfarr[kirche] organ, with 39 stops, p. 188.

§. 306.

Kindelbrück
Mr. Papenius built an instrument there, for which he received 500 Reichsthaler together 

with the old organ.  There are 31 stops in [the new organ], as indicated in the following stoplist.
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* The latter is the modern spelling.

                Hauptwerk                             Positiv                                      Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Violone           16��
 3. Grobgedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Quintbass           12��
 4. Flötetraverse 8�� 4. Kleingedackt 4�� 4. Principal 8��
 5. Violdigamba 8�� 5. Violetta 4�� 5. Oktave 4��
 6. Gemshorn 8�� 6. Oktave 2�� 6. Choralbasset 1��
 7. Oktave 4�� 7. Terz                         1 3/5��� 7. Mixtur            IV
 8. Spitzflöte 4�� 8. Quinte                      1 ½�� 8. Posaune           16��
 9. Quinte 3�� 9. Mixtur                      IV
 10. Superoctave 2�� 10. Vox humana 8��
 11. Sesquialtera II
 12. Mixtur V
 13. Trompete 8��
            doubled from c��

Kreyssen or Greussen*

The Organ there has 3 manuals and 34 stops.

                             Hauptwerk                                            Brustwerk
 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Hohlflöte, of wood  8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8��
 3. Traverse 8�� 3. Lieblichgedackt 8��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Principal 4��
 5. Gemshorn 8�� 5. Jubal 4��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Flöte douce 4��
 7. Superoktave 2�� 7. Oktave 2��
 8. Sesquialtera II 8. Tertian II
 9. Mixtur            IV 9. Mixtur            III
 10. Trompete 8��
                                            Pedal
                         Oberpositiv  1. Principal           16��
 1. Grobgedackt or Bordun 8�� 2. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 4�� 3. Traverse           16��
 3. Violett 4�� 4. Oktave        8�� [4��?]
 4. Waldflöte 2�� 5. Posaune           16��
 5. Scharf II                in the Upper Back Pedal are also:
 6. Vox humana 8�� 1. Principal 8��
   2. Traverse 8��
   3. Trompete 8��
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* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”

                       As well as:
Birdsong
2 Tremulants, two [Cymbel]sterns and a revolv-

ing sun, together with a bellows signal bell
A Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler
A Back Pedal/Pedal coupler
An Oberpositiv/Hauptwerk coupler
A Brustwerk/Hauptwerk coupler
If both couplers to the [primary] manual are 

drawn, one plays on the middle [man-
ual], and all three manuals are operated 
simultaneously.

A total of 42 stopknobs

(**) Mr. Gottfried Heinrich Trost built this instrument.  (Agricola)

[Lambspring*]

[Stoplist of the … Organ in the … Collegiate Church at Lambspring…]

(**) Landshut† [Kamienna Góra, Poland]

The organ in the Heilige Dreyfaltigkeits-kirche has 47 stops  3 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten], p. 53.  There also exists a copper-plate sketch of this organ.

§. 307.

Langendorf
(an orphanage near Weissenfels)

The Organ there has 22 stops.

          Primary manual                       Rückpositiv                              Pedal
1. Principal 8�� 1. Gedacktflöte           [8��?] 1. Subbass           16��
2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Oktavenbass 8��
3. Violdigamba 8�� 3. Mittelflöte              [4��?] 3. Posaune           16��
4. Oktave 4�� 4. Gemshorn               [2��?] 4. Cornet 2��
5. Nasat 3�� 5. Quintflöte            [1 1/3�]
6. Superoktave 2�� 6. Sifflöt                     [1��?]                 In addition:
7. Mixtur  7. Dulcian                                           A coupler 
8. Cymbel I 8. Trichterregal                                 Tremulant and
9. Trombona 8�� 9. Birdsong                                          a [Cymbel]stern.
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* See §. 276.

† See §. 269.

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

Langensalza

The Organ in the Bergkirche there has 37 stops.

                            Oberwerk                                                     Brustwerk
 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Barem or Gedackt 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Nachthorn 4��
 3. Bordun 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Grossgemshorn 8�� 4. Oktave 1��
 5. Grobgemshornquinte 6�� 5. Tertian
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Mixtur II
 7. Quinte 3��
 8. Superoktave 2��                                         Pedal
 9. Sesquialtera            1 3/5�� 1. Principal           16��
 10. Mixtur      2��              VII 2. Subbass           16��
 11. Fagott           16�� 3. Posaune           16��
 12. Trompet 8�� 4. Cornetbass 2��
 13. Vox humana 8��                 Borrowed (abgesonderte*) stops
                               from the Oberwerk:
                       Rückpositiv  5. Principal 8��
 1. Nachthorn or Quintatön 8�� 6. Bordun 8��
 2. Stillgedackt 8�� 7. Trompete 8��
 3. Principal 4��
 4. Flöte douce 4��                    In addition there are:
 5. Violdigamba 4��            Windkoppel† Oberwerk/Pedal
 6. Nasat 3��            Tremulant
 7. Octave 2��            [Cymbel]stern
 8. Scharfquinte            1 ½��            Birdsong, and
 9. Mixtur, halbellicht                     III            Bellows signal bell
         i.e.,  ½ ell or 1 foot high; while on the other

           hand “vellicht” or “ellicht” means a full              This instrument has 4 large bellows,
           ell or 2 feet                 of the [same] sort as those in the 
 10. Krumhorn      4��   [8��?]                palace church at Weissenfels, about
 11. Schallmey 4��                which more may be read below.

     [ Johann] Gottfried Tobias Trost the elder built this instrument for 1,600 Reichsthaler.

Leipzig

Prætorius, [Syntagma musicum II], has supplied the stoplist of the organ at St. Nikolai‡ 
there, with 29 stops, as well as St. Thomas,§ likewise there, with 25 stops, on p. 179f.  Over the 
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58) The Sammlung einiger Nachrichten von berühmten Orgelwerken in Deutschland, published in quarto 
in Breslau in the year 1757, contains the stoplist of the magnificent organ in the Paulinerkirche†† 
in Leipzig, which has 54 stops, and was built in the year 1715 by Johann Scheibe. In this same book 
there is also to the found the stoplist of the organ in the St. Johanniskirche‡‡ near Leipzig, with 22 
stops, which the abovementioned Johann Scheibe built from 1742-1744. (Albrecht)  (**)

(**) This latter organ at St. Johannis was judged faultless by Capellmeister Joh. Seb. Bach and Mr. 
Zacharias Hildebrand after perhaps the most rigorous examination that has ever been conducted on 
an organ. [Agricola].

* See “Stoplists.”

† J. F. Agricola added this entry to 
the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| J. F. Agricola added this entry to 
the Mmo.

** An abbreviation for “tibia angusta” 
(Latin “narrow flute”); a narrow-
scale flute, also called “Dulzflöt”.  
See Adlung’s Anleitung, p. 395 
(“Angusta”) and 415 (“Dulzflöt”).

†† See “Stoplists.”

‡‡ See “Stoplists.”

years, however, both instruments have been much altered.  For a new organ* with 24 stops, see 
Mattheson, l.c., p. 189. 58)

(**) Liegnitz† [Legnica, Poland]

The organ at U[nser] L[ieben] Frauen‡ there has 34 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 57.

The organ at St. Petri und Pauli§ has 31 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 58.

The organ at the Jesuit [Church]¶ has 28 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 59.

Linderbach
(a little village near Erfurt)

The organ in the church there has 14 stops.

                Hauptwerk                             Positiv                                        Pedal
 1. Quintatön 8�� 1. Grobgedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 4�� 2. Gemshorn 4�� 2. Oktave 8��
 3. Nachthorn 4�� 3. Waldflöte 2�� 3. Posaune           16��
 4. Oktave 2�� 4. Quinte                      1 ½�
 5. Sesquialtera II 5. Scharp                     III
 6. Mixtur                     III

 Mr. Schröter from Erfurt built this small instrument.

(**) Lobenstein
(in the Vogtland)||

The Organ at St. Michael’s Church there has 35 stops.

                            Hauptwerk                                           Brustwerk
 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Angusta** 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Lieblichgedackt 8��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Quintatön 8��
 4. Viola da Gamba 8�� 4. Principal 4��
 5. Gemshorn 8�� 5. Sordinflöt 4��
 6. Octave 4�� 6. Quintflöte 3��
 7. Querflöte 4�� 7. Octave 2��
 8. Quinte 3�� 8. Sesquialtera II
 9. Superoctave 2�� 9. Mixtur            III
 10. Mixtur V 10.Vox humana 8��
 11. Cimbel II
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* Barbata = (Latin) “with beards”

† Evidently Georg Andreas Sorge 
(1703-1778), a prolific and signif-
icant writer of treatises on tuning 
and temperament, musical com-
position and the scaling of or-
gan pipes.

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

¶ See “Stoplists” for the organs listed 
under this entry.

|| See “Stoplists” for the organs listed 
under this entry.

                           Oberwerk                                                             Pedal
 1. Angusta barbata* 8�� 1. Principal           16��
 2. Stillgedackt 8�� 2. Subbas           16��
 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octave 8��
 4. Rohrflöte 4�� 4. Quinte 6��
 5. Spitzflöte 2�� 5. Octave 4��
 6. Quinte             1 ½ �� 6. Posaune           16��
 7. Cimbel II  7. Dulcian 8��
                               Auxiliary stops
                                                                  Tremulant
All three manuals can be coupled together.                      Pedal coupler

This instrument was built by Mr. Johann Gräf between the years 1734-1740, under the 
direction of Mr. Joh[ann] Andreas Sorge,† Court and Municipal Organist for the His High-
ness the Count of Reuss.

(**) Löwen‡ [Lewin Brzeski, Poland]

The organ there  has 22 stops,  2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 60.

(**) Lossow§

(near Frankfurt on the Oder)

The organ there  has 17 stops,  2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 60.

Lübeck¶

Praetorius [Syntagma musicum II, p. 164-7] should be consulted for the organ in the 
Cathedral, at St. Petri, and at St. Marien.  However, Mattheson’s stoplist of the organ at St. 
Marien, which he has entered l.c. p. 189, is much better.  It now consists of 54 stops, and has 
three manuals.

(**) It is said that the very same Master Bartold N., whom Praetorius l.c. gives as the builder of the [St. 
Marien] organ, also built the [organ] at St. Catharinen in Hamburg, which has been mentioned sev-
eral times. (Agricola)

Lüneburg ||

Praetorius has described the organ at St. Johannis there, as it was in his day.  Consult the 
second volume [of his Syntagma musicum, De] Organographiae, p. 170.  It is no longer stand-
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* The same stoplist may be found in 
the Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, 
pp. 61-62, with two additional re-
marks as noted below.  A compar-
ison of this stoplist with the one 
given by Praetorius (above) reveals 
several basic differences and sug-
gests that one or more major re-
building projects lay between the 
two.  The fact that Praetorius indi-
cates only 2 manuals suggests that 
the Brustwerk stops were probably 
played from the OberWerck man-
ual, a common arrangement in the 
early 17th century.

† i.e., merely decorative in the façade.

‡ “lieblich”; the word may also sig-
nify “gently-voiced”.

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten adds 
“of wood.”

ing, however, rather in its place is the [organ] which Mattheson, l.c., describes on p. 190.  It has 
47 stops and three manuals.

At St. Michael’s in Lüneburg there stands an instrument with 43 stops and three manu-
als, which Mattheson likewise describes.  On p. 191 he has also given the stoplist of the organ at 
St. Lamberti, with 40 stops and three manuals.  Praetorius also has a stoplist of this organ on p. 
233, but Mattheson’s is better.

§. 308.

Magdeburg

The Organ at the Magdeburg Cathedral* has 43 stops.

                           Oberwerk                                                           Brust
 1. Principal           16�� 1. Spitzflöte 4��
 2. Quintatön           16�� 2. Principal, false pipes† 2��
 3. Oktave 8�� 3. Oktave 2��
            These 3 stops can also be used in the  4. Scharff            IV
                 pedal by means of separate stopknobs.  5. Cymbel            III
 4. Gedackt 8�� 6. Regal, with brass resonators 8��
 5. Quinte 6�� 7. Singendregal, of the same

 6. Oktave 4��                       sort as above [i.e., #6] 4��
 7. Gedackt 4��
 8. Nachthorn, very lovely‡ 4��                                   Pedal
 9. Gedacktequintflöte 3�� 1. Principal, from F           24��
 10. Oktave 2��              [Principal from the Oberwerk  16��]
 11. Mixtur            IX-XII-XIV-XVI              [Quintatön from the Oberwerk       16��]
 12. Cymbel            III 2. Subbass           16��
                                                                                                  [Oktave from the Oberwerk 8��] 
                          Rückpositiv  3. Spitzflötenbass 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4��
 2. Quintatön 8�� 5. Rohrflöte 1��
 3. Oktave 4�� 6. Cymbel           III
 4. Spitzflöte 4�� 7. Posaune           16��
 5. Quinte 3�� 8. Trompete 8��
 6. Oktave 2�� 9. Schallmey 4��
 7. Rohrflöte 2�� 10. Cornetbass   with brass resonators  2��
 8. Spitzflöte 2��           
 9. Gedackt 2��                         Auxiliary stops
 10. Sesquialtera                                                                     Five ventils
 11. Mixtur            III               Cymbelstern
 12. Cymbel II               Drum
 13. Dulcian§           16��               Tremulant
 14. Trompete 8��               Rückpositiv coupler

 There are also 6 large wedge bellows.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten adds: 
“The name of the present organist 
is Georg Tegetmeyer.”

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| See “Stoplists.”

The renowned organbuilder Heinrich Compenius from Nordhausen built this organ in 
the year 1604.*

One may read about the organ described above as it was in Praetorius’s day in his Organ-

ographia, p. 172.†  In this same book may also be found a stoplist of the organ at St. Ulrich,‡ p. 
174; moreover a [stoplist] of the organ at St. Petri,§ p. 175, as well as St. Catharinen,¶ p. 175; 
and earlier, on p. 173, he also has the organ in the Johanniskirche;|| but in its place there now 
stand another with 3 manuals, that Arp Schnitger built for 9,000 Reichsthaler.  I will give the 
stoplist of this instrument here.  It is an instrument of 63 stops.

                           Oberwerk                                                      Hauptwerk
                                Lowest Manual                                                                 Middle Manual 

 1. Bordun           16�� 1. Principal of English tin           16��
 2. Principal of English tin 8�� 2. Rohrflöte           16��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Quintatön           16��
 4. Rohrflöte 8�� 4. Oktave 8��
 5. Quintatön 8�� 5. Gedackt 8��
 6. Salicinal 8�� 6. Spitzflöte 8��
 7. Oktave 4�� 7. Quinte 6��
 8. Spitzflöte 4�� 8. Oktave 4��
 9. Waldflöte 2�� 9. Rohrflöte 4��
 10. Quinte            1 ½ � 10. Superoktave 2��
 11. Sifflöt 1�� 11. Flachflöte 2��
 12. Sesquialtera II 12. Sesquialtera II
 13. Scharf             V-VI-VII 13. Rauschpfeife            III
 14. Trichterregal 8�� 14. Mixtur            VI
 15. Vox humana 8�� 15. Cymbel            III
 16. Schallmey 4�� 16. Trompete           16��
 17. Glockenspiel    at 8�� 17. Dulcian 8�� 
           [Oberwerk] Ventil                                                        [Hauptwerk] Ventil
                                                                                                            and Universal Ventil 
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
62-3, gives the same stoplist for 
this organ that Adlung does, differ-
ing only as follows:
1. The church is called the “Palace 

and High Collegiate Church” 
instead of the Cathedral.

2. The organist’s name is given as 
“Mr. Kleist.”

                          Brustwerk                                                              Pedal
                                        Upper Manual  1. Subbass           32��
 1. Principal of English tin 8�� 2. Principal of English tin           16��   
 2. Holzflöte 8�� 3. Quinte           12��
 3. Oktave 4�� 4. Oktave 8��
 4. Flötetraversiere 4�� 5. Gemshorn 8��
 5. Nasat 3�� 6. Oktave 4��
 6. Oktave 2�� 7. Flöte 4��
 7. Gemshorn 2�� 8. Nachthorn 2��
 8. Tertian II 9. Rauschpfeife            III
 9. Scharf            VI 10. Mixtur          VI-VII-VIII
 10. Cymbel            III 11. Posaune           32��
 11. Dulcian           16�� 12. Posaune           16��
 12. Trompete 8�� 13. Dulcian           16��
 13. Trompete 4�� 14. Trompete 8��
   15. Trompete 4��
                In addition there are:  16. Cornet 2��
         2 Tremulants                                                                     [Pedal] Ventil
         2 Cymbelsterns
        Kettledrums
There are also 12 Bellows, [each]10 feel long and 5 feet wide.

(**) Meerane*
(in Saxony)

The Organ there has 30 stops [on] 2 manuals.
It was built by the present Saxe-Gotha Ducal and Altenburg Court and State Master Or-

ganbuilder, Mr. C. E. Friderici, and his brother, completed and delivered in 1753, [and dedi-
cated on the 12th Sunday after Trinity, 1753].  Its stoplist is found in Marpurg’s Historisch-kri-

tische Beyträge, Vol. 3, p. 517.

§. 309.

Merseburg

The Organ in the Cathedral† there has 75 stops.

                       Grossmanual
 1. Rohrflöte   of metal               16�� 11. Mixtur    of tin              VI
 2. Quintatön   “     “                   16�� 12. Cymbel   “    “            III 
 3. Principal of English tin 8�� 13. Trompete or Bombart                   16��
 4. Grobgedackt       of metal 8�� 14. Trompete 8��
 5. Gemshorn             “     “          8��                  both of tin-plated iron

 6. Quinta, open        “     “          6��              Coupler to the Pedal
 7. Oktave                   “     “          4��              Ventil 
 8. Kleingedackt        “     “          4��              Cymbelstern
 9. Oktave                   “     “          2�� 
10. Sesquialtera 3����    “     “          II
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* See §. 196.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten gives 
this as “16 �;” Adlung’s “8’” seems 
inaccurate.

                         Oberwerk                                                      Brustwerk
 1. Bordun,              of wood           16�� 1. Gelindgedact, of wood 8��
 2. Rohrflöte           of metal 8�� 2. Principal of English tin 4��
 3. Violdigamba,     of tin 8�� 3. Salcional  “        “       “ 4��
 4. Principal,           of English tin 4�� 4. Nasat 3��
 5. Spielflöte                  of metal 4�� 5. Oktave 2��
 6. Nasat, stopped          “      “ 3�� 6. Terz    above 2��          [1 3/5��]
 7. Oktave                        “      “ 2��                  The 3 above are of metal

 8. Rohrflöte                   “      “                                  2��������������In place of this Terz other [sources] put

 9. Terz     above 2��       of tin   [1 3/5��]                   a Flachflöte 2�� of maple wood.

 10. Mixtur                        “   “               V-VI 7. Oktave     of tin 1��
 11. Sordino, or Vox humana 8�� 8. Mixtur     “    “            IV
           of metal                Ventil
 12. Schallmey   of tin-plated iron 4�� 
 13. Stahlspiel* 4��       
      Ventil                                         Pedal
      Coupler  1. Principalbass of English tin        16��
   2. Subbass, of wood           16��
                       Rückpositiv  3. Oktavenbass     of metal 8��
 1. Grossgedackt, of wood 8�� 4. Quintenbass      “      “ 6��
 2. Quintatön, of metal 8�� 5. Oktavenbass      “      “ 4��
 3. Principal, of English tin 4�� 6. Waldflöte           “      “ 1��
 4. Flaute douce   of maple wood 4�� 7. Mixturbass        of tin            VI
 5. Quinte, open       of metal 3�� 8. Posaunenbass, of wood             32��
 6. Spitzflöte              “     “ 2�� 9. Posaunenbass of tin-plated iron           16��
 7. Terz  above 2��     “     “          [1 3/5��] 10. Cornettin         “    “       “       “ 2��
 8. Mixtur                 of tin            IV                       Pedal Division in the Rear
 9. Fagott                  of tin-plated iron           16�� 11. Untersatz      of wood           32��
 10. Gedackt, Kammerton, of wood 8�� 12. Violonbass     “      “           16��
 11. Principaloktave, Kammerton 4�� 13. Scharfe Flöte   of tin 2��
 12. Gedackt, Kammerton 4�� 14. Rohrflöte          “    “ 1��
              The 2 above of metal  15. Trompetenbass of tin-plated iron  8��
      Coupler  16. Schallmeybass   “   “        “        “ 4��
      Ventil  17. Subbass, Kammerton of wood    8��†
       In addition there are 10 windchests and  18. Oktavenbass, Kammerton 8��
6 large bellows, of which three wind the                      of metal

manuals  and three are assigned to the pedal.                   Coupler to the front pedal                   
division.                     Ventil
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* See §. 180, “Quintviole”.

† See §. 278.

The Organ [in the] Municipal [Church] of St. Maximi in 
Merseburg has 55 stops.

                            Hauptwerk                                                    Unterwerk
 1. Rohrflöte           16�� 1. Mittelgedackt 8��
 2. Quintatön           16�� 2. Salcional 8��
 3. Principal 8�� 3. Rohrflöte 4��
 4. Gedackt 8�� 4. Rohrquinte 3��
 5. Violdigamba 8 5. Oktave 2��
 6. Gemshorn 8�� 6. Waldflöte 2��
 7. Quintflöte 6�� 7. Spitzflöte 1��
 8. Kleingedackt 4�� 8. Sifflöt 1��
 9. Quinte 3�� 9. Cymbel II
 10. Oktave 2�� 10. Kammergedackt 8��
 11. Terz  11. Kammergedackt 4��
 12. Mixtur            VI
 13. Cymbel            IV                                     Pedal
 14. Fagott           16�� 1. Principal           16��
 15. Trompete 8�� 2. Subbass           16��
    N.B. I do not know whether the Oktave 4��  3. Oktave 8��
                has been omitted in the instrument  4. Gedackterbass 8��
                itself or in this copy [of the stoplist];  5. Quintbass 6��
              

  in any event it is a major fault.
  6. Oktave 4��

   7. Spitzflöte 2��
                              Oberwerk  8. Rohrflötenbass 1��
 1. Rohrflöte 8�� 9. Mixtur            VI
 2. Quintviole* 8�� 10. Posaune           32��
 3. Principal 4�� 11. Posaune           16��
 4. Spillflöte 4�� 12. Trompetenbass 8��
 5. Flötedouce 4�� 13. Fagott 8��
 6. Quintflöte 3��
 7. Spitzflöte 2��                           Auxiliary stops
 8. Rohrflöte 2��                 Ventil for the Hauptwerk
 9. Sesquialtera 2��                 Ventil for the Unterwerk
           This must either be the Terz above 2��, or                  Ventil for the Pedal
              else “Foot” and “Ranks” must have been                  Ventil for the Oberwerk
              confused one for the other.                  Coupler for all 3 manuals
 10. Mixtur                  Tremulant
 11. Sordino 8��                  Cymbelstern
 12. Schallmey 4��       There are 5 bellows.  There was once a
 13. Gedackt, Kammerton 8��       chamber pitch coupler, but it has been
         removed.†

I have inserted the stoplist here just as it was given to me by Mr. Gneust, who was organ-
ist there in 1752.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

(**) Mertschütz* [Mierczyce, Poland]

(in the Principality of Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland])

The organ there has 23 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 64.

(**) Metzibohr† [Medzibrodzie(?), Poland]

The organ there has 19 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 65.

(**) Militsch‡ [Milicz, Poland]

The organ in the Lutheran Church there has 17 stops, 1 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten], p. 65.

Mühlberg
(a village near Erfurt)

The Organ there has 25 stops.

               Hauptwerk                           Rückpositiv                                Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Oktave 8��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Hohlflöte 4��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Gemshorn 4�� 4. Posaune           16��
 5. Gemshorn 8�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Spitzflöte 2�� 
 7. Quinte 3�� 7. Quinte                      1 ½ �               Auxiliary stops
 8. Oktave 2�� 8. Mixtur                      III          Manual coupler
 9. Sesquialtera             Pedal Coupler
 10. Mixtur                   IV                                                          Cymbelstern
 11. Cymbel                 III                                                          Tremulant
 12. Trompete 8��           Bellows signal bell
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* J. L. Albrecht added this stoplist to 
the Mmo (as indicated in a note at 
the end of the entry) in order to 
correct the stoplist printed in Mat-
theson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
192–93.

† “ist schief gedeckt”; see §. 146, 
“Flute douce”, note 37 [Albrecht].

Subsequently Mr. Volkland, who built the instrument itself in 1729, added a 16�� Violon-
bass in the pedal for 48 Reichsthaler.

He furthermore added a Glockenspiel with 25 bells for 65 Reichsthaler and a [Cymbel]
stern with 4 bells for 4 Reichsthaler.

Mühlhausen

The Organ in the Primary Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary*
in the Upper City at Mühlhausen in Thuringia has 43 stops.

                         Hauptwerk                                                  Oberwerk
                                   (the middle manual)                                                                 (The uppermost manual)

                It is of wide scale and a truly majestic sound.                           It is of narrow scale and penetrating voicing.

 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Rohrflöte of metal 8��
 2. Rohrflöte           16�� 2. Principal, of tin in the façade 4��
 3. Principal 8�� 3. Spitzflöte of metal 4��
                 of English tin in the façade  4. Salicet       “   “       4��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 5. Flöte douce 4��
 5. Gedackt 8��                 of wood, with stoppers at an angle†

 6. Gemshorn 8�� 6. Stopped Italian Quinte 3��
 7. Oktave 4�� 7. Oktave          4��[2��?]
 8. Kleingedackt 4�� 8. Terz     above  2�� [i.e., 1 3/5�� ]
 9. Quinte, open            2 2/3 � 9. Cymbel            III
 10. Oktave 2�� 10. Sordino or muted Trumpet,
 11. Waldflöte 2��                 full-compass
 12. Mixtur         2��         VI                          these 5 of metal

 13. Scharfe Cymbel             III                Ventil
                these 10 of metal 
 14. Basson, full compass           16��    
 15. Trompete of metal 8�� 
        Ventil 
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59) This stoplist is not to be found in the manuscript of the late author [Adlung]; it only refers us to the 
stoplist of this organ* to be found in Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt.  As has already been mentioned 
several times above, however, that [stoplist] is totally incorrect.† For this reason I have decided to 
insert the accurate stoplist here, so that by comparing it with the former the true may all the more 
easily be distinguished from the false.  [Albrecht]

* See “Stoplists.”

† See the following: note 33, §. 134; 
note 35, §. 141; note 36, §. 145; note 
38, §. 150; note 39, §. 159.  Albrecht 
is the author of all these notes.

                          Rückpositiv                                                       Pedal
                             (The lowest manual)                                          Is of very wide scale, and has a penetrating

                       It is of rather wide scale and sounds                                         force, and beautiful reed stops.

                                   incisive and delicate.  1. Principal of tin in the façade                16��
 1. Quintatön 8�� 2. Untersatz, of wood          16��
 2. Bordun 8�� 3. Oktave, of metal 8��
 3. Principal of tin in the façade 4�� 4. Gemsquinta              above 8��     [i.e., 6�� ]
 4. Spitzflöte 2�� 5. Oktave 4��
 5. Sesquialter, with Quinte 3�� and  6. Spitzflöte 2��
            Terz above 2�� [i.e., 1 3/5 � ] II 7. Rohrflöte 1��
 6. Mixtur            III 8. Mixtur                      3��         VI
                these 6 [?] stops of metal                                                        the above 4 of metal

      Ventil  9. Posaune, full compass           32��
            The stopknobs are on the main case with  10. Posaune           16��   
                 the others, close at hand for the organist.                                        both of wood

    N.B. the wide keys of all 3 manuals are of   12. Cornettin 2��
              genuine ebony, while the narrow keys are                            both of tin-plated iron

              faced with ivory.                                                                Ventil
       [The manual] compass is C D D# to b�� c���                               Compass from C D D# to c� c#� d�

      In addition there are the following 

                  Auxiliary Stops
A coupler from the Hauptwerk to the Pedal
A coupler from the Rückpositiv to the Hauptwerk
Two shove[-handles] that serve to couple the Ober-

werk to the Hauptwerk
Two couplers to shift the entire instrument into cham-

ber pitch, one by a whole step and one by a half step
Two Tremulants, one slower and one more rapid
A Cymbelstern with 4 bells, c�� e�� g�� c���

A total of 54 stopknobs
There are further 6 very large bellows, of which 3 are assigned to the manuals and 3 to the pedal.

This instrument was built from the year 1734 until 1738 by Mr. Joh. Friedrich Wender, 
organbuilder in Mühlhausen, in company with his son, Christian Friedrich Wender.  The 8� � 
Principal on the primary manual was retained from the previous old organ, which had been 
struck by lightning.  The entire Rückpositiv was also kept, as well as a few other stops.59) 
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60) The late author [Adlung] had in his manuscript a very incorrect stoplist of this organ, in place of 
which I am including the correct one here.  This instrument is shortly to undergo a new repair; there 
will be a report elsewhere on the changes that will come about as a result.†  (Albrecht)

* J. S. Bach served as organist of this 
church from July 1707 through 
June 1708, and in 1708 initiated a 
renovation of the organ.  His mem-
orandum describing the changes 
to be undertaken may be found 
in Bach-Dokumente I, pp. 152 f. 
(translation: David & Mendel, 
rev. Wolff, The Bach Reader.  New 
York: W. W. Norton [c. 1998]), 
pp. 55–6).  Although we cannot be 
certain (since Bach gives his de-
sired changes but not the entire 
stoplist), the stoplist as it stands 
here seems to reflect the state of 
the organ after Bach’s suggested 
renovation.  It is evident, however, 
(presuming that the stoplist here 
is accurate) that not all the im-
provements Bach suggested were 
in fact carried out: Albrecht lists 
no Glockenspiel, and the Quinte 
in the Brustwerk is 1 1/2� instead 
of 3�.  Furthermore, Albrecht’s re-
marks in Chapter 7, note 42 (§. 
176, “Posaune”) reveal that the 
alterations specified to give the 
Posaune greater gravity were never 
carried out.

 The renovation that Albrecht 
describes here seems to be a later 
one than that requested by Bach, 
since none of the new stops corre-
spond to those that Bach calls for.

† Albrecht is unclear whether such a 
report (on yet another renovation) 
will be given in another publication 
or elsewhere in this volume; at any 
rate, there is none in the Mmo.

The Organ in the Primary Church of St. Blasius in the
Lower City at Mühlhausen in Thuringia had 38 stops 

before it was renovated.* 

                  Ober- and Hauptwerk                                     Brustwerk
                             (The middle manual)                                                                (The upper manual)

 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Stillgedackt 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flöte 4��
 3. Violdigamba 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Oktave 4�� 4. Terz            1 3/5 �
 5. Gedackt 4�� 5. Quinte            1 ½ �
 6. Quinte 3�� 6. Mixtur            III
 7. Oktave 2�� 7. Schallmey 8��
 8. Sesquialtera II
 9. Mixtur            IV                                Pedal chest
 10. Cymbel II 1. Untersatz           32��
 11. Fagott, from C to c[��?]           16�� 2. Principal           16��
   3. Subbass           16��
                          Rückpositiv  4. Oktave 8��
                        (The lowest manual)  5. Oktave 4��
 1. Gedackt 8�� 6. Rohrflötenbass 1��
 2. Quintatön 8�� 7. Mixtur            IV
 3. Principal 4�� 8. Posaune           16��
 4. Salcional 4�� 9. Trompete 8��
 5. Oktave 2�� 10. Cornetbass 2��
 6. Spitzflöte 2��
 7. Quintflöte    [2 2/3�?; 1 1/3�?]
 8. Sesquialtera
 9. Cymbel            III
       (The stopknobs for this [division]
           are behind the organist’s back)

Following the renovation were added:

             (a) in the Hauptwerk                                  
 1. Bordun 8�� 
 2. Gemshorn 8�� 
 3. Flötetraverse 8�� 
    and instead of 
          Mixtur IV and 
          Cymbel II [on the Hauptwerk], 
   now there is 
          Mixtur VI and 
          Cymbel IV

            (b) in the Pedal
 1. Contrabass, open           16���
 2. Violon           16��

                       Auxiliary stops
A Brustwerk Coupler
A Rückpositiv Coupler
A Coupler from the Hauptwerk to 

the Pedal
A Tremulant common to all 3 

manuals
Cymbelstern
Kettledrum
Bellows signal

In addition there are 6 large bellows,  
2 for the Pedal and 4 for the manuals.

The manuals have 50 keys, 
                 C D D# to c#��� d���
The Pedal [has] 26 [keys], namely  

                       C D D# to c#� d��������������60)
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this stoplist to the Mmo.

† In §. 190 (“Sesquialtera”) Adlung 
mentions that some organbuild-
ers call the Terz a Sesquialtera; he 
specifically states that “Sesquial-
tera 1 1/5 �” is an incorrect way of 
writing “Terz 1 3/5 �.”

(**) Münsterberg* [Ziebice, Poland]

The organ in the Parish Church there has 25 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 66.

§. 310.

Naumburg

The previous Organ at St. Wenceslaus there had 43 stops.

                          Hauptwerk                                                    Brustwerk
 1. Principal of tin in the façade           16�� 1. Gedackt 8��
 2. Quintatön           16�� 2. Quintatön 8��
 3. Grossoktave 8�� 3. Principal 4��
 4. Grobgedackt 8�� 4. Kleingedackt 4��
 5. Spielflöte 8�� 5. Quinte 3��
 6. Violdigamba 8�� 6. Oktave 2��
 7. Oktave 4�� 7. Sesquialtera            1 1/5�
 8. Quinte 3�� 8. Schallmey 4��
 9. Oktave 2�� 
 10. Sesquialtera            1 1/5�                                    Pedal
        N.B. This is nothing other than a Terz above   1. Untersatz           32��
                     2��.  It is usually labelled 1 3/5�; I am only   2. Principal of tin in the façade           16��
                     reproducing the information I was given,   3. Oktave 8��
                     

without inquiring how it might most
   4. Superoktave 4��

                    
 properly be written.†

  5. Waldflöte 2��
 11. Rauschpfeife            III 6. Mixtur            IV
 12. Mixtur X 7. Posaune           16��
 13. Fagott           16�� 8. Trompete 8��
 14. Trompete 8�� 9. Schallmey 4��
   10. A reed stop, whose name, however,
                            Rückpositiv                                               the organist did not report to me.
 1. Principal 8�� 
 2. Hohlflöte 8��                           Auxiliary stops
 3. Quintatön 8��                   Cymbelstern
 4. Flöte douce 8��                   Rückpositiv/Pedal Coupler
 5. Gemshorn 8��                   Birdsong
 6. Oktave 4��                   Tremulant
 7. Quinte 3�� 
 8. Superoktave 2�� 
 9. Waldflöte 2�� 
 10. Sesquialtera            1 1/5 �
        (See what is said at no. 10 above about this stop.)

 11. Mixtur            IV
 12. Bombard 8��

The keyboards were of wood, and the sound was not all that impressive.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten has 
the same stoplist on p. 67.

† Hildebrandt began his career as an 
apprentice to Gottfried Silber-
mann.  Silbermann and J.S. Bach 
inspected this instrument in 1746; 
their report may be found in Bach-

Dokumente I, pp. 170f. (transla-
tion: David & Mendel, rev. Wolff, 
The New Bach Reader.  New 
York: W.W. Norton [c.1998]), pp. 
221-2).

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten omits 
this stop.

Mr. Tayssner, an organbuilder in Merseburg, built the instrument in the year 1700.  
It had 4 bellows, 2 for the manuals and 2 for the pedal. All 4 of them were worthless, how-
ever, since they did not hold any wind.  This instrument cost 8,000 Reichsthaler, or accord-
ing to others’ calculations, 10,000 Reichsthaler, yet it was not a quarter as good as the organ 
in the Stadtkirche at Jena that cost only 2,500 Reichsthaler. Therefore this organ at Naum-
burg lasted no longer than 1743 before being totally recast in an entirely different form by Mr. 
Zacharias Hildebrandt.  Nothing could be used from [the old organ] except the case. 

The present organ at St. Wenceslaus* in Naumburg,
as it has been fundamentally improved by the abovementioned Mr. Zacharias Hildebrandt,† 
has 52 stops, as indicated by the following stoplist:

                    In the Hauptwerk                                         In the Oberwerk
 1. Principal           16�� 1. Bordun           16��
              of English tin, brightly polished                                                   the lower octaves of wood, the 

 2. Quintatön of metal  16����������������rest of metal

 3. Oktave of metal 8�� 2. Principal of English tin 8��
 4. Spitzflöte of metal 8�� 3. Unda Maris‡ from a to c��� 8��
 5. Gedackt of metal 8��                  of tin; it is only one rank

 6. Oktave of tin 4�� 4. Hohlflöte, of metal 8��
 7. Spitzflöte of metal 4�� 5. Prästant of tin 4��
 8. Quinte of tin 3�� 6. Gemshorn of metal 4��
 9. Oktave of tin 2�� 7. Quinte of tin 3��
 10. Weitpfeife of tin 2�� 8. Oktave of tin 2��
 11. Sesquialtera of tin               III 9. Waldflöte  of metal 2��
 12. Cornet of tin            IV 10. Terz of tin            1 1/5�[sic]

 13. Mixtur of tin          VI-VII-VIII 11. Quinte of tin            1 ½��
 14. Bombart           16�� 12. Sifflöte of tin 1��
              the lower octaves [?] of wood, and  13. Scharf of tin V
                 the other 3 of metal  14. Vox humana 8��
 15. Trompete 8��                   full-compass; partly fashioned
              of tin; the shallots are of brass,                                                              of tin, partly of brass

                  the boots and blocks of metal
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten adds: 
“The name of the organist is Alt-
nicol [ J. S. Bach’s student and 
son-in-law].”

                   In the Rückpositiv                                           In the Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principalbass           16��
               of English tin in the façade                                                  of English tin in the façade, brightly polished

 2. Quintatön of metal 8�� 2. Violonbass of wood           16��
 3. Violdigamba of tin 8�� 3. Subbass of wood           16��
 4. Rohrflöte of metal 8�� 4. Oktave of tin in the façade 8��
 5. Prästant of tin 4�� 5. Violon, of metal 8��
 6. Fugara of tin 4�� 6. Oktave of tin 4��
 7. Rohrflöte of metal 4�� 7. Nachthorn of metal 2��
 8. Nasat of metal 3�� 8. Mixtur           VII
 9. Oktave of tin 2�� 9. Posaunenbass           32��
 10. Rauschpfeife of tin                                                              the resonators of wood

 11. Cymbel of tin V 10. Pasaunbass           16��
 12. Fagott           16��                  the resonators of wood

          its resonators are of metal,  11. Trompete of tin 8��
               and the shallots and reeds   12. Clarino of tin 4��

               
are of metal and brass  

                                                             Auxiliary stops
                    Tremulant for the Rückpositiv
                    4 Ventils
                                                                                                 Cymbelstern

There are 7 bellows, four for the manuals with 36 degrees of wind, and 3 for the Pedal with 
40 degress of wind.  Each one is 10 feet long and 5 feet wide.

This instrument cost 10,000 Reichsthaler, not counting the repairs at 2,500 Reichsthaler.
The manuals extend up to e[ ��� ], and the Pedal up to e[�� ].
It is a successful instrument, whose beautiful tone can scarcely find an equal.*

§. 311.

The Organ in the Cathedral at Naumburg has 21 stops.
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* Adlung, Mmo I, p. 265.

† See §. 190.

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

                 Hauptwerk                         Rückpositiv                                 Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Grobgedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Hohlflöte                [8��?] 2. Principal 4�� 2. Bauerflöte 1��
 3. Oktave 4�� 3. Kleingedackt 4�� 3. Posaunenbass 8��
 4. Quinte 3�� 4. Sedecima 2��
 5. Oktave 2�� 5. Spitzflöte 2��     In addition there are:
 6. Mixtur X 6. Waldflöte 2�� 3 Cymbelsterns, each of
             this sounds very beautiful  7. Quinte                      1 ½�                 which has 3 bells
 7. Cymbel                    III   8. Quintez                    III          Ventil
 8. Regal 8�� 9. Dulcian 8��          Birdsong
   10. Singendregal 8�� 2 Tremulants, one with a
                                                                                                                                  bobbing rod, the other
      This instrument is old, yet it is voiced                                                        without
very beautifully.                                                                                           A coupler [that shifts the
                                                                                                                         organ into] chamber pitch

§. 312.

The Organ at St. Ottmari* in Naumburg has 18 stops.

                Hauptwerk                             Positiv                                      Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
      stands inside [the case]   2. Quintatön 8��
 2. Solacinal 8�� 3. Principal 4��             Auxiliary stops
      I presume that this is                                 also stands inside [the case]                   Pedal Coupler
       supposed to be “Salcional”  4. Quinte 3��                Manual Coupler
 3. Oktave 4�� 5. Oktave 2��                [Cymbel]stern
 4. Quinte 3�� 6. Waldflöte 2��                Birdsong
 5. Nasat 3�� 7. Rauschquinte                                    Bellows signal bell
 6. Oktave 2�� 8. Sesquialtera            1 1/5� 
 7. Sesquialtera             1 1/5�† 
 8. Mixtur                     IV
 9. Trompete 8��

This instrument was built around the beginning of this century [i.e. 1700] by two Cath-
olic monks; for no good reason it was constructed in a very crowded fashion, even though there 
was room enough there to spread it out.

(**) Neissa‡ [Nysa, Poland]

The old organ at St. Jacobi there had  36 stops,  3 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 68.
The small organ in the same church there has 18 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] 

p. 69.
The organ at the Franciscan [Church] there has 18 stops, 2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] 

p. 69.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

¶ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

|| See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

** See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

†† See “Stoplists.”

‡‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

(**) Neumarkt* [Sroda Slaska, Poland]

The organ in the Protestant Church there has 25 stops, 2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] 
p. 70.

(**) Nimtsch† [Niemcza, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 20 stops, 2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 71.

 (**) Oels‡ [Olesnica, Poland]

The organ in the Palace Church there has 25 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 
7[1].

(**) Klein-Oels§ [Olesnica Mala, Poland]
(in the Principality of Brieg [Brzeg, Poland])

The organ there has 16 stops, 2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 72.

(**) Ohlau¶ [Olawa, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 22 stops, 2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 73.

Ollendorf
is a village near Erfurt where Mr. Volkland built a beautiful new 2-manual instrument 

about 40 years ago; however, I have lost its stoplist.

(**) Ollmütz|| [Olomouc, Czech Republic]

The organ at St. Mauritius there has 44 stops, 3 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 74.
The organ in the Monastery on the Holy Mountain there has 31 stops, 3 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 75.

 (**) Oschatz**
The organ at St. Egidius there has 31 stops, 2 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 76.

Otterndorf ††

(in Land Hadeln)

Mattheson describes the organ there, with 31 stops and 3 manuals, [Appendix to Niedt], 
p. 193.

(**) Paschkerwitz‡‡ [Pasikurowice, Poland]
(in the Principality of Oels [Olesnica, Poland])

The organ there has 14 stops, 1 manual.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 105.
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* i.e., by means of a “Windkoppel”; 
see §. 269.

† See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

(**) Ponitz
(a village in the Principality of Altenburg)

The Organ there has 27 stops.

               Hauptwerk                              Oberwerk                                Pedal
              of sonorous scale                                of gentle scale                      of strong and penetrating
 1. Bordun                      16�� 1. Principal   8��                           scale
          1 ½  octaves of wood, the rest                 of English tin  1. Principalbass           16��
            of metal; feet, lips  2. Gedackt 8��                of wood

           (Mundstücke) and languids                   the lowest octave of wood,  2. Octavenbass 8��
           

of tin
                                                      the rest of metal                 of wood

 2. Principal 8�� 3. Quintatön 8�� 3. Posaunenbass         16��
          of English tin    4. Octave of English tin 4��                the resonators of wood,

 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 5. Rohrflöte of metal 4��                   the shallots of metal

           the lowest octave of wood,   6. Nasat 3��       The Hauptwerk is playable
             the other 3 of metal  7. Octave 2����������� in the Pedal by means of
 4. Viola da Gamba 8�� 8. Gemshorn 2��           separate ventils*
           of English tin  9. Quinte                     1 ½ �
 5. Octave of English tin 4�� 10. Sifflet 1��                Auxiliary stops
          the lowest octave highly  11. Sesquialtera                                  Tremulant for the whole
             polished and in the façade  12. Cimbel II                instrument
             with [the 8�� Principal]  13. Vox humana 8��            Schwebung  
 6. Spitzflöte 4��                                                                         for the Vox humana
 7. Quinte 3��                                                                   Bellows signal bell
 8. Octave 2��
 9. Terze  above  2��    [1 3/5�]
 10. Cornet                   III
       half-compass

 11. Mixtur       1 ½ �       IV
       the above 6 of English tin

Mr. Gottfried Silbermann built this instrument between the years 1735–1737, at the be-
hest and expense of the then-church patron and lord of the manor in the said village of Ponitz, 
that is, the Lord Karl August von der Planitz, and two ladies from this same noble family.  It 
cost 1,100 Reichsthaler.

(**) Posen† [Poznan, Poland]

The organ in the Cistercian Monastery there has 35 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] 
p. 77.

(**) Potsdam‡

The organ in the Garnisonkirche there has 42 stops, 3 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 
78.

The organ at St. Nicholas there has 23 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 79.
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* See “Stoplists.”

† i.e., the Tyn Church; see “Sto-
plists”.  J. F. Agricola added this 
stoplist to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists”.  J. F. Agricola 
added this stoplist to the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists”.  J. F. Agricola added 
this stoplist to the Mmo.

Prague
Mattheson likewise describes the organ at St. Dominicus* in Prague, [Appendix to 

Niedt], p. 194.  It has 71 stops and 4 manuals, all of which may be coupled together.

(**) 1) The organ at U[nsrer] L[ieben] F[rauen]† there has 28 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 80.
2) The organ at the Franciscan Monastery‡ in the old city has 35 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] 

e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 80.
3) The Organ in St. Mary Loreto§ in the Hradcany has 18 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 81.

Pulsnitz
(in the Oberlausitz)

The Organ in the church there has 21 stops.

               Oberwerk                              Rückpositiv                              Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Quintatön 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Hohlflöte 8��            (The sermon reads “7”)  2. Oktavenbass 8��
 3. Flachflöte 8�� 2. Principal 4��              (The sermon reads “7”)
 4. Oktave 4�� 3. Süss- or Hohlflöte 4�� 3. Plochflöte 2��
 5. Quinte 3��            (The sermon reads “8”)  4. Rauschflöte [?]  II
 6. Superoktave 2�� 4. Waldflöte 4�� 5. Dulcian           16��
 7. Mixtur             3 and 4�� 5. Superoktave 2�� 6. Posaune 8��
        N.B. This probably ought  6. Sesquialtera
                 to read “III-IV”  7. Krumhorn 8��         In addition there are:
 8. Trompete 8��                                                                    Tremulant

 Cymbelstern
 Birdsong
 Drum

All [the pipes] are of metal except the Süss- or Hohlflöte on the Rückpositiv, which is of 
oak, and one Oktave of the Subbass, which is of pine.

Mr. Johann Just[us] Sieburg, a citizen and organbuilder of Mühlhausen in Thuringia, 
built it between Advent 1668 and about Lent of 1669.

It has 4 large bellows.
This is how it is described by Mr. Christian Ehrenhausen, M.A., the Dean there, in his 

Organographia, d.i. Orgelpredigt über den 150 Psalm, which was published at Erfurt by Adol-
arid Schildknecht and Carl Christian Kirch, with Paul Michael’s late heirs, in folio on six 
signatures.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.(**) Reichenbach* [Dzierzoniów, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 22 stops, 3 manuals.  S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 82.

§. 313

Reval [Talinn, Estonia]
(in Estonia)

Several years ago the following instrument is reported to have been built there and to 
have turned out beautifully, although it is possible that something in the stoplist may have been 
altered, since it was received here before the contract was signed.  It is reported to have 3 manu-
als and 60 stops, according to the following stoplist:

               Hauptwerk                             Oberwerk                                   Brust
 1. Principal                 16�� 1. Bordun                   16��  1. Principal 8��
          of English tin  2. Principal 8�� 2. Rohrflöte 8��
 2. Quintatön               16��   3. Flöte douce 8�� 3. Holzflöte
 3. Oktave 8�� 4. Quintatön 8��                or Gemshorn 8��
 4. Querflöte 8�� 5. Salcional 8�� 4. Gemshorn 4��
 5. Spitzflöte 8�� 6. Oktave 4�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Gedackt 8�� 7. Nachthorn 4�� 6. Oktave 2��
 7. Quinte 6�� 8. Gemshorn 4�� 7. Gemshorn 2��
 8. Oktave 4�� 9. Hohlflöte 2�� 8. Flöte 1��
 9. Rohrflöte 4�� 9. Hohlflöte 2�� 9. Mixtur           IV-V-VI
 10. Spitzflöte 4�� 10. Waldflöte 2�� 10. Dulcian                 16��
 11. Gedackt 4�� 11. Quintflöte             1 ½ �� 11. Ranket 8��
 12. Quinte 3�� 12. Waldflöte 1�� 
 13. Oktave 2�� 13. Sesquialtera II
 14. Terz                      1 3/5�� 14. Scharp              V-VI
 15. Sifflöt 1�� 15. Vox humana 8��
 16. Mixtur   VI-VII-VIII 
 17. Cymbel                 III 
 18. Trommet              16�� 
 19. Trommet 8��
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* See “Stoplists.”

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ J. F. Agricola added this stoplist to 
the Mmo.

                             Pedal
1. Untersatz           32�� 11. Posaune           32��
2. Principal           16�� 12. Posaune           16��
3. Subbass           16�� 13. Trommet 8��
4. Oktave 8�� 14. Schallmey 4��
5. Gemshorn 8�� 15. Cornet 2��
6. Rohrflöte 8��
7. Oktave 4��                       Furthermore:
8. Flöte 4��     13 sections of windchest
9. Nachthorn 4��         7 bellows, [each] 12 feet long and
10. Mixtur           VI-VII-VIII-IX-X                6 feet wide.

The building supervisors chose to procure the materials.  The compensation was reported 
to be 1,684 Reichsthalers, not counting the organbuilder’s travelling expenses.

Riddagshausen*
The stoplist of the organ in the monastery there is found in Praetorius, [Syntagma musi-

cum II], pp. 199f.

[Riechenberg†

Stoplist of the…Organ in the Collegiate Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary…]

[Ringelheim‡

Stoplist of the Organ in the…Collegiate Monastery at Ringelheim…]

(**) Rötha§

(near Leipzig)

The Organ in St. George’s Church there has 23 stops.

                Hauptwerk                           Oberwerk                                  Pedal
 1. Bordun                   16��� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Principalbass          16��
           1 ½  octaves of wood, the                       the lowest octave of wood,  2. Posaune                  16��
              remainder of metal                              the remainder of metal                 both of wood

 2. Principal             4���[8��] 2. Quintatön, of tin 8�� 3. Trompete, of tin 8��
           of English tin, highly  3. Principal 4��
               polished                                           of English tin                                 In addition there is:
 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 4. Rohrflöte 4��               1 Tremulant
         of metal  5. Nasat 3��
 4. Octave 4��              both of metal                                   The instrument has 
 5. Spitzflöte 4�� 6. Octave 2��                  3 bellows
 6. Quinte 3�� 7. Terze                      [1 3/5��]
 7. Octave 2�� 8. Quinte                      1 ½ ��
 8. Cornet half-compass     III   9. Sifflet 1��
 9. Mixtur       1 ½�         III  10. Mixtur                  III
 10. Cimbel      1��          II        these 5 [stops] of tin

          these 7 [stops] of tin

 Mr. Gottfried Silbermann built it in 1721.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

|| See “Stoplists.”

** See “Stoplists.”

 (**) Rohnstock* [Roztoka, Poland]

The organ in the Lutheran Church there has 17 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 105.

Rostock
Mattheson has described the organ at St. Nikolai† there [in his Appendix to Niedt], p. 

195. It has 42 stops and 3 manuals.
In his Organographia [in Syntagma musicum], Vol. II, page 163, Praetorius has also de-

scribed an organ‡ at Rostock with 39 stops and 3 manuals; but he does not report in which 
church it stands.

Rudelstadt
Mattheson describes the organ in the city [church]§ there [in his Appendix to Niedt], p. 

195.  It has 26 stops and 2 manuals.

(**) Salpke¶

(near Magdeburg)

The organ there has 23 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 82.

Salzburg
The Organ in the high princely cathedral church|| there has 3 manuals and 42 stops.  

Joh[ann] Baptist Samber, M.A., has described it in detail on p. 155 of his Continuation der 

Handleitung zur edlen Schlagkunst, which was printed in the year 1707.

Schöningen**
Praetorius has recorded the organ of 20 stops in the palace chapel there in [Syntagma 

musicum II], p. 189f.  Take note of several curiosities in it.

§. 314.

Schwarzburg

The Organ there has 18 stops.
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* See “Stoplists” for the three organs 
listed here. J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ Mmo mistakenly prints “189.

¶ See “Stoplists.”

|| See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

** See “Stoplists.”

               Hauptwerk                              Positiv                                        Pedal
 1. Quintatön               16��� 1. Quintatön 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Oktave 8��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Rohrflöte 4�� 3. Flötenbass 2��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Spitzflöte 2�� 4. Posaune           16��
 5. Oktave 4�� 5. Sesquialtera      1 3/5� II          
 6. Quinte 3��                                                                        [Cymbel]stern
 7. Oktave 2��                                                                         4 Bellows
 8. Mixtur          2��        III       
 9. Cymbel         1�� II       

Mr. Johann George Finke of Saalfeld built it in 1713 for 400 Reichsthaler, but the mate-
rials for it were provided for him; something about this reported in §. 325 below.

(**) Schweidnitz* [Swidnica, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 45 stops, 3 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 83.
The organ in the Lutheran Church has 35 stops, 3 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 84.
The organ in the Dominican Monastery there has 40 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 85.

Sendomir† [Sandomierz, Poland]

Mattheson, l.c., p. 196, should be consulted concerning the organ there, in particular 
with regard to the unusual stop names.  It has 51 stops and 3 manuals.

Sondershausen
In Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum] Vol. II, Organographia, p. 197, there is a stoplist for 

an organ‡ at Sondershausen of 36 stops and 3 manuals; but he does not report whether it stands 
in the city church or the castle church.  On the following p. 198,§ note also a curious little in-
strument¶ with 2 manuals and pedal that he likewise encountered at Sondershausen.

(**) Sprottau|| [Szprotawa, Poland]

The organ in the Lutheran Church there has 40 stops, 3 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 
86.

Stade**
Mattheson describes the organ at St. Cosmi there, [Appendix to Niedt] p. 197.  It has 43 

stops and 3 manuals.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡ In the course of describing the or-
gan that the organbuilder Hans 
Scherer built at Bernau in the 
Mark [Brandenburg] in 1576, 
Praetorius mentions that Scherer 
likewise built an organ for the 
Lieb frauenkirche at Stendal in 
1580.

§ See “Stoplists.”

¶ See “Stoplists.”

(**) Stargard* [Stargard Szczecinski, Poland]

The organ in the Reformed Church there has 19 stops, 1 manual. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 87.

(**) Steinau† [Scinawa, Poland]
(on the Oder)

The organ there has 14 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 87.

Stendal
Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum II ] p. 176, mentions the organ at the Liebfrauenkirche there.‡

Stockholm§

Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt] p. 198 has likewise described the organ there with 3 
manuals and 45 stops.

Stolpe¶ [Slupsk, Poland]
(in Pomerania)

Mattheson [Appendix to Niedt] p. 199 likewise describes the organ in the parish church 
there.  It has 2 manuals and 26 stops.

Stotternheim
(a village near Erfurt)

The Organ in the church there has 28 stops.

               Hauptwerk                            Brustwerk                                  Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Grobgedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Gemshorn 8��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Gedackt 4�� 4. Posaune           16��
 5. Rohrquinte 6�� 5. Quinte 3�� 5. Cornet 2��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Oktave 2��     
 7. Hohlflöte 4�� 7. Terz                         1 3/5 �            Tremulant
 8. Flöte douce 4�� 8. Mixtur                      III            Coupler     
 9. Gemshorn 4��                                                                    [Cymbel]stern
 10. Quinte 3��                                                                   5 Bellows
 11. Oktave 2�� 
 12. Quinte                    1 ½��
 13. Mixtur                   VI
 14. Cymbel                  III
 15. Trompet 8�� 

Mr. Weise from Arnstadt built it around 1720.
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* See “Stoplists” for the three organs 
reported below.

† See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists” for the two organs 
listed here.  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

¶ See “Stoplists” for the two organs 
listed here.

Stralsund*
Two beautiful organs are located there, i.e.,

a) at St. Nikolai, which has 3 manuals and 43 stops, and
b) in St. Johannis Monastery: this one has 2 manuals and 20 stops.

Mattheson describes both, [Appendix to Niedt], p. 200 & 201.
In his [Syntagma musicum] II, [De] Organographia, p. 167-68, Praetorius also speaks 

about an organ in Stralsund, which likewise has 43 stops, just like the previously cited organ at 
St. Nikolai, and is very similar to the latter organ in many particulars; but he does not mention 
the church in which it stands.

(**) Strehlen† [Strzelin, Poland]

The organ in the parish church there has 25 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 88.

(**) Striegau‡ [Strzegom, Poland]

The organ in the Carmelite [monastery] there has 28 stops, 3 manuals. S[ammlung] 

e[iniger] N[achrichten] p. 89.
The organ in the Lutheran Church there has 28 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten] p. 89.

(**) Teschen§ (Tetschen? = Decin, Czech Republic]

The organ in the Lutheran Church there has 24 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten], p. 90.

Thoren¶ [Torun, Poland]

Mattheson (Appendix to Niedt) describes two organs located there, i.e.
   a) in the Marienkirche, with 33 stops and 2 manuals, p. 201, and
   b) in the Neustadt [Church], with 23 stops and 2 manuals, p. 202.
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* See “Stoplists.”

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 180-81 (Adlung’s “p. 280” is a 
misprint).

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Supplement to Chapter 10,” 
pp. 287-91.

¶ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
91.  Adlung added this entry to the 
Mmo.

|| Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
92.  Adlung added this entry to 
the Mmo.

Tilse* [Sovetsk, Kaliningrad Oblast]
(in Prussian Brandenburg)

Mattheson likewise describes the organ there [Appendix to Niedt] p. 202.  It is an instru-
ment of 35 stops and 2 manuals.

Torgau
Consult Praetorius [Syntagma musicum II] p. 280† regarding the organ‡ there.

Töttleben
(a village near Erfurt)

The Organ there has 14 stops.

                 Hauptwerk                            Positiv                                       Pedal
 1. Quintatön 8�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 4�� 2. Violdigamba 8�� 2. Oktave 8��
 3. Nachthorn 4�� 3. Gemshorn 4�� 3. Posaune           16��
 4. Quinte 3�� 4. Spitzflöte 2��
 5. Oktave 2��
 6. Tertian II
 7. Mixtur                     IV

[Tours§]

(**) Trebnitz¶ [Trzebnica, Poland]
(in the Principality of Oels [Olesnica, Poland])

The organ in the Lutheran church there has 20 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten], p. 91.

 (**) Troppau|| [Opava, Czech Republic]

The organ in the parish church there has 27 stops, 2 manuals. S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], 
p. 92.

Udestädt
(a village near Erfurt)

The Organ there has 25 stops.
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* Bernhard Schmid of Strassburg, 
Wilhelm Endlen of Nuremberg, 
and Paul Böllner of Freising.

† a unit of liquid measurement, appar-
ently between 1½ and 2 modern li-
ters; see also §. 326 and the relevant 
accompanying footnote.

‡ As is often the case, Adlung is para-
phrasing and summarizing his 
source’s (in this instance, Elias 
Frick’s) report; thus it was not to 
Adlung that Schneider gave the 
stoplist, but rather to Frick, who 
included it in his book (whence Ad-
lung copied it).

           Hauptmanual                          Brust[werk]                                 Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Duiflöte 8��
 3. Violdigamba 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Bauerflöte 1��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Oktave 2�� 4. Posaune           16��
 5. Quinte 6�� 5. Quinte                      1 ½ �� 5. Cornet 2��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Sesquialtera II                 Tremulant
 7. Nachthorn 4�� 7. Scharp                     III                  Cymbelstern
 8. Quinte 3��                                                                   Coupler
 9. Oktave 2��                                                                   5 Bellows
 10. Spitzflöte 2��       
 11. Mixtur                   VI
 12. Cymbel                 III   
 13. Trompete 8��

It was built in the year 1710 by Mr. Sterzing.

Ulm
In his Beschreibung des Münsters (1731, in quarto) [, pp. 55f.], Elias Frick has described 

the organ in the Minster at Ulm as it stood in that year.  It was begun in 1576 by Caspar Sturm, 
born in Schneeberg in Bavaria, the Electoral Bavarian Organbuilder and Examiner at Munich, 
and completed in 2 years.  The examiners are also recorded [in Frick’s book*].  In the year 
1595 a blind organbuilder of that time, Conrad Schott from Stuttgart, repaired it over a pe-
riod of 2 years, with the assistance of Masters Peter Grünewald from Nuremberg and Andreas 
Schneider from Lucka in lower Silesia.  The blind man is reported to have had no equal at 
that time.  In the beginning the instrument had 1,700 pipes; in the process of alteration, how-
ever, it came to have about 3,000 pipes, of which the largest holds 315 Ulm Maass† and is 24 
feet long and 13 inches in diameter.  There are a total of 45 stops on three keyboards and pedal.  
It had 16 bellows, each bearing 125 pounds of lead weights.  In the year 1630 Joh. Meier ren-
ovated this instrument and thoroughly tuned it.  In the year 1720 the organbuilder Chrysos-
tomus Bauer constructed 8 bellows to replace the 16, each one being double the size of the old 
ones.  The City Council gave the organbuilder for refreshment as much wine as the largest pipe 
would contain, and 900 Gulden in money beyond his stated fee.  The instrument is 28 feet tall, 
and the height from the floor of the church to the top [of the organ case?] is 93 feet.  The spi-
ral staircase leading up to the organ has 45 steps.  In the year 1660 a thunderstorm ruined 500 
pipes.  In the year 1731 Mr. Conrad Michael Schneider was the organist at this organ, who was 
kind enough to transmit to me the following stoplist.‡
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* In fact, both are correct.  The stop-
list in the left column represents 
the state of the organ about 1730, 
when C.M. Schneider gave it to 
Frick to publish in his book (Ad-
lung has accurately reproduced 
the stoplist from that book).  From 
Frick’s description of the various 
calamities that had befallen the or-
gan up to that time (mostly from 
lightning), however, it seems prob-
able that the instrument was in 
poor condition.  The organbuilder 
G.F. Schmahl was summoned from 
his native Heilbronn to rebuild 
the instrument thoroughly, under 
Schneider’s direction.  This project 
was undertaken between 1731-37, 
and resulted in the stoplist found in 
Sammlung einiger Nachrichten.  See 
“Stoplists,” where the two stop   lists 
are printed in parallel columns.  
Schmahl subsequently settled in 
Ulm, establishing there a family of 
organbuilders that was active un-
til 1839.

† See “Stoplists.”

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

§ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

                    Great manual  5. Oktave of narrow scale 2��
 1. Grossprincipal           16�� 6. Quinte          1 ½ �
 2. Principal 8�� 7. Sesquialtera II
             of broad scale, in the façade  8. Mixtur V
 3. Principal of narrow scale 8�� 9. Regal 8��
 4. Gedackt 8��
 5. Spitzflöt 8��                             Brust[werk]
 6. Quintatön 8�� 1. Principal, in the façade 4��
 7. Violdigamba 8�� 2. Flöte 4��
 8. Oktave, doubled             4�� and 2�� 3. Oktave 2��
 9. Oktave 4�� 4. Quinte            1 ½��
 10. Spitzflöte 4�� 5. Superoktave 1��
 11. Quinte 3�� 6. Mixtur            III
 12. Nasat 3�� 7. Repeating Cymbel in front, 
 13. Quarta decima half-compass  III                           in the façade
 14. Mixtur                       VI, VII-XI
 15. Cymbel V                                   Pedal 
 16. Posaune 8�� 1. Principal, in the façade           16��
   2. Subbass, of wood           16��
                            Rückpositiv  3. Violonbass           16��
 1. Gedackt 8�� 4. Oktave 8��
 2. Principal 4�� 5. Posaune           16��
 3. Flöte 4�� 6. Posaune of copper, gilt  8��
 4. Oktave of wide scale 2�� 7. Clarinet 4��

A total of 39 stops.

(**) The stoplist of this organ also appears (though with a number of notable differences) in the Sam-

mlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 92[–93].  45 stops are listed there.  The author of these notes cannot 
decide which of these two stoplists is the correct one.* [Agricola]

Upsal† (Uppsala, Sweden)

The organ in the Cathedral there has 3 manuals and 50 stops.  Mattheson describes it [in 
his Appendix to Niedt], p. 203.

(**) Wahlstadt‡ [Legnickie Pole, Poland]

The organ in the Benedictine Monastery there has 24 stops, 2 keyboards, S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten], p. 94

 (**) Waldau§ [Ulesie, Poland]
(near Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland])

The organ there has 13 stops, 1 keyboards, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 106
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
94-95, gives an essentially iden-
tical stoplist, but with fewer par-
ticulars.  Both stoplists omit the 
Posaune 16’.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten gives 
this stop as “Pileata maj[or].”

Waltershausen*
(near Gotha)

The Organ in the Marktkirche there has 58 stops.

               Middle and Hauptwerk                                     Brustwerk
                      (controlled by the upper stopknobs)                            (controlled by the outer row of stopknobs

                                         on both sides)

 1. Bordun           16�� 1. Grossgedackt† 8��
 2. Quintatön           16�� 2. Gedackt 8��
 3. Flauta maior           16�� 3. Nachthorn 8��
 4. Principal 8�� 4. Quintatön 8��
 5. Bordun 8�� 5. Gemshorn 8��
 6. Flötetraverse 8�� 6. Principal 4��
 7. Quintatön 8�� 7. Flauta minor 4��
 8. Gemshorn 8�� 8. Gemshorn 4��
 9. Violdigamba 8�� 9. Gemsquinte 3��
 10. Unda maris 8�� 10. Nasat 3��
                 stopped, of wood  11. Oktave 2��
 11. Oktave 4�� 12. Sesquialtera [Terz]            1 3/5��
 12. Rohrflöte 4�� 13. Mixtur            IV
 13. Gemshorn 4�� 14. Hautbois 8��
 14. Salcional 4�� 15. Geigenregal 4��
                 open, voiced like a Gemshorn                                                        A coupler to divide the wind
 15. Quinte 3��
 16. Oktave 2��                                    Pedal
 17. Sesquialtera [Terz]            1 3/5��                    (controlled by the middle row of stopknobs)

 18. Sifflöt 1�� 1. Untersatz           32��
 19. Mixtur         VIII 2. Principal           16��
 20. Trompete 8�� 3. Subbass           16��
        2 additional drawknobs to divide the wind   4. Violonbass           16��
   5. Violon 8��
                            Oberwerk  6. Flötenbass 8��
          (controlled by the inner row of stopknobs)   7. Quintatönbass 8��
 1. Flötetraverse 8�� 8. Violdigambenbass 8��
 2. Flötedouce 8�� 9. Quinte 6��
 3. Fugar 8�� 10. Oktavenbass 4��
 4. Waldflöte 8�� 11. Mixtur            VI
 5. Hohlflöte 8�� 12. Posaune           32��
            A Vox humana was intended to sit  13. Trompete 8��
            on the same toeboard as this stop.

 6. Principal 4��
 7. Gemshorn 4��
 8. Nasat 3��
 9. Octave 2��
 10. Weitpfeife 1��
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* See §. 22.

† i.e., the upper manual is coupled to 
the middle one.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p.95, 
gives the dates 1726-30, and identi-
fies the organist at that time as Jo-
hann George Ritz.

The two upper manuals are coupled by means of a drawknob above the keyboards and a 
blind keyboard;* one then plays on the middle [manual].† If one wishes to couple the lowest 
[manual] to the middle one, then one draws the lowest one outward and likewise plays on the 
middle one.

Initially this instrument was intended to have 4 bellows, [each] 14 feet long; but sub-
sequently 6 of them were made. Furthermore, more stops were also contracted for, so that 
it ended up costing over 6,000 Reichsthaler, even though it was [originally] contracted for 
2,000. Among other things a 32�� Posaune was supposed to be built in place of the 32�� Unter-
satz; but then both of them were included. Thus [the organ] was increased by many stops long 
after the contract [was drawn up]. The only thing to be regretted is the lack of a 16�� Posaune, 
either in this more recent stoplist or perhaps even in the instrument itself. (**)

 (**) The author of these annotations possesses a stoplist of this organ, with everything described in 
great detail, that he has previously received from Mr. Trost himself [i.e., the organbuilder], in 
which the 16�� Posaune is present and extensively described. Thus it appears that this stop is lack-
ing only here on paper (as it is also in the Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, [pp. 94–5,]) and not 
in the instrument itself. Its omission would be a dreadful fault. In general the abovementioned 
stoplist from Mr. Trost, which is perhaps the older one, is in many respects better than the one 
printed above. [Agricola]

This instrument was constructed by Mr. Gottfried Heinrich Trost of Altenburg. It was 
more than seven years in the building.‡ The city provided the materials. The workmanship 
is very beautiful, especially the reeds. It is a pity, though, that the instrument is so crowded 
together.

§. 315.

Wandersleben
(a village not far from Erfurt)

The Organ in the church there has 22 stops.

               Hauptwerk                           Oberpositiv                                  Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Musikalischgedackt  8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Octavbass 8��
 3. Grobgedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Posaune           16��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4��                  These 3 of wood

 5. Oktave 4�� 5. Gemshorn 4�� 
 6. Quinte 3�� 6. Spitzflöte 2��               Auxiliary stops
 7. Oktave 2�� 7. Quinte                  1 ½ ������������� Manual coupler
 8. Sesquialtera II 8. Scharp           1��           III               Pedal coupler
 9. Mixtur         2��         IV                repeats 3 times                                   Tremulant
 10. Cymbel                 III                                                                       Cymbelstern
 11. Trompete 8�� 
 Mr. Schröter of Erfurt built it in 1724 for 630 Reichsthaler.
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* Adlung, Mmo I, pp. 280-81.Wansleben*
(in the territory of Magdeburg)

The Organ at St. Jakobi there has 35 stops.

                         Oberwerk                                                           Brust
 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Gedackt 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flöte douce 8��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4��
 4. Oktave 4�� 4. Quinte                [2 2/3�? 1 1/3�?]
 5. Kleingedackt 4�� 5. Oktave 2��
 6. Gemshorn 4�� 6. Superoktave 1��
 7. Quinte 3�� 7. Mixtur            IV
 8. Superoktave 2�� 8. Fagott or Dulcian            [8��?]

 9. Spitzflöte 2�� 9. Schallmey or Trompete 4��
 10. Sesquialtera II 
 11. Mixtur            IV                                      Pedal
 12. Trompete 8�� 1. Principal           16��
 13. Hautbois 8�� 2. Subbass           16��
   3. Waldflöte 2��
                       Third Keyboard  4. Posaune           16��
          An Echo or enclosed [division] on a  5. Trompete 8��
         separate chest behind the Oberwerk  6. Cornet 4��
 1. Violdigamba 8�� 
 2. Gedackt 4��                         Auxiliary stops
 3. Gedacktflöte 2��                   Pedal coupler
 4. Spitzflöte 1��                   Brust coupler
 5. Cymbel            III                   Tremulant
 6. Vox humana 8��                   2 Cymbelsterns
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† Under the entry “Junge (Chris-
toph)” Walther writes: “a re-
nowned organbuilder.  He came 
from the Lausitz to Sondershau-
sen and built an instrument there; 
subsequently he built the organ in 
the Municipal Church of St. Petri 
and Pauli here at Weimar, consist-
ing of 25 sounding stops and 5 aux-
iliary stops, around the year 1683.  
From here he went to Erfurt, com-
pleting the instrument in the Ca-
thedral there.  He died there about 
the year 1688.

There are 5 bellows, each of which is 10 feet long and 5 feet wide, and 4 slider chests.  
It has 3 manual keyboards from C D D# up to d��� d#��� e���.
There are several errors in the printed description [found in] the Chronike der Städte 

Calbe, Aken und Wansleben by Joh. Heinrich Hävecker, M.A., p. 43, but these are to be attrib-
uted to an ignorant proof reader.

Mr. Matthias Hartmann, an organbuilder in the old section of Magdeburg, built it in the 
year 1712.

(**) Wartha* (Bardo, Poland)

The organ there has 50 stops, 3 keyboards, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 96.

Weimar

The Organ in the Municipal Church of St. Petri and Pauli there
has 25 stops.

                   Oberwerk                           Rückpositiv                                 Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Posaune           16��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Trompete 8��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Kleingedackt 4�� 4. Cornet 2��
 5. Violdigamba 8�� 5. Spillflöte 4��                    six bellows
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Violdigamba 4�� 
 7. Quinte 3�� 7. Oktave 2��      
 8. Oktave 2�� 8. Sifflöte 2��  
 9. Mixtur                     IV   9. Sesquialtera  
 10. Cymbel  10. Cymbel 
 11. Trompete 8�� 11. Cymbelstern 
 12. Tremulant  12.Tremulant
 13. Pedal Coupler  13. Pedal Coupler

Mr. Christoph Junge built it around 1683.  See Walther’s Musikalisches Lexicon, p. 333.†
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* See “Stoplists.”

The Organ in the Castle Church at Weimar has 24 stops.

          Upper Keyboard                  Lower Keyboard                            Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Grossuntersatz       32��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Gedackt 8�� 2. Violonbass           16��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Gambe 8�� 3. Subbass           16��
 4. Quintatön 8�� 4. Oktave 4�� 4. Principal 8��
 5. Gemshorn 8�� 5. Kleingedackt 4�� 5. Posaune           16��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Waldflöte 2�� 6. Trompete 8��
 7. Mixtur                   VIII  7. Sesquialtera             IV   7. Cornet 4��
 8. Cymbel                    III  8. Trompete 8��
 9. Glockenspiel 

 This is a new instrument, and stands at chamber pitch. The building of it was begun 
around 1756.

Weingarten*
(in  Swabia)

The organ in the Benedictine Monastery thee has 69 stops, 4 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] 

N[achrichten], p. 97.

Weissenfels

The Organ in the Augustusburg there has 30 stops.

          In the Oberwerk are 11 stops.                      In the Brust stand 10 stops.
 1. Quintatön           16�� 1. Gedackt 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8��
           of beautiful pure tin, standing  3. Principal 4��
           high in the façade  4. Gedackt 4��
 3. Grobgedackt 8�� 5. Quinte 3��
 4. Spitzflöte 8�� 6. Oktave 2��
 5. Oktave 4�� 7. Sesquialtera
 6. Quinte 3�� 8. Mixtur            III
 7. Oktave 2�� 9. Krumhorn 8��
 8. Sesquialtera  10. Schallmey 4��
 9. Mixtur            IV
 10. Fagott           16��                    In the Pedal are 9 stops.
 11. Trompete 8�� 1. Subbass, of wood           16��
   2. Principal 8��
     Tremulant for the entire instrument  3. Oktave 4��
   4. Quinte 3��
   5. Oktave 2��
     There are a total of 1596 pipes, and  6. Mixtur            IV
(with the Tremulant) a total of 31 stops.  7. Posaunenbass           16��
   8. Trompete 8��
   9. Cornet 2��
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* cf. §. 71.  This is a fairly literal quote 
from Trost’s Beschreibung…; it does 
not provide ample information to 
gain a clear picture of how this sys-
tem worked.

† The chorale “Wir glauben all an 
einen Gott.”

‡ cf. §. 374.

§ cf. §. 265.

¶ See “Stoplists.”  The modern spell-
ing is “Wernigerode.”  J. F. Agric-
ola added this entry to the Mmo.

The bellows are three [in number], and are wedge bellows, each being 9 feet long and 4 ½  
feet wide. Each of them has only a single fold. They are drawn [upward] by 9 iron chains on 3 
great wooden rollers (being wound off from one onto another) and 3 wheels, and an identical set 
weight of bricks is laid on each bellows.* They are quite easy to tread. A single bellows has suf-
ficient wind for the plenum; and all three bellows do not move at the same time, but when all 
three are trod they move one after the other so gently that over 180 measures—thus the entire 
Creed,† all 3 verses—may be played through when all 3 are inflated.‡ In that case, however, the 
full organ, or a lot of large stops, may not be drawn. 

The instrument has 3 spring chests, one for the Oberwerk, a second for the pedal and a 
third for the Brustwerk. Each one is constructed with particular diligence. The reeds are also 
very sturdy and stable throughout.

Due to a lack of height many pipes of the Posaunbass and the Fagott have had to be mi-
tered in a peculiar way. It was also necessary to reverse the 3 largest pipes of the Subbass and 
hang them downwards, a curious thing to see.§

Both manual keyboards extend from C D D# to c���, and the pedal from C D D# to f �.
Mr. Christian Förner of Wettin built this instrument in the year 1673. See the Ausführli-

che Beschreibung des Orgelwerks auf der Augustusburg zu Weissenfels, by Joh. Casp. Trost, junior 
[published in] 1677 in Nuremberg in duodecimo.

(**) Wernigeroda¶

The organ there has 40 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 99.
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* See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

† See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

‡ See “Stoplists.”

§ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola added 
this entry to the Mmo.

¶ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

|| See “Stoplists”

** See “Stoplists.”

(**) Wien* (Vienna, Austria)

The organ at St. Michael there has 40 stops, 3 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 100.

(**) Wohlau† (Wolow, Poland)

The organ in the parish church there has 19 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 101.

[Woltingenroda‡

Stoplist of the Collegiate Convent at Woltingenroda…]

(**) Wüstgiersdorf §
 (Gluszyca, Poland)

(in the Principality of Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland])

The organ in the Lutheran church there has 21 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 106.

(**) Wüstwalthersdorf ¶
 (Walim, Poland)

(in the Principality of Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland])

The organ in the Lutheran church there has 23 stops, 2 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 102.

Wurzen||

The organ in the Collegiate Church there has 33 stops and three manuals.  Mattheson de-
scribes it [Appendix to Niedt], p. 204.

[Zellerfeld**

Stoplist of the splendid and beautiful Organ of the Mining City Zellerfeld.]

Zimmern
(a village near Erfurt, with the surname Supra)

The Organ there has 23 stops.
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* Presumably in the stoplist, but not in 
the organ itself; the original Ger-
man is unclear.

† i.e., by gluing the leather pallet-
hinge to the top of the wind chan-
nel; see §. 40

‡ See “Stoplists.”  J. F. Agricola 
added this entry to the Mmo.

            Hauptmanual                 Upper Manual                  Pedal
 1. Quintatön                16�� 1. Lieblichgedackt 8�� 1. Subbass           16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintatön 8�� 2. Violone           16��
 3. Flötetraverse 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Oktave 8��
 4. Violdigamba 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4�� 4. Posaune           16��
 5. Oktave 4�� 5. Spitzflöte 4�� 5. Cornet 2��
 6. Quinte 3�� 6. Oktave 2��     
 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Quinte                      1 ½ �      Manual coupler 
 8. Mixtur                     IV  8. Scharp                     III      Pedal coupler  
 9. Cymbel                   III                                                              Tremulant       
 10. Trompete 8��                                                              Cymbelstern g��b��d�� g��         
           N.B. The 2�� Octave has been                                                                                [The pipes in] the façade are tin,

                   forgotten in this division.*                                                                                          but inside [the case] they are
  “halbwerk”, i.e., half tin and half lead.

Mr. Volkland of Erfurt built it for 675 Reichsthaler plus the old instrument, valued at 25 
Reichsthaler, a total of 700 Reichsthaler.  He did not glue the pallets to the chest in the usual 
way†, but fastened the leather hinges with screws so that they could be more conveniently re-
moved and repaired.  The [pedal] Violone has screws on the lower lips so that they may be ad-
justed whenever needed; [this stop] is skillfully voiced.

(**) Zittau‡

The organ at St. Johannis there has 44 stops, 3 manuals, S[ammlung] e[iniger] N[achrichten], p. 103.  
There exists a beautiful engraving of this instrument.
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* J. F. Agricola added this Supplement 
to the Mmo.

† In his article in Friedrich Wilhelm 
Marpurg’s Historisch-Kritische Bey-

träge zur Aufnahme der Musik (Ber-
lin: Lange, 1758, Vol. 3, Part 6, p. 
497-8), J. F. Agricola writes con-
cerning this stop:

… in the organ of the cas-
tle church at Altenburg there is 
a 16�� Querflöte …  It is a nar-
row-scale, open flute of the same 
scale as the exceedingly beauti-
ful 8�� Viola da Gamba that is to 
be found in this organ.  And when 
it is drawn together with the lat-
ter, and rapid runs and arpeggios 
… are played, [this combination] 
produces a very beautiful effect, 
and the pleasant keenness that is 
found in both these stops comes as 
close to the attack of a bowstroke 
on a [stringed] bass as is possible 
to achieve with pipes.  At the least, 
this tone exceeds in beauty that 
of many other so-called Viola da 
Gambas in organs.

‡ “Flötenstimmen;” in Chapter 6, §. 
77, Adlung’s use of the term “Flöt-
werke” clearly means “flue stops.”  
In his article in Friedrich Wilhelm  

(**)  Supplement to Chapter 10*

(**)  Altenburg
(in Meissen)

The Organ in the Castle Church there.

                         Hauptwerk                                                      Oberwerk
 1. Quintatön            16�� 1. Geigenprincipal 8��
 2. Flötetraversiere†            16�� 2. Hohlflöte 8��
 3. Principal 8�� 3. Lieblichgedackt 8��
 4. Rohrflöte, in the façade 8�� 4. Quintatön 8��
 5. Bordun 8�� 5. Vugara [Fugara] 8��
 6. Spitzflöte 8��                  of maple wood, with rectangular bodies
 7. Violadagamba 8�� 6. Gemshorn 4��
 8. Octave 4�� 7. Flötedouce 4��
 9. Gedackt 4��                two pipes per note on a common toeboard;

 10. Quinte 3��                one set of pipes is of the finest pearwood.

 11. Superoktave 2�� 8. Nasat 3��
 12. Blockflöte 2�� 9. Octave 2��
 13. Sesquialtera II 10. Waldflöte 2��
 14. Mixtur            2�� IX 11. Superoktave 1��
 15. Trompete 8�� 12. Cornet V
 16. Glockenspiel, from c� to c���  13. Mixtur V
   14. Vox humana 8��
                               Pedal
 1. Principalbass, in the façade      16��
 2. Violonbass             16��                     Auxiliary stops
 3. Quintatönbass*             16��          Tremulant for both manuals
 4. Flötetraversiere*             16��          Schwebung for the Vox humana
 5. Octave 8��          Pedal coupler
 6. Bordun* 8��          Coupler between the two manuals
 7. Superoktave* 4�� 
 8. Mixtur[*]             VI 
 9. Posaune             32��          In addition there are 6 bellows, of which 4
 10. Posaune             16��               serve the two manuals and 2 the pedal.
 11. Trompete 8�� 
            * from the Hauptwerk by transmission

Mr. Gottfried Heinrich Trost built this organ between the years 1736 and 1739.

It is to be prized above many another organ, not only because of the excellent materials, 
all of which were procured for it at the expense of the duke, but also because of the neat and du-
rable workmanship, and most of all because of its admirable flute stops.‡  

Marpurg’s Historisch-Kritische Beyträge zur Aufnahme der Musik (Berlin: Lange, 1758, Vol. 3, Part 6, pp. 486-518), however, J. F. Agricola uses the term 
“Pfeifenwerk” to mean “flue stops” (p. 488).  This article demonstrates that the term “Flötenstimmen” had for Agricola a more restricted meaning: “flute and 
string stops” (pp. 493-4).  Since the common use of string stops was a new phenomenon in Agricola’s day, he did not classify them as a separate category.
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* 1715-85; son of Adam Horatio Cas-
parini, and grandson of Eugenio 
Casparini, who built the organ at 
Sts Peter and Paul in Görlitz (1697-
1703).  In 1741 Adam Gottlieb Cas-
parini removed to Königsberg where 
assumed the post of privileged court 
organ builder after the death of his 
distant cousin Georg Sigismund 
Caspari.  Caspari was the son-in-
law of Johann Josua Mosengel, and 
thus inherited the mantle of that 
distinguished family organbuild-
ers (cf. Agricola’s note below con-
cerning the organ in the Kneiphof 
or Cathedral at Königsberg).  The 
family is traceable as respected or-
ganbuilders in Königsberg up to 
the 1770’s; see the genealogical ta-
ble in: Ernst Flade, Gottfried Silber-

mann (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel 
[1953] ), p. 3; see also: Ausra Mo-
tuzaite-Pinkeviciene, Adam Got-

tlob Casparini and His Organs (DMA 
Dissertation, University of Ne-
braska-Lincoln, 2006), pp. 8-14.

† This lengthy description was added 
to the Mmo by J. F. Agricola.  It 
consists of a testimonial letter trans-
lated from the French by Agricola, 
interspersed with Agricola’s com-
ments (as noted in the text).

‡ The Chapter (Dean, Treasurer and 
Canons) of the church.

§ Dom François Bedos de Celles, 
whose L��art du facteur d��orgues (4 
vols; Paris: 1766-1778) is the ma-
jor treatise on 18th-century French 
organbuilding.

¶ La gnomonique pratique, ou, l��art de 

tracer les cadrans solaires avec la plus 

grand précision (Paris: 1760).

Over the course of time four then-journeymen, who subsequently became very well-
known master organbuilders, worked on this organ under Mr. Trost, namely Mr. C.E. Friderici 
in Gera, Mr. [Adam Gottlob] Casparini* in Königsberg, Mr. Joh. Jakob Graichen and Mr. Joh. 
Nikolaus Ritter, both in the territory of Bayreuth.

The present organist at this instrument is Mr. Joh. Ludwig Krebs, who enjoys consider-
able fame because of his artistic organ-playing (learned from the deceased Kapellmeister [ J. 
S.] Bach in Leipzig), as well as his beautiful compositions for organ and other instruments and 
for church music.

(**) Tours†

Since the organs of France, a country in which organs and organists are very highly prized (and for 
the most part deservedly so), are not as well-known in Germany as their worth would merit, it gives the 
author of the annotations and postscripts that are indicated with (**) and with Greek letters in this book 
[i.e., J. F. Agricola] great pleasure to provide readers with the description of the examination of a newly 
built organ in the Church of St. Martin at Tours, from the first section/issue of the Mercure de France of 
January 1762, pp. 133f., in a German translation.  With it he is also taking the liberty of adding beneath the 
text some of his own notes about this organ, but leaves everything else to the consideration of true con-
noisseurs of the organ and to those who know how to use this instrument correctly.

Here is the report from the abovementioned Mercure de France, at the place indicated:

Abstract of a Letter to the author of the Mercure concerning the new organ in the 
Church of St. Martin at Tours:

The common good, the ever-to-be-sought perfection of the arts (especially the adornment of 
churches), and everything that can contribute to the increase of the magnificence and splendor of the 
worship of God: these are the causes that impel us‡ to make public a description of the organ that we 
have had built in our church.  In order to accomplish this, we need do nothing more than to make avail-
able for reading the report that was delivered concerning our organ by the venerable Father Don Bedos de 
Celles,§ a Benedictine of the Chapter of St. Maur and Member of the Academy of Sciences at Bordeaux, 
a man who is well-known for an excellent treatise on the practical design of sundials,¶ and who is famous 
for his great practical knowledge of organbuilding and for the instruments that he himself has built as a 
result in various churches of his order.

Mr. Le Fevre is the excellent artist who built our organ.  He is admired, with good reason, by all 
connoisseurs.

Here is the declaration that we have received concerning [the organ] from the venerable Father 
Don Bedos, who was kind enough to undertake the examination and evaluation of this instrument and 
who has performed the same in the most satisfactory way.

Testimonial concerning the Examination of this Instrument

Since we the undersigned, a Benedictine priest of the Chapter of St. Maur, were requested on the 
one hand by my Lords the Dean, Treasurer and Canons of the noble and excellent Church of St. Martin 
at Tours, and on the other by Mr. Johann Baptist Nikolaus le Fevre, master organbuilder of the City of 
Rouen, to examine the organ that has been newly built in the said church; thus we proceeded to examine 
the instrument in the following manner.
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�) The deceased Kapellmeister [ J. S.] Bach in Leipzig certified that the 32� � Principal and Posaune 
in the pedal of the organ in St. Catharine in Hamburg had a similarly good and absolutely distinct 
speech down to the lowest C; he also said, however, that this Principal was the only one of its size 
of such fine quality that he had ever heard. Here we are apprised of yet another of this sort.  And if 
the organ at Tours is at chamber pitch, as may be supposed, then the difference between its low open 
pipes and those of the said organ at Hamburg amounts to very little, namely no more than a generous 
half step, figuring according to the French chamber pitch.  [Agricola]

�) What use both of these manual 32�� stops are supposed to have is difficult to surmise.  [Agricola]

�) The previous [stop] is also without doubt stopped.  [Agricola]

�) This is a 2�� Octave of rather wide scale.  [Agricola]

�) It has already been reported on p. 504 of the 3rd volume of Mr. Marpurg’s Historisch-Kritische Bey-

träge that French organists prefer to perform their fugues on reed stops without compound stops, 
adding only Octaves and Borduns to them. So that [the reeds] may be a powerful as possible, espe-
cially in large churches, 2 or even 3 Trompetes of 8�� and 4�� are placed on a manual (as we see here 
in the Hauptwerk). Thus the organists of France are not such enemies of reeds and of tuning them as 
many Germans.  [Agricola]

�) These are actually probably Octaves, since the French are accustomed at times to call the latter 
Flutes.  [Agricola]

* German “Zwey große Cornette.”  
From the context it seems unlikely 
that these were two Grand Cor-
nets; rather it probably signifies two 
mounted Cornets, each of 5 ranks 
(making them “large”); cf. Agri-
cola’s note concerning the Cornet 
in §. 132.

We encountered here the largest and most beautiful organ that has been built in France up to the 
present time.  It contains:

1. A 32� � Principal, whose 24� � F stands in the fa-
cade and speaks very promptly. �)  The 5 lowest 
pipes of this Principal, namely C, C#, D, D# 
and E, are of wood, and at 16�� length, since they 
are stopped and stand inside the case.

2. Yet another stop of 32�� pitch, 16�� in length and 
stopped. �)

3. A 16�� Octave, open, of tin.
4. A 16�� Bordun of the normal type.
5. A Bordun of 8� � pitch, 4� � in length, since it is 

stopped. �)

6. Three other open 8�� stops, of which one is of tin 
and the other two of metal, and which produce a 
truly beautiful effect.

                            After these there follow:
An Octave 4��
Quints   6��  and 3��
An Octave 2��
Tierces   above  4�� and 2�� [i.e., 3 1/5�� and 1 3/5��]
A Doublette of the normal type. �)   2��

A Quinte              1 ½ �
Mixtur                                           5 ranks
Bombarde (a 16�� Trompete)              16��
Four Trompetes  8��
Three Clairons or Trompetes  4��

                          Finally, in addition:

A Bordun                [8��?]
An Octave                [4��?]
Two large [mounted?] Cornets*

These are the stops that stand on the large 
windchest.

Of these the Bombarde, a Trompete, a Clai-
ron, a Bordun 8��, an Octave 4��, and a Cornet be-
long to the third manual. �)

       The Pedal pipes are as follows:
A Principal              16��
Two open stops of wood   8��
Two flutes �) of metal   4��
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�) The note on p. 83 above [§.132] explains what this [i.e., the Recit] is.  [Agricola]

�) This has also been explained on p. 83 above [§.132].  [Agricola]

) Thus the French are no more enemies of the Rückpositiv than they are of reeds.†  [Agricola]

�) Perhaps these are actually open flutes.  [Agricola]

�) The two manuals that play nothing other than the Recit and the Echo may seem, particularly to 
Germans, to be too sparsely supplied [with stops].  In case anyone should want to copy [an organ 
such as this one], however, this [lack] could easily be remedied by filling out these two keyboards 
with other stops above and beyond the two stops named [i.e., the Cornets on each of the manuals], 
and giving [the stops of ] each keyboard a different voicing and scale.  Echo Cornets are already 
found in a few Silbermann organs as well as in [instruments by] other [builders].  [Agricola]

�) I do not know if omitting smaller pipes from the facade results in as beautiful [an effect].  By doing 
this the façade would seem to be lacking to some degree in variety.  [Agricola]

* A 16�� Bombarde is missing from this 
list, probably due to an omission in 
copying.

† This comment grows out of Agric-
ola’s disagreement with Adlung as 
to the value of the Rückpositiv; see, 
e.g., §. 248, 324 & 344.

Quinte 6��
Quinte  3��
Octava 2��
Terze      above 4�� [3 1/5��]
Terze      above  2�� [1 3/5��]

  The following reeds stand in the pedal:*
A Bombarde             32��
      This extends down to low G in the
       octave below 16��.
Two Trompetes 8��
Two Clairons 4��
       a total of 15 stops in the Pedal,   
            which extends up to tenor f
The stops of the Recit are the usual ones, and ex-

tend down to bass F. �)

The Echo consists of a Cornet of three and a half 
Octaves �)

Thus this organ has five manuals, each having 53 keys, beginning at the bottom with low C, C#, 
etc., and extending up to e���.  The first or lowest is for the Rückpositiv, the second for the Hauptwerk 
which has the three 8�� and two 4�� Trompetes in addition to the other stops cited above with them.  The 
third keyboard consists of an 8�� Bourdon, a 4�� Octave, a 16�� Bombarde, an 8�� and 4�� Trompete and a 
large Cornet.  The Recit is played from the fourth keyboard, and the Echo from the fifth. �)

The bellows are 13 in number.  They are so apportioned that 3 of them are assigned to the Rückpos-
itiv, 4 to the third keyboard and pedal, and the remaining 6 to the Hauptwerk, the Recit and the Echo.

The case of the large section of the organ is 48 feet high and 29 feet wide.  The case of the Positiv is 
arranged in proportion to the large one; it is 14�� high and 13�� wide.  This gives the organ a very beautiful 
outward appearance and a very graceful shape.  They are all filled with large and stout pipes.  The small-
est pipe that stands in the façade of the large case is a B above 8��. �)  The rest of the decorations are also 
very well devised.

         In the Rückpositiv ) stand:
Principal   in the façade    8��
Bordun   inside [the case]                16��
A large Cornet that extends to bass F
Bordun    8��
Two other open 8�� stops, as usual �)
Octave    4��
Quinte    3��
Octave    2��
Doublette    2��
Terze      (without doubt) above 2�� [1 3/5 �]
Quinte              1 ½��
Mixtur               IX
A Trompete    8��
A Clairon    4��
Cromorne
Vox humana
    (both without doubt 8��)
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�) In German this means: “They are not sluggish;” an important point.  [Agricola]

�) It is surprising that in all of France there is to be found only one 32�� Posaune, and furthermore that it 
extends down only to the lowest G.  In Germany there are plenty of them that go all the way [down 
to low C].  Whether they are all as they ought to be, however, is another question.  At least there are 
several of them already cited above that speak clearly and well throughout.  Such a 32�� Posaune, and 
even more a Principal of that size, is of course one of the great masterful accomplishments of an or-
ganbuilder.  The late Gottfried Silbermann was far too timid ever to dare to build one of these two 
stops.  Fortunately his successors are more daring; see Dresden and Hamburg, etc.*  [Agricola] * i.e., places included in the forego-

ing stoplists that have organs with 
such 32�� stops.  With regard to Ag-
ricola’s assertion of Silbermann’s ti-
midity, Ernst Flade claims that Sil-
bermann intended to build 32�� stops 
both at the Dresden Frauenkirche 
and at St. Johannis in Zittau, but 
was prevented by lack of space from 
carrying out his intentions; see: 
Ernst Flade, Gottfried Silbermann 
(Leipzig: VEB Breitkopf & Härtel 
[c.1953]), pp. 142 and 130.

This is how the magnificent organ is constituted with whose examination we have been charged.  
For the purpose [of the examination] we did the following:

1) examined the bellows housing and performed the usual tests on the bellows to determine if 
their strength and durability are adequate.  We found them to be of very fine and competent quality and 
arrangement.

2) we tried out the five keyboards, and found them to be very neat and durable, easy to depress and 
with a rapid [key] return.�)

3) Furthermore we examined the interior of the Grand Orgue as well as the Rückpositiv, namely the 
windchests in all their parts: pallet boxes, pallets, pouches, springs, etc., as well as sliders, stop trundles, 
trackers and everything else that pertains to the internal operation/control.  We have found everything to 
be of admirable simplicity and excellent layout.  Everything is very durable.  Each separate component 
serves its purpose with great ease and precision.  One also perceives that everything is laid out so that every 
component is easily accessible in order to attend to it, should the need arise.

4) Next we examined all the pipes, and found them very neat and extraordinarily durable, [made] 
of very pure tin and well-compounded metal, and secure and straight in their pipe-racks.  They have been 
so skillfully tuned that it cannot anywhere be perceived that they have been touched with any sort of [tun-
ing] tool, since they were cut extremely precisely in advance, each according to its pitch.

5) Next we returned to the keyboards; we asked that the bellows be trod, and undertook the usual 
tests to discover if there might be any noticeable fault in the windchests, such as running, shaking, cipher-
ing, etc.  We were not able to perceive any of these shortcomings in the slightest, however.  Then we had 
all the pipes of each individual stop played separately, and found that they all speak clearly and cleanly; 
we did not come across a single thing amiss.  What we admired most is the beauty and perfection of the 
tone of the largest pipes of both 32�� stops, together with all the other octave-speaking stops, and primar-
ily the lowest pipes of the large Posaune in the pedal, especially the lowest G beneath the 16�� C.  This is 
the only one to be found in the entire kingdom. �)  This pipe speaks as perfectly clearly and rapidly as any 
other pipe, and provides an extraordinarily beautiful foundation for the entire ensemble.

6) Finally we examined the temperament in the most painstaking way, using the 4�� Octave of the 
Hauptwerk.  After we found it regular and correct, we compared it with the Octave in the Rückpositiv and 
found that both correspond exactly.  Lastly, we went through all the other stops of this instrument; we 
found them all to be tuned in the finest and most precise way.
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�) One can see from this attestation that Mr. Bedos, who himself can build and has built organs, is just 
as upright a man as Mr. Le Fevre.  No organbuilder in Germany wants to have his organs examined 
by another organbuilder, often with rather good reason.  That this fear is not always well-founded, 
however, may be seen in the example at hand, among others.  It is indeed to be wished that [men such 
as] Le Fevre and Don Bedos could collaborate on all such organs as are to be built in the future in 
Germany.  What a shame that there cannot always be a Chapter of Tours at hand!

This is how we undertook the examination of the organ in question.  Concerning this instrument 
we must testify that we have never found another in which the execution was so perfect, the arrangement 
so well laid out, the pipes of such fine material and so well placed and tuned, and in general in which the 
sound was so uniformly beautiful, as they are in this instrument.  This instrument has all the grace, bril-
liance and power that one could ever wish.  We found no trace of undue economizing in the entire organ; 
on the contrary, all [the materials] seem to have been used most generously.  Consequently this organ is 
the most beautiful sounding and durable one that we have ever seen.  It gave us the most favorable impres-
sion of the great and deeply insightful skill of Mr. Le Fevre; based on everything we have seen in his in-
strument, we consider him the most perfect master of the art of organbuilding, and at the same time a man 
full of integrity and honesty. �)  This is the least testimony we can give to a man [so] worthy of respect, 
whose work needs an examiner for no other reason than merely to reveal more clearly his merits.

In consequence of all this, we consider that the said organ is most worthy of acceptance.  Drawn up 
in duplicate at Tours, on the 24th day of July, 1761.

 Signed: Don Franciscus Bedos

End of the First Part





* This second Supplement to Chapter 
X appears at the end of Volume II 
of the Mmo. Transferring it here, 
closer to Chapter X, brings it more 
clearly to readers’ attention.
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Danzig

The large new organ in the Primary Parish Church, St. Marien
This [stoplist] replaces those that are cited in Vol. I, p. 209, under Danzig: 1) [from Praetorius] 

and 2) from Mattheson[’s Appendix to Niedt].  There is no doubt that both numbers are referring to the 
same organ.

It has 53 stops.

                            Hauptmanual                                                        Brustpositiv
 1. Principal           16 � 1. Flöte 8 �
 2. Flöte major           16�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Quintatön           16�� 3. Quintatön 4��
 4. Oktave 8�� 4. Quinte 3��
 5. Flöte 8�� 5. Schwiegel 1��
 6. Viola da Gamba 8�� 6. Regal 8��
 7. Oktave 4��
 8. Flöte 4��                                                 Pedal
 9. Quinte 3�� 1. Contrabass            32��
 10. Oktave 2�� 2. Principal           16��
 11. Mixtur            XI 3. Violone           16��
 12. Cimbel            III 4. Subbass           16��
 13. Fagott           16�� 5. Quinta major           10 2/3��
 14. Vox humana 8�� 6. Oktave 8��
            strong Tremulant  7. Flöte  8��
            Campanette [Glockenspiel?]  8. Oktave 4��
            Bellows signal  9. Quinte 3��
            Tympani  10. Sesquiquarta  
   11. Flageolet

                                    Rückpositiv  12. Mixtur            X
 1. Principal 8�� 13. Cimbel           III
 2. Flöte 8�� 14. Trombone           32��
 3. Quintatön 8�� 15. Posaune           16��
 4. Salicinal 8�� 16. Tromba 8��
 5. Fugara 8�� 17. Schallmey 4��
 6. Flöte Allemande  18. Cornett 2��
 7. Oktave 4��                 Tympani
 8. Flauto amabile 4��
 9. Flöte traversiere 4��
 10. Quinte 3��  
 11. Oktave 2��  
 12. Mixtur            IX
 13. Dulcian           16��
 14. Trompet 8��
 15. Zink 8��
            gentle Tremulant
            Cymbel[stern]

This organ was built several years ago [1758–60] by Mr. [Friedrich Rudolf ] Dalitz.
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* This statement obviously does not 
agree with the stoplist, which notes 
the Hoboe as being built of [pipe] 
metal.

The Organ at St. Petri in Danzig has 40 stops.

                          Hauptmanual                                   Oberwerk
 1. Bordun, of wood             16�� 1. Principal, of pure tin 8��
 2. Principal, of pure tin 8�� 2. Flöte travers., of metal 8��
 3. Hohlflöte, of metal 8�� 3. Flöte douce, of wood 8��
 4. Viola da Gamba, of  metal 8�� 4. Quintatön, of metal 8��
 5. Fugara, of wood 8�� 5. Oktave 4��
 6. Oktave 4�� 6. Oktave 2��
 7. Rohrflöte 4�� 7. Querflöte       2�� [4��?]
 8. Flauto amabile 4�� 8. Waldflöte 2��
 9. Quinte            2 2/3�� 9. Cimbel-Scharf            IV
 10. Oktave 2��                   the above five of metal
 11. Baurflöte 2�� 10. Vox humana, of tin 8��
 12. Mixtur V 11. Hoboe, in the treble, of metal 8��
 13. Dulcian           16��                Ventil
 14. Trompete 8��                Tremulant
               the above nine of metal                  Cimbelstern  
          Ventil                                                                                          Bellows signal bell

                                           Pedal
1. Principal, of tin            16��
2. Violone, of metal           16��
3. Subbass, with two lips, of wood           16��
4. Oktav, of wood 8��
5. Hohlflöte, of wood 8��
6. Salicional 8��
7. Oktave 4��
8. Quinte            2 2/3��
9. Oktave 2��
10. Nachthorn 2��
11. Mixtur            VI
            the above six of metal
12. Contra-Posaune, of wood           32��
13. Posaune, of wood           16��
14. Trompete, of metal 8��
15. Schalmey, of metal 4��
        Ventil for the pedal

The Principals, the Vox humana and the Hoboe* in this instrument are of pure tin.  The composition 
of the metal is 3 parts (Pfund) lead to one part tin. The manuals extend up to f����, and the Pedal to f�� (a 
praiseworthy arrangement!).

It has 10 bellows, [each] 12 feet long and 5 feet wide. The wind is divided, with 30 degrees to the 
manuals and 34 degrees to the pedal.

The builder of this organ is Mr. Joh. Friedr. Rhode.
* *            * *            * *
*               *               *

The Organ at St. Johannis in Danzig
Without doubt [this stoplist belongs] in the place of the one cited in Vol. I, p. 209, no 5.

It has 30 stops.
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* divided compass?  treble only?

† §.87.

            Hauptmanual                     Brustwerk                            Pedal
 1. Bordun                16�� 1. Flöte, gedeckt 8�� 1. Subbass, with 2 lips       16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Quinta major           10 2/3��
 3. Hohlflöte 8�� 3. Flöte gedeckt 4�� 3. Principal 8��
 4. Flachflöte 8�� 4. Oktave 2�� 4. Hohlflöte 8��
 5. Viola da Gamba 8�� 5. Bauerflöte 2�� 5. Salcional 8��
 6. Quintatön 8�� 6. Cimbel-Scharf      III  6. Oktave 4��
 7. Oktave 4��   7. Quinte            2 2/3��
 8. Rohrflöte 4��   8. Oktave 2��
 9. Quinte                  2 2/3��   9. Mixtur            VI
 10. Oktave 2��   10. Dulcian           16��
 11. Waldflöte 2��   11. Trompete 8��
 12. Mixtur V                 
 13. Trompete 8��                           There are in addition a universal ventil, three           
             it is halved (ist halbiret*)                               Cimbelsterns, each with 16 bells, and 1 Tremulant.

The manuals extend up to f���� and the pedal to f��.

It has 4 bellows that generate 30 degrees [of wind].

With the exception of the Subbass and the Quinta major in the pedal, which are of wood, all the 
rest of the pipes in this organ are made exclusively of pure English tin, without the least admixture of lead.  
This reinforces that which was said at the end of the note on p. 57 of Vol. I† with yet another new example.

Mr. Joh. Friedr. Rhode built this instrument in the year 1760.

T H E  E N D
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 157.

† The year that Mattheson pub-
lished his second edition of Niedt 
that contains this stoplist in the 
Appendix.

‡ The lengths of the pedal stops as 
recorded here are unusual; one 
is tempted to think that all the 
lengths have been halved, though 
there is no apparent reason why 
Mattheson might have done this.

§ Mattheson’s text reads “e��”.

¶ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 158.

Bergen*
(on the Island of Rügen)

 

The Organ in the City of Bergen, on the Island of Rügen (as it has just been re-
paired in this year 1720†), has 20 stops

                    Werck                               Rück-Positiv                               Pedal‡

 1. Principal 8�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Gedact  8��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Octava  4��
 3. Octava 4�� 3. Quinta 3�� 3. Flöten-Bass   2��
 4. Block-Flöte 4�� 4. Superoctava 2�� 4. Posaune  8��
 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Cimbel II 5. Trommet  4��
 6. Superoctava 2�� 6. Trommete and   6. Schallmey  2��
 7. Scharff              Harffenregal, both of                    together with
 8. Repeating Cimbel              which constitute only                        a Tremulant

  one stop. The Harffen-regal 
  8�� extends from C up to c�§, and 
 the Trommete 4�� from c� to a��. No 
 manual extends higher than this.

Berlin
 

The [previous] Organ at St. Petri¶ in Berlin has 33 stops, arranged as follows:

                                Werck                                                        Rück-Positiv
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Quintadena 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 3. Blockflöte 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 2��
 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Rausch-Pfeiffe  3�� [II?]
 6. Superoctava 2�� 6. Tertian  1�� [?] [II?]
 7. Sexta  2�� [i.e., 1 3/5�� ]  7. Krumhorn 8��
 8. Sedecima 1�� 8. Regal 4��
 9. Mixtura V 
 10. Zincke 8��                                             Pedal
   1. Subbass  16��
             Additional stops [played]  2. Octava 8��
            on this keyboard, on a separate  3. Flöte 8��
           [wind]chest.  4. Octava 4��
 1. Gedact 8�� 5. Superoctava 2��
 2. Kleine Flöte 4�� 6. Coppel II
 3. Principal 2�� 7. Posaune  16��
 4. Quinta  1 ½�� 8. Trommet 8��
 5. Cimbel  III 9. Schallmey 4��
 6. Regal 8��                          There are seven bellows
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
3-4.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 176-7.

‡ literally “in ten keyboards;” the 
meaning is obscure.

§ literally “in ten keys;” the meaning 
is obscure.

The Organ at St. Marien in Berlin* has 40 stops and 3 keyboards.

                       Middle keyboard                                        Upper keyboard
 1. Bordun   16�� 1. Quintathöne  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Rohrflœthe 8�� 3. Gedackt 8��
 4. Viol di gamb 8�� 4. Octave 4��
 5. Octave 4�� 5. Rohrflœthe 4��
 6. Spitzflœthe 4�� 6. Nassat Quint 2��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Octave  2��

 8. Octave 2�� 8. Tertia  1 3/5��
 9. Cornet from c�� to c������ V 9. Sifflœth 1��
 10. Scharff V 10. Mixtur  IV
 11. Cimbel  3�� [III?] 11. Vox hum[ana] 8��
 12. Tromp[ete] 8��         Schwebung

                       Lower keyboard                                                       Pedal
 1. Gedackt: lieblich 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Quintathön 8�� 2. Violon  16��
 3. Octave 4�� 3. Gemshorn 8��
 4. Fugara 4�� 4. Quinta 6��
 5. Octave 2�� 5. Octave 4��
 6. Waldflœthe 2�� 6. Mixtur  VI
 7. Quinte  1 ½�� 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Echo [cornet?] V 8. Trompet 8��
 9. Cimbel  III                      4 ventils; bellows signal bell;
                                                                                                         Tremulant; Cimbel-Stern.

This organ has 6 bellows. Mr Joachim Wagner of Berlin constructed it in the year 1722. 
It is presided over by a valiant and skillful organist, Mr. Johann Riengk, born in Franckenhayn 
in Thuringia.

Bernau†

(in the Middle Mark [Brandenburg])
 

Mr. Hans Scherer [the Elder] erected an organ at Bernaw in the Mark [Brandenburg] in 
the year 1576 (as also in St. Mary’s Church at Stendahl in the year 1580) that has 29 stops as 

described below.

                  In the Werck, for                                       In the Rückpositiff
             both manual and pedal
 1. Untersatz throughout the  1. Principal
          entire keyboard  16�� 2. Holpfeiffe
 2. Untersatz [in the] pedal  16�� 3. Spillpfeiffe
 3. Principal  8�� 4. Klingend Zimbel  III
 4. Grobgedact                        “in 10. Claviren”‡

 5. Quintadehna  5. Quinta
 6. Zimbel  6. Superoctav
 7. Mixtur “in zehen Claves”§ XII  7. Siflöit
 8. Jule, the Quint of the large Principal  8. Singend- or GeigendRegal
 9. a loud Regal at the front of the Brust  9. Trommet
 10. Bawrpfeiffe or Blockflöit  10. Gemsshorn
 11. Halb-Principal or Octav  4�� 11. Principal in the treble
 12. A Holflöite, the octave of the
            Grobgedact  4��
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 178-79. It seems to be a mere 
oversight that Adlung does not list 
this instrument in the original col-
lection of stoplists in the Mmo.

† On p. 198 (the stoplist at St. Got-
thart, Hildesheim) Praetorius 
spells the name “Henning.”

‡ pp. 107ff.

§ cf. the comments accompanying 
Praetorius’s stoplist for St. Got-
thart, Hildesheim.

 13. Nachthorn, the octave of the                   1 Tremulant
            Quintadeena  4��                  Coupler between the
 14. Quinta, producing a Rauschpfeiff                                      manuals
           with the Principal or Gedact                                       Rückpositiff to pedal
 15. Superoctav                                                                              coupler
 16. Nasatt, a small open Quint of the                                 Manual compass: 4
            Superoctav                                                                         octaves, C to c�[ � �],
 17. Gross Posaune [in the] pedal                                             totaling 48 keys
 18. Bawrpfeiffe [in the] pedal                                              Pedal compass: C-d�,
                                                                                                         with all semitones, [except C#]
                                                                                                         26 keys

Braunschweig*
 

The Organ in the Collegiate Church of St. Blasius in Braunschweig, which Master 
Hennig† from Hildesheim built, has 35 stops.

         In the OberWerck          In the Rückpositiff                    In the Pedal 
               are 13 stops                                11 stops                                   14 stops
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Holflöite 8�� 1. Great Untersatz, stopped 32��
 2. Quintadeena  16�� 2. Quintadehna 8�� 2. Principal  16��
 3. Holflöite  16�� 3. Querflöiten 8�� 3. Gedact  16��
 4. Principal 8�� 4. Principal 4�� 4. Octava 8��
 5. Holflöite 8�� 5. Octava  4��[2��?]  5. Holflöiten 8��
 6. Octava 8��[4��?] 6. BlockPfeiffe 4�� 6. Gemsshorn 4��
 7. Coppelflöite 4�� 7. Sifflöit 2�� 7. Bawrflöiten 2��
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Zimbel II 8. Superoctave 4��
 9. Gemsshorn 2�� 9. Krumbhörner 8�� 9. Rauschpfeiffen Mixtur
 10. Mixtur  2��   VII-XII  10. Schallmeyen 4�� 10. Zimbel II
 11. Zimbel  III 11. Zincken from b on up   11. Posaunen  16��
 12. Trommeten 8��   12. Krumbhorn  16��
 13. Dulcian 8��   13. Trommeten 8��
 These stops, just as those in the Rückpositiff, run  14. Trummel II
complete from C, with D#, F# and G#, up to c�����������������������������Tremulant
with g#���� and b-flat[����].                                                                           A coupler to both 
keyboards

Five Ventils:
  1. For the OberWerck
  2. For the Pedal
  3. For the RückPositiff
  4. For the Suns
  5. For the [Cymbel]sternen

The pedal stops are built so that each one of them can be used separately. They have their 
own chest, and all go down to low C, complete with D#, F# and G#, and up to d�, complete 
with c#�.

The chests are not of the usual sort, but are built in a different way, and are called spring 
chests, as alluded to in the third part of this Vol. II‡ [of the Syntagma musicum]. 

Also to be found here are wedge bellows, eight in number, made in a special way, so that 
each of them is a full 9 feet long, with only one fold. The bellows-boards are 2 strong, very du-
rable oak boards, that fit tightly together so that not even a mouse can get between them.§

The uppermost division has five flats: in the middle a space with pointed towers and a flat 
tower, and on both sides the pedal towers.

The Rückpositiff has a pointed tower in the middle, a space, a flat tower, and thus has 7 flats.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
158-9.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
159-60.

Bremen

The Organ in the Cathedral* at Bremen has 50 stops.

                               Werck                                                             Brust
 1. Principal   16�� 1. Quintadena   16��
 2. Octava 8�� 2. Principal 8�� 
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Gedact 8��
 4. Spitzflöte 8�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Rohrflöte 4�� 6. Superoctava 2��
 7. Superoctava 2�� 7. Spitzflöte 2��
 8. Flachflöte 2�� 8. Sesquialtera II
 9. Rauschpfeiffe  III 9. Scharff  IV-V-VI
 10. Mixtura  IV-VI 10. Cimbel  III
 11. Trommet  16�� 11. Dulcian  16��
 12. Dulcian 8�� 12. Trommet 8��

                          Ober-Werck                                                          Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Holtzflöte 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 8��[4��?]  5. Flötenbass 4��
 6. Spitzflöte 4�� 6. Nachthorn 2��
 7. Waldflöte 2�� 7. Rauschpfeiffe  III
 8. Sifflet  1 ½ � 8. Mixtur  VI
9. Tertian II 9. Contraposaune  32��
10. Scharff  IV-V-VI 10. Posaune  16��
11. Trichterregal 8�� 11. Dulcian  16��
12. Vox humana 8�� 12. Trommet 8��
13. Trommet 4��
14. Cornet 2��

 There are twelve bellows and four ventils. The present organist’s name is Johann 
Scheele. The organ cost 8,000 Reichsthaler, and was built in four years, i.e., between 1694-
1698, by Arp Schnitger.

The Organ at St. Ansgarii† in Bremen has 42 stops.

                                 Werck                                                          Brust-Positiv
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Octava 8�� 2. Octava 4��
 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 3. Octava 2��
 4. Flute douce 8�� 4. Scharff  IV
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Sesquialtera II
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Tertian II
 7. Rauschpfeiffe II 7. Dulcian 8��
 8. Mixtura  VI 8. Trommet or Schalmey 4��
 9. Cimbel  III  
 10. Trommet  16�� 
 11. Trommet 8��
 12. Vox humana 8��
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* Since the stoplist of the organ at St. 
Ansgarius has only one example of 
this stop, Mattheson is presumably 
referring here as well to the stop of 
the same name in the organ in the 
Cathedral.

† Mattheson writes: “Among other 
stops in old organs, you will en-
counter one by the name of Trich-
ter-Regal, [that gets its name] 
because its pipes look just like fun-
nels. They rattle so abominably 
that if King Ericus had heard this 
sort of music, I believe he would 
have gone twice as mad as he al-
ready was.”

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
160-61.

§ Adlung, Mmo I, p. 203.

                         Rück-Positiv                                                         Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Spitzflöte 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Rohrflöte 4�� 5. Quinta 3��
 6. Sifflet  1 ½ � 6. Rauschpfeiffe  III
 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Mixtura  VI
 8. Mixtura  VI 8. Posaune  16��
 9. Dulcian  16�� 9. Trommet 8��
 10. Schalmey 8�� 10. Trommet 4��
 11. Trichterregal 8�� 11. Cornet 2��

The Trichterregals above* are a new invention, and are said to be rather similar to the 
sound of the human voice. In the organs at Bremen there are four of this new sort [of Trichter-
regal], and thus they must differ from the old Trichterregal as discussed in [Mattheson’s Neu-

eröffnete] Orchestre, p. 299.† The name of the present organist at St. Ansgarii is Johann Janssen, 
a skillful, intelligent man who has applied himself diligently to the study of music, and has the 
plus ultra as his creed (something that is very rare among organists).

The Organ at St. Stephani‡ in Bremen has 42 stops.

                              Werck                                                                  Brust
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Gedact (of wood) 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Blockflöte (of wood)  8�� [4?]

 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 3. Octava 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Waldflöte 2��
 5. Rohrflöte 4�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ �
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Sesquialtera II
 7. Octava 2�� 7. Scharff  III-IV
 8. Tertian II 8. Dulcian 8��
                   (from great C; non-repeating)

 9. Mixtura  IV-V-VI 
 10. Cimbel  III  
 11. Dulcian  16��
 12. Trommet 8��

                           Ober-Werck                                                        Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Spitzflöte 4�� 5. Rauschquint II
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Mixtura  VI
 7. Octava 2�� 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Gemshorn 2�� 8. Trommet 8��
 9. Sesquialtera II 9. Schallmey 4��
 10. Mixtura  III-IV-V 10. Cornet 2��
 11. Vox humana 8�� 
 12. Trichterregal 8�� 

This organ, built by Arp Schnitger, has two Tremulants, one for the Hauptwerk and the other 
for the Oberwerk. It also has 8 bellows, and for each manual as well as the pedal there is a ventil. The 
Brustpositiv cannot be played until the Hauptwerk ventil has been opened. The name of the present 
organist is Henricus Guntherus Tegeler; he also holds the post of imperial public notary.

 (NB. This [instrument] was consumed by fire on December 6, 1754 [Agricola§])
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
161-62.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 162.

The Organ at St. Mary’s* (Unserer Lieben Frauen) at Bremen has 40 stops.

                                Werck                                                     Brust-Positiv
 1. Principal  17��[16��?] 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Octava 4��
 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 3. Octava 2��
 4. Spitzflöte 8�� 4. Sesquialtera II
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Tertian II
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Scharff  IV
 7. Rauschpfeiffe  II 7. Dulcian 8��
 8. Mixtura  VI 8. Vox humana 8��
 9. Cimbel  III
 10. Trommete  16��
 11. Trommete 8��
 12. Trommete 4��

                           Rück-Positiv                                                      Pedal
 1. Octava [sic] 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Rohrflöte 4�� 5. Rauschquinte  III
 6. Waldflöte  6��[2��?] 6. Mixtura  VI
 7. Sesquialtera   -  7. Posaune  16��
 8. Mixtura 2 [?] 8. Trommete 8��
 9. Dulcian  16�� 9. Trommete 4��
 10. Trichterregal 8�� 10. Cornet 2��

The organist’s name is Nicolaus Wilhelmus Ehlers.

The Organ at St. Martini† in Bremen has 26 stops.

                   Werck                              Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Gedact  8��
 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 3. Octava 2�� 3. Octava  4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Waldflöte 2�� 4. Mixtura  VI
 5. Nasat 3�� 5. Sesquialtera II 5. Posaune  16��
 6. Rauschpfeiffe  II 6. Tertian II 6. Trommete   8��
 7. Mixtura  VI 7. Scharff  IV-V-VI  7. Trommete   4��
 8. Cimbel  III 8. Dulcian 8�� 8. Cornet  2��
 9. Dulcian  16��
 10. Trommete 8��             3 Ventils; 1 Tremulant; 6 Bellows

The organist’s name is Thomas Jantzon.
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 171-2. Praetorius does not re-
cord the church in which the organ 
was located.

† See “Chormass”, §.125.

‡ See “Doppelt”, §.137.

§ There is no stop of this name in 
the division Praetorius is refer-
ring to; perhaps he means simply 
“Sedecima.”

Breslau [Wroclaw, Poland]
 

Michael Hirschfelder did indeed begin [to build] the new organ at Breslau,* but was unable to 
complete it due to his untimely death. If the instrument should ever be completed in the form 

recorded in the following stoplist, I certainly would like to see and hear it.

Gross Principal
 1. Chormass† Principal  on one stop, 8��
        Doppelt Principal
        Gedactfl[öite] unter Chor[mass]
 2. Gedactflöite Chormass  on one stop
        Doppeltflöite
        Offen Chormass of a special sort
 3. Octava 
        Duplicat dieses‡ [i.e., doubled]
        Octava, open
 4. Sedecima, open
       Duplicat dieses
       Sedecima, open
 5. Super Sedecima (open)
       Duplicat dieses
       Gedactflöite
 6. Sedecima
       Duplicat dieses
       Thubalflöite Chormass

A total of 33 ranks and 11 stops

 1. Sedecima, open, Principal-like From these stops
 2. Super Sedecima, open, penetrating [at the left] single stops
 3. Zimbel, penetrating are brought to the lower
 4. Spitzflöite or Gemsshorn keyboard, [those being:]
 5. Querpfeiffe  1. Gedactflöite Octava
 6. Very small Flöiten  2. Gedactflöite Sedecima§

 7. Sedecima, open, of another sort  3. Quint de tono Chormass
 8. Super Sedecima, open, of another sort  4. Quint ex sedecima
 9. Quint de tono Chormass  5. Sedecima (open)
 10. Gedacktflöite Octava  6. Zimbel
 11. Quint ex Sedecima  7. Querpfeiffe
 12. Zimbel, penetrating  8. Schallmey Chor[mass]
 13. Gedactflöite Chormass, loud  9. Mixtur Chor[mass]
 14. Mixtur Chormass
 15. Schallmey, violin-like, Chormass
 16. Harffen Principal

Stops in the Pedal
 1. Gross Bass  7. Unter Chormass Bass
 2. Unter ChorBass  8. Mixtur Bass
 3. ChorBass  9. Posaunen unter ChorBass
 4. OctavBass  10. Posaunen Chormass Bass
 5. FlöitenBass unter Chor[mass]  11. Trommeten Bass Chormass
 6. Dulcian Bass

 7. Thubalflöite Octav
        Duplicat dieses
        Dulcian unter Chormass
 8. Krumbhörner Chormass
        Duplicat dieses
        Quinta ex Octava
 9. Quinta ex Sedecima
        Duplicat dieses
         Zimbel grob [i.e., low]
 10. Zimbel klein [i.e., high]
        Duplicat dieses
        Grobe [i.e., low] Mixtur unter Chormass
 11.  Kleine [i.e., high] Mixtur Chormass
        Duplicat dieses
  N.B.  Unter Chormass is  16��
              Chormass [is]  8��               
              Octava [is] 4��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, 
pp. 14-16. This stoplist includes 
a number of particulars that Ad-
lung’s stoplist of the same organ 
does not provide, and so it is given 
here.

† This may indicate that the Glock-
enspiel begins at c�.

‡ apparently the mechanism by 
which the Lower keyboard could 
be shifted between choir- and 
chamber-pitch.

§ This suggests that the Principal 32�� 
may have extended only to low G.

The Organ at St. Maria Magdalena* in Breslau has 56 stops.

                       Primary manual                                        Upper keyboard
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal  8��
           in the façade, of tin  2. Gemshorn 8��
 2. Quintaden   16�� 3. Rohr-Flœt 8��
 3. Octave 8��  4. Salicet 8��
 4. Quintaden 8�� metal 5. Octave 4��
 5. Salicet 8�� 6. Spitz-Flœt 4�� 
 6. Flaut dous 8�� wood 7. Salicet 4�� metal

 7. Octave 4�� 8. Quinta 3�� from a [?]

 8. Rohr Flœte 4�� 9. Super Octav 2�� to c���
 9. Quinte 3�� 10. Block-Flœt 3�� [2��?]

 10. Super Octav 2��  11. Mixtura  VI
 11. Rausch Quinte II metal 12. Cimbel  III
 12. Mixtur   VIII 13. Vox human[a] 8��
 13. Scharff   IV
 14. Trompet 8��                                        Pedal
 15. Glocken-Spiel 2��† 1. Principal  32��
                                                                                                     of tin, in the façade
                     Lower keyboard  2. Octaven-Bass  16�� metal

 1. Principal 8�� 3. Chor-Bass  16�� wood

            in the façade, of tin                                                             the same as with No. 15 below

 2. Flaut 8�� wood 4. Salicet  16�� wood

 3. Viol d��Gamb 8�� metal 5. Octave 8�� metal

 4. Octave 4�� metal 6. Flaut 8��
 5. Flaut 4�� wood 7. Quinta 6�� metal

 6. Nassat 3�� 8. Octave 4�� metal

 7. Super Octav 2�� 9. Nachthorn 2��
 8. Quinta   1 ½�� metal 10. Mixtura X
 9. Sedecime 1�� 11. Posaune  32��
 10. Sesquialt[e]r[a] II 12. Posaune  16��
 11. Cimbal   III 13. Fagot  16��
 12. Oboe 8�� entirely metal 14. Trompet 8�� 
 This manual is at [both]  15. Cammer-Bass 16��

 choir- and chamber-  16. Cammer-Flœt 8��
 pitch, for which there  17. Glocken-Spiel, struck by
 are 2 stops at chamber-                                                         angel figures
 pitch in the pedal.  18. A pair of kettledrums, also

                    struck quite realistically
                 Auxiliary stops                     by angels

Bellows signal bell
4 ventils
Tremulant
Transposition‡

Wind exhaust valve

The organist is the renowned Mr. Johann George Hoffmann, who has been at this [post] 
since July 1, 1742.

This very splendid organ was built [over a period of ] five years by a renowned mas-
ter [builder] from Berlin named Johann Röder. It consists of 56 beautifully voiced stops, 66 
stopknobs, 3 manuals, 1 pedal, 10 large bellows, and of a total of 3,342 pipes of tin, metal and 
wood ([by way of comparison,] the superb organ at Görlitz has 57 stops but only 3270 sound-
ing pipes). The largest pipe in this instrument, being a G,§ [is built] of tin, is 325 pounds (3 1/4   
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 5.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 6.

Centner) in weight, 12 1/4 Ells long, 14 inches in diameter, and has a volume of 8 bushels or 12 
buckets and 64 quarts. The next pipe of tin is the A; it weighs 300 pounds, is 10½ Ells long, 
half an Ell in diameter, and has a volume of 5¼ bushels or 8 buckets and 4 Quarts.

The Organ at St. John’s Cathedral* at Breslau has 35 stops.

                         Haupt-Manual                                            Brust-Positiv
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Flœta 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 2��
 3. Flœte 8�� 3. Sedecima 1��
 4. Trinuna 8�� 4. Mixtur  III
 5. Gemsshorn 8�� 5. Regal, a reed stop 8��
 6. Octava 4��
 7. Quinta 3��                                      Pedal
 8. Super Octav 2�� 1. Principal-Bass, open  16��
 9. Octava [sic]  1 ½��                 of tin, from G, in the façade
 10. Sedecima 1�� 2. [Ge]Decter-Bass  16��
 11. Mixtur V 3. Octav-Bass  16��
   4. Octav-Bass 8��
                      Rück-Positiv  5. Quinten-Bass 6��
 1. Principal, of tin 8�� 6. Octav-Bass 4��
 2. Flœthe, of metal 8�� 7. Mixtur  VI
 3. Octava 4�� 8. Pommer-Bass  16��
 4. Flœthe Dous 4�� 9. Posaune 8��
 5. Divinare 4�� 
 6. Super Octav 2�� Three ventils, for the Hauptwerk,
 7. Quinta  1 ½ �       Brust- and Rückpositiv.
 8. Ripieno  1 ½ � All three manuals can be coupled
 9. Mixtur  III      together.
 10. Vox humana 8�� The present organists are:
   1. Mr. Johann Michalke, Head Organist,  
   and 2. Anton Christel, Sub-organist.

This instrument was repaired in 1754 by Franz Joseph Eberhardt, organbuilder in 
Breslau. It has a full bass octave and 6 bellows.

The Organ at the Heilig-Kreuzkirche† at Breslau has 26 stops.
It is at chamber pitch.

                     Haupt-Manual                                                            Pedal
1. Principal 8�� 1. Bassus Tectus [Gedeckt]  16��
2. Fugara 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
3. Flauta 8 3. Principal-Bass 8��
4. Portunal 8�� 4. Gamba 8��
5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Passettel [?] 8��
6. Octava 4�� 6. Octava 4��
7. Rausch Quinte 3�� 7. Pommer-Bass  16��
8. Super Octava 2�� 8. Posaun 8��
9. Tertia  1 3/5 � 
10. Mixtur  VI                Two ventils, for the lower and the
                                                                                                           upper manual.
                                                                                                    Cuckoo 
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* the Cathedral organists?

† sic; perhaps from bass F or G.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
6-7.

§ perhaps an instance of a divided 
Rückpositiv with two separate 
cases.

¶ Schwebung or Tremblant doux.

                                Brust 
1. Flauta 8�� 
2. Quintadena 8�� This instrument has 5 bellows. Hans
3. Principal 4��  Jacob Rischack of Neisse built it. The
4. Flauta 4��  organists [named] above* likewise
5. Quinta 3��  play [this instrument].
6. Octava 2��
7. Mixtur  IV
8. Clarineten 6��†

The Organ at the Liebfrauenkirche‡ at Breslau has 36 stops.

                       Haupt-Werk                                    Upper manual (Rück-Positiv)
 1. Quintadena, of wood  16�� 1. Principal, of tin 8��
 2. Principal 8��                   in the façades of both positivs§

           of tin, in the façade  2. Flout Hemiol, of metal 8��
 3. Fugara, of wood 8�� 3. Octava                     ” 4��
 4. Salicinal,          of metal  8�� 4. Fugara                     ” 4��
 5. Unda maris            ” 8�� 5. Flout douce            ” 4��
 6. Gemshorn              ” 8�� 6. Quinta                     ” 3��
 7. Octava                    ” 4�� 7. Tredecima [?]        ” 
 8. Nachthorn             ” 4�� 8. Super Octav           ” 2��
 9. Rausch Quinte      ” 3�� 9. Waldflöth               ” 2��
 10. Tredecima [?]        ”  10. Quintina                 ”  1 ½ �
 11. Super Octava         ” 2�� 11. Mixtur                    ”  III
 12. Mixtur                    ”  VI 12. Schallomo             ” 8��
   13. Vox humana          ” 8��
                                    Pedal                                                       together with its own Tremulant.¶

 1. Principal-Bass  16��                    This stop extends throughout
             of pure tin, in the façade                      the entire bass [compass].
 2. Bourdon Sub-Bass (wood)  16�� 
 3. Contra-Bass                ”  16��            Three ventils, for the
 4. Principal-Bass of metal 8��               Oberwerk [i.e., Hauptwerk], 
 5. Flœthen-Bass         ” 8��               Rückwerk [i.e., Rückpositiv] and Pedal
 6. Quinten-Bass          ” 8�� [6��?] 
 7. Octav-Bass              ” 4��            This instrument has 6 bellows.
 8. Mixtur  “ III             Ignatius Menzel, an organbuilder
 9. Pommer-Bass of wood  16��                  from Breslau, built it in 1712.
 10. Posaunen-Bass (metal)  8��             The organists at this church are:
 11. Trompet-Bass      ” 8��                  1. Mr. Johann Rischer, 
                                                                                                           Principal [Organist]
                                                                                                      2. Mr. Johann George Krausse,
                                                                                                             Assistant [Organist]
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
7-8.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 8.

‡ “Hear!” or “Let [the bellows] be 
trod!”; the stop for the bellows sig-
nal bell.

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
8-9.

The Organ at St. Vincenz* in Breslau has 20 stops.

                       Haupt-Manual                                     Brust-Positiv of 4 stops
 1. Quintadena   16��           Consists of only a Mixtur [III?]

 2. Principale 8��                  and Bird call
 3. Flœtna 8�� 
 4. Octava 4��                                        Pedal
 5. Quinta 3�� 1. Principal-Bass  16��
 6. Super Octava 2�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 7. Sedecima 1�� 3. Octava-Bass 8��
 8. Mixtura  IV 4. Mixtura  IV
 9. Cimbalo  III 5. Pommert-Bass  16��
 10. Vox Sta bene [?]  6. Posaun-Bass 8��

This organ was built in the 1660’s. It has 6 bellows. On the 2 manuals and pedal there are 
subsemitones above D# (Dis), called “Dass”, sounding a major third above B natural. The or-
ganist here is Gottfried Grohmann.

The Organ at St. Matthias† in Breslau has 21 stops.

            Haupt-Manual                      Rück-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Principal 8��  1. Flöt 8�� 1. Sub-Bass (open) 16��
 2. Flöt 8��  2. Principal 4�� 2. Gemshorn 8��
 3. Quintaden 8��  3. Flöt 4�� 3. Gedackt 8��
 4. Salicet 8��  4. Salicet 4�� 4. Octaven Bass 4��
 5. Octav 4��  5. Super Octav  2�� 5. Pommer  16��
 6. Rohr Flöt 4��  6. Quinta  1 ½ �
 7. Sub Octav [sic] 2��                                                                  Trommel
 8. Quinta 1 ½ �                                                                   Exaudi or
 9. Sedecima 1��                                                                  Calcantur‡

 10. Mixtur V

This instrument has 4 bellows. The organist here is Anton Beuthler.

The Organ at Corpus Christi§ in Breslau has 21 stops.

             Hauptmanual                      Rückpositiv                            Pedal 
 1. Principal  [8��]  12. Flœta major  8�� 18. Sub Bass major alter[?] 16��
 2. Salicinal 8�� 13. Principal 4�� 19. Principal Bass   [8��?]
 3. Flœta major 8�� 14. Flœta minor 4�� 20. Quinten Bass   [6��?]
 4. Octava 4�� 15. Super Octava 2�� 21. Octaven Bass  4��
 5. Quinta 3�� 16. Quindecima  1 ½��� 22. Pommert Bass   16��
 6. Super Octava 2�� 17. Mixtura II 
 7. Gemshorn 2�� 
 8. Sedecima 1��                 This instrument has 4 bellows. Ignatius
 9. Mixtura  IV                     Mentzel, an organbuilder from Breslau,
 10. Cimbel II                     built it. Franciscus Lachnig is the organist here.
 11. Epi[s]tomium [ventil]
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 8.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
9-10.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
10.

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
10-11.

The Organ at St. Catharinen* in Breslau has 14 stops.

         Primary manual                   Lower keyboard                            Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flauta 8�� 1. Sub Bass  16��
 2. Salicet 8�� 2. Flauta 4�� 2. Octaven Bass 8��
 3. Flauta 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Mixtur  III
 5. Flauta 4��
 6. Quinta 3��             It has 3 bellows. It was built in the 
 7. Octava 2��                year 1701 by Krumpke. The name of
 8. Mixtura  III                the organist is George Bergmann.

The Organ at the Jesuitenkirche† in Breslau has 17 stops.

                  Manual                        Lower keyboard                           Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 12. Copula Major 8�� 1. Sub Bass (open)  16��
 2. Flœta  [8��]  13. Copula Minor 4�� 2. Principal Bass 8��
 3. Salicinal 8��   3. Quinta  [6��?]
 4. Octava 4��   4. Mixtura
 5. Quinta 3�� 
 6. Super Octava 2��               Ventil, manual and pedal.
 7. Gemshorn 2��               This instrument has 4 bellows; it was
 8. Nassat  [1 ½��?]                   repaired in the year 1756 by Franz
 9. Sedecima 1��                   Joseph Eberhardt.
 10. Mixtura  IV
 11. Cimbel II

The Organ at St. Adalbert‡ in Breslau has 22 stops.
It is at chamber pitch.

               Ober-Werck                       Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Copula Major 8�� 1. Principal Bass  16��
 2. Flaut major 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub Bass stopped  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Copula minor 4�� 3. Octav 8��
 4. Salicet open 8�� 4. Octava 2�� 4. Super Octav 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Mixtura  IV 5. Pommer Bass  16��
 6. Flaut douce 4�� 6. Huboi 8�� 6. Posaune 8��
 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Super Octava 2��            This instrument has 4 bellows. Signor
 9. Cornett  III                Adam Horatio Casparini built it in 1737.
 10. Mixtura V                Excluding the case it cost 615 Rhineland Florins.

The Organ at St. Dorothea§ in Breslau has 18 stops.

                  Werck                               Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 9. Principal  15. Sub Bass  16��
 2. Flaut major  [8�� ]  10. Quintadena  16. Octaven Bass 8��
 3. Salicet 8�� 11. Octava  17. Pommer  16��
 4. Principal 4�� 12. [blank]  18. Posaun 8��
 5. Quinta 3�� 13. Sedecima
 6. Octava 2�� 14. Mixtura  
 7. Quindecima  1 ½��                                           This instrument has a 
 8. Mixtur III                                                      short octave and 4 bellows.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 11.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
11-12

The Organ in the Franciscanerkirche* in Breslau has 15 stops.

                   Manual                         Lower keyboard                            Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 9. Flœta 8�� 13. Sub Bass  16��
 2. Fugara 8�� 10. Flœta 4�� 14. Octav Bass 8��
 3. Gamba 8�� 11. Gemshorn 2�� 15. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 12. Vox humana has  16. Tremulant is 

 5. Quinta 3�����������������no further scale [?]                                   external (ist auswärts)

 6. Super Octav 2��
 7. Waldflœt 2��                This instrument has a complete [bottom]
 8. Mixtur  IV                    octave. The 2 manual keyboards can be 
                                                                           coupled together. Eberhardt built it in
                                                                           1752. Cajus Ruthmann is organist here.

The Old Organ in the Church of St. Elizabeth† in Breslau
which was torn down in 1752

had 35 stops.

                       Hauptmanual                                  Lower keyboard - Rück-Positiv
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gross Flœte 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8��
                of tin, in the façade  3. Principal 4��
 3. Flœte 8��                 of tin, in the façade

 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Klein Flœte 4��
 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Super Octav 2��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Quindecima  1 ½ �
 7. Rausch Quinte 3��              Kleine Quinte
 8. Super Octav 2�� 7. Cimbal 1 [rank?]

 9. Quindecima  1 ½ � 8. Gemshorn 8��
 10. Sedecima 1��                  or Krombhörner [sic]

 11. Mixtur V 
                                          Pedal 
              Middle keyboard  1. Sub Bass, of wood, open  32��
                         – Brust-Positiv  2. Principal  16��
 1. Flœta 4�������            of tin, in the façade

 2. Super Octav 2�� 3. Sub Bass, stopped  16��
 3. Quintadecima  1 ½�� 4. Octaven Bass 8��
 4. Sedecima 1�� 5. Flœte 8��
 5. Cimbal I 6. Octav 4��
 6. Dulcian Regal 8�� 7. Sedecima
   8. Mixtur  III
                  Auxiliary stops  9. Pommer  16��

Tremulant  10. Posaune 8��
Oberwerk [i.e., Haupt-Manual] ventil
Brustwerk ventil                                                               Christianus Crellius built this instrument
Rückpositiv   ”                                                                     on August 1, 1657. It was played for the
Trommel 16��[?]                   last time by the organist, Mr. George   
Bellows signal bell                                                             Siegemund Gebel, on August 9th in the                     
         and 6 large bellows                                                   year 1752.

*

†

‡

§

¶

||

*
†

‡
§

¶

||
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
12-13.

† Ordinarily one would presume this 
stop was a reed, but in the original 
publication the flues and reeds are 
grouped separately, and this stop is 
clearly among the flues.

‡ Ibid.

The New Organ at St. Elisabeth* in Breslau has 56 stops.
(It is at chamber pitch)

                         Haupt-Manual                                           Upper keyboard   
 1. Principal, of tin  16�� 1. Hohl Flaute  16��
             the lowest octave of wood  2. Principal, of tin 8��
 2. Burden Flaute  16�� 3. Gemshorn 8��
 3. Salicet  16�� 4. Unda Maris 8��
 4. Octave 8�� 5. Octava 4��
 5. Rohr Flaute 8�� 6. Spitz Flaute 4��
 6. Viola da Gamba 8�� 7. Salicet 4��
 7. Salicet 8�� 8. Quinte 3��
 8. Doppel Quinte 6�� 9. Super Octava 2��
 9. Octav 4�� 10. Sedecima 1��
 10. Nasat 3�� 11. Zimbel V
 11. Super Octav 2�� 12. Hautbois 8��
 12. Sesquialtera II 13. Vox humana, a reed 8��
 13. Mixtur  VIII 14. Theorbe [a reed?] 4��
 14. Trompete   16��
 15. Trompete 8��                                       Pedal
 16. Waldhorn 4�� 1. Major Bass  32��
   2. Salicet, from low F up  32��
                         Rück-Positiv  3. Principal  16��
 1. Rohr Flaute, of tin  16��                 of tin, in the façade

 2. Principal, tin 8�� 4. Violon Bass, open  16��
 3. Flautrav[ersa], wood 8�� 5. Gemshorn Bass,  16��
 4. Quintadena 8��                  of a new kind

 5. Octava 4�� 6. Dulcian†  16��
 6. Quintadena 4�� 7. Principal of tin, in the façade 8��
 7. Fl[auto] amabile, metal 4�� 8. Flaute, of wood 8��
 8. Nachthorn 2�� 9. Gemshorn quint, metal 6��
 9. Tertian II 10. Clarinet [flue?]‡ 4��
 10. Scharff  2��  IV 11. Mixtur    3�� X
 11. Chalmean  [sic] 8�� 12. Posaune  32��
   13. Posaune  16��
                    Auxiliary stops  14. Trompa 8��

A coupler that couples two  15. Schallmey 4��
      manual keyboards together
A coupler that couples all three
     manual keyboards together In addition there are 8 bellows, 
2 ventils for the [Haupt-]Manual    a Glockenspiel, and a set of 
2 ventils for the Brust    kettledrums that are struck by
2 ventils for the Rück-Positiv    angels. The contract to build
2 ventils for the Pedal    this splendid instrument was
2 ventils for the reeds    given to the Breslau organ-
A tremulant    builder Mr. Michael Engler in
Bellows signal bell    1751.
Wind exhaust valve
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
14.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
16-17.

The Old Organ at St. Maria Magdalena* in Breslau
 which was torn down on February 25, 1723

had 36 stops.

                       Haupt-Manual                                            Brust-Positiv
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Flœta 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 2��
 3. Octava 8��[sic] 3. Nassat 2��[sic]

 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Cimbel 1��[sic]

 5. Saliceta 8�� 5. Messingen Regal 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Sing[end] Reg[al] 2��[sic]

 7. Quinta 3�� 
 8. Super Octav 2��                                 Pedal 
 9. Sedecima 1�� 1. Sub Bass  32��
 10. Mixtur  VI 2. Principal  16��
   3. Quintadena  16��
                       Rück-Positiv  4. Octaven-Bass 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 5. Octaven-Bass 4��
 2. Gross Flœta 8�� 6. Bauer-Flœth 2��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 7. Posaunen-Bass  16��
 4. Octava 4�� 8. Sordunen-Bass  16��
 5. Klein Flœt 4�� 9. Tromp[eten-]Bass 8��
 6. Gemshorn 4�� 10. Cornet-Bass 2��
 7. Nassat Quinta 3��
 8. Super Octava 2�� This instrument was completed
 9. Trompeten 8��     in September 1600 by Martin
 10. Krumbhœrner 8��     Scheufler; thus it stood for
        122 years.

The Organ at St. Bernhard† in Breslau-Neustadt has 31 stops.

                  Manual                            Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Violon Bass  16�� 1. Flœte Major  8�� 1. Principal of tin  16��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Quintadena  8�� 2. Sallicional  16��
 3. Principal of tin 8�� 3. Principal  4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Vox humana 8�� 4. Flœte Minor  4�� 4. Quintadena 8��
 5. Wald-Flœte 8�� 5. Gemshorn  3�� 5. Super Octava 4��
 6. Flaut Doux 8�� 6. Super Octava  2�� 6. Super Octava 2��
 7. Salicet 8�� 7. Super Octava [sic]  2�� 7. Wald-Flœte 2��
 8. Octava 4�� 8. Zinck  II 8. Mixtura V
 9. Nachthorn 4�� 9. Mixtura  III 9. Posaunen  16��
 10. Spiz-Flœte 3��   10. Tromba 8��
 11. Mixtura  IV
 12. Cimballo II             Auxiliary stops
   1. Kettledrum  
   2. Coupler  
   3. Ventil
   4. Nightingale

This instrument was built within three years, 1708-11, by Mr. Adam Horatio Casparini. 
It has 4 bellows. The present organist is Daniel Walther.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 17.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
17-18.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
18.

The Middle Organ at the same St. Bernhard’s Church*
in Breslau-Neustadt

has 18 stops.

           Upper keyboard                   Lower keyboard                     Pedal
 1. Principal  1. Grobe Flœt  1. Sub-Bass
 2. Quintaden 8�� 2. Salicet  2. Principal-Bass 
 3. Octava  3. Quintaden 4�� 3. Super Octaven-Bass
 4. Kleine Flœthe  4. Nasat  4. Gedackt 4��
 5. Super Octav 2�� 5. Super Octav 2�� 5. Posaune
 6. Sedecim  6. Sedecima 1��
   7. Regal
         Auxiliary stops

2 tremulants
A bellows signal bell for each keyboard [?]. The 2 manuals can be coupled together.  
This instrument has 3 bellows.

The Organ at [the Church of the] 11,000 Virgins† at Breslau has 23 stops.

                  Werck                            Lower keyboard                         Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœte major 8�� 1. Principal-Bass, open 16��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub Bass, stopped 16��
 3. Gross Flœthe 8�� 3. Flœte douse 4�� 3. Octaven-Bass 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Super Octava 2�� 4. Super Octav 4��
 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Sedecima  1 ½ � 5. Pommert-Bass  16��
 6. Octav Principal 4��    6. Cammer-Bass  16��
 7. Flœte minor 4��   7. Cammer-Bass 8��
 8. Quint decima 3��  
 9. Super Octav 2��  [Auxiliary stops]
 10. Mixtura V Coupler between both keyboards
 11. Scharff doubled  [II?]  Tympani
    Lower keyboard to chamber pitch
    Bellows signal bell
    Birdsong
    4 bellows

[Adam Horatio] Casparini constructed this instrument in Breslau in May, 1735. The  
organist there is Mr. Christian Gottlieb Uber.

The Organ at St. Barbara‡ in Breslau has 21 stops.

          Haupt-Manual                       Rück-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Flaut  3�� [sic; 8��?] 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Principal-Bass 8��
 3. Salicional 8�� 3. Flaut 4�� 3. Flaut-Bass 8��
 4. Flaut 8�� 4. Quint 3�� 4. Quint-Bass 6��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Super Octav 2�� 5. Octav Bass 4��
 6. Quint 3�� 6. Sedecima 1�� 6. Posaune 8��
 7. Super Octav 2�� 7. Mixtur II 

 8. Mixtur  IV                       Auxiliary stops
   Epistomium [ventil]       Avicinium (Birdsong)
   Tremulant       Tamburo (Kettledrum)

This instrument has 4 bellows. Ignatius Menzel from Breslau built it. The organist there 
is George Friedrich Hänisch.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 19.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
19.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
20.

The organ at St. Christophori* in Breslau has 14 stops.

            Both manual keyboards                                          Pedal
1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass, stopped 16��
2. Flœt  3��[8��?] 2. Octav-Bass 8��
3. Principal [sic] 4�� 3. Super Octav-Bass 4��
4. Octav 4�� 4. Quint-Bass 3��
5. Gemshorn 4�� 5. Posaun-Bass 8��
6. Quinta 3�� 
7. Super Octav 2�� This instrument was built by Adam
8. Sedecima 1��    Horatio Casparini in Breslau. The
9. Mixtur  IV    organist there is Gottlieb Benjamin
      Holland.

The Organ in the Reichen Hospital† in Breslau has 14 stops.

                                 Manual                                                      Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Octaven-Bass 8��
 3. Flaut 8�� 3. Fagott  16��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 
 5. Octava 4�� This instrument has 3 bellows.
 6. Flaut 4�� Christoph Scheidhauer, organbuilder
 7. Quinta 3�� in Breslau, built it. The organist
 8. Octava 2�� there is the renowned Mr. George
 9. Sedecima 1�� Gebel.
 10. Mixtur  IV
 11. Cymbel Stimme [sic] 

The Organ at the New Burial [Church]‡ at Breslau has 15 stops.

                             Manual                                                         Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass stopped  16��
 2. Flaut major 8�� 2. Octaven-Bass 8��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Super Octaven-Bass 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Mixtura  III
 5. Flaut minor 4�� 5. Posaunen-Bass  16��
 6. Gemshorn 4�� 
 7. Quinta 3��                     Auxiliary stops
 8. Super Octava 2�� 1. Clamor Avium, Bird-song
 9. Sedecima 1�� 2. Stella [Zimbelstern]
 10. Mixtura  IV 3. Campanum, a Glockenspiel
   4. Tympanum [Kettledrum]
   5. Signum Calcantoris [Bellows signal]

This instrument has 3 bellows. Michael Engler, organbuilder in Breslau, built it. Johann 
Starck is the organist there.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
20-21.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
23.

The Organ in the Reformed Church* in Breslau has 30 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                           Brust                                       Pedal
 1. Bordun Flaut  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass   16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flaut Amabile 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Vox humana 8�� 3. Quintadena 8��                 chamber pitch

 4. Flaut major 8�� 4. Fugara 8�� 3. Violon-Bass  16��
 5. Gemshorn 8��              chamber pitch  4. Quintadenen-Bass  16��
 6. Salicet 8�� 5. Flaut allemande  8�� 5. Principal-Bass 8�� 
 7. Octava 4��              chamber pitch  6. Principal-Bass 8��
 8. Quinta 3�� 6. Octava 4��                 chamber pitch

 9. Super Octava 2�� 7. Principal 4�� 7. Octaven-Bass 4��
 10. Mixtura V              chamber pitch  8. Posaunen-Bass  16�� 
 11. Trompet 8�� 8. Quinta 3�� 9. Trompet-Bass 8��
 9. Super Octava 2��
 10. Mixtura IV

       Auxiliary stops
    Br. Copul [?]  This instrument has 4 bellows. Johann Gottlieb
    Br. Copul [?]  Wilhelm Scheffler, organbuilder from Brieg, built
    Bellows signal bell   it in the year 1752. The organist there is David
   Reschner.

Braunau [Broumov, Czech Republic]
 

The Organ in the Benedictine Monastery† at Braunau has 31 stops.

                             Manuale                                                         Brust
 1. Subbass min.  1. Canalflött
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Nassat 
 3. Flettna 8�� 3. Sedecima 
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Doni Flött 
 5. Octava 4�� 
 6. Quinta 3��                                       Pedal 
 7. Super Octav 2�� 1. Burdun  16��
 8. Sedecima  2. Subbass maj
 9. Quindecima  3. Æqual 8��
 10. Mixtur  4. Octava 4��
   5. Quinta 3��
                           Rück-Positiv  6. Mixtur
 1. Principal  7. Posaun 8��
 2. Flœt major  8. Biffara     to the

 3. Quintadena 8�� 9. Mixtur    manual [sic]

 4. Octava  
 5. Flœtt min. 4��  2 ventils: for the Rück-Positiv 
 6. Violetta        and for the Brust
 7. Quinta   Bellows signal
 8. Mixtur   Bird-song

The middle and lower manual can be coupled together, as can the upper and middle 
manual. This instrument has 4 bellows.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
23-24.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
21-22.

The Organ in the Parish Church* at Braunau has 20 stops.

                    Manual                          Rück-Positiv                           Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœt Major 8�� 1. Burdun  16��
 2. Flœtt major 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Salicet 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Æqual 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Violetta 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Quinta 3�� & Octava  2��
 6. Sup[er] Octav 2�� 6. Octava 2��  
 7. Quindecima  
 8. Sedecima   Coupler between both manuals 
 9. Mixtur   Garritus avium or Bird-song

This instrument has 4 bellows, and was built by a builder from Crosdorf in Bohemia.

Brieg† [Brzeg, Poland]

The organ at St. Nikolai in Brieg has 56 stops.

                      Haupt-Manual                                             Ober-Werck
 1. Violonbass half-compass  16�� 1. Principal in the façade 8��
 2. Bordun Flaut  16��  2. Rohr-Flaut 8��
 3. Quinta dena  16�� 3. Unda maris 8��
 4. Salicet  16�� 4. Principal also in the façade  4��
 5. Principal in the façade 8�� 5. Spitz-Flaut 4��
 6. Flaut major 8�� 6. Nachthorn 4��
 7. Gemshorn 8�� 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Salicet 8�� 8. Octava 2��
 9. Octava 4�� 9. Quinta  1 ½ �
 10. Flaut minor 4�� 10. Sedecima 1��
 11. Quinta 3�� 11. Mixtura  IV
 12. Super octava 2�� 12. Vox humana 8��
 13. Sesqui altera II 
 14. Mixtura  VI                                    Pedal
 15. Cimbal II 1. Major-Bass  32��
 16. Trompet 8�� 2. Principal  16��
                                                                                                    completely in the façade

   3. Offener Bass  16��
                  Rück-Positiv  4. Sub-Bass  16��
 1. Principal in the façade 8�� 5. Quintaden-Bass  16��
 2. Flaut Allemand 8�� 6. Salicet-Bass  16��
 3. Quinta dena 8�� 7. Octaven-Bass 8��
 4. Flaut lieblich 8�� 8. Flaut Bass 8��
 5. Octava 4�� 9. Gembshorn Quint 6��
 6. Quinta 3�� 10. Super Octaven-Bass 4��
 7. Super Octava 2�� 11. Mixtura  VI
 8. Sedecima 1�� 12. Posaunen-Bass  32��
 9. Mixtura  III 13. Posaunen-Bass  16��
 10. Hautbois 8�� 14. Trompet-Bass 8��

 This manual can be rapidly 
 shifted between choir- and                    Pedal at Chamber-pitch
 chamber-pitch by means of  1. Sub-Bass  16��
 a coupler  2. Octaven-Bass 8��

   3. Flaut-Bass 8��
    4. Super Octaven-Bass 4��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
24.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
25.

A coupler to couple two keyboards
A coupler to [couple] all three keyboards
9 ventils
Tremulant
Bellows signal bell
Furthermore there are 7 bellows.
A set of real military kettledrums that may be played with the [organist’s] feet as well as by 
    someone’s hands; they are located at the statues on top, 36 feet high.

Mr. Michael Engler from Breslau worked on this beautiful organ from 1724 until 1730. 
The organist’s name is Christian Gottlieb Richter.

Brünn [Brno, Czech Republic]
 

The Organ at St. Jacob* in Brünn has 15 stops.

          In the Manual                                                                    In the Pedal
 1. Principal  7. Copel Maj.  1. Cornet-Bass
 2. Sedec  8. Quindec.  2. Bordun-Bass
 3. Copel Min.  9. Fugara  3. Octav-Bass
 4. Octava  10. Quinta 
 5. Super Oct.  11. Nassata                            The name of the organist
 6. Salecinal  12. Mixtur                                there is Dominic Glupfohe.

[translator’s interpretation:]

 1. Principal [8�� ]  10. Quinta [3�� ]  2. Bordun-Bass [16�� ]
 7. Copel Maj. [8�� ]  5. Super Oct. [2�� ]  3. Octav-Bass [8�� ]
 6. Salecinal [8�� ]  8. Quindec. [2�� � ]  1. Cornet-Bass [2�� ]
 4. Octava [4�� ]  11. Nassata [1 ½ � ]
 3. Copel Min. [4�� ]  2. Sedec [1�� ]  
 9. Fugara [4�� ]  12. Mixtur 

The Organ at St. Thomas† in Brünn has 38 stops.
[translator’s interpretation:]

             Haupt-Manual                            Brust                             In the Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Copel Major [8��]  1. Sub Bass [16��]
 2. Fletna  [8��/4��?] 2. Principal [4��]                 open, rather wide[-scale]

 3. Nacht-Horn  [8��/4��?] 3. Copel Minor [4��]  2. Sub Bass [16��]
 4. Waldt Flœt  [8��/4��?] 4. Octava [2��]                open, rather narrow[-scale]

 5. Quintaden  [8��/4��?] 5. Tertz [1 3/5  �]  3. Octav Bass [8��]
 6. Salecinal  [8��/4��?] 6. Super Octav [1��]  4. Pordun Bass [8��]
 7. Fugara  [8��/4��?] 7. Quindetz [?] 5. Quint Bass [6��]
 8. Octava  [4��]  8. Mixtur  6. Octav [4��]
 9. Quinta  [3��]    7. Super Octav [2��]
 10. Super Octav  [2��]              Rück-Positiv                   8. Pompart Bass [16��]
 11. Rausch Quint  [II] 1. Copel Maj.  [8��]  9. Trompet [8��]
 12. Sesque Alte  [II]  2. Principal  [4��]  10. Cornet [2��]
 13. Mixtur  3. Copel Min.  [4��]  
 14. Zimbel    4. Nassata  [3��]                      
   5. Rausch Quint  [II] 
   6. Zimbel 

This organ was built by Mr. Gottfried Sieber of Brünn. All 3 keyboards can be coupled 
together. There are 6 bellows. The name of the present organist is Johann Brixides.
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 185-6.

† The printing in the Syntagma is un-
clear; this seems to be what Praeto-
rius intended.

Bückeburg*
 

The large instrument at Bückeburgk,
as the noble count and Lord, Ernst, Count of Holstein, Schaumburgk and Sternberg,  
Lord at Gehmen, had it built in the year 1615 by Esaias Compenius, M.A., organ and  

instrument builder to the ducal court at Braunschweig, as well as an organist.  
It has 48 stops and 3 manuals.

          In the OberWerck are 12 stops.                       In the Brust, 8 stops.
 1. Gross Principal  16�� 1. Rohrflöiten 8��
 2. Gross Quintadehn  16�� 2. Nachthorn 4��
 3. Gross Octava 8�� 3. Offenflöit 4��
 4. Gemsshorn 8��                  reported to stand in front, of ivory

 5. Gedacte Blockpfeiffe 8�� 4. Klein Gemsshorn 2��
 6. Viol de Gamba 8�� 5. Holquintlein  1 ½ �
 7. Octava 4�� 6. Small Zimbel II
 8. Querpfeiffe 4�� 7. Regal 8��
 9. Klein Gedact Blockpfeiff 4�� 8. Geigend Regal of wood 4��
 10. Gemsshorn/Quinta 3�� 
 11. Klein Flachflöit 2��              In the Pedal are 13 [sic] stops.
 12. Mixtur  VIII-X-XII-XIV  1. SubPrincipal Bass  32��
   2. Gross Rohrflöit B[ass]  16��
         In the RückPositiff, 12 stops.   3. Gross Gemsshorn B.  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 4. Holpfeiffen B. 8��
 2. Gross Nachthorn 8�� 5. Gross Nachthorn B. 8��
 3. Gedactflöite of wood 8�� 6. Querflöiten Bass of wood 8��
 4. Nasatt Pfeiffe of wood 4�� 7. Octaven B. 4��
 5. Spill Pfeiff 4�� 8. Klein Gemsshorn B. 4��
 6. Klein Rohrflöit 4�� 9. Posaun or Bombard B.  16��
 7. Klein Octava 2�� 10. Trommeten B. 8��
 8. Klein Gedact 2�� 
 9. Suiflöit 1��                                   Brust Pedalia
 10. Klingend Zimbel III  11. Hornbässlein 2��
 11. Rancket of wood  16�� 12. Bawrpfeifflein 1��
 12. Krumbhorn 8�� 13. Zimbel Bass  III
   14. Sordunbass of wood  16��
   15. Dolcianbass of wood 8��
   16. Cornett Bass 2��
A coupler between the OberWerck and Brust keyboard
Three tremulants: 1. Ober-Werk, 2. Rückpositiff, and 3. Pedal
9 wedge bellows, on top of the church vaulting, directly above the organ
A stop that releases [the air from] the bellows simultaneously, while at the same time locking 

them so that the pumper can no longer pump them.

The Lay-out of the Manual Keyboards

 A#                              eflat                                     aflat

                      D#      F#      G#      Bflat          c#      d#      f#      g#
              C  D     E   F       G       A      B      c      d      e      f      g      a  etc., up to e��� f����†

The Pedalboard
                                       F#   G#                                  eflat                   aflat 
                                       D       E       Bflat        c#      d#      f#      g#     bflat     c#��
                               C   F     G      A      Bnat.   c     d         e    f     g      a    bnat.   c������� d    e
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 163.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 163.

Bützfleth*
(near Stade)

 

The Organ in the Church at Bützfleth near Stade has 23 stops.

 Werck  Brust  Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Hohl-Flöte 4�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Octava 2�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Nasat-Quinta  1 ½ � 4. Mixtura  IV
 5. Nasat-Quinta 3�� 5. Sesquialtera II 5. Posaune  16��
 6. Super Octava 2�� 6. Scharff  III 6. Trommete 8��
 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Cornet 2��
 8. Mixtura  IV-V
 9. Cimbel II                  This instrument has 5 bellows and a tremulant.
 10. Trommete 8��                  The two manuals may be coupled together.

Buxtehude†

(in the territory of Bremen)
 

The Organ in Buxtehude has 36 stops.

                              Werck                                                           Brust
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Hohl-Flöte 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Block-Flöte of wood 4��
 3. Gedact    9�� [8��?] 3. Octava 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Wald-Flöte 2��
 5. Spitz-Flöte 4�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ �
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Sesquialtera II
 7. Super-Octava 2�� 7. Cimbel  III
 8. Rausch-Pfeiffe II 8. Dulcian 8��
 9. Mixtur  IV-V-VI 
 10. Trommete 8��                                    Pedal
   1. Principal  16��
                    Ober-Werck  2. Sub-Bass  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 2. Gedact 8�� 4. Octava 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 5. Mixtur  IV-V-VI
 4. Octava 4�� 6. Posaune  16��
 5. Flöte 4�� 7. Trommete 8��
 6. Gemshorn 2�� 8. Cornet 2��
 7. Sesquialtera II
 8. Scharff  IV-V-VI  There are six bellows, four ventils,
 9. Dulcian  16��      and two tremulants. The name of
 10. Krumhorn 8��      the present organist is Krampau.
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* Hans Scherer the Younger and his 
helpers (fl. 1611–ca.1631); see: Gus-
tav Fock, Arp Schnitger und seine 

Schule (Kassel et. al.: Bärenreiter, 
1974), p. 43; see also: Gustav Fock, 
trans. & ed. Lynn Edwards & Ed-
ward C. Pepe, Hamburg’s Role in 

Northern European Organ Building 
(Easthampton, Mass.: Westfield 
Center [1997]), pp. 49-54.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 183-4.

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 184.

Cassel
 

At Cassel in Hessen three distinguished organs were built and erected within five years, 
[underwritten by] the Landgrave at great expense, by the “Hamburgers”*, as we call them. 

Of these, the first is at the Freyheiterkirche:† it has 33 stops,  
not counting the coupler and the tremulant.

                   In the OberWerck                                          In the OberPositiff
                                      8 stops                                                                            8 stops
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal 8��
 2. Octava  2. Holpfeiffe
 3. Holpfeiffe  3. Gemsshorn
 4. Flöiten  4. Waltflöite
 5. Quintadeena  5. Nasatt
 6. RauschPfeiffe  6. Zimbel
 7. Mixtur  7. Trommette
 8. Scharff  8. Zincken

                     In the RückPositiff                                            In the Pedal
                                     9 stops 
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal 32��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Untersatz
 3. Quintadeena 8�� 3. Octava
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Gedact
 5. Querpfeiffe 4�� 5. Rauschpfeiffe
 6. Mixtur  6. PosaunenBass
 7. Scharff  7. TrommetenBass
 8. Krumbhorn  8. CornettBass
 9. MessingRegal                 Coupler
                                                                                                Tremulant

The second, in the Brüderkirche,‡ has 25 stops, coupler and tremulant.

                In the Werck                 In the RückPositiff          In the two Pedal towers
                                                                          8 stops                                                      7 stops
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Grobgedact 8�� 1. Open Principal 16��
 2. Octava 4�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Untersatz 16��
 3. Octava 2�� 3. Querpfeiffe  3. Octava
 4. Kleingedact  4. Waltflöite  4. PosaunenBass 16��
 5. Nasatt  5. Octävlin  5. DulcianBass 16��
 6. Mixtur  6. Flötgen  6. TrommetenBass  8��
 7. Scharff  7. Mixtur  7. Cornett  3�� [2��?]
 8. Zimbel  8. KleinRegal                                       Coppel
 9. Trommette                                                                                                 Tremulant
 10. Zincke
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 184-5.

† “halb hinaus doppelt”.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 164.

§ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 164.

The third is located in the Schlosskirche;* it has 20 stops,  
as well as a coupler and tremulant.

          In the Werck                      In the OberPositiff                  In the Pedal
                    8 stops                                               6 stops                                              6 stops
 1. Principal with 8�� 1. Principal of lead 8�� 1. Untersatz
             doubled trebles†  2. Gemsshorn  2. Gedact
 2. Quint Tenor[?]  8�� 3. Holpfeiffe  3. Klein Gemsshorn
 3. Gedact 8�� 4. NasattQuinta  4. PosaunenBass
 4. Octava 4�� 5. Zimbel  5. TrommetenBass
 5. Flöite 4�� 6. Trommette  6. CornettBass
 6. Rauschpfeiffe                                                                                              [Coupler]
 7. Mixtur                                                                                                          [Tremulant]
 8. Krumbhorn

Colberg‡ [Kolobrzeg, Poland]
(in Pomerania [Pomorze, Poland]

 

The Organ in the Heilig Geist Kirche at Colberg has 31 stops.

                    Werck                             Rück-Positiv                              Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Flöte 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Principal 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Waldhorn 8��
 4. Blockflöte 8�� 4. Hohlflöte 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Querflöte 4�� 5. Feldflöte 2��
 6. Spitzflöte 4�� 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Bauerflöte 1��
 7. Quinte 3�� 7. Gemshorn 2�� 7. Mixtura  VI
 8. Sedecima 2�� 8. Mixtura  III 8. Posaune 16��
 9. Tertian II 9. Krumhorn 8�� 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Mixtur  IV 10. Cornet 2��
 11. Sordun  16��
 12. Posaune 8��

In addition there are six bellows, a Cymbelstern, kettledrums, a flying eagle, one coupler 
between the Ober-Werck and Pedal, and another between the two manuals.

Cösslin§ [Koszalin, Poland]

 
The Organ in Cösslin has 24 stops.

              Ober-Werck                       Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flöte 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Gedact 8��
 3. Octava 4�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Flöte 4�� 4. Gedact 4�� 4. Super-Octava 2��
 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Cimbel
 6. Super-Octava 2�� 6. Octava 2�� 6. Dulcian  16��
 7. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5  �]  7. Mixtura  7. Trommete 8��
 8. Mixtura  8. Trommete 8��
 9. Dulcian 8��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
26.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 162-3.

‡ “Gedackt stop”?

Czenstachau* [Czestochowa, Poland]

 
The Organ in the Monastery at Czenstachau has 33 stops.

      In the Haupt-Werck             The Brust[werk]                             Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Flaut 8�� 1. Principal Bass of tin  16��
 2. Principal of tin  8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Sub Bass of wood  16��
 3. Flauta 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octav Bass  8��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Klein Flœt 4�� 4. Quint Bass  6��
 5. Onda Maris 8�� 5. Gemshorn 3�� 5. Super Octav Bass  4��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Super Octav 2�� 6. Sedecim  2��
 7. Nacht-Horn 4�� 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Mixtura  V
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Cammer   8. Posaunen-Bass of wood 16��
 9. Super Octav 2��              Quintadena 8�� 9. Trompeten-Bass “  8��
 10. Tertia  1 3/5 � 9. Cammer   10. Sub Bass Cammer  16��
 11. Mixtura V               Flautdouse 4�� 11. Octav Bass Cammer 8��
 12. Cammer-Flœt  8��
 13. Cammer-Flœt  4��            

This organ was built by Mr. Adam Horatio Casparini.

Danzig [Gdansk, Poland]
 

Some of the organs to be seen and heard there may be found in Praetorius and some in 
Mattheson. It is sufficient simply to indicate here which one to consult.

The large organ in St. Mary’s Church, Danzig,†

built by Julius Antonius in the year 1585, contains 55 stops.

           In the OberWerck there are              In the Brust- or VorPositiff there are
                             13 stops                                                            8 stops
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Gedacte Stimm‡ 8��
 2. Holflöite  16�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Quintadehna  16�� 3. Gedact 4��
 4. Octava 8�� 4. Quintadehna 4��
 5. Spillpfeiffe 8�� 5. Dunecken 2��
 6. Quintadehna 8�� 6. Zimbel
 7. Spillpfeiffe 4�� 7. Regal singend 8��
 8. Viol 4�� 8. Zincken 4��
 9. Offenflöite or Viol 3�� 
 10. Sedecima  [2��?]
 11. Rauschquint
               Each of the above stops has 48 pipes.

 12. Zimbel with 144 pipes (therefore it has three ranks)

 13. Mixtur with a total of 1,152 pipes, 24 pipes per note.
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* Both this stop and the one below it 
seem to be drawn from the Rück-
positiv. If this is true, the num-
ber of pipes is misleading; the Zim-
bel seems to have 3 ranks, while the 
Mixtur has up to five.

† This might also mean “for various 
divisions throughout the organ.”

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
165; in Adlung’s Mmo II, p. 183, 
J.F. Agricola makes it clear that 
this is the same church Praetorius 
calls “St. Mary’s Church.”

§ The number is obviously incor-
rect; the organ as listed below had 
50 stops.

               In the Rückpositiff                 In the Pedal [located] with the OberWerck
                           18 stops.                                         4 stops, each with 43 [?] pipes.
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Gross UnterBass at  32��
 2. Holflöit or Holpfeiff 8�� 2. UnterBass   16��
 3. Spillpfeiff or Blockfl. 8�� 3. PosaunenBass  16��
 4. Octav 4�� 4. Trommete 8��
 5. Offenflöit or Viol 4��
 6. Kleine Blockflöit 4��         In the Pedal [located] at both sides
 7. Gemsshorn                                                                                         12 stops
 8. Sedecima  1. Flöiten or Octava 8��
 9. Flöit  2. Gedact 8��
 10. Waldflöit  3. Quintadehna 4��
 11. Rauschquint  4. Superoctav 2��
 12. Nasatt  5. Nachthorn
 13. Zimbel with 144 pipes  6. Rauschquint
 14. Mixtur with 220 pipes  7. Bawerpfeiff
 15. Trommet 8�� 8. Zimbel with 144 pipes* 
 16. Krumbhorn 8�� 9. Mixtur with 220 pipes

 17. Zincken 4�� 10. Spitz or Cornett
 18. Schallmeyen 4�� 11. Trommeten or Schallmeyen
 12. Krumbhörner

Moreover there are three tremulants in the organ (in der gantzen Orgel†), and one drum 
[operated by] the pedal.

Thus there is a total of 60 stops to be found [in this organ].

The Organ in the Pfarrkirche‡ at Danzig has 31§ stops.

                               Werck                                                          Brust-Positiv
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Hohlflöte  16�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Quintadena  16�� 3. Quintadena 4��
 4. Octava 8�� 4. Flöte 2��
 5. Salcional 8�� 5. Schwiegel 1��
 6. Hohlflöte 8�� 6. Regal 8��
 7. Spielflöte 8�� 
 8. Octava 4��                                          Pedal
 9. Offene Flöte 4�� 1. Untersatz  32��
 10. Quinta 3�� 2. Subbass  16��
 11. Sedecima 2�� 3. Gedact  16��
 12. Spitz-Quinta  1 ½ � 4. Salcional  16��
 [13.] Mixtura   XI 5. Octava 8��
   6. Hohlflöt 8��
 Rück-Positiv  7. Quintadena 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 8. Super-Octava 4��
 2. Flöte 8�� 9. Rausch-Quinta 3��
 3. Spiel-Flöte 8�� 10. BauerFlöte 2��
 4. Salcional 8�� 11. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5��]
 5. Quintadena 8�� 12. Mixtura  XI
 6. Octava 4�� 13. Posaune  16��
 7. Waldflöte 4�� 14. Trommete 8��
 8. Quinta 3�� 15. Krumhorn 8��
 9. Nasat  5��[3��?]  16. Schallmey 4��
 10. Super-Octava 2�� 17. Cornet 2��
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* See “Cornet”, §.132.

† The stoplist Mattheson gives is far 
too modern for an organ built at 
such an early date. Given the fact 
that Praetorius offers a somewhat 
similar stoplist for this church’s or-
gan (by a different builder) from 
1585, it is probable that the date 
1549 is an error. Mattheson’s com-
ments here concerning the rela-
tionship between his version of the 
stoplist and the one given by Prae-
torius are misleading. Mattheson’s 
stoplist seems to represent the same 
organ described by Praetorius af-
ter a number of alterations to mod-
ernize it; it may date from the late 
17th or early 18th century.

‡ See Agricola’s second supplement in 
Vol. II, p. 183.

§ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 166.

¶ sic; the stoplist given lists only 36 
stops.

|| Mattheson lists no 16�� reed.

** Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
pp. 166-7.

 11. Gemshorn 2��
 12. Mixtura  VI This organ was constructed in the year
 13. Trommete 8��     1549 by Anton Lehmann from
 14. Krumhorn 8��     Bautzen.
15. halber Cornet* 8��

This is apparently a different organ than the one described by M. Praetorius on p. 162 of his [Syn-

tagma musicum, vol. II, De] Organographia, which stands in the Marienkirche at Danzig. The latter was 
built by Julius Antonius in 1585, and is thus 36 years younger; it also has 55 stops.† [Mattheson]

[The large new organ in the Ober-Pfarrkirche, St. Marien‡]

The middle Organ in the same Pfarrkirche§ at Danzig has 38¶ stops.

              Ober-Werck                        Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Hohlflöte  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flöte 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Hohlflöte 8�� 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Hohlflöte 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4�� 4. Quintadena 8��
 5. Sedecima 2�� 5. Spielflöte 4�� 5. Quarta 3��
 6. Rauschpfeiffe 3�� 6. Blockflöte 4�� 6. Bauerflöte 1��
 7. Mixtura  VIII 7. Octava 2�� 7. Mixtura X
 8. Cimbel  I  [8.] Waldflöte 2�� 8. Cimbel
   9. Sifflet 2�� 9. Trommete 8��||
   10. Gemshorn 2�� 10. Krumhorn 8��
   11. Nasat  1 ½ � 11. Schallmey 4��
   12. Mixtura  III 12. Cornet 2��
   13. Cimbel  I 
There are eight bellows.  14. Trommete 8��
   15. Krumhorn 8��
   16. Jungferregal 8��

The Organ at the H[eilige] Dreyfaltigkeit[skirche]** in Danzig 
has 42 stops.

                            Ober-Werck                                                    Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Flöte 8��
 2. Quintadena   16�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 2��
 4. Spiel-Flöte 8�� 4. Sifflet 2��
 5. Salcional 8�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ �
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Regal 8��
 7. Hohl-Flöte 4��
 8. Quinta 3��                                     Pedal
 9. Superoctava 2�� 1. Sub-Bass  32��
 10. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5��]  2. Sub-Bass  16��
 11. Quinta  1 ½ � 3. Octava 8��
 12. Mixtura  4. Salcional 8��
   5. Octava 4��
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* See §.211, as well as note 3) under 
the stoplist of the organ at St. Bar-
tholomæi in Danzig.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 167.

‡ Despite the “3��” indicated, Adlung 
asserts in §.182 that this is a com-
pound stop.

 Rück-Positiv  6. Superoctava 2��
 1. Principal 8�� 7. Mixtura
 2. Hohl-Flöte 8�� 8. Posaune  16��
 3. Salcional 8�� 9. Trommete   9�� [8��?]
 4. Quintadena 8�� 10. Krum-Horn 8��
 5. Octava 4�� 11. Schallmey 4��
 6. Quer-Flöte 4�� 12. Cornet 2��
 7. Superoctava 2��
 8. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5��]               There are in addition a Cimbel-Stern
 9. Sedecima 1��                    and eight bellows.
 10. Mixtura
 11. Trommete 8��
 12. Halb-Zincke 8�� �

The Organ at St. Johannis† in Danzig has 38 stops.

                           Ober-Werck                                                      Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Flöte 8��
 2. Quintadena   16�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Blöck-Flöte 4��
 4. Spiel-Flöte 8�� 4. Octava 2��
 5. Quintadena 8�� 5. Schwiegel 1��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Sing-Regal 8��
 7. Quer-Flöte 4��
 8. Offene-Flöte 4��                                         Pedal
 9. Quinta 3�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 10. Sedecima 2�� 2. Octava 8��
 11. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5��]  3. Quintadena 8��
   4. Octava 4��
 Rück-Positiv  5. Superoctava 2��
 1. Principal 8�� 6. Bauer-Flöte 1��
 2. Flöte 8�� 7. Mixtura  —
 3. Salcional 8�� 8. Posaune  16��
 4. Octava 4�� 9. Trommete 8��
 5. Superoctava 2�� 10. Cornet 2��
 6. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5��]
 7. Rausch-Quinta 3��‡           There are kettledrums on both sides,
 8. Mixtur —              2 Cimbelsterns and 8 bellows.
 9. Cimbel —  
 10. Trommete 8��
 11. Krumhorn 8��
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 168.

† In Chapter 7 under “Principal,” 
Adlung conjectures that “6��” 
should read “16��.” This seems un-
likely, since there would then be no 
8�� Principal. It is also possible (but 
unlikely) that “6��” indicates that 
the stop begins at F instead of C.

‡ See also §.211.

§ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 169.

¶ It is probable that this name should 
be exchanged with the “Octava” 
above it; see Adlung, §. 171.

The Organ at St. Bartholomæi* in Danzig has 35 stops.

                          Ober-Werck                                                         Brust
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Principal 4��
 2. Principal  6��† [8��?] 2. Quintadena 4��
 3. Hohl-Flöte 8�� 3. Octava  8��[2��?]
 4. Salcional 8��1) 4. Flöte 2��
 5. Quintadena 8�� 5. Regal 8��
 6. Octava 4��
 7. Spiel-Flöte  8�� [4��?]                                        Pedal
 8. Quinta 3�� 1. Open Sub-Bass  16��
 9. Quintadecima 2��2) 2. Octava 8��
 10. Mixtura II 3. Hohl-Flöte 8��
   4. Salcional 8��
           Rück-Positiv  5. Octava 4��
 1. Principal 8�� 6. Quintadena 4��
 2. Flöte 8�� 7. Mixtura --
 3. Octava 4�� 8. Posaune  16��
 4. Salcional 4�� 9. Trommete 8��
 5. Quinta 3�� 10. Cornet 2��
 6. Wald-Flöte 2�� 
 7. Quintadena 2��                   In addition there are 6 bellows and
 8. Mixtura —                       2 Cimbelsterns.
 9. Trommete 8�� 
 10. halber Zincke 8���3)

1) In connection with this word (which is probably of Italian origin) it may be observed that it derives 
from Salcio or Salce, a willow tree, and that it may mean a pipe cut from a willow branch, a shep-
herd’s flute (Schäffer-Flöte). This stop sounds rather similar to a Viola di Gamba. [Mattheson]

2) It bears mentioning that what various organbuilders sometimes call superoctava, sometimes sedecima, 
is in fact the same stop; it is best to call this stop decima quinta, though, or quinta decima, as it is here. 
Here it is nothing other than a little Octave, usually at 2�� or even 1�� pitch. [Mattheson]

3) Apparently this “halber Zincke”, together with the one listed above [in the stoplist of the organ at 
the Dreyfaltigskeitskirche in Danzig], are intended to indicate that the stop extends no further than 
about half the keyboard, the so-called “treble”.‡ [Mattheson]

The Organ at St. Cathar[inen]§ in Danzig has 33 stops.

                         Ober-Werck                                                         Brust
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Flöte 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Hohl-Flöte 8�� 3. Octava 2��
 4. Salcional 8�� 4. Regal 8��
 5. Octava 4��
 6. Hohl-Quinta 3��                                        Pedal
 7. Quindecima 2�� 1. Principal  16��
 8. Schwiegel 1�� 1) 2. Octava 8��
 9. Mixtura II 3. Hohl-Flöte 8��
 10. Trommete 8�� 4. Salcional 8��
   5. Octava  8�� [4��?]
                      Rück-Positiv  6. Mixtura  IV
 1. Octava 8�� 7. Posaune  16��
 2. Flöte 8�� 8. Trommete 8��
 3. Salcional 8�� 9. Cornet 2��
 4. Principal¶ 4��
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* literally “tinkling kettledrums”; 
Adlung has an entry for this name 
in §.134, but indicates that he has 
no idea what it is.

† Virdung includes an illustration of 
the instrument (which he also la-
bels “Zwerchpfeiff”), a transverse 
flute.

‡ There is no “Diersdorf ” or “Di-
erssdorff” in the vicinity of Brieg; 
there is, however, a “Giersdorf ” 
(Polish “Gierszowice”).

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
28. 

¶ See Adlung, §.190, “Sesquialter”.

|| Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
104.

 5. Spiel-Flöte 4��              In addition there are 8 bellows
 6. Quinta 3��                  and Cimbel-Paucken*.
 7. Wald-Flöte 2��
 8. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5��]   
 9. Mixtura  
 10. Trommete 4��  

1) This name, Schwiegel, is reported to have originated in the Netherlands, from [the verb] schwei-

gen, tacere [to be silent],  because it is a gentle-sounding little stop;  see Sebastian Virdung’s Musica 

[getutscht  und ausgezogen,† Basel 1511], as well as Praetorius, [Syntagma musicum,] Vol. II,  [De] 
Organographia [pp. 34, 77, 133, and  Theatrum Instrumentorum, plate IX]. [Mattheson]

Diersdorf ‡

The organ in Dierssdorff § (in the Principality of Brieg [Brzeg, Poland])  
has 23 stops.

                       In the Manual                                       In the Rück-Positiv
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœte 8��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Flœte douse 4��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Super Octava 2��
 5. Salicinal 8�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ �
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Mixtura II
 7. Quinta 3�� 
 8. Super Octava 2��                              In the Pedal
 9. Sesqui altera  2�� [1 3/5 �]¶  1. Contra Bass open  16��
 10. Vigesima nona  1 ½ � 2. Subbass  16��
 11. Sedecima 1�� 3. Principal 8��
 12. Mixtura  IV 4. Octava 4��
   5. Posaune  16��

Dombsel
||

 [Domslau? Domaslaw, Poland]
 

The Organ at Dombssel (in the Principality of Breslau)
has 14 stops.

                               Manual                                                           Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flœte 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Salicet 8��
 5. Octava 4��                            Auxiliary stops
 6. Flœte 4��                Tremulant
 7. Octava 3��                Bird-call
 8. Octava 2��                Drum
 9. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]                Bellows signal bell
 10. Quinta  1 ½ �               3 bellows
 11. Mixtur  III 

The organist’s name is Gottfried Andräi.
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 24-25.

† The “palace church” referred to 
here is the old court chapel in the 
palace, not to be confused with the 
Catholic Court Church, built from 
1739-54, the stoplist of whose Sil-
bermann organ is given in Chap-
ter 10.

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, pp. 
186-88.

Dorstadt*
 

The stoplist of the organ of the Collegiate Convent at Dorstadt.

                          Oberwerk                                                       Brustwerk
Quintadena  16�� Sanfft Gedacht 8��
Principal 8�� Principal 4��
Viola di Gamba 8�� Hollflöt 4��
Octava 4�� Nasat 3��
Plockflöt 4�� Waldflöt 2��
Quinta 3��
Octava 2��                         Pedal
Tertian  Untersatz of wood  16��
Mixtur V Principal of broad scale 8��
Trompet 8�� Octava 4��
  Gedachtflöt 4��
                     Rückpositiv  Waldflöt 1��
Grob Gedacht 8�� Mixtur V
Quintadena 8�� Posaune of wood  16��
Principal 4�� Trompet 8��
Flaute douce 4�� Schalmey 4��
Octava 2�� Cornet 2��
Spitzflöt 2��      Rückpositiv/Oberwerk coupler
Sesquialtera II      Tremulant
Mixtur  IV      Cymbelstern
Hautbois 8��      4 bellows, 10 feet long and 5 feet wide

        The principals are of pure English tin.
        32 degrees of wind.

Dresden
 

In the palace church† at Dresden there is an instrument‡ by Master Gottfried Fritzsche 
from the year 1614, with 33 stops. There is a coupler between the two manuals and a coupler 
from the Rückpositiv to the Pedal; also kettle drums [sounding] E [C?] and F, and small tin-
kling bell[s] set upon a [revolving] star. 

The manual[s] extend from C to d���, constructed like this:

                                                               eflat          aflat
                                D  E   Bb     c#  d#   f# g#  bflat

                        C F    G  A    B   c   d   e   f   g     a    b  up to c��  c#���  d���, [a total of ] 53 keys. 

                                                                                 D   E
             The pedal extends from C to d�:   C F   G   A   etc. up to d�
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* The term “Principalia” signifies 
ranks standing in front of the case 
of each of the manual divisions. 
This is perhaps the most striking 
visual characteristic of Fritzsche’s 
earlier work in middle Germany.

† As Mattheson indicates in the 
stop list following, this division 
was played from the Oberwerck 
keyboard.

In the OberWerck there are 13 stops.
 1. Completely gilded Trom[meten] 8��                three
 2. Lovely tin Octava   [4��]       ���   Principalia*
 3. Lovely tin Principal   [8��]
 4. Gross Quintadeena   16��
 5. Quintadeena 8��
 6. Wooden Principal 8��
 7. Coppel Octava 4��
 8. Quinta above the Octava   [3��]
 9. Stopped Nasatt 3��
 10. Gemsshorn  6�� [2��?]
 11. Super Quinta  1 ½ �
 12. Zimbel II
 13. Mixtur  IV
           Tremulant

Brustpositiff          5 stops†.
 1. Regal, completely gilded 4��             three
 2. Lovely tin Schwigelpf[eife] 1��      ���Principalia
 3. Lovely tin Quintadeena 4��
 4. Gedactflöitlin 2��
 5. Scharff [i.e., narrow-scale] Octav  2��
           Tremulant

 The Positiff on both sides, in place of a Rückpositiff    7 stops.
 1. Krummhorn, completely gilded 8��           three
 2. Lovely tin Superoctav 2��     ��Principalia
 3. Lovely tin Principal 4��
 4. Liebliche Flöiten or Flauten 8��
 5. Octav Quint   [3�� or 1 ½ �]
 6. SpitzPfeiffen or QuerFlöiten of wood  4��
 7. Zimbel II
         Tremulant.

 In the Pedal: 8 stops.
 1. Large open Sub Bass of wood  16��
 2. Stopped Sub Bass   16��
 3. Gross Quintadeena   16��
 4. Open Principa[l] 8��
 5. Spitzflöitlein 1��
 6. Sub Bass Posaunen  16��
 7. Cornett 2�� 
 8. Birdsong throughout the entire pedal
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*  Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
171. Mattheson’s stoplist represents 
the same instrument as Praetorius’s, 
but much altered.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
pp. 169-70. J.F. Agricola notes, 
“[This organ] has been burned.” 
(see Adlung’s Mmo I, p. 210.)

‡ In Chapter 7 under “Principal,” 
Adlung also conjectures that this 
should read “16��.”

§ See the entry under “Kützialflöte”, 
§.165 above.

The organ in the Palace [church]* in Dresden has 27 stops.

                     Werck                         Unter-Werck  
                                                                                             (on both sides)
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Lieblich Principal 8�� 3. Octava  4�� [2��?]
              of wood  4. Gedact 4��
 4.Quintadena 8�� 5. Sexta 2 5/4��[?]

 5. Quinta dulcis 6�� 6. Quinta  1 ½ �
 6. Octava 4��
 7. Coppel-Octava 4��                                      Pedal
 8. Hohl-Quinta 3�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 9. Superoctava 2�� 2. Quintadena   16��
 10. Super-Octava 1�� 3. Octava 8��
 11. Mixtura  3[III?] 4. Posaune  16��
 12. Trommete 8��
 13. Quintadena1) 4�� The instrument has eight bellows,
 14. Octava1) 2��     and the main manual may be
 15. Blockflöte1) 2��     coupled to the pedal.
 16. Cimbel-Octava1) 1��
 17. Jungfern-Regal1)

 1) Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 of the Werck are located in the Brust, but are played from the Werck man-
ual. [Mattheson]

The organ in the Kreuzkirche† at Dresden has 33 stops.

                         Ober-Werck                                                        Brust
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Gedact 4��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Octava 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Sedecima 1��
 5. Nasat 3�� 5. Cimbel --
 6. Octava 2��
 7. Gemshorn 2��                                        Pedal
 8. Manual & Pedal Mixture   1. Principal  4��‡ [16��]
 9. Trommete 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
   3. Octava 8��
                      Rück-Positiv  4. Octava 4��
 1. Gedact 8�� 5. Kützial-Flöte 1�� [1 ½ �§]
 2. Principal 4�� 6. Posaune  16��
 3. Flöte 4�� 7. Trommete 8��
 4. Spitz-Flöte 4�� 8. Trommete 4��
 5. Quinta 3�� 9. Cornet 2��
 6. Octava 2��
 7. Sexta  2���[1 3/5��]  In addition, there are couplers between
 8. Scharff —     the three manual keyboards; a coupler
 9. Cimbel-scharff —     from the Rückpositiv to the Pedal;
 10. Regal 8��     a sun and a [Cymbel]stern; also a Bird-
        call, together with 10 wedge-bellows.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
170. J.F. Agricola added this entry 
to the Mmo. Mattheson’s reference 
to the organ in “Altendresden” and 
Agricola’s to the organ at “Dres-
den-Neustadt” (see Adlung, Chap. 
10, under “Dresden”) refer to two 
successive instruments in the same 
church: the Dreikönigskirche, in 
the area of Dresden across the Elbe 
River, north of the city center. The 
church was founded as a monas-
tery in 1404. The area was known 
as Altendresden until 1685, when it 
was renamed Dresden-Neustadt.

† See entry under “Tertian”, §.198.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
27.

The Alt-Dresdener* organ has 32 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                      Ober-Werck�                                Pedal
                   (wide-scale)  1. Principal 8��                   (very wide-scale)
 1. Quintadena  16�� 2. Vox humana  1. Principal 16��
 2. Principal 8��             from a up to c����  2. Sub-Bass 16��
 3. Gemshorn 8�� 3. Lieblich Gedact  8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Viol di Gamba 8�� 4. Quint-Viole 8��  �4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Octava 4��  �5. Quinta 3��
 6. Rohr-Flöte 4�� 6. Flute douce 4��  �6. Octava 2��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Superoctava 2��  �7. Tertian 2�� [sic]†

 8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Sedec. Scharff  1��  �8. Superoctava 1��
 9. Cimbel-Octava 1�� 9. Zinck II 9. Posaune 16��
 10. Great Sesquialtera   10. Mixtura V 10. Trommete 8��
             in the alto & treble                                                                                     (� in place of the Mixture)

11. Mixtura  IV         �This Oberwerk is scaled a second narrower
12. Basson  16��                in relation to the Hauptmanual.

This organ was built by Johann Hinrich Gräbener, Saxon Court Organbuilder.

(**) The Organ in the Frauenkirche‡ at Dresden
has 43 stops [on] 3 manuals.

       In the Main Manual of large                    In the Brust[werk] of delicate and
             and sonorous scale                                                      gentle scale
 1. Principal                    of English tin  16�� 1. Gedacktes        of metal 8��
 2. Octave Principal               ”         ” 8�� 2. Principal         of English tin 4��
 3. Viol di gamba                    ”         ”  3. Rohr-Flœte    of metal 4��
             or Spiel-Flœte 8�� 4. Nassat               ”      ”  3��
 4. Rohr-Flœte               of metal 8�� 5. Octava              of English tin 2��
 5. Octava                         of English tin 4�� 6. Gemshorn                ”         ” 2��
 6. Spitz-Flœte                       ”         ” 4�� 7. Quinta                      ”         ”  1 ½ �
 7. Quinta                                ”         ” 3�� 8. Sufflœt                      ”         ” 1��
 8. Octava                                ”         ” 2�� 9. Mixtur                      ”         ”  III
 9. Tertia above 2���������������� ”         ”    [1 3/5��]  10. Krumbhorn              ”         ” 8��
 10. Mixtur 2�������������������������”         ”   IV 
 11. Cimbel 1 ½ ��������������������”         ”   III                   In the Pedal of strong and
 12. Cornett                      half-compass                                                 penetrating scale
 13. Fagott                        of English tin  16�� 1. Gross Untersatz    of wood  32��
 14. Trompette                        ”         ” 8�� 2. Principal-Bass       ”     ”  16��
   3. Octaven-Bass        English tin 8��
             In the Oberwerk of keen   4. Octaven-Bass            ”         ” 4��
                and penetrating scale  5. Mixtur                        ”         ”  VI
 1. Quintadena       of English tin  16�� 6. Posaune                      ”         ”  16��
 2. Principal                   ”         ” 8�� 7. Trompeten Bass       ”         ” 8��
 3. Gedacktes         of metal 8�� 8. Clairon                       ”         ” 4��
 4. Quintadena      of English tin 8��                                   Tremulant
 5. Octava                       ”         ” 4�� 
 6. Flœte                 of metal 4�� This exceedingly beautiful organ was 
 7. Nassat                ”      ” 3��     built by the renowned Mr. Gottfried
 8. Octava               of English tin 2��     Silbermann of Dresden. There is also
 9. Sesquialtera              ”         ”        a very skillful organist who presides
 10. Mixtur                       ”         ”  IV     over it, Mr. Gottfried August Homilius.
 11. Vox humana             ”         ” 8��
                       Schwebung
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
28-29. The stoplist recorded here 
is essentially identical to that in 
Mmo I, pp. 214-15, but each of-
fers several particulars not found in 
the other.

† In actuality there seem to have been 
five manuals; see Chap. 2, §.21, and 
note 22.

‡ i.e., Georg Christoph Sterzing.

Eisenach*
 

The Organ in the Court- and Principal-Church at Eisenach [St. George]
has 58 stops.

                Manual Brust-Werk                               Lower-Side-Manual-Division
 1. Grob Gedackt 8�� 1. Barem  16��
 2. Klein Gedackt 4�� 2. Stillgedackt 8��
 3. Principal 2�� 3. Quintaden 8��
 4. Supergemshörnl[ein] 2�� 4. Principal 4��
 5. Sifflœt 1�� 5. Nachthorn 4��
 6. Sesquialtera from g-e����[��]  II 6. Spitz-Flœthe 4��
   7. Spitz-Quinte 3��
            Manual Haupt-Werck  8. Octav 2��
 1. Bordun  16�� 9. Rausch Quinte   1 ½ �[II?]
 2. Principal 8�� 10. Super Octave 1��
 3. Viol di gamb 8�� 11. Cimbel  III
 4. Rohr Flœt 8�� 12. Regal 8��
 5. Quinta 6��
 6. Oktav 4��                                         Pedal
 7. Flœte 4�� 1. Grosser Untersatz  32��
 8. Nassat 3�� 2. Principal  16��
 9. Sesqui altera c g e[��]  4�� III 3. Sub Bass  16��
 10. Mixtur 2�� VI 4. Violon  16��
 11. Cimbel  III 5. Octav 8��
 12. Trombet 8�� 6. Gedackt 8��
   7. Super Okt. 4��
         Upper-Side-Manual-Division  8. Flute 4��
 1. Quintaden  16�� 9. Bauer Flœthe 1��
 2. Gross-Octav 8�� 10. Mixtur V
 3. Gemshorn 8�� 11. Posaun  32��
 4. Gedackt 8�� 12. Posaun  16��
 5. Principal 4�� 13. Trombet 8��
 6. Flute douce 4�� 14. Cornet 2��
 7. Hohl Flœte 4�� 15. Glockenspiel 2��
 8. Hohl Quinte 3�� 
 9. Super Octav 2�� 2 ventils for the manuals
 10. Blockflöte 2��                and pedal
 11. Sesqui altera c� g� e��    2�����  III 3 tremulants
 12. Scharf  IV 2 stopknobs for the Cymbelsterns
 13. Vox humana 8��

The Hauptwerk and the Oberseitenwerk can be coupled together. There is also a coupler 
from the Hauptwerk to the Pedal. The compass of the 4 manuals† is from C to e���; that of the 
Pedal is from C to e�. There are 12 bellows, each 9 feet long and 4 ½ � [feet] wide, that belong 
to this instrument. There are two bellows for the Grosser Untersatz alone, because it stands on 
a separate chest. This organ was built in the year 1707 by Sterzing,‡ and the name of the pres-
ent organist is Johann Ernst Bach.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
171-2.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 172.

‡ The reference mark (h) precedes 
a note at the bottom of p. 173 in 
Mattheson’s Appendix, but without 
a corresponding (h) in the text. Al-
though it is impossible to be certain 
which organ the note is referring 
to, the context seems to suggest the 
organ at Elmshorn.

§ Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 25-26.

¶ See §.276.

Elbingen* [Elblag, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Lutheran Church in the Old Town at Elbingen
has 31 stops.

             Ober-Werck                          Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Gedact  16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Spitzflöte 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Principal of wood 8�� 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Super-Octava 4��
 4. Spitzflöte 8�� 4. Principal 4�� 4. Sexta 
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat 3�� 5. Mixtura
 6. Principal of wood 4�� 6. Octava 2�� 6. Posaune  16��
 7. Quintadena 4�� 7. Mixtura  7. Trommete 8��
 8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Cimbel  1 ½ �  8. Cornet 2��
 9. Sexta                  2��  [1 3/5��]  9. Dulcian 8��
 10. Quinta  1 ½ � 10. Jungfern-Regal 8��
 11. Mixtura
 12. Trommete 8��              This organ has a Cymbelstern, three ventils
 13. Regal 8��                    and eight bellows.

Elmshorn†
 

The organ at Elmshorn has 24 stops. [(h)‡]

                      Werck                               Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Quintadena 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Gedact 8��
 3. Octava 4�� 3. Spitz-Flöte 2�� 3. Octava  2�� [8��? 4��?]
 4. Spitzflöte 4�� 4. Sesquialtera  II 4. Posaune  16��
 5. Nasat-Quinta 3�� 5. Scharff  IV-V 5. Trommete 8��
 6. Octava 2�� 6. Dulcian  16�� 6. Cornet 2��
 7. Rausch-Pfeiffe  II 7. Krumhorn 8��
 8. Mixtura V 8. Cimbel-Stern
 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Trichter-Regal  8��

(h) There is a Tremulant and 4 bellows; furthermore, the two manuals can be coupled together.

Escherde §

 
The stoplist of a newly built 8-foot instrument 

in the Collegiate Convent at Escherde.

 Quintadena  16�� Octava 2��
 Principal 8�� Waldflöt 2��
 Gedacht 8�� Sesquialtera II
 Octava 4�� Mixtur  III
 Spitzflöt 4�� Trompet, half-compass [?] (halbiret¶) 8��
 Quinta 3�� Vox humana, half-compass [?] (halbiret) 8��
  Slider chests

 Built by [Christian] Vater of Hannover.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 32.

† This seems to be an attempt to lati-
nize “Zimbel.”

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
30.

§ See “Flageolet”, §.144.

¶ See note (57), §.301.

|| Latin “Without me [you can do] 
nothing” or “Let him be called”; 
i.e., bellows signal bell.

** This organ is mistakenly attributed 
to Schnitger. It was in fact built by 
Matthias Schurig, from Radeberg 
near Dresden, between 1691-95.

Frankenstein* [Zabkowice Slaskie, Poland]
 

The organ in the parish church there has 25 stops [on] 2 manuals.

 Manual  Positiv  Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flauta major 8�� 1. Viol Bassus 16��
 2. Fugara 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub Bassus 16��
 3. Portunal 8�� 3. Flauta minor 4�� 3. Principal 8��
 4. Principal [sic] 4�� 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Quintadena 8��
 5. Octav 4�� 5. Octav 2�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Rausch Quinta 3 ½ � 6. Mixtur III 6. Rohr Flauta 4��
 7. Octav 2�� 7. Mixtura IV
 8. Tertia 1 7/8 � 8. Cembale II
 9. Mixtura IV 9. Tromba 8��
 10. Cembalo† II                                                         There are four bellows.

This organ was constructed in the year 1730, by Hans Jacob Rieschack from Neyss.

Frankfurt on the Oder
 

The Organ at St. Marien in Frankfurt‡ has 45 stops.

                      Haupt-Manual                                                Ober-Werck
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedackte Flöte 8��
 2. Principal in the façade 8�� 2. Prestant in the façade 4��
 3. Gemshorn 8�� 3. Klein gedacktes 4��
 4. Salicional 8�� 4. Quinta 3��
 5. Principal Octav 4�� 5. Super Octava 2��
 6. Rohrflœte from C to c� [?] 4�� 6. Flaschnette§ [Flageolet?]  2��
 7. Flaut Traversa 4�� 7. Super quinta  1 ½ �
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Super Octavgen  1 ½ � [1��?]

 9. Super Octava 2�� 9. Cymbel  IV
 10. Mixtur  V-VI 10. Hautbois 8��
 11. Scharffes  IV 11. Vox humana 8��
 12. Cornettin [reed? Cornet?] 4��
                                                                                                                      Pedal
                    Rück-Positiv  1. Principal Bass in two towers on the sides,

 1. Gamba in the façade 8��                   of English tin  16��
 2. Grobgedackt 8�� 2. Subbass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Violon 8��
 4. Principal 4�� 4. Gedackter Bass 8��
 5. Flœt dous 4�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Octava 2��
 7. Super Octava 2�� 7. Mixtur  VI
 8. Sesquialtera  II 8. Trombona   16��
 9. Scharffes  IV 9. Trompetta 8��
 10. Trompetta 8�� 10. Schallmoie 4��
 11. Singendes Rohrwerck 4�� 11. Cornettin 2��
   4 ventils
   Tremulant, beating eighth¶ [notes]
   Sine me nihil or Vocatur||

Mr. Arp Schnitker [sic] from Hamburg built this instrument, beginning it in 1715 and 
honorably completing it in 5 years.** There is not a single wooden pipe to be found in the en-
tire instrument. Furthermore, there are only 4 bellows. In the manuals and pedal there are sub-
semitones. In addition there is a coupler linking all three keyboards. The present organist’s 
name is Christoph Hähnel.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 31.

† presumably from c�� upward; here, 
as elsewhere, it is unclear whether 
this stop is a reed or an undulating 
flue stop.

‡ Modern spelling “Freiberg.”

§ Historisch-kritische Beyträge, Vol. III 
(1758), pp. 506-7.

¶ In Adlung’s Mmo I, p. 229, Agri-
cola adds, “approximately in the 
years 1734-36.”

The Organ at St. Augustin* in Frankfurt has 24 stops.

         Haupt-Manual                       Ober-Werck                               Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Viol d��gamba 8�� 2. Principal Bass 8��
 3. Vox humana half-  3. Principal 4�� 3. Octav 4��
             compass† 8�� 4. Flaut douce 4�� 4. Mixtur  III
 4. Principal 4�� 5. Super Octava 2�� 5. Posaune  16��
 5. Gedackt 4�� 6. Sesquialtera  II  6. Trompeta 8��
 6. Traverso 4�� 7. Mixtura  III               3 ventils
 7. Quinta 3��  Tremulant  coupler between both manuals
 8. Wald-Flöthe 2��   Birdsong
 9. Cornett  III   Vocatur [bellows signal bell]
 10. Mixtur  IV
 11. Cimbel  II
              Schwebung

Mr. Damm, a Saxon, built this instrument. Since the Oberwerck as well as the Pedal were 
already there, [the instrument] cost 500 Reichsthaler. [There are] also 5 windchests and 4 
bellows. The previous organist [i.e., Christoph Hähnel] likewise plays [this organ].

Freyberg‡ (in Saxony)
 

The Organ at St. Petri§ in Freyberg has 32 stops [on] 2 manuals.

The organ built by Mr. Gottfried Silbermann¶ in the Petrikirche for 3,000 Reichsthaler  
consists of the following stops:

                 (�) Hauptmanual, which                                       (�) Oberwerk, which has  
                           has large and sonorous scaling                                                   keen & penetrating scaling 

 1. Principal of tin  16�� 1. Quintadene of tin  16��
 2. Octav-Principal of tin 8�� 2. Principal of tin 8��
 3. Viola da Gamba of tin 8�� 3. Gedackt of metal 8��
 4. Rohrflöte of metal 8�� 4. Quintadene of tin 8��
 5. Octava of tin 4�� 5. Octava of tin 4��
 6. Spitzflöte of tin 4�� 6. Rohrflöte of metal 4��
 7. Quinta of tin 3�� 7. Nasath of metal 3��
 8. Octava of tin 2�� 8. Octava of tin 2��
 9. Tertia of tin                    above 2��  [1 3/5 �]  9. Quinta of tin   1 ½ �
 10. Mixtur of tin                      2��  IV 10. Sifflet of tin 1��
 11. Cimbel of tin                      1 ½ �  III 11. Sesquialtera of tin 2 [II]

 12. Cornet of tin                  8�� V 12. Mixtur of tin  III
 13. Fagott of tin  16�� 13. Vox humana of tin 8��
 14. Trompette 8��  Tremulant
   Schwebung

                   (�) Pedal, which has
                             strong and penetrating scaling

 1. Gross-Untersatz  32��
 2. Principal-Bass   16��
 3. Octav-Bass 8��
 4. Posaune   16��
            the resonators of wood, the shallots of metal

 5. Trompete of tin 8��

 There are 4 bellows.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
32-33.

† According to its name, this entire 
division, as well as its pedal (Cam-
merton-Bässe) was tuned at cham-
ber pitch, in contrast to the rest of 
the organ which was presumably 
tuned at choir pitch.

‡Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 34.

Freystadt* [Karvina, Czech Republic]
 

The organ in the Lutheran church at Freystadt has 53 stops on 3 manuals.

                       Haupt-Manual                                        Cammerton-Werck†

 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Principal 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flaut major 8��
 3. Vox humana 8�� 3. Fugara 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Flaut minor 4��
 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Gembshorn 4��
 6. Gamba 8�� 6. Quintadena 4��
 7. Flaut major 8�� 7. Spitz Quinta 4�� [3��?]

 8. Octava 4�� 8. Octava 2��
 9. Flaut minor 4�� 9. Sesquialtera II
 10. Nachthorn or Flaut
             Traversiere 4��                                           Pedal
 11. Quinta 3�� 1. Principal  16��
 12. Super Octava 2�� 2. Violon-Bass  16��
 13. Gembshorn 2�� 3. Bassus apertus [Open bass]  16��
 14. Sedecima 1�� 4. Octava 8��
 15. Sesquialtera     1 2/3���[1 3/5��]  & 1��  II 5. Nachthorn 8��
 16. Mixtur              2�� V 6. Quinten-Bass 6��
 17. Cimbel  III 7. Super-Octav 4��
   8. Mixtur 4��, 3�� & 2��    IV
                          Ober-Werck  9. Pommer Bass  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 10. Trommet 8��
 2. Gembshorn 8��
 3. Grobgedackt 8��                          Cammerton-Bässe
 4. Octava 4�� 11. Sub-Bass  16��
 5. Kleingedackt 4�� 12. Æqual-Bass 8��
 6. Quintaden  4�� 13. Quintaden-Bass 8��
 7. Salicet 4�� 14. Quinten-Bass 6��
 8. Quinta 3��  Ventil
 9. Super-Octava 2��  Bellows signal bell
 10. Quinta dec[ima]-nona  1 ½ �  Coupler between two manuals
 11. Sedecima 1��  Coupler: Haupt-manual/Pedal
 12. Tertian  II  Coupler: Cammerton-werk/ Pedal
 13. Mixtur  IV      

This instrument, which was built in 1746 by Mr. Meinert from Lähn [Wien, Poland], 
has 8 bellows.

Glatz‡ [Klodzko, Poland]
 

The organ in the parish church at Glatz has 38 stops.

                              Werck                                          Lower keyboard for the Positiv
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Copula major  
 2. Principal in the façade 8�� 2. Copula minor  
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Gamba 8�� 4. Mixtura  III
 5. Octava in the façade 4��
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* Piffaro? (Italian voce umana?; see 
also §.186, “Schallmey”)

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
35.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
35-36.

 6. Gembshorn 4��                         Pedal
 7. Quinta, half in the façade   [3��]  1. Principal in the façade   16��
 8. Super Octava  [2��]  2. Subbass, open  16��
 9. Quindecima  3. Subbass, stopped  16��
 10. Sedecima  4. Octave in the façade  
 11. Mixtura  VI 5. Quint in the façade   
 12. Cymbal V 6. Super Octavbass in the façade

   7. Octav  
                 Upper keyboard  8. Cornet  VI
 1. Principal in the façade 8�� 9. Bombar[de]  16��
 2. Flauta major 8�� 10. Trompeten-Bass 8��
 3. Salicinal 8��
 4. Octava in the façade 4��  6 bellows, 4 large and 2 small
 5. Flauta minor 4��  Coupler that couples the 3
 6. Fugara 4��     manuals together
 7. Grosse Rausch Quinta
 8. Super Octava   This instrument was constructed
 9. Kleine Rausch Quinta       in the year 1726 by Anton Streit,
 10. Mixtura  IV     a Jesuit, who died immediately
 11. Cymbel  IV     thereafter. The organist is 
 12. Biffera* 8��     Paulus Frömel.

Glogau [Glogow, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Cathedral† at Glogau has 26 stops.
It is at chamber pitch.

           Haupt-Werck                         Brust--Werck                             Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut 8�� 1. Principal-Bass of wood 16��
 2. Bordun Fl[aut] 8�� 2. Salicet 8�� 2. Tiefgedeckt  16��
 3. Quintdena 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octaven-Bass  8��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Flaut 4�� 4. Quinten-Bass  6��
 5. Octave 4�� 5. Octav 2�� 5. Super Octav  4��
 6. Travers 4�� 6. Quinta  1 ½ � 6. Mixtur           2��  IV
 7. Quinte 3�� 7. Mixtur  IV 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Sup[er] Octav 2�� 8. Vox humana 8�� 8. Trommet  8��
 9. Sedecima 1��
 10. Mixtur  VI               There are four bellows.

The instrument was built in the year 1752 by Caspar Gottlieb Neumann from Glogau. 
The two keyboards may be coupled together. The organist’s name is Carl Fritsche.

The Organ [in the Church] of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus‡

has 25 stops.

            Haupt-Werck                       Brust-Werck                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Coppel Major 8�� 1. Principal
 2. Flauttna Major  8�� 2. Salicinal 8�� 2. Portun Bass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Sub-Bass
 4. Alba [?] 8�� 4. Flettna 4�� 4. Octav Bass 8��
 5. Octav 4�� 5. Fugara 4�� 5. Octav 4��
 6. Flauttna Minor  4�� 6. Octav 2�� 6. Carnello Bass [a 16�� reed?]

 7. Nachthorn 4�� 7. Quinta  1 ½ �  
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Mixtur
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 36.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
37-38. This stoplist is identical to 
the one found in Adlung’s Mmo, 
but (as J.F. Agricola remarks in a 
note to Adlung) each one includes 
a few particulars not found in the 
other.

 9. Super Octav 2��
 10. Quindecima  1 ½ � This instrument was built in the year 1734 by a
 11. Mixtur V      Jesuit, Jacobus Schwartz. There are four bellows.
    The two manuals may also be coupled together.

The Organ [in the Church] of the Dominican Fathers* in Glogau
has 20 stops.

         Primary manual                   Upper keyboard                        Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Tubal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
            in the façade  2. Flaut Major 8��                     of wood; open
 2. Quintadena 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 2. Contra Bass  16��
 3. Salicet 8��                  in the façade                                           of wood; stopped
 4. Octava  4. Flaut Minor 4�� 3. Octava 8��
           Principalis    8��  [4��]  5. Nasat 3�� 4. Quinta 6��
 5. Flaut douce 4�� 6. Rippieno  5. Super Octav Bass  4��
 6. Quinta 3��              or Mixtur  IV 6. Mixtura  IV
 7. Super Octava 2��
 8. Mixtur V  Coupler between the two
         keyboards
    Bellows signal bell
    4 bellows

This instrument was built by Adam Horatio Casparini, together with his son Johann Gottlob.

Görlitz
 

The Great Organ in St. Petri und Pauli Church† at Görlitz has 57 stops.

                     Haupt-Manual.                                               Brustpositiv.
 1. Principal of English tin  1. Principal of English tin
            in the façade  16��                   in the façade 4��
 2. Principal or Grossoktava 8�� 2. Gedackt 8��
 3. Vox humana at unison pitch 8�� 3. Oktava 2��
 4. Viol di Gamba 8�� 4. Ploch-Flöt 2��
 5. Rohr-Flöt Quint 6�� 5. Quint Nassat  1 ½ �
 6. Super Oktava 4�� 6. Sedecima 1��
 7. Gedackt Pommer 4�� 7. Scharf Mixtur       1�� & 1 ½ � II
 8. Offene Flöt 4�� 8. Hautbois 8��
 9. Salicet 4��                      [all] of metal

 10. Decima nona or Quinta 3��
 11. Ploch-Flöt 2��              In the Pedal, specifically in the
 12. Vigesima nona  1 ½ �                         Large Side-Pedal.
 13. Rauschpfeife at 2�� pitch II 1. *Grossprincipalbass of English
 14. Mixtur        1 ½ �, 1�� &  ½ �  [III]                  tin, [from] note F, in the façade  24��
 15. Zynk           at 3�� pitch II 2. *Oktav-Bass   16��
 16. Bombart   16�� 3. *Gemsshorn-Bass 8��
             [all] of metal  4. *Grossquintenbass 6��
   5. *Tubal-Flœt 4��
                    Ober-Werck.  6. *Bauerflöte II [2��?]

 1. Principal of English tin  7. *Mixtur V
           in the façade 8�� 8. *Scharffs II
 2. Quintaden  16��                   [These 7 stops] of metal

 3. Onda maris 8�� 9. *Posaunen of wood  16��
             [both] mostly of cypress wood 
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† According to Boxberg this stop had 
3 ranks: 6�� [51/3�], 4� & 3 1/5�.

‡ Boxberg describes this stop in de-
tail [p. 18]; see also: Ernst Flade, 
Gottfried Silbermann (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Härtel [1953] ), p. 37, 
as well as the photograph of the or-
gan case opposite p. 38.

§ i.e., a Cymbelstern. It is unclear how 
4 bells could produce 8 pitches, but 
this information is copied correctly 
from Boxberg.

¶ See §.203 under “Tympanum.”

 4. Oktave 4��                       In the Small Side-Pedal
 5. Gedackte Fleut doux 4�� 1. Jubal 4��
 6. Spitz-Fleut 3�� 2. Cymbel II
 7. Sedecima   2���������������� [both] of metal

 8. Glöcklein-Ton 2�� 3. Tromba 8��
 9. Super Sedecima  1 ½ � 4. Jungferregal 4��
 10. Cornetti 8��†                   [both] of English tin

 11. Scharff  I
 12. Cymbel II                     In the Upper Back-Pedal
            [these 9 stops] of metal  1. Contrabass open  16��
   2. Tubalflöt open 8��
                          Ventil.                   [both] of wood

for the Hauptwerk.  3. Superoktavbass 4��
for the Oberwerk.  4. Krumhorn 8��
for the Brust.                  [both] of metal

for the Large Side Pedal
for the Small Side Pedal                                       In the Lower Back-Pedal [are] 3 stops
for the Upper Back-Pedal  1. Bordun Sub-Bass stopped 16��
for the Lower Back-Pedal  2. Quintatönbass 8��
for both Angels above the Brust-   3. Fagotti  16��
         Positiv                                                                           [all] of wood

Bellows signal bell 
 
* The 9 pedal stops marked with an   Finally [there is a] large Mixtur in the

asterisk are drawn on both sides       Pedal, of 12 ranks, made up of the disks
of the keyboard. In order for the       and angels.‡ Instead of a stop[knob]
stops to correspond well [with each       there is only a ventil; when it is drawn,
other], 2 blind stops have been added       it lets the wind from both sections of the
for the sake of symmetry. Thus there       organ into the two ducts.
is a total of 82 stops. 

                        Auxiliary Stops.
   1. A revolving sun§ playing 4 bells
                  simultaneously at the following pitches:
                  c e g� c� c� c� g� e�
   2. Nightingale
   3. Birdsong
   4. Kettledrum (Tamburo¶)  16��
   5. Cuckoo
   6. Tremulant

This superb organ, consisting of 3,270 sounding pipes, is one of the largest and most in-
genious in Germany. It was built by the renowned Mr. Eugenius Casparini, born at Sorau in 
the Niederlausitz, together with his son, Mr. Adam Horatio Casparini, within [a period of ] six 
years, from 1697-1703. The lowest octave is complete, but without the low C#. All 3 keyboards 
can be coupled together. There are 7 bellows, each 6 ells long and 3 ells wide. The organist’s 
name is David Nicolai.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 39.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
41.

‡ Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 16-17.

The organ at the Heilige Dreyfaltigkeit[skirche]* in Görlitz has 16 stops.

                Manual                                    Brust                                        Pedal
 1. Grob Ged[ackt] 8�� 1. Quintaden 4�� 1. Sub Bass  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Principal 2�� 2. Trompet 8��
 3. Principal 4�� 3. Cymbel                                                Drum
 4. Spitz-Flöt 4�� 4. Regal 8��                 Tremulant
 5. Quinta 3��                    Birdsong
 6. Octava 2��                    3 bellows
 7. Gemshorn 2��
 8. Nassat  [1 1/3��]                       [Adam Horatio?] Casparini built this organ.
 9. Sesquialtera                                                 The organist there is Johann George Hertz.
 10. Mixtur  IV

Goldberg† [Zlotoryja, Poland]
 

The organ in the parish church at Goldberg has 36 stops.

          Primary manual                  Upper manual                             Pedal
 1. Bordun Flaut  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8��               in the façade                                        in the façade

           in the façade  2. Unda Maris 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Flaute 8�� 3. Flaut Allemand 8�� 3. Violon-Bass  16��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Octav 8��
 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Viol da Gamba 8�� 5. Flaut 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Octav 4�� 6. Quint 6��
 7. Rohr-Flöt 4�� 7. Salicet 4�� 7. Super Octav 4��
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Nachthorn 4��
 9. Super Octav 2�� 9. Super Octav 2�� 9. Posaun  16��
 10. Nachthorn           4��  [2��?] 10. Mixtur  IV 10. Trompet 8��
 11. Sesquialtera II 11. Cimbel  III         1 pair of kettledrums,
 12. Mixtur  VI 12. Trompet [8��?]              struck by [statues of ] angels.
 13. Vox humana 8��            Manual coupler
              6 bellows

J. H. Meinert, organbuilder in Lähn [Wien, Poland], began to build this organ in 1753.

Goslar
 

The stoplist of the artfully arranged new organ in the Principal Church‡

of the Imperial Free City of Goslar.

                     Primary Manual                                               Upper Manual
Quintadena  16�� Bordun  16��
Principal 8�� Principal 8��
Gemshorn 8�� Octava 4��
Violadigamba 8�� Traversiere 4��
Quinta 6�� Quinta 3��
Octava 4�� Superoctava 2��
Superoctava 2�� Waldflöt 2��
Feldflöt 1�� Ditonus [Terz 1 3/5  �?] 1��
Repet-Ditonus [Sesquialtera?] 3�� Scharff  IV
Scharff V Cornette di Caccia 8��
Fagotto  16�� Hautboe 8��
Trompet 8��
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* Biermann, pp. 18-19.

† Biermann, pp. 19-20.

‡ See §.276.

                             Rückpositiv                            Pedal
Gedacht 8�� Principal  16��
Quintadena 8�� Subbass  16��
Principal 4��  Quinta  12��
Flaute douce 4��  Violoncello 8��
Nassat 3�� Octava 4��
Quinta 3�� Waldflöt 2��
Superoctav 2�� Baurflöt 1��
Ditonus [Sesquialtera?] 3�� Scharff  IV
Scharff  III Posaune  16��
Vox humana 8�� Basson  16��

� � � Trompet 8��
   Schalmey  4��
Built by Mr. Sperling   Cornet a Bouquin 2��
     of Rostock, c. 1714             Birdsong
              Cymbelstern
              Tremulant
              Manual coupler

The stoplist of the organ in the St. Jacobi Church* in Goslar.

             [Hauptwerk]                         Rückpositiv                                    Pedal
Quintadena  16�� Quintadena 8�� Subbass  16��
Principal 8�� Principal 4�� Octava 8��
Gedacht 8�� Spitzflöt 4�� Bauerflöt 1��
Octava 4�� Octava 2�� Mixtur  VI
Gedacht 4�� Sesquialtera II Posaune  16��
Quinta 3�� Mixtur  IV Trompet 8��
Plockflöt 3�� Krumhorn 8�� Cornet 2��
Superoctava 2��         Tremulant
Tertian II         4 bellows
Mixtur  VI
Cymbel  II

The stoplist of a recently newly erected
and economically arranged instrument 

at the Collegiate Convent called Novi Operis† in Goslar.

                       [Manual]                                                                Pedal
Gedacht 8�� Subbass  16��
Principal 4�� Principal 8��
Rhorflöt 4�� Octava 4��
Quinta 3�� Floit Bass 1��
Octava 2�� Trompet 8��
Quinta  1 ½ �        Tremulant
Sesquialtera II        3 bellows
Mixtur  III
Krummhorn, half-compass (halbiret‡) 8�� 

Built by the late organbuilder Nauman in Hildesheim.
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The stoplist of the new Rückpositiv
in the sumptuous Church of St. Stephani in Goslar,*

burned to the ground a few years ago by an unfortunate, deadly fire, but now once again rebuilt 
splendidly in the Italian style.

 Gedacht 8�� Flöte 2��
 Principal 4�� Quinta  1 ½ �
 Floit 4�� Sesquialtera II
 Quinta 3�� Mixtur  IV
 Octava 2�� Liebliche Hautboe 8��

Grauhoff †

 
The stoplist of the magnificent and extraordinarily sumptuously built organ of the widely re-
nowned Collegiate Monastery of St. George the Martyr, commonly called Grauhoff, not far 
from the city of Goslar situated at the foot of the Harz [Mountains].

                           Hauptwerk                                                      Oberwerk
 Principal  16�� Principal 8��
 Viola di Gamba  16�� Rhorflöt 8��
 Lieblich Principal 8�� Octava 4��
 Viola di Gamba 8�� Spitzflöt 4��
 Spitzflöt 8�� Quinta 3��
 Quinta 6�� Superoctava 2��
 Octava 4�� Sesquialtera II
 Nasat 3�� Mixtur V
 Rauschpfeiffe  III Fagotto  16��
 Mixtur  VI Vox humana 8��
 Trompet  16��
 Trompet 8��                Pedal on both sides
   Principal  16��
             Hinterwerk, above  Subbass  16��
 Gedacht 8�� Rhorflöt  12��
 Quintadena 8�� Octava 8��
 Principal 4�� Flachflöt 8��
 Traversiere 4�� Octava 4��
 Octava 2�� Mixtur  IV
 Waldflöt 2�� Gross Posaunen Bass  32��
 Quinta  1 ½ � Posaune  16��
 Scharff  III Trompet 8��
 Hautbois 8�� Schalmey 4��
               Manual Glockenspiel
Built by N.[Christoph] Treutmann [Sr.]              3 ventils 
       of Magdeburg in 1737.              6 large bellows, 11 feet (less 3 inches)
                    in length, 5 ½ feet wide.
              Tremulant
              Cymbelstern
              Couplers for all 3 manuals

* Biermann, p. 20.

† Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 20-21.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
42.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
104-5.

‡ The modern spelling is Gröningen 
(near Halberstadt; not to be con-
fused with the city in Holland).

§ Praetorius, Suntagma musicum II, 
pp. 188-89.

Grossburg* (Borek Strzelinski)
(in the Principality of Brieg [Brzeg, Poland])

 

The Organ in Grossburg has 22 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                      Ober-Werck                               Pedal
 1. Principal  8�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Sub Bass  16��
          in the façade  2. Principal 4�� 2. Octava 8��
 2. Quintaden 8��              in the façade  3. Quinta 6��
 3. Salicet 8�� 3. Flœte 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 2�� 5. Nachthorn 2��
 5. Gemshorn 4�� 5. Quinta 1 ½ � 6. Posaun  16��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Sesquialtera  II                   Tremulant
 7. Octava 2�� 7. Cymbel  IV                   Bellows signal bell
 8. Rausch Quint  II
 9. Mixtur  VI     

Without ironwork and carving this organ cost 1,200  Reichsthaler in 1730. [It was] built 
by Mr. Johann Michael Röder.

Grossweigelsdorf † [Kielczów, Poland]

(in the Principality of Oels [Olesnica, Poland])
 

The organ in Grossweigelsdorff has 13 stops.

                          Manual
 1. Principal of tin, in the façade 8�� 8. Quinta 3��
 2. Vox humana from c�� to a��[sic] 8�� 9. Superoctava 2��
 3. Flaut Major of wood 8�� 10. Mixtura  III
 4. Quintadena of wood 8�� 
 5. Salicet from F to c� [sic],                                          Pedal
              of metal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass, stopped, of wood  16��
 6. Octava of principal scale [?] 4�� 2. Octava or Principal, open 8��
 7. Flautdosi [Flöte douce] 4�� 3. Super-Octava 4��

Adam Horatio Casparini of Breslau built it.

Grüningen‡
 

In the Palace Church at Gröningen§ in the year 1596 Master David Beck, citizen and organ-
builder of Halberstadt, erected an instrument that possesses 59 stops, a tremulant and a coupler 
between both manuals.

         In the Oberwerck Manual                          In the Pedal on the Upper Chest
                         12 stops                                     10 stops
1. Gross Quintadehna  16�� 1. Untersatz  16��
2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadeen B[ass]  16��
3. Gross Querflöit 8�� 3. Octaven Bass 8��
4. Holflöiten 8�� 4. Klein Octaven B[ass] 4��
5. Grobgedact 8�� 5. Klein Quintadeen B[ass] 4��
6. Gemshorn 8�� 6. Nachthorn B[ass] 4��
7. Quinta 6�� 7. Hol Quinten B[ass]  [3��?]
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
172-73.

† See §. 178.

 8. Octava 4�� 8. Holflöiten B[ass] 2��
 9. Nachthorn 4�� 9. Rausch Quinten B[ass]

 10. Klein Querflöite 4�� 10. Mixtur
 11. Mixtur 8 [VIII] 
 12. Zimbel doppelt  [II]              In the two side towers for the
                                                                                                         Pedal: 10 stops
        In the Rückpositiff, 14 stops  1. Gross Principal Bass  16��
 1. Quintadehn 8�� 2. Gross Gemshorn B[ass]  16��
 2. Principal 4�� 3. Gross Querflöiten B[ass] 8��
 3. Gedact 4�� 4. Gemshorn B[ass] 8��
 4. Gemshorn 4�� 5. Quintflöiten B[ass] 6��
 5. Octava 2�� 6. Kleingedact B[ass] 4��
 6. Spitzflöite 2�� 7. Posaunen B[ass]  16��
 7. Quinta  1 ½ � 8. Sordunen B[ass]  16��
 8. Subflöite [sic] 1�� 9. Trommeten B[ass] 8��
 9. Mixtur 4 [IV] 10. Schallmeyen B[ass] 4��
 10. Zimbel 3 [III]

 11. Sordunen   16��                 In the Brust, on both sides,
 12. Trommet 8��                            for the Pedal
 13. Krumbhorn 8��                                    6 stops
 14. Klein Regal 4�� 1. Quintflöiten Bass   12��
   2. Bawrflöiten B[ass] 4��
            In front, in the Brust  3. Zimbel B[ass] 3 [III?]
          7 stops [playing on the  4. Rancket B[ass] 8��
             Oberwerck] Manual  5. Krumbhorn B[ass] 8��
 1. Klein Gedact 2�� 6. Klein Regal B[ass] 4��
 2. Klein Octava 1��
 3. Klein Mixtur 2 [II]

 4. Zimbel doppelt  [II]

 5. Rancket 8��
 6. Regal 8��
 7. Zimbel Regal 2��

The Palace Organ at Grüningen�* has 59 stops.
� Praetorius, it is true, has already described this organ on page 188 [of his] Organographia. However, 
since I have found differences in the stops in nine places, and since this beautiful organ well deserves it, I 
have been all the more pleased to grant its stoplist space here, since I myself have played [this organ] in 
the past. [Mattheson]

                       Ober-Werck                                                            Pedal
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Grosse Quer-Flöte 8�� 3. Quintadena   16��
 4. Rohrflöte 8�� 4. Gross Gemshorn  16��
 5. Gemshorn 8�� 5. Octava 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Kleine Quintadena 8��
 7. Kleine Quer-Flöte 4�� 7. Klein Gemshorn 8��
 8. Nacht-Horn 4�� 8. Gross Querflöte  4�� [probably 8��†]

 9. Quinta 3�� 9. Super-Octava 4��
 10. Hohl-Flöte 2�� 10. Gedact 4��
 11. Mixtura  VI-VII-VIII 11. Hohlflöte 4��
 12. Cimbel II 12. Nacht-Horn 4��
   13. Quinta 3��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
42-43.

                       Rück-Positiv  14. Hohl-Quinta 3��
 1. Quintadena 8�� 15. Gedact-Quinta 3��
 2. Principal 4�� 16. Gedact-Quinta  1 ½ �
 3. Rohrflöte 4�� 17. Bauerflöte 1��
 4. Gemshorn 4�� 18. Mixtura V
 5. Octava 2�� 19. Cimbel  III
 6. Spitzflöte 2�� 20. Posaune  16��
 7. Quinta  1 ½ � 21. Sordun  16��
 8. Sifflet 1�� 22. Trommete 8��
 9. Mixtura  IV 23. Rancket 8��
 10. Cimbel  III 24. Krumhorn 8��
 11. Sordun  16�� 25. Schallmey 4��
 12. Trommete 8�� 26. Klein Regal 2��
 13. Krumhorn 8��                 Tremulant and [Manual] Coupler
 14. Sing-Regal 4��
                                                                                                   David Beck built it in the year 1596.
                                 Brust 
 1. Klein Gedackt 2��
 2. Super-Octava 1��
 3. Mixtur  III
 4. Cimbel  II
 5. Repeating Cimbel-Regal 8��[?]

 6. Gross-Regal 8��
 7. Rancket 8��

Grüssau* [Krzeszów, Poland]
 

The organ in the Cistercian monastery at Grüssau has 54 stops.

                    Haupt-Manual                                                Ober-Clavier
 1. Bourdon Fl[aut]  16�� 1. Principal of tin 8��
 2. Quintadena   16�� 2. Rohr-Flaut 8��
 3. Viol di Gamba  16�� 3. Traveur [Traverse Flute?] 8��
 4. Principal of tin 8�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Unda Maris 8�� 5. Flaut Minor 4��
 6. Flaut Major 8�� 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Gembshorn 8�� 7. Super Oct[ava] 2��
 8. Salicet 8�� 8. Quinta 1 ½ �
 9. Octava 4�� 9. Sedecima 1��
 10. Nachthorn 4�� 10. Mixturae  IV
 11. Gembshorn Vta [i.e., Quinta] 3�� 11. Trompet a reed 8��
 12. Super Octava 2�� 12. Vox humana 8��
 13. Mixturae  VI
 14. Cimbal  II                                          Pedal
   1. Major-Bass  32��
                     Rück-Positiv  2. Principal of tin  16��
 1. Principal of tin 8�� 3. Violon-Bass  16��
 2. Fl[aut] Allemand 8�� 4. Subbass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 5. Quintaden   16��
 4. Flaut amabile 8�� 6. Salicet  16��
 5. Octava 4�� 7. Octaven-Bass 8��
 6. Quinta 3�� 8. Flaut 8��
 7. Super Octava 2�� 9. Gembshorn Quint 6��
 8. Sedecima 1�� 10. Super Octava 4��
 9. Mixturae  III 11. Mixturae   VI
 10. Hautbois 8�� 12. Posaunen-Bass  32��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
39-40. In Adlung’s Mmo I, p. 237, 
J. F. Agricola remarks, “A perfect 
example of an organ with an absurd 
layout and stoplist.”

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
40.

   13. Posaunen-Bass  16��
Mr. Michael Engler, an organ-  14. Trompet 8��
   builder and citizen of Breslau, 
   delivered and turned over                                                   Pedal at Chamber Pitch
   this beautiful instrument. He  1. Sub-Bass  16��
   worked on it for 7 years,  2. Quintaden-Bass  16��
   namely from the year 1732  3. Salicet  16��
   to 1739.  4. Octaven-Bass 8��

 
  A coupler to couple two manuals
  A coupler for all three manuals
  Two coupler-stops to switch the lowest
      manual between choir- and chamber pitch.
  10 ventils
  2 Spiegel-Register [Mirror stops?]

  Bellows signal bell
  Wind exhaust valve
  There are 7 bellows for the organ.

Guhrau [Góra, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church* at Guhrau has 24 stops.

                  Manual                            Rück-Positiv                                  Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Flaut 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub-Bass stopped  16��
 3. Octave 4�� 3. Spitz- or   3. Pommer  16��
 4. Nassat  4��                 Rohr-Flöte 4�� 4. Quint Flœt  8��
 5. Sedecima  4�� 4. Quintadena and  5. Octave 8��
 6. Quint minor                Salicet  6. Grobe Quinte  8��
 7. Mixtur  VI 5. Octave and  7. Bauer-Flöte 4��
 8. Cimbel  VI                  Sedecima 2�� 8. Mixtur  VI
 9. Sardochen [?] 4�� 6. Mixtur  IV 9. Zimbeln  IV
             Tremulant

This instrument’s keyboards extend from                  Drum
low F to a��, and the pedal from F up to a��.                  Birdsong
There is also a coupler between the two                                                    5 bellows, 2 large and 
manuals. The name of the organist is                        3 small
Josephus Schober.

The Organ in the Protestant Church† at Guhrau has 24 stops.

                  Manual                         Lower Keyboard                          Pedal
 1. Bourdon  16�� 1. Flaute 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Unda maris 8�� 2. Quintaden-Bass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Flaute travers. 8�� 3. Octaven 8��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Flaute 4�� 4. Super Octave 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Spitz-Flaute 2�� 5. Duette [?] 2��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Vox humana 8�� 6. Posaunen  16��
 7. Super Octava 2��                     Coupler between the
 8. Quinta  1 ½ �                          two manuals
 9. Sifflet 1��                     Ventil to the windchest
 10. Sexquialtera  
 11. Mixtur  IV-V-VI
 12. Zimbel Mixtur  III  

This instrument was constructed by Caspar Gottlieb Neumann from Glogau in 1757.
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164. Sammlung einiger Nachrich-

ten, p. 44.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 181-82.

Habelschwerd* [Bystrzyca Klodzka, Poland]
 

The organ in Habelschwerd has 24 stops.

                    Haupt-Manual                                                      Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Subbass Gedackt   16��
 2. Principal æqual in the façade 8�� 2. Principal in the façade 8��
 3. Flaut Major 8�� 3. Quintadena 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Flaut Minor 4�� 5. Spitz-Flœt, stopped 2��
 6. Sedecima 2�� 6. Cimbel II
 7. Quinta of 2 ranks   3 & 1 ½ � 7. Mixtur  IV
 8. Mixtur, beginning at 3��  VI 8. Posaun-Bass in the façade, of tin 8��
 9. Cimbel, beginning at 2��  IV 9. Schalmey-Bass 8��
                 Glockenspiel
                 Tremulant   1 ventil to the Haupt-Manual that
         blocks [the wind to] the whole
                            Rückpositiv        instrument except the Subbass.
 1. Portunale 8�� The organ was made by Balthasar    
 2. Fugara 8��     Grasse, an organbuilder from Breslau,
 3. Principal in the façade 4��     in the year 1612. A few years ago
 4. Flœt minor 4��     Caspar Weltzel, an organbuilder in
 5. Octava 2��     Greulich [Králiky, Czech Republic],
 6. Mixtur  III     built 6 large new bellows. The name of 
       the organist is Ignatz Wolff.

Halberstadt 

Mr. David Beck put the … instrument with 39 stops and a tremulant in the St. Martini 
Church.† Although the tremulant produces no actual sound of its own, yet some still consider it 
a stop (since it can produce so much variety).

            In the OberWerck 8 stops                               In the Brust 6 stops
 1. Quintadehna  16�� 1. Principal
 2. Principal  [8��?] 2. Gedact
 3. Grobgedact  [8��?] 3. Nachthorn
 4. Grob Gemsshorn   [8��?] 4. Mixtur
 5. Octava  [4��?] 5. Zimbel
 6. Quinta  [3��?] 6. Regal
 7. Mixtur
 8. Zimbel                                                                                      In the Pedal 12 stops
   1. Untersatz
         In the Rückpositiff 12 stops  2. Principal
 1. Principal  3. Gedact Bass
 2. Quinta  4. Octaven Bass
 3. Octava  5. Flöiten B[ass]

 4. Quintadeena  6. Hol Quinten B[ass]

 5. Mixtur  7. Quintflöiten B[ass]

 6. Zimbel  8. Zimbel Bass
 7. Spitzflöte  9. Posaunen B[ass]

 8. Gemsshorn  10. Trommeten B[ass]

 9. Gedact  11. Schallmeyen B[ass]

 10. Suifflöit  12. Cornetten B[ass]

 11. Krumbhorn
 12. Geigend Regal
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 182-83.

† “Im Pedal oben”; apparently signi-
fying that these pedal stops are in 
the upper part of the case, with the 
stops of the Hauptwerk.

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 177-78.

The second [organ] at the Barfüsserkirche,* which is Mr. Elias Winnigstädt’s [instru-
ment], cost 700 Thaler without the painting. It has 27 stops, 1 tremulant and 8 bellows.

                  In the Werck 8 stops                             In the Brust, 5 manual stops
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal 2��
 2. Grobgedact 8�� 2. Nachthorn 2��
 3. Gross Gemsshorn 8�� 3. Querflöit
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Mixtur  III
 5. Querflöit 4�� 5. Zimbel II
 6. Superoctävlin 2��
 7. Quinta  [2 2/3��? 1 1/3��?]                     In the Brust, 3 pedal stops
 8. Mixtur VI in the bass, VII at  1. Posaun  [16��?]

           c�, VIII at c��, XI at c���  2.Trommetten  [8��?]

 9. Zimbel II 3. Cornett  [4��? 2��?]

             In the Rückpositiff 13 stops                       In the upper Pedal† 8 stops
 1. Quintadeena 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 4�� 2. Gross Quintadeen   16��
 3. Gedact 4�� 3. Gedact B[ass] 8��
 4. Gemsshorn 4�� 4. Quintadeen B[ass] 8��
 5. Quinta   [2 2/3��? 1 1/3��?] 5. Quint B[ass]  [5 1/3��? 2 2/3��?]

 6. Octava 2�� 6. Holflöiten B[ass] 2��
 7. Klein Gedact  [2��?] 7. Bawrflöiten  [1��?]

 8. Sifflöit  [1��?] 8. Zimbel Bass
 9. Mixtur  IV
 10. Zimbel  III
 11. Trommet 8��
 12. Regal 8��
 13. Geigend Regal 4��

Halle
(in the Territory of Magdeburg)

 

The instrument at Hall[e] in the Liebfrauenkirche‡ has 31 stops.

              In the Ober-Werck           In the RückPositiff                    In the Brust
                              6 stops                                                                                                   6 stops
 1. Principal at 16�� pitch in the  1. Quintadeen 8�� 1. Flachflötgen 4��
           pedal and 8�� in the manual 2. Principal 4�� 2. Principal 2��
 2. Querpfeiff 8�� only in the manual 3. Gedactes 4�� 3. Waltflötgen 1��
 3. Octava 4�� only in the manual 4. Quinta  9�� [3��?] 4. Mixtur
 4. Nachthorn 4�� only in the manual 5. Octava 2�� 5. Zimbel
 5. Mixtur  6. Kleingedactes 2���� 6. Regal 8��
 6. Zimbel  7. Spissflöit 2�� 
                                                               8. Sifflöit 2��                         Beside the Brust
                                                                    9. Mixtur                                           4 stops
   10. Zimbel  1. Quintflöit Bass 3��
   11. Trommeten 8�� 2. Zimbel Bass 
   12. Singend Regal 4�� 3. Trommeten Bass 8����
     4. Schallmeyen Bass 4��
    At the side there have recently been added 3 stops
 1. Quintadehn Bass                          8��
 2. Nachthorn                                    4��
 3. Heavy Posaunen Untersatz     16��
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 168-69.

† i.e., the pipes overblow at the oc-
tave; see “Querflöte”, §. 178 (quot-
ing Praetorius, p. 138).

‡ ibid.

Hamburg
 

The Organ at St. Jacob* has 53 stops on three manuals
together with the tremulants and 18 small bellows.

             in the OberWerck, 9 stops                         in the Brust above, 11 stops
 1. Principal, commencing at F  12�� 1. Principal, commencing at C 8��
 2. Quintadeen  12�� 2. Holpipe 8��
 3. Octava 6�� 3. Flöite 4��
 4. Holpipe 6�� 4. Offen Querflöite, 8�� long 4��†
 5. Querpipe   open, 12�� long 6��‡ 5. Nasatt, speaking the fifth 3��
 6. Holflöit 3�� 6. Gemsshorn 2��
 7. Russpipe [Rauschpfeife]  7. Kleinflöit 2��
 8. Mixtur  8. Klingende Zimbel   III
 9. Scharp  9. Trompette 8��
   10. Regal 8��
            in the Rückpositiff, 15 stops  11. Zincke 8��
 1. Principal, [commencing] at C 8��                  from f to a��, as usual
 2. Gedact 8�� 
 3. Quintadeen 8��                in the Brust beneath, 4 stops
 4. Octava 4�� 1. Spitzflöit in the treble, at 4��
 5. Holflöit 4�� 2. Quintflöit 3��
 6. Blockflöit 4�� 3. Waltflöit [Waldflöte] 2��
 7. Gemsshorn 2�� 4. Krumbhorn 8��
 8. Ziflöit [Sifflöte] 
 9. Mixtur                                                                                     in the Pedal, 14 stops
 10. Scharp  1. Principal, from F   24��
 11. Klingende Zimbel  2. Mixtur, lowest pipe at   12��
 12. Baa[r]pfeiffe 8�� 3. Principal [from] C   16��
 13. Regal 8�� 4. Gross Bass  16��
 14. Krumbhorn 8�� 5. Octava 4��
 15. Schalmeyen 4�� 6. Spillpipe 4��
   7. Gemsshorn Bass
   8. Spitzquinte
   9. Mixtur
   10. Zimbel
   11. Bassaune   16��
   12. Krumbhorn  16��
   13. Trommete 8��
   14. Cornett 2��
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
175-76.

The Organ at St. Jacobi* in Hamburg has 60 stops.

                               Werck                                                               Brust
 1. Principal 4�� [8��?] 1. Principal 8��
 2. Rohrflöte 8�� 2. Octava 4��
 3. Holtzflöte 8�� 3. Hohlflöte 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Wald-Flöte 2��
 5. Spitzflöte 4�� 5. Sesquialtera II
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Scharff V
 7. Octava 2�� 7. Dulcian 8��
 8. Gemshorn 2�� 8. Trichter-Regal 8��
 9. Mixtura  VI
 10. Cimbel  III                                          Pedal
 11. Trommete 8�� 1. Principal  32��
 12. Krumhorn 8�� 2. Octava  16��
 13. Trommete 4�� 3. Sub-Bass  16��
   4. Octava 8��
                       Ober-Werck  5. Octava 4��
 1. Principal  16�� 6. Nachthorn 2��
 2. Qui[n]tadena  16�� 7. Rauschpfeiffe II
 3. Octava 8�� 8. Mixtura  VI
 4. Spitzflöte 8�� 9. Posaune  32��
 5. Gedact at chamber pitch 8�� 10. Posaune  16��
 6. Octava 4�� 11.Dulcian  16��
 7. Rohrflöte 4�� 12. Trommete 8��
 8. Super-Octava 2�� 13. Trommete 4��
 9. Blockflöte 2�� 14. Cornet 2��
 10. Rauschflöte II
 11. Mixtura  VI                  At the time this is being printed
 12. Trommete   16��                    the organist’s position here is
                                                                                                       vacant.
                       Rück-Positiv
 1. Principal 8��
 2. Gedact 8��
 3. Quintadena 8��
 4. Octava 4��
 5. Querflöte 4��
 6. Flöte 4��
 7. Blockflöte 2��
 8. Sifflet  1 ½ �
 9. Sesquialtera II
 10. Scharff  IV-V-VI
 11. Dulcian  16��
 12. Baarpfeiffe 8��
 13. Schallmey 4��
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 169-70.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
177-78.

The [Organ] at St. Peter*… consists of 3 manuals [with] 42 stops
9 bellows and tremulants.

           The OberWerck on the middle                                   The Brustpositiff above in the 
                    keyboard has 9 stops.                                            organ is played from the upper 
 1. Principal commencing at F   12��                     keyboard, and has 10 stops.
 2. Quintadehna [from] F   12�� 1. Principal from C 8��
 3. Octava [from] F 6�� 2. Holpipe 8��
 4. Gedact [from] C 8�� 3. Holflöite 4��
 5. Holflöite [from] F 3�� 4. Nasatt sounding the fifth 3��
 6. Russpipe [Rauschpfeife]  5. Gemsshorn 2��
 7. Mixtur  6. Kleinflöit 2��
 8. Scharp  7. Zimbel  III
 9. Zimbel  8. Trompette 8��
   9. Regal 8��
              The RückPositiff is played from  10. Zincke 8��
                     the bottom keyboard and
                               has 11 stops.                                               The Brustpositiff beneath is con-
 1. Principal from E  8����������������nected to the Brustpositiff on top,
 2. Quintadehna 8��                and has only a
 3. Gedact 8�� 1. Krumbhorn 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 
 5. Hollfloitte 4��                    In the Pedal there are 11 stops.
 6. Siflöit  1. Principal   from F  24��
 7. Mixtur  2. Gross Bass or Untersatz from C  16��
 8. Scharp  3. Octava 8��
 9. Baarpfeiffe 8�� 4. Gedact 8��
 10. Regall 8�� 5. Gemsshorn Bass
 11. Krumbhorn 8�� 6. Mixtur
   7. Zimbel
   8. Bassaune  16��
   9. Krumbhorn  16��
   10. Trompette 8��
   11. Cornett 2��

The Organ at St. Petri† in Hamburg has 53 stops.

                              Werck                                                     Ober-Positiv
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Quintadena  16��
 2. Gedact  16�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Holtz-Pfeiffe 8�� 4. Spitzflöte 4��
 5. Spitzflöte 8�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Gemshorn 2��
 7. Flachflöte 2�� 7. Scharff
 8. Rausch-Pfeiffe  8. Trommete 8��
 9. Mixtura  9. Baar-Pfeiffe 8��
 10. Scharff  10. Trommete 4��
 11. Trommete  16�� 11. Cimbel-Stern

                         Rück-Positiv                                                        Brust
1. Principal 8�� 1. Octava 8��
2. Gedact 8�� 2. Octava 4��
3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Quintadena 4��
4. Octava 4�� 4. Sesquialtera
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
173-74.

 5. Blockflöte 2�� 5. Scharff
 6. Querflöte 2�� 6. Dulcian 8��
 7. Sifflet 1�� 7. Regal 4��
 8. Sesquialter
 9. Scharff                                                                                                        Pedal
 10. Dulcian  16�� 1. Principal  24��
 11. Trichter-Regal 8�� 2. Unter-Satz  16��
 12. Schallmey 4�� 3. Octava 8��
   4. Gedact 8��

The three upper manuals can be   5. Octava 4��
coupled [together]. The large Principal  6. Rausch-Pfeiffe
in the pedal is actually a 32��; but   7. Mixtura
because it only extends down to F,   8. Posaune  16��
the largest pipe in the façade of the  9. Dulcian  16��
pedal towers, the organbuilder has  10. Trommete 8��
improperly labelled it “24��.”  11. Trommete 4��

   12. Cornet 2��
    (13. Tremulant)  

The Large Organ at St. Nicolai* in Hamburg has 66 stops.

 Werck  Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Blockflöte 8��
 2. Rohr-Flöte  16�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Quintadena  16�� 3. Rohrflöte 4��
 4. Octava 8�� 4. Quinta 3��
 5. Spitzflöte 8�� 5. Waldflöte 2��
 6. Salcional 8�� 6. Nasat  1 ½��
 7. Quinta 6�� 7. Tertian  III
 8. Octava 4�� 8. Scharff  IV-V-VI
 9. Super-Octava 2�� 9. Dulcian 8��
 10. Flach-flöte 2�� 10. Baar-Pfeiffe 8��
 11. Rausch-Pfeiffe  III
 12. Mixtura  VIII-IX-X                                            Pedal
 13. Scharff  III 1. Principal  32��
 14. Trommete  16�� 2. Octava  16��
   3. Sub-Bass  16��
                       Ober-Werck  4. Octava 8��
 1. Weite Pfeiffe 8�� 5. Quinta 6��
 2. Hohlflöte 8�� 6. Octava 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 7. Nachthorn 2��
 4. Rohrflöte 8�� 8. Rausch-Pfeiffe  III
 5. Octava 4�� 9. Mixtura X
 6. Spielflöte 4�� 10. Posaune  32��
 7. Nasat 3�� 11. Posaune  16��
 8. Gemshorn 2�� 12. Dulcian  16��
 9. Scharff  VI 13. Trommete 8��
 10. Cimbel  III 14. Krumhorn 8��
 11. Trommet 8�� 15. Trommete 4��
 12. Vox humana 8�� 16. Cornet 2��
 13. Trommete 4��
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 175.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 181.

‡ See Chap. 7, §.170.

                      Rück-Positiv                                               Auxiliary stops
 1. Bordun  16��     Cimbelstern
 2. Principal 8��     Five ventils
 3. Gedact 8��         Coupler between three manuals
  4. Quintadena 8��      Tremulant
 5. Octava 4��
 6. Blockflöte 4�� This extraordinary organ was built
   7. Querflöte 2��       in the year 1686 by Arp Schnitger,
  8. Sifflet  1 ½ �       and an extraordinary organist also
 9. Sesquialtera  II     presides over it. But how ought
 10. Scharff  VII-VIII-IX     one to sing the praises of a man
 11. Dulcian  16��     already so renowned? Let me but
 12. Trichter-Regal 8���     mention the name Vincent Lübeck,
 13. Schallmey 4��     and the entire chorus of praise is
           complete.

The Small Organ at St. Nicolai* in Hamburg has 27 stops.

                          Werck                                                                 Brust
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Flöte 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Octava 2��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Scharff
 4. Gedact [?] 8�� 4. Regal  [8��?]

 5. Octava 4��
 6. Nasat Quinta  [3��?]                                        Pedal
 7. Octava 2�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 8. Mixtura  2. Mixtura
   3. Dulcian  16��
                       Rückpositiv  4. Trommete 8��
 1. Gedact 8�� 5. Trommete 4��
 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Principal 4�� The are six bellows, and the lowest
 4. Flöte 4��     octave of the manual[s] is a
 5. Octava 2��     short octave.
 6. Flöte 2��
 7. Sifflet  1 ½ �
 8. Sesquialtera  II
 9. Scharff
 10. Regal 8��

The Organ at St. Gertrud† in Hamburg has 21 stops.

                     Werck                                   Brust                                        Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Human-Gedact 8�� 1. Unter-Satz   16��
 2. Gedact 8��               (of wood; very lovely)  2. Trommet 8��
 3. Octava 4�� 2. Flöte of wood 4�� 3. Trommet 4��
 4. Hohlflöte 4�� 3. Waldflöte 2��
 5. Nasat 3�� 4. Sifflet  1 ½ ��           Coupler from Hauptwerk to
 6. Super-Octava 2�� 5. Sesquialtera II                 pedal, as well as from
 7. Mixtura  IV-V-VI 6. Scharff  IV               from Brustwerk to Haupt-
 8 Cimbel  III 7. Dulcian 8��                 werk; 3 bellows; a tremu-
 9. Trommete 8�� 8. Noli me tangere‡                                lant for the entire organ.
 10. Krumhorn 2�� [?]
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* i.e., new in 1720, the year in which 
Mattheson finished his edition of 
the second part of Niedt’s Handle-

itung. The instrument Mattheson 
records was built between 1712-15 
by Arp Schnitger.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
pp. 178-79. In the Mmo I, p. 241, 
Adlung remarks: “This instru-
ment has been destroyed by fire.” 
The church together with its organ 
burned in 1750.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 180.

In this organ there is a remarkable Cimbelstern atop the case, beneath the molding upon 
which stands a statue of St. Gertrud bearing a chapel on her arm. The star is heavily gilded. At 
its center is a rose of engraved steel, cut like a diamond. When the star turns and the sun shines 
upon it, it sparkles. On the star’s points there are likewise the same engraved roses, but smaller, 
and between these painted flames shoot forth; these give the impression of a rainbow when the 
star revolves. There are eight tinkling bells on the star, and they produce an exquisite sound 
when it revolves. The organ was rebuilt by Arp Schnitger in the year 1700.

The new* Organ at St. Michaelis† in Hamburg has 52 stops.

                               Werck                                                              Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Flute douce 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Octava 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Rohrflöte 4��
 4. Rohrflüte [sic] 8�� 4. Quinta 3��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Octava 2��
 6. Spitzflöte 4�� 6. Waldflöte 2��
 7. Nasat 3�� 7. Sifflet  1 ½ �
 8. Super-Octava 2�� 8. Tertian II
 9. Rausch-Pfeiffe II 9. Scharff  IV
 10. Mixtura  IV-V-VI 10. Trichter-Regal 8��
 11. Cimbel   III 11. Schallmey 4��
 12. Trommete  16��
 13. Trommete 8��                                        Pedal
 14. Vox humana 8�� 1. Principal  16��
   2. Sub-Bass  16��
                        Rück-Positiv  3. Rohr-Quint  12��
 1. Principal 8�� 4. Octava 8��
 2. Gedact 8�� 5. Octava 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 6. Nachthorn 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 7. Rausch Pfeiffe  III
 5. Flute douce 4�� 8. Mixtura  VI
 6. Gedact-Quinta 3�� 9. Gros-Posaun  32��
 7. Octava 2�� 10. Posaune  16��
 8. Spitzflöte 2�� 11. Dulcian  16��
 9. Quinta  1 ½ � 12. Trommete 8��
 10. Sesquialtera  II 13. Trommete 4��
 11. Scharff  IV-V-VI 14. Cornet 2��
 12. Dulcian  16��
 13. Hautbois 8��

The Organ at St. Johan[nis]‡ in Hamburg has 30 stops.

                     Werck                            Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Unter-Satz 16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Holtzflöte 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Flöte 4�� 4. Nacht-Horn 2��
 5. Spielflöte 4�� 5. Superoctava 2�� 5. Rausch-Pfeiffe III
 6. Gemshorn 4�� 6. Sifflet  1 ½ � 6. Mixtura VI
 7. Nasat 3�� 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Rausch-Pfeiffe  III 8. Tertian II 8. Trommete 8��
 9. Mixtura  IV-V 9. Scharff  III 9. Cornet 2��
 10. Cimbel  10. Dulcian  16��
 11. Trommete 8��
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
176-77.

This organ has 6 wedge-bellows; two tremulants, one of which beats rapidly, the other 
slowly; four ventils, three of which are blind, while the fourth is the key. Arp Schnitger built 
the instrument.

The Organ at St. Cath[arinen]* in Hamburg has 58 stops.

                             Werck                                                              Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Octava 4��
 3. Bordun  16�� 3. Quintadena 4��
 4. Octava 8��                      (NB. Calch) [?]

 5. Spitzflöte 8�� 4. Waldpfeiffe 2��
 6. Querflöte 8�� 5. Scharff  VII
 7. Octava 4�� 6. Dulcian  16��
 8. Octava 2�� 7. Regal 8��
 9. Rausch-Pfeiffe II
 10. Mixtura X                                      Pedal
 11. Trommete  16�� 1. Principal  32��
   2. Principal  16��
                              Oberwerk  3. Sub-Bass  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 4. Octava 8��
 2. Hohlflöte 8�� 5. Gedact 8��
 3. Flöte 4�� 6. Octava 4��
 4. Nasat 3�� 7. Nachthorn 4��
 5. Gemshorn 2�� 8. Rauschpfeiffe  II
 6. Waldflöte 2�� 9. Mixtura V
 7. Scharff  VI 10. Cimbel  III
 8. Trommete 8�� 11. Gross-Posaun  32��
 9. Zincke 8�� 12. Posaune  16��
 10. Trommete 4�� 13. Dulcian  16��
   14. Trommete 8��
                       Rückpositiv  15. Krumhorn 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 16. Schallmey 4��
 2. Gedact 8�� 17. Cornet-Bass 2��
 3. Quintadena 8��
 4. Octava 4�� This instrument has 16 fine wedge-
 5. Blockflöte 4��  bellows and 2 tremulants. Johann
 6. Hohlflöte 4��  Friederich Besser, an organbuilder
 7. Quintflöte   1 ½ �  from Braunschweig, was the last
 8. Sifflet 1��  one to rebuild it. The large Prin-
 9. Sesquialtera II  cipal 32�� is made of the purest
 10. Scharff  VIII  English tin, and the pipes C, D and
 11. Regal 8��  E stand in the pedal towers so they
 12. Baarpfeiffe 8��  can be seen in front. The organist
 13. Schallmey 4��  here, the widely celebrated Johann 
    Adam Reinken, is still living as I 
    write this in the year 1720, and 
    although in his 96th year, is still 
    largely in command of his powers.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
180-81.

† For a translation of Mattheson’s 
statements, see the footnote to his 
remark about the Trichter-Regals 
in the organ at St. Ansgarii in Bre-
men (above).

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 179.

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
45.

The Organ at St. Mar[ia] Magdal[ena]* in Hamburg has 23 stops.

            [Haupt]werk                          Rückpositiv                             Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Höltzern Principal  8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Bauer-flöte 1��
 4. Octave 4�� 4. Querflöte 4�� 4. Mixtura  VI
 5. Blockflöte 4�� 5. Sesquialtera II 5. Posaune  16��
 6. Mixtura  VI 6. Scharff V 6. Trommete 8��
 7. Dulcian  16�� 7. Trichter-Regal 8�� 7. Trommete 4��
 8. Trommete 8�� 8. Schallmey 4�� 

In addition there are five bellows and a tremulant. The Trichter-Regal is built according 
to the old method, in which the pipes are very short and very wide on top; this is the sort of stop 
that [Mattheson’s Das Neu-Eröffnete] Orch[estre], p. 299, is speaking about.† The manual[s] 
have several sub-semitones in each octave, and the lowest is a short octave. The instrument was 
built in the year 1629 by Gottfried Fritsche from Meissen, and has no couplers.

The Organ in the Cathedral‡ at Hamburg has 31 stops.

                      Werck                           Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Unter-Satz  16��
 3. Hohl-Flöte 8�� 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4�� 4. Gedact 8��
 5. Hohl-Flöte 4�� 5. Flöte 4�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Nasat 3�� 6. Sifflet 1�� 6. Rausch-Pfeiffe
 7. Blockflöte 2�� 7. Mixtura  7. Mixtura
 8. Mixtura  8. Scharff  8. Posaune  16��
 9. Scharff  9. Baar-Pfeiffe 8�� 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Trommete  16�� 10. Trichter-Regal 8�� 10. Cornet 2��
 11. Trommete 8��

Harpersdorf § (Twardocice, Poland)
(in the Principality of Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland])

 

The Organ at Harpersdorff has 26 stops.

                     Haupt-Manual                                               In the Pedal
 1. Bordun Flöte  16��                               Front division
 2. Principal 8�� 1. Octava 8��
 3. Unda Maris 8�� 2. Sub-Bass 8��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 3. Quintadena 8��
 5. Octava 4�� 4. Mixtura  III
 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Super Octava 2��                                Rear division
 8. Mixtur  III 1. Principal  16��
 9. Mixtur II 2. Violon-Bass  16��
 10. Scharff II 3. Fagot  16��
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* This stop is clearly listed among the 
flue stops in the original stoplist.

† Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 23-24.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
46.

                 Lower Keyboard                                          Auxiliary stops
 1. Quintadena 8�� 1. Ventil for the Primary Manual
 2. Fugare 8�� 2.      ”    for the Lower Manual
3. Viola di Gamba 8�� 3.      ”    for the Front division
4. Salicet 8�� 4.      ”    for the Rear division
5. Vox humana* 8�� 5. Bellows signal bell
6. Flaute douce 4�� 6. Coupler between the two manuals
7. Spitz Flöte 2�� 
8. Cimbel  III                This organ has 4 bellows; Johann
10. Hautbois 8��                  Heinrich Meinert from Lähn [Wien,
         Tremulant                                                                         Poland] built the instrument.

Heiningen†
 

Stoplist of the Organ in the Collegiate Convent at Heiningen.

               Ober-Werk                           Brustwerck                                 Pedal
Perduna  16�� Principal 8�� Untersatz  16��
Principal 8�� Gedacht 8�� Principal 8��
Viola di Gamba 8�� Principal 4�� Octava 4��
Querfloit 8�� Waldfloit 4�� Waldfloit 2��
Quintadena 8�� Dulcefloit 4�� Mixtur V
Octava 4�� Quinta 3�� Posaune  16��
Quinta 3�� Octava 2�� Trompet 8��
Octava 2�� Tertian  Schalmey 4��
Sesquialtera  III Mixtur V
Mixtur  VI Dulcian 8�� Cymbelstern
Trompet 8��   Tremulant
Zinck, half-compass 8��   Coupler
  4 bellows, each 9�� long and 4 ½ � wide

Heinrichau‡ [Henryków, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Monastery Church at Heinrichau has 34 stops.

                            Werck                                                       Brust-Positiv
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Hemiol Flœt 8��
 2. Flœt major 8�� 2. Flœt 4��
 3. Salicet 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Sup[er] Octav 1��
 5. Spitzflöte 4�� 5. Mixtura  III
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Surdun  16��
 7. Octava 2��
 8. Waldflöt 2��                                      Pedal
 9. Ripien  III 1. Major-Bass, open   16��
 10. Mixtura  IV 2. Pommer  16��
               Birdcall (Avicinium)  3. Bourdon  16��
   4. Æquale [Principal?] 8��
 Rück-Positiv  5. Quinta 6��
 1. Flœte 8�� 6. Octava 4��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 7. Quinta 3��
 3. Principal 4�� 8. Superoctava 2��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
47.

† The manual designations are those 
that appear in the Sammlung eini-

ger Nachrichten; it is, however, ob-
vious that the stops of the Lower 
Keyboard (Unter-Clavier) are in-
deed pedal stops; Agricola recog-
nized this as well, since in the Mmo 
stoplists he states that the instru-
ment has 2 manuals. The stoplist 
reveals this to be a normal 2-man-
ual organ; the “Middle Keyboard” 
is the primary division, and the 
“Upper Keyboard” is the second-
ary division.

‡ i.e., Vox humana

§ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
p. 189. Esaias Compenius built 
this organ in 1610 for the Duke of 
Braunschweig, at the Hessen Pal-
ace (near Wolfenbüttel). In the 
year 1617 it was presented as a 
gift to King Christian IV of Den-
mark; Compenius re-erected it in 
the Frederiksborg Palace Church 
in Hillerød. The instrument still 
exists, minimally altered from its 
original state.

¶ Tremblant doux.

|| Tremblant fort.

** bagpipe (drone); three octaves of 
reed pipes sounding C & F.

†† small bagpipe (drone); regal pipes.

 4. Flœte 4�� 9. Mixtura  IV
 5. Fugara 4�� 10. Posaune 8��
 6. Quinta 3��                     Tympano
 7. Octava 2��
 8. Quindecima  1 ½ �               The present organist’s name is
                                                                                                  N. Wacksmann.

Hermsdorf* [ Jerzmanice Zdrój, Poland?]
(in the Principality of Jauer [ Jaworów, Poland])

 

The Organ in the Protestant Church at Hermsdorff has 26 stops.

         Upper Keyboard                 Middle Keyboard                   Lower Keyboard†
 1. Flœt 8�� 1. Quintaden  16�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Viola da Gamba 8�� 2. Principal 8�� 2. Violone  16��
 3. Queerflöt 8�� 3. Unda maris 8�� 3. Octave 8��
 4. Principal 4�� 4. Grobgedackt 8�� 4. Quinte 6��
 5. Flœt 4�� 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Klein Octav 4��
 6. Octave 2�� 6. Octave 4�� 6. Posaun  16��
 7. Quinte  1 ½ � 7. Rohrflöt 4��                  Tremulant
 8. Zimbel  III 8. Quinte 3��                  Schwebung
 9. Menschenst[imme]‡ 8�� 9. Klein Octav 2��                  Wind exhaust valve
 10. Terzian II                                                                          Bellows signal bell
 11. Mixtur  IV

This organ was built in the year 1748 by J. H. Meinert, organbuilder in Lehn [i.e., Lähn 
Wien, Poland].

Hessen
 

In the Palace at Hessen§: the wooden, yet very magnificent organ built by Mr. Esaias Com-
penius in the year 1612; now presented to the King of Denmark, however, and placed in the 
church at Frederiksborg in that country in the year 1616. Its stops are 27 in number, [to-
gether with] a coupler between manuals, a tremulant,¶ a Grosser Bock,|| Sackpfeiffe** and 
Kleinhümlichen.††

             On the Upper Manual  

                               9 stops.  
 1. Principal 8�� 
 2. Gedacteflöite 8�� 
 3. Klein Principal of ivory and ebony 4��
 4. Gemsshorn or klein Violn 4��
 5. Nachthorn 4��
 6. Blockpfeiffen 4��
 7. Gedact Quint 3��
 8. Supergedactflöitlin 2��
 9. Ranket  16��

  In the Pedal
9 stops.

 1. Grosser Gedactflöiten Bass  16��
 2. Gemsshorn Bass 8��
 3. Quintadeen Bass 8��
 4. Querflöiten Bass 4��
 5. Nachthorn Bass    2��

     On the Lower Manual, below  
     [in the case,] in place of the Positiff
                               9 stops.
1. Quintadehna 8��
2. Principal treble 4��
3. Blockpfeiffen treble 4��
4. Klein Gedactflöite 4��
5. Super Gemsshörnlein 2��
6. Nasatt  1 ½ �
7. Small repeating Zimbel  I
8. Krumbhorn 8��
9. Geigend Regal 4��

6. Bawrflöiten Bässlein 1��
7. Sordunen Bass  [1]6��
8. Dolzian Bass 8��
9. Jungfrawen Regal Bass 4��
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 198-99.

† In the stoplist for St. Blasius, 
Braunschweig (p. 178), Praetorius 
spells the name “Hennig.”

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 178-79.

§ sic; see §.117.

¶ Perhaps Praetorius is speaking of 
ordinary kitchen bellows.

|| Biermann, Organographis hildesien-

sis specialis, pp. 3-4. Although Bier-
mann’s book was published in 1738, 
the stoplist he gives reveals that 
the organ Praetorius described was 
still in existence over a century af-
ter it was built in 1617, albeit with a 
number of alterations.

Hildesheim
 

The stoplist of the organ at St. Gotthart* in Hildesheim, [built] by Master Henning.† 
He was at first a carpenter, but by the grace of God has progressed so far that he has built, in 
addition to the great 32� � organ in the Stiftskirche of St. Blasius in Braunschweig,‡ … many 
other magnificent, lovely and fine-sounding organs as well.

       OberWerck—manual and pedal                         In the RückPositiff
                                12 stops                                                                          11 stops
 1. Gross præstant  16�� 13. Principal 8��
 2. Gedact [fl]oit in manual   14. Hollfloit 8��
                  and pedal  16�� 15. Quintadehna 8��
 3. Untersatz, stopped, in pedal  16�� 16. Octava 4��
 4. Octav 8�� 17. Hollfloit 4��
 5. Hollfloit 8�� 18. Quer[fl]oit 4��
 6. Octav 4�� 19. Quintfloit 3��
 7. Coppelfloit 4�� 20. Assat§ 2��
 8. Quint 3�� 21. Zimbel II
 9. Gemshorn 2�� 22. Krumbhorn 8��
 10. Mixtur in the treble  XII 23. Cornet 4��
 11. Dolcian in the manual   16��                  Birdsong
 12. Trommet in the manual 8��                  Cuckoo
                                                                                                      Drum
                     N.B.                                                                        5 bellows

This Master Henning is using a very special type of bellows that far surpasses other 
wedge-bellows, to say nothing of leather bellows.¶ It has only a single fold that rises about 
about a foot (i.e., a half an ell) high. And when it is closed down between two heavy oak planks 
(three finger-widths thick), none of it is visible. Then it is impervious to damage by either 
weather or mice. It is ordinarily 8 or 8 ½  feet in length and 4 ½  feet wide; in large organs, 
however, it is 9 feet long and 5 or 5 ½  feet wide.

The Organ in the Church of St. Godehard|| [at Hildesheim].

                  Manual and Pedal                                              Rückpositiv
Principal, doubled  16�� Principal, doubled 8��
Perduna  16�� Hollflöt 8��
Octava 8�� Quintadena 8��
Hollflöt 8�� Querflöt 4��
Octava 4�� Octav 2��
Coppelflöt 4�� Nasat  1 ½ �
Quinta, doubled 3�� Cymbel II
Gemshorn 2�� Krumhorn 8��
Mixtur  VI-XII Cornet 4��
Fagotto  16�� 5 bellows
Trompet 8��

The principals, both 8�� and especially 16��, have long ago earned exceptional praise from 
organ experts, that due to their pleasing voicing as well as their sonorousness, none better could 
ever be built by human hands. Thus it also pleased the noted Praetorius in his day to include the 
stoplist of this instrument among all the famous large organs throughout Germany at that time, 
and to incorporate it into his publication [Syntagma Musicum II] where it may still be seen.

The following inscription beneath the Rückpositiv reveals how old this instrument is:
Anno 1612 inceptum est hoc opus & completum anno 1617 sub

Reverendissimo Domino Hermanno Danhausen Abbate
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 1-2.

† Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, p. 4.

[This work was begun in the year 1612 and completed in the year 1617
under the Reverend Lord Hermann Danhausen, Abbot]

In subsequent years [the instrument] was painted and also heavily gilded here and there 
with pure, thick gold. One may imagine that in those days this instrument must have been the 
rarest and largest here in Hildesheim, since Mr. Praetorius mentions none other except the 
small positiv in the Cathedral. The instrument has a penetrating brilliance, and the church is 
one of the largest and tallest in Hildesheim.

Stoplist of the Organ in the Great Cathedral Church* at Hildesheim.

                           Manual                                                           Brustwerck
Quintadena  16�� Gedacht 8��
Præstant 8�� Gedacht at chamber pitch 8��
Plockflöt 8�� Flöte 4��
Gemshorn 8�� Octava 2��
Viola di Gamba 8�� Sesquialtera II
Quinta 6�� Mixtur  IV
Octava 4�� Lieblich Regal 8��
Waldflöte 4��  with it is a coupler
Flachflöt 2��
Sesquialtera II                          Pedal
Mixtur  VI Præstant  16��
Trompet  16�� Perduna  16��
Trompet 8�� Octava 8��
Vox humana 8�� Quinta 6��
  Octava 4��
                 Rück-Positiv  New Posaune  16��
Quintadena 8�� Trompet 8��
Præstant 4�� Cornet 2��
Spitzflöt 4�� 
Quinta 3��   Double Cymbelstern
Octava 2��   Tremulant
Nachthorn 2��    8 bellows
Tertian      Spring chests throughout except for the
Mixtur  IV       Brustwerk
Scharff  III
Cymbel II
Fagotto  16��
Hautboe 8��

The noteworthy new stops in this instrument are the Vox humana and the Trompet 16�� 
in the Manual that were not there previously, but recently introduced and skillfully made by a 
local organbuilder, both in this church and in others as well …

Stoplist of the Organ in the eminent Collegiate Church of the Holy Cross.† 

                   Manual                            Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
Quintadena  16�� Quintadena 8�� Perduna  16��
Præstant 8�� Præstant 4�� Præstant 8��
Hollflöt 8�� Gedacht 4�� Nachthorn 1��
Viola di Gamba 8�� Octava 2�� Dulcian  16��
Octava 4�� Waldflöt 2�� Trompet 8��
Quinta 3�� Gemshorn 2��
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 5-6.

† Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 6-7.

Octava 2�� Quinta  1 ½ � Spring chests throughout
Gemshorn 2�� Mixtur  IV 4 bellows
Sesquialter  III Krumhorn 8�� Built in 1662
Mixtur  -VI Schalmey 8�� Temperament after  
Cymbel  III      Praetorius
Trompet 8��
Vox humana 8��

Stoplist of the Organ in the Primary Church of St. Andreas* 

in the old section of Hildesheim.

                              Manual                                                         Ober-Positiv
Præstant  16�� Præstant 8��
Quintadena  16�� Violadigamba 8��
Octava 8�� Echo [?] 4��
Hollfloit 8�� Superoctava 2��
Quinta 6�� Tertian II
Octava 4�� Cymbel
Dulceflöt 4�� Trompet 8��
Octava 2��
Gemshorn 2��                               Pedal
Sesquialter   III Principal  16��
Mixtur   VI Perduna  16��
Cymbel   III Octava 8��
Loud Dulzian  16�� Quinta 6��
New Vox humana 8�� Baurflöt 1��
  Mixtur  VI
                   Rück-Positiv  Posaune  16��
Principal 8�� Trompet 8��
Gedacht 8�� Cornet 4��
Quintadena 8�� Cornet 2��
Octava 4��
Plockflöt 4�� 43 stops
Spitzflöt 4�� Tremulant 16�� [?]
Quinta 3�� Tremulant 8�� [?]
Superoctava 2�� 3 stops for cymbelsterns, 2 above [in the
Sesquialtera       façade of the main case?] and 1 for the
Mixtur       Rückpositiv
Cymbel  Oberpositiv/Manual coupler
Schalmey 8�� 4 large and very long bellows
  Spring chests throughout

Stoplist of the recently newly-built fine Organ at the Primary Church 
of St. Lamberti† in Hildesheim-Neustadt.

                             Manual                                                          Brustwerck
Quintadena  16�� Gedacht 8��
Principal 8�� Principal 4��
Violdigamba 8�� Flöte 4��
Spitzflöt 8�� Octava 2��
Quinta 6�� Gemshorn 2��
Octava 4�� Quinta  1 ½ �
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 7-8.

† Although Biermann writes “halbi-
ret” after both the Sesquialter and 
the Trompeta, it is possible that 
the word has two meanings: “half-
compass” in referring to the Ses-
quialtera, “divided compass” in 
referring to the Trompeta; cf. 
§.276n.

‡ Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 8-9.

Nachthorn 4�� Sesquialtera II
Octava 2�� Scharff  III
Flachflöt 2�� Trecht[er]regal 8��
Sesquialtera II 
Mixtur  VI                                Pedal
Cymbel  III Principal  16��
Fagotto  16�� Open Subbass  16��
Trompet 8�� Octava 8��
  Rhorflöte 8��
                    Ober-Positiv  Quinta 6��
Rhorflöt 8�� Octava 4��
Quintadena 8�� Nachthorn 2��
Principal 4�� Mixtur V
Dulceflöt 4�� Posaune  16��
Quinta 3�� Dulcian  16��
Octava 2�� Trompet 8��
Waldflöt 2�� Trompet 4��
Quinta  1 ½ �        6 bellows
Tertian II        Brustwerk/Manual coupler
Mixtur  VI        3 cymbelsterns
Hautboe 8�� 
Vox humana 8�� 

Built in 1715 by Mr. Bronckhorst from Celle.

Stoplist of the 8-foot instrument in the Church of the Collegiate Convent
of St. Maria Magdalena.*

Principal 8�� Querflöt 4�� Sesquialter, divided†  III
Gedacht 8�� Gemshorn 2�� Mixtur  IV
Octava 4�� Zifflöt  1 ½ � Trompeta, divided  8��

Built by Mr. Müller, organbuilder in Hildesheim.

Stoplist of the Organ in the Collegiate Church of St. Mauritius‡  
near Hildesheim.

                   Manual                            Rück-Positiv                               Pedal
Quintadena  16�� Powerful Gedacht 8�� Powerful Subbass  16��
Principal 8�� Principal 4�� Principal 8��
Gemshorn 8�� Quinta 3�� Octava 4��
Viola di gamba 8�� Octava 2�� Nachthorn 1��
Octava 4�� Quinta  1 ½ � Powerful Posaune  16��
Quinta 3�� Sesquialtera  III Trompet 8��
Octava 2�� Cymbel II Cornet 2��
Zifflöt 1�� Krumhorn 8��       Birdcall
Mixtur  IV        with it is a coupler         Cymbelstern
Trompet 8��         Tremulant  
          4 bellows
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
48-49.

† Evidently some sort of mecha-
nism for shifting notes up or down 
a whole- or half-step; the auxil-
iary stop “Transposition” probably 
controlled this operation.

Hirschberg [ Jelenia Góra, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Protestant Kreuzkirche* at Hirschberg
has 53 stops.

                       Haupt-Manual                                            Upper Keyboard
 1. Quintadœn  16�� 1. Pordun  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Gembshorn 8�� 3. Gedackt 8��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Quintadœn 8��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Flœte dous 4�� 6. Gemshorn 4��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Super Octav 2�� 8. Super Octav 2��
 9. Walt-Flœte 2�� 9. Spiel-Flœt  1 ½ �
 10. Rausch Quinta II 10. Tertian II
 11. Mixtura  VIII 11. Mixtura  VI
 12. Scharff  IV 12. Cymbel  III
 13. Trompet 8�� 13. Vox humana 8��
 14. Glocken-Spiel 2��
                                          Pedal
                 Lower Keyboard  1. Principal, of tin, in the façade 16��
 1. Principal 8�� 2. Violon  16��
 2. Gedackt 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 3. Octava 4�� 4. Quinta 6��
 4. Rohr-Flœt 4�� 5. Octav 4��
 5. Quinta 3�� 6. Nacht-Horn 2��
 6. Octava 2�� 7. Rausch Quint  II
 7. Quinta  1 ½ � 8. Mixtura X
 8. Sexqui Altera II 9. Posaune  32��
 9. Cymbel  IV 10. [Posaune]   16��
 10. Hautbois 8�� 11. Trompet 8��

 This manual is [at both] choir  12. Cammer-Bass  16��
     and chamber pitch†, and with it  13. [Cammer-Bass] 8��
     go 3 chamber-pitch stops in the  14. Cammer-Bass 4��
     pedal.  15. Glocken-Spiel

   16. One pair of kettledrums that are
                    Auxiliary stops        struck realistically by angels, 

Bellows signal bell        operated by means of a pedal,
Tremulant        and may be played with the
Transposition        Trompet stop [for] intradas as
[Wind] exhaust         well as processions.

This very beautiful organ was built in the year 1727 by Mr. Johann Michael Röder of 
Berlin. It has 6 large bellows. Only the Primary manual and the Upper manual may be coupled 
together. The organist’s name is Gottlob Kuhn, a former pupil of the previous organist, Mr. 
Reimann.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
49-50.

† This unusual way of listing the stops 
makes it impossible to determine 
how they are distributed between 
the various divisions (except for the 
stops ending in “-Bass”, which be-
long to the pedal). Only no. 21 re-
veals that this is an instrument with 
three manuals.

‡ Latin “sun”; perhaps a knob to ac-
tivate a moving (revolving?) rep-
resentation of the sun mounted on 
the organ façade.

§ Latin “highest star”; perhaps a 
stopknob to activate a moving star 
(a second cymbelstern?) mounted 
at the top of the façade.

¶ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
52-53.

|| Italian voce umana?

The Organ in the Parish Church* at Hirschberg has 38 stops.

                          At the left hand                                                      At the right hand  
                     [side of the manuals]†                                           [side of the manuals]

 1. Sol‡  23. Principal 8��
 2. Octava 2�� 24. Quinta 3��
 3. Spitz-Flöt  ½ �[?] 25. Flœt 4��
 4. Salicet 4�� 26. Hautbois 8��
 5. Fagott-Bass  16�� 27. Octava 4��
 6. Sub-Bass  16�� 28. Quinta  ½ �[?]

 7. Quintadœn-Bass 8�� 29. Sedecima 1��
 8. Flœt 8�� 30. Cymbel II
 9. Mixtura  III 31. Mixtura V
 10. Flœt 4�� 32. Principal 4��
 11. Gembshorn 4�� 33. Scharffes II
 12. Super Octava 2�� 34. Cymbel II
 13. Vox humana 8�� 35. Flœt 8��
 14. Salicet 8�� 36. Major-Bass  16��
 15. Drommel [Drum]  37. Posaun[-Bass?]  16��
 16. Unda maris 8�� 38. Trompeten-Bass 8��
 17. Mixtur  III 39. Quintadœna 2��
 18. Sesqui altera II 40. Spitz-Flöt 3��
 19. Quintadœna  16�� 41. Octav 2��
 20. Tremulant  42. Principal 4��
           21. Coupler-stop for three  43. Bird call
                  manuals  44. Cuckoo
           22. Cymbel Stern   45. Stel[la] altissima§

    46. Quinten-Bass 6��

This organ has a short octave and four large bellows. It was constructed in the year 1706 
by Adam Horatio Casparini. The name of the organist there is Bernard Heen.

Jägerndorf ¶ [Krnov, Czech Republic]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Jägerndorff has 18 stops.

                   Manual                        Lower Keyboard                            Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœt Major 8�� 1. Grand Bass  16��
 2. Piffara||  [8��?] 2. Flœt Minor 4�� 2. Bourdon 8��
 3. Portunal 8�� 3. Cornu Mutuni [?]  4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Mixtur  IV
 5. Octava 4��
 6. Flœt Sorduen 4�� This instrument has 4 bellows. It was constructed
 7. Quinta 3��  in the year 1710 by an Italian master. The
 8. Super Octava 2��  name of the organist is Simon Herrmann.
 9. Quindecima  1 ½ �
 10. Sedecima 1��
 11. Mixtur III
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
50-51.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
51.

‡ Adlung (§.143) identifies the Fiffaro 
as a Querflöte. Here, on the other 
hand, its combination with an  
8�� Principal suggests it is an Ital-
ian voce umana. In either case its 
presence here in the pedal is an 
anomaly.

§ The original reads “Bass-Ventil per 
Corneto e Posauno”, a odd entry, 
since there is no “corneto” any-
where in the organ.

Jauer [ Jaworów, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church* in Jauer has 24 stops.

                   Werck                                    Brust                                  Pedal
 1. Principal of tin  1. Principal of tin  1. Major-Bass of tin

            in the façade 8��               in the façade 4��                  in the façade  16��
 2. Unda maris 8�� 2. Flaut 8�� 2. Bourdon  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Flaut 4�� 3. Pommer  16��
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 4. Octava 2��                   [both] of wood

 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Sedecima 1�� 4. Octava 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Mixtur  III 5. Quinta 8��[?]

 7. Quinta 3��              [all] of metal                                       [both] of metal

 8. Octava 2��   6. Mixtur  VI
 9. Quinta  1 ½ �   7. Posaune  8��
 10. Sedecima 1��                                                                          of iron (Blech) 
 11. Mixtur VII This instrument with a short octave was constructed
           [all] of metal         in the year 1732 by the organbuilder Johann
         Ignatius Büttner from Schweidnitz [Swidnica,    
         Poland]. There are four bellows. The two    
         manuals may be played together by means of 
         a coupler. The name of the present organist is 
         Johann Anton Weise.

The Organ in the Protestant Church† at Jauer has 23 stops.

          Haupt-Manual                      Brust-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Bourdon Flœt  16�� 1. Flœte 8�� 1. Major Bass  16��
 2. Principal [of tin   2. Principal [of tin   2. Bourdon  16��
           in the façade] 8��              in the façade] 4�� 3. Pommer  16��
 3. Flœt Major 8�� 3. Octava 2��                 [all] of wood

 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Sedecima 1�� 4. Fiffaro‡ with Prin-
 5. Fugara 8�� 5. Mixtura  III                    cipal 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Regal 2��[?] 5. Octava of wood 4��
 7. Canal Flœt 4�� 6. Posaune of tin 8��
 8. Quinta 3�� 
 9. Sedecima 2�� 
 10. Sesque altera e.p.[?]  II
 11. Mixtura  VIII 

                                                         Auxiliary stops
 1. Bird call  6. General ventil
 2. Drum, A.B. [?]                 16��  7. Pedal coupler
 3. Pedal ventil for Cornet and Posaune§   8. Coupler between the two manuals
 4. Tremulant  9. Bellows signal bell
 5. Brust ventil  10. A revolving [Cymbel?] Stern

This instrument was built in the year 1663 by Johann Hoferichter with a lowest octave 
of full compass, minus the [lowest] C#; it was rebuilt in the year 1737 by N. Walther, an or-
ganbuilder from Breslau. It has 6 bellows. The present organist’s name is Christian Gottfried 
Conrad.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
52. In Adlung’s Mmo I, p. 244, 
J.F. Agricola identifies the monas-
tery as Franciscan.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 182.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
182-83.

The Organ in the Monastery* at Jauer has 15 stops.

                   Werck                                   Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Flaut Major 8�� 1. Flaut Major 8�� 1. Quinten-Bass [?]  8��
 2. Salicinal 8�� 2. Flaut Minor 4�� 2. Octaven-Bass 4��
 3. Fugara 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Principal 4�� 4. Mixtur II
 5. Flaut Minor 4��
 6. Octava 2�� There are three bellows, which were built
 7. Sedecima 1��  completely new in May of the year 1748. Both
 8. Quintadecima  ½ �  manuals may be coupled together. The organist
 9. Mixtur  IV  in the year 1754 [was] Thaddeus Caecilius.

Insterburg† [Cern�achovsk, Kaliningrad Oblast]
(in [East] Prussia)

 

The Organ at Insterburg in [East] Prussia has 33 stops.

                     Werck                            Brust-Positiv                               Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Spitzflöte 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Super-Octava 4��
 4. Spiel-Flöte 8�� 4. Principal 4�� 4. Sexta [?]
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat 3�� 5. Mixtura
 6. Offene Flöte 4�� 6. Octava 2�� 6. Posaune  16��
 7. Rohr-flöte 4�� 7. Mixtura — 7. Trommete 8��
 8. Super-Octava 2�� 8. Cimbel  1 ½ [��]  8. Cornet 2��
 9. Sexta  2��[1 3/5 �]  9. Dulcian 8��
 10. Quinta  1 ½ � 10. Jungfern-Regal  8��
 11. Mixtura  VII 
 12. Schallmey  16��               In addition [there are] a Cimbel-Stern, three
                                                                      ventils, and eight bellows.

Königsberg [Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Oblast]
(in [East] Prussia)

 

The Organ in the Kneiphof ‡ (Cathedral) at Königsberg … has 59 stops.

                       Ober-Werck                                                           Brust
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Gedact 4��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Hohlflöte 8�� 4. Repeating Quinta  1 ½ �
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Sedecima 1��
 6. Spielflöte 4�� 6. Cimbel —
 7. Offene Flöte 4�� 7. Regal 8��
 8. Queerflöte  4��
 9. Kleine Flöte 4��                                         Pedal
 10. Rausch-Quint 3�� 1. Principal  16��
 11. Superoctava 2�� 2. Unter-Satz  16��
 12. Sexta   above 2���[1 3/5 �]  3. Octava 8��
 13. Quinta  1 ½ � 4. Gedact 8��
 14. Mixtura X 5. Octava 4��
 15. Cornet 8�� 6. Quintadena 4��
 16. Krumhorn 4�� 7. Nachthorn 4��
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* See §. 127.

† Marpurg, Historisch-kritische Bey-

träge III, pp. 513-15.

‡ See §. 156, “Glöckleinton.”

   8. Sifflet 3��
                    Rück-Positiv  9. Bauer-Pfeiffe  1 ½ �
 1. Octava 8�� 10. Copendoff  2 & 3�� �
 2. Gedact 8�� 11. Mixtura  XII
 3. Quintadena 8�� 12. Posaune  16��
 4. Principal 4�� 13. Dulcian  16��
 5. Hohlflöte 4�� 14. Posaune 8��
 6. Queerflöte 4�� 15. Trommete 8��
 7. Kleine Flöte 4�� 16. Krum-Horn 8��
 8. Quintadena 4�� 17. Schallmey 4��
 9. Rausch Quinte 3�� 18. Cornet 2��
 10. Superoctava 2�� 
 11. Wald-Horn 2�� In addition there is a Tremulant,
 12. Wald-Flöte  2�� a coupler between two manuals,
 13. Gemshorn 2�� and 10 bellows. The name of 
 14. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]  the organist is Alexander 
 15. Quinta  1 ½ � Massmann. 
 16. Mixtura X
 17. Trommete 8��
 18. Krum-Horn 4��

The Organ in the Kneipfhofkirche† or Cathedral consists of  
the following stops:

                  (�) Hauptwerk                                                 (�) Brustwerk
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Flöte douce or Jula 8��
 2. Rohrflöte  16�� 2. Quintadene 8��
 3. Waldhorn [Principal] 8�� 3. Fifre, or Schweitzerpfeife 4��
 4. Unda Maris 8�� 4. Flötetraversiere 4��
 5. Hohlflöte 8�� 5. Quinte 3��
 6. Viola da Gamba 8�� 6. Salicet 2��
 7. Spielflöte 8�� 7. Mundflöte 2��
 8. Füllquinte 6�� 8. Tertian or Scharf II
 9. Jubalflöte [Octave] 4��  9. Cimbelmixtur  III-IV
 10. Waldflöte 4�� 10. Theorbe  16��
 11. Viola 4�� 11. Vox Humana 8��
 12. Scharfquinte 3�� 12. Glockenspiel 4��
 13. Tubalflöte [Superoctave] 2�� 13. Ventil
 14. Tonus Fabri‡ 2�� 14. Primary Ventil for
 15. Mixtur -X                  all three manuals
 16. Scharf  III
 17. Posaune  16��                              (�) Pedal
 18. Oboe 8�� 1. Principal  32��
 19. Ventil  2. Violon  16��
   3. Subbass, open  16��
                  (�) Oberwerk  4. Violoncello 8��
 1. Quintadene  16�� 5. Bassflöte 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 6. Spitzquinte 6��
 3. Flöte aimable 8�� 7. Tubalflöte 4��
 4. Human Gedackt 8�� 8. Nachthorn 4��
 5. Octave 4�� 9. Quintadene 4��
 6. Blockflöte 4�� 10. Jubal 2��
 7. Superoctave 2�� 11. Rauschpfeif  3��[III?]
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
183-84.

† See “Tertia”, ¤.197.

 8. Gemshörnchen 2�� 12. Feldflöte 2��
9. Flageolet 1�� 13. Kützialflöte 1��
10. Rauschpfeife  3�� [III?] 14. Mixtur  -XII
11. Mixtur  V-VI 15. Posaune  32��
12. Scharf  III 16. Bombard  16��
13. Dulcian  16�� 17. Fagot  16��
14. Trompete 8�� 18. Feldtrompete of English tin 8��
15. Engelstimme  4�� 19. Trombone 8��
16. Ventil  20. Basson 8��
   21. Shalumo 8��
   22. Schalmey 4��
   23. Ventil
                   2 pairs of Kettledrums

The Organ in the Altstädterkirche* has 53 stops.

                        Ober-Werck                                                          Brust
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4��
 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 3. Gedact 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Salcional 4��
 5. Offene Flöte 4�� 5. Quinta 3��
 6. Gedact 4�� 6. Octava 2��
 7. Spitz-Quint 3�� 7. Decima  [1 3/5 �]†

 8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Mixtura  III
 9. Quinta with 2 ranks  4�� [3��?] and 1 ½ �
 10. Mixtura X                                         Pedal
 11. Dulcian 8�� 1. Unter-Satz  32��
 12. Cimbelstern  2. Bordun  16��
   3. Principal 8��
                       Rück-Positiv  4. Gedact 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 5. Octava 4��
 2. Gedact 8�� 6. Nachthorn 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 7. Quintadena 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 8. Spitz-Quint 3��
 5. Queerflöte  4�� 9. Bauer-Pfeiffe 2��
 6. Blockflöte 4�� 10. Rausch-Quint 3��
 7. Hohlflöte 4�� 11. Posaune  16��
 8. Quintadena 4�� 12. Dulcian  16��
 9. Gedact-Quintflöte 3�� 13. Trommete 8��
 10. Waldflöte  3�� [2��?] 14. Schallmey 8��
 11. Superoctava 2�� 15. Dulcian 8��
 12. Sexta  above 2��[1 3/5 �]  16. Cornet 2��
 13. Rausch-Quinta 3��
 14. Mixtura  VIII This instrument has 8 bellows, a Tremulant,
 15. Dulcian  16��  3,668 pipes, and a Brust/Ober-Werck
 16. Trommete 8��  coupler. It was built in the year 1590,
 17. Krumhorn 8��  and the master [builder’s] name is 
    reputed to have been Reimann. The 
    name of the present organist is 
    Gottfried Podbielski.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
184-85.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
185-86.

The Organ in the Löbenichtkirche* has 48 stops.

                         Oberwerk                                                         Oberpositiv
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Gedact-Flöte 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Spiel-Pfeiffe 8�� 3. Rohrflöte 4��
 4. Viola di Gamba 8�� 4. Flute douce 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat-Quinta 3��
 6. Queerflöte  4�� 6. Gemshorn 2��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Sexta                                above   2�� [1 3/5 �]
 8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Mixtura  IV
 9. Waldflöte 2�� 9. Hautbois 8��
 10. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]  10. A soft, but weighty (gravitätisch)
 11. Sifflet 1��  reed stop, newly invented by the
 12. Mixtura  VI  master [organbuilder] himself.
 13. Trommete  16��
 14. Cornet 8��                                       Pedal
 15. Vox humana 8�� 1. Principal  16��
   2. Violen-Bass  16��
                               Rückpositiv  3. Octava 8��
 1. Gedact 8�� 4. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 4�� 5. Super-Octava 4��
 3. Blockflöte 4�� 6. Quintadena 4��
 4. Quinta 3�� 7. S[uper] Superoctava  4�� [2��?]
 5. Octava 2�� 8. Bauer-Pfeiffe 1��
 6. Sextaabove   2�� [1 3/5 �]  9. Mixtura  IV
 7. Mixtura  VI 10. Posaune  32��
 8. Dulcian  16�� 11. Posaune  16��
 9. Krumhorn 8�� 12. Trommete 8��
 13. Schallmey 4��
 14. Cornet 2��

There are also 2 Tremulants, one for the manual[s], the other for the pedal, together 
with Drums, Cimbelstern, Bird call, coupler between two manuals, 4 bellows for the pedal and 
5 for the manual[s].

The chests have four ventils as well as a primary ventil to shut everything off at once. The 
instrument was built in the year 1698 by Johann Josua Mosengel, and the name of the present 
organist is Christian Podbielski.

The Organ in the Royal Palace† has 43 stops.

                        Ober-Werck                                                       Brust
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Principal 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Octava 2��
 3. Spiel-Flöte 8�� 3. Sexta [1 3/5 �]
 4. Gedact 8�� 4. Quinta  1 ½ �
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Regal 8��
 6. Queer-Flöte  4��
 7. Gedact 4��                                       Pedal
 8. Superoctava 2�� 1. Unter-Bass  26�� [16��]
 9. Sexta above 2�� [1 3/5 �]  2. Octava 8��
 10. Quinta  1 ½ � 3. Gedact 8��
 11. Sedecima 1�� 4. Octava 4��
 12. Rausch-Quint  3��[III?] 5. Quintadena 4��
 13. Mixtura  IV 6. Nachthorn 4��
 14. Trommete 8�� 7. Quinta 3�� 
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* Half-compass?

† Königsberg? Hamburg?

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
186-87.

§ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 187.

   8. Superoctava 2��
                Rückpositiv  9. Sexta above 2�� [1 3/5 �]
 1. Gedact 8�� 10. Bauer-Pfeiffe 1��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 11. Posaune  16��
 3. Principal 4�� 12. Trommete 8��
 4. Gedact 4�� 13. Schallmey 4��
 5. Querflöte (half*) 4�� 14. Cornet 2��
 6. Gemshorn 2��
 7. Sexta   2�� [1 3/5 �]  In addition a tremulant and 6 bellows.
 8. Quinta  1 ½ � Adrian Zimmermann built the instru-
 9. Mixtura  VI ment in the year 1600; the name of
 10. Dulcian 8�� the present organist is Gottfried
   Feyerabend, a brother of the duly 
   appointed and praiseworthy munici-
   pal musician here,† Christian Feyer-
   abend, through whose assistance I have  
   received most of [the stoplists in] this   
   collection.

The Organ in the Haberbergkirche‡ has 32 stops.

              Ober-Werck                        Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Flöte 8�� 1. Bordun  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 3. Flöte 4�� 3. Flöte 8��
 4. Salcional 8�� 4. Queerflöte  4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Flöte 4��
 6. Flöte 4�� 6. Gemshorn 2�� 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Queerflöte 2�� 7. Mixtura
 8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]  8. Posaune  16��
 9. Sexta above (aus) 2�� [1 3/5 �]  9. Mixtura  9. Trommete 8��
 10. Quinta  1 ½ � 10. Trommete 8�� 10. Schallmey 4��
 11. Mixtura
 12. Cornet 8��  

In addition there is a Tremulant for the whole instrument, and a main ventil as well as 
a ventil for each division, together with a manual coupler. The bellows are eight in number. 
The organbuilder’s name was David Tramp, while the name of the present organist is Hans 
Hutmann.

The Organ in the Steindammkirche§ has 24 stops.

                   Werck                              Rück-Positiv                                  Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flöte 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flöte 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Octava 4�� 3. Queerflöte  4�� 3. Flöte 8��
 4. Flöte 4�� 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Super-Octava 2�� 5. Superoctava 2��
 6. Super-Octava 2�� 6. Sexta   2�� [1 3/5 �]   6. Bauerflöte 1��
 7. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]  7. Mixtura  7. Trommete 8��
 8. Sedecima 1��
 9. Mixtura 

David Tramp build this instrument in 1672. The name of the present organist is Johann 
Böhnke, who is likewise the Cantor of this church.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 188.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 188.

‡ See §. 83.

§ See §. 128.

The Organ at the Sackheimkirche* has 14 stops.

                            Manual                                                            Pedal
 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 4�� 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Flöte 4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Super-Octava 2��
 5. Octava 2�� 5. Bauerflöte 1��
 6. Tertian  2[II?] 6. Trommete 4��
 7. Mixtura
 8. Dulcian 8�� 

Built in the year 1707 by [ J. J.] Mosengel. The name of the organist is Friederich Cibrovius.

The Organ at the Pfarrkirche† has 39 stops.

                         Ober-Werck                                                     Brust
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 4��
 3. Spitzflöte 8�� 3. Waldflöte 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Cimbel, repeating‡  III
 5. Offene Flöte 4�� 5. Regal 8��
 6. Gemshorn  14�� [4��?]
 7. Quinta 3��                                     Pedal
 8. Superoctava 2�� 1. Principal, narrow-scaled   16��
 9. Sexta  2��[1 3/5 �]  2. Octava 8��
 10. Schwiegel 1��  3. Gedact 8��
 11. Cimbel-Scharff  IV 4. Octava 4��
 12. Krumhorn 8�� 5. Bauer-Pfeiffe 1��
   6. Coppel  2-3 [?]§

                          Rück-Positiv  7. Posaune  16��
 1. Liebl[ich] Gedact 8�� 8. Trommete 8��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 9. Jungfern-Regal 4��
 3. Principal 4�� 10. Cornet 2��
 4. Rohrflöte 4��
 5. Queerflöte  4��             A ventil for each division.
 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Octava 2��
 8. Sifflet 2��
 9. Tertian  2�� [II?]
 10. Mixtura
 11. Dulcian  16��
 12. Trommete 8��
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 10-12.

† This separation of pedal stops into 
two sections, found in Biermann’s 
original stoplist, may indicate the 
placement of pedal stops at two 
different locations in the organ.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
53-54.

§ Apparently the Brustwerk was fit-
ted with a transposing device that 
enabled it to play at either choir or 
chamber pitch.

¶ Each note may have had 2 pipes, 
one at 32�� and one at 16�� pitch, to 
help the stop speak more promptly; 
cf. §. 137, “Doppelt”, as well as the 
Pedal division in the stoplist of the 
organ at the Jena Stadtkirche.

Lambspring
 

Stoplist of the splendid Organ
in the illustrious Collegiate Church at Lambspring,*

of the Benedictine Order, English Congregation.

               Oberwerk                              Brustwerk                        Pedal on both sides
Perduna  16�� Præstant Choral, through half Groß Perduna  32��
Præstant 8��  the keyboard, doubled 8�� Principal  16��
Viola di Gamba 8�� Quintadena 8�� Octava 8��
Gedacht 8�� Gedacht 8�� Octava 4��
Quinta 6�� Præstant 4�� Nasatfloit 2��
Octava 4�� Waldflöt 4�� Nachthorn 1��
Querfloit 4�� Fleute douce 4�� Mixtur V
Rohrfloit 4�� Quinta 3�� Posaune  16��
Sesquialtera  3�� [Quinte ?]   Octava 2�� Trompet 8��
Superoctava 2�� Spitzflöt 2�� Cornet 2��
Tertian  1�� [Terz 1 3/5 �?]  Tertian 1 1/4 � [Terz 1 3/5 �?]                     *           *           * †

Mixtur  -VII Quintflöt  1 3/4 � [1 1/3 �?]  Subbass  16��
Zinck 8�� Mixtur  -V Rhorflöt 8��
Trompet 8�� Krumhorn 8�� Flachfloit 4��
  Hautbois 8�� Fagotto  16��
        Coupler       Cymbelstern
         Tympani

   It was built by Andreas Schweim of Einbeck in 1696.       Tremulant
          6 large bellows
          Spring chests throughout

Landshut‡ [Kamienna Góra, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Heilige Dreyfaltigkeitskirche at Landeshutt has 47 stops.
There also exists a copper-plate sketch of this organ.

                          Manuale                                                              Brust
 1. Quintadena   16�� 1. Flaut 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flauta dulcis 8��
 3. Flaut 8�� 3. Principal 4��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Rohr Flaut 4��
 5. Viol di Gamba 8�� 5. Spitz Flaut 3��
 6. Salicinal 8�� 6. Super Octav 2��
 7. Gembshorn Quint 6�� 7. Walcit Flaut [Waldflöte?] 2��
 8. Octava 4�� 8. Quinta  1 ½ �
 9. Spitz Flaut 4�� 9. Mixtura  III
 10. Quinta  3�����������������Chor- and Cammer-Ton§

 11. Super Octav 2�� 
 12. Quindecima  1 ½ �                                    Pedale
 13. Sesque altera II 1. Bass duplicat¶ à C-c�  32��
 14. Mixtura V 2. Principal  16��
 15. Cimbel II 3. Contra-Bass  16��
   4. Sub-Bass  16��
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* Literally, “Eagle”; perhaps a divi-
sion at the top crowned by a statue 
of an eagle? 

† See §. 123, “Bombarda”.

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 179-80.

                           Adler*  5. Principal 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 6. Flaut 8��
 2. Flaut 8�� 7. Quinta 6��
 3. Octava 4�� 8. Octava 4��
 4. Flaut dous 4�� 9. Super Octava 2��
 5. Fugara 4�� 10. Mixtura  IV
 6. Super Octav 2�� 11. Pommer [Bombard]†  16��
 7. Quintina  1 ½ � 12. Posaune 8��
 8. Mixtura  III 13. Cammerton Subbass  16��
 9. Vox humana 8�� 14. Cammerton Flaut Bass 8��

                                                                    Auxiliary stops
 Glockenspiel from c� to c���  Tremulant
 Birdsong  Bellows signal bell
 Tympana  Manuale/Adler coupler
 Revolving sun with little bells  Coupler between three manuals
 Three ventils

The instrument has 6 bellows. Ignatius Mentzel from Breslau built it in the year 1729.

Leipzig

The … [Organ] at St. Nicolai‡ has 29 stops, a Rückpositiv/Pedal coupler, 
a coupler between manuals, Birdsong, and 10 wedge bellows.

                         [Werck]                                                     In the Brust
 1. Grobgedact (manual only)  16�� 1. Grob Sorduen Regal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Regal 8��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Regal 4��
 4. Quintadeena 8��                  Tremulant for the reeds
 5. Octava 4��
 6. Gemshorn  [4��?]
 7. Nasatt Quinta  [3��?] 
 8. Super Octava 2�� 
 9. Rausch Quinta 
 10. Mixtur  IV-VI-VIII 
 11. Zimbel  III 

                In the RückPositiff                                           In the Pedal
 1. Grobflöite 8�� 1. Grobgedact Bass  16��
 2. Principal 4��              from the manual, on a separate stopknob
 3. Holflöite 4��  2. Offenflöit 4��
 4. Spillpfeiff 4�� 3. Posaunen Bass  16��
 5. Nachthorn 4�� 4. Schallmeyen Bass 4��
 6. Quintflöit 
 7. Sufflöit 
 8. Klingend Zimbel  III
 9. Trommet 8��
 10. Krumbhorn 8��
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
p. 180.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
189. Mattheson does not indicate 
the church in which this instru-
ment is located.

The… [Organ] at St. Thomas* has 25 stops, a coupler between both man-
uals, and a Rückpositiv/Pedal coupler.

                 In the OberWerck                                             In the Brust
                                9 stops                                                                            2 stops
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Regal  8�� pitch
 2. Octava 8�� 2. Regal 4��
 3. Gedact 8��
 4. Octava 4��  
 5. Offenflöit 4�� 
 6. Quinta  [3��?] 
 7. Sedetz 2�� 
 8. Mixtur  VI
 9. Zimbeln  III

                   In the Rückpositiff                                            In the Pedal
                                  12 stops  1. Principal (Oberwerk)  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 2. Posaunen Bass  16��
 2. Quintadeena 8�� 3. Schallmey 4��
 3. A gentle Gedact 8��
 4. Holflöite 4��
 5. Spillpfeiff 4��
 6. Nachthorn 4��
 7. Sedetz  [2��?]
 8. Gemshorn 2��
 9. Quintflötgen  [1 1/3 �?]
 10. Klingend Zimbel
 11. Trommet 8��
 12. Krumbhörner 8��

The New Organ in Leipzig† has 24 stops.

                    Werck                           Seiten-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Viol di Gamba 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 3. Octava 4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Rohrflöte 4�� 4. Sifflet 1��
 5. Gedact 4�� 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Mixtura
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Gemshorn 2�� 6. Posaune  16��
 7. Superoctava 2�� 7. Cimbel  III 7. Trommete 8��
 8. Tertian  2 [ranks?] 8. Vox humana 8�� 8. Schallmey 4��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
54-55.

† The significance of the word “na-
turell” is unclear; perhaps it in-
dicates that the stop is a success-
ful imitation of the instrument of 
that name.

‡ This stop’s place in the original sto-
plist suggests it is a reed, but of 
what sort is unclear.

The Organ in the Pauliner-Kirche* at Leipzig has 54 stops.

                           Werck                                                              Brust
 1. Great Principal of   1. Principal of pure

            pure native tin  16��                  native tin in the façade 8��
 2. Great Quintathœn  16�� 2. Viol di gamb naturell† 8��
 3. Small Principal 8�� 3. Grobgedackte, wide-scale 8��
 4. Flaute Allemande 8�� 4. Octave 4��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Rohrflöte 4��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Nassat 3��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Octava 2��
 8. Quint-Nassat 3�� 8. Sedecima 1��
 9. Octavina 2�� 9. Schweitzer Pfeiffe 1��
 10. Waldflöte 2�� 10. Largo [?]
 11. Cornetti  III 11. Mixtura  III
 12. Zinck II 12. Helle Cymbal II
 13. Great Mixtur  V-VI
 14. Schalmo 8��                                    Pedal
                                                                                                 Six stops on the Werck windchest
                 Lower Keyboard                                            are brought into the pedal
 1. Liebl[ich] Gedackt 8��                  by means of a new and
 2. Quintathœn 8������������������remarkable invention:
 3. Flaute douce 4�� 1. Great Principal of pure

 4. Quintadecima 4��                  native tin in the façade 16��
 5. Decima nona 3�� 2. Great Quintathœn  16��
 6. Hol Flaute 2�� 3. Octava 8��
 7. Viola 2�� 4. Octava 4��
 8. Vigesima nona  1 ½ � 5. Quinta 3��
 9. Weit Pfeiffe 1�� 6. Mixtura  V-VI
 10. Mixtura  III                       On the small Brust-Pedal 
 11. Helle Cymbal II                                  windchest:
 12. Sertin 8��‡ 7. Jubal 8��
   8. Great bright Quinten-
                          Auxiliary stops                                           Bass in the façade 6��
Ventils for the:  9. Nachthorn 4��

Hauptwerck  10. Octava 2��
Brust                                                                                          On the large windchests at
Side pedal                                                                                              both sides:
Brust and Manual[Werck?]  11. Great Principal of pure

[Cymbel]stern                                                                     native tin in the façade   16��
Hinterwerk[?]  12. Subbass  16��
Bellows signal bell  13. Hol Flaute 1��

   14. Mixtura  IV
   15. Posaune  16��
   16. Trompet 8��

Johann Scheibe constructed this extraordinary organ in the year 1715. The name of the 
present organist is Johann Christoph Thiele.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
56.

† Adlung, Mmo I, p. 151.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
57.

The Organ at St. Johannis* at Leipzig has 22 stops.

             Hauptwerck                    In the Oberwerck                              Pedal
 1. Quintathœn  16�� 1. Quintathœn 8�� 1. Subbass  16��
 2. Princ[ipal] 8�� 2. Lieblich Gedackt  8�� 2. Violon 8��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Princ[ipal] 4�� 3. Posaun  16��
 4. Octav 4�� 4. Spielpfeiff 4�� 4. Trompet 8��
 5. Spielpfeiff 4�� 5. Hohlflöt 3��  1. Separatio, or Haupt-
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Octav 2��                 werk/Ped. coupler
 7. Octav 2�� 7. Weitpfeiff 1��  2. Tremulant
 8. Octav 1�� 8. Tertia II  3. Hauptwerk ventil
 9. Cornetto II    4. Oberwerk ventil
 10. Mixtur  IV    5. Bellows signal bell

A special feature of this instrument is that an extraordinarily successful Piano and Forte 
can be achieved by means of a mechanism connected to one keyboard (durch Verbindung eines 
Zuges auf einen Clavier).

This instrument has 3 bellows, and was built between 1742 and 1744 by Johann Scheibe. 
The organist there is Johann Georg Hille.

This … organ at St. Johannis was judged faultless by Capellmeister Joh. Seb. Bach and Mr. Zacharias Hildeb-
rand after perhaps the most rigorous examination that has ever been conducted on an organ. [Agricola†].

Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland]
 

The Organ at Unser Lieben Frauen‡ in Liegnitz has 34 stops.

                   Werck                                    Brust                                          Pedal
 1. Quintadena wood  16�� 1. Gedackt wood 8�� 1. Principal in the
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena metal  8��                 façade, [from] F  16��
 3. Gedackt or Flaut  3. Principal 4�� 2. Violon-Bass wood  16��
          Major wood 8�� 4. Gedeckt wood  4�� 3. Quintaden wood 8��
 4. Salicet 8�� 5. Quint Nassat 3�� 4. Octaven-Bass wood 8��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 6. Octava 2�� 5. Quinta 6��
 6. Octava 4�� 7. Spiel Flaut or  6. Octava 4��
 7. Quinta 3��              Quinta  1 ½ � 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Super Octava 2�� 8. Sedecima 1�� 8. Mixtur  IV
 9. Quinta  1 ½ � 9. Sesquialtera II 9. Posaune  16��
 10. Tertian II 10. Cymbel  III 10. Trompete 8��
 11. Mixtur  VI 11. Vox humana 8��                  the last 6 of metal

 12. Scharff  III               the last 7 of metal                            Glocken-Spiel 
 13. Trompete 8��                                                                    a set of kettledrums
         the last 10 of metal                                                                                       beaten by angels
    Glocken-Spiel

 Auxiliary stops
  Bellows signal bell [Cymbel]stern
  Tremulant W[erck?] ventil

This instrument has a full [lowest] octave without the lowest C#, and 4 large bellows. It 
was constructed in the year 1736 by the organbuilder Mr. Johann Michael Röder from Berlin. 
The name of the organist there is Gottfried Hälbig.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
58.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
59.

The Organ at St. Petri and Pauli* in Liegnitz has 31 stops.

                            Manual                                   Pedal
 1. Bourdun Bass, stopped  16�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Contra-Bass, open   16��
 3. Flaut 8�� 3. Bourdun Subbass, stopped  16��
 4. Salcinal 8�� 4. Principal 8��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Æqual Flœtbass 8��
 6. Quinta, stopped 6�� 6. Quinta 6��
 7. Octava 4�� 7. Octava 4��
 8. Flaut douse 4�� 8. Mixtur  III
 9. Quinta 3�� 9. Pombart  16��
 10. Sup[er] Octava 2�� 10. Posaune 8��
 11. Quindecima  1 ½ �
 12. Sesquialtera II                         Auxiliary stops
 13. Mixtur V              Tremulant
                 Cymbelstern
                     Second Manual                                       Bird call
 1. Flaut Major 8��              Glockenspiel
 2. Quintaden 8��              [a] pedal [operating a] 4�� drum
 3. Principal 4��              Ventil
 4. Rohr Flaut 4��              Coupler between manuals
 5. Gembshorn Quint 3�� 
 6. Super Octav 2��  This organ was constructed in the 
 7. Quinta  1 ½ �      year 1722 by Ignatius Mentzel
 8. Mixtur  III      from Breslau [Wroclaw, Poland]; it
         has 4 large bellows. The name of 
         the organist is Johann Friederich 
         Mente.

The Organ at the Jesuitenkirche† in Liegnitz has 28 stops.

                  Werck                              Rück-Positiv                               Pedal
 1. Burd. Flaut  16�� 1. Flaut Major 8�� 1. Open Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Stopped Bass  16��
 3. Copul. Major 8�� 3. Flaut Minor 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Octava 2�� 4. Bass Æqual 8��
 5. Gamba 8�� 5. Sedecima 1�� 5. Gloria [?] 5[?]
 6. Saleciet 8�� 6. Mixtura II 6. Mixtura  VI
 7. Quinta 6��   7. Fagot  16��
 8. Octava 4��   8. Trompet 8��
 9. Copul. Minor 4��                      Tremulant
 10. Octava 2��                    4 bellows
 11. Sedecima 2��
 12. Quindecima   ½ �[?]
 13. Mixtura  III        Johann Kretschmer from Schweidnitz [Swidnica, 
 14. Vox humana 8��             Poland] built the instrument.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
60.

† sic; Zünck (Zink?) may indicate that 
the stop is a Sesquialtera II, or a 
mixture containing a third-sound-
ing rank.

‡ The “fach” (“ranks”) printed at 
this spot in the original publication 
could be a mistake, or it could sig-
nify that the Quinta is actually a 
three-rank mixture.

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
60-61.

¶ The original reads “Copula das 
Hauptwerck an das Manual an-
zuhängen”; “Manual” is likely a 
mistake, and should read “Pedal”.

|| Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 166-67.

** See §. 135, “Decem”, and §. 197, 
“Tertia”.

Löwen* [Lewin Brzeski, Poland]
 

The Organ at Löwen has 22 stops.

                Manual                           Second keyboard                      Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Gedackte Flaute 8�� 1. Principal, open,
 2. Flaute major 8�� 2. Quintadena 8��                  of wood  16��
 3. Salicional 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 2. Quintadena or
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 4. Flaute allemande 4��                  Viola di Gamba  16��
 5. Octava Principal  4�� 5. Wald-Flaute 2�� 3. Octava 8��
 6. Flaute Minor 4�� 6. Scharff or Zünck†  II 4. Super Octava 4��
 7. Quinte 3��   5. Quinta 3‡

 8. Super Octav 2��   6. Pommer  16��
 9. Mixtura  IV                  There are four bellows, and the two manuals can
 10. Vox humana 8��                       be coupled. Built in the year 1737 by Adam
                                                                              Horatio Casparini.

Lossow§

(near Frankfurt on the Oder)
 

The Organ at Lossow has 17 stops.

            Haupt-Werck                       Hinter-Werck                              Pedal
 1. Bordun 1 6�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Subbass  16��
 2. Principal of English  2. Flaut douce 4�� 2. Principal 8��
          tin, in the façade 8�� 3. Octava 2�� 3. Posaune  16��
 3. Gedackt 8��                            Hauptwerk/Pedal coupler¶
 4. Viol da Gamba 8�� 
 5. Octava 4�� Mr. Johann Gottlieb Tamitius from Zittau built 
 6. Traversa 4�� this instrument—small, to be sure, but admir-
 7. Quinta 3�� ably voiced—in the year 1744. It has 4 wind-
 8. Super Octava 2�� chests and 3 large single-fold bellows. The
 9. Tertia, C - c�   manual [keys] are of ebony and ivory, and can
 10. Sesquialtera, d� - c���   be coupled handily by a shove coupler. It is in
 11. Mixtura  III choir pitch, and cost 500 Reichsthaler.

Lübeck
 

Master Jacob N. completed the…organ in the Cathedral|| in the year 1606. In it are found 30 
stops, [with] 2 manuals [extending] from [F?] up to a�� and Pedal [extending] from C up to c�.

       In the Ober-Werck              In the Rückpositiff                     In the Pedal
                   are 7 stops.                                        14 stops.                                             9 stops

 1. Bordun or Gedact  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Gedact 8�� 2. OctavenBass
 3. Octava  [4��]  3. Octava 4�� 3. GedactBass
 4. Quint  3�� 4. Querflöiten 4�� 4. QuintadehnenB[ass]
 5. Superoctava  [2��]  5. Superoctava 2�� 5. FeldpipenB[ass]
 6. Mixtur  6. Blockflöiten  6. Detzem**B[ass]
 7. Zimbel  7. Gemsshorn  7. DulcianBass  16��
   8. Offenflöit  8. TrommetenB[ass]  8��
   9. Nasatt  9. CornettenBass
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 164-65.

† i.e., a 32�� from low F.

‡ See §. 135, “Decem”, and §. 197, 
“Tertia”.

§ See §. 140, “Dusanbass”. Because of 
its position in the original stoplist 
in Praetorius, this stop is listed here 
among the reeds; no other circum-
stance, however, marks it either as 
a reed or flue stop.

   10. Sifflitt
   11. Mixtur
   12. Zimbel
   13. Trommet 8��
   14. Regal

The Organ at St. Peter’s Church* in Lübeck, built by Mr. Gottschaldt Burckart, a Neth-
erlander, has 45 stops, 3 manuals from C to a��, a Rückpositiff/Oberwerk coupler and a Rück-
positiv/Pedal coupler. The Pedal extends from C with the C# and D# up to d�.

               In the Ober-Werck                                                  In the Brust
                       there are 13 stops.                                                                       8 stops.

 1. Borduna  24��† 1. Gedact at 8��
 2. Principal  16�� 2. Offenflöit 4��
 3. Gross Octava  4��[8��?] 3. klein Quintadehna
 4. Spilpipe 8�� 4. Sedecima
 5. Gedact 8�� 5. Sifelitt
 6. Kleinoctava 4�� 6. Scharff Regal
 7. Klein Spillpipe 4�� 7. Harffen Regal
 8. Superoctava  4��[2��] 8. Geigen Regal
 9. Rauschquinta  4��[?]

 10. Mixtura                                                                                               In the Pedal
 11. Scharff Zimbel                                                                                        10 stops.
 12. Feld Trommeten   16�� 1. Principal Bass  32��
 13. Dulcian  16�� 2. Gedact Bass  16��
   3. Blockflöiten B[ass]  16��
                 In the Rückpositiff  4. Decem Bass‡

                                  14 stops.  5. Super octaven B[ass] 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 6. Mixtur B[ass] 8��[?]

 2. Gedact 8�� 7. Passunen Bass  16��
 3. Octava 4�� 8. Dusan B[ass]§  16��
 4. Blockflöiten 4�� 9. Cornett Bass 8��
 5. Quintadehna  10. Schallmeyen B[ass]
 6. Gemsshorn
 7. Querpipe
 8. Feldpipe
 9. Superoctava
 10. Mixtur
 11. Zimbel
 12. Trommeten 8��
 13. Krumbhörner
 14. Baerpipen
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
p. 165-66.

† in Adlung, Mmo I, p. 252.

‡ See §. 137, “Doppelt”.

§ See §. 167, “Miscella”, and §. 197, 
“Tertia”.

¶ See §. 135, “Decem”, and §. 197, 
“Tertia”.

|| Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
189-90.

The … Organ at St. Mary’s Church,* which was constructed by Bartold N., comprises 46 
stops [on] 3 manuals, of which the two upper ones [extend] from D up to a��, while the lowest 
[extends] from C up to a��. The Pedal extends from C up to d�. There is also a Manual/Pedal 
coupler.

It is said that this Master Bartold N., whom Praetorius … indicates constructed this last-mentioned organ, was 
the very same man who build the [organ] at St. Catharinen in Hamburg that has been mentioned several times. 
[Agricola†]

               Above in the organ are                                  In the Brustwerk
                                7 stops.                                                                         5 stops.
 1. Principal with ventil  1. Gedact
 2. Grossoctava  2. Regal
 3. Kleinoctava  3. Zinck or Cornett
 4. Superoctava  4. Krumbhorn
 5. Ruschquint  5. Baarpfeiffe
 6. Mixtur
 7. Scharff Zimbel                                                                         In the Pedal 
                                                                                                                 14 stops.
                   In the Rückpositiv   1. Gross Principal UnterBass
                             20 stops  2. UnterBass, doubled‡

 1. Principal  3. UnterBass
 2. Principale  4. Gross OctavenBass in the “Stuel”§

 3. Borduna  5. QuintadehnenBass in the “Stuel”
 4. Gedact 8�� 6. Detzehm Bass¶ in the “Stuel”
 5. Offenflöit 8�� 7. Klein OctavenBass
 6. Octava 4�� 8. FeldpfeiffenBass in the “Stuel”
 7. Blockpfeiff 4�� 9. MixturBass in the “Stuel”
 8. Querpfeiffe 4�� 10. BassunenBass
 9. Offenflöit 4�� 11. DulcianBass
 10. Octava  12. TrommetenBass
 11. Superoctav  13. SchallmeyenBass
 12. Superoctava  14. CornettBass
 13. Gemsshörner   A ventil for all the pedal reeds
 14. Feldpfeiffe      [located] above in the organ, i.e., 
 15. Mixtur      Dulcian Bass, Schallmeyen Bass
 16. Mixtur [sic]      and Cornet Bass
 17. Zimbel   A ventil for all manual and pedal
 18. Dulcian or Fagott  16��     stops in the “Stuel”
 19. Trommeten   A ventil for the Bassunen- and
 20. Dulcian or Fagott 8��     Trommeten Bass in the “Stuel”

The Organ at St. Marien|| in Lübeck has 54 stops.

                              Werck                                                             Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal  16��[8��?]
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Gedact 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Spitz-Flöte 8�� 4. Hohlflöte 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Feld-Pfeiffe 2��
 6. Hohlflöte 4�� 6. Gemshorn 2��
 7. Nasat 3�� 7. Sifflet  1 ½ �
 8. Rauschpfeiffe  IV 8. Sesquialtera  II
 9. Mixtura  XV 9. Mixtura  VIII
 10. Scharff  IV 10. Cimbel  III
 11. Trommete  16�� 11. Krumhorn 8��
 12. Trommete 8�� 12. Regal 8��
 13. Zincke 8��
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* This enigmatic comment (“Dieses 
wird auch wohl von feiner neuen 
Invention seyn”) is further compli-
cated by two factors:

1. Although it ostensibly refers to 
the Trichter-Regal, it is set apart 
from the stop by a blank line; thus 
it is not certain to what it refers.

2. The first letter of the word 
“feiner” is poorly printed; it might 
just as well be a “k” (“keiner”), in 
which case the sentence might be 
translated: “This is probably not of 
a new type.” Neither translation is 
recommended, since one makes no 
more sense than the other.

In this regard, see the footnote 
to Mattheson’s remark about the 
Trichter-Regals in the organ at St. 
Ansgarii in Bremen (above).

†Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 170-71.

‡ presumably the lower half.

§ Dirck Hoyer, active between 
c.1556-1582..

                     Rück-Positiv                                                               Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Principal  32��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal  16��
 3. Blockflöte 8�� 3. Sub-Bass  16��
 4. Hohl-Flöte 8�� 4. Octava 8��
 5. Quintadena 8�� 5. Gedact 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Octava 4��
 7. Spiel-Flöte 2�� 7. Bauerflöte 2��
 8. Sesquialtera II 8. Nachthorn 2��
 9. Mixtura V 9. Mixtura  VI
 10. Scharff  IV-V 10. Gross-Posaun  24�� [32�� to FF?] 
 11. Dulcian  16�� 11. Posaune  16��
 12. Baarpfeiffe 8�� 12. Dulcian  16��
 13. Trichter-Regal 8�� 13. Trommete 8��
� � � 14. Krumhorn 8��
         (This is supposed to be of a fine new type*)  15. Cornet 2�� 
 14. Vox humana 8�� 

 In addition a Cimbel-Stern, two Drums, two Tremulants and 16 bellows. The organist, 
Christian Schieferdecker, is a skillful man.

Lüneburg
 

The Organ at St. Johannes† in Lüneburg, an admirable instrument of 27 stops, quite 
brilliant and incisive and graced with spring chests, is reported to have been constructed about 
seventy years ago in the Netherlands (at ’s Hertogenbosch, is is said), and brought over by ship. 
It has 1 Tremulant, 2 ventils (one of which operates the top manual, the other the Rückpositiff), 
and 3 manuals.

The middle manual, the primary division, extends an entire octave lower in the bass than 
other manuals usually do; that is, an octave lower than great C. The pedal is suspended from 
this [extra] octave, which provides the pedal [for this instrument]. Moreover the 3 Præstants or 
Principals on the three manuals are all identical, none extending lower than 4�� pitch.

     The middle manual,        The Oberste Positiff             The RückPositiff,
         the loudest/deepest  (gröbste)       manual has 8 stops.                       the lowest manual,
         division, has 8 stops.                                                                      [has] 11 stops.

 1. Præstant  1. Superoctava  1. Præstant
 2. Octava  2. Nasatt  2. Klein Holpipe
 3. Mixtur  3. Flöite  3. Quintadehna
 4. Scharp  4. Gemsshorn  4. Koppeldone or Octava
 5. Nachthorn Bass  5. Præstant  5. Siflöit
 6. Buerflöiten [sic] Bass  6. Holpipe  6. Russpipe
 7. Trommeten Bass  7. Zimbel  7. Mixtur
          [All these] stand on  8. Trommete  8. Scharp
             [a single] chest    9. Schallmey
 8. Untersatz: this stop extends over half the  10. Baarpipe
            manual,‡ and was added about 40 years  11. Regal
            ago by an organbuilder from Hamburg
            by the name of Master Dirich§.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 190.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 191.

The Organ at St. Johan[nes]* in Lüneburg has 47 stops.

                              Werck                                                           Ober-Werck
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Rohr-Flöte 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Gedact 8�� 4. Rohr-Flöte 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Spitz-Flöte 4�� 6. Gemshorn 2��
 7. Octava  4��[2��?] 7. Sesquialtera —
 8. Mixtura  VI-VII 8. Scharff   V-VI
 9. Scharff — 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Trommete  16�� 10. Krumhorn 8��
 11. Dulcian 8�� 11. Vox humana 8��
 12. Schallmey 4��
                                                                                                      Pedal
                       Rück-Positiv  1. Untersatz (half wooden)   32��
 1. Principal 8�� 2. Principal  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 3. Untersatz  16��
 3. Octava 4�� 4. Octava  4��[8��?]
 4. Wald-Flöte 2�� 5. Gedact 8��
 5. Sifflet 1�� 6. Octava 4��
 6. Sesquialtera -- 7. Nachthorn 2��
 7. Scharff  V-VI-VII 8. Rausch-Pfeiffe --
 8. Dulcian  16�� 9. Mixtura --
 9. Baar-Pfeiffe 8�� 10. Posaune (half wooden)   16��
 10. Regal 4�� 11. Posaune  16��
   12. Trommete 8��
  The builder is Matthias Dropa, and  13. Trommete 4��
      the organist’s name is Georg Böhm.  14. Cornet 2��

The Organ at St. Michaelis† in Lüneburg has 43 stops:

                               Werck                                                      Ober-Positiv
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Viola di Gamba 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Gedact 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Salcional 8�� 4. Rohr-Flöte 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Gemshorn 2��
 7. Wald-Flöte 2�� 7. Mixtura  V-VI
 8. Mixtura  VI-VIII 8. Trommete 8��
 9. Scharff  IV 9. Krumhorn 8��
 10. Trommete  16�� 10. Vox humana 8��
 11. Dulcian 8��
                                                                                                                        Pedal
                       Rück-Positiv  1. Principal  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 3. Gedact 8�� 4. Quinta 6��
 4. Octava 4�� 5. Nacht-Horn 2��
 5. Block-Flöte 4�� 6. Mixtura  VIII
 6. Sesquialtera 2��[?] 7. Posaune  32��
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 233-34.

† See §. 276.

 7. Sifflet  1 ½ � 8. Posaune  16��
 8. Scharff  IV 9. Trommete 8��
 9. Dulcian  16�� 10. Trommete 4��
 10. Trichter-Regal 8�� 11. Cornet 2��
 11. Schallmey 4��

Ten bellows, three Tremulants, four Ventils, Cymbelstern, Coupler[s?] and Drum are to 
be found in this instrument, which was built only 9-10 years ago by Matthias Dropa. The or-
ganist’s name is Gottfried Philipp Flor.

The Organ at St. Lambrecht* in Lüneburg has 60 stops and three manuals.

           Mittel- or Grosswerck, on the                        OberWerck on the upper manual
                   middle manual, has 13 stops.                                                 has 14 stops.
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal 8��
 2. Gedact  16�� 2. Hellpfeiff 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Querpfeiff, “halbirt”† 8��
 4. Jula or Spitzflöte 8�� 4. Quintflöit 3��
 5. Querpfeiff 8�� 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Gedact 2��
 7. Spillpfeiff 4�� 7. Gemsshorn 1��
 8. Flöite 4�� 8. Waldflöitlin 1��
 9. Spitz Quinta 3�� 9. Feldpfeiff   ½ �
 10. Octava 2�� 10. Zimbel
 11. Russpfeiff  11. Trummet 8��
 12. Mixtur  12. Regal 8��
 13. Zimbel  13. Krumbhorn 8��
   14. Zinck, “halbirt” 8��
                  Rückpositieff has 
                                15 stops.                                                       Pedal-Basses:
 1. Principal 8��                                     17 stops.
 2. Quintadehna 8�� 1. Principal-Bass  16��
 3. Gedact 8�� 2. Untersatz  16��
 4. Blockflöit 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 5. Holflöit 4�� 4. Gedact 8��
 6. Quintflöit 3�� 5. Super-Octava 4��
 7. Octava 2�� 6. Nachthorn 4��
 8. Sedetzen-Quint  1 ½ � 7. Spitz-Quint 3��
 9. Sciflöit 1�� 8. Gemsshorn 2��
 10. Mixtur  9. BawrFlöit 1��
 11. Scharp  10. Rauschpfeiff
 12. Repetirend Zimbel  11. Mixtur
 13. Regal  12. Zimbel
 14. Schalmey  13. Posaunen  16��
 15. Baarpfeiff  14. Krumhorn  16��
   15. Trommetten 8��
   16. Schalmey 4��
   17. Cornet 2��

Tremulant
Ventil for the Oberwerk
Ventil for the Mittelwerk
Ventil for the Pedal
Oberwerk/Mittelwerk coupler
Rückpositiff/Pedal coupler
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
191-92.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 172-73.

The Organ at St. Lamberti* in Lüneburg has 40 stops:

                             Werck                                                             Oberwerk
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Octava [?] 8��
 2. Bordun  16�� 2. Hohlflöte 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Spitzflöte 8�� 4. Hohlflöte 4��
 5. Gemshorn  [8��? 4��?] 5. Nasat 3��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Scharff
 7. Rausch-Pfeiffe  7. Cimbel
 8. Mixtura  8. Trommete 8��
 9. Scharff  9. Krumhorn 8��
 10. Trommete  16�� 10. Vox humana 8��

                       Rückpositiv                                                              Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Untersatz  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Flöte 4�� 5. Superoctava 2��
 6. Sifflet  1 1/1  [1 ½ �]  6. Mixtura
 7. Sesquialtera — 7. Scharff
 8. Scharff  8. Posaune  16��
 9. Baar-Pfeiffe 8�� 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Trichter-Regal 8�� 10. Cornet 2��

Four Ventils, Cimbelstern, Drum and Tremulant. This organ was rebuilt 50 years ago by 
[Michael] Berigel. The present organist’s name is Johann Georg Flor.

Magdeburg
 

The [Organ] in the Cathedral† erected by Mr. Heinrich Compenius, possesses 42 stops, 
2 Tremulants, Birdsong, Drum, 2 manuals from C - c�� [?], a Pedal from g to d�, and 12 leather 
bellows.

                  In the OberWerck                                         In the Brust 6 stops.
 1. Principal great Untersatz  1. Flachflöite 4��
            down to F  24�� 2. Principal 2��
 2. Principal  16�� 3. Mixtur  VI
 3. Quintadehn Untersatz  16�� 4. Zimbel II
 4. Grosse Octava 8�� 5. Grobregal  of brass 8��
 5. Grob Gedact 8�� 6. Singendregal of brass 4��
 6. Grosse Quinta 6��
 7. Klein Octava 4��          In the Pedal on both sides, 9 stops.
 8. Klein Gedact 4����������� [PrincipalBass       from the Oberwerk  16��]
 9. Nachthorn 4��            [QuintadehnBass     ”      ”          ”  16��]
 10. Klein Quint 3��            [Grosse OctavaBass ”      ”         ” 8��]
 11. Nasatt  1 or 3��[?] 1. NachthornBass 4��
 12. Mixtur  XII-XV 2. BawrflöitBass 1��
 13. Zimbel  III 3. ZimbelBass  III
   4. PosaunBass  16��
                In the Rückpositiff  5. Klein PosaunBass 8��
 1. Principal 8�� 6. Schalmey or Cornet 4��
 2. Quintadehn 8�� 7. Singend Cornett of brass 2��
 3. Octava 4��
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* This name may signify either an 
open flute or a principal; see §. 
160, “Hohlflöt”, VI.) and §. 192, 
“Sifflöt”.

† Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 173-74.

 4. Rohrflöite 4��                The rear [Pedal] division stands
 5. Schwiegel 4��                        on a separate chest.
 6. Gemsshorn 4�� 8. Stopped UnterBass  16��
 7. Quinta 3�� 9. Gross GemsshornBass 8��
 8. Gedact Quinta 3��
 9. Suiflöit* 2��
 10. Kleine Gedact 2��
 11. Mixtur  III
 12. Zimbel  II
 13. Dulzian of wood   16��
 14. Trommeten 8��

The … Organ at St. Johannis† [in Magdeburg] has 32 stops.

                 In the OberWerck                                      In the Rückpositiff
                          are 14 stops                                                                         12 stops
 1. Præstanten  16�� 1. Præstanten 8��
 2. Quintadena                          on one  [16��]  2. Quintadeen 8��
 3. Quintadeen Bass [pedal]       stop  16�� 3. Spitzflöiten  
 4. Untersatz Bass [pedal]  16�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 8�� 5. Gedact, little  
 6. Gedact 8�� 6. Quinta
 7. Gemshorn 8�� 7. Superoctav  
 8. Superoctava 4�� 8. Sifflitt
 9. Querflöiten 4�� 9. Mixtur
 10. Quinta 3�� 10. Zimbeln
 11. Mixtur  11. Trommeten
 12. Zimbeln  12. Sordunen
 13. Quint Bass [pedal]       on one
 14. Zimbel Bass [pedal]       stop

               In the Brust[werk]
                      6 stops
 1. Nachthörnichen
 2. Quintadeen
 3. Zimbelchen
 4. Bawrflöiten Bass [pedal]  
 5. Bassunen Bass [pedal]  
 6. Cornetten Bass [pedal]   
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 174-75.

† See §. 276. The term is troublesome, 
since it is not clear exactly what 
it means (divided? half-compass? 
with one stopknob for the treble 
and the other for the bass? with one 
knob for the manual and the other 
for the pedal?) or what advantage 
the “halbieret” stops provide. Sev-
eral of them are in the pedal, where 
there seems to be no advantage in 
having them divided, nor any rea-
son why they should be of partial 
compass.

‡ In the Anleitung, p. 395, Adlung 
writes: “Alteration is an auxil-
iary stop that I know nothing more 
about… In German it means “a 
change” (eine Aenderung) and is 
found in Praetorius, p. 174, among 
the auxiliary stops at St. Ulrich 
in Madeburg; but nowhere does 
[Praetorius] explain it.”

§ In §. 186, under “Schreyer”, Adlung 
writes: “On p. 174 in his organ sto-
plists Praetorius reports that there 
is a Kleinschreyer in the organ at 
St. Ulrich in Magdeburg, and that 
it is in fact two stops, i.e., there is 
one drawknob for the bass and an-
other for the treble. Otherwise I 
have never found such a thing in an 
organ. It is without doubt an open 
flue stop.” Since Adlung never en-
countered the stop, it is unclear 
why he is certain it is a flue. For 
further information, see §. 186, 
“Schreyer”.

¶ A number of stops scattered 
throughout the various divisions of 
this organ are identified as “Bass”, 
the common designation for a 
pedal rank. Since this stoplist does 
not specify an independent pedal 
division, it appears that the stops 
ending in “Bass” are pedal ranks 
housed in some way in the manual 
divisions.

|| §. 167, “Miscella,” reveals that this 
term is no more understandable 
to Adlung than it is today. Given 
that the Oberwerk has 43 keys, 
the number of pipes (864) would 
yield almost 20 per note, more 
than twice the number indicated 
by Praetorius. The following stop, 
“Mixtur Minoralis”, is equally in-
comprehensible, except for Ad-
lung’s suggestion that it may be 
made up of smaller pipes. 

** Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
p. 175.

The … Organ at St. Ulrich’s Church* has 41 stops,
of which some are halved (halbieret†) (those that are not halved have 43 pipes). There are 2 
Tremulants and ventils for the Oberwerk, Brustpositiff and Rückpositiff, as well as Alteration‡ 

and Drum.

       In the OberWerck are 12 stops                           In the BrustPositiff
 1. Præstanten  16�� 1. Siffloit
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quindetz
 3. GrossGedact 8�� 3. Coppel
 4. Quinta 6�� 4-5. Kleinen Schreyer§  2 stops
 5. Octav 4�� 6. Regal
 6. Quintadeen 4�� 7. Birdsong or Nightingale
 7. Holschell 4�� 8. Flöiten Bass¶

 8. Sedetz 4�� 9-10. Posaun Bass each divided into
 9. Schwiegel 4�� 11-12. Regal Bass two stops
 10. Mixtur Graphicalis|| 10 pipes
           per note (Choro), 864 in total
 11. Mixtur Minoralis, 8 [pipes] per note
 12. Untersatz Bass [pedal stop?]  16��

                  In the RückPositiff
 1. Principal or Præstanten 8��
 2. Octavagiol
 3. Quint
 4. Gross Gedact
 5. Superoctav
 6. Klein Gedact
 7. Sifflitt
 8. Gemsshorn
 9. Quint Spitz
 10. Superoctav
 11. Sedetz
 12. Zimbel
 13. Singend Regal
 14. Cornett or Zincken
 15. Krumbhörner
 16. GedactBass
 17. Klein GedactBass

In the Organ at St. Peter** there is a total of 33 stops.

                          [Werck]                                          In the Manual Brust 4 stops
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Nachthorn 4��
 2. Grobgedact, manual 8�� 2. Quintflöit or small Gedact 2��[sic]

 3. Grob Gemsshorn 8�� 3. Zimbel II
 4. Gross Quintadeen, manual 8�� 4. Regal  [8��?]
 5. Octav 4��
 6. Querflöiten 4��                      In the Pedal Brust
 7. Quint 3��                            on either side
 8. Mixtur  1. Posaunen Bass
 9. Zimbeln  2. Trommeten Bass
 3. Schallmeyen Bass
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 175-76.

† J.F. Agricola, in Marpurg’s Histo-

risch-kritische Beyträge, Vol. 3, pp. 
517-18. Agricola gives some of the 
incidental information in Marpurg 
and some in Adlung, Mmo I, p. 
255; the present stoplist represents 
a conflation of the two sources.

           In the Rückpositiv 12 stops
 1. Quintadehna 8��                     Bass [stops] in the Pedal
 2. Principal 4�� 1. Stopped Untersatz  16��
 3. Gemsshorn 4�� 2. Gross Quintadeen Bass  16��
 4. Mittelgedact 4�� 3. Quintflöiten Bass
 5. Octava  [2��?] 4. Holflöiten Bass 2��
 6. Kleingedact  [2��?] 5. Bawrflöiten Bass 1��
 7. Quinta  6. Zimbeln Bass
 8. Sifflit
 9. Mixtur
 10. Zimbeln
 11. Trommeten 8��
 12. Klein Regal  [4��?]

The new Organ at St. Catharinen*
is furnished with 33 stops and 3 manuals: Oberwerk, Brust- and RückPositiff. [There are] also 2 
Tremulants, 8 wedge bellows, Birdcall and Cuckoo.

                 In the Oberwerk                                                    BrustPositiff
 1. Quintadehna  16�� 1. Nachthorn 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Blockflöite 4��
 3. Grobgedact 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Kleingedact 2��
 5. Schweitzerpfeiffe 8�� 5. Krumbhorn  [8��]
 6. Quinta 6��
 7. Octava 4��                 [Pedal] in two Side Towers 
 8. Rohrflöite 4��                  on either side of the Rückpositiff

 9. Superoctava 2�� 1. Præstanten  16��
 10. Mixtur  2. Gedacten Untersatz  16��
   3. SchweitzerBass 2��
                        Rückpositiff  4. NachthornBass 2��
 1. Principal 4�� 5. BawrflöitenBass 1��
 2. Mittelgedact 4�� 6. MixturBass
 3. Quintadeen 4�� 7. PosaunenBass  16��
 4. Gemshorn 4�� 8. SordunenBass  16��
 5. Octava 2�� 9. Dulcian 8��
 6. Kleingedact 2�� 10. Cornett 1��
 7. Rauschflöite 1��
 8. Zimbel
 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Klein Regal 4��

Meerane†

(in Saxony)
 

The Organ there has 30 stops [on] 2 manuals.

It was built by the present Saxe-Gotha Ducal and Altenburg Court and State Master Or-
ganbuilder, Mr. C. E. Friderici, and his brother, completed and delivered in 1753, [and dedi-
cated on the 12th Sunday after Trinity, 1753]. Its stoplist is found in Marpurg’s Historisch-kri-

tische Beyträge, Vol. 3, p. 517.
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* See §. 245.

† On p. 500 of Vol. III, Historisch-

Kritische Beyträge, Agricola writes:
Mr. C.E. Friderici in Gera has 
installed a new stop in an or-
gan that he has just recently built 
at Meerane in Saxony, that im-
itates the sound of a nightin-
gale’s voice. For the present he 
has named it “Don” [French 
“gift”], since he wished to give it 
as a present to the church in his 
native town.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
64.

     (�) Hauptwerk, of sonorous scale                (�) Oberwerk, of gentle scale
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Principal 8��
            the three lowest octaves of tin,                                                          of English tin, [from] G in the façade, highly

            the highest of metal                                                                             polished, the lowest 7 pipes of wood

 2. Principal 8�� 2. Rohrflöte 8��
            of English tin, [from] C in the                                                         the lowest octave of wood, the

            façade, highly polished                                                                        others of metal

 3. Viola da Gamba of 14-weight* tin  8�� 3. Le Don† of English tin

 4. Gedackt 8�� 4. Quintadene of 10-weight tin 8��
             two octaves of wood and two of metal  5. Octave of 14-weight tin 4��
 5. Octave of 14-weight tin 4�� 6. Flöte douce of hard wood 4��
 6. Spitzflöte of metal 4�� 7. Nasath of metal 3��
 7. Quinte conical, of metal 3�� 8. Octave of tin 2��
 8. Octave of 14-weight tin 2�� 9. Waldflöte of metal 2��
 9. Tertia above 2�� of metal  [1 3/5 �]  10. Quinte of tin  1 ½ �
 10. Cornet  III 11. Sifflet of tin 1��
              half-compass, of 14-weight tin  12. Mixtur of tin  III
 11. Mixtur of 14-weight tin  IV 13. Vox humana of English tin 8��
 12. Cimbel of 14-weight tin  III 14. Schwebung
 13. Tremulant 

   (�) Pedal, of strong and penetrating scale
 1. Principalbass of wood  16��
 2. Violonbass of wood  16��
 3. Octavbass of wood 8��
 4. Posaunenbass  16��
                the resonators of wood, the shallots of tin

 5. Trompetenbass 8��
                the resonators likewise of wood, the shallots of tin

Mertschütz‡ [Mierczyce, Poland]

(in the Principality of Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland])
 

The Organ at Mertschütz has 23 stops.

                  Manual                             Rück-Positiv                              Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut Major 8�� 1. Contra-Bass  16��
 2. Copel Major 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Salecinal 8�� 3. Spitz-Flaut 4�� 3. Quintadena 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Superoctava 4��
 5. Copel Minor 4�� 5. Octava 2��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Mixtur III
 7. Super Octava 2�� 7. Trompet 8��
 8. Sedecima 1�� 8. Hubo [Hautbois] 8��
 9. Tertia I[?]

 10. Mixtura V In addition there are 3 bellows, 2 coupling stops
 11. Cymbel II to couple the two manuals, [and] a Tremulant. 
    This [instrument’s] Hauptwerck was built by 
   Johann Kretschmer from Schweidnitz (Swidnica,    
    Poland], the Rück-Positiv on the other hand by 
    Johann Engelmann from Hirschberg [ Jelenia Góra, 
    Poland] in the year 1735.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
65.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
65-66.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, pp. 
192-93. The complete lack of cor-
respondence between Mattheson’s 
and Albrecht’s stoplists might lead 
one to suspect that Mattheson put 
the wrong city at the head of his 
version, thus reproducing an es-
sentially accurate stoplist of an or-
gan in some city other than Mühl-
hausen (the presence of a “Sexta 2�
�” in the stoplist might point to one 
of the Hanseatic cities along the 
southern Baltic or to a city in East 
Prussia, since many of the organs 
there--e.g., Insterburg, Königs-
berg--have such a stop). To com-
plicate matters, Mattheson does 
not indicate which organ in Mühl-
hausen he is describing.

Metzibohr* [Medzibrodzie(?), Poland]
 

The Organ in Metzibohr has 19 stops.

            Haupt-Werck                      Brust-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut Major 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flaut Major 8�� 2. Flaut Minor 4�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Principal 2�� 3. Super Octava 4��
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 4. Quinta  1 ½ � 4. Mixtur  IV
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Sedecima 1�� 5. Posaune  16��
 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Super Octava 2��             Brust-Positiv/Hauptwerk coupler
 8. Sedecima 1�� 
 9. Mixtur IV                                         The organ was built by the organbuilder Johann
                                                                       Michael Engler for 1,300 Silesian Thalers
                                                                       in the year 1725.

Militsch† [Milicz, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Lutheran church near Militsch has 17 stops.

                                        Manual                                                          Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 7. Quinta 3�� 1. Sub-Bass, open  16��
 2. Flaut major 8�� 8. Super Octava 2�� 2. Contra Bass,
 3. Salcinal 8�� 9. Sedecima 1��                 stopped  16��
 4. Octava 4�� 10. Mixtura III  3. Octava 8��
 5. Flaut Minor 4�� 11. Zimbel III  4. Super Octava 4��
 6. Salicet  8��[4��?] 12. Vox humana 8�� 5. Mixtura  III
               There are four bellows.

Mühlhausen‡
 

The Organ at Mühlhausen (in Thuringia) has 60 stops.

                            Werck                                                       Ober-Positiv
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Salcional  16�� [?]
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Hohlflöte 8��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 3. Viole di Gamba 8��
 4. Salcional 8�� 4. Principal 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Spitzflöte 4��
 6. Offene Flöte 4�� 6. Flute douce 4��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Super-Octava 2�� 8. Wald-Flöte 2��
 9. Waldhorn 2�� 9. Tertian  2 [II?]
 10. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]  10. Cimbel  IV
 11. Sifflet  1 ½ � 11. Harffen-Regal  16��
 12. Mixtura  VII-VIII 12. Hautbois 8��
 13. Mixtura  VI 13. Trommete 4��
 14. Sordun  16��
 15. Zincke 8��  
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* N.B. Mattheson does not record a  
4�� Octava in the Rückpositiv, yet 
he indicates a 2�� Super-Octava.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
66.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
68.

                       Rück-Positiv*                                     Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  32��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Principal  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Sub-Bass  16��
 4. Hohlflöte 4�� 4. Octava 8��
 5. Queerflöte 4�� 5. Waldflöte 8��
 6. Quintadena 4�� 6. Octava 4��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Quintadena 4��
 8. Super-Octava 2�� 8. Nachthorn 4��
 9. Gemshorn 2�� 9. Superoctava 2��
 10. Sifflet 1�� 10. S[uper] Superoctava 1��
 11. Tertian  2 [II?] 11. Mixtura X
 12. Mixtura  VI 12. Posaune  32��
 13. Dulcian  16�� 13. Posaune  16��
 14. Krumhorn 8�� 14. Dulcian  16��
   15. Trommete 8��
   16. Krumhorn 8��
 In addition [there are] 14 bellows,  17. Schallmey 4��
    a Cimbelstern and Kettledrums.  18. Cornet 2��

Münsterberg† [Ziebice, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Münsterberg has 25 stops.

                  Manual                             Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flauta major 8�� 1. Principal of wood  16��
 2. Flauta Major 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub Bass  16��
 3. Portunal 8�� 3. Flauta Minor 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Gamba 8��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Octava 2�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Salicinal 8�� 6. Quindecim   ½ �[?] 6. Pommer  16��
 7. Fugara 8�� 7. Mixtur III
 8. Octava 4��
 9. Quinta 3�� This organ was constructed by Johann Franz
 10. Octava 2��      Grossmann from Patschkau [Paczków, Po-
 11. Rausch Quinta  8��[?]       land] in 1754. It has a coupler and three 
 12. Mixtur  VIII      bellows. The organist is Frantz Joseph Fiedler.

Neissa [Nysa, Poland]
 

The Organ at St. Jacob‡ in Neyss has 36 stops.

                             Manual                                                            Brust
 1. Sub-Bass  16�� 1. Quintadena
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal
 3. Flœt major  3. Quinta
 4. Offen Flœt  4. Octava
 5. Octava  5. Cimbel
 6. Octav-Flœt  6. Regal
 7. Quint-Flœt
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* i.e., no short octaves in the lowest 
octave of keys.

† whose stoplist is not recorded in any 
of the sources represented here.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
69.

§ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
69.

 8. Sedecima                                                                                                       Pedal
 9. Rauschpfeiff  1. Principal  16��
 10. Mixtur  2. Höltzerner Bass  16��
 11. Cimbel  3. Octava
 12. Posaun  4. Flœt Bass
   5. Sedecima
                       Rück-Positiv  6. Mixtur  XII
 1. Quintadena  7. Cimbel
 2. Spitz-Flöt  8. Pommer
 3. Principal  9. Posaun
 4. Octav-Flœt
 5. Quinta  All the pipes in this instrument are
 6. Octava       of metal with the exception of the
 7. Cimbel       Höltzerner Bass (“Wooden-Bass”) 
 8. Schallmeyen       in the Pedal. The keyboards are
 9. Krumbhörner       complete* and there are 15 
        bellows. It is over 200 years old.
        The name of the organist is Preussner.

Note: Actually, this organ no longer exists, but parts of it were incorporated into a new and far 
more expensive organ† that consists of 54 stops, which was built by an organbuilder Johann 
Kretschmer from Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland]. The name of the present organist is Fried-
rich Peter.

The Little Organ at St. Jacobi‡ in Neyss has 18 stops.

                  Manual                             Rück-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Sub-Bass of metal  16�� 1. Hohlflöte 8�� 1. Sub-Bass of wood  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal  2. Spitzpfeiffe
 3. Flœt major 8�� 3. Quinte  3. Mixtur
 4. Quintadena  4. Gembshorn  4. Posaun
 5. Octava  5. Cimbel
 6. Flœt minor 4��
 7. Quinta  The pipes of this instrument are once again all of
 8. Mixtur       metal, with the exception of the wooden
 9. Cimbel       [Sub-]Bass in the Pedal. The manuals only
        extend down to F. There are 7 bellows, and [some 
        part of ] it are as much as 550 [?] years old.

Note: In place of this organ there is now to be found a Positiv of 8 stops.

The Organ at the [Church of the] Franciscans§ in Neyss has 18 stops.

          Haupt-Manual                   Lower Keyboard                           Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœta 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Gamba 8�� 3. Flœta 4�� 3. Violon-Bass 8��
 4. Fugara 8�� 4. Super Octav 2��
 5. Octav 4�� 5. Vox humana 8��
 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Super-Octav 2�� 
 8. Waldtflöt 2�� This instrument was constructed by Franz Joseph
 9. Tertia  [1 3/5 �]       Eberhardt in 1754; it has three bellows and a 
 10. Mixtur V      coupler between the two manuals.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
70.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
71.

‡ The circumstances surrounding the 
Vox humana stop in the stoplist of 
the organ at Landshut (above; also 
built by Mentzel) suggest that the 
one here is a reed and not a princi-
pal Voce humana.

Neumarkt* [Sroda Slaska, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Protestant Church at Neumarckt has 25 stops.

                    Werck                           Upper Keyboard                         Pedal
 1. Principal of tin 8�� 1. Præstant 8�� 1. Violon, open  16��
           in the façade                                     from C–c�   2. Sub-Bass, stopped  16��
 2. Unda maris 8�� 2. Salicet 8�� 3. Principal of tin 8��
            from c��c���                                      from c��c���                                        in the façade
 3. Gembshorn 8�� 3. Flaut Major 8�� 4. Quinta 6��
            from C–c��  4. Principal of tin 4�� 5. Octava 4��
 4. Quintadena 8��               in the façade  6. Posaune, open  16��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Flaut Minor 4�� 
 6. Rohrflaut 4�� 6. Spitz-Quint 3��                Incidental Stops
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Octava 2��          Cimbel Stern
 8. Super Octava 2�� 8. Tertian  I [1 3/5 �]           Tremulant
 9. Mixture           2��  IV 9. Mixtur      1 ½ �  III           Ventil
 10. Cymbel  II             Coupler
               Wind Exhaust Ventil
               4 Bellows

The name of the present organist is Gottfried Pücher. The organ cost 850 Reichsthaler, 
and was constructed in the year 1755 by Johann Gottfried Herbst from Petersdorff [Piecho-
wice, Poland]

Nimtsch† [Niemcza, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Nimptsch has 20 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                             Brust                                       Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœt 8�� 1. Principal of wood  16��
 2. Quintaden 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub-Bass, stopped  16��
 3. Gembshorn 8�� 3. Flautdous 4�� 3. Principal 8��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Octava 2�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Vigesima Nona  1 ½ �
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Scharff  II                  Auxiliary stops
 7. Super Octava 2��                                                                     Cymbel-Stern with
 8. Quintina  1 ½ �                                                                           little bells
 9. Mixtur  III                                                                    Bellows signal bell
 10. Vox Humana‡ 8��                                                                    2 ventils, one
                                                                                                                                for each manual

This organ was built by Ignatz Mentzel in the year 1725. The name of the organist is Johann 
Heinrich Oviel.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
71-72.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
72.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
73.

Oels* [Olesnica, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Palace Church at Oelsse has 26 stops.

                 Manual                               Rückpositiv                           Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Flœtna 8�� 1. Principal of tin  16��
 2. Principal of tin 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Sub-Bass, stopped  16��
 3. Flœtna 8�� 3. Principal of tin 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 4. Flœtna Allemon 4�� 4. Quinta 6��
 5. Octav 4�� 5. Octava 2�� 5. Super Octav 4��
 6. Flœtna 4�� 6. Sedecima 1�� 6. Mixtura      4��  III
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Mixtura  III 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Super Oct[av] 2�� 8. Tromba 8��
 9. Sedecima 1��
 10. Mixtura  IV In addition there are 4 large bellows of a new type.
 11. Cymbel or       The [Haupt]manual can be played at chamber
            Sesquialter  II     pitch, on a third manual, and by pulling other
        stops the 16�� Sub-Bass and the Octav-Bass [8��]    
        may be used with it. Finally, there is a Cymbelstern
        with c, e, g, and c��, and two ventils. George
        Friedrich Schwartz is the organist at this organ.

Klein-Oels† [Olesnica Mala, Poland]
(in the Principality of Brieg [Brzeg, Poland])

 

The Organ at Klein-Oelsse has 16 stops.

                  Werck                               Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut Alemande 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flaut 8 2. Fugara 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Gembshorn 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Flaut Minor 4��
 5. Spiel-Flaut 4�� 5. Octava 2��
 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Super Octava 2�� This instrument has two bellows and a coupler.
 8. Mixtur  III     It was built in the year 1746 by Johann Gottlieb
       Willhelm Scheffler of Brieg [Brzeg, Poland].

Ohlau‡ [Olawa, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Ohlau has 22 stops.

                   Werck                              Rück-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Grob gedackt or  1. Principal  16��
 2. Vox humana 8��              Flaut Major 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 3. Super Octava 4��
 4. Sallicionall 8�� 3. Nachthorn 4�� 4. Mixtura  IV
 5. Octava 4�� 4. Violeta 2�� 5. Posaune  16��
 6. Gembshorn 3�� 5. Mixtur II
 7. Super Octava 2�� 6. Helle Cimbel II         Auxiliary stops
 8. Sesquialtera  I [1 3/5 �]                                                                       Tamburo
 9. Quintina  1 ½ �                                                                      Coupler
 10. Mixtur  III                                                                      Oberwerk/Pedal Coupler
 11. Cimballo  II                                                                      Four bellows
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
74-75.

† Only its position in the stoplist in 
the original publication suggests 
that this stop might be a reed.

[This organ] was built in the year 1712 by Adam Horatio Casparini. The name of the organist 
is Johann Gottlieb Weiss.

Ollmütz [Olomouc, Czech Republic]
 

The Organ at St. Mauritius* in Ollmütz has 44 stops.

                   Haupt-Manual                                                In the Brust
 1. Principal in the façade  16�� 1. Principal in the façade 8��
              of pure tin                                                                      of pure tin
 2. Bourdon Flaut of wood  16�� 2. Flaut Allemand  8��
 3. Salicet of metal  16�� 3. Rohrflaut 8��
 4. Principal also in the façade 8�� 4. Quintadena 8��
              of pure tin  5. Octava 4��
 5. Flaut Major 8�� 6. Quinta 3��
 6. Gamba 8�� 7. Super Octava 2��
 7. Gembshorn 8�� 8. Mixtura1 ½ �  IV
 8. Octava 4��                   the above 7 stops of metal
 9. Nachthorn 4�� 9. Vox humana, a reed, of tin 8��
 10. Quinta 3��
 11. Mixtura                    2��  VI                            In the Pedal
 12. Cimbal                      2�� II 1. Major Bass of wood  32��
 the above 8 stops of metal  2. Principal in the façade  16��
 13. Trompet of tin 8��                 of pure tin
   3. Open Bass of wood  16��
          On the Lower Keyboard  4. Sub-Bass, stopped, of wood 16��
 1. Principal in the façade 8�� 5. Quintaden of wood   16��
          of pure tin  6. Octava of wood 8��
 2. Unda maris of wood 8�� 7. Gembshorn Quint 6��
 3. Flaut Amabile of wood 8�� 8. Mixtura                           4��  VI
 4. Octava 4��                  the above 2 stops of metal
 5. Flaut Minor 4�� 9. Posaune  16��
 6. Spitzflaut 3�� 10. Tromba 8��
 7. Super Octava 2��                   Both with resonators of wood
 8. Mixtura                 1 ½ �  IV                       and shallots of brass

           the above 5 stops of metal                                           

 9. Trinuna [a reed?†]  4��                Pedal Stops at Chamber Pitch
            of metal  1. Sub-Bass, stopped, of wood  16��
   2. Quintaden of wood  16��
   3. Octava of wood 8��
 There are the following Auxiliary Stops:

A Coupler for two manuals 
A Coupler for three manuals
A Coupler to shift the Lower Manual between choir and chamber pitch
Nine Ventils
Two Spiegel-Register [?]

Bellows signal bell

This beautiful instrument has 7 bellows. Michael Engler, organbuilder of Breslau [Wro-
claw, Poland], constructed it in the year 1745. The present organist’s name is Josephus Anto-
nius Hoffmann.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
75. The Holy Mountain (Czech 
Svaty Kopecek), a pilgrimage site, 
lies 7 km northeast of Olomouc.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
76.

The Organ in the Monastery on the Holy Mountain* near Ollmütz  
has 31 stops.

                 Manual                                  Positiv                                      Pedal
 1. Principal of tin 8�� 1. Principal 4�� 1. Bourdun-Bass  32��
            in the façade  2. Fleta Major 4�� 2. Sub-Bass  32��[16��?]

 2. Piffera, a–c��� 8�� 3. Fleta Minor 2��                 both open
 3. Nachthorn 8�� 4. Nassata 2��[?] 3. Principal of tin  16��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 5. Rausch Quint  III                entirely in the façade
 5. Salecinal 8�� 6. Mixtura  IV 4. Octava also of  8��
 6. Octava 4��                                                                          tin in the façade
 7. Feldflöt 4��   5. Octava, open  8��[4��?]

 8. Fugara 4��   6. Super Octav  8��[2��?]

 9. Bourdon-Flet  4���& 2��   7. Cornet  III
 10. Quinta  4��[3��?]   8. Pommer, open 16��
 11. Super Octava 2��   9. Trompet 8��
 12. Quindecima 2��[?] 
 13. Sede[cima] 2��[?] Together with a coupler
 14. Sesquialt[era]  2��[II?]      between two manuals
 15. Mixtura V      and four bellows
 16. Cimbel  3��[III?]

The instrument was built in the year 1722 by Antonius Sieber of Brünn [Brno, Czech Re-
public]. The name of the present organist is Thomas Major.

Oschatz†
 

The Organ at St. Egidius in Oschatz has 31 stops.

                  Manual                             Ober-Werck                             Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Major Bourdun
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 8��                 or Untersatz  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Unda maris 8�� 2. Principal  16��
 4. Viol di gamba 8�� 4. Flœta Major 8�� 3. Violon-Bass 8��
 5. Praestanda 4�� 5. Flœttraver[sa] 8�� 4. Quinta 6��
 6. Viol d��Amour 4�� 6. Praestanda 4�� 5. Posaune  32��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Flœta Minor 4�� 6. Posaune  16��
 8. Octava 2�� 8. Nassat 3�� 7. Trompete 8��
 9. Flagolett 1�� 9. Octava 2��
 10. Cornett  IV 10. Sufflœt 1�� There is also a pair of
 11. Mixtur  IV 11. Mixtur  III     copper kettledrums
 12. Trompet 8�� 12. Vox humana 8��     that are struck by
          [statues of ] angels.

The organbuilder was Johann Ernst Hähnel of Meissen. The organist there is Johann Andreas 
Lamprecht.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, p. 
193. For further information about 
this organ (built 1659-62 by Hans 
Riege of Hamburg), see: Frederick 
K. Gable, “Heinrich Scheidemann 
in Otterndorf, 1662: The Recon-
struction of an Organ Dedication 
Service,” in: Keyboard Perspectives 
(Yearbook of the Westfield Center 
for Historical Keyboard Studies), 
Vol. I/2007-2008, pp. 37-71.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
105.

Otterndorf*
(in Land Hadeln)

 

The Organ at Otterndorff has 31 stops.

                            Werck                                                            Ober-Werck
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Nasat-Quinta 3��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Gemshorn 2��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Trommete 8��
 5. Octava 2�� 5. Zincke 8��
 6. Rausch-Pfeiffe II 6. Trommete 4��
 7. Mixtura V
 8. Tremulant and Cimbelstern                                                                   Pedal
   1. Untersatz  16��
                       Rück-Positiv  2. Octava 8��
 1. Gedact 8�� 3. Posaune  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 4. Dulzian  16��
 3. Principal 4�� 5. Trommete 8��
 4. Rohrflöte 4�� 6. Trommete 4��
 5. Sifflet 1�� 7. Cornet 2��
 6. Sesquialtera II
 7. Scharff  IV 
 8. Krumhorn 8��          The two upper manuals [i.e., Werck and
 9. Trichter-Regal 8��              Ober-Werck] can be coupled together.
 10. Schallmey 4��

Paschkerwitz† [Pasikurowice, Poland]
(in the Principality of Oels [Olesnica, Poland])

 

The Organ in Paschkerwitz has 14 stops.

                              Manual                                                         Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flaut Major 8�� 2. Quintadena  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Super Octava 4��
 5. Salicet 8��                     Glocken-Spiel
 6. Octava 4��                     Exaud[i] [Bellows signal bell]
 7. Flaut Allemand 4��                      3 bellows
 8. Quinta 3��
 9. Super Octava 2�� 
 10. Mixtur  IV 

Michael Engler in Breslau built it.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
77.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
78-79.

Posen* [Poznan, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Cistercian monastery in Posen has 35 stops.

                   Manual                          Rück-Positiv                              Pedal
 1. Bordunflöte  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flaut Allemand  4��[8��?] 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Flöte 8�� 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Salcional  16��
 4. Salcional 8�� 4. Salcional  4��[8��?] 4. Flöte 8��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Gembshorn 6��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Octava 4�� 6. Octava 4��
 7. Nachthorn 4�� 7. Flaut Amabile 4�� 7. Mixtura V
 8. Salcional 4�� 8. Super-Octava 2�� 8. Posaune  16��
 9. Quinta 3�� 9. Sedecima 1�� 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Super-Octava 2�� 10. Mixtura  III 10. Cornet-Bass 2��
 11. Sesquialtera  I [1 3/5 �]
 12. Mixtura  VI               Auxiliary stops
 13. Cimbel  II 1. Cimbel-Stern
 14. Trommete 8�� 2. Tympani stop, with two pipes sounding the
 15. Vox humana 8��             pitches G and C
   3. Four ventils
   4. Coupler
   5. Bellows signal bell
   6. Six bellows

This organ was built by Michael Engler of Breslau.

Potsdam
 

The Organ in the Guarnison-Kirche† in Potsdam has 42 stops.

                       Haupt-manual                                             Upper Keyboard
 1. Bourdon  16�� 1. Gedackt 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Rohrflöt 8�� 3. Rohrflöt 4��
 4. Octav 4�� 4. Nassat 3��
 5. Flaut trav[ersa] 4�� 5. Octav 2��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Tert. [Terz? Tertian?]   1 3/5 �
 7. Octav 2�� 7. Sifflœt 1��
 8. Cornet V 8. Cimb[al]  III
 9. Scharff V 9. Vox humana 8��
 10. Cimbel  IV                    Schwebung
 11. Fagot  16��                   Ventil, Upper Keyboard
 12. Trompet 8��
           Ventil, Manual

                   Lower Keyboard                                                     Pedal
 1. Quintad[ena]  16�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Violon  16��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Octav 8��
 4. Salicional 8�� 4. Quint 6��
 5. Octav 4�� 5. Octav 4��
 6. Vugam [Gamba? Fugara?] 4�� 6. Mixtur  VI
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
79.

† “ungemein”; the word may also 
mean “unusual”.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 194.

 7. Quint 3�� 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Octav 2�� 8. Trompet 8��
 9. Waldflöte 2�� 9. Cleron 4��
 10. Quint  1 ½ �                 Ventil, Pedal
 11. Mixtur  IV
 12. Hoboi 8��
             Ventil, Lower manual

                Auxiliary stops
 1. Glockenspiel
 2. 1 set of kettledrums that are struck by [statues of ] angels.
 3. Trumpet stop, that causes the [statues of ] angels found there to lift the trumpets they  
            hold in their hands to their mouths.
 4. Eagles that realistically fly toward suns.
 5. Tremulant
 6. A coupler between the Upper Keyboard and the [Haupt-]manual
 7. Bellows signal bell

There are six bellows for this beautiful instrument, which was built in the year 1732 by 
Joachim Wagner. The name of the present organist is Johann Friedrich Lossow.

The Organ at St. Nicolai* in Potsdam has 23 stops.

       In the Haupt-Werck          In the Seiten-Werck                  In the Pedal
 1. Quintadœn  16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Octave 4�� 3. Quinta 3�� 3. Octave 4��
 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Octave 2�� 4. Octave 2��
 5. Octav 2�� 5. Tertian  1 3/5 � 5. Mixtur V
 6. Quinta  1 ½ � 6. Cimbel  III 6. Posaun  16��
 7. Mixtur V 7. Vox humana 8�� 7. Trompet 8��
 8. Trompet 8�� 8. Trompet 4��

This extraordinary† organ was built in the year 1713                               Auxiliary stops 
by Johann Michael Röder, an organbuilder in Berlin.                         A primary ventil 
The name of the organist there is Christoph Friedrich                       Three ventils 
Petzolt.                                                                                                           Tremulant
                                                                                                                         Bells [?]

                                                                                                                         Cymbelstern

Prague
 

The Organ at St. Dominicus‡ in Prague has 71 stops.

                                  Werck                                                               Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Gross Gedact  16�� 2. Gedact 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Quintadena 4��
 4. Gedact 8�� 4. Octava 2��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Quinta rep[eating?]  1 ½ �
 6. Offene Flöte 4�� 6. Sedecima 1��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Cimbel-Scharff  III
 8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Regal  16��
 9. Spitzflöte 2�� 9. Jungfern-Regal 8��

*

†

‡

§

¶

||

*
†

‡
§

¶

||
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* “12��” may be an error, or it may in-
dicate that the stop begins at low F.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
80. In Adlung’s Mmo Agricola 
calls the church the Liebfrauen-

kirche. Today it is popularly re-
ferred to the the “Tyn Church.”

‡ Latin “stopped;” the mistakes in 
the way this organ stoplist was re-
corded are numerous and obvious.

 10. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]
 11. Quinta  1 ½ �                                Ober-Positiv
 12. Kützialflöte 1�� 1. Quintadena  16��
 13. Mixtura X 2. Principal 8��
 14. Cimbel  IV 3. Hohlflöte 8��
   4. Gemshorn 8��
                              Rück-Positiv  5. Octava 4��
 1. Principal  12�� � [16��?] 6. Nachthorn 4��
 2. Salcional  16�� 7. Superoctava 2��
 3. Principal 8�� 8. Coppel  1 ½ � + 1��
 4. Rohrflöte 8�� 9. Rausch-Pfeiffe  III
 5. Quintadena 8�� 10. Mixtura  VI
 6. Octava 4�� 11. Surdun  16��
 7. Blockflöte 4�� 12. Krumhorn 8��
 8. Querflöte 4��
 9. Quinta 3��                                     Pedal
 10. Superoctava 2�� 1. Principal, full-compass   32��
 11. Gemshorn 2�� 2. Principal  16��
 12. Waldflöte 2�� 3. Octava  16��[?]

 13. Sexta   2�� [1 3/5 �]  4. Salcional  16��
 14. Sifflet 1�� 5. Octava 8��
 15. Mixtura V 6. Grosse Quinta 6��
 16. Dulcian of wood  16�� 7. Superoctava 4��
 17. Trommete 8�� 8. Nachthorn 4��
 18. Cornet 4�� 9. Spitzflöte 2��
   10. Bauerflöte 1��
In addition there are 12 bellows,  11. Coppel of three ranks

 5 for the Pedal and 7 for the                                            Quinta 3��
 manuals. All four manuals                                                Sup[eroctava] 2��
 may be coupled together.                                                 Tertia   2�� [1 3/5 �]

   12. Mixtura  VIII
   13. Posaune  32��
   14. Posaune  16��
   15. Dulcian  16��
   16. Trommete 8��
   17. Schallmey 4��
   18. Cornet 2��

The Organ at Unser Frauen† in the Old City of Prague has 28 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                     Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Coppel Major 8�� 1. Sub-Bass Coppel  16��
 2. Coppel Major 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Octava Sub-Bass[?],
 3. Fletna 8�� 3. Coppel Minor 4������            stopped 16��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Octava 2�� 3. Superoctava  16��[?]

 5. Salicinale 8�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ � 4. Sub-Bass  16��[?]

 6. Octava  8��[4��?] 6. Super Octava 1 ½ �[1��?] 5. Tectus‡ Sub
 7. Coppel Minor 4�� 7. Mixtur  IV                  Bassus  16��
 8. Quinta  2��[3��?] 8. Cimbel  III 6. Mixtura III
 9. Super Octava 2��   7. Posaun-Bassus  16��
 10. Quindecima      Two Cymbelstern stops
 11. Sedecima 1�� This instrument was constructed in the year 1671 by
 12. Mixtur  IV     Heinricus Mund, an organbuilder in Prague. It has 4
 13. Cimbal  1 ½ �     bellows and a coupler between the manuals. The
        organist there is Mr. Joseph Franciscus Seeger.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
80-81.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
81.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
82.

The Organ at the Franciscan Monastery* in the Old City
of Prague has 25 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                      Ober-Positiv                                  Pedal
 1. Sub-Bass of wood  16�� 1. Copula Major 8�� 1. Sub-Bass, open 16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub-Bass, stopped 16��
 3. Flauta, open 8�� 3. Copula Minor 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Octava 2�� 4. Quinta 6��
 5. Salicinal  4��[8��?] 5. Sesquialtra, made of  5. Super Octav 4��
 6. Octava  8��[4��?]            the 5th [2 2/3 �]  and the                     Bitona in the 
 7. Copula Minor 4��            6th above it [1 3/5 �]                    Pedal, H & H [?]
 8. Nachthorn 4�� 6. Mixtura  IV                Four bellows
 9. Fugara 4��
 10. Quinta 3�� [This organ] was built by N. Abraham from Elbogen
 11. Super Octava 2��      [Loket, Czech Republic]. Father Methudius[?] Vietz
 12. Gembshorn  2�� & 4��[?]      was, in 1756, the organist and choirmaster.
 13. Quindecima  1 ½ �  
 14. Mixtura  VI

The Organ in St. Mary Loreto† in the Hradcany at Prague
has 18 stops.

                    Manual                               Positiv                                        Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Copel major, wood  8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Biffera, c� - c��� 8�� 2. Gamba 8�� 2. Octava [?] 8��
          makes the Principal  3. Salicinal 8�� 3. Principal 8��
          undulate when    4. Principal 4��                 in the façade
          drawn against it  5. Flœte Minor 4�� 4. Super-Octava 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 6. Mixtur V               in the façade
 4. Octava 4��  
 5. Quinta  2��[3��?] There are in addition three bellows and a manual
 6. Super Octava 2��       coupler.
 7. Rausch Quint III  This organ was built by Joseph Helwig of Grulich
 8. Mixtur VI        [Králiky, Czech Republic] in the year 1734.
         Mr. Antonius Taubner is the organist there.

Reichenbach‡ [Dzierzoniów, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Reichenbach has 22 stops.

                  Werck                               Rück-Positiv                             Brust 

 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Flaut 8�� 1. Nachthorn 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Tertia [1 3/5 �]  
 3. Rohrflaute 8�� 3. Flaut 4�� 3. Quinta 1 ½ �
 4. Quinta 6�� 4. Gembshorn 4�� 4. Regal 4��
           with Sesquialtera  3��[?] 5. Salicet 4��
 5. Octava  [4��]  6. Octav  [2��]                        Pedal
 6. Hohl Flaute 4�� 7. Quinta  1 ½ � 1. Open Bass 16��
 7. Quinta 3��   2. Posaune  16��
 8. Superoct[ava]  [2��]   
 9. Mixtur  VI  

In addition there are 4 bellows, each 4 ells long and 2 ells wide. Johann Gosser of Striegau [Strze-
gom, Poland] built the organ in the year 1632; [the] organist [is] Johann Joseph Grosspitsch.

*

†

‡

§

¶
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*
†

‡
§

¶

||
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum 

II, pp. 199-200. Riddagshausen 
was incorporated into the city of 
Braunschweig in 1934.

† Praetorius lists only 10, however; 
thus the specification as it stands 
has 30 stops, not 31.

‡ i.e., played from the Oberwerk key-
board; as with other instruments 
described by Praetorius that have 
Brustwerks, this one had only 2 
manuals.

§ i.e, Bocktremulant; see Adlung, 
 Mmo I, §.200 (p. 150), 
“Tremulant.”

Riddagshausen*
 

The Organ in the Monastery at Riddagshausen, which the present Lord Abbot, Heinricus, had 
built by the organbuilder to the Prince-Archbishop of Magdeburg, Heinrich Compenius, has 31 
stops.

                                   In the Oberwerk, 11† stops
 1. Large Rohrfloit in the manual, full-compass  16��
 2. The abovementioned Rohrfloit, as a separate stop
                           in the pedal alone  16��
 3. Principal of pure tin, rather wide scale 8��
 4. Stopped Rohrfloit, gentle 8��
 5. Large Gemshorn 8��
 6. Octava 4��
 7. Spitz[fl]oit or Flachfloit 4��
 8. Quinta, penetrating 3��
 9. Nasath, gentle 3��
 10. Mixtur 4�� , 5 ranks in the bass, 6 ranks in the middle, 8 ranks in the treble

                Rückpositiv, 10 stops                          In the Brust[werk], 4 stops with a
 1. Large wooden Gedact 8��                         pull-down‡

 2. Quintadehna 8�� 1. Nachthorn 4��
 3. Principal 4�� 2. Blockflöitlin 2��
 4. Rohrflöitlin 4�� 3. Rancket or Krumbhorn 8��
 5. Gemshörnlin 2�� 4. Geigend Regälchen 4��
 6. Hollquintlin   1 ½ �
 7. Sifloit 1��                          Pedal, 6 stops
 8. Zimbeln, very small I 1. A powerful open Untersatz-
 9. Sorduen of wood, like                                                      Subbass of wood  16��
          a Dolcian  16�� 2. Jula 8��
 10. Trommeten, muted 8�� 3. Nachthorn or Bawrbässlein 2��
   4. Powerful PosaunenBass  16��
   5. Posaun or Trommet 8��
   7. Singend Cornetbässlein 2��
A total of 31 [30] stops,
  in addition to which are
 1. Cymbelstern
 2. Drum
 3. Birdsong
4 Ventils: 1. for the Oberwerk; 2. for the Brust[werk]; 3. for the Rückpositiv, 4. for the Pedal.
 1. Tremulant for the whole organ.
 2. Backtremulant§ for the Rückpositiv alone, and so that the Regals and the reed stops  
               may also be used with a tremulant.
 3. Rückpositiv/Pedal coupler.
 4. Wedge bellows, strong and stoutly bound.

With a double windchest of a new type, in which the pallets are independent from each 
other, so that one can easily see directly into and reach into all the compartments.

The Pedal Keyboard
                                F# G#
                               D      E    Bflat            c#     d#           f#   g#   bflat             c#
               C       F       G       A       B       c       d       e       f       g       a       b       c �       d�       e� 
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 12-14.

† Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, pp. 9-10.

Riechenberg*
 

Stoplist of the sonorous Organ in the Collegiate Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary at Riech-
enberg near the city of Goslar situated at the foot of the Harz [Mountains].

                  Oberwerk                            Brustwerk                     Pedal on both sides
 Principal  16�� Principal 8�� Principal  16��
 Octava 8�� Gedacht 8�� Rhorflöt  12��
 Viola di Gamba 8�� Octava 4�� Octava 8��
 Quintadena 8�� Waldflöt 4�� Octava 4��
 Spitzfloit 8�� Fleute douce 4�� Nachthorn 2��
 Quinta 6�� Quinta 3�� Low [grobe] Mixtur, with
 Octava 4�� Octava 2��     Quinta 3�� & Terz  VI
 Superoctava 2�� Quinta  1 ½ � Posaune, powerful  16��
 Rauschpfeiff  3[III?] Tertian  Trompet 8��
 Mixtur  VI Mixtur V Trompet 4��
 Trompet  16�� Fagotto  16�� Cornet 2��
 Vox humana 8�� Hautbois 8��      On a pedal chest behind 
           Double spring chests   Coupler, both as a pedal                   the instrument:
                                                                  and as a stopknob  Open Subbass  16��
     Rhorflöt 8�� 
     Gemshorn 4��
     Fagotto  32��
     Fagotto  16��

Ringelheim†
 

Stoplist of the Organ in the splendid Collegiate Monastery at Ringelheim,  
of the Benedictine Order.

                 Manual                                Rückpositiv                                  Pedal
 Quintadena  16�� Gedacht 8�� Subbass  16��
 Principal 8�� Principal 4�� Octava 8��
 Viola di Gamba 8�� Spitzflöt 4�� Octava 4��
 Rohrflöt 8�� Quinta 3�� Nachthorn 2��
 Octava 4�� Octava 2�� Mixtur  VI
 Flöte douce 4�� Quinta  1 ½ � Posaune  16��
 Quinta 3�� Sesquialtera II Trompet 8��
 Octava 2�� Mixtur V Cornet 2��
 Mixtur  VI Liebliche Hautbóe 8��    Tremulant
 Trompet 8��     Coupler       Cymbelstern 
 Vox humana 8��        4 bellows 
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
105.

† The order in which the stops are 
listed here (as in the Sammlung ei-

niger Nachrichten), suggests that 
the Vox humana is perhaps not a 
reed, but a flue, and that the Unda 
maris may be intended to be drawn 
with it.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 195.

Rohnstock* [Roztoka, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Protestant Church in Rohnstock 
(in the Principality of Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland])has 17 stops.

          Upper Keyboard               Lower Keyboard†                       Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Vox humana 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Flaut 8�� 2. Quintadena  16��
 3. Principal [?] 4�� 3. Unda Maris 8�� 3. Octava  4��[8��?]

 4. Quintadena [?] 3�� 4. Flaut Trav[erso] 8�� 4. Super Octava 4��
 5. Octava 2�� 5. Flaut  8��[4��?]

 6. Sesquialtera II 6. Gembshorn 4��               Auxiliary stops
 7. Mixtur  IV            Cymbelstern
              Birdsong
              Two ventils, one for each
Johann Heinrich Meinert of Lehn                   manual
[Lähn Wien, Poland] built it.    3 bellows

Rostock
 

The New Organ at St. Nikolai‡ in Rostock has 42 stops.

                      Ober-Werck                                                          Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Octava 8�� 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Gedact 8�� 3. Principal 4��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Flute douce 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Quinta 3��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Octava 2��
 7. Octava 2�� 7. Waldflöte 2��
 8. Ditonus  1 3/5 � 8. Ditonus  1 3/5 �
 9. Mixtura  III 9. Superoctava 1��
 10. Fagotto  16�� 10. Cimbel II
 11. Trommete 8�� 11. Vox humana from c� to c���  [8��?]

                          Hinter-Werck                                                      Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Viola di Gamba 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Gemshorn 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Quinta 3�� 5. Quinta 3��
 6. Octava 2�� 6. Flöte 2��
 7. Ditonus  1 3/5 � 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Mixtura  III 8. Trommete 8��
 9. Trommete 8�� 9. Schallmey 4��
 10. Trommete from c� to c��� [?]  10. Cornet 2��

 This keyboard also operates the Glocken-
 spiel that has 48 bells, the largest of 
 which is at 2�� pitch.]
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 163-4.

†  “zur lincken Hand”; this might 
also be translated “at the [organ-
ist’s] left hand,” referring to the 
position of the stopknobs instead 
of the case.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
pp. 195-6. The modern spelling 
it “Rudolstadt”—presuming that 
Mattheson is referring to the city 
south of Weimar in Thuringia. 
There is a village “Rudelstadt” in 
Silesia (now Ciechanowice, Po-
land), but since Mattheson re-
ports on no other organ in Silesia, 
it seems an unlikely candidate for 
his attention.

The instrument at Rostock,* which was built by Heinrich Glovatz, a citizen of that city, 
and completed in the year [15]93, has 39 stops. It cost 5,000 Gulden to build. [It has] 39 stops, 
14 bellows and 3 manuals, of which the top one belongs to the Oberwerk, the middle to the 
Brust, and the bottom to the Rückpositiv.

        In the OberWerck are 6 stops                      In the BrustWerck are 12 stops
 1. Weit Principal  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Gedact  16�� 2. Superoctav 2��
 3. Octav 8�� 3. Sedetz 1��
 4. Superoctav 4�� 4. Suiflöit 1��
 5. Mixtur  5. Waltflöit 1��
 6. Zimbel  6. Nasspfeiffe [?] 1��
   7. Blockflöit
        In the Rückpositiff are 12 stops  8. Spillpfeiffe
 1. Principal 8�� 9. Zimbel
 2. Quintadehna 8�� 10. Krumbhorn 8��
 3. Octav  11. Regal 8��
 4. Waldflöit  12. Geigen Regal 4��
 5. Gedact
 6. Offenflöit           In the Side-Pedal on the left side†

 7. Gemshorn                     there are 9 pedal stops.
 8. Superoctav  1. Gedact
 9. Mixtur  2. Barem: Barem is an 8�� Gedact, very
 10. Zimbel                  quietly and gently voiced.
 11. Pommert  3. Octav
 12. Trommet  4. Superoctav
   5. Bawerflöiten
   6. Posaunen
   7. Schallmey
   8. Regal
   9. Cornett

Rudelstadt‡

 

The Organ in the Stadtkirche at Rudelstadt has 26 stops.

                 Werck                               Rück-Positiv                               Pedal
 1. Rohrflöte  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Hohlflöte 8�� 3. Gemshorn 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Principal 4�� 4. Quintadena 4��
 5. Offene Flöte 4�� 5. Blockflöte 4�� 5. Bauerflöte 1��
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Posaune  16��
 7. Superoctava 2�� 7. Mixtura  III 7. Krumhorn 8��
 8. Tertian  2�� [II?] 8. Trommete 8�� 8. Cornet 2��
 9. Mixtura V
 10. Krumhorn 8�� 

The instrument has 6 bellows.

*

†

‡

§

¶
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
82-83. The modern spelling is 
“Salbke”; it is now a district of the 
city of Magdeburg.

† Johann Baptist Samber, Continua-

tio ad Manuductionem Organicam 
(Salzburg: Mayrs Witte und Sohn, 
1707), pp. 154-6.

‡ actually four divisions: 3 manuals 
and pedal.

Salpke*
(near Magdeburg)

 

The Organ at Salpke … has 23 stops.

                  Werck                              Brust-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Quintadœne  16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2.Principal 8�� 2. Flöt 4�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Octav 4�� 3. Spitzflöt 2�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Quint  4. Octava 2��
 5. Octav 2�� 5. Superoct[av] 1�� 5. Rauschpfeiffe II
 6. Sesquialter  6. Scharffes  6. Mixt[ur]
 7. Mixtur  7. Posaune  16��
 8. Trompet 8�� 8. Tromp[et] 8��
 9. Cornett 4��

Salzburg
 

“The most estimable … Lord Joannes Ernestus … von Thun, … Archbishop of Salzburg, 
… had this most precious instrument built and erected entirely at his own considerable expense 
in the year 1706 in his … Cathedral Church† by the organbuilder for the Princely Court and 
the State, Johann Christoph Egedacher, a true artist, primarily for the greater glory of God 
and the singular adornment of the … mother-church of that … archdiocese. In this … organ 
there are 42 stops on four manuals‡, all in their proper order (not to mention the other artistic 
work and the decorative setting).

The following 12 stops belong to the first manual:
 1. Præstant of tin in the façade 8�� 7. Fleten of metal 4��
 2. Holtz-Principal (sounds well  8. Quint of metal 3��
           by itself ) 8�� 9. Superoctav of metal 2��
 3. Copl of metal 8�� 10. Horn or Sesquialtra of 

 4. Quintidena of metal 8��                    metal       1 3/4 � [?]   IV
 5. Octav of metal 4�� 11. Mixtur of metal   VI
 6. Nachthorn of metal  12. Cymbl of metal  1�� IV
          (may be used by itself ) 4��

The second manual offers 8 stops:
 1. Viola of metal 8�� 6. Wald-Fleten of tin 2��
 2. Salicinal of metal at 8�� 7. Rausch-werk of metal 

 3. Octav of tin 4��                 and Zungen-werk [?], suitable
 4. Rohr-Fleten of metal 4��                 for the plenum  XIII
 5. Quint of metal 3�� 8. Harpa with brass tubes  16��

The third manual contains the following 12 stops:
 1. Principal of tin at 8�� 7. Swegl 2��
 2. Trombon [Bourdon?], for use  8. Posaun 8��
           in various combinations 8�� 9. Fagott, a reed 8��
 3. Piffaro sounds beautiful   10. Scarpa, a reed, may be
           with the Principal 4��                  used by itself 4��
 4. Flauten 4�� 11. Schalmey, a reed of brass 4��
 5. Flett dus of wood 4�� 12. Cornetti (sounds well with
 6. Flageolett of tin 2��                 the Principal) 2��
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10 stops belong to the fourth manual, or Pedal, as follows:
 1. The great Agges or Infra-  5. Octav of metal 4��
            Bass at  32�� 6. Sub-Octav [?] of wood 4��
 2. Bourdon [Principal?] of tin  7. Rauschwerk of metal 8�� X
            in the façade at  16�� 8. Mixtur of metal 3�� VIII
 3. Sub-Bass of wood  16�� 9. Bombardon, a reed  16��
 4. Principal of tin 8�� 10. Sordunen, a reed of 2 ranks  8��

In this organ there is in addition a Birdsong and a Military Kettledrum, together with 
ventils to enable one to play with the full organ. The total number of pipes comes to 3,266. 
Furthermore, this great and sizeable organ has an unusual but entirely comfortable layout; the 
organist is surrounded on all sides with pipes, just as Orpheus was with trees in the wood, and 
is seated facing forward with an entirely unobstructed view of the high altar. … In addition this 
instrument is driven by twelve bellows …. Even though it is large, this instrument is so reason-
ably arranged and laid out that it does not cover any window in the least, nor block any light 
from the princely Cathedral Church…”

Schöningen*
 

At the present time [i.e., c.1619] the widow of the prince of Braunschweig and Lüneburg 
is having an organ of veneered wood stained black and trimmed with gold constructed in her 
Noble Grace’s Palace Church by the electoral-Saxon organbuilder Mr. Gottfried Fritzsche. It 
is comprised of the following 20 stops:

 In the Ober-Werck 10 stops
 1. [A rank that] looks like a Posaune, entirely gilt, but actually will sound like  

a Krummhorn; it is the first and furthest forward of the Principalia, at 8��
 2. A beautiful tin Super Octav at 2��
                 that is the second of the Principalia

 3. A beautiful tin Octav at 4��
                 that is the third of the Principalia

 4. A stopped Subbass at  16��
                Full-compass, but having two independent stop-knobs, one that lets it be  

used in the manual, the other in the pedal
 5. And thus it [i.e., the Subbass] is two stops.
 6. A wooden Principal of very narrow scale, gentle and much like a flute, at  8��
 7. Quintedeena at 8��
 8. A Spitzflöit, almost like a Gemshorn, but gentler 4��
 9. Mixtur  III
 10. A Posaune, yet not so very loud, but rather like a Dolcian, at  16��
                 [This stop] is also to be built with two stop-knobs, just like the Subbass,  

insofar as the narrow and small space on the windchest will allow it.

 In the Brust 5 stops
 11. Blockflöitlin 2��
 12. NasattQuinta  1 ½ �
 13. Siefflöitlin or Schwiegelpfeiff 1��
 14. Zimbeln II
 15. GeigendRegal 4��
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 In the Rückpositiff 5 stops
 16. A little Trommete or Posaune, the furthest forward of the Principalia, but  

only for the sake of appearance, so that it corresponds visually to the  
Oberwerk. It is, however, a false stop, and in its place [there sounds] a  
Bärpfeiffe at 8��

 17. Octävlin, the second of the Principalia, resembling a Quer-Pfeiffe 2��
 18. Querflöite, the third and primary member of the Principalia, at 4��
 19. Nachthorn at 4��
 20. Quintlein, keen and open   1 ½ �

 [Auxiliary stops]
 1. A Coupler between the manuals
 2. A Tremulant for the entire instrument
 3. A Tremulant (Bock) especially for the Rückpositiv
 4. Zimbelglöcklin [i.e., Cymbelstern]
 5. Birdsong
                                                    D   E
The manual keyboards: C   F   G   A   up to   c#   d���, with double d#s [i.e., with  
      subsemitones?]
                                                   D    E
The pedal keyboard:    C    F    G    A    up to    c#    d� 

Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church* at Schweidnitz has 45 stops.

                     [Haupt]werk                                                         Brust
 1. Burdun-Flœten  16�� 1. Copula Major 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Copula Minor 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Nassat  4�� [3��]
 4. Gamba 8�� 4. Principal 2��
 5. Salicinal 8�� 5. Octava 1��
 6. Fugara 8�� 6. Rausch Quinte  I
 7. Octava 4�� 7. Cimbel II
 8. Feldflöt 4��                     Tremulant
 9. Nachthorn 4��
 10. Quinta 3��                                      Pedal 
 11. Super Octava 2�� 1. Bordun-Bass  32��
 12. Sesquialtera  1 ½ � [1 3/5 �?] 2. Principal  16��
 13. Quindecima  1 ½ �  3. Sub-Bass, open  16��
 14. Sedecima  1 ½ � [1��?] 4. Sub Bass, stopped  16��
 15. Mixtur  VI 5. Octava 8��
 16. Cimbel  III 6. Octava [?] 8��
   7. Quinta 6��
                          Rück-Positiv  8. Super Octava 4��
 1. Copula Major 8�� 9. Posaune  16��
 2. Principal 4�� 10. Trompet 8��
 3. Copula Minor 4�� 11. Cornett  8�� [4��?]
 4. Octava 2��                  Together with 3 additional
 5. Tertia  3/4 � [1 3/5 �?]                      necessary stops†

 6. Quinta  1 ½ �
 7. Sedecima 1�� 
 8. Mixtur  III 
 9. Posaune 8�� 
           Ventil
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The organ cost 10,000 Reichsthaler, and was constructed in the year 1705 by Gottfried 
Sieber from Brünn [Brno, Czech Republic] in choir pitch (according to the then-prevailing 
fashion) with short octaves. All three manuals may be coupled to the middle manual, and the 
top and bottom may also be coupled. In addition there are 4 identical wedge bellows, each 6 ¼  
ells long and 3 3/8  ells wide. Mr. Joseph Rother, Master of Philosophy, is the organist.

The Organ in the Protestant Church* at Schweidnitz has 35 stops.

                           Werck                                                                  Brust
 1. Pordun-Flœt  16�� 1. Hemiol-Flœt 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 2��
 3. Flœt Major 8�� 3. Octav 1��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Sedecima   ½ �
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Quinta   ½ � [1 1/3 �?]
 6. Flœt Min[or] 4�� 6. Mixtur  III
 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Sedecima 2��                                        Pedal
 9. Tertia  1 ½ � [1 3/5 �?] 1. Major-Bass  16��
 10. Mixtur  VII 2. Bourdon  16��
   3. Principal 8��
                        Rück-Positiv  4. Coppel major 8��
 1. Quintadena 8�� 5. Octava 4��
 2. Principal 4�� 6. Quinta 3��
 3. Fugare 4�� 7. Sedecima 2��
 4. Octava 2�� 8. Nachthorn 2��
 5. Tertia  1 ½ � [1 3/5 �?] 9. Mixtur  IV
 6. Quinta  1 ½ � 10 Bombart  16��
 7. Sedecima 1�� 11. Posaune 8��
 8. Mixtur V

                                                      Auxiliary stops
 1. Coupler for all three manuals  5. Wind exhaust [ventil]
 2. Tremulant  6. Cymbelstern
 3. Bird call  7. Bellows signal bell
 4. Two ventils

There are 6 bellows, each 5 ½  ells long. The manuals have short octaves and a subsemi-
tone on G#. This organ was built by George Klose from Brieg [Brzeg, Poland] in the year 
1668. The organist’s name is Johann Gottlob Kunky.

The Organ in the Dominican [Monastery]† in Schweidnitz has 30 stops.

                 Werck                                Rück-Positiv                                Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Copula Major  [8��]  1. Major-Bass  32��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Principal 4��                  stopped

 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Copula Minor  [4��]  2. Principal, open  16��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 2��                  of wood

 5. Gembshorn 4�� 5. Quindecima  1 ½ � 3. Sub-Bass  16��
 6. Salicinal 4�� 6. Sedecima 1�� 4. Octava  [8��]
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Mixtura  III 5. Quinta 6��
 8. Super Octava 2�� 8. Posaune 8�� 6. Super-Octav 4��
 9. Tertia  [1 3/5 �]    7. Pommer  16��
 10. Quindecima  1 ½ �   8. Posaune 8��

*

†

‡

§

¶

||

*
†

‡
§

¶

||
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 11. Sedecima 1�� This instrument has 5 bellows, each 5 ells long 
 12. Sesquialtera  1 ½ �[?]     and 2 ells wide. The two manuals may be
 13. Mixtura V     coupled together. It was constructed in the 
 14. Cimbel II     year 1711 by Johann Kretschmer of 
       Schweidnitz, and cost 1,300 Reichsthaler
        without the [case] decoration.

Sendomir* [Sandomierz, Poland]
 

Mattheson, l.c., p. 196, should be consulted concerning the organ there, in particular 
with regard to the unusual stop names. It has 51 stops and 3 manuals.†

The Organ at Sendomir has 51 stops.

                             Werck                                                         Brust-Positiv
 1. Gedact (Pressior)  16�� 1. Gedact (Pileata) 8��
 2. Principal (Primar[ia]) 8�� 2. Principal (Fourniture) 4��
 3. Spitzflöte (Flauta cuspida) 8�� 3. Spitz-Flöte (Flauta cuspida) 4��
 4. Octava (Regula Diapason) 4�� 4. Quinta (Regula diapente) 3��
 5. Blockflöte (Tibia) 4�� 5. Offene-Flöte (Aperta) 3��
 6. Quinta (Regula Diapente) 3�� 6. Superoctava (Regula Disdiapason) 1�� [2��]
 7. Superoctava (Disdiapason) 2�� 7. Tertz (Ditonus)  2�� [1 3/5 �]
 8. Quinta (Disdiapente)   1 ½ � 8. Quinta (Disdiapente)  1 ½ �
 9. S[uper] Superoctava (Disdisdiapason)  1�� 9. S[uper] Superoctava (Disdisdiapason)  1��
 10. Tertz (ditonus)  2���[1 3/5 �]  10. Mixtura (Regula mixta)  III
 11. Mixtura (Regula mixta)  VI 11. Cornet (Litice) 8��
 12. Trommete (Tuba)  16�� 12. Krumhorn (Lituus) 4��
 13. Krumhorn (Phocinx) 8�� 

                   Rück-Positiv                                                              Pedal
 1. Octava [?] (Regula Diapason) 8�� 1. Principal (Primaria)  16��
 2. Gedact (Obtusior) 8�� 2. Gedact (Pressior)  16��
 3. Principal [?] (Primaria) 4�� 3. Octava (Diapason)  2�� [8��]
 4. Gedact (Pileata) 4�� 4. Gedact (Pileata) 8��
 5. Queer-Flöte (Tibia transversa) 4�� 5. Superoctava (Disdiapason) 4��
 6. Quinta (Nete) 3�� 6. Nachthorn (Pastorita) 4��
 7. Superoctava (Regula Disdiapason) 2�� 7. Quinta (Diapente)  3 / 1 ½ �
 8. Kleine Flöte (Flauto piccolo) 2�� 8. S[uper] Superoctava (Disdisdiapason) 2��
 9. Tertz (Sesqui-Octava)  2�� [1 3/5 �]  9. Mixtura (Regula mixta)  IV
 10. Mixtura (Regula mixta)  IV 10. Posaune (Buccina)  16��
 11. Dulcian (Dolziana)  16�� 11. Dulcian (Dolziana)  16��
 12. Dulcian (Dolziana) 8�� 12. Trommete (Tuba) 8��
 13. Trommete (Tuba) 4��
 14. Trommete (Tuba) 2��

For the sake of curiosity I have included here the Latin, Greek, French and Italian names 
of the stops in their Polish versions, as they may be written at Sendomir. It is amazing that re-
cently certain people here [in Hamburg], even though they are [music] directors and organ-
ists, did not understand these names and took them for genuine Polish.
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Sondershausen
 

In Praetorius, Vol. II, Organographia, p. 197, there is a stoplist for an organ at Sonders-
hausen of 36 stops and 3 manuals; but he does not report whether it stands in the city church or 
the castle church. On the following p. 198,* note also a curious little instrument with 2 manuals 
and pedal that he likewise encountered at Sondershausen:

At Sondershausen, [the Organ]† that the electoral Saxon organbuilder Mr. Gottfried 
Fritzsche of Dresden [built] in the year 1616 for the high- and nobly-born Lord, the Count of 
Schwartzenburg, has 36 stops.

            In the Oberwerck, 11 stops                                BrustPositiff, 6 stops
 1. Quintadehn Sub Bass  16�� 1. Gemsshorn 4��
 2. A beautiful Principal 8�� 2. Octav 2��
 3. Wooden Principal, narrow  3. Blockflöte 2��
           [-scaled] and gentle 8�� 4. Quintadetz  [1 ½ �?]
 4. Quintadenna 8�� 5. Schwiegelpfeiff 1��
 5. Scharff Octav 4�� 6. Geigen Regal 4��
 6. Nachthorn, open, of wide scale
            and very gentle 4��                   Pedal, 8 stops in the towers
 7. Quinta 3�� 1. Principal Sub Bass of pure tin
 8. Nasatt, gentle 3��  at 16��. Its three lowest notes— 
 9. Mixtur  VI  C, D and E—have two pipes each 
 10. Zimbel II  (both speaking); thus the large
 11. Dolcian or Rancket  16��  Principal pipes [in the towers] on
     both sides are exactly the same
                    RückPositiff    size and length.
 1. Grob Gedackt flöyt 8�� 2. Wooden Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Principal 4�� 3. Rohrflött-Bass  16��
 3. Klein Gedackt 4�� 4. Zimbel Bass
 4. Querflöyt 4�� 5. Posaunen  16��
 5. Octävlin 2�� 6. Trommet 8��
 6. Quintlein  [1 1/3 �?] 7. Singend Cornett
 7. Zimbeln  8. Various birdcalls
 8. Rancket or BäerPfeiffe 8��
   Revolving [Cymbel]stern
   Actual Military Drums
   Two Tremulants
   Twelve bellows
   [Pedal compass?] C to f��,
           two semitones on g#

At the same place I also saw a very fine little organ‡ fashioned very cunningly, neatly and 
painstakingly in the form of a small chest, so that no one would ever imagine that so many stops 
would fit inside it. It was constructed some seventy years ago by a monk, and has fourteen stops, 
2 manuals and pedal. The pedal pipes lie underneath, while those of both manuals lie above.

      For the upper key-                 For the lower key-            In the Pedal, 5 stops
          board, 5 stops                          board, 4 stops
 1. Gedact, gentle 4�� 6. Quintadehn or Nacht-  10. SubBass of wood,
 2. Principal 2��               horn, very gentle  4�����������       stopped 8��
 3. Octav 1�� 7. Klein Gedact 2�� 11. Gedact 4��
 4. Zimbel  8. Octävlin 1�� 12. Principal 2��
 5. Regal 8�� 9. Zimbel  13. Schweitzer Bäss-
          Birdsong                     lein, repeating
                      at the octave
Drum, Tremulant and other supplementary stops.  14. Posaunen 8�� 

*

†

‡
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Sprottau* [Szprotawa, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Protestant church at Sprottau has 40 stops.

                             Werck                                                         Ober-Werck
 1. Bourdon of metal  16�� 1. Principal in the façade, of tin 8��
 2. Principal in the façade, of tin 8�� 2. Quintadœna 8��
 3. Vox humana  8�� 3. Gembshorn 8��
 4. Flaut major 8�� 4. Rohrflöte 4��
 5. Viol di Gamba 8�� 5. Salicet 4��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Quinta Nassat 3��
 7. Flaut minor 4�� 7. Super Octav 2��
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Mixtur  III
 9. Super Octav 2�� 9. Cornet Cimbel  IV
 10. Waldflöt 2�� 10. Dulcian 8��
 11. Quindecima  1 ½ �                   The above 9 stops of metal
 12. Sesquialtera  III 
 13. Mixtur  VI                                   Pedal
 14. Trompet 8�� 1. Principal in the façade
             The above 12 stops of metal                                      entirely of tin  16��
   2. Bourdon of wood  16��
                      Echo-Positiv  3. Octava of metal 8��
 1. Gedackte Flöte 8�� 4. Viol di Gamba of metal  8��
 2. Gembshorn 4�� 5. Gross Quinta of metal 6��
 3. Octava 2�� 6. Octava of metal 4��
 4. Quinta  1 ½ � 7. Mixtur of metal  IV
 5. Mixtur II 8. Posaune of wood  16��
 6. Vox humana 8�� 9. Trompete of metal 8��
 7. Discant Trompett 4��
           The above 7 stops of metal

 The Auxiliary Stops are:
Birdsong
Tremulant
Wind exhaust [ventil]
Coupler between three manuals
Four bellows

This beautiful instrument was built in the year 1750 by Frantz Joseph Eberhardt of 
Sprottau. In the middle of it is a clock whose bells are struck by statues, each of which has a 
hammer in its hand: Time strikes the hour, and Hope strikes the minutes.

Stade†
 

The Organ at St. Cosmi in Stade has 43 stops.

                               Werck                                                             Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Queerflöte 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Block-Flöte 4��
 4. Gedact 8�� 4. Octava 2��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Nasat  1 ½ �
 6. Rohr-Flöte 4�� 6. Sedecima 1��
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 7. Blockflöte 4�� 7. Tertian II
 8. Nasat 3�� 8. Scharff  III
 9. Superoctava 2�� 9. Krumhorn 8��
 10. Mixtura  IX 10. Schallmey 4��
 11. Cimbel  III
 12. Trommete  16��
 13. Trommete 8��                                          Pedal
   1. Principal  16��
                       Rück-Positiv  2. Sub-Bass  16��
 1. Principal 8�� 3. Octava 8��
 2. Rohr-Flöte 8�� 4. Octava 4��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 5. Nachthorn  1��
 4. Octava 4�� 6. Mixtura  VI
 5. Wald-Flöte 2�� 7. Posaune  16��
 6. Sifflet  1 ½ � 8. Dulcian  16��
 7. Sesquialtera II 9. Trommete 8��
 8. Scharff V 10. Cornet 2��
 9. Dulcian  16��
 10. Trichter-Regal 8��

A Tremulant, Cimbelstern and eight bellows.

Stargard* [Stargard Szczecinski, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Reformed church at Stargard has 19 stops.

                             Manual                                                             Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Gedackt 8�� 2. Gedackt 8��
 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Nachthorn 2��
 5. Super Oct[ava] 2�� 5. Mixtur  IV
 6. Tertia  2�� [1 3/5 �]  6. Posaune  16��
 7. Spitzflöt  1 ½ � 7. Trompet 8��
 8. Sedecima 1��
 9. Sesquialtera II                     Johann Michael Röder built it.
 10. Mixtur  III
 11. Cimbel II
 12. Trompet 8��

Steinau‡ [Scinawa, Poland]
(on the Oder)

 

The Organ in Steinau … has 14 stops.

                               Manual                                                            Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flaute 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Quintaden 8�� 3. Dulcian  16��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Posaune 8��
 5. Octava 4��                    Cornet Harmon.[?]
 6. Quinta 3��                    Tymp[anum: Drum?]
 7. Super Octava 2��                    Bird call
 8. Tertia  2�� [1 3/5 �]  
 9. Quinta  1 ½ � 
 10. Mixtur  VI
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Stockholm*
 

The Organ in Stockholm has 45 stops.

                            Werck                                                         Ober-Werck
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Viola di gamba 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Octava 4��
 4. Rohrflöte 8�� 4. Rohrflöte 4��
 5. Quinta 6�� 5. Spitz-Quinte 3��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Superoctava 2��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Sifflet 1��
 8. Super-Octava 2�� 8. Cimbeln II
 9. Mixtura V 9. Harffen-Regal 8��
 10. Cimbel II
 11. Frantzösische Posaune   16��                                           Pedal
 12. Trommete 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  32��
   2. Principal  16��
                        Rück-Positiv  3. Octava 8��
 1. Quintadena  16�� 4. Octava 4��
 2. Principal 8�� 5. Decima  2 3/5 �[?]†

 3. Rohrflöte 8�� 6. Bauerflöte 1��
 4. Salcional 8�� 7. Rausch-Quint II
 5. Octava 4�� 8. Sesquialtera II
 6. Gedact 4�� 9. Posaune  32��
 7. Quinta 3�� 10. Trommete  16��
 8. Superoctava 2�� 11. Trommete 8��
 9. Sesquialtera II 12. Cornet 2��
 10. Mixtura  IV
 11. Dulcian  16��
 12. Hautbois 8��

The Rückpositiv can be coupled to the [Haupt]werk manual. It has 10 large bellows. 
The organbuilder was Jürgen Winzig, a Silesian, and the name of the present organist is Lüdert 
Dieckmann, a native Swede.

The layout of this organ’s manuals is as follows:

                    Ab                eb           ab                 eb�              ab�                  eb��            ab��
             F#G#Bb   c# d# f# g# bb c#��d#�� f#��g#��bb� c#�� d#�� f#�� g#�� bb��
C D E F  G   A   B  c  d  e  f  g  a  b  c�� d�  e���f �� g�  a�� b���c��� d��� e��� f ��  g��� a��� b��� c���

The pedal[board] takes the following form:

                        Ab                     #dis‡          ab

                 F# G# Bb         c# d#     f# g# bb        c#� 
C  D  E  F    G    A    B    c    d    e    f    g    a    b    c���� d���� e� 
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Stolpe*[Slupsk, Poland]
(in Pomerania)

 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Stolpe … has 26 stops.

                  Werck                               Rück-Positiv                                   Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Gedact 8�� 1. Bordun  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 3. Spitzflöte 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Hohlflöte 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 2�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Hohlflöte 4�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ � 5. Schwiegel 1�� 
 6. Quintadena 4�� 6. Mixtura  III 6. Posaune  16��
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Trommete 8�� 7. Trommete 8��
 8. Superoctava 2��
 9. Sexta  2�� [1 3/5 �]
 10. Mixtura  IV
 11. Cimbel II
 12. Krumhorn 8��                        Furthermore, there are 6 bellows.

Stralsund
 

The Organ at St. Nicolai† in Stralsund has 43 stops.

                              Werck                                                               Brust
 1. Gross-Principal  16�� 1. Gross-Gedact 8��
 2. Quintadena  16�� 2. Quintadena 8��
 3. Klein-Principal 8�� 3. Principal 4��
 4. Spielflöte or Gemshorn 8�� 4. Klein-Gedact 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Quinta 3��
 6. Flute douce 4�� 6. Superoctava 2��
 7. Superoctava 2�� 7. Waldflöte 2��
 8. Sesquialtera II 8. Tertia  1 3/5 �
 9. Mixtura V 9. Cimbel I
 10. Trommete  16�� 10. Trommete from c�� to c���  [8��?]

   11. Vox humana from c�� to c���  [8��?]
                     Rück-Positiv
 1. Principal 8��                                          Pedal
 2. Gedact 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 2. Principal 8��
 4. Octava 4�� 3. Gedact 8��
 5. Feld-Pfeiffe 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 6. Nasat 3�� 5. Cimbel II
 7. Super-Octava 2�� 6. Posaune  16��
 8. Sifflet 1�� 7. Fagotto of wood  16��
 9. Sesquialtera II 8. Trommete 8��
 10. Mixtura V 9. Schallmey 4��
 11. Trommete 8�� 10. Cornet 2��
12. Schallmey 4��

There are 4 ventils and 6 bellows, as well as Birdsong, Tremulant and three Cimbel-
sterns. By means of coupling all three manuals may be used at the same time. The best thing 
about this organ is the organist, Christopher Raupach, a man highly proficient in the theory of 
music (Theoria Musices). In addition to many other good qualities he possesses, he can write a 
letter in Italian just like a native Tuscan.
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* Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
p. 167-8.

† Adlung had no more idea what this 
means than do we today; see “Bö-
tze”, §. 124.

‡ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 201.

[The instrument at] Stralsund,* built by the master Nicolaus Maass, who later took up 
residence at the Danish royal court, has 43 stops.

   In the OberWerck there are 10 stops                   In the Brust are 11 stops
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Principal 4��
 2. Quintadehna  16�� 2. Gedact 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Querpfeiffe in the treble [4��?]

 4. Spillpfeiff 8�� 4. Nasatt  2�� [3��?]

 5. Gross Gedact 8�� 5. Suiflöit 2��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Schweitzerflöit 1��
 7. Quint 3�� 7. Mixtur
 8. Mixtur  XII 8. Zimbel
 9. Zimbel  III 9. Krumbhorn 8��
 10. Dolcian 8�� 10. Regal 8��
   11. Geigend Regal 4��
        In the Rückpositiff are 11 stops
 1. Principal                                                                            In the Pedal there are 11 stops
 2. Gedact   1. Untersatz  16��
 3. Quintadehn   2. Principal 8��
 4. Octava   3. Gedact Bass 8��
 5. Holflöite   4. Octaven Bass 4��
 6. Spillpfeiffe   5. Quintadeen Bass 4��
 7. Mixtur  6. Bawrflöit 1��
 8. Zimbel  7. Nachthorn 1��
 9. Fagott   8. Zimbel II
 10. Trommeten   9. Posaunen Bass  16��
 11. A reed with narrow resonators  10. Trommet Bass 8��
           throughout [its compass]:   11. Cornett Bass 4��
           L B bötze† .

The Organ in St. Johannis Monastery‡ in Stralsund has 20 stops:

                   Werck                               Rückpositiv                                 Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Quintadena 8�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Dulcian  16��
 3. Octava 4�� 3. Gedact 4�� 3. Trommete 4��
 4. Nasat 3�� 4. Sifflet 1�� 4. Cornet 2��
 5. Super-Octava 2�� 5. Sesquialtera II
 6. Mixtura  IV-VI 6. Mixtura V
 7. Dulcian  16�� 7. Schallmey 4��
 8. Trommete 8�� 8. Geigen- or
                  Jungfer-Regal 4��

A Cimbelstern, a Tremulant, and three bellows which provide ample wind for this small 
yet beautiful instrument.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
88.

† See §. 345.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
89.

Strehlen* [Strzelin, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Strehlen has 25 stops.

                 Manual                              Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Flaut 8�� 2. Gembshorn 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Quintaden 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Salicet 8�� 4. Flaut 4�� 4. Quinta 6��
 5. Principal 4�� 5. Super Oct[ava] 2�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Flaut 4�� 6. Quinta  1 ½ � 6. Quinta Scharff [?]

 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Sedecima 1�� 7. Mixtur  III
 8. Octava 2�� 8. Mixtur  III 8. Posaune  16��
 9. Mixtur V

             Auxiliary stops    The organist’s name is
      3 Ventils        Gottfried Seydel.
     Coupler between the manuals
     Bellows signal bell
     Together with a false stop[knob]† and 4 bellows.

Striegau [Strzegom, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Carmelite [Monastery]‡ in Striegau has 28 stops.

                           Werck                                                                Brust
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Fugara  4��
 2. Flaut Major 8�� 2. Quint, stopped 3��
 3. Flaut Alemand 8�� 3. Principal 2��
 4. Quintaden 8�� 4. Tertia Major  2�� [1 3/5 �?]
 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Quint   1 ½ �
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Sedecima 1��
 7. Flaut Minor 4�� 7. Mixtur
 8. Flaut douse 4��
 9. Quinta 3��                                        Pedal
 10. Super Octava 2�� 1. Bass, open  16��
 11. Mixtur  2. Sub-Bass  16��
   3. Octava  8��
                         Rück-Positiv    Coupler between two manuals
 1. Flaut Major 8��   Coupler between three manuals
 2. Principal 4��
 3. Rohr-Flaut 4�� This organ was constructed by a
 4. Nassat 3��   Carmelite brother in cooperation
 5. Octav 2��   with the organbuilder George
 6. Duodez  1 ½ �   Büttner from Schweidnitz [Swidnica,
 7. Mixtur            Poland]. There are three bellows.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachricthen, pp. 
89-90.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
90-91.

‡ This suggests the presence of a blind 
keyboard (see §. 22), whereby the 
keys of the coupled manual do not 
move when the coupler is engaged.

§ Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 201.

The Organ in the Protestant Church* at Striegau has 28 stops.

                Manual                                     Brust                                      Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Prestant 8�� 1. Violon, open  16��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Flaut Major 8�� 2. Sub-Bass, stopped  16��
 3. Salicet 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Principal 8��
 4. Unda maris 8�� 4. Flaut Minor 4�� 4. Quinta 6��
 5. Rohr-Flaut Quint  6�� 5. Spitz Quint 3�� 5. Octava 4��
 6. Principal 4�� 6. Nassat Quint 3�� 6. Mixtura  IV
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Octava 2�� 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Super Octava 2�� 8. Tertia  2�� [1 3/5 �?] 8. Tubal [Tuba?] 8��
 9. Quodes [?]  1 ½ � 9. Mixtur III
 10. Mixtur  IV                Tremulant               A Ventil for both manuals
 11. Cimbel  II                4 Bellows

The present organist’s name is Johann Christoph Schiller. The organ cost 1,000 Reich-
sthaler, and was built in the year 1749 by Johann Gottfried Herbst.

Teschen† (Tetschen? Decin, Czech Republic]
 

The Organ in the Protestant church at Teschen has 24 stops.

                 Manual                               Ober-Werck                              Pedal
 1. Quintadœna  16�� 1. Quintadœna 8�� 1. Principal, of tin  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Flaute, stopped 8�� 3. Spitzflöte or  3. Octava 8��
 4. Spitzflöt 8��               Flaut douce 4�� 4. Posaune  16��
 5. Salicet 8�� 4. Quinta 3��
 6. Flaute or  5. Octava 2��           With five bellows, each
         Rohrflöte 4�� 6. Octava 1��                 6 ells long, and a
 7. Flaute Traversiere 4�� 7. Sesquialtera II                 concealed coupler.‡

    8. Quinta 3��       8. Mixtur  IV
 9. Octava 2��
 10. Quinta  1 ½ �
 11. Cornetti  4�� [IV?]

 12. Mixtur VI

Thoren [Torun, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Marien-Kirche§ at Thoren has 33 stops.

                Werck                             Rück-Positiv                             Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Flöte 8�� 2. Gedact 8��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Sa[l]cional 8�� 3. Quintadena 4��
 4. Octava 4�� 4. Octava 4�� 4. Waldflöte 4��
 5. Superoctava 2�� 5. Waldflöte 4�� 5. Feld-Pfeiffe
 6. Queer-Pfeiffe  6. Blockflöte  6. Cimbel
 7. Quinta  7. Quinta 3�� 7. Posaune  16��
 8. Mixtura  8. Superoctava 2�� 8. Dulcian 8��
 9. Cimbel  9. Gemshorn 2�� 9. Cornet 2��
 10. Trommete 8�� 10. Sifflet 2��
 11. Krum-Horn 8�� 11. Mixtura        In addition to a Tremulant and
   12. Cimbel           Kettledrums, there is also an 
   13. Trommete 8���������� Oberwerk/Pedal coupler and
                a Rückpositiv/ Pedal coupler.
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 202.

† Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 202.

‡ Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II, 
pp. 180-81 (Adlung’s “p. 280” is a 
misprint).

The Organ in the Neustadt [Church]* at Thoren has 23 stops.

                  Werck                               Rück-Positiv                                 Pedal
 1. Bordun, half of  [1]6�� 1. Flöte 8�� 1. Sub-Bass of wood  16��
          wood, half of metal  2. Salcional 8�� 2. Octava of wood 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Superoctava 4��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 4. Quinta 3�� 4. Mixtura  VI
 4. Quintadena 8�� 5. Octava 2�� 5. Posaune  16��
 5. Salcional 8�� 6. Mixtura  III 6. Cornet 2��
 6. Octava 4�� 7. Trommete 8��
 7. Quinta 3��
 8. Superoctava 2��
 9. Sedecima 1��
 10. Mixtura VI

Tilse [Sovetsk, Kaliningrad Oblast]
(in Prussian Brandenburg)

 

The Organ at Tilse† … has 35 stops.

               Oberwerk                              Rückpositiv                                 Pedal
 1. Bordun  16�� 1. Principal 8�� 1. Untersatz  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Gedact 8�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Spielflöte 8�� 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Quintadena 8��
 4. Gedact 8�� 4. Spielflöte 4�� 4. Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Kleineflöte 4�� 5. Superoctava 2��
 6. Blockflöte 4�� 6. Queerpfeiffe 4�� 6. Bauer-Pfeiffe 1��
 7. Gedact 4�� 7. Octava 2�� 7. Mixtura
 8. Quinta 3�� 8. Sexta above 2��  [1 3/5 �]  8. Posaune  16��
 9. Superoctava 2�� 9. Rausch-Quinta 3�� 9. Trommete 8��
 10. Sexta above 2��  [1 3/5 �]   10. Mixtura  10. Regal 4��
 11. Mixtura  11. Dulcian  16�� 11. Cornet 2��
 12. Trommete 8�� 12. Regal 8��

In addition a Tremulant, Cimbel[stern] and Kettledrums. The instrument has 8 bellows, 
and the name of the present organist is Elias Wagner, a Saxon (among my friends, through 
correspondence).

Torgau
 

Stoplist of the Organ at Torgaw,‡ with 26 stops.

        In the OberWerck are 11 stops                            In the Brust 2 stops
 1. Grobgedact  16�� 1. Regal 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Klein Regal 4��
 3. Gedactes 8��
 4. Quintadeena 8��                         In the Pedal 3 stops
 5. Octava 4�� 1. Gedacter unterBass  16��
 6. Gemsshorn 4�� 2. Posaunen  16��
 7. Quinta  [3��?] 3. Schallmeyen 4��
 8. Nasatt  [3��?]

 9. Superoctava 2��  
 10. Mixtur  VI 
 11. Zimbeln 
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 91.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
92.

          In the Rück-Positiff 10 stops                        In addition there are:
 1. Gedactes 8�� 1. Drum
 2. Principal 4�� 2. Birdsong
 3. Holflöiten 4�� 3. Manual coupler
 4. Gemshorn 2��� 4. Pedal coupler
 5. Sufflöite  [2��?] 5. Ventil for the Rückpositiv
 6. Quintflöite   [1 1/3 �?]  6. Tremulant
 7. Sedecima  [1��?]

 8. Zimbeln
 9. Grobgedact Regal  16��
 10. Trommeten 8��

Trebnitz*[Trzebnica, Poland]
(in the Principality of Oels [Olesnica, Poland])

 

The Organ in the Lutheran church at Trebnitz has 20 stops.

              Manual                                      Brust                                      Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flaut Major 8�� 1. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flaut Major 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Quintadena  16��
 3. Quintadena 8�� 3. Flaut minor 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 4. Octava 2�� 4. Super Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ � 5. Mixtur  IV
 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Sedecima 1��                  Cymbelstern
 7. Super Octava 2��                     Coupler
 8. Sedecima 1��                     3 Bellows
 9. Mixtura  IV                                                                  Michael Engler built it.

Troppau† [Opava, Czech Republic]
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Troppau has 27 stops.

                    Werck                                  Positiv                     Pedal
 1. Sub-Bass  16�� 1. Flœt Major  1. Principal of tin  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena  2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Wooden Principal  8�� 3. Principal  3. Violon-Bass  16��
 4. Flaut major 8�� 4. Flœt Minor  4. Octav Principal 8��
 5. Quintadena 8�� 5. Quinta  5. Octava 8�� [4��?]

 6. Quinta 6�� 6. Octava  6. Posaune  16��
 7. Octava 4�� 7. Spielflöt
 8. Flaut Minor 4�� 8. Mixtura  There are six bellows.
 9. Spielflöt 4��        The present organist’s
 10. Quinta 3��         name is Anton Bauch.
 11. Super Octav 2��
 12. Val Flœt [Waldflöte?] 2��
 13. Mixtura  VIII
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Ulm
 

      [Adlung, Musica mechanica organœdi I, p. 277]               [Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 92-93]

                       Great manual                                    Great Manual and Oberwerk
 1. Grossprincipal  16�� 1. Quintadehna, stopped  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal in the façade, open 8��
          of broad scale, in the façade  3. Coppel, stopped 8��
 3. Principal of narrow scale 8�� 4. Gemshorn, open 8��
 4. Gedackt 8�� 5. Viol di Gamba, open 8��
 5. Spitzflöt 8�� 6. Salicet, open 8��
 6. Quintatön 8�� 7. Octava, open 4��
 7. Violdigamba 8�� 8. Spitzflœt, open 4��
 8. Oktave, doubled   4�� and 2�� 9. Traversa, open 4��
 9. Oktave 4�� 10. Quinta, open 3��
 10. Spitzflöte 4�� 11. Superoctava, open 2��
 11. Quinte 3�� 12. Waldflœt, open 2��
 12. Nasat 3�� 13. Sesquialtera, open  IV
 13. Quarta decima half-compass  III 14. Mixtura, open  VIII
 14. Mixtur  VI, VII-XI 15. Cymbel, open V
 15. Cymbel V 16. Fagott, reed  16��
 16. Posaune 8�� 17. Trompet, reed 8��

                        Brust[werk]                                                   Brustwerk
 1. Principal, in the façade 4�� 1. Coppel, stopped 8��
 2. Flöte 4�� 2. Quintadehna, stopped 8��
 3. Oktave 2�� 3. Principal in the façade, open 4��
 4. Quinte  1 ½ � 4. Flœte, stopped 4��
 5. Superoktave 1�� 5. Octava, open 2��
 6. Mixtur  III 6. Quinta, open  1 ½ �
 7. Repeating Cymbel in front,  7. Sesquialtera, open  III
           in the façade  8. Mixtura, open  IV
   9. Hautbois, reed 8��

                         Rückpositiv                                                  Rückwerk
 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Principal in the façade, open 8��
 2. Principal 4�� 2. Coppel, stopped 8��
 3. Flöte 4�� 3. Quintadehna, stopped 8��
 4. Oktave of wide scale 2�� 4. Octava, open 4��
 5. Oktave of narrow scale 2�� 5. Spitzflœt, open 4��
 6. Quinte  1 ½ � 6. Quinta, open 3��
 7. Sesquialtera II 7. Superoctava, open 2��
 8. Mixtur V 8. Sesquialtera, open   III
 9. Regal 8�� 9. Mixtura, open  III
   10. Krumbhorn, reed 8��

                              Pedal                                                             Pedal
 1. Principal, in the façade  16�� 1. Principal in the façade, open 16��
 2. Subbass, of wood  16�� 2. Subbass, stopped  16��
 3. Violonbass  16�� 3. Violon, open  16��
 4. Oktave 8�� 4. Octava, open 8��
 5. Posaune  16�� 5. Viol di Gamba, open 8��
 6. Posaune of copper, gilt  8�� 6. Posaun, reed  16��
 7. Clarinet 4�� 7. Trompet, reed 8��
   8. Posaun, reed 8��
                 

 A total of 39 stops.
  9. Cornet, reed 4��

                                                                                                            
[A total of 45 stops.]
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 203.

In addition to the stoplist recorded above, Sammlung einiger Nachrichten includes the 
following commentary on p. 93:

“This last[-named] stop [i.e., the 8�� Posaun in the Pedal], made of copper fired with 
gold, stands in the façade in two separate flats on both sides, and was transferred from the 
old instrument to the new one.

The three manuals, whose keys are nicely veneered with ivory and semitonia with eb-
ony, may be played singly or coupled together, 2 or all 3 at will. All the stops on the 
Great Manual may likewise be used in the Pedal by means of a separate stopknob.

In addition there are 4 ventils and 12 large bellows, each 9 feet long and with only one 
inward fold; 8 of them are assigned to the 3 manuals and 4 to the pedal.

This well-tuned and finely voiced instrument, in which all the [flue] pipes and reed 
stops are of pure tin, was constructed entirely anew throughout, including windchests, 
roller boards, trackers and wind ducts, within 2 years after 1730 by the resident organ-
builder, George Friedrich Schmahl, under the oversight and direction of the Director of 
Music, Mr. Conrad Michael Schneider. It replaced the instrument (indeed costly, but in 
poor condition) built in 1560 by Andreas Schneider, from which only the above men-
tioned Posaun stop and the three precious cases were saved, the latter because of their 
paintings and gilt carvings.

The organist there is the abovementioned Mr. Schneider, [Music] Director.”

Upsal* (Uppsala, Sweden)
 

The Organ in the cathedral at Upsal has 50 stops.

                                Werck                                                               Brust
 1. Principal  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Bordun  16�� 2. Octava 4��
 3. Octava 8�� 3. Gedact 4��
 4. Gedact 8�� 4. Octava 2��
 5. Salcional 8�� 5. Gemshorn 2��
 6. Quinta 6�� 6. Wald-Flöte 1��
 7. Octava 4�� 7. Sesquialtera II
 8. Rohrflöte 4�� 8. Scharff  III
 9. Nasat 3�� 9. Dulcian 8��
 10. Superoctava 1��[2��?] 10. Schallmey 4��
 11. Mixtura  VI
 12. Scharf  III                                          Pedal
 13. Trommete  16�� 1. Principal  32��
 14. Trommete 8�� 2. Principal  16��
   3. Untersatz  16��
                                  Rück-Positiv  4. Octava 8��
 1. Quintadena  16�� 5. Gedact 8
 2. Principal 8�� 6. Quinta 6��
 3. Spitzflöte 8�� 7. Octava 4��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 8. Octava 2��
 5. Octava 4�� 9. Rauschpfeiffe II
 6. Quinta 3�� 10. Mixtura  IV
 7. Octava 2�� 11. Posaune  32��
 8. Decima  4�� [1 3/5 �?] 12. Posaune  16��
 9. Mixtura  IV 13. Trommete 8��
 10. Cimbel II 14. Schallmey 4��
 11. Trommete 8�� 15. Cornet 2��

In addition there are 12 bellows. The name of the organist is Selinger.
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
94.

†. Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
106.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
96-97.

Wahlstadt* [Legnickie Pole, Poland]
 

The Organ in the Benedictine Monastery at Wahlstadt has 24 stops.

                   Manual                           Brust-Positiv                               Pedal
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Flœte Major 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Vox humana 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Octava 8��
 4. Flauto 8�� 4. Nachthorn 4�� 4. Super Octava 4��
 5. Salicet 8�� 5. Super Octava 2�� 5. Super Octava 2��
 6. Octava 4�� 6. Quintadena [?]  1 ½ � 6. Mixtura V
 7. Kleine Flöte 4�� 7. Mixtura  III 7. Sordunen  16��
 8. Gembshorn 3��
 9. Super Octava 2��                         In addition there are 4 bellows and a coupler
 10. Mixtura  IV                             between the two manuals. Adam Horatio
                                                                                    Casparini from Breslau [Wroclaw, Poland] built  
                                                                                     the organ in the year 1731.

Waldau† [Ulesie, Poland]
(near Liegnitz [Legnica, Poland])

 

The Organ in Waldau has 13 stops.

                                            Manual                                                        Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 6. Gembshorn 4�� 1. Principal  16��
            in the façade   7. Quinta 3�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 2. Flœte 8�� 8. Octava 2�� 3. Octava 8��
 3. Salicet 8�� 9. Sedecima 1��   Wind exhaust [valve]
 4. Octava 4�� 10. Mixtur V 
 5. Flœte 4��

This instrument was built in the year 1750 by Caspar Gottlieb Neumann, an organbuilder  
from Glogau [Glogów, Poland].

Wartha‡ (Bardo, Poland)
 

The Organ at Wartha has 50 stops.

                            Manual                                                      Ober-Werck
 1. Quintadena, of metal  16�� 1. Principal in the treble, 

 2. Principal of tin, in the façade  16��                   beginning at c�   16��
 3. Flaut Hemiol 8�� 2. Principal of tin in the façade 8��
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 3. Flaut Major 8��
 5. Salcional 8�� 4. Viola di Gamba 8��
 6. Octava 4�� 5. Trinuna [?] 8��
 7. Spitzflöte 4�� 6. Octava 4��
 8. Super Octava 2�� 7. Flaut Minor 4��
 9. Waldflöte 2�� 8. Quinta 3��
 10. Rausch Quinta 3��[II?] 9. Super-Octava 2��
 11. Sedecima [Sesquialtera?] II 10. Mixtura  IV
 12. Mixtura  VI 11. Krumbhorn 8��
 13. Dulcian  16�� 12. Trommete in the treble,
 14. Trommet 8��                  beginning at c� 8��
            the above 12 stops of metal                                                                   the above 11 stops of metal

       Cutout ventil                                                                   Cutout ventil
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
97-98.

                       Echo-Positiv                                                       Pedal
 1. Flaute Traversiere 8�� 1. Principal of tin in the façade  16��
 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Sub-Bass, stopped  16��
 3. Gembshorn 8�� 3. Quintadena, stopped  16��
               the above 3 stops of metal  4. Octava 8��
 4. Principal of tin in the façade 4�� 5. Flœte, stopped 8��
 5. Octava  2��                  the above 4 stops of wood

 6. Spitzflöte 2�� 6. Quinta 6��
 7. Quinta  1 ½ � 7. Super-Octava 4��
 8. Mixtura  III 8. Pommer  16��
 9. Vox humana, full compass 8�� 9. Trommete 8��
                the above 5 stops of metal                                                                 the above 4 stops of metal

         Tremulant
         Cutout ventil                                                                            Pedal in the Rear
   10. Violon of wood   16��

In addition a coupler for the three  11. Gamba, half of wood,
manuals, together with 6 bellows.                                         half of metal  16��
Franz Joseph Eberhardt of Breslau  12. Octava of wood 8��
[Wroclaw, Poland] began to build   13. Bassettel [?] 4��
this beautiful organ, which has a   14. Mixtura  VI
complete [bass] octave minus the   15. Posaune 8��
lowest C#, in the year 1756. The                                     Cutout ventil
name of the organist is Johann 
Christoph Kuschel.

Weingarten*
(in Swabia)

 

The Organ in the Benedictine Monastery at Weingarten has 60 stops.

       The first keyboard, the Haupt-                   The second keyboard, for the
         Manual, is reported to have 11                 Brustwerk, is reported to have 10
             penetrating or keen stops.                     sonorous or heavy (große) stops.
 1. Gross Principal  16�� 1. Bordun-Bass, of wood  16��
            in the façade, of good tin  2. Principal of tin, in the façade 8��
 2. Secund [?] Principal 8�� 3. Coppel, of wood 8��
            in the façade, of good tin  4. Salicional, of tin 8��
 3. Rohr-Flaut 8�� 5. Violon-cello douce, of tin 8��
 4. Violoncello 8�� 6. Modomaris [?] of wood 8��
 5. Octava 4�� 7. Octav in the façade, of tin 4��
 6. Hohl-Flaute 4�� 8. Rohr-Flaut, of tin 4��
 7. Super Octav                            2�� II 9. Nassarth, of tin 3��          IV
 8. Rausch-Pfeiffen 3��             VIII 10. Cimbel, of tin 2��       XII
 9. Cornet 4��            VIII                                                                     1176 pipes
 10. Mixtur 3��              XX  
 11. Trompeten 8��  
       the above 9 stops of tin, inside [the case] 
                        2176 pipes  
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, 
p. 99. The modern spelling is 
“Wernigerode.”

        The third keyboard, for the           The Pedal is reported to have a
       Positiv, is reported to have 12                                 total of 16 stops.
             delicate or gentle stops.  1. Sub Principal  32��
 1. Principal of tin, in the façade 8��                 of tin, in the façade
 2. Coppel Flauten, of wood 8�� 2. Dom-Bardon [?], of wood  32��
 3. Quintaden, of tin 8�� 3. Octav of tin, in the façade  16��
 4. Harpfpfeiffen, of tin 8�� 4. Subbass, of wood  16��
 5. Flauttravers, of tin 4�� 5. Violon, of tin  16��
 6. Flautdous, of wood 4�� 6. Super Octav of tin, in the façade 8��
 7. Biffra, of tin 4�� 7. Hohl-Flauten, of tin 8��
 8. Flaschalet [Flageolet], of tin 2�� 8. Spitz-Flauten, of tin 8��
 9. Sesquialter, of tin 1 ½ �      IV 9. Violoncello, of tin 8��
 10. Mixtur, of tin 2��        XII 10. Flach-Flauten, of tin 4��
 11. Vox humana, of tin 8�� 11. Cornet, of tin 4��      VIII
 12. Hautbois, of tin 4�� 12. Mixtur, of tin 6��������� IX
                                                                1274 pipes  13. Trombon, of wood  32��
         14. Trompet or Posaune  16��                                                                                      
          The fourth keyboard, called                       of tin and wood               

             Echo, is reported to have   15. Fagott, of tin 8��         
              pleasant and quiet stops.    

16. Zinck, of tin      4��

 1. Gross Coppel, of wood  16��                                                        equals 815 pipes

 2. Principal, of tin 8��  
 3. Coppel, of wood 8��  
 4. Quintadena, of tin 8��  
 5. Viola di Gamba, of tin 8��  
 6. Oktav of tin, in the façade 4��    
 7. Flach-Flauten, of tin 2��
 8. Nacht-Hörnel, of tin 2���
 9. Cornet, of tin 4�� IV 
 10. Mixtur, of tin 2�� XII 
 11. Trompete, of tin 8���
                                                                1225 pipes   
 

Wernigeroda*
 

The Organ at Wernigeroda (at the foot of the Harz Mountains) has 40 stops.

                   Manual                            Brust-Werck                                Pedal
 1. Quintadehn  16�� 1. Gedackt 8�� 1. Principal  16��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Quintadehn 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Gedackt 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Quinta  12��
 4. Viol di Gamb 8�� 4. Flœtedous 4�� 4. Octava 8��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Nachthorn 4�� 5. Gedackt 8��
 6. Quinta 6�� 6. Quinta 3�� 6. Octava 4��
 7. Octava 4�� 7. Octava 2�� 7. Bauerflöt 1��
 8. Spitzflöt 4�� 8. Waldflöt 2�� 8. Mixtur  VI
 9. Octava 2�� 9. Tertian  1 3/5 � 9. Posaune  16��
 10. Waldflöte 2�� 10. Spitzflöt 1�� 10. Trompet 8��
 11. Sesquialtera II 11. Mixtur  IV 11. Trompet 4��
 12. Mixtur V 12. Hobois 8�� 12. Cornet 2��
 13. Cimbel  III 13. Vox humana 8��
 14. Trompet  16��
 15. Trompet 8��

carried over
from the first keyboard:  2176
from the second keyboard:  1176
from the third keyboard:  1274
from the fourth keyboard:  1225 

[from the pedal:  815] 

total: 6666 pipes
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
100.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
101.

Wien* (Vienna, Austria)
 

The Organ in St. Michael in Wien has 40 stops.

                   Haupt-Manual                                             Upper Keyboard
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœte
 2. Unda maris  2. Principal
 3. Bordun-Flœt  3. Copel
 4. Biflöte  4. Octava
 5. Nachthorn
 6. Feldflöte                                                                                            In the Pedal
 7. Quintaden  1. Principal  16��
 8. Salecinal  2. Bordun-Bass  16��
 9. Gamba  3. Sub-Bass for the Biflöte only [?]  16��
 10. Fugara  4. Octava
 11. Octava  5. Octava
 12. Quinta 3�� 6. Octava
 13. Super Octava  7. Cornet
 14. Sedecima  8. Bombart-Bass
 15. Quindecima  9. Trompet
 16. Sesquialtera
 17. Mixtur      An organbuilder from Brünn [Brno,
 18. Cimbeln   Czech Republic] by the name of
     Sieber built this instrument. All
                    Lower Keyboard   three manuals can be coupled
 1. Copel Major   together. There are 4 bellows.
 2. Principal   The name of the present organist
 3. Copel Minor   is Joseph Weger.
 4. Nassata
 5. Octava
 6. Quinta
 7. Octava
 8. Mixtur
 9. Hautbois

Wohlau† (Wolow, Poland)
 

The Organ in the Parish Church at Wohlau has 19 stops.

                    Werck                                   Brust                                       Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flœt Major 8�� 1. Sub Bass, open  16��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Principal 4�� 2. Octava 8��
 3. Quintadœn of metal 8�� 3. Flœt Minor 4�� 3. Quinta of metal  [6��?]

 4. Salicet of metal 8�� 4. Gembshorn 3�� 4. Super Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Waldflöt 2�� 5. Posaune  16��
 6. Quinta 3��
 7. Super Octav 2��                Auxiliary stops
 8. Zünck [Sesquialtera?] II           Cuckoo                   Coupler
 9. Mixtur  III           Birdsong                4 Bellows

It was built in the year 1716 by Adam Horatio Casparini. The name of the organist is 
Gottlieb Paschke.
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* Biermann, Organographia hildesiensis 

specialis, p. 23.

† Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, pp. 
106-07.

‡ Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
102.

Woltingenroda*
 

Stoplist of the Collegiate Convent at Woltingenroda, situated on the Ocker [River].

Perduna   16�� Superoctava 2��
Principal 8�� Flasnet 2��
Gedacht 8�� Sesquialtera  III
Viola di Gamba 8�� Mixtur  VI
Quintadena 8�� Trompet treble 4��[?]

Octava 4�� Trompet bass 8��
Dulcefloit 4��
Quinta 3�� 3 bellows; tremulant; cymbelstern;
           spring chest.

Built by Andreas Schweim from Einbeck.

Wüstgiersdorf † (Gluszyca, Poland)

(in the Principality of Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland])

 The Organ in the Protestant Church at Wüstegiersdorff has 21 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                   Upper Keyboard                             Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flauta ordinair 8�� 1. Open Bass  16��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Flaut amour 8�� 2. Sub-Bass, stopped  16��
 3. Flautadena 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Principal 8��
 4. Quintadena 8�� 4. Octava 4��[2��?] 4. Posaune 8��
 5. Gembshorn 8�� 5. Quinta  1 ½ �                [the above 4 stops] split

 6. Octava 4�� 6. Sedecima 1��                between both sides [of the case]

 7. Salicet 4��           Coupler  5. Mixtur  IV
 8. Quinta 3��                    Glockenspiel struck by
 9. Sup[er] Octav 2��                    [statues of ] angels
 10. Mixtur V                    Wind exhaust ventil
                      Bellows signal bell

This organ was constructed in the year 1750 by                  3 Bellows
George Friederich Stentzel, organbuilder from
Giersdorff [Gierszowice, Poland].

Wüstwalthersdorf ‡ (Walim, Poland)

(in the Principality of Schweidnitz [Swidnica, Poland])
 

The Organ in the Protestant church at Wüstewalthersdorff has 23 stops.

           Haupt-Manual                   Upper Keyboard                            Pedal
 1. Principal 8�� 1. Flöte 8�� 1. Principal, open  16��
 2. Vox humana 8�� 2. Quintadena 8�� 2. Sub-Bass  16��
 3. Salicet 8�� 3. Principal 4�� 3. Principal 8��
 4. Gembshorn 8�� 4. Flöte 4�� 4. Super-Octava 4��
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Octava 2�� 5. Posaune 8��
 6. Flöte 4�� 6. Quinta  1 ½ �                Glockenspiel struck by
 7. Quinta 3�� 7. Sedecima 1��                [statues of ] angels
 8. Super-Octava 2��             Coupler                                             Wind exhaust ventil
 9. Tertia  2�� [1 3/5 �]                                                                         Bellows signal bell
 10. Vigesima Nona  1 ½ �                                                                        Four bellows
 11. Mixtura  IV

The instrument, which has a complete [bottom] octave, was built in the year 1743 by 
Christoph Scheidhauer, an organbuilder in Breslau [Wroclaw, Poland].
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* Mattheson’s Appendix to Niedt, 
p. 204.

† Biermann, Organographia hildesien-

sis specialis, pp. 15-16. Zellerfeld is 
now part of Clausthal-Zellerfeld.

Wurzen*
 

The Organ in the Collegiate Church at Würtzen has 33 stops.

                        Ober-Werck                                                       Brust
 1. Quintadena  16�� 1. Gedact 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 2. Principal  16�� [4��? 2��?]

 3. Hohlflöte 8�� 3. Quintadena 4��
 4. Gemshorn 8�� 4. Cimbel  III
 5. Octava 4�� 5. Jungfern-Regal 8��
 6. Spitzflöte 2��
 7. Rausch-Pfeiffe 3��                                       Pedal
 8. Mixtura  VI 1. Principal  16��
 9. Krumhorn 2��[8��?] 2. Octava 8��
   3. Wald-Flöte 8��
                        Rück-Positiv  4. Nachthorn 4��
 1. Principal 8�� 5. Mixtura  VI
 2. Gedact 8�� 6. Posaune  16��
 3. Octava 4�� 7. Trommete 8��
 4. Blockflöte 4�� 8. Schallmey 4��
 5. Super-Octava 2��
 6. Waldflöte 2��                         There are six bellows.
 7. Tertian  2�� [1 3/5 �]
 8. Quinta  1 ½ �
 9. Mixtura  IV
 10. Dulcian  16��

Zellerfeld†
 

Stoplist of the splendid and beautiful Organ of the Mining City Zellerfeld,
in the midst of the Harz Mountains.

                             Manual                                                     Rear-manual
 Principal  16�� Quintadena  16��
 Perduna  16�� Octava 8��
 Octava 8�� Viola di Gamba 8��
 Spitzflöt 8�� Rohrflöt 8��
 Quinta 6�� Octava 4��
 Octava 4�� Fleute douce of wood 4��
 Nachthorn 4�� Quinta 3��
 Nasat 3�� Octava 2��
 Octava 2�� Nachthorn 2��
 Flachflöt 2�� Zyfflöt 1��
 Mixtur  VI Tertian II
 Scharff  III Mixtur  VI
 Trompet 8�� Klingende Cymbel  III
 Trompet 4�� Hautboe 8��
   Vox humana 8��
                       Rückpositiv           Coupler
 Principal 8��
 Gedacht 8��                           Pedal
 Quintadena 8�� Principal  16��
 Octava 4�� Offener Subbass  16��
 Spitzflöt 4�� Octava 8��
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* Sammlung einiger Nachrichten, p. 
103.

† There is an engraving of this instru-
ment by Daniel de Montalegre, c. 
1740; see: Ernst Flade, Gottfried 

Silbermann (Leipzig: VEB Bre-
itkopf & Härtel [c.1953]), p. 143 
and facing p. 140.

 Octava 2�� Rohrflöt 8��
 Waldflöt 2�� Quinta 6��
 Quinta  1 ½ � Octava 4��
 Sesquialtera II Nachthorn 2��
 Mixtur  -VI Rauschpfeiffe  III
 Fagotto  16�� Mixtur  VI
 Trechterragal 8�� Posaune  16��
   Fagotto  16��
 9 bellows  Trompet 8��
   Trompet 4��
   Cornet 2��

Zittau*
 

The Organ at St. Johann† in Zittau has 44 stops.

                             Manual                                                        Brust
 1. Principal, in the façade   16�� 1. Gedackt, of metal 8��
 2. Principal  8�� 2. Principal, of English tin 4��
              these 2 stops of English tin  3. Rohr-Flœthe, of metal 4��
 3. Rohr-Flœte, of metal 8�� 4. Nassat, of metal 3��
 4. Spitz-Flœte 8�� 5. Octav 2��
 5. Octav 4�� 6. Quinta  1 ½ �
 6. Spitz-Flœte 4�� 7. Sufflet 1��
 7. Quinta 3�� 8. Sesquialtera
 8. Octava 2�� 9. Mixtur  III
 9. Tertia  [1 3/5 �]  10. Chalumeaux  [8��]
 10. Cornett, half-compass V                  the above 6 stops of English tin

 11. Mixtur  IV
 12. Cimbal  III                                  Pedal
 13. Fagott  16�� 1. Gross Untersatz, of wood  32��
 14. Trompet 8�� 2. Principal, of wood  16��
              the above 11 stops of English tin  3. Octava 8��
         Tremulant  4. Octava 4��
   5. Mixtur  VI
                        Ober-Werck  6. Posaune  16��
 1. Quintadena  16�� 7. Trompet 8��
 2. Principal 8�� 8. Clarin-Bass 4��
              these 2 stops of English tin                                                  these 6 stops of English tin

 3. Gedackt, of metal 8��                          Pedal ventil
 4. Quintadena 8�������������������������Bellows signal bell
 5. Octav 4��
              these 2 stops of English tin                                         This very beautiful instrument has
 6. Rohr-Flœthe 4��  10 windchests and 6 bellows; it
 7. Nassat 3��  was built at chamber pitch in the
            these 2 stops of metal    year 1741 by Mr. Gottfried 
 8. Octav 2��  Silbermann, the Royal Polish 
 9. Tertia  [1 3/5 �]   and Electoral Saxon Court and 
 10. Flageolett 1��  State Organbuilder.
 11. Mixtur  IV
 12. Vox humana  [8��?]
            Schwebung
             these 5 stops of English tin
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Adlung: MUSICA MECHAN-
ICA ORGANŒDI

Bauer, Chrysostomus 
 Ulm: Münster (1720)

Casparini, [Adam Gottlob] (Königs-
berg; son of Adam Horatio) 
 Altenburg 
 Königsberg: Cathedral

Compenius, Ludwig (Naumburg) 
 Erfurt: Predigerkirche (1649)

Contius, Christoph 
 Halle: Marktkirche (1713)

Dalitz 
 Danzig: Ober-Pfarrkirche

Donat (Zwickau) 
 Eisenberg

Egedacher, Johann Christoph  
 Salzburg (1706)

Finke, Johann Georg (Saalfeld) 
 Gera: Stadtkirche 
 Schwarzburg (1713)

Förner, Christoph (Wettin) 
 Weissenfels (1673)

Friderici, C.F., and his brother (Gera) 
 Meerane (1753)

Gräf, Johann 
 Lobenstein (1734-30)]

Graichen, Johann Jacob 
 Altenburg

Grünewald, Peter (Nürnberg) 
 Ulm: Münster (1595)

Hartmann, Matthias (Magdeburg) 
 Wansleben (1712)

Hartung (Schlossvippach) 
 Erfurt: Augustinerkirche (1753)

Herbst, Heinrich (Magdeburg) 
 Halberstadt: Hohenstiftskirche  
     (1718)

Hildebrand, Johann Gottfried  
(son of Zacharias Hildebrand) 
 Dresden: Dreikönigskirche [1754] 
 Hamburg, Michaeliskirche

Hildebrandt, Zacharias 
 Dresden: Dreikönigskirche [1754] 
 Dresden: Hofkirche [1750-4] 
 Naumburg: Wenzelskirche (1746)

Junge, Christoph 
 Erfurt: Cathedral (1683) 
 Weimar: Stadtkirche (c.1683)

Le Fevre, Jean Baptist Nicolas 
 Tours: St. Martin (c.1760)

Organbuilders

The following lists include all the organbuilders mentioned by name in the var-
ious collections of stoplists included in Musica mechanica organœdi.  They are, 
however, by no means complete lists of organbuilders whose instruments are 
represented, since the volumes often do not mention any builder.  If the sources 
mention the builder’s place of residence or birth, that place appears in paren-
theses immediately after the builder’s name.  The lists include every builder 
mentioned in connection with a given instrument.  Thus an attribution does not 
necessarily mean that the builder created the instrument; rather it may indicate 
that he rebuilt it or even merely repaired it.
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Silbermann, Gottfried 
 Dresden: Hofkirche [1750-4] 
 Dresden: Frauenkirche [1732-6] 
 Dresden: Sophienkirche (1722) 
 Freyberg: Cathedral (1714) 
 Freyberg: St. Petri (c.1734-6) 
 Ponitz (1735-7) 
 Rötha (1721) 
 Zittau (1741)

Sterzing, Georg Christoph (Cassel) 
 Eisenach: Georgenkirche (1706/7) 
 Erfurt: St. Petri (1702) 
 Erfurt: Reglerkirche (1734-6) 
 Udestädt (1710)

Sturm, Caspar (Munich) 
 Ulm: Münster (1576)

Thayssner, Zacharias (Merseburg) 
 Naumburg: Wenzelskirche (1700)

Trost, Gottfried Heinrich (Altenburg) 
 Altenburg, Court Chapel (1736-9) 
 Döllstadt (1709) 
 Eisenberg (1732) 
 Grossgottern (1708) 
 Greussen 
 Waltershausen (1726-30)

Trost, Gottfried Tobias  
(father of G. H. Trost) 
 Langensalza

Volkland, Franciscus (Erfurt) 
 (Langen-)Elxleben (1750) 
 Egstädt (1729) 
 Elxleben (1751) 
 Erfurt: Nonnenkloster (1732-7) 
 Erfurt: St. Thomae 
 Mühlberg (1729) 
 Ollendorf 
 Zimmern Supra

Wagner (two builders from Teschnitz) 
 Erfurt: Michaeliskirche (1753)

Wagner, Joachim (Berlin) 
 Berlin: Garnisonkirche (1725) 
 Berlin: Reformed Church (1730) 
 Berlin: Jerusalemskirche

Weise (Arnstadt) 
 Stotternheim (c.1720)

Meier, Johann 
 Ulm: Münster (1630)

Migent, Johann P. 
 Berlin: St. Petri (1748-    )

Mosengel, Johann (Königsberg) 
 Königsberg: Cathedral

Papenius 
 Kindelbrück

Rhode, Joh. Friedr. 
 Danzig: St. Johannis (1760) 
 Danzig: St. Petri

Ritter, Johann Nikolaus 
 Altenburg

Röder, Johann (Berlin) 
 Breslau: St. Maria Magdalena 
(1725)

Schmahl, George Friedrich (Ulm) 
 Ulm: Cathedral (1731-7)

Schneider, Andreas (Lucka, Lower 
Silesia) 
 Ulm: Münster (1595)

Schnitger, Arp (Hamburg) 
 Berlin: St. Nicolai (1708) 
 Bremen: Cathedral (1694-8) 
 Bremen: St. Stephanus

Schott, Conrad (Stuttgart) 
 Ulm: Münster (1595)

Schramm, Tobias (Saxony) 
 Forsta

Schröter, Johann Georg (Erfurt) 
 Alach 
 Andisleben (1735) 
 Büseleben 
 Erfurt: Augustinerkirche 
 Erfurt: Allerheiligen (1724) 
 Erfurt: Hospital (1735) 
 Kerspleben (1720) 
 Kleinbrembach [1718] 
 Linderbach [1722] 
 Wandersleben [1724]

Sieburg, Johann Justus (Mühlhausen) 
 Pulsnitz (1668-9)
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Maass, Nicolaus 
 Stralsund

N, Bartold 
 Lübeck: Marienkirche

N, Jacob 
 Lübeck: Cathedral (1606)

Scherer, Hans 
 Bernau (1576) 
 Stendahl (1580)

Winnigstädt, Elias 
 Halberstadt: Barfüsserkirche

Mat theson,  Appen-
dix to Part II  of 
Niedt’s  M U S I C A L I S C H E 
H A N D L E I T U N G

Berigel, Michael (Stettin) 
 Lüneburg: St. Lamberti

Besser, Johann Friederich  
(Braunschweig) 
 Hamburg: St. Catharinen

Dropa, Matthias 
 Lüneburg: St. Johannes 
 Lüneburg: St. Michaelis

Fritzsche, Gottfried (Meissen) 
 Hamburg: St. Maria Magdalena  
      (1629)

Gräbener, Johann Hinrich (Saxony) 
 Dresden: Dreikönigskirche

Hildebrand [ Johann Gottfried] 
 Hamburg: St. Michaelis

Lehmann, Anton (Bautzen) 
 Danzig: Pfarrkirche (1549[?])

Mosengel, Johann 
 Königsberg: Cathedral

Mosengel, Johann Josua 
 Königsberg: Löbenichtkirche  
      (1698) 
 Königsberg: Sackheimkirche (1707)

Wender, Christian Friedrich  
(Mühlhausen; son of J.F.) 
 Mühlhausen: St. Mary’s (1734-8)

Wender, Johann Friedrich  
(Mühlhausen) 
 Erfurt: Kaufmannskirche 
 Erfurt: St. Severi 
 Mühlhausen: St. Mary’s (1734-8)

Prætorius,  S Y N T A G M A 
M U S I C U M ,  Vol.  II ,  
D E  O R G A N O G R A P H I A

Antonius, Julius 
 Danzig: St. Mary’s (1585)

Beck, David (Halberstadt) 
 Grüningen: Palace Church (1596) 
 Halberstadt: St. Martini

Burckart, Gottschaldt 
 Lübeck: St. Peter’s

Compenius, Esaias (Nordhausen) 
 Bückeburg (1615) 
 Hessen: Palace (1612) 
 Riddagshausen: Klosterkirche

Compenius, Heinrich 
 Magdeburg: Cathedral

Dirich (i.e., Dirck Hoyer, Hamburg) 
 Lüneburg: St. Johannes

Fritzsche, Gottfried 
 Dresden: Palace Church (1614) 
 Schöningen: Schlosskapelle              
      (c.1619) 
 Sondershausen (1616)

Glovatz, Heinrich (Rostock) 
 Rostock (1593)

Henning (or Hennig) 
 Braunschweig: St. Blasius 
 Hildesheim: St. Gotthard

Hirschfelder, Michael 
 Breslau
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Casparini, Eugen 
 Görlitz: St. Petri und Pauli  
     (1697-1703)

Casparini, Johann Gottlob  
(son of A.H.) 
 Glogau: Dominicanerkirche

Compenius, Heinrich (Nordhausen) 
 Magdeburg: Cathedral (1604)

Crellius, Christianus 
 Breslau: St. Elizabeth (1657)

Damm (Saxony) 
 Frankfurt [an der Oder]: St. 
Augustin

Eberhardt, Franz Joseph (Breslau, 
Sprottau) 
 Breslau: Cathedral (1754) 
 Breslau: Jesuitenkirche (1756) 
 Breslau: Franciskanerkirche (1752) 
 Neyss: Franciskanerkirche (1754) 
 Sprottau: Evangelische Kirche  
     (1750) 
 Wartha (1756-  )

Engelmann, Johann (Hirschberg) 
 Mertschütz (1735)

Engler, Michael (Breslau) 
 Breslau: St. Elizabeth (1751-  ) 
 Breslau: New Cemetary Church 
 Brieg: St. Nicolai (1724-30) 
 Grüssau: Cistercian monastery  
     (1732-39) 
 Metzibohr (1725) 
 Ollmütz: St. Mauritius (1745) 
 Paschkerwitz 
 Posen: Cistercian monastery 
 Trebnitz: Evangelische Kirche

Gosser, Johann (Striegau) 
 Reichenbach: Pfarrkirche (1632)

Grasse, Balthasar (Breslau) 
 Habelschwerd (1612)

Grossman, Johann Franz (Patschkau) 
 Münsterberg: Pfarrkirche (1754)

Hähnel, Johann Ernst (Meissen) 
 Oschatz: St. Egidi

Reimann 
 Königsberg: Altstädterkirche (1590)

Schnitger, Arp 
 Hamburg: St. Nicolai (1686) 
 Hamburg: St. Gertrud (1700) 
 Hamburg: St. Johannis  
 Magdeburg: St. Johannis

Tramp, David 
 Königsberg: Haberbergkirche 
 Königsberg: Steindammkirche  
     (1672)

Winzig, Jürgen (Silesia) 
 Stockholm

Zimmermann Adrian 
 Königsberg: Palace (1600)

[Mey er,]  S A M M L U N G  
E I N I G E R  N A C H R I C H T E N

Abraham, N. (Elbogen) 
 Prague: Franciscan monastery

Büttner, George (Schweidnitz) 
 Striegau: Carmelite monastery

Büttner, Johann Ignatius (Schweidnitz) 
 Jauer: Pfarrkirche (1732)

Casparini, Adam Horatio (Breslau) 
 Breslau: St. Adalbert (1737) 
 Breslau: St. Bernhard (1708-11) 
 Breslau: 11,000 Virgins (1735) 
 Breslau: St. Christophorus 
 Czenstachau: monastery 
 Glogau: Dominicanerkirche 
 Görlitz: Dreifaltigkeitskirche[?] 
 Görlitz: St. Petri und Pauli  
     (1697-1703) 
 Grossweigelsdorff 
 Hirschberg: Pfarrkirche (1706) 
 Löwen (1737) 
 Ohlau: Pfarrkirche (1712) 
 Wahlstadt: Benedictine monastery 
      (1731) 
 Wohlau: Pfarrkirche (1716)
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 Guhrau: Evangelische Kirche  
     (1757) 
 Waldau (1750)

Rischack, Hans Jacob (Neisse) 
 Breslau: Heilig-kreuzkirche 
 Frankenstein (1730)

Röder, Johann Michael (Berlin) 
 Breslau: St. Maria Magdalena 
 Grossburg (1730) 
 Hirschberg: Kreuzkirche (1727) 
 Liegnitz: Liebfrauenkirche (1736) 
 Potsdam: Garnisonkirche (1732) 
 Potsdam: St. Nicolai (1713) 
 Stargard: Reformed Church 

Scheffler, Johann Gottlieb Wilhelm 
(Brieg) 
 Breslau: Reformed Church (1752) 
 Klein-Oels (1746)

Scheibe, Johann (Leipzig) 
 Leipzig: Paulinerkirche (1715) 
 Leipzig: Johanniskirche (1742-4)

Scheidhauer, Christoph (Breslau) 
 Breslau: Reichen Hospital 
 Wüstwalthersdorf: Evangelische  
     Kirche (1743)

Scheuffler, Martin 
 Breslau: St. Maria Magdalena  
     (1600)

Schmahl, George Friedrich (Ulm) 
 Ulm: Münster (1730-  )

Schnitger, Arp (Hamburg) 
 Frankfurt [an der Oder]: St.  
     Marien (1715) [false attribution]

Schwartz, Jacobus 
 Glogau: Jesuitenkirche (1734)

Sieber, Antonius (Brünn [Brno]) 
 Ollmütz: monastery (1722) 
 Wien: St. Michael

Sieber, Gottfried (Brünn [Brno]) 
 Brünn: St. Thomas 
 Schweidnitz: Pfarrkirche (1705)

Silbermann, Gottfried (Dresden) 
 Dresden: Frauenkirche 
 Zittau: St. Johann (1741)

Helwig, Joseph (Grulich) 
 Prague: St. Mary Loreto (1734)

Herbst, Johann Gottfried (Petersdorff) 
 Neumarkt: Evangelische Kirche  
     (1755) 
 Striegau: Evangelische Kirche  
     (1749)

Hildebrandt, Zacharias 
 Naumburg: Wenzelskirche  
     (1743-46)

Hoferichter, Johann 
 Jauer: Evangelische Kirche (1663)

Klose, George (Brieg) 
 Schweidnitz: Dominican monastery  
     (1668)

Kretschmer, Johann (Schweidnitz) 
 Liegnitz: Jesuitenkirche 
 Mertschütz 
 Neyss: St. Jacobi 
 Schweidnitz (1711)

Krumpke 
 Breslau: St. Catharinen (1701)

Meinert, Johann Heinrich (Lähn) 
 Freystadt: Evangelische Kirche  
     (1746) 
 Goldberg (1753) 
 Harpersdorff 
 Hermsdorff (1748) 
 Rohnstock: Evangelische Kirche

Mentzel, Ignatius (Breslau) 
 Breslau: Liebfrauenkirche (1712) 
 Breslau: Corpus Christi 
 Breslau: St. Barbara 
 Breslau: Jesuitenkirche (1756) 
 Landshut: Dreifaltigkeitskirche  
     (1729) 
 Liegnitz: St. Petri und Pauli (1722) 
 Nimptsch: Pfarrkirche (1725)

Miegent, Johann Peter 
 Berlin: St. Petri (1748-  )

Mund, Henricus (Prague) 
 Prague: Liebfrauenkirche (1671)

Neumann, Caspar Gottlieb (Glogau) 
 Glogau: Cathedral (1752) 
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Biermann,  O R G A N O -
G R A P H I A  H I L D E S I E N S I S 
S P E C I A L I S

Bronckhorst (Zell) 
 Hildesheim: St. Lamberti

Müller (Hildesheim) 
 Hildesheim: St. Maria Magdalena

Nauman (Hildesheim) 
 Goslar: Convent Novi Operis

Schweim, Andreas (Einbeck) 
 Hildesheim: St. Benedictus (1696) 
 Woltingenroda: Convent  
 Heiningen: Convent

Sperling (Rostock) 
 Goslar: Hauptkirche (c.1714)

Treutmann, N. [Christoph Treutmann, 
Sr.] (Magdeburg) 
 Grauhof: Monastery of St. Georgii 
Mart. (1737)

Vater, [Christian](Hannover) 
 Escherde: Convent

Stentzel, George Friedrich (Giersdorf ) 
 Wüstegiersdorff: Evangelische  
     Kirche (1750)

Sterzing [Georg Christoph] 
 Eisenach (1707)

Streit, Anton 
 Glatz (1726)

Tamitius, Johann Gottlieb (Zittau) 
 Lossow (1744)

Drost [=Trost, Gottfried Heinrich] 
(Altenburg) 
 Waltershausen: Marktkirche  
     (1726-30)

Wagner, Joachim [Berlin] 
 Berlin: Garnisonkirche (1725) 
 Berlin: St. Marien (1722) 
 Potsdam (1732)

Walther, N. (Breslau) 
 Jauer: Evangelische Kirche (1737)

Weltzel, Caspar (Grulich) 
 Habelschwerd

Stoplists  included in  J. 
F.  Agricol a’s  review 
of  S A M M L U N G  E I N I G E R 
N A C H R I C H T E N ,  in  
Marpurg’s  H I S TO R I S C H -
K R I T I S C H E  B E Y T R Ä G E , 
Vol.  3 ,  pp.  506-18.

Contius, Christoph 
 Halle: Marktkirche

Friderici[, C.F.] (Gera) 
 Meerane (1753)

Herbst, Heinrich, and sons  
(Magdeburg) 
 Halberstadt: Hohe Stiftskirche  
     (1718)

Silbermann, Gottfried 
 Freyberg: St. Petri
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gänge – It is not clear whether this word 
means “tight” or “loose” (see §.373 & 
375, & especially §.376)

insinuieren – become imbedded

Kanal – [wind] duct, conduit

Kern – languid

Kopf – block (of a reed pipe)

Latte – slat, lath

Leimtränke – solution of glue (used to 
impregnate and seal wooden pipes)

Leiste – ridge, ledge, board, strip

mit Vorsatz – expressly/in detail. Vol. II, 
p. 133 bottom 

Mundstück – shallot

nachsingen – resonate?

nehmen – use

Parallel -slider

Pfeifenbrett – pipe rack

Pfeifenstöcke – toe boards

Plaga – in Chap. 12, (Vol. II, p. 11) the 
most appropriate translation seems to 
be “wall” or “direction”.  In Chap. 
28, (Vol. II, p. 166) it seems to be “ob-
stacle.”

Platte – (referring to pedal or manual 
key coverings) slip

regardieren – take into account (§.400)

Register – slider or ranks (see p. 199)

respondire – (last sentence, §.355) here it 
means “correspond.”

Riemen – straps

Rohr – tube

Abstrakten – trackers

allegieren – refer to, cite

Angehänge – in §.364 this words seems 
to refer to the devices that connect the 
trackers to the key bodies.

anlangend – (may be translated) in the 
case of

ausgiessen – impregnate (wooden pipes 
with a glue solution)

besonder – specific (as well as ‘special’ or 
‘particular’)

beständig – durable (not stable, as ap-
plied to tuning; cf. §.574)

Bilderchen – cartouches (case decora-
tions)

bloss – exclusively

Bohle – plank

Cancelle – wind channel

Compendium – saving, economical mea-
sure

Damm (Dämme) – (curb); spacer 
(wooden strip between sliders); wind 
bar, soundboard bar (the uprights be-
tween the top and bottom of the wind 
channels in a chest)

einfalzen – groove (verb)

Einschnitt – groove (noun)

ex professo – expressly (in the sense of 
“specifically”)

Federn – plumes (case decorations)

filpen – (? a type of overblowing?); bark, 
chiff excessively?

Haec ille – This is what he says.

Dictionary 

Words and phrases in Musica mechanica organœdi that either are not found in 
modern German dictionaries, or that have a different meaning for Adlung than 

their current meaning/s.
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meaning, this word may also be trans-
lated “matter” (Zedler’s Wörterbuch 
(1811) gives “Umstand, Sache” as one 
meaning of the word)

Tangenten – the keys (i.e., their entire 
length, both what is played as well as 
the key body)

taxiren – specify the price of

überschreyen – overblow (synonymous 
with “überblasen”)

Ventil – valve; pallet

von freyen Stücken – of its own accord; 
all by itself; on its own (§.361)

von rechtswegen – by right, rightfully.

Vorschlag – latch (to hold the bung-
board in the windchest--Spund--
tightly in place; see §.366); stay

weitläuftig – detailed, explicit?, exten-
sive

Windführung – conduit (winding sys-
tem?)

Windkanal – wind conduit, wind duct

Windkasten – pallet box

Windlade – wind chest

Wirbel – threaded peg

Zufall – supply (of wind)

Säckchen – pouches

Schenkel – dividers

schluchsen – gulp (Werkmeister uses 
“schlucken”; see Orgelprobe, p. 69.

Schnecken – spirals/volutes (case deco-
rations)

Schwedische Stiche – bleed holes: pricks/
punctures in the pipes to prevent run-
ning

Seiten-Rahmen – side frame; framing 
timbers

Spanische Reuter (=Reiter) – scoring, 
bleed grooves

Sperrventil – barrier valve

Spund – (seal--the removable panel in 
the windchest; see §.366); 2 differ-
ent meanings: 1) bung or bung board 
(the air-tight panel clamped onto the 
front of a chest, allowing access to its 
innards when removed;see §.366); 2) 
sponsel (the in-set wooden strips on 
the top of the chest; see §.359).

Staat – (variously) appearance; splen-
dor; pomp; pageantry; display

Stimme – stop (cf. p. 199)

Stock (Pfeifenstock) – toe board

Stück – in addition to its normal modern 
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Sinn, Christoph Albert, Die aus mathematischen gründen richtig gestellete temperatura 

practica…  Wernigeroda: M.A. Struck [1717?]. [§. 398]

Treu (Trew), Abdias [Tobias Gabriel Mayr], Disputatio musica de divisione mono-

chordi.  Altdorf: Georg Hagen, 1662. [§. 398]

Trost, Johann Caspar, Jun., Ausführliche Beschreibung deß Neuen Orgelwercks Auf der 

Augustus=Burg zu Weissenfels…  Nürnberg: Endters, 1677.  [ Vol. I, p. 5; §. 12]

Trost, Johann Caspar, Traktat de Juribus et Privilegiis Musicorum.  [ Vol. I, p. 5; men-

tioned also in Trost’s book on the Weissenfels organ and in Walther’s Musicalisches Lexicon, but 

no longer extant; it may never have been written.]

Vergilius, Polydorus [Polydore Vergil], De rerum inventoribus.  1499. [§. 483, §. 525]

Vitruvius Pollio, Marcus (1st cent. B.C.?), De architectura libri decem.  (Later edition: 
Antwerp: Johannes de Laet, 1649.) [§. 550]

Volaterranus, Raphael, Commentariorum Urbanorum Raphaelis Volaterrani, octo & 

triginta libri.  Basel: Froben, 1544. [§. 484]

Wallisius, “Vergleichung der alten Musik mit der zu seiner Zeit,” see: Mizler, Lorenz, 
Musikalische Bibliothek, 1. Bd., 2. Teil.  Leipzig: Mizler, 1736-1738, pp. 1-27.  Facs. 
Hilversum: Knuf, 1966.  [§. 179, note 45]

Walther, Johann Gottfried, Musikalisches Lexicon.  Leipzig: Wolffgang Deer, 1732.  
Facs. Kassel & Basel: Bärenreiter, 1953.  [§. 185, note 49]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Cribrum musicum oder Musicalisches Sieb… Quedlinburg 
und Leipzig: T.P. Calvisius, 1700.  Facs. Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1970.  [§.180, 
“Quintadön”]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Die notwendigsten Anmerkungen und Regeln wie der… General-

baß könne tractiret werden.  Aschersleben: G.E. Struntze [1698?]. [§. 400]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel=Probe…  Quedlinburg: Calvi-
sius, 1698.  Facs. Kassel u. Basel: Bärenreiter, 1970; Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1970.  
Trans. into English by Gerhard Krapf as: Werckmeister’s Erweiterte und verbes-

serte Orgelprobe.  Raleigh, N.C.: Sunbury, 1976.  [§. 10. Werkmeister first published it 
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in 1681, but the book was full of errors; he thus published this expanded and improved edition 

in 1698.]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Harmonologia musica oder Kurtze Anleitung zur Musicalischen 

Composition.  Quedlinburg: Theodor Phil. Calvisius, 1702.  Facs. Hildesheim: G. 
Olms, 1970.  [§. 396]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Hypomnemata musica.  Quedlinburg: Theodor Philipp Calvi-
sius, 1697.  Facs. Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1970.  [§. 396]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus.  Franckfurt und 
Leipzig: T.P. Calvisius, 1686.  Facs. Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1972.  [§. 232, note 11, 
§. 233, note 12; §. 396]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse…  Quedlinburg: Calvisius, 
1707.  Facs. Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1970.  [§. 10, §. 396]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Musikalischen Temperatur.  Frankfurt: Theodor Philipp Calvi-
sius, 1691.  Facs. Utrecht: Diapason Press, 1983.  [§. 396, §. 429]

Werkmeister, Andreas, Organum Gruningense redivivum, oder kurtze Beschreibung des 

in der Grüningischen Schlos-Kirchen berühmten Orgel-Wercks…  Quedlinburg u. 
Aschersleben, Struntz [1705].  Neudruck Mainz: Rheingold-Verlag, 1932.  [§. 10.  
The organ in the palace church at Grüningen near Halberstadt, Germany, built in 1596 by Da-
vid Beck, was outwardly magnificent and had an impressive stoplist, but also many mechani-
cal problems; Werkmeister describes these and their remedies in detail.  The castle was pulled 
down in 1769; the organ went to the Church of St. Martin in Halberstadt, where it was replaced 
in 1836.]





A
ABACUS, §.21.
ABGESONDERT (borrowed stops), §.276.
ABPUTZEN DER SEYTEN (scouring the strings), §.521.
ABSTRAKTEN (trackers), §.41, WAS SIE SIND, §.48, §.50, WO SIE AM 

PEDALE DER ORGELN SEYN SOLLEN §.354, §.364, WOVON SIE 
ZU MACHEN §.368f., §.469f., §.474, §.564, §.601.

ABTHEILUNG DER CLAVICHORDIEN (scaling of clavichords), 
§.579.

Achimene (chimney), §.109.
Acoustics, §.535, §.536, Chap. 28 (pp.165f.), effect of cold, damp 

weather vs. dry and warm, Chap. 28, (p.169).
Adlung’s (Jacob, M.A.) [auto]biography, Vol. II, Foreword.
Adlung’s suggestion concerning a tuning device, §.477.
ADLUNGS (M. JAKOB) LEBENSLAUF (Adlung’s [auto]biography), 

Vol. II, Foreword.
ADLUNGS VORSCHLAG WEGEN EINER STIMMPFEIFE (Adlung’s 

suggestion concerning a tuning device), §.477.
AEQUALSTIMMEN, OB SIE ZUSAMMEN ZU ZIEHEN (unison-sounding 

ranks, whether to draw them at the same time), §.232f.
Aether, Chap. 28 (p.165).
Agricola, Johann Friedrich, Vol. I, Foreword (p.2); Vol. II, 

Foreword (p.19).
Ahle, Johann Georg, §.460.
Air, what it is, Chap. 28 (p.165), (thick or thin) Chap. 28 

(pp.165f.); (weight of ) Chap. 28 (p.166).
Alabaster, PFEIFEN DAVON/pipes thereof, §.85.
Alae (beards), §.93.
Albrecht, Johann Lorenz, Title page, Foreword, §.31n.
Alcohol, §.325.
Alderwood, §.95.
Alloy, what it is, §.87, §.245, §.319, §.323, §.451f.
Anemotheca, §.54.
ANLEITUNG ZU DER MUSIKALISCHEN GELAHRTHEIT, §.89, §.114, 

§.223, §.460, §.529, §.542, §.557.
Antimony, §.382.
Apollo, §.76.
Aquinas, Thomas, §.484.
Area of round pipes computed from square ones, §.100.
Area of square (wooden) pipes computed from round ones, §.97, 

§.98, §.99.

Aretin (d’Arezzo), Guido, §.525, §.573.
Arm (stop action), §.362; (roller action) §.369, §.468.
Armenian bole, §.38, §.323.
ARPICHORD (virginal), §.541.
ars combinatoria (art of combining stops), §.223.
ASCHE, ZUM GIESSEN DER PFEIFENPLATTEN (ashes for casting 

sheets of pipe metal), §.88, §.386.
Ashes for casting sheets of pipe metal, §.88, §.386.
AUFSCHNITT DER PFEIFEN (cut-up of pipes), §.84, §.92.
AULOZONUM (tuning wire), §.105.
Auricolae (beards), §.93.
AUTOMATA, §.549, §.566, §.570.
Awl, §.469.

B
Bach, J.S., §.104n., §.267n., §.349n., §.529n., §.562n., Leipzig 

stoplists.
Bach, Johann Nikolaus, §.240, §.268, §.302 (Jena), Vol. II 

Foreword, §.373, §.403, §.405, §.516, §.558f., §.604.
Backfall, §.53.
BÄLGE (bellows), §.57f., Theile derselben §.57f., WERDEN 

IN MANUAL- UND PEDALBÄLGE UNTERSCHIEDEN §.69, 
IHRE ANZAHL MUSS IM CONTRACTE GEMELDET WERDEN 
§.250, §.346, §.370f., SOLLEN ACCURAT GEHEN UND NICHT 
SCHWANKEN §.374, AUCH SOLLEN SIE NICHT ÜBER DAS LAGER 
ZU WEIT HINAUS LIEGEN §.375, WIE SIE ZU EXAMINIREN §.441, 
§.442f., §.456, SIND VON ORGANISTEN WOHL IN ACHT ZU 
NEHMEN §.478f., §.481, §.486f., §.496, §.502, §.503.

BALGHAUS, §.65f., §.375, §.378n., §.379.
Baron, Ernst Gottlieb, §.557.
Bars in the windchest, §.34.
BÄRTE DER PFEIFEN (beards, pipe), §.93, §.385, §.454.
BAUDIRECTOR (director for the construction of an organ), OB 

ES EIN ORGANIST SEYN SOLL §.240, MUSS DEN ORGELBAU 
GRÜNDLICH VERSTEHEN §.245, §.253, §.255, §.257. 

Bauer, Chrysostomus, an organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Beams, supporting, for organs, §.54.
Beards on pipes signify a lack of skill, §.93, §.205 (under 

“Violone”), §.206 (under “Violadigamba”).

General Index

Small capitals indicate entries to be found in the German index originally provided for Mmo; entries in 
normal type are to be found only in this index provided with the translation.  The index is intended to serve both 
the original Mmo (in German) and the translation; thus all entries are found in both languages, with an English 
translation provided in parentheses following the German entries.  The original German index covered neither the 
alphabetical list of stops (Chapter 7) nor (for the most part) the organ stoplists found in Chapter 10.  Since both 
the omitted lists are already arranged alphabetically, the following index by-and-large adopts the same policy, but 
it does not adhere to it categorically, since there are some items of general interest within the lists that ought to 
appear in a comprehensive index.

The original German index cites volume(s) and page number(s) for each entry.  In order to allow the index to 
serve both the original German publication as well as the translation, entries are provided with paragraph number(s).  
In this way citing the volume number becomes superfluous, since paragraphs are numbered continuously through both 
volumes.  Since Chapter 28 is not divided into paragraphs, however, references to it cite “Chap. 28” followed by the 
page number in the original German publication.  If the entry refers to an organ stoplist, the stoplist is cited instead 
of the paragraph number.
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Beards, pipe, §.93, §.385, §.454.
“Beat the organ,” §.485.
Beck, David, an organbuilder, Halberstadt Martinikirche 

stoplist.
Bedos, Dom, Tours stoplist.
Beer, Johann, MUSIKALISCHE DISCURSE, §.71.
Bellows chamber, §.379.
Bellows frame, §.65f., §.375, §.378n., §.379.
Bellows pole, §.64f., should be of appropriate length §.377, 

§.443, §.496, §.498.
Bellows treader, §.66, §.71, §.379, §.478.
Bellows valve (Feeder valve), §.61., §.62, §.374, §.480.
Bellows weights, §.68, §.480, §.486f, §.499; Jena stoplist.
Bellows, components thereof §.57f., divided into manual and 

pedal bellows §.69, double §.69, number of §.70,  placement, 
§.71, their number must be specified in the contract §.250, 
§.346, §.370f., must move evenly and not shake, §.374, 
should not extend beyond the frame, §.375, how to test 
them, §.441, §.442f., §.456, organists should pay careful 
attention to them, §.478f., §.481, §.486f., §.496, §.502, 
§.503.

Bellows, multi-fold, §.60.
Bellows, wedge, §.57f., §.370.
Bellowsboards, §.58.
Bells, §.563f., Chap. 28, (p.181).
Bench, organ, §.29, should be movable §.354.
Bendeler, Johann Philipp, §.2, §.12.
BERGZINN (tin, native), WIRD ZU PFEIFEN GEBRAUCHT, §.87, 

§.245.
Bernhardo, inventor of the pedal, §.28, §.486.
BEUTELCHEN (pouches), IM WINDKASTEN, §.366.
BEVESTIGUNGEN, AN ORGELWERKEN (beams, supporting, for 

organs), §.54.
Bible, §.115n.
Biermann, [ Johann Hermann,] §.45.
BIMMSTEIN (pumice), ZUM ABPUTZEN DER SEYTEN, §.521.
BINDFADEN (twine), IST BEY PEDALCLAVIEREN ZU GEBRAUCHEN, 

§.599f.
Bindungen (suspensions), §.579.
Birdsong, §.345.
Bismuth, §.323, §.325.
Blech (sheet iron), §.87, §.132, §.183, §.323, §.325.
Bleed holes or grooves (Fliegenschnäpper, Laufgraben, 

Schwedische Stiche, Spanische Reuter, Sternlöcher), §.256, 
§.362, §.384, in the toeboards §.444.

BLEY, ZU PFEIFEN, §.87 (see “Lead”).
Block, reed, §.105.
BODEN (bottom board), DER WINDLADE, §.34f.
Body, pipe, §.88.
Boot, reed, §.104, §.389.
Borrowed stops, §.276.
Bottom board of the windchest, §.34f.
Boxberg, C.L., §.88.
Boxberg, Christian Ludwig, BESCHREIBUNG DER GÖRLITZER 

ORGEL, §.11, §.38, §.40, §.114, §.346.
Boxwood, §.323, §.348.
BRASILIENHOLZ (Brazilwood), ZU PFEIFEN, §.95.
Brass, for pipes §.85; §.323, §.325, §.365, §.368, §.389, §.457, 

§.469, §.505, §.508, §.510, §.512, §.532f., §.541, §.542, §.580, 
§.587, §.602.

Brazilwood, for pipes, §.95.
BREITE DER PFEIFEN (width of pipes), §.89.
Breitenbach (harpsichord builder), §.518.
Bribery, §.429, §.436.
Bridge (harpsichord), §.508f., §.510, (lute harpsichord), §.558f., 

(clavichord), §.575, §.585, §.597.
Bristle, pig (harpsichord), §.509.
Broad-scale [pipes] sound fuller, §.272.

Broad-scaled, in stops, §.272.
Brust & Brustwerk, WAS BEY ORGELN SO HEISST/what these 

mean in organs, §.20.
Brustpositiv, §.493.
Brustwerk, §.20.
Buff stop (harpsichord), §.514, lute harpsichord §.561, §.562n., 

clavichord §.577, clavichord pedal §.598.
Bulyowsky de Dulicz, §.398.
Bümler, §.398.
BUNDFREY (unfretted), WELCHE CLAVICHORDIEN SO HEISSEN, 

§.579.
Bung stays, see “Latches.”
Bungboard, §.42, §.366.

C
CALCANT, §.66, §.71, §.379, §.478.
CALCULATURCLAVIS (bellows pole), §.64f., SOLL DIE GEHÖRIGE 

LÄNGE HABEN §.377, §.443, §.496, §.498.
Calfskin, tanned, §.323.
Calvör, Caspar, §. 16.
Camera æolica, §.564.
Camphor, §.38.
Canalis ventorum, §.54.
Cancellen, §.34, §.35, §.36, §.450, §.458, §.481.
Canon (monochord), §.401.
CANON (stop), §.36.
Canon musicalis (windchest), §.32.
Cantarella, §.555f.
Canvas casting cloth, §.88, §.386.
Cap, pipe, §.106, §.107, §.386, §.422.
Capsberger, Hieronymus, §.555.
Carillon, §.563f.
Cartouches, §.340.
Case, organ, §.30, §.31, §.31n., §.346, §.347.
Casparini, Eugen, §.38, §.85, §.88, §.93, §.365; see also Altenburg 

stoplist, Königsberg Cathedral stoplist.
Casting tray (table), §.88f.
Casting, §.88, §.386.
Cat keyboard instrument, §.554.
Cedarwood, §.95.
CEDERNHOLZ (cedarwood), §.95.
CEMBAL D’AMOUR, §.541, dessen Erfinder/its inventor, see 

Dresden Palace Church stoplist.
Cembal, pantalonischer, §.528.
Chales, Charles F. Milliet de, §.16, §.21, §.36, §.160f., §.215, 

§.223, §.406, §.442, §.527, §.536, §546, §.570, Chap. 28, 
(pp.166,171,176, 181); see also Cambery stoplist.

Chamber pitch, §.141 (under “Fagott”), stops at chamber pitch 
§.277f., §.404, stops at chamber pitch-what to note in 
tuning them §.410, §.447, §.515, §.607; some organs are 
tuned at it Breslau St. Elisabeth stoplist; Dresden Hofkirche 
& Frauenkirche stoplists; Forsta stoplist.

Channel, §.34, §.35, §.36, §.450, §.458, §.481.
Chant [Gregorian], §.486.
Chanterelle, §.555f.
Charcoal [rods], §.553.
Chelys (lute), §.555.
Chests, divided, §.43.
Chests, layout of, §.334, §.445.
Chisel, §.462, §.481.
Choir pitch, §.141 (under “Fagott”), §.277, organs are tuned 

at it; formerly lower than chamber pitch §.404, §.410, 
§.447, §.515, §.607.

Choir, placement of, §.330.
Choirs (of strings, harpsichord), §.511.
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Chorale, Vol. I, Foreword, p. 4.
CHORTON, §.141 (under “Fagott”), §.277, darein werden die 

Orgeln gestimmet; war ehedessen tiefer, als Kammerton 
§.404, §.410, §.447, §.515, §.607.

Christian IV, King of Denmark, §.499.
Ciphering in the organ, §.469f.
Circle of fifths, §.393f.
Circle, §.79, making one into a square §.96f.
Circumference, §.79.
Cittern, §.545.
Classification of Music, Vol. I, Foreword, p. 3.
CLAVEÇIN, §.436, §.505, §.526 (see also “Harpsichord”).
CLAVES DIATONICÆ & CHROMATICÆ (diatonic and chromatic 

keys), §.24, §.248, §.348, §.349, §.350, §.485, §.487.
CLAVIARIUM, CLAVIATUR (keyboards), §.21.
Claviatura, §.552.
Clavichord, §.436, §.507, §.524, §.542n., §.571f., a teaching 

instrument §.572, transposing §.578, what “unfretted” 
means §.579, should have a bold sound §.576, hat ordentlich 
zwo Seyten zu einem Chor/is usually double-strung §.580, 
§.582, 2-manual & pedal §.593, cost §.594.

Clavicymbalum (harpsichord), §.526.
CLAVICYMBEL (harpsichord), §.505f., sind 1, 2, oder 3 chöricht, 

§.511,  transponierclavicymbel §.515, eine Gattung, wo 
2 Personen zugleich spielen können §.517, Erfinder 
desselben §.525, §.526, -pedal, §.528, mit Hämmerchen 
[i.e., Fortepiano] §.529, §.539, §558, §.560, §.568f.

Clavicytherium, §.505, §.507, §.537f., §.560.
CLAVIER, ist das vollkommenste Instrument, §.556.
CLAVIERE, an Orgeln, §.21, blinde, was sie sind, §.22, sollen 

an Orgeln die gehörige Länge haben, §.349, was dabey zu 
observiren §.4469f., getheilt §.259.

CLAVIERGAMBA, §.543f.
Clavierharfe, §.562.
Claviorganum, §.528.
Clavis, §.21, 27.
Clock, automated, §.566.
Cloth, §.88, §.507, §.509, §.532, §.534, §.542n., §.574, §.577, 

§.584, §.586, §.597, §.610.
COMBINATION DER REGISTER (combining stops), §.223f.
Combining stops, §.223f.
Comma, §.399.
Compass, keyboard, §.23, §. 28, §.485, §.507, §.572, §.574.
Compass, pedal, §. 28, §.354, §.486f., §.598.
Compass, §.97, §.491.
Compenius, Esaias, an organbuilder, §.137 (Duiflöt).
Compenius, Heinrich, an organbuilder, Magdeburg stoplist.
Compenius, Ludwig, an organbuilder, Erfurt Predigerkirche 

stoplist.
COMPOSITIO EXTEMPORANEA (improvisation), Vol. I, Foreword, 

p. 4.
Compound stops, tuning, §.420.
Cone, §.79.
Congregation often sings along with chorale verses in concerted 

music, §.235.
Consonance and dissonance, theory of, Chap. 28 (p.177).
Constantinople, §.86.
Contius, Christoph, an organbuilder, Halle Marktkirche 

(U.L. Frauen) stoplist.
Contract, §.87, §.346, WIE ER ZU MACHEN/how to draw it up; 

WAS DARINNEN ANZUMERKEN/what to note in it §.242f., 
§.438, §.481.

CONUS fistulae (TRUNCATUS), §.79, §.91.
Cornetzug, §.562n.
Cost of an organ, §.316ff.
Counter-weights, §.72, §.371f.
Coupler, manual, §.279, its use when tuning §.424, what to be 

careful of when engaging §.472.

Coupler, Pedal, should be removable, §.269.
Coupling keyboards, §.22.
Cow-leather, tanned, §.323.
CRIBRUM (table; “sieve”) DER WINDLADE, §.37.
Cristofali, see “Cristofori.”
Cristofori, Bartholomeo, §.529.
CRITICA MUSICA, see “Mattheson.”
Crooks and screws (to tune Posaune pipes), §.176 (under 

“Posaune”).
Cross-brace (harpsichord) under the harpsichord sound board, 

§.523.
Crown of the organ, §.19.
Cuckoo, §.345.
Curopalates, Emperor Michael, §.86.
Cut-up of pipes, §.84, §.92.
Cut-up, pipe, §.92, §.93.
Cylinder, §.79, §.563f., §.566f., §.570, (i.e., WALZEN) §.464.
Cylinders, wooden, (for removing dents from pipes)§.464, §.477.
Cymbelstern, §.55, §.133, §.325, §.327, §.342, §.345.
CYPRESSENHOLZ/Cypresswood, §.95.

D
Dalitz, an organbuilder, see Danzig Upper Parish Church of 

St. Mary stoplist.
DÄMME (spacers) DER WINDLADE, WAS SIE SIND, §.36, §.40, 

§.360, §.361, §.439.
Dampers for pipes, §.419.
DÄMPFER (dampers), ZU PFEIFEN, §.419.
David, King of Israel, §.484.
Decke (cap, pipe), §.106, §.422 (Deckel).
Dents, in pipes, §.464, §.477.
Diabolus in Musica, §.219.
Diameter, §.79.
DIATONISCHE CLAVES (diatonic keys; naturals), §.24, §.248, 

§.348, §.350, §.485.
Didymus, §.398f.
Director for the construction of an organ, whether 

it should be an organist §.240, must understanding 
organbuilding thoroughly, §.245, §.253, §.255, §.257.

DISPOSITIONES (stoplists) DER ORGELN (DARF DER ORGELMACHER 
NICHT NACH SEINEM WILLEN ENTWERFEN), §.257f.

Dissonance and consonance, theory of, Chap. 28 (p.177).
DITO, WAS ES ANZEIGT/what it indicates, §.84.
Dividers, §.34, §.35, §.358.
Döeff, §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
Donat, an organbuilder, Eisenberg stoplist.
Doors (on case), §.341.
Doppelmayr (Doppelmeyer), Johann Gabriel, §.503.
DOPPELT, in relation to stops, §.137, §.245, §.276.
Dratzangen (pliers), §.461.
Drawknobs, see Stopknobs.
DRÜCKEL DER SPRINGLADE (stop-pallet pin), §.46.
DRÜCKER (tuning wire), AN SCHNARWERKEN, §.105.
Druckwerk (sticker action), §.26, §.52, §.474.
Dulcimer, §.553.
Durchmesser (diameter), §.79.
DURCHSTECHEN (runs) DER LADE/BEY REGISTERN, §.358, §.359, 

§.444f., §.476, §.481.

E
Ebony for organ pipes, §.85n., for keys §.348, §.439.
Echo, how created, Chap. 28 (p.170).
Echo, WIE ES VORZUSTELLEN/how simulated, §.238.
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Ehrenhausen, Christian, M.A., Pulsnitz stoplist.
EICHENHOLZ, see “Oakwood.”
“Eighth-organ,” §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
Eimer (unit of measure), §.326.
EINSEYTER [i.e., “one-stringed”], see “Monochord.”
EINTHEILUNG DER MUSIK (classification of music), Vol. I, 

Foreword, p. 3.
Elateria, §.546, §.570.
Elfenbein mou, §.348.
ELFENBEINERNE PFEIFEN (ivory pipes), §.85, §.323, 

CLAVIERTASTEN, §.348, §.439.
Ell (unit of measure), §.78.
ELSEBEERHOLZ, §.95.
ENGE (narrow scaling), BEY REGISTERN, §.89, §.272; (ENGE 

MENSUR, WIE SIE KLINGT), §.272.
Engler, Michael, an organbuilder, Breslau, new organ at St. 

Elisabeth, stoplist.
ERLENHOLZ (Alderwood), §.95.
Erselius, Johann Christoph, Freyberg Cathedral stoplist.
Erudition is no hindrance to musicianship, Vol. II, Foreword, 

XIVf.
Eurythmy, §.329, §.335, §.336, §.337, §.339, §.342, §.345, §.355.
Evonymus europaea, §.348.
Examination, organ, is necessary, §.427, writers on the 

subject §.429, 3 people should do it §.430, it should 
proceed without bias §.433, it will not happen free, §.434, 
whether it ought to be entrusted to the same man in a 
territory §.435, should not take place until the organ is 
entirely completed §.436.

Examiners, how some of them behave at organ examinations, 
§.434.

Eyelets, §.47, §.94.

F
F-compass in old organs, §.213.
Fabricius, Werner, §.12.
FACH, F., F., §.83, §.167 (under “Miscella…”).
FALSET. FALSETISTEN, Chap. 28 (p.180f.).
Falsetto voice, §.76, Chap. 28 (p.180f.).
FALTENBÄLGE (multifold bellows), §.60
FANGVENTIL (bellows valve; feeder valve), §.61., §.62, §.374, 

§.480.
Feather, §.470.
FEDERN (springs), AM PEDALE; WOVON SIE AM BESTEN ZU 

MACHEN §.28, UNTER DEN VENTILEN §.40, §.46, §.48, §.354, 
§.364f., MÜSSEN VON GLEICHER STÄRKE SEYN §.440, §.456, 
§.461, §.470, §.473, §.481, §.602.

FEDERZANGE (spring forceps), §.461.
FELDER (flats), WAS AN ORGELN SO HEISST, §.19, §.335, BLINDE 

§.335.
Fevre, Nikolaus le, a French organbuilder, Tours stoplist.
FIDICULARE ORGANON (harpsichord), §.528.
Fifth-sounding stops, their use, §.161f.
Fifths, why so consistently put into organs, Chap. 28 

(pp.177f.).
Figured Bass, Vol. I, Foreword (p.4), §.3, §.8, §.555.
Figured bass, registration for, §.235, §.259, §.263.
FILPEN (mis-speaking), §.84, §.92, §.386, §.426, §.447, §.477, 

Chap. 28 (p.179f.).
Filum (tuning wire), §.105.
Fingerboard, §.547.
Fingers, position, §.349.n
Finke, Johann Georg, (organbuilder), Gera stoplist.
Firwood, §.325, §.340, §.506, §.508, §.574, §.587.
FISCHBEIN (fishbone), §.512.

Fishbone, §.512.
Fistelstimme (falsetto voice), §.76.
Fistula, §.76.
Fistulas clausas (stopped pipes), §.109.
FISTULIREN (singing in falsetto), §.76.
Flames, §.341.
Flats [in the façade], what these are in organs §.19, §.335, 

blind §.335, §.337.
FLIEGENSCHNÄPPER (bleed holes or grooves), §.257, §.444.
FLÖTWERKE (flue pipes), §.77, GEDECKTE, WIE SIE ZU STIMMEN 

§.422, §.462.
Flue pipes, §.77, §.104, §.144 (under “Flachflöte”: stops not 

identified as reeds are to be considered flues); see also §.145 
(under “Flöt”).

FLÜGEL (ODER CLAVICYMBEL [harpsichord]), §.526, (ODER 
OHRLÄPPLEIN AM PFEIFWERK [pipe beards]) §.93.

Flute, traverse, §.499.
Foot (unit of pipe measurement; Rhineland; Geometric), §.78, 

§.83, pipe foot §.91.
Foot, pipe, §.82, §.88, §.91, §.102, §.320, §.383.
-foot-pitch, §.81.
Footing, §.18.
Förner, Christian, §.12, inventor of the wind gauge §.460, 

§.477, §.488.
Fortepiano, §.529f.
Fox-tail, §.149; §.170, §.345.
France, §.349n.
Franciscus, Erasmus, §.569.
Frick, Elias, an organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Friderici, C.E., an organbuilder, §.87n., §.529n., §.562n.; 

Meerane & Altenburg stoplists.
Fuhrmann, Martin Heinrich, §.123, §.141, §.186, §.527, §.537, 

§.539, §.556, §.571.
FUNDAMENTALBRETT (FUNDAMENTBRETT; table), §.37, IST EIN 

FEHLER AN ORGELN §.359.
FUSS (DAS PFEIFENMAASS; DER RHEINLÄNDISCHE; DER 

GEOMETRISCHE), §.78, pipe foot §.91.
Fuß (unit of measure), §.78.
FUSS-TON (-foot-pitch), §.81.

G
Galiläus (Galilei), Vicenzo, §.545.
Galilei, Galileo, Chap. 28 (p.181).
GÄNSEFEDERN (goose quill), §.512.
GANZE ORGEL (whole-organ), §.20, §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
GEGENGEWICHTE (counter-weights), §.72, §.371f.
GEHÄUSE DER ORGEL (case, organ), §.30, §.31, §.31n., §.346, §.347.
GEHÖR (hearing), IST BEY DER STIMMUNG ZU RATHE ZU ZIEHEN, 

§.403.
Geigenclavicymbel, §.545.
Geigeninstrument, §.545.
GEIGENWERK (GEIGENINSTRUMENT, GEIGENCLAVIERCYMBEL), 

§.529, §.543f.
Gekröpft (mitered), §.110.
GELEHRSAMKEIT (erudition), IST DER MUSIK NICHT HINDERLICH, 

Vol. II, Foreword, XIVf.
GEWICHTE DER BÄLGE (bellows weights), §.68, §.480, §.486f, 

§.499; Jena stoplist.
GIESLADE (casting tray), §.88f.
Gilding, §.327, of pipes §.339, §.344.
GLASPFEIFEN (glass pipes), §.85.
Glass pipes, §.85.
Gleichmann, Johann Georg, ERFINDET DIE CLAVIERGAMBA/

invented the Claviergamba, §.543f., §.546, §.561.
Glockenspiel, §.568f.
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Glue, §.38, §.39, §.40, §.60, §.73, §.323, §.325, §.359, §.363, §.367, 
§.380, §.389, impregnation with §.390, §.461, §.472, §.479, 
§.481, §.507, §.523, §.592.

Gold, pipes of, §.86.
GOLDENE PFEIFEN (gold, pipes of ), §.86.
Goose quill, §.512.
Görlitz, §.38, §.50, §.369.
GÖTZENS PARENTATION AUF WERKMEISTERN/Götze’s Eulogy 

for Werkmeister, §.86.
Gräf, Johann, an organbuilder, Lobenstein stoplist.
Graichen, Johann Jakob, an organbuilder, Altenburg stoplist.
GRAVECYMBALUM (harpsichord), §.526.
Grigny, Nicolas de, §.164 (under “Krumhorn”).
Grosse’s [Bernhardt Sebastian] Sermon on the Organ, §.14.
Grünewald, Peter, an organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Guide rails (Kämme), what they are in organs, §.48, §.368.
Guido d’Arezzo, §.525, §.573.
Gulping of pipes, §.442.
Guß (casting), §.88.

H
Hähnel (instrument builder), §.542n.
HALBE ORGEL (half-organ), §.20, §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
HALBIRT, §.276.
Halbrecht (equal parts of lead and tin), §.245.
“Half-organ,” §.20, §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
HÄMMERCHEN, AN CLAVESSINS (hammers, harpsichords with 

[i.e., Fortepiano]), §.529.
Hammering pipes, §.89, n.25.
Hammers, harpsichords with [i.e., fortepianos], §.529.
HARFENWERKE (keyed harp), §.562.
Harp, §.561.
Harpsichord, double, §.517.
Harpsichord, §.436, §.505f., they have 1, 2, or 3 choirs §.511, 

transposing, §.515, a type that two people can play 
together, §.517, its inventor §.525, §.526, -pedal, §.528, 
with hammers [i.e., Fortepiano] §.529, §.539, §558, §.560, 
§.568f.

Hartmann, Matthias, an organbuilder, Wansleben stoplist.
Hartung, an organbuilder, Erfurt Augustinerkirche stoplist.
HASPELN, see “Vorschläge.”
HAUPTREPARATUR (repair), WENN DERGLEICHEN VORZUNEHMEN, 

§.481.
HAUPTWERK or HAUPTMANUAL, §.20.
Hävecker, Johann Heinrich, Calbe & Wansleben stoplists.
Hayde (Haiden), Hans, §.545.
Hearing, to be consulted when tuning, §.403.
Height of an organ, §.333.
Hellers’ [ Jonathan] Sermon on the Organ, §.14. 
Hemitonia (chromatic keys), §.485.
Henfling’s (Hänfling’s) CLAVIATUR, C., §.180 (under 

“Quintadön”), §.552.
Herbst, Heinrich, an organbuilder, Halberstadt stoplist.
Hertel, Matthäus, §.429.
Hertel, [Matthäus,] §.429.
HEULEN DER ORGEL (ciphering in the organ), §.469f.
Hildebrand, Jr. [i.e., Johann Gottfried] an organbuilder, 

Dresden Dreikönigskirche stoplist; Hamburg 
Michaeliskirche stoplist.

Hildebrand, Zacharias, an organbuilder, §.324n., §.562n.; 
Dresden Hofkirche & Dresden Dreikönigskirche stoplist; 
Leipzig St. Johannis stoplist; Naumburg Wenzelskirche 
stoplist.

HISTOIRE DE L’ ACADEMIE ROYALE, §.404, Chap. 28 (p.175).
HISTORIE DER ORGEL/History of organs, §.482f.

Hohlefeld, §.546n.
HOLZ, ZU PFEIFEN (wood, for pipes), §.95.
Hook, §.47, §.481.
Horace, Chap. 28 (p.182).
Horse veins, §.59, §.323, §.371, §.375.
Human voice, how it is customarily represented in organs, 

§.115n.
Hurdy-gurdy, §.545f., §.547, §.549.
HUT (cap, pipe), §.107, §.422.
Hyagnis, §.76.
Hydraulos (water organ), §.550f.
Hymn-playing, Vol. I, Foreword (p.4), §.3, §.8.
HYPOMOCHLIUM, (fulcrum) §. 64, §.377f., (balance rail) §.575, 

§.590.

I
Ilmenau, §.543, §.546.
Improvisation, Vol. I, Foreword (p.4), §.3, §.8.
Inch (unit of measure), §.78.
INSPECTORES (examiners), WIE SICH EINIGE BEY ORGELPROBEN 

VERHALTEN, §.434.
INSTRUMENT or SPINET , §.497, §.505, §.517, §.539f.; EIN 

SCHWACHBEZOGENES KLINGT NICHT SCHARF/one that is 
weakly strung does not sound brilliant Chap. 28 (p.177).

Intervals, why not all of them sound good, Chap. 28 (p.177).
INTONATION DER PFEIFEN (voicing of pipes), §.84, §.93, §.321, 

§.387.
INTONIRBLECH (lip tool), §.464.
INVETRIATUR, §.38, §.93, §.173 (under “Onda maris”), §.359, §.370.
Iron disulfide, §.382.
Iron, §.85, §.86, §.87, §.323, §.369, §.377, §.389, §.440, §.587, 

§.602.
Isinglass (for glue), §.323, §.325, §.461.
Ivory, (pipes) §.85, §.323, keys §.348, §.439.
Ivory, §.348.

J
Jack (harpsichord), §.507f., (lute harpsichord), §.559, §.562.
Jack guide (harpsichord), §.509f.
Janowka, Thomas Balthasar, §.12, §.32, §.40, §.429, §.527, §.555.
Jena Stadtkirche, §.240, §.324, §.345, §.373.
Jubal, §.75.
Junge, Christoph, an organbuilder, Erfurt St. Mary’s 

Cathedral stoplist; Weimar Stadtkirche stoplist.

K
Kammbrettchen, §.368.
KÄMME (guide rail), WAS SIE IN ORGELN SIND, §.48, §.368.
KAMMERKOPPEL, §.278.
KAMMERREGISTER, §.277, WAS BEY DER STIMMUNG ZU MERKEN 

§.410.
KAMMERTON, §.141 (under “Fagott”), KAMMERREGISTER §.277f., 

§.404, KAMMERREGISTER-WAS BEY DER STIMMUNG ZU MERKEN 
§.410, §.447, §.515, §.607; EINIGE ORGELN SIND DAREIN 
GESTIMMT Breslau St. Elisabeth stoplist; Dresden Hofkirche 
& Frauenkirche stoplists; Forsta stoplist.

KÄNALE (wind ducts), §.54, §.62, §.73f., §.127, §.130, §.366f., 
§.380, §.442, §.481.

KANALVENTIL (wind duct valve), §.62, MUSS GROSS SEYN §.375.
Kasten (tray for casting table), §.88.
Katzenclavier (Katzenclavier; cat keyboard instrument), §.554.
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KATZENORGEL (Katzenclavier: cat keyboard instrument), §.554.
KELLEN (Kehlen: shallots), §.104, §.176, §.389.
KERBEN (slots), AM PEDALE, §.28.
KERN (languid) DER PFEIFEN, §.91, §.103, §.476f.
Key action, heavy [a fault], §.352n., §.440, a fault in clavichords 

§.588.
Key bodies, §.53,
Keyboard, §.344, complete §.351, should have the proper width 

§.349, §.369, §.416, §.440, §.464, (harpsichord) §.507, §.518, 
arrangement §.485, is the most perfect instrument §.556.

Keyboards, on organs, §.21f., blind, what they are §. 22, 
divided §.259, position §.266,  recessed §.349n., adjusting, 
§.350, §.416, §.464, §.469f., what to watch out for when 
using them §.469f., should have the proper length on 
organs §.349n., what to note about them §.470f., number 
of, §.486f. (lute harpsichord §.559).

Keyed harp, §.562.
Keyfall, §.350, §.352, §.353, §.354.
Keys, chromatic, §.24, §.248, §.348, §.349, §.350, §.485, §.487.
Keys, diatonic (naturals), §.24, §.248, §.348, §.350, §.485.
Keys, of two types, §.21, §.23, their number is indeterminate, 

§.23, §.28, §.485f., why the lowest ones on the clavichord 
are always unfretted §.579.

Keys, semitones §.348, §.349, veneered §.348, short 
(advantageous) §.349n., narrower in Mark Brandenburg 
§.349n., shorter on French harpsichord §.349n. dropped 
§.469f., warped §.475,  worn §.481.

Keyshafts, §.352, §.374.
Kircher’s, (Athanasius) MUSURGIA, §.12, §.32, §.36, §.37, §.39, 

§.395, §.519, §.522, §.527, §.536f, §.538f., §.547, §.549, §.551, 
§.553f., §.555f., §.563f., §.566, [Phonurgia] Chap. 28, (p.171).

KLÖTZER, see DÄMME.
Kluge’s [Gottlob] Sermon on the Organ, §.14.
Knobs on the organ [to operate the coupling system], §.26.
KNÖPFE (knobs) AN DER ORGEL, §.26.
Kopf (block, reed), §.105n.
KOPPEL (coupler, manual), §.279, DESSEN GEBRAUCH BEYM 

STIMMEN §424, KOPPELZIEHEN, WAS DABEY IN ACHT ZU 
NEHMEN §.472.

KOPPEL, IM PEDALE (coupler, pedal); WAS DABEY ZU ERINNERN, 
§.269.

Krebs, Johann Ludwig, Altenburg stoplist.
Kretschmar’s (Gottfried) ORGELPREDIGT, §.11, §.14, §.15, §.16, 

§.482, §.484.
KRONE (crown) DER ORGEL, §.19.
KROPFEN (mitering), §.84, §.110, §.265.
KRÜCKE (tuning wire), §.105.
Kuhnau, Johann, §.76, §.528; Freyberg Cathedral stoplist.
KURZE OKTAVEN (short octaves), EIN FEHLER AN ORGELN, §.351, 

AN SPINETTEN §.539.

L
LABIUM (lip, pipe), §.90, §.102.
Ladders, are necessary for organs, §.54, §.462.
LÄNGE DER PFEIFEN (length of pipes), §.89.
Languid of pipes, §.91, §.103, §.476f.
Latches, on the pallet box [bung stays] §.42, §.479, on the 

bellows §.67, on reeds §.104, §.105.
LAUFGRABEN (bleed holes or grooves), §.256.
LAUTE (lute), §.555.
LAUTENCLAVIERE (lute keyboard instruments), §.560.
LAUTENPEDAL (lute harpsichord pedal), §.556, §.604.
LAUTENWERK (lute harpsichord), §.518, §.555, §.558f.
LAUTENZUG (buff stop), AM CLAVICYMBEL, §.514, AN 

CLAVICHORDIEN §.598.

Lavender oil, §.545.
Lead (pure) should never be used for pipes, §.245.
Lead, §.85, §.86, (for pipes) §.87, §.245, §.319, §.325, §.382, §.383, 

§.425, §.451f., Chap. 28, (p.168, pp,173f.).
Leather, tanned, §.389.
Leather, tawed, §.389.
Leather, §.38, §.40, §.41, §.51, §.54, §.59, §.63, §.73, §.104, §.108, 

§.323, §.356, §.358, §.359, §.366, §.367, §.375, §.380, §.389, 
§.422, §.461, §.469, §.479, §.481, §.507, §.533f., §.577.

Leathered (reed shallot), §.138 (under “Dulcian”).
LEFZE (lip, pipe), §.90.
LEGIRUNG (alloy), WAS SIE SEY, §.87, §.245, §.319, §.323, §.451f.
LEIMTRÄNKE (glue, impregnation with), §.390.
LEINWAND, ZUR GIESSLADE (canvas casting cloth), §.88, §.386.
LEITERN (ladders), SIND BEY ORGELWERKEN NÖTHIG, §.54, §.462.
Length of pipes, §.89.
Level, case, in organs, §.19.
LEYER (hurdy-gurdy), §.545f., §.547, §.549.
LICHT, MUSS DER ORGEL UND DEM CHOR NICHT GERAUBET 

WERDEN (light, adequate for organ and choir), §.331f., EIN 
DISCURS DAVON Chap. 28 (p.171f.).

Light, adequate for organ and choir, §.331f., a discourse on 
Chap. 28 (p.171f ).

Lindenwood, §.340.
Lindner, Elias, Freyberg Cathedral stoplist.
Linie (unit of measure), §.97.
Lip tool, §.464.
Lip, pipe, §.90, §102, §.320.
Lira da braccio, §.547.
Lira da gamba, §.547.
Lira, §.547.
Liuto (lute), §.555.
LOTH (-weight), §.87, §.245, §.323.
Ludewig (Ludwig), Johann Adam Jacob, Vol. I Foreword, §.12.
LUFT (air), WAS SIE IST, Chap. 28 (165f.).
Lundius, Johannes, §.484.
Lute harpsichord, §.518, §.555, §.558f; pedal §.556, §.604.
Lute keyboard instruments, §.560.
Lute, §.555.
Luther, Martin, Chap. 28 (p.172).

M
MAASSTAB, IST BEY DER WINDPROBE NÖTHIG (ruler, necessary for 

the wind gauge), §.441.
MAASSTAB, ZU AUSMESSUNG DER PFEIFEN (scale to measure 

pipes), §.97.
Maffei, Scipione, §.524, §.529f.
MAGADIS (spinet), §.539.
Mallets, §.563f.
Mandrels, pipe, §.90.
MANIERLICH, SOLL MAN AUF ORGELN SPIELEN KÖNNEN (Playing 

elegantly should be possible on organs), §.352n., §.440.
Mantua, §.85n.21).
MANUAL, §.21.
MANUALKOPPEL, §.279.
MANUBRIUM (stopknob), §.30.
Marcasite, §.382, Chap. 28, (p.169).
MARINTROMPETE (tromba marina), Chap. 28 (pp.181f.).
Marpurg’s (Friedrich Wilhelm) 
KRITISCHE EINLEITUNG IN DIE MUSIK, §.179n.; 
HISTORISCH-KRITISCHE BEYTRÄGE, §.161n., Freyberg St. Petri 

stoplist, Meerane stoplist; 
Kritische Briefe über die Tonkunst, §.9n., §.529n.; Anweisung 

zur Fuge [i.e., Abhandlung von der Fuge], §.186 (under 
“Schlangenrohr”).
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Marsyas (Marsias), §.76.
MASSILIENHOLZ, §.348.
Material for the pipes should be hard, §.245n., how to test 

it, §.451f.
Materials for the entire organ should be prescribed to the 

organbuilder, §.245.
MATERIE DER PFEIFEN (material for the pipes), SOLL HART SEYN, 

§.245n., WIE SIE ZU PROBIEREN §.451f.
MATERIE ZUR GANZEN ORGEL (materials for the entire organ), 

SOLL DEM ORGELMACHER VORGESCHRIEBEN WERDEN, §.245.
Mattheson, Johann von, §.3 (n.5), §.11, §.76, §.115n., §.398, 

§.404, §.503, §.524, §.526, §.528f., §.533, §.542, §.543, §.552, 
§.557, §.561, §.563, §.572, [Chap. 28, (p.175)]; Hamburg St. 
Michaelis stoplist.

MÄUSE, WARUM SIE DIE METALLENEN PFEIFEN SO GERNE 
ANGEHEN (mice, why they attack metal pipes), §.245, Chap. 
28 (p.173).

Mayenburg, §.55n.
Mean proportion, §.97.
MECHANICA (mechanics), OB SIE EINEN ORGANISTEN NÜTZE, §.3.
Mechanica, mechanicus, §.1, §.8, §.10.
Mechanics, whether they are of use to an organist, §.3.
Media proportionalis (mean proportion), §.97.
Meier, Johann, an organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Menge (i.e., Mennige), rother (size, red), §.90.
MENSCHENSTIMME (human voice), WIE SIE IN ORGELN PFLEGT 

VORGESTELLT ZU WERDEN, §.115n.
MENSUR, WEITE (broad-scale pipes), KLINGT VÖLLIG, §.272.
MENSURBRETT (scaling board), §.89.
MERCÜRE DE FRANCE, Tours stoplist.
Mersenne, Marin, §.569.
MESSING (brass), ZU PFEIFEN, §.85.
Metal pipes made to sound like wooden ones, & vice versa, §.93, 

§.390, Chap. 28, (p.169).
Metal pipes sound better than wooden, §.93; (depending on the 

stop), §.245.
Metal, testing, §.451.
METALL, WAS MAN DARUNTER VERSTEHET/what this term means, 

§.87.
MI CONTRA FA, §.219.
Mice, in bellows, §.479.
Mice, why they attack metal pipes, §.245, Chap. 28 (p.173).
Miegent (Migent), Johann P., an organbuilder, Berlin St. Petri 

stoplist.
Milesius, Timotheus, §.485.
Mitered, §.110.
Mitering, §.84, §.110, §.265.
MITTELWERK (Mittlere Werk), AN ORGELN, §.20.
Mixtures: having third-sounding ranks §.182 (under 

“Rauschpfeife…”), §.233, §.244, never used alone §.221, 
not necessary in the pedal §.248, chest construction §.273, 
composition §.273, optimal sizes §.273, made of better metal 
§.382, tuning §.419, all pipes sounding §.447.

Mizler, Johann Lorenz, §.179n., §.382, §.512, §.529n., §.568.
Moldings (heavy) make the best appearance, §.248.
Mollen (=Mulden; unit of measure), §.323.
Monochord, §.395, §.401f., DARNACH SOLL MAN KEINE ORGEL 

STIMMEN/no organ should be tuned according to it §.402f., 
IST ZUM STIMMEN BESEYTETER INSTRUMENTE DIENLICH/is 
serviceable in tuning stringed instruments §.607.

Mosengel, an organbuilder, Königsberg Cathedral stoplist.
Mühlhausen, Church of B.V.M., §.31.
MUNDSTÜCK (shallots), §.104, §.176, §.389.
MUSIK, (THEORETISCHE U. PRAKTISCHE)/Music, theoretical and 

practical, Vol. I, Foreword (“Preliminary Matters”).
MUSIKALISCHES SIEBENGESTIRN, Vol. II, Foreword (p.16).
MUSURGIA, see Kircher.
MÜTTERCHEN (nuts), WO SIE ZU SUCHEN, §.22.

N
Nachdruck (from Mattheson), §.169 (under “Nasat”).
Nachsatz (from Mattheson), §.169 (under “Nasat”).
Narben (roughness, on pipe metal), §.88.
Narrow scale pipes more pleasant sounding §.89, more difficult 

to voice §.89.
Narrow scaling in stops, §.89, §.272; (how narrow scaling 

sounds), §.272.
Naumburg, St. Wenceslaus, §.324, §.345.
Neidhardt, Johann Georg, §.392, §.397f., §.400f., WAS IHM 

IN JENA DER TEMPERATUR WEGEN ARRIVIRT/what he 
discovered about temperament in Jena §.403, §.408.

New stops, when organ is being repaired, §.481.
New Testament, §.484.
Niedt, Friedrich Erhard, §.11, §.72, §.133 under “Cymbel; see 

also “Mattheson.”
Nikomachus (Nicomachus), §.392.
NOLI ME TANGERE, §.170, §.345.
Nuremberg, §.545.
NÜRNBERGER GEIGENWERK, see Geigenwerk.
Nuts, where to look for them, §.22.

O
Oakwood, §.33, §.34, 35, §.36, §.40, §.50, §.95, §.103, §.323, §.325, 

§.340, §.360, §.369, §.508, §.518, §.574, §.587.
Oberpositiv, §.493.
Oberwerk, §.20.
Octave, great, tenor, etc. (i.e., names of octaves), §.25, short 

octave, a fault §.351, why octaves are placed in organs 
Chap. 28 (p.177).

OESCHEN (eyelets), §.47, §.94.
OFFEN (open), BEY REGISTERN, §.77, §.106.
Ohm (unit of measure), §.326.
OHRLÄPPLEIN (beards), §.93.
Oil lamp (as test for temperature), Chap. 28 (p.169).
OKTAVE, GROSSE, BLOSSE, ETC., §.25, OKTAVE, KURZE, EIN 

FEHLER §.351, WARUM SIE IN ORGELN GESETZT WERDEN Chap. 
28 (p.177).

Olearius, Joh., §.460.
Olive oil, §.479, §.512, §.560.
ONDA MARIS, §. 173, WIE SIE ZU STIMMEN/how to tune it §.426.
Onolzbach, §.552.
Open, in connection with stops, §.77, §.106.
Optics, principles of (necessary in organbuilding), §.329.
ORCHESTRE, see Mattheson.
ORDINES (i.e., stops), §.36.
Ordines minus praecipuos (“secondary stops”), §.215.
Ordines praecipuos (“primary stops”), §.215.
Organ consultant, §.74.
Organ in worship, defense of, §.15.
Organ stops, classes of, §.213
Organ, whence its name §.16, whole-, half- & quarter-organs 

§.20 §.177 (under “Praestant”), its inventor is uncertain 
§.28, §.482f., where to place it in the church §.329, should 
it be located high or low? §.330, how to tune it §.413f., 
its maintenance and repair §.465f., history of §.482f., 
was initially poor §.485, who invented its pedal §.486, 
something about their sounding powerful or weak Chap. 
28 (p.168f.).

Organ-beating, whence this expression arose, §.485.
Organbuilder, choice of, §.241.
Organbuilding, art of, Vol. I, Foreword, p. 5.
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Organist, WAS ER VERSTEHEN MUSS/what he must understand, 
Vol. I, Foreword, p.4, IST GEHALTEN, DIE ORGELN ZU 
VERBESSERN/is obliged to repair organs §.466f.

ORGANO PICCOLO (positiv organ), §.493.
ORGANON PORTATILE, §.548f., §.564.
ORGANUM HYDRAULICUM (hydraulos), §.550.
ORGANUM PITHAULICUM, §.16.
ORGANUM PNEUMATICUM, §.16.
ORGEL (organ), WOHER IHR NAME, §.16, GANZE, HALBE, 

VIERTELSORGELN §.20, §.177 (under “Praestant”), DEREN 
ERFINDER IST UNGEWISS §.28, §.482f., WOHIN SIE IN DIE 
KIRCHE ZU SETZEN, §.329, OB SIE HOCH ODER NIEDRIG 
STEHEN SOLL §.330, WIE SIE ZU STIMMEN §.413f., IHRE 
REPARATUR U. ERHALTUNG) §.465f., HISTORIE DERSELBEN 
§.482f., WAR ANFÄNGLICH SCHLECHT §.485, PEDAL DARAN, 
WER ES ERFUNDEN HAT, §.486, ETWAS VOM STARK- UND 
SCHWACHKLINGEN DERSELBEN Chap. 28 (p.168f.).

ORGELMACHERKUNST (organbuilding, art of ), Vol. I, Foreword, 
p. 5.

ORGELPROBE (examination, organ), IST NÖTHIG, §.427, AUCTORES 
DAVON §.429, DAZU GEHÖREN 3 PERSONEN §.430, DABEY SOLL 
ES UNPARTHEYISCH ZUGEHEN §.433, GEHET OHNE UNKOSTEN 
NICHT AB §.434, OB SIE EINEM MANNE IN EINEM LANDE 
ANZUVERTRAUEN §.435, SOLL NICHT EHER GESCHEHEN, BIS 
ALLES FERTIG IST §.436.

ORGELSCHLAGEN (organ-beating), WOHER DIESE REDENSART 
ENTSTANDEN, §.485.

ORIFICIUM (cut-up), §.92.
Orval’s clarinet with a keyboard, §.605.
Ostrich feathers, §.512.
Overblowing of a pipe, §.84, §.92, §.387, §.477, Chap. 28, 

(p.174, whence it comes p.179f.).
Overtone series, Chap. 28 (p.178n., p.181f.).

P
Painting, §.340.
Pallas, §.76.
Pallet box, §.32, §.35, §.38, §.39f., §.49, §.127, §.363f., §.440, 

§.467, §470, §.479, §.481.
Pallets, §.39, §.40, §.46, §.127, §.362f, §.416, §.440, §.450, 

§.456, §.467, §.470, §.474, §.476, §.481.
PALMULAE (keys) ZWEYERLEI, §.21, §.23, DERSELBEN ANZAHL 

IST UNGEWIS §.23, §.28, §.485f., WARUM DIE UNTERSTEN AUF 
CLAVICHORDIEN ALLEZEIT BUNDFREY SIND §.579.

Pandoret, §.605.
Panelling (wooden) harmful to acoustics, Chap. 28 (p.169).
Pantaleon (Pantalon) Hebenstreit, §.528.
Pantalonisches Cembal, §.528.
Panteleon, §.528.
Papenius, an organbuilder, Kindelbrück stoplist.
Paper pipes, §.85.
PAPIERNE PFEIFEN (paper pipes), §.85.
PARAGLOSSAE (pallet), §.40.
PARALLELUM, §.35f., §.44; see slider.
PARAULUM (chimney), §.109.
Parchment, §.380.
Payment (to builder) withheld until after organ examination, 

§.251.
Pearwood, §.574.
PECTIS (spinet), §.539.
Pedal (must it be an octave lower than the manual?), §.268.
Pedal keys, spacing §.349n., §.353, shape of, §.486.
Pedal, harpsichord, §.528.
Pedal, tuning §.425, too heavily trod §.467.
Pedal, §.27f, WER ES ERFUNDEN/who invented it, §.28, §.486, 

WIE ES AUSSIEHET/how it looks §.27, WIE ES AN ORGELN 
BESCHAFFEN SEYN SOLL/how it shall be located at the 
organ §.29, clavichord) §.596f., harpsichord §.603f.

PEDALBANK (bench, organ), §.29, SOLL BEWEGLICH SEYN §.354.
Pedalboard, location §.29, §.353, recessed §.349n., §.353, layout 

§.354.
Pedals, position when playing, §.349n.
PERIPHERIE (circumference), §.79.
Pestel, Georg Ernst, Freyberg stoplist.
Pfaffenkäppel, §.348n.
Pfaffenmütze, §.348.
PFEIFEN (pipes), §.75f., SIND OFFEN ODER GEDECKT §.77, §.106, 

WORAUS SIE ZU MACHEN §.85, WIEVIEL SIE THEILE HABEN, 
§.88, BLINDE PFEIFEN §.337, SOLLEN NICHT ZU ENGE STEHEN 
§.339, DÜRFEN NICHT EINGEBOGEN SEYN §.384, WIE IHNEN 
ZU HELFEN, WENN SIE NICHT ANSPRECHEN WOLLEN §.477, 
KLINGEN AN EINEM ORTE BESSER ALS AM ANDERN Chap. 28 
(p.170), EINE ENGE KLINGT HÖHER ALS EINE WEITE, UND 
EINE KURZE HÖHER AS EINE LANGE Chap. 28 (pp.175f.), 
GEDECKTE KLINGEN NOCH EINS SO TIEF, ALS OFFENE; WOHER 
DAS KOMME Chap. 28 (pp.176f.), WOHER IHR UEBERBLASEN 
KOMME Chap. 28 (pp.179f.).

PFEIFENBRET (pipe rack), ZWEYERLEY, §.47; §.247, §.384.
PFEIFENSTÖCKE (toeboards), WAS SIE SIND, §.44, §.360f., §.444, 

§.468, §.476.
PFEIFWERK (pipes, façade), WIE ES ZU POLIREN, Chap.28 (p.182).
Pi, §.96.
PIANO FORTE, Dresden Palace Church stoplist; see also 

“Fortepiano” and “Harpsichord (with hammers).”
Pig organ, §.554.
Pigs (unit of measure), §.323.
PILOTIDES (tracker), §.48.
Pin, §.36, §.40, §.53, §.56.
Pine wood, §.40, §.325.
Pipe materials, §.85, §.383, §.388.
Pipe metal, §.87, §.382, §.452.
Pipe rack, two types §.47; §.247, §.384.
Pipe tone, better material for, Chap. 28 (p.168f.); improved by 

location of pipe, Chap. 28 (p.170).
Pipe, §. 76.
Pipes, §.75f., are open or stopped §.77, §.106, what to make 

them of §.85, how many parts they have §.88, dummy pipes 
§.337, ought not stand too close together §.339, should 
not be bent in §.384, how to help them when they refuse 
to speak §.477, sound better at one spot than at another 
Chap.28 (p.170), a narrow one sounds higher than a broad 
one, and a short one higher than a long one Chap. 28 
(pp.175f.), stopped pipes sound twice as low as open; the 
reason for this Chap. 28 (pp.176f.), the reason for their 
overblowing Chap. 28 (pp.179f.).

Pipes: types of wood used for §.95, impregnated with glue §.101, 
stopped §.106, doubled §.245, §.335 (n.64),  weight of, §. 323, 
alternation of (“C” side & “C#” side) §.335, proper alloy for 
§.382, round on top §.384, should not be made too thin §.384, 
§.454, proportion §.388, §.455, §.457, how to tune them 
§.422, §.462, one sounding louder than another §.448f., 
inspection §.45lf., why they sound an octave lower than open 
ones Chap. 28 (p.176f.).

Pipes, façade: offset, §.334, planed smooth and polished §.339, 
Chap. 28 (p.182), feet §.339, lips §.339, gilded and painted 
§.339, made of tin §.382, how to polish Chap. 28, (p.182).

Pitch of pipes, §.80f.
Pitchpipe, §.404.
Plagiarist, §.429.
Plane, §.89, §.96.
Planing, §.319, §.320, §.322.
Plaster (to improve acoustics), Chap. 28 (p.169).
PLATTEN DER BÄLGE (bellowsboards), §.58.
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Playing elegantly should be possible on organs [i.e., organs 
should have a responsive action], §.352n., §.440.

Playing with a quiet demeanor, §.467.
Plenum (Volles Werk) has third-sounding ranks, §.190 (under 

“Sesquialtera”).
Plenum, §.231, pedal §.234.
Pliers, §.461, §.469f., §.609, §.611.
Plumes, §.340.
Polydorus (Polidorus) Vergilius, §.483, §.525.
POLYSTOMATICUM (table), §.37.
Portavento, §.54.
Positiv, §.17, §.493f.
Pouches, in the pallet box, §.41, §.48, §.366, §.467.
Praetorius, Michael, §.2, §.9, §.14, §.28, §.33, §.45, §.114., 

§.239, §.357, §.397, §.482, §.485f., §.494, §.499, §.501, §.503, 
§.515f., §.526, §.537, §.539f., §.544, §.547, §.550, §.555f., 
§.572f., §.606.

Praetorius, Michael, Orgel Verdingnis (Contracting for an 
Organ), §.9n., §.239n.

“Primary stops”, §.215.
Principal 8’, IST WAS SCHÖNES/is especially beautiful §.275.
PRINCIPIA OPTICA (optics, principles of ), (BEYM ORGELBAU 

NÖTHIG) §.329.
Prinz, Wolfgang Caspar, §.28, §.397, §.400, §.429, §.525, §.554, 

§.556, §.573.
PROBE DER ORGELN, §.427f.; see “Orgelprobe (examination, 

organ).”
PROBE DES METALLS (metal, testing), §.451.
Proportio sesquialtera, §.393.
PROPORTIONES, §.388, §.455, §.457.
Psalms, §.484.
Ptolomaeus, §.398.
PULSNITZER ORGELBESCHREIBUNG (description of the organ at 

Pulsnitz), Pulsnitz stoplist.
Pumice, for scouring the strings, §.521.
Putti, §.342.
Pyramids, §.341, §,367.
Pythagoras, §.392.

Q
QUADRAT (square), §.79.
Quantz, Johann Joachim, Chap. 28 (p.174n.).
“Quarter-organ,” §.20, §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
Quill (harpsichord), §.509, §.512f.
Quill, feather, §.470, §.512, raven §.512, §.558.
QUINTAM ACCIPERE, §.406.
QUINTEN (fifths) IN ORGELN, WARUM MAN SIE MIT FLEIS HINEIN 

SETZT, Chap. 28 (pp.177f.).
QUINTENREGISTER (fifth-sounding stops), IHR GEBRAUCH, §.161f.

R
RABENFEDERN (quill, raven), §.512, §.558.
Radices proportionum, §.388, §.455, §.457.
Radius, §.79.
RAHMEN, EICHENE (roller frame: oak frame), §.50.
Rail, for adjusting keyboards, §.464.
Ranks, §.83.
RASSELN DER BÄLGE (rattling in the bellows), §.376.
Rattling in the bellows, §.376.
RECEPTACULUM VENTORUM (pallet box), §.39.
Reed pipes, §.77, §.104, §.144 (under “Flachflöte”: stops not 

identified as reeds are to be considered flues); wooden §.101, 
caution when playing them §.225, must not be hemmed in 

§.252, §.389, portion of wind directed to them at pallet §.389, 
how to tune them, §.423; location, §.423.

Reed resonators, proportional length of (Schalmey, Trompete, 
Posaune), §.186 (under “Schallmey”), §.202 (under 
“Tromba”), §.270.

Reed stops: not satisfactory for playing in ensemble, §.261, 
unnecessary §.267.

REGALE (regals), §.498, §.501f.
REGISTER (slider), WIE SIE VON EINIGEN GENENNET WERDEN 

§.36.
REGISTER (stopknobs), WIE WEIT SIE SICH HERAUSZIEHEN LASSEN 

MÜSSEN §. 346, WAS VON EISERNEN ZU MERKEN §.355, WIE MAN 
IHNEN HELFEN SOLL, WENN SIE NICHT GUT ZU ZIEHEN §.468.

REGISTER (stops), SCHWELLENDE §.110, DOUCE MUSS MAN IN 
ORGELN HABEN §.260, 

REGISTERKNÖPFE (stopknobs), SIND WOHL ZU ORDNEN, §.345.
Registrations with large gaps between pitches sound ill, §.218.
REGISTRATUREN (sliders), §.35, §.36.
REGISTRATURWELLEN (trundles, stop), §.56, §.368.
Regula (Latin, meaning “stop,” “register”), §.150 (under 

“Gedackt”).
Regula trium (rule of pi), §.96.
Regula (slider), §.36.
REGULUS, (SC. ANTIMONII) (antimony), §.382.
Reinhold, [Theodor Christlieb], §.85, §.277.
REISEN (traveling), SIND EINEM MUSIKER NÖTHIG, §.8.
Repair, when to undertake a major one, §.481.
Repeating stops, §.83, §.167 (under “Miscella…”), §.221.
REPETIRENDE REGISTER (repeating stops), §.83, §.167 (under 

“Miscella…”), §.221.
Reservoir, wind, §.442.
Resin, §.323.
Resonators, reed-pipe, §.105, §.176 (under “Posaune”); 

fractional-length cannot produce sonorous tone, §.389, 
§.456.

Reverberation a benefit for musicians, §.535, Chap. 28 (p.171).
Rhineland foot (unit of measure), §.78.
Rhode, Johann Friedrich, an organbuilder, Danzig St. Petri 

stoplist, Danzig St. Johannis stoplist.
Ribovius, [Laurentius], §.528.
Rings, §.42.
RINKEN (rings), §.42.
Ritter, Johann Nikolaus, an organbuilder, Altenburg stoplist.
Rod (unit of measure), §.78.
Röder, Johann, an organbuilder, Breslau St. Maria Magdalena 

stoplist.
RÖHREN (tubes/wind conduits), §.38.
ROHRWERKE, see “Reed stops.”
Roller board, §.49, §.50, §.369, §.470, §.601.
Roller frame, §.49, oak frame §.50.
Rollers, what they are, §.49, §.50, §.361, §.369, (i.e., WALZEN) 

§.464, §.470.
Rollers, wooden (for removing dents from pipes), §.464.
Rollers, wooden (mandrels), §.90.
Rose (harpsichord), §.524, (clavichord) §.586.
Roses (case decoration), §.341,
Rosin, §.545.
ROSSADERN (horse veins), §.59, §.323, §.371, §.375.
Rückpositiv, WAS SO HEISST/what it is §.20; §.30, §.31, §.52, 

§.248, §.265, §.324, §.342, §.344, §.345, §.347, §.369, §.493.
Rückpositiv,WILL DER HR. PROF. ADLUNG NICHT LEIDEN/Prof. 

Adlung cannot stand them, §.248, §.324, §.344, §.347.
Rückpositiv, ANDERE LIEBEN ES/others love it, §.248, Tours 

stoplist.         
Ruler, necessary for the wind gauge, §.441; §.491.
Running basses played on Violdigamba, §.229, §.235.
Runs, in the chest/in stops, §.358, §.359, §.444f., §.476, §.481.
Ruthe (unit of measure), §.78.
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S
SÄCKCHEN (pouches), IM WINDKASTEN, §.41, §.48, §.366, §.467.
Saltpeter, VERDIRBT DAS PFEIFWERK/corrodes the pipes, §.87, 

§.245, §.383, §.384, §.481, Chap. 28, (pp.173f.).
Samber, Johann Baptist, §.114, §.121 (under “Bäuerlein”).
Sand holes in the metal, what they cause, §.88, §.386, §.477.
Sand kernels are harmful to the metal, §.385.
Sand, ZUM GIESSEN DER PFEIFENPLATTEN/to cast sheets of 

pipe metal, §.88, §.386.
SANDKÖRNER (sand kernels), SIND DEM METALLE SCHÄDLICH, 

§.385.
SANDLÖCHER (sand holes) IM METALLE, WAS SIE VERURSACHEN, 

§.88, §.386, §.477
Saturnum, Chap. 28 (p.182).
SÄULEN, see “Beams, supporting.”
Sauver (Sauveur, Joseph), §.404, Chap. 28 (p. 175).
Scale to measure pipes, §.97.
Scale, pipe, §.89, §.386, §.388, §.455.
Scaling board, §.89.
Scaling of clavichords, §.572f., §.575, §.579f., §.585, (pedal) 

§.598.
Scaling: different for various divisions §.272, §.386, narrow 

produces more beautiful sound §.386.
Scheibe, Johann Adolph, Kapellmeister, §.392n.
Scheibe, Johann, an organbuilder, Leipzig Johanniskirche 

stoplist.
SCHEIDEN, see “slots.”
SCHENKEL (bars) AN DER WINDLADE, §.34.
SCHIEBESTANGEN (trace-rods), §.56, MÜSSEN STARK SEYN, §.368.
SCHISMA, §.400f.
SCHLEIFLADEN (slider chest), WAS SIE SIND, §.34f., §.44, §.356, 

§.358f., §.481.
SCHLINGEN, see “nuts.”
SCHLOTTERN (swaying [of long trackers]), §.48.
SCHLUCHSEN (gulping) DER PFEIFEN, §.442.
Schmidt, Johann Michael, M.A., Chap. 28 (p.165n.).
SCHMIEDEKOHLEN (charcoal [rods]), §.553.
SCHNARRWERKE (reed pipes), §.77, §.104, §.144 (under 

“Flachflöte”: stops not identified as reeds are to be considered 
flues); BEHUTSAMKEIT BEYM SPIELEN DERSELBEN §.225, 
MÜSSEN FREY STEHEN §.252, §.389, WIE SIE ZU STIMMEN §.423.

Schneider, Andreas, an organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Schnitger, Arp, an organbuilder, §.349n., Berlin St. Nicolai 

stoplist, Magdeburg Cathedral stoplist.
SCHNITZWERK (woodcarving), §.327, §.340f., §.343, §.344, §.347.
Schott, Conrad, a blind organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Schramm, Johann Gottlieb, §.87n.
Schramm, Tobias, an organbuilder, Forsta stoplist.
SCHRAUBEN (screws) AN ORGELN, §.26, HÖLZERNE §.44, §.463, 

VATER §.51, MUTTER §.51, AN SCHNARRWERKEN §.105, §.389, 
§.423, §.462.

SCHRAUBENZWINGER (screw-clamp), §.360, §.361, §.463 §.468.
Schröter, Christoph Gottlieb, Vol. I, Foreword (p.4), §.529n.
Schröter, Johann Georg, an organbuilder, Alach stoplist.
Schuh (unit of measure), §.78.
SCHWANKEN (wobbling [of long trackers]), §.48.
SCHWEDISCHE STICHE (bleed holes or grooves), §.256, §.362, 

§.444.
SCHWEINSKOPF (harpsichord), §.526.
SCHWEINSORGEL (pig organ), §.554.
SCHWELLENDE REGISTER (swelling stop), §.110.
Scouring the strings, §.521.
Screw-clamp, §.360, §.361, §.463 §.468.
Screws, in organs, §.26, wooden, §.44, §.463, “male screw” 

§.51, screw nut §.51, in reeds §.105, §.389, for adjusting 
§.357, §.360, §.361, §.462, §.467f., §.481, should not be made 
of iron §.361, tuning with §.423, §.462.

Secondary manual softer than the Hauptwerk, §.266.
“Secondary stops”, §.215.
Secretum organicum, organi, ventorum,  §.32.
SEMIDIAMETER (radius), §.79.
SEYTEN (strings, harpsichord), §.510, [clavichord] WERDEN 

BISWEILEN ÜBERSPONNEN, WARUM EINE KURZE HOCH UND 
EINE LANGE TIEF KLINGT Chap. 28 (p.174).

Shallots, §.104, §.176, §.389.
Sheepskin, tanned, §.323.
Short octaves, a fault in organs, §.351, in spinets §.539.
SIEB (“Sieve”), (table, organ; cribrum) §.37, ( jack guide, 

harpsichord), §.509.
Sieburg, Johann Justus, an organbuilder, Pulsnitz stoplist.
“Sieve” (table, organ; cribrum) §.37, ( jackguide, harpsichord), 

§.509.
Silbermann, Gottfried, an organbuilder, §.125n., §.132n., 

§.529n.; Dresden Palace Church stoplist.
Silbermann, Johann, §.542.
SILBERNE PFEIFEN (silver, pipes of ), §.85, §.382n., Chap. 28, 

(p.168).
Silver, (pipes of) §.85, §.382n., Chap. 28, (p.168).
SINGEN, MIT HALBER STIMME (singing with half voice; falsetto 

voice), Chap. 28 (p.180f.).
Singing with half voice, Chap.28 (p.180f.); see also “Falsetto 

voice.”
Sinn, [Christoph Albert], TEMPERATUR/Temperament §.398.
“Sixteen-foot manual,” “Sixteen-foot organ,” §.177 (under 

“Prästant…”).
Size, red, §.90, §.385, §.454.
Slider chests, what they are, §.34f., §.44, §.356, §.358f., §.481.
Slider, §.35, various names for them §.36, §.37, §.44, §.359, 

§.360, §.439, §.446, §.454, §.468, §.476, §.481, §.485.
Slots, for the pedal, §.28.
Snuff (taking it to combat air pollution), Chap. 28 (p.172).
Soldering iron, §.90.
Soldering, §.90, §.322, §.385, §.477, §.481.
SONI (intervals), WARUM NICHT ALLE WOHL LAUTEN, Chap. 28 

(p.177).
Sorge, Georg Andreas, Lobenstein stoplist.
Sound (how organ pipes create), Chap. 28 (p.166).
Sound board (harpsichord), §.508f., §.523, (lute harpsichord), 

§.559f., (clavichord), §.574, §.582f., §.586, §.592, §.597, 
§.600, Chap. 28, (p.169).

Sound holes (harpsichord), §.524, (clavichord) §.586.
Soundpost, §.562, §.582.
Spacers in the windchest, what they are, §.36, §.40, §.360, 

§.361, §.439.
SPANBÄLGE (bellows, wedge), §.57, §.370.
SPANISCHE REUTER (bleed holes or grooves), §.256, §.362.
Species firmitudinis (sense of durability), §.340, §.341, §.345.
SPERRVENTIL (ventil, cut-out), §.74, §.282, §.479.
Spike oil, §.545.
Spindelbaum, §.348n.
Spinet, §.505, §.539.
Spinetto, §.539.
Spirits, §.323, §.325.
Sponsels, of the windchest §.35ff., of the pallet box §.43ff., 

§.359, §.470, §.479.
Spread the organ out, §.247, especially the reeds §.252; provides 

better outward appearance §.333, §.347.
Spring chests, what they are, §.34, §.45f., §.356f., §.486.
Spring forceps, §.461.
SPRINGLADEN (spring chests), WAS SIE SIND, §.34, §.45f., §.356f., 

§.486.
Springs, in the pedal; what to make them of §.28, under the 
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pallets §.40, §.46, §.48, §.354, §.364f., must be of equal 
strength §.440, §.456, §.461, §.470, §.473, §.481, §.602.

Springs, pressure, in place of counterweights, Berlin, 
Garnisonkirche stoplist.

Spruce wood, §.587.
SPÜNDE (sponsels), DER WINDLADE §.35ff., DES WINDKASTENS 

§.43ff., §.359, §.470, §.479.
Square, §.79.
Squares, §.369.
STAHLSTANGEN (steel bars, Xylorganum), §.553.
Stairs, are necessary in organs, §.54, §.462.
Stars, §.342.
Statues, §.341, §.342.
Steel bars (Xylorganum), §.553.
Steel, §.389, §.505, §.510, §.580.
STEERTSTÜCK (harpsichord), §.526.
STERNLÖCHER (bleed holes or grooves), IN DEN STÖCKEN, §.444.
Sterzing, [Georg Christoph,] an organbuilder, Eisenach 

Georgenkirche stoplist, Erfurt St. Petri stoplist, Erfurt 
Reglerkirche stoplist, Udestadt stoplist.

Sticker action, §.26, §.52, §.474.
STIEFEL (boot, reed), §.104, §.389.
STIMME (soundpost), WAS BEY VIOLINEN SO HEISST, §.562, §.582.
STIMMEN (stops), EINFACHE UND VERMISCHTE §.215, IHR 

UNTERSCHIED U. GEBRAUCH §.214ff., VERÄNDERUNG 
DERSELBEN §.223f., WIE SIE ZU STIMMEN §.413ff., WELCHE 
BEYM GENERAL-BASS ZU BRAUCHEN §.235, NÖTHIGE UND 
UNNÖTHIGE §.260, SCHÄRFENDE §.262, WIE SIE ZU KOPPELN 
§.278, §.390.

STIMMHORN (tuning cone), §.414f., §.463.
STIMMPFEIFE (tuning pipe), §.404.
STIMMSCHLÜSSEL (tuning keys, for reed pipes), §.105, §.389, 

§.423, §.462; Gera stoplist, Jena stoplist.
STIMMUNG (tuning), WIE SIE ZU PROBIREN, §.393.
STÖCKE (toeboards), §.44.
STOCKWERK (level, case) AN ORGELN, §.19.
Stop action, §.56.
Stop names, §.112.
Stop rods, §.46.
Stop-pallet pin, §.46.
Stop-pallets, §.46.
Stopknobs, §.30, §.355, §.368, doubled for pedal and manual 

§.276, should be arranged properly §.345, how far it 
should be possible to draw them out §.346, what to note 
about iron ones §.355, easily or stiffly drawn §.360, how to 
help them if they are hard to draw §.468.

Stoplists of organs (the organbuilder ought not draw one up 
according to his own fancy), §.257f.

Stopper, pipe, §.108, §.422.
Stops at chamber pitch, §.277, what to note in tuning them 

§.410.
Stops, harpsichord, §.511.
Stops, (swelling) §.110, their differences and use §.214ff., 

octave-sounding and compound §.215., combining them 
§.223f., of the same pitch may be drawn together, §.232-3. 
which ones to use for continuo playing §.235, necessary 
and unnecessary §.260,  there must be quiet-sounding ones 
in organs §.260, intensifying §.262, how to couple them 
§.278, §.390, how to tune them §.413ff., none in old organs 
§.485, §.487, increase in number of, §.487.

STÖPSEL (stopper, pipe), §.108, §.422.
Strap, §.42.
STRAUSSFEDERN (ostrich feathers), §.512.
STREBEFEDERN (springs, pressure, in place of counterweights), 

Berlin Garnisonkirche stoplist.
STREBEN (struts, stabilizing), §.54.
Strings (harpsichord), §.510, [clavichord] are sometimes wound 

§.580,  doubled in clavichords §.580; do not mix brass & 

metal strings when doubling §.580, why a short one sounds 
high and a long one sounds low Chap. 28 (p.174).

STROHFIEDEL (Xylorganum), §.553.
Struts, stabilizing, §.54.
Stübchen (unit of measure), §.326.
Stuel, §.167 (under “Miscella…”); §.197 (under “Tertia”).
Stumm, [ Johann Michael?,] §.115.
Sturm, Caspar, an organbuilder, Ulm Münster stoplist.
Subsemitones/SUBSEMITONIA, §.350, SIND NICHTS NÜTZE/are 

useless §.394, §.515, §.526.
Suns, §.342, §.367.
Suspended action, §.52.
Suspensions, §.579.
Swallows’ nest, §.485.
Swaying [of long trackers], §.48.
Swelling stop, §.110.
Symmetry (i.e., proportion), §.336, §.337.
SYMPATHIE (vibration, sympathetic), DER SEYTEN, §.536, §.559.
SYMPHONIA (virginal), §.541.

T
Tablature, Italian/TABULATUR, ITALIENISCHE, Vol. I, Foreword 

(p.4), §.3, §.8.
Table, §.37, is a fault in organs §.359.
Tallow (for soldering), §.323.
Tangent, §.572 (N.B. footnote!), §.575f.
Tangents, what these are in organs/TANGENTEN, WAS MAN AN 

ORGELN ALSO NENNT, §.21.
TASTATURA (keyboards), §.21.
Tayssner, Zacharias, an organbuilder, Jena Collegenkirche 

stoplist, Naumburg St, Wenceslaus stoplist.
Temperament, §.391ff., how to apply it to organs §.401f., 

whether it may be applied to organs by means of the 
monochord §.402f., is exceedingly necessary §.409, §.447, 
§.455, §.481, bells §.563, in stringed instruments §.607f.

TEMPERATUR (temperament), §.391ff., WIE SIE AUF ORGELN 
ANZUBRINGEN §.401f., OB SIE BEY ORGELN NACH DEM 
MONOCHORD GESCHEHEN DÜRFTE §.402f., IST HÖCHSTNÖTHIG 
§.409, DER BESEYTETEN INSTRUMENTE §.607f.

Tempering [organs], pipe according to pipe §.404, may be 
accomplished by means of fifths §.406, (organs are best 
tuned according to the Principal 8’ §.407, thirds must 
be adopted as guides when applying it §.408, by means of 
dissonances §.411.

TEMPERIREN (tempering [organs]), Pfeife nach Pfeife §.404, 
KANN DURCH QUINTEN GESCHEHEN §.406, ORGELN STIMMT 
MAN AM BESTEN NACH PRINCIPAL 8’  §.407, TERZEN MÜSSEN 
DABEY ZU RICHTERN ANGENOMMEN WERDEN §.408, DURCH 
DISSONANZEN §.411.

Tertia (unit of measure), §.97.
Terz may be same as Sesquialtera, §.244.
Testudo (lute), §.555.
Theorbo/THEORBE, §.555, §.560, §.604.
THON, ZU PFEIFEN (pitch of pipes), §.80f.
Thumper board (name board), in organs §.26, §.51, §.471f., in 

clavichords §.593.
Thuringia, §.349n.
THURM (tower), WAS AN ORGELN SO HEISST, §.19, §.335.
Tibia, §.76.
Tin (pure) is too expensive for all pipes, §.245.
Tin pipes make a better appearance §.245, keep their tune better 

§.245, are more durable §.383, Chap. 28, (p.174).
Tin, English, §.87, §.245, §.452.
Tin, for pipes, §.85, §.86, §.87, §.245, §.319, §.323, §.325, §.382, 

§.383, §.451f., Chap. 28, (p.168, pp.173f.).
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Tin, native, is used for pipes, §.87, §.245.
Tiorba (theorbo), §.555.
Toeboards, what they are, §.44, §.360f., §.444, §.468, §.476.
Tongue (harpsichord), §.509.
Tongues, reed, §.104f., §.389, §.456.
Touch on the harpsichord (in contrast to the organ), §.522.
“Tough-winded,” §.363.
Tow, §.419.
Tower, what this is in organs, §.19, §.335.
Towers, in façade, §.336.
Toy stops inappropriate, §.280.
Trace-rods, §.56, must be strong §.368.
Tracker action, §.48.
Trackers, §.41, what they are §.48, §.50, where they should 

be for an organ’s pedal §.354, §.364, what to make them of 
§.368f., §.469f., §.474, §.564, §.601.

TRAKTUR (tracker action), §.48.
TRANSPONIRCLAVICYMBEL (harpsichord, transposing), §.515.
TRANSPONIREN (transposing), OB ES EIN ORGANIST KÖNNEN 

MÜSSE, §.277.
Transposing, whether an organist must be able to do it, §.277
TRANSPOSITION, AM CLAVICHORD (clavichord, transposing), 

§.578.
Traveling, necessary for a musician, §.8.
Treiber, [ Johann Philipp], WILL DIE QUINTEN UND OKTAVEN 

VERTHEIDIGEN/defends [the use of ] fifths and octaves, 
Chap. 28 (p.178).

Tremulant, §.55, IST AN ORGELN ZU DULDEN/is to be tolerated 
in organs §.281, §.376.

TREPPEN (stairs), SIND BEY ORGELN NÖTHIG, §.54, §.462.
Treu, [Abdias,] §.398.
TRICHTER, MUSIKALISCHER, see “Furhmann, Martin Heinrich.”
Tritone, §.411.
Tritonus major, §.411.
Tromba marina, Chap. 28 (pp.181f.).
TROMPETE (trumpets and horns), IST WIDER DIE TEMPERATUR, 

§.409.
Trost, Gottfried Heinrich, §.87n., §.93; Altenburg 

stoplist, Döllstadt stoplist, Kreyssen (Greussen) stoplist, 
Waltershausen stoplist.

Trost, Johann Caspar, Vol. I, Foreword (p.5), §. 12, §.374, §.384, 
§.397, §.400, §.429, §.440, §.454f, §.460, §.477, §.482.

Trost, Tobias Gottfried, Langensalza stoplist.
Trumpets and horns: tempering them does not work, §.409.
Trundles, stop, §.56, §.368.
Tubes/wind conduits, §.38.
Tuning cone, §.414f., §.463.
Tuning hammer, §.462.
Tuning keys & screws, for reed pipes, §.105, §.389, (tuning with), 

§.423, §.462; Gera stoplist, Jena stoplist.
Tuning pins (clavichord), §.587.
Tuning pipe, §.404.
Tuning wire, for reeds, §.105, §.389, §.423.
Tuning, §.347, §.350, (how to test it) §.393, §.413f., §.436, §.477, 

§.481, (a harpsichord), §.519f., §.572, (stringed instruments) 
§.607f.

Twine may be used in pedal harpsichords, §.599f.

U
ÜBERBLASEN DER PFEIFE (overblowing of a pipe), §.84, §.92, 

§.387, §.477, Chap. 28, (p.174, WOHER ES KOMMT p.179f.).
ÜBERGOLDEN (gilding), §.327, DER PFEIFEN §.339, §.344.
Ulmer Maass (unit of measure), §.326.
Unfretted, what this means in clavichords, §.579.
Unison-sounding ranks, whether to draw them at the same 

time, §.232f.
UNKOSTEN, BEY EINER ORGEL (cost of an organ), §.316ff.

V
Variety is the soul of music, §.223.
Veneer, §.506.
Ventil, cut-out, §.74, §.282, §.479.
Ventil, EIN HEIMLICHES/secret, §.74, §.381, §.446, §.481.
Ventil, §.40, §.127, §.282.
VENTILE DER SCHLEIFLADE (pallets), §.40f.
VENTILE DER SPRINGLADE (stop-pallets), §.46.
VENTILE, DER BÄLGE (Bellows valve/feeder valve), §.61f.
VENTILFEDER (springs under the pallets), §.40, §.46, §.48, §.354, 

§.364f.
Vergilius, Polydorus, §.483, §.525.
Vibration of pipes, whence it comes, §.386.
Vibration, sympathetic, of strings, §.536, §.559.
Viereck (square), §.79.
“VIERTELSORGEL”(quarter-organ), §.20, §.177 (under 

“Prästant…”).
Vinegar, §.323.
VIOLDIGAMBENWERK, §.543f.
Virginal, §.539.
Vitalianus, Pope, §.484.
Vitruvius, §.550f.
Voicing of pipes, §.84, §.93, §.321, §.387.
Volaterranus, Raphael (Volat. lib.), §.484.
Volkland, Franciscus, an organbuilder, (Langen-) Elxleben 

stoplist, Elxleben stoplist, Erfurt Nonnenkloster stoplist, 
Erfurt St. Thomae stoplist, Mühlberg stoplist, Ollendorf 
stoplist, Zimmern Supra stoplist.

Voll, Georg, an organbuilder, §.503.
Volles Werk (plenum), §.231.
Volutes, §.340, §.342.
VORSCHLÄGE (latches; bung stays) ODER VORREIBER, AN DEN 

WINDKASTEN §.42, §.479, AN DEN BÄLGEN §.67, AN 
SCHNARRWERKEN §.104, §.105.

VORSETZBRETT (thumper board; name board), AN ORGELN, §.26, 
§.471f., AN CLAVICHORDIEN §.593.

W
Wagner, Joachim, an organbuilder, Berlin Garnisonkirche 

stoplist, Berlin Reformed Church stoplist, Berlin 
Jerusalemskirche stoplist.

Walkway, §.54.
Wallisius, §.179n.
Walnut wood, §.574.
Walther, Johann Gottfried, §.503; Weimar stoplist.
WALZEN (roller; cylinder), §.464.
WASSERORGEL (water organ), §.550.
Water organ, §.550.
Weather: damp §.510, major factor in strings going out of tune 

§.579.
Weidner, §.85n.
-weight, §.87, §.245, §.323.
Weise, an organbuilder, Stotternheim stoplist.
WEIT (broad-scaled), BEY REGISTERN, §.272.
Well-tempered tuning, §.278, §.399f., §.406f., §.418.
WELLEN (rollers), WAS SIE SIND, §.49, §.50, §.361, §.369, §.470.
WELLENBRET (roller board), §.49, §.50, §.369, §.470, §.601.
Wender, Christian Friedrich, Mühlhausen St. Mary’s stoplist.
Wender, Johann Friedrich, an organbuilder, Erfurt 

Kaufmannskirche stoplist, Erfurt St. Severi stoplist, 
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Mühlhausen St. Mary’s stoplist.
WERK, WAS BEY ORGELN SO HEISST/what this means in organs, 

§.20.
Werkmeister, Andreas,
Anmerkung über den Generalbaß, §.400, §.408.
Cribrum musicum oder Musicalisches Sieb, §.180.
HARMONOLOGIA, §.396.
HODEGUS, §.232n., §.233n., §.396, Chap. 28, (p.178).
Hypomnemata musica, §.396.
ORGANUM GRÜNINGENSE, §.10, §.74, §.85, §.114, §.359, §.381, 

§.383f., §.396, §.429, §.434, §.436f., §.439, §.481.
ORGELPROBE, §.10, §.33, §.45f., §.232n., §.233n., §.346, §.356f., 

§.370f., §.375, §.381f., §.388f., §.396, §.429, §.431, §.434, 
§.460, §.481.

PARADOXALDISCOURSE, §.10, §.70, §.396, §.400, §.482, §.485.
TEMPERATUR, §.396, §.429.
VON DER WINDWAAGE/on the wind gauge, §.460.
Whitewash (to improve acoustics), Chap. 28 (p.168f.).
“Whole-organ,” §.20, §.177 (under “Prästant…”).
Wiclef, an organbuilder (harpsichord builder), §.512, §.568.
Width of an organ (the greater the better), §.247, §.265, §333..
Width of pipes, §.89.
WIEDERHALT (cross-brace, harpsichord), UNTER DEN 

CLAVICYMBELDEKKEN, §.523.
Wind (pressure), §.68, §.248, §.363, §.366, §.374f, §.416, §.441f., 

§.477, §.481, §.486.
Wind duct valve, §.62, §.74, §.375f., §.381, §.479f., must be 

large §.375.
Wind ducts, §.54, §.62, §.73f., §.127, §.130, §.366f., §.380, §.442, 

§.481.
Wind gauge, §.68, §.73., §.372, §.375, §.441f, §.460, §.477, §.480, 

§.487.
Wind supply, §.442, §.458.
Wind, IN DER ORGEL, MUSS UNTERSUCHET WERDEN/in the 

organ, must be examined, §.441f., WIE ER ZU WIEGEN/how to 
measure it §.460.  DESSEN EIN ODER ZUFALL/supply of wind 
§.442, §.458, MUSS BEYM STIMMEN JUST SEYN/must be steady 
when tuning §.416.

Wind-starved, §.450.
Windchest, impregnated with glue, §.38, §.359.
Windchests, §.32f., §.356, §454, §.474, their structure §.33, 

terraced §. 38, sponselled §.43, how to examine them 
§.444f.

WINDFÜHRUNGEN (wind ducts), §.54, §.62, §.73f., §.127, §.130, 
§.366f., §.380, §.442, §.481.

WINDKÄNALE, see “Känale” or “Wind ducts.”
WINDKASTEN (pallet box), §.32, §.35, §.38, §.39f., §.49, §.127, 

§.363f., §.440, §.467, §470, §.479, §.481.
Windkoppel, §.127, §.130, §.269, §.276, §.380, §.390, §.442.
WINDLADEN (windchests), §.32f., §.356, §454, §.474, IHRE 

STRUCTUR §.33, TREPPENFÖRMIGE §. 38, GESPÜNDETE §.43, WIE 
SIE ZU EXAMINIREN §.444f.

WINDPROBE (wind gauge), §.68, §.73., §.372, §.375, §.441f, §.460, 
§.477, §.480, §.487.

WINDSIECH (wind-starved), §.450.
WINDWAAGE (wind gauge), §.487.
WINDZÄHE (tough-winded), §.363.
Wine, §.458.
Wings (on sides of case), §.341.
WINKELHAKEN (squares), §.369.
Winnigstädt, Elias, an organbuilder, Halberstadt 

Barfüsserkirche stoplist.
WIRBEL (wrest pins or tuning pins, harpsichord or clavichord), 

§.519, §.587.
Wire, §.323, §.469, §.510.
Witchcraft, §.567.
Wobbling [of long trackers], §.48.
Wolf (or Wulf), in the organ, §.400.
Wood grain, for spacers, §.360; for pallet, §.363; for roller boards, 

§.369.
Wood, cured (dry), §.96, §.247, §.253, §.358, §.363, §.367, §.380, 

§.439, §.508, §.523.
Wood, for pipes, §.95.
Wood, same variety to be used in windchest, §.360.
Woodcarving, §.327, §.340f., §.343, §.344, §.347.
Wooden pipes that look round, §.101, §.338.
Woodwork makes an organ imposing, §.241.
Wrest pins (harpsichord), §.519.

X
XYLORGANUM, §.553.

Z
Zacconi, Ludovico, §.547.
Zarlino, Gioseffo, §.398.
Zimbelstern, §.55, §.133, §.325, §.327, §.342.
ZINN (tin), ZU DEN PFEIFEN, §.85, §.86, §.87, §.245, §.319, §.323, 

§.325, §.382, §.383, §.451f., Chap. 28, (p.168, pp.173f.).
ZIRKEL (circle), §.79, ZUM VIERECK ZU MACHEN §.96f.
ZITTERN, DER PFEIFE (vibration of pipes), WOHER? §.386.
Zoll (unit of measure), §.78.
ZOOGLOSSA (i.e., reed pipes), §.104.
ZUFALL DES WINDES (wind supply), §.442, §.458.
ZUGWERK (suspended action), §.52.
ZUNGEN DER SCHNARRWERKE (tongues, reed), §.104, §.176, §.389.
ZYLORGANUM (Zylorganon), §.553.

E N D .
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